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PREFACE 

Th..is is the thirteenth volume of issuances (1 - 1140) of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission and its Atomic Safety and licenSing Appeal Boards, Atomic Safety 
and licensing Boards, and Administrative Law Judge. It covers the period from 
January 1, 1981 to June 30,1981. 

Atomic Safety and licensing Boards are authorized by Section 191 of the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954. These Boards, comprised of three members 
conduct adjudicatory hearings on applications to construct and operate nuclear 
power plants and related facilities and issue initial decisions which, subject to 
internal review and appellate procedures, become theflnal Commission action 
with respect to those applications. Boards are drawn from the Atomic Safety 
and licensing Board Panel, comprised of lawyers, nuclear physicists and 
engineers, environmentalists, chemists, and economists. The Atomic Energy 
Commission flrst established licensing Boards in 1962 and the Panel in 1967. 

Beginning in 1969, the Atomic Energy Commission authorized Atomic Safety 
and licenSing Appeal Boards to exercise the authority and perform the review 
functions which would otherwise have been exercised and performed by the 
Commission in facility licensing proceedings. In 1972, that Commission created 
an Appeal Panel, from which are drawn the Appeal Boards assigned to each 
licensing proceeding. The functions performed by both Appeal Boards and 
licensing Boards were transferred to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission by the 
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974. Appeal Boards represent the final level in 
the administrative adjudicatory process to which parties may appeal. Parties, 
however, are permitted to seek discretionary Commission review of certain 
board rulings. The Commission also may decide to review, on its own motion, 
various decisions or actions 'of Appeal Boards. 

The Commission also has an Administrative Law Judge appointed pursuant to 
the Administrative Procedure Act, who presides over proceedings as directed by 
the Commission. 

Th..is volume is made up of pages from the six monthly issues of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission publication Nuclear Regulatory Commission Issuances 
(NRCI) for this period, arranged in chronological order. Cross references in the 
text and indexes are to the NRCI page numbers which are the same as the page 
numbers in 'this publication. 

Issuances are referred to as follows: Commission--CLI, Atomic Safety and 
licensing Appeal Boards--ALAB, Atomic Safety and licensing Boards--LBP, 
Administrative Law Judge--AU, Directors Denial--DD, and Denial of Petition for 
Rulemaking--DPRM. 

The summaries and headnotes preceding the opinions reported herein are not 
to be deemed a part of those opinions or to have any independent legal 
signiflcance. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 1 (1981) CLI·81·1 

UNITED 5T ATE5 OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

In the MaHers of 

COMMISSIONERS 

John F. Ahearne, Chairman 
Victor Glllnsky 

Joseph M. Hendrie 
Peter A. Bradford 

CONSOLIDATED EDISON 
COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC. 

(Indian Point, Unit No.2) 

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE 
STATE OF NEW YORK 

(Indian Point, Unit No.3) 

Docket Nos. 50-247 
50-286 

January 8, 1981 

The Commission (I) denies the licensees' motion for reconsideration of 
its previously announced decision to hold a discretionary adjudicatory 
hearing to consider long term safety issues raised in connection with a 
petition flled by the Union of Concerned Scientists requesting, inter alia; the 
shut-down of Units 2 and 3 of the Indian Point nuclear facilities; (2) directs 
that the proceeding be conducted by an Atomic Safety Licensing Board 
which is to take evidence and recommend findings and conclusions on 
disputed contentions for fmal action by the Commission; and (3) issues 
procedural and substantive guidelines for the conduct of the hearing. The 
Commission also reaffIrms its earlier decision to permit operation of Units 
2 and 3 during the adjudicatory hearing, but announces that it will 
reexamine the validity of that determination with respect to Unit 2 (which 
currently is shutdown) before permitting that unit to resume operation. 
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

Backgroundl 

On May 30, 1980, the Commission issued an order establishing a four
pronged approach for resolving the issues raised by the Union of 
Concerned Scientists' petition regarding the Indian Point nuclear facilities, 
and by the decision of the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
(NRR), granting in part and denying in part that petition. The order 
announced the Commission's intention to hold a discretionary adjudication 
for the resolution of safety issues concerning the plants; initiated an 
informal proceeding for the purpose of defming the questions to be 
answered in that adjudication, as well as the criteria to be applied; 
announced the Commission's plan to address the generic question of the 
operation of nuclear reactors in areas of high population density through a 
generic proceeding, to be decided at a later date;2 and directed the 
Commission's General Counsel and Director, Office of Policy Evaluation, 
to establish a Task Force to address the question of the status of the 
reactors during the pendency of the planned adjudication. In this order, we 
will deal with the issue of interim operation of the Indian Point units during 
the adjudicatory hearing and will take the steps necessary to initiate that 
adjudicatory hearing. 

Interim Operation 
The Commission must decide whether the Indian Point Units 2 and 3 

should continue to operate on an interim basis during the time it takes to 
complete the adjudicatory hearing we order today. A decision on interim 
operation is not a decision about the long-term safety of the Indian Point 
plants. 

In his decision on February 11, 1980, the Director of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation found that the interim risk of the continued operation of the 
Indian Point units did not warrant their shutdown while the matter was 
being further considered. Additionally, the Task Force, formed to conduct 
a separate investigation of comparative risks of interim operation, com-

'The Commission has received a motion from the Union of Concerned Scientists, dated June 
23, 1980, requesting the disqualification of Commissioner Hendrie from participation in this 
matter. In its Diablo Canyon decision (In the Matter of Pacific Gas and Electric, 11 NRC 411 
(1980), the Commission, with Commissioner Bradford dissenting, stated that requests for the 
disqualification of a Commissioner would not be entertained by the Commission as a whole 
but would be referred to the Commissioner whose disqualification was requested. By 
memorandum of April 23, 1980, Commissioner Hendrie has denied the request for his 
disqualification. 
2By this Order, we direct the NRC staff to prepare, as a matter of high priority, a paper setting 
for options for addressing this generic issue. 
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pleted its work in June. The conclusion of the Task Force was that the 
overall risk of the Indian Point reactors is about the same as the typical 
reactor on a typical site. The Task Force found that although the Indian 
Point site was considerably more risky than the average nuclear power 
plant site because of the density of the surrounding population, the design 
features of the plants reduced the accident risk from Indian Point by a 
comparable factor. The report acknowledged, however, that the degree of 
uncertainty for the design comparison was much greater than for the site 
comparison. Based upon this report, as well as the Director's previous 
decision, we concluded on July 15 that the risk posed by the operation of 
the Indian Point facilities did not warrant the suspension of the operating 
licenses during the adjudicatory proceedings. The Task Force fmdings and 
the Director's fmdings are not the fmal judgment on the safety of Indian 
Point Units 2 and 3. That fmal judgment may only be made after all parties 
have had the opportunity to examine in detail the Task Force report and 
other evidence presented by the NRC staff and present additional evidence 
of their own. In the event that the Licensing Board conducting the 
adjudication determines that new evidence warrants interim relief, it may at 
any time recommend a course of action to the Commission. The Task Force 
Report itself will be distributed free upon a written request to the NRC. 

In making this decision, we considered the positions taken by the many 
commenters. Certain of those positions warrant specific discussion. 

UCS has alleged that there are specific safety defects in the Indian Point 
units which raise questions about whether or not the units comply with 
NRC regulations. The Director responded to these allegations in his 
February 11, 1980 Order and UCS responded in turn in the submittal of 
March 10, 1980. We believe these specific allegations raise issues which are 
best resolved in the forthcoming adjudicatory proceedings. We have not 
made a judgment about these allegations and rely in the interim upon the 
judgment of the Director of NRR. However, we do note that the Task 
Force report found no significant difference in risk between the Indian 
Point 2 and 3 designs. It also found that the technical fIxes ordered in the 
Director's decision would be clearly benefIcial in reducing risk, but 
questioned whether the factor of improvement was significant in light of the 
uncertainties in estimating overall risk. If the Board at any time during the 
proceeding believes that any of these issues are serious enough to warrant 
immediate action, it should make an appropriate recommendation to the 
Commission. 

Several commenters contended that the Commission should not permit 
continued operation because of the lack of an emergency plan for the 
surrounding area. While a successful plan for evacuation at Indian Point 
would probably reduce overall risk, the fact is that most operating reactor 
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sites do not yet have an appoved plan and Indian Point is not different in 
this regard. 

New York PIRG requested that we make no decision on interim 
operation until Senate conftrmation of a new chairman. We cannot delay 
Commission business pending a conftrmation process which is beyond our 
control. Furthermore, such delay would not make a signiftcant difference in 
this case since the decision on interim operation was unanimous. New York 
PIRG also requested that the Commission examine a copy of the FEMA 
review on the status of state and local emergency planning ordered by the 
President. We have examined this report and it does not change the opinion 
on emergency planning we expressed above. 

We note that the Governor of New York has strongly urged that the 
plants remain in operation pending the outcome of the proceeding. 

Both UCS and New York PIRG sought to address the Commission 
orally on the subject of interim operation. By a vote of 2-2, that request was 
denied. 

The recent leaks of large amounts of water into the containment and 
reactor vessel cavity at Indian Point Unit 2 are still being reviewed by the 
Commission's Office of Inspection and Enforcement. On November 14, 
1980, the Commission received a briefmg on the status of the investigation 
at Indian Point Unit 2, and on the implications of the problem for Unit 3. 
Unit 2 is currently shut down, and must remain so for a period of months, 
for repair of the fan cooler units and refueling. With respect to Unit 2, prior 
to resumption of operations, the Commission will determine whether its 
decision of July 15, 1980, to permit continued operation remains valid. 
With respect to Unit 3, we decided to stand by our earlier determination to 
allow operation during the pendency of the adjudication. Our judgment is 
based upon the information received in the November 14 briefmg from the 
Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement, who advised that the 
containment fan cooler units at Unit 3 are in markedly better condition 
than those which have been the source of problems at Unit 2, and that Unit 
3 has additional safety features not present in Unit 2 in this regard.3 Our 
judgment also refle~ts the fact that the two units are owned and operated by 
separate entities. 

Adjudicatory Proceeding 
The Commission has received a motion for reconsideration of that 

portion of the Commission's order dated May 30, 1980 which directs that 
an adjudicatory hearing be held on the long-term safety of the Indian Point 

3See Appendix A, "Comparison of Indian Point Units 2 and 3." 
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units. The basis for the petition is the Task Force's conclusions that Indian 
Point poses the same overall societal risk and less of an individual risk than 
a typical reactor on a typical site. The licensees also contend that the 
population density is not materially dissimilar from numerous other sites 
not subject to adjudicatory hearings. 

We deny the motion for reconsideration. The licensees would have us 
treat the Task Force report as the final word on the risks of the Indian Point 
site, instead of a document designed to aid the Commission in its decision 
on interim operation. As we stated previously in this order, the Task Force 
report, compiled in a short time period and not disclosing its detailed 
methodology and underlying data, will be tested in an adjudicatory setting 
where parties may present additional or rebuttal evidence. Furthermore, the 
Task Force report, even if perfectly accurate, does not answer all of the 
questions the Commission wishes explored by the Licensing Board in a full 
proceeding. In short, we will not turn a decision on interim operation into a 
fmal decision on the long-term acceptability on the Indian Point site. 

Licensees also contend that the Indian Point demography is not different 
from other sites. In fact, according to the Task Force report, Indian Point 
has the highest population within 10,30 and 50 miles of any nuclear power 
plant site in the United States. At 50 miles, its population is more than 
double any other plant site. 

The Commission directs that the discretionary proceeding will be 
conducted in the vicinity of Indian Point by an Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Board, using the full procedural format of a trial-type adjudica
tion, including discovery and cross-examination.4 The purpose of the 

4Because of the investigative nature of this proceeding, further guidance is necessary with 
respect to certain procedural matters. Because the proceeding, although adjudicatory in form, 
is not mandated by the Atomic Energy Act, it is not an "on the record" proceeding within the 
meaning of the Atomic Energy Act. Although normal ex parte constraints will apply to 
communications to the Licensing Board., the Commission will not be limited in its ability to 
obtain information with respect to Indian Point from any source. Because the Commission 
itself is designating by this Order the issues it wishes to be addressed in the adjudication, it is 
particularly important that the Licensing Board have discretion to formulate contentions and 
subissues, upon the advice of the parties, so as to effectuate that purpose. In admitting and 
formulating contentions and subissues, therefore, the Licensing Board will not be bound by 
the provisions of 10 CFR Part 2. The Licensing Board may hlso, without regard to the 
provisions of 10 CFR Part 2 establish whatever order of presentation it deems best suited to 
the proceeding's investigative purposes. Except as provided above or elsewhere in this Order, 
10 CFR Part 2 will control. If the Board concludes that further relaxation of the rules is 
necessary for the efficient conduct of the hearing, we expect it to request such authorization 
from the Commission. The Commission expects the Licensing Board to use its authority under 
Part 2 to assure the relevance and efficiency of discovery and cross-examination. The 
Licensing Board shall not reach an initial decision, but as noted in the Order, shall instead 
formulate recommendations on the questions posed by the Commission. No party will have 
the "burden of persuasion" as the term is normally used in adjudicatory proceedings; if 
evidence on a particular matter is in equipoise, the Board's recommendation may be expected 
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proceeding will be to take evidence and make recommended fmdings and 
conclusions on disputed issues material to the question whether the Indian 
Point Units 2 and 3 plants should be shut down or other action taken. The 
record of the proceeding, together with recommendations, will then be 
forwarded to the Commission for the fmal agency action on the merits of 
the proceeding. In view of the complexity of this proceeding, and in order 
that the Commission may make its decision within a reasonable period of 
time, we stress that the Board should focus clearly upon the questions asked 
by the Commission. 

The Commission's primary concern is the extent to which the population 
around Indian Point affects the risk posed by Indian Point as compared to 
the spectrum of risks posed by other nuclear plants. The Commission is 
concerned with both the total risk to persons and property posed by the 
Indian Point plants and the risk to individuals living in the vicinity of the 
Indian Point site, including that resulting from the difficulty of evacuation 
in an emergency. The Commission intends to compare Indian Point to the 
spectrum of risks from other nuclear power plants, since the primary basis 
for the Commission's decision will be how extreme are the individual and 
societal risks associated with Indian Point compared to the spectrum of 
risks from other operating stations. 

The Commission is also interested in the current state of emergency 
planning in the vicinity of the Indian Point site and in future improvements 
in that planning as well as in resolving the specific contentions in the UCS 
Petition to the effect that some of our regulations are not met in one or both 
units. 

Risks from nuclear power reactors are defmed by the probabilities and 
consequences associated with potential accidents. In directing a comparison 
of the risks of the Indian Point units with those from a representative group 
of other operating units, the Commission is fully aware of the uncertanties 
that attend such quantitive risk assessment calculations (reference NU
REG-CR-0400, the Lewis Report, and the Commission policy statement on 
it.) Despite these uncertainties, risk assessment methods offer the best 
means available for objective and quantitative comparison of the kind 
needed here. Further, some of the uncertainty that is associated with risk 

to reflect that facL The staff will be a party to the proceeding, and the licensees will be 
admitted as parties upon request filed within 30 days of Federal Register notice of the 
appointment of a Licensing Board. All others wishing to intervene shall file petitions for 
intervention within 30 days of Federal Register notice of the appointment of a Licensing 
Board. The appointment of the Licensing Board will be announced by subsequent order of the 
Commission. 
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assessment estimates of the absolute values of accident probabilities and 
consequences does not apply to comparisons such as those sought here. 

Several measures of risk are useful for the comparisons the Commission 
seeks. For individual risks, these include the probabilities of early effects -
fatalities and injuries that could occur soon after an accident - and of 
long-term effects - cancers and genetic effects that could occur more than 
a year after an accident, all as a function of distance from the reactor. 

For societal risks the useful measures include early effects, long-term 
effects, and property damage and costs in terms of interdiction, decontami
nation, and crop and milk losses and the possibility that some areas 
affected by an accident might be uninhabitable for long periods. Societal 
risk measures should include the distributions of probabilities and conse
quences as well as the expected risks or mean annual values of the 
consequences. Risk measures of these kinds for the Indian Point units and 
for a representative group of other operating nuclear power plants were 
presented in the report of the Commission's Task Force on Interim 
Operation of the Indian Point, NUREG-0715, and were found useful by the 
Commission in its consideration of the interim operation matter. 

In developing the record of the proceeding, the Board should address a 
series of questions as follows: 

1. What risk may be posed by serious accidents at Indian Point 2 and 3, 
including accidents not considered in the plants' design basis, pending and 
after any improvements described in (2) and (4) below? 

2. What improvements in the level of safety will result from measures 
required or referenced in the Director's Order to the licensee, dated 
February 11, 1980? (A contention by a party that one or more specific 
safety measures, in addition to those identified or referenced by the 
Director, should be required as a condition of operation of the facility or 
facilities, would be within the scope of this inquiry.) 

3. What is the current status and degree of conformance with 
NRC/FEMA guidelines of state and local emergency planning within a 10-
mile radius of the site and, of the extent that it is relevant to risks posed by 
the two plants, beyond a lO-mile radius? In this context, an effort should be 
made to establish what the minimum number of hours warning for an 
effective evacuation of a lO-mile quadrant at Indian Point would be. The 
FEMA position should be taken as a rebuttable presumption for this 
estimate. 

4. What improvements in the level of emergency planning can be 
expected in the near future, and on what time schedule, and are there other 
specific offsite emergency procedures that are feasible and should be taken 
to protect the public? 
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5. Based on the foregoing, how do the risks posed by Indian Point Units 
2 and 3 compare with the range of risks posed by other nuclear power 
plants licensed to operate by the Commission? (fhe Board should limit its 
inquiry to generic examination of the range of risks and not go into any 
site-specific examination other than for Indian Point itself, except to the 
extent raised by the Task Force.) 

6. What would be the energy, environmental, economic or other 
consequences of a shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2 and! or Unit 3? 

7. Does the Governor of the State of New York wish to express an 
official position with regard to the long-term operation of the units? 

The Commission would like to receive the Board's recommendations no 
later than one year from this date. 

It is so ORDERED. 

Dated at Washington, D.C. 
this 8th day of January, 1981. 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL J. CHILK 
Secretary of the Commission 
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Appendix A - Comparison of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 

In the aftermath of the event at Indian Point Unit 2 resulting from 
containment fan cooler leakage, an analysis was made to determine 
whether Indian Point Unit 3, which is of a nearly identical design, had any 
features which would preclude the type of event which had occurred at 
Indian Point Unit 2. At the time of that event, Indian Point Unit 3 was shut 
down for maintenance and inspection. The analysis indicated the following: 

1. The maintenance history on the containment fan coolers is 
significantly better at IP-3 compared to IP-2; therefore, major 
leakage inside containment is much less likely to occur. Although 
the better condition is probably largely because IP-3 fan coolers are 
newer, at the present time the fact is they are in significantly better 
condition and are expected to remain so during the upcoming cycle. 

At IP-3, there have been no leaks in the piping associated with the 
fan coolers (such as the main contributing leak to the IP-2 event in 
a 10" service water return pipe). IP-3 has replaced five motor 
cooler units in their history after experiencing leakages up to 
approximately 2 gpm maximum from those units. 

Also, there are no "episeal" or "adams clamp" patches on the IP-3 
coolers (there are numerous patches of both types on IP-2, some of 
which have had to be re-repaired). IP-3 has used "hard" solder 
(90/5/5) to build up a patch over several small leaks. Those 
patches, while not considered permanent, have proven more 
satisfactory than the IP-2 method. 

Finally, the fan-cooler service water isolation valves at IP-3 have 
all been rebuilt even though no recent problems have been 
experienced, and each fan cooler unit has passed the Technical 
Specification required 0.36 gpmlcooler leak rate test (this includes 
all valves, coils, pipes, etc., not just the isolation valves). 

2. There are more indications in the control room of the sump levels in 
containment than there were at IP-2. 

a.. The sump pump on! off levels of the vapor containment (VC) 
sump are adjusted so that five levels lights (three on one column 
and two on another column) will turn on before water spills onto 
the 46' elevation floor (as opposed to four at IP-2). Since two are 
normally on even after the sump pumps have pumped the sump 
at each plant (the lowest 2 lights) that means 3 additional lights 
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will come on at IP-3 as opposed to 2 at IP-2, before water spills 
onto the 46' elevation floor. 

b. A new capacitive detector device will detect approximately 1" of 
water on the 46' floor, with an audible control room alarm. 

c. At IP-3, the recirculation sump is normally kept dry so that 
increasing levels in containment will also be detected by the two 
additional level indicating columns in that sump before water 
could flow into the reactor cavity (at IP-2, the recirculation sump 
is kept full of borated water, thereby negating usefulness of these 
indicators). 

One of the two level indicating columns in each sump must be 
operable by Technical Specifications for continued plant opera
tion. 

3. Several features are present in the reactor cavity to prevent and 
detect collection of water there. 

a. Two new pumps have been installed which will not operate in 
such a way as to be subject to trips on thermal overload, as might 
have been the case with the previous pumps. The pumps have 
been installed with a "siphon breaker" (3/4" vacuum relief line 
in the discharge loop above the 46' floor, where it will discharge 
into the VC sump). 

b. A column has been installed in the cavity that will activate two 
independent audible alarms in the control room when approxi
mately 1" and approximately 3" of water respectively are in the 
bottom of the cavity. 

c. A search has been conducted for other siphon paths into the 
reactor cavity, resulting in sealing of one conduit connection on 
the 46' floor which representd a potential siphon path. 

d. Two unlabeled lights inside containment that were incorrectly 
assumed to indicate cavity pump operation (when on) at IP-2 
have been properly labeled at IP-3 (they do indicate cavity pump 
operation at IP-3, unlike IP-2 where they indicate moisture in the 
cavity). 

e. The 46' floor has been "surveyed" using a water-filled tygon 
hose, with the result that water depth on the 46' floor at the sump 
before water would flow into the cavity would be approximately 
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5-112/1 (compared to variously reported 2/1 to 4/1 at IP-2 due to a 
reverse slope in the IP-2 46' floor). 

4. In addition to Technical Specification requirements already men
tioned (0.36 gpm leakage/ fan cooler, one float column oper
able/sump) several plant requirements, some with calibration 
procedures, exist for equipment important for detection/prevention 
of "IP-2" type events. 

a. Level switches and the capacluve level indicator must be 
calibrated by procedure each refueling outage. 

b. Dew point detectors and weir level (containment fan cooler 
condensate and/or leakage flow detector) must be calibrated 
every two years. 

c. Plant procedures require each shift recording and supervisory 
review of trends on the rotometer flow meter/totalizer installed 
on the line from the VC sumps to tanks outside containment. 
Changes in that flow would signal leaks in containment (by an 
increase) or the possibility of pump failure (by a decrease). 

B. LongTerm 

With the above noted exceptions, many of the preventative and 
mitigative features described above are not defmed as "safety-related" 
and/or they do not have formal operability requirements. 

However, IP-3 personnel have been "tuned" to look for this type of 
event by IE Information Notice 80-37 concerning the IP-2 event, and 
by extensive discussion with NRC personnel. The NRC staff believes 
that in the near term, a flooding event at IP-3 is unlikely, and that if it 
did happen it would be promptly detected and corrected long before 
consequences become as severe as they did at IP-2. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 13 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-825 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

In the Matter of 

Administrative Judges: 

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 
Christine N. Kohl 

HOUSTON LIGHTING AND POWER 
COMPANY 

(Aliens Creek Nuclear 
Generating Station, Unit 
No.1) 

Docket No. 50-466 

January 5, 1981 

The Appeal Board dismisses as interlocutory an intervenor's appeal of 
the Licensing Board's order rescinding any prior orders of that Licensing 
Board which had granted procedural assistance pursuant to 10 CFR 
2.750(c). 

RULES OF PRACI1CE: INTERWCurORY APPEAlS 

Interlocutory appeals are barred in terms by the Commission's Rules of 
Practice. 10 CFR 2.730(f); Public Service Co. of Oklahoma (Black Fox 
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-370, 5 NRC 131 (1977). 

APPEARANCES 

Mr. John F. Doherty, Houston, Texas, intervenor,pro se. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

1. Last July, the Commission established "a one-year pilot program of 
procedural assistance in adjudicatory proceedings on applications for 
licenses and amendments thereto, except for antitrust proceedings, to 
parties other than the applicant • • .". 45 Fed Reg. 49535 (July 25, 1980). 
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In the implementation of this program, several of the Rules of Practice were 
amended. Among other things, a new subsection ( c) was added to 10 CFR 
2.750, authorizin,g (except in antitrust proceedings) the supplying "of one 
free transcript to a party, other than the applicant, upon request by that 
party".Id at 49537. 

On December 3, 1980, the Comptroller General of the United States 
issued a letter decision (B-200585) in which he concluded that certain 
portions of the procedural assistance program, including that embodied in 
10 CFR 2.750(c), were precluded by Section 502 of the Energy and Water 
Development Appropriation Act, 1981, Pub. L. No. 96-367, 94 Stat. 1331, 
1345.' On the strength of this determination, the following day the 
Chairman of the Commission sent a memorandum to the Secretary and the 
Executive Director for Operations in which he ordered an immediate halt to 
the program to allow the General Counsel and the Commission "an 
opportunity to examine [the] decision and reach a conclusion as to what our 
future action should be". The Chairman went on to instruct that "[a]ny 
documents that are in the process of being transmitted should be held and 
no further processing should occur without further direction from the 
Commission" . 

2. On December 2, 1980, the Licensing Board had held a prehearing 
conference in this construction permit proceeding involving the proposed 
Allens Creek nuclear facility. One of the participants in the conference had 
been intervenor John F. Doherty. Together with other intervenors, Mr. 
Doherty had previously requested and been granted the procedural 
assistance authorized by 10 CFR 2.750(c). 

On December 9, the Licensing Board entered an order in which it (I) 
called attention to the Comptroller General's ruling and Chairman 
Abearne's directive in response thereto; and (2) rescinded, to the extent 
covered by the ruling and directive, "any previous orders or issuances 
which adverted to and/or granted procedural assistance to any 
[i]ntervenors". On December 10, the parties were orally notified of the 
substance of that order. 

Dissatisfied with the termination of his entitlement to receive a copy of 
the transcript of the December 2 prehearing conference, Mr. Doherty seeks 
relief from us by way of "appeal". It is his apparent view that he has been 
retroactively deprived of the vested right to a free transcript which had been 
conferred upon him by the adoption of Section 2.750(c) last July. We are 
also told that he had relied on that alleged right to his detriment in that he 

IThat Act contains the NRC appropriation for FY 1981. Section 502 provides that: 
None of the funds in this Act shall be used to pay the expenses of, or otherwise 
compensate, parties intervening in regulatory or adjudicatory proceedings funded in this 
Act. 
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does not now have any record of what transpired at the prehearing 
conference. 

3. Because, insofar as here relevant, the Licensing Board's December 9 
order was entirely interlocutory in character, Mr. Doherty's appeal from it 
is barred in terms by the Commission's Rules of Practice. 10 CFR 2.730(f); 
Public Service Co. of Oklahoma (Black Fox Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-
370,5 NRC 131 (1977), and cases there cited. Although the appellate papers 
might nonetheless be treated as a petition for directed certification under 10 
CFR 2.7 I 8(i),2 Mr. Doherty would not be aided were we to do so. 

The Licensing Board manifestly was bound by the immediately effective 
instruction of the Chairman of the Commission that, pending further 
Commission directive (and there has been none to date) no additional 
transcripts of adjudicatory proceedings were to be supplied to parties at 
public expense. That instruction likewise must be honored by us, as well as 
by all other components of the Commission (including the Office of the 
Secretary, which had general responsibility for the administration of the 
procedural assistance program). Thus, Mr. Doherty has pressed his 
grievance in the wrong forum. 

In these circumstances, we need not undertake to consider Mr. Doherty's 
thesis that the Commission remained obligated to furnish him with a 
transcript of the December 2 prehearing conference even after the 
Comptroller General had authoritatively ruled that such a step would 
involve the unlawful expenditure of appropriated funds. It is worthy of 
passing note, however, that a copy of that transcript is available for 
inspection in the local public document room for the AlIens Creek facility 
located in the Sealy Public Library, Sealy, Texas. That community, in the 
neighborhood of the AlIens Creek site, is approximately 45 miles from the 
center of Houston, where Mr. Doherty lives.3 While no doubt he would 
prefer to have his own personal copy which could be consulted at his 
convenience, the fact remains that Mr. Doherty has ready access to the 
transcript at a not prohibitive distance from his residence. Unless and until 
the Commission determines that it is both legally permissible and desirable 
to reinstate the provisions of Section 2.750(c), it appears that he will have to 
take advantage of that access. 

Appeal dismissed. 
It is so ORDERED. 

2See Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2). ALAB-271. 1 
NRC 478. 482-83 (1975). 
3Sealy and Houston are connected by a major interstate highway. 
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FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

Barbara A. Tompkins 
Secretary to the Appeal Boa.rd 
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Cite as 13 NRC 17 (198.1) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

Administradve Judges: 

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 

Richard S. Salzman 

In the MaHer of Docket No.. 50-389 OL 
50-3700L 

DUKE POWER COMPANY 
(William B. McGuire 

Nuclear Station, Unit. 1 
and 2) JMuary 8, 1981 

Upon review pursuant to 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix B, of the Licensing 
Board's order of November 25, 1980 authorizing a license for fuel loading, 
initial criticality and zero power physics testing of Unit 1 of the McGuire 
facility, the Appeal Board concludes that no stay is warranted and affmns 
the order to the extent reviewed. 

RULES OF PRACllCE: EFFECTIVENESS OF UCENSING 
BOARD DECISIONS 

Except as provided in 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix B, Licensing Board 
decisions which authorize licensing action become effective only after the 
Appeal Board and Commission actions outlined in that Appendix have 
taken place. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

1. On NQvember 5,1979, the Commission amended its Rules of Practice 
(10 CFR Part 2) by, inter alia, the addition of an Appendix B entitled 
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"Suspension of 10 CFR § 2.764 and Statement of Policy on Conduct of 
Adjudicatory Proceedings."· 44 Fed Reg. 65050 (November 9, 1979). In 
relevant part, Appendix B provides that Licensing Board decisions "shall 
not become effective until the Appeal Board and Commission actions 
outlined [in the Appendix] have taken place." Insofar as the appeal boards 
are concerned, that action is as follows: 

Within sixty days of the service of any Licensing Board decision that 
would otherwise authorize licensing action, the Appeal Board shall 
decide any stay motions that are timely med. For the purpose of this 
policy, a "stay" motion is one that seeks to defer the effectiveness of a 
Licensing Board decision beyond the period necessary for the Appeal 
Board and Commission action described herein. If no stay papers are 
med, the Appeal Board shall, within the same time period (or earlier if 
possible), analyze the record and decision below on its own motion and 
decide whether a stay is warranted. It shall not, however, decide that a 
stay is warranted without giving the affected parties an opportunity to 
be heard. 

In deciding these stay questions, the Appeal Board shall employ the 
procedures set out in 10 CFR 2.788. However, in addition to the 
factors set out in 10 CFR 2.788(e), the Board will give particular 
attention to whether issuance of the license or permit prior to full 
administrative review may: (I) Create novel safety or environmental 
issues in light of the Three Mile Island accident; or (2) prejudice review 
of significant safety or environmental issues. In addition to deciding 
the stay issue, the Appeal Board will inform the p>mmission if it 
believes that the case raises issues on which prompt Commission policy 
guidance, particularly guidance on possible changes to present Com
mission regulations and policies, would advance the Board's appellate 
review. If the Appeal Board is unable to issue a decision within the 
sixty-day period, it should explain the cause of the delay to the 
Commission. The Commission shall thereupon either allow the Appeal 
Board the additional time necessary to complete its task or take other 
appropriate action, including taking the matter over itself. The running 
of the sixty-day period shall not operate to make the Licensing Board's 
decision effective. Unless otherwise ordered by the Commission, the 
Appeal Board will conduct its normal appellate review of the Licensing 
Board decision after it has issued its decision on any stay request. 

ISection 2.764 provides for the immediate effectiveness of initial decisions directing the 
issuance or amendment of a construction permit or operating license. 
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Ibid; footnote omitted. 

2. On November 25, 1980, the Licensing Board entered an unpublished 
order in the operating license proceeding involving the McGuire nuclear 
facility. In that order, the Board acted upon the motion of the applicant for 
summary disposition with regard to its entitlement to a license for Unit 1 
authorizing fuel loading, initial criticality, zero power physics testing and 
low-power testing. The Board resolved the matter in the applicant's favor as 
to all of those activities except low-power testing. Respecting that phase, it 
concluded that a genuine issue of material fact had been raised by the 
intervenor, Carolina Environmental Study Group. 

Although the order does not bear the "decision" label, it does authorize 
"licensing action" and therefore comes within the ambit of Appendix B. No 
motion for a stay (or indeed exceptions) having been flled by any party, our 
task is to review the order and the underlying record on our own initiative 
to determine whether a stay is nonetheless warranted. 

Our examination of the portion of the record pertaining to the motion 
for summary disposition persuades us that the Board below correctly 
granted the motion insofar as fuel loading, initial criticality and zero power 
physics testing are concerned. (We are not called upon to consider, and 
thus express no opinion on, the Board's denial of the balance of the 
motion.) Applying the criteria specified by the Commission in its Statement 
of Policy, we (1) conclude that no stay of the November 25 order is 
warranted; (2) afftrm the order to the extent here reviewed; and (3) advise 
the Commission that, in our judgment, the order raises no issues requiring 
its prompt p,olicy guidance. 

It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 
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Cite as 13 NRC 20 (1981) ALAB-627 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

In the Matter of 

Administrative Judges: 

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 

Dr. W. Reed Johnson 

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC 
COMPANY, et. al. 

(Trojan Nuclear Plant) 

Docket No. 50-344 
(Control Building) 

January 6, 1981 

The Appeal Board grants a joint motion by the licensee, staff and the 
State of Oregon requesting that it (1) reopen the record in this proceeding in 
order to receive a stipulation executed by them and certain documents 
previously furnished the Board by the staff and (2) modify a license 
condition to take account of the stipulation. Because the stipulation is 
dispositive of the single issue presented by the State of Oregon's appeal, the 
Board dismisses the appeal as moot. 

APPEARANCES 

Mr. Frank W. Ostrander, Jr., Assistant Attorney General of Oregon, 
Portland, Oregon, for the State of Oregon. 

Messrs. Maurice Axelrad and Albert V. Carr, Jr., Washington, D.C., 
and Mr. Ronald W. Johnson, Portland, Oregon, for the licensee, 
Portland General Electric Company, et al. 

Mr. Jospeh R. Gray for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff. 
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

1. Last July, the Licensing Board issued an initial decision in which it 
authorized the modification of the Trojan facility's control building to bring 
it into conformity with prevailing seismic requirements. LBP-80-20, 12 
NRC 77. By the addition of a license condition, identified in the decision as 
"2.C.Il" but then incorporated into the Trojan operating license as 
"2.C.(12)", the Board directed, inter alia, that the modification program be 
carried out in accordance with plans which the licensee! had devised and 
introduced into evidence. 12 NRC at 112. The condition further mandates 
that any "deviations or changes" from those plans be "accomplished in 
accordance with the provisions of' 10 CFR 50.59. Ibid. 

Insofar as here relevant, that Section allows the holder of an operating 
license to make changes in the facility or procedures "as described in the 
safety analysis report" without obtaining prior Commission approval so 
long as neither an alteration of the technical specifications incorporated in 
the license nor an unreviewed safety question is involved;2 Such changes 
must be reported to the Commission on an annual basis or at such shorter 
intervals as may be specified in the license.3 

At least by implication, the initial decision thus rejected the assertion of 
the State of Oregon,4 embodied in its proposed fmdings of fact, that the 
licensee should be required by license condition to report deviations or 
changes on an accelerated basis.S Dissatisfied with this rejection, Oregon 
simultaneously both moved for reconsideration before the Licensing Board 
and appealed to us.6 In an unpublished order entered on September 4, 
1980, the motion was denied on the ground that the record did not establish 
a need for accelerated reporting of "minor changes or deviations undertak
en pursuant to Section 50.59". Order'- pp. 2-3. Oregon thereupon moved 
forwatd with the appeal. 

2. On December 18, shortly after the briefmg of the Oregon appeal had 
been completed, the licensee's counsel advised us that the parties had 
reached agreement on the matter in dispute and that that agreement was 

I As in the initial decision, the co-owners of the Trojan facility are collectively referred to herein 
as the "licensee." 
2Section SO.59(aXI). 
3Section SO.59(b). 
4Qregon has participated in the proceeding under the "interested State" provisions of 10 CFR 
2.71S(c). 
~More particularly, Oregon proposed that the deviation or change be reported either prior to 
its commencement or within 14 days after the licensee initially decided to implement it 
(depending on the nature of the deviation or change). 
6In an unpublished July 28, 1980 order, we instructed the Board below to pass upon the 
reconsideration motion on the merits notwithstanding the pendency of the appeal. 
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reflected in a stipulation. On December 24, the stipulation - duly executed 
by counsel for the licensee, the NRC staff and Oregon - was transmitted 
to us. In an accompanying joint motion, we were asked (1) to reopen the 
record to receive both the stipulation and certain documents which had 
been previously furnished to us by the staff on November 24, 1980;7 and (2) 
to modify license condition 2.C.(12) to take account of the agreement. 

We grant the motion in its entirety. Accordingly, the Director of the 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is directed to amend forthwith the 
introductory portion of condition 2.C.(12) in the Trojan operating license so 
as to read as follows: 

(12) Control Building Modifications. The Licensee is authorized to and 
shall proceed with modifications to the Control Building in order to 
restore substantially the originally intended design margins. The 
modification program shall be accomplished in accordance with PGE-
1020, "Report on Design Modifications for the Trojan Control 
Building", as revised through Revision No.4, and as supplemented by 
PGE Exh. 27 (Licensee's Testimony ("Broehl, et af )." on Matters 
Other Than Structural Adequacy of the Modified Complex, March 17, 
1980). Any deviations or changes from the foregoing documents shall 
be accomplished in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR part 
50.59. Prior to completion of the modification, any reports under this 
condition required by 10 CFR 50.59(b) shall be made to the NRC for 
information in accordance with the following schedule: 

(i) Any deviations or changes which require or cause the Licensee to 
perform calculations to ensure compliance with 10 CFR 50.59 shall be 
reported prior to commencement of the deviations or changes. 

(ii) All other deviations or changes shall be reported within fourteen 
(14) days after the Licensee initially decided to implement them. 

(iii) A copy of all reports submitted to the NRC pursuant to 10 CFR 
50.59 shall be sent to the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 

The Control Building modification program shall further be subject to 
the following: 

'These documents were (1) an October 14, 1980 letter from J.L. Crews, Chief, Reactor 
Operations and Nuclear Support Branch, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, Region V, to 
the Portland General Electric Company; and (2) a September 25, 1980 internal Region V 
memorandum which was enclosed therewith. 
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Because the foregoing license amendment is fully dispositive of the single 
issue presented by the Oregon appeal as briefed, that appeal is now moot. It 
is hereby dismissed on that ground. 

It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

c. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 
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Cite as 13 NRC 24 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-628 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

Administrative Judges: 

Richard S. Salzman, Chairman 
Dr. W. Reed Johnson 

In the MaHer of 

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING 
COMPANY and NEW YORK 
STATE ELECTRIC & GAS 
CORPORATION 

(Jam8lport Nuclear Power 
StaUon, Units 1 and 2) 

Docket NOl. 51).516 
50-517 

January 15, 1981 

On applicant's representation that the Jamesport plant will not be built, 
the Appeal Board grants applicant's motion to terminate this construction 
permit proceeding as moot. The Appeal Board also vacates the Licensing 
Board decisions (LBP-78-17, 7 NRC 826 (1978) and LBP-78-41, 8 NRC 750 
(1978» authorizing construction of the facility, dismisses the pending 
appeal therefrom, and directs that the outstanding construction permits be 
revoked. 

APPEARANCES 

Mr. W. Taylor Revely, ID, Richmond, Virginia, for Long Island 
Lighting Company and New York State Electric & Gas 
Corporation, appUcants. 

Mr. Bernard M. Bordenick for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
staff. 
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

The Licensing Board authorized the Director of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation to issue construction permits for the twin-unit Jamesport 
nuclear facility and he did so on January 4, 1979. New York law, however, 
requires public utilities to obtain certificates from the State's Board on 
Electric Generation Siting and the Environment before starting to build. 
While appeals from the Licensing Board's decisions were pending, the State 
Siting Board announced orally in January 1980 that it would approve only 
a single coal-fired plant at the Jamesport site and confirmed that ruling in 
writing on September 8,1980. 

Although the State Board "has yet to act defInitively" on petitions to 
reconsider, the applicants informed us on December 19, 1980 that "there is 
no credible possibility • • • that it will decide to authorize nuclear units at 
Jamesport", and that the Long Island Lighting Company's "Board of 
Directors voted on November 26, 1980, to end the Jamesport nuclear 
project." Representing that Jamesport will not be built irrespective of the 
outcome of this appeal, the applicants move to terminate this proceeding as 
moot, as done in analogous circumstances in Rochester Gas and Electric 
Corp. (Sterling Project, Unit 1), ALAB-596, 11 NRC 867, 869 (1980). 

Only the staff has answered the applicant's motion. It advises us that the 
Jamesport site needs no signifIcant redress because the applicants never 
began construction, and endorses terminating this proceeding as they 
suggest. 

Applicants' motion is granted The appeal is dismissed and the Licensing 
Board decisions authorizing construction of the Jamesport facility (LBP-78-
17, 7 NRC 826 (1978) and LBP-78-41, 8 NRC 750 (1978» are vacated on 
grounds of mootness; the construction permit proceeding is terminated and 
the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation shall revoke the outstanding 
construction permits with due notice to all parties. 

It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 
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Cite as 13 NRC 27 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

Administrative Judges: 

Marshall E. Miller, Chairman 
Robert M. Lazo 

B. Paul Cotter, Jr. 

LBP-81-1 

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 5G-413A 
5G-414A 

DUKE POWER COMPANY, 
NORTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC 

MEMBERSHIP CORPORATION, 
SALUDA RIVER- ELECTRIC 

COOPERATIVE 
(Catawba Nuclear Station, 

Units 1 and 2) 

(Antitrust) 

January 13, 1981 

The Licensing Board denies a request for an antitrust hearing on an 
application for an amendment to the construction permit for the Catawba 
plant authorizing the tr-ansfer of ownership interests in the plant. 

RULES OF PRACI1CE: INTERVENTION 

In order to be admitted to a proceeding as an intervenor as a matter of 
right, a petitioner for intervention must allege both (1) some inj~ that has 
occurred or will probably result from the action involved, and (2) an 
interest arguably within the "zone of interests" protected or regulated by 
the statute sought to be invoked (and which and the tribunal is empowered 
to administer). 

NRC ANTITRUST REVIEW: SCOPE 

NRC antitrust jurisdiction is not plenary; the Commission is authorized 
to condition licenses on antitrust grounds only where necessary to insure 
that the -activities so licensed will neither create nor maintain situations 
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inconsistent with the antitrust laws. Detroit Edison Company (Enrico Fermi 
Atomic Power Plant, Unit No.2), ALAB-475, 7 NRC 752, 756 (1978). 

NRC ANTITRUST REVIEW: SCOPE 

Contentions raising fmancial or safety issues are beyond the scope of 
NRC antitrust hearings. 

NRC ANTITRUST REVIEW: REQUEST FOR HEARING 

In order to invoke the NRC's antitrust jurisdiction, a request for a 
hearing and intervention must: 

(1) describe the situation allegedly inconsistent with the antitrust laws 
which is the basis for intervention; 

(2) describe how that situation conflicts with the policies underlying 
the Sherman Act, Clayton Act, or Federal Trade Commission 
Acts; 

(3) describe how the situation allegedly inconsistent with the antitrust 
laws would be created or maintained by activities under the 
license; 

(4) identify the specific relief sought; and 
(5) explain why the relief sought fails to be satisfied by the license 

conditions, if any, which have been proposed by the Department 
of Justice. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: INTERVENTION (DISCRETIONARy) 

Petitions for intervention may be granted as a matter of discretion to 
petitioners lacking standing as a matter of right who may make some 
contribution to the proceeding. Factors to be considered include: 

(1) a petitioner's showing of significant ability to contribute on 
substantial issues of law or fact which will not be otherwise 
properly raised or presented; 

(2) the specificity of such ability to contribute on those substantial 
issues oflaw for fact; 

(3) justification of time spent on considering the substantial issues of 
law or fact; 

(4) provision of additional testimony, particular expertise, or expert 
assistance; 

(5) specialized education or pertinent experience. 
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

(Denying Request for Antitrust Hearing) 

Pursuant to the provisions of § 105c of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended, on July 11, 1980, the Commission sought additional antitrust 
advice from the Attorney General of the United States in connection with 
the purchase of ownership interests in Catawba Nuclear Station, Unit 1.1 

This nuclear plant is owned by Duke Power Company ("Duke"), whose 
participation was the subject of an antitrust review conducted by the 
Department of Justice ("Department") in 1973. The Department originally 
recommended that an antitrust hearing be initiated, but the necessity for 
such a hearing was then obviated when Duke agreed to have certain 
conditions attached to its license. 

The Department reviewed the instant situation resulting from the 
proposed sale by Duke of a 75% ownership in Catawba Unit 1 to the North 
Carolina Electric Membership Corporation (NCEMC, 56.25%) and to the 
Saluda River Electric Cooperative (Saluda River, 18.75%). It found that this 
sale was the result of discussions between Duke and the cooperative 
systems in its service area that occurred after the cessation of the original 
antitrust proceeding. The Department reviewed information submitted by 
seventy neighboring electric systems, and by letter dated October 29, 1980, 
the Attorney General advised NRC that no antitrust hearing was necessary 
with respect to the proposed transfer of ownership interests.2 

Pursuant to §105c of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended [42 
U.S.c. §2135(c)(5)], and to its own policy, the Commission upon receiving 
the Department's advice duly published a notice in the Federal Register, 
giving an opportunity for intervention to any person whose interest may be 
affected by this proceeding.3 Any person with the requisite interest could 
fIle by December 15, 1980, a petition for leave to intervene and request a 
hearing on the antitrust aspects of the application (10 CFR §2.714). 

A handwritten letter from Harvard G. Ayers, dated December 15, 1980, 
was received by the Commission on December 19. Mr. Ayers, whose 
address is Rt. 3, Box 662, Boone, North Carolina, stated: 

"I am a member of the Blue Ridge Electric Membership Corporation 
of northwestern North Carolina, and as such I am seriously concerned 
with the pending purchase by the North Carolina EMC's (which 

142 U.S.C. §2135(c). 
2Statrs Answer to Request for an Antitrust Hearing by Harvard G. Ayers, dated January 9, 
1981,p.3. 
345 Federal Register 75393-94 (November 14, 1980). 
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include BREMCO) of 56.25% of Duke Power's Catawba 1 reactor. I 
feel the safety of this Westinghouse unit is clearly in question, vis-a-vis 
the McGuire containment adequacy question being pursued by the 
ASLB at this time. Further I question the fmancial advisability of the 
NCEMC purchase - we are in essence giving Duke Power a blank 
check for construction costs plus a guaranteed profit. Because of these 
and other reasons, I request that the NRC hold hearings on this matter 
preferably in Boone." 

The Staff fIled an answer to the request for an antitrust hearing on 
January 9, 1981. This answer opposed the Ayers request because (1) the 
letter failed to establish standing to request an antitrust hearing; (2) the 
letter does not satisfy any of the general criteria set forth in 10 CFR §2.714 
or the other antitrust criteria governing such request; and (3) discretionary 
intervention is not warranted. The Staff further requested the Board to treat 
this matter in an expedited manner in light of unusual circumstances, 
involving the formal issuance of the license amendment on December 23, 
1980 because the appropriate divisions of NRC Staff were unaware of the 
Ayers' letter and request.4 

Although Mr. Ayer's letter is somewhat informal as a pleading, we will 
consider it on the merits as a petition for leave to intervene and request for 
a hearing on the antitrust aspects of the application, timely fIled pursuant to 
10 CFR §2.714. This case is very similar on the facts to Detroit Edison 
Company (Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit No.2), LBP-78-13, 7 
NRC 583 (1978), affd ALAB-475, 7 NRC (1978). Under the principles 
there discussed, the instant intervention petition will be denied. 

Intervention as a matter of right is governed under our practice by 
judicial standing doctrines, which require the petitioner to allege both (1) 
some injury that has occurred or will probably result from the action 
involved ("injury in fact" test), and (2) an interest arguably within the "zone 
of interests" protected or regulated by the statute sought to be invoked (and 
which the tribunal is empowered to administer).s 

The petition asserts that Mr. Ayers is a member of the Blue Ridge 
Electric Membership Corporation of northwestern North Carolina ("Blue 
Ridge"), which is a member of one of the applicants (NCEMC) which seeks 
to become a co-owner and co-licensee of Catawba Unit 1. Petitioner is 
therefore not a ratepayer of the present licensee (Duke), nor of the potential 
additional licensees (NCEMC or Saluda River). His electric rates will not 

4Statrs Answer, pp. 3-5. 
'Portland General Electric Company (pebble Springs, Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-76-27, 
4 NRC 610, 613-14 (1976); Virginia Electric & Power Company (North Anna Power Station, 
Units 1 & 2), ALAB-363, 4 NRC 631, 632 (1976). See also Data Processing Service v. Camp, 397 
U.S. 150, 153 (1970); Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727 (1972). 
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be affected by any action of applicant utilities, but only by possible actions 
of Blue Ridge after rate-setting proceedings by the appropriate State 
regulatory body. Under a similar factual situation in Fermi, supra, the 
Appeal Board stated: 

"Petitioner seeks to invoke the Commission's antitrust jurisdiction. 
That jurisdiction is not plenary, however; the Commission's writ to 
enforce the antitrust laws does not run to the electric utility industry 
generally. Neither does it reach all actions by utilities that generate 
electricity with nuclear-powered facilities. Rather, Congress authorized 
this Commission to condition nuclear power plant licenses on antitrust 
grounds only where necessary to insure that the activities so licensed 
would neither create nor maintain situations inconsistent with the 
antitrust laws. The reason for the grant, as the Commission has 
explained, was 'a basic Congressional concern over access to power 
produced by nuclear facilities,' because the industry was nurtured by 
public funds and the legislature was anxious that nuclear power 'not be 
permitted to develop into a private monopoly via the [NRC] licensing 
process.' Put another way, the preservation and encouragement of 
competition in the electric power industry through 'fair access to 
nuclear power' is the principal motiviating consideration underlying 
Section I05c of the Atomic Energy Act." (Footnotes omitted) 7 NRC 
at 756-57). 

The petitioner's apprehensions were not addressed to a large utility 
seeking to keep nuclear power away from cooperatives, which was the 
subject of some Congressional concerns. Indeed, her concerns were quite 
the opposite. The Appeal Board continued: 

"Boiled down, Mrs. Drake's arguments amount to dissatisfaction with 
the cooperatives' management decision to satisfy an expected need for 
more baseload power by acquiring part of the Fermi nuclear plant. She 
would prefer some other course; she fears this one will raise her 
electrical rates inordinatley But the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
and its adjudicatory boards do not sit to supervise the general business 
decisions of the public utility industry nor to second-guess the 
judgment of those who do; that task is entrusted to others. Injuries 
from those causes are beyond the zone of interests that Section 105c of 
the Atomic Energy Act was designed to protect or regulate." (7 NRC 
at 757-58). 

In this proceeding, Mr. Ayers purports to "question the fmancial 
advisability of the NCEMC purchase." Such a concern or contention by a 
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ratepayer is clearly beyond the scope of the "zone of interests" that §l05c of 
the Atomic Energy Act was designed to protect or regulate. 

The Ayer's letter further states: "I feel the safety of this Westinghouse 
unit is clearly in question, vis-a-vis the McGuire containment adequacy 
question being pursued by the ASLB at this time." Intervention petitions 
and requests for hearing cannot properly raise antitrust issues and health 
and safety issues in the same proceeding.6 In addition, the notice of 
opportunity for hearing to which Mr. Ayers apparently responded referred 
only to request for "a hearing on the antitrust aspects of the application."7 
The safety concerns described in the letter obviously are not within the 
ambit of antitrust issues. 

In determining whether a hearing request is sufficient to invoke the 
Commission's antitrust jurisdiction, the request must also meet the 
following requirements: 

(1) describe the situation allegedly inconsistent with the antitrust laws 
which is the basis for intervention; 

(2) describe how that situation conflicts with the policies underlying the 
Sherman Act, Clayton Act, or Federal Trade Commission Acts; 

(3) describe how the situation allegedly inconsistent with the antitrust 
laws would be created or maintained by activities under the license; 

(4) identify the specific relief sought; and 
(5) explain why the relief sought fails to be satisfied by the license 

conditions, if any, which have been proposed by the Department of 
Justice.s 

The Ayers letter does not describe a situation inconsistent with the 
antitrust laws in the slightest degree, let alone the specificity necessary to 
trigger a hearing. 

In addition to. standing as a matter of right, a petition for intervention 
may be granted as a matter of discretion to certain petitioners who may 
make some contribution to the proceeding. Portland General Electric Co. 
(pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-76-27, 4 NRC at 610, 
616-17 (1976). Although the Ayers letter is cast as a request for a hearing 
and does not explicitly request intervention, we will consider it as such for 

6Houston Lighting &: Power Co. (South Texas Project, Unit Nos. 1 & 2), ALAB-381. 5 NRC 
582. 589 (1977); Public Service Co. of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating StatiOn, Units 1 
&: 2), AUB-316, 3 NRC 167 (1976). 
745 Federal Register at 75394. 
'Kansas City Gas &: Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit No.1). ALAB-279. 1 
NRC 559 (1975) (Wolf Creek I). See also Louisiana Power &: Light Co. (Waterford Steam 
Generating Station, Unit 3). CLI-73-7. 6 AEC 48 (1973) (Waterford I); Louisiana Power &: 
Light Co. (Waterford Steam Generating Station, Unit 3). CLI-73-25, 6 AEC 619 (1973) 
(Waterford II); Pacific Gas &: Electric Co. (Stanislaus Nuclear Project, Unit 1). LBP-77-26. 5 
NRC 1017 (1977). 
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purposes of discussing discretionary intervention. In determining whether 
to grant intervention as a matter of discretion, we must consider all the facts 
and circumstances of a particular case, including some of the factors set 
forth in 10 CFR §2.714(a) and (d). See Virginia Electric Power Co. (North 
Anna Power Station, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-363, 4 NRC 631 (1976). Factors 
to be considered include: 

(1) a petitioner's showing of significant ability to contribute on 
substantial issues of law or fact which will not be otherwise properly 
raised or presented; 

(2) the specificity of such ability to contribute on those substantial 
issues oflaw or fact; 

(3) justification of time spent on considering the substantial issues of 
law or fact; 

(4) provision of additional testimony, particular expertise, or expert 
assistance; 

(5) specialized education or pertinent experience.9 

The one-page letter of Mr. Ayers fails to make even a rudimentary 
showing of any of the factors set forth in §2.714(a) and (d) or of those other 
factors listed above. Since it fails to set forth any anticompetitive concerns, 
there cannot be demonstrated any "significant ability to contribute on 
substantial issues of law or fact." Also, the letter fails to make any 
allegations that would lead to a reasonable expectation that Mr. Ayers 
would provide expertise, expert assistance, or additional testimony that 
would be helpful to any proceeding. This seems especially true since there is 
no Catawba antitrust proceeding now under way, the Attorney General has 
advised that no antitrust hearing is necessary, and the Ayers letter is the 
lone request for a hearing. In such circumstances a petitioner's showing on 
the criteria for discretionary intervention must be particularly strong. 10 

There does not appear to be any basis for determining that Mr. Ayers 
could or would make a "valuabe contribution ... to our decision-making 
process" in an antitrust context. This case falls within the principles set 
forth in Fermi, supra, where it was stated: 

"There remains whether Mrs. Drake should be permitted to intervene 
as a matter of discretion. The test is whether her participation would be 
likely to contribute significantly to the proceedings. Pebble Springs, 

9Portland General Electric Co. (pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2). supra; Public 
Service Co. of Oklahoma (Black Fox Units I & 2), ALAB-397, 5 NRC 1143 (1977) affirming in 
part LBP-77-17, 5 NRC 657 (1977); Tennessee Valley Authority (Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Units 
1 & 2). ALAB-413. 5 NRC 1418 (1977). 
IOTennessee Valley Authority (Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Units 1 & 2). ALAB-413. 5 NRC 1418 
(1977) ; Detroit Edison Co. (Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit No. 2). ALAB-475. 7 NRC 
752. 758 n. 19 (1978). 
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supra, CLI-76-27, 4 NRC at 612, 617; Nuclear Engineering Company 
(Sheffield Waste Disposal Site), ALAB-473, 7 NRC 737 (May 3, 1978). 
Without a successful petition to intervene as of right, there is no 
automatic antitrust hearing under Section 105c when the Attorney 
General does not recommnd one and the Commission has not ordered 
one on its own. What we said in Watts Bar applies here: 'Certainly, 
before a hearing is triggered at the instance of one who has not alleged 
any cognizable personal interest in the operation of the facility, there 
should be cause to believe that some discernible public interest will be 
served by the hearing. If the petitioner is unequipped to offer anything 
of importance bearing upon [the subject matter], it is hard to see what 
public interest conceivably might be furthered by nonetheless com
mencing a hearing at his or her behest.' Tennessee Valley Authority 
(Watts Bar, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-413, 5 NRC 1418, 1422 (1977). We 
agree with the Licensing Board that petitioner lacks the background 
and training to prosecute a complex antitrust proceeding." (7 NRC 
752, 758, fn. 19). 

ORDER 

For all the foregoing reasons and based upon a consideration of this 
entire record in this matter, it is, this 13th day of January, 1981. 

ORDERED 
1. That the request for an antitrust hearing filed by Harvard G. Ayers is 

denied. 
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2. Leave is granted to Mr. Ayers to flie an amended petition for leave to 
intervene and request for an antitrust hearing which complies with the 
requirements described above, provided that an amended petition is lodged 
in the hands of the Licensing Board on or before January 30, 1981. Such an 
amended petition, if flied and seIYed by Mr. Ayers, will be given expedited 
consideration by the Licensing Board. 

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND 
LICENSING BOARD 

Marshall E. Miller 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

B. Paul Cotter, Jr. 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Robert M. Lazo 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 
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Cite as 13 NRC 36 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

Before Administrative Judges: 

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman 
Dr. Frank F. Hooper 

Glenn O. Bright 

LBP-81-2 

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-358 OL 
(Operating License 

Proceeding) 

CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC, 
.t al. 

(William H. Zimmer Nuclear 
Station) January 23, 1981 

The Licensing Board grants the applicants' motion for summary 
disposition of an intervenor's contention concerning the lack of a plan for 
training of the populace in communities through which radioactive 
materials will be shipped to cope with transportation accidents involving 
those shipments. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSmON 

In an operating license proceeding, where significant health and safety or 
environmental issues are involved, a licensing board should grant a motion 
for summary disposition only if it is convinced from the material filed that 
the public health and safety or the environment will be satisfactorily 
protected. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, 
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-443, 6 NRC 741, 753-54 (1977); 10 CFR 2.760a. 

OPERATING UCENSE: CRITERIA 

The provisions of 10 CFR §73.37 require licensees to prepare a plan for 
the physical protection of spent fuel shipments against sabotage. There is 
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no requirement that such a plan be reviewed prior to (and as a condition of) 
the grant of an operating license. 

OPERATING UCENSES: HEALTH AND SAFElY ISSUES 

In general, insofar as public health and safety issues are concerned, an 
applicant which demonstrates that it has complied with applicable 
regulations would be granted an operating license. Only in unusual 
circumstances, where possibly a demonstrable threat to the public health 
and safety had been shown to exist, could a licensing board consider and 
impose, if necessary, corrective measures additional to those prescribed or 
at least comprehended by the rules. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

(Granting .Motion for Summary Disposition of Contention 5) 

Contention 5, sponsored by Dr. David Fankhauser, an intervenor in this 
operating license proceeding, asserts that there are "no plans to provide 
knowledge and training of the populace in communities through which 
radioactive materials will be transported sufficient to allow them [i.e., the 
communities] to be able to cope with transportation accidents." The 
Applicants (Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co., et af. ) have moved for summary 
disposition of this contention. Upon consideration of the filings of various 
parties to this proceeding, as outlined below, we conclude that there is no 
requirement that an applicant or licensee provide knowledge or training to 
the populace in communities through which irradiated materials will be 
shipped; that there also is no obvious reason why a plan for the provision of 
such knowledge or training need be required prior to the grant of an 
operating license; and, accordingly, that the Applicants' motion should be 
granted. 

A. Background 
The Applicants' original motion for summary disposition of Contention 

5 was flIed on April 6, 1979. It was essentially founded on three premises: 
ftrst, that questions related to the safety aspects of fuel transportation are 

outside the scope of matters before this Board; second, that safety in the 
transportation of radioactive material is provided primarily by the use of 
containers designed and constructed in accordance with 10 CFR Part 71 1 

."Packaging of Radioactive Material for Transport and Transportation of Radioactive 
Material Under Certain Conditions." 
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to withstand severe transportation accidents without leakage, thus minimiz
ing the danger or threat from radiation and making the likelihood of a 
release of any radioactive material in a transportation accident so small as 
to be considered negligible; and, fmally, that in any event, it would be 
impracticable for an applicant to provide the suggested training inasmuch 
as spent fuel transportation, which is carried out under applicable NRC, 
Department of Transportation, and state regulation, may encompass areas 
which are presently not ascertainable and which may be far removed from 
the plant site, and any releases which might occur would be highly localized 
and subject to adequate control through local emergency forces. 

In his May 1, 1979 response, Dr. Fankhauser stated merely that, by their 
own admission, the Applicants had no plans for or knowledge of the 
shipping of waste material and, in addition, that safety in transportation is 
"partially dependant" upon transportation routes which as of that time had 
not been chosen. The Staff asked the Board to defer ruling on the 
Applicants' motion pending the consideration of new standards in the wake 
of the then-recent Three Mile Island (fMI) accident. No other party 
responded to the Applicants' motion (insofar as it dealt wih Contention 5). 

We discussed the Applicants' motion for summary disposition of 
Contention 5 with the parties at the prehearing conference on May 23, 1979 
(Tr. 434-41). We determined that, because the Commission was in the 
process of developing new regulations dealing with the transportation of 
radioactive material, we would defer action on the motion (fr. 460). 
Thereafter, on June 15, 1979, the Commission published a proposed interim 
rule, to become effective on July 16, 1979. 44 Fed. Reg. 34466 (June 15, 
1979). During the hearing on June 26,1979, we invited the Applicants either 
to reconsider or to supplement their summary disposition motion in light of 
this rule (fr. 1437-38). The Applicants did so by filing a "Renewed Motion" 
on July 25,1979. 

In their renewed motion, the Applicants asserted that, although the new 
rule covered shipments of irradiated reactor fuel, it focused on the 
prevention of sabotage of such shipments. The Applicants interpreted 
Contention 5 as not encompassing sabotage. Although imposing additional 
requirements for spent fuel shipments, the rule, according to the Applicants, 
made no reference to providing knowledge and training to the populace in 
communities through which irradiated fuel will be transported. Further, 
they noted that the coverage of the rule was limited to irradiated fuel 
shipments and did not extend to shipments of all types of radioactive 
material. The Applicants therefore claimed that their motion should be 
granted for the reasons they originally had advanced. 

Dr. Fankhauser's response, dated August 1, 1979, took the position that 
the new rule required the Applicants to make plans for the routing of spent 
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fuel, that the Applicants had not made any such plans, and that the 
renewed motion should be denied as a result of the lack of compliance with 
the new rule. Dr. Fankhauser added that his contention encompasses 
(although is not limited to) a concern with the threat of sabotage. No other 
party responded to the renewed motion. 

In our Memorandum and Order Denying Motion to Delay Delivery of 
Fuel To The Site, LBP-79-24, 10 NRC 226, 232 (August 15, 1979), we held 
that, "as matter of law, there are no requirements for training of the 
populace in the communities through which [unirradiated] fuel will be 
shipped." By virtue of that ruling, the thrust of Contention 5 was for all 
intents and purposes confmed to shipments of irradiated fueJ.2 Some time 
later, in our Memorandum and Order dated July 14, 1980, we announced 
our tentative conclusion that, under the proposed interim rule, "there • • • 
is no requirement or even warrant for providing knowledge or training of 
the general populace in communities through which spent (irradiated) fuel 
is to be transported." We noted that we had deferred ruling on the 
Applicants' summary disposition motion because of the interim nature of 
the proposed rule and the expectation of its further modification. We also 
pointed out that the Commission had adopted a "fmal" interim rule, 45 
Fed. Reg. 37399 (June 3, 1980), together with interim guidance on the rule's 
implementation (NUREG-0561, Revision 1). This "fmal" interim rule 
became effective on July 3, 1980. By our Memora,ndum and Order of July 
14, 1980, we invited all parties to submit additional comments on the 
Applicants' motion, taking into account the new rule (as well as several 
matter which we wished to have addressed). 

Responses to our invitation were filed by the Applicants, the NRC Staff, 
Dr. Fankhauser, intervenor Zimmer Area Citizens-Zimmer Area Citizens of 
Kentucky (ZAC-ZACK), intervenor Miami Valley Power Project (MVPP), 
.the City of Mentor, Kentucky, and the Commonwealth of Kentucky.3 The 
Applicants reiterated their argument that consideration of the safety aspects 
of spent fuel shipments is beyond our jurisdiction. They also claimed that 
there is no requirement for a spent fuel shipment plan as a prerequisite for 
an operating license. The Staff joined them in this latter argument. The 
other parties all expressed the view that measures for the security of spent 

2Neither the contention itself nor any of Dr. Fankhauser's papers fLIed or statements made 
concerning the contention evince any interest in radioactive material other than irradiated or 
unirradiated fuel. 
3Responses of the NRC Staff and Dr. Fankhauser were dated August I, 1980. ZACZACK's 
comments were fLIed August 7, 1980. MYPP's comments were fLIed August 8, 1980. The 
Applicants and the City of Mentor responded on August II, 1980. Kentucky responded on 
September 4, 1980. Dr. Fankhauser fLIed a response to comments of other parties on August 
26,1980. 
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fuel shipments (including training of the populace along routes of shipment) 
should be considered in this proceeding. 

B. Discussion 
1. At the outset, we must reject the Applicants' argument that we do not 

have jurisdiction to consider whether the spent fuel shipment measures 
proposed by Dr. Fankhauser should be applied in this proceeding.4 In their 
original motion, the Applicants pointed to the circumstance that the 
primary safety rules governing shipment of radioactive material appear in 
10 CFR Part 71 and the regulations of agencies such as the Department of 
Transportation, and accordingly are not embraced by the requirements 
governing the grant of operating licenses, which appear in 10 CFR Part 50.s 

As for the Commission's new security plan requirements, the Applicants 
advance much the same argument: the requirements appear in Part 73 
and hence are not part of the operating license requirements of Part 50. 

As a legal matter, the Applicants are correct in their claim that 
requirements of Parts 71 or 73 are not automatically subject to litigation in 
an operating license proceeding. But, as should have been apparent from 
the question posed by our Memorandum and Order of July 14, 1980, 
certain requirements of Part 73 have been incorporated into the operating 
license requirements of Part 50. See 10 CFR § 50.34(c). Although we may 
not have authority to impose on an applicant requirements (if any) of Parts 
71 and 73 not incorporated into Part 50, we clearly have authority to 
consider which requirements are incorporated into Part 50 and whether an 
applicant has satisfied those requirements. Cf Duke Power Co. (perkins 
Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), ALAB-591, 11 NRC 741 (1980). For that 
reason, we conclude that we have jurisdiction to consider whether there are 
any operating license requirements which comprehend the matters raised 
by Contention 5 and, if so, whether those requirements have been satisfied. 

2. Under the Commission's Rules of Practice, a motion for summary 
disposition should be granted if the licensing board determines, with respect 
to the issue in question, that "there is no genuine issue as to any material 
fact and * * * the moving party is entitled to a decision as a matter of law." 
10 CFR § 2.749(d). However, in an operating license proceeding such as 
this one, where significant health and safety or environmental issues are 

4The Applicants correctly pointed out that the provisions of 10 CFR § 2.717(b) upon which we 
premised our jurisdiction to consider new fuel shipments (see LBP-79-24, 10 NRC 226, 228-230 
(1979» do not provide us authority to consider spent fuel shipments at this time. We are not 
relying on those provisions here. 
5The Applicants concede that the environmental impacts of transportation of radioactive 
material may be considered under 10 CFR Part 5 I; but they claim that Contention 5 focuses 
on safety rather than environmental considerations and that it raises no questions governed by 
the requirements of Part 51. We agree. 
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involved, a licensing board should only grant such a motion if it is 
convinced from the material ftled that the public health and safety or the 
environment (as ~pplicable) will be satisfactorily protected. Cleveland 
Electric Illuminating Co. (perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), 
ALAB-443, 6 NRC 741, 753-54 (1977); 10 CFR § 2.760a. 

For the purposes of this discussion, we will read Contention 5 in the light 
most favorable to its proponent (see Public Service Co. of New Hampshire 
(Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-74-36, 7 AEC 877, 879 (1974)). 
Even though it is not that clear on its face, we will assume that Contention 5 
encompasses the protection of spent fuel shipments from sabotage as well 
as from transportation accidents. See Dr. Fankhauser's filings dated August 
1, 1979 and August 1, 1980. Even when read in that light, it is clear that 
there is no factual disagreement with respect to any material fact. Dr. 
Fankhauser contends that there is no plan for the shipment of spent fuel, 
and all parties agree. The only questions extant are legal in nature: 

whether there is any requirement for such a plan and, if so, whether a 
plan would have to include the training features sought by Dr. Fankhau
ser.6 We turn now to those questions. 

3. We interpret the recently amended provisions of 10 CFR Part 73 as 
requiring licensees to prepare a plan for the physical protection of spent fuel 
shipments against sabotage. 10 CFR § 73.37. There is no requirement, 
however, that such a plan be submitted and reviewed prior to (and as a 
condition of) the grant of an operating license. Indeed, the physical 
protection plan for spent fuel shipments, by virtue of the express terms of 
Part .73, need only be submitted to NRC 7 days prior to a planned spent 
fuel shipment. 10 CFR § 73.72 (incorporated into 10 CFR § 73.37(b)(1)).1 
Such shipments would not take place until long after issuance of an 
operating license-at least eight years, according to both the Applicants 
and Staff.8 

4. The absence of any requirement for a plan for the shipment of spent 
fuel prior to the issuance of an operating license is dipositive of Contention 
5. We might add, however, that, as the Applicants and Staff point out, the 
current lack of any facilities for the storage or reprocessing of spent fuel 
would make any near-term evaluation by NRC of prospective routes-as 

liWe note that, if there were a legal requirement for the type of plan envisaged by Contention 5 
(as we are here interpreting it). Dr. Fankhauser might well be entitled to summary disposition 
of the contention in his favor. 
1The Staff interprets § 73.72 as requiring notification 10 days in advance of a shipment, rather 
than 7. We are unaware of the source of this interpretation; but, for purposes of this 
discussion, the difference is not material. 
'Although these assertions are not under affidavit, we take official notice that spent fuel will 
not be created-and hence cannot be shipped-until after issuance of an operating license and 
operation of the reactor. 
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provided by 10 CFR § 73.37(b)(7)-speculative at best. Without identifica
tion of specific routes, it would be impossible to determine where the 
training sought by Dr. Fankhauser should be carried out-even assuming 
we found that such training were warranted.9 Moreover, with respect to 
requirements of 10 CFR § 73.37 other than concerning shipment routes, the 
extended period before which shipments could take place is a persuasive 
reason for the Applicants' not being required to develop a plan at this time, 
for any current review of that plan-involving such matters as the 
qualification of a shipper's employees-would also certainly have to be 
redone. Cf Potomac Electric Power Co. (Douglas Point Nuclear Generating 
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-277, 1 NRC 539, 544-47 (1975). For that 
reason, we fmd little warrant for a review at this time of a proposed 
shipment security plan. 

It should be noted that Dr. Fankhauser (as well as ZAC-ZACK, MVPP, 
the City of Mentor, and the City of Cincinnati) assert that Contention 5 
includes protection from transportation accidents generally and is not 
limited to pro~ection from sabotage. ZAC-ZACK would read 10 CFR § 
73.37 as including this subject, whereas Dr. Fankhauser, the City of 
Mentor, and the City of Cincinnati rely on generalized "public health and 
safety" fmdings required under 10 CFR § 50.40 and § 50.57 as authority to 
consider this matter. 

In issuing its 1980 amendments to the fmal interim rule, the Commission 
made it very clear that 10 CFR § 73.37 is limited to a plan for the 
prevention of sabotage in spent fuel shipments. The Statement of 
Considerations explicitly indicates that the potentially serious consequences 
analyzed in the report upon which the revised 10 CFR § 73.37 is based 
(Sandia Laboratories Report SAND-77-1927, May, 1978) could occur only 
in the event of sabotage in or near a heavily populated area and only if the 
sabotage were to be carried out "through the skillful use of explosives." 45 
Fed. Reg. 37399, 37402 (June 3,1980). 

Insofar as public health and safety issues are concerned, in normal 
circumstances an applicant which demonstrates that it has complied with 
applicable regulations would be granted an operating license. Only in 
unusual circumstances, where possibly a demonstrable threat to the public 
health and safety had been shown to exist, could a licensing board consider 
and impose, if necessary, corrective measures additional to those prescribed 

9'fhe specific routes that Dr. Fankhauser and the City of Mentor suggest be examined do not 
include a destination for the spent fuel shipments but merely encompass various egress routes 
from the site area. 
Needless to say, given our rationale for dismissing Contention 5, we express no opinion as to 
whether, assuming there were a requirement for a plan, the training sought by Dr. Fankhauser 
should be included in such plan. 
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or at least comprehended by the rules. See Maine Yankee Atomic Power Co. 
(Maine Yankee Atomic Power Station), ALAB-161, 6 AEC 1003, lOO4-lOlO 
(1973), remanded on other grounds, CLI-74-2, 7 AEC 2, 3-5 (1974). As 
indicated above, the Commission already has determined that transporta
tion accidents generally do not pose a significant risk to the public health 
and safety sufficient to warrant the consideration of protective measures 
beyond those prescribed in lO CFR Parts 71 and 73. And nothing provided 
by Dr. Fankhauser or the other intervenors has convinced us that there is 
any unusual circumstance which suggests that the protection of spent fuel 
transportation against either sabotage or accidents need be considered in 
this proceeding. Thus, we decline to consider Contention 5 in the context of 
the generalized fmdings required by lO CFR §§ 50.40 and 50.57. 

5. Our holding here will necessarily put the consideration of the 
adequacy of a plan for the transportation of spent fuel submitted under lO 
CFR § 73.37 beyond the purview of this operating license proceeding. In 
our Memorandum and Order of July 14, 1980, we asked the parties whether 
there is any other procedure by which compliance with Part 73 can be 
questioned by a member of the public prior to the occurrence of a 
shipment. Taking into account the limited, 7-day period for review of a 
proposed plan, the answer is obviously negative. The Applicants and Staff 
suggest a request for a show-cause order under 10 CFR § 2.206. Although 
we agree that such mechanism is the only one available, it is obvious that, at 
best, that route can provide only after-the-fact review. We suggest that 
further review, affording the opportunity for public participation, might 
well be warranted. to But the decision as to that matter is not in our hands. 
It has already been made by the Commission and can only be changed by 
the Commission. 

IOIndeed, the 7-day review period for each shipment seems inadequate, even for Staff review; it 
would seem that a review of at least an initial shipment would require a longer period if the 
review is to be completed prior to shipment. Moreover, review of such matters as the adequacy 
of the training of escorts or of a licensee's communications center (see 10 CFR §§ 73.37(bX4) 
and (10» could likely be effectively undertaken well in advance of the initial shipment. 
However, the 7-day period is currently authorized by 10 CFR § 73.72 for notification of both 
initial and subsequent shipments and cannot be modified by this Board, even were we to favor 
such modification. 
That public participation might prove useful is suggested by the recent decision in Duke Power 
Co. (Oconee-McGuire), LBP-80-28, 12 NRC 459 (Oct. 31, 1980). 
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C. Order 
For the foregoing reasons, it is, this 23rd day of January, 1981. 
ORDERED 
That the Applicants' motion for summary disposition of Contention 5 be 

granted. 

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY 
AND LICENSING BOARD 

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 
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Cite as 13 NRC 45 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

Harold R. Denton,' Director 

00·81·1 

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 5G-413 
5G-414 

(10 CFR 2.206) 

DUKE POWER COMPANY 
(Catawba Nuclear Station, 

Units 1 and 2) January 9, 1981 

The Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies a petition filed under 
10 CFR 2.206 of the Commission's regulations requesting reopening of 
the safety phases of the licensing proceeding for Duke Power Company, 
Catawba Nuclear Facility. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: 2.206 PROCEEDINGS 

A petition under 10 CFR 2.206 must set forth facts that establish a 
basis for taking the proposed action in addition to specifying the relief 
requested. 

PRIOR AGENCY DETERMINA 110NS: 

Absent a significant showing calling into question prior agency determi
nations on issues, the Staff will not take action under 10 CFR 2.206 to 
institute a proceeding to further examine these issues. 

NEPA: SEVERE ACCIDENT CONSIDERA110NS 

RULES OF PRACTICE: REOPENING OF PROCEEDINGS 

As provided in the Commission's June 1980 "Statement of Interim 
Policy", the StafiT will not take action to reopen past NEPA reviews in 
response to a petition under 10 CFR 2.206 in the absence of some 
"Special circumstances". 
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NEPA: Need for Power 

Based upon an examination of reserve margin, the Catawba facilities 
continued to be needed. 

TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED: 

Stud bolts; ice condenser containments. 

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206 

By petition dated January 28, 1979, Jesse L. Riley, President, Carolina 
Environmental Study Group (CESG), petitioned the Commission to reopen 
the safety phases of the licensing proceedings for Duke Power Company's 
Catawba Nuclear Station and McGuire Nuclear Station. 

On March 7, 1979, the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation advised CESG that its request to reopen the McGuire 
proceedings had been referred to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 
since the matter of issuance of an operating license for the McGuire facility 
was currently pending before that Board. However, because the Catawba 
case was not currently pending before any Licensing or Appeal Board, the 
request to reopen the Catawba proceedings was to be treated as a request 
under 10 CPR § 2.206 of the Commission's regulations. Notice of the 
consideration of the Catawba request under 10 CFR § 2.206 was published 
in the Federal Register. 44 Ped Reg 14654 (March 13, 1979). 

Before examining the specific issues raised by CESG in this petition, it is 
appropriate to review the criteria for evaluation of requests for action under 
10 CPR 2.206. 

A petition shall specify the action requested and set forth the facts that 
constitute the basis for the request. 1 The factual basis of the petition should 
identify new information regarding the issues under consideration. In order 
to have a hearing reopened on the basis of new information, as CESG seeks 
to do, the Appeal Board has held that the new information must identify a 
significant unresolved safety issue or a major change in facts material to the 
resolution of major environmental issues.2 Although the Director, in 

110 CFR §2.206(a). 
2Vermont Yankee Nue/ear Power Corporation (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station), 
ALAB-I24, 6 AEC 358 (1973); Commonwealth Edison Company (La Salle, Units I and 2), 
ALAB-153, 6 AEC 821 (1973). The Director ofNRR had previously applied this standard in 
denying another petition under 10 CFR 2.206 which requested suspension of construction 
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considering a request for action under 10 CPR 2.206, is not bound by the 
Appeal Board's standard for reopening a licensing proceeding on the basis 
of new information, this standard is persuasive in considering requests 
under 10 CPR 2.260 because, as the Commission haS indicated on another 
occasion, "[PJarties must be prevented from using 10 CPR 2.206 procedures 
as a vehicle for reconsideration of issues previously decided ... " Consolidated 
Edison Company (Indian Point Units 1-3), CLI-75-8, 2 NRC 173, 177 
(1975). 

CESG's petition provides no explanation, by reference to the record or 
otherwise, why the matters it identifies support reopening of the record 
under this standard. This failure would justify denial of the petition at the 
outset because the petitioner has not, as required by 10 CPR 2.206, 
specified the facts . that constitute the basis for the request.3 However, the 
staff has conducted its own review of CESG's petition to reopen and has 
found no good cause to reopen the record at this time. Accordingly, the 
petition to reopen the Catawba safety hearing must be denied. The staffs 
analysis follows. 

In its petition, CESG has asserted a number of issues as the basis for its 
request to reopen the safety hearings· subsequent to the issuance of 
construction permitss. These issues are: 

(1) need for the Catawba facility and the effect a reduced level of need 
for that facility would have on the costlbenefit balance, especially 
the consideration of risk, 

permits pending reconsideration of the need for power issue after the proceeding on issuance 
of construction permits for the facility had been closed. Georgia Power Company (Alvin W. 
Vogtle Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), DD-79-4, 9 NRC 582 (April 13, 1979) (Docket Nos. 50-
424 and 50-425). 
JSee also the Director's denial under 10 CFR 2.206 in Duh Power Company (Oconee Nuclear 
Station, Units 1,2 and 3), D0-79-6, 9 NRC 661 (May 24,1979) (Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270, 
and 50-287). 
4The Director does not have the power to direct a Licensing Board or Appeal Board to 
conduct further proceedings on the matters which CESG raises. The Director could 
recommend to the Commission that the hearings be reopened or the Director could issue an 
order based on the matters raised by CESG under which interested persons may have a right 
to request a hearing. 
SConstruction permits for Catawba Nuclear Station were issued on August 7, 1975. The 
licensee tendered is application for an operating license on March 21, 1979. The application 
has not yet been docketed by the NRC staff. After the application is docketed, a notice of 
opportunity for hearing will be published in the Federal Register. See 10 CFR 2.105. At that 
time, interested persons may seek a hearing on the proposed issuance of an operating license. 
It should be noted that CESG has participated as a party in the Catawba construction permit 
proceeding and both the McGuire construction permit and operating license proceedings. 
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(2) inadequate treatment at the construction permit proceeding of 
Class 9 accidents, stud bolts, and the ice-condenser pressure 
suppression containment, 

(3) the degree to which the construction permit safety evaluation of 
Catawba was "infected" by deficiencies which CESG claims are 
present in the Reactor Safety Study. 

I. NEED FOR POWER 

CESG contends that there is a diminshed need for the Catawba facility thus 
affecting the costlbenefit balance struck at the construction permit stage 
and requiring a renewed examination of the risk involved in licensing the 
units. The linchpin of CESG's contention in this area is the claim of 
diminished need for the Catawba units. Given a continuing need for these 
units, the original costlbenefit balance struck at the construction permit 
stage remains valid. Other than its claim of diminished need, CESG offers 
nothing additional in its petition which could call the original costlbenefit 
balance into question. 

The need for power issue was thoroughly explored in the Catawba 
construction permit proceeding. CESG was an active participant. In the 
construction permit proceeding, the Licensing Board, 6 as well as the Appeal 
Board, 7 determined that the need for power evaluations warranted the 
construction of the facility. An examination of these proceedings clearly 
exhibits that the need-for-power issue had been exhaustively treated at that 
time. 

The question for consideration then is whether CESG has identified such 
new information as would clearly mandate a change in result. 

The staff has analyzed the information presented in CESG's petition and 
has found that this information does not identify a major change in facts 
which would alter the need for power determination as originally analyzed 
in the construction permit proceedings for the Catawba facility. 

CESG claims that, given Duke's current high reserves, there is virtually a 
certainty that the Catawba Units I and 2 will not be required at any time in 
the foreseeable future. 

6Jnitial Decision, Duke Power Company (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I and 2) LBP-75-34, 
I NRC 626, 65~ (1975). 
7partia1 Decision, Duke Power Company (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I and 2) ALAB-355, 
4 NRC 397, 404-414 (1976). 
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The staff has examined the capacities and demand requirements of the 
Duke system and continues to be of the view that system reserves justify the 
addition of the Catawba units in accordance with Duke's latest capacity 
expansion plan. Current scheduling calls for Catawba Unit 1 to be available 
by the summer of 1984 and Unit 2 to be available by the winter of 1985/86. 

Table 1 presents Duke's latest forecast of peak demand and capacity plans 
for the winter of 1984/85 through the winter of 1989/90. Reserve margins 
as a percentage of peak demand are reported for two cases reflecting 
capacity estimates with and without the Catawba units added as scheduled. 
Based on these projections, reserve margins on the Duke system during 
.winter peak demand will not be adequate to insure reliability of service 
unless the proposed Catawba units are added in this time frame. 

The reserve margins calculated in Table I show that even with the 
scheduled addition of the Catawba units, reserve margins are expected to 
range between 7.3% and 26.6%. Without their addition, reserves are 
estimated to become unacceptably low as of the winter of 1984/85 (14.3% 
reserves) and become progressively worse through the forecast period. The 
Duke Power Company has identified reserves ranging from 17% to 25% as 
necessary to provide minimum acceptable reliability. The Department of 
Energy has indicated that reserve margins in the 15% to 25% range 
characterizes systems that are reasonably reliable. Based on these reserve 
margin standards, the staff concludes that the Catawba units are needed in 
order for the Duke system to maintain reliable service. 

This conclusion that the Catawba units are needed is largely predicated on 
Duke's expectation that peak demand will grow at an average annual 
growth rate of about 4.5% over the forecast period. The staff views this 
growth rate as a reasonable estimate of future growth as the staffs own 
independent forecast of growth in electrical energy demand for the State of 
North Carolina between 1976 and 1990 is 4.4% per year. This estimate is 
based on a state level econometric forecasting model of electricity demand 
developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
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TABLE 1 

Peak Load Demand, Capacity, and Reserve Margins With and Without 
the Catawba Nuclear Station - Winter 1984/ 85 through Winter 1989/ 90 

RESERVE MARGINS" 
YEAR PEAK LOAD' CAPACTIY WI1H CAPACTIY 

CATAWBA- WI1HOur 
CATAWBA' 

WI1H WI1HOur 
MWe MWe MWe CATAWBA as % of Peak 

Winter 
1984-85 12692 15646 14501 
Winter 
1985-86 13157 16656 14366 
Winter 
1986-87 13631 16563 14273 
Winter 
1987-88 14092 16563 14273 
Winter 
1988-89 14631 16388 14098 
Winter 
1989-90 15179 16280 13990 

'Peak load estimates based on Duke Power Company's long term forecast of June 1980. 

bAIl capacity estimates assume MWe net firm purchases and the following retirements. 
135 MWe effective by the winter of 1985-86 
35 MWe effective by the winter of 1988-87 
85 MWe effective by the summer of 1988 
90 MWe effective by the winter of 1988-89 
108 MW. effective by the winter of 1989-90 

<Only planned additions over this tim.frame are McGuire and Catawba Nuclear units : 
McGuire Unit I - available for 1981 peak 
McGuire Unit 2 - available for 1982 peak 
Catawba I - available for 1984 peak 
Catawba 2 - available for 1985 peak 

Load Demand 

23.3 1".3 

26.6 9.2 

21.5 4.7 

17.5 1.3 

12.0 3.6 

7.3 7.8 

Source: Duke Power Company, submittal of S. B. Nager to S. Feld (NRC), July 29, 1980 



The staff notes that the Duke Power Company has initiated a load 
management program aimed at promoting the increased use of interruptible 
contracts on the part of Duke's larger customers. Customers interested in 
this program will be offered more attractive rates with the understanding 
that service may be interrupted during periods of peak demand. Because of 
the nature of this contracted service, Duke will not have to maintain peak 
reserves to support this interruptible load. Thus, that portion of the peak 
load represented by interruptible contracts can be added to reserves in 
assessing reliability. During the winter peak, the interruptible load is 
projected to grow from 27 MWe in the winter of 1980-81 to 389 MWe by 
the winter of 1989-90. The effect of this program on reserve margins would 
be to increase winter reserves. 

However, its impact is expected to be minimal throughout this forecast 
period with manmum impact occurring in the winters of 1987-88 through 
1989-90 when reserves would be effectively raised by about 2.5 percentage 
points. Correcting for this adjustment would not alter the underlying 
conclusions reached above. 

Given a continuing need for the Catawba facility, the costlbenefit balance 
struck at the construction permit proceeding remains valid. While CESG 
implies that the costlbalance may be affected by an upward revision of 
risk8 , none of the factors identified by CESG as contributors to additional 
risk are supportable as is discussed in the next portion of this decision. 
Consequently, there is no basis for CESG's claim that the costlbenefit 
balance originally struck is now invalid. 

n. ALLEGED INADEQUATE TREATMENT OF CERTAIN 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT ISSUES 

1. Stud Bolts 
CESG raises the. issue of stud bolts, which are used to mechanically 
secure the reactor top closure to the reactor vessel flange, as a factor 
leading to an increased level of risk at the Catawba facility. This issue 
has been litigated by CESG in proceedings before this agency with 
respect to both the Catawba and McGuire facilities. 

8CESG Petition, page 2, paragraph 4. 
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CESG raised the stud bolt matter in both the Catawba and McGuire 
construction permit proceedings and, in e~ch instance, the Licensing 
Board found against CESG.9 Appeal Board reviews in each instance 
supported the findings of the Licensing Board.10 

At the construction permit proceeding, CESG contended that 18% of 
the stud bolt stock specimens in an infinite population would fall 
below the acceptance value of 130 ksi, set by the ASME Code. 

During the Licensing Board hearings on Catawba held in Rock Hill, 
South Carolina, in April 1974, this matter was extensively discussed. At 
that time, the discussion pointed out that the data used to establish 
Code allowables could be considered to have come fro~ an essentially 
truncated distribution rather than a normal distribution. However, 
statistics, applied in the normal sense of data collected from a small 
sample of an infinite population, really are not applicable in this case 
for the reasons which follow. 

Stresses are not set by statistical means. Data are collected and 
normalized by dividing the value of the property for each set at 
elevated temperatures by the room temperature value of that set. Then 
using linear regression techniques, a ratio trend curve is established. In 
using the ratio trend curves, values higher than 1.0 are reduced to 1.0. 
The ratio trend curve may be further modified by the responsible 
ASME committee after reviewing and adjuSting the data as considered 
necessary before being accepted as the "trend curve," or "characteris
tic variations of property with temperature" for the material. 

The ASME Code includes among its criteria for establishing allowable 
stresses not only fractions of yield and tensile strengths at elevated 
temperatures but also fractions of the specified minimum values of 
these properties at room temperature. In effect, allowable stresses 
become anchored to the requirements of the purchase specification. In 
turn, the yield and tensile strengths at temperature as characterized by 
the trend curves may be developed without specific concern for their 
exact positions relative to the strength scale since they are adjusted to 
specified minimum strengths. 

9 Duke Power Company (William B. McGuire Nuclear Station, Units I and 2) LBP-73-7, 6 AEC 
92, 106-108 (1973); Duke Power Company (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I and 2) LBP-75-
34, I NRC 626, 642-646 (1975). 
IODuke Power Company (William B. McGuire Nuclear Station, Units I and 2 ALAB-128, 6 
AEC 399, 401-404 (1973); Duke Power Company (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I and 2) 
ALAB-355, 4 NRC 397, 414 (1976). 
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In contrast, many foreign codes require a statistical assessment of 
minimum strength at temperature since no room temperature specified 
minimum value is used. to anchor the data. 

Another way in which the data could be developed is the use of an 
unnormalized unanchored along with the variance of the data to form 
the basis for a statistical defInition of a minimum trend curve in terms 
of an appropriate confIdence level. Perhaps this is what CESG may be 
alluding to. However, the Code has chosen not to use statistical means 
to establish allowable stresses but instead establishes these stresses by 
multiplying the value selected from the ratio trend curve by the 
specified minimum room temperature property value and then by the 
appropriate stress basis factors selected from Appendix III of Section 
III of the Code; The specified minimum strength value in the case of 
the stud bo~ting is as established in Table 2 of the material 
specificatipn, SA-540. A test coupon is removed from each end of bars 
selected to represent each heat of a given size for each tempering 
change or each 10,000 pounds whichever is less. Ten thousand pounds 
represents approximately 15 stud bolts of the size used on McGuire. 
The specified minimum property values must be met or the lot is 
rejected. Therefore, the conclusion that specified minimum values of 
yield strength at room temperature will not be below 130,000 psi is 
valid, and the statistical inference implied by CESG that 18% of the 
specimens would be below that figure is invalid. 

CESG offers nothing in its petition to place into question these prior 
determinations in agency proceedings. Therefore, given the consider
ation this issue had already received and the absence of any new 
information on this subject in CESG's petition, and in light of the 
above discussion, there is no justification for CESG's claim that this 
issue increases the level of risk associated with the Catawba facility. 

2. Ice Condenser Pressure Suppression Containment 
CESG also raises the issue of ice condenser pressure suppression 
containment as a factor leading to an increased level of risk at the 
Catawba facility. 

CESG has raised the ice condenser pressure suppression containment 
issue in both the construction permit and operating license proceedings 
for the McGuire facility. The containments for the McGuire and 
Catawba Units are virtually identical. In the McGuire construction 
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permit proceeding, the matter was found against CESG by the 
Licensing Boardll • The Appeal Board confIrmed this fmdingl2 

The only information offered by CESG in its petition on this issue 
refers to certain internal documents of the Commission dated in 1972 
alledgedly .... "expressing reservations about pressure suppression 
containments ... "13 

In 1972, Dr. S. H. Hanauer (then Technical Advisor to the NRC's 
Executive Director for Operations) wrote a memorandum that raised 
several questions on the viability of pressure suppression containment 
concepts. As the memo expressed reservation with respect to pressure 
suppression containments, an evaluation addressing each of the points 
raised by the memo was undertaken. 

In view of the extensive testing and analyses sponsored by the owners 
of pressure suppression containments and the in-depth reviews by the 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, the staff issued a report 
on this matter entitled, "A Technical Update on Pressure Suppression 
Type Containments in use in U.S. Light Water Reactor Nuclear Power 
Plants," NUREG-0474, dated July 1978. Each of the technical 
concerns identilled by Dr. Hanauer in his 1972 memorandum is 
discussed in detail in the report. It was concluded that pressure 
suppression types of containments were conceptually acceptable. 
Consequently, the staffs earlier fmdings were confIrmed. 

Since the filing of CESG's petition, a new concern has developed with 
respect to certain types of containment systems, to which the staff has 
responded. The accident at TMI-2 indicated a need to consider the 
possibility of hydrogen generation well in excess of the amounts 
considered in 10 CfR 50.44 of the Commission's regulations. The staff 
has undertaken a study of the potential of excess hydrogen generation, 
the effects such concentrations of hydrogen would have on the various 
types of plants, and the effectiveness of various mitigation systems in 
protecting the plant against such situations. The results of our studies 
to date are presented in the SECY 80-107 series of documents: 

1. SECY 80-107, Proposed Interim Hydrogen Control Require
ments for Small Containments, dated February 22, 1980. 

IIDuke Power Company (William B. McGuire Nuclear Station, Units I and 2) LBP-73-7, 6 
AEC 92, 101-104 (1973). 
12Duke Power Company (William B. McGuire Nuclear Station, Units I and 2) ALAB-128, 6 
AEC 399, 401-404 (1973). 
13CESG petition, p. 3. 
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2. SECY 80-107A, Additional Information Re: Proposed Interim 
Hydrogen Control Requirements, dated April 22, 1980. 

3. SECY 80-107B, Additional Informaion Re: -Proposed Interim 
Control Requirements, dated June 20 1980. 

When the Commission approved the licensing of the Sequoyah plant 
for full power operations, certain additional requirements for hydrogen 
control were imposed as license conditions. These include requiring an 
acceptable interim system for hydrogen control by January 31, 1981, 
and an acceptable fmal system by Jauary 31, 1982. Based on 
Commission guidance, we are proceeding with plans to implement 
similar requirements for all other operating ice condenser plants on a 
case-by-case basis. 

In addition, a two-step rule-making process is currently underway 
which proposed that an interim rule be put in place expeditiously for 
the near term, and that a fmal rule be developed for the longer term. 
"Interim Requirements Related to Hydrogen Control and Certain 
Degraded Core Considerations," 45 Fed. Reg. 65466 (October 2, 1980). 
With respect to ice consdenser containments, the proposed interim rule 
will require owners to perform certain extensive analyses of accident 
scenarios involving hydrogen releases and furnish the staff with a 
proposed approach for mitigating these hydrogen releases. Upon 
evaluation of these interim measures, a fmal rule will be developed for 
longer term requirements. The catawba facility will be required to meet 
the regulatory requirements in this area. 

In summary, CESG again offers nothing in its petition to place into 
question prior agency determinations in this area. Given the consider
ation this issue has received, and current measures being undertaken to 
address new issues, there is no justification for CESG's claim that this 
issue increases the level of risk associated with the Catawba facility. 

8. Class 9 Accidents 
CESG also contends that the risk level for the Catawba facility is 
affected by the failure to consider Class 9 accidents at the construction 
permit proceeding. The Commission's current policy differs somewhat 
from the policy applied at the Catawba operating license proceeding. 
The term "Class 9 accident" was ftrst used in a Commission 
rulemaking proposed in December 1971. "Consideration of Accidents 
in Implementation of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969," 
36 Fed. Reg. 22851 (1971). An Annex to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 
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50 was proposed to establish the manner in which various categories of 
accidents should be taken into account in the environmental review for 
a nuclear power plant. The Commission has since withdrawn the 
proposed Annex and has replaced it with new interim guidance for the 
treatment of accident risk considerations in NEP A reviews. 14 In 
following the Commission's interim guidance, consideration of serious 
accidents is now planned as part of the Staff's review of a licensee's 
application for an operating license. It is useful, however, to briefly 
review the withdrawn Annex and other events leading to the 
Commission's new interim policy. 

In the proposed Annex, nine classes of accidents were created based on 
their range of severity. Each class of accidents, except Classes 1 and 9, 
was required to be investigated in environmental reports and state
ments. Class 1 accidents were exempt because of their trivial 
consequences. In dealing with Class 9 accidents, the Annex stated: 

"the occurrences in Class 9 involve sequences of postulated 
successive failures more severe than those postulated for the design 
basis for protective systems and engineered safety features. Their 
consequences could be severe. However, the probability of their 
occurrence is so small that their environmental risk is extremely 
low. Defense in depth (multiple physical barriers), quality assur
ance for design, manufacture, and operation, continued surveil
lance and testing, and conservative design are all applied to 
provide and maintain the required high degree of assurance that 
potential accidents in this class are, and will remain, sufficiently 
remote in probability that the environmental risk is extremely low." 
36 Fed. Reg. 22862 (1971). 

Even though the Annex was never formally adopted by the Commis
sion, the Annex was used as an "interim guidance." The proposed 
Annex was used consistently from 1971 to 1979, i.e., Gass 9 accidents 
were not considered in environmental statements. 

In September 1979, the Commission announced that it would complete 
the rulemaking started by the Annex and review the policy regarding 
accident considerations IS • On May 16, 1980, the Commission withdrew 

14''Nuclear Power Plant Accident Considerations under the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969;" 45 Fed. Reg. 40101 (June 13, 1980). 
ISIn Offthore Power Systems (Floating Nuclear Power Plants), CLI-79-9 10 NRC 257 (1979). 
The Commission determined that consideration of a Qass 9 accident in the environmental 
review for floating nuclear power plants was appropriate. 10 NRC at 260-61. The Commission 
did not use the proceeding to resolve the generic issue of consideration of aass 9 accidents at 
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the Annex and issued a statement of interim policy. This new interim 
policy was published in the Federal Register, on June 13, 1980. The new 
policy requires environmental impact statements for ongoing and 
future NEPA reviews to consider a broader spectrum of accidents, 
including severe accidents that were once designated as "Class 9." The 
Commission gave the following guidance for considering environmen
tal risks, or impacts, attributable to accidents at a facility: 

"In the analysis and discussion of such risks, approximately equal 
attention shall be given to the probability of occurrence of releases 
and to the probability of occurrence of the environmental 
consequences of those releases ... 

"Events or accident sequences that lead to releases shall include 
but not be limited to those that can reasonably be expected to 
occur. In-plant accident sequences that can lead to a spectrum of 
releases shall be discussed and shall include sequences that can 
result in inadequate cooling of reactor fuel and to melting of the 
reactor core." 45 Fed. Reg. at 40103." 

When addressing the new interim policy concerning plants for which 
Final Environmental Statements have been issued, the Commission 
stated that: 

"It is expected that these revised treatments will lead to conclusions 
regarding the environmental risks of accidents similar to those that 
would be reached by a continuation of current practices, particu
larly for cases involving special circumstances where Class 9 risks 
have been considered by the staff ... Thus, this change in policy is 
not to be construed as any lack of confidence in conclusions 
regarding the environmental risks of accidents expressed in any 
previously issued Statements, nor, absent a showing of similar 
special circumstances, as a basis for opening, reopening, or 
expanding any previous or ongoing proceeding."s 

"However, it is also the intent of the Commission that the staff take 
steps to identify additional cases that might warrant early consider-

land-based reactors, but noted that "such a generic action is more properly and effectively 
done through rulemaking proceedings in which all interested persons may participate." Id. at 
262. See also Public Service Co. of Okla. (Black Fox Station, Units I and 2) CLI-80-8, II NRC 
433,434-435 (1980). 
sCommissioners Gilinsky and Bradford disagree with the inclusion of the preceding two 
sentences. They feel that they are absolutely inconsistent with an evenhanded reappraisal of 
the former, erroneous position on Oass 9 accidents." 45 Fed. Reg. at 40103. 
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ation of either additional features or other actions to prevent or to 
mitigate the consequences of serious accidents. Cases for such 
consideration are those for which a Final Environmental Statement 
has already been issued at the Construction Permit stage but for 
which the Operating License review stage has not yet been reached. 
In carrying out this directive, the staff should consider relevant site 
features, including population density, associated with accident 
risk in comparison to such features at presently operating plants. 
Staff should also consider the likelihood that substantive changes 
in plant design features which may compensate further for adverse 
site features may be more easily incorporated in plants when 
construction has not yet progressed very far." 

The circumstances identified by the staff as "special" fall into three 
categories: (1) high population density around the proposed site; (2) 
a novel reactor design (a type of power reactor other than a light water 
reactor); or (3) a combination of a uniqae design and a unique siting 
mode. Another exeptional case noted by the Commission that might 
warrant consideration is the proximity of a plant to a "man-made or 
natural hazard."16 

As discussed in Section 1 of the Catawba Safety Evaluation Report, 17 

the nuclear steam supply system for each unit will consist of a four
loop Westinghouse pressurized water reactors. The principal features 
of the Catawba plants are similar to those previously approved for 
other nuclear power plants now under construction or in operation, 
especially the McGuire Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2 (Docket Nos. 
50-369 and 50-370) and the Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 
2 (Docket Nos. 50-315 and 50-316). Therefore, Catawba is not a novel 
reactor design. 

The staff has developed population density guidelines, which are given 
in Regulatory Guide 4.7, for determining when the population 
surrounding a proposed new site is sufficiently high to require that 
special attention be given to the consideration of alternative sites with 
lower population densities. 

The following table shows the cumulative population and population 
density out to a radius of 30 miles around the Catawba site for the 
years, 1970, 1985, and 2019. The 1970 population was based on census 

16Black Fox, eLI-SO-S, supra. 
I1Safety Evaluation Report of the Catawba Nuclear Station Units I and 2, dated October 12, 
1973, Supplement No.1 dated January 21, 1974. 
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data, while the 1985 and 2019 projections were developed by the 
applicant. 

RADIUS 

Miles 

o - 5 

o - 10 

0-20 

o - 30 

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION - CATAWBA SITE 

CUMULATIVE 
POPULATION 
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POPULATION DENSITY, 
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1970 

72 
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250 

1985 

168 
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As shown in the table above, the cumulative population density 
surrounding the Catawba site is estimated to be less than the 500 
persons per square mile density guideline of R.G. 4.7 which applies at 
the startup date (1983) out to a distance of 30 miles. The projected 
growth rate for the area surrounding the site indicates that the 
population density will stay well within the 1,000 persons per square 
mile guideline over the lifetime of the plant. 

While the population density within 20 miles for the year 1985 is 
projected to be close to the value of 500 persons per square mile, it 
approaches this value only at one location, and at a significant distance 
from the site. A large fraction of the population at this distance is due 
to the City of Charlotte, N.C., and its environs, located about 17 miles 
from the Catawba site. Staff studies of accident risk leads the staff to 
conclude that the risk is higher for persons relatively close to the site, 
and generally decreases with distance. In particular, the staff has found 
that the most severe consequences of very large accidents, namely, 
acute fatalities, would be generally limited to distances of about 5 miles 
or less. Also, the Commission's recently revised regulations in regard to 
Emergency Planning, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, require emergency 
planning zones for the plume exposure pathway out to about 10 miles 
from the reactor site. Beyond these distances the consequences are 
expected to diminish significantly. 

Based upon the foregoing fmdings and considerations, the staff 
concludes that the population data for the Catawba site do not reflect a 
sufficiently unique circumstance to warrant considerations of Class 9 
accident consequences at this time. 

With regard to the third category of special circumstances, the staff has 
identified a potential special circumstance involving the dewatering 
system used at Catawba. In the event of a serious accident the 
dewatering system, as presently designed, could potentially result in 
undesireable releases to the surrounding environment. The staff will 
examine this issue during its operating license review to determine its 
seriousness and potential impact. 

In the staffs view, this issue can be resolved prior to issuance of an 
operating license, and therefore would not form a bases upon which to 
reopen the construction permit proceedings. This fmding is based on 
the fact that the range of solutions, including additional structural 
design considerations or storage capabilities, are of such nature that 
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they do not preclude continued construction, and could result in 
modifications which can be made in later stages of construction. 

In addition to the stafi's review, measures have been taken or are 
under consideration by the Commission and the staff to prepare to 
meet the possible consequences of a serious accident at a reactor site 
including: 

- A rule was issued, 45 Fed. Reg. 162 (Aug. 19, 1980), which 
significantly revises requirements in 10 CFR Parts 50 and 70 for 
emergency planning at nuclear power plants. 

- Recommendations of the Siting Policy Task Force (see NUREG-
0625, Aug. 1979) with respect to possible changes in the reactor 
siting policy and criteria set forth in 10 CFR Part 100. One goal of 
the recommendations is to consider in siting the risk associated 
with accidents beyond the design basis (i.e., Class 9) by establish
ing population density and distribution criteria. 

- Proposed "Action Plans" (see NUREG-0660, Vol. 1, May 1980) 
for implementing recommendations made by bodies that have 
investigated the Three Mile Island accident. Among other matters 
these plans incorporate recommendations for rulemaking related 
to degraded core cooling and core melt accidents. In addition, 
certain of these recommendations have been adopted as require
ments as described in NUREG-0737 "Clarification of TMI 
Action Plan Requirements" (October 1980). 

- Imposition of additional requirements on operating reactors, e.g., 
the short-term "lessons-learned" recommendations. See "TMI-2 
Lessons Learned Task Force Status Report and Short-term 
Recommendations," NUREG-0578 (1979), and Orders published 
in 45 Fed. Reg. 2427-2455 (Jan. 11, 1980). 

Given the stafi's forthcoming review of serious accidents, there is no 
basis to support CESG's claim that failure to consider Class 9 
accidents at the construction permit stage elevates the level of risk 
associated with the Catawba facility. This conclusion is further assured 
by the additional measures noted by the Commission in its new 
statement of interim policy on accident considerations. 
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ill. 1HE REACTOR SAFElY STUDY 

The fmal issue raised by CESG deals with the Reactor Safety Study 
(RSS).18 CESG asserts that the McGuire and Catawba "safety evaluation 
were infected with the same tendencies that the Commission has found in 
the Rasmussen Report." However, aside from averring that the same 
personnel were involved, CESG provides no specifics in support of such 
claim. Indeed, CESG acknowledges that the RSS was not relied upon in 
either the Catawba or McGuire safety evaluation.19 

This question was extensively dealt with by the Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Board in the McGuire operating license proceeding.20 The 
Licensing Board there correctly concluded that " ... there is no nexus 
between the Rasmussen Report and CESG's claim of special circumstances 
warranting reopening the record in this proceeding."21 The same conclusion 
applies to the Catawba facility. 

The Licensing Board in McGuire also revi~wed the results of an NRC staff 
. survey of the uses which the Staff had made of the RSS. The Board 
concluded that the Commission's withdrawal of its approval of the 
Executive Summary of the RSS was not a basis for reopening the record of 
that proceeding.22 That conclusion applies with like force to the Catawba 
facility. 

Accordingly, the review of the Rasmussen Report cannot serve as a basis 
for reopening this proceeding. 

Conclusion 

For the reasons set forth above, the petition of the Carolina Environmental 
Study Group to reopen the safety phases of licensing proceedings for Duke 
Power's Catawba Nuclear Station is hereby denied. 

A copy of this Decision will be placed in the Commission's Public 
Document Room, 1717 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20555, and at the 
local public document room for the Catawba Nuclear Station at the York 
County Library, 325 South Oak Avenue, Rock Hill, South Carolina 29730. 
A copy of this Decision will also be fJled with the Secretary of the 

18Reactor Safety Study, WASH-I400, October 1975. 
19CESG Petition, page 3, paragraph 5. 
2OMemorandum and Order Ruling on Motions to Reopen Record, Duke Power Co. (McGuire 
Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), unpublished (April 10, 1979). A copy of this Order is attached. 
2IId., p. 3. 
22Id., pp. 2-9. 
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Commission for review by the Commission in accordance with 10 CFR 
2.206(c) of the Commission's regulations. As provided in 10 CFR 2.206(c), 
this Decision will constitute the fmal action of the Commission twenty (20) 
days after the date of issuance, unless the Commission on its own motion 
institutes a review of this Decision within that time. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 9th day of Jan., 1980 

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation 
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ADDENDUM TO DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206 

On January 9, 1981, the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation issued a 
Director's Decision pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206 which denied a petition of 
the Carolina Environmental Study Group submitted on January 28, 1979. 
That petition requested that the Commission re-examine certain issues 
related to the Catawba Nuclear Station of the Duke Power Company. 

A portion of the Staff's review was unintentionally omitted from the 
decision. Specifically, with respect to the Staff's examination of special 
circumstances which might warrant consideration of serious accidents I , the 
Staff considered "man-made or natural hazards". 

The Staff analyzed the site characteristics and other nearby features to 
assess the potential for impairment of safety-related portions of station 
facilities due to natural or man-made hazards occuring nearby. The Safety 
Evaluation Report2 issued at the Construction Permit stage, states the staff 
conclusion that there are no industrial, transportation, or military facilities 
in the area of the site which have potential to adversely affect plant safety 
systems. The staff review specifically ensured that station design is adequate 
to accommodate other natural characteristics of the site environs. The staff 
review has not identified any unusual circumstances with respect to natural 
or man-made hazards that would warrant reopening or expanding proceed
ings on Catawba. 

A copy of this Addendum will be placed in the Commission's Public 
Document Room, 1717 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20555, and at the 
local public document room for the Catawba Nuclear Station at the York 
County Library, 325 South Oak Avenue, Rock Hill, South Carolina 29730. 
A copy of this Addendum will also be med with the Secretary of the 
Commission for review by the Commission in accordance with 10 CFR 

IDirectOr'S Decision, p. 20. 
lSafety Evaluation of the Catawba Nuclear Station Units 1 & 2, October 12, 1973, pp. 2-8, 2-9. 
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2.206(c) of the Commission's regulations. As provided in 10 CFR 2.206(c), 
this Addendum will constitute the final action of the Commission twenty
five (25) days after the date of issuance, unless the Commission on its own 
motion institutes a review within that time. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 6th day of February, 1981 

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation 
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ISSUANCE OF ADDEDUM TO DIRECI'OR'S DECISION UNDER 
10 CFR 2.206 

On March 13, 1979, notice was published in the Federal Register (44 FR 
14654) that, by petition dated January 28, 1979, Mr. Jesse L. Riley, 
President, Carolina Environmental Study Group (CESG), had requested 
that the Commission reopen safety phases of the licensing proceedings for 
Duke Power Company's Catawba Nuclear Station and McGuire Nuclear 
Station. CESG has asserted several issues as the basis for its request. On 
March 7, 1979, the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
advised CESG that its request to reopen the McGuire proceedings had been 
referred to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board since the matter of 
issuance of operating licenses for the McGuire facility was currently 
pending before that Board. The Catawba case was not currently pending 
before any Licensing or Appeal Board. Consequently, the CESG's request 
with respect to Catawba was treated as a petition under 10 CFR 2.206 of 
the Commission's regulations to reopen the safety hearing for the Catawba 
Nuclear Station. 

The Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denied the petition in the 
Director's Decision 81-1 issued on Jauary 9, 1981. However, a portion of 
the Staffs analyses of the CESG petition was unintentionally omitted from 
that Decision. Consequently, the Staff has prepared an Addendum to 
supplement the Director's Decision. 

Copies of the addendum are available for inspection in the Commission's 
Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20555 
and at the Local Public Document Room for Catawba, located at the York 
County Library, 325 South Oak Avenue, Rock Hill, South Carolina 29730. 
A copy of the addendum will also be ftled with the Secretary for the 
Commission's review in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206(c) of the Commis
sion's regulations. 

As provided in 10 CFR 2.206(c), the Addendum will constitute the fmal 
action of the Commission twenty-five (25) days after the date of issuance, 
unless the Commission, on its own motion, institutes a review within that 
time. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 6th day of February 1981 

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation 
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Cite as 13 NRC 67 (1981) CLI-81-2 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

COMMISSIONERS 

John F. Ahearne 
Victor Glllnsky 

Joseph M. Hendrie 
Peter A. Bradford 

In the MaHers of 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
(Exports to Taiwan) 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 

(Exports to Taiwan) 

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, 
INC. 

(Exports to Taiwan) 

Application No. XR-135 
Docket No. 11001075 

Application No. XSNM-01662 
Docket No. 11001076 

Application No. XR-136 
Docket No. 11002058 

Application No. XSNM-01719 
Docket No. 11002175 

Application No. XR-137 
Docket No. 11002252 

Application No. XSNM-01753 
Docket No. 11002253 

Application No. XSNM-01754 
Docket No. 11002254 

February 13. 1981 

The Commission denies a petition to intervene and request for a hearing 
on license applications for the export to Taiwan of two nuclear reactors and 
associated nuclear fuel, determines that the applications meet all applicable 
export licensing criteria, and directs that the licenses be issued with the 
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condition that they become effective only upon award to the licensee of a 
contract by the Taiwan Power Company. 

EXPORT UCENSES: SCOPE OF REVIEW 

In making export licensing decisions, the Commission will not consider: 
seismic risks posed by the reactor site; volcanic risks posed by the site; risks 
posed by a high population density around the site; and dangers to the 
health and safety of individuals residing in the recipient nation. 

EXPORT UCENSES: SCOPE OF REVIEW 

In making reactor export licensing decisions, the Commission will 
consider the likely environmental impact on the global commons of the 
proposed reactor exports. 

EXPORT UCEJ'lSES: SCOPE OF REVIEW (NUCLEAR NON
PROUFERATION ACI) 

Where licenses authorizing exports of power reactors and low enriched 
uranium to a specific country have previously been issued by the 
Commission subsequent to the enactment of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Act, the Commission may issue licenses for similar exports to the same 
country upon determining that there are no material changed circum
stances associated with the applications under consideration from those 
existing at the time of issuance of the earlier license. Atomic Energy Act, 
Section 126a.(2)(B); 10 CPR 110.44(a) (2). In determining whether material 
changed circumstances have occurred since issuance of a previous license, 
the Commission examines whether any events have adversely affected the 
adequacy of the assurances given by the recipient nation on the matters 
covered by sections 127 and 128 of the Atomic Energy Act, and whether 
there have been any significant changes in the recipient nation's non
proliferation policies. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

I. Background 
The Taiwan Power Company seeks to purchase two nuclear power 

reactors which will be sited in Yenliao, about 50 kilometers east of Taipei. 
In soliciting bids, the utility stated that the contract would not be awarded 
to a supplier unless that company had already received authorization from 
its government to export the reactors, the initial fuel core, and one full 
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reload. The General Electric Company, the Westinghouse Electric Corpora
tion, and Combustion Engineering, Inc., have each flled applications with 
the Commission seeking authorization to export to Taiwan two nuclear 
reactors, the initial fuel cores, and one full reload. l 

The Center for Development Policy has flled petitions seeking leave to 
intervene and requesting a public hearing on the applications. Petitioner 
requests that the NRC hold public hearings on the following issues: 

1. The nature and magnitude of the seismic risks and dangers posed by 
the reactors' site and the effects on the global commons; 

2. The nature and magnitude of the volcanic risk and dangers posed by 
the reactors' site and the effects on the global commons; 

3. The nature and magnitude of the risks and dangers posed by the high 
population density around the reactors' site; 

4. The risk to the common defense and security of the United States due 
to the lack oflegally binding non-proliferation agreements; 

5. Dangers to the health and safety of Taiwanese citizens; 
6. The likely environmental impact on the global commons of the 

proposed reactors and disposition of spent fuel; and 
7. Generic safety questions posed by all nuclear power plants. 
Petitioner requests the Commission to defer action on the pending export 

applications until the Commission: (a) has made publicly available all 
pertinent data within its possession that relates to the issues raised; and (b) 
has held an adjudicatory hearing on these issues, commencing no earlier 
than 90 days after the requested information had been made available to 
the public. Petitioner also asks that the Commission's staff assist it to 
analyze and evaluate the information provided. In addition, petitioner urges 
the Commission to request the Unitt:<! States Geological Survey to prepare 
a volcanic and seismic assessment of risks the proposed reactors would pose 
to the environment of the global commons, and also to develop guidelines 
which would govern the siting of reactors near volcanoes. Finally, petitioner 
requests the Commission to prepare a revised environmental impact 
statement assessing the impact U.S. nuclear exports have on the global 
environment. The statement would update the "Final Environmental 
Statement on U.S. Nuclear Power Export Activities" published by the 

IGenera1 Electric filed its applications for authorization to export two boiling water reactors 
and the fuel on March 7, 1980. Westinghouse filed its application covering two pressurized 
water reactors on April 23, 1980. It submitted its fuel application on August 14, 1980. 
Combustion Engineering filed its applications for two pressurized water reactors and the fuel 
on October 9, 1980. The Commission published notice of the receipt of the reactor applications 
in the Federal Registers of April 15, 1980 (45 Fed. Reg. 25560), June 24, 1980 (45 Fed. Reg. 
42431), and November 18, 1980(45 Fed. Reg. 76306). 
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Energy Research and Development Administration in April, 1976 (ERDA-
1542). 

The NRC staff, the State Department (speaking on behalf of the 
Executive Branch) and the applicants fIled responses with the Commission 
recommending that the petitions be denied. 

The NRC stafF and the Executive Branch3 have also submitted 
documents to the Commission in which they conclude that the license 
applications meet all the applicable export licensing criteria and recom
mend issuance of the licenses. However, both recommend that the licenses 
be made effective only upon the award of a contract by the Taiwan Power 
Company to one of the United States applicants for constructing the 
reactor. The Executive Branch submission included a "Concise Environ
mental Review of the Fourth Nuclear Power Plant, Units 7 and 8 on 
Taiwan"; the staff submission included an "Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation Staff Evaluation of the Potential Radiological Impact on the 
Global Commons of the Export of Taiwan Nuclear Units 7 and 8." 

n. The Hearing Request 
(a) Hearings as matter of right 
The Center for Development Policy (COP) is a project of the interna

tional Center, a District of Columbia nonprofit corporation. The functions 
of CDP are to monitor the flow of resources to developing nations, conduct 
research and analysis of development policies and their implementation, 
and disseminate the results to the public and public officials. 

The interests petitioner assert and the issues they raise are virtually 
identical to those contained in CDP's earlier petition challenging the export 
of two nuclear reactors to South Korea. The Commission denied that 
intervention request, determining that petitioner had failed to establish that 
it was entitled to a hearing as matter of right under Section 189(a) of the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. In the Matter of Westinghouse 
Electric Corp. (Export to South Korea), CLI-80-30, 12 NRC 253 (1980). For 
the reasons set forth in that opinion, the Commission has determined that 
petitioner is not entitled to a hearing as a matter of right in the present case. 

(b) Hearing as a matter of discretion 
Even though petitioner is not entitled to a hearing as a matter of right, 

the Commission can order a public hearing if it determines that a hearing 
would be in the public interest and would assist the Commission in making 

2Memorandum to the Commission from William J . Dircks, Executive Director for Operations, 
NRC, dated January 14, 1981, SECY-81-34. 
3Memorandum for James R Shea, Director, Office of International Programs, NRC, from 
Louis V. Nosenzo, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State, dated December 12, 1980. 
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the statutory determinations required by the Atomic Energy Act. 10 CFR 
llO.84(a). The Commission is unable to make such a determination here. 

Four of the issues raised by petitioners pertain to matters which the 
Commission has stated it will not consider in making its export licensing 
decisions. These are: (1) the seismic risks posed by the reactors' site; (2) 
the volcanic risk posed by the reactors' site; (3) the risks posed by the high 
population density around the reactors' site; and (4) dangers to the health 
and safety of Taiwanese citizens. The export licensing process is also an 
inappropriate forum to consider a fifth issue, the generic safety questions 
raised by nuclear power plants. In the Matter of Westinghouse Electric 
Company (Exports to the Philippines), CLI-80-l4, 11 NRC 631 (1980); 
Westinghouse Electric Company (Exports to the Philippines, CLI-80-l5, 11 
NRC 672 (1980); Westinghouse Electric Company, CLI-80-30, 12 NRC 253 
(1980). 

The remaining issues raised by petitioner - whether u.s. Agreements 
with Taiwan on non-proliferation matters are binding in light of the United 
States' China policy and the likely environmental impact on the global 
commons of the proposed reactor exports and disposition of spent fuel -
fall within the Commission's jurisdiction and may be considered by the 
Commission in its export licensing determinations. The issue petitioner 
raises regarding the status of U.S. nuclear agreements was explicitly 
addressed by the Congress in the Taiwan Relations Act of 1979,22 U.S.c. 
Sec. 3301, et seq. In that Act Congress made it clear that agreements entered 
into between the United States and the governing authorities on Taiwan 
possess a legally binding character and that severence of United States 
diplomatic relations with Taiwan does not provide a basis for denying 
nuclear export applications. See 42 U.S.c. 3303. Therefore, this issue need 
not be considered further by the Commission. 

With respect to the impact of the proposed reactor exports upon the 
global commons, both the Executive Branch and the NRC staff have 
addressed the issue in their submissions to the Commission. As noted 
previously, the NRC staff prepared an analysis of the radiological impacts 
of the proposed exports upon the global commons and the Executive 
Branch in its Concise Environmental Review has also addressed impacts of 
the reactor exports upon the global commons. There is no indication in its 
pleadings that petitioner possesses expertise on assessing impacts on the 
global commons or that they have information not presently available to 
the Commission on the matter. Instead petitioner has requested that the 
Commission provide it with pertinent information and then assist it to 
analyze and evaluate the data. We have no reason to believe that such an 
effort would result in the development of significant new insights or a more 
comprehensive analysis of the issues than that already submitted by the 
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NRC staff and the Executive Branch. We also frod no reason to seek 
additional analyses from the U.S. Geological Surveyor to request the 
Executive Branch to update ERDA-1542 before acting on the merits of the 
pending applications. 

In the absence of evidence that a hearing would generate significant new 
analyses, a public hearing would be inconsistent with one of the major 
purposes of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 - that United 
States agencies enhance the nation's reputation as a reliable supplier of 
nuclear materials to nations which adhere to our non-proliferation 
standards by acting upon export license applications in a timely fashion.4 A 
hearing would delay the Commission's decision on the applications for 
several months. Therefore, we conclude that a public hearing would not be 
in the public interest or assist the Commission in making its statutory 
determinations. 

m. The Taiwan Export license Applications 
The Commission has issued export licenses authorizing exports of power 

reactors and low enriched uranium to Taiwan since enactment of the 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act, specifically XR-113 (two power reactors) 
and XSNM-01341 (low enriched uranium). These licenses were issued on 
June 8, 1979. Under these circumstances, Section 126a.(2)(b) of the Atomic 
Energy Act and 10 CFR 110.44(a)(2) of the Commission's implementing 
regulations authorize the Commission to issue licenses to Taiwan by 
determining that there are no material changed circumstances associated 
with the applications under consideration here from those existing at the 
time of issuance of the earlier licenses. In determining whether material 
changed circumstances have occurred since issuance of a previous license, 
the Commission examines whether any events have adversely affected the 
adequacy of the assurances given by the recipient nation on the matters 
covered by sections 127 and 128 of the Atomic Energy Act, and whether 
there have been any significant changes in the recipient nation's non
proliferation policies. 

The Commission has reviewed the submissions of the Executive Branch, 
the NRC staff and the petitioner and has concluded that there have been no 
material changed circumstances regarding the adequacy of the assurances 
given to the United States by Taiwan and that there have been no changes 
in Taiwan's non-proliferation policies that would cause it to alter its 
previous determinations. We therefore direct the Assistant Director for 
Export-Import and International Safeguards, Office of International 

4See Section 2(b) of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act, 22 U.S.c. 3201(b). 
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Programs, to issue license XR-135 and XSNM-OI662 to the General 
Electric Company, licenses XR-136 and XSNM-OI719 to the Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation, and XR-137, XSNM-OI753, and XSNM-OI754 to 
Combustion Engineering, Inc. Each of the power reactor licenses shall 
expire on January 31, 2002. 1bis will permit shipment of warranty 
replacements and other items needed to assure safe and efficient operation 
of the reactors. Each of the fuel applications shall expire on January 31, 
1995. Each of the seven licenses shall also be conditioned to provide that 
they shall become effective, only upon award to the licensee of the contract 
for Taiwan Power Company Units 7 and 8. 

It is so ORDERED. 

Dated at Washington, D.C. 
this 13th day of February, 1981. 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL J. ClllLK 
Secretary of the Commission 
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SEPARATE OPINION OF COMMISSIONER BRADFORD 

I concur in the denial of the intervention petition, but dissent from the 
issuance of the licenses. For reasons set forth in the recent Philippine case l 

and reiterated in the Korean case,2 I believe a more extensive review is 
required. I know of no reason why these applications would not pass such a 
review, but none has been done. 

I should also note that a review of the type I have advocated would not 
necessarily preclude the issuance of a license when, as here, the contract has 
not been awarded. However, some additional information on the 'type(s) of 
reactor under consideration would be necessary. 

IWestinglwuse Electric Corp., CLI-80-14, 11 NRC 631, 666 (1980). 
1 Westinghouse Electric Corp., CLI-80-30, 12 NRC 253, 263 (1980). 
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Cite as 13 NRC 75 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-629 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

In the Matter of 

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 
Christine N. Kohl 

HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER 
COMPANY 

(Aliens Creek Nuclear 
Generating Station, Unit 
No.1) 

Docket No. 50-466 

February 2, 1981 

The Appeal Board affirms the Licensing Board's grant of applicant's 
motion for summary disposition of a contention advocating the consider
ation of a biomass farm as an alternative to the construction of the Allens 
Creek facility. 

RULES OF PRACI1CE: MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
DISPOSmON 

The Rules of Practice authorize any party to a proceeding to move, with 
or without supporting affidavits, for a decision in that party's favor as to all 
or any part of the matters involved in the proceeding. Such motion must be 
accompanied by "a separate, short and concise statement of the material 
facts as to which the moving party contends that there is no genuine issue to 
be heard." 10 CFR 2.749(a). 

RULES OF PRACI1CE: MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
DISPOSmON (RESPONSE) 

The Rules of Practice require a party responding in opposition to a 
motion for summary disposition to include in its response "a separate, short 
and concise statement of the material facts as to which it is contended that 
there exists a genuine issue to be heard." 10 CFR 2.749(a). Where a motion 
for summary disposition is properly supported, the response may not rest 
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upon mere allegations or denials, but rather "must set forth specific facts 
showing that there is a genuine issue of fact." Virginia Electric and Power 
Co. (North Anna Nuclear Ppwer Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-584, 11 
NRC 451,453 (1980); 10 CFR 2.749(b). 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACf STATEMENT: CONSIDERATION 
OF ALTERNATIVES 

Environmental impact statements need not discuss the environmental 
effects of alternatives which are deemed only remote and speculative 
possibilities. Public Service Electric and Gas Co. (Hope Creek Generating 
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-518, 9 NRC 14, 38 (1979). 

APPEARANCES 

Mr. F. R Potthoff, III, Houston, Texas, appellant pro se. 

Messrs. Jack R. Newman, Robert R Culp and David B. Raskin, 
Washington, D. c., and Messrs. J. Gregory Copeland, C. 1bomas 
Biddle and DarreU Hancock, Houston, Texas, for the applicant, 
Houston Lighting & Power Company. 

Mr. Richard L Black for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff. 

DECISION 

Last April, by a divided vote, we reversed an order of the Licensing 
Board which had denied the petition of F. H. Potthoff, III, for leave to 
intervene in this construction permit proceeding involving the proposed 
AlIens Creek facility. ALAB-590, 11 NRC 542. The reversal was founded 
on our conclusion, contrary to that of the Board below, that the petition 
contained one litigable contention. That contention (identified as No. VI) 
asserted in substance that the construction and operation of a marine 
biomass farm is both a viable and an environmentally superior alternative 
to AlIens Creek (and therefore should have been favorably considered in 
the Final Environmental Statement prepared by the NRC staff). 

Although "determin[ing] that Mr. Potthoff must be admitted to the 
proceeding on the strength of his contention VI", we took pains to note that 
this did not "carry with it any implication that we view the contention to be 
meritorious". 11 NRC at 549. Further, we stressed that it did not perforce 
follow from our decision that the contention would have to be taken up at 
an evidentiary hearing. In this connection, we called attention to the 
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availability of the summary disposition procedures set forth in the 
Commission's Ru1es of Practice. 10 CFR 2.749. Those procedures "provide 
in reality as well as in theory, an efficacious means of avoiding unnecessary 
and possibly time-consuming hearings on demonstrably insubstantial 
issues". 11 NRC at 550. 

In compliance with ALAB-590, the Licensing Board issued an order on 
April 30, 1980 in which it granted Mr. Potthoff's intervention petition and 
accepted his contention VI. Thereafter, on August 4, the applicant moved 
for summary disposition of the contention in its favor. Following receipt of 
Mr. Potthoff's response in opposition to it, the Licensing Board granted the 
motion in an unpublished order entered on November 13.1 

Mr. Potthoff appeals from this resu1t.2 The appeal is opposed by both the 
applicant and the NRC staff. We affirm. 

I 

Section 2.749(a) of the Ru1es of Practice authorizes "[a]ny party to a 
proceeding" to "move, with or without supporting affidavits, for a decision 
by the [Licensing Board] in that party's favor as to all or any part of the 
matters involved in the proceeding". The motion must be accompanied by 
"a separate, short and concise statement of the material facts as to which 
the moving party contends that there is no genuine issue to be heard". 

IThe NRC staff had filed a response in support of the motion on October 2, to which was 
appended the affidavit of an environmental scientist associated with the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. The Licensing Board expressly declined to consider that response for the assigned 
reason that, at the time it was submitted, 10 CPR 2.749 (a) "provided only for the submission 
of an answer opposing a motion for summary disposition". Order p. 21, fn. 10. 
Effective October 17, 1980 - several weeks before the Licensing Board acted on the motion
the Commission revised Section 2.749 (a) to authorize in terms responses "supporting or 
opposing" motions for summary disposition". 45 Fed Reg. 68919 (October 17, 1980). In doing 
so, the Commission noted that "it has been a long-standing practice of the [NRq staff to file 
an answer to the motions of other parties for summary disposition - in support or in 
opposition, as appropriate". Accordingly, the change in.!anguage was characterized as simply 
a "clarification" of the summary disposition rule. Ibid 
In these circumstances, it is doubtful at best that the Board was justified in declining to 
consider the staff response here. As will later be seen, however, it is not necessary to decide the 
point in the disposition of the appeal before us. 
2Had other contentions of Mr. Potthoff been admitted to the proceeding. the proscription 
against appeals from interlocutory orders (10 CPR 2.730 (f) would have come into play. In 
other words, he would have had to await the rendition of the Licensing Board's initial decision 
before complaining to us of the summary disposition of contention VI. Because, however, that 
contention provided the sole footing for his being allowed intervention the consequence of the 
summary disposition of it was Mr. Potthotrs dismissal from the proceeding. See November 13 
order, at p. 25 This being so, there is the requisite degree of finality to permit an appeal at this 
juncture. See Toledo Edison Co. (Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-300, 2 NRC 752, 
758 (1975). None of the parties to the appeal contends otherwise. 
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The Section is equally explicit respecting the obligation of a party which 
opposes the motion. Its response must include, inter alia, "a separate, short 
and concise statement of the material facts as to which it is contended that 
there exists a genuine issue to be heard". (In this connection, the material 
facts asserted by the movant "will be deemed to be admitted" unless the 
opposing party controverts them.) Further, by virtue of Section 2.749 (b), 
"if the motion is properly supported. the opposition may not rest upon 
'mere allegations or denials'; rather, the answer 'must set forth specific facts 
showing that there is a genuine issue of fact' ". Virginia Electric and Power 
Co. (North Anna Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-584, 11 
NRC 451,453 (1980). 

A. In its required statement of material facts as to which no genuine 
issue existed, the applicant asserted essentially the following: The Allens 
Creek nuclear facility is scheduled to commence operation in 1988 and to 
provide 1,200 MW of base load electrical power. Without allowance being 
made for preprocessing activities,3 it would take a marine biomass farm 
covering an area in excess of 900 square miles (576,000 acres) to produce an 
equivalent amount of energy. No farm of that size is now in existence or 
known to be under development. Moreover, even should future research 
and development of marine biomass production and conversion technolo
gies demonstrate the commercial feasibility of establishing a farm of the 
size needed to replace the energy output of the Allens Creek facility, such a 
farm could not be available by 1988. 

In addition, according to the applicant's statement, the creation of a 
marine biomass farm of the requisite dimensions would entail obtaining 
exclusive control over 15 to 20 percent of the usable acreage of the Gulf of 
Mexico from the mouth of the Mississippi River to Mexico. There are no 
present legal means by which the applicant could obtain title to or exclusive 
use of that territory. Finally, the environmental impacts associated with so 
massive a farm would be "numerous -and potentially_ extremely significant" 
and would exceed those arising from construction and operation of Allens 
Creek. 

These several representations were addressed in the affidavit-of Dr. 
Herbert H. Woodson, 4 which also accompanied the summary disposition 
motion. As noted in ALAB-590, in contention VI Mr. Potthoff relied upon 
the Federal Energy Administration's "Project Independence Report", 

lSee fn. 5, infra. 
4Dr. Woodson, formerly a Professor of Electrical Engineering first at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and then at the University of Texas, has been since 1974 the Director 
of the Center for Energy Studies at the latter institution. That center is described in his 
curriculum vitae as "an interdisciplinary research organization that carries on a diverse array 
of energy-related projects". 
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issued in November 1974, for the proposition that a marine biomass farm is 
a viable alternative to AlIens Creek. II NRC at 544, 547. Dr. Woodson 
states that he examined that report and found that it disclosed the need for 
further research to establish the commercial viability of biomass conver
sion. His affidavit states further that the research data which had become 
available since 1974 persuaded him that 

marine biomass is not now a commercially viable energy source for the 
production of electricity. Substantial research and development must 
be undertaken, and technological problems overcome, before this 
energy source can be considered a viable alternative. That it can 
become viable as an alternate energy source is not a certainty; and, in 
fact, its practical viability is highly doubtful. 

Affidavit, p. 1. In this regard, the affidavit quotes portions of two reports 
which had been issued by the Electric Power Research Institute in 1979 on 
the subject of marine biomass resources and conversion. Id at pp. 2-3. 

Dr. Woodson proceeds to detail the basis for the applicant's assertion 
respecting the required size of any marine biomass farm which might serve 
to produce the energy equivalent of AlIens Creek.s He then takes note of a 
biological test farm which was established off the California coast in 
September 1978 and covers an area of almost 10,000 square feet -
approximately one-fifth of an acre. The affidavit stresses the experimental 
nature of that farm and maintains that it cannot "be classified as a 
prototype for a practical marine biomass energy farm". Id at pp. 5-6. 

The Woodson affidavit next focuses upon the economic aspects of the 
production of energy through biomass conversion. It refers to certain 
analyses indicating that the unit (kwh) cost of electricity generated by a 
plant fueled with either substitute natural gas (derived from kelp) or ethanol 
(derived from algae) would greatly exceed that of nuclear-generated power. 
Id at pp. 6-7. 

The balance of the affidavit is directed to the reasons why Dr. Woodson 
believes (I) "it is clear that a commercial-scale marine biomass energy 
production system could not possibly be available until the year 2020 at the 
very earliest"; (2) no reasonable means exist whereby the applicant could 
obtain the use of the' needed amount of sea space; and (3) potentially very 
significant environmental impacts would result from the creation of a 

'As earlier seen, the applicant's statement of material fact adverted to a 576,000 acre farm. 
That figure did not take into account the energy requirements for such preprocessing activities 
as harvesting, transportation and drying. The Woodson affidavit avers (at p. 5) that, taking 
these activities into account, the estimated area needed increases to 960,000 acres (or 1,500 
square miles). 
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massive marine biomass farm. Id at pp. 7-11. On the last score, Dr. 
Woodson alludes both to the effect of covering approximately 1,000,000 
acres of Gulf coastal waters with dense seaweed growing near the surface 
and to the serious problem which might be encountered in disposing of the 
residue after the energy is extracted. The root of that problem is that the 
residue ash would contain appreciable amounts of sulfur compounds, as 
well as other elements characterized by Dr. Woodson as "worrisome". In 
the affiant's view, the Environmental Protection Agency likely would 
classify the ash as hazardous, if not toxic, waste. Id at p. II. 

B. In his response in opposition to the applicant's motion, and also on 
the basis of certain referenced s.tudies, Mr. Potthoff asserts (at p. 4) that a 
marine biomass farm covering an area of 306 square miles (195,840 acres) 
would produce the energy needed to replace the Allens Creek facility.6 This 
is said to represent five percent of the usable area in the Gulf of Mexico. 
That such a farm is a viable alternative to the nuclear plant is said to be 
demonstrated by the test farm to which Dr. Woodson referred. Describing 
it as a "prototype marine farm" with a 100-foot diameter, Mr. Potthoff 
maintains that it has provided "a friendly environment for tens of 
thousands of young kelp plants" and, further, has weathered severe storms. 
As he sees it, its design could be employed in the Gulf on a much larger 
scale. Id at p. 3. 

The response also asserts that a marine biomass farm would be 
environmentally preferable because it would not disturb either land or 
water resources. Although acknowledging that some pollutants would be 
generated, Mr. Potthoff insists that they could be removed through the use 
of "current pollution controls". Id at p. 4. 

C. After reviewing the content of the Woodson affidavit and Mr. 
Potthoff's response, the Licensing Board concluded that "it has been clearly 
established that a marine biomass farm is not now, nor, within the time 
frame of [Allens Creek], will it be a reasonable and feasible alternative" to 
the proposed nuclear plant. November 13 order, p. 25. In this connection, 
the Board noted (id. oat p. 24, fn. 13) that the document cited by Mr. 
Potthoff in support of his reliance upon the results obtained from the 
California test farm contained the statement that "it must be remembered 
that this first test farm is in no way a prototype of what is perceived for 
large scale commerical farms". 

6In a Iater-ftled supplement to his response, Mr. Potthoff noted that that figure assumed the 
use of kelp. Because the staff had submitted an affidavit in support of summary disposition 
which had indicated that kelp is a cold-water species which probably could not survive the 
warm environmental conditions prevailing in the Gulf of Mexico, Mr. Potthoff suggested the 
use instead of red algae, which he asserted would require a farm of comparable area.. 
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As we observed two years ago in the Hope Creek proceeding:7 

The Supreme Court has embraced the doctrine, fIrst enunciated in 
Natural Resources Defense Council v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827, 837-38 
(D.c. Cir. 1972), that environmental impact statements need not 
discuss the environmental effects of alternatives which are "deemed 
only remote and speculative possibilities." Vermont Yankee Nuclear 
Power Corp. v. Natural Resources Defense Counci~ 435 U.S. 519, 551 
(1978). 

The question here thus is whether there is a genuine issue of material fact 
respecting the viability of the marine biomass alternative to Allens Creek 
which Mr. Potthoff insists should have been considered (as it concededly 
was not) in the staff's FES. If the Licensing Board rightly concluded that no 
such issue exists, it perforce follows that the alternative need not have been 
discussed in the FES and can properly be excluded from the hearings which 
are being held on the Allens Creek construction permit application. 

Even when viewed in the light most favorable to him, it is quite apparent 
to us that Mr. Potthotrs response to the applicant's motion and supporting 
affidavit fell far short of countering the principal points made in those 
papers. Specifically, he offered little beyond naked assertions to buttress his 
claim that, contrary to the averments in the Woodson affidavit, it would be 
technologically, commercially and legally possible for the applicant to 
substitute a marine biomass farm for the proposed nuclear facility. 

Insofar as technological feasibility is concerned, the Licensing Board was 
referred to nothing which might conceivably have suggested a reasonable 
likelihood that an operational marine biomass farm - whether 306 square 
miles in area or of the much larger size hypothesized by Dr. Woodson -
could be in place by the end of this decade. It appears without 
contradiction that our country's research and development activities in this 
sphere of potential energy sources remains in a state of infancy. Indeed, the 
California "test farm" was the only concrete example of such an activity 
alluded to by either Dr. Woodson or Mr. Potthoff. Leaving aside the 
fmding below that Mr. Potthotrs own references indicated that that farm is 
not intended to serve as a prototype for large-scale commercial farms (see p. 
80, supra),8 a long distance almost assuredly will have to be traversed before 

7 Public Service Electric and Gas Co. (Hope Creek Generating Station, Units I and 2), ALAB
S18, 9 NRC 14, 38 (1979). 
8In his appellate brief, Mr. Potthoff states (at p. 2) that ''[i]f the [California] test farm does not 
prove the feasibility of such a large marine farm, then the experience of the Japanese does". He 
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the experience with a 100-foot diameter farm. (covering approximately one
ftfth of an acre) might bring about an operational commercial farm. 
embracing several hundred square miles. 9 

Beyond these considerations, Mr. Potthoff's response was conspicuously 
silent on another, and equally crucial, aspect of his proposed alternative to 
the nuclear facility: the ability of the applicant to obtain control over a 
vast portion of the Gulf of Mexico and to foreclose any other use of it. 1o 

Once again, it matters not whether the marine biomass farm. envisaged by 
Mr. Potthoff would involve 306 square miles of Gulf waters or, rather, 
might extend over an area several times that size. In either event, we are 
unaware of any mechanism - now available or likely to become available 
in the foreseeable future - whereby this or any other public utility would 
be able to appropriate for its own commerical purposes marine territory 
even approaching such dimensions. ll The applicant having specifIcally 

then asserts that, in 1968, the Japanese grew 76,400 square miles (191,000 square kilometers) of 
seaweed on bamboo nets for use as a food "staple". 
1bis point not having been raised below, it cannot be pressed on appeal. Tennesse Valley 
Authority (Hartsville Nuclear Plant, Units lA, 2A, IB, and 2B), ALAB-463, 7 NRC 341,347-48 
(1978). Beyond that, Mr. Potthofrs cursory description of the Japanese project is wholly 
insufficient to rebut the averments of the Woodson affidavit. In this regard, as the staff 
observes in its brief (at pp. 11-12), the successful cultivation of seaweed as a food source does 
not carry with it any implication respecting the use of marine biomass for large-scale energy 
production. 
Mr. Potthoff also ch811enges for the fIrst time on appeal Dr. Woodson's expert qualiflcations 
(Br. p. 2). We summarily reject that challenge both because it was not presented to the 
Licensing Board and because it is footless. While, as Mr. Potthoff stresses, Dr. Woodson is an 
electrical engineer, his service in recent years as the nrrector of the University of Texas Center 
for Energy StUdies clearly provides a sufficient b~iS for his expression of an expert opinion on 
the matters addressed in his affidavit. , .. 
90n the appeal. Mr. Potthoff alludes (Br. p. 3) to a timetable contained in one of the references 
cited at p. 2 of the Woodson affidavit (EPRIIGRI Workshop on Biomass Resources and 
Conversion, WS 78-89, Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, California, Jlily 1979). 
According to that timetable (fIg. 12-1 at p. 12-2), "concept validation" is to take place between 
1973 and 1982; "system developmenf' between 1982 and 1985; and "commercial prototype 
developmenf' between 1985 and 1988. But, even if these estimates turn out to have been 
accurate, they do not advance Mr. Potthofrs claim (Br. p. 3)' that a "marine biomass 
technolOgy will be proven by 1988, the time [AlIens Creek] is scheduled to come on line". We 
agree with the staff (Br. p. 13) that the term "commerical prototype" must be understood to 
refer to a demonstration model for the purpose of overcoming technological problems and, as 
such, cannot be taken as encompassing "a large-scale marine biomass energy system capable 
of replacing the energy to be produced by the proposed AlIens Creek nuclear plant". 
lOIn this regard, we can officially notice that the Gulf of Mexico is now laden with water 
transportation routes, oil wells, commerical fIshing activities, etc. - none of which would be 
compatible with a marine biomass farm. 
liAs previously noted (fn. 8, supra), Mr. Potthoff has supplied very few details regarding the 
Japanese seaweed cultivation experience upon which he attempts to rely on this appeal. 
Common sense suggests, however, that that cultivation was not a single enterprise 
concentrated in one massive area but, instead, was carried out by many individuals or 
organizations in numerous and widely-dispersed areas along the coast of that country. 
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raised this point in its motion, it was incumbent upon Mr. Potthoff to 
confront it squarely as part of his overall demonstration that there is a 
triable issue respecting whether the biomass alternative is, in fact, a 
reasonable one. 12 

Affirmed 
It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 

Dr. Buck, concurring: 
While I am in full accord with the result reached in this decision, I regret 

to have to say that the record before us has provided no cause for me to 
reconsider the views I expressed in dissent when this matter was last before 
us. See ALAB-590, 11 NRC 542, 553 (1980). 

More specifically, as in my judgment was inevitable, the admission of 
Mr. Potthoff's contention VI to the proceeding as the result of ALAB-590 
served no purpose other than to consume unnecessarily the time of the 
parties, the Board below and this Board. That time could have been much 
more profitably devoted to those issues in the proceeding truly deserving of 
serious consideration. 

12Indeed, by not controverting the applicant's statement in support of its motion (at p. 12) that 
',[tJhere are currently no legal means of obtaining title to or exclusive use of the substantial 
amount of sea space required to build a marine biomass farm sufficient to replace" the AlIens 
Creek facility, Mr. Potthoff may be deemed to have admitted that fact. See p. 78, supra. 
Because of our conclusion that Mr. Potthoff has not established the existence of a genuine 
issue regarding the technological and legal feasibility of his proposed alternative, it is 
unnecessary to consider that portion of the applicant's motion and the response thereto as was 
addressed to relative economic or environmental costs. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 84 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-630 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

In the Matter o. 

Administrative Judges: 

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 
Christine N. Kohl 

HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER 
COMPANY 

(Aliens Creek Nuclear 
Generating Station, Unit 
No.1) 

Docket No. S0-466 

February 3, 1981 

The Appeal Board denies intervenor's request for (I) directed certifica
tion of various licensing board rulings; (2) an order halting the progress of 
the hearing below pending the requested appellate review; and (3) a change 
in the composition of the Licensing Board. 

RULES OF PRACflCE: INTERLOCUTORY APPEAlS 

The practice of simultaneously seeking reconsideration by the Licensing 
Board of interlocutory rulings and appellate review of the same rulings is 
disfavored. 

RULES OF PRACflCE: INTERLOCUTORY APPEAlS 

Appeal boards are disinclined to assume "the role of a day-ta-day 
monitor" of the "numerous determinations" which must be made by 
licensing boards "respecting what evidence is permissible and in what 
procedural framework it may be adduced." Toledo Edison Co. (Davis-Besse 
Nuclear Power Station, Unit I), ALAB-314, 3 NRC 98,99 (1976). 
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RULES OF PRACTICE: DISQUALIFICATION 

A motion to disqualify one or more members of a licensing board must 
be ftrst presented to that board in strict conformity with 10 CFR 2.704(c); if 
the motion is denied, it will be routinely referred to an appeal board for 
review. 10 CFR 2.704(c). 

Mr. James Morgan Scott, Jr., Sugar Land, Texas, for the intervenor 
Texas Public Interest Research Group. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

This construction permit proceeding is now in evidentiary hearing before 
the Licensing Board. On January 29, 1981, intervenor Texas Public Inter~t 
Research Group (TexPIRG) fIled a motion with both that Board and this 
Board. The motion complains of a number of oral rulings and actions of the 
Licensing Board during the hearing week commencing on January 19 and 
ending on January 23,1981. Insofar as addressed to the Licensing Board, in 
effect it asks for reconsideration of most, if not all, of those rulings and 
actions. The relief sought from us is (1) interlocutory appellate review of 
TexPIRG's grievances by way of directed certiftcation) and (2) an order 
halting the progress of the hearing pending the outcome of that review. In 
addition, we are requested to direct a change in the composition of the 
Licensing Board. 

1. We disapprove of the practice of simultaneously seeking Licensing 
Board reconsideration of interlocutory rulings and appellate review of the 
same rulings. 

2. Should TexPIRG be dissatisfted with the Licensing Board's disposi
tion of its motion for reconsideration, that party will than be free to fIle a 
petition for directed certiftcation with this Board. In any such petition, 
TexPIRG must refer to the speciftc page or pages of the hearing transcript 
upon which each challenged ruling or action appears. Absent a precise 
record reference, the challenge will not be entertained by us.2 Additionally, 

(See 10 CFR 2.718(i); Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units I and 2), 
ALAB-271, I NRC 478, 482-83 (1975). 
lThe motion now before us is devoid of record references; it instead invites us to "read the 
complete record of the hearing to date (one week) • • .... The Commission's Rules of Practice 
specifically require those appealing from initial decisions both (I) to "identify with 
particularity the portion of the decision (or earlier order or ruling)" which is being challenged; 
and (2) to "speciJy, inter alia, the precise portion of the record relied upon in support of[each] 
assertion of error". 10 CPR 2.762(a). Assuredly no less is to be expected of a party asking that 
we exercise our discretion to review licensing board rulings in advance of the rendition of the 
initial decision. 
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in determining the scope of the petition, TexPIRG would be well-advised to 
bear in mind our disinclination to assume "the role of a day-ta-day 
monitor" of the "numerous determinations" which must be made by 
licensing boards "respecting what evidence is permissible and in what 
procedural framework it may be adduced". Toledo Edison Co. (Davis-Besse 
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), ALAB-314, 3 NRC 98,99 (1976). 

3. In pressing for the replacement of the entire Licensing Board 
assigned to the proceeding, TexPIRG asserts its doubt that "it can get a 
fair, impartial decision from [that] Board because of the obvious friction 
and tension between the Board and [its] attorney (no matter [whose] fault it 
is)". We need not pass now upon the substantiality of this assertion. A 
motion to remove (i.e., disqualify) one or more members of a licensing 
board must be first presented to that board in strict conformity with the 
provisions of 10 CFR 2.704( c). If denied, the motion then is to be routinely 
referred to us for determination of "the sufficiency of the grounds alleged". 
Ibid 

Directed certification and allied relief denied 
It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 
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Cite as 13 NRC 87 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-631 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

Administrative Judges: 

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 
Christine N. Kohl 

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-466 

HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER 
COMPANY 

(Aliens Creek Nuclear 
Generating Station, Unit 
No.1) February 4, 1981 

The Appeal Board denies an intervenor's request for directed certifica
tion of a ruling by the Licensing Board barring cross-examination on the 
testimony of a witness by another intervenor. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO APPEAL 

A party to a proceeding before a Licensing Board has no standing to 
press before an Appeal Board the grievances of other parties to the 
proceeding not represented by him. Puget Sound Power and Light Co. 
(Skagit Nuclear Power Projects, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-556, 10 NRC 30, 32-
33 (1979); Project Management Corp. (Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant), 
ALAB-345, 4 NRC 212,213 (1976). 

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO APPEAL 

A party to an NRC proceeding is not entitled to complain of a licensing 
board ruling unless and until that ruling has worked a concrete injury to his 
personal interests. Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear 
Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-252, 8 AEC 1175, 1177 (1975); 



Toledo Edison Co. (Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-157, 6 AEC 
858, 859 (1973). 

RULES OF PRACI1CE: INI'ERWCUTORY APPEALS 

Appeal boards will not normally invoke their discretionary directed 
certification authority for the purpose of monitoring the day-to-day 
conduct of licensing board evidentiary hearings. 

APPEARANCES 

Dr. David Marrack, Bellaire, Texas, intervenor pro se. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

David Marrack is one of a number of intervenors who are participants in 
this construction permit proceeding now in evidentiary hearing before the 
Licensing Board. Another participating intervenor is Wayne E. Rentfro. 

During the course of the hearing session on January 23, 1981. Mr. 
Rentfro indicated a desire to pose two questions to an applicant's witness 
who was then testifying (Tr. 3841). Counsel for the applicant immediately 
interposed an objection on the ground that no part of the witness' testimony 
related to an issue within the scope of Mr. Rentfro's asserted interest in the 
proceeding (ibid). In this connection, counsel relied upon our holding some 
years ago in the Prairie Island proceedingl to the effect that: 

In both operating license and construction permit proceedings, an 
intervenor can and should be afforded the opportunity to cross
examine on those portions of a witness' testimony which relate to 
matters which have been placed into controversy by at least one of the 
parties to the proceeding - so long as that intervenor has a discernible 
interest in the resolution of the particular matter. [Emphasis supplied.] 

In an accompanying footnote, we added: 

For this purpose, the extent of the intervenor's interest in the 
proceeding is to be ascertained on the basis of those relevant assertions 
in the intervention petition which were explicitly or implicitly accepted 
by the Licensing Board in connection with the grant of intervention.2 

INorthem Stales Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-
244, 8 AEC 857, 868 (1974), reconsideration denied, ALAB-252, 8 AEC 1175 (1975), affirmed, 
CLI-75-1, I NRC 1 (1975). 
18 AEC at 868, fn. IS. 
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After entertaining responses to the objection, the Licensing Board 
sustained it on the ground assigned by applicant's counsel (fr. 3845). 
Thereafter, by way of clarification at the request of NRC staff counsel, the 
Board Chairman observed that the ruling would have little application 
beyond Mr. Rentfro because "I don't know of -any other intervenor whose 
discernible interest is so miniscule and so limited and so restricted as is [his], 
which is very limited and restricted to adverse health impacts of high 
voltage transmission lines" (fr. 3846). The Chairman did note that Dr. 
Marrack might "perhaps" be affected but added that "I'm not getting into 
that" (ibid.). Rather, he stressed, the ruling made by the Board applied only 
to Mr. Rentfro at that point; if the question arose again, "we will just have 
to rule on a party ~y party basis" (fr. 3847). 

What is now before us is a motion seeking review of the ruling under our 
directed certification authority. 10 CFR 2.718(i); Public Service Co. of New 
Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-271, 1 NRC 478, 482-
83 (1975).3 The movant is not, however, Mr. Rentfro or anyone purporting 
to represent him in this proceeding. Instead, the motion was submitted by 
Dr. Marrack acting on his own behalf. 

For at least two independent reasons, directed certification must be 
denied. 

1. As just seen, the Licensing Board confmed its ruling to Mr. Rentfro 
and whether that ruling will ever have application to Dr. Marrack is at best 
conjectural. Dr. Marrack has no standing to press before this Board the 
grievances of other parties to the proceeding who are not represented by 
him. Puget Sound Power and light Co. (Skagit Nuclear Power Project, Units 
1 and 2), ALAB-556, 10 NRC 30, 32-33 (1979); Project Management Corp. 
(Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant), ALAB-345, 4 NRC 212, 213 (1976). 
Nor is he entitled to complain himself of a licensing board ruling unless and. 
until that ruling has worked a concrete injury to his personal interests. 
Prairie Island, ALAB-252, supra, 8 AEC at 1177; Toledo Edison Co. (Davis
Besse Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-I57, 6 AEC 858, 859 (1973). 

2. The question whether the Licensing Board correctly applied the 
Prairie Island cross-examination rule to Mr. Rentfro is scarcely worthy of 
our interlocutory examination. As we had occasion to reiterate in this 
proceeding just yesterday, we will not normally invoke our discretionary 
directed certification authority for the purpose of monitoring the day-to
day conduct of licensing board evidentiary hearings. ALAB-630, 13 NRC 
84,86. 

3 Although its caption refers to the Licensing Board, the body of the motion makes clear that it 
is addressed to this Board alone. 
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In this connection, we do not understand Dr. Marrack to take issue with 
the Licensing Board's conclusion that Mr. Rentfro had not manifested a 
discernible interest in the matters to which the witness' testimony was 
addressed.4 To the contrary, his dissatisfaction appears to be with the 
"discernible interest" requirement itself and the fact that its fIrst application 
in this proceeding was to Mr. Rentfro. We have been given no cause, 
however, to reconsider our imposition of that requirement in Prairie Island. 
S And there is not substance to the claim that the "ground rules" for the 
hearing were chaIiged in "mid session". The evidentiary hearing had 
commenced on January 16 and, as the Licensing Board pointed out when 
the same claim was presented to it, the "discernible interest" issue simply 
had not earlier surfaced in connection with proposed intervenor cross
examination of witnesses for other parties (fr. 3845). 

Directed certifIcation denied. 
It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 

·We imply no opinion here on the correctness of that conclusion. 
SIt might be noted that the entire Prairie Island rule, including the "discernible interest" 
requirement, received explicit Commission endorsement. Cll-7S-I, supra, 1 NRC at 2. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 91 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-632 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

Administrative Judges: 

Richard S. Salzman, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-471 

BOSTON EDISON COMPANY, 
et 01. 

(Pilgrim Nuclear Power 
Station, Unit 2) February 5, 1981 

The Appeal Board announces its tentative decision not to invoke the 
procedures of Appendix B to 10 CPR Part 2 (relating to consideration by 
an Appeal Board of the warrant for a stay) to the Licensing Board's partial 
initial decision (LBP-81-3) in this construction permit proceeding. subject 
to reconsideration upon the response of any party indicating disagreement 
with the basis for the Appeal Board's decision. 

, 
LIMITED WORK AlJrnORIZAll0N: REQUIRED 
DETERMINATIONS -

Before the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation may issue an L W A, a 
LiceIll\ing Board must make, inter alia, all the fmdings required by 10 CPR 
51.52(b) and (c) to be made prior to the issuance of a construction permit 
for a facility. 10 CPR 50.IO(e) (2). 

RULES OF PRAcrICE: SPECIAL STAY PROCEDURE 
(APPENDIX B TO PART 2) 

The provisions of Appendix B to 10 CPR Part 2 which relate to the 
consideration by an appeal board of the warrant for a stay (either on 
motion or sua sponte) apply only to licensing board decisions which of 
themselves provide the underpinnings of "licensing action." Duke Power 
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Co. (William B. McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-626, 13 
NRC 17, 19 (1981). 

MEMORANDUM 

On February 2,1981, the Licensing Board issued a partial initial decision 
in this construction permit proceeding involving Unit 2 of the Pilgrim 
nuclear facility. LBP-81-3, 13 NRC 103. Although, as its caption states, that 
decision addresses "all matters except emergency planning and TMI-2 
related issues", we do not take it as paving the way for the issuance by the 
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of a limited work authorization 
(LWA) under 10 CFR §50.IO(e) (I). 

Before the Director may issue in L W A. Commission regulations require 
the Licensing Board to have made, inter alia, "all the fIndings required by 
§51.52(b) and (c) of this chapter to be made prior to issuance of the 
construction permit for the facility • • ."} Section 51.52(c) (3) directs the 
Board to strike an ultimate costlbenefIt balance in compliance with the 
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act; i.e., to determine 

after weighing the environmental, economic, technical, and other 
benefIts against environmental and other costs, and considering 
available alternatives whether the construction permit or license to 
manufacture should be issued, denied, or appropriately conditioned to 
protect environmetal values. 

This has not as yet been done. To the contrary, in fmding 384, 13 NRC at 
203, the Board below expressly states: 

The costs and benefIts of emergency planning and TMI-related issues 
have not been factored into this [NEPA] cost-benefIt analysis. After 
evidentiary hearings on those issues are completed the Board will 
reassess its cost-benefIt balance. 

In the circumstances, it would appear that the partial initial decision 
does not bring into play that portion of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 2 
which relates to the consideration by an appeal board of the warrant for a 
stay (either on motion or sua sponte). Such consideration is called for only 
with respect to decisions which of themselves provide the underpinnings of 
"licensing action". Duke Power Co. (William B. McGuir~ Nuclear Station, 
Units 1 and2),ALAB-626.13NRCat 19 (January 6, 1981). 

110 CFR §SO.IO(e) (2). 
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For this reason, this Board does not now propose to invoke the 
Appendix B procedures with regard to the February 2 decision.2 Any party 
that disagrees with our interpretation of that decision may, however, so 
advise us in writing within 10 days of the service of this memorandum. 
Responses will be due within 10 days thereafter, following which the matter 
will be open for reconsideration. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 

2AlthoUgh the Licensing Board's decision does not allow issuance ofan LWA, it is nevertheless 
itself appealable now under the Rules of Practice because it disposes of a major segment of the 
case; our memorandum is not meant to imply otherwise. Houston Lighting and Power Co. 
(AlIens Creek Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-30I, 2 NRC 853, 854 (1975). See also Toledo 
&Jjson Co. (Davis-Besse Station), ALAB-300, 2 NRC 752, 758 (1975). 
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Cite as 13 NRC 94 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-633 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

Administrative Judges: 

Richard S. Salzman, Chairman 
Dr. Lawrence R. Quarles 

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-358 OL 

CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC 
COMPANY, et al. 

(William H. Zimmer Station) February 9, 1981 

The Appeal Board dismisses as interlocutory an intervenor's appeal from 
the Licensing Board's summary disposition (LBP-81-2) of one of his 
contentions. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: INfERLOCUTORY APPEALS 

Under the Commission's Rules of Practice, appeals from interlocutory 
orders issued by licensing boards must await the "initial decision" rendered 
by the board at the end of the case. 10 CFR §§2.760 and 2.762. 

APPEARANCES 

Mr. John Woliver, Batavia, Ohio, for David Fankhauser, intervenor. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

Dr. David E. Fankhauser is an intervenor in this operating license 
proceeding. He seeks to appeal now from a Licensing Board ruling 
disposing summarily of one of his contentions. LBP-81-2, 13 NRC 36 
(January 23,1981). Because that ruling did not eliminate Dr. Fankhauser as 
a party in the proceeding it is an interlocutory order. Under the Rules of 
Practice, appeals from such orders must await the "initial decision" 
rendered by the Board at the end of the case. 10 CFR §§2.760 and 2.762; 
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Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim Station, Unit 2), ALAB-269, I NRC 411, 413 
(1975). 

We therefore dismiss Dr. Fankhauser's present appeal for want of 
jurisdiction. We do so on our own motion to spare all counsel the necessity 
of briefmg a matter we may not now entertain. This dismissal is of course 
without prejudice and carries no implication about the merits of the 
Licensing Board's ruling. 

Appeal dismissed 
It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 

This order is issued by the Board Chairman under 10 CFR §2.787(b)(1). 
Dr. Quarles took no part in the disposition of this matter. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 96 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-634 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

In the Matter of 

Administrative Judges: 

Richard S. Salzman, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 
Christine N. Kohl 

Docket Nos. 50-329 OM & OL 
50-330 OM & OL 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2) 

February 19, 1981 

The Appeal Board declines to accept the Licensing Board's referral 
under 10 CFR 2.730(f) of a discovery ruling compelling the deposition of a 
named NRC staff member. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY (AGAINST NRC STAFF) 

The staff may take the deposition of other parties in Commission 
proceedings subject only to the general strictures on discovery contained in 
the Rules of Practice. Discovery against the staff, however, is more limited. 

'RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY (AGAINST NRC STAFF) 

The Executive Director for Operations designates those staff members 
available to respond to discovery requests; others may be deposed only if a 
Licensing Board allows it upon a showing of "special circumstances." 
Those circumstances are present, for example, if the staff member who is 
sought to be deposed "has direct personal knowledge of a material fact not 
known to the witnesses made available by the Executive Director for 
Operations." 10 CFR 2.72O(h)(1) and (2). 
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... 

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCRETIONARY INTERLOCUTORY 
REVIEW 

Interlocutory appeals are not favored in Commission proceedings any 
more than in judicial practice. Whether review should be undertaken on 
certification pursuant to 10 CFR 2.718(i) or by referral under 10 CFR 
2.720(f) before the end of the case turns on whether a failure to address the 
issue would seriously harm the public interest, result in unusual delay or 
expense, or affect the basic structure of the proceeding in some pervasive or 
unusual manner. Discovery rulings rarely meet those tests. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: REFERRAL OF RULINGS 

Appeal Boards may not second guess a Licensing Board in its discovery 
rulings. Rather, they may take up referrals of those rulings only if there is 
an indication that the Licensing Board abused the discretion the Commis
sion gave it in this area. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY 

Whether or not the person to be deposed will later be called to testify as 
a witness is irrelevant for discovery purposes. The test is, rather, whether 
the information sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to the 
discovery of admissible evidence. 10 CFR 2.740. 

APPEARANCES 

Mr. Michael I. Miller, Chicago, Illinois, for the Consumers Power 
Company, applicant. 

Mr. Bradley W. Jones for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

1. The staff may take the depositions of other parties in Commission 
proceedings subject only to the general strictures on discovery contained in 
the Rules of Practice. Discovery against the staff, however, is more limited. 1 

One limitation pertinent to the matter before us is that the Executive 
Director for Operations designates those staff members available to 

·See, PellllSJlvania Power and light Co. (Susquehanna Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-613, 12 
NRC 317, 321 (1980) . 



respond to discovery requests; others may be deposed only if a Licensing 
Board allows it upon a showing of "special circumstances." An example of 
special circumstances recognized in the rules themselves is a situation in 
which the staff member who is sought to be deposed "has direct personal 
knowledge of a material fact not known to the witnesses made available by 
the Executive Director for Operations * * *." 10 CFR §2.72O(h)(1) and (2). 

In this case the applicant sought to depose Mr. Harold Thornburg, a 
member of the staff whom the Director had not made available. For 
reasons explained in a written opinion, the Licensing Board determined 
that Mr. Thornburg appeared to have information "essential" to the proper 
evaluation of an issue before it in the proceeding. On the ground that this 
information was neither available from other sources nor "possessed by 
others made available by the staff," the Board found that exceptional 
circumstances justified deposing Mr. Thornburg. LBP-81-4, 13 NRC 216, 
221-23 (February 12, 1981). It subjected the taking of his deposition, 
however, to two conditions: (1) that certain other individuals made 
available by the staff be deposed fIrst; and (2) that if they do not possess the 
information sought, then Mr. Thornburg could be questioned only on 
factual matters, with an express provision that he need not reveal the staffs 
deliberative process or his recommendations to his superiors.2 Id at 223-24. 

2. Discovery rulings involving parties to the case are interlocutory and 
not appealable at this stage.3 At the staffs request, the Board below 
"referred" its ruling to us under 10 CPR §2.730(f) on the possibility, not 
elaborated in its opinion, that it "might have public interest implications."" 
In doing so, however, the Board voiced strong belief in the correctness of its 
ruling and declined to postpone the taking of Mr. Thornburg's deposition. 
Id at 224. 

Section 2.730(f) does not oblige us to accept all referred rulings.s 

Because Mr. Thornburg's deposition is imminent, we invited the staff, the 
applicant, and any other party wishing to be heard to me memoranda 
addressing whether the ruling warrants our consideration now · and, if so, 
whether we should stay the taking of his deposition until our decision on 

2Assuming that it is necessary to do so, Mr. Thornburg is scheduled to be deposed on February 
20. 
lSee Toledo Edison Co. (Davis-Besse Station), ALAB-300, 2 NRC 752, 768-69 (1975). 
410 CFR §2.73O(f) provides in pertinent part that, '1n]o interlocutory appeal may be taken • • • 
from a ruling of the presiding officer. When in the judgment of the presiding officer prompt 
decision is necessary to prevent detriment to the public interest or unusual delay or expense, 
the presiding officer may refer the ruling • • • . n 

'Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-438, 6 NRC 638 (1977); Public 
Service Co. of Indiana, Inc. (Marble Hill Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-4OS, 5 NRC 1190, 1191 
(1977); Commonwealth Edison Co. (Zion Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-116, 6 ABC 258 (1973). 
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the merits of the referred question. The staff and the applicant responded to 
our invitation, the former favoring the referral and the latter opposing it. 

3. Interlocutory appeals are not favored in Commission any more than 
in judicial practice.6 Whether review should be undertaken on "certifica
tion''7 or by referral before the end of the case turns on whether a failure to 
address the issue would seriously harm the public interest, result in unusual 
delay or expense, or affect the basic structure of the proceeding in some 
pervasive or unusual manner.S Discovery rulings rarely meet those tests.9 

Our reluctance to take up interlocutory discovery matters is not 
arbitrary. It simply recognizes that decidiIig such things as whether an 
interrogatory "relate[s] to matters in controversy," or is "relevant to the 
subject matter of the proceeding," requires a nice familiarity with the case 
that the trial board possesses and we do not.'O The same considerations 
govern the issue here - whether "exceptional circumstances" have been 
demonstrated so as to require deposing a named staff member. 

Our disinclination to enter the discovery thicket mirrors the Commis
sion's own renitence in this regard. Before 1975, the Rules of Practice 
required interlocutory review by the Commission itself before a board could 
compel discovery of Commission personnel or documents.11 The Commis
sion deleted that requirement and amended Section 2.72O(h) to its present 
form as a result of discovery requests arising in proceedings involving this 
very reactor. Consumers Power Company (Midland Plant), CLI-74-27, 8 
AEC 4 (1974).12 The. Commission did so explicitly because it doubted the 
usefulness of interlocutory review of discovery requests. The Commission 
stressed in Midland that (8 AEC at 6): 

A requirement of interlocutory review contributes to delay in adjudica
tion, forcing parties and boards to await Commission rulings before 
proceeding. Second., the rules require that this Commission review 
board determinations as to what details of discovery are necessary to a 
proper decision and what materials are not reasonably obtainable 
elsewhere. As we explained in Virginia Electric and Power Co. [CLI-74-
16, 7 AEC 313 (1974)], in procedural matters, only the Licensing 

6 Davis-Besse, supra, ALAB-300, 2 NRC at 758. 
'See 10 CPR §2.718(i). 
'See, Marble Hil~ supra, ALAB-405, 5 NRC at 1192-93; Public Service Co. of New Hampshire 
(Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-271, 1 NRC 478, 483-86 (1975). 
lISee, e.g., Long Island Lighting Co. (Jamesport Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-318, 3 NRC 186 
(1976); Davis-Besse, supra, ALAB-300, 2 NRC at 769. 
lOWe have previously acknowledged that discovery "matters are particularly within a trial 
board's competence and appellate review of such rulings is usually best conducted at the end 
of the case." Susquehanna, supra, ALAB-613, 12 NRC at 321. 
1110 CPR §2.72O(hX2Xii) and 2.744(e) (1974). 
11See also, 40 Fed. Reg. 2973 (January 17, 1975). 
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Boards have "flrst-hand contact with and appreciation for all the 
circumstances" surrounding a particular case. For this reason, the 
Commission is hardly in a position to second guess its own boards with 
respect to such factual details. Finally, the rule accords a preferential 
status to Commission personnel and documents, while discriminating 
against other parties (applicants and intervenors) who cannot invoke 
Commission review of their refusals to respond to discovery. 

The rule change permitted "the presiding officer in his discretion" to allow 
discovery from the staff (40 Fed. Reg. at 2973), and reflected an express 
Commission purpose to place "maximum reliance"on his determinations. 
See 8 AEC at 5. We must, of course, implement that policy. 

4. Returning to the facts of this case, we note that the Licensing Board 
set forth at length its reasons for concluding that the applicant must be 
allowed to depose Mr. Thornburg. Our ruling on the merits of that question 
might or might not be the same. But at our present distance from the 
proceeding, we doubt that our judgment would be better than the Licensing 
Board's. For the reasons just stated, we may not "second guess" that Board. 
Rather, we may take up this referral only if there is an indication that the 
Board abused the discretion the Commission gave it in this area. 

The staff's papers proffer essentially three reasons for granting interlocu
tory review with an eye to overturning the discovery order in question: 
(1) that the Board below improperly allowed the deposition of a "non
witness;" (2) that a "senior staff division director" is immune from the 
discovery process even in exceptional circumstances; and (3) taking Mr. 
Thornburg's deposition now will perforce vitiate a staff claim of "executive 
privilege." None of them is persuasive. 

(a) To begin with, whether or not the person to be deposed will later be 
called to testifY as a witness is irrelevant for discovery purposes. The test is, 
rather, whether "the information sought appears reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence." 10 CFR §2.740. It is 
frequently not until after a deposition is taken that a party can tell whether 
the deponent will be needed as a testimonial witness. 13 The staff's objection 
puts the cart before the horse. 

(b) The rules in terms exempt all NRC personnel from responding to 
discovery requests unless the Executive Director for Operations makes 
them available or a licensing board fmds that "exceptional circumstances" 
necessitate their doing so. Tacitly recognizing that the rules contain no 
express exception for "a senior staff division director," the staff would 

I3See, generally, 4 Moore's Federal Practice (1979 ed.) ,26.56{4]. 
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apparently have us infer one. We note, however, that the identical provision 
of the 1975 amendments to Section 2.72O(h) that placed both "the 
Commission and named NRC personnel" beyond the range of a licensing 
board subpoena expressly allows the subpoena "of named NRC personnel" 
in "exceptional circumstances." In short, the Commissioners considered 
whether to allow any exceptions from the reach of a licensing board's 
diScovery subpoena in "exceptional circumstances" - and chose to exempt 
only themselves. 

The staff suggests no basis for reading into Section 2.72O(h) (2) (ii) an 
additional exception for a "senior staff division director." We therefore 
cannot conclude that the Licensing Board abused its discretion in declining 
to do so, particularly when that Board believes that the individual in 
question might have important and material information not available 
elsewhere about a serious safety question in issue before it. See 13 NRC at 
221-22.'4 

(c) Finally, the staff sees the subpoena to Mr. Thornburg as sanctioning 
an inquiry into the staff's decisional processes and "privileged communica
tions" among senior officials. The short answer is that the Board's order in 
terms allows inquiry only into "facts" communicated by Mr. Thornburg to 
his superiors and proscribes inquiry into his recommendations to them or 
other deliberative" information. 13 NRC at 223-24. Should the applicant's 
questions stray into protected areas, as the applicant itself concedes, "the 
staff may object and instruct Mr. Thornburg to refuse to answer pending a 
ruling by the Licensing Board." (Applicant'S memorandum at 5-6.) In these 
circumstances, the staff will not waive any claim of "executive privilege" 
merely because Mr. Thornburg is deposed. There is time enough to 
consider that difficult question when (and if) it actually arises. IS 

14Cf., Virginia Electric & Power Co. (North Anna Station), CLI-74-16, 7 AEC 313, 314-15 
(1974). 
lSWhile we do not reach the issue, the existence of that "executive privilege" is touched upon 
by the Board below, 13 NRC at 223 and by Judge Smith in Consumers Power Co. (palisades 
facility), AU-80-1, 12 NRC 117 (1980). See also Virginia Electric & Power Co. (North Anna 
Station),.stq1ra, CLI-74-16, 7 AEC313. 
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5. In sum, the Board's order was not abusive of delegated discretion and 
we fmd no cause to review it now. Accordingly, the referral is declined; our 
disposition of the matter leaves no occasion to consider whether the 
deposition should be stayed. 

It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 
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Cite as 13 NRC 103 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

Before Administrative Judges: 

Andrew C. Goodhope, Chairman 
Dr. A. Dixon Callihan 
Dr. Richard F. Cole 

LBP-81-3 

In the MaHer of Docket No. 5D-471-CP 

BOSTON EDISON COMPANY, 
et al. 

(Pilgrim Nuclear Power 
Station, Unit 2) February 2, 1981 

In a partial initial decision, the Licensing Board rules that a permit to 
construct Unit 2 of the Pilgrim facility should be issued, subject to certain 
conditions, upon favorable completion of hearings on emergency planning 
and issues related to the Three Mile Island accident as well as a 
reassessment of the cost-benefit balance for the plant following those 
hearings. 

FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS: APPUCABLE STANDARD 

An applicant for a construction permit must show that it either possesses 
or has reasonable assurance of being able to obtain the funds necessary to 
cover estimated construction and related fuel costs. 10 CFR 20.33(f) and 10 
CFR Part 50, Appendix C. A reasonable assurance does not mean a 
demonstration of near certainty that an applicant will never be pressed for 
funds in the course of construction. It does mean that the applicant must 
have a reasonable plan in light of relevant circumstances. Public Service Co. 
of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-78-1, 7 NRC 1, 
18 (1978). 
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NEPA: ''FEDERAL ACTION" 

Licensing the construction of a nuclear power plant is a "major federal 
action" within the meaning of Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environ
mental Policy Act. That section requires the Commission to consider 
whether reasonable alternatives less harmful to the environment exist 
before allowing a utility to proceed with construction. 

NEPA: CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES 

To satisfy NEPA, the NRC must identify, study and compare alternative 
sites for the location of a proposed facility. In determining whether a 
proposed site is environmentally acceptable, the Board must fmd that after 
giving each alternative site a hard look, none is found obviously superior to 
the one proposed by the applicant. Public Service Co. of New Hampshire 
(Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-77-8, 5 NRC 503 (1977). 

TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED: 

Technical qualificatons 
Financial qualifications 
Theft and sabotage 
Generic safety problems 
Steam generator tube integrity 
Quality Assurance 
Compliance with Appendix I 
Site suitability 

LPZ and population center distance requirements 
Industrial and transportation hazards 
Hydrology and meteorology 
Geology and seismology 

Environmental matters 
Need for power 
Impacts of construction 
Impacts of operation 
Radiological impacts 
Fuel availability 
Waste disposal facilities 
Consideration of alternatives 
Alternate sites 
Alternative sources of energy 
Alternate condenser cooling 
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Environmental effects of postulated accidents 
Aircraft crash risk 
Release of radioactive materials in effiuents 
Transportation of nuclear material 
As low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) 
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PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION 

FINDINGS OF FACf AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW ON ALL 
MATTERS EXCEPT EMERGENCY PLANNING AND TMI-2 

RELATED ISSUES 

L PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
1. On June 7, 1973, pursuant to § 103 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 

as amended (the Act), Boston Edison Company (BECo) ftled with the 
Atomic Energy Commission, now the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC or Commission), an application on behalf of itself and ten public 
utility companies and eleven municipal light departments or plants (the 
Applicants)l for authorization to construct an 1180 megawatt electric 
(MWe) pressurized water reactor, designated as Pilgrim Unit 2, (Unit 2) to 
be located on the western shore of Cape Cod Bay in Plymouth County, 
Massachusetts. At the same time, BECo ftled on its own behalf a similar 
application for Pilgrim Unit 3, to be built at an adjacent location. After 
revision, the applications were resubmitted on November 24, 1973, and the 
Commission docketed them as Nos. 50-471 and 50-472, respectively, on 
December 21, 1973. A Notice of Hearing on the applications was published 
at 39 FR 1786 on January 14, 1974, which ordered a hearing to consider 
issues pursuant to the Act and to the National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969 (NEPA) (42 U.S.c. § 4321 et seq.). 

2. Pursuant to the Commission's Notice of Hearing, timely petitions to 
intervene were ftled by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Common
wealth), the Massachusetts Wildlife Federation (MWF), Daniel F. Ford 
(Ford), and Alan and Marion Cleeton (Cleetons). A special prehearing 
conference was held pursuant to 10 CFR §2.75Ia on April 19, 1974, to 
consider these petitions and other matters. By Memorandum and Order of 
May 30, 1974, the Board admitted as parties to the proceeding the 
Commonwealth, MWF, Mr. Ford, and Mr. and Mrs. Cleeton in light of 
their interests and the identification of at least one valid contention. 

3. A non-timely petition to intervene was ftled on July IS, 1974, by 
William S. Abbott on behalf of the Plymouth County Nuclear Information 

ISince the filing of the original application the utility systems participating as Applicants have 
changed. The present fourteen Applicants are Boston Edison Company, The Electric Light 
Department of the City of Burlington, Central Maine Power Company, Central Vermont 
Public Service Corporation, Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company, Town of Hudson 
Light and Power Department, Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company, 
Montaup Electric Company, New Bedford Gas and Edison Light Company, New England 
Power Company, Public Service Company of New Hampshire, The United lliuminating 
Company, Tauton Municipal Lighting Plant Commission, and Vermont Electric Cooperative, 
Inc. 
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Committee. That petition was opposed by both the Applicant and the Staff 
and was supported by the Commonwealth. On August 30, 1974, the Board 
denied the late petition to intervene and the Appeal Board thereafter 
afflrmed.2 

4. Prehearing conferences were held on July IS, October 3 and 
December 4, 1974 on the contentions proposed by intervenors. By 
Memorandum and Order dated February 18, 1975, the Board ruled on the 
Parties' contentions stated here in summary and in detail in Part V infra. 
The following contentions of the Commonwealth were admitted. 

I (a)-(h). 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

the effects of operation on the Cape 
Cod ecosystem; 

alternative cooling systems; 

alternative energy sources; 

alternative sites; 

Financial qualifications; 

the need for power; 

overstatement of production of electri
cal energy; 

the risk of theft and sabotage; 

technical qualifications of the Appli
cants, Bechtel Corporation, and Com
bustion Engineering, Inc.; 

the inadequacy of the NRC inspection 
programs; and 

alternate siting from a population den
sity and environmental standpoint. 

lBoston Edison Company (Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Power Station, Unit 2), ALAB-238, 8 
AEC 656 (October 22, 1974). 
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Contentions 13 and 14 w~re also admitted but were withdrawn by the 
Commonwealth in a letter dated November 17, 1975. The Board admitted 
the following MWF contentions: 

1 (a). 

1 (b). 

compliance with the Commission's "as 
low as practicable" standards; and 

failure to consider alternate sites. 

MWF Contentions 2(a), (b), (d), (e) and (f) and 4 were admitted by the 
Board but were subsequently withdrawn. (fr. 781, 3679-3680) MWF 
Contentions 2(c), 3, and 5 were also admitted but were withdrawn as a 
result of a settlement agreement between the Applicants and MWF. (fr. 
6360-61, 6460) The Board rejected MWF Contentions 6-10 as factual 
contentions holding that these were more appropriately to be addressed as 
legal issues.3 

The Board accepted the following contentions of the Cleetons: 

B. transportation risks; 

C. aircraft risks; 

E. routine discharges of efiluents; 

H. the need for power; 

I. alternate sources of power; and 

K. unavailability of adequate nuclear fuel. 

5. Prior to the commencement of the evidentia.ry hearings, Intervenor 
Ford informed the Board by letter dated October 15, 1975, that he did not 
intend to participate in the evidentiary hearings but that he reserved the 
right to seek "administrative and judicial review." On October 30, 1975, on 
motion of the NRC Staff (Staff), the Board issued an Order directing Mr. 
Ford to show cause why he should not be held in default and why certain of 

JOn January 8, 1977, MWF served a Memorandum with respect to its Contentions 6 through 
10 in which it announced it would only pursue one legal contention that of the legality of Sec. 
II-D of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50, which relates to a balancing of a dollar value per man
rem with augments in the radwaste system. In lieu of proposed findings offact and conclusions 
of law, and in order to preserve its rights on appeal. MWF served on November 30, 1979 a 
statement describing its exceptions to a Board Order dated July 14, 1978 concerning the 
application of Sec. II-D of Appendix I to 10 CPR 50 to this proceeding. 
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his contentions should not be dismissed from the proceeding. Mter a 
response was ftled by Mr. Ford on November 14, 1975, the Board issued an 
Order on February 20, 1976, holding Mr. Ford in default bt:cause of his 
failure to meet the responsibilities of his participation in this proceeding. 
The Board reviewed the Ford contentions, however, to ensure that his 
legitimate concerns would be considered at the evidentiary hearings. All 
except one of his contentions were dismissed because they were included in 
those of other parties or lacked specificity. The remaining contention on the 
integrity of steam generator tubes was made the subject of Board inquiry. 

6. The decisional record of this proceeding consists of a) the Commis
sion's Notice of Hearing; b) the petitions and pleadings ftled by the parties; 
c) the memoranda and orders of the Board; d) the transcript of the hearing; 
and e) the exhibits received into evidence. The principal documents ftled by 
the Applicants are the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) as 
amended (Applicants' Exhibits I-B through I-J, I-N through I-BB, 23, 24 
and 25); the Environmental Report (ER) as amended (Applicants' Exhibits 
I-K, I-L, I-M and l-CC). The Stairs principal documents include the 
Safety Evaluation Report (SER) as amended (Stairs Exhibits 4,5,7,21 and 
50); the Draft Environmental Statement (DES); the Final Environmental 
Statement (FES) (bound following Tr. 897) as amended including the Final 
Supplement to the FES (received at Tr. 9852 and bound following Tr. 
9952), and Staff Exhibits 10, ll-A, ll-B, ll-C, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19,53 and 
66); and the NRC Site Suitability Report (SSR, Staff Exhibit 9). 

7. On June 18, 1974, the Staff issued the Draft Environmental Statement 
(DES) for the proposed Pilgrim Units 2 and 3 which addressed the 
environmental impacts of construction and operation of the two units. 
Comments on the statement were received from the Applicants, from a 
number of federal and state agencies, and from an individual. 

8. Mter the DES had been issued, and prior to the issuance of the Final 
Environmental Statement (FES), BECo, in June 1974, advised the Commis
sion that construction of Unit 3 was to be deferred until the need for its 
output was established. BECo submitted a motion on July I, 1974 
requesting withdrawal of Unit 3 since the fmancial commitment for its 
construction would not be prudent. On August 9, 1974, the Board found 
that BECo had demonstrated good cause for withdrawal of the Unit 3 
application and imposed no conditions upon the withdrawal. 

9. Since most of the environmental impacts of Units 2 and 3 had been 
addressed in the DES, both separately and collectively, the Staff found an 
issuance of a draft statement for Unit 2 alone to be unnecessary. 
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10. Pursuant to the Board's August 9, 1974 Order, the Staff submitted to 
the Board and the parties on August 20, 1974, a document summarizing the 
changes in the proposed FES resulting from the Applicants' withdrawal of 
the application for Unit 3.4 After reviewing this document, the Board 
determined that recirculation of the changes to the appropriate agencies 
was advisable and directed the Staff accordingly. The Staffs motion for 
reconsideration of the Board's Order to seek these additional comments 
was denied.s 

11. Pursuant to the Board Order of October 10, 1974, the Staff 
distributed on November 15, 1974, the "Summary of New and Revised 
Sections" to various agencies and also requested comments from interested 
persons in a Federal Register Notice published on November 12, 1974 (39 
FR 40881). The Staff published6 a response to comments received from 
several agencies. 

12. The PES assessing the benefits and costs of the proposed Unit 2, 
based on the DES but reflecting the absence of Unit 3, was prepared by the 
Staff under date of September 1974. The FES and a supplement reporting 
the Staffs response to the comments on the DES received as a result of the 
withdrawal of Unit 3 were received at Tr. 897.7 Certain additional 
supplements and corrections to the FES introduced into the proceeding 
subsequently will be cited later as appropriate. 

13 . . On June 27, 1975, the Staff issued its Safety Evaluation Report 
(SER)8 for the proposed Unit 2 containing the Staffs evaluation of safety 
aspects of the proposed facility, including Section 2 relating to the 
characteristics of the proposed site. Supplements Nos. 1,2, 3 and 4 to the 

4"Summary of New or Revised Sections of the Final Environmental Statement for Pilgrim 
Nuclear Power Station Unit 2 which were Required as a Result of Withdrawal of the 
Application for Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Unit 3." 
5Circulation of the summary of "new and revised sections" to those agencies, organizations 
and individuals from whom comment on the DES was requested was ordered by the Board 
under date of September 6, 1974. After denial of a motion for reconsideration, filed by the 
Staff on September 13, the order was reaffirmed by the Board orally on <ktober 3 at Tr. 243 
and by an Order filed October 10, 1974. 
6"Response to Comments on the Summ.aty of New or Revised Sections of the Final 
Environmental Statement for Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, Unit 2 which were Required as a 
Result of Withdrawal of the Application for Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3, Final 
Version" (May, 1975), following Tr. 897. As noted by the Staff at fn 1, p. 2 of this "Response," 
some of the comments were directed· to the FES and not to the Summary of the New and 
Revised Sections. 
"The concurrence of the Environmental Protection Agency with the Stairs decision against 
reissuing the DES following withdrawal of Unit 3 appears at A47. FES. 
BStaff Exhibit 4, following Tr. 3717. 
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SER, were issued by the Sta.ff9 on November 3, 1975, January 27, 1976, 
August 31, 1977, and January 19, 1979. Comments and recommendations 
on the Application and SER by the Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards (ACRS) were transmitted to the Commission 10 II on November 
14, 1975, and on October 12, 1977. 

14. Evidentiary hearings commenced in Plymouth, Massachusetts on 
October 20, 1975 and continued intermittently until July 1, 1977 when the 
sessions were adjourned for the filing of proposed fmdings of fact and 
conclusions of law on a request by the Applicants for a Limited Work 
Authorization (L W A) Request for Unit 2 dated October 13, 1976. 

15. On November 30, 1977, the Board issued a partial inital decisionl2 

denying the request on the basis of an incomplete record on possible 
alternate sites for Unit 2. 

16. Evidentiary sessions resumed on March 6, 1978, and continued from 
time to time until August 28, 1979 concluding hearings on all of the then
established issuesl3 except emergency planning, 14 which was deferred 
indefmite1y at the request of the Staff. IS 

17. During the course of the proceedings the Board heard a number of 
limited appearance statements from members of the public. These state
ments have been considered by the Board in this partial initial decision. 

18. In preparing the following findings of fact and conclusions of law, 
the Board reviewed and considered the entire record in this case and the 
fmdings of fact and conclusions of law proposed by the parties. Those 
proposed findings not incorporated directly or inferentially in this Partial 
Initial Decision are rejected as being unsupported by the record of this case 
or as being unnecessary to the rendering of this decision. 

9Staff Exhibits 5, 7 and 21 respectively, following Tr. 3717, Tr. 5394, Tr. 8921; Staff Exhibit SO 
received at Tr. 9509 and bound following Tr. 10046. 
IOStaffExhibit 7, SER Supplement 2, Appendix B, pp. 1-3, following Tr. 5394. 
IIStaffExhibit SO, SER Supplement 4, Appendix B at B-1 to B-3, following Tr. 10046. 
11Partial Initial Decision Regarding Request For Limited Work Authorization, 6 NRC 839 
(November 1977). Affirmed, Boston Edison Company (Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station, 
Unit 2), ALAB-479, 7 NRC 774 (1978). 
13During this period hearings were held on certain remaining health and safety issues, financial 
qualifications, alternate site ro-review and the reopened need for power issue. Since that time 
certain additional issues have arisen. All are directly related to NRC task orders resulting from 
the Three Mile Island (fMI) incident of March 28, 1979. 
14()n April 27, 1978 and April 4, 1979 the Commonwealth by separate motions sought to 
reopen the issue of "need for power" and to introduce contentions relating to emergency 
planning. On May 9, 1979, the Board granted Commonwealth's motion to reopen the need for 
power issue and on May 24, 1979 granted Commonwealth's motion to admit a lato-filed 
contention on emergency planning. 
I~ard Order dated September 13, 1979 granted Staff motion to defer hearings until the Staff 
has completed its review of emergency planning at the Pilgrim site. 
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D. FINDINGS OF FACT - RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND 
SAFETY MATTERS 
A General 
19. The Notice of Hearing issued with respect to this proceeding dated 

January 9, 1974 and published in the Federal Register on January 14, 1974 
(39 PR 1786), requires the Board, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954, as amended, to consider and decide: 

"1. Whether in accordance with the provisions of 1 0 CPR § 
50.35(a): 
(a) The applicants have described the proposed design of the 
facilities including, but not limited to, the principal architectur
al and engineering criteria for the design, and have identified 
the major features or components incorporated therein for the 
protection of the health and safety of the public; 
(b) Such further technical or design information as may be 
required to complete the safety analysis and which can 
reasonably be left for later consideration, will be supplied in 
the fmal safety analysis report; 
(c) Safety features or components, if any, which require 
research or development have been described by the applicants 
and the applicants have identified, and there will be conducted 
a research and development program reasonably designed to 
resolve any safety questions associated with such features or 
components; and 
(d) On the basis of the foregoing, there is reasonable 
assurance that (i) such safety questions will be satisfactorily 
resolved at or before the latest date stated in the applications 
for completion of construction of the proposed facilities, and 
(ii) taking into consideration the site criteria contained in 10 
CPR Part 100, the proposed facilities can be constructed and 
operated at the proposed location without undue risk to the 
health and safety of the public. 

"2. Whether the applicants are technically qualified to design and 
construct the proposed facilities; 

"3. Whether the applicants are fmancially qualified to design and 
construct the proposed facilities; and 

"4. Whether the issuance of permits for construction of the 
facilities will be inimical to the common defense and security or 
to the health and safety of the public." 

The notice of hearing further states that... "in the event this proceeding 
becomes a contested proceeding" [which it is] ... "the Board will consider 
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. 
and initially decide, as issues in the proceeding, Items I-5" ... [the above 
listed four items pertaining to the Act and Item 5 pertaining to implementa
tion of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 stated in Section IV 
of this decision]. .. "as a basis for determining whether construction permits 
should be issued to the Applicants." 

n. B. Facility Description and Compliance with 10 CFR § 5O.35(a) 
20. The proposed facility is described in the Preliminary Safety Analysis 

Report (PSAR) as amended (Applicants' Exhibits I-B through I-J, I-N 
through I-BB), in the Environmental Report (ER) as amended (Applicants' 
Exhibits l-K through l-M, and I-CC) and in the Staffs SER as amended 
(Staff Exhibits 4, 5, 7, 21, and 50 and FES (following Tr. 897) as amended 
by Staff Exhibits 10 through II-C, 13 through 15, 19 and 53. 

21. Pilgrim Unit 2 is proposed to be located on the western shore of 
Cape Cod Bay in Plymouth, Massachusetts on a 528 acre site adjacent to 
Pilgrim Unit 1, an operating 655 MWe boiling water reactor. (pSAR §§1.1, 
1.2.1; SER § 2.0) 

22. The nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) will consist of a 
Combustion Engineering, Inc. (CE) pressurized water reactor and a two 
loop reactor coolant system rated at a thermal power output of 3473 MW. 
Each loop of the reactor coolant system will consist of an outlet pipe (hot 
leg), one steam generator, two inlet pipes (cold legs) and two reactor 
coolant pumps, one in each cold leg. An electrically heated pressurizer will 
be connected to one loop to establish and maintain the reactor coolant 
pressure. The reactor core will be composed of uranium dioxide pellets 
enclosed in Zirca1oy-4 tubes with welded end plugs. Water will serve both 
as the neutron moderator and the coolant and will be circulated through the 
reactor vessel and core by four reactor coolant pumps. The heated water 
will flow through two steam generators where heat will be transferred to the 
secondary system and ultimately converted to electric energy in the turbine 
generator. The reactor will be controlled by control rod movement and 
regulation of the boric acid concentration in the reactor coolant. The 
control elements, whose drive mechanisms will penetrate the top of the 
reactor vessel, will be moved vertically within the core by individual control 
rod drive mechanisms. A plant protection system which automatically 
initiates action when preestablished limits are approached will shut down 
the reactor, close isolation valves and initiate operation of the engineered 
safety features should they be required. (SER § 1.2, PSAR §§ 1.2.5, 1.2.6) 

23. The NSSS will be housed in a steel-lined reinforced concrete 
structure designed and constructed by the Bechtel Corporation (Bechtel) 
and prestressed by post-tensioned tendons. (SER § 1.2) 
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24. The reactor core for Unit 2 is similar to the design approved for San 
Onofre Units 2 and 3. (Docket Nos. 50-361 and 50-362) The Unit 2 core 
will contain 217 fuel assemblies, each with a 16 x 16 rod array. CE is 
committed to perform tests to verify the adequacy of the fuel assembly 
mechanical design, to fmalize values for thermal, hydraulic and structural 
design parameters and to develop analytical models for confirming that the 
design meets specified criteria. (SER § 4.0) Each fuel assembly will consist 
of 236 fuel or fuel-poison rods with pellets of about 1.9 to 3.0 percent U-235 
enriched uranium oxide at 95 percent theoretical density, sealed in Zircaloy 
tubes pressurized with helium. (pSAR Table 1.3-1) The differences from the 
San Onofre fuel design previously reviewed and approved by the Staff are 
geometric (San Onofre employs a 14 x 14 array) and will result in a lower 
linear power density in the Unit 2 fuel rods, thus increasing thermal 
performance margins. (SER § 4.2.1) 

25. The principal components of the reactor coolant system for the 
facility consist of a reactor vessel, two parallel heat transfer loops, each 
containing one steam generator and two reactor coolant pumps, and a 
pressurizer connected to one of the reactor vessel outlet pipes. All 
components of the system will be located inside the containment building. 
(SER § 5.1) 

26. The containment systems will include the reactor containment 
structure, heat removal system, air purification and clean up · system, 
isolation system, combustible gas control system and provisions for 
containment leakage testing. (SER §§ 6.1, 6.2) The containment structure 
will completely enclose the reactor coolant system, the safety injection 
systems tanks, the containment cooling system's fan coolers and the 
circulation fans. The containment spray system is designed to reduce 
rapidly the containment pressure and temperature and to supply chemically 
treated water to control fission product inventory following a 10ss-of
coolant accident. The containment combustible gas control system which 
consists of redundant hydrogen recombiners located outside of the 
containment and a backup purge system, is designed to maintain the 
hydrogen concentration below the flammability limit of 4.0 volume percent 
following a loss-of-coolant accident. (SER § 6.2.4) The isolation system, 
consisting of the circuitry and isolation valves, provides appropriate 
containment isolation following a loss-of-coolant accident. These are the 
principal means by which plant personnel and the public will be protected 
from excessive exposure to radioactive materials should a major accident 
occur in the facility. (pSAR § 1.2.6) 

27. The Unit 2 emergency core cooling system (ECCS) is designed to 
provide cooling for those postulated accident conditions where a failure in 
the reactor coolant system piping results in a loss of coolant greater than 
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the makeup capacity of normal operation equipment. It will also be 
designed to protect against the consequences of a main steam line break. 
(SER § 6.3.1) The ECes will consist of four safety injection tanks, a high 
pressure safety injection system and a low pressure safety injection system, 
with provisions for recirculation of the borated water after injection. (SER 
§ 6.3.2) The system will be designed so that various combinations of the 
system will assure core cooling for the complete spectrum of postulated 
break sizes. (Jd.) 

28. The Atomic Energy Commission (now NRC) on January 4, 1974 
issued acceptance criteria for emergency core cooling systems for light 
water reactors. (39 FR 1004.) The criteria as set forth in 10 CPR §§ 
50.34(a)(4), 50.46(a)(I) and Appendix K to 10 CPR Part 50 require 
evaluation of core cooling in accordance with certain criteria using an 
acceptable evaluation model. (SER § 6.3.3) The Staff reviewed the 
information submitted by the Applicants and Combustion Engineering and 
concluded that the design of the Unit 2 emergency core cooling system is 
acceptable. (SER § 6.3.3; SER Supplement 1, § 6.3.4; SER Supplement 2, 
§ 6.3.3; SER Supplement 3, § 6.3.3)16 

29. The proposed design of the protection and control systems for the 
facility is in several respects similar to that of Calvert Cliffs Units I and 2 
which was previously reviewed and approved. The design will, however, 
include core protection calculators (digital mini-computers) which will be 
utilized to generate a reactor trip signal at a low value of the departure from 
nucleate boiling ratio (low DNBR) or high local power density. (SER §7.1) 
The reactor protection system will be comprised of four redundant and 
independent protection channels per trip input. Each channel trip input will 
deenergize three relays when a trip setpoint is exceeded. The contacts from 
these relays will be arranged into six independent logic matrices represent
ing all possible two-out-of-four trip combinations for the four protection 
channels. A trip output from anyone of the six logic matrices will interrupt 
power to the control rod supply breakers and will cause insertion by gravity 
of all full length control rods and thereby shut down the reactor. The 
reactor protection and control system will be designed in conformance to 
the Commission's General Design Criteria and IEEE Standard 279-1971 
"Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.".7 
(SER § 7.1,7.2; PSAR § 1.2.7.1) 

l6By letter dated Apri12, 1979, the Staff advised the Board that it is evaluating new information 
related to Combustion Engineering's flow blockage model for the Unit 2 Emergency Core 
Cooling System. The Staff evaluation is ongoing and the Board opines that this matter can 
abide the operating license review. 
1'This Standard was reaffirmed in 1978. 
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30. The facility's safety-related instrumentation and controls of the 
engineered safety features will include (1) the engineered safety feature 
protective systems which will consist of the electrical and mechanical 
devices and logic circuitry involved in generating signals that actuate the 
required engineered safety feature systems, and (2) the arrangement of 
components that will perform protective actions after receiving a signal 
from either the engineered safety feature protective system or the operator. 
All of the engineered safety feature protective systems will be identical 
except for the input parameters and include four redundant and indepen
dent channels per trip input. (SER § 7.3) 

31. Unit 2 will be connected to the New England power grid through 
two 345 kV and one 115 kV transmission lines. These lines and associated 
circuits will constitute the two physically independent circuits required by 
Criterion 17 of the General Design Criteria. (10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A) 
To maintain independence between the 345 kVand 115 kV circuits, the 115 
kV line will be run underground to the facility switchyard from a substation 
located at Manomet, Mass. (SER § 8.2; PSAR, § 1.2.8) The 345 kV ring bus 
which currently serves Pilgrim Unit 1 will be modified to accommodate 
Unit 2. During normal power generation, the auxiliary and safety related 
a-c power distribution systems will be supplied by the unit a-c power 
supply via the generator load switch and three unit auxiliary transformers. 
In the event of turbine or reactor trip the generator load switch will be 
automatically opened. The 345 kV preferred a-c power supply will remain 
connected and will provide uninterrupted power to the auxiliary and safety
related a-c power distribution systems via the main and unit auxiliary 
transformers. In the event that the preferred 345 kV power is lost, 115 kV 
power will be supplied to the auxiliary and safety related bus bars by 
automatic transfer to the reserve transformers. (SER § 8.2) 

32. Onsite standby a-c power will be supplied for the facility by two 
diesel generators. Each diesel generator will supply one of two redundant 
4160 V emergency bus bars arranged in a two-division split-bus configura
tion. Among the design features to be included in the standby diesel 
generators and their associated a-c power distribution systems are: (a) 
electrical independence from each other; (b) starting and operation of 
either diesel will not be conditioned by operation of the other; (c) each 
diesel will be started by an undervoltage signal from its respective bus bar 
or by an engineered safety feature actuation signal; (d) separate onsite fuel 
storage for each diesel sufficient for seven days operation at accident load 
and (e) each diesel generator and its auxiliary systems will be housed in a 
separate seismic Category I installation. (SER § 8.3) 

33. The d-c power system for the facility will consist of four redundant 
and independent d-c load groups, each composed of a 125 V battery, a 
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battery charger, distribution bus, distribution panel, interconnecting cables 
and connected loads. The system is in conformance with General Design 
Criteria 17 and 18, Regulatory Guide 1.6 and appropriate IEEE standards. 
(SER § 8.3; PSAR §1.2.8) 

34. The ultimate heat sink for Unit 2 is Cape Cod Bay. Sufficient heat 
removal capacity will be provided for an indefmite time in conformance 
with Regulatory Guide 1.27. (SER § 9.2.4) 

35. Plant cooling requirements during power operation and shutdown of 
the facility will be met by the reactor coolant system, the shutdown cooling 
system and by four segregated water systems consisting of (a) the turbine 
building cooling water, (b) the component cooling water, (c) the auxiliary 
building cooling water, and (d) the service water. The last three systems are 
required for safe shutdown of the plant following a design basis accident. 
These systems will be designed for 100 percent redundancy with functional 
and physical separation of each train of redundant components. The 
systems are interconnected so that functional and physical separation of 
each train of redundant components will be maintained. (PSAR. § 1.2.9.2) 
The component cooling system is designed to circulate water through two 
physically separated seismic Category I closed loops. Each loop will remove 
heat from the containment, shutdown heat exchangers, spent fuel pool heat 
exchangers, engineered safety features equipment, boric acid concentrator 
package and the waste concentrator package. Only one train of these 
components is required for safe plant shutdown following any postulated 
accident. (SER 9.2.2) The auxiliary building cooling water will circulate 
through two physically separated loops each independently capable of 
providing the required cooling for the components of the engineered safety 
features support system. (SER § 9.2.3) 

36. The facility's station service system, which will meet Criterion 44 of 
General Design Criteria, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. will supply water to 
two identical trains of safety related equipment. Each train will be capable 
of providing sufficient water for the component, auxiliary building, and 
diesel generator cooling water systems. The station service water system will 
be designed so that a single failure of its components or of the onsite power 
supply will not prevent a safe shutdown. (SER § 9.2.1) 

37. The facility's ftre protection system and its components will be 
designed so that a failure or inadvertent operation of the ftre protection 
systems will not result in loss of function of safety related equipment. 
Sprinklers will be provided in the engineered safety feature pump rooms, 
the standby diesel generator rooms and the turbine building. Fixed 
automatic chemical extinguishing systems will be provided for the cable 
spreading rooms, computer room and unoccupied areas housing electrical 
equipment. The facility's proposed ftre protection system, as currently 
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designed, meets Criterion 3 of the General Design Criteria. (10 CFR Part 
50, Appendix A) (SER Supplement 3, § 9.5.1) 

38. The unit 2 steam and power conversion system will be of 
conventional design and similar to those of previously approved plants. The 
heat of the reactor coolant will be removed through two steam generators 
and converted to electrical energy through the turbine driven generator. 
The condenser will transfer unusable heat in the cycle to the condenser 
cooling water. (SER §10.1) 

39. The radioactive waste (radwaste) system will consist of solid, liquid 
and gaseous waste systems. The design objective of each system is to restrict 
the amount of radioactive material released to the environment to as low as 
reasonably achievable in conformance with the requirements of 10 CFR 
§ 50.34a and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix V 8 

40. The facility's liquid waste system will process input from decontami
nation, chemical regenerants, steam generator blowdown, equipment and 
floor drains. The gaseous waste systems for the facility will provide holdup 
capacity to allow decay of short-lived noble gases stripped from the primary 
coolant. Charcoal adsorbers will be used to remove radioiodine from the 
main condenser offgas and from the air purged from the containment 
building. The solid waste system will provide for the packaging and 
solidification of low level radioactive wastes generated during station 
operation. These will be shipped to a licensed disposal facility. (SER § 11.0) 

41. The off site radiological consequences of design basis accidents have 
been evaluated by the Staff and found to be within the guidelines of 10 
CFR Part 100. (SER § 15.0; SER Supplement 3, §§ 15.5, 15.6) 

42. The research and development necessary for the safe operation of 
Unit 2 have been identified by the Applicants and will be performed on a 
timely schedule. (SER § 1.7) 

43. Health and safety issues raised in these proceedings by intervenors 
are addressed in Part V of this decision. The Staff testified that there are no 
additional health and safety ~tters that cannot be favorably resolved prior 
to completion of construction. (SER § 21.1; SER Supplement 4, § 21.1) 

n. C. Technical Qualifications of Applicants 
44. Testimony on the technical qualifications of the Applicants and of 

their t'rincipal contractors was prepared and presented by a series of panels. 
The Staff's testimony was similarily presented. No direct testimony was 

18Findings of Fact by the Board pertaining to Appendix I are contained in Part II.G.c. infra. 
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offered by the intervenors who argued their cases through cross examina
tion of Applicants' and Staff's witnesses.19 

45. As described in Paragraph 69 of this Decision the Applicants in this 
action are a consortium of a number of public utilities and municipalities. 
The members of this consortium constitute the ownership of the proposed 
generating station. The lead entity of this group is the Boston Edison 
Company. In that position, BECo represents and is contractuallyempow
ered to act for the other owners on matters of design, procurement, 
licensing, construction, operation and maintenance of Unit 2. 

46. In a similar line of authority, the principal contractors, CE and 
Bechtel, are contractually responsible to BECo not only for the supply for 
the steam generating system and construction services, but also for 
assurance that their product will meet designated specifications and quality 
in accord with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for N uc1ear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing 
Facilities." Additionally these contractors are to exercise prudent use of 
capital funds. To these ends BECo has the ultimate authority to reject 
completed work and to terminate further work through the use of stop-work 
orders. (Applicants' Witness Howard at 13 following Tr. 3735) 

47. Under 10 CFR 50.4O(b) the Staff is obligated to determine that an 
applicant is technically qualified to engage in the proposed activity in 
accordance with regulations, yet "The Staff has no specific quantitative 
guidelines for determining whether an applicant has the management 
capability to undertake the construction or operation of a nuclear reactor ... 
A determination on this subject must be subjective and judgemental and 

l!rfhe testimony on the technical qualifications of BECo was given by Panelists J.E. Howard. 
Vice-President Nuclear, R M. Butler, Manager Nuclear Projects, W. M. Sides, Manager 
Quality Assurance and V. P. McMahon, Corporate Manager Quality Assurance, Kaiser 
Engineers, Inc. (Following Tr. 3735) 
The Panel on the qualifications of the Bechtel Power Corporation, the arcbitect-engineer, was 
comprised of F. A Hollenbach, Manager Project Operations, T. D. Dow, Supervisor QA 
Program, M. J. Jacobson, QA Engineer, J. D. Blatchford, Project Engineer, G. K. Stavro, 
Inspection Manager and D. R Johnson, Field Engineer, Quality Control. (Following Tr. 3987) 
The Panelists for Combustion Engineering, Inc., the nuclear steam supplier, were C. R 
Waterman, Unit 2 Project Manager, C. W. Hoffinan, Director Quality Assurance, W. E. 
Midinger, Manager, QA Systems and W. K. Couch, Manager Quality Control. (Following Tr. 
4185) 
The Staff Witnesses were D. L. Caphton, D. M. Sternberg, and R. F. Heishman all of the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Office of Inspection and Enforcement. (Following Tr. 4234) 
Further evidence by the Staff on this contention was prepared by D. B. Vassallo and M. B. 
Aycock of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. (Following Tr. 5534) Still further is the 
testimony of A. M. Garland, of the NRC Quality Assurance Branch, Division of Reactor 
Licensing (following Tr. 4425), and by R H. Vollmer, Office of Nuclear Regulation. 
(Following Tr. 4464) 
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each utility must be evaluated individually. The best test is a functional 
one."20 The Pilgrim Unit 1 station has been operated by BECo since 1972. 
The managerial and operational experience with that was, accordingly, 
taken as a measure of expectations of Unit 2. 

48. This issue was almost exclusively addressed in the testimony 
through discussions of assurances that the products and services of the 
suppliers would be of the requisite quality. 

49. The corporate structure of BE Co includes a Vice-President, Nuclear, 
reporting to the Office of the President and receiving reports from managers 
of various functions within the project. One of these is the Quality 
Assurance (QA) Department Manager to whom reports QA Engineering. 
The QA Department is responsible for establishing a QA program 
applicable to all safety related activities performed by BECo and its 
principal contractors in accord with the established QA program. [At 14 
and 47 (BECo Exhibit BE-TQ-l) following Tr. 3735; see also Fig. 1, 
unnumbered p. 19 following Tr. 5534] All reporting along this chain is 
independent of other project activities including operations, construction, 
cost control and engineering. 

50. The managers of the QA and the Nuclear Projects Departments (the 
latter administers engineering and construction) and the Vice-President to 
whom they report each have more than 20 years experience in nuclear 
energy. These experiences include responsibilities at commercial power 
generating stations at production reactors and with naval-propulsion units. 
(at 2 through 4 following Tr. 3735) 

51. Applicants' Witness Sides testified to the stability of the QA 
Engineering Staff at BECo asserting to the absence of turnover and of any 
need for disciplinary action. As of February 1976, BECo Staff had 
accumulated considerable experience in QA matters at Pilgrim Unit 1. (fr. 
3904) 

52. The roster of the BECo QA Department is comprised of eight 
managerial and professional personnel with an enlargement authorized as 
necessary to the activities required during the construction of Unit 2. Each 
position requires an academic degree in engineering augmented by up to 
five years experience in QA, or related activities, in the nuclear industry, the 
exact amount depending upon the specific position. Within the Department 
there must be knowledge of applicable Federal Regulations (10 CFR 50). 
ASME Codes, American National Standards and NRC Regulatory Guides 
as well as familiarity with internal programs and activities related to QA. 
(Applicants' Witness Sides at 38 and 39 following Tr. 3735) 

lOIn the Matter of Carolina Power and Light Company (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, 
Units 1,2, 3 and 4) LBP-79-19; 10 NRC 37 at p. 41 (1979). 
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53. In addition to BECo's line organization for QA is the Quality 
Assurance Review Committee, a staff group, with membership composed of 
the Vice-President - Nuclear as chairman and four department managers. 
This Committee provides a continuing review of BECo's QA Program to 
assess its scope, implementation and effectiveness. There is also the Nuclear 
Safety Review and Audit Committee, chaired by the QA Manager, which 
has the responsibility of reviewing the nuclear safety of Unit 1 operating in 
conformance with NRC-issued technical specifications. (Applicants' Wit
ness Howard at 9 and 10 following Tr. 3735) 

54. The organizational relation between BECo and its principal 
contractors is shown in Applicants' Exhibit BE-TQ-2. (At unnumbered p.48 
following Tr. 3735) By this arrangement the contractors' QA organizations 
report to the BECo QA manager. Similarly the contractors' project 
managers report to the BECo Nuclear Project Manager thence, in both 
instances, to the BECo Vice-President - Nuclear thereby effecting authority 
and control through an interface established by procedures. Audits and 
surveillance of fabrication and construction activities for safety-related 
structures, systems, and components are performed by the QA Department. 
Necessary corrective actions are taken by the contractors through, in the 
extreme, stop-work orders. (Applicants' Witness Butler at 25 following Tr. 
3735; see also Staff Witnesses Vassallo and Aycock at 6 through 8 following 
Tr.5534) 

55. The Staff concludes from its investigation of the Applicants and 
their principal contractors that BECo is technically qualified to carry out 
the responsibilities attendant to the design and construction of Unit 2. In 
support of its rmding, the Staff cites its observation of a favorable attitude 
of the management of BECo toward safety and environmental characteris
tics of Unit 2. Further it cites the practice of BECo in seeking advice and 
guidance from outside experts21 on those specialties beyond the ken of its 
staff. (Staff Witnesses Vassallo and Aycock at 14 through 17 following Tr. 
5534) 

56. The principal contractors of BECo, Bechtel (architect-engineer, 
construction service) and CE (nuclear steam system supplier) are large well 
established organizations with long industrial experience. Each has been 
engaged, in its respective field, in the nuclear industry for upwards of two 
decades. Additionally, each has great experience in more conventional 
energy conversion systems, that of CE dating back almost a century. 
(Applicants' Witness Hollenbach at 9 through 30 following Tr. 3987; 

IIFor example, BECo has obtained an independent assessment of its QA program from Kaiser 
Engineers, Inc., a qualified QA consultant. (Applicants' Witness Howard at 41, following Tr. 
3735) 
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Applicant Witness Waterman at 10 through 31 following Tr. 4185, see also 
testimony of Staff Witness Vollmer following Tr. 4464) 

57. Representatives of each of these contractors presented detailed 
descriptions of its organization including quality assurance activities and 
responsibilities. Each instance can be typified by the BECo pattern, supra, 
though differing in details. Worthy of note is the existence of a line of 
reporting and responsibility of the QA staff to upper-level management 
entirely independent of segments controlling operations, construction, 
procurement, etc. [See BECo Exhibit BPCTQ-I, unnumbered page 
concluding testimony following Tr. 3987; also Applicants' Witness Hollen
bach at 25 following Tr. 3987 and BECo Exhibit CE-TQ-5 (at unnumbered 
page 35 following Tr. 4185)] 

58. Some measure of the qualifications of the Applicants in these 
proceedings is to be expected from BECo's experience at Unit 1, a boiling 
water reactor which began operation in 1972. During the hearing a number 
of reports derived from inspections of Unit 1 by ABC Division of 
Compliance (now NRC Inspection and Enforcement) were reviewed.22 

59. Intervenor Commonwealth introduced several of these reports for 
the purpose of illustrating BECo's poor performance at Unit 1 and, 
consequently, an absence of technical competence to construct and operate 
Unit 2. Several of these reports concerned procedural matters, interpreta
tion of the results of weld testing, and some design changes.23 

60. One consequence of the fmdings of ABC inspectors was the 
assessment of three $4000 civil penalties against BECo. One item concerned 
the qualification rating of an inspector (employed by a secondary 
contractor of BECo of ultrasonic examination of certain welds in the 
primary-coolant coolant piping. Another concerned the calibration of the 
ultrasonic testing equipment; still another had to do with the presence, as 
allegedly required, of BECo QA personnel as a witness to the ultrasonic 
testing. The $12,000 fme was paid. (Applicants' Witness Howard at Tr. 
3850-3889) 

61. There is uncertainty in the bases for the allegations which involve 
interpretation of Section XI of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers Code on inservice inspection (which references American Society 
for Nondestructive Testing (ASN1) Recommended Practice SNT-TC-IA, 
and some apparent conflict in personnel records. At any rate, although 
there were plans to repeat the inspections such was not required. 
(Applicants' Witness Howard at Tr. 3874, 4014 and 4016) [Some were, 

ZlInspections are listed in Appendix A of testimony of Staff Witness Caphton following Tr. 
4234. 
2lCommonwealth Exhibits 3 through 8 received at Tr. 3847; Exhibits 9 and 10, at Tr. 3860, 
et seq. 
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however, repeated. (BECo letter to NRC dated June 18, 1975 appended to 
Commonwealth Exhibit 11, received at Tr. 3949)] 

62. As a consequence of these events BECo increased the frequency of 
audits, initiated better procedures, clarified its appropriate inspection 
manual, and advised its contractor to institute more thorough personnel 
training. (Applicants' Witness Howard at Tr. 3864, 3875; BECo letter to 
NRC dated June 18, 1975 appended to Commonwealth Exhibit 11) 

63. Applicants' Witness Howard testified that the matter of weld 
inspection had been resolved with the AECINRC. (Tr. 3855) Current 
practice on the specific item of inspection qualification has been accepted 
by NRC. (Tr. 4(03) 

64. Summary Staff testimony on the technical qualifications of BECo 
and its principal contractor was prepared by Messrs. Vassallo and Aycock. 
(Following Tr. 5534) These and other witnesses recognize the inevitable 
appearance of deviations from specifications and procedures in past similar 
operations of the Applicants. They occurred in varying degree. (See 
testimony of Staff Witnesses Caphton and Sternberg following Tr. 4234.) Of 
great importance, however, in the evaluation of the qualifications of the 
Applicants in future actions is the severity of those infractions in the 
response and remedial actions of the licensee, and in the reception of them 
by the regulatory agency. Additional factors for investigation are the 
Applicants' organizational structure and manpower and the technical 
qualifications of their principal contractors. . 

65. On the basis of these several considerations, the Staff concluded, in 
its overall evaluation, that BECo is technically qualified to enter into the 
construction of Unit 2 with the support of the principal contractors it has 
named. (Staff Witnesses Vassallo and Aycock at Tr. 5630-5647) 

U. D. Financial Qualifications of Applicants 

66. Initial evidential presentations on the fmancial qualifications of the 
Applicants were made in February 1976 by the Applicants and the Staff 
supporting and supplementing their positions contained in the Pilgrim 
Station License Application, Section VI and in Supplement 1 of the SER, 
respectively. (Applicants' Witnesses Houston following Tr. 5078, and 
Kelmon, Mefferman and Mitiguy following Tr. 5103) 

67. Subsequent changes in the proposed ownership of Unit 2 and in 
revised plant costs necessitated additional information from the Applicants 
and review by the Staff24 and further hearing before this Board. The 
Applicants' supplemental testimony was through BECo Treasurer Kelmon 

2AStaff Exhibit 2T, SER Supplement 3, p. 1-2 following Tr. 8921; Staff Exhibit 50, SER 
Supplement 4, p. 20-1 following Tr. 10046. 
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and Assistant Treasurer May. (following Tr. 9234) The Staff presented its 
further evaluation of the financial qualifications of the Applicants through 
Witness Karlowicz. (following Tr. 9513) Intervenor Commonwealth's 
evidence was presented by Witness Levy. (following Tr. 9434) 

68. The Commission requires, in 10 CFR § 20.33(f) and 10 CFR 50 
Appendix C, that an applicant show it either possesses or has reasonable 
assurance it can obtain the funds necessary to cover estimate construction 
and related fuel costs. Guidance was provided by the Commission: 

" ... given the history of the present rule and the relatively modest 
implementing requirements in Appendix C (footnote omitted), a 
'reasonable assurance' does not mean a demonstration of near 
certainty that an applicant will never be pressed for funds in the course 
of construction. It does mean the applicant must have a reasonable 
plan in light of relevant circumstances."2S 

69. The ownership of Unit 2 is presently distributed among investor
owned and non-investor-owned utilities in this proportion:26 

a) Boston Edison Company 59.026% 
b) The Electric Light Department 0.330 

of City of Burlington 
c) Central Maine Power Company 2.850 
d) Central Vermont Public Service 1.780 

Corporation 
e) Fitchburg Gas and Electric 0.190 

Light Company 
f) Town of Hudson Light and 0.174 

Power Department 
g) Massachusetts Municipal 13.240 

Wholesale Electric Company 
h) Montaup Electric Company 2.150 
i) New Bedford Gas and Edison 1.530 

Light Company 
j) New England Power Company 11.160 
Ie) Public Service Company of New 3.470 

Hampshire 
1) The United illuminating 3.300 

Company 

25Public Service Company of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station Units 1 and 2) 7 NRC 1 at p. 
18 (1978). 
26StaffExhibit 50. SER Supplement 4. Appendix C at C-l. following Tr. 10046. 
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m) Tauton Municipal Lighting Plant 
Commission 

n) Vermont Electric Cooperative, 
Inc. 

0.600 

0.200 

loo'()()()% 

70. ''The cost of Pilgrim Unit 2, including site and 'common facilities' 
(i.e., common to Pilgrim Unit 1), the initial nuclear fuel core, and 
transmission and switching facilities is estimated to be $1,319 million. With 
the inclusion of allowance for funds used during construction (AFUDC)," 
the projected total cost of the facility is $2,037.5 million.27 

71. Consistent with Commission requirements the investor-owned 
applicants filed statements of sources and uses of funds and non-investor
owned applicants filed alternative fmancial data.28 Applicants expect to 
rely upon a combination of intemally generated funds (39 percent of the 
requirement) and the sale of debt and equity (61 percent) to fmance the 
construction and initial fueling of the facility.29 

72. Whereas the commitment of BECo to the overall fmancial schedule 
is significant, it is not extraordinarily great relative to that utility's recent 
experience in construction expenditures.30 

73. The Staff found to be reasonable BECo's projections of the rate of 
return on equity, internal cash generation, interest coverage and capital 
structure.31 

74. Applicants other than BECo submitted plans for fmancing their 
portion of Unit 2 consisting, primarily, of issuance of general obligation 
and revenue bonds, with interest and principal to be paid from revenues. 
The Staff concludes that the members of this group of co-applicants have 
developed reasonable fmancing plans, recognizing them not to be necessari
ly what will actually occur. This demonstration of one possible way of 
fmancing the construction suffices Commission requirements.32 

75. The portion of Supplement 4 of the Staff Safety Evaluation Report 
(Exhibit 50), cited above, addressing the fmancial qualifications of BECo 
was supported by Staff Witness Karlowicz (Tr. 9514) who had used state
of-the-art techniques of fmancial analysis, accepted by the financial 

27License Application, Amendment 9, Applicants' Exhibit 1-00 at V-I, Tr. 9601. Staff Exhibit 
SO, SER Supplement 4, Appendix C at C-I following Tr. 10046. 
28License Application, Amendment 8, Applicants' Exhibits I-NN (I), (2) and (3), Tr. 9601; 
Staff Exhibit SO, SER Supplement 4, Appendix C at C-2 following Tr. 10046. 
29 Applicants' Witnesses Kelmon and May at 6 and 7 following Tr. 9234. 
3OApplicants' Witnesses Kelmon and May at 7 and 8 following Tr. 9234. 
31 Staff Exhibit 50, SER Supplement 4, at C-8 through C-14 following Tr. 10046. 
32Id at C-15 through C-48. 
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community, in review of information supplied by BECo with supplements 
from various investment rating agencies. (fr. 9519) The testimony of this 
witness is the Staff's evaluation of BECo's financial qualifications.33 The 
conclusion of the Staff review affIrmS the ability of BECo to assume the 
fmancial obligation of a 59 percent ownership of Unit 2. 

76. Testimony on behalf of the Commonwealth on the matter of 
fmancial qualifications of the Applicants was presented to the Board and 
the Record by Paul F. Levy.34 This witness served in the Massachusetts 
Energy Policy Office from mid-1974 through 1977. During calendar year 
1978 he was a Commissioner of the Commonwealth's Department of Public 
Utilities. On the basis of these limited experiences and of other statements 
in the record (fr. 9414 through 9434) the Board fmds the qualification of 
Mr. Levy to present evidence on the subject matter to be marginal and, 
hence, accords appropriate weight to his testimony. 

77. The testimony of Witness Levy was largely based on two internal 
BECo memoranda, prepared in mid-1978, and on the testimony presented 
by Mr. Kelmon at a pending rate case before the (Massachusetts) 
Department of Public Utilities (DPU-19991).3s 

78. For reasons appearing in his testimony,36 Witness Levy stated that 
BECo would encounter increasing difficulty in issuing debt and equity 
securities within the construction schedule of Unit 2. One reason was that 
further stock issuances, if necessary because of the possible high percent of 
allowance for funds used during construction (AFUDC), will dilute the 
book value of current stock, thereby reducing the interest of potential 
investors. Upon cross examination the witness could cite no instance of 
recent sale of electric utility stock above book value and., in fact, he 
considered sale of stock below book value not to be unusual. Nonetheless, 
electric utilities have been successful in marketing stocks. (fr. 9470-71) 

79. On November I, 1979 the Applicants filed with the Board and all 
parties in this proceeding a Base and Standby Revolving Credit and Term 
Loan Agreement, dated July 31, 1979 with an Amendment of October 12, 
1979. This Agreement, as amended, was approved by the Department of 
Public Utilities and the sale of the subject securities was authorized by 
Order 20145 dated September 17, 1979, as amended by Order 20145-A of 
October 17, 1979. The Agreement makes available to BECo a principal 
amount of $500 million in aggregate to be used for the Company's general 
corporate purposes including capital expenditures. 

33Id. at 20-1 andatel throughC-15. 
l4Following Tr. 9434. Mr. Levy had testified before this Board in February 1976 on the issue of 
cost comparison of various future baseload generating stations at Tr. 4990. 
35Commonwealth Exhibits 100, 101 and 102 at Tr. 9270, 9275 and 9276 respectively. 
36At 6 and 7 following Tr. 9434. 
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n. E. Common Defense and Security 

80. The activities proposed to be conducted under the construction 
permit will be within the jurisdiction of the United States and all directors 
and principal officers of the Applicants are citizens of the United States. 
The Applicants are not owned, dominated or controlled by an alien, a 
foreign corporation or a foreign government. Although the activities to be 
conducted do not depend upon any restrioted data, the Applicants have 
agreed to safeguard any such data in accordance with the requirements of 
10 CPR Part 50. The Applicants will obtain fuel as needed from sources 
available for civilian purposes, so that no diversion of special nuclear 
material from military sources will occur. (SER § 19.0) 

81. Pursuant to Commission regulations and earlier rulings,37 consider~ 
ation of potential sabotage of Unit 2, by armed acts of force both by 
enemies of the U.S. Government and by other armed personnel regardless 
of origin and basic intent, were ruled inadmissible into these hearings on 
the application for a construction permit. Accordingly, deliberations on this 
contention were limited by the Board to theft and sabotage of radioactive 
materials during transport to and from the Pilgrim site and to actions within 
the proposed plant by a few employees or by a small group of outsiders 
following surreptitious entry. The potential of an armed band, "terrorists," 
has not been included. 

82. Intervenor Commonwealth, the Applicants, and the Staff presented 
witnesses who testified and were cross-examined on this contention. 

83. The testimony of Commonwealth Witness Rathjens (following Tr. 
4380) was based on the fIndings of a Commission charged by the 
Commonwealth to study " .. .its role in assuring the safety of nuclear power 
plants .... " chaired by this witness. Although the testimony as med 
encompasses security in a nuclear power station as well as in transport, 
consideration was limited, without prejudice, as stated above. 

84. Whereas he testified that the self-damage to a reactor plant resulting 
from actions by an employee could conceivably be severe, the likelihood of 
such occurrences is low because of the protection afforded by monitoring 
devices and . the dispersal of the information they derive among the 
operations staff. To be otherwise would require collusion among a number 
of employees with similar motivation, a condition controllable by effective 

J1lO CFR 50.13. See also, for example, Siegel 11. AEC, 400 F.2d 778 (D.c. Cir. 1968); F7ori4a 
Power and Light Co. (Turkey Point Units 3 and 4) 4 AEC 218 (1969); Long Island Ughling Co. 
(Shoreham Station) 6 AEC 831 (1973); Consolidated Edison Co. o/New York, Inc. (Indian Point 
Station, Unit 2), ALAB-202, 7 AEC 826 (1974); Potomac . EliCtrw Piiwer Co. (DOuglas 
Point Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-218, 8 AEC 79 (1974). Although the Board senses 
these cited rulings to be at variance with 10 CFR 73.55(a)(I) it has followed the mandates of 
these decisions pending clarification of an apparent conflict within the Commission's 
regulations. 
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screening of personnel. To bring about such an event of sufficient 
magnitude to grossly affect the public through a large release of radioactivi
ty is even less likely. (at 123 to 126 following Tr. 4380) 

85. Staff Witness Sears also testified that the likelihood of theft and 
industrial sabotage within a nuclear power plant by unarmed persons is 
very low. His judgment was based on requirements for employee selection, 
for surveillance and search of employees and visitors upon entry, for 
fulfillment of physical protection objectives38 which require intrusion 
monitoring and alarm systems and location of vital equipment39 within an 
area encompassed by three barriers representing, progressively, increasing 
levels of security control, for redundancy in and separation of vital 
equipment thereby protecting against malicious outages, and for special 
equipment for diversion of special nuclear materials.40 

86. This witness also addressed the cost of anti-sabotage and anti-theft 
measures at an electric generating station, including downtime and 
necessary repairs and replacements as a consequence of sabotage, and 
concluded that such costs were independent of the type of fuel. (Tr. 2226) 
Further, the cost estimates, $250,000 capital and $200,000/yr operating, are 
similar for a non-nuclear installation and are insufficient to shift the cost
benefit analysis away from nuclear. He concluded that the risk of theft of 
special nuclear material from a nuclear power plant is small because of the 
hazard to the potential thief from the associated highly radioactive 
substances. Supporting this conclusion is the absence of successful and 
identified theft and sabotage attempts at any domestic operating nuclear 
power reactor. (following Tr. 2210) 

87. In the course of his testimony on the risks associated with the 
transport of radioactive materials, Commonwealth witness Rathjens pointeci 
out that, although used fuel in transit may be a more attractive target 
than a reactor for those having extortion or coercion as their goal, the 
potential for damage to the public is much less. This potential could arise 
from materialization of a threat to disperse radioactivity were demands not 
met. Potential concommitant panic due to the public aversion to radiation 
exposure is also a consequence. To effect a probable lethal exposure from 
sabotage, however, would require breaching the container with explosives, 
the availability of heavy equipment and remote manipulators, and 
subjecting the contents to temperatures of the order of a thousand degrees 

38'fhese objectives are described in part in the Commission's Regulatory Guide 1.70.15 and in 
10 CFR 73.55. 
39Vital equipment is defined as any whose failure could directly or indirectly endanger public 
health and safety by exposure to radiation. 
40Irradiated fuel is the sole material within a nuclear power plant designated as special nuclear 
material. 
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to vaporize them preparatory to atmospheric dispersal. (at 128 following Tr. 
4380; Tr. 4393, 4419) 

88. Diversion of used fuel for fabrication of illicit nuclear weapons is 
not a viable threat. Witness Rathjens reiterated the necessity of first coping 
with the activity of the accompanying fIssion products and of chemically 
purifJing the special nuclear material to arrive fma11y at an inferior weapon. 
He concluded that more attractive and practical channels existed for 
illegally acquiring a nuclear weapon. (Tr. 4410, et seq.) 

89. He, however, strongly recommended accompanying these shipments 
to and from the Pilgrim site with armed escorts retaining constant 
communication with law-enforcement authorities. (at 129 following Tr. 
4380) 

90. Applicants' Witnesses Rodger and Low testifIed that the risk of theft 
and sabotage of low-level wastes is non-existent because of its negative 
financial value, the absence of a health hazard even if dispersed, and the 
deterring legal penalties. These witnesses concluded that the low monetary 
value of used nuclear fuel, even after costly processes for separation of 
fIssion products, was not an incentive for its theft. The radiological 
consequences of such theft would not be signifIcantly different from those 
resulting from a transportation accident. (at 8, 13 following Tr. 2024) 

91. The testimony of Staff Witness Barker of theft and sabotage in 
transport (following Tr. 2275)41 is summarized in the record as: 

"Based on consideration of the low enrichment of the fuel, the negative 
value of the waste, criminal laws against theft and sabotage, the type 
and form of the material, and the size, weight, and designs of the 
rugged packaging required by the regulatory standards, the probability 
of such acts causing a release is so small as to not require additional 
analysis or protection. Although the probability cannot be easily 
quantifIed, our lack of such experience indicates it is much less than 
the probability for very severe accidents. 

"Furthermore, in the unlikely event such an accident could cause or 
did cause a release, principally because of the nature and form of the 
fuel and waste, the consequences would not be significantly different 
from those assessed in W ASH-1238." (Tr. 2280-81) 

92. These conclusions are supported by the witness' observation of the 
rugged construction of the massive shipping containers, the properties of 
the materials which make handling and purifIcation difficult and expensive, 

4lCross-examination of Mr. Barker is continued beginning at Tr. 2458. 
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and the proven ability to detect relatively low-intensity radiation by, for 
example, aerial surveillance, allowing discovery of illegally diverted 
radioactive materials including used fuel. In his opinion, a saboteur intent 
upon procurement of explosives or otherwise harming the public can fmd 
more readily available, more efficient and econoinic, and more positively 
acting materials in commerce. Examples are ordinary explosives, com
pressed or liquified gases such as chlorine and propane, and biological and 
etiological agents. (at 9 following Tr. 2275) 

93. Staff Witnesses Kasun and Hodge (following Tr. 8459) and Hodge 
with Sawyer (Staff Exhibit 68 served January 17, 1980 admitted by Board 
Order December 30, 1980) supplemented the testimony of Barker by 
sponsoring a Commission study of the radioactive materials:42 This recent 
analysis by the Staff of the consequences of a transport accident to or 
sabotage of a 100fuel-element shipping cask assumes the maximum credible 
breach resulting in the release of 100 percent of the gases and 1 percent of 
the volatile and non-volatile solids43 as respirable aerosols. The number of 
health effects in an area with a population density of 100 persons per square 
mile and average meteorological conditions are calculated to be less than 
one early cancer death and approximately 38 latent cancer fatalities. (at 4 
following Tr. 8459) 

ll. F. Generic Issues 

94. In the ongoing evolution of nuclear fueled power generating stations 
the Staff maintains surveillance of advances in technology, of their 
potential for increasing the safety of operating those stations, and of 
concerns and safety issues as they may develop from operating experiences. 
Accordingly, the Staff maintains a list of items which would be potentially 
benefitted by additional information and investigation. Generally these 
items concern a type or class of stations rather than a single installation 
and, hence, are designated as "generic safety issues." 

95. The importance of each issue to safety establishes a priority to the 
effort for its resolution. The issues listed, therefore, change from time-to
time as research, experience, identification, etc. occur. 

96. It is apparent that solutions to these generic items become important 
at times more near to the operation of Unit 2 than at this review of a 
construction permit application. At this time the Board has a responsibility 

41"Calculation of Radiological Consequences from Sabotage of Shipping Oisks for Spent Fuel 
and High-Level Wastes," NUREG-Ol94, Feb. 1977. This information was not available at the 
time of Mr. Barkers testimony. 
43'fhe more intense emission postulated by Commonwealth Witness Rathjens required 
subjecting the fuel elements to very high temperatures. (Tr. 4398 et seq.) No analysis of ensuing 
health effects was offered nor was the credibility of such an event established. 
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to judge the likelihood of a predictive satisfactory timely solution. An 
Appeal Board has given some guidance.44 

97. In this record the Staffhas cited some 133 generic issues of which 28 
are judged to be related to plant safety and applicable to Unit 2. Further 
the Staff has described4s each of these issues, summarized the present status 
of its solution, projected future investigative programs, and evaluated the 
impact of the issue on the operation of Unit 2. 

98. The Staff concluded that none of the 28 issues applicable to Unit 2 is 
cause for denying the construction permit. 

D. G. Additional Health and Safety Issues 
a. Steam Generator Tube Integrity 

99. On February 20, 1976, the Board issued an Order dismissing 
interVenor Daniel F. Ford from the proceeding for failure to carry out the 
responsibilities of being an intervenor in this proceeding. The Board 
reviewed Mr. Ford's contentions and dismissed all of them. Ford 
Contention K, however, alleged that the proposed steam generator tubes 
will not maintain their integrity during a loss of coolant accident. The 
Board adopted this contention in modified form as its own and directed 
that evidence regarding the overall integrity of the proposed steam 
generator tubes be presented. In response to that direction, testimony was 
presented by Staff and Applicants on May 24 and 25, 1976. In subsequent 
experiences at certain CE PWR generating stations, damage to tubes in 
steam generators was observed as deformations in the vicinity of supporting 
tube plates. This circumstance, called "denting," was addressed by Staff 
and Applicants in a reopened hearing on March 6 and 7, 1978. 

100. The integrity of the steam generator tubes is highly significant from 
a radiological safety standpoint since they represent an integral part of a 
major barrier between the radioactive reactor coolant fluid, which circu
lates inside the tubes at high temperature and pressure, and the secondary 
two-phased coolant. Rupture of steam generator tubing would result in a 
release of the radioactive primary fluid into the secondary coolant. Any 
subsequent releases from the secondary system would result in discharge of 
radioactivity to the outside environment. The weakening of these tubes due 
to service induced tube degradation processes could in the event of a loss of 
coolant accident (LOCA), result in rupture of tubes and release of the fluid 
energy from the secondary system into the containment or into the reactor 
vessel. This in tum could interfere with the emergency core cooling water 
reflooding rate with major radiological safety implications. (Staff Witness 

44Gu/fState Utilities Co. (River Bend Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB444, 6 NRC 775 (1977). 
4SStaff Exhibit 50, SER Supplement 4 at D-16 through D-31, following Tr. 10046. 
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Rajan at 2 following Tr. 5847) The steam generator tubing being an integral 
part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary is designed to meet Criteria 
14, 15,31 and 32 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50. 

101. In order to meet these criteria the Staff requires that the steam 
generator tubes be designed with sufficiently thick walls so that: 

"1. tubes with detected acceptable defects will not be stressed during 
the full range of the normal reactor operation beyond the elastic 
range of the tube material; 

"2. a factor of safety of three is maintained against burst of the tubes 
during normal operation (as required by ASME [Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel (BPV)] Code, Section Ill); 

"3. available margins to failure under postulated accident conditions 
are comparable to those margins provided by Appendix F 'Rules 
for Evaluation of Faulted Conditions' of Section III of the ASME 
[BPV] Code for such loadings for all other components of the 
reactor coolant pressure boundary; 

"4. crack-type defects that could lead to tube rupture, either during 
normal operation or under postulated accident conditions, will not 
be accepted; 

"5. the natural frequencies of the tubes will be sufficiently different 
from the exciting forcing frequencies during normal operation, as 
well as during postulated accident conditions, so that the steam 
generator tubing supports will not experience any damaging 
vibrations; 

"6. the fatigue effects of cyclic loading forces will not cause failure of 
thinned tubes or tubes with service induced defects during normal 
operation or postulated accidents. The design transients which 
produce the cyclic loads, include normal power operation, 
expected instrument failure, equipment malfunction, and operator 
errors which result in reactor trips." 

In satisfying the above stated six design criteria the Staff believes that the 
requirements of criteria 14, 15,31 and 32 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 
are also met. (Staff Witness Rajan at 3 following Tr. 5847) 

102. The NRC Staff concluded that the steam generator tubes, tube 
sheet and other components for the proposed Unit 2 have been designed to 
meet all requirements of the Staffs design criteria to accommodate the 
system pressures and temperatures obtained under all expected modes of 
operation including all anticipated transients and to maintain the stresses 
within applicable limits. It is the Staffs view that this design assures that the 
steam generator tube integrity will not be reduced below the level 
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acceptable for adequate margins · of safety and is also considered adequate 
for issuance of a construction permit. (Id at 4 through 18 and at Tr. 5850) 

103. Focusing on the safety issues associated with the consequences of 
postulated loss of tube integrity and the necessary controls and surveillance 
requirements to provide reasonable assurance that steam generator tube 
integrity is not reduced below a level for acceptable service, Staff Witness 
Almeter listed five specific criteria, the meeting of which would demon
strate an adequate margin of safety. The specific criteria are: 

"1. The steam generators shall be of advanced design features with 
improved secondary water flow characteristics. 

"2. The design of the steam generators shall permit in-service 
inspection of the tubes by methods that will detect incipient tube 
degradation. Tubes that could further degrade to marginal 
conditions shall be taken out of service by plugging. 

"3. The secondary system water chemistry shall be compatible with 
steam generator tube material to mjnimjze the probability of tube 
degradation. 

"4. Provisions for monitoring the secondary water chemistry shall be 
included. These shall be used to detect the pres~nce of deleterious 
impurities before significant tube degradation can occur. 

"5. Provisions for monitoring reactor coolant leakage to the secondary 
side shall be included in the design, and the limits on such leakage 
established to assure that tube degradation, should it occur, will be 
detected before it develops into serious deterioration of tube 
integrity." (Staff Witness Almeter at 3 and 4 following Tr. 5847) 

104. The steam generator tubes in proposed Unit 2, as a part of the 
reactor coolant pressure boundary, are designed to Oass I requirements of 
the ASME BPV Code Section III in conformance with 10 CFR Part 
50.55(a). Design of the steam generator tubes considers "faulted condi
tions" (pSAR, § 5.5.2) of which a LOCA is included. (Applicants' Panel at 
11 following Tr. 6021.) PSAR §§ 5.5.2 and 5.2.1.2 present the transients for 
which the reactor coolant system is designed. These events are far in excess, 
in both number and severity, of those which are anticipated to occur during 
the life of the facility. (Id) 

105. The steam generator is of an advanced design utilizing an integral 
economizer to improve secondary circulation. In the economizer design the 
feed water enters near the bottom of the secondary side of the .steam 
generator and flows across the tube sheet, thus minimizing the susceptibility 
for solids accumulation on the tube sheet. (Applicants' Panel at 13 
following Tr. 6021) This design has the potential of minimizing the local 
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concentration of impurities and the deposition of solids carried in by the 
feed water, thereby providing further protection against tube degradation 
by stress corrosion cracking and localized tube wall thinning (wastage). 
Applicants have committed in Amendment 18 to the PSAR, dated Apri128, 
1975, to conduct a steam generator development program to confirm the 
adequacy of the integral economizer design. (Staff Witness Almeter at 5 
following Tr. 5847) 

106. The chemical treatment of the secondary coolant of Unit 2 will not 
utilize the phosphate method which has been related to corrosion at some 
plants. The secondary water will be treated by an all-volatile method (A VI) 
in conjunction with full flow demineralization to minimize the buildup of 
caustic-forming impurities and scale-forming solids in the steam generator. 
(Staff Witness Almeter at 6 following Tr. 5847) 

107. The steam generator tubes will be made of Inconel-600, which is 
resistant to corrosion by chloride impurities, thereby reducing potential 
degradation from seawater intrusion. (Staff Witness Almeter at 5, following 
Tr. 5847) Additionally, the design thickness of the tube wall incorporates a 
general corrosion allowance that will provide for reliable operation over the 
plant lifetime. (Applicants' panel at 13-14 following Tr. 6021) Inconel-600 is 
also resistant to degradation by radiation. (Staff Witness Almeter at Tr. 
5863) 

108. The design of the Unit 2 steam generators permits in-service 
inspection of the tubes by methods that will detect potential tube 
degradation. Periodic surveillance in accordance with Regulatory Guide 
1.83 will detect tube degradation in a timely manner to permit plugging. 
(Staff Witness Almeter at 5 following Tr. 5847) 

109. Localized corrosion has led to steam generator tube leakage in 
some operating reactor plants through stress assisted caustic cracking and 
wastage. The caustic stress corrosion type of failure is minimized by 
controlling bulkwater chemistry to a specification which reduces free 
caustic in the generator. Wastage has not been a problem when the AVT 
control was used. (Staff Witness Almeter at Tr. 5889, et seq.) Monitoring of 
the secondary water chemical properties will detect out-of-specification 
conditions on a timely basis to minjmjze buildup of impurities in the steam 
generators. Maintaining low levels of impurities will decrease the probabili
ty of steam generator tube degradation and enhance tube integrity. (Staff 
Witness Almeter at 6 following Tr. 5847) Witness Almeter stated that he 
would expect no more corrosion or erosion to occur in the secondary 
system than occurs in the primary system which he estimated at 0.02 mils 
per year or less. (fr. 5891) He also stated that with the program outlined by 
the Applicant in the PSAR he would not anticipate any problem with stress 
corrosion. (fr. 5890) 
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110. Prior to the May 1976 testimony a phenomenon known as tube 
denting was observed only in those steam generators with coolant treated 
with phosphate secondary water chemistry for some time before conversion 
to A VT. (Staff Witness Rajan at 2 following Tr. 9044) The subject of 
denting was not discussed in Applicants' or Stafl's earlier testimony. 
Recently, however, denting has been observed at two CE PWR facilities
Main Yankee and Millstone Unit 2-both of which have operated 
exclusively on A VT. In this context the Applicants and Staff presented 
evidence regarding the denting phenomenon in relation to Unit 2. 
(Applicants' Witness McCracken following Tr. 8903 and Stafl's Witness 
Rajan following Tr. 9044) 

Ill. According to Applicants' Witness McCracken, operating experi
ence and laboratory testing indicate that at least the following conditions 
must exist simultaneously to produce denting: (a) a region capable of 
concentrating impurities must exist adjacent to a tube (historically an 
annulus between a tube and a tube-support plate); (b) a carbon steel tube 
support plate; and (c) the ingress of impurities that can produce a local 
acidic environment. Denting is caused by accelerated corrosion of carbon 
steal in the tube/tube support plate annular regions. The corrosion product 
magnetite has about half the density of carbon steel. As corrosion proceeds 
the tube is crushed by an advancing front of hard adherent magnetite. 
Applicants' Witness McCracken and Staff Witness Rajan both discussed 
the conditions necessary to produce denting and the improvements in the 
mechanical design, the materials of construction and the operating 
procedures which would eliminate or at least minimize the potential for 
denting of the steam generator tubes proposed for Unit 2. The improve
ments are: 

(1) Tube support design. The tube bundle will be supported by egg 
crate structures rather than drilled support plates. These have 
improved flow characteristics and improved corrosion resistance 
in the region of contact with the tubes. The resistance to denting in 
tubes supported by egg crate structures has already been verified 
in CE plants, whereas denting has been observed at the drilled 
carbon steel support plates.46 

(2) Flow distribution baffles. These baffles will provide balanced flow 
through the economizer and boiler region of the tube bundle 
thereby minimizing areas of low flow velocity where sludge 

46Denting in the tube sheet region has not been a problem with CE commercial steam 
generators apparently because of the process used in joining the tubes and tube sheet which 
virtually eliminates areas where denting might occur. (Applicants' Witness McCracken at 6 
and 7 following Tr. 8903) 
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buildup might occur. Additionally, the flow velocities in this region 
will be sufficiently high that the area between the tube and its 
support will be swept clean of any suspended corrosion products 
or low solubility materials. 

(3) Tube support materials. The egg crate support structures will be 
fabricated of type 409 stainless steel. The flow distribution baffles 
are type 405 stainless steel. Neither of these materials is susceptible 
to the accelerated corrosion responsible for denting at carbon steel 
supports. (Rajan testimony following Tr. 9044; McCracken testi
mony following Tr. 8903) 

In addition, improvements in the steam condenser design, the incorporation 
of full flow demineralization procedures, and the adaption of condenser 
leakage detection systems will allow better control of the purity of the 
secondary coolant and will minimize the possibility of producing a local 
acidic environment-one of the necessary conditions for denting. (Appli
cants' Witness McCracken at 7 following Tr. 8903; Staff Witness Rajan at 
Tr.9046) 

112. CE steam generator tube integrity has been identified as one of a 
group of "generic issues" which the Staff has reviewed. (SER Supplement 4, 
Appendix D at p. D-16, 17, Task A4 Combustion Engineering Steam 
Generator Tube Integrity.) The Staff concluded that based on its review of 
the measures that will be taken by Applicants to assure that the tubes will 
not be subjected to conditions that will cause deleterious wastage 'or 
cracking, a construction permit for Unit 2 can be issued with reasonable 
assurance that there will be no undue risk to the health and safety of the 
public. The Staff further stated: "The efforts under A-3 (Westinghouse 
Steam Generator Tube Integrity) regarding steam generator tube integrity 
may result in improved criteria that could provide further assistance in this 
regard. However, such improvements are likely to be procedural rather than 
system modifications and their application to the Pilgrim Unit 2 facility is a 
matter that can reasonably be left to the operating license stage of review. 
Accordingly, our previous conclusions in the Pilgrim Unit 2 SER regarding 
the issuance of a construction permit are unaffected by this on-going 
generic task." (Id at D-I7) 

113. Seawater will cool the condenser at Unit 2 through tubes of a 
titanium alloy. Titanium also resists chloride attack and will reduce the 
probability of seawater in-leakage through the condenser system. (Staff 
Witness Almeter at 5, following Tr. 5847) Titanium has been used very 
successfully for this purpose in a number of nuclear power plant 
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condensers, for example at San Onofre 1 in California. (Applicants' Witness 
McCracken at Tr. 8906, 8907) 

II. G. b. Adequacy of Regulatory Staft Inspection Practices 

114. Staff Witness Reinmuth described the NRC program for the 
inspection of nuclear power plant manufacturers. He testified that in 
considering the overall adequacy of the NRCs inspection effort, it is 
important to note that there are four levels of inspection which follow the 
defense in depth concept. The ftrst level is the requirement that each 
individual vendor have a directly employed inspection staff independent of 
the personnel actually performing the manufacturing work (vendor QA 
program requirements). The second line of inspection (or defense) is that 
provided by the buyer's (Applicants or their agent) inspection activity and 
as specifted in Appendix B to 10 CPR Part 50. The third level in the case of 
ASME coded products is a third party review of vendor's QA program. 
Coded-product vendors must contract for the services of one or more 
authorized inspectors. The inspectors are employed by a state or an 
authorized inspection agency, usually an insurance company. Before a 
coded product is used in a reactor facility, that product must be stamped 
with an ASME code symbol and a report prepared certifYing that the 
product meets code requirements. The code inspector as well as the 
manufacturer (vendor) must sign the certiftcation. The fourth level of 
inspection is that performed by NRC, which is an audit of each of the other 
levels and thus provides assurance that the much larger program of the 
other three levels is effectively carried out. The total nuclear inspection 
activity is thus pyramided, with each layer of activity verifted, inspected 
and! or audited by those above. (Staff Witness Reinmuth at 8 and 9 
following Tr. 4520) 

115. Reinmuth described in detail the NRC inspection program 
directed to vendors. This program utilizes a special technical staff, highly 
qualifted both by education and experience, who inspect vendors on a 
nationwide basis. Typical vendors inspected included nuclear steam supply 
systems suppliers, architect-engineering ftrms and manufacturers of compo
nents. The selection of vendors and the frequency of inspection depends 
upon the importance of the product or the service to safety, the inspection 
efforts of others, the past performance of the particular vendor and 
necessity of investigating problem cases that may arise. During a typical 
eleven-month period this process included 149 inspections of 104 vendors 
including eight team inspections of Bechtel and three of CEo These 
inspections were conducted by a staff of thirteen. (Staff Witness Reinmuth, 
at 3 through 6 following Tr. 4520) 
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116. In response to questioning by Intervenor Cleetons concerning a 
1973 task force report alleging deficiencies in the NRC vendor inspection 
practices, Staff Witness Reinmuth testified that there had been substantial 
improvement in the vendor inspection effort since 1973 evidenced, in part 
at least, by a significant increase in inspector manpower. (fr. 4536 through 
4540) The witness, in response to questioning by members of the Board, 
further ascribed the recent improvement in inspection practices to the 
growing role and acceptance of quality assurance and the general 
upgrading and improvement of relevant codes and standards. (fr. 4559 
through 4562) 

ll. G. c. Compliance with Appendix I 

117. Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that, in addition to 
demonstrating compliance with certain numerical guidelines on design 
objectives for doses to individuals from radioactive effluents released to 
unrestricted areas, 

" ... the applicant shall include in the radwaste system all items of 
reasonably demonstrated technology that, when added to the system 
sequentially and in order of diminishing cost-benefit return, can for a 
favorable cost-benefit ratio effect reductions in dose to the population 
reasonably expected to be within 50 miles of the reactor. As an interim 
measure and until establishment and adoption of better values (or 
other appropriate criteria), the values $1000 per total body man-rem 
and $1000 per man-thyroid-rem (or such lesser values as may be 
demonstrated to be suitable in a particular case) shall be used in this 
cost-benefit analysis." (10 CFR 50 Appendix I § 11.0) 

118. Applicants' Witness Larson testified that the procedure used to 
demonstrate compliance with the numerical guidance of Appendix I, was as 
follows: 

"We began with a base case system (identified as Alternate A) capable 
of meeting the liquid effluent numerical design objectives of Appendix 
I for doses to individuals. Then we added equipment sequentially to 
this system defining such incrementally augmented systems as alterna
tives B, C, D, E .... From this radiological and cost information, using 
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values of $ 1000 per total body-rem and thyroid-rem, it was determined 
whether or not the system augment was required." (at 10 following Tr. 
7248) 

119. Descriptions of the Applicants' «base case" radwaste treatment 
systems are contained in Applicants' PSAR § 11.0 and particularly Figures 
llG-I, llG-7-1, llG-8, llG-9, llG-IO, and llG-ll-l. (See also Applicants' 
testimony following Tr. 7248 and Staff testimony following Tr. 6482 and 
7659) 

120. The current design of the liquid radwaste system of Unit 2 
incorporates Alternates B through E as augments to the base case, 
Alternate A. An analysis by the Applicants of the effects of these four 
additions on the basis of the $1000 per man-rem guide (10 CFR 50 
Appendix I, § II.D) shows that none of these additions (not even B alone) 
will provide whole-body protection of the population from exposure at a 
cost of $IOOO/man-rem or less. [The Applicants and the Board have 
interpreted the language of Appendix I as a total annual cost of $1000 to 
reduce the exposure by I man-rem per year. (Applicants' Witness Larson at 
Tr. 7301)] The addition of the initial augment, leading to Alternate B, is 
expected to reduce the exposure by 14.1 man-rem/year at a total cost of 
$49,400 per year or $3500/man-rem. Similarly, augments leading to 
Alternate E will reduce the exposure at a cost of $69,000/man-rem. (pSAR 
Table llG-15 also included in Applicants' Panel testimony following Tr. 
7248 as BECo Exhibit RA-I) At this stage of design and review, however, it 
will not be economic to make alterations removing these augments. 
(Applicants' Witness Larson at II following Tr. 7248) 

121. Similar analyses were made of the six separate systems from which 
gaseous radioactive effluents are expected to derive. These are: 

1. gaseous waste management; 
2. vent collection; 
3. condenser air ejector; 
4. containment purge; 
5. auxiliary building vent; and 
6. turbine building ventilation. 

122. The last of these was predicted to release so little activity when 
designed as Alternate A that no perceived augment would be cost effective 
and, consequently, no additional analysis was made. Analyses of the 
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remaining five, however, showed that, as in the liquid effluent study, the 
annual cost of viable augments would be greater than the prescribed 
$1000/man-rem. It is noted, however, that Item 1, the gaseous waste 
management system, has been designed to Alternate E, i.e., with four 
augments, Items 2 and 4 have been designed to Alternate B, while Items 3 
and 5 remain in the base case. (pSAR Tables IIG-I6, -28, -34, -43, and-49 
also included as BECo Exhibits RA-2 through RA-6 attached to Appli
cants' Panel testimony following Tr. 7248; see also Applicants' Witness 
Larson at 13 and at 24 through 29 following Tr. 7248) 

123. The Staff independently evaluated the Applicants' radwaste 
systems for conformance with Appendix I requirements. The Staff 
evaluation consisted of (1) a review of the Applicants' radwaste systems and 
supplemental information describing the plant and the environment within 
a 50 mile radius as described in the PSAR, the ER and information 
provided by letter in response to Staff request; (2) independent Staff 
calculations of expected radioactive release based on PWR operating 
experience; (3) calculation of individual and population doses out to a 50 
mile radius in accordance with standardized methods; (4) evaluation of the 
cost-benefit ratio for potential radwaste-system additions in accordance 
with standardized methods. The Staffs standardized methods for evaluat
ing compliance with Appendix I are found in NUREG-OOI7 and Regulatory 
Guides 1.109 and 1.110. (Staff Witnesses Weller and Gotchy, at 1 
through 4 and Table 3 following Tr. 6482 and following Tr. 7659) 

124. The Staffs independent evaluation of the Applicants' design 
concluded that the release of radioactive materials from Unit 2 will not 
result in exposure of any individual in an unrestricted area in excess of 
limits established by 10 CFR § 50.34a and Appendix I. These are 
specifically: 

(1) an annual dose or dose commitment from all radioactive materials 
released in liquid effluents in excess of 3 mrem to the total body 
and 10 mrem to any organ; 

(2) an annual dose from all radioactive materials in gaseous effluents 
in excess of 10 mrad for gamma radiation and 20 mrad for beta 
radiation; and 

(3) an annual dose or dose commitment from radioactive iodines and 
particulates in excess of 15 mrem to any organ. 
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(Staff Witnesses Weller and Gotchy at 4, 5 and Table 4 following Tr. 6482 
as amended by supplemental testimony at 2, 3 and Table 4 following Tr. 
7659) 

125. Population dose calculations from liquid and gaseous releases from 
Applicants' "base case" systems for radwaste handling and treatment 
demonstrate compliance with Appendix I effluent design objectives. The 
calculations show less than 1 man-rem to the total body and less than 1 
man-thyroid-rem from liquid releases and 1.8 man-rem to the total body 
and 3.4 man-thyroid-rem from gaseous releases. (Id at 5 and Table 5 as 
amended by p. 3 and Table 5 following Tr. 7659) In accordance with the 
$1000 per man-rem criterion the maximum expenditure that could be 
required for a radwaste system augment is less than $1000 for liquids and 
$3400 for gases assuming that augments would reduce the discharge to zero. 

126. No evidence was presented to refute the Applicants' demonstration 
that the design of Unit 2 complies with the ALARA Standards of Appendix 
I to 10 CFR 50. 

m.FINDINGS OF FACT - SITE SUITABILI1Y 
A. Geography and Exclusion Area 

127. The proposed site for Unit 2 is a 528-acre tract on the western 
shore of Cape Cod Bay located in the Town of Plymouth in Plymouth 
County, Massachusetts, approximately 4.4 miles east-southeast from the 
center of Town and approximately 38 miles southeast of Boston. Massachu
setts. (pSAR § 2.1.1; SER § 2.1, following Tr. 3717) 

128. The site is generally rectangular in shape, about 0.45 miles wide, 
with its long dimension of 1.8 miles roughly parallel to the Bay shore. The 
elevation varies from sea level to approximately 280 feet. Open water 
occupies about 60 percent of the area within a 50-mile radius. (pSAR 
§ 2.1.2) 

129. BECo owns all of the land and mineral rights within the site 
boundary except for a triangular tract adjacent to the exclusion area and a 
portion of the land beneath the proposed Unit 2 structure which is jointly 
owned as tenants-in-common with the other Applicants. BECo possesses 
authority to determine activities. (pSAR § 2.1.2; SER § 2.1 and SER Figure 
2.2) 

130. Applicants can control all activity within the exclusion area except 
for the use of a public way, Rocky Hill Road, which provides access to 
Priscilla Beach. The Plymouth Police Department has agreed with BECo to 
barricade this road at site boundaries in the event of an emergency. 
Visitors, at Applicants' discretion, are permitted inside the exclusion area to 
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the station overlook and to the shorefront-breakwater recreational area. 
(pSAR § 2.1.2.1; SER § 2.1) 

131. The Staff has calculated the radiological doses for postulated 
design basis accidents and has concluded that 10 CFR Part 100 doses will 
not be exceeded at the boundary of the exclusion area which, at its closest 
point, is 441 meters from the proposed Unit 2. (PSAR § 2.1.2.1; SER § 2.1 
and Table 15.2; Staff Exhibit 9, Report on Site Suitability at 3 following Tr. 
7466) 

ill. B. Demography, Low Population Zone and Population Center 
Distance 

132. Guidance on considerations of the demography of a proposed 
nuclear generating station site is furnished to the Staff through § 2.1.3 of the 
Standard Review Plan.47 The population density within a 3O-mile radius of 
the proposed installation need not be a factor in comparison of alternative 
sites if the density at startup and at the end of the projected life48 do not 
exceed 500 and 1000 persons per square mile, respectively. (Staff Witnesses 
Grimes and Soffer at 2 following Tr. 1842) 

133. On the basis of data from the 1970 census updated by the 
Applicants to August 1975, the Staff projects the maximum population 
densities in 1980 and at the conclusion of plant operation to be 370 and 903 
persons per square mile, respectively. Accordingly, the Staff concluded that 
no special consideration of demography was necessary in the review of 
alternate sites. (at 3 following Tr. 1842) 

134. Since the proposed site of Unit 2 is coastal, an area of a 30-mile 
radius49 centered at the site encompasses both land and water areas. The 
Staff determined the population density to be the ratio of the population 
within the circle of 30-mile radius to its area regardless of the topography. 
(Tr. 1903, 1920) 

135. In a rationale of this method Staff Witness Grimes pointed out that 
the dispersal of air-borne contaminants is distributed in a manner 
characteristic of a wind-rose regardless of the population distribution. 

41NUREG-75/087, "Standard Review Plan For The Review Of Safety Analysis Reports For 
Nuclear Power Plants LWR Edition" (September 1975). 
48'fhe most recent schedule for Pilgrim 2 establishes commercial operation during December 
1985. (Applicants' Exhibit 22 served September 25, 1980, at 20) The population density lies 
commensurate with this revised schedule will be considered in the forthcoming hearings on 
emergency planning. 
49'fhe 30-mile distance was established as the limit within which the effects of a major accident 
may be significant. (Grimes Tr. 19(4) 
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During onshore winds, exposures may occur; during offshore winds, there 
would be few if any exposures. The Staffs method, therefore, provides a 
suitable averaging process. (Staff Witness Grimes at Tr. 1921) 

136. The area adjacent to the Pilgrim site is attractive to vacationers and 
tourists. The present permanent population of Plymouth is 29,000; 
additionally, there are 14,000 seasonal residents for periods of three to four 
months. An estimated 300,000 transients are in the area in the course of a 
year, most for only a few hours. In determining the population density the 
Staff considered a weighted average of these three components. (Staff 
Witnesses Grimes and Soffer at 3 following Tr. 1842; Tr. 8446, Tr. 8453) 

137. The testimony of Oeeton Witness Frieden on the population 
density in the vicinity of the proposed Unit 2 does not disagree with that of 
the Staff. so He presented the findings of two local regional planning groups 
including some projected population statistics. (Tr. 8417) A detailed 
comparison of these data with the Staffs values was not satisfactory 
because the boundaries of the several areas considered did not coincide. 

138. Witness Frieden estimated the population density of Plymouth 
would be 310 persons per square mile in 1980; 400 persons per square mile 
in 1990; and 450 persons per square mile in 1995. In these determinations 
he "did not consider water areas." (Tr. 8434, 8436) Presumably the densities 
will be less by the Staffs method. He judged that an area of a 30-mile radius 
around Unit 2 would have a population density in 1986 less than 500 
persons per square mile were the salt water regions included. (Tr. 8448, 
8452) He also concluded that the population projections appearing in the 
Staffs Site Suitability Report (Staff Exhibit 9 following Tr. 7466) are not 
grossly in error. (Tr. 8438) 

139. In accordance with Commission Regulations [10 CPR §100.11(a)J 
the Applicants and the Staff established a low population zone (LPZ) and a 
population center distance.s1 These entities are related by the requirement 
that the distance from a reactor to a population center shall be at least one 
and one-third times the radius of the LPZ. 

140. Investigations by the Staff of the distribution of population and of 
community institutions in and near central Plymouth led to the identifica
tion of an area encompassing those institutions and other parts of Plymouth 
as the population center. The corresponding distance from the Pilgrim Site 
is about 3.1 miles. Accordingly, the radius of the LPZ was set by the Staff at 

SOMr. Frieden's oral testimony begins at Tr. 8406. No written testimony was submitted. 
SIAbsent a specific description, Applicants and Staff chose as a population center an area 
enclosing 25,000 individuals with a density of 2,000 persons per square mile at any time during 
the lifetime of the reactor. (SER Supplement 1 at 2-1 and 2-2 following Tr. 3717) 
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2.3 miles, maximum. A Staff evaluation of the potential radiological 
consequences at a distance of 2.3 miles from a design basis accident 
concludes that they will be within the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. (SER 
Supplement 3 at 2-5 following Tr. 8921) 

141. Although the record does not support the acceptance by the 
Applicants of an LPZ of this size, Revision 38 of the PSAR describes an 
LPZ of 2.3 mile radius. (pSAR at 2.1-5, Staff Witness Licitra at Tr. 8927; 
see also discussion at Tr. 9087) 

m.e. Nearby Industrial, Transportation and Military Facilities 
142. Except as noted in the following paragraph, there are no nearby 

industrial, transportation or military facilities which would affect the 
suitability of the proposed Unit 2. site. (pSAR § 2.2.1; SER § 2.2) There are 
no airports within five miles of the proposed site and no aircraft flight 
patterns within two miles. State Highway No. 3A (a 2-lane undivided paved 
road) is approximately 0.7 miles west of the site and State Highway No.3 (a 
6-lane divided road) is approximately three miles west of the proposed site. 
Boats which use Plymouth Harbor pass two to three miles north of the 
station, and ships which use Cape Cod Canal pass about four or more miles 
east of the station. (pSAR §§ 2.2.1, 2.2.2; SER § 2.2) 

143. A witness for Intervenors Cleeton testified that contrary to PSAR 
§ 2.2.1 there is a petroleum products storage facility (fuel tank farm) within 
five miles of the proposed site. (Frieden Tr. 8422) Following that testimony 
the Applicants d~termined that such a facility is located about one-half mile 
south of Route 3 in Plymouth at a point about 4.1 miles from the proposed 
Unit 2. The Facility is licensed to store 30,000 gallons of diesel fuel, 250,000 
gallons of No.2 fuel oil, 120,000 gallons of gasoline, and 75,000 gallons of 
propane. Applicants have assumed that at a time when the wind is blowing 
frott;l the propane tank toward Unit 2 the tank ruptures when its content is 
the licensed maximum, and thereafter all the propane boils within a very 
short time, forming an initial puff which moves through adverse meterologi
cal diffusion condition and ignites at the . worst possible location. Under 
these assumptions, the over-pressure at Unit 2 due to the propane explosion 
would be less than 0.1 psi. The Applicants further calculated that the over
pressure to be expected from a gasoline vapor-air mixture under similar 
conditions would be significantly less than those caused by a propane 
release and that releases of diesel fuel or No. 2 fuel oil would not result in 
explosions at locations away from the storage tanks. Safety-related 
structures at the proposed Unit 2 are designed to withstand about 2.3 psi 
over-pressure. The Staff has reviewed the Applicants' analysis of the risk 
potential of releases from the fuel tank farm and fmds them conservative. 
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(SER, Supplement 3 at 2-5, following Tr. 9821) A comparison with an 
earlier independent analysis by the Staff of a similar risk potential (Wolf 
Creek Generating Station, Docket S1N 50-482) conftrms the Staffs current 
fmdings. (Id at 2-6) 

144. The impact of aircraft using Boston's Logan Airport on the Pilgrim 
site was considered by Applicants' Witnesses W. Wade Larson and Robert 
J. Merlino. (following Tr. 4577) That testimony was to the effect that there 
are no airways or airports close enough to the Pilgrim site to require an 
analysis of aircraft hazards to the proposed plant (Id. at 5 and 6) The 
nearest airway (V-141) is 3.6 miles distant and Logan Airport is 36 miles 
away. Airways more than two miles away and airports further than ftve 
miles away generally need not be analyzed under Regulatory Guide 1.70. 
The exception is that airports having a large number of operations must be 
considered, under the Guide, if a formula relating distance from the site 
and the number of annual operations yields certain results. Considering the 
number of operations at Logan, it does not need analysis under the 
Regulatory Guide. (Idy2 

145. Applicants analyzed the effect on the Unit 2 site of Logan Airport 
traffic and Airway V-141. In 1974, Logan had 295,000 aircraft movements 
and the Airway had a daily average of about 70 flights, ranging from 100 in 
the summer to 40 to 50 flights in the winter. Applicants' witnesses testifted 
that the probability of an aircraft using Airway V-141 crashing at the 
Pilgrim site, calculated according to Section 3.5.1.6, Aircraft Hazards, of 
the NRC Standard Review Plan (NUREG-75/087), would be less than one 
in 10 million per year. Aircraft landing and taking off from Logan, except 
when on Airway V-141, do not generally approach the Pilgrim site. (Id at 3 
through 10) 

146. On cross-examination by Mrs. Cleeton, Applicants' witnesses 
testifted that the calculations of crash probability assumed that the aircraft 
always flew on course. (Tr. 4583) Absent knowledge by the witnesses of an 
established width of this, or any airway, a value equal to twice the distance 
from the center of the airway to the site of Unit 2 was assumed in the 
probability calculation. (fl'. 4627) This selection effectively abuts, in a 
vertical plane, the airway and the plant. It was further elicited by Mrs. 
Cleeton that aircraft 'movements at Logan were 316,744 in 1971; 306,202 in 
1972; and 307,257 in 1973. (fl'. 4584) The applicants have not projected 
Logan movements in 1985 or beyond but it was the judgment of the witness 

52Exempted are airports where projected operations are less than 1000 d2where 4 the distance 
in miles between the airport and the site, is greater than 10. In this instance the number of 
operations limiting the analysis is greater than 1,000,000. The Applicants and the Staff, 
however, did address the subject because it was a contention of one of the intervenors. (Staff 
Witness Fontecilla following Tr. 4654) 
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that considering the possibilities for expansion of Logan, the movements in 
the future will not significantly vary from the present number. (Tr. 4584) 
Private aircraft deviate from the airways. (Tr. 4594, 4595) 

147. StafTWitness Fontecilla testified that the Pilgrim site is outside the 
Logan Airport controlled airspace. It is also outside an area within five 
miles of the runways at Logan and accident rates are highest within that 
distance of runways. (At 1 following Tr. 4654) Commercial traffic 
approaches Boston on Airways V-16, V-139 and V-141. V-16 is at least 40 
miles from the Pilgrim location and V-139 passes about 20 miles away. The 
center of V-141 passes about 3.5 miles east of Pilgrim. (Id at 8) There are 
about 100 to 150 flights at altitudes from 2000 to 5000 feet on V-141 in the 
summer of which 40 to 50 are scheduled flights of an airline running 
between Boston and Hyannis and the balance are unscheduled light craft. 
These flights, as they pass Pilgrim, are not on descending flight paths. (Id at 
2) The Staff calculated a probability of less than one in 30 million per year 
of an aircraft crashing into Unit 2 from V -141 and resulting in radiological 
consequences in excess of those defmed in 10 CFR Part 100. (Id at 1) 

148. On cross-examination by Mrs. Cleeton, Witness Fontecilla said 
that airplanes frequently fly off-course and sometimes descend when not 
landing. (Tr. 4663) He said further that the difference in his calculation of a 
damaging crash probability and that of the Applicants, is that he 
considered only commercial and military flights and assumed that the other 
aircraft on V-141 were private or general aviation aircraft too small to cause 
significant damage to Unit 2 in a crash. (Tr. 4664) The witness thought 
there would be little reason for military traffic from Boston to Hyannis. (Tr. 
4665) 

149. The Plymouth Airport is nearby but cannot handle aircraft of more 
than 12,500 pounds; a plane of that size could not cause significant damage 
to the plant but it could start a small fire. (Tr. 4666) This was expanded 
upon in response to a Board inquiry and Witness Fontecilla said that a 
nuclear plant in the Pilgrim area would be designed to withstand tornadoes 
of 360 miles per hour and associated missiles as well as seismic events and 
for that reason it could withstand a crash by a light aircraft. (Tr. 4672) 

150. Witness Frieden testified that the airport at Plymouth is not within 
five miles of the Pilgrim site and that he was not knowledgeable of the 
landing pattern. He said the Planning Board of Plymouth reported 25,000 
annual operations with light unscheduled aircraft at Plymouth Airport in 
1972 and that an operation is either a landing or a takeoff or a touch-and
go procedure. The Planning Board predicted 75,000 operations by 1982 and 
141,000 in 1992. (Tr. 8424-8439) 

151. The aircraft activity at Weymouth Naval Air Station, located 
nearly 25 miles northeast of the Pilgrim Site, and its potential effect on Unit 
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2 was analyzed by neither the Applicants nor the Staff. The Weymouth air 
traffic is sufficiently low to place an analysis under the distance exemption 
of Regulatory Guide 1.70. (Staff Witness Merlino at Tr. 4602) 

ill. D. Hydrology 
152. Cape cOd Bay is a broad, open-mouthed body of water facing 

northward, having a surface area of approximately 365,000 acres. The Unit 
2 Site, adjacent to the shore, is in a rectangular drainage basin the long axis 
of which runs approximately parallel to the shoreline. The immediate plant 
area of 50 acres is flat and gently slopes toward Cape Cod Bay. This area 
will be drained by a system of catch basins and culverts will flow directly 
into the Bay. The western section of the basin drains in a northerly 
direction to a marshy area which flows into a peat bog south of the existing 
switchyard and parking area. (pSAR §§ 2.4.1.1, 2.4.1.2; SER § 2.4.1; Staff 
Exhibit 9 at 5 and 6) 

153. The grade elevation at the site of the proposed structures is 
approximately 22.5 feet above mean sea level (MSL). Except for the intake 
structure, all of the exterior accesses to safety-related structures are at or 
above the elevation 23 feet MSL. (pSAR § 2.4.1.1; SER § 2.4.1; Staff 
Exhibit 9 at 5 and 6) 

154. The Applicants and the Staff have evaluated the potential for 
flooding the safety-related structures. The probable maximum precipitation 
at the site would result in water levels of 23.5 feet MSL. This is about 0.5 
feet above the floor grade on the turbine building side. If such flooding 
were to occur, there might be water seepage around a small door in the 
auxiliary building and around four doors leading into the turbine building. 
This leakage could be discharged by the in-plant drainage system, including 
the sump pumps located in the turbine building basement. (pSAR 
§ 2.4.10.1; SER § 2.4.2) The proposed plant grade elevation of 22.5 feet above 
MSL for Unit 2 will provide adequate protection against the potential for 
flooding from the maximum probable precipitation. 

155. The Applicants and the Staff have analyzed the potential for 
flooding due to a maximum probable hurricane. In such a case, waves 
could reach a height of about 3 feet on the northerly face of the auxiliary 
building. It will be waterproofed to protect against possible damage. The 
maximum leakage around each of its closed doors is estimated to be 20 
gpm; this will be handled by the floor drain system and will be well within 
the capacity of the sump pumps. (pSAR § 2.4.10.2; SER § 2.4.1.1; Staff 
Exhibit 9 at 5 and 6) The proposed plant grade elevation of 22.5 feet above 
MSL for Pilgrim Unit 2 will provide adequate protection against the 
potential for flooding from the maximum probable hurricane and its wind 
and wave effects. 
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156. The intake structure, protected by breakwaters, is designed for a 
Bay-water surge level of 14.7 feet above MSL. A reinforced concrete 
substructure and the superstucture which houses the service water pumps 
will be designed for the static and dynamic effects of these waves. (pSAR 
§ 2.4.10.2) The safety-related equipment in the intake structure will be 
protected against the maximum probable flood. Drawdown of water at the 
intake structure may occur due to the stress of offshore winds. The 
Applicants and the Staff agree that the probable maximum drawdown of 
water at the intake structure due to a hurricane will be 10.1 feet below MSL. 
(pSAR § 2.4.11.2; SER § 2.4.3) This predicted minimum low water level 
will be about 13 feet above the suction bell of each pump, located 23 feet 
below MSL, thereby assuring a dependable water supply to safely shut 
down Unit 2. 

157. The hydraulic gradient of the groundwater under the Unit 2 site 
slopes toward Cape Cod Bay. Because of this flow pattern, there is little 
likelihood of contamination of public or private wells caused by accidental 
releases of radioactive materials into the groundwater. The Applicants will 
not use any groundwater for the operation of proposed Unit 2. (pSAR § 
2.4.13.1; SER § 2.4.4) 

158. The Applicants intend to use water from the Bay during shutdown 
of the proposed facility under normal and emergency conditions. The Bay 
will provide an adequate supply of water for safety-related purposes. (SER 
§ 2.4.3)53 

m. E. Meteorology 
159. Eastern Massachusetts experiences various types of storms includ

ing intense thundershowers, snow and ice storms, hurricanes, and north
easters. Northeasters are coastal cyclones which occur during the winter 
and are characterized by high winds and intense rainfall. Hurricanes with 
high winds and intense rainfall occur occasionally. Maximum sustained 
five-minute wind speeds at Logan Airport in Boston since 1933 have been 
between 52 and 87 mph. The latter speed was during the September 1938 
great hurricane which registered sustained winds of 121 mph and gusts of 
183 mph at Blue Hill Observatory, Milton, Massachusetts. Between 1886 

S3By letter of July 5, 1979 Staff Counsel informed the Board of a report on break-water damage 
at Pilgrim Unit No. 1. Since this breakwater will be used by the proposed Unit 2, the report 
was relevant to this case. The report indicated that the Applicants have committed to submit 
the final design of the Unit 2 intake structure for review and approval by the Staff prior to 
commencement of its construction. (SER § 2.4.2) Also as stated on p. 5 of this report, " ... the 
Unit 2 intake structure can be designed to withstand the design basis flood without credit for 
the effects of the breakwater." The Board is of the opinion that this potential problem 
regarding the stability of the breakwater can be resolved and concurs with the procedure 
recommended by the Staff and committed to by the Applicants. 
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and 1970, coastal Massachusetts experienced 18 tropical cyclones (sus
tained winds of 40 mph or more), 6 hurricanes (winds of over 74 mph), and 
the 1938 hurricane (wind speeds of over 125 mph). Tornados are not 
common; those that occur are not severe. (pSAR §§ 2.3.1, 2.3.2, Table 2.3-
4; SER §§ 2.3.1, 2.3.2) Safety-related structures proposed for Unit 2 are 
designed to withstand tornados having a maximum wind speed of 360 mph. 
(pSAR § 3.3.2.1) 

160. Local meteorological data have been collected at the Pilgrim site 
since May 1968, when a 200-foot-high meteorological tower was placed in 
operation. In April 1974, new equipment was placed on this tower and, in 
addition, a new 160-foot high tower was erected in order to collect the 
necessary data for the proposed facility. (PSAR § 2.3.3; SER § 2.3.3) 

161. Estimation of radiation doses at the boundary of the exclusion area 
which might arise as a consequence of a release of radioactive materials 
during a design basis accident requires knowledge of atmospheric disper
sion at the site. Necessary is an evaluation of the relative concentration of 
emissions (XIQ). Staff has recently54 supplied a value of XlQ equal to 5.6 
X 10 -4 sec/(meter)3 expected to occur at the 441-meter exclusion radius in a 
direction towards Cape Cod Bay. This is the highest value of XlQ during 
the time interval up to two hours, following the emission, that will prevail 
for more than five percent of the time. Consideration only of the periods of 
onshore winds reduces XlQ to 2.3 X 10 -4 sec/(meter)3 , all other conditions 
remaining. The corresponding value reported earlier55 (pSAR § 2.3.4; SER 
§ 2.3.4, SSR at 5) is 4.0 X 10 -4 sec/(meter)3 . This reduction in XlQ stems 
from relatively recent meterological data obtained during a year following 
May 1974 from improved monitors together with the use of a direction
dependent model which considers a) plume characteristics that deviate 
from theory under stable conditions with light winds, b) the existence of 
variable exclusion boundaries, and c) directional dependence of dispersion 
conditions. This modified methodology is embodied in Regulatory Guide 
1.145. The recent value ofX/Q [2.3 X 10 -4sec/(meter)3] represents a greater 
dilution factor than does the value in the PSAR. Consequently, this lower 
value makes the Pilgrim Site even more attractive than formerly believed. 

54StafT Exhibit 67 dated November 19, 1980 and served on the Board and all parties. This 
exhibit was received into the record by Board Order dated December 16, 1980. 
"Traditionally a distinction has been made between inland and coastal sites when evaluating 
atmospheric conditions. The calculation of XlQ at inland sites has been based on 
consideration of dispersion conditions for winds in all directions whereas for coastal sites only 
onshore winds were included. This distinction at the Pilgrim Site, on the shore of the Bay, 
resulted in elimination of about 38 percent of the meteorological data. The impact of the 
different assumptions for the two types of sites on the value of XlQ has only recently been 
recognized. ("Differences in Procedures for Estimating Atmospheric Dispersion Conditions at 
Inland and Coastal Sites," Board Notification dated April 4, 1979) 
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162. To counter the potential for exposure of water borne individuals 
where XlQ has a higher value [5.6 X 10 -4 sec/(meter)3 , maximum], the 
Applicants have established an arrangement with the u.s. Coast Guard 
whereby offshore areas will be evacuated as n~ssary to limit 'the exposure 
of boaters to no more than that of onshore personnel. (Staff Exhibit 67 at 2) 

m. F. . Geology and Seismology 
163. As required by the provisions of the Commission's regulations set 

forth in 10 CFR, §§ 50.34(aXl), lOO.lO(cXl), and Appendix A to Part 100, 
the Applicants have submitted information to the Staff on the geology and 
seismology of the proposed site and on foundation engineering for the 
proposed facility. 

164. There are no identifiable faults or other geological structures in the 
immediate vicinity of the site which might be expected to localize 
earthquakes there. The nearest fault which has been mapped is located 
about 17 miles from the site, although the Staff indicates that a possiblity of 
faulting exists about 10 miles away. (PSAR § 2.5.1.2.3; SER Supplement 3 
at 2-9) So far as is known, the earthquake that has occurred closest to the 
site was 6 miles distant; this happened in 1881 and had a Modified Mercalli 
(MM) intensity of II. Twelve earthquakes of MM intensity V to VI have 
occurred within 50 miles of the site, the nearest of which was about 15 miles 
to the sQuthwest. There is no indication of faulting in the vicinity which 
would affect the suitability of the proposed site. 

165. The Applicants' submittal has combined earlier data with informa
tion from recent investigations including original field explorations and 
theoretical studies to comprehensively explore the correlation of the larger 
New England earthquakes to identifiable tectonic structures. The program 
was designed to review historical New England seismicity together with the 
results of both earlier field investigations and recent onshore and offshore 
geophysical research including aerial, land and marine magnetic surveys, 
land gravity observations, and seismic reflection and refraction data. These 
results were correlated with integrative theoretical models. (Applicants 
Witness Famiglietti at 4 following Tr. 8830) According to the Applicants, 
the proposed Unit 2 site is located in the southeastern New England 
platform. (PSAR Figure 2.5-4A) No earthquake of intensity greater than 
MM VI has been recorded in the tectonic province within which the Site is 
located. (Applicants' Witness Famiglietti at 2 following Tr. 8830) 

166. The analysis centered around an intense earthquake (Modified 
Mercalli VIII) which occurred off Cape Ann, Massachusetts, in 1755. 
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Applicants' position is that the Cape Ann quake, as well as others in New 
England, are associated with particular mafic plutonsS6 and with their 
setting in anomalous-faultedS7 rock of the middle Cretaceous Age. Recent 
studies by the Applicants and their contractors have defmed the southern 
boundary of the Cape Ann tectonic structure as 35 miles from proposed 
Unit 2. (Applicants' Witness Famiglietti at Tr. 8858) While neither Staff nor 
its consultant, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), are in complete agreement 
with Applicants' position that the larger New England earthquakes (in 
particular the 1755 Cape Ann earthquake) are directly associated with a 
unique tectonic model of cylindrical mafic plutons and tangential faults, 
both Staff and USGS agree that the zone of high earthquake activity 
extends no closer than 35 miles from the Pilgrim Site. (SER Supplement 
No.3 at 2-15 . and Appendix B at B-2) The differences then become 
academic since the end result as regards seismic design would be identical, 
i.e., an Intensity VIII quake at a distance of 35 miles from the Site as the 
basis for seismic design. Accordingly, the Pilgrim Site, being within a 
different seismic region than Cape Ann, is considered not to be susceptible 
to such extremes of tectonic activity. 

167. The analysis consisted of, flISt, an assumption that an Intensity 
VIII quake would occur within the Cape Ann structure at a location most 
proximate to the Pilgrim Site; second, an empirical extrapolation of that 
intensity a distance of 35 miles to the Site; and, lastly, a conversion, also 
empiric, to a horizontal ground acceleration. The results of this analysis 
lead to the conservative specification, at the Site, of a disturbance of 
effective intensity MM VII producing a ground acceleration having a 
horizontal component equal to 0.20 g.S8 (Applicants' Witness Famiglietti at 
5 following Tr. 8830) 

168. Accordingly, the Applicants propose MM VII as the Safe 
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)S9 and assign 0.20 g as the horizontal compo-

56A pluton is a large body of once-liquid rock that rose to the earth's crust and solidified. The 
term mafic refers to the composition of the rock. (fr. 8863) Cape Ann is some 50 miles north of 
the Pilgrim site. No mafic pluton has been discovered within 50 miles of the site. (Applicants' 
Witness Famiglietti at 39 following Tr. 8830) 
S7An anomalous structure is one mapped on land and inferred offshore by aeromagnetic 
studies. (Applicants' Witness Famiglietti at Tr. 8864) . 
sBConservatism is incorporated in these values in the following ways. MM vm is an upper 
limit on the Cape Ann intensity [MM VII is indicated by some observations, (at 9 following Tr. 
8830)]; the proposed MM vm is placed in the Cape Ann structure at a point nearest the 
Pilgrim Site; the extrapolation resulted in an equivalent MM VI at the Site corresponding to 
an acceleration 0.13 g. (At 5 and 16 following Tr. 8830) MM VII and 0.20 g were, however, 
specified; the latter incorporates a soil amplification factor. 
s9'fhe magnitude of the SSE is conservatively estimated to be 6.0 on the Richter scale. 
(Applicants' Witness Holt at 10 following Tr. 8830) 
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nent of the corresponding ground acceleration. The Staff concurs in these 
values.~ (SER Supplement 3 at 2-15 following Tr. 8921; Staff Witnesses 
Bennett, Jackson and Kane at 6 following Tr. 8945; Tr. 8995) 

169. Applicants propose a horizontal ground acceleration of 0.1 g (one
half of the value for SSE) for the operating basis earthquake (OBE). The 
probability of experiencing an OBE during the 4O-year operating life of the 
plant is estimated to be 0.1 (pSAR 3.71 and Figure 3.7-3) The Staff 
considers the horizontal acceleration of 0.1 g for the OBE to be acceptable 
and in accordance with the requirements of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 
100. (SER Supplement 4 at 2-2 following Tr. 10046) 

170. The Applicants and their contractors testified to their testing and 
analyses of the soil at the Pilgrim Site and the assessment of the margin of 
safety against potential soil liquefaction61 during a safe shutdown 
earthquake. (Witnesses Famiglietti, Ferris, Seed and Poulos following Tr. 
8881) 

171. The Applicants have investigated the subsurface materials at the 
proposed Unit 2 Site with 51 borings and by excavating two test pits below 
foundation level. The purpose of Applicants' investigation was to measure 
the in situ density of the soils and to determine from undisturbed samples 
the properties of the soils for the purpose of further evaluation. These 
investigations have shown that the soil consists of about 90 feet of dense, 
poorly-graded to well-graded sands and gravelly sands. The upper 20 to 30 
feet of this soil contains layers of silt, silty clay, and sandy clay. Stratified 
sandy glacial outwash, which is the main load-bearing stratum at the site, 
overlies bedrock. Over the outwash is a complex mass of glacial till which is 
about 20 feet thick. Bedrock consists of contemporaenous igneous rocks, 
known as the Dedham granodiorite. Bedrock surface under the foundation 
area lies between 58 and 80 feet below MSL. (pSAR §§ 2.5.1.3.1, 2.5.1.3.3.1 
and 2.5.1.3.3.2; SER at '8) 

172. Liquefaction potential of sand is affected by its density, grain 
structure, history of subjection to sustained pressures, lateral earth forces, 
and prior seismic or other shear experience. A measure of resistance to 
liquefaction is the resistance to penetration. (Applicants' Witness Seed at 26 
following Tr. 8881) 

60In a recent finding the Appeal Board associated a ground acceleration ofO.IS g with a MM 
vn event. [Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. (Indian Point, Units 1,2 and 3) 
ALAB-436, 6 NRC 547 at 624 (1977)) The larger acceleration in the instant proceeding arises, 
in part, from the local soil conditions. 
61Soilliquefaction is the potential for development of strain deformations when sand, under 
load and saturated with water, is subjected to strong earthquake motion. 
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173. Although the density of the foundation soils, measured in the field, 
ranged between 80 and 130 Ib/ft3 , it was not possible to determine the 
relative density& because of stratification. The gross density is consistent 
with the IS tonlft2 glacial loading estimated from topographic evidence of 
the 600-foot-thick glacial layer. Preparatory to determining liquefication 
characteristics, minimally disturbed soil samples were vibratory compacted 
in the laboratory in a manner comparable to that to which the soil 
underlaying the structures will be subjected. Laboratory samples so treated 
are considered representative of field properties. (Id at 28 through 32) 

174. From laboratory and field data, soil was characterized by a relation 
between penetrability, measured in blowcounts,63 and the corresponding 
cyclic stress ratio.64 An empirical relation between these properties derived 
from historical earthquakes, of magnitude comparable to the SSE, defmes a 
boundary between instances of liquefication and no liquefication. Data 
from soils at the Pilgrim Site lie in the "no liquefaction" region. [Applicants' 
Witness Ferris at 13 and unnumbered p. 42 (BECo Exhibit SL-2) following 
Tr.8881J 

17S. The characteristics of the Pilgrim Site soil establish a vertical 
gradient in the horizontal ground acceleration arising from seismic activity. 
These characteristics led the Applicants to set O.lS g at foundation level 
corresponding to 0.20 g at the surface. (Applicants' Witness Ferris at S 
following Tr. 8881) The Staff does not disagree. (Staff Witness Bennett at 
Tr.9024) 

176. For each of many locations under and around proposed Unit 2 
structures a factor of safety was determined.6S These safety factors are 2.0 
or more for a ground surface acceleration of 02S g. [Applicants' Witness 
Ferris at 17 and unnumbered p. 47 (BECo Exhibit SL-S) following Tr. 8881J 

177. On the basis of MM VII as the SSE and of the properties of the 
Pilgrim Site soil, the Applicants conclude that an adequate margin of safety 

62Relative density, an important property in soil mechanics, rates a sample on a scale bounded 
by the actual density in the loosest condition (zero) and in the most tightly packed 
configuration (100%). (Applicants' Witness Seed at Tr. 8891) 
63Blowcount is a measure of penetration being the number of impacts of a 140-lb mass, after a 
3O-in. free fall, necessary to drive a cylindrical annulus 12 in. into a sample. The high 
blowcount «100) and the behavior of the adjacent Unit 1 foundation ("small settlement") 
point to the high preconsolidation pressure of the soil. 
64J'he stress ratio is defined as the ratio of the average horizontal shear stress (induced by an 
earthquake) to the effective overburden pressure. (PSAR at lA-79) 
6~A factor of safety is the ratio of the available soil strength to the (expected earthquake) 
induced stress. (Applicants' Witness Ferris at 11 following Tr. 8881) 
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against disruptive seismic forces exists at the Site without special prepara
tion.66 The Staff concurs. (Staff Panel at 6 following Tr. 8945; Staff Witness 
Kane following Tr. 8948) 

178. The Staff concludes, based on past experience with the design of 
nuclear power plants, that reactors of the general type and size proposed 
can be, and have been, safely designed .to withstand an event of intensity as 
great as MM VIII. (Staff Exhibit 9 at 8 following Tr. 7466) 

IV. FINDINGS OF FACT - ENVIRONMENTAL MA'ITERS 
A General 

179. Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 
(NEPA), the Notice of Hearing in this proceeding67 requires this Board to 
consider and decide: 

"5. Whether in accordance with the requirements of Appendix D of 
10 CFR Part 50 [now 10 CFR 51], the construction permits should 
be issued as proposed."68 

The Notice of Hearing further stated the following: ''With respect to the 
Commission's responsibilities under NEP A, and regardless of whether the 
proceeding is contested or uncontested, the Board will, in accordance with 
Section A 11 of Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50: (1) determine whether 
the requirements of Section 102(2)(C) and (D) of NEPA 68A and Appendix 
D of 10 CFR Part 50 [now 10 CFR 51] have been complied with in this 
proceeding; (2) independently consider the ftnal balance among conflicting 
factors contained in the record of the proceeding with a view to determining 
the appropriate action to be taken; and (3) determine whether the 
construction permits should be issued, denied, or appropriately conditioned 
to protect environmental values." 

IV.B. Compliance with Sections 102(2), (C) and (E) of the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (as amended) and 
10 CFR Part 51 

a.Need for Power 
180. In its deliberations on this "need for power" the Board is cognizant 

of the substantial margin of uncertainty attendant to any quantitative 

66JIad the results of the investigations and analyses been different the Applicants were 
prepared to incorporate a procedure for permanently dewatering the Unit 2 foundation. (See 
Testimony of Applicants' Witness Poulos at 13 following Tr. 8207 and Staff Witness Kane 
following Tr. 7470) 
6739 Fed. Reg. 1786, (January 14, 1974). 
68Items 1 through 4 are issues pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (as amended). Those 
are listed within paragraph 19 supra. 
6&AIn 1975, Subsection D was lettered as Subsection E. The wording of the Subsection was not 
changed by that amendment. 
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prediction of energy consumption in even the near future, to say nothing of 
the requirement nearly a decade hence when Unit 2 is proposed to operate. 
In the course of these hearings several witnesses approached the problem 
through estimates of the anticipated growth rates of both energy require
ments and peak-power demands during the last part of this century with the 
realization that most of the predictive analyses were fraught with uncertain
ties. Some estimates were based primarily on judgmental extrapolations of 
past energy sales modified by economic trends, home building activity, 
plans of major commercial and industrial developers, etc., and tempered by 
national reports from Electrical World and the Edison Electric Institute. 
(Applicants' Witness Sweeney at 21 following Tr. 7927) More sophisticated 
methods, utilizing price elasticity69 and econometric equations, were 
employed by others. 

181. Applicants and Staff witnesses addressed the issue of price and 
demand elasticities as a forecast mechanism. Applicants' Witness Guth 
stated that "[o]ne detects an implicit argument made by supporters of 
economic models of energy demand for forecasting purposes, namely, that 
such forecasts represent an objective non-judgmental alternative to tradi
tional methods. But this position is simply erroneous." The witness further 
observed that there is very little that is objective or non-judgmental about 
forecasts of future economic activity, populations, price levels of fuels, 
prices of electricity, and capital costs. Conclusions from econometric 
models will reflect these uncertainties. (at 37 through 39 following Tr. 2647) 

182. Staff Witness Nash pointed out that the derivation of elasticiti,es is 
very complex and by its nature rather inexact. A partial analysis relatiI)g 
only price and electricity use can be expected to give erroneous results since 
the demand for electricity is determined by complex interactions of 
economic, social and political factors. The advantage of econometric 
methods over others can be questioned since models predicting electricity 
demand, no matter how mathematically complex, are not free from 
subjective factors. (at 3 through 5 following Tr. 3110) 

183. Recognition must also be made of the legal responsibilities 
imposed upon a public utility to provide to the public it serves a continuing 
and reliable product with attendant severe consequences in failure to so do. 
lt is, therefore, incumbent upon the utility to be reasonable in its forecast. 
[Kansas Gas and Electric Company, et al. (Wolf Creek Generating Station, 
Unit No.1), ALAB-462, 7 NRC 320 (1978); Carolina Power and light 
Company (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1, 2, 3 and 4), CLI-
79-5, 9 NRC 607 at 609 (1979)] 

69Price elasticity is defined as the ratio of the fractional change in the quantity demanded to 
the fractional change in price. 
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184. For these reasons this Board turns to the concept that, absent a 
ftrmly established "need" for the energy output of Unit 2, its operation will 
be favorable in the national interest because of the traditional dependence 
of New England on oil in the production of electrical energy. This concept 
has been termed ··substitution." 

185. It is public policy that oil, particularly imported oil, either in short 
supply or invaluable for other uses as in the petrochemical industry, be 
replaced as a fuel in steam generating plants by coal, uranium, etc. 
Additional uranium-fueled units may allow retirement or restricted use of 
fossil fueled plants unable to meet pollution control requirements without 
extraordinary expense and difficulty.70 

186. Applicants' Witness Weiner testifted to the fundamental bases for 
the need of Unit 2. One is the substitution concept, supra; another is 
achievement of predicted energy requirements discussed, infra. The third is 
the cost savings expected to accrue to New England electrical energy 
consumers directly from the output of Unit 2 and indirectly from the 
retirement of older, less efficient and more costly fossil plants. (At 3 
following Tr. 10430; Tr. 10940) 

187. During the course of the hearing, however, much attention was 
accorded the prognostications on-the energy requirements of New England 
towards the end of this century. Thirty witnesses were presented on this 
aspect of the need for Unit 2: 15 by the Applicants; four by the Staff; 
eight by the Commonwealth Attorney General; two by the Commonwealth 
Governor and one by the Board from the then Federal Power Commission 
(FPC). The growth rates expected in the requirements for energy and for 
peak power were projected independently by witnesses of several parties. 

188. Applicants presented their assessment of the need for Unit 2 
through its ER71 and through two panels ofwitnesses72 

1OPower Plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978, P.L. 96-620, 92 Stat. 3289. [Public Service 
Company of New Hampshire, et al. (Seabrook. Station, Units 1 and 2), AlAB-422, 6 NRC 33 
at 90 et seq. (1977); Public Service Company of Indiana, Inc. (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating 
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-459, 7 NRC 179 at 186 (1978); Dairyland Power Cooperative 
(La Crosse Boiling Water Reactor), ALAB-617, 12 NRC 430 (1980), affirming the Licensing 
Board decision on substitution at 11 NRC 44 at 77 (1980).] 
71Environmental Report, Applicants' Exhibit 1(k.), Volume 1 at 1-1 through 1-36. 
12'fhe duration of these proceedings was such as to require updating some early testimony. The 
Applicants' first panel testified in December 1975 (following Tr. 2647) and consisted of: John 
H. Ferguson, Director of Rate Research and Forecasting Department, BECo; Donald V. 
Bourcier, Senior Load Analyst, NEPLAN; Abraham Gerber, Vice President, National 
Economic Research Associates, Inc. (NERA); Louis A. Guth, Vice President, NERA; Moshe 
Weiss, Senior Consultant, NERA; Kenn~th O. Sten, Manager of Research and PJanning 
Department, BECo; and Benjamin H. Weiner, Vice President, Power Supply Administration, 
BECo. The Applicants' second panel of witnesses testified on June 20, 1977 (following Tr. 7927) 
and consisted of: Robert O. Bigelow, Vice President and Director of Planning and Power 
Supply, New England Power Service Company and member of the New &gland Power Pool 
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189. Applicants are members of NEPOOL, formed in late 1974 for the 
purpose of enhancing the adequacy, reliability and economy of the power 
systems in New England. NEPOOL is responsible for planning bulk power 
facilities in New England. NEPOOL members serve over 95 percent of the 
electric power load in New England (ER, Volume I, at 1-1; FES at 8-1) 

190. NEPOOL, through its New England Power Planning Division 
(NEPLAN), forecasts regional load requirements as well as the type of 
generating capacity needed: base-load, intermediate, or peaking. Individ
ual utility members or consortia of utilities, as in the case of proposed Unit 
2, however, have the responsibility of selecting and installing new 
generating facilities. (FES at 8-1) 

191. The interdependence and interconnection among the suppliers of 
electrical energy throughout a region together with the differences in 
seasonal demands and in other characteristics of the individual constituent 
utilities within the region, make imperative a close cooperative relation 
among those constituents. Accordingly, the unified areal projections and 
resources ofNEPOOL are important to good business administration. 

192. The need for Unit 2 in this context, as advanced by NEPOOL, is 
based on periodic load and capacity projections developed by the 
NEPLAN staff. The most recent of the series of reports of these projections 
introduced in this record forecasts need for the period 1980-1995.73 

193. In its most recent report NEPOOL has forecast for 1979 through 
1995 a 2.6 percent annual compound growth rate in energy, a 2.0 percent 
growth rate in summer peak power demand, and a 2.7 percent rate for 
winter demand. These estimates are about one percentage point less than 
the values of April 1, 1979. 

(NEPOOL) Planning Committee; Stephen J. Sweeney, Vice President, Steam Operations, 
Environmental Affairs, Planning and Research Organization, BECo; Cameron H. Daley, 
Manager of the Research and Planning Department, BECo; Louis A. Guth, NERA; Moshe 
Weiss, NERA; and Abraham Gerber, NERA. The Applicants' third paru!1 was comprised of: 
B. H. Weiner, BECo; Philip A. Legrow, Generation Planning Engineer, BECo; Donald V. 
Bourcier, BECo; Arthur W. Barstow, Manager of Generation Planning. New England Power 
Planning. Its fourth panel consisted of F. Cort Turner, Vice President, Arthur D. Little, Inc.; 
and Niegel Godley and David Hanna both of the Energy Economics Section, Arthur D. Little, 
Inc. The testimony of the fourth panel was presented on July 16, 1979 (following Tr. 1(430); 
that of the third panel on July 18, 1979 (fr. 10730) except that of Mr. Barstow which was 
presented on August 27, 1979. (fr. 11356) The written testimony of both the third and fourth 
panels is Applicants' Exhibit 19 bound following Tr. 10430. 
73"NEPOOL Forecast for New England 1980-1995," April 1, 1980; New England Power 
Planning. West Springfield, MA, Applicants' Exhibit 22, served on the Board and all parties, 
September 25, 1980, admitted by Board Order dated October 2, 1980. The earliest report in the 
record is for the 1976-1987 interval taken from "New England Load and Capacity Report 
1976-1987" introduced by Daley at 31, following Tr. 7927. The second forecast introduced is 
"New England Load and Capacity Report 1978-1989," Applicants' Exhibit 20-C, introduced 
by Barstow, a NEPOOL employee, at Tr. 10740 (see Tr. 11360 for correction to exhibit 
numbers). 
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194. Forecasts of the electrical energy and power demands within the 
BECo service area have also been presented. The most recent value for the 
1979 and 1989 interval is an annual compounded growth rate of2.0 percent 
in energy and 2.4 percent in peak power.74 These values are significantly 
reduced from earlier predictions.75 

195. The Northeast Power Coordinating Council has established a 
system reliability criterion whereby the area's electric generating power 
supply shall be less than the area load no more than one day in ten years. 
To fulfill this condition, a reserve of 23 percent of the peak-power load is 
required by NEPOOL. (pES at 8-9) 

196. NEPOOL capacity and reserve-margin projections76 based on 
predicted winter-peak power loads with Unit 2 coming on line in December 
1985 are given in the following table. 

With Unit 2: 

Winter of 

1984/85 

1985/86 

1988/89 

1990/91 

1991192 

1992193 

1993/94 

1995/96 

Without Unit 2: 

1985/86 

1988/89 

1990/91 

Capacity 
(MW) 

23692 

25790 

26596 

27166 

27166 

27122 

27120 

27120 

25790 

26596 

27166 

Reserve 
Margin (%) 

36.2 

44.3 

36.4 

31.6 

27.7 

23.7 

19.9 

12.2 

37.9 

30.5 

26.0 

74"Long-&ange Forecast of Electric Power Needs and Requirements" Volume I, p. 3, 
Applicants' Exhibit 21-A served September 25, 1980 admitted October 2, 1980. 
7SSee, for example, the 1976 energy growth estimates of 3.7 to 5.8 percent for the period 1974-
1980 and 3.3 to 5.1 percent for 1980-1986, Applicants' Witness Guth at 38 and DECo Exhibit 
NP-27 at unnumbered p. 67 following Tr. 7927; see also DECo Exhibit NP-21 at unnumbered 
p. 57 following Tr. 7927 for a series of 1976-1986 comparative forecasts. 
76Applicants' Exhibit 22 at 20 served on the Board and all parties September 25, 1980 admitted 
on October 2, 1980. 
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1991192 

1992/93 

1993/94 

1995/96 

Notes: 

27166 

27122 

27120 

27120 

22.3 

18.4 

14.8 

11.6 

a. The capacities assume the addition of two Stony Brook Units (510 MW oil 
turbine) in 1981 and 1982; Seabrook Unit 1 (1150 MW nuclear) in April 1983, 
Seabrook Unit 2 (1150 MW nuclear) in February 1985, Pilgrim Unit 2 (1150 
MW nuclear) in December 1985, Millstone Unit 3 (1150 MW nuclear) in May 
1986, and Sears Island (568 MW, coal) in November 1987, together with a 
number of smaller stations. 

b. Data are given for winter peak power because power demand within NEPOOL 
peaks in the winter period Power in the BECo service area peaks during the 
summer months. 

197. Experience indicates that slippage will occur in some of the startup 
schedules factored into the above predictions. Consequently, the required 
NEPOOL reserve margin, 23 percent, may not be available as early as the 
late 1980s in the additional absence of Unit 2. (Applicants' Witness Weiner 
at 10, following Tr. 10430) 

198. Further, the required reserve margin increases with increased 
average size of the units within the system to which the margin applies. The 
trend in NEPOOL to more generating stations oflarge capacity, such as the 
present 1150 MW variety, together with decommissioning older and smaller 
plants will require NEPOOL to increase its reserve margin above the 
present 23 percent. (Staff Witness Feld, Tr. 10647) 

199. Staff Witness Feld77 reviewed the NEPOOL load forecast and was 
in essential agreement with the anticipated schedule for Unit 2 to meet the 
minimum reserve.78 

77fhroughout the course of these hearings the Staff offered four witnesses on the need for Unit 
2: H. L. Thompson (Tr. 2939); Daryl Nash (fr. 3102); Sidney Feld (fr. 8150 and 1(499); 
and W. S. Chern (fr. 11231). The Commonwealth District Attorney offered eight: H. 
Houthakker (fr. 2330); Carl Stein (fr. 3297); J. H. Neely (fr. 3518); Henry Lee and Paul Levy 
(fr. 4959); Nancy Boxer (fr. 8583); Paul Chernick and Susan Geller (fr. 10952). The 
Massachusetts Governor's Office of Energy Resources presented J. G. Buckley (fr. 10370) and 
J. S. Fitzpatrick (fr. 10656). E. N. Fields of the Federal Power Commission appeared for the 
Board (fr. 6080). 
78'fhe continually changing and complex pattern of energy requirements over the four-year 
interval of hearings on this topic has made much of the earlier testimony moot. No party has 
responded to the most recent filing of the Applicants, on September 25, 1980, on which much 
of the above is based. Apart from considerations given by .the Board to that NEPOOL-BECo 
information, greater weight has been afforded to the next most recent presentation than to the 
older data. 
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200. The Staff in collaboration with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL) independently developed forecasting capability and applied it to 
the future electrical energy requirements of New England. A conclusion of 
this analysis, based on a 3.4 percent energy-requirement annual growth rate 
established for a median fuel price, is the need for Unit 2 output during the 
1988/89 winter to conform with NEPOOL reserve requirements. All 
planned and authorized additions are assumed to have come on line. This 
date is not grossly inconsistent with 1993/94 reported in paragraph 196 
supra, recognizing the reduced growth rate (2.7 percent vs 3.4 percent) 
factored into the latter. (Staff Witness Feld at 6 et seq. admitted at 10501 
bound following Tr. 10651) 

201. The Staff/ORNL forecast utilized a regional econometric model, 
the ORNL model, built around a system of non-linear simultaneous 
equations and containing submodels for the various types of electrical 
service. (Chern et al., Staff Exhibit 60 at 1-3 through 1-5) The energy 
demands in these types of service are assumed to be functions of such 
entities as the population, the cost of various fuels, the per capita personal 
income, the number of residential customers, weather data and the value 
added in manufacturing. (Id at 1-3) The model adjusts to a range of fuel 
prices. (Feld at 6 following 10651) The codes are continually updated 
recognizing changes in cost indices, in technological developments at 
generating stations, in operating and maintenance costs, etc. (Feld at Tr. 
11321) During its development, the model has been validated against 
historical data for the period 1955 to 1974 and was again tested against 
more recent information obtained in 1975 and 1976. In each comparison 
the demand forecast, with 1955 as the base year, varied from experience by 
no more than three percent. (Staff Exhibit 60 at 6-1 et seq.; Chern at Tr. 
11238, 11301 et seq.) 

202. In the most recent sessions of this hearing the Commonwealth 
District Attorney presented witnesses Chernick and Geller, each being 
employed by that office as a rate analyst. In their prepared testimony, these 
witnesses offer extensive criticisms of both the NEPOOL and the ORNL 
models for forecasting energy demands. (Commonwealth Witnesses Cher
nick and Geller at 5 through 45, following Tr. 11224) The criticisms79 of 
NEPOOL were principally those of inadequate documentation and errors 
arising from incorrect concepts and input. (fr. 10968) Further there was 
assertion of inadequate consideration of the effects of conservation. In the 
ORNL model the price elasticities were considered to be too low, natural 
gas was not considered as a substitute fuel, profit margins were implausible, 

79AlthOugh the prepared testimony was filed jointly by the two witnesses, Mr. Chernick made 
the criticisms ofNEPOOL and Ms. Geller criticized ORNL. (fr. 10990, 11180) 
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and the model is based on a faulty understanding of how demand for 
electricity works. (fr. 11165) 

203. Witness Chernick predicted an approximate 1 percent annual 
growth rate of peak demand in New England over the next decade. More 
specifically, he set the value between 95 percent confidence bounds of -0.5 
and 2.5 percent. This prediction was subjective without basis on any 
particular model. (fr. 11162, 11192 through 11196) 

204. Witness Geller, the principal critic of the ORNL method, was 
unable to revise the growth rate forecast so that its value would reflect the 
alleged shortcomings of the model. Her position was that. "The equations 
don't make any sense." (fr. 11165) 

205. The Massachusetts Governor's Office of Energy Resources 
presented testimony by Witness J. G. Buckley (received Tr. 10372, bound 
following Tr. 10947) and by J. S. Fitzpatrick (received Tr. 10659, bound 
following Tr. 10947). Mr. Buckley is the Vice President of Northeast 
Petroleum Industries, Inc. ; he is currently the chairman of the Fuel Oil 
Marketing Committee of the U.S. Department of Energy. Mr. Fitzpatrick is 
Director, Massachusetts Office of Energy Resources. 

206. These witnesses testified to the severity and potential consequences 
to the national economy of recent practices necessitating importing large 
quantities of oil. There are two principal effects of this importation. It 
imposes a tremendous drain on this country's international balance of 
payments which is reflected in the domestic economy. (fr. 10386) Second, 
imported oil is a very insecure source of energy on which the domestic 
economy and livelihood so strongly depend. (Witness Buckley at 9 
followingTr. 10947; Witness Fitzpatrick at 2, 3 followingTr. 10947) 

207. Witness Buckley directed his testimony to an expected future 
increase in the cost of oil and to the prudence of encouraging alternate 
sources of energy. (fr. 10410) Witness Fitzpatrick reported the policy of the 
Commonwealth to "discourage new uses of oil and encourage the reduction 
of present levels of use." (at 2 following 10947) He attributed a 27 percent 
decrease in oil imports between 1973 and 1977 primarily to the-iDStinatlon 
of 2800 MWe of nuclear-fueled generating capacity. (at 6 following Tr. 
10947) Activation of Unit 2 would advance the oil conservation policy of 
the Executive Department of the Commonwealth. (at 7 following Tr. 10947) 

208. The Massachusetts Governor's Office of Energy Resources has 
estimated the oil-equivalent cost saving of operation of Unit 2, that is the 
cost of oil to produce the same electrical energy, over the 35-year life, to be 
the order of 10 billion dollars. (Fitzpatrick at 8, 9 following Tr. 10947) 

209. It was the opinion of both of these witnesses that the forecasts of 
future oil prices by Applicants' witnesses were conservatively low. (fr. 
10374, 10712) 
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210. The Applicants' position on this matter of oil-import reduction was 
discussed by Witness Weiner. (at 19 through 24 following Tr. 10430) An 
advance of the operation of Unit 2 to 1985 from 1988 would reduce oil 
consumption over that period by about 30 million barrels. (BECo Exhibit 
NP-42, at unnumbered p. 34 following Tr. 10430) 

211. As noted above the presentation of testimony on "need for power" 
spanned nearly four years and some extremes in economic conditions. 
Consequently many of the earlier data became outmoded and were 
replaced by more current values of expected behavior of the economy. A 
few topics, however, even through discussed relatively early in the hearing, 
were not reheard in recent sessions. Some of them are addressed now. 

212. The effect of "conservation of energy" on the projected future need 
for electricity was addressed by Applicants' Witness Weiss.80 (at 81 through 
104 following Tr. 2647, and at 42 through 49 following Tr. 7927) 

213. This witness assessed the impact of conservation by applying an 
econometric model to the sale of electricity in the Boston Edison service 
area to account for the effects of price and income and then considering 
any unaccounted for residual reduction to be attributable to conservation. 
He concluded that conservation was responsible for a significant portion of 
the decline of electricity consumption experienced after the 1973174 oil 
embargo but that this non-price related conservation was a short-lived 
phenomenon and would not affect electricity consumption in the future. (at 
82 et seq. following Tr. 2647) Later he judged that the non-price or 
"patriotic" conservation observed in 1974 had no effect on the 1976 growth 
of electricity sales and that an examination of those economic factors 
affecting sales revealed patterns which could be accounted for solely by 
economics and that regulations will be required to effect true conservation. 
(at 42 through 49 following Tr. 7927; also Tr. 8131, 8132) 

214. Witness Weiss commented on the potential of future government 
action for slowing the growth of electrical consumption, i.e., fmancial 
incentives for increasing home insulation and installation of equipment to 
utilize solar energy but stated that the extent to which such actions would 
affect electricity consumption will depend on some government activity. He 
did, however, indicate that the Administration has a target to reduce growth 
rates in electrical energy requirements in 1985 by about 10 percent. This 
impact, while not insignificant, is clearly not of the magnitude necessary to 
modify substantially the need for additional base-load capacity. (at 44 and 
45 following Tr. 7927) 

IIOConservation was defined as a reduction in sales over and above that attributed to the effect 
of price and income. Elsewhere it was similarly defined "as a curtailment which results from a 
decision by a member of the public to use less energy . . . which is not influenced by economic 
pressures." (fr. 2968) 
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215. The Staff presented evidence on the effects of ''voluntary'' 
conservation and estimated the potential impact of all "voluntary" 
conservation actions to be "much less than 1 percent of the total energy 
consumption." (Thompson at 4, following Tr. 2968) 

216. Staff Witness Thompson also examined the potential for conserva
tion of electricity as a result of new standards for improved building 
insulation, heating, lighting, and air conditioning and concluded that the 
maximum potential reduction in the residential and commercial consump
tion of electricity in 1970 would have been 17.5 percent and 15 percent, 
respectively. (fr. 2969) Reviewing the results of the Federal Power 
Commission's study81 on the reduction in the growth rate of effective 
energy demand due to conservation and other methods, the witness 
concluded that a reduction of 7 percent in the historic rate could be 
achieved. This reduction would account for about one-half the reduction 
anticipated by the Staff due to the combination of energy shortage, higher 
costs and conservation. (at 45 and 47 following Tr. 2968) 

217. Commonwealth Witness Houthakker presented an econometric 
equation that illustrated price and income elasticities for residential 
electricity sales in New England and showed that increases in marginal 
prices (fr. 2346) would lead to a decrease in sales and that increases in real 
income would lead to increases in sales. (Houthakker testimony at 2)82 

218. The model does not include cost of competing fuels (fr. 2361, 
2386) and fuel substitutions. (fr. 2362) The effect of the then-current 
recession had not been analyzed. (fr. 2425) The witness further stated that 
the thrust of his testimony was "to show that consumption of electric 
power, by residences, is sensitive to the prices charged ... rather than to 
project the consumption in particular years. These projections are made on 
assumptions which I do not claim to be realistic." (fr. 2374) In response to 
a question whether, as a utility company, he would rely on his econometric 
equation to make demand forecasts, he responded "certainly not." (fr. 
2386) The quantitative results of this testimony have been superseded by 
more recent offerings. 

219. Commonwealth Witness Neely questioned Applicants' forecasts of 
the need for Unit 2, the Federal Power Commission reliability criteria and 
the resultant reserve margin requirements, and whether adequate consider-

81"FPC News" August 7, 1975, No. 21622 p. 45. 
82'fhe testimony was admitted at Tr. 2330, was prepared in mid-1974 and was not updated. (fr. 
2335) It was received into the record as Commonwealth Exhibit 18 by Board Order dated July 
14,1978. 
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ation was given to alternate energy systems such as solid waste. (Neely 
testimony at 1 through 4)83 

220. This witness in his critique of Applicants' forecasting recommended 
inter alia, consideration of price elasticity and the state of the New 
England economy. (Id at 10 and 11) He mentioned the failures of the utility 
demand forecasts in 1974 but proposed no substitute methodology, stating 
that poor forecasting methods are likely to lead to under-capacity or over
capacity and there are adverse consequences of each. For example, under
forecasting leads to blackouts and adverse economic effects, over-forecast
ing diverts capital and entails unnecessary land-use diversion. (Id at 3 
through 8) He did, however, opine that there is not sufficient information 
for adequate review, the demand forecast is probably too high, and the 
supply forecast is probably too low." (Id at 9) 

221. In his criticism of the FPC reliability criterion of a one-day loss of 
load due to insufficient capacity every 10 years, Witness Neely did not 
perform a complete cost-benefit analysis to justifY lesser reserve margins 
but argued instead that, "since most blackouts result from equipment 
failure, a doubling or tripling of the number of blackouts from insufficient 
generating capacity would mean only a modest increase in the total .... " and 
that the economic benefits from not paying the carrying costs of "excess" 
reserve capacity would outweigh the economic costs of more frequent losses 
ofload. (Id at 4 and 5) 

222. Commonwealth Witness Stein, an architect and specialist in energy 
conservation projects, testified to the magnitude of reductions in electrical 
energy demands which could be achieved by conservation in residential 
and commercial buildings. (following Tr. 3299) He stated that, at present, 
savings of about 11 percent and 36 percent in residential and non
residential buildings, respectively, are attainable. Future new commercial 
structures could be designed to require 50 percent less energy. Applying 
these projected savings to the New England area, he predicted that the 
demand for electrical energy in New England would remain virtually 
unchanged or would be reduced by the year 2000 even with a 40 percent 
growth in the residences in the service area. (Tr. 3300) 

223. Commonwealth Witnesses Lee and Levy presented a report84 
addressed primarily to future relative costs of energy derived in New 
England from various fuels. It touched briefly on the matter of necessary 
growth of production facilities. A position of the report is the adoption of 

83The Neely testimony was received at Tr. 3542. Contrary to a statement there, it was not 
bound into the record. It was designated as Commonwealth Exhibit 17 and was again received 
into the record by Board Order dated July 14, 1978. 
84''The Economics of Nuclear Power: A New England Perspective," Energy Policy Office, 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, December 1975. (following Tr. 4962) 
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"policies and price structures that discourage the growth in electricity 
demand85 and that promote a more efficient use of both existing and new 
generation capacity." (at 3 following Tr. 4962) 

224. Achievement of a reduced electric generation growth rate could be 
by reducing wastage of energy and by increasing the efficiency of its use. 
(Tr. 4967) A reduction of growth by these means could better the economy 
of New England by removing the burden to residents and industry of the 
high costs of unnecessary plant construction. (Tr. 5054) 

225. The witnesses, nonetheless, believe the projected growth rate to be 
ftnite, pointing out that a Ford Foundation studYU used a 3 percent annual 
rate, doubling consumption by the year 2000, in an extremely conservative 
projection. (at 7 following Tr. 4962) 

226. Although Board Witness Fields, of the FPC (now FERC), did not 
address directly the question of electric power and energy requirements in 
the BECo service area, he did testify on the reliability of bulk power 
supplies and on the justiftcation of the 23 percent reserve margin 
established by NEPOOL.87 A FPC analysis for 1982/83 disclosed that the 
23 percent margin88 would not be maintained if the annual load growth 
exceeds 6 percent. (at 11 following Tr. 6080) He concluded that the 
NEPOOL system would be much more stable and reliable with the Unit 2 
capacity available. (at 12 following Tr. 6080) 

227. Applicants and Staff witnesses testifted that peak-load pricing 
would not reduce the need for Unit 2, contending that peak-load pricing 
would likely increase base-load requirements thereby further justifying 
increased base-loaded capacity, such as by nuclear units, at the expense of 
installing peak-load units. They also indicated the possibility that electric 
energy consumption would increase as usage is shifted from peak to off
peak periods. (Applicants' Witness Guth at 6 to 8 following Tr. 2647; Staff 
Witness Nash at 23 following Tr. 3110) 

228. Both Applicants and Staff further contend that implementation of 
peak-load pricing would be difficult and would require regulatory actions, 
and modiftcations of current metering systems and of other equipment to 
take advantage of off-peak power. (Nash at 23 following Tr. 3110; Tr. 3243; 
Guth at 6 to 8 following Tr. 2647; Ferguson at 32 following Tr. 2647) 

85In this context "demand" connotes energy. (fr. 4966) 
86Energy Policy Project of the Ford Foundation, "A Time to Choose: America's Energy 
Future, " p. 508 (1974) 
87'fhe FPC analysis referred to NEPEX which performs dispatching and planning functions for 
NEPOOL. (fr. 6202) 
UWhereas the genesis of the 23 percent margin is a projected system reliability no less than a 
one-day outage each 10 years, the witness translated it into 0.5 hours per week (an order of 
magnitude greater) when applied to a span as short as one week. (fr. 6210 et seq.) 
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229. A significant amount of evidence introduced in these proceedings 
on the propriety of construction of Unit 2 supports the thesis that a benefit 
of principal importance is the value of the Unit in replacing older, less 
economic, potentially polluting generating stations which in many instances 
consume oil to the disadvantage of this country's international economy 
and of the use of that natural resource in industries where it is a unique raw 
material. 

230. The Applicants have most recently forecast, for the NEPOOL area, 
an annual compound growth rate in winter-season peak power of 2.7 
percent. Other parties have not taken exception to this value. Assuming all 
planned additions to the generating system are effected on present 
schedule, retention of the 23 percent reserve margin, required by NEPOOL, 
will require operation of Unit 2 in advance of the 1993/94 winter season. 

IV.B. b. Impacts of Construction 
231. The Applicants have identified and described and the Staff has 

reviewed the environmental impacts associated with construction of the 
facility. (ER §§ 4 and 11; FES § 4) 

i. Impact on Land Use, Terrestrial Ecology and Fresh Water Resources 

232. The construction of the proposed Unit 2 will have some adverse 
impacts on land use and on the terrestrial biota. About 49 additional acres 
of the site, including areas for the water tank and meteorological tower, the 
construction personnel parking lot and access road, and the construction 
laydown and batch plant will be cleared for the construction of Unit 2. (ER 
§ 4.11; FES § 4.1.1, following Tr. 897 as revised in Staff Exhibit 16 
following Tr. 8542) In order to reduce construction impacts on certain 
wetlands, 47 of these 49 acres to be cleared are located south of Rocky Hill 
Road. Although clearing will remove the mixed-oak forest, no more than 2 
percent of the mixed-oak habitat in this region will be affected. (Staff 
Exhibit 16 at 2, 3 following Tr. 8542) Such a loss is acceptable, particularly 
since it is compensated by the protection of the regional wetland resources. 
Further, much of the cleared area not subsequently occupied by permanent 
structures will be landscaped or allowed to return to its natural state. (pES 
at 4-7) 

233. The major expected adverse terrestrial ecology effects are those 
associated with long-term loss of biological productivity through the 
removal of forest community acreage and replacement by buildings and 
pavement. The construction, however, is not expected to result in the 
elimination of any existing population of plants or animals. (pES at 4-4) 
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234. There are no historical, cultural, archaelogical or architectural 
resources which will be affected by construction of Unit No.2. (pES § 
2.3.2) 

235. The existing transmission corridor from the Site, including the 
towers, which was established for Unit 1, will also serve Unit 2. (pES § 3.7) 
The installation of transmission lines will have a minimal impact on the 
land in the vicinity of the facility and along the transmission corridor. The 
Staff recommends, however, that replanting portions of the transmission 
corridor with a vegetative screen be a condition of the issuance of permits. 

236. Water required during construction, at a maximum flow of 500 
gpm., will be furnished by the Town of Plymouth and will not affect the 
local water supply. (pES at 4-2) 

237. The construction of Unit 2 will have no effect on the quality of 
surface run-off water or groundwater used by others because the Unit 2 site 
is on the downstream edge of the basin, and all drainage from the site 
discharges directly to the Bay. (pES at 4-2) 

ii. Impact on Cape Cod Bay 

238. The construction of the proposed Unit 2 will have some adverse 
impacts on Cape Cod Bay water and on the aquatic biota. The major 
impacts on the water of the Bay were incurred when the intake and 
discharge channels for Unit 1 were constructed although some modification 
of those channels is now required together with dredging and construction 
of a barge unloading facility. There will result slight temporary impacts 
such as increased turbidity in the immediate area of construction and at 
nearby beaches. (ER § 4.1.4; FES at 4-3) The Applicants have estimated 
that, in addition to the destruction by construction of Unit 1 of 11 percent 
of the total area from which Irish moss is harvestable, another 3.5 percent 
will be destroyed during construction of Unit 2. Indications are, however, 
that recolonization will occur. Further, there will be some displacement of 
marine life from about two acres of the Bay bottom. (ER § 4.1.2.3; FES at 
4-5) 

239. Dredged spoils will be barged to an off-shore disposal area in 
accordance with U.S. Army Corps of Engineer regulations. Other surplus 
material removed by land-based equipment will be disposed of in an 
existing borrow area in accordance with specifications of the Massachusetts 
Departments of Natural Resources and of Public Works. (pES at 4-3) 

240. Staff Witness Parsont testified on the effect of temperature on the 
uptake and elimination of radionuclides by aquatic organisms. Experience 
has shown a two- or three-fold increase in concentration factors and, hence, 
in radiation exposure, at elevated temperature. (These observations were 
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made, however, in radiation fields orders of magnitude greater than any 
expected in the Bay near the Pilgrim site.) Even a three-fold increase in the 
exposure of organisms in the Bay will not result in radiologic doses causing 
observable somatic effects. In general, induction of genetic effects is 
independent of temperature. The witness concluded that at the temperature 
and in the low radiation field characteristics of the proposed site no 
observable adverse somatic or genetic effects will be caused by radiation 
and by thermal-radiation interaction. ("Supplemental Testimony of M. A. 
Parsont Relative to Massachusetts Wildlife Foundation Contention 2(c)," 
Staff Exhibit 7A, identified at Tr. 6431 as Staff Exhibit 7 and received at Tr. 
6432) 

iii. Impact on the Community 

241. Vehicular traffic and the general noise will increase due to 
construction. At peak construction about 1000 cars will transport workers 
to and from the site resulting in some traffic congestion. Noise during site 
preparation and construction will arise from trucks, earthmoving equip
ment, rock drills, pneumatic machinery, and pile-driving rigs. The noise at 
the nearest residence may reach 75 dB corresponding to that of a busy 
street. The Applicants will ameliorate these conditions by installing traffic 
controls, utilizing muffiers on vehicles, and minimizjng truck usage of 
Rocky Hill Road. (ER § 4.1.1.5; FES at 4-5,4-6) 

242. Only 7 percent of the construction labor force is expected to reside 
in the Plymouth area and will be the cause of a small demand for housing 
and an increase of about 6 percent in the local school enrollment, both 
temporary and absorbable into existing facilities. The 160 permanent 
operating employees can be similarly accommodated. (ER §§ 8.2.2.1 and 
8.2.2.3; FES at 5-4) 

iv. Impact of Pilgrim Unit 1 on Construction Personnel 

243. During construction of Unit 2 the labor force will experience an 
estimated radiation exposure of 100 man-rem arising from the operation of 
Unit 1. The main sources of this exposure are the gaseous effluents and air
scattered radiation from nitrogen-16 in the turbine. The Applicant is 
committed to limiting this exposure to as low as reasonably achievable.89 

89StaffExhibit IIA following Tr. 7828. This is § 4.6 of the FES med as an addendum. 
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v. Proposed Measures to Mitigate Construction Impacts 

244. The Applicants have proposed measures, broadly applicable to 
construction activities, intended to limit adverse environmental effects of 
the Unit 2 project. The Staff concludes from its evaluation of those 
anticipated measures that they, when supplemented by more specific items 
appearing elsewhere in this decision, will limit the impact to a practical 
minimum. The Applicants' proposals as stated by the Staff follow. (pES at 
v) 

245. The Applicants will take the necessary mitigating actions (includ
ing those summarized in §§ 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 of the PES) during construction 
of the plant and of the associated transmission lines to avoid unnecessary 
adverse environmental impacts from construction. 

246. Moreover, the Applicants will establish a program which will 
include written procedures and instructions to control all construction 
activities prescribed in the PES and by this decision and to provide periodic 
management audits to determine that all conditions are adequately 
implemented. The Applicants will maintain records showing compliance 
with all of the environment-related conditions in;lposed by this decision. 

247. The Applicants will prepare and record an environmental 
evaluation before engaging in any construction activity not previously 
considered by the Staff. When that evaluation indicates that the activity 
may result in an adverse environmental impact not previously considered 
or in an impact considered in the PES to be less severe, the Applicants shall 
describe the activity in writing and shall obtain prior approval of the 
Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 

248. If unexpected harmful effects or evidence of serious damages are 
detected during construction, the Applicant will provide to the Staff an 
analysis of the problem and a plan to eliminate or significantly reduce those 
effects. 

IV.B. c. Impacts of Operation 
249. The Applicants have identified and described and the Staff has 

reviewed the environmental impacts associated with operation of Unit 2. 
(ER §§ 5, 8 and 11; PES § 5) 

i. Terrestrial Impacts 

250. The operation of proposed Unit 2 will have slight impact on land 
use. The Site is now occupied by Unit I and operation of both units with 
related facilities will permanently require about 45 acres out of a total site 
area of more than 500 acres. Although the major structures will be quite 
visible from the Bay, there will be no unusual visual impacts from the land 
side because the property surrounding the station is heavily wooded and is 
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at a lower elevation than the surrounding countryside. Availability of 
portions of the site to the public for recreational and educational purposes 
will continue. (pES § 5.1.1) . 

251. The impact of the operation of Unit 2 on terrestrial wildlife is 
expected to be negligible. (pES at 5-23) 

252. Effects of operation and maintenance along the transmission 
corridors will be minimized by the utilization of helicopters for inspection 
and the retention of existing roads, built during construction, to provide 
access for maintenance. Brush control will be by selective application of 
herbicides in accord with Commonwealth regulations. (pES at 5-24) 

ii. Aquatic Impact, Nonradiological 

253. The operation of proposed Unit 2 will have some impact on the 
Bay, on terrestrial water, and on the aquatic biota. The aquatic biota of the 
Bay is typical of that found in north temperate climates and is more 
representative of a marine than an estuarine environment. 

254. The flow rate of Bay water required for the once-through cooling 
system of both Units 1 and 2 when operating at full power is nearly 3000 cfs 
with return through a common discharge channel at about 22°F above the 
intake temperature. The only loss of water is through evaporation. 
Although wind and tidal patterns make a description of a discharge plume 
difficult, the estimated area in which the surface temperature will be 15 or 
more degrees Fahrenheit above ambient is one acre whereas the area of the 
Bay is about 365,000 acres. Correspondingly, the area of the plume 
encompassed by the 5°F above-ambient isotherm is 64 acres. (pES at 5-4, 
5-30 et seq.) 

255. Certain species of fish have congregated in the vicinity of the Unit 
I coolant discharge and, although no mortalities have been attributable 
directly to the increased temperature in that area, fish have died as a 
consequence of the supersaturation of nitrogen in the discharge. The 
ailment, called gas bubble disease, has, on two reported occasions, killed a 
quantity of menhaden equivalent to the order of 0.1 percent of the annual 
harvest from the Bay. (Staff Witness Froelich at Tr. 2194 et seq.; PES at 5-
36; ER § 5.1.2.4) 

256. Mortality of fish acclimated to warm water then suddenly exposed 
to a cold shock, as might result following a plant shutdown, has not been a 
problem at Unit 1. Even though the area of heated water will be larger with 
two units operating, the impact of shutting down one will be considerably 
reduced. The frequency of simultaneous shutdown of both Units I and 2 is 
estimated at seven per year, normally occurring during spring or fall 
months when ambient water temperatures are not extreme. The Applicants 
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must make every effort to insure that simultaneous shutdown of both units 
does not occur during the winter months. (ER § 5.1.2.5; FES at 5-36) 

257. The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit, 
issued to the Applicants, will require installation of a barrier near the 
terminal of the discharge canal to prevent entry of fish. Additional 
precautions are required if the barrier is not successful. (Staff Exhibit 18C 
at IS following Tr. 8801) 

258. Trash racks and traveling screens are provided in the cooling-water 
intake system to reduce the passage of fish and of debris into the 
condensers. Although the water speed in this screening system is about I 
fps, a value believed easily sustained by many species common to Cape Cod 
Bay, fish are expected to impinge on the screens. In spite of provision of a 
return path for fish thusly caught to return to the Bay, a loss is expected. 
Observations at Unit lover a period of one year reported collection of fish 
on the screens at a rate of 1.4 per hour, 60 percent being from the herring 
family and 27 percent smelt and silversides. Impingement with both units 
operating is expected to be 3.4 times greater. 

259. Spores, eggs, larvae, small fish and other plankton will be entrained 
in the intake waters and will pass through the plant condensers. These 
organisms will be subject to mechanical and chemical stresses and to a 
thermal shock of as much as 22°F. Assuming 100 percent mortality of such 
organisms passing through the plant, the Staff has estimated that with both 
units operating at capacity up to 15 percent of the planktonic forms in a 
one-square-mile area of the Bay adjacent to the plant will be killed each 
day. (pES at 5-27) 

260. The principal chemical contaminant of the water discharged into 
the Bay will be chlorine, from sodium hypochlorite, serving as a biocide in 
treatments, separately, of each half of the Unit 2 condenser. The chlorine 
concentration in the discharge from the canal is expected to be less than 0.2 
ppm achieved by dilution with water from Unit 1 and from the half of Unit 
2 not undergoing treatment. Chlorination will occur about one hour per day 
during two-thirds of the year. (pES at 3-28 and 5-4) 

261. No evidence of expected violation of the current high quality of the 
local coastal waters (Class SA of the Massachusetts Water Quality 
Standards) was presented. Hence, operation of Unit 2 will not be cause for 
restriction of any water sports at nearby beaches. The high surface speed of 
the coolant discharge will provide a potential risk to small boats. (pES at 5-
7) 

262. . Consideration was given to the impact of plant operation on 
commercial fishing, including bottom trawling for flounder, cod, haddock, 
etc., and harvesting lobster and Irish moss. No significant nonradiological 
impacts of the operation of Unit 2 on the fish and lobster are expected. In 
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addition to the loss of 3.5 percent of the productive area for Irish moss due 
to Unit 2 construction.90 the thermal effects of operation will reduce the 
crop by 11 percent. (FES at 5-8) Recent fluctuations in Irish moss crops, 
attributable to natural causes, may obscure the predicted effects of thermal 
discharges. (FES at 5-40 and Tr. 10,010) 

263. The maximum annual requirement for fresh water from the 
Plymouth municipal water supply has been set at 30 million gallons ( -- 60 
gpm, average). (FES at 5-7, ER at 3-15) All drainage from the Pilgrim Site is 
directly into the Bay, thereby precluding any effect of the installation on 
potable water supplies. (FES at 5-7) 

iii. Impact on the Community 

264. The social and economic impacts of the operation of Unit 2 on the 
community are expected to be mainly beneficial. Benefits will derive from 
an increased tax base either as increased revenue or as a decreased tax rate. 
Eighty-five additional permanent personnel will be employed bringing 
about 100 additional children into the Plymouth schools, corresponding to 
a one percent increase in enrollment. No problems are anticipated in 
meeting the need for housing and for medical, transportation, and other 
municipal services. Noise from station operation is not expected to have 
any impact beyond the site boundary. (FES at 5-41; ER at 8-22 through 8-
27) 

iv. Radiological Impacts 

265. Releases of radioactivity from nuclear power plants are subject to 
Commission regulations which, among other things, require the Applicants 
to "make every reasonable effort to maintain radiation exposures, and 
releases of radioactive materials in effluents to unrestricted areas, as low as 
reasonably achievable ... taking into account the state of technology, and 
the economics of improvements in relation to benefits to the publkhealth 
and safety, and other societal and socioeconomic considerations, and in 
relation to the utilization of atomic energy in the public interest." [10 CFR 
§ 20. I (c)] 

266. The Qeetons introduced the direct testimony of Witnesses 
Tamplin (following Tr. 6959A), Bertell (following Tr. 7044) and Caldicott 
(following Tr. 7150). The testimony proffered by Martha Drake was ruled 
inadmissible on the grounds of relevance. It reported health effects near two 
boiling water reactors located in the mid-west and near one on the West 

90Paragraph 238, supra. 
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Coast. The statement is included in the record as a limited appearance. 
(following Tr. 7138) 

267. None of these witnesses addressed the impact on tht; Cleetons of 
the specific releases of radioactive materials from Unit 2 and no evidence 
was presented to show that the Cleetons would be at any greater risk from 
the doses of radiation resulting from the routine operation of Unit 2 than 
are other similarly situated members of the public. None disputed the 
validity of the Staff's radiation dose estimates. (Tr. 7007, 7118, 7119) 

268. Witness Tamplin addressed generally the assessment of risk from 
exposure to low-level radiation91 with particular reference to the assessment 
presented in the BEIR Report.92 His major point was that "the estimates of 
the biological effects of radiation that are in current use most likely 
significantly underestimate both the somatic and genetic effects on both 
populations and individuals." (at 8 following Tr. 6959A) Reference was 
made to the work of Bross93 who has shown a variation of several orders of 
magnitude in the sensitivity of individuals to radiation. The Witness opined 
that risk to individuals may be as much as 1000 times the upper limit of the 
range given in the BEIR Report. (Tr. 6965) To make this judgment, 
however, requires information on the individual's medical history and 
genetic background and those of members of his family. He further has no 
information upon which to base a judgment whether the Oeeton family 
could be among the group of individuals whose relative risk to radiation 
effects could be 1000 times worse than the average of the population. (Tr. 
6969) 

269. Cleeton Witness Bertell testified that the estimated discharges of 
radioactivity from Unit 2 have not been adequately tested against reality, 
that they are most probably not conservative, and that uncertainties 
involved in present monitoring are such that only a rough approximation of 
the possible radiation exposure to an individual is possible. (at I following 
Tr. 7044) She, however, had no specific information about Unit 2 other 
than its size and that it was a light-water reactor. When questioned about 
the estimated discharges from Unit 2 and the proposed monitoring 
program, the witness referred to a nation-wide "release" of 0.003 mrem 
from the entire nuclear industry presented before the EPA in 1976 by Roger 
Madsen, not otherwise identified, who also reported that radiation 

91In this testimony "low-level" denotes radiation of intensity at or near that of natural 
background.(f~6995) 
9:lNAS BEIR Report, Report to the National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council 
Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation, "The Effects on Populations of 
Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation," Washington, D.C., November, 1972. This 
report was revised in 1980. 
93Bross, Irwin D. J., "Leukemia from Low-Level Radiation, " New England Jour. of Medicine, 
Vol. 287, No.3, 20 July 1972, pp. 107-110. 
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monitoring equipment was not available for nuclear plants. (fr. 7052, 7055) 
She had no knowledge of the monitoring plan proposed for Unit 2 (fr. 
7056, 7059) and had not examined the estimates made by Staff and 
Applicants of the expected emissions from it nor had she read the PSAR, 
the SER or other documents supplied by the Applicants and the Staff 
describing radiological discharges and dose rates associated with the 
proposed Unit 2. (fr. 7055, 7094, 7104) She believed the calculations by 
Staff Witness Gotchy were correct though based on outdated information 
in the BEIR Report. Further, in the Gotchy testimonies, only mortality was 
considered, not total health effects. (fr. 7118-19) She stated that any 
discharge above zero would be unacceptable. (fr. 7107) 

270. Witness Bertell stated that the purpose of her testimony was to " ... 
set forth some of the scientific evidence for my conclusion that the Cleeton 
family, and particularly Mrs. Cleeton and three grandchildren, ... would be 
exposed to an unreasonable risk to health and safety if the proposed Pilgrim 
2 were to be constructed and operated." She referred to her research that 
has revealed classes of children with as much as 50 times the average 
susceptibility to leukemia and adults with demonstrated immuno-incompe
tency or already damaged genetic mechanisms making them several times 
more susceptible to further damage than are healthy persons. (at 3 
following Tr. 7044) She concluded that Mrs. Oeeton's history of arrested 
tuberculosis and of cancer in her family places her and her family at a 
greater relative risk than if there were no such history. (Tr. 7063) Without 
quantification the additional risk from Unit 2 was stated to be unreason
able. (fr. 7065) The witness had not determined whether the Cleeton 
grandchildren, now (1977) of age less than ten, were in the more
susceptible-than-average category. (fr. 7084) 

271. Witness Bertell criticized the proposed Unit 2 monitoring program., 
stating that it was inadequate to give early warning of a deterioration of 
human health (at 3 following Tr. 7044) and, in oral testimony, stated that 
the failure to measure health effects is the result of an outmoded public 
health system where morbidity is not included and the "public health 
measuring devices are not to the level of sophistication to handle the 
pollution problems from radiation, PCB's [polychlorinated biphenyls] and 
all the rest of the industrial pollution which is being put into our 
environment and our food." (Tr. 7074-75) She further testified that this is a 
generic problem and not peculiar to radiation or to Unit 2 and that the 
monitoring she proposes is not being done for any industrial pollutant. (Tr. 
7076) 

272. Witness Bertell implied but did not provide any probative evidence 
that Mrs. Cleeton or any member of her family, including the grandchil
dren, would be at greater-than-average risk of injury due to radiation from 
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proposed Unit 2. It is her position that no amount of radiation is acceptable 
and that exposure to any radiation would constitute an unreasonable risk to 
the health and safety of the Cleeton family. (fr. 7107) 

273. Cleeton Witness Caldicott testified that" ... Mrs. Oeeton with her 
medical history, is at great risk if exposed to any additional radiation" and 
"The Cleeton grandchildren, like all children, are more susceptible than 
adults to damage from radiation." (at 2 following Tr. 7150, also Tr. 7152) 
She did not, however, provide any probative evidence to demonstrate that 
the estimated incremental radiation from Unit 2 would have a synergistic 
effect over and above what might be predicted from the linear non
threshold theory espoused in the 1972 BEIR Report. She identified several 
inherited diseases which she alleged make persons more susceptible than 
others to the effects of radiation and identified groups with alleged 
radiation sensitivity including fetuses, infants and young children, children 
with allergies, and fair-skinned people, stressing that it is the young who are 
extremely sensitive. (fr. 7181-82) The witness had very limited knowledge 
of the proposed radioactive releases and radiation dose rates associated 
with Unit 2 and could provide no estimate of the magnitude of the risk 
except to say that any radiation additional to the natural background is 
unacceptable. (fr. 7153, 7180, and at 2 following Tr. 7150) 

274. Applicants' Witnesses Larson and Cehn testified on the release of 
radioactive materials from liquid and gaseous effiuents from the proposed 
Unit 2. Applicants' assessment of the liquid and gaseous effluents during 
normal operation of Unit 2, determined in accordance with 10 CFR 50 
Appendix I, gives annual radiologic whole-body doses to the "maximum 
exposed" individual at the site boundary of 0.004 and 0.282 mrem, 
respectively, and are no more than 6 percent of the exposure limits 
established by Appendix I. The single-organ doses are correspondingly 
lower than the Appendix I limits. The gaseous effiuent doses assume 0.1 
percent of the fuel pins are defective. The predicted total annual dose to the 
population within 50 miles of the reactor resulting 'from both liquid and 
gaseous effluents is 1.9 person-rem and may be compared to 720,000 
person-remlyr arising in that area from natural radiation. (at 9 et seq. 
following Tr. 7352 as revised by updated Supplemental Testimony, also 
following Tr. 7352) 

275. Applicants' Witness Larson testified that individuals residing 40 
miles west of the Pilgrim site, as do the Oeetons, would experience 
radiation exposures estimated to be three orders of magnitude less than 
those predicted at the site boundary. Consumption of food originating near 
Unit 2 and utilization of Cape Cod recreational facilities could increase this 
factor to two orders of magnitude or the dose to 0.003 mremlyr. (at 7 et seq .. 
following Tr. 7352) 
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276. Applicants' Witness Cehn estimated 125 deaths per year within the 
50-mile radius population attributable to background radiation exposure, 
720,000 person-rem/yr. Superposition of the exposure expected from Unit 2 
operaton, 1.9 person-rem/yr, would, by the linear dose model of the 1972 
BEIR Report, cause an additional 0.003 cancer deaths per year, an increase 
of 1 in 4 x lOS events, due to radiation and of 1 in 3.8 X 107 cancer deaths 
from all causes. (at 16 following Tr. 7352 as revised) 

277. Although the analyses by the Staff evaluating the health effects of 
routine radioactive emissions during operation of Unit 2 utilized models 
and assumptions different from those of the Applicants, the results show 
variances considered to be not unreasonable. (Tr. 7432, 7814) The 
Applicants' values of the annual dose to the "maximum exposed" 
individual and of the 50-mile population dose, 0.28 mrem and 1.9 person
rem, compare to those of the Staff, 3.6 mrem (at 3 following Tr. 7654) and 
1.81 person-rem. (Tr. 7819; at 3, Staff Exhibit 8A following Tr. 7820) The 
Staff recognized that dose calculations may be uncertain by as much as an 
order of magnitude because of inadequacies in both model and input data. 
-The practice, however, is to achieve conservatism in the result through 
introduction of data from the high-risk limits of the uncertainties and 
through ''worst-case'' assumptions. (fr. 6625) Further, the Staff integrated 
the expected dose over the projected 30-year lifetime of Unit 2 and, 
additionally, extended the consideraton for 50 more years to assure taking 
into account the whole lifetime exposure experience of an infant at the time 
of plant startup. (Tr. 6535) There is presently before the National 
Committee on Radiaton Protection and Measurement a recommendation 
reducing the risk from low-dose rate exposure by a factor of five from that 
utilized by the Staff. (Tr. 6625) 

278. In the evaluation of the annual dose to the "maximum-exposed" 
individual, Staff Witness Gotchy assumed a family residing near the site 
boundary, procuring all its food from nearby land and water and utilizing 
an adjacent beach for recreation. The source term in the evaluation was 
taken from the testimony of Staff Witness Weller. (Table 2 following Tr. 
7659) The resulting whole-body dose for a child is 3.6 mremiyr, shown to 
be greater than that for any individual organ and greater than that for any 
other age group. Accordingly, this value was used in subsequent dose 
evaluations. 

279. From this exposure and the analysis proposed in the 1972 BEIR 
Report, the added lifetime risk, to this maximum exposed individual, of 
cancer mortality because of the operation of Unit 2 is 2.1 x 10 -s, or a 
mortality risk of 1 in 4.7 x IO" . The risk 40 miles distant is orders of 
magnitude less. (at 6 following Tr. 7654) Extending the evaluations to the 
population exposure within 50 miles of the site resulted in the following. 
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The dose from the combined liquid and gaseous eflluents is calculated to be 
1.81 person-remlyr and to cause 7.4 x 10 -3 cancer deaths over the 30-year 
life of the plant. The incremental life-time risk of mortality from radiogenic 
cancer is 1.8 x 10 -9 or 1 chance in 550 million. (Staff Exhibt 8A following 
Tr. 7820 correcting both Tr. 6721-2 and Gotchy affidavit dated April 5, 
1977) 

280. For comparison, statistics94 describing common lifetime risks are 
tabulated: 

Cause of Death 
Cardiovascular disease 
Cancer 
Influenza and Pneumonia 
Motor Vechic1e Accidents9S 

Suicide 
Homicide 
Peptic Ulcer 
Drowning 
Poison 
Air Travel 
Electrocution 
Lightning 
Tornados 
Hurricanes 

Individual lifetime Risk 
0.526 or 1 in 1.9 
0.178 or 1 in 5.6 
0.0317 or 1 in 32 
0.281 or 1 in 35 
0.0127 or 1 in 79 
0.0104 or 1 in 96 
0.0039 or 1 in 256 
0.0026 or 1 in 380 
0.0016 or 1 in 630 
0.00062 or 1 in 1,600 
0.0004 or 1 in 2,500 
0.000056 or 1 in 18,000 
0.000041 or 1 in 24,000 
0.000032 or 1 in 32,000 

281. The Staff assessed the radiological impact of the operation of Unit 
2 by determining radiaton dose commitments to various segments of the 
population. The analysis begins with the anticipated liquid and gaseous 

94These 1973 statistics were taken from "Statistical Abstract of the United States - 1975", U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 
9sThis value corresponds to about 4.3 x 1()-8 deaths per driving mile. 
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effluents as source terms,96 their migration along various pathways and 
culminate in expected doses. Doses are, in some instances, translated into 
health effects and, ultimately, into a segment of the cost-benefit analysis. 

282. The gaseous effluents determined by the Staff (fable 2 following 
Tr. 7659) were compared with the effluents calculated independently by the 
Applicants using a different model and different input data. A comparison 
of the two sets of results by Witness Weller (fr. 7766) showed those of the 
Staff to be generally higher.'TI 

283. The annual radiation doses averaged over the projected 30-year 
operating life of Unit 2 to a "maximum individual"98 arising from liquid 
and gaseous radioactive effluents were determined by the Staff to be less 
than the design objective doses stated in 10 CPR Part 50, Appendix I, by 
amounts ranging from 13 percent to more than 99 percent. Accordingly, the 
Staff concluded that the maximum individual would be subjected to an 
annual radiation dose of not more than 10 mrad from beta radiation, and 
15 mrem from the iodines and particulate matter. 

284. As a basis for judgment on a requirement for augments to the 
gaseous radwaste system. the Staff determined the annual population dose 
within a 50-mile radius of the reactor to be 1.8 man-rem total body and 3.4 
man-rem thyroid. The annualized cost of the most effective augment 
considered is $11,500 which exceeds the cost-assessment value of $3,400 
assigned to the thyroid dose in 10 CPR 50, Appendix I, Section II.D. 

96'fhe source terms initially determined by the Staff appeared as Tables 3.4 and 3.5 ofFES. (at 
3-20, 3-26) Models and parameters provided in "Calculation of Releases of Radioactive 
Materials in Gaseous and Liquid Etnu~ts from Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR-GALE 
Code)", NUREG-0017 (April 1976) required modification of the source terms to conform to 
Appendix I of 10 CPR Part SO. Additionally, changes in the design of the gaseous radwaste 
system were proposed by the Applicants. Tables 1 and 2 of testimony by Staff Witnesses 
Weller and Gotchy (following Tr. 6482) resulted. This version reflects in the testimony of Staff 
Witness Gotchy. (following Tr. 6494) Still another revision was necessitated by a subsequent 
design change in March 1977. The latest results appear in testimony of Witnesses Weller and 
Gotchy (following Tr. 7659), where the updated source term appears as Table 2, and in the 
testimony of Witness Gotchy (following Tr. 7654). This evaluation is concluded and 
summarized at 11-1 et seq. (Staff Exhibit 21 following Tr. 8921. See also Tr. 9083.) 
97Jn the Board's view this comparison may not be strictly proper. At the time of the testimony, 
the Staff's values included the March 1977 changes in the design of the gaseous radwaste 
system while the Applicants' values were taken from PSAR Table 11.3-9, Amendment 25, June 
IS, 1976 and could not reflect the March 1977 design change. Amendment 37 of the PSAR, 
issued August 1, 1977 (Applicants' Exhibit 24 admitted by Board Order dated December 16, 
1980), included a revision of Table 11.3-9 listing source term components more properly 
comparable to the Staff's. Whereas between the latter there is general agreement, no trend is 
established. 
98A "maximum individual" is defined as one occupying any location, near ground level in an 
unrestricted area, where the expected radiation exposure is maximum. (Applicants' Exhibit 24 
admitted by Board Order December 16, 1980) 
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285. Translation by Witness Gotchy of anticipated exposures to health 
effects resulted in a conclusion that an individual living for 30 years at the 
Unit 2 site boundary, subsisting entirely on locally produced foods, and 
engaging in recreational activities nearby, would encounter an incremental 
risk of one in 47,000 of dying of cancer induced by radiation from Unit 2. 
(at 6 following Tr. 7654) 

286. This probability of a fatality from Unit 2 radiation-induced cancer 
was extended to the population within an area of 50-mile radius centered at 
the reactor. The result is an incremental risk of one chance in 550 x 1()6 of 
such a fatality among nearly 6 x l()6residents over the 30-year plant life. (at 
5 following Tr. 7820) 

287. The transport of nuclear fuel to an electric power producing plant 
and of radioactive materials, including the fuel after use, from the plant is 
an operation common to all nuclear-power reactor installations and its 
anticipated impact on the environment is the subject of a reguIation.99 

288. The Applicants, through Witness Rosen, affirmed that the planned 
design and operation of Unit 2 are within the requirements and limitations 
established as requisitesUXl for application of the regulation, and that all 
shipments of nuclear materials would conform to all applicable regula
tions. IOI (at 5 following Tr. 3651, Tr. 3657) 

289. The Staff presented Witness Barker who sponsored several 
AECINRC documents lO2 containing information and conclusions on which 
the referenced NRC regulation is based. The testimony and the response by 
the witness to cross-examination present the conclusions ofWASH-1238 on 

' the risk of radiological exposure due to accidents during transportation. 
These conclusions derive from specifications of the design of containers and 
the quality to be assured in their construction, of permissible radiation at 
the outer surface of the containers arising from their contents, of 
permissible quantities of contaminating substances on the outer surface, of 

9910 CFR 51.20(g), particularly Summary Table 8-4. 
10010 CFR 5120(g)(2). 
IOIPackaging standards and criteria are found in the regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (10 CFR Part 71) and the regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation 
(49 CFR Parts 171 through 179). 
100000e documents sponsored by Witness Barker are a) an excerpt from the Federal Register, 
Volume 40, pp. 1005-1009 (Staff Exhibit 1); b) "Environmental Survey of Transportation of 
Radioactive Materials To and From Nuclear Power Plants," WASH-I238, December 1972 
(Staff Exhibit 2); c) "Supplement One to WASH-I238," NUREG-75/038 (Staff Exhibit 3). 
These exhibits together with Witness Barker's testimony were received at Tr. 2537. The 
testimony was bound following Tr. 2536 in some but not all copies of the transcript. As a 
remedy of this omission the testimony was again received as Staff Exhibit 23 by Board Order 
dated July 14, 1978. 
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necessary and informative labels, and of the monitoring necessary to 
establish compliance with the regulations. (following Tr. 2536; Tr. 2552 
et seq.) 

290. At the request of the Board, the Staff presented as evidence the 
updated fmdings of an ongoing research program investigating the integrity 
of used-fuel shipping containers under severe potential-accident conditions. 
In the tests the truck, on which used-fuel containers loaded with 
unirradiated fuel were mounted, was subjected to collision with another 
truck or with a railroad locomotive in a simulated grade-crossing mishap. 
In an additional test a container impacted hard soil at speeds up to 250 mph 
equivalent to free fall through a distance of 2000 feet. In these tests the 
containment provided by the containers was either not breached or a trivial 
quantity of its liquid contents was lost through a leaking gasket. (Staff 
Witness Hodge at 2 following Tr. 8459) The results of these tests show a 
massive rupture of a spent-fuel cask to be essentially impossible. 

v. Impact of the Uranium Fuel Cycle 

291. Tables S-3 and S-4 in 10 CFR 51.20(e) and (g), respectively, 
summarize the environmental effects of the uranium fuel cycle including 
the impact of transportation of radioactive materials to and from the 
plant. 103 

292. The issue of radon-222 releases and effects was included in this 
proceeding by the Board's adoption (Tr. 9127) of the record of the Perkins' 
proceeding and the fmdings of the Perkins' licensing board.104 

293. Viewing radon discharges of mining and milling operations 
as causing fractional increases in natural background radiation, "the in
crease ... is so small compared with background and so small in compari
son with the fluctuations in background as to be completely undetectable. 
Under such a circumstance, the impact cannot be significant." (from 
fmding of fact 51, LBP-78-25, 8 NRC 100; see fn 103 supra.) 

Im''Table S-3 does not include the health effects from the effluents described in the Table, or 
estimates of the releases of radon-222 from the uranium fuel cycle or estimates of technetium-
99 releases from waste management or reprocessing activities." Excerpt from footnote I, Table 
S-3. 
I04Partial Initial Decision, Environmental Consequences of the Uranium Fuel Cycle, (perkins 
Nuclear Station, Units 1,2, and 3) LBP-78-25, 8 NRC 87 (1978). As pointed out by the Appeal 
Board, the use of Perkins as a "lead case" in the generic radon issue would result in large 
savings in time and effort yet not foreclose further pursuit of the issue by any litigants who 
might believe it warranted." Philadelphia Electric Company et al. ALAB-480, 7 NRC 796 
(1978). 
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294. The health effects of the effluents described in Table S-3 are 
considered to have insignificant effect on the overall cost-benefit balancing 
of Unit 2. 

vi. Availability of Fuel and Waste Disposal Facilities 

295. Applicants' and Staff witnesses addressed the following topics: (1) 
the availability of uranium at an acceptable cost as a resource over an 
interval corresponding to the projected life-time of Unit 2; (2) the effect on 
that availability of recycling the uranium residue in used fuel elements into 
a supply for new elements; (3) the monetary gain to be derived from that 
recycle; (4) the monetary and environmental costs of prolonged used fuel 
storage at the Pilgrim Site including its indirect consequences on transpor
tation effects. 

296. The testimony of Applicants' Witness Stoller (at 46 et seq. following 
Tr. 955) based on early information concluded that U.S. uranium resources 
were adequate to fulfill the projected needs of 223 electric generating plants 
then projected. This witness later testified on the matter of utilizing 
uranium and plutonium obtained by recycle of used reactor fuel as an 
energy resource. The uranium-235 content of the uranium in used fuel, 
about 0.9 percent, enhances its value over that of natural (0.7 percent 
uranium-235) uranium as a raw material about 25 percent That is, use of 
one part of recycled uranium would replace l.25 parts of virgin material. 
Use of the salvable plutonium from recycle would further reduce the 
demand for uranium as fuel by about 20 percent (at 3 et seq. following Tr. 
4692) 

297. Staff Witness Nash testified that l.5 million tons of U30swould be 
required to fuel 236 nuclear power reactors now operating, under 
construction, and planned, comprising a capacity of 242,000 MWe, 
throughout their projected 30-year lifetime. 1bis estimate is based on a 0.3 
percent uranium-235 content of uranium tails from gaseous diffusion 
separation plants and on the assumption of no light-water reactor fuel 
recycle. (at 3 following Tr. 4853) The resource available at acceptable costs 
to fill this need, as determined by the U.S. Energy Research and 
Development Administration, was reported by Staff Witnesses Nash and 
Fisher to be 3.0 million tons of U30s including 1.1 million tons having 
possible potential. (at 7 following Tr. 8304) 

298. Commonwealth Witness Lee foresaw no shortage of fuel required 
for the operation of Unit 2. (Tr. 5030) 

299. One of the limits of options conceived for the disposal of used fuel 
is permanent storage of the intact fuel elements, under the jurisdiction of 
U.S. Government, with no recovery of the value of the constituents of the 
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materials contained. This scheme is called the "throwaway" fuel cycle and 
will, of course, entail a cost to the utility. The Applicants' estimate that this 
alternative will increase the 1988 cost of nuclear-produced energy by an 
amount equivalent to 1 milllkWh or 3 percent of the generating cost. 
(Applicants' Witnesses Stoller and Muckerheide at 5, 6, 13 following Tr. 
4692 and Seery at 22 following Tr. 8207) 

300. Staff Witnesses Nash and Fisher place this fuel cycle cost 
differential between recycle and no recycle at 2.3 millslkWh. (at 21 
following Tr. 8304) 

301. The absence of used-fuel reprocessing, per se, and of regulatory 
decision on any alternate ultimate "backend" of the fuel cycle will require 
temporary accommodation of fuel elements being continually discharged 
from operating reactors. A typical capacity of the used-fuel storage facility 
in a reactor complex is one and one-third cores established by a discharge 
schedule of one-third core per year and a requirement for the capability to 
receive the core-in-operation were a need for complete unloading to arise. 
Staff Witness Miller described means of increasing the capacity of existing 
storage pools by the introduction of neutron-absorbing chemical elements 
to permit more compact arrays of the fuel elements. lOS The neutron 
absorber may be included in the structural supports or may be dissolved in 
the cooling-shielding water. The witness predicted that the capacity of the 
Unit 2 pool could thereby be doubled to provide adequate space for 
operation for about 10 years.l06 Additional storage capacity could be 
provided by newly constructed facilities both at the reactor site or 
elsewhere. (following Tr. 4778) 

302. Applicants' Witnesses Stoller and Muckerheide estimate the 
effective cost of the ''high-density'' storage racks to be 0.6 millIkWh. Their 
cost, however, is included in the current estimated capital investment. (at 13 
following Tr. 4692) 

303. The potential impact on the environment of increased and 
prolonged storage of used fuel at the Pilgrim site through greater exposure 
of the public was analyzed by Staff Witness Parsont who concluded that an 
insignficant increment to an already low exposure would occur. Radiation 
from the pool is comprised of (a) a component from the used fuel and the 
irradiated structural materials of the elements, and (b) a component from 
the cooling water arising from activity induced in water itself and in 
dissolved impurities and from radioactive materials that have leaked from 
defective fuel tubes. The design capacity of the Unit 2 storage pool is 300 

U15The structures for such configurations are sometimes referred to as "high-density racks." 
I06The availability of the one-core reserve-storage capability during these 10 years is not clear 
from the testimony. (at 3 following Tr. 4778). 
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fuel assemblies. The xmmmum depth of the cooling water above the 
radioactive portion of the assemblies is 26 feet. Calculations by validated 
methods have shown the dose rate 3 feet above the surface of the pool to be 
10 ·7 mrem/hr from radiation arising in the fuel. By similar means the dose 
rate at that elevation from the activity in the water is 1.8 mrem/hr. The 
corresponding dose rate to an individual located 1900 feet above the pool 
from both sources would be 0.02 mremlhr.107 An increase in the inventory 
of used fuel by several-fold necessary to accommodate the discharge from 
the reactor over an extended period will increase this impact proportionally 
at most. (Staff Witness Parsont following Tr. 4906) 

304. Applicants' Witness Muckerheide arrived at the same conclusion 
through considerations of the quantities of thermal energy to be dissipated 
by the pool coolant as a function of the inventory and its age. There is 
additional conservatism in the result because the spectrum of the emissions 
from "old" fuel elements softens with age. Further, the retention of used 
fuel at the Pilgrim site reduces still further the small radiological 
environmental effects associated with normal transport. (at 9 through II 
following Tr. 4692) 

IV .B. d. Consideration of Alternatives 

i. Alternate Energy Sources 

305. The witnesses collectively addressed the utilization of fossil and 
solid-waste fuels, both directly or after conversion, in conventional steam
electric generating plants, and the reliance upon solar, wind, and oceanic 
temperature-differential energies. 

306. Plant operational reliability is an important consideration in 
determining both absolute and relative costs of power and energy derived 
from various sources. Reliability was discussed by a number of witnesses. 
The quantitative measure addressed was the capacity factor defmed as the 
ratio of the actual energy output to the expected net energy output. The 
availability factor is the ratio of the maximum energy that could have been 
supplied to the expected net energy output. The capacity factor and the 
availability factor are equal for a fully loaded base-load generating station. 

10000000e residence nearest the proposed storage is 1900 ft distant. (ER at 2-66) Calculation at a 
vertical distance of 1900 ft is conservative through neglect of radiation shielding effected by 

. structures and other objects encountered in a 19()().ft ground level path. Vertically emitted 
radiation must be air-scattered to ground level. (Staff Witness Parsont at 2, 3 following Tr. 
4906) 
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307. Applicants' and Staffs testimonyJOS on nuclear and coal as 
alternate sources of energy was ftrst presented to the Board in October 
1975. Rapidly changing economic conditions throughout the United States 
in the ensuing period have made moot those early cost-beneftt analyses and 
many were updatedJ09 in mid-1977. Accordingly, the Board has attached 
greater weight to the later testimony. 

308. The Commonwealth presented the testimony of three panels of 
witnesses relating to the economics of electric power generation from 
nuclear and coal energy. Witnesses Lee and Levy sponsored a reportlJO 

which discusses required generating capacity and the narrow choice 
between nuclear and coal sources. (bound following Tr. 4962) 

309. Commonwealth Witnesses MacDonald and Madden (following Tr. 
5690, Tr. 6220) and Boxer (following Tr. 8587) addressed primarily the 
expected capacity factor of future nuclear generating stations. Both studies 
derived from a statistical analysis of past performances of generating plants. 
The former compared anticipated operations of coal and nuclear plants and 
the latter presented the results of an historical study of nuclear power plant 
performance. 

310. The decision of NEPOOL on the need for power in the immediate 
future is to expand the base-load generation capacity through the addition 
of nuclear fueled plants to achieve an approximate 55 percent nuclear 
component of the total NEPOOL capacity. Although NEPOOL expects its 
nuclear units to operate at about 70 percent capacity factor,1lI its study 
shows an economic beneftt of nuclear at an operation at even 50 percent 
capacity factor.J12 Unit 2 is considered to be an integral part of the 
NEPOOL plan. 

311. Applicants' Witness Maroni (at 6 following Tr. 8207) presented 
comparative generating costs in 1988 by nuclear and coal units. The 
nuclear-energy costs apply to the 1150 MW Unit 2 plant then expected to 
be in service for four years and the coal-energy costs apply to two 590 MW 

J08See, for example, the testimony of Applicants' Panel comprised of Messrs. Sten, Weiner, 
Butler, Maroni, Hechling, Stoller, Godley, Smith, Gerber, Irving and White following Tr. 955. 
Also Stafl's Final Environmental Statement following Tr. 897 and testimony of Witness 
Vetrano following Tr. 1409. 
J09See Applicants' panel comprised of Messrs. Maroni, Madsen, Leery, Dunlap and Gibbons 
following Tr. 8207. Also testimony of Staff Witnesses Nash and Fischer following Tr. 8304. 
1I0"The Economics of Nuclear Power: A New England Perspective," Energy Policy Office, 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts (December 1975). 
I1IThe 30 percent operating penalty in the projected capacity factor results from both 
scheduled and unexpected down times. For example, a normal 6-week refueling reduces the 
capacity factor by 12 percent. Additional reductions stem from regulatory actions, equipment 
malfunctions, and economic dispatch of energy. (Applicants' Witness Henchling at Tr. 1350) 
112Applicants' Witnesses Sten at 18 following Tr. 955; Maroni at Tr. 1330; Sten at 109 
following Tr. 2647; Bigelow at 8 following Tr. 7929. 
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units expected to have come on line in 1984 and 1985. The nuclear 
projections are by BECo and its consultants; the coal-plant capital costs are 
based on a 1977 Bechtel Power Corporation study prepared for the Electric 
Power Research Institute.113 The estimated coal-fuel costs were prepared by 
Boston Edison Company consultants. 

312. The projected total generating costs are 50.2 and 68.1 millslkWh, 
the 17.9 millslkWh differential favoring the nuclear plant. 114 A 70 percent 
capacity factor was applicable in both instances. Further capital invest
ment, comprising 72 percent of the nuclear plant generating cost, is no 
longer subject to escalation after commencement of operation. The nuclear
coal differential may, accordingly, increase with time. 

313. For comparison with the estimates of the Applicants the bases 
selected by the Staff in recent testimony (Staff Witness Nash at 25 following 
Tr. 8304) are, as for the Applicants' values, a nominal generating capacity 
of 1000 MW, no recycle of used nuclear fuel, no requirement for 
exceptional nuclear-plant site preparation on account of seismic require
ments, and a 70 percent capacity factnr of both nuclear and coal generating 
stations. On these bases the projected 1984 electro-nuclear energy cost is 
47.3 millslkWh and that from a coal-fueled plant is 63.6 millslkWh 
representing a differential of 16.3 millslkWh favorable to nuclear compara
ble to the Applicants' value of 17.9. 

314. The estimates of the cost of generating electrical energy is strongly 
dependent upon the capacity factor expected. The Applicants based the 
1984 cost on a value of 70 percent for both the nuclear and coal plants. The 
Commonwealth challenged that basis through three panels of witnesses as 
being a typical. 

315. Commonwealth Witnesses Lee and Levy testified that nuclear and 
coal electric power plants will be competitive in the 1980's and justify their 
conclusion with qualitative statements of expectations at selected capacity 
factors for both types of plants. (at 38 following Tr. 4962) No numerical 
cost estimates, or of their construction, are given. Coal is said to be 
advantageous when coal capacity factors are large (75 percent) and nuclear 
capacity factors are small (50 percent), and vice versa. These witnesses 
pointed out that coal capacity factors, in recent times, have become 60 
percent and less as plant size has increased. The report concludes that a 

113Bechtel Power Corp. "Coal-Fired Plant Capital Cost Estimates," EPRI-AF-342, January 
1977. (following Tr. 8207) The basic conditions of this report were adjusted to those unique to 
coal-fired plants proposed by Boston Edison for construction in the south-of-Boston area. 
1l4The estimated 50.2 millslkWh is based on a "throwaway" fuel cycle, i.e., the residual 
uranium-235 and the byproduct plutonium are not recovered from used fuel, rather the fuel is 
put into the custody of the Government at a prescribed cost to the owners, the utility, which is 
included in the estimate. 
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nuclear choice should be made by a utility provided a "65 or 70 percent" 
capacity can be realized 

316. Commonwealth Witnesses MacDonald and Madden (following Tr. 
5690) offered the results of a statistical analysis purporting to show (1) that 
an increase in the output of a generating unit, either coal or nuclear, results 
in a decrease in the cumulative capacity factor; and (2) that, with increasing 
age, the capacity factor of a nuclear unit decreases while that of a coal plant 
increases. 

317. The study was by the method of regression analysis with the 
cumulative capacity factor as the dependent variable and the duration of 
plant operation and its design power as the independent variables. 
Operational data from 28 nuclear plants and 31 coal plants were analyzed. 
The design power of the nuclear units, which had operated up to IS years, 
ranged from 175 to 1085 MW. The coal-fired plant had operated up to 17 
years and ranged in power from 114 to 1150 MW. 

318. During cross-examination of these witnesses (Tr. 6220 et seq.) the 
data and results originally presented were, in many instances, altered 
severely. \IS The results of the analysis were supplemented by addition of 
confidence intervals at the 95 percent leve1.116 The confidence level on 
values of the expected cumulative capacity factor are observed to span as 
much as six orders of magnitude. ll7 

319. The witnesses calculated1l8 expected generating costs for both 
nuclear and coal units utilizing the above capacity factors. Considering the 
many combinations of assumed input parameters, no dramatic differences 
between the two types of fuel are discernible. No confidence limits are 
stated. Also, no consideration of societal costs of coal operations, such as 
black-lung disease and fatalities arising from accident, were included. (Tr. 
6325) 

320. Witness MacDonald seemed not to value highly some of the results 
for, in response to a query about the initial absence of an assignment of 
standard errors, he stated "Basically because the number of data points is 
small, the statistics are not good. I refer to the large uncertainty associated 

IISSee, for example, Applicants' Exhibits 11 and 12, identified at Tr. 6226 and 6228. These 
exhibits were admitted at Tr. 6329. 
ll6'fhese data were supplied by the Commonwealth to the Applicants under date of July 26, 
1976 and were received and bound into the record on July I, 1977 following Tr. 8789. 
1I7For example, the expected cumulative capacity factor of a 600 MW nuclear plant after 5 
years operation is reported by Witnesses MacDonald and Madden to be 72.8 percent within a 
95 percent confidence range of 27600 percent to 0.0510 percent. For aliSO MW plant similar 
to Unit 2 the expected capacity factor after IS years operation is 23.6 percent within the range 
121.6 percent to 3.7 percent. For a 1200 MW coal-fired plant after 15 years the factor is 61.8 
within the range of 159.3 to 23.7 percent. (fables 3B, 3C and 4b following Tr. 8798) 
liSTable 5 of "Statistical Analysis of the Capacity Factors of Base Load Nuclear and Coal 
Plants" following Tr. 5690 as amended by Applicants' Exhibit 12 following Tr. 6329. 
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with the data points, and what I was trying to demonstrate is that given the 
data as they were, this is the kind of answers that you come up with. I'm not 
making any supposition that these have - are highly significant in a strict 
sense, statistical sense." (fr. 6293 et seq.) 

321. The Commonwealth added further to its rebuttal of the Applicants' 
expected 70 percent capacity factor through the testimony of Witness Boxer 
(following Tr. 8587) which statistically predicted the capacity factor of Unit 
2 in 1988 to be in the range 17.63 to 77.87 percent with an expected value 
equal to 47.75 percent. The limits are at a 95 percent confidence level.119 

This analysis was also by a multiple regression method with plant age and 
size as the independent variables. 

322. The witness applied the analysis which predicted a Unit 2 capacity 
factor of 47.75 percent to operating pressurized water reactors supplied by 
CEo The analysis included empirical constants derived from the history of 
all operating pressurized water reactors. The difference between statistically 
predicted capacity factors and those actually observed ranged from -33 to 
+ 20 percent. (fr. 8614) 

323. In the analysis by Witness Boxer only 20 percent of the variability 
is accounted for by plant age and size, the independent variables studied. 
(fr. 8693) Correspondingly, 80 percent of the variability is unexplained or 
unexplainable. Were these unknowns introduced, their effects could 
influence the expected capacity factor either way. 

324. Although the Staff originally utilized a capacity factor in the range 
60 to 80 percent in determining benefits from the proposed Unit 2 plant 
(FES Table 10.1 at 10-6), Staff Witness Nash proposed a value between 55 
and 65 percent near an estimated break point below which the total 
production cost from fossil fuel is more favorable than from a comparable 
nuclear-fueled plant. This value of the capacity factor was derived from the 
recorded 1964-1973 experience of the operation in the United States of 
nearly 900 fossil plants (capacity factor 68.9 percent) and of 20 nuclear 
plants (factor 64.2 percent). In 1974, 41 nuclear plants operated at a 
capacity of 57.2 percent. (at 27 following Tr. 3110) 

325. Methods of analyzing and evaluating the environmental and 
societal impacts, including those on man, of the coal-fuel cycle have not 
matured to the degree characteristic of nuclear effects. Nonetheless, the 
Staff attempted a comparative evaluation of the health effects of nuclear
and coal-fuel cycles. The absence of data and the shortcomings of its 
interpretation introduce uncertainties of as much as two orders or 
magnitude in these conclusions. The results reported are expressed as the 

l19'fhese final results were transmitted to the Board on August 1, 1977 and were accepted into 
the record as Commonwealth Exhibit 16 by Board Order dated July 14, 1978. 
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annual mortality within the population in the 1980's attributable to the 
respective fuels of a 800 MW generating station.l20 The estimated mortality 
as a consequence of the operation of a coal-fuel system is 30 to 240 times 
greater than that estimated from the operation of an all-nuclear cycle. 
(Gotchy, Table 1, following Tr. 8358) 

326. Staff Witness Gotchy testified to the relative impacts on the 
environment of the nuclear and coal cycles with emphasis on the 
developing recognition of the effects of pollutants from coal, and the 
attendant uncertainties were energy requirements from that source to 
increase at the rate anticipated assuming that gas, oil, and nuclear fuels do 
not meet the demands of the future. On the other hand, the hazard potential 
of the nuclear cycle has been recognized since its inception and very 
conservative estimates of its effects have been assigned. Major pollutants 
from the coal cycle demanding study and evaluation of their environmental 
effects include: 

(a) particulates of respirable size containing metals; 
(b) hydrocarbons of carcinogenic character; 
(c) oxides of sulfur and nitrogen; 
(d) ozone, radon, carbon monoxide and dioxides and other gases; 
(e) carbon dioxide121 in its special consideration as an increasing 

atmospheric constituent affecting the transmission of radiant 
energy, the "greenhouse" effect; 

(f) acids and acidic solutions as rainout and as discharges from coal 
mmes; 

(g) fly-ash and other solid products of combustion, including the S{)Z 
absorbers. (Gotchy at 3 and 6 to 11 following Tr. 8358) 

327. The annual requirement of a fully operating 1180 MWe electric 
generating plant will be about 4 million tons of coal, 16 million barrels of 
fuel oil, or 40 tons of nuclear fuel. The annual particulate and gaseous 
effiuents from the three plants are, respectively, 1.4 x lOS tons, 3 x lO" tons, 
and a negligible amount. (pES at 9-7) 

328. In a discussion of the removal and disposition of products of the 
generation of electricity from a coal source, it was pointed out by Applicant 
Witness Hechling (Tr. 1318 et seq.) that the solid constituent is comprised of 
pit-ash, fly-ash and the absorbent utilized in the S02 cleanup system, 
usually a calcium salt. About 90 percent of the ash is collected from flue 
gases. Disposition of solids at present is by landfill, a practice currently 

IlOThis is a 1000 MW plant operating at 80 percent capacity factor. 
121A favorable effect of the discharge of carbon containing little I"C is a dilution of that 
radioisotope. 
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under review by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) with 
emphasis on seepage of toxic metals naturally present in coal into 
groundwater supplies. The past casual treatment of this apparent innocuous 
material is now due for a more careful assessment. 

329. The creation and shipment of radioactive materials to and from 
Unit 2 is less an adverse effect on the environment than the transportation 
and on-site storage of the large amounts of fuel required for a fossil plant. A 
half-million tons of coal or a quarter-million tons of oil is required to 
provide a 60-day reserve. (pES at 9-7) 

330. Evidence was received from the Applicants and from the Staff on 
the availability and viability of other, less common sources of energy. 
Included were coal gasification, solar, winds, solid wastes from population 
centers, and oceanic temperature differentials. 

331. Successful gasification of coal requires a resource of low-sulfur 
content and large quantities of water, needs incompatible with their 
geographic distribution in the United States. That is, low-sulfur coal is 
mainly in the west with adequate water supplies at the Mississippi River 
and points east. (Applicants' Witness White at 75 following Tr. 955) 

332. The generation of electric energy from solar sources is in 
development. With an availability factor in New England estimated at 12.5 
percent (3 hrs/ day), large efficient collector and hugh thermal storage 
capacities are required. A source of 1100 MW would employ 300 square 
miles of collector plus storage space. Home heating and home-water 
heating is a more viable undertaking and, in fact, is-underway on a limited 
scale. Present costs of a solar unit for home heating are relatively high (10 
percent of the cost of a 3-bedroom home to supply 50 percent of the average 
seasonal heating requirements) and a backup system, preferably electric, 
would be required. Demonstration installations have shown a need for 
further materials research to cope with observed deterioration of collectors. 
This use of solar energy would reflect on the demand for oil, the principal 
heating source, rather than for electricity. (White at 76 et seq. following Tr. 
955) 

333. Commonwealth Witness Converse testified to the technological 
feasibility of using solar energy for space heating in New England as an 
economically competitive supply. Since space heating accounts for 40 
percent of all the energy requirements in New'England and solar is a viable 
source, he concluded that, with progressive development, solar energy could 
supply 10 percent of that requirement by the end of this century. In his 
experience, an experimental solar space heating installation, at a capital 
cost of $12,000, in a 1.5 story structure occupied by shops and having a 
floor area of 2300 ft2 , is supplemented by heat pumps and resistance 
heating. Although some heat panels have lost effectiveness through opacity 
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of covers and some have been removed from service for other reasons, a not 
unusual experience in a developing technology, the solar installation 
provided about 40 percent of the heat required in the winter and spring of 
1975. (Commonwealth Exhibit 2 admitted at Tr. 1540; Tr. 1606, 1615, 1544 
et seq.) 

334. In cross-examination it was established that only about 1 percent 
of the space heating in New England is electrically supplied. (fr. 1560) 
Since some of the required backup systems to solar power installations 
would be electrical, the electrical energy requirement might even increase. 

335. Staff Witness Vetrano stated that the production of electricity from 
steam generated from solar energy has not been shown to be feasible; that 
production of electricity through photovoltaic action is not presently 
feasible because of low efficiency and undependable equipment (an energy 
density of 0.1 W/cm2 and a 10 percent collector efficiency results in a 
requirement of 2500 acres for the generation of the Unit 2 design power 
output); that the potential of solar energy for domestic water heating and 
for home heating and cooling is viable. He concluded that increasing fuel 
costs and the expected decrease in the cost of improved solar collectors 
would make solar home heating and cooling an economical option in the 
1985-1990 period; and, with respect to wind power, he estimated that 2000 
windmills off the Massachusetts shore would be required to produce the 
electrical output of Unit 2. This number is derived from an annual average 
wind power of 800 W 1m2 , 200-ft blades and 20 percent efficiency. 
(following Tr. 1409) . 

336. Applicants' Witness White considered the-production of useful 
energy from wind power to be a likely supply from small units with present 
capacity being limited to about 5 kW lunit. Research projects directed 
toward a 100 kW unit are underway. (following Tr. 955) In cross
examination Witness White emphasized the variability of the wind, and 
hence, of power availability and the need for energy storage. He considered 
wind not to be a source of bulk electrical energy although it has promise for 
home application. (fr. 1394) 

337. The temperature differential of 20 Celsius degrees required for 
production of ocean-thermal power is not available in the New England 
shore areas; the effects on aquatic biota of transporting the required large 
quantities of seawater and the underwater transmission of the energy are 
considerations in areas where the method is technically viable; and the 
estimated cost is 50 millslkWh in 1974 dollars for a 100 MWe plant not 
including electrical transmission costs. (Vetrano at 41 following Tr. 1409; 
White at Tr. 1395) 

338. The production of useful energy from burning trash and other solid 
wastes was discussed by witnesses representing the Applicants, the 
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Commonwealth and the Staff. Applicants' Witness White stated that solid 
wastes would be most useful as a supplement to the combustion of fossil 
fuels. Possibly as much as 100 MWe could be obtained from the waste 
produced in the Boston area. Even if direct use of waste as a fuel were 
developed, a generating capacity equal to that of Unit 2 would require a 
transportation system to collect solids from a population greater than that 
of Massachusetts. (White at 81 following Tr. 955) 

339. Commonwealth Witness Cousins described the beneficial recovery 
of energy from solid wastes as a developing technology and stated that, by 
statutory requirement, the Commonwealth is conducting research and 
development on improved methods of disposal including recycling. A plant 
consuming 1200 tons of trash per day for the generation of process steam is 
in operation in Massachusetts. The trash is not mixed with other fuel. A 
second plant, underway for 1979 operation, is expected to produce 60 MW 
of electric power from burning 3000 tons of mixed refuse per day, probably 
without fossil fuel addition. The electrical energy generating potential from 
combustion of all the solid waste produced in Massachusetts is 470 MW. 
Further, however, the witness testified that the use of solid waste as a fuel 
"will not replace Unit 2." (following Tr. 5411, particularly fn. 1 at 3; also 
Tr. 5463, 5439 and 5452) . 

340. The commitment of the Commonwealth to support the technology 
of electric power generation from solid wastes was conftrmed by Witness 
Neely. (Commonwealth Exhibit 17 at 17) 

341. Staff Witness Vetrano noted that the expected generating cost at 
Boston area plants is an attractive 8 millslkWh with pickup a major cost 
component. Location of such facilities near urban areas is therefore 
desirable. Also, the combustion of trash combined with coal is a preferable 
method. Trash burning is susceptible to problems of particulate and 
gaseous-contaminant emissions similar to those of coal. Scrubbers or other 
decontaminating devices are required. (at 35 following Tr. 1409) 

342. The Staff considered other processes, all requiring research and/or 
development to establish their economic or practical applicability. These 
include pyrolysis and hydrogenation, anaerobic digestion and coal gasifica
tion. (at 24 et seq. following Tr. 1409) 

343. No viable source of geothermal power is known to exist in New 
England. (FES 9-2) 

ii. Alternate Sites for Unit 2 

344. As stated in the Preliminary Statement of this Decision (para. 15 
supra), this Board rejected in a prior Partial Initial Decision the analysis of 
alternate sites by the Staff. The Board found the Statl's analysis " ... to be 
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couched in generalities." The Board further found " ... no record of a careful 
examination, either physically or by review of proffered descriptions of 
other than [the Applicants' proposed] Rocky Point." The Board concluded 
that " ... the Staffs evaluation of alternate sites is inadequate, and ... this 
deficiency requires the denial of the Applicants' application for a Limited 
Work Authorization." [6 NRC 839 at 845 (1977)] In upholding this decision 
the Appeal Boardl22 rejected the Staffs "generalized" review process which 
led to the elimination of all other potential sites without a detailed 
examination of specific sites, including site visits. 

345. Licensing the construction of a nuclear power plant is a "major 
federal action" within the meaning of Section 102(2)(C) of the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). This section ofNEPA requires 
the Commission to " ... consider whether reasonable alternatives less harmful 
to the environment exist before allowing a utility to proceed with 
construction." (Id. at 778) To satisfy NEPA, the agency must identify, study 
and compare alternative sites for the location of the proposed facility. In 
determining whether a proposed site is environmentally acceptable, the 
Board must fmd that after giving each alternative site a "hard look" none is 
found "obviously superior" to the one proposed by the Applicant. (Public 
Service Company of New Hampshire (Seabrook Stations Units 1 and 2), CLI-
77-8, 5 NRC 503 (1977).) 

346. Subsequent to the Board's decision (LBP-77-66) and the Appeal 
Board's affirmation (ALAB-479), the Staff undertook to remedy the 
alternate site review deficiencies. To assist the Staff in its review, BECo 
submitted on January 26, 1978, a draft siting study entitled "Boston Edison 
Company Siting study for Long-Term Capacity Expansion - 1975 to 2000" 
[the 1974 siting study, Applicants' Exhibits 14(A), (B) and (C)]. The 1974 
siting study was not prepared for the purpose of supporting the construc
tion of Unit 2 at the Rocky Point Site but rather for the purpose of 
identifying current and future generating options and other sites for the 
Boston Edison Co. to the year 2000. The study assumed that the Rocky 
Point Site was planned for three nuclear plants, and further utilization of 
the site was not considered. The 1974 siting study was updated by BECo on 
May 30, 1978. (Staff Exhibit 53 at vii bound following Tr. 9852) 

347. The 1974 siting study conducted by United Engineers and 
Constructors, Inc. (UE&C) used a radial approach. The review started with 
the center of the BECo service district and moved radially outward along 
resource areas (water bodies) until a decision was made that a sufficient 
number of sites had been identified. After examination of over 100 parcels 

I22Boston Edison Company (Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2, ALAB479, 7 NRC 
774 (1978). 
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of land in eastern Massachusetts, a total of 24 fossil and nuclear sites were 
identified, of which 10 were deemed satisfactory as possible nuclear plant 
sites. (Applicants' Witness Griffm at 6 following Tr. 9608 and Staff Exhibit 
53 at 3-2) The 1974 siting study was limited to eastern portions of 
Massachusetts and did not include the largest fresh water resource in the 
state-the Connecticut River. The Staff considered this to be a major 
deficiency of the 1974 siting study and in its comparison of alternative sites 
the Staff included Montague as a representative site from the Connecticut 
River Valley to compare with the Applicants' proposed Rocky Point Site. 
(Staff Exhibit 53 at 4-1) 

348. After its initial evaluation of the 1974 siting study the Staff 
requested additional information. BECo supplied the requested additional 
information in 1978, including responses to Staff questions and reconnais
sance level information obtained from various sources. The Applicants 
reviewed and updated the description of nine potential nuclear sites 
identified in the 1974 site study and provided similar information for 
existing sites in New England, including Charlestown, Seabrook, 
Montague, and Millstone. (Applicants Exhibit 15 received at Tr. 9637) The 
Staff supplemented Applicants' further information with data gathered 
independently, including site visits by each member of the team responsible 
for preparing supplements to the PES. (Staff Witness Sca1etti at 2 following 
Tr.9852) 

349. During the course of their review, the Staff visited 19 sites, 
including among others Millstone, Seabrook, Montague, Pilgrim and each 
of the 10 candidate nuclear sites listed in the Applicants' 1974 siting study. 
(Id.) Millstone and Seabrook are both located outside the State of 
Massachusetts and even though Applicants might have legal problems 
locating power plants outside the Commonwealth, Staff included them in 
its evaluation. (Staff Exhibit 53 at 4-1) 

350. The Staff analysis of the 1974 siting study was divided into (1) an 
assessment of the site selection process and (2) an assessment of the 
candidate sites. Their assessment of the site selection process resulted in the 
addition of three sites (Montague, Millstone and Seabrook) to the list of 
candidate nuclear sites of the 1974 study. The Stafrs final assessment 
included Montague, Millstone, Seabrook and 9 sites from the 1974 study (3 
located within 20 km of the Merrimack River, 4 within the town of 
Plymouth, and 2 located in the Buzzard Bay area) for a total of 12 
alternates for comparison with the Rocky Point Site. 

351. Twenty-three characteristics of each of the 12 sites were evaluated 
and compared directly with Rocky Point. The comparison includes: water 
availability, terresterial ecology and land use, socioeconomics, demography, 
hazards, aquatic ecology and water quality, geology and seismology, and 
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meteorology. Characteristics of the sites were rated as superior, equal or 
inferior to Rocky Point. (Jd.) 

352. The Staff conclusion after comparing the environmental attributes 
and site characteristics of each of the 12 alternate sites is that none of the 
candidate sites is superior to the Rocky Point site. (Id. at viii and 4-60) 

353. As regards underground siting, BECo's 1974 siting study addressed 
the issue and, although indicating certain possible advantages, did not 
recommend the underground siting concept. (Applicants' Exhibit 14 at 111-
29, 30 and 72, 73) Both Applicants and Staff testified that underground 
siting for Unit 2 is not a practical alternative within the current schedule for 
construction. (Applicants' Witness White at 65 et seq. following Tr. 1656; 
Staff Witness Harbour at 9 following Tr. 1493) No general designs currently 
exist for plants to be built underground and technical problems such as 
potential flooding and assuring the stability of the site have to be resolved. 
(White at 66 following Tr. 1656; Harbour at 4, 5 following Tr. 1493) 
Underground siting would also entail substantially higher plant costs. 
(Applicants' Exhibit 14 at 111-29; Harbour at 5, 6 following Tr. 1493) Both 
Applicant and Staff witnesses testified that offshore siting is not a 
reasonable alternative for Unit 2 at this time since most of the coastal areas 
of Massachusetts are protected ocean sanctuaries. The design and feasibili
ty of offshore plants are currently under Staff review and no plants have 
been licensed to date. The record shows that Applicants have evaluated 
inland sites along the Merrimack, Concord, Nashua and Taunton Rivers. 
(Applicants Exhibit 14, Figure V-I and page VI-3) Both Applicants and 
Staff agree that the only available fresh water source in Eastern Massachu
setts capable of supporting a large PoW((' plant is the Merrimack River. (Id; 
Applicants' Witness Griffin at 5 following Tr. 9607; Staff Exhibit 53 at 4-1 
and 4-6 through 4-19 bound following Tr. 9952) The Staff also considered 
the Montague site, an inland site located on the Connecticut River in 
Western Massachusetts. (Staff Exhibit 53 at 4-44 through 4-52) 

iii. Alternate Condenser Cooling 

354. The condenser cooling systems considered by the Applicants and 
reviewed by the Staff included: open-cycle, "once-through" cooling, 
utilizing Bay water with a temperature increase up to 29°F; cooling ponds; 
spray canals; mechanical-draft saltwater cooling towers; natural-draft 
saltwater cooling towers; combinations of various open-cycle/closed-cycle 
systems; and dry-cooling towers. (ER §1O.1.1; FES at 9-7 to -16) The 
system selected by Applicants based upon technical, economic and 
environmental consideration is a once-through cooling system with a 
condenser temperature rise of 22°F across the condensers. The two 
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alternatives considered feasible for detailed consideration were mechanical
draft and natural-draft cooling towers utilizing saltwater because less than 
10 percent of the freshwater required is available. A summary comparison 
of these three systems is in ER Table 10-1. 

355. A mechanical-draft saltwater cooling system would require three 
towers approximately 50 x 400 by 75 feet high. Compared to a once-through 
installation, this method would discharge less heat to the Bay and would 
require 65 percent less cooling water, thereby reducing the loss of aquatic 
biota through impingement and entrainment. lll It would, however, result in 
serious problems of salt drift and noise. The Staff estimates that up to 2.5 
tons of salt per day could be deposited on surrounding land resulting in 
property damage and impacts on terrestrial vegetation. (pES 9-10) Further, 
noise levels due to operation of motors and fans in the towers would be 
substantial. Applicants have estimated that fog from towers might adversely 
affect local boat navigation an average of 160 hours per year. (ER 10-33) 
Applicants further estimate that a mechanical-towers cooling system would 
result in an annual average generating capacity 2.5 to 3 percent less than 
with a once-through system, with a maximum of 5 percent during peak 
summer temperatures. (ER 10-7) 

356. A natural-draft cooling tower system would include a single tower 
370 feet high by 310 feet base diameter and would be more costly than 
mechanical towers. While impacts from salt drift and noise would be 
slightly less than from mechanical-draft towers, these impacts would, 
nevertheless, be substantial. Further, the natural-draft tower and its plume 
would be much more visible to the surrounding area. (ER 10-7; PES 9-11) 
The water requirements would be approximately 40 percent of the proposed 
once-through cooling system. Average generating capacity is estimated to 
be 2.5 percent less than with a once-through system, with maximum of 6 
percent during summer peak ambient temperatures. (ER 10-7A) 

357. Both Applicants and Staff concluded from their evaluations that 
none of the alternatives was environmentally preferable to the system or 
treatment proposed by the Applicants. 

IV.B. e. Environmental Monitoring 
358. The Applicants' preoperational monitoring for Unit 2 is based 

upon their experience with Unit I and is described at ER § 6.1. Studies were 
made of the characteristics of Cape Cod Bay and of the marine ecology in 

I23Applicants presented some evidence on the survival of aquatic organisms upon passage 
through a condenser cooling system (ER 5-24 et seq.) and estimate that perhaps as few as 10 
percent, excluding fish eggs and larvae, will be killed whereas essentially none would survive in 
a cooling tower. Accordingly, the mortality in a once-through cooling system may be less, 
overall, than in one employing towers. (ER 1(}.44). 
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the vicinity of the Pilgrim Station. Meteorological observations include 
continuous wind velocity, temperature, and vertical temperature gradients. 
The Staff concurs generally with the proposed Unit 2 preoperational 
program and recommends the addition and! or intensification of a number 
of studies on aquatic biota. (FES at 6-4) The Staff also recommends 
additional determination of concentrations of copper and nickel in nearby 
seawater and in organisms that concentrate these elements and that 
chlorine demand studies be made of Unit 1 intake water as a function of 
temperature and season. (FES at 6-7) 

359. A comprehensive preoperational environmental radiological moni
toring program for Unit 2 was established through agreement between the 
Applicants and one of the Intervenors. It was entered into the record as a 
stipulation. 124 

360. Staff witnesses testified (fr. 6452) to the acceptability of the 
monitoring program described in the stipulation and to its adequacy under 
NRC regulations. l2S 

361. Applicants' Witness Wrenn (fr. 6419) and Staff Witness Bores (fr. 
6457) stated that the requirements of the monitoring program were within 
the capability of existing techniques and instrumentation. 

362. The specifications of the stipulation constituted a revision to the 
FES, Section 6.1.4.1, thereby becoming the Unit 2 preoperational monitor
ing programl26 and will also become a part of the technical specifications of 
Unit 1 (fr. 6454) and of the Unit 1 operating license. (Staff Exhibit llq 

IV.B. f. Environmental Effects of Postulated Accidents 
363. The environmental effects of postulated accidents have been 

assessed by the Applicants. (ER § 7) The Staffhas reviewed this assessment, 
has made independent calculations, and has concluded that the environ
mental risks of the accidents are extremely small. (pES at 7-1) The 
radiological effects of accidents on the environment have been assessed 
using the standard assumptions and guidance issued by the Commission as 
a proposed amendment to Appendix D to 10 CFR Part 50 on December 1, 

I2AMassachusetts Wildlife Federation Exhibit MWF-IA and MWF-IB at Tr. 6460. At Tr. 7633 
the Board established that agreement existed on the stipulation among the parties, and 
dismissed the MWF contentions made moot by the stipulation. 
I25At and near Tr. 6450 the stipulation MWF-IB is referenced as Exhibit B. 
126Staff Exhibit II C following Tr. 7828. 
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1971 (36 FR 22851).121 The Applicants' analysis considered accidents of a 
wide range of severity including some of those of Oass 8 in the 
Commission's assumptions, such as those arising from the ejection of a 
control rod and from a break in the reactor coolant piping. 

364. Both the Applicants' and the Staffs calculations show that the 
radiological exposures to a member of the public at the site boundary will 
be no more than 35 percent of the limit specified in 10 CPR Part 20, that 
the year 2020 population dose within an area of 50-mile radius about the 
site, will be no more than 2300 man-rem. In general, the exposure resulting 
from any of the postulated events will be a small fraction of the exposure 
due to natural background radiation and will be, in fact, well within 
naturally occurring variations in the natural background. 

IV.B. g. Unavoidable Adverse Environmental Effects 
365. In an assessment of unavoidable environmental effects the Staff 

fmds (pES at 10-1) that 28 acres of land in addition to that already 
committed to an existing electric generating station will be removed from 
productive use for the life of Unit 2. 

366. Noise, typical of construction, may be objectional for the public 
during early stages of the project. 

367. The operation of Unit 2 will require the discharge of about 2000 ft3 
of water per second into Cape Cod Bay at a temperature about 22°P above 
ambient. Accordingly, the quality of the water will have been somewhat 
degraded by this usage. Additionally, the water may contain dissolved gases 
to near saturation. 

368. Although the thermal and chemical discharges are expected not to 
have an adverse effect on the biota of the Bay, there will be some loss 
through entrainment in the water stream and impingement upon the 
equipment. These losses are within the recuperative capability of the Bay. 

369. Amounts of radiation and radioactive materials, insignificant 
compared to those present from natural sources, will be released to the 
environment during routine operation of Unit 2. 

1270n June 9, 1980, the Commission issued a Statement of Interim Policy on Nuclear Power 
Plant Accident Considerations Under NEPA This statement withdraws the proposed annex to 
Appendix D to Part 50 and announces the Commission's "position that its Environmental 
Impact Statements shall include considerations of the site-specific environmental impacts 
attributable to accident sequences, that lead to releases of radiation and/or radioactive 
materials, including sequences that can result in inadequate cooling of reactor fuel and to 
melting of the reactor core." This policy applies to all cases in which a Fmal Environmental 
Impact Statement has not been prepared. Since the FES for Unit 2 had already been prepared 
and issued, this policy requirement does not apply to Pilgrim Unit 2. 
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IV.B. h. Relationships Between Local Short-Term Use of Man's 
Environment and the Maintenance and Enhancement of 
Long-Term Productivity 

370. Long-term competition among such uses of coastal sites as 
seaports, power plants, industrial facilities, commercial and sport-fishing 
and commercial and individual housing developments, may be expected to 
continue and increase. The particular site in question here is, however, 
already dedicated to a power plant and other uses are either already 
excluded by virtue of site incompatability or they are not affected by the 
plant and can continue. The construction and operation of Unit 2 is 
consistent with the long-term objective of coastal zone management. The 
presence of Unit I has not inhibited commercial or recreational uses of 
Cape Cod Bay and the addition of Unit 2 will not change that situation. 

IV.B. i. Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources 
371. The Staff identified (pES at 10-3) material and other resources 

which would be consumed or otherwise lost from the environment, in their 
present form, as a result of the construction and operation of Unit 2. 

372. Included in this identification are the usual materials of construc
tion, constituents of the reactor and other items unique to the generation of 
electric power from nuclear energy, chemicals consumed in process 
operations, aquatic biota destroyed when carried in the coolant, uranium 
transformed into other uranium isotopes, plutonium and fission products. 
In the opinion of the Staff the consumption of these material resources will 
have negligible effect on their reserves. (FES at 10-4) 

IV.C. Compliance with Federal Water Pollution Control Act (as 
Amended) 

373. The current status of the Federal and the State permits necessary 
for the discharge of condenser coolant water and other liquids from Unit 2 
is not entirely clear to the Board since appeals on the issuance of these 
permits have been taken. However, the present record shows the following. 

374. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit 
No. MA 0025 135 was issued to BECo on March 11, 1977.128 

375. The Massachusetts Division of Water Pollution Control 
(MDwpq by letter to the Applicants dated June 20, 1977, (Staff Exhibit 
18A) stated that the proposed discharges of coolant from Unit 2 will not 
violate §§ 301, 306 and 307 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act 

128Staff Exhibits 18A-0 admitted at Tr. 8801. Exhibit 18A is the 401 State Water Quality 
Certification; 18B is the letter transmitting the NPOFS permit to the Applicants; 18C is the 
Federal Permit MA 0025 135; 180 is an amendment to that Permit. 
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(FWPCA) and expressed the Division's intent to issue a certification 
provided the discharge will be conducted in a manner which will not violate 
the conditions stated in the NPDES Permit MA 0025 135. 

376. The Applicants and the Staff state that NPDES Permit MA 0025 
135 constitutes a certification under § 401 of FWPCA and that the 
MDWPC letter of intent commits the Commonwealth to a certification. 
The Staff stated that "Both units [Pilgrim 1 and 2] have received the 
necessary approvals and permits from the Environmental Protection 
Agency ... " (At 4-2 Staff Exhibit 53)129 Staff Witness Lehr supported this 
FES conclusion. (Tr. 9965) 

377. Counsel for Intervenors Cleetons and others have challenged the 
authority of these permits and have appealed their issuance. (Tr. 9965) This 
issue has been through an adjudicatory hearing before the EPA. 

378. There is no evidence in the record to the effect that the 
Commonwealth has exercised its authority to stay the certification 
represented by the permits during the appeal [30A Mass. Ann. Laws 
§14(3)]. 

IV.D. Cost-Benefit Analysis 
379. The Staff has carried out a cost-benefit analysis of the construction 

and operation of the proposed Unit 2 by an established methodology and 
through the application of judgmental factors. The analysis has led to 
environmental and monetary costs which are compared with the benefits to 
be gained. (FES § 10.4) 

380. The basis of the Staff's analysis, in addition to the impact of the 
generating station itself, included the impact of the uranium fuel cycle as 
specified in 10 CFR 51.20(E) and set forth in Table S-3.13O It also included 
the environmental effects of transportation of fuel and of solid radioactive 
wastes to and from the facility as specified in 10 CFR § 51.20(g) and in 
Table S-4. 

381. The principal benefit of the plant is the production of electrical 
energy to fulfill the requirements of the Applicants' customers and to 
replace presently operating oil-fired generating stations. The consequences 
of these replacements have been extensively discussed in ~ 184 et seq. supra. 
Based on a 60 percent capacity factor, the generation of electricity will be 
approximately 6.2 billion kilowatt hours per year. (FES § 10.4.2, revised in 
Staff Exhibit 13 following Tr. 8308) 

I29StafT Exhibit 53 is the Final Supplement to the Final Environmental Statement received at 
Tr. 9852, bound following Tr. 9952. 
IJOSee also Section IV.D.c.v. supra which summarizes the Board's findings on the impact of 
radon-222 and technetium-99 which were also considered. 
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382. The economic costs for constructing, operating and maintaining 
Unit 2 over its 30-year projected life will be $2.227 billion. (pES Table 10.2, 
revised in Staff Exhibit 13 followmg Tr. 8308) 

383. The principal environmental costs identified are those which have 
been described previously in this Decision and include impacts during 
construction and operation of Unit 2, minor radiological exposures to the 
population from both Unit 2 and the segment of the national nuclear fuel 
cycle attributable to Unit 2, and a small risk potential in the transport of 
radioactive materials. 

384. The costs and benefits of emergency planning and TMI-related 
issues have not been factored into this cost-benefit analysis. Mter 
evidentiary hearings on those issues are completed the Board will reassess 
its cost-benefit balance. 

V. CONTENTIONS ADDRESSED IN THESE PROCEEDINGS 
385. A number of issues were introduced into these proceedings through 

contentions ftled by the Intervenors and acceptedl31 by the Board in a 
Memorandum and Order dated February 18, 1975. Each Party was offered 
the opportunity to present evidence on the surviving contentions. The 
fmdings by the Board appear in Parts II, III and IV supra. This Part 
contains a statement of each contention and its disposition by the Board 
based on the findings. 

A. Need for the Power to be Generated by Unit 2 
386. Statement of Contentions: 

Commonwealth 6 "The need for the electrical generating capacity of 
Pilgrim 2 has not been properly established because the Applicants 
have not developed a model adequately considering the effects of the 
following on demand: 

(a) Voluntary curtailment of consumption of electricity by the public; 
(b) Elasticity of demand; 
(c) Peak load pricing to flatten demand; and 
(d) New standards for improved building insulation, heating, lighting 

and air conditioning." 

Cleeton H "Applicants and Staff have not adequately demonstrated 
the need for additional power in that the projected needs are 
inaccurate and conservation has not been seriously examined." 

1310f the contentions originally filed, a number were rejected by the Board before the onset of 
the hearing. Some of those accepted were later withdrawn by their originators and some were 
modified. These actions are summarized in the Preliminary Statement, ~ 4, supra. 
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387. At Part IV.B.a. supra (~ 180 through ~ 230) detailedfmdings of fact 
by this Board on the need for Unit 2 have been made. These fmdings, based 
on the evidence submitted by the Parties, lead the Board to conclude that 
while it is difficult to predict future need with any degree of certainty, the 
record clearly shows that a positive growth rate in the electrical require
ments of the New England region exists. The electric utilities have a 
continuing legal duty to provide an adequate supply of electrical power to 
their customers and this requirement dictates conservative planning. The 
Board therefore concludes that Unit 2 is needed to meet these future 
requirements. The Board also fmds that the operation of Unit 2 will be in 
regional and national interests by substituting for the consumption of oil 
which has been and may be in short supply or better utilized for other 
purposes. Further, the Board opines that substitution alone constitutes an 
adequate basis for Unit 2. 

v. B. Overstatement of Production of Electrical Energy 
388. Statement of Contention: 

Commonwealth 8 "The benefits of the proposed facility have been 
overstated with respect to projected production of electrical energy." 

389. This contention is addressed in large degree in the more broad 
topics of Part V.A. supra and in Part V.E. infra, the discussion of 
contentions of the need for power and of alternate [to Unit 2] sources of 
energy, respectively. The relevant fmdings of fact on those issues are at least 
implicitly in Parts IV.B.a. (~ 180 through ~ 230) and IV.B.d.i. (~ 305 
through ~ 343). Those broad citations can be reduced to ~ 305 through ~ 
324 as the principal reference to the issue. The basic concept here is the 
reliability of Unit 2 once operating and is measured by the capacity factor. 
The values of the capacity factor predicted for Unit 2 vary widely among 
the several witnesses and the uncertainties attached to those values have an 
even greater compass. The absence of statistical reliability in the testimony 
of witnesses presented by Intervenor Commonwealth leaves the Board 
unpersuaded by their arguments. Accordingly the Board sees no reason not 
to accept the expected performance envisaged by the Applicants and the 
Staff. It is observed that the Staff reduced its prediction during the course of 
this hearing. Translation into the context of this contention leads to the 
judgment that it lacks foundation. 

V. C. Financial Qualifications Of Applicants 
390. Statement of Contention: 
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Commonwealth 5 "The Applicants are not fmancially qualified to 
design and construct the proposed facility." 

391. Part II.D.c. supra (~ 66 through ~ 79) are fmdings of fact by the 
Board on the fmancial qualifications of the Applicants. Based upon these 
fmdings the Board concludes that the Applicants have made an adequate 
showing of their fmancial ability to construct the proposed facility. 

v. D. Technical Qualifications 
392. Statement of Contention: 

Commonwealth 10 "The Applicants and their architect engineer, 
Bechtel Corporation, and nuclear steam system supplier, Combustion 
Engineering, are not technically qualified to engage in the proposed 
activities and cannot provide an adequate quality assurance program 
based upon their previous records in similar ventures." 

393. At Part II.C. supra (~ 44 through ~ 65) are fmdings of fact by the 
Board on the technical qualifications of the Applicants and their principal 
contractors. No evidence was presented by the Commonwealth in support 
of this contention other than cross-examination of Applicants and Staff 
witnesses. Based upon the findings, the Board concludes that the Appli
cants and their principal contractors are qualified to construct the proposed 
facility. 

V. E. Alternate Energy Sources 
394. Statement of Contentions: 

Commonwealth 3 "The Applicants and Staff have not given adequate 
or accurate consideration to solar power, wind power, the use of fossil 
fuels, the use of fuel derived from solid waste, or the high temperature 
gas-cooled reactor as alternative sources ofpower."132 

Qeeton I "Applicants have not adequately considered alternate 
sources of power in that they have not considered: methods of 
thermonuclear fusion; wind power; solar energy, utilization of ocean 
temperature differences; gasification of coal; production of low sulfur 
oil from garbage, animal waste and coal; or cultivation of high energy 
algae for conversion to methane or for direct power plant combus
tion." 

132()n motion by the Commonwealth dated September 25. 1975. its originally stated contention 
was modified by the Board to include solid waste as a potential fue1. (Tr. 832). 
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395. At IV.B.d. supra (~ 306 through ~ 343) are fmdings of fact by the 
Board on possible alternative methods of producing energy by the use of 
other types of fuel or other technologies. The Commonwealth presented a 
number of witnesses supporting its contention and cross-examined the 
Applicants' and the Staff witnesses. · Intervenors -Cleeton offered no 
witnesses but did cross-examine Applicants' and Staff witnesses. Upon 
consideration of the environmental, economic, technological and practical 
factors presented by the various witnesses, the Board concludes that Unit 2 
will be a source of electrical energy, over the span of its expected life, 
superior to other proposed sources. The choice between nuclear and coal 
cycles is tipped toward nuclear by present-day economics and the 
uncertainty in the future effect of the restrictions and regulations expected 
to be applied to reduce the environmental impact of the combustion of coal. 
Evaluations of that impact are only now beginning. Their consequence is 
expected to further worsen the economy of the coal fuel cycle. The Board 
expresses confidence and faith in the technical community in its pursuit of 
acceptable alternates. Of greater promise among those considered, it seems 
to the Board, are solar energy and the combustion of municipal solid 
wastes. The first is strikingly free of pollutants; the second, though fraught 
with the decontamination problems of other combustion processes, will 
provide a sorely needed reduction in a continuing and aggravating disposal 
problem and, at the same time, will recover energy otherwise destined for 
landfills at an ever-increasing rate. Additional sources show promise but 
their perfection will occur on a schedule well beyond the requirement Unit 
2 IS intended to fill. The Board concludes that there are at present no viable 
alternative energy sources. 

v. F. Alternate Sites for Unit 2 
396. Statement of the Contentions: 

Commonwealth 4 "The Applicants and the Staff have not given 
adequate consideration to underground siting, off-shore siting and 
inland siting using closed-cycle cooling systems, as alternate types of 
sites." 

Commonwealth 12 ''Neither Applicants nor Staff have adequately 
considered the alternative of locating the proposed plant at a site more 
suitable from a population density and environmental standpoint." 

MWF l(b) "To the extent that the practicability of such additional or 
alternative means . [of complying with ALARA standards] is site
dependent, including without limitation factors relating to transporta
tion, the Applicants and Staff have failed to consider adequately 
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alternate sites in light of the desirability of such additional or 
alternative means." 

397. At Part III. and Part N.B.dii. supra ('\1127 through '\1178 and '\I 344 
through '\I 353) are fmdings of fact by this Board on the existence of 
obviously superior alternate sites for the proposed facility. The Board fmds 
that Applicants and Staff have adequately considered the alternatives of 
underground siting, offshore siting and inland siting, including those which 
would employ closed cycle cooling systems. Based on the record the Board 
concludes that the Staff has adequately evaluated and compared in detail a 
sufficient number of diverse and potentially licensable alternate sites to 
meet the requirements of NEPA and the Commission's regulations. The 
Board concludes that the population density estimated for the area 
contiguous to the site proposed for the Unit 2 nuclear generating station 
throughout its projected life is within guides established by the Commission 
and, accordingly, that the projected density is not cause, in itself, for 
selecting other sites. The Board concurs with the conclusions of both 
Applicants and Staff in that none of the alternate sites considered in this 
proceeding is "obviously superior" to Rocky Point, the Applicants' 
preferred site. The Board fmds that the predicted radiological effects of the 
gaseous and liquid discharges from Unit 2 are so small as to make any 
comparisons with other sites on the basis of estimated population dose 
unnecessary.133 With respect to the suitability of Rocky Point, Board 
findings ('\I 127 through '\I 178 supra) indicate that the site is suitable. 
Specifically, the Board fmds that the population center selected by Staff 
establishes an LPZ conforming to the Commission's regulations and, from 
geographic and population viewpoints, the proposed Unit 2 site is suitable 
for the location of a nuclear plant of the general type and size proposed by 
the Applicants. The Board further frods that there are no nearby industrial, 
military, or commercial facilities which would cause the site to be 
unsuitable. The atmospheric dispersion conditions at the proposed Unit 2 
Site are better than at 70 percent of some 80 sites which have been proposed 

I33Subsequent to the admission of MWF contention 1(b), the Commission promulgated (40 
Fed Reg. 19439 dated May 5, 1975) Appendix I to 10 CFR Part SO, "Numerical Guides for 
Design Objectives and Limiting Conditions for Operation to Meet the Criterion 'As Low as 
Reasonably Achievable' for Radioactive Material in Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 
Reactor Effiuents." Compliance with Appendix I is discussed in Part n.G.c. supra. For the 
purposes of assessing the validity of MWFs contention one need only take notice of the 
calculated population doses from liquid and gaseous releases (summarized in , 125 supra). In 
accordance with the $1000 per man-rem criterion established by Appendix I § n.D. the 
maximum expenditures that could be required for a radwaste system augment are less than 
$1000 for liquids and $3400 for gases assuming that the augments would reduce the discharge 
to zero. The Board considers this potentially required expenditure by the Applicants to be de 
minimis and as such would not be a factor upon which an alternative site would be selected. 



for other reactors throughout the country. The Board fmds the site suitable 
based on meteorological considerations. The Board also finds the Site 
suitable from hydrologic, geologic and seismic viewpoints. The Category I 
structures shall be designed to withstand a horizontal seismi<rinduced 
ground acceleration of 0.20 g and the existing soil is suitable for that 
purpose. 

v. G. Impact of Aircraft on Pilgrim Site 
398. Statement of Contention: 

Oeeton C "Neither Applicants nor Staff have adequately considered 
the health, safety and environmental risks originating as a consequence 
oflocating Pilgrim Unit 2 in the proximity of a major descending flight 
path to Logan Airport and the potential impact of descending aircraft 
on the Unit 2 site. A consideration of such risks would lead to the 
selection of a site more suitable from a health, safety and/or 
environmental viewpoint." 

399. At Part III.C. supra (~ 142 through ~ 151) are findings of fact by the 
Board on the potential impact of aircraft on the Pilgrim Site. The Board 
concludes that the probability of an impact on vulnerable portions of the 
site is so small as not to be credible. 

V. H. Alternate Condenser Cooling 
400. Statement of Contention: 

Commonwealth 2 "Alternative cooling systems employing towers at the 
proposed site are available but have not been adequately assessed by 
the Applicants or Staff." 

401. Part IV.B.d.iii. supra (~ 354 through ~ 357) are fmdings of fact on 
this contention. The Board fmds that Applicants and Staff have adequately 
evaluated alternative condenser cooling methods including their intake and 
discharge systems and further fmds that no significant environmental 
advantages would be realized by the use of either mechanical or natural 
draft saltwater cooling towers over the proposed Unit 2 once-through 
cooling system. 

V. L Adverse Effects of Unit 2 on Cape Cod Bay 
402. Statement of Contention: 
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Commonwealth 1 ''The Applicants and the Staff have not adequately or 
accurately considered the potential adverse effects on the Cape Cod 
Bay ecosystem of: . 

a. Entrapment and impingement of fish and other biota in the intake 
structure. 

b. Entrainment of ichthyoplankton and larvae in the condenser 
cooling system. 

c. Supersaturation of ambient atmospheric gas entrained in cooling 
water with possible resultant fish mortality. 

d. The loss of Irish moss vegetation due to entrainment of spores, 
thermal effects and bottom scouring. 

e. The use ofbiocides as an anti-fouling mechanism. 
f. The use of heat treatment to control mussels. 
g. The attraction of certain fish, including menhaden and pollock, to 

the heated water in the vicinity of the discharge. 
h. The recirculation of heated water into the cooling system." 

403. At Part IV.B.b.ii. supra (~ 238 through ~ 240) and in IV.B.c.iistpra 
(~ 253 through ~ 263) the impact on Cape Cod Bay from both construction 
and operation are the subject of findings of fact by the Board. Common
wealth offered no testimony on this contention but cross-examined 
Applicants' and Staff witnesses. Based on the Board's fmdings cited above 
it is concluded that the Applicants and Staff have adequately considered 
the potential adverse effects of the proposed facility on the Cape Cod 
ecosystem and found them to be within acceptable limits. 

v. J. Environmental Impact of Routine Releases of Radioactive 
Material 

404. Statement of Contention: 

Qeeton E "The routine discharges of radioactive materials and/or 
attendant routine doses of radiation caused by the operation of Pilgrim 
Unit 2 constitute an unreasonable threat to the health and safety of the 
Intervenors' family." 

405. At Part IV.B.c.iv supra (~265 through ~ 286) findings of fact by the 
Board appear. Although this contention was admitted only for the limited 
purpose of " ... [permitting] the Cleetons to demonstrate, if they could, the 
specillc environmental impact, if any, on the health and safety of 
Intervenors' family by routine releases of radioactive materials caused by 
the operation of Pilgrim Unit 2," (Board Order dated April 2, 1975), the 
Applicants, the Staff and the Cleetons presented extensive evidence. The 
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contention was not admitted as a generic item or as a challenge to 
Commission regulations. The testimony of the Cleetons' witnesses failed to 
show unusual circumstances whereby the Cleeton family is inordinately 
susceptible to the effects of radiation. Absent a showing of such circum
stances, Commission rules and regulations governing releases of radioactive 
material and radiation exposures apply. The record shows that Unit 2 is 
designed to operate in conformance with these rules. Accordingly the Board 
accepts the testimony of witnesses of the Applicants and the Staff stating 
that radiologic effects of routine releases from Unit 2 will be small 
compared to those attributable to background sources and hence negligible. 

v. K. Theft and Sabotage 
406. Statement of Contention: 

Commonwealth 9 "The Applicants and the Staff overstate the advan
tage of the nuclear option as opposed to alternative methods of 
electrical generation by understating the risk of theft and sabotage 
attendant on nuclear generation, the costs of which, if considered in 
the cost-benefit analysis for Pilgrim 2 would cause the overall costs of 
the facili~ to outweigh its benefits." 

r! ~ 

407. At Part II.E. supra (~ 81 through ~ 93) are fmdings of fact by the 
Board on the risks of meft and sabotage of the proposed facility. The Board 
fmds that the potential . .risk of sabotage and of theft of radioactive 
materials, including used. fuel, from within Unit 2 or in transport, by 
unarmed persons is sufficiently small in the overall cost-benefit analysis not 
to affect a conclusion that' ,alternative generation options are inferior to 
nuclear energy. . .. 

... 
V. L. Transportation Risks 

408. Statement of Contention: 

Cleeton B "Applicants and Staff have not properly assessed the 
radiological risk to Intervenors' health and safety caused by possible 
future accidents of vehicles used in the transportation of nuclear fuels 
and nuclear wastes to and from the Pilgrim 2 site." 

409. At Part IV.B.d. supra (~ 287 through ~ 290) are fmdings of fact by 
the Board on the question of risks in the transportation of nuclear fuels and 
wastes. The Intervenors presented no direct testimony in support of their 
contention on the risks arising from accidents during such transport. The 
Intervenors cross-examined witnesses presented by the Applicants and the 
Staff. Upon review of this record discussing accidents involving vehicles 
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transporting nuclear materials, the Board observes no evidence of unusual 
traffic risks. Accordingly, the Board concludes that the transport of nuclear 
materials to and from Unit 2 does not constitute an unacceptable risk to the 
health and safety of the public or of the Intervenors in excess of that 
engendered by day-by-day commercial activity on highways and railroads. 

V. M. Effect of Unavailability of Reprocessing and Waste Disposal 
Facilities on Costs and the Environmental Assessment of 
Increased Spent Fuel Storage ' 

410. Statement of Contention: 

Cleeton K "The delay in the licensing of reprocessing facilities and in 
the availability of long term waste disposal and storage facilities will 
preclude the availability of sufficient fuel for Pilgrim 2. In addition, it 
will require longer storage of spent fuel at the Pilgrim 2 site, thereby 
increasing the radiological environmental impact of the facility. These 
factors will tend to increase the cost of fresh fuel and cause additional 
storage expenses for the Applicants, which will make the nuclear 
option more expensive than comparable fossil facilities. Proper 
consideration of these matters in this proceeding would cause the cost
benefit balance to shift in favor of alternatives to nuclear fueled 
generation capacity for Pilgrim 2." 

411. At Part IV.B.c.vi. supra (~ 295 through ~ 304) are fmdings of fact 
by the Board on this contention. The Board concludes that sufficient fuel 
for Unit 2 is assured throughout its lifetime even absent the recovery of 
resources by reprocessing used fuel from operating nuclear reactors. 
Further, the additional fuel costs entailed by that absence is acceptably 
small. The impact on the environment of storage of used fuel at the Pilgrim 
site is solely an increase in the nearby radiation field. That increase, 
however, is negligible compared to the natural radiation background. 

V. N. Compliance with ALARA Standards 
412. Statement of Contention: 

MWF 1(a) "The Applicants' plant design does not comply with the 
Commission's 'as low as practicable' standards since the releases of 
radioactive materials in liquid and gaseous effluents may be further 
reduced through the use of alternative or additional means such as, for 
example, additional solidification and fIltration systems." 

413. At Part II.G.c. supra (~ 117 through ~ 126) are fmdings offact by 
the Board on this contention. The Board fmds that Applicants' plant design 
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is in compliance with the Commission's regulations imposed to assure 
releases of radioactive materials in liquid and gaseous effluents are "as low 
as reasonably achievable." 

V. O. Adequacy of Regulatory Staff Inspection Practices 
414. Statement of Contention: 

Commonwealth 11 "The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory 
Staff has not demonstrated that its inspection practices are adequate in 
terms of the frequency and scope of inspection to monitor the quality 
assurance programs of nuclear power plant manufacturers. Absent 
more stringent inspection of such quality assurance programs, the 
issuance of a construction permit for the proposed Pilgrim 2 facility 
will be inimical to the health and safety of the public." 

415. At Part II.G.b. supra ('II 114 through'll 116) are fmdings of fact by 
the Board on this contention. The Board agrees that the adequacy of the 
Staff inspection program must be measured in conjunction with the overall 
inspection and quality assurance effort which is applied to the manufacture 
of nuclear power plants and individual plant components. Viewed in that 
context the Board finds that the inspection practices of the NRC Staff are 
adequate in terms of frequency and scope to monitor the quality assurance 
programs of nuclear power plant manufacturers and that the health and 
safety of the public are adequately protected by such actions. 

V. P. Steam Generator Tube Integrity 
416. Statement ofIssue: 

Board Issue "Evidence regarding the overall integrity of the proposed 
steam generator tubes will be taken." 

417. At Part II.G.a. supra ('1199 through '11116) are the Board's findings 
on steam generator tube integrity. The Board fmds that there exists the 
requisite reasonable assurance that the public health and safety will not be 
endangered as a consequence of tube failure during the operation of Unit 2. 

VI.CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
418. The Board makes the following conclusions oflaw based upon the 

entire record and all the evidence in this proceeding, including our 
consideration and evaluation of the Application for Permit and supporting 
documents submitted by Applicants, the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report 
and Final Environmental Statement;· the written and oral testimony of all 
of the witnesses; the exhibits admitted into evidence; the Rules and 
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Regulations of the Commission; the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended; the National Environmental Policy Act, as amended; and 
relevant NRC decisions and case law. 

1. In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.35(a): 

(a) the Applicants have described the proposed design of the facilities 
including, but not limited to, the principal architectural and 
engineering criteria for the design, and have identified the major 
features or components incorporated therein for the protection of 
the health and safety of the public; 

(b) such further technical or design information as may be required to 
complete the safety analysis and which can reasonably be left for 
later consideration, will be supplied in the fmal safety analysis 
report; 

(c) safety features or components, if any, which require research and 
development have been described by the Applicants. Further the 
Applicants have identified, and there will be conducted, a research 
and development program reasonably designed to resolve any safety 
questions associated with such features or components; and 

(d) on the basis of the foregomg, there is reaseilable assurance that (i) 
such safety questions will be satisfactorily resolved at or before the 
latest date stated in the application for completion of construction of 
the proposed facility, and (ii) taking into consideration the site 
criteria contained in 10 CFR Part 100, the proposed facility can be 
constructed and operated at Rocky Point without undue risk to the 
health and safety of the public. 

2. The Applicants are technically qualified to design and construct the 
proposed facility. 

3. The Applicants are fmancially qualified to design and construct the 
proposed facility. 

4. The issuance of a permit for construction of the facility will not be 
inimical to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of 
the public. 

5. The provisions of Section 102(2Xc) and (E) of NEPA and 10 CFR Part 
51 of the Commission's regulations have been complied with in this 
proceeding. In particular the Board has independently considered the 
benefits and costs of the proposed facility and concludes that the benefits to 
be derived from Unit 2 outweigh its costs. This consideration has included 
the impacts of construction and operation on both the terrestrial and 
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aquatic environments as well as of the uranium fuel cycle including 
transportation of fuel and other radioactive materials to and from the site. 

VII. ORDER 
419. The record of these proceedings includes a number of items 

derived during discussions among the Parties. They constitute commit
ments by the Applicants to effect various actions. These actions, listed 
below, are made conditions to any construction permit issued as a result of 
this Order. 

1. The FES, at v, enumerates five conditions designed to protect the 
environment. These include: a) twenty-one items detailed at FES 
§ 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 intended to minimize the environmental impacts of 
construction; b) a preoperational monitoring program, described in 
FES § 6.1 and in MWF Exhibits I(A) and 1 (B), comprised of 
ecological, water, meteorological, and radiological observations and 
evaluations; c) the establishment and maintenance of a control 
program to review conformance of the construction with the 
conditions set forth in the permit; d) communication to the 
Commission on construction activities deviating from the condi
tions of the permit; and e) transmittal to the Staff of analyses of and 
solutions for any unexpected harmful effects detected during 
construction. 

2. The Applicants shall establish written procedures and instructions 
to control all construction activities prescribed in the FES and in 
this Decision and shall provide periodic management audits to 
determine that all conditions are implemented. They shall maintain 
records showing compliance with all of the environment-related 
conditions. 

3. The Applicants shall possess and shall prudently exercise their 
authority to control at any time all activities within the exclusion 
area except on Rocky Hill Road. This authority shall include the 
exclusion of personnel and property. During any emergency the 
Applicants shall additionally have control of Rocky Hill Road 
through appropriate law enforcement officials. 

4. To minimize exposures of aquatic biota to cold shock the 
Applicants shall make every effort to avoid simultaneous shutdown 
of both Units 1 and 2 during winter months. 

420. A construction permit to build Pilgrim Unit 2 should be issued 
subject to the above conditions and subject to the favorable completion of 
hearings on emergency planning and Three Mile Island 2 related issues. 
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In accordance with 10 CFR 2.760, 2.762, 2.785 and 2.786, this Partial 
Initial Decision shall constitute the fmal action of the Commission on the 
matters considered herein thirty (30) days after issuance, subject to any 
review pursuant to the above-cited Rules of Practice. l34 Exceptions to this 
Partial Initial Decision may be fIled by any Party within ten (10) days after 
its service. A brief in support of the exceptions shall be fIled within thirty 
(30) days thereafter, forty (40) days in the case of the NRC Staff. Within 
thirty (30) days of the filing and service of the brief of the appellant, forty 
(40) days in the case of the NRC Staff, any other Party may fIle a brief in 
support of, or in opposition to, the exceptions. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 2nd day of February 1981. 

THE ATOMIC SAFElY AND 
LICENSING BOARD 

A. Dixon Callihan 
Administrative Judge 

Richard F. Cole 
Administrative Judge 

Andrew C. Goodhope, Chairman 
Administrative Judge 

[The Appendix has been deleted from this publication but is available 
at the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, 
D.C.] 

I34In accordance with 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix B, the Board has reviewed the issues decided 
herein and has determined that none presents serious, close questions which may be crucial to 
whether a license should become effective before full appellate review is completed. Further, 
the Board has found no issues on which prompt Commission policy guidance is required. 
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Before Administrative Judges: 
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In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-329 OM 
50-330 OM 

Docket Nos. 50-329 OL 
50-3300L 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2) February 12, 1981 

The Licensing Board conftrms its earlier bench ruling granting the 
applicant's motions to compel the depositions of three named NRC staff 
members, subject to certain limitations. The Board denies the staffs motion 
for reconsideration of the earlier ruling with respect to one of those 
members but grants its alternative motion to refer that aspect of the ruling 
to the Appeal Board. The Board also confrrms its earlier denial of a staff 
motion for a protective order to prevent the further deposition of a fourth 
staff member. 

RULES OF PRACI1CE: DISCOVERY (AGAINST NRC STAFF) 

Depositions of named NRC staff members may be required only upon a 
showing of exceptional circumstances. 10 CFR 2.72O(h) (2). 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

(Concerning Depositions of NRC Staff Members) 

A. Consumers Power Co. (Applicant) has med three motions to compel 
the depositions of named NRC Staff members: (1) a motion dated 
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January 15, 1981, to depose Kamalaker Naidu (Office of Inspection and 
Enforcement, Region III); (2) a motion dated January 23, 1981 to compel 
the deposition of Harold Thornburg (Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, 
Bethesda); and (3) a motion, also dated January 23, 1981, to compel the 
deposition of Gaston Fiorelli (I&E, Region III). In each case, the Applicant 
sought not only to take the requested depostion but also the assessment of 
certain costs against the NRC Staff. The NRC Staff opposed all three 
motions: it ftled a written response dated January 27, 1981 with respect 
to Mr. Naidu, and it addressed all three motions at the prehearing 
conference commencing on January 28, 1981. 

On December 4, 1980, the NRC Staff ftled a motion for a protective 
order to prevent the further deposition of Joseph Kane (Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation, Bethesda). The Applicant opposed this motion by 
reply dated January 9, 1981. With our permission, the Staff on January 27, 
1981 ftled a response to the Applicant's reply. 

The Board heard oral argument on all four motions at the prehearing 
conference on Jauary 28-29, 1981.1 

With respect to Messrs. Naidu, Fiorelli, and Thornburg, the Staff 
generally took the position that, under NRC rules, the Staff could select any 
of its members to be deposed and that another party could not second
guess the Staff as to the choice of a witness. 10 CFR §2.72O(hX2). Although 
recognizing an exception for "exceptional circumstances," the Staff asserted 
that those circumstances had not been demonstrated. On the other hand, 
the Applicant pointed to specific areas of inquiry which Staff-designated 
witnesses were unable to address, as well as information tending to indicate 
that the named Staff witnesses had knowledge in such areas. As for Mr. 
Kane, the Staff claimed that his deposition to date had been unduly lengthy 
and repetitive, to the extent that further questioning would amount to 
harassment. The Applicant claimed that Mr. Kane had been evasive or 
non-responsive during much of his deposition and that there were 
particular areas in which Mr. Kane had knowledge which the deposition 
had not yet reached. 

At the January 29, 1981 session of the prehearing conference, the 
Board rendered the following ruling on these motions from the bench (fr. 
699-704):2 

The Board has decided to grant the motions of the Applicant to 
compel the depositions of Messrs. Naidu, Fiorelli, and Thornburg. We 

ISee Tr. 422-479, 631-634 (Naidu deposition); Tr. 485-52S (Fiorelli deposition); Tr. 537-546 
(Thornburg deposition); Tr. 551-611 (Kane deposition). The Applicant's requests for fees were 
considered at Tr. 612-630, 634-647. 
2'J'he transcript language has been modified slightly for clarity. 
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have also decided to deny the Stairs request for a protective order with 
respect to Mr. Kane, subject to certain requirements. We fmd that in 
each case the Applicant has demonstrated exceptional circumstances, 
within the meaning of 10 CFR §2.72O(h)(2), to warrant the deposition 
or further deposition of the named individuals. Specifically, the 
Applicant has demonstrated, as contemplated by the foregoing 
regulation, that the named NRC employees have direct personal 
knowledge of material facts not known to the deponents heretofore 
made available by the Staff. In particular: 

(1) The Board agrees that the Applicant should be able to question 
Mr. Naidu about the adequacy of the current QA program. Mr. 
Keppler, made available by the Staff, expressed no detailed knowledge 
of this subject (see, e.g., Tr. 462-465) but identified Mr. Gallagher and 
Mr. Naidu as having knowledge of different aspects of this area. Mr. 
Gallagher was apparently unable to address certain matters about 
which he was questioned. The deposition of Mr. Naidu may include (a) 
whether the QA program has been adequately modified, and will be 
adequately implemented, to prevent QA deficiencies of the type which 
have heretofore occurred, and (b) whether the particular QA deficien
cies which have arisen with respect to the soils settlement problem have 
been adequately resolved. 

(2) Mr. Keppler also identified Mr. Fiorelli as the individual having 
knowledge of other QA matters. The Applicant should be able to 
question Mr. Fiorelli about (a) the SALP board meeting concerning 
the appraisal of the Consumers Power Company QA program for the 
Midland facility; (b) the Region III I&E review of non-conformance 
reports submitted in accordance with ALAB-I06 (including the extent 
to which the NCR's reflect upon the Stairs QA questions which are at 
issue here); (c) Mr. Fiorelli's discussions or communications with Mr. 
Keppler on these matters; and (d) matters arising out of Exhibit 2 of 
the Gallagher deposition. 

(3) Mr. Shewmaker, who was made available by the Staff, identified 
Mr. Thornburg as having particular knowledge in certain areas which 
Mr. Shewmaker did not possess. Mr. Thornburg should be made 
available to address (a) a meeting he attended on November 28, 1979, 
which the parties referred to in their oral argu.nfent before this Board, 
and (b) information he provided to, or discussions he had with, Mr. 
Stello and/or Mr. Case during the period between that meeting and the 
issuance of the December 6, 1979 modification order. Specifically, Mr. 
Thornburg may be que~tioned about whether, and if so in what 
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respects, the Staff changed its position concerning remedial actions 
proposed by the Applicant to ameliorate the soils settlement problem. 

(4) Although the depostion of Mr. Kane has been lengthy, we fmd 
no evidence of harassment by the Applicant or bad faith by the Staff or 
Mr. Kane. Mr. Kane plays a significant part in this proceeding, 
concerning some very technical and complex areas. Mr. Kane should 
be made available for further questioning concerning (a) cracks in the 
concrete ring foundation for the borated water storage tanks; (b) the 
underground piping matter; (c) amendment 85 to the FSAR (at such 
time as Mr. Kane is prepared to address this subject); and (d) the line 
of questions which the Applicant attempted to commence at the 
conclusion of the deposition on December 4, 1980 (Volume VI, p. 403). 
In addition, Mr. Kane may be asked (for the record) sufficient 
questions to determine whether he has significant knowledge of the 
other subjects mentioned by the Applicant at the prehearing confer
ence. If he does not, he need not attempt to answer questions on those 
subjects. (He also should then not be used as a Staff witness on those 
subjects.) With respect to the change of position reflected in the letter 
from R.L. Tedesco to the Applicant dated January 8, 1981, Mr. Kane 
may be asked whether he merely participated in that matter as a 
conduit or whether he had any substantive input. If the latter situation 
is the case, he may be questioned concerning that input. 

The Board has decided to disallow the claim of the Applicant for 
costs and expenses. Although we are essentially rejecting the position 
of the Staff on the various motions, we fmd no bad faith in the Staffs 
asserting these positions. In addition, we fmd that the filing of motions 
to compel is the usual way contemplated by the Rules of Practice to 
obtain the testimony of particular Staff witnesses, and nothing in our 
telephone conference call changed that for this case. (We had hoped, 
however, to avoid this procedure if possible.) Moreover, the Applicant 
had indicated that it will take the deposition of Mr. Gilray in Bethesda 
during the next two or three weeks; to take two other depositions at 
that time would not seem to inconvenience it unduly. For that reason, 
we direct the Staff to make available Messrs. Kane and Thornburg at 
that time in Bethesda (if sought by the Applicant). Otherwise, the 
depositions of Messrs. Kane and Thornburg shall be taken in Bethesda 
at a time mutually agreed by the Staff and Applicant. The depositions 
of Messrs. N aidu and Fiorelli shall be taken in Glen Ellyn, Illinois at a 
time mutually agreed by the Applicant and Staff. 

The depositions shall be limited to the subjects indicated. We urge 
the parties to attempt to work out any differences of opinion amicably; 
if they cannot do so, they can ask us to resolve disputes. In doing so, 
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we will be guided by our desire to permit parties to obtain all material 
information which they may need to develop their cases. We add, 
however, that we will not countenance open-ended interrogation of 
Staff witnesses. 

B. On February 5, 1981, the Applicant initiated a telephone conference 
call to resolve a dispute which had arisen between it and the NRC Staff 
concerning the scheduling of the depositions which we had ordered. 
Participating were Mr. Ronald Zamarin for the Applicant and Mr. William 
Paton for the Staff. The Chairman was the sole Board member who was 
involved, since the other members were unavailable at the time. (See 10 
CFR §2.72I(d).) 

The Applicant asserted that the NRC Staff was refusing to agree upon 
definite schedules for the depositions and had offered no explanation. The 
Applicant sought a definite schedule so that it could arrange its own 
schedule and make travel plans as necessary. The Staff explained (although 
it apparently had not previously informed the Applicant) that it was 
planning to ftle a motion for reconsideration of the earlier Board order. 

The Board Chairman ruled that the Staff should schedule the 
depositions in question but that no depositions were to be taken until the 
Board had ruled on the reconsideration motion. The Board Chairman also 
stated that the Applicant need not respond to the Staff motion unless asked 
by the Board to do so, and that any response requested would be through 
the medium of a telephone conference call (given the expedited discovery 
schedule which had been contemplated by the Board's discovery order).3 

C. On February 9, 1981, the Staffftled its "Motion for Reconsideration 
or Referral of Licensing Board's Rulings of January 29, 1981." In that 
document, the Staff sought reconsideration only of our ruling with respect 
to Mr. Thornburg. By limiting its motion in that respect, the Staff is leaving 
in effect our rulings compelling the depositions of Messrs. Naidu and 
Fiorelli and the further deposition of Mr. Kane. (The Staffhas reserved the 
right to contest these rulings later on appeal, a course of action which will 
provide appellate review only after the depositions have taken place.) The 
Staff also asked us to refer our ruling to the Appeal Board should we 
determine to deny its reconsideration motion. 

Both the Board Chairman and the Applicant received the Stairs 
motion the afternoon of February 9, 1981. Because the Board determined 
that the arguments of the Staff raised questions concerning certain aspects 
of our earlier order, we requested the Staff to arrange a telephone 

lOr. Cowan concurs with this ruling. 
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conference call on February 10, 1981 to discuss these questions. The Staff 
did so. 

Judges Bechhoefer and Cowan participated in this call. Representing 
various parties were Messrs. Michael I. Miller and Ronald Zamarin for the 
Applicant, Mr. William Olmstead for the NRC Staff, Ms. Sharon Warren, 
pro se, and Mr. Wendell Marshall, for the Mapleton Intervenors. 

In its reconsideration motion, the Staff challenged our earlier fmding 
of "exceptional circumstances" with respect to Mr. Thornburg; it character
ized the Applicant's attempt to depose Mr. Thornburg as a "fishing 
expedition" barred by 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix A, Part IV. The Staff also 
claimed that, under the regulations, the Applicant must first attempt to 
obtain information from the Staff through documents, next through 
interrogatories, and only if those attempts fail through depositions. The 
Staff would require a showing that "no othe, individual" made available by 
the Staff could provide the desire information "and that the information is 
material" (emphasis in original). In that connection, the Staff took the 
position that the only information possessed by Mr. Thornburg which 
might be material was subject to executive privilege and hence should not 
be discovered. The Staff also observed that the information as to which we 
found "exceptional circumstances" was known to other witnesses made 
available by the Staff; put another way, it asserted that "Consumers • • • 
[has] not established that none of the numerous witnesses made available to 
[it] had the desired information." 

We will not at this point treat whether the Statrs understanding of the 
Rules of Practice accords with our own. For, subject to its undertaking to 
ascertain whether two other witnesses already designated by the Staff 
possess knowledge of the matters concerning which the Applicant wishes to 
inquire, the Applicant, in our view, has demonstrated "exceptional 
circumstances," "in the context of the discovery arrangements being 
followed in this proceeding, to warrant the desposition of Mr. Thornburg. 

With its motion to compel Mr. Thornburg's deposition, the Applicant 
supplied documents which indicated, it claimed, that during the period 
between November 28, 1979 and November 30, 1979 the Staff may have 
changed its opinion with respect to whether the modification order should 
be issued. Notes of a meeting on November 28, 1979 involving several 
ranking NRC employees who were engaged in resolving the soils settlement 
question indicate, according to the Applicant, a general consensus that 
CPC's "proposed fixes are such that, if they are implemented properly they 
should be adequate" (Shewmaker dep., exhibit 13, attached to Applicant's 
motion to compel). Among the persons who apparently attended that 
meeting were Messrs. Shewmaker, Hood, Keppler, and Rinaldi, all of 
whom had been made available for desposition, and Messrs. Fiorelli and 
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Thornburg, whose depositions we have ordered. Notwithstanding the 
alleged consensus, however, drafts of a proposed modification order 
circulated two days later (with the order itself issuing eight days after the 
meeting). The Applicant also produced a meeting log which indicated that 
Mr. Thornburg had met on November 28 and 29, respectively, with Mr. 
Case and Mr. Stello, the officials who signed the modification order. The 
Applicant wishes to discover any factual information communicated to Mr. 
Case or Mr. Stello which may have led to the modification order and which 
may indicate a shift in position of Staff members. 

This information in our view is material-indeed essential-to a proper 
evaluation of the soils settlement question. As all parties seem to agree, the 
surfacing of differing professional opinions within the Staff (if any) will 
assist us in reaching an informed decision on this question. Mr. Thornburg 
appears to have information not possessed by others made available by the 
Staff. In order to corume the deposition to information demonstrated by 
the Applicant to be not otherwise available, we limited the subjects of the 
deposition. See p. 21& infra, and Tr. 701-702. 

We also frod that the Applicant has made sufficient attempts (except as 
described below) to obtain the information from other sources to warrant 
our finding of "exceptional circumstances" with respect to Mr. Thornburg 
(subject to procedural requirements hereinafter outlined). There is a public 
interest reason for completing discovery, as well as the entire proceeding, as 
expeditiously as possible-if only because the Applicant is free to continue 
plant construction in areas impacted by the soils settlement condition 
despite questions by the Staff as to whether the soils settlement questions 
have been adequately resolved. For that reason, the Applicant and Staff 
have informally agreed to utilize depositions as the primary discovery 
methodology. We agree that the use of depositions in this context is 
desirable and, hence, we decline to require that the Applicant fIrst attempt 
to obtain the information through documents or interrogatories.4 

The Applicant did attempt to obtain the requested information from 
witnesses produced by the Staff who had attended the November 28, 1979 
meeting and who might have had knowledge of facts later communicated to 
Mr. Case or Mr. Stello (Tr. 540-41). The Applicant and Staff disagree on 
whether Mr. Darl Hood, the Project Manager, was asked the proper 
questions on his deposition. And Mr. Fiorelli has not yet been deposed.s As 

4It appears, however, that the Applicant has sought to obtain certain documents from the 
Staff; we express no opinion whether its requests were specific enough to have obtained 
documents (if any) containing the information sought from Mr. Thornburg. 
~His deposition is currently scheduled for February 17, 1981. See Notice of Deposition dated 
February 3, 1981. We were advised in the February 10, 1981 conference call that Mr. 
Thornburg's deposition is currently scheduled for February 20, 1981. 
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a condition for the deposition of Mr. Thornburg, and consistent with the 
scheme in the NRC Rules of Practice, we have modified our earlier order to 
require the Applicant first to question Messrs. Fiorelli and Hood about the 
matters on which it seeks to question Mr. Thornburg; only if they cannot 
respond properly to the Applicant's questions is Mr. Thornburg to be made 
available. 

With respect to the Staff's substantive objections, the potentially 
privileged nature of the information sought by the Applicant (i.e., 
deliberations leading to the modification order) was the primary reason we 
called for responses (by telephone) to the Staff's reconsideration motion. 
The Staff cites Consumers Power Co. (palisades Nuclear Power Facility), 
AU-80-l, 12 NRC 117 (1980) as authority for the proposition that 
interrogation concerning the deliberative processes of the NRC Staff is 
privileged from discovery, under the executive privilege. However, we 
understand that decision as holding only that, in that proceeding, the party 
seeking discovery had not demonstrated "exceptional circumstances" and 
could not obtain the requested information absent a showing that it had 
done so. In particular, that party had not demonstrated the safety 
significance of the data sought. 12 NRC at 126. The ruling also left open the 
possibility that the data might eventually have to be revealed. Id at 128. 

More pertinent, in our view, is the decision of the Commission in 
Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2), 
CLI-74-16, 7 ABC 313 (1974). There, the Licensing Board ordered 
production of portions of documents which included information bearing 
upon the deliberative and policy making functions of the Advisory 
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), on the basis that disclosure of 
the information was "necessary to a proper decision in this particular 
proceeding" and "the information is not reasonably obtainable from 
another source, in view of the need to expedite the proceeding and the 
stipulated tight schedule for discovery." Id at 314, emphasis supplied. The 
Commission approved this release of information, citing in addition the 
following factors: 

This proceeding involves a safety issue * * * not discovered until after 
issuance of the construction permits * * * . This potential problem 
required issuance of an Order to Show Cause. Moreover, there were 
allegations-sufficient to warrant an investigation-that the licensee 
had intentionally withheld [pertinent] information * * * from the 
agency for several years. Under these circumstances, we [believe] it 
imperative that all information concerning [the question at issue] be 
made public. The policy considerations underlying the Committee's 
decision to delete deliberative passages from its records should not be 
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permitted to prevent disclosure of the safety-related information 
contained in the records here in issue. 

Id. at 315 (fns. omitted). 

We note that the Applicant has disclaimed any intent of inquiring into 
deliberative information (fr. 544-545; also, telephone conference on 
February 10, 1981). To clarify our earlier ruling, we have limited the scope 
of Mr. Thornburg's deposition (insofar as communications with Messrs. 
Case or Stello are involved) to facts; recommendations are excluded. 
Taking that limitation into account, and given the similarity of circum
stances between this proceeding and the situation described in North Anna, 
we hold that the Applicant has demonstrated sufficient "exceptional 
circumstances" to warrant the deposition of Mr. Thornburg (subject to the 
preliminary procedural requirements we have imposed). 

D. The Staff asked us to refer this ruling to the Appeal Board, on the 
basis that later appeal would not correct the injury it would sustain if 
deliberative material were revealed. We agreed to do.so. Cf Kansas Gas and 
Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No.1), ALAB-
327, 3 NRC 408, 413 (1976).6 Although we strongly support the conclusion 
we have reached with respect to Mr. Thornburg, we also recognize that, 
should the Staff's assessment of the situation be accepted, our ruling might 
have public interest implications, within the contemplation of 10 CFR 
§2.730(f). We denied the request to delay the deposition of Mr. Thornburg 
until after the Appeal Board ruling; the Appeal Board can, of course, stay 
our order if it believes that course of action is appropriate. 

We note that the only ruling we are referring to the Appeal Board is 
that with respect to Mr. Thornburg. We perceive no persuasive reasons for 
early review of the other rulings included herein. 

For the reasons stated, and subject to the limitations which we have 
described, the Applicant's motions to compel the depositions of Messrs. 
Naidu, Fiorelli, and Thornburg are granted. The Stairs motion for a 
protective order with respect to Mr. Kane is denied (subject to the 
limitations on questioning which we have described). The Stafrs motion for 
reconsideration of our ruling concerning Mr. Thornburg is denied, subject 
to the Applicant's taking the additional procedural steps outlined in this 
opinion. The Staff's motion to refer our ruling with respect to Mr. 
Thornburg to the Appeal Board is granted. 

6See, generally, Public Service Co. of Indiana, Inc. (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, 
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-405, 5 NRC 1190, 1192 (1971). 
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It is so ordered this 12th day of February, 1981. 

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFTEY 
AND LICENSING BOARD 

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Judge Linenburger took no part in the consideration or disposition of 
the matters dealt with in Sections B, C and D of this opinion. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 226 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

Before Administrative .Judges: 

Elizabeth S. Bowers, Chairman 
Glenn O. Bright 

Dr. Jerry R. Kline 

LBP-81-5 

In the Matter of Docket Nos. S0-275-0L 
50-323-0L 

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear 
Power Plant, Units 1 & 2) February 13, 1981 

In a prehearing conference order in a proceeding to consider a motion 
by applicant for authority to load fuel and conduct low power testing 
(pursuant to 10 CFR 50.57(c», the Licensing Board: (1) confrrms its 
previous rulings denying motions by the Governor of California seeking 
reconsideration of the Board's earlier denial of his request to stay the 
proceeding pending the preparation of an EIS or EIA dealing with fuel 
loading, testing, and low power operation and for an order directing the 
staff to prepare either an EIS or EIA; (2) describes the criteria under which 
it will admit contentions for litigation in the proceeding in light of 
NUREG-0737 (the Commission's revised TMI-related requirements for 
new operating licenses) and CLJ-80-42 (the Commission's revised policy 
statement for implementation of the TMI-related requirements into the 
licensing process); (3) denies a request by an intervenor group that the 
Board certify to the Commission the question of the criteria for deciding the 
admissibility of contentions in this proceeding; (4) rules on the contentions 
submitted by the intervenor group; (5) rules on the subjects on which the 
Governor of California may participate in the proceeding as the representa
tive of an interested state under 10 CFR 2.715(c); and (6) adopts the 
schedule for prehearing activities stipulated by the parties. 
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NEPA: NEED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 

Where the environmental impacts of full-term, full-power operation have 
already been evaluated in an environmental impact statement, a licensing 
action for limited operation that would result in lesser impacts need not be 
accompanied by either an additional impact statement or an impact 
appraisal. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: REOPENING OF PROCEEDINGS 

New regulatory requirements establish good cause for reopening a 
record or admitting new contentions on matters related to the new 
requirement. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: PARTICIPATION BY AN INIERESTED 
STATE 

A representative of an interested state participating under 10 CFR 
2.715(c) is not required to submit contentions of his own in order to 
participate in a proceeding, but if the representative wishes to raise' specific 
issues not otherwise accepted by a board, he must comply with the 
requirements of 10 CFR 2.714(b) for acceptable contentions. Gulf State 
Utilities Co. (River Bend Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760 
(1977). 

PREHEARING CONFERENCE ORDER 

At the time of the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident, the record in this 
proceeding was complete. The occurrence of that accident prompted a 
motion (from the Joint Intervenors) on May 29, 1979, to reopen the record. 
The Staff urged that the Board defer ruling on that motion until the Staff 
could investigate the accident and report its conclusions as to the 
implications for the Diablo facility to the Board and the parties. In an 
Order of June 5, 1979, the Board granted the Staff request. 

On June 20, 1980, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued a 
"Statement of Policy for Further Commission Guidance for Power Reactor 
Operating Licenses," 45 Fed. Reg. 41738. That statement adopted as both 
necessary and sufficient for responding to the TMI accident insofar as new 
operating licenses are concerned the requirements contained in NUREG-
0694, ''TMI-Related Requirements for New Operating Licenses." 

The existence of this guidance from the Commission prompted the filing 
by Applicant of a motion seeking authority to load fuel and conduct low 
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power testing (a so-called §S0.57(c) motion). The motion seeks an operating 
license authorizing (i) loading of fuel; (ii) proceeding to initial criticality; 
(iii) performing startup testing at zero power; and (iv) testing at power 
levels not in excess of 5% of rated power with respect to each ~t. 

The Applicant's motion prompted further proceedings "hich are the 
subject of this prehearing conference order. To some extent, the Joint 
Intervenors' motion to reopen is also necessarily involved in these 
proceedings and will be dealt with herein as appropriate. 

Applicant's motion was filed on July 14, 1980. On August 4, 1980, Joint 
Intervenors responded, asserting that prior to the grant of any such license 
outstanding issues pertaining to seismic design, security planning, quality 
assurance, and emergency planning had to be resolved Further, Joint 
Intervenors asserted the need for a hearing at which they would contest 
Applicant's conclusions with respect to fuel loading and low power testing. 

Also on August 4, Governor Brown fIled in opposition to Applicant's 
motion, asserting that the motion did not comply with the Rules of Practice. 

On August 6, the Staff responded to the motion asserting, inter alia, that 
the motion application for SO.S7(c) license appeared to be adequate and 
suggested that the Board should proceed. Attached to the Staff's response 
was Supplement 10 to the SER which served as its evaluation of the impact 
ofTMI on the sought-for license. 

Mter calling for further response from the parties, the Board issued an 
Order accepting the Applicant's motion as sufficiently complete to 
commence the proceeding and setting October 27, 1980, as the date for the 
filing of contentions. This date was subsequently adjusted to December 3, 
1980 because of the parties involvement with Appeal Board matters. The 
Board also approved the Staff's identification of the issues remaining in the 
proceeding on which Board findings were still required and concurred in 
the Staff's judgIp.ent that a decision on Joint Intervenors' motion to reopen 
the record on so-called "Class 9" accid~nts should await the conclusion of 
proceedings on the seismic issue currently underway before an Appeal 
Board. 

In compliance with the Board's Order, Joint Intervenors flled conten
tions and the Governor flled a list of "subjects" on which he wishes to 
participate. The Applicant and Staff have flled responses, and a two-day 
prehearing conference was held on January 28 and Z9, 1981, in Bethesda, 
Maryland, in which the contentions and "subjects" were discussed. 

Before dealing in detail with the positions of the parties with regard to 
the contentions and "subjects," at the prehearing conference a related 
matter was considered. On December 8, 1980, the Governor flled a motion 
to stay the proceeding pending preparation of an environmental impact 
statement (or alternatively an appraisal) dealing with fuel loading, testing, 
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and low power operation. 1bis motion was supported by Joint Intervenors 
on December 18 and opposed by Applicant and Staff on December 23, 
since the motion did not even address the criteria for a stay. The motion 
was argued at the prehearing conference and orally denied by the Board on 
the basis that the Governor did not address the criteria in 10 CFR 2.788(e) 
which must be met in order for the motion to be granted. The Board also 
stated the motion would not prevail on the merits since an EIS was issued 
and a PID on environmental matters was issued. (fr. 33-35) Subsequently, 
the Governor orally moved for reconsideration and requested the Board to 
direCt the Staff to prepare an environmental impact appraisal in order to 
determine whether an environmental impact statement is necessary under 
10 CFR 51.5(b)(3), 51.5(c)(I), 51.7 and 51.5(c)(I) prior to issuance of any 
fuel loading and low power testing license. The motion was denied and the 
Board stated the rationale would be detailed in its Order. While these 
motions seek somewhat different results, the Governor's rationale in 
support of them and the Applicant's and Staff's rationale in opposition are 
essentially identical. So are the Board's rulings. Therefore, both motions 
will be discussed together. 

The Governor relies for support on the provisions of 10 CFR §§51.5(b) 
and (c). Subsection (b) of this section lists certain licensing actions which 
mayor may not require an environmental impact statement. One of these is 
"[i]ssuance of a license to operate a power reactor ... at less than full 
power .... " (§51.5(b)(3).) Subsection (c) states that in the event that an 
environmental impact statement is not prepared, a negative declaration and 
environmental impact appraisal will be prepared, unless the Commission 
determines otherwise, with respect to the licensing action listed in 
subsection (b). The Governor seeks an order directing the Staff to prepare 
an environmental impact appraisal as a first step in determining whether an 
impact statement must be undertaken. The motion to stay sought a halt in 
these proceedings pending the preparation of the statement or, alternative
ly, of the appraisal. The Governor cites several cases for the proposition 
that NEPA requires agencies to take a hard look at environmental matters. 

Both Applicant and Staff raised procedural objections to the motion to 
stay the proceedings, the principal of which was the lack of any showing 
having been made under §2.788. 

Further, both have pointed to the fact that an environmental impact 
statement and a supplement thereto have been prepared in regard to the 
full-term full-power operation. Hearings have been held on the environ
mental issues and a Partial Initial Decision issued. (LBP-78-19, 7 NRC 989 
[1978].) The Applicant and Staff rely on Maine Yankee Atomic Power 
Company (Maine Yankee Atomic Power Station) ALAB-161, 6 AEC 1003 
[1973]; affd sub nom., Citizens for Safe Power, Inc. v. NRC, 524 F.2d 1291 
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(D.C. Cir. 1975) for the proposition that, in this situation, there is no need 
to consider the environmental impact of something less than full-power, 
full-term operation. The Staff also cites Portland General Electric Co. 
(Trojan Nuclear Plant) LBP-78-40,8 NRC 717, at 744 (1978); affd: 
ALAB- 534, 9 NRC 287 (1979) for the same proposition. Additionally, 
the Staffpoints out that, absent some showing that the §50.57(c) license 
would entail some impacts which were not considered in the earlier 
environmental impact statement, supplement thereto, and hearings and 
decision thereon, there is no need to undertake a fresh environmental study. 
The latter, obviously, would only rehash earlier considerations. For this 
proposition, the Staff cites Georgia Power Company (V ogtle Units 1 & 2), 
ALAB-291, 2 NRC 404 (1975); Detroit Edison Company (Enrico Fermi 
Unit 2), LBP-78-1l, 7 NRC 381 at 393 (1978); and Northern States Power 
Company (Prairie Island Units 1 &2), ALAB-455,7 NRC 41 at 46 n. 4 (1978). 

The Governor has assumed and the Applicant and Staff have not 
challenged the proposition that § 5l.5(b )(3) includes the license here sought. 
Section 51.5(b)(3) includes licenses to operate at less than full power, while 
Applicant seeks a license to, inter alia, test at less than 5% of rated power. 
The Board believes that a meaningful distinction may exist between testing 
and operation which would raise the question whether §51.5(b )(3) applies to 
this proceeding. 

Be that as it may, following the assumption that §51.5(bX3) is applicable, 
the Board notes that the Staff has correctly stated the law. The Governor's 
attempt to postulate a situation not covered in the earlier environmental 
proceedings (issuance of §50.57(c) license, followed by denial of a full-term, 
full-power license) simply does not hold water. As pointed out in Maine 
Yankee, supra, any licensee faces the possibility of restriction or cancella
tion of his license as a result of regulatory developments. Clearly the 
environmental impacts of full-term, full-power operation are greater than 
the impacts of the limited testing here sought. To consider these limited 
impacts after the comprehensive review already undertaken would serve no 
useful purpose. 

Consequently, it follows that both the Governor's motions must be 
denied; the motion to stay because the Governor cannot make the required 
showing that he is likely to prevail on the merits, etc.; and the oral motion 
to require preparation of an environmental impact appraisal because the 
Governor has not prevailed on the merits. 

Next, it is necessary to address the positions taken by the parties with 
respect to the standards to be employed in determining which "conten
tions" and "subjects" are admissible. It would be an understatement to say 
that the discussion of this subject at the prehearing conference was 
characterized by some confusion. Nonetheless, the Board has carefully 
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reviewed the transcript and has set down the positions of the parties as it 
understands them. 

Joint Intervenors' position is most easily understood. The Joint Interve
nors maintain that all contentions which were timely ftled (by December 3) 
and which have a nexus to the application for the testing license are 
admissible. Contentions, of course, must meet the specificity requirements 
of 10 CFR §2.714 (fr. 68, 82-84). Joint Intervenors base their position on 
their reading of the Commission's "Further Commission Guidance for 
Power Reactor Operating Licenses: Revised Statement of Policy" of 
December 18, 1980 (45 Fed. Reg. 85236, Dec. 24, 1980). Joint Intervenors 
believe that the fact that the revised policy statement removed the 
limitation in the policy statement as to litigation of the sufficiency of 
additional regulatory requirements (those which constitute new require
ments as opposed to those which constitute refmement of existing 
regulations) means that contentions may propose additional requirements 
beyond those addressed in NUREG-0737 (fr. 340). Joint Intervenors take 
the position that their proposed contentions fall into two categories; they 
propose issues over and above those issues contained in NUREG-0737 and 
challenge the sufficiency of issues addressed in NUREG-0737. 

Applicant's position, as stated in its response to contentions and subjects 
of December 18, is clear. Applicant believes that the revised policy 
statement, reiterating as it does the traditional standards for reopening 
records and admitting late contentions, does not provide any authority to 
deviate from those standards. Thus, absent a showing of good cause under 
the applicable standard, a showing which intervenors have not attempted to 
make, no contentions are admissible. At the prehearing conference 
Applicant took the position that the paragraph at the bottom of page 8 of 
the policy statement prohibits new contentions. l 

Staffs position as set forth in the transcript of the prehearing conference 
adopts a position not far from Applicant'S. Staff agrees that good cause 
must be shown in order to reopen the record or admit a new contention at 
this stage. Staff correctly points out that the policy statement is not a rule 
and that therefore preexisting rules must be followed. (Tr. 89) Staff parts 
company with Applicant, however, in that it views the policy statement and 
NUREG-0737 as constituting good cause to reopen the record on 
preexisting contentions impacted by NUREG-0737 as meeting the "nexus" 
requirement. (fr. 89) Staff does not similarly view NUREG-0737 
as constituting good cause for filing new contentions based on its 

."The Commission believes that where the time for filing contentions has expired in a given 
case, no new TMI-related contentions should be accepted absent a showing of good cause and 
balancing of the factors in 10 CPR 2.714(aXl). The Commission expects adherence to its 
regulations in this regard." 
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requirements. Staff's reasons for this dichotomy are not entirely clear. 
(Tr. 91, 93-94) 

Governor Brown's position is complicated by the fact that he is 
participating under 10 CFR §2.715(c) as opposed to §2.714, and by the 
timing of his entrance into the proceeding after the record was complete. 
The Governor's position is basically the same as the intervenors: he may 
participate on any subject which he timely flIed (by December 3) and which 
relates to the testing license application. The Governor stipulates that his 
"subjects" must meet the specificity and bases requirements of 10 CFR 
§2.714. (fr. 117-8) Applicant maintains that, pursuant to §2.715(c), the 
Governor may only participate on issues raised by the parties or by the 
Board and may not raise issues on his own. (Applicants response of 
December 18) The Governor, needless to say, takes sharp issue with this 
position. (fr. 111-4) Staff's position with respect to the Governor appears to 
be the same as its position with respect to the Intervenors. That position, 
however, has a much more dramatic effect on the Governor because he did 
not participate when the original record was compiled and hence cannot 
reopen the record on matters which concern him. (fr. 118-9) Thus the 
Governor would be limited to participating on any intervenor contentions 
and Board questions admitted, unless, in the Staff's view, he can make a 
showing of good cause to admit a new contention at this time. 

While these are interesting arguments, we have found it unnecessary to 
confront them. As set forth below, we have viewed the Governor's 
"subjects" in the same light as contentions put forward by Joint Intervenors 
in those instances where an admitted contention did not exist. 

With this background, it is appropriate to set forth the Board's rulings 
with respect to the above matters, followed by rulings on specific 
contentions. Because of the nature of the application here in question, this 
discussion must begin with 10 CFR §50.57(c). 

Section 50.57(c) provides that, in any contested proceeding on an 
operating license application, the Applicant may request a " ... license 
authorizing low power testing (operation of not more than 1 percent of full 
power for the purpose of testing the facility) and further operations short of 
full power operation." The presiding officer is to act on the motion " ... with 
due regard for the rights of the parties ... , including the right of any party to 
be heard to the extent that his contentions are relevant to the activity to be 
authorized." To the extent that the motion is contested, the presiding officer 
is to make fmdings of fact and conclusions of law. Findings and 
conclusions on matters not in contest are to be made by the Director of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 

Historically, §50.57(c) motions have usually been made prior to the 
closing of the record in operating license proceedings, but after the 
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completion of the record on any contentions which are relevant to the 
sought-for testing license. This timing permitted the presiding officers to 
make the necessary fmdings and conclusions with respect to the testing 
license prior to the completion of the record on all contentions. 

For purposes of the §50.57(c) motion, the contentions were those 
previously allowed in the proceeding. Contentions were considered "rele
vant" to the motion to the extent that they needed to be resolved prior to 
criticality. Thus, for example, a contention which asserted that the control 
rod drives were defective would have to be heard and decided prior to the 
grant of a testing license. To the extent that matters not raised by 
contentions were "relevant" to the motion, §50.57(c) contemplates that the 
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation would make the necessary 
fmdings. The filing of the motion was not deemed to provide an 
opportunity to ftle new contentions. Acceptance of new contentions 
remained governed by the provisions of §2.714. 

SOme recent developments must be taken into consideration against this 
background. An Appeal Board has laid down rules under which unresolved 
safety issues are to be considered (in the absence of controversy) in 
construction permit cases (Gulf States Utilities Co. [River Bend Station, 
Units 1 & 2] ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760 at 775 [1977]) and another Appeal 
Board has applied these rules, to a limited extent, to operating license cases 
(Virginia Electric & Power Co. [North Anna Nuclear Power Station, Units I 
& 2] ALAB-491, 8 NRC 245, 248 [1978]). More importantly. the 
Commission has adopted measures it considers both necessary and 
sufficient to adequately protect the public health and safety for new 
operating licenses (NUREG-0737) along with a revised policy statement to 
govern consideration of these measures in licensing proceedings. Further, 
the Commission has recently adopted new rules governing emergency 
planning. 

These developments must be considered in passing on the relevance of 
contentions to the motion for a testing license. 

NUREG-0737 and the rule on emergency planning constitute new 
regulatory requirements. New regulatory requirements have always been 
viewed as establishing good cause for reopening a record or admitting new 
contentions. The Board does not agree with the Staff that there is a basis for 
treating NUREG-0737 as establishing good cause to reopen the record on 
old contentions while reaching an opposite conclusion with respect to the 
filing of new contentions. On the contrary, the whole purpose of the revised 
policy statement is to open the door to litigation of all NUREG-0737 
requirements. If NUREG-0737 is not to constitute good cause for both 
reopening the record and filing new contentions, the revised policy 
statement becomes largely meaningless. The Board interprets the "nexus" 
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requirement as nexus to Diablo Canyon facility not "nexus" to a contention 
previously admitted in this proceeding. Further, the appeal board's North 
Anna ruling means that we cannot totally leave to the Staff for resolution 
those items which are not clearly contemplated by a relevant contention. 

Applying the above to the instant proceeding, the Board will: 

1. Make fmdings on all relevant preexisting contentions if no findings 
have been made previously. 

2. Reopen the record on all relevant preexistng contentions to the extent 
necessary to properly take into account NUREG-0737 and the new 
rule on emergency planning. . 

3. Admit new relevant contentions with respect to the new rule on 
emergency planning and NUREG-0737. With respect to NUREG-
0737, the Board will: 

a. deny any contention which is not directly related to NUREG-0737 
requirements. Contrary to Joint Intervenors view, we believe the 
Commission's intent as set forth in the policy statement was not 
changed by the subsequent revision. Both the policy statement (p. 
6) and the revised policy statement (p. 7) contain similar paragraphs 
which set forth three reasons why NUREG-0694 as clarified by 
NUREG-0737 should be the principal basis for consideration of the 
new requirements in adjudicatory hearings. These are: first, the 
effort expended by the Staff and Commission to deal with a large 
number of issues (the statement notes that this process cannot be 
duplicated in adjudicatory hearings); second, the lack of NRC 
resources to litigate the Action Plan in individual proceedings; and 
third, the fact that many decisions involve policy issues better dealt 
with through less formal means than adjudication. Further, under 
the heading "Commission Decision" on page 6 of the revised policy 
statement, the following appears: 

Based upon its extensive review and consideration of the issues 
arising as a result of the Three Mile Island accident - a review 
that is still continuing - the Commission has concluded that 
the list ofTMI-related requirements for new operating licenses 
found in NUREG-0737 can provide a basis for responding to 
the TMI-2 accident. The Commission has decided that current 
operating license applications should be measured by the NRC 
Staff against the regulations, as augmented by these require
ments.9 In general, the remaining items of the Action Plan 
should be addressed through the normal process for 
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development and adoption of new requirements rather than 
through immediate imposition on pending applications. 

9 Consideration of applications for an operating license 
should include the entire list of requirements unless an 
Applicant specifically requests an operating license with 
limited authorization (e.g., fuel loading and low-power 
testing). 

A similar statement appears at page 5 of the policy statement. 
In view of the above, the Board does not believe it reasonable 
to interpret the provision permitting the challenge of the 
sufficiency of new regulatory requirements as permitting the 
addition of requirements not contained in NUREG-0737. 

b. admit contentions which are based on category one require
ments (those which refme existing regulations). These contentions 
may challenge both the necessity and sufficiency of the refmement 
within the limits imposed by the regulation; and 

c. admit contentions which are based on category two require
ments (those which supplement existing regulations). Similarly, these 
contentions may challenge both the necessity and sufficiency of a 
requirement. In considering these contentions, the Board will pay 
particular attention to the nexus of the contention to the TMI 
accident, the significance of the issue raised by the contention, 
and the differences in the rationale underlying the contention and 
the NUREG-0737 requirement; and 

4. Require the Staff to place on the record its conclusions regarding any 
issues which the Board, sua sponte, considers relevant and significant 
to the instant motion. 

The Joint Intervenors requested the Board to certify the following 
question to the Commission: 

''What requirements, other than relevancy to low-power operation, 
sufficient specificity and an adequate statement of the basis for the 
contention must be met for a contention to be admitted for litigation in 
this period." (Tr. 331) 
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The Board has interpreted the Commission's Revised Policy Statement and 
applicable regulations more in support of Joint Intervenors position that the 
position of either Applicant or Staff. We have accepted NUREG-0737 as 
good cause for admitting new contentions if there is nexus to Diablo and if 
they are significant. While we do not accept Joint Intervenors position that 
the sufficiency ofNUREG-0737 can be challenged on matters not included, 
our interpretation opens this proceeding to a wide range of Joint 
Intervenors contentions. In light of the provisions of the Revised Policy 
Statement discussed above, we have determined that a sufficient reason 
does not exist to certify this question to the Commission and we decline to 
certify. 

The Board notes that neither the Governor nor the Joint Intervenors 
sought to establish good cause for admitting new contentions or reopening 
the record on old contentions aside from their reliance on NUREG-0737. 
Therefore, the contention and subjects are viewed only in the context of 
NUREG-0737. 

A. Joint Intervenors Contentions 

Contention 1. No fmal decision has been rendered by the Commission 
as to the Applicant's compliance at Diablo Canyon with 10 CFR Part 
100 Appendix A regarding seismic safety. Because of the exceptional 
nature of the seismic danger associated with the Diablo Canyon 
facility such a defmitive determination by the Commission must be 
issued prior to fuel loading. 

Contention 2. No fmal decision has been rendered by the Commission 
as to the Applicant's Compliance at Diablo Canyon with 10 CFR Part 
73, regarding physical protection of nuclear plants and materials. Such 
a defmitive determination by the Commission must be issued prior to 
fuel loading. 

These Contentions are legal arguments advanced by Joint Intervenors to 
the effect that there must be a fmal Commission decision with respect to 
seismic and security matters prior to fuel loading. Both of these matters are 
currently the subject of further proceedings before the Appeal Board. 

At the prehearing conference, the parties agreed to discuss the possibility 
of a stipulation relating to these contentions and report their progress to the 
Board. (fr. 168-170) No report was forthcoming. 

Because these contentions do not present any factual issues, the Board 
will defer any further action on them until the Initial Decision. Therefore, 
the parties are requested to advise the Board of their respective positions on 
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these contentions (or of any agreement they have been able to reach) in 
their proposed fmdings submitted following closing of the record, taking 
into account any Appeal Board decisions which may have been rendered in 
the interim. 

Contention 3. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate compliance at 
Diablo Canyon with 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B, regarding quality 
assurance. 

Joint Intervenors did not take advantage of an opportunity to be heard 
on quality assurance matters in hearings raised by the Board on October 
18-19, 1977. They have not demonstrated in their filings or oral argument a 
specific relationship between this contention and the additional require
ments for fuel loading and low power testing arising from the accident at 
TMI as specified by the Commission in NUREG-0737. (Tr. 178) For these 
reasons and in accordance with the Commission Revised Statement of 
Policy of December 18,1980 (at page 8) contention 3 is denied. 

Contention 4. Numerous studies arising out of the accident of TMI 
recognized the necessity of upgrading emergency response planning. 
Based upon these studies, the Commission has promulgated revised 
emergency planning regulations effective November 3, 1980. The 
Applicant has failed to demonstrate that the combined Applicant, 
state, and local emergency response plans for Diablo Canyon comply 
with those revised regulations ("Final Regulations on Emergency 
Planning," 45 Fed. Reg. 55402 (August 19, 1980)). 

Contention S. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate that the 
combined Applicant, state and local emergency response plans for 
Diablo Canyon comply with the requirements of Sections III.A 1.1 and 
III.A 1.2 ofNUREG-0694. 

The Board has stated that it will admit new relevant contentions with 
respect to the new rule on emergency planning and NUREG-0737. 
Contention 4 specifically identifies requirements of the new rule on 
emergency planning which must be complied with (new Appendix E to Part 
50). Contention 5 identifies requirements ofNUREG-0694 (which was later 
issued and approved by the Commission as NUREG-0737 with changes 
and clarification) which must be complied with prior to the issuance of a 
license for fuel loading and low power testing. The requirements are stated 
in NUREG-0737 Enclosure 2, however, the text gives no additional 
clarification for Items. III.A1.1. and III.A1.2.) These contentions are 
relevant and specific to matters which must be resolved prior to issuance of 
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the requested license. Contentions 4 and 5 are, therefore, admitted insofar as 
they pertain to issues related to fuel loading and low power testing. 

Contention 6. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate that the 
containment at Diablo Canyon can withstand pressures resulting from 
the combustion of hydrogen likely to be generated by the reaction of 
zirconium cladding with water' during a loss of coolant accident at the 
facility. . /'.; 

Joint Intervenors in oral argument pointed to requirement II.E.4.1 of 
NUREG-0737 which deals with dedicated hydrogen penetrations when 
called upon to show how contention 6 is related to new TMI requirements. 
They conceded, however, that this requirement does not specifically contain 
a requirement which "meets" contention 6. (fr. 212) They argue instead 
that the NUREG-0737 requirement is insufficient. (fr. 212) The Board 
interprets this as a demand for a new item not now contained in NUREG-
0737. The Board has stated that we would reject such contentions as being 
inconsistent with the Commission's Revised Statement of Policy. 

Contention 6 is therefore denied 

Contention 7. The Applicant has failed to address adequately safety 
considerations designated as high priority and/or high risk in Table 
B.2 ofNUREG-0660 TMI Action Plan. 

The Commission in its Revised Statement of Policy has decided that 
current operating license applications should be measured b:y the NRC 
Staff against the regulations as augmented by these requirements contained 
in NUREG-0737, not NUREG-066O. The Revised Statement of Policy 
states: 

"In general the remaining items of the Action Plan should be 
addressed through the normal process for development and adoption 
of new requirements rather than through immediate imposition on 
pending applications." 

Items appearing in NUREG-0660 but not in NUREG-0737 are, 
therefore, not to be imposed on pending applications. Joint Intervenors 
assert, however, that under their right to challenge sufficiency of NUREG-
0737 requirements 12 additional items taken from NUREG-0660 should be 
made a part of NUREG-0737. (fr. 224) Little rationale for the adoption of 
the newly enumerated items was given in oral argument however. 

Contention 7 is denied 
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Contention 8. The accident at TMI Unit 2 demonstrated that reliance 
on natural circulation to remove decay heat is inadequate. During the 
accident it was necessary to operate at least one reactor coolant pump 
to provide forced cooling of the fuel. However, the Applicant's testing 
program does not demonstrate a reliable method for forced cooling of 
the reactor in the event of a smallloss-of-coolant accident ("LOCA") 
particularly with regard to two-phase flow and with voids such as 
occurred at TMI-2. This is a threat to health and safety and a violation 
of both General Design Criterion ("GDC") 34 and GDC 35 of 10 CFR 
Part 50 Appendix A. 

In the prehearing conference Joint Intervenors asserted only a remote 
relationship between this contention and the augmented requirements for 
licensing contained in NUREG-0737. They asserted instead a right to go 
beyond the requirements of NUREG-0737 (Tr. 234) (i.e., to challenge their 
sufficiency under the Commission Revised Statement of Policy). 

Therefore, this contention is denied 

Contention 9. Using existing equipment at Diablo Canyon, there are 
three principal ways of providing forced cooling of the reactor: (1) 
the reactor coolant pumps; (2) the residual heat removal system; and 
(3) the emergency core cooling system in a "bleed and feed" mode. 
None of these methods meets the NRC's regulations applicable to 
systems important to safety and is sufficiently reliable to protect public 
health and safety. 

a. The reactor coolant pumps do not have an adequate on-site power 
supply (GDC 17), their controls do not meet IEEE 279 (10 CFR 
50.55a(h» and they are not adequately qualified (GDC 2 and 4). 

b. The residual heat removal system is incapable of being utilized at 
the design pressure of the primary system. 

c. The emergency core cooling system cannot be operated in the 
"bleed and feed" mode for the necessary period of time because of 
inadequate capacity and radiation shielding for the storage of the 
radioactive water bled from the primary coolant system. 

In the prehearing conference Joint Intervenors asserted only a remote 
relationship between this contention and the augmented requirements for 
licensing contained in NUREG-0737. They assert instead a right to go 
beyond the requirements ofNUREG-0737. (Tr. 234) (i.e., to challenge their 
sufficiency under the Commission's Revised Statement of Policy) 

For these reasons this contention is denied 
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Contention 10. The Staff recognizes that pressurizer heaters and 
associated controls are necessary to maintain natural circulation at hot 
stand-by conditions. Therefore, this equipment should be classified as 
"components important to safety" and required to meet all applicable 
safety-grade design criteria, including but not limited to diversity 
(GDC 22), seismic and environmental qualification (GDC 2 and 4), 
automatic initiation (G DC 20), separation and independence (GDC 3 
and 22), quality assurance (GDC 1), adequate, reliable on-site power 
supplies (GDC 17) and the single failure criterion. The Applicant's 
proposal to connect two out of four of the heater groups to the present 
on-site emergency power supplies does not provide an equivalent or 
acceptable level of protection. 

Joint Intervenors point to item II.E.3.1 in enclosure 2 of NUREG-0737 
which addresses emergency power for p(essurizer heaters as a new TMI
related requirement justifying admission of this contention (Tr. 242) Item 
II.E.3.1 does, however, not require that pressurizer heaters be classified as 
"components important to safety" a fact conceded by intervenors (fr. 242) 
Intervenors challenge the sufficiency of this requirement (fr. 242) (i.e., that 
they ought to be so classified). We do not believe that they have sufficiently 
tied this contention to the requirements of NUREG-0737 for it to be 
admitted, nor has it been demonstrated what a bearing this has on fuel 
loading and low power testing at Diablo Canyon. 

The contention is denied. 

Contention 11. The Applicant has proposed simply to add the 
pressurizer heaters to the on-site emergency power supplies. It has not 
been demonstrated that this will not degrade the capacity, capability 
and reliability of these power supplies in violation of GDC 17. Such a 
demonstration is required to assure protection of public health and 
safety. 

Joint Intervenors cited item II.E.3.1 of NUREG-0737 as a new 
Commission requirement for licensing arising from the accident at TMI. 
(fr. 242) Item II.E.3.1 deals specifically with requirements of emergency 
power supplies to pressurizer heaters. Its requriments must be met 4 months 
prior to issuance of the SER according to enclosure 2 of NUREG-0737 (p. 
2-6). This contention is, therefore, relevant to this proceeding and 
specifically related to a new requirement for licensing. It is, therefore, 
admitted. 

Contention 12. Proper operation of power operated relief valves, 
associated block valves and the instruments and controls for these 
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valves is essential to mitigate the consequences of accidents. In 
addition, their failure can cause or aggravate a LOCA Therefore, these 
valves must be classified as components important to safety and 
required to meet all safety-grade design criteria. 

This contention does not specifically identify an item in NUREG-0737 
which has not been complied with nor has a showing been made that any 
item is insufficient. The contention is therefore denied 

Contention 13. NRC regulations require instrumentation to monitor 
variables as appropriate to ensure adequate safety (GDC 13) and that 
the instrumentation shall directly measure the desired variable. IEEE 
279, §4.8, as incorporated in 10 CFR 50.55a(h», states that: 

"To the extent feasible and practical protection system inputs 
shall be derived from signals which are direct measures of 
the desired variables." 

Diablo Canyon has no capability to directly measure the water level in 
the fuel assemblies. The absence of such instrumentation delayed 
recognition of a low-water level condition in the reactor for a long 
period of time. Nothing proposed by the Staff would require a direct 
measure of water level or provide an equivalent level of protection. The 
absence of such instrumentation poses a threat to public health and 
safety. 

This contention raises an issue which is clearly TMI-related, and is 
included in NUREG-0737 (II.F .2) as an action item. As presented, the 
contention lacks specificity, as there is no argument among the parties that 
a water level indication will be required. During discussion of the 
contention (Tr. 258-262) it was revealed that the Intervenor's concern was 
that installation of the indicator would not be required until 111182, rather 
than before fuel loading and low power testing. With that understanding 
the Board accepts contention # 13 as a litigable issue. 

Contention 14. 10 CFR 50.46 requires analysis of ECCS performance 
"for a number of postulated loss·-of-coolant accidents of different sizes, 
locations, and other properties sufficient to provide assurance that the 
entire spectrum of postulated loss-of-coolant accidents is covered." For 
the spectrum of LOCAs, specific parameters are not to be exceeded. At 
TMI, certain of these were exceeded. For example, the peak cladding 
temperature exceeded 22000 fahrenheit (50.45(b)(1», and more than 
1 % of the cladding reacted with water or steam to produce hydrogen 
(50.46(b )(3». The measures proposed by the Staff address primarily the 
very specific case of a struck-open power operated relief valve. 
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However, any other small LOCA could lead to the same consequences. 
Additional analyses to show that there is adequate protection for the 
entire spectrum of small break locations for the Diablo Canyon design 
have not been performed. Therefore, there is no basis for fmding 
compliance with 10 CFR 50.46 and GDC 35. None of the corrective 
actions to date have fully addressed the demonstrated inadequacy of 
protection against small LOCAs. 

The contention appears to have a very tenuous relationship with 
NUREG-0737; specifically to I.C.1. I.C.I, however, appears to lead toward 
off-normal occurrence analysis with the view of developing procedures to 
be used in operator training, rather than ECCS performance, per se. In any 
event, 10 CFR 50.46 sets limits on clad temperature and oxidation, and 
does not lay down input parameters to be used in analysis. As phrased in 
the contention and further laid out in discussion (Tr. 262-268), the 
contention lacks the necessary basis and specificity to be accepted. The 
contention is therefore denied. 

Contention 15. The accident at TMI-2 was substantially aggravated by 
the fact that the plant was operated with a safety system inoperable, to 
wit: two auxiliary feedwater system valves were closed which should 
have been open. The principal reason why this condition existed was 
that TMI does not have an adequate system to inform the operator 
that a safety system has been deliberately disabled. To adequately 
protect the health and safety of the public, a system meeting the 
Regulatory Position of Reg. Guide 1.47 or providing equivalent 
protection is required. 

Review of the contention as presented and the pertinent discussion (fr. 
268-270) indicates that there exists a very fragile connection with the 
requirement of NUREG-0737 at best. In any event, a broad allegation that 
the requirements of NUREG-0737 are insufficient does not supply the 
requisite specificity to defme an issue to be placed in litigation in this 
proceeding. The contention is denied 

Contention 16. The design of the safety systems at TMI was such that 
the operator could prevent the completion of a safety function which 
was initiated automatically; to wit: the operator could (and did) shut 
off the emergency core cooling system prematurely. This violated §4.16 
of IEEE 279 as incorporated in 10 CFR 50.55(a)(h) which states: 

"The protection system shall be so designed that, once 
initiated, a protection system action shall go to completion." 
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The Diablo Canyon design is similar to that at TMI and must be 
modified so that no operator action can prevent the completion of a 
safety function once initiated. 

The Board could fmd no conneytion between this contention and the 
requirements ofNUREG-0737. The contention is denied 

Contention 17. The design of the hydrogen control system at TMI was 
based upon the assumption that the amount of fuel cladding that could 
react chemically to produce hydrogen would, under all circumstances, 
be limited to less than 5%. The accident demonstrated both that this 
assumption is not justified and that it is not conservative to assume 
anything less than the worst case. Therefore, the Diablo Canyon 
hydrogen control systems should be designed on the assumption that 
100% of the cladding reacts to produce hydrogen. 

This contention was considered in conjunction with contention 6. (fr. 
209-222). For the same reason set forth above the contention is denied 

Contention 18. The TMI-2 accident demonstrated that the severity of 
the environment in which equipment important to safety must operate 
was underestimated and that equipment previously deemed to be 
environmentally qualified failed. One example was the pressurizer level 
instruments. The environmental qualification of safety-related equip
ment at TMI is deficient in three respects: (1) the parameters of the 
relevant accident environment have not been identified; (2) the length 
of time the equipment must operate in the environment has been 
underestimated; and (3) the methods used to qualify the equipment are 
not adequate to give reasonable assurances that the equipment will 
remain operable. Diablo Canyon should not be permitted to load fuel 
until all safety-related equipment has been demonstrated to be 
qualified to operate as required by GDC 4. The criteria for determining 
qualification should be those set forth in Regulatory Guide 1.89 or 
equivalent. 

NUREG-0737, at ll.B.2, considers added requirements for shielding 
against and qualification tests for the radiation to be expected in a TMI-2 
situation. To this extent the contention appears to be related to a NUREG-
0737 requirement. However, the stated contention, as well as the discussion 
which took place at the Prehearing Conference (fr. 272-74) is totally 
lacking in any specific issues which might be litigated in this proceeding. 
Even the three defects in environmental qualifications at TMI were not 
shown to connect in any recognizable way with Diablo Canyon, and even if 
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so alleged, are too diffuse to constitute a litigable issue. The contention is 
denied 

Contention 19. Neither the Applicant nor the NRC Staff has presented 
an accurate assessment of the risks posed by operation of Diablo 
Canyon, contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 51.20(a) and S1.20(d). 
The design of Diablo Canyon does not provide protection against so
called "Class 9" accidents. There is no basis for concluding that such 
accidents are not credible. Indeed, the Staff has conceded that the 
accident at TMI-2 falls within that classification. Therefore, there is 
not reasonable assurance that Diablo Canyon can be operated without 
endangering the health and safety of the public. 

Without going to the merits of the contention, as presented, the Board 
will defer consideration of this issue until the Appeal Board has ruled on 
the Diablo Canyon seismic issue which is now before it. 

Contention 20. The TMI-2 accident demonstrated that there are 
systems and components presently classified as non-safety-related 
which can have an adverse effect on the integrity of the core because 
they can directly or indirectly affect temperature, pressure, flow and! or 
reactivity. This issue is discussed at length in Section 3.2, "System 
Design Requirements," ofNUREG-0578, the TMI-2 Lessons Learned 
Task Force Report (Short Term). The following quote from page 18 of 
the report describes the problem: 

There is another perspective on this question provided by the 
TMI-2 accident. At TMI-2, operational problems with the 
condensate purification system led to a loss of feedwater and 
initiated the sequence of events that eventually resulted in 
damage to the core. Several nonsafety systems were used at 
various times in the mitigation of the accident in ways not 
considered in the safety analysis; for example, long-term 
maintenance of core flow and cooling with the steam genera
tors and the reactor coolant pumps. The present classification 
system does not adequately recognize either of these kinds of 
effects that nonsafety systems can have on the safety of the 
plant. Thus, requirements for nonsafety systems may be 
needed to reduce the frequency of occurrence of events that 
initiate or adversely affect transients and accidents, and other 
requirements may be needed to improve the cUrrent capability 
for use of nonsafety systems during transient or accident 
situations. In its work in this area, the Task Force will include 
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a more realistic assessment of the interaction between opera
tors and systems. 

The Staff proposes to study the problem further. This is not a sufficient 
answer. All systems and components which can either cause or 
aggravate an accident or can be called upon to mitigate an accident 
must be identified and classified as components important to safety 
and required to meet all safety-grade design criteria. 

There is not cognizable relationship between this contention and the 
requirements in NUREG-0737, as confrrmed by Intervenor (Tr. 280). The 
contention is denied. 

Contention 21. The accident at TMI-2 was caused or aggravated by 
factors which are the subject of Regulatory Guides not used in the 
design of TMI. For example, the absence of an automatic indication 
system as required by Regulatory Guide 1.47 contributed to operation 
of the plant with the auxiliary feedwater system completely disabled. 
The public health and safety require that this record demonstrate 
conformance with or document deviations from the Commission's 
regulations and each Regulatory Guide presently applicable to the 
plant. 

The Intervenor has agreed that there is no NUREG-0737 requirement 
which is related to this contention (Tt. 284). Denied. 

Contention 22. Withdrawn (Tr. 286) 

Contention 23. The accident at TMI-2 was a multiple failure accident 
mvolving independent and dependent failures. The multiple failure 
sequences exceeded the single failure criterion utilized in the Diablo 
Canyon design basis accident assessment. Therefore, comprehensive 
studies of the interaction of nonsafety grade components, equipment, 
systems, and structures with safety systems and the effect of these 
interactions during normal operation, transients, and accidents need to 
be made by the Diablo Canyon Applicant in order to assure that the 
plant can be operated without endangering the health and safety of the 
public.2 

This contention was considered to be on the same subject as contention 
20. For the same reasons the contention is denied. 

2()n February 11, 1981, the Joint Intervenors submitted two (2) documents referenced in the 
prehearing conference. The Board had prior knowledge of these documents. 
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Contention 24. Reactor coolant system relief and safety valves form 
part of the reactor coolant system pressure boundary. Appropriate 
qualification testing has not been done to verify the capabilities of 
these valves to function during normal, transient and accident 
conditions. In the absence of such testing and verification, compliance 
with GDC 1, 14, 15 and 30 cannot be found and public health and 
safety are endangered. 

NUREG-0737, at II.D.1, sets out test schedules for relief valve, safety 
valve and block valve tests. The RVand SV tests must be completed before 
fuel load. However, the block valve tests completion schedule is for before 
fuel loading or 7/1/82, whichever is later. Intervenors believe that all these 
tests should be completed prior to fuel loading, and that the NUREG-0737 
requirements are not sufficient in this manner. (Tr. 25~258) With this 
understanding by the Board, the contention is accepted 

Contention 25. Withdrawn (Tr. 286) 

Contention 26. Withdrawn (Tr. 286) 

Contention 27. Withdrawn (Tr. 286) 

In the prehearing conference, at such times when the Applicant or Staff 
criticized a contention of the Joint Intervenors as inadequate, the Joint 
Intervenors would volunteer that they could improve the specificity of a 
contention after meeting with their technical consultants (e.g., Tr. 185 or 
193). The Joint Intervenors had several months to d,eve10p their conten
tions. They are represented by knowledgeable, experienced counsel. The 
Board has ruled on the contentions as submitted and as clarified at the 
prehearing conference. The Joint Intervenors will not be granted additional 
time to revise and resubmit those contentions not admitted by the Board. 

The Joint Intervenors in their filing of January 8, 1981 and in the 
prehearing conference (Tr. 116) want to adopt Governor Brown's subjects 
as their contentions. The only subjects admitted were bootstrapped to the 
Joint Intervenors contentions. There are no separately admitted subjects 
from Governor Brown. The question is academic. 

B. Governor Brown's Subjects 

Covernor Brown's timely-ftled petition to participate as the representa
tive of an interested state under 10 CPR 2.715(c) set forth "subjects on 
which Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr., intends to participate" in this 
proceeding. No contentions, per se, were presented. As a representative of 
an interested state participating under 10 CPR 2.715(c) Governor Brown is 
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not required to submit contentions of his own, but is free to fully participate 
in the litigation of any contentions which are otherwise accepted by the 
Board. However, if the Governor wishes to raise specific issues not 
otherwise accepted by the Board he must comply with the requirements of 
10 CFR 2.714(b) for acceptable contentions, just as any other party must. 
[See Gulf State Utilities Co. (River Bend Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-444, 
6 NRC 760 (1977).] The Governor agrees to this proposition (Tr. 117-18). 
To determine the admissability of Governor Brown's subjects as issues in 
this proceeding (as limited by the Board's Order of October 2, 1980) they 
will be considered individually as contentions and subjected to the same 
tests as have been applied to the contentions submitted by Joint 
Intervenors. 

Subjects 1 and 2. Withdrawn (Tr. 169-71) 

Subject 3. Whether the emergency plans of PG&E, the State, and the 
local jurisdiction are satisfactory for issuance of the requested licenses. 

A. Whether further steps, including those set forth in the NRC's Final 
Rule on Emergency Planning, 45 Fed. Reg. 55402 (August 19, 1980), 
must be accomplished before the licenses may be issued. 

This subject is closely related to Joint Intervenor's contentions 4 and 5, 
which the Board has accepted. Governor Brown may thus participate in 
litigation of this issue. 

Subject 4. Whether PG&E, as alleged in its Motion, has complied with 
or will comply with the requirements ofNUREG-0694 prior to loading 
fuel (Motion, p. 2), including the following matters specified in the 
Safety Evaluation Report ("SER"), Supplement 10, which the NRC 
Staff has examined but which, as of publication of Supplement 10, 
were not complete: 

(a) Adequacy of the training, experience and procedures for shift 
technical advisors. (SER, Suppl. 10, p. I.A.-2) 

(b) Results of cold license examinations for the 21 candidates who 
were to take examinations in August 1980, and results of 
examinations for other licensed personnel. (Id I.A.-6) 

(c) Adequacy of procedures for accident mitigation and recovery. 
(Id I.B-3) 

(d) Adequacy of the reorganization of PG&E's operating organi
zation for both routine and emergency operations and adequacy 
of PG&E's agreements with other organizations and utilities 
to pool resources in the event of an emergency. (Id.) 
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(e) Adequacy ofPG&E's guidelines and procedures for emergency 
core cooling and small break LOCAs. 

(f) Adequacy ofPG&E's startup test procedures. (Id I.C.-7) 
(g) Adequacy of PG&E's measures to deal with human factors

related deficiencies (Id IV. 1-2 and 3). 

There is no issue presented here. All parties and the Board agree that 
these matters must be resolved before a license can issue. (fr. 288-295) The 
Board and the parties should be kept informed on the status of Applicant's 
compliance. Denied 

Subject 5. Whether the seven tests proposed by PG&E in its Motion 
are a complete list of necessary tests. 

A. Whether, in addition to the seven stated tests, there must be tests 
designed to demonstrate 2-phase natural circulation cooling capabili
ty that are representative of actual accident conditions. 

This subject is not contained in the NUREG-0737 requirements, nor 
does it have the basis and specificity to qualifY as a contention on its own. 
(fr. 235-39). Denied 

Subject 6. Whether the activities sought by PG&E to be authorized 
under the licenses are "vital to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
augmented reactor operation training program, improved management 
organization and operating procedures and controls, and certain 
changes in design and equipment implemented by PG&E to meet the 
NTOL Requirements." (Motion, p. 2) 

This subject has no colorable relationship with this proceeding, because 
PG&E reasons for desiring to undertake the testing program at this time are 
irrelevant to Section 50.57(c) requirements. Further, the subject lacks any 
connection to NUREG-0737 and lacks sufficient basis and specificity to 
qualify as a contention on its own. (fr. 295-307) Denied 

Subject 7. Whether the requested licenses and the activities authorized 
thereby "will provide meaningful technical information beyond that 
obtained in the normal startup test program." (Motion, p. 2) 

This subject has no colorable relationship with this proceeding, because 
PG&E reasons for desiring to undertake the testing program at this time are 
irrelevant to Section 50.57(c) requirements. Further, the subject lacks any 
connection to NUREG-0737 and lacks sufficient basis and specificity to 
qualify as a contention on its own. (fr. 295-307) Denied 
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Subject 8. Whether the requested licenses and the activities authorized 
thereunder "will not pose an undue risk to the health and safety of the 
public" (Motion, p. 2), particularly since PG&E has not submitted 
safety analyses related to these activities and the NRC's risk assess
ment is unsupported by plant-specific analyses. (SER, Supp. 10, p. 
I.G.-5) 

This subject lacks the requisite basis and specificity to qualify as a 
contention. (fr. 295-307) Denied. 

Subject 9. Whether-the requested licenses will result in radiation levels 
within the plant that would preclude or impede implementation of any 
later changes ordered by the NRC. (Ref. Motion, p. 2) 

A. Whether these levels would expose workers to unacceptable expo
sures. beyond ALARA levels. 

This subject lacks the necessary basis and specificity to be accepted as a 
contention. (fr. 308-09). Denied. 

Subject 10. Whether the requested licenses and the activities author
ized thereunder ''will provide significant supplemental operator 
training." (Motion, p. 2). 

A. Whether there are other means, including training on simulators and 
at other facilities, to obtain such supplemental operator training. 

This subject has no colorable relationship with this proceeding, because 
PG&E reasons for desiring to undertake the testing program at this time are 
irrelevant to Section 50.57(c) requirements. Further, the subject lacks any 
connection to NUREG-0737 and lacks sufficient basis and specificity to 
qualify as a contention on its own. (fr. 295- 307) Denied. 

Subject 11. Whether early operation of Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 
will contribute in any meaningful way toward the national objective of 
reducing dependence on imported oil and/or reduce in any meaningful 
way the risks or consequences to the public of inadequate generating 
resources and/or allow generation of power using less expensive fuels. 
(Ref. Motion, p. 3). 

This subject has no colorable relationship with this proceeding, because 
PG&E reasons for desiring to undertake the testing program at this time are 
irrelevant to Section 50.57(c) requirements. Further, the subject lacks any 
connection to NUREG-0737 and lacks sufficient basis and specificity to 
qualify as a contention on its own. (fr. 295-307) Denied. 
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Subject 12. Whether the small break loss of coolant accident analyses 
and tests, including computer code verification, required for Westing
house PWRs are sufficiently complete and accurate to permit issuance 
of the requested licenses. 

This subject lacks the necessary basis and specificity to qualify as a 
contention and does not relate to an admitted contention. (fr. 263-268) 
Denied. 

Subject 13. Whether the licenses should issue prior to installation of 
PG&E of a reliable and unambiguous method of measuring reactor 
vessel water level. 

A. Whether PG&E's proposed system to measure water level in the 
reactor vessel is adequate for all conditions, including level swell, 2-
phase flow, flow blockage and system dynamics. (SER., Supp. 10, p. 
II.F-9) 

Although lacking the basis and specificity required for an allowable 
contention, the subject is essentially the same as Joint Intervenors 
contention 13 which the Board has accepted. Governor Brown may, 
therefore, participate in litigation of this issue in the form in which the Joint 
Intervenor's contention was accepted. 

Subject 14. Whether the licenses should issue prior to completion of 
qualification tests and analyses on relief and safety valves. 

Although this subject lacks the specificity and basis necessary to being 
accepted as a contention, it is essentially the same as Joint Intervenor's 
Contention 24, and Governor Brown may participate in this litigation. 

Subject 15. Whether PG&E has established adequate procedures for 
dissemination of operating experience, obtained from operation of 
both Diablo Canyon and other nuclear plants, to PG&E personnel. 
(SER, Supp. 10, p. I.C.-7) 

The subject lacks the necessary basis and specificity to qualify as a 
contention. (fr. 309-12) Denied. 

Subject 16. Whether additional TMI Action Plan items should be 
completed before the licenses are issued, including: 

(a) NRC audit of emergency procedures (NUREG-0660, p. I.e.-?) 
(b) Withdrawn (fr. 313) 
(c) Withdrawn (fr. 313) 
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(d) Withdrawn (Tr. 313) 
(e) Withdrawn (Tr. 313) 
(f) Completion of upgraded training and qualification requirements. 

(Id 1.A.2-1) 
(g) Completion of reevaluation of AFW reliability. (Id II.E.l-l) 

This subject, as stated, lacks the requisite basis and specificity to be 
accepted as a contention. Further, as discussed above, the Action Plan 
items are not appropriate for litigation unless contained in NUREG-0737. 
(Tr. 312-17) Denied 

Subject 17. Whether the NRC and PG&E have complied with all 
obligations under the National Environmental Policy Act, the regula
tions of the Council on Environmental Quality, and the NRC's 
regulations in Part 51. 

A. Whether an environmental impact statement, or at the very mini
mum, an environmental impact appraisal must be prepared. 

This subject has no relationship to any allowable issue in this proceeding 
and also lacks the basis and specificity necessary for it to be accepted as a 
contention. (Tr. 317-28. See, also, Board rulings on Governor Brown's 
Motion to Stay and Governor Brown's oral motion for ruling in Tr. 321-23 
made previously in this Order). Denied 

At the prehearing conference, the parties stipulated to the following 
schedule (Tr. 367): 

Assuming 
Board Order Issues 

Close of Discovery 

Motions for 
Summary Disposition 

Prepared Direct 
Testimony Filed 

February 13, 1981 

March 25, 1981 

April 1, 1981 

May 8, 1981 

Hearing Commences May 19, 1981 
The Board accepted the schedule. (Tr. 370) 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 13th day of February 1981. 

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFE1Y 
AND LICENSING BOARD 

Elizabeth S. Bowers, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 
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Cite as 13 NRC 253 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

Before Administrative Judges: 

Herbert Grossman, Chairman 
Glenn O. Bright 

Dr. Richard F. Cole 

LBP-81-6 

In the MaHer of Docket No. 50-367 CPA 
(Construction Penn It extenSion) 

NORTHERN INDIANA PUBLIC 
SERVICE COMPANY 

(Bailly Generating Station, 
Nuclear 1) February 20, 1981 

The Licensing Board in this construction permit extension proceeding 
denies a motion seeking reconsideration of the Board's earlier denial of 
certain contentions and declines to certify or refer the denial to the Appeal 
Board or Commission. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: ADMISSmll..JTY OF C0NTEN'I10N 
(CONSTRUCTION PERMIT EXTENSION PROCEEDING) 

Contentions that have no discernible relationship to the construction 
permit extepsion are inadmissible in a permit extension proceeding. For 
such contentions, a show-cause proceeding under 10 CPR 2.206 is the 
exclusive remedy. Northern Indiana Public Service Co. (Bailly Generating 
Station, Nuclear 1), ALAB-619, 12 NRC 558 (1980). 
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

(Denying Motions for Reconsideration and for Certification or Refemd) 

MEMORANDUM 

On December 24, 1980, following the issuance of ALAB-619 (Nov. 20, 
1980) in this proceeding, which further defmed the scope of a construction 
permit extension proceeding originally delimited in Indiana and Michigan 
Electric Co. (Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-129, 6 
AEC 414 (1973), this Board denied certain "newly-fIled" contentions and 
contentions involving the merits of the "short pilings issue". The Board's 
denial of these contentions was based upon the two-pronged test for 
admitting contentions in an extension proceeding first enunciated in Cook, 
ALAB-129, supra, and reaffIrmed in Bailly, ALAB-619, supra that matters 
which do not directly cause a delay in construction will be heard if they (I) 
arise from the reasons assigned for the construction permit extension and 
(2) cannot appropriately abide the operating license proceeding. Woe denied 
the newly-fIled contentions because they failed the first test of not arising 
from the reasons assigned for the construction.permit extension and denied 
the short pilings contentions because they failed the second test by being 
able to abide the event of the operating license proceeding. 

The Porter County Chapter Intervenors (PCCI) and the State of lllinois 
intervenor object to our denial of these contentions and have fIled motions 
requesting a reconsideration and reversal of our rulings or, in the 
alternative, an immediate certification or referral of these rulings to the 
Appeal Board. Por the reasons stated below, we deny those motions. 

Newly-Filed Contentions 
PCCI and the State of lllinois base their objection to the Board's denial 

of the newly-fIled contentions on the ground that the Board misinterpreted 
Bailly, ALAB-619, as requiring the two-pronged test in all construction 
permit extension proceedings. They construe ALAB-619 and Cook, ALAB-
129, supra, as merely tailoring the two-pronged test to the particular facts of 
those respective cases. 

While ALAB-619 may have disclaimed the two-pronged test as "an 
inflexible mold" (p. 22) for judging every contention in all permit extension 
proceedings, it clearly mandated the dismissal of any contention that has 
"no discernable relationship" to the permit extension (p. 23), as is the case 
with the newly-fIled contentions. Por those contentions, 10 C.P.R. §2.206 is 
the exclusive remedy. Ibid. Whether or not that formulation in ALAB-619 
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is merely a rephrasing of the fIrst prong of the Cook test as we see it, 
intervenors have offered no substantial reason for reversing our ruling. 

The State of Illinois' further observation (Motion, Fn., p. 3), that Cook, 
ALAB-129, supra did not confront the question of whether matters 
unrelated to the extension requests are within the scope of a good cause 
proceeding, is inapposite. As we made clear in our December 24, 1980 
Memorandum and Order (pp. 3-4), we did not deny the newly-med 
contentions on the basis of the Cook decision but, rather, on ALAB-619's 
"further guidance" with regard to the Cook determination 

Short Pilings Issue 
In objecting to the Board's denial of the short pilings issue, PCCI and the 

State of Illinois rely upon Bailly, ALAB-619, supra; Houston Lighting and 
Power Co. (AlIens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-590, 
11 NRC 542 (1980); and Mississippi Power and Light Co. (Grand Gulf 
Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-130, 6 AEC 423, 426 (1973); to 
assert that the Board improperly prejudged the "merits" of the isssue to 
determine that it could abide the operating license stage. 

Intervenors' assertion is without foundation. They confuse their position 
on the merits of the issue, which the Board accepted for the purpose of 
determining admissibility, with their value judgment on whether this issue 
could abide the operating license stage, which the Board rejected. The latter 
determination is one that only the Board can make under Cook, ALAB-129, 
supra, and Bailly, ALAB-619, supra, subject to reversal if it is erroneous. For 
the purpose of determining admissibility, the Board assumed that NIP~~O's 
short pilings proposal might not meet applicable health and safety or 
environmental standards. However, taking into account the present posture 
of that design proposal, . the uncertainties surrounding the unknown 
quantity of the sub-soil composition, the testing program already instituted., 
the close scrutiny given to the proposal by the Staff and Commission, and 
the Commission's determination in CLI-79-11, 10 NRC 733 (1979) that the 
short-pilings proposal could have abided the operating license stage in its 
posture at the construction permit proceeding, we determined that the issue 
could abide the operating license stage. Nothing submitted by intervenors 
has persuaded us that we erred in exercising our judgment to deny that 
issue. 

ORDER 

For all of the foregoing reasons and based upon a consideration of the 
entire record in this matter, it is, this 20th day of February, 1981 

ORDERED 
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That pecr and State of Illinois' objections to, and motions for 
reconsideration of, the Board's ·Order of December 24, 1980 denying the 
newly-med contentions and short-pilings issue are denied 

In view of the failure of intervenors' motions to demonstrate that a 
certification or referral to the Appeal Board or Commission is necessary to 
prevent detriment to the public interest or unusual delay or expense, 
intervenors' alternative motions for certification or referral are also denied 

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFElY 
AND LICENSING BOARD 

Herbert Grossman, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 
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Cite as 13 NRC 257 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

Before Administrative Judges: 

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman 
Dr. George C. Anderson 

Ralph S. Decker 

LBP·81·7 

In the Matter of Docket No. 5()..409-SC 
Provo Op. Llc. DPR-45 

(Show-Cause Proceeding) 

DAIRYLAND POWER 
COOPERATIVE 

(La Crosse Boiling Water 
Reactor) February 24, 1981 

Upon conclusion of an evidentiary hearing on the risk of allowing the 
La Crosse facility to remain in operation without a site dewatering system 
pending the Licensing Board's fmal determination of the size of the safe 
shutdown earthquake (SSE) for the facility, the Licensing Board in this 
show-cause proceeding determined: (1) no warrant. exists for installation 
of a dewatering system to preclude liquefaction in the event of an 
earthquake producing peak ground acceleration at the site of 0.12g (the 
Licensee's and Staff's assumed SSE); and (2) there is no undue risk to the 
public health and safety in permitting operation pendente lite without 
installation of a site dewatering system. 

RULES OF PRACI1CE: SHOW-CAUSE PROCEEDING (BURDEN 
OF PROOF) 

In any show-cause proceeding arising after the grant of a construction 
permit but prior to the award of a full-term operating license, the licensee 
must bear the "burden of proving compliance with Commission safety 
regulations." Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-
315,3 NRC 101 (1976). 
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TECHNICAL ISSUE DISCUSSED: 

Earthquake induced liquefaction, seismic hazard analysis (recurrence 
frequency). 

APPEARANCES 

Messrs. O. S. IDestand and Kevin P. Gallen, Washington, D.C., for 
Dairyland Power Cooperative, Licensee. 

Ms. Anne K. Morse, La Crosse, Wisconsin, for the Coulee Region 
Energy Coalition, Intervenor. 

Mr. Frederick M. Olsen, III, La Crosse, Wisconsin, Intervenor, pro 
se. 

Mr. Stephen G. Bums and Ms. Karen D. Cyr, for the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Staff. 
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PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION 

(permitting Continued Reactor Operation 
Without Site Dewatering System) 

I. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

On February 25, 1980, the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation, of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission issued an Order to 
Show Cause under which Dairyland Power Cooperative (DPC or Licensee), 
the holder of Provisional Operating License No. DPR-45 for the La Crosse 
Boiling Water Reactor (LACBWR), was required to show cause why it 
should not 

"1. As soon as possible, but no later than May 27, 1980, submit a 
detailed design proposal for a site dewatering system to preclude the 
occurrence of liquefaction in the event of an earthquake with peak 
ground surface accelerations ofO.12g or less;" and 

2. As soon as possible after NRC approval of the aforesaid site 
dewatering system, ''but no later than February 25, 1981, make such 
system operational, or place the LACBWR in a safe cold shutdown 
condition." 

The order provided an opportunity for a hearing for the Licensee or "any 
other person whose interest may be affected" by the order.l 

In response, the Licensee submitted a study which, it claimed, showed 
cause why it should not be required to design and make operational the site 
dewatering system. DPC sought a hearing if the NRC Staff should disagree 
with the conclusions reached in that study. Hearing requests were also filed 
by Ms. Anne K. Morse,2 on behalf of the Coulee Region Energy Coalition 
(CREq, and by Mr. Frederick M. Olsen, III, pro se. 

By Order dated July 29, 1980, the Commission delegated to this 
Licensing Board the authority to rule on the requests for a hearing and, if 
we determined a hearing were required, to conduct an adjudicatory hearing 
"solely on contentions within the scope of the issues identified in the 

lThe order was published at 45 Fed. Reg. 13850 (March 3, 1980). 
2'fhe show-cause order had been issuedin partial response to a request for such an order filed 
on May 21, 1979, by Ms. Morse. The request had sought to suspend the LACWBR operating 
license for several discrete reasons. Except with respect to the liquefaction question which 
became the subject of the show-cause order, the request for license suspension was denied; 
with respect to liquefaction, the show-cause order permitted operation to continue for one 
year. See "Director's Decision Under 10 CFR 2206," 00-80-9, 11 NRC 392 (February 29, 
1980). 
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February 25, 1980, Order: (1) whether the licensee should submit a 
detailed design proposal for a site dewatering system; and (2) whether the 
licensee should make operational such a dewatering system as soon as 
possible after NRC approval of the system, but no later than February 25, 
1981, or place the LACBWR in a safe cold shutdown condition."3 

Following this delegation, we invited the Licensee and NRC Staff to me 
responses to the petitions of CREC and Mr. Olsen. Memorandum and 
Order dated August 5,1980.4 We also scheduled a prehearing conference to 
consider the various hearing requests.s Thereafter, in a Safety Evaluation 
Report (SER) dated August 29, 1980, the Staff changed its earlier position 
and determined that a site dewatering system need not be installed, based 
upon 'further studies by the Licensee and review by the Staff and its 
consultant (WES), discussed infra. 

At the prehearing conference we announced that we were granting the 
hearing requests of CREC and Mr. Olsen6 and were consolidating the two 
intervenors for purposes of participation in this proceeding. We established 
a schedule for discovery and for the filing of motions for summary 
disposition. We also announced our conclusion that the size of the safe 
shutdown earthquake (SSE) was an issue we thought should be explored in 
this show-cause proceeding.7 Because the Licensee (and the Staff during the 
prehearing conference) disagreed with this conclusion, we agreed to certify 
the question of our authority to consider this issue to the Appeal Board. 
These rulings are memorialized in our Prehearing Conference Order 
Granting Requests for a Hearing and CertifYing Question to Appeal Board, 
LBP-80-26, 12 NRC 367 (September 30, 1980).8 On September 30, 1980, we 

3'J'his Order of the Commission was published at 45 Fed. Reg. 52290 (August 6, 1980). 
4We noted that no response to the Licensee's conditional hearing request was warranted 
inasmuch as, if the Staff were to continue to believe that a site dewatering system should be 
installed, the Licensee would have a right to a hearing under 10 CFR §2202(c). 
5The conference was scheduled for September 11, 1980, in La Crosse, WISCOnsin. See 
Prehearing Conference Order dated August 22, 1980, published at 45 Fed. Reg. 57613 (August 
28,1980). 
6Previously, Mr. Olsen had moved to disqualify the entire membership of this Licensing Board 
We denied this motion in our Memorandum and Order dated September 19, 1980. In 
accordance with 10 CFR §2.704(c), we referred this denial to the Appeal Board On September 
24, 1980, the Appeal Board summarily affirmed our ruling. ALAB-614, 12 NRC 347. 
7Jn its full-term operating license application, dated October 9, 1974, DPe proposed 0.12g as 
the peak ground acceleration resulting from the SSE. Show-cause order, p. 2, 45 Fed. Reg. 
13850. The Staff has not yet completed its evaluation of this proposal. In LBP-80-26, we 
described why we believed that we should determine the acceptability of this proposal rather 
than assuming its validity for the purposes of this proceeding. 
8Before the Appeal Board, the Staff changed its earlier tentative position and agreed we were 
empowered to consider, and should consider, the magnitude of the SSE. The Appeal Board 
affirmed our earlier ruling. ALAB-618, 12 NRC 551 (November 17, 1980). On December 1, 
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issued a Notice of Hearing.9 

In our Memorandum. and Order Scheduling Evidentiary Hearing and 
Prehearing Conference, dated November 12, 1980, we stated that, were we 
to find that the installation of a dewatering system as proposed by the 
show-cause order was required, the Licensee could not design such a 
system, have it approved by the NRC Staff, and install it by February 25, 
1981, the cut-off date specified in the show-cause order. We also expressed 
some reservation whether we would be able to render an initial decision 
prior to February 25, 1981.10 We further observed that the one year period 
of operation which the show-cause order permitted had been based on a 
hazard analysis performed by the Staff and that any further extension of 
time (absent a fmal decision in this proceeding) would require an additional 
hazard analysis. We therefore scheduled an evidentiary hearing on the risks 
of continued operation pendente lite (including 5 particular areas of inquiry 
which we identified.)ll 

On November 14, 1980, the Licensee and NRC Staff each ftled motions 
for summary disposition, covering all issues except the Board-raised 
question of the size of the SSE. The Intervenors failed to respond to either 
motion. (The Staff on December 9, 1980 supported the Licensee's motion 
except with respect to one limited question relating to the soils beneath the 
stack of the adjoining Genoa-3 coal ftred plant. The Staff had not reviewed 
these studies but deemed them extraneous to our eventual determination.) 

On December 5, 1980, we issued a Memorandum which posed the 
substantive questions to which we sought answers prior to any fmal 
determination in this proceeding (see fn. 10, supra.) We noted that at the 
forthcoming prehearing conference we would discuss the manner in which 
these questions would be addressed; as it turned out, the Licensee and 
NRC Staff were able to respond to the questions adequately at the 
evidentiary hearing. 

On December 16 and 17, 1980, we conducted an evidentiary hearing on 
the risk of extending the February 25, 1981 cut-off date. Testimony was 
presented by the Licensee and the NRC Staff. The witnesses for those 

1980, the Licensee sought Commission review of these rulings. The Commission has not yet 
acted on that request. 
9This Notice was published at 45 Fed. Reg. 66537 (October 7, 1980). 
IOAmong other matters, we noted that we had some substantive questions which we intended 
to pose to the parties in the near future and that we expected to have answers to those 
questions prior to any final determination in this proceeding:-
IIWe also scheduled a prehearing conference to consider any summary disposition motions 
which might be filed, the mannet in which the parties proposed to respond to Board questions 
(see fn. 10, supra), and further scheduling. A Notice of Prehearing Conference and Evidentiary 
Hearing was published at 45 Fed. Reg. 76557 (November 19, 1980). The schedule for the 
prehearing conference and evidentiary hearing was slightly modified by our Order of 
November 25, 1980, published at 45 Fed. Reg. 79954 (December 2, 1980). 
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parties also offered to address the substantive questions raised by the Board 
in the Memorandum of December 5, 1980, as well as certain questions 
arising from the affidavits provided in support of the Licensee's and Staff's 
motions for summary disposition. As a result of the Intervenors' failure to 
respond to those motions, and because the questions also were pertinent to 
the direct case presented by the Licensee and Staff concerning the risk (or 
lack of risk) of extending the cut-off date, we found no due-process 
objection to the witnesses' addressing those matters without having 
submitted prepared testimony on the particular questions. During the 
course of the hearing, the witnesses responded to our questions. Because the 
Staff had earlier indicated that it would not be pr~p.red to address the SSE 
question for at least 6 months, we limited the inquiry at the December 
hearing to the risk of liquefaction arising from the Licensee's and Staff's 
assumed SSE, producing peak ground acceleration of O.l2g at the site. 
Determination of the SSE, and additional liquefaction potential which 
might attend an SSE producing greater than 0.12g ground acceleration at 
the site, was accordingly deferred to a later date. 

At the prehearing conference following the evidentiary hearing on 
December 17, 1980, we established a schedule for the submission of 
proposed fmdings of fact and conclusions oflaw (as well as for discovery on 
the remaining SSE question). See Prehearing Conference Memorandum 
dated January 6, 1981. Proposed fmdings and conclusions were submitted 
by the Licensee and Staff. The Intervenors did not do so. (The Licensee also 
responded to the Staff's proposed findings and conclusions, offering no 
objection to them.) 

In preparing the following fmdings of fact and conclusions of law, we 
have reviewed and considered the entire record of this proceeding, 
including the affidavits submitted in support of the motions for summary 
disposition and the findings of fact and conclusions of law proposed by the 
parties. Those proposed fmdings not incorporated directly or inferentially 
in this Partial Initial Decision are rejected as being unsupported by the 
record or as being unnecessary to the rendering of this Decision. We have 
also considered the limited appearance statements from members of the 
public received during the evidentiary hearing sessions. 

For the reasons which follow, we fmd no warrant for the installation of a 
dewatering system to preclude liquefaction in the event of an earthquake 
producing peak ground acceleration at the site of 0.12g. We also reiterate 
our conclusion of the necessity of definitively ascertaining the size of the 
SSE for this facility prior to any fmal determination of the need for a site 
dewatering system. Finally, we conclude that there is no undue risk to the 
public health and safety in permitting operation pendente lite, without 
installation of a site dewatering system. 
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ll. BURDEN OF PROOF 

At the outset of the evidentiary hearing (fr. 73-77), the Licensee took the 
position that the burden of proof (as well as of going forward with evidence) 
should be placed on the Intervenors. DPC reasoned that, because of the 
Staffs change in position, the Intervenors were the only remaining parties 
seeking imposition of the remedies sought by the show-cause order; and, for 
that reason, became the "proponents" of the order within the meaning of 10 
CFR §2.732 and Section 7 of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.c. 
§556(d). We ruled that DPC had the burden of proof (fr. 77). 

This ruling was premised upon our understanding of the decisions of the 
Appeal Board in Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), 
ALAB-283, 2 NRC 11 (1975), clarified on reconsideration, ALAB-315, 3 
NRC 101 (1976). There, in a show-cause proceeding arising after the grant 
of a construction permit but prior to the award of an operating license, the 
Appeal Board held that the Atomic Energy Act modified the normal rule of 
the Administrative Procedure Act by placing the burden of proof on safety 
matters on the construction permit holder (the licensee). We interpret these 
decisions as according the burden of proof to the licensee, at least until 
award of a full-term operating license. The intercession of a provisional 
operating license does not alter this statutory scheme. As the Appeal Board 
pointed out, a utility must bear the '"burden of proving compliance with 
Commission safety regulations" at the beginning and end of the licensing 
process, as well as in the interim (ALAB-315, 3 NRC at 104); since a 
provisional operating license has only limited life and a holder of such a 
license still must prove its entitlement to a full-term license, the licensing 
process has not yet ended for the holder of a provisionailicense. As a result: 

• • • the Atomic Energy Act intends the party seeking to • • • operate 
a nuclear reactor to bear the burden of proof in any Commission 
proceeding bearing on its application to do so, including a "show 
cause" proceeding. 

Id. at 105.12 

The subject matter of this show-cause proceeding clearly bears upon 
DPC's application for a full-term operating license. This issue could readily 
be litigated in that context, and DPC would have the burden of proof. 10 
CFR §2.732. The circumstance that the liquefaction issue was brought to 

l21'b.e Appeal Board expressly reserved judgment with respect to the burden of proof in a 
show-cause proceeding involving potential withdrawal of an operating license. ALAB-31S, 3 
NRC at 109, n. 20. Our decision here, of course, involves only a provisional and not a full-term 
operating license. 
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light prior to the completion of the Staff's review in the operating license 
proceeding should not, and in our opinion does not, shift the burden of 
proof from the Licensee. Cf ALAB-283, supra, 2 NRC at 17. 

DPC asserted two reasons why, in its opinion, the Midland decisions do 
not govern the instant show-cause proceeding. First, it claimed that the 
decisions do not address the situation, as here, where the Staff is no longer 
advocating the original position taken in the show-cause order (fr. 74). 
Midland, however, involved an analogous situation: during the hearing, 
the show-cause ord,er did not enjoy the support of any active party, since 
the intervenors were no longer particip.ating and the Staffno longer favored 
the order. ALAB-283, supra, 2 NRC at 15. 

Second, DPC argued that the Midland burden-of-proof interpretation is 
about to be modified by the Commission. It referred to the NRC's 
publication of a proposed rule which would lead to that result. 42 Fed. Reg. 
37406 (July 21, 1977). We understand, however, that the Commission is 
about to withdraw the proposed rule and accordingly allow the Midland 
ruling to remain in effect. The Staff confrrmed this understanding (fr. 75-
76). In any event, we are bound by Midland (to the extent applicable here) 
unless and until it is modified or abrogated by the Commission. 

In sum, we hold that the burden of proof in this proceeding falls on 
DPC.13 And although up.der Midland the Intervenors may have the burden 
of initially demonstrating evidence sufficient to cause us to inquire further 
(ALAB-315, 3 NRC at 112), their reliance on a 1978 study of the U.S. Army 
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (see pp. 267, 270 infra) amply 
satisfies this requirement. 

m. FINDINGS OF FACI' 

Introduction 
1. The Licensee's direct testimony was sponsored by a witness panel 

consisting of Dr. Robin K. McGuire, a Senior Engineer with Dames & 
Moore specializing in risk analysis, earthquake engineering, and decision 
analysis; Dr. Mysore S. Nataraja, a Senior Engineer at Dames & Moore 
specializing m soil mechanics, earthquake engineering, and geotechnical 
instrumentation; and Mr. lohn D. Parkyn, the Assistant Superintendent of 
LACBWR. This testimony ("DPC panel testimony") was admitted into 
evidence at Tr. 306.14 Messrs. Nataraja and Parkyn also sponsored 

l3The circumstance whereby we permitted the Staff to present a portion of its testimony prior 
to the Licensee's testimony resulted from schedule conflicts of one Staff witness and doesnot in 
any way stem from the allocation of the. burden of proof or burden of going forward. 
14Al1transcript references are to the transcript of the evidentiary hearings held on December 
16 and 17, 1980. 
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affidavits in support of the Licensee's motion for summary disposition. 
(References to those affidavits will appear as ''Nataraja afT." or "Parkyn 
afT.".) The Licensee also presented testimony by Mr. Richard Shimshak, 
LACBWR Superintendent (fr. 384-85). The Staff presented testimony by 
Dr. Leon Reiter, Leader of the Seismology Section in the Geosciences 
Branch, Division of Engineering, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, 
NRC (Reiter testimony, fo1. Tr. 85) and by Mr. Howard A Levin, 
Technical Assistant to the Director, Division of Engineering (Levin 
testimony, fo1. Tr. 90). The Staff's motion for summary disposition was 
supported by the affidavit of Mr. John T. Greeves, a Geotechnical Engineer 
in the Hydrologic and Geotechnical Engineering Branch of the Division of 
Engineering ("Greeves aff."). Mr. Greeves appeared as a witness but did 
not sponsor direct testimony (except to the extent that he had participated 
in preparation of the Staff's SER).IS His professional qualifications were 
admitted into evidence and appear fo1. Tr. 92. A list of exhibits appears in 
the Appendix to this decision (infra, p. 281). 

Background 
2. The La Crosse Boiling Water Reactor (LACBWR) is located on the 

east bank of the Mississippi River near Genoa. Wisconsin. SER, p. 1. It is 
currently permitted to operate under Provisional Operating License DPR-
45. DPC has applied for a full-term operating license; that application is 
currently under review by the Commission. The review of safety issues for 
LACBWR has been performed in the context of the Commission's 
Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP), a program under which NRC is 
reevaluating the safety margins of a number of older reactors, including 
LACBWR. During the course of that review, the question of liquefaction 
potential at the La Crosse site surfaced, leading to issuance of the February 
25, 1980 show-cau..e order. 

3. Soil at the site consists primarily of sand deposits and emplaced 
hydraulic fill material extending to a depth of approximately 130 feet, down 
to bedrock. SER, p. 1; DPC panel testimony, p. 3. The reactor containment 
building, the turbine building and the stack are all pile supported structures. 
The crib house and associated underground piping which are also 
important to safety are not pile supported. DPC panel testimony, p. 6; 
Parkyn afT., para. 2. 

4. Loose to medium sands of the type found at LACBWR tend to 
compact when subjected to cyclic loadings such as those induced by an 

I~"SER" refers to the "Safety Evaluation by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Relating 
to Liquefaction Potential at the La Crosse Site," dated August 29, 1980, identified as Staff 
Exhibit 5 and admitted into evidence at Tr. 96. 
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earthquake. If the sand is saturated, sufficiently strong vibratory motion 
can cause reduction in its shear strength so that the sand is unable to resist 
the imposed shear stresses. Under these circumstances, the sand can behave 
much like a liquid, i.e., liquefaction can occur. SER, p. 2; DPC panel 
testimony, p. 3. Generally, the stronger the earth shaking, the longer it lasts; 
and the wetter and less dense the sand, the more likely it is that liquefaction 
will occur. 

Events Leading to the Show-Cause Order 
5. To assist in evaluating the liquefaction potential at LACBWR, 

Dairyland engaged the services of Dames & Moore, an engineering 
consulting firm. which took soil samples on several occasions, performed 
liquefaction analyses, reported its fmdings, and advised the Licensee. 
Similarly, the NRC Staff called upon the Geotechnical Laboratory, U.S. 
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), to analyze available 
information, prepare a report, Liquefaction Analysis for LaCross {sic] 
Nuclear Power Station, December, 1978 (hereinafter WES Rpt.), and 
provide advice to the Staff. As shall be seen, the analysis and conclusions of 
the WES Rpt. provided a foundation for the StafPs issuance of the 1980 
show-cause order. 

6. Two methods, commonly referred to as the analysis/testing 
method 16 and the empirical method, were used by both Dames & Moore 
and WES to evaluate the liquefaction potential at LACBWR. DPC panel 
testimony, pp. 3-4; SER, p. 2. The analysis/testing method consists of 
taking soil samples at the site in question, modeling the site soil condition in 
the laboratory, conducting a series of cyclic, tri-axial tests on the samples, 
establishing the cyclic shear strength for the soil over a range of confming 
pressures, and comparing shear strength with dynamic shear stresses. DPC 
panel testimony, p. 4; SER, p. 2. The empirical method utilizes Standard 
Penetration Tests (SP1), in which a rod of standard shape is driven into the 
soil by standard impacts and the number of blows required to drive the rod 
through a unit depth is counted. These data are then compared with the 
blow counts measured at many other sites where soil performance under 
actual earthquake conditions has been recorded. Id The more blows 
required to drive the rod a unit depth, the denser is the soil and the more 
the soil is able to resist liquefaction. Both methods require a specification of 
expected vibratory ground motion and a knowledge of soil properties. 

7. In describing earthquake induced vibratory ground motion at the 
LACBWR site, the Staff, the Licensee, and their consultants have all used 

161bis method is also referred to as the laboratory/analytical approach. 
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peak ground surface acceleration as the principal parameter. Other 
descriptive parameters such as magnitude, intensity and duration of ground 
shaking can be related to peak acceleration. For example, the show-cause 
order states (at pp. 4, 6,45 Fed. Reg. at 13850, 13851): 

• • • that if sustained strong ground motion with peak accelerations of 
.12g or higher occurs (normally associated with a magnitude 5 or 
greater earthquake within 10 km of the site)· • • and 

This peak acceleration (.12g) is equivalent to Intensity VII when using 
the relationship ofTrifunac and Brady (1975). 

Moreover, the duration of ground shaking, which is often expressed in 
terms of uniform cycles for soil testing and analysis purposes, is also related 
to peak acceleration, earthquake magnitude and intensity. In this case, the 
Staff states in its SER (at pp. 2-3): 17 

There has been general agreement between the staff and the licensee 
that the earthquake loading at the La Crosse site can be conservatively 
characterized as a magnitude 5 to 5 1/2 event at a distance ofless than 
25 KM with a peak ground acceleration of 0.12g· and an equivalent 
duration of 5 cycles. 

'g is acceleration of gravity, i.e. 32.2 ftisec/sec" 

8. In this phase of the show-cause proceeding, peak ground surface 
acceleration is assumed to be 0.12g as specified in the show-cause order.18 
As indicated earlier, however, the Board believes that a substantial question 
exists concerning the adequacy of this assumption and that this question 
must be resolved prior to a fmal determination in this proceeding of 
whether a dewatering system need be installed to preclude liquefaction at 
the LACBWR site. See LBP-80-26, supra, 12 NRC at 376-379; also p. 261 of 
this Decision. 

9. The initial soils investigation at the La Crosse site was conducted in 
1962 by Raymond International. Additional borings were made in 1973 
under Dames & Moore supervision. SER para. 2.0 and Fig. 1. These data 

17See also WES Rpt., Figures 9 and 10; Tr. 184-185. 
l8Dy way of background, it is interesting to note that WES used a more severe specification of 
ground motion in its liquefaction analysis appearing in its 1978 report. For that study, Staff 
specified peak accelerations of 0.12g and 0.20g. However, WES assumed an Intensity IX or 
magnitude 6.6 ~quake with a duration of 10 cycleS. WES Rpt., para. 17, pp.8-9. In 
assessing the WES analysis, the Staff concluded, among other things, that the assessing the 
WES analysis, the Staff concluded, among other things, that the assumptions regarding 
seismicity at the site were conservative. Show-cause order, p. 2 (45 Fed. Reg. at 13850). 
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were included in DPC's 1974 full-term operating license application and 
were utilized by WES in its liquefaction analysis. 19 The NRC Staff's 
assessment of the WES analysis indicated that the then-available soils data 
were inadequate to estimate accurately the liquefaction resistance. See 
show-cause order, p. 3 (45 Fed. Reg. at 13850). Consequently the Licensee 
undertook an additional soils investigation program which was reviewed in 
advance and approved by the Staff in April, 1979. Based on analyses of the 
data obtained in the five additional borings made in the LACBWR yard 
area in May, 1979, Dames & Moore concluded that, for the postulated 
earthquake with a 0.12g peak ground acceleration, the laboratory/ 
analytical approach yielded a minimum safety factor20 of 1.5 and the 
empirical approach a minimum value of 1.0. However, after review by WES 
and itself, the Staff concluded that the laboratory shear strength curves 
used in the Dames & Moore analysis were not adequately conservative and 
that foundation soils down to a depth of approximately 40 feet were not 
safe against liquefaction if subjected to sustained ground motion with a 
peak acceleration of 0.12g or higher (which the Staff associated with a 
magnitude 5 or greater earthquake within 10 km. of the site). Because of 
this Staff conclusion, the Licensee proposed a plan for dewatering the site 
to lower the groundwater level. However, Dairyland subsequently withdrew 
the proposal. As a result, the show-cause order was issued by NRC on 
February 25, 1980. SER, para. 3.0; show-cause order, p. 4 (45 Fed. Reg. at 
13850). 

Events Following the Show-Cause Order 
10. In response to the Order to Show Cause, Dairyland cited the 

improved density which could be expected due to vibration during the 
driving of piles, surveyed pertinent case histories, and subsequently made 

19'fo understand the evolution of knowledge of soil properties at LACBWR and the results of 
the several liquefaction analyses performed, it is again instructive to recognize the limited 
information available to WES in the conduct of its 1978 evaluation. WES reviewed the data 
from the 1962 and 1973 borings but was unsure whether penetration tests were conducted by 
standardized methods. WES Rpt., para. 7. WES also noted that some soil samples were taken 
using one technique and others by a different one. WES Rpt. para. 8. WES was aware that the 
tubine and reactor containment buildings and the stack were pile supported. However, it was 
uncertain as to whether some of the borings were made prior to or following pile driving. WES 
Rpt. para. 8. WES estimated the increase in soil density under pile supported buildings based 
solely on the reduction in void ratio which would occur assuming the soil displaced by the pile 
went entirely into taking up the voids of the adjacent soil. The increase in soil density so 
estimated was minor and WES did not consider it to be significant. WES recognized that 
additional density could have occurred due to vibration during pile driving but data were not 
then available to support this hypothesis. WES Rpt., para. 11. 
lOWES states that "(t]he factor of safety against 10 percent double-amplitude strain has been 
defined as the dynamic shear strength divided by the average dynamic shear stress." WES Rpt. 
para. 19. The higher the safety factor, the more resistance there is to liquefaction. 
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four additional test borings (which were monitored by Mr. Greeves of the 
Staff, Tr. 110). These borings were made through the turbine building floor 
and ,s~ck foundation into soils directly below these structures, in contrast 
with previous borings made in the yard area or free field These borings 
clearly indicated significantly greater soil densities under the pile-supported 
structures than in the free field. Analysis and evaluation of these results 
were reported by Dames & Moore in July, 1980. Upon review of the logs of 
these new borings and the data reported by Dames & Moore and the 
Licensee, the Staff and WES concluded that the soils below the reactor 
containment building, the turbine building and the stack are adequately 
safe against liquefaction effects for an earthquake up to a magnitude 5.521 

with a peak acceleration of 0.12g. 22 The Staff also concluded that mitigative 
measures (e.g., the dewatering system) to increase the margin of safety 
against liquefaction for these structures are not needed. However, liquefac
tion remains a concern for the crib house and associated underground 
piping, which provide one of the sources of emergency core cooling water to 
the reactor containment building and which are not pile supported. SER, 
para. 3.0; DPC panel testimony, p. 6. Therefore, the Licensee is installing a 
redundant dedicated safe shutdown system to be housed inside the turbine 
building to provide additional emergency cooling water and preclude 
reliance on the crib house and buried piping in the event of an earthquake. 
Licensee is required by Staff to have this system operational by February 
25, 1981. DPC panel testimony, p. 6; SER, para. 3.0; Tr. 312, 356, 377. 

11. As we have described earlier (supra, pp. 261-263), both the Licensee 
and the Staff, having reached agreement that a dewatering system is 
unnecessary, entered motions for summary disposition, to which the 
Intervenors did not respond. As part of its motion, through the Greeves 
affidavit, the Staff responded to certain concerns expressed by the 
Intervenors during discovery, as well as at the September, 1980 prehearing 
conference. 

12. For example, the Intervenors disagreed with the Staff's position as 
expressed in the SER that borings under the turbine building and stack 
foundation are representative of adjacent pile supported structures. In his 
affidavit, Mr. Greeves responded that borings through the turbine building 
floor were carefully selected to represent the lower end of the range of soil 

21In response to questioning by the Intervenor, Staff witness Greeves stated that liquefaction 
has not been experienced and recorded for earthquakes of magnitudes less than 5.5. Tr. 113. 
Dr. McGuire, in response to a Board inquiry, stated that the magnitude of the smallest 
earthquake of which he was aware which diO cause liquefaction was approximately 5.3. Tr. 
374. 
22Corps of Engineers, Letter from F. R. Brown to J. P. Knight (NRC), July 25,1980, Ref. 5 to 
SER. 
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density for pile supported structures and that turbine building piles are 
more widely spaced relative to the piles under the stack and reactor 
building. Moreover, soil density generally increases with distance from the 
river bank and borings under the turbine building were closer to the river 
than those under the stack foundation. The reactor building is located still 
further from the river. Mr. Greeves therefore concluded that borings under 
the turbine building are in fact a conservative representation of soil 
conditions under other pile-supported foundations on the LACBWR site 
and that borings under the stack foundation are a conservative representa
tion of conditions under the reactor. Greeves affidavit, pp. 3-5. 

13. The Intervenors also noted that piles are not supported by bedrock. 
Mr. Greeves responded that the Staff does not rely on the support of the 
piles themselves to resist liquefaction but on the increased soil density 
resulting from the driving and presence of the piles. Greeves affidavit, pp. 2-
3; Tr. 286. 

14. The Intervenors observed that shallow voids were found under the 
turbine building during borings and raised the concern that voids might 
also exist under the reactor building. Mr. Greeves responded that the soil 
under the turbine building and stack are hydraulic fill and that voids were 
not found under the stack at the same elevation.23 Moreover, pile spacing is 
closer under the reactor building than under the turbine building. Greeves 
affidavit, pp. 4-5; Tr. 377-382. Under direct examination, Mr. Richard 
Shimshak, LACBWR Superintendent, also testified that voids might well be 
expected under the turbine building due to turbine vibrations, a condition 
not present under the reactor building or under the stack. Tr. 384-385. In 
any case, Dames & Moore witness Nataraja testified that the presence or 
abs~nce of voids has no bearing on his conclusion regarding liquefaction. 
Tr. 382. The voids under the turbine building have nevertheless been filled. 
DPC panel testimony, p. 6; Tr. 378; Parkyn affidavit, p. 2. 

15. The Intervenors noted that the driving of piles could also increase 
pore pressure, a condition which accompanies liquefaction. The Staff 
agreed but pointed out that any increased pore pressure dissipates shortly 
after the pile is driven and has no further significance. Greeves affidavit, p. 
5. 

16. Mr. Greeves also addressed the question of whether dense soils such 
as those beneath pile supported structures would remain stable even if 
adjacent soils in free field areas undergo liquefaction. He expressed his view 
that denser soils would remain stable and stated that this had been 

23'fhe reactor building does not rest on hydraulic fill. Rather its base is 29 feet below grade and 
rests on the denser soil existing there before the surface grade was raised with fill material. 
SER para. 2.0; Dames & Moore "Response to NRC Review Questions" transmitted by letter 
of July 14, 1980 from Frank Linder, DPC to Dennis Crutchfield, NRC, p. B-13; Tr. 365. 
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demonstrated in response to actual events. In particular, he cited and 
attached a study which reported that pile supported oil tanks at Ishinomaki, 
Japan, remained stable even though surrounding soils liquefied extensively 
as a result of the Miyagiken-oki earthquake of June 12, 1978. During 
questioning by the Board, Mr. Greeves testified that the situation at 
LACBWR and the oil tanks at Ishinomaki were comparable.24 He also 
pointed out that the oil tank site was subjected to a magnitude 7.4 
earthquake with ground surface accelerations around 0.18g up to 0.25g and 
a duration of 20 equivalent cycles. Mr. Greeves opined that such a 
magnitude involves effectively 100 times25 the energy of a magnitude 5.5 
earthquake. Tr. 271. 

Responses to Board Questions 
17. After the summary disposition motions had been filed, the Board 

evaluated the total record to date, including the affidavits supporting the 
motions. Because we believed the record to be still somewhat incomplete in 
a few areas, we posed several questions which were provided to the parties 
by our Memorandum of December 5, 1980. As described earlier (supra, p. 
262), these questions were responded to by Licensee and Staff witnesses 
during the evidentiary hearings on December 16 and 17, 1980. A summary 
of the questions and responses follows. 

18. Our first question related to the effects of Mississippi River water 
level on the below grade water table, and the consequent effects on soil 
properties (and thus on liquefaction potential). Witnesses for both the Staff 
and Licensee agreed that a rise in Mississippi River water level would be 
accompanied by a rise in the water table, that soils below the higher water 
table would become saturated, that resistance to liquefaction would be 
reduced, but that even at flood stage where the water table rose to the 
surface, soils under pile supported structures are sufficiently dense to resist 
liquefaction should an earthquake producing a peak acceleration of 0.12g 
occur. Tr. 248-252, 391-392. The Licensee tesified that the probability that a 
flood and an SSE producing O.12g ground acceleration would occur 
simultaneously is very low. Tr. 389-390, 392. 

19. We then asked if there would be a density gradient radially outward 
from each piling, where samples were taken radially from pilings, and 
whether the gradient was considered in the liquefaction analyses. Again, 

lAIn response to questions by the Intervenors, Mr. Greeves acknowledged that the piles under 
the oil tanks and those under the LACBWR structures were different in nature. Tr. 274-275. 
But he testified that the degree of densification produced in each case is the significant factor 
and that the densification at Ishinomaki and LACBWR was comparable-indeed, the 
LACBWR soils reflected slightly higher densification. Tr. 281,285. 
25()n the basis ofits own estimates, the Board believes that this figure is low. 
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both Staff and Dairyland witnesses testified that some density gradient 
would be expected laterally from a single piling and also laterally from a 
group of pilings into the surrounding free field. Such density gradients 
would be expected to persist with time. Moreover, in order to avoid striking 
pilings during borings for samples under the turbine building, the boring 
was made as close to the midpoint between pilings as possible so that the 
samples obtained should be of lower density than had they been obtained 
immediately adjacent to a piling. Tr. 120-124, 361-364. The differences 
would not be significant. Tr. 364. 

20. We also asked if a dewatering system designed to protect against 
liquefaction at O.12g would be effective at 0.20g as well. Dames & Moore 
witness Nataraja testified that the preliminary dewatering system design so 
far considered would not preclude liquefaction at 0.20g unless the factors of 
safety were already sufficiently large. Larger diameter wells, longer screens 
or higher capacity pumps would likely be required to lower the water table 
still further. Dr. Nataraja also pointed to certain detrimental effects of 
dewatering systems and indicated that they would be greater if a higher 
capacity system were installed. Tr. 393-396. 

21. Since the show-cause order was not explicit as to the duration of 
ground shaking, we asked for clarification. Dr. Nataraja testified that 
liquefaction potential did depend on the duration of ground shaking as well 
as magnitude and acceleration, that these parameters were related, that 
Dames & Moore had used five equivalent uniform cycles, and that that 
number was conservative. He referred to Figure 10 of the WES report 
which is a plot of equivalent number of cycles vs. earthquake magnitude 
and indicates the degree of conservatism associated with the selection .of 
five cycles for purpose of liquefaction analysis. Tr. 396-399. 

22. In his affidavit supporting Licensee's motion for summary disposi
tion (para. 9, 10), Dr. Nataraja stated that the factor of safety against 
liquefaction is "greater than the normally accepted minimum factor of 
safety." However, he did not elucidate on the term "normally accepted 
minimum factor of safety." We asked for clarification. Dr. Nataraja 
testified that the factors of safety determined by Dames & Moore were 
higher than 1.25, that there is no minimum factor of safety for all cases but 
that, in his opinion, the factors of safety obtained are adequate by all 
standards. Tr. 371-374.26 Staff witness Greeves agreed that a safety factor of 
1.25 would be a reasonable guide if it were properly derived considering 
investigation and analytical techniques and experience level. Tr. 256-257. 

26'fhe WES Rpt states (para. 20) that a factor of safety of 1.25 "is often considered reasonable 
for safety in the type of analysis performed herein." 
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Board Finding as to Uquefaction 
23. Upon careful consideration of all the evidence summarized above, 

the Board fmds that there is reasonable assurance that soils under pile 
supported structures will not liquefy if subjected to a 5.0 to 5.5 magnitude 
earthquake with peak ground acceleration of 0.12g or less. There is also 
reasonable assurance that additional emergency cooling water can be 
provided for safe reactor shutdown· using a dedicated safe shutdown system 
which is required to be installed by February 25, 1981. We therefore fmd 
that the installation of a dewatering system is not required to protect 
against liquefaction in the event of the foregoing earthquake. 

Risk to Public Health and Safety of Continued Operation of LACBWR 
without a Dewatering System Pending Final Determination 

24. When we scheduled the December 16-17, 1980 evidentiary hearings, 
we were concerned that we might not be able to reach and publish a 
decision before the February 25, 1981 deadline specified in the show-cause 
order on the limited question of whether a dewatering system would be 
needed to protect against liquefaction resulting from a 0.12g earthquake. 
Moreover, should we have found a dewatering system necessary, installa
tion could not possibly have been completed by the cut-off date.27 Further, 
we estimated that approximately another year would be required to 
complete litigation of the broader question of what the safe shutdown 
earthquake (SSE) should be and whether a dewatering system would be 
required should that SSE result in peak ground surface accelerations greater 
than 0.12g at the site. Consequently, we ordered evidentiary hearings on the 
risk involved in continuing operation without a dewatering system and 
identified several areas of inquiry to be addressed with respect thereto. 

25. Both the Licensee and Staff took the position that soils under pile 
supported structures important to safety would remain stable and not 
liquefy if subjected to an earthquake resulting in earth shaking with a peak 
ground surface acceleration of 0.12g. Therefore, both concluded that 
continued operation of LACBWR without a dewatering system would pose 
no risk to public health and safety even if the site were subjected to an 
earthquake producing ground acceleration of up to 0.12g. 

26. For the reasons summarized in paragraph 23 of these fmdings, we 
agree with this risk analysis. Nonetheless, as we ruled in LBP-80-26 (see p. 
261, supra), determination of an SSE and the liquefaction potential of that 
SSE are both necessary in order to reach an informed decision on the 

27J)airyland estimates that it would take approximately six months to design and install a 
dewatering system. DPC panel testimony, footnote 3, p. 9. Staff estimates a period of two 
months to review a proposed dewatering system design. Levin testimony, at p. 4. 
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necessity for a site dewatering system. We have not yet been able to 
complete our consideration of this matter-discovery is still in progress, the 
Staff has not yet furnished its analysis of this question, and hearings have 
not yet been held. If we should later determine that the SSE is above the 
liquefaction threshold, operation without a dewatering system pendente lite 
would involve some seismic risk. 

27. When it issued its show-cause order, the NRC Staff concluded that 
the return period for an earthquake producing a peak ground acceleration 
ofO.12g would be at least 1,000 yearS-i.e., the probability of occurrence of 
such an earthquake would be 10 ·3 or less. (The Staff noted that, while this 
value should not be interpreted as an absolute minimum, the actual return 
period could be an order of magnitude larger.) As a result, the Staff 
concluded "that the general level of seismic hazard at the LACBWR site is 
sufficiently low that operation of the plant for the next twelve months 
would not endanger the health and safety of the public." Show-cause order, 
pp. 6-7; 45 Fed. Reg. at 13851. The Commission itself declined to review 
this decision of the Staff (as well as other portions of the Director's 
Decision (DD-80-9) which declined to adopt further relief, including 
immediate license suspension, requested by Ms. Morse). See Memorandum 
dated April 17, 1980 from Samuel J. Chilk, Secretary, to Leonard Bickwit, 
Jr., General Counsel, subject: Secy-A-80-43 (enclosure 3 to NRC Stafrs 
Response to Requests for Hearing, dated August 29, 1980). 

28. In undertaking the foregoing analysis, the Staff was assuming that 
liquefaction could occur in the event of an earthquake producing 0.12g 
ground acceleration at the site. Although we have found that assumption 
not to be valid, we fmd that, prior to our resolving the SSE question, we 
must evaluate the risk, if any, of continued operation pendente lite, and that 
the risk criteria utilized by the Staff in the show-cause order are appropriate 
guidelines for us to use in evaluating the risk of liquefaction in the event of 
an earthquake producing greater than 0.12g ground acceleration. 

29. The seismic hazard giving rise to such risk is an earthquake 
producing ground acceleration at or near the site of greater than 0.12g. In 
response to our specific questions, Licensee and Staff both presented 
estimates, discussed more fully below, of the "seismic hazard," i.e., the 
annual probability of occurrence (or its reciprocal, the return period) of a 
0.12g or greater earthquake. We note here that, as Staff testified, "seismic 
hazard" is only one element of "seismic risk." To estimate seismic risk 
involves combining the probability of occurrence of the causal event with 
the probability that harmful effects to public health and safety will 
eventuate. Neither Staff nor Licensee had undertaken a quantitative seismic 
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risk analysis over a range of peak ground sutface accelerations over 
0.12g.28 Factors which would have to be considered in such a seismic risk 
analysis include the extent to which pilings would continue to support 
buildings even if underlying soils liquefied, means and probabilities of 
successful core cooling. breach of primary coblant boundary probabilities, 
extent and probability of containment, type and degree of release of 
radioactive material, probabilities of a range of meteorological conditions 
prevailing at the time of release, population locations, densities, and 
probability of successful evacuation or other protective measures. Tr. 223, 
406-409. 

Seismic Hazard, Earthquakes of O.12g or Higher 
30. Both the ~C Staff and the Licensee presented estimates of 

"seismic hazard" 7 i.e., the annual probability of occurrence of an earth
quake resulting jn ground acceleration at LACBWR ofO.12g or greater (or 
its reciprocal, the return period). 

31. The Staffs estimates stemmed from a review of results thus far 
available from the Site Specific Spectra Program (SSSP), an effort 
conducted for the Staff by the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and the 
TERA Corporation. In the SSSP, return periods were calculated for peak 
ground accelerations, peak velocities and response spectra at eastern and 
central U.S. sites including the LACBWR site. Since there is insufficient 
historical earthquake experience in the central U.S. to conduct seismic 
hazard analyses solely on empirical data, judgment must be used in the 
selection and limitations of certain parameters and empirically derived 
relationsliips. In the LLL-TERA studies, experts on eastern seismicity were 
polled with respect to seismic zonation, frequency of earthquake occur
rences, upper magnitude cutoff, and characterization and attenuation of 
ground motion, Specific earthquakes such as those at Anna, Ohio, and New 
Madrid, Missouri, were taken into account.29 The attenuation model used 
in the return period estimation for La Crosse is that proposed by Gupta and 
Nuttli (1976). This is one of the more conservative models for the U.S. east 

28Staff witness Levin testified that quantification of these factors for La Crosse is not planned 
and is beyond the state-of-design at this time. However, the NRC Office of Research is 
currently condUcting a probabilistically based generic program called the Seismic Safety 
Margins Research Program which is attempting for the first time to quantify seismic margins 
rigorously. Levin testimony, pp. 3-4; Tr.405. 
2Vfhe July, 1980 Maysville, Kentucky earthquake occurred after polling of the experts and 
could not therefore have been taken into account. However, based upon an examination of 
individual experts' assumed zone configurations and the size and frequency of earthquake 
distributions, it appears that inclusion of this earthquake into considerations would have 
minimal, if any, effect. Reiter testimony, pp. 34. The magnitude of the Maysville earthquake 
was in the range of 5.0 to 5.5, which is the value being considered by the Staff for LACBWR. 
Tr.131. 
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of the Rocky Mountains. Calculations were also made using several other 
attenuation models. For La Crosse, peak accelerations for a given return 
period were similar. The LLL-TERA evaluations do not yet include site 
specific factors for amplification or deamplification based on geological 
structure at La Crosse. Due to compensating factors, inclusion of this 
refinement would not necessarily translate into significant changes in the 
probability analysis. Upon review of the LLL-TERA results to date, the 
Staff concluded that the return period for a 0.12g or greater earthquake is of 
the order of 1000 to 10,000 years. More likely than not, the true value is 
closer to the higher end of this range. The Staff does not believe that more 
rigorous "confidence limits" can be specified. Reiter testimony, pp. 1-6; Tr. 
124-126,206; NUREG/CR-1582, Volume 2, Staff Exhibit 6,passim. 

32. Dames & Moore conducted a similar seismic hazard analysis for the 
Licensee.30 Historical data and expert opinion were also employed and 
calculations were made for various attenuation models and seismogenic 
zones. Earthquakes were assumed to occur randomly in time and space. 
Magnitude-frequency distributions were truncated at 5.0 on the lower end 
since soil liquefaction had never been observed at lower values. See also fn. 
21, supra. At the upper end, calculations were made using both truncated 
and non-truncated magnitude-frequency distributions. Again, specific 
factors to account for possible ground motion amplification and/or 
deamplification were not included. The analysis concluded that the return 
period for a 0.12g or greater earthquake is approximately 10,000 years. 
Using a reasonable range of variation in input assumptions, the results 
varied from 6,000 to 15,000 years. Differences between the Dames & Moore 
and LLL-TERA results stem from differences in truncation points and 
other input parameters. However, the results of both analyses overlap, at 
least in part. DPC panel testimony, pp. 7-9; Tr. 125, 126,207,247,339, 344, 
358,360-361,365-370,374,376,387-388. 

33. Based on the foregoing, we conclude that the annual probability of 
an earthquake producing ground acceleration of 0.12g or higher at the 
LACBWR site is in the range of 10 -3 to 10-4. 

34. In addition to calculations at 0.12g or greater, Dames & Moore 
made calculations relating return period to a range of peak ground surface 
accelerations. Dr. McGuire, who conducted the Dames & Moore seismic 
hazard analyses, testified that, as a rule of thumb, if the acceleration is 
doubled, the return period increases by a factor of approximately ten. Thus, 

JOThis analysis is reported in the Appendix to the Dames & Moore "&sponse to Review 
Question,» transmitted to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation by letter from DPC 
dated July 14, 1980. 
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if one went from an acceleration of O.llg or higher to 0.22g or higher, the 
return period would increase from 10,000 years to about 100,000 years.31 

Tr. 388; see also Reiter testimony, p. 3. It follows that, as the acceleration 
produced by an earthquake increases, the chance that such hazard would 
occur decreases. 

35. Taking into account our earlier fmding that liquefaction under pile 
supported structures at LACBWR is not likely to result from earthquakes 
producing 0.12g ground acceleration, it also follows that the hazard of 
liquefaction which might arise from a larger earthquake is lower than that 
accepted by the Staff (and the Commission) in the 'show-cause order as 
satisfactory for continued operation for a limited time period. See p. 275, 
supra. 

Reconciliation of Earthquake Hazard and Standard Review Plan 
Criteria 

36. In response to a specific Board question regarding an apparent 
departure from a 10 ~or 10 -7 criterion accepted by the Staffwith respect to 
other external events, Staff witness Levin testified that the 10 ~ or 10 -7 

probabilities specified in the Standard Review Plan32 are used as guidelines 
for identifying design basis events such as earthquakes. Events with lower 
probabilities need not be considered in specifying the design bases. Events 
with higher probabilities, such as possible seismic events at LACBWR, 
require further evaluation and actions such as preventative and/or 
mitigative design features. As a rule, these are evaluated deterministically 
rather than probabilistically. The subject of these proceedings is a case in 
point. Having found the probability of the causal earthquake to be higher 
than the guideline, deterministic procedures were employed to establish 
whether liquefaction would occur in the event of the assumed earthquake. 
Levin testimony, pp. 3-4; Tr. 410-419.33 

llDames & Moore estimated that the threshold liquefaction resistance level for the LACBWR 
site corresponds to an earthquake producing an acceleration between 0.18g and 0.20g at the 
ground surface. Show-cause order, p . 4, 45 Fed. Reg. at 13850. This estimate may be low since 
it was made prior to borings taken in 1980 beneath pile supported structures which showed 
significantly greater soil densification than in the free field. Applying the above rule of thumb, 
return time for a 0.18g or higher earthquake would be about 3-6 times longer than for 
acceleration ofO.12g or greater (Board estimate). 
12See sections 2.2.3 and 3.5.1.6 of the Standard Review Plan; see also SECY-80-409, Table H-2, 
September 4, 1980. 
llAs a basis for assuming a size for the SSE for the purpose of its liquefaction analysis, 
however, the Staff employed a probabilistic rather than a deterministic approach. The possibly 
larger earthquake which might result from a deterministic approach was one reason for our 
raising the SSE issue. 
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Finding as to Risk of Continued Operation 
37. Based on the foregoing, we find that the seismic hazard of an 

earthquake at LACBWR which might produce liquefaction is within the 
scope of the guidelines adopted by the show-cause order for continued 
operation, and continued operation pendente lite accordingly presents no 
greater risk, and possibly less risk, than the temporary operation permitted 
by the show-cause order. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

Based upon the Board's evaluation of the NRC Staff's Safety Evaluation 
Report, the affidavits submitted by the NRC Staff and the Licensee in 
support of their respective motions for summary disposition and responses 
thereto, and the testimony of the Staff's and the Licensee's witnesses at the 
evidentiary hearing held at La Crosse, Wisconsin on December 16 and 17, 
1980, we conclude that: 

1. Reasonable assurance exists that for an earthquake of up to 
magnitude 5.5 with peak ground acceleration of 0.12g or less, the soils 
under pile-supported structures at the LACBWR site are safe against 
liquefaction. 

2. Reasonable assurance exists that in the event that an earthquake of 
magnitude 5.0 - 5.5 with peak ground acceleration of 0.12g causes damage 
to the crib house and underground piping, emergency cooling water can be 
provided for safe reactor shutdown using a dedicated safe shutdown 
system. 

3. Reasonable assurance exists that continued operation of the La 
Crosse Boiling Water Reactor without a dewatering system for the site will 
not endanger the health and safety of the public, pending a fmal 
determination by the Board on the merits of all remaining matters in 
controversy in this show-cause proceeding. 

V.ORDER 

The Board having considered and decided all matters in controversy 
among the parties concerning the liquefaction potential of the LACBWR 
site in the event of a magnitude 5.0 - 5.5 earthquake producing a peak 
ground acceleration at such site of 0.12g, and having satisfied its own 
concerns with respect to these matters, it is, this 24th day of February, 1981, 

ORDERED 
in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the 
regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, that the February 25, 
1981 operational date for a dewatering system at the LACBWR set forth in 
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the February 25, 1980 Order to Show Cause is hereby extended pending a 
fmal determination by the Board on the merits of all remaining matters in 
controversy in this show-cause proceeding. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED in accordance with 10 CFR §§2.760, 
2.762,2.764,34 2.785 and 2.786 that this Partial Initial Decision shall become 
effective immediately and shall constitute, with respect to the matters 
covered herein, the final action of the Commission thirty (30) days after the 
date of issuance hereof, subject to any review pursuant to the Commission's 
Rules of Practice. 

Exceptions to this Partial Initial Decision may be fIled by any party 
Within ten (10) days after service of this Partial Initial Decision. A brief in 
support of the exceptions shall be fIled within thirty (30) days thereafter 
(forty (40) days in the case of the NRC Staff). Within thirty (30) days of the 
flling and service of the brief of the appellant (forty (40) days in the case of 
the NRC Staff), any other party may fIle a brief in support of, or in 
opposition to, the exceptions. 

THE ATOMIC SAFElY AND 
LICENSING BOARD 

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Dr. George C. Anderson 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Ralph S. Decker 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

34'fhe temporary suspension of 10 CFR §2.764(a) and (b) in certain proceedings, all addressed 
by 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix B, is not applicable to show-cause proceedings such as this. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 283 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

Harold R. Denton, Director 

Do.81-2 

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-295 
50-304 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON 
COMPANY 

(Zion Station, Unit Nos. 1 
and 2) February 18, 1981 

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denied a 
request submitted by Pollution and Environmental Problems, Inc. (PEP) 
pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206 that the license amendment permitting reracking 
and compaction of the Zion Unit Nos. 1 & 2 be suspended. The Director 
found that the information submitted by PEP, issues raised in a spent fuel 
pool expansion proceeding for another facility and the possibility of future 
high burnup of nuclear fuel, did not warrant suspension of the amendment. 

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206 

By letter dated April 17, 1980, Ms. Catherine Quigg, on behalf of 
Pollution and Environmental Problems, Inc. (PEP), transmitted a request 
pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206 for the immediate suspension of the license to 
permit reracking and compaction of the Zion Unit Nos. 1 and 2 spent fuel 
pool because of issues raised in a spent fuel pool modification hearing for 
the Salem Nuclear Station which petitioners believed should be considered 
in the Zion case. Notice of receipt of PEP's request was published in the 
Federal Register on June 23, 1980 (45 F.R. 42095). 

I. Background 

On February 28, 1980, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission issued 
Amendment Nos. 52 and 49, to Facility Operating Licenses Nos. DPR-39 
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and DPR-48, respectively, to revise the Technical Specifications and 
licenses for Zion Station, Unit Nos. 1 and 2.' These amendments would 
allow modifications of the spent fuel pool to increase the storage capacity 
from 868 to 2112 fuel assemblies. 

The issuance of the amendment was preceded by eight days of 
evidentiary hearings and supplemental affidavits filed by the parties in 
response to a request for additional information by the Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Board (ASLB).2 The Board's Initial Decision authorizing 
issuance of the license amendment was issued on February 14, 1980.3 The 
petitioner here, Ms. Quigg, did not petition to intervene in that proceeding, 
but did make a limited appearance statement. 

By Memorandum and Order dated February 22, 1980, the Atomic Safety 
and Licensing Board designated to rule on a requested license amendment 
to permit modifications of the Salem Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1 
spent fuel pool, directed the parties in that proceeding to answer the 
following questions: 

a. To what extent did the accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) affect the 
spent fuel pool at that site? 

b. In the event of a gross loss of water from the storage pool, what 
would be the difference in consequences between those occasioned 
by the pool with the expanded storage and those occasioned by the 
present pool? 

PEP has requested the suspension of the license authorizing modification 
of the Zion spent fuel pool pending examination of the evidence presented 
in the Salem case on the Board's questions, particularly as it applies to the 
Zion spent fuel pool. PEP contends that the Salem Board has given 
credibility to a loss of cooling accident in a spent fuel pool and, therefore, 
these issues should be considered in the Zion case. 

PEP has requested that the amendment be suspended for a second 
reason. PEP contends that the NRC may in the future "allow utilities to go 
to fuel burnups as high as 55-60,000 MWDIMTU." It believes that since 
"fuel burnup is one of the most important considerations in determining 
spent fuel thermal heat and radiation output, major factors in a loss of 

I Amendment Nos. 52 and 49 are attached as Appendix A 
2The Board's request for further evidence was triggered by a Board Notification entitled "Pipe 
Cracks in Stagnant Borated Water Systems at PWRs" dated August 14, 1979. 
3The Zion ASLB Initial Decision dated February 14, 1980 is attached as Appendix B. The 
ASLB's decision was affirmed by the Atomic Safety & Licensing Appeal Board (ASLAB). 
Commonwealth Edison Company (Zion Station, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-616, 12 NRC 419 
(October 2, 1980), attached as Appendix C. The Appeal Board's decision became the final 
agency action on this matter on November 24.1980. with the Commission declining to review 
the decision on its own motion under 10 CPR 2.786. 
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water accident in the pool," the ZioOn license shoOuld be suspended pending 
completioOn oOf an enviroOnmental impact statement (EIS) oOn high bUlllUp 
nuclear fuel in the spent fuel stoOrage PoOoOls. 

We have reviewed the infoOrmation submitted in PEP's request. In 
addition, we have reviewed the testimony presented in the ZioOn spent fuel 
pOoOl modificatioOJ). proceeding, the decisioOns oOf the AtoOmic Safety and 
Licensing Boards in the ZioOn and the Salem proOceedings,4 and the decisioOn 
oOf the ASLAB in the ZioOn case. FoOr the reasoOns set foOrth beloOw, PEP's 
request that Amendments NoOs. 52 and 49 toO Facility Operating Licenses 
NoOs. DPR-39 and DPR-48, respectively, be sus~nded, is denied 

n. Consideration of Issues Raised in Salem Proceeding 

The ftrst PoOrtioOn of the PEP request addresses the Salem Board's 
questioOns concerning the accident at TMI and how that accident WoOuld 
affect the spent fuel POoOl. The Salem ASLB specifically examined the status 
of the TMI spent fuel pool and found (page 27, paragraph 43 oOf the OctoOber 
27, 1980 Initial DecisioOn, that even if there had been fuel in the TMI PoOol at 
the time oOf the acciden' the accident WoOuld noOt have affected it. The pool 
remained accessible despite levels of radiatioOn which were higher than 
normal, and the equipment foOr CoOoling the PoOoOl and purifying its water was 
access sible at TMI after the accident. The Salem ASLB further foOund 
(pages 30 and 31, paragraph 46 oOf the October 27, 1980 Initial DecisioOn), 
uPoOn close examinatioOn oOf the Salem spent fuel pool and its CoOoOling, 
purification, alarm, and ventilatioOn systems, that if an accident oOccurred at 
Salem similar to the one at TMI, little, if any, impact WoOuld occur oOn the 
Salem spent fuel pool. 

We have coOmpared the ftndings oOf the Salem ASLB and the ZioOn ASLB 
(the February 14, 1980 Initial Decision), and have further reeMIDined the 
hearing record oOf the Zion ASLB toO determine if any i~~ue considered in the 
Salem proceedings raises questioOns aboOut the conclusioOns reached in the 
Zion proOceeding. We have alsoO reviewed the ZioOn ASLAB Decision 
(ALAB-616) dated OctoOber 2, 1980 foOr any bearing it may have oOn 
conclusions about the possible impact of a TMI type accident oOn the Zion 
spent fuel pool. 

The Zion ASLB in its Initial DecisioOn addressed contentions dealing 
primarily with pool boiling (pages 29-45) and PoOoOl drainage accidents 
(pages 84-85). In addressing these contentions, the Board reviewed 

"The Initial Decision in the Salem spent fuel pool modification proceeding was issued on 
October 27, 1980. It is attached as Appendix D. An appeal on p<lrtions of that decision is 
currently pending before the ASLAB. 
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testimony on the spent fuel pool in many of the areas discussed at the Salem 
hearing on the TMI type accident. This testimony included the following 
information: 

The fuel building is separate from the auxiliary building where most 
radiation level increases from a TMI type accident would be expected to 
occur (outside containment). The containment isolation valves are automatic 
at Zion and will not reopen automatically. The auxiliary building 
radiation levels would be expected to increase as the recirculation phase 
began on the long term cooldown following a LOCA and some increase in 
the radiation levels of the spent fuel pool building would be expected. The 
spent fuel pool has been analyzed for a number of accidents that could 
increase the radiation levels in that area. But in any of these events, a TMI 
type accident or fuel handling accident, the levels of radiation in the spent 
fuel pool building would not prevent operation and maintenance of vital 
systems in that area. The water cooling and purification system for the 
spent fuel pool is located in an adjacent room shielded from the spent fuel 
and accessible by the railroad doorway if direct access to the pool is 
prevented. There are ample sources of makeup water to the spent fuel pool 
including the demineralized flushing water systems, refueling water storage 
tank, ftre protection systems in the spent fuel pool building, and ftre hoses 
which can draw water from the primary water storage tank, secondary 
water storage tank,and the service water system. 

The spent fuel pool area has three area radiation monitors. Two 
monitors have ftxed setpoints and are read directly in the control room. All 
have alarms. There is an area particulate monitor which also has an Iodine-
133 cartridge for detecting iodine. The ventilation system for the spent fuel 
pool area combines with ventilation streams from other areas and is 
monitored for particulates and iodine. An indication from this monitor 
would automatically divert the effluent from the HEPA filters to the 
charcoal fliters. A fuel cooling accident with high hUmidity might damage 
the HEPA fliters but they could be replaced even with high radioactivity 
within the fuel building. The charcoal fliter booster fan is manually started 
from the control room. 

From our examination of the Initial Decision by the Zion ASLB and the 
testimony presented in relation to pool boiling and pool draining, we have 
determined that the Zion spent fuel pool should be no more affected by a 
TMI type accident than would the Salem spent fuel poo1.s We believe the 

SIn its review of the Initial Decision, the ASLAB rejected the State of llIinois' appeal and 
affirmed the Licensing Board's findings that equipment and controls to assure adequate access 
to makeup water in the event of a severe accident were accessible under any circumstances. 
ALAB-616, 12 NRC 425-426 (1980). 
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Zion spent fuel pool would receive only minimal impact from a TMI Type 
accident. 

We have also concluded, as did the Salem ASLB, that there would be 
little, if any, effect on the pool with expanded storage capacity, because any 
effect on the pool from a TMI-type accident would not depend on whether 
the pool contained additional spent fuel assemblies. Rather, the concern is 
continued accessibility of the pool and its supporting equipment. As stated 
above, operation and maintenance of vital systems could continue 
following an accident. 

The second issue considered in the Salem proceeding which PEP sought 
to have examined for the Zion facilities, dealt with the potential for gross 
loss of water the spent fuel pool and the effect such a loss of water would 
have on a pool with expanded storage capacity. The Zion ASLB in its 
Initial Decision noted that it had posed the question to the applicant and 
staff to describe any design and! or engineering safety features incorporated 
in the Zion spent fuel storage pool to decrease the likelihood of a severe 
pool drainage accident (Initial Decision at 84). The testimony presented 
included discussions of the cause of such an event and the features available 
to mitigate the consequences of such accidents. The ASLB specifically 
found that there are adequate design and engineered safety features 
incorporated into the Zion Station spent fuel pool which would reduce the 
likelihood of a severe pool drainage accident, and that those features should 
preclude the possibility of a severe drainage accident in the Zion Station 
fuel pool (Initial Decision at 86). 

The questions posed by the Licensing Board in the Salem proceeding 
focused on the differences in consequences between a gross loss of water 
accident at an unexpanded and an expanded pool. The Salem ASLB 
fmdings (pages 31-39 of its Initial Decision dated October 27, 1980) were 
based on testimony dealing with zirconium ftre and propagation, dispersion 
of ftssion products, increased risk due to the expansion, clad oxidation and 
fuel melting, and the relative release potential from old versus new fuel in 
the spent fuel pool. In general, the Salem Board Initial Decision for this 
particular issue was that: (I) while further analysis might more precisely 
defme oxidation propagation, it was not needed to convince the Board that 
there would not be significant releases from the older fuel in comparison to 
the releases from the newer fuel, (2) gross loss of water is in itself an event 
of very low probability, and (3) . there would not be a great difference 
between the consequences occasioned by the proposed conftguration and 
those occasioned by the present one. 

We have reviewed a number of proposed spent fuel pool modiftcations, 
as well as those for the Zion/Salem fuel and design of modiftcation. We 
fmd little difference between the Zion and Salem modiftcations that would 



make any difference in the results of a gross loss of water accident. The 
impacts on the expanded pool at Zion have been principally limited to 
those from the older fuel which will remain in the pool and the releases 
from those elements are not significant when compared to releases from the 
recently discharged fuel. 

Based on a consideration of the above facts and an extensive review of 
the record of the Zion proceeding, and the decisions of the Zion and Salem 
Licensing Boatds, we fmd no factual justification to suspend the licenses or 
amendtnents at the Zion Station. 

ill. Request for an £IS 

The last PEP request is to suspend the license amendments pending the 
completion of a full environmental impact statement on high bumup 
nuclear fuel in spent fuel storage pools. On Aptil 27, 1979, PEP made a 
similar 10 CFR 2.206 request. Following issuance of a license amendtnent 
permitting extended bumup of four fuel assemblies in the Zion Station Unit 
2 to a bumup of approximately 55,000 MWD/MTU (the usual Zion fuel is 
irradiated to 33,000 MWDIMTU), PEP requested preparation of a full EIS 
on high bumup fuel, both in the reactor and as a spent fuel waste. After 
careful consideration of the concerns raised by PEP over use of the higher 
butnup fuel, the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
denied PEP's request on March 13, 1980.6 The bases of that denial were 
conclusions that the potential consequences of the accidents given in the 
Safety Evaluation Reports supporting the Facility Operating Licenses and 
the amendnlents for modification of the spent fuel pool, will not change due 
to four fuel assemblies in the core being irradiated to burnup to 55,000 
MWDIMTD.' 

In its current petition, PEP requests that the license amendtnents at issue 
here be suspended pending completion of a full EIS on high bumup fuel in 
spent fuel storage pools because: (1) fuel bumup is one of the most 
important considerations in determining spent fuel pool thermal heat and 
radiation output, major factors in a loss of water accident in the pool and 
(2) a contention that in the future, the NRC may allow utilities to go to fuel 
bumup as high as 55,000-60,000 MWD/MTU. We have no request from 

6Commonwealth Edison Company (Zion Station, Units 1 & 2, 00-80-11, 11 NRC 496 (1980). 
A copy of the Director's Decision is attached as Appendix E. 
'By License Amendment Nos. 59 and 39 dated December 31, 1980, the NRC approved 
performance of the last cycle of irradiation of the four assemblies in Zion Unit No. 1 on the 
basis that the safety analysis for the last two cycles of irradiation is directly applicable to either 
unit. The change of unit would also not change the previous environmental impact 
determination. 
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the licensee for the Zion Station to extend the fuel burnup of the four 
assemblies beyond the 55,000 MWD/MTU target. The need for further 
data to support such a request and the existing confidence to allow the lead 
test assemblies to operate for two cycles in nonlimiting core positions was 
pointed out in our March 13, 1980 denial. We also stated our requirement 
that a full reload of new fuel design would need a detailed safety review and 
approval by the NRC and that review would depend upon the data from 
the Zion and other test programs. Until such time as the test program 
results are available to extend that data base for higher burnup fuels and 
Zion applies for approval of extended use of such fuels, no further use of 
high burnup fuels is contemplated or permitted. Thus, no action has been 
taken or is contemplated for the Zion plants for which an environmental 
impact statement or appraisal such as is sought by PEP should be prepared. 
Consequently, the lack of such a document cannot serve as the basis for 
suspension of the amendments to the Zion licenses. 

PEP has also ftled with the NRC a petition for rulemaking, pursuant to 
10 CFR 2.802, requesting preparation of a generic EIS for a potential future 
nationwide program of using high burnup fuel in nuclear reactors (Docket 
No. PRM-51-6). Any generic aspects of PEP's concerns over use of high 
bumup fuel will be dealt with in the Commission's response to that petition. 

IV. Conclusion 

For the reasons set forth above, I have determined that the information 
submitted by PEP does not alter my conclusion nor call into question the 
conclusions reached by the Zion Licensing Board that Amendment Nos. 52 
and 49 will not significantly affect the health and safety of the public or the 
quality of the human environment. Suspension of the amendments is not 
warranted. Therefore, the request of PEP is denied. 

A copy of this decision will be placed in the Commission's Public 
Document Room at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D~C. 20555 and at 
the Local Public Document Room for the Zion Station located at the Zion
Benton Pubij.c Library, 2600 Emmaus Avenue, Zion, Illinois 60099. A copy 
of this document will also be ftled with the Secretary of the CoIlJ.lnission for 
its review in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206(c) Of the Commission's 
regulatioqs. 
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In accordance with 10 CFR 2.206(c) of the Commission's Rules of 
Practice, this decision will constitute the fInal action of the Commission 25 
days after the date of issuance, unless the Commission on its own motion 
institutes the review of this decision within that time. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 18th day of February, 1981. 

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation 

[Appendixes A-E have been deleted from this publication but are 
available at the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C.] 
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Cite as 13 NRC 291 (1981) CLI-81-3 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

In the Matter of 

COMMISSIONERS 

Joseph M. Hendrie, Chairman 
Victor Glllnsky 

Peter A. Bradford 
John F. Ahearne 

METROPOLITAN EDISON 
COMPANY, et al. 

(Three Mile Island Nuclear 
Station, Unit 1) 

Docket No. 50-289 
(Restart) 

March 23, 1981 

Responding to various motions by the licensee, the Commission: (I) 
denies a request that it permit the restart of Unit 1 upon compliance with 
certain conditions, prior to completion of the ongoing hearings on whether 
resumption of plant operation should be authorized; (2) defers ruling on a 
proposed license amendment seeking to transfer the authority to possess, 
use and operate the unit from Metropolitan Edison to GPU Nuclear 
Corporation; (3) grants a motion requesting permission to begin hot 
functional testing using non-nuclear heat; (4) grants a request that it make a 
decision on the effectiveness of a licensing board decision within 35 days of 
issuance of such decision; (5) announces that it will handle on a case-by
case basis requests for deferral of implementation dates for various TMI-2 
accident related actions required by NUREG-0737; (6) determines that the 
issue of the fmancial ability of the licensee to operate the unit should not be 
litigated in this proceeding; and (7) directs the Executive Director of 
Operations to ensure that the staff devote sufficient resources to the 
proceeding. 
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ORDER 

I. Background 

On December 1, 1980 the President of General Public Utilities (GPU), 
Herman Dieckamp, wrote the Commission requesting it to reconsider and 
modify its Orders of July 2, 1979, and August 9, 1979, CLI-79-8, 10 CFR 
141, pertaining to the restart of Three Mile lsiand Unit One. Specifically, 
GPU requested the Commission to modify those orders to permit GPU to 
restart TMI-Unit 1 prior to the completion of the ongoing adjudicatory 
hearings. GPU proposed that the Director of the Commission's Office of 
Nuclear Rea\ or Regulation be permitted to authorize restart upon 
determining that Metropolitan Edison has taken all of the actions required 
of other Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) reactor licensees before B&W 
reactors were permitted to resume operation following the shut-down 
orders issued by the Commission in the Spring of 1979. In addition, the 
Director would be required to determine that Metropolitan Edison had 
performed satisfactorily those tasks listed in Section II of the ColD.Dljssion's 
Order that are to be completed prior to restart. Finally, the Director would 
be required to determine that Unit One was in compliance with the "lessons 
learned" actions applicable to other B&W plants that have been imposed 
by the Commission following the accident. GPU emphasized that the 
restart hearings had taken far longer than the Commission originally 
contemplated and that the delay in .uthorizing restart was penali~ing the 
residents of its se1'Vice areas and its in 'estors. 

In addition, Metropolitan Edise has filed tlu:ee motions with the 
Commission. On January 26, 1981, it advised the Commission that it had 
filed an application for an amendment to its operating license which would 
transfer from Metropolitan Edison to GPU Nuclear Corporation 
(GPUNC) the authority to possess, use and operate the TMI-l facility. On 
that date it filed a motion requesting the Commission to modify its July 2, 
1979 Order as appropriate to extend to GPUNC the present restriction on 
Metropolitan Edison that Unit One be maintained in a cold shutdown 
condition. On January 26 it also filed a motion re(~uestingthe Commission 
to amend its August 9, 1979 .. nd March 6, 1980 Orders, CLI-80-5, 11 NRC 
408, to authorize the TMI-l Restart Licensing Board to consider the 
qualifications of GPUNC, rather than Metropolitan Edison, to restart and 
operate TMI-l. 

A February 3, 1981 motion requested the Commission to (1) a;nend the 
July 2 and August 9, 1979 Orders to permit hot functional testing of the 
TMI-I systems and equipment using non-nuclear heat; (2) modify Section 
VI of the August 9, 1979 Order to provide that the Commission decision on 
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the effectiveness of a licensing board decision authorizing restart be made 
within 35 days after issuance of the decision rather than 35 days after 
issuance of the decision and certification by the Director, Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation, that those short-term actions required for restart have 
been completed; and (3) that the August 9 Order be modified to make clear 
that the Commission has the flexibility to defer until after restart licensee's 
implementation dates for NUREG-0737 action items where such deferral is 
consistent with implementation schedules for other operating reactors. 

The Commission has received views from the parties to the proceeding 
on each of the GPU/Metropolitan Edison motions. In addition, Commis
sioner Ahearne on January 22, 1981 requested the Chairman of the Atomic 
Safety and Licensing Board conducting this proceeding to provide the 
Commission with the Board's views on actions the Commission might take 
to expedite the proceeding. On January 28, 1981, Chairman Hendrie and 
Commissioner Aheame requested the Licensing Board to provide, after 
appropriate consultation with the parties, its best estimate of the future 
schedule for the proceeding. The parties were also asked to provide their 
best estimates on when Metropolitan Edison could be expected to be in 
compliance with a number of specified items which could be required for 
restart. These requests were considered at a special session of the restart 
hearing held on February 3, and the Licensing Board submitted its response 
on February 9. The NRC staff and Metropolitan Edison subsequently 
provided estimates on when the licensee might be expected to be in 
compliance with the various items. 

II. Rulings on the Motions 

1. The December 1, 1980 GPU Request lbat Restart Not Be Tied To 
Completion Of The Hearing 

The intervenors in the proceeding urged the Commission to deny the 
motion. Procedurally, they argued that the motion to reconsider the July 2 
and August 9 orders is untimely and that the licensee has presented no new 
facts that would cause the Commission to alter its Orders. On the merits, 
intervenors argued, inter alia, that Unit 1 is not ready to be restarted now 
and will not be prepared for restart for some time. They noted that 
modifications to the plant must be completed and the entire facility must be 
inspected by the NRC staff prior to restart. The operators of the reactor 
must be requalified and relicensed. It is intervenors' view that by the time 
all of these tasks can be accomplished, the adjudicatory proceedings will be 
nearly or totally completed, and therefore it is unnecessary to grant the 
GPU request. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvanja took the position that 
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rather than grant the motion, all efforts should be taken to expedite the 
hearing process consistent with a full and fair adjudication of the issues. 
The NRC staff took the position that the Commission has the legal 
authority to take the action that GPU proposes, but took no position on 
whether the motion should be granted. The staff believed that the policy 
issue whether the public interest would be served by permitting operation of 
the facility prior to the completion of the hearing is best left to the 
Commission for resolution. 

The Commission has reviewed the submissions of the parties, the 
proposed hearing schedule submitted by the Board, and the status reports 
on Metropolitan Edison's compliance with various items that could be 
required for restart. The Commission has denied the GPU request of 
December 1 because it is unable to fmd that authorizing restart prior to the 
completion of the hearing would serve the public interest. 

2. Metropolitan Edison's Request lbat TIle July 2 and August 9 Orders 
Be Modified To Substitute GPU Nuclear Corporation for 
Metropolitan Edison 

In its response to these motions, the NRC staff requested the Commis
sion to defer its rulings until the staff had the opportunity to complete its 
review of Metropolitan Edison's proposed amendments to its operating 
license. The Commission agrees with the staff that it would be premature to 
act at this time on the motions and will defer action until it has heard 
further from the staff. 

3. Metropolitan Edison's Request lbat It Be Authorized To Commence 
Hot Functional Testing 

No party to the proceeding objected to Metropolitan Edison's request 
and the Commission has decided to permit Metropolitan Edison to begin 
hot functional testing using non-nuclear heat, subject to any appropriate 
NRC staff review. I 

In so ruling, the Commission is not now taking a position on a staff 
proposal, called to our attention by the Board, to allow low power testing 
prior to the completion of the hearing, if certain fmdings are made by the 
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. We defer ruling on that 

IThe NRC staff has indicated that the licensee must review, in accordance with the 
requirements of Section 6 of the Technical Specifications for TMI-I, the hot functional testing 
to be performed to determine whether such activities involve an unreviewed safety question or 
a change in the facility's technical specifications. Staff noted that if the review produces an 
affirmative answer, the licensee must submit an application for amendment of its operating 
license. Should the staff determine that an amendment is required, it should evaluate its 
suitability to the same extent as any other amendment application. 
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question until we have had a chance to view other developments in this 
matter, including the progress of the hot functional testing program. 

4. Metropolitan Edison's Request That 100 Commission Decision On 100 
Effectiveness Of A Ucensing Board Decision Be Made Within 35 Days 
After Issuance Of The Decision 

No party opposed the request. The Commission believes the request is 
reasonable and consistent with the Commission's original intent. The 
request therefore is granted. 

5. Metropolitan Edison's Request That 100 Commission, Where Appropri
ate, Defer Until After Restart Implementation Dates For 
NUREG-0737 Action Items Where Such Deferral Is q,nsistent 
With Implementation Schedules For Operating Reactors 

The NRC staff has flIed testimony in the restart hearing proposing that 
the licensee be required to implement a number of NUREG-0737 actions 
on the same schedules that are presently set for operating reactors, although 
it has generally taken the position that the licensee is to be treated as an 
applicant for an operating license. In its February 3 motion, licensee 
asserted that it is prepared to meet the same implementation schedules that 
are required for operating reactors, but expressed the concern that 
developments subsequent to the close of the hearing record (for example, 
delays in the procurement of necessary materials and equipment) may 
make it impossible for it to meet present schedules on all action items. It 
therefore requested the Commission to modify the August 9, 1979 Order to 
make clear that the Commission retains the flexibility to defer until restart, 
upon the recommendation of the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation, licensee's implementation dates for NUREG-0737 action items 
where such deferral is consistent with implementation schedules for 
operating reactors. 

The staff did not object to Metropolitan Edison's request, noting that 
such deferral would be granted by the Commission only after it had heard 
staff recommendations. 

The Commission in its August 9, 1979 Order provided the Licensing 
Board with the discretion to determine, subject to Commission review, what 
matters must be resolved prior to restart. In the Order the Commission did 
not indicate whether Metropolitan Edison is to be treated as a licensee of 
an operating reactor or as an applicant for an operating license. The 
Commission believes that Unit One should be grouped with reactors which 
have received operating licenses, rather than with the units with pending 
operating license applications. It emphasizes though that it expects the 
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Board to fmd to the contrary when the record so dictates. Moreover, the 
Board should not reopen testimony or otherwise delay the proceeding in 
any way in order to apply this concept. 

The Commission notes in this regard that whether Metropolitan Edison 
is treated as a licensee or an applicant, there may be items where due dates 
cannot be met for one reason or another, regardless of which category Unit 
One is placed in. It is this prospect which prompts the licensee's motion. 
Where developments occur which affect the ability of the licensee to 
comply with requirements recommended by the Board or proposed to be 
imposed by the Commission, the Commission will consider those develop
ments on a case-by-case basis in reaching its decisions on immediate 
effectiveness and ultimate review of the Board's decision. Notwithstanding 
language in the original order which could be read to the contraty, we 
intend to retain our flexibility in this regard. To that extent, the licensee's 
motion is granted. 

m. Expediting the Hearing 

The Commission has considered various means to expedite the hearing 
schedule and is taking one action with that objective in mind. The NRC 
staff has concluded that the relationship between corporate finance and the 
technical departments of the licensee is such that fmancial considerations 
should not have an improper influence on technical decisions. For this and 
other reasons, the staff has recommended that financial qualification need 
not be litigated prior to reaching a decision on the restart of TMI-l. 
Counsel for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, representing the Gover
nor of that State, believes that while it is important for the licensee to 
demonstrate its fmancial ability to operate TMI-I simultaneously with the 
cleanup of Unit 2, the Commonwealth believes that the return ofTMI-1 to 
commercial operation would improve, rather than impair, the licensee's 
financial health. For example, return of the unit would produce operating 
revenues and return of the unit to the utility's rate base also might increase 
the licensee's credit rating and its ability to obtain capital. Therefore, the 
Commonwealth supports the staff position. The Pennsylvania Public Utility 
Commission also does not object to the staff proposal. Metropolitan 
Edison, of course, would not object to removing fmancial issues from the 
proceeding. The intervenors take a contrary position, arguing that fmancial 
capability is an important safety issue that should be litigated prior to 
restart. 

The Commission has considered the parties' views and determined that, 
contrary to the position it took in its August 9 Order, the issue of the 
licensee's fmancial qualifications should not be litigated in this proceeding. 
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The Commission does not believe that, in this particular case, litigation of 
the issue would be productive. In fact the Commission is of the view that 
the treatment of financial qualifications in the licensing process as a general 
matter needs reexamination and is undertaking that examination at this 
time. 

Although the Commission is taking the fmancial qualification issue out 
of the hearing, the staff is directed to continue to monitor the licensee's 
fmancial resources as long as is necessary and to report any health and 
safety implications to the Commission.2 

The Licensing Board has also indicated at various times that the 
proceeding might be expedited if staff gave the proceeding a higher priority 
and devoted more resources to it. The Commission has always considered 
the restart hearing to be one of staffs highest priority items and directs the 
Executive Director of Operations to ensure that sufficient resources are 
devoted to this matter so that staff documents, including SER suppleme· lts 
and testimony, may be thorough and timely fIled. 

It is so ORDERED: 

Dated at Washington, D.C. 
this 23rd day of March, 1981. 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL J. CHILK 
Secretary of the Commission 

lCommissioner Bradford would not have removed financial qualifications as an issue in this 
proceeding without frrst giving those parties sponsoring contentions on this subject an 
opportunity to describe, in response to the staff SER, what they expected to establish in • .he 
course of their presentation or on cross-examination. 
'Section 201 of the Energy Reorganization Act, 42 U.S.C. 5841, provides that action of·the 
Commission shall be determined by a "majority vote of the members pr,.;ent." Commissiono:r 
Bradford was not present at the meeting at which this Order was approv-:d. Had he been 
present he would have voted to issue this Order. Accordingly, the formal vote of the 
Commission is 3-0. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

In the Matter of 

COMMISSIONERS: 

Joseph M. Hendrie, Chairman 
Victor Glllnsky 

Peter A. Bradford 
John F. Ahearne 

CLI·81-4 

ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION 
PROTECTION STANDARDS 
FOR NUCLEAR POWER 
OPERATIONS, 40 CFR 190 March 26, 1981 

The Commission denies a petition fIled by the American Mining 
Congress for a stay of implementation and enforcement of the Environmen
tal Protection Agency's radiation protection standards, 40 CFR Part 190, as 
applied to NRC-licensed uranium mills. The Commission also denies a 
petition fIled jointly by several uranium mill operators to defer or rescind 
NRC regulations imposing EPA's Part 190 requirements on uranium mills. 

NRC: ENFORCEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION 
PROTECI10N STANDARDS 

Although the authority to establish generally applicable standards for 
protection of the environment from radioactive materials resides in the 
Environmental Protection Agency under Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 
1970, 84 Stat. 2086, 42 U.S.c.A. 4321 note, the NRC remains responsible 
for enforcing those standards at NRC-licensed facilities. 

REGULATIONS: VALIDI1Y 

An agency's regulations are presumed valid until the promulgating 
agency or a court modifies or invalidates them. 
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RULES OF PRACfiCE: STAY OF AGENCY ACflON 

In order to obtain.a stay, petitioners must satisfy a four-fold test: (a) 
that they are likely to prevail on the merits; (b) that they will suffer 
irreparable harm without a stay; (c) that other interested parties would not 
be substantially harmed by a stay; and (d) that the public interest supports 
a stay. Virginia Petroleum Jobbers Ass'n v. FPC, 259 F.2d 921, 925 (D.C. 
Cir. 1958); Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Commission v. Holiday 
Tours, Inc., 559 F.2d 841, 843-44 (D.C. Cir. 1977). 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

On October 14, 1980, the American Mining Congress (AMq, on behalf 
of the uranium mining industry, petitioned the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) to reconsider and revise the radiation protection standards 
applicable to uranium mills as codified in 40 CFR Part 190. That same day 
AMC requested the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRq to stay 
implementation and enforcement of Part 190 as applied to NRClicensed 
uranium mills pending EPA's disposition of AMC's petition and any 
judicial review of EPA's decision. The EPA standards require that, 
excluding radon and its daughters, the exposure of any member of the 
public to planned discharges of radioactive material and radiation from 
uranium fuel cycle operations be limited to 25-millirems to the whole body, 
75-millirems to the thyroid, or 25-millirems to any other organ. The 
standards were issued in 1977 and became effective on December I, 1980 
for radiation doses arising from uranium milling. l AMC contends that 
scientific and technical data which have become available since EPA 
promulgated Part 190 in 1977, indicate that the standard for uranium mills 
is impracticable, unachievable at reasonable cost, I and is based on a 
defective record. 

AMC renewed its request to the Commission on December 4, 1980, 
contending that the proposed program for enforcing Part 190 contains 
unacceptable uncertainties in compliance determination procedures. 
Among these alleged uncertainties are: the extent of NRC's reliance on 
computer codes for calculating radiation doses; difficulties inherent in 
environmental monitoring; and the lack of a definitive determination by 
NRC whether or not doses from Lead-210 would be included for purposes 
of determining compliance with Part 190. AMC believes that these alleged 

'EPA's generally applicable radiation standards for nuclear fuel cycle activities were issued in 
1m pursuant to the authority transferred to the EPA by Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1970. 
42 Fed. Reg. 2858 (January 13, 1977). 
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uncertainties support its request that NRC should delay initiation of 
additional radiation monitoring requirements. 

In a separate action, Kerr-McGee and several other uranium mill 
operators (Operators) jointly filed late comments on the Commission's 
proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 20. 45 Fed. Reg. 26fJl2-73 (April 17, 
1980). The proposed amendments would explicitly codify in the NRC's 
regulations the existing Part 190 requirements and would add certain 
reporting requirements. Recognizing that these comments were over four 
months late,2 the Operators requested that in the alternative, their filing be 
treated as a petition to rescind any NRC regulation imposing Part 190 
requirements on uranium mills. Operators contend that Part 190 is unlawful 
for a variety of reasons related to .its promulgation by EPA In the 
alternative, they request that NRC defer implementation of Part 190 until 
December 1982 to provide the mill operators with time to determine 
whether they are in compliance with Part 190 requirements and to effect 
changes, if necessary, or shut down in an orderly manner if they cannot 
achieve compliance. In addition, Operators suggest that implementation of 
Part 190 be coordinated with regulations promulgated pursuant to the 
Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 (UMTRCA). 
Finally, they oppose as impracticable and unduly expensive the'proposed 
reporting requirements which would be added to 10 CFR 20.405. The 
Commission has determined that Operators' filing should be treated as a 
motion to stay NRC's implementation and enforcement of Part 190. For 
the reasons discussed below, the Commission has determined that imple
mentation of Part 190 at NRClicensed uranium mills should not be stayed. 

I. 

The Commission's disposition of the claims by AMC and Operators 
requires an understanding of the relationship between the Commission and 
the EPA in the present setting. Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1970,84 Stat. 
2086,42 U.S.CA. 4321 note, (plan) transferred to EPA the AEC's authority 
to establish generally applicable environmental standards for the protection 
of the general environment from radioactive materials. However, as noted 
in the President's message transmitting the Plan to Congress, the AEC 
remained responsible for enforcing the standards at AEClicensed facilities. 
This allocation of agency responsibility was memorialized in a 
Memorandum of Understanding between the AECand E"Aentered into in 
1973.38 Fed. Reg. 24936 (September 11,1973). 

lAlthough the comment period closet: on June 16, 1980, the Operators did not submit their 
comments until October 28, 1980. 
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AMC has petitioned EPA to reopen' the rulemaking proceeding on Part 
190, reconsider the radiation protection standards, and revise those 
standards as they apply to uranium milling. In addition, AMC has 
requested EPA to stay the effective date of the standards as applied to 
uranium milling pending disposition of the petition. In support of this 
petition, AMC has submitted to EPA a substantial package of technical 
information. Because EPA is the agency authorized to issue generally 
applicable radiation standards, it is the agency responsible for deciding 
whether that information supports a reconsideration of the standards. Thus, 
EPA must decide the merits of AMCs petition regarding Part 190 as 
applied to uranium milling. 

It is well established that each agency's regulations are presumed valid 
until the promulgating agency or a court modifies or invalidates them. This 
agency does not sit as a reviewing court for a sister agency's regulations. Cf. 
7 NRC 1, 27 (1978) (NRC recognition of collateral estoppel effect of 
fmdings by EPA). Moreover, to the extent that Part 190 is challenged on the 
basis of new information, it would be unseemly for this agency to second
guess the agency responsible for evaluating and responding to that 
information. Thus, unless and until EPA or a court modifies or rescinds 
Part 190, the NRC will proceed on the basis that the regulations are fully in 
force and will initiate implementation and enforcement of this regulation at 
NRC-licensed uranium mills. To the extent that the motions now pending 
before us are based on challenges to Part 190, these motions are denied. 

n. 

Wholly apart from our reluctance to pass upon the merits of AMCs 
substantive claims, a review of the current situation shows that there is also 
no basis for now staying initiation ofNRCs compliance program. In order 
to obtain a stay, the petitioners must satisfy a four-fold test: (a) that they 
are likely to prevail on the merits; (b) that they will suffer irreparable harm 
without a stay; (c) that other interested parties would not be substantially 
harmed by a stay; and (d) that the public interest supports a stay. Virginia 
Petroleum Jobbers Ass'n. v. FPC, 259 F.2d 921, 925 (D.C. Cir. 1958); 
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Commission v. Holiday Tours, Inc., 
559 F.2d, 841, 843-44 (D.C. Cir. 1977). Petitioners have utterly failed to 
sustain their burden on the last three factors. 

The possibility of irreparable injury is a critical factor in analyzing any 
request for a stay and it is absent here. Ashland Oil v. FTC, 409 F. Supp. 
297,307 (D.C.C. 1976), affd. 548 F.2d 977 (D.C. Cir. 1976). No such injury 
will result from initiation of the NRC's program. 
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Beginning in 1977, the NRC began upgrading its regulation of uranium 
mills to require more stringent control of radioactive effluents. These 
actions were taken pursuant to the Commission's authority under NEPA to 
mitigate environmental impacts and its authority to require licensees to 
maintain exposures as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). 10 CFR 
Part 20. In 1977, the staff issued interim performance objectives for 
uranium mill tailings management. These objectives required licensees, 
among other things, to control the blowing of mill tailings, the greatest 
potential source of off-site exposures.3 In addition, licensees were required 
to maintain an environmental and effluent monitoring program." As new 
licenses were granted and existing licenses renewed or amended, programs 
meeting the interim performance objectives and monitoring requirements 
were imposed on most licensed facilities. This evolution in the regulation of 
uranium mills has led to the establishment of a significant base for attaining 
compliance with Part 190. 

On November 7, 1980 representatives of the American Mining Congress 
met with members of the NRC Uranium Recovery Licensing Branch. At 
that meeting, the NRC staff explained that it is instituting a phased 
program for implementing Part 190 at NRC-licensed mills. The specific 
elements of the flrst phase of that program were also described in a 
November 13, 1980 letter from the NRC Solicitor to Mr. Boggs of the 
AMC.' That letter is hereby incorporated in this order. As explained in that 
letter, the only new major activity which will be required initially at NRC 
licensed mills is the additional calculation of doses from monitoring data to 
determine whether a mill's contribution to the level of radioactivity in its 
vicinity exceeds the limits in 40 CFR Part 190. First reports by NRC 
licensees will not be due before spring 1981. Until the NRC has reviewed 
and analyzed those reports, it does not expect to take additional action 
against or impose additional requirements on licensees for the purposes of 
compliance with Part 190 requirements.6 Thus, initiation of the proposed 
program to implement Part 190 will not result in irreparable injury to NRC 
uranium mill licensees. Accordingly, the Commission does not believe that 
a stay of the implemenation is warranted. 

AMC's allegation of uncertainties in NRC compliance determination 
procedures does not alter this conclusion. Although AMC contends that the 

'Branch Technical Position - Uranium Mill Tailings Management (May 13, 1977). 
·Branch Position Papers - "Operational Radiological Environmental Monitoring Programs for 
Uranium Mills"; and "Preoperational Radiological Environmental Monitoring Programs for 
Uranium Mills" (January 9, 1978). 
'Copies of that letter were distributed to NRC licensees who attended a November 14, 1980 
briefmg on the NRC's implementation of Part 190. 
'For these reasons, it is also unnecessary to delay initiation of the Part 190 program as 
requested by Operators. 
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extent of NRC's reliance on computer models is uncertain, NRCs intention 
to rely on actual monitoring data (and not computer "models) to determine 
compliance for an operating mill was clearly stated at the November 14, 
1980 meeting attended by licensees and representatives of the AMC.' 
AMC's real concern in this regard appears to be that the NRC may decide 
to use computer models to determine compliance in the future. At this time, 
the NRC staff does not foresee circumstances that would lead to the use of 
models instead of actual monitoring data for determining compliance at 
operating mills. Moreover, the mere possibility of a future change in NRC 
policy does not constitute imminent irreparable injury supporting AMes 
request to stay implementation of the environmental monitoring program. 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Ass'n v. Weinberger, 401 F. Supp. 444, 449 
(D.D.C. 1975); American Medicorp, Inc. v. Continental Illinois National 
Bank and Trust Company of Chicago, 475 F. Supp. 5, 7 (D. Ill. 1977). 

AMC also contends that uncertainties in environmental monitoring 
prevent NRC from accurately determining compliance, or noncompliance, 
with Part 190. Compliance determination based on environmental monitor
ing is comprised of four elements: data collection; data analysis; dose 
calculations; and, if necessary, identification of radioactive sources. Data 
collection, for operating uranium mills, includes the sampling of effluents 
from the yellow cake dryer and packaging and other stacks; and the 
collection of samples of air, water, soil, sediment, vegetables, fish, and food 
which may contain radioactive effiuents. Data analysis is the determination 
of the concentrations of various radioactive elements (radionuclides) in 
collected samples. The combined activities of data collection and analysis 
are often referred to as radiological effluent and environmental monitoring. 
For uranium mills, NRC Regulatory Guide 4.14 describes a program for 
radiological effluents and environmental monitoring.' The guide describes 
programs acceptable to the NRC staff for measuring releases of radioactive 
materials to the environment from typical uranium mills. Thus, there is no 
uncertainty regarding the environmental monitoring program which will 
satisfy NRC. Moreover, the acceptable levels of accuracy of these 

7J'redictive computer models have a necessary but limited usc. In order to meet the 
requirements of NEP A. predictive computer models are used by the staff in licensing actions 
to provide estimates of potential impacts of a new or expanded operation where no other 
information (e.g., actual environmental monitoring data) is available. A determination of the 
actual impact can only be made through the assessment of actual environmental monitoring 
data collected during the operation. That compliance with radiation protection standards, such 
as 40 CFR 190, is to be determined through actual monitoring data has been stated in the 
environmental impact statements and assessments of uranium mills prepared by the staff over 
the past several years. 
'NRC ReguIatory Guide 4.14 - Revision I, Radiological Effiuent and Environmental 
Monitoring at Uranium MiIls (Apr. I, 1980). This revised Regulatory Guide includes responses 
to pub!l~ co=ents. 
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monitoring programs have been clearly spelled out. NRC Regulatory Guide 
4.159 describes a quality assurance program which, if implemented, will 
ensure that the data obtained will satisfy NRC requirements regarding 
accuracy. 

The next step in the compliance procedure is dose calculation, the 
determination of the dose which would result from exposure to the 
radiation and radioactive effiuents measured by the environmental moni
toring program. Staff has provided licensees a clear discussion of the 
method to calculate doses from environmental monitoring data.l° Included 
in this discussion are tables which provide a ready reference set of 
conversion factors for calculating doses from measured concentrations of 
radionuclides." Moreover, the staff has also provided a set of parameters 
for occupancy and local food production and consumption. Licensees can 
either use these parameters to calculate doses, or can provide their own 
parameters based on actual measurements. Thus, there is no uncertainty 
regarding dose calculations which will be acceptable to the NRC for 
determining compliance with Part 190. 

The compliance determination procedure provided by the staff also 
shows that there is no need to defer implementation of Part 190 until 
December 1982 as requested by Operators. Their request was based on the 
mistaken belief that compliance with Part 190 would be determined solely 
by predictive models. Because doses will be determined in large part by 
straightforward calculations based on conversion tables provided by the 
staff, substantial periods of time will not be required for their calculations. 

If the dose calculation demonstrates compliance with 40 CFR Part 190 
limits, then nothing more needs to be done. On the other hand, if the 
calculated dose is near or exceeds Part 190 limits, then the compliance 
determination procedure provides for the identification of radiation 
sources. This step is designed to separate dose contributions from activities 
subject to Part 190 from unregulated sources, especially uranium mines. 
Dose contributions from unregulated sources must be subtracted from the 
total measured dose before NRC can make a final determination of 

'NRC Regulatory Guide 4.15 - Revision I, Quality Assurance for Radiological Monitoring 
Programs (Normal Operation) - Effiuent Streams and the Environment (February 1979). 
1000mpliance Determination Procedures for Environmental Radiation Protection Standards 
for Uranium Recovery Facilities - 40 CFR 190 (December 1980). 
IIThese tables are based on conversion factors contained in Draft Regulatory Guide RH8024, 
Calculational Models for Estimating Radiation Doses to Man from Airborne Radioactive 
Materials Resulting From Uranium Milling Operation (May 1979). 
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compliance with Part 190 limits. Preliminary dose data analyzed by the 
staff suggest that this step will be necessary at only a few mills.l2 An 
example of the procedure which will be followed was described in detail at 
the November 14, 1980 meeting between the staff and uranium mill 
licensees. The NRC believes that such procedures can adequately resolve 
uncertainties about the radiation contributions from regulated and unregu
lated sources in the vicinity of uranium mills for which the measured dose is 
near or above Part 190 limits. 

In summary, then, NRC has provided licensees with substantial 
guidance for determining compliance with Part 190 limits. Staying 
implementation of the compliance determination procedures would only 
delay identification of the sources contributing to a measured radiation 
dose and, thus, prevent the resolution of any uncertainties regarding 
compliance with Part 190. Moreover, AMC will have ample opportunity to 
challenge any compliance determination based on environmental monitor
ing data.13 Thus, AMes arguments are premature to the extent that they 
contend that uncertainties require the Commission to stay initiation of the 
environmental monitoring program. 

Operators contend that it would be wasteful of resources to require 
compliance with Part 190 now because they will be required subsequently 
to comply with different more stringent regulations implementing the 
UMTRCA. The contention is without merit. Both sets of regulations are 
now in effect and they are consistent with each other. The UMTRCA 
regulations are based, in part, on the Part 190 standard because they require 
that an operational monitoring program shall be conducted to measure or 
eVl'\luate compliance with applicable standards and regulations. 10 CFR 
Part 40, Appendix A, Criterion 7. Thus, initiation of an environmental 
monitoring program for the purposes of compliance with Part 190 will also 
provide an element of compliance with UMTRCA regulations. Moreover, 
UMTRCA regulations are consistent with performance objectives previous
ly used in upgrading tailings management practices. Control measures 
inStituted to meet performance objectives not only serve to meet UMTRCA 

12()n the basis of a recent analysis, staff has concluded that it is likely that each NRC licensed 
uranium mill is operating in such a fashion that the Part 190 standard is being met. See, 40 
CFR 190 Compliance Assessment for NRC Licensed Uranium Recovery Facilities 'As of 
December I. 1980. (February 1981). 
IlAMC also contends that NRCs determination of compliance with Part 190 is uncertain 
because the staff has not yet determined whether the dose due to Lead·210 will be included in 
compliance calculations. Part 190 explicitly excludes from compliance calculations the dose 
due to radon and its daughters (elements which result from the radioactive decay of radon). 
Lead·210 is a radon daughter. Accordingly. the staffwill not include the dose due to Lead·210 
in calculations utilizing the environmental monitoring data to determine compliance with Part 
190. 
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regulations but also contribute to achieving compliance with Part 190 
limits. Finally, initiation of the Part 190 program will not require Operators 
to expend resources now on other remedial actions. I .. Thus, the Commis
sion fmds no merit in the suggestion that initiation of the Part 190 program 
should be delayed pending implementation of the UMTRCA regulations. 

The public could be harmed by a stay of the NRC program to ensure 
compliance with Part 190. Members of the public who live in the vicinity of 
uranium mills are exposed to radiation from those mills. Those persons 
could be unnecessarily exposed to excess levels of radiation if the NRC 
delays implementation of its program to enforce compliance with Part 190. 

The public interest in protection of the public health and safety also 
warrants denial of a stay. The importance of protecting the public from 
excessive levels of radiation should not be minimized. Part 190 limits 
already apply to most other activities which comprise the uranium fuel 
cycle. Initiation of a program to enforce Part 190 at uranium mills will now 
simply ensure that the public's exposure to radiation from certain aspects of 
uranium milling is no greater than its exposure to other regulated activities 
in the uranium fuel cycle. Moreover, the Commission's interest in 
establishing comprehensive and uniform standards for protecting the public 
from excessive doses of radiation would be compromised by a stay. Thus, 
the Commission believes that delay in implementing enforcement of Part 
190 is not justified. 

l4Qperators have opposed the non-compliance reporting requirements proposed in 10 CPR 
20.405 as unauthorized, unnecessary. impracticable. and unduly expensive. The Commission 
need not consider these contentions at this time because initiation of the NRC's implementa
tion program will not include compliance with this requirement. As explained by the licensing 
staff at its November 14 meeting with uranium mill operators. during this phase of the 
program licensees will be explicitly exempted from this requirement because uranium millers 
will be required to provide quarterly reports during Phase I of the enforcement procedure. 
This exemption will be contained in the orders the NRC will issue soon implementing 
initiation of the program. Moreover. the staff also explained at the November 14 meeting that 
once the enforcement program is established, the NRC expects to establish simple and 
standardized reporting requirements which will minimi'« costs and staff time devoted to 
compliance assessment. In any event, the cost of complying with reporting requirements does 
not constitute irreparable injury. A. O. Smith Corp. v. F.T.C. 530 F.2d SIS. 527-28 (3d Cir. 
1976). 
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For these reasons, the Commission denies the motions by AMC and the 
Operators to stay implementation and enforcement of 40 CPR Part 190 as 
applied to NRClicensed uranium mills. 

It is so ORDERED: 

Dated at Washington, DC, 
this 26th day of March 198 I. 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL J. CHILK 
Secretary of the Commission 

·Section 201 of the Energy Reorganization Act, 42 U.s.c. §5841. provides that action of the 
Commission shall be determined by a "majority vote of the members present." Commissioner 
Bradford was not present when this item was afIIrmed, but had previously indicated his 
approval of the Order. Had Commissioner Bradford been present, he would have affumed his 
prior vote. Accordingly. the formal vote of the Commission was J.O in favor of the decision. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 309 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-63S 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

In the MaHer of 

Administrative Judges: 

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 
Christine N. Kohl 

HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER 
COMPANY 

(Aliens Creek Nuclear 
Generating Station, Unit No.1) 

Docket No. S0-466 

March 10, 1981 

The Appeal Board denies an intervenor's motion seeking directed 
certification of an interlocutory ruling of the Licensing Board. 

RULES OF PRACllCE: DISCRETIONARY INTERLOCUTORY 
REVIEW 

Discretionary interlocutory review will be undertaken only where the 
ruling below either (1) threatens the party adversely affected by it with 
immediate and serious irreparable impact which, as a practical matter, 
could not be alleviated by a later appeal or (2) affects the basic structure of 
the proceeding in a pervasive or unusual manner. 

APPEARANCES 

Mr. James Morgan Scott, Jr., Sugar Land, Texas, for the intervenor 
Texas Public Interest Research Group. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

1. We have before us the January 15, 1981 motion of intervenor Texas 
Public Interest Research Group (TexPIRG) seeking directed certification of 
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an interlocutory ruling of the Licensing Board. See 10 CFR2.718(i), Public 
Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-
271, I NRC 478,482-83 (1975). The ruling in question - contained in an 
unpublished order entered on September 15, 1980 - rejected TexPIRG's 
position that the NRC staff should be required to prepare a supplement to 
its Final Environmental Statement for the AlIens Creek facility. The 
supplement envisioned by TexPIRG would address the environmental 
impacts of so-called "Class 9 accidents". 

In an unpublished order entered on January 19, 1981, we announced 
that we would withhold decision on the directed certification motion to 
await Licensing Board action on the simultaneously filed request that it 
either (I) refer its September 15 ruling under 10 CFR 2.730(f) or (2) certify 
the question decided in the ruling under 10 CFR 2.718(i). On March 2, 
1981, the Licensing Board acted: in an unpublished memorandum and 
order, it denied the request. The directed certification motion is thus now 
ripe for our determination. 

2. Almost four years have elapsed since our notation that: 

Almost without exception in recent times, we have undertaken 
discretionary interlocutory review only where the ruling below either 
(I) threatened the party adversely affected by it with immediate and 
serious irreparable impact which, as a practical matter, could not be 
alleviated by a later appeal or (2) affected the basic structure of the 
proceeding in a pervasive or unusual manner. 

Public Service Co. of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station), 
ALAB-405, 5 NRC 1190,1192 (1977) (footnote omitted). That standard still 
prevails. In this instance, it is not met. 

The fact that TexPIRG waited four full months before seeking 
interlocutory review of the September IS ruling gives a hollow ring to any 
claim on its part that the ruling threatens it with irreparable impact both 
immediate and serious. Beyond that, it has not been satisfactorily explained 
why appellate scrutiny of the ruling cannot abide the event of the initia1 
decision and (if dissatisfied with the result reached in that decision) 
TexPIRG's appeal from it. To be sure, if the ruling were found erroneous 
on such an appeal, the consequence might well be a vacation of the initial 
decision and a remand to the Board below. But the same possibility exists 
with respect to all interlocutory determinations made by licensing boards 
on matters which have a potential bearing upon the outcome of the 
proceeding. If, standing alone, that consideration were enough to justify 
interlocutory review, it would perforce follow that virtually every significanl 
licensing board ruling during the course of a proceeding would be a fil 
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candidate for immediate appellate examination. It is scarcely necessary to 
expound at any length upon why a drastic alteration of existing practice to 
accommodate that thesis would be intolerable - as well as in derogation of 
the Commission's explicit policy disfavoring interlocutory review. 10 CFR 
2.730(t).1 

Directed certification denied 
It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 

INo serious claim has been, or could be, made that the ruling in question has "affected the 
basic structure of the proceeding in a pervasive or unusual manner". 
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Cite as 13 NRC 312 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-636 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

Administrative Judges: 

Thomas S. Moore, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 
Christine N. Kohl 

In the MaHer of Dccket No. 50-155 OLA 
(Spent Fuel Pool Expansion) 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
(Big Rock Point Nuclear Plant) March 31, 1981 

The Appeal Board reverses a referred ruling of the licensing Board 
. (LBP-80-25, 12 NRC 355) which holds that, in conjunction with agency 
consideration of an application for a license amendment to expand the 
spent fuel pool of a facility that has never undergone environmental review, 
Section 102(2)(Q of the National Enviro~ental Policy Act (NEPA) 
requires an environmental impact statement (EIS) covering the effects of 
the spent fuel pool expansion as well as the additional term of operation 
that such expansion would permit. The Appeal Board rules that unless the 
proposed spent fuel pool expansion will change reactor operation, the 
agency's environmental review for this license amendment need not 

, consider the continued plant operation that the expanded pool might 
permit. The Appeal Board also directs the Licensing Board to .reconsider its 
companion order to the staff to prepare an EIS on the spent fuel pool itself. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: IMPROPER SUPPLEMENTAL 
ARGUMENT 

Material tendered by a party without leave of the Appeal Board, after an 
appeal has been submitted for decision, constitutes improper supplemental 
argument. 
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NEPA: RULE OF REASON 

Agency interpretation and application ofNEPA is subject to a "rule of 
reason." Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827, 
834, 837 (D.C. Cir. 1972). 

NEPA: SCOPE OF REVIEW 

Where the environmental status quo associated with plant operation will 
remain unchanged by a proposed license amendment to expand a spent fuel 
pool, the environmental review for such license amendment need not 
consider the effects of continued plant operation. See Conunittee for Auto 
Responsibility v. Solomon, 603 F.2d 992 (D.C. Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 445 
U.S. 915 (1980). 

NEPA: PURPOSE OF INQUIRY 

The purpose of a NEPA inquiry is to identify aspects of a project that 
can still be changed to mitigate possibly detrimental environmental effects. 
Virginians For Dulles v. Volpe, 541 F.2d 442, 446 (4th Cir. 1976). 

NEPA: NEED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 

Licensing boards should not decide whether a given action is one that 
significantly affects the environment without the record support provided 
by the staffs environmental review. 

NEPA: CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES (SECTION 
102(2)(E» 

Boards must be provided with some factual record before they can 
determine whether a proposal "involves unresolved conflicts concerning 
alternative uses of available resources." NEP A, Section 102(2)(E). 

NEPA: CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES (SECTION 
102(2) (E» 

Section 102(2)(E) ofNEPA is not limited to major federal actions having 
a significant effect on the environment; it may require consideration of 
alternatives in a case where the preparation of an EIS is not required. 
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APPEARANCES 

Mr. Joseph Gallo, Washington, D. c., and Mr. Peter Thornton, 
Chicago, Illinois, for the applicant, Consumers Power Company. 

Ms. Janice E. Moore for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff. 

Mr. John P. O'Neill 0, Maple City, Michigan, intervenor pro se. 

Mr. Herbert Semmel, Washington, D.C., for intervenors Christa
Maria, JoAnne Bier, and Jim E. Mills 

Mr.' John A. Leithauser, Levering, Michigan, non-party participant 
prose. 

Messrs. C. Foster Knight and John F. Shea m and Ms. Gall 
Osherenko, Washington, D. c., for amicus curiae Council on 
Environmental Qualitl' 

DECISION 

In its memorandum and order of September 12, 1980, the Licensing 
Board held that where a reactor has never undergone an environmental 
review, Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA), 42 U.S.C. 4332(2)(C), requires the preparation of an environmen
tal impact statement (EIS) covering the effects of a proposed spent fuel pool 
expansion and the additional term of reactor operation that such expansion 
would permit. LBP-80-25, 12 NRC 355, 359, 366.1 We accepted the 

ISection 102(2XC) provides, in pertinent part: 
The Congress authorizes and directs that, to the fullest extent possible: ••• all 
agencies of the Federal Government shall-

include in every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other 
major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, 
a detailed statement by the responsible official on -
(i) the environmental impact of the proposed action, 
(u) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal 
be implemented. 
(ili) alternatives to the proposed action, 
(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment and the 
maintenance and enhancement oflong-term productivity, and 
(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be 
involved in the proposed action should it be implemented. • • • 
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Licensing Board's referral of this interlocutory ruling, and the parties have 
briefed and argued the matter. See 10 C.F.R. 2.730(f).2 

For the reasons explained below, we conclude that the Board erred. 
Unless the proposed spent fuel pool expansion will change reactor 
operation, the agency's environmental review for this license amendment 
need not consider the continued plant operation that the expanded pool 
might permit. 

I. 

A. 

Intervenor John O'Neill II, in his Contention VIII, first raised the issue 
of continued plant operation occasioned by the proposed expansion of Big 
Rock's spent fuel pooP At a special prehearing conference on December 5, 
1979, Mr. O'Neill contended further that a cost-benefit analysis would show 
that closing the plant would not cause undue hardship because the small 
amount of power it produces could be easily replaced. Tr. 215-216. 
Applicant Consumers Power Company (CPq argued, on the other hand, 
that continued plant operation is not the object of the proceeding and thus 
should not be considered. CPC also noted that it expected the staff to issue 
an environmental impact appraisal (EIA) with a "negative declaration" 
(i.e., no significant environmental impact from the expanded spent fuel pool 
itself). Tr. 217. Apparently concerned about the adequacy of an EIA 
because Big Rock was licensed before the enactment of NEPA and thus 
had never had an EIS, the Licensing Board deferred ruling on Mr. O'Neill's 
contention. Instead, it requested the parties to brief the following question 
(LBP-80-4, 11 NRC 117, 133 (1980»: 

Where the facility has never been subjected to a National Environmen
tal Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) review because it was licensed before 
NEPA, does a license amendment which would permit the continued 
operation of the facility either require or permit considering a cost-

lWe invited the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to participate as an amicus curiae. It 
accepted our invitation and appeared in support of the Licensing Board's decision. 
'Mr. O'Neill's Contention VIII, as submitted, stated: 

Granting of the license is the only way the plant can operate past the year 1981 as things 
stand now, and thus allow an extension of plant activity that would otherwise be halted. 
Hence, it is a tacit approval of such extended operation, and should include a review of 
general plant safety. 

- The Kemeny Commission has recommended "periodic relicensing of existing 
atomic plants on the basis of hearings, inspections and performance criteria." 

Big Rock produces very little electricity compared to modem nuclear generators, 73 
megawatts at most; the closing of Big Rock would not cause great hardship. 
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benefit analysis or the need for power in the license amendment 
proceeding, notwithstanding that the staff may issue a negative 
declaration? 

Although the's~had not yet issued any environmental statement, all of 
the parties briefed'the question, assuming arguendo that the staff would 
eventually issue a "negative declaration" EIA similar to those in other spent 
fuel pool proceedings.4 In its decision, the Licensing Board first concluded 
that the full environmental review of both the expanded spent fuel pool and 
the continued plant operation it would permit would not result in an illegal 
retroactive application ofNEPA. Although the Board determined that the 
continued operation of Big Rock was not an "ongoing Federal project" -
which in many cases necessitates an EIS - it viewed the proposed license 
amendment "as requiring a new Federal action for the sole purpose of 
enabling [applicant] to make a fuller utilization of its operating license than 
it could otherwise." 12 NRC at 359. It further characterized this as "a new 
Federal action ... required to enable a private party to complete a project 
initiated prior to the effective date of NEPA," citing Minnesota Public 
Interest Research Group v. Butz, 498 F.2d 1314 (8th Cir. 1974) [hereinafter 
"MPIRG" ].Id at 360. , 

The Licensing Board also concluded that ordering an EIS for the 
continued operation of Big Rock would not conflict with the holdings of 
Portland General Electric Co. (frojan Nuclear Plant), ALAB-531, 9 NRC 
263 (1979), and Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island Generating Plant, 
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-455, 7 NRC 41 (1978), remanded on other grounds sub 
nom. Minnesota v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 602 F.2d 412 (D.c. Cir. 
1979). It viewed the Appeal Board's fmding that no EIS was required in 
either Trojan or Prairie Island "as being based merely upon the principle 
that NEPA does not require the preparation of duplicative environmental 
reviews for every major Federal action." Id at 361. Unlike Big Rock, both 
the Trojan and Prairie Island reactorS were the subject of an EIS prepared 
for their original permit and licensing proceedings. But here the Licensing 
Board reasoned that "because no environmental review was made at the 
time of the granting license, there would be no duplication, and the Federal 
action sought, for the sole purpose of permitting a fuller utilization of the 
license, must be assessed." Ibid 

Another important element of the Licensing Board's decision was its 
fmding that approval of this license amendment - which ostensibly would 

4'J'he participating parties include a group of intervenors (Ms. Ouista-Maria, et aL ) as well as 
the applicant, NRC staff, and Mr. O'Neill. The Licensing Board also permitted Mr. John 
Leithauser to brief the NEPA question even though it had already denied his petition to 
intervene. 11 NRC at 133, 123. ' 
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permit applicant "to utilize a greater tenn of the license than would 
otherwise be possible - would be a major federal action with a significant 
impact on the environment. Id at 363-364. The Board directly linked the 
spent fuel pool expansion with continued operation. Then. by noting that 
"[i]t is wel1-established that operation of a nuclear power plant has a 
significant effect upon the human environment," Id at 364 n.2, the Board 
easily made the critical finding that triggers NEPA's EIS requirement. The 
Licensing Board thus ordered the staff to prepare an EIS but explicitly 
limited the scope of that analysis to the incremental environmental effects 
of the pool expansion and the increased tenn of plant operation. Id at 365, 
366.' 

Intervenors had also argued that Section 102(2)(E) ofNEPA, 42 U.S.C. 
4332(2)(E), requires the consideration of alternatives to the pool expansion 
(including plant shutdown), even when no EIS is required.6 But because the 
Licensing Board grounded its holding on Section I02(2)(Q of NEPA, 
which it characterized as more comprehensive, it found it unnecessary to 
determine the independent applicability of Section 102(2)(E) to this case. 
Id at 359. After accepting the Board's referral, however, we directed the 
parties to brief the Section I02(2)(E) point along with their other arguments 
on appeal. 

B. 

Before us, applicant CPC frrst argues that the Licensing Board 
misconstrued the scope of this proceeding. The proposal, it asserts, is simply 
to expand Big Rock's spent fuel pool capacity, not to continue plant 
operation. The notice of hearing (which referred only to the spent fuel pool) 
and the Appeal Board decisions in Trojan and Prairie Island assertedly 
reinforce CPC's "limited scope" argument. The "relevant inquiry," in 
CPC's view, "is not whether the original license was preceded by NEPA 
review, but whether the amendment sought significantly changes the 
environmental impacts of the project as originally approved." Br. 12. 

'The Board also admitted Mr. O'Neill's Contention VIII and restated it as follows (12 NRC at 
366): 

An environmental review of the proposed spent fuel pool expansion is necessary under 
Section 102(2Xq of NEPA and would indicate that the environmental costs of this 
expansion exceed the benefits. 

'Section 102(2)(E) provides: 
The Congress authorizes and directs that, to the fullest extent possible: ••• all 
agencies of the Federal Government shall - study. develop. and descn'be appropriate 
alternatives to recommended courses of action in any proposal which involves unresolved 
conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources. 
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Second, in an effort to distinguish cases such as MPIRG, supra, on which 
the Licensing Board relied, CPC contends that the post-NEPA modifica
tions ofpre-NEPA projects at issue there - unlike the Big Rock spent fuel 
pool expansion - were themselves further major federal actions necessarily 
requiring a full environmental review. It therefore asserts that scrutiny of 
Big Rock's continued operation, which was originally licensed in 1962, 
would result in an improper retroactive application ofNEPA7 

Third, assuming arguendo that the Board correctly concluded that 
continued plant operation must be considered in an environmental review, 
CPC argues that the Board failed to comply with the Commission's 
regulations, 10 C.F.R. 51, by not awaiting the staff's environmental 
analysis. Consequently, CPC contends that this "procedural irregularity" 
(Dr. 20) deprives the Board's conclusion of factual and record support. 

Finally, CPC urges us to decide whether Section 102(2)(E) is applicable. 
Relying on the brief it filed before the Licensing Board, CPC contends that 
this section of NEPA does not apply where, as here, there are no 
"unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources" 
and the involved proposal has only "negligible" environmental effects. 

The NRC staff argues that the Licensing Board's decision does not 
comport with the Commission's regulations (10 C.F.R. 51), which, in both 
their present and proposed (amended) form, do not require an EIS for a 
spent fuel pool expansion. Relying on Andrus v. Sierra Club, 442 U.S. 347 
(1979), the staff contends further that requiring an EIS in this proceeding 
would improperly "trivialize" NEP A. The staff asserts that considering the 
environmental impacts of plant operation, whether past or future, would 
result in an illegal retroactive application ofNEPA as well. 

The staff views the Licensing Board as lacking authority to order the 
preparation of an EIS before the staff submits its own independent 
appraisal. Like CPC, it also argues that the scope of the proceeding is 
defmed by the notice of hearing. The environmental effects of continued 
plant operation, it argues, are beyond the scope of an application to install 
additional racks in a spent fuel pool. With respect to Section 102(2)(E), the 
staff urges us, if necessary, to determine its relevance, rather than to remand 
the issue to the Licensing Board. The staff believes that although Section 
102(2)(E) may require consideration of alternatives regardless of whether an 
EIS is required, there are no "unresolved conflicts" in this proceeding to 
invoke that requirement.s 

lBig Rock received a "provisional" operating license in 1962, followed by a full-term operating 
license in 1964. 
'The staff points out (Br. 30). however. that it "has traditionally considered some alternatives 
to spent fuel pool expansion in the environmental impact appraisals which have been issued" 
and that it "presently intends to consider alternatives in whatever environmental document it 
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In support of the Licensing Board, Ms. Christa-Maria, et al., argue that 
because authorization of this spent fuel pool expansion would permit the 
plant to continue operating, it is a major federal action with a significant 
impact on the environment.9 Because the plant's operation has never been 
evaluated for environmental impact, NEPA, in their view, requires such an 
evaluation now (in the form of an EIS) for continued reactor operation. 
Intervenors thus emphasize that such an environmental review would not 
be the duplicative one held to be unnecessary in the Trojan and Prairie 
Island decisions. 

Intervenors also contend that requiring an EIS on continued plant 
operation is not a retroactive application of NEPA because (1) the EIS 
ordered by the Licensing Board would concern only prospective plant 
operation, and (2) the government is being asked here, as in MPIRG, supra, 
to approve a further major action " 'required to enable a private party to 
complete a project initiated prior to the effective date of NEP A.' " Br. 16. 
Ms. Christa-Maria, et. al., vigorously dispute the arguments of the staff and 
CPC that the Board exceeded either its jurisdiction or the proper scope of 
the hearing. arguing not only that NEPA requires an EIS in this case, but 
also that the Board and Commission have discretion to order its 
preparation. Id. at 21-24. They point out that no agency regulation 
"deprives the Licensing Board of its authority to require an EIS," and they 
note NEPA's broad mandate to federal agencies to carry out its provisions 
"to the fullest extent possible" (42 U.S.c. 4332). Id at 23, 7. With respect to 
the notice of hearing, intervenors state that its purpose "is simply to advise 
the public that a proceeding concerning a particular facility has been 
commenced and [to describe] its general nature, not to set forth a pleading 
delineating the issues." Id at 26. Thus, the argument goes, the notice of 
hearing in no way limits the scope of environmental inquiry in this spent 
fuel pool proceeding. 

Intervenors also reject the argument that the Licensing Board improperly 
interfered in the stafrs performance of its duties by requesting an EIS, 
instead of the allegedly forthcoming EIA. They contend that the Board 
acted wholly in accord with its authority and obligation to avoid delay by 
ordering the staff to do now what it believed NEPA would inevitably 
require as a matter of law. Id at 30-31. Finally, Ms. Christa-Maria, et al., 
argue that the Licensing Board, if necessary, should have the initial 
opportunity to decide the applicability of Section 102(2)(E). In the 

produces with relation to the Big Rock facility." The stafT proposes to rely on the Final Generic 
Environmental Impact Statement on Handling and Storage of Spent light Water Power Reactor 
Fuel. NUREG-0575 (August 1979). for this purpose.ld. at 31. 
'Intervenors emphasize that CPC itself stated in its application that the expansion of the spent 
fuel pool was "to allow continued plant operation." Br. 1,20. 
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alternative, however, they request an extra two weeks in which to brief the 
issue. 

The position of intervenor O'Neill parallels, in large measure, that of Ms. 
Christa-Maria, el a/. He also presses several points not rasied by the other 
intervenors. For instance, Mr. O'Neill suggests (Br. 5-9) that the spent fuel 
pool expansion itself - apart from the continued plant operation it might 
permit - is a major federal action with a significant impact on the 
environment, thus requiring an EIS. In this regard, he discusses certain 
technical aspects of the pool and contends that this pool expansion 
proposal is "part of a major new federal policy on spent fuel reprocessing." 
Id. at 8. Mr. O'Neill expresses his confidence that an EIS ''will fmd 
significant issues of fact that weigh heavily in favor of an alternative to pool 
expansion, including the alternative of doing nothing." Id. at 22. Finally, 
relying on his arguments to the Licensing Board, Mr. O'Neill asserts that 
Section 102(2)(E) clearly requires consideration of alternatives in this case. 
Id. at 28.10 

In its amicus brief, CEQ expresses views generally consistent with those 
of the intervenors. It argues that because a new federal action is involved, 
the Licensing Board's decision to require an EIS on the spent fuel pool 
expansion and continued plant operation does not result in a retroactive 
application ofNEPA, citing MPIRG, supra, as support. CEQ states that the 
continued plant operation permitted by the pool expansion makes the 
proposal a "major Federal action ... " and fmds the absence of a prior EIS 
on the plant a significant factor further militating in favor of a full 
environmental review of plant operation now.1I It also addresses the 
applicability of Section 102(2)(E), contending that certain court decisions, 

IOMr. Leithauser, who as a consequence of the denial of his petition to intervene is not a party 
to this proceeding (see note 4, supra ), also flIed a brief, although he failed to move for leave to 
do so. See 10 C.F.R. 2.7IS(d). No party, however, has objected to his continued participation. 
We therefore accept his brief and accord him the status of non-party participant (essentia1ly 
"amicw curiaej for the purpose of this appeal. (Several procedural orders of this Board 
referred to Mr. Leithauser as an "intervenor." Those orders were not intended as sua sponte 
reversals of the Licensing Board's denial of his petition to intervene. Rather, our references 
simply reflected Mr. Leithauser's own characterization of his status in this case in the pleadings 
he flIed that were the subject of the procedural orders. See, e.g., Leithauser Motion to Postpone 
Hearing, flIed December 19, 1980; Br. 1,7.) 

Mr. Leithauser argues genera1ly that NEPA is broad enough in its reach to require the 
preparation of an EIS on this spent fuel pool expansion. In somewhat of a departure from the 
position of both the Licensing Board and the intervenors, however, he seems to argue that Big 
Rock is'an "ongoing Federal project," governed by the line cf cases holding that NEPA 
applies to any continued federal involvement in such projects, even if the latter were initiated 
well before the enactment of NEPA Lastly, like Ms. Cluista-Maria, et aL, Mr. Leithauser 
requests additional time to brief the Section 102(2)(E) issue. 
IIIn another part of its brief, however, CEQ states that the amendment involved here requires 
"at a minimum. an environmental assessment to determine whether the proposed action 
significantly affects the environment, and furthermore, _. the likely outcome of an 
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as well as CEQ's own regulations, require agencies to consider alternatives 
to a proposed action even when that action does not otherwise warrant an 
EIS.1l Applying Section 102(2)(E) to the instant case, CEQ concludes that 
there are indeed ""unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of 
available resources," irrespective of whether the word "resources" is limited 
to "natural" ones (e.g., land, air, water) or is given a broader construction. 

n. 

Soon after we held oral argument in this case, amicus CEQ submitted a 
letter C"the January 19 letter") with several attachments, purporting to 
relate to matters raised at the argument. This material can be categorized as 
follows: 

1. Discussion in the January 19 letter of CEQ's special amicus role, its 
"mandate 'to review and appraise various programs and activities 
of the Federal Government in the light of the policy set forth in' " 
NEPA, and the "binding" nature of the Council's. regulations on 
other agencies <p. I, paragraph 2; p. 2, paragraph 1; and the 
attached report of the Environmental Law Institute. NRC's Envi
ronmental Analysis of Nuclear Accidents Is It Adequate? (1980»; 

2. Discussion in the January 19 letter concerning three letters from 
CEQ to the NRC and others that express the Council's views on the 
adequacy of the Commission's NEPA inquiries in other cases (p. 2, 
paragraph 2), with the attached three letters, dated March 20, 
August 12, and August 14, 1980; 

3. Citations for and brief descriptions of four cases to which CEQ's 
counsel referred during oral argument; and 

4. Corrections to the oral argument transcript. 

Applicant CPC has moved to strike essentially the matter described in items 
1 and 2 above'" It argues that in each instance this matter constitutes 
"supplemental argument" and is thus "impermissible after an appeal has 

environmental assessment for this action would be a decision to prepare an EIS." Dr. 4 
(emphasis added; footnote omitted). 
12In this case, consideration of alternatives "would of necessity include the alternative of "no 
action.'" 1d at 10. 
IlCPC does not mention the Environmental Law Institute report in its motion. Dut since 
CEQ's reference to the report falls within that portion of the January 19 letter that CPC moves 
to strike, we assume CPC objects to the report as well. 
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been submitted for decision absent an opportunity for all parties to respond 
thereto."14 The NRC staff supports the motion. IS 

We agree with CPC that those portions of the January 19 letter and 
enclosures to which CPC objects are improper supplemental argument. We 
therefore strike them from the record. See Consumers Power Co. (Midland 
Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-115, 6 AEC 257 (1973). 

Insofar as the references to CEQ's "special" relationship to other 
agencies are concerned, we recognize that the issue of the "binding" nature 
of the Council's regulations arose briefly during oral argument. Tr. 65, 88, 
96. However, we requested no further briefing of the matter, and, as shown 
below, the resolution of this issue is of no relevance to our ultimate 
decision. It is clearly supplemental argument and is of no particular value in 
the disposition of this case. 

The material submitted by CEQ dealing with its views on the adequacy 
of the NRC's environmental reviews in other cases is similarly improper 
supplemental argument and is, in any event, not relevant to this case. CEQ 
itself injected this matter into the oral argument. Tr. 66-67. While we do not 
see its relevance, CEQ had the opportunity to pursue this line of argument 
or policy position in its brief, but it failed to do SO.16 Fairness to the other 
parties precludes permitting CEQ to pursue it now. 

CPC's motion to strike is granted. 

m. 

A. 

The situation presented by this case is unusual, if not unique. Big Rock 
Point nuclear plant, a private project, has been fully constructed and 
operative since 1962 and licensed by the federal government for a full term 
since 1964 - years before the effective date ofNEPA.J7 The plant owner 
has now determined that a modification of the spent fuel pool is necessary 
and desirable for continued plant operation beyond 1984. Although the 

14In lieu of our striking the matter, CPC reluctantly suggests that all parties be permitted to 
reply to the tendered matter. 
l5We recently received a letter from CEQ urging us to deny applicant's motion. Because the 
letter was an untimely response in opposition to the motion (22 days late) and was not in 
proper pleading form, we must reject it for filing. See 10 C.F.R. 2.708, 2.709, 2.710, 2.730(c). 
loFor example. the three letters of March 20, August 12, and August 14, 1980, were in existence 
many months before CEQ filed its brief with us. 
17See note 7, supra. 
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change purportedly would not affect the basic project (reactor operation) or 
the term of the license,1S it nonetheless requires a license amendment and 
thus federal approval. 

The need for government approval invokes the agency's obligations 
under NEPA. We perceive no real dispute among the parties that the 
Commission must make a threshold determination whether a "major 
Federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environ
ment" is involved here. The disagreement, of course, centers on the 
outcome of that determination, for that in tum may trigger other 
obligations and consequences for the Commission and the parties. 

Because of the unusual nature of this case, it does not fit neatly into the 
categories or analytical framework suggested by most of the cases cited to 
us or discovered in our own research. Those cases generally involved the 
issue of whether certain post-NEPA federal action on a project initiated 
before NEPA, but not yet completed, constituted "further major action" so 
as to require an EIS. See, e.g., Port of Astoria v. Hodel, 595 F.2d 467 (9th 
Cir. 1979); Sierra Club v. Hodel, 544 F.2d 1036 (9th Cir. 1976); MPJRG, 
supra; Jicarilla Apache Tribe of Indians v. Morton. 471 F.2d 1275 (9th Cir. 
1973); Jones v. Lynn. 477 F.2d 885 (1st Cir. 1973). The government's 
suggestion in many of these cases was that projects underway or even 
simply planned before the enactment of NEPA were totally immune to the 
future prescriptions of that statute. The courts, however, rejected that 
notion, at least insofar as any changes or additions to the projects were 
concerned. If a further major federal action significantly affecting the 
quality of the human environment is involved - irrespective of the date of 
commencement of the basic project - then NEPA perforce requires the 
preparation of an EIS for that further major action. 

Given the nature of the matter before US,19 we find these cases 
inapposite. The federal action sought here is approval of a license 
amendment to expand the capacity of the Big Rock Point spent fuel pool by 
the addition of extra racks for the fuel assemblies; it is not approval to alter 
any other aspect of the facility or the term of the license. Moreover, the 
situation in Big Rock is unlike that in many of the cases cited above. For 
example, Big Rock is not a government-sponsored housing program that 
evolves over a period of years. See Jones v. Lynn. supra. Nor is it a federal 
power project that similarly and typically undergoes many metamorphoses 
over a decade or longer. See Port of Astoria, supra. Renewal of old contracts 
and negotiation of new ones for activities on federally-administered land 

IIBig Rock's operating license is to expire in the year 2000. 
19'fhe first step in any NEPA inquiry is to defme the "Federal action" requested or involved. 
Aberdeen and Rockfish R.R. v. SCRAP, 422 U.s. 289, 322 (J97S). 
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are not involved. See MPIRG, supra. Further, we agree with the Licensing 
Board that this is not "an ongoing Federal project which requires constant 
reevaluation to determine whether it should continue." 12 NRC at 359. 

Thus, the object of this proceeding does not readily lend itself to 
characterization as a "further major Federal action." No spent fuel pool 
expansion at any other facility has been found to be a "major Federal 
action," and no party to this proceeding save Mr. O'Neill, contends that the 
expansion per se is such an action.20 Rather, the intervenors and CEQ 
contend that the continued plant operation intended to result from the pool 
expansion must be taken into account, and that it is this continued 
operation that makes the pool expansion a major action with significant 
environmental effects. 

The parties offer no real support for their view that continued plant 
operation must be considered, other than the argument that it is the 
necessary and intended result of the license amendment and is therefore 
within the scope of the proposal. As such, the environmental effects or 
impacts associated with continued plant operation are best described as 
"secondary" or "indirect" effects of the proposed federal action, in contrast 
with the "primary" effects directly associated with the spent fuel pool 
expansion itself (the additional racks, increased concentration of spent fuel, 
etc.).21 

The critical question then is whether NEPA requires consideration of the 
secondary, indirect impacts associated with continued plant operation.22 

20As discussed infra, we are unable to make any fmding at this juncture as to whether this 
particular spent fuel pool expansion itself is or is not a major federal action requiring an EIS. 
That is a matter initially for the staffs determination and subsequently for exploration during 
the hearing process. 
lIThe Commission's environmental regulations, 10 C.F.R. 51, do not categorize an action's 
impacts in this manner. As discussed infra, however. a number of courts have employed this 
terminology and analysis. CEQ's regulations provide useful guidance in this area as well. 
"Direct effects" are defmed as those "which are caused by the action and occur at the same 
time and place." 40 C.F.R. 1508.8(a). "Indirect effects" are those "which are caused by the 
action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable. 
• • ." 40 C.F.R. ISOS.8(b). 
llAgain, the Commission's environmental regulations do not address this matter. We therefore 
reject the staffs lead argument that 10 C.F.R. 51. in either its present or its proposed form, 
somehow provides the solution to this problem. . 

We also reject applicant's argument that the notice of hearing forecloses consideration of 
anything other than the spent fuel pool itself. As we recently pointed out in Commonwealth 
Edison Co. (Zion Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-616, 12 NRC 419, 426 (1980). the hearing may 
encompass "issues fairly raised by the application to modify the spent fuel pool •... " (Emphasis 
added.) Continued plant operation, the intended result of an expanded spent fuel pool, is 
clearly an issue "fairly raised" by the application to modifY the pool. Although it may not 
necessarily be within the ambit of the environmental analysis required by NEPA in this case 
(see discussion infra), we cannot say continued plant operation is beyond the Licensing 
Board's "jurisdiction." Compare Public Service Co. of Indiana, Inc. (Marble Hill Station, Units 
1 and 2). ALAB-316. 3 NRC 167 (1976) (antitrust issues beyond scope of hearing instituted to 
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Many courts have concluded that "NEPA is concerned with indirect effects 
as well as direct effects," MPIRG, supra at 1322 - providing one does not 
stray "beyond reasonable forecasting" into "the realm of pure speculation." 
North Dakota v. Andrus, 483 F.Supp. 255, 260 (D. N.Dak. 1980).23 CEQ's 
regulations also suggest that, once an EIS is to be prepared, it should 
include discussion of both direct and indirect effects. 40 C.F.R. IS02.16(a) 
and (b). (The Council's regulations do not explicitly address, however, 
whether indirect effects should be considered when determining ifan action 
is "major.") 

In this case, assuming that no alternative storage for spent fuel is found 
- such as a government-operated away-from-reactor (APR) facility - and 
that Big Rock is not shut down for a substantial period of time for other 
reasons, expansion of the spent fuel pool is necessary to permit the plant to 
continue operating beyond 1984. Oral argument, Tr. 9. Although we do not 
believe that a denial of this license amendment would necessarily make 
shutdown a certainty, we also cannot reasonably characterize continued 
plant operation as a remote or speculative indirect consequence of a grant 
of the amendment. Thus, one might quickly conclude that, in this case, 
NEPA indeed requires consideration of the secondary impacts associated 
with continued plant operation. 

The "rule of reason," which guides our interpretation and application of 
NEPA, however, precludes us from reaching so hasty - or simple - a 
conclusion. See Natural Resources DeJerue Council, Inc. v. Morton, 458 F.2d 
827, 834, 837 (D.C. Cir. 1972). We would be remiss in our responsibilities 
were we to fail to scrutinize carefully the realities of this matter. CEQ has 
urged us not to "isolat[e] the action of the agency from the impacts." Oral 
argument, Tr. 64. We believe this is sound counsel, and, for that reason, we 
next consider the real impacts of the Big Rock spent fuel pool expansion. 

We assume that, as in the case of other spent fuel pool expansions, the 
applicant will undertake no modifications that will affect reactor operation 
or any other aspect of the facility.24 Thus, after the addition of more racks 

consider health, safety, and environmental effects of plant construction); Portland General 
Electric Co. (Trojan Nuclear Plant). ALAB-S34. 9 NRC 287 (1979) (general safety issues and 
need for power beyond scope of special proceeding convened to consider interim operation of 
control building); Zion, supra (modification of overall plant emergency plan beyond scope of 
application to expand spent fuel pool). 
DBut see, e.g., National An'n of Government Empl0)'«3 v. Rumrfold, 418 F.Supp. 1302, 1305-
1306 (E.D. Pa. 1976). and cases cited therein, holding that NEPA is not concerned with "social 
or economic" impacts in the absence of a primary significant environmental impact. 
14We make this assumption in the absence ofa thorough search of the record (in particular, the 
application) for support for this "fact." We leave that function to the licensing Board. We 
note, however. that applicant asserts this on brief (at 13). and no other party quarrels with the 
notion that increasing the capacity of a spent fuel pool does not effect any changes in reactor 
operation. 
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for the fuel assemblies, Big Rock Point will continue to operate as it has 
since 1962. To be sure, such operation will have the usual environmental 
impacts, but they will be the same ones that have been present since the fIrst 
day of operation. Continued plant operation simply results in maintenance 
of the environmental status quo. Insofar as this secondary or indirect effect 
is concerned, there are no environmental changes to evaluate.:U 

We believe that in these circumstances, a reasonable application of 
NEPA does not require consideration of the continued plant operation 
permitted by the pool expansion. Indeed, the whole purpose in considering 
primary or secondary impacts of an action is to determine if they have a 
cause-and-effect relationship with any environmental changes. 26 Where, as 
here, there is no change in the environmental status quo, that purpose need 
not be served. 

Several court of appeals decisions support this analysis. In Committee for 
Auto Responsibility v. Solomon, 603 F.2d 992 (D.C. Cir. 1979), cert. denied. 
445 U.S. 915 (1980), the court concluded that a General Services 
Administration decision to lease a parking lot to a parking management 
fIrm did not require an EIS. The court noted GSA's fmding that the level of 
pollutants would not be altered from its existing level as a result of the new 
lease. Since GSA's proposal would not alter the environmental status quo, 
the court held that no EIS was required. As the District of Columbia Circuit 
stated, "[t]he duty to prepare an EIS normally is triggered when there is a 
proposal to change the status quo." Id. at 1002-1003. Signillcantly for 
purposes of the instant case, an EIS apparently had never been prepared for 
the particular federal facility involved in Solomon. Id. at 1002 n.43. 

The Ninth Circuit also supports the view that NEPA does not require an 
EIS when an action does not directly or indirectly bring about any change 
in the environmental status quo. In Westside Property Owners v. Schlesinger, 
597 F.2d 1214 (9th Cir. 1979), one of the issues was whether the 
formalization of a German-American pilot training program (which began 
in 1964) through a 1971 diplomatic agreement constituted a "major Federal 
action" requiring an EIS. The court concluded that it did not. Id. at 1225. 
Its decision was influenced by, inter alia, the following facts: (1) the 
United States approved the design of the training program long before 
NEPA; (2) "the 1971 agreement did not affect the pollution produced by 

l$Q)mpare Virginians/or Dulles v. Volpe, 541 F.2d 442, 44S (4th Cir. 1976), where the court 
found "the FAA's acquiescence in the ,astly expanded use of the airports require{d] an impact 
statement" (emphasis added). 
l6CEQ's definition of "indirect effects" reflects a similar concern with measuring changes. 40 
C.F.R. lS08.8(b) states (emphasis added): "Indirect effects may include growth inducing 
effects and other effects related to induced changes in the pattern of land use, population 
density or growth rate, and related effects on air and water and other natural systems, 
including ecosystems." 
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the training"; and (3) a substantial amount of training had already occurred 
and was "in the same manner as the future training of German pilots." Id. 
at 1224. Strikingly similar factors exist in this case as wel1: (1) Big Rock 
received its full-term license from the Atomic Energy Commission in 1964; 
(2) the proposed spent fuel pool expansion, while permitting the plant to 
continue operating beyond 1984, presumably will 'not result in any 
operational changes and thus will not affect the existing level of the 
environmental impacts attributable to reactor operation;27 and (3) Big 
Rock has been operating for over 18 years and, if the amendment is 
approved, will continue to do so for the remaining term of its 'license 
(subject, of course, to other unrelated circumstances that may develop). See 
also Burbank Anti-Noise Group v. Goldschmidt, 623 F.2d 115, 116-117 (9th 
Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 49 U.S.L.W. 3636 (U.S. Mar. 2, 1981); San Francisco 
Tomorrow v. Romney, 472 F.2d 1021, 1025 (9th Cir. 1973). 

Greene County Planning Board v. Federal Power Commission, 455 F.2d 
412 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 849 (1972), is similarly instructive, 
particularly because it concerns a hydroelectric power plant. The basic 
project (i.e., the powerhouse and reservoirs) was planned, licensed, and 
under construction for six months before the effective date ofNEPA, but 
the FPC specifical1y withheld approval of the transmission lines associated 
with the plant, pending further consideration of their effect on the 
environment. Approval of the lines came after NEPA, and the court held 
that the agency was bound to comply with the statute in that regard. Insofar 
as the basic project (which was 80 percent complete) was concerned, 
however, the court found "no basis for applying NEPA retroactively." Id. at 
424. 

Although the Greene County court's approach differs somewhat from 
ours here, the case nonetheless provides a useful precedent and analogy. 
There, an environmental analysis of the impacts of a power plant, not yet 
completed but licensed just six months before NEP A, was not required in 
connection with the post-NEPA approval, soon thereafter, of related 
transmission lines. It follows, therefore, that in connection with a proposal 
to expand a plant's spent fuel pool, NEPA does not require consideration of 
the environmental impacts of continued reactor operation where the plant 
was completed and licensed years before promulgation of that statute and 
has since been in operation for almost two decades. 

Our conclusion is further fortified by the very purpose of a NEPA 
inquiry - to identify aspects of a project that crul still be changed to 
mitigate possibly detrimental environmental effects. See Virginians for 

27See note 24, supra. 
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Dulles, supra at 446. For example, in Arlington Coalition on Transportation v. 
Volpe, 458 F.2d 1323, 1332 (4th Cir. 1972), approval for the federal highway 
involved had "not been given, construction contracts [had] not been 
awarded, and actual construction on the highway itself[had] not begun" at 
the time of the NEPA challenge. Since the project was far from complete, 
modifications to mitigate environmental effects were easily possible, and 
the court therefore required an EIS for any further action.28 In this case, 
however, the reactor at Big Rock has been fully completed and operative 
since 1962, and the necessary "Federal action" (i.e., approval of the license 
amendment to expand the spent fuel pool) purportedly would not provide 
any opportunity to alter plant operation. 

NEPA "is not an authorization to undo what has already been done." 
Jones v. Lynn, supra at 890. Andjust as we concluded in Trojan, supra at 266 
n.6, and Prairie Island, supra at 46 n.4, that NEPA does not require 
duplicative environmental analyses, so too must we conclude that "to 
formulate an EIS [on continued plant operation] under these circumstances 
would trivialize NEPA's EIS requirement and diminish its utility in 
providing useful environmental analysis for major federal actions that truly 
affect the environment." Solomon, supra at 1003.29 

We believe our judgment here represents "a just and practicable 
balance"30 between the spirit of NEPA and the realities of this case.3J 

lllbe same is true of Henry v. Federal Power Commission, 513 F.2d 395 (D.c. Cit. 1975), upon 
which CEQ relies for its view that NEP A requires consideration now of the environmental 
impacts of the entire Big Rock project Apart from the fact that the court's actual holding in 
the case was that petitioners raised the NEPA issue prematurely, it is not without significance 
that the gasification project involved in Henry was neither licensed nor constructed at the time. 
Thus, again, an EIS would serve a very useful purpose in identifying aspects of the total project 
still susceptible to modification on environmental grounds. 
29Nothing in our holding is intended to suggest, however, that the Commission itself could not, 
as a matter of policy, require evaluation of the environmental impacts of the continued plant 
operation resulting from a spent fuel pool expansion. Neither NEPA nor the agency's 
environmental regulations, 10 C.F.R. 51, preclude such an exercise of discretion. a: Offshore 
Power Systerru (Floating Nuclear Power Plants), CLI-79-9, 10 NRC 257,261 (1979). 

In this connection, Ms. Christa-Maria, et aL, contend that the Licensing Board had 
discretion to order the preparation or an EIS on continued plant operation. Br. 21-25. Because 
the Board did not purport to exercise discretion but rather held that NEPA requires an EIS, we 
do not reach the issues of whether such discretion was the Board's to exercise and, if so, 
whether it properly exercised it 
'JfJJones v. Lynn, supra at 887. 
lIWe note that the Supreme Court's most recent NEPA cases evidence a trend toward 
construing that statute in a manner consistent with our approach here. Although these cases 
are not on point as to the issue before us, the Court's guidance is useful. For example, Andrus 
v. Sierra Club, supra at 349, 364-365, held that Section 102(2)(C) of NEPA does not require 
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Hence, we conclude that NEPA does not require consideration of the 
environmental impacts of the continued plant operation likely to result 
from expansion of the Big Rock spent fuel pool, assuming that expansion 
will not cause any changes in reactor operation. If this assumption proves to 
be accurate, the scope of the agency's environmental inquiry may be 
confmed to the effects of the expanded pool itself. We therefore reverse the 
Licensing Board.32 

B. 

Our conclusion that NEPA does not require the agency to consider the 
environmental impacts of continued plant operation neither ends our 
inquiry nor provides a complete disposition of the rulings that the Licensing 
Board referred to us. The Board ordered the preparation of an EIS 
"covering the environmental impacts of an expanded spent fuel pool" as 
well as "the additional term of operation of the· facility that such expansion 
would permit." 12 NRC at 366. Having determined that the Board erred in 
fmding that NEPA requires an EIS on continued plant operation, we now 
must decide whether the Board also erred in finding that an EIS on the 
expansion of the pool itself is necessary. 

There are two factors of significance in the Licensing Board's ruling on 
this point. First, its order to prepare an EIS on the pool expansion is closely 

federal agencies to prepare EISs to accompany appropriation requests because the latter are 
neither "proposals for legislation" nor "proposals for •.. major Federal actions." In Vermont 
Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Resources Defense Counci~ Inc., 43S U.S. S19, SSI 
(1978), the Court noted that 't]o make an impact statement something more than an exercise 
in frivolous boilerplate the concept of alternatives (in Section I02(2XC)] must be bounded by 
some notion of feasibility." And in Kleppe v. Sierra Club, 427 U.S. 390,399 (1976), the Court 
held that NEPA does not require "regional" impact statements where the proposed federal 
action is not regional in scope. Such an EIS would be an exercise in the "impossible." "little 
more than a study ._ containing estimates of potential development and attendant 
environmental consequences," and a document lacking in the "factual predicate for the 
production of an environmental impact statement of the type envisioned by NEPA." Id at 
402. These decisions share in common with one another and this case a construction ofNEPA 
that does not require an endeavor destined to be of little utility. 
llMany of the arguments made and cases cited to us in this proceeding concerned the matter of 
retroactivity - i.e., whether the licensing Board's decision constitutes an improper retroactive 
application of NEP A. In view of the approach we take in this opinion. we do not reach, and 
accordingly do not decide, that issue. As we see it, our inquiry logically led us to determine 
fIrSt whether the impacts associated with continued plant operation were even a required area 
of consideration under NEPA. We have determined that they are not Had we decided 
otherwise, our next step would have been to decide whether such cOnsideration would violate 
the proscription against applying NEPA retroactively. 
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tied to its order to prepare an EIS on continued plant operation.33 Second, 
the Board had no "record" upon which to support its finding of significant 
impact because the staff has yet to prepare an EIA or any other 
environmental document. 

In view of these factors, we believe that the Board should reconsider its 
order to the staff to, prepare an EIS on the proposed spent fuel pool 
expansion. We therefore reverse this ruling as well.34 

As to the first factor (the linkage between the EIS ordered for the spent 
fuel pool and that for the additional term of plant operation), our decision 
in the preceding section effectively eliminates continued plant operation 
from the scope of the environmental review NEPA requires in this case. The 
Board should therefore rethink its decision in light of our opinion by 
focusing on the need vel non for an EIS on the pool itself. 

We also believe that the Board, in reconsidering its decision, should 
await the preparation of the staWs environmental analysis, whether that 
turns out to be an EIA or an EIS.35 It is unwise, if not improper, to decide 
without the record support provided by the st3.frs environmental review, 
whether a given action significantly affects the environment.36 See Jones v. 
Lynn. supra at 891. 

33Indeed, the Board's conclusion that approval of a license amendment to expand a spent fuel 
pool is a major federal action with a significant effect upon the environment - the finding 
necessary to trigger NEPA's EIS requirement - is grounded on its belief that (1) the 
amendment's "sole purpose" is to enable CPC "to utilize a greater term of the license than 
would otherwise be possible" (12 NRC at 363; see also Id. at 359, 360, 361), and (2) "making 
such operation possible for a period of ten years clearly constitutes a major Federal action" 
(Id. at 364 n.2). 
34'Jbe Board will also necessarily have to reconsider its restatement and admission of Mr. 
O'Neill's Contention VIII. 
''While this case was pending, the Commission approved the Final Generic Environmental 
Impact Statement on Hand/ing and Storage of Spent Light Water Puwer Reactor Fue~ NUREG-
0575 (August 1979), and indicated that this document is now applicable to proposed spent fuel 
storage licensing actions. 46 Fed. Reg. 14506 (February 27, 1981). The staff has already 
indicated its intent to rely to some extent on this document. Br. 3G-31. 

We note in this regard that NUREG-0575 itself states that '1b]ecause there are many 
variations in storage pool designs and limitations caused by spent fuel already in some pools, 
the licensing reviews must be done on a case-by-case basis." NUREG-057S, Vol. 1, 8-1. 
Moreover, in approving the document, the Commission noted that its "action does not affect 
any other requirements which may exist to address specific environmental and safety issues for 
individual licensing action." 46 Fed. Reg. 14507. Thus, presumably the stafrs environmental 
review will take account of any factors that distinguish Big Rock from other plants - e.g., its 
use of mixed oxide fuel. See Co~n Puwer Co. (Big Rock Point Nuclear Plant), CLI-74-33, 
8 AEC 221 (1974). The extent to which NUREG-OS75, with its generalized approach to spent 
fuel storage, is relevant to Big Rock, therefore, remains to be determined. 
36In this vein, it does not seem logical to suggest, as the Licensing Board's opinion does, that an 
action that otherwise may not have a significant effect on the environment is transformed into 
one that does have such effect simply by the absence of an environmental review of a different, 
prior action. 
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We apprec~ate the Licensing Board's desire and effort to avoid 
unnecessary delay in this proceeding.31 The Board believed that an EIA 
was forthcoming and that, as a matter of law, it would be inadequate, 
regardless of its content. It therefore issued its ruling before ever seeing the 
document and in an obvious attempt to expedite the case. However worthly 
such an effort may be, this action must be balanced against the integrity of 
the hearing process. And, in our view, the latter outweighs the fonner. 

First, we find the assumption that precipitated the Board's action - that 
the staff would issue its "usual" EIA on spent fuel pools - to be an 
inappropriate prejudgment of the staffs position on an important issue.38 

The Board, staff counsel, applicant, and all other parties should not 
encourage such prognostication, as it could have a chilling effect on the 
staff's ultimate recommendation. The staff should be pennitted to do its job 
in an honest and objecth'e fashion, without being inhibited by perhaps the 
self-serving predictions of one party or another. 

Second, if the Licensing Board had pennitted the staff to complete and 
submit its environmental arialysis (whether an EIA or EIS), the Board 
would have had the benefit of a "record" to aid it in reaching its 
conclusions.39 Moreover, the parties (and the Board) would have had the 
chance to defend or challenge the content and conclusions of the document 
during the course of the hearing, which provides the vehicle for contesting 
any perceived deficiencies in the staff's analysis. See 10 C.F.R. 2.718(g), 
2.72 1 (d), 51.52(d). Prematurely concluding that such a document is 
inadequate before it is even produced deprives the participants of their 
opportunity to explore the matter during the hearing, as the Commission's 
regulations contemplate. 

We emphasize that our comments are not intended to reflect a judgment 
on our part as to whether this proposed spent fuel pool expansion is or is 
not a major action with a significant effect on the environment. Rather, our 
purpose is to underscore the importance of not bypassing the staffs 
function and of permitting the hearing to take its natural course. 

c. 
The final issue posed in this case is whether Section lO2(2)(E) ofNEPA 

requires the consideration of alternatives to this spent fuel pool expan-

37Jndeed, we share this concern and trust that when the Licensing Board resumes this 
proceeding. the staffwill endeavor to complete its environmental review quickly. 
lIThe assumption apparently originated with applicant's cow:se1 at the December 5, 1979, 
prehearing conference (Tr. 217), was later promoted by the Board (II NRC at 133), and was 
eventually acquiesced in by the staff and other parties. 
~o illustrate, if the staff prepares an ElA and the Board agrees with its "negative 
declaration," the required explanatory text in the appraisal can. if adequate, provide the record 
support for the Board's conclusi:m. See 10 c'F.R. SI.7(b). 
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sion.40 The Licensing Board concluded that it was unnecessary to reach this 
issue because of its decision that the "more comprehensive" Section 
102(2)(Q required an EIS here. 12 NRC at 359. We, on the other hand, 
conclude that it would be premature to decide this issue now, in the absence 
of a record upon which to base such a rroding. 

As is evident from our decision in Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North 
Anna Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-584, 11 NRC 451, 456-459 (1980), 
petition for review pending sub nom Potomac Alliance v. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (No. 80-1862, D.C Cir., rued July 28, 1980), some factual basis 
(usually in the form of the staff's environmental analysis) is necessary to 
determine whether a proposal "involves unresolved conflicts concerning 
alternative uses of available resources" - the statutory standard of Section 
102(2)(E). See, e.g., Id. at 458 n.14.41 Since this proceeding is in its incipient 
stages, there is little in the record that could provide the foundation for the 
conclusion that this particular spent fuel pool expansion proposal does or 
does not involve such "unresolved conflicts."Thus, until the record is more 
fully developed with the inclusion of such documents as the staff's 
environmental evaluation, a meaningful determination of the relevance of 
Section 1 02(2)(E) to this proceeding cannot be made. 

Upon return of this case, however, the Licensing Board may once again 
be able to avoid entirely resolution of this issue. If the staff concludes that 
this pool expansion license amendment requires an EIS, then the mandated 
consideration of alternatives therein should suffice insofar as Section 
102(2)(E) is concerned. Moreover, the staff has indicated that it "intends to 
consider alternatives in whatever environmental document it produces with 
relation to the Big Rock facility." Br. 30. Thus, if the staff prepares an EIA, 
the parties can apparently expect discussion of the "alternative uses of 
available resources." 

4OAlthoUgh the Licensing Board did not reach this issue, we nevertheless asked the parties to 
address it in their briefs on appeal. While most did, Mr. Leithauser and intervenors Christa
Maria. et aL, have requested additional time to brief the matter. In view of the disposition of 
the Section 102(2)(E) issue we make here. it is unnecessary to rule on their requests. 
41As we also observed in North Anna, supra at 457, Section 102(2)(E) ofNEPA is not limited to 
major federal actions with significant effects on the environment and may require consider
ation of alternatives even when an EIS is not otherwise required. See Trinity Episcopal School 
Corp. v. Romney, 523 F.2d 88,93 (2d Cir. 1975), on remand, Trinity Episcopal School Corp. v. 
Harris, 445 F. Supp. 204 (S.D.N.Y. 1978), l't!Y'd and remanded sub. nom. &rIm v. Harris, 590 
F.2d 39 (2d Cir. 1978), l't!Y'd sub. nom. Strycker's Bay Neighborhood Counci~ Inc. v. Karlen, 444 
U.S. 223 (1980); California v. Bergland, 483 F. Supp. 465, 488 (E.D. Cal. 1980). 
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IV. 

For the foregoing reasons, we fmd that a reasonable application of 
NEPA does not require the preparation of an EIS on the continued plant 
operation likely to result from the proposed expansion of the Big Rock 
spent fuel pool, assuming that the expansion will not effect any change in 
reactor operation. We therefore reverse the Licensing Board's contrary 
fmding. We also direct the Licensing Board to reconsider its companion 
order to the staff to prepare an EIS on the spent fuel pool itself. Before 
doing so, however, the Board should await the submission of the staffs 
environmental evaluation. Similarly, the Board should await the filing of 
that document before determining the applicability of Section 102(2)(E) to 
this case. . 

Applicant's motion to strike certain material submitted by CEQ 
following oral argument is granted. 

The rulings referred to us in the Licensing Board's September 12, 1980, 
"Memorandum and Order on NEPA Review" are reversed. 

It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 
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The Licensing Board rules on two of the applicants' motions for 
summary disposition of various contentions of an intervenor, granting one 
motion and partially granting the other motion. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSmON 

Where a party moves for dismissal of contentions by summary 
disposition, the Commission's summary disposition rule directs the presid':' 
ing officer to render the decision sought if the filings in the proceeding, 
depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on me, together 
with the statements of the parties and the affidavits, if any, show that there 
is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is 
entitled to a decision as a matter oflaw. 10 CFR 2.749(d). 
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RULES OF PRAcnCE: SUMMARY DISPOSmON 

All material facts set out in the statement of material facts which 
accompanies a summary disposition motion are deemed to be admitted 
unless controverted by the opposing party. 10 CFR 2.749(a). 

RULES OF PRAcnCE: SUMMARY DIsPosmON 

Where motions for summary disposition are supported by affidavit, a 
party opposing the motion may not rest upon the mere allegations or 
denials of his answer; his answer by affidavits or as otherwise provided 
must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue of fact. 10 
CFR 2.749(b). 

RULES OF PRACflCE: SUMMARY DISPOSmON 

When a response to a summary disposition motion has been provided, 
the record and affidavits both supporting and opposing the motion must be 
viewed in the light most favorable to the opposing party. Moreover, the 
party seeking summary disposition has the burden of showing the absence 
of a genuine issue of material fact; if it fails to do so, summary disposition 
will not be granted irrespective of the quality of any response. 

RULES OF PRAcnCE: SUMMARY DISPOSmON 

Prior to granting summary disposition, the presiding officer must be 
convinced that there are no significant outstanding unresolved questions 
material to the particular issue under review. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

(Ruling on Motions for Summary 

Disposition of Contentions 2 and 16) 

The Applicants in this operating license proceeding have flled motions 
for summary disposition of all or parts of four contentions: numbers 2, 
12, 16, and 17.1 In this opinion, we are considering the motions relating to 
Contentions 2 and 16.2 For reasons hereinafter set forth, we are granting in 

IThe contentions are numbered as set forth in the licensing Board's Special Prehearing 
Conference Order, LBP-79-6, 9 NRC 291 (March 6,1979). 
2Responses with respect to the Contention 12 motion are not yet due to be filed. 
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part and denying in part the motion with respect to Contention 2, and 
granting the motion with respect to Contention 16. 

A. General 

Summary disposition motions are authorized by 10 CFR § 2.749. 
Under that authority, we are directed to render the decision sought-here 
the dismissal in whole or in part of various contentions-"if the filings in 
the proceeding, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on 
me, together with the statements of the parties and the affidavits, if any, 
show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the 
moving party is entitled to a decision as a matter of law." 10 CFR 
§ 2.749(d). This provision is analogous to and has been interpreted in accord 
with Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Alabama Power Co. 
(Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-182, 7 AEC 210, 
217 (1974). Both the Commission and the Appeal Board have long 
encouraged the use of summary disposition procedures to resolve issues 
where the proponent of the issue has failed to establish that a genuine issue 
exists. Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating 
Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-73-12, 6 AEC 241, 242 (1973), afJ'd sub nom 
BPI v. AEC, 502 F.2d 424 (D.C. Cir. 1974); Mississippi Power & Light Co. 
(Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-130, 6 AEC 423,424-
25 (1973); Dusquesne Light Co. (Beaver Valley I), ALAB-I09, 6 AEC 243, 
246 (1973). 

All material facts set out in the statement of material facts which 
accompanies a summary disposition motion are deemed to be admitted 
unless controverted by the opposing party. 10 CFR § 2.749(a). Where, as 
here, motions for summary disposition are supported by affidavit, a party 
opposing the motion may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of 
his answer; his answer by affidavits or as otherwise provided must set forth 
"specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue of fact," 10 CFR 
§ 2.749(b). 

When a response to a summary disposition motion has been provided, 
we must view the record and affidavits both supporting and opposing the 
motion in the light most favorable to the opposing party. See Public Service 
Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-74-36, 7 AEC: 
877,879 (1974). Moreover, the party seeking summary disposition has the 
burden of showing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact; if it fails 
to do so, summary disposition will not be granted irrespective of the quality· 
of any response. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (perry Nuclear Power 
Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-443, 6 NRC 741, 752-54 (1977). In short, prior 
to granting summary disposition, we must be convinced that there are no 
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significant outstanding unresolved questions material to the particular issue 
under review. 

We have applied the foregoing standards in ruling upon the motions 
before us. 

B. Contention 2 (Chlorine) 

1. The Applicants filed their motion for summary disposition of a 
portion of Contention 2 on November 6, 1980. On November 24, 1980, 
Citizens Against Nuclear Dangers (CAND), the sponsor of the portion of 
Contention 2 to which the motion relates, filed a document entitled 
"Petition and Motions on Summary Disposition" which, in part, addressed 
the Applicants' Contention 2 motion. On December 2, 1980, the NRC Staff 
filed an answer in support of the Applicants' motion. CAND filed a 
somewhat belated response to the Staff's answer on January 7, 1981.3 No 
other party has filed any response to the Contention 2 motion. 

Contention 2, as accepted by the Board in LBP-79-6, supra, 9 NRC at 
301, reads as follows: 

2. The residual risk of low-level radiation which will result from the 
release from the facility of radionuclides, and particularly from the 
release of cesium-137 and cobalt-60, ?tto the Susquehanna River, 
and the health effects of chlorine discharged into the river, have not 
been, but must be, adequately assess,ed and factored into the NEPA 
cost-benefit balance before the plant is allowed to go into 
operation. ", , . 

Applicants' motion requests summary disposition, in their favor, of that 
portion of Contention 2 which alleges that the health effects of chlorine 
discharged into the river have not been adequately assessed. 

2. Both the Applicants and Staff flled discovery requests against 
CAND to obtain more specific information about CAND's concerns. In 
response to the Staff's request for specific information about the amount of 
chlorine to be released and the health effects which would result," CAND 
indicated that the adverse health effects from the discharge of chlorine from 
the plant would be greater than estimated because the Applicants will be 
compelled to use more chlorine than specified in the application. CAND 
asserts that more chlorine than anticipated will have to be used because of 
river pollution resulting from: (1) "continual pumping of billions of 

lOur Order dated December 9, 1980 invited CAND and other parties to me such a response by 
1anuary S, 1981. 
4NRC Staffs Fust Round Discovery Requests of the Citizens Against Nuclear Dangers 
(CAND). dated May 21.1979. pp. 3-4. 
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gallons of mine acid drainage into the Susquehanna River from numerous 
existing abandoned mine workings· • ·to make possible the new mining 
operations" planned in Anthracite coal deposits near the river, and (2) "the 
Butler Mine Water Tunnel waste chemical spills into the Susquehanna 
River" involving "hundreds of thousands of barrels of highly toxic chemical 
wastes (possibly including radioactive wastes) [which] were covertly 
dumped down boreholes into abandoned coal mine voids near Pittstone, 
Pennsylvania. • .... 5 

Applicants' motion is grounded on the claim that there is no genuine 
issue of material fact to be heard with respect to the chlorine issue as 
clarified by CAND in discovery.6 Through the affidavit of Mr. James Rios, 
the Supervising Engineering Specialist for the San Francisco Power 
Division of Bechtel Power Corp. (Rios affidavit), the Applicants assert that 
the purpose of chlorinating the water systems in the Susquehanna plant is 
to control the growth of slime-forming organisms on equipment surfaces 
and to disinfect the potable water supply and sewage effluent. Further, they 
say that the presence of mine acid drainage and spills of toxic chemical 
wastes will not result in p.ny significant increase in the rate of growth of 
biofouling organisms on equipment surfaces, nor will the mine drainage 
and chemical spills change the amount of chlorine required to disinfect the 
potable water supply and sewage effluent.7 

In its December 2, 1980 answer, the NRC Staff independently 
evaluated the chlorine issue as raised by CAND's and the Applicants' 
documents and concluded that the chlorine portion of Contention 2, as 
refined by discovery, lacks a factual basis.s This conclusion was supported 
by the affidavit of John C. Lehr, a Senior Environmental Engineer in the 
Environmental Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering, of NRCs 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (Lehr affidavit). The Staff concurred 
with the Applicants' statement of material facts and went on to assert that 
acid mine drainage would tend to decrease the extent of biofouling through 
direct and indirect toxic effects on the biota. As a consequence, the amount 
of chlorine needed to defoul the plant's water systems could decrease if the 
conditions alleged by CAND came into existence.9 With regard to toxic 
chemical spills, the Staff said it could not make a judgment as to the need to 
alter the chlorination level proposed by the Applicants, but it noted that 

'Citizens Against Nuclear Dangers Motions and Replies to Interrogatories Concerning 
Contentions Nos. 2, 16 & 17, datedApri129, 1980, pp.4-5. 
6Applicants' Motion, p. 1. 
7 Applicants' Statement of Material Facts as to Which There Is No Genuine Issue To Be Heard 
(Contention 2 - Chlorine), dated November 6, 1980, pp. 1-2; Rios affidavit, dated November 4, 
1980,p.2. 
'NRC Staff Answer, at pp. 2, 6. 
'!.ehr affidavit, p. 3. 
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chlorination is not generally used to treat water polluted by toxic 
chemicals.lo 

The Staff also addressed the broader question of whether the health 
effects of the chlorine to be discharged at the levels indicated in the 
application have been adequately assessed, even though CAND's response 
to the Stairs interrogatories did not indicate that such was the thrust of 
Contention 2. (Ibe wording of Contention 2 clearly encompasses such 
health effects.) The Staff attested that active chlorine chemical species will 
be reduced to below detectable limits by a dechlorination system. This 
system will remove chloramines from the emuent, but some chlorides and 
trihalomethanes will be released by the plant. Chlorides are not likely to be 
discharged at levels that will threaten the public health. II However. the 
Staff appears to be less certain about trihalomethanes. 

Trihalomethanes and halomethanes are suspected to be carcinogenic. 
An NRC sponsored study which examined the products of low-level 
chlorination of various natural waters in the U.S. showed that chloroform 
was the principal trihalomethane product; in freshwater it occurred in 
concentrations ranging from 2 "gil to 25 "gil. Haloforms occurred in 
concentrations up to 55 "g/l.l2 The Staff compared these levels with 
standards set forth in EPA's Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations. 
which provide that total trihalomethanes in community drinking water 
systems serving 75,000 or more persons not exceed 100 "gil, and noted that 
the allowable limit is comparable to or well above the values reported for 
chlorinated cooling tower waters.13 The Staff was unable, however. to 
estimate the likely levels of trihalomethanes to be produced by the 
Susquehanna plant. The Staff indicated that the Applicants have not made 
a quantitative estimate of trihalomethane concentrations in the plant 
discharge and pointed out that active chlorine behavior depends on the 
specific water chemistry existing under operating conditions, which cannot 
be predicted accurately. I .. Although the Staff concluded that the use of 
chlorine for biofouling control will not result in a signficant impact on the 
public health, it was able to state only that "[tJhe trihalomethane content of 
the discharge may be below the maximum contaminant level [established] 
by EPA under the Safe Drinking Water Act" (emphasis added).u 

IO/bid. 
IlLehr affidavit, p. 4. Also, see Draft Environmental Statement (NUREG.()S64), June 1979. pp. 
4-4 through 4-7. 
12Lehr affidavit, p. 6. 
u/d.p.7. 
14/d. p.5. 
IS/d, p.9. 
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CAND has provided two responses with respect to this motion. To 
deal with the last response first, CAND's January 7, 1981 filing generally 
denied the Applicants' and StaWs conclusions and went on to allege that 
many of the Applicants' findings "are based on mislead.ing extrapolation of 
data" and that Applicants "have cleverly compiled selective statistics to 
estimate or infer findings beyond the known range on the basis of certain 
variables within the known range, from which the estimated values are 
assumed to follow."16 No details are provided. This response thus fails to 
present material or substantial facts to support this allegation or otherwise 
to controvert the facts advanced by the Applicants and/or the Staff.J1 

In its earlier November 24, 1980 filing. CAND mentioned an.incipient 
CEQ study which allegedly will link chlorinated drinking water and cancer, 
a matter related in general to the health effects encompassed by Contention 
2. Although the quantity of permissible chlorine released is controlled by 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), not by NRC, the NRC is 
authorized to ascertain the health effects of chlorine releases and to include 
them in the cost-benefit balance for the facility. Southern California Edison 
Co. (San· Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-248, 8 
AEC 957, 975-77 (1974). To the extent that the CEQ study mentioned by 
CAND might include health effects relevant to this facility, it could 
contradict certain of the NRC StaWs health-effects conclusions. Conse
quently, our action here will not preclude adjudication of such question. 

In addition, CAND refers, in its November 24, 1980 filing, to a plan 
for the construction of a large ethanol production facility on the 
Susquehanna River about 15 miles upstream from the Berwick plant. 
CAND claims that this facility will release "hundreds of millions of gallons 
of liquid wastes" into the river annually, which will cause an increase in the 
growth of slime-forming organisms. This increase in fouling organisms 
would necessitate an increase in the chlorination of the water systems at the 
nuclear plant, according to CAND.IS 

CA.l\lD could be correct. If an ethanol facility is constructed upstream 
from the Susquehanna plant and does discharge large amounts of organic 
wastes into the river, it might necessitate an increase in the amount of 
chlorine used at the power plant, because organic waste in the river could 
provide nutrients which would favor a greater growth rate by slime-forming 

I6CAND "Motion and Responses Concerning Summary Disposition," p. 2. 
ITfo the extent that either of CAND's responses included any facts at an. they were not 
presented through affidavit. By our Memorandum and Order Inviting Further Responses to 
Summary Disposition Requests, dated November 4, 1980, at pp. 4-5, we apprised CAND that 
factual information which may contradict material supplied by affi&vit should likewise be 
presented by affidavit. Despite CAND's failure to supply affidavits, we have nevertheless given 
due account to such information as has been provided. 
I'CAND filing dated November 24, 1980, p. 3. 
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organisms. For that reason, we are denying the motion for summary 
disposition insofar as it bears upon the need for chlorination caused by the 
discharge into the Susquehanna River of liquid wastes from the proposed 
ethanol production facility. 

3. Findings of Fact. Based on our review of the foregoing material, we 
make the following findings: 

1. The purpose of chlorinating the water systems of the Susquehanna 
plant is to control the growth of slime-forming organisms on surfaces of 
equipment. 

2. If mine acid drainage is released into the Susquehanna River in the 
future, it will not require an increase in the amount of chlorine used to treat 
the water. If mine acid drainage has any effect on the amount of chlorine 
that must be used to defoul the plant's water systems, it will decrease the 
amount needed, because acid mine drainage tends to decrease the biota of 
fresh waters. . 

3. It is very unlikely that toxic chemical pollutants which fmd their 
way into the Susquehanna River from the Butler Mine Water Tunnel will 
necessitate an increase in the amount of chlorine required to defoul the 
plant's water systems, because chlorination is not normally used to treat 
waters polluted with toxic. chemicals. 

4. Organic waste from an ethanol production facility could, if released 
into the Susquehanna River, provide nutrients which would increase the 
rate of growth of biofouling organisms and necessitate a greater than 
expected use of chlorine by the power plant. 

5. At anticipated levels of chlorination, the plant's dechlorination 
system will remove chloramines and will reduce chlorides to levels which 
will not pose a significant threat to the public health. 

6. No assessment of health effects of chlorine use at higher than 
anticipated levels, such as might be required if organic waste from an 
ethanol plant were released into the river upstream from the Berwick plant, 
has been made. 

7. Trihalomethanes, which are suspected to be carcinogenic, probably 
will be released at low concentrations in the effiuent at anticipated levels of 
chlorination. No quantitative estimate of the trihalomethane concentration 
to be expected in the plant's discharge has been made, however. 

8. At anticipated levels of chlorination, the trihalomethane content of 
the discharge may, or may not, be below the maximum allowed by EPA 
under the Safe Drinking Water Act. 

4. Conclusions. The Board concludes that there is no genuine issue of fact 
with regard to whether acid mine drainage or toxic chemical discharge will 
necessitate higher levels of chlorination than anticipated. Nor is there a 
genuine issue of fact with regard to the health effects of chlorides and 
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chloramines that will be produced at anticipated levels of chlorination at 
the plant. To the extent that Contention 2 (Chlorine) relates to these 
matters, therefore, we are granting the Applicants' motion for summary 
disposition. On the other hand, no assessment has been made of the health 
effects of a higher level of chlorination, should a higher level become 
necessary because of the discharge of organic wastes into the river upstream 
from the plant. Nor have the quantities and health effects of trihalometh
anes and halomethanes to be released been adequately assessed, at 
anticipated or higher-than-anticipated levels of chlorination. To the extent 
that Contention 2 (Chlorine) relates to these matters, therefore, the 
Applicants' motion will be denied. 

The health effects of various chlorine discharges, whether ascertained 
through this ruling or through evidentiary hearings, must, of course, be 
taken into account in any cost-benefit analysis conducted by the NRC with 
respect to this facility. 

C. Contention 16 (Cooling Tower Discharge) 

1. The Applicants filed their motion for summary disposition of 
Contention 16 on October 27, 1980. CAND, the proponent of that 
contention, responded on December 4, 1980, through a document entitled 
"Motion and Clarification Concerning Contention 16."19 On December 5, 
1980, the NRC Staff filed an answer in support of the Applicants' motion. 
In response to our invitation,20 CAND filed a response to the Staff's answer 
on January 7, 1981.21 No other party has taken a position on this motion. 

Contention 16, as set forth in LBP-79-6, supra, 9 NRC at 320, reads: 

16. Seventy million gallons of radioactive evaporated water to be 
vented daily from the Susquehanna facility's cooling towers will 
pose an economic threat to the dairy industry in the eastem
central area of Pennsylvania. This threat has not been properly 
evaluated. 

The Applicants moved for summary disposition of this contention on the 
ground that there is no genuine issue of material fact to be heard with 
respect to the contention. 

19By our Order dated November 21, 1980, we granted an extension of time until December S, 
1980, within which parties might respond to the Applicants' motion. As in the case of 
Contention 2, CAND provided no affidavits in support of its response. See fn. 17, supra. 
2C()rder dated December 9, 1980. 
21As in the case of the Contention 2 motion, CAND's response was somewhat belated; it 
should have been med by January S, 1981. See Order dated December 9,1980. No affidavits 
accompanied this response. See fn. 17, supra. 
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2. In support of their motion, the Applicants supplied the affidavit of 
Walter J. Rhoades, the Nuclear Group Supervisor-Mechanical, Nuclear 
Plant Engineering Department, Pennsylvania Power & Light Co. (hereinaf
ter Rhoades affidavit). Mr. Rhoades attests that the water evaporated from 
the cooling towers comes from three sources of water supplied to the 
towers: makeup water, return flow from the Circulating Water System, 
and return flow from the Service Water System. He asserts that none of 
these sources is radioactive.22 He explains that makeup water, which 
replace;. water lost by evaporation, comes from the Susquehanna River and 
is not allowed to mix with any other plant water; therefore it cannot be the 
source of radioactive contamination. The other two sources, the Circulating 
Water System and Service Water System, draw water from the cooling 
towers and circulate the water through plant equipment for cooling, after 
which the water is returned to the cooling towers. Both systems are 
designed to prevent mixing of radioactive fluids with water from the cooling 
towers. Two independent methods are employed to prevent contamination 
of cooling tower water. First, physical barriers, i.e., the tube walls in the 
heat exchangers, separate the radioactive fluids from the cooling tower 
water. Second, a pressure differential is maintained between the water of 
the Circulating Water and Service Water Systems and the systems which 
contain the radioactive fluids; thus if a leak were to occur, the flow would 
be from the Circulating Water or Service Water Systems into the systems 
containing radioactive fluids.23 

Mr. Rhoades further attests.that the Circulating Water System is at 
higher pressure than the steam in the condenser. Thus if a leak develops, 
water will flow out of the tubes into the condenser. Further, if the pressure 
of the condensing steam rises above 7.3 inches of mercury absolute, which 
is a lower pressure than that of the circulating water, the turbine is 
automatically tripped and the flow of steam to the condenser stopped.24 

As for the Service Water System, Mr. Rhoades explains that it cools 
nineteen groups of equipment, only four of which contain potentially radio
active fluids. The four are: radwaste evaporator condensers, reactor building 
closed cooling water heat exchangers, gaseous radwaste recombiner 
closed cooling water heat exchanger, and fuel pool heat exchangers. As 
with the circulating water system, water in the service water system is 
maintained at a higher pressure than the radioactive or potentially 
radioactive fluids in the four groups of equipment.15 The steam going to the 
radwaste evaporators is either non-radioactive or slightly radioactive and is 

22Rhoades affidavit, p. 2. 
l3/d.. p.3. 
'JA1d.. p.4. 
13/d.. pp. 4-5. 
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at a pressure of 1 psig, whereas the service water supplied to the evaporators 
is at a pressure of approximately 128 psig. The water in the reactor building 
closed cooling water beat exchangers is circulated at a pressure of 
approximately 81 psig, whereas the service water supplied to the closed 
cooling water heat exchanger is supplied at a pressure of about 108 psig.26 

The gaseous radwaste recombiner closed cooling water heat exchangers all 
contain radioactive fluids at pressures less than 5 psig, whereas the service 
water is circulated through them at a pressure of approximately 76 psig.27 

Finally, the fuel water flows by gravity through the fuel pool heat 
exchangers, where it develops a head of about 30 psig; the service water 
circulates through the heat exchangers, however, at a pressure of 84 psig.~ 

The Applicants assert that the foregoing design features will prevent 
the water evaporated daily from the cooling towers from being radioac
tive.29 Assuming that to be so, it follows that the threat to the dairy industry 
raised by CAND would not exist, and that Mr. Rhoades' review would 
constitute an adequate evaluation of the situation. 

The NRC Staff reviewed the documents submitted by the Applicants 
in support of their motion and also independently evaluated the issue raised 
in the documents; the Staff concluded that Contention 16 lacks a factual 
basis.30 In support of this conclusion, the Staff supplied the affidavits of 
Howard B. Holz, a Senior Reviewer in the Auxiliary Systems Branch, 
Division of Systems Integration, in NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation, and Charles Lee Miller, a Nuclear Engineer in the Effluent 
Treatment Systems Branch, Division of Systems Integration. The Staff 
attested that there is no radioactivity released from the cooling towers in 
normal operation.31 Although no radioactivity is expected in the service 
water system, a radiation monitor is located on the downstream side of the 
fuel pool heat exchangers prior to discharge to the cooling tower as a 
protection device, and the cooling tower blowdown will be sampled 
periodically for radioactivity. Should radioactivity be detected, measures 
can be taken to prevent a significant release.32 

CAND responded to Applicants' motion for summary disposition of 
Contention 16 with a "clarification" which sets forth certain claims:" 

26Jd.. p.6. 
rlJd.. p. 7. 
'4Jd.. p. 8. 
29Applicants' Statement to Material Facts as to which There Is No Genuine Issue To Be Heard 
(Contention 16), dated October 27, 1980, p. 3. 
30NRC Staff Answer, dated December 5, 1980, pp. 1·2 
'IHolz affidavit, p. 2; Miller affidavit, p. 2 
3lMiIler affidavit, p. 4. 
''Citizens Against Nuclear Dangers Motion and Oarification Concerning Contention 16, 
dated December 4, 1980, pp. 2·3. . 
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(I) That massive cooling tower plumes of steam create severe and 
almost constant adverse local weather conditions including preci
pitation that in turn will cause the so-called routine radiation 
releases vented from the reactor to be carried into these plume 
storms and then directly back to the land surface in hot spots 
contaminating nearby vegetation in farm areas, with higher than 
permissible levels of radiation thereby endangering the food 
supply-most notably cattle feed and dairy products. 

(2) In the event of the type of plumbing accident, such as occurred at 
Indian Point Unit 2 in October, 1980, radioactive water in one 
system could become mixed with separate cooling water and 
escape into the atmosphere devastating Salem Township!34 

As a third claim, CAND went on to state that it intends to submit a 
new contention alleging that the lack of "fail-safe backup systems" to 
prevent the type of "plumbing accident" referenced above and "subsequent 
massive release of radiation, could have disastrous consequences." 

The first of these claims might possibly be regarded as a basis for a 
contention. But it includes no facts which would counteract the affidavits 
supplied by the Applicants and Staff. Indeed, to the extent that the routine 
radioactive releases to which reference is now made are not vented from the 
cooling towers, they have no bearing on Contention 16 as admitted to this 
proceeding. Absent the showing for a late-fIled contention required by 10 
CFR §2.714(a), we decline to consider whether the first claim might qualify 
as a new contention. 

The second and third statements (which are related) are clearly 
irrelevant to the admitted contention: they both relate to accidental 
releases, whereas the contention concerns the water which is to be "vented 
daily" -i.e., routine releases.35 In fact, the third claim expre·ssly mentions a 
new contention. Again, absent the showing required by 10 CFR §2.714(a), 
we decline to consider whether these statements might be acceptable as a 
new contention. 

Further, it is clear that CAND's January 7, 1981 response to the 
motion for summary disposition, from which we quoted in our discussion of 

J.41d., p. 3. 
l5The Indian Point Unit 2 "plumbing accident" was an occurrence which caused the 
accumulation of several inches of water on the containment floor. See IE Bulletin No. 80-24, 
November 21, 1980 (of which we take official notice). The design of the water systems, as 
described in the Applicants' and Staffs filings, indicates that water spilled into the floor of the 
containment would not be vented through the cooling tower; rather, such water would 
normally be pumped from the containment sump to holdup tanks. IE Bulletin No. 80-24, 
supra. In any case, an accident such as occurred at Indian Point 2 is not a routine occurrence 
which could give rise to the daily radioactive releases averred to in Contention 16. 
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Contention 2, is intended to apply to the Applicants' statements about 
Contention 16 as well as to the statements about Contention 2.36 But here 
again CAND fails to present material or substantial facts to support its 
allegations. The facts submitted by the Applicants and Staff show that there 
will be no routine releases of radioactive material from the cooling towers 
and that the design of the plant will prevent radioactive water from the 
containment building (given an Indian Point type accident) from mixing 
with cooling water which is circulating through the cooling towers. CAND 
has not controverted these facts. 

3. Findings of Fact. Based on our review of the foregoing material, we 
make the following findings: 

1. Water evaporated from the cooling towers comes from three 
sources: makeup water from the Susquehanna River, return flow from 
the circulating water system,. and return flow from the service water system. 

2. The makeup water, which replaces water lost by evaporation, is 
not allowed to mix with any other plant water and consequently cannot be 
the source of radioactive contamination. 

3. Water in the circulating water system will not become radioac
tive in normal operation because the water is separated from the radioactive 
fluid which it cools by physical barriers (tube walls) and the water circulates 
at a higher pressure than the radioactive fluid, so that radioactive fluid 
cannot leak into the circulating water system should a breach occur in the 
physical barriers. 

4. Water in the service water system is also separated from 
radioactive fluids in the equipment which it serves by physical barriers, and 
the water circulates at a higher pressure than the radioactive fluid, so that 
radioactive fluid will not leak into the service water system should a breach 
occur in the physical barriers. 

5. Should radioactive material get into the cooling tower water 
through some abnormal occurrence, it would be detected by radiation 
monitoring devices and procedures, so that measures could be taken to 
prevent a significant release to the environment. 

4. Conclusions. We conclude that there is no genuine issue of 
mater. al fact pertaining to the foregoing fmdings; that, insofar as 
radioactivity is concerned, there is no threat to the dairy industry in 
Pennsylvania from the water to be evaporated from the cooling towers; and 
that Applicants' motion for summary disposition of Contention 16 should 
therefore be granted. 

36CAND "Motion and Responses Concerning Summary Dispostion," dated January 7. 1981, 
p.2. 
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D.Order 

Based on the foregoing fmdings and conclusions, it is, this 16th day 
of March, 1981 

ORDERED 
1. That the Applicants' motion for partial summary disposition of 

Contention 2 (chlorine) is granted to the extent that the contention involves 
chlorination to counteract releases upstream of mine acid drainage and 
chemical pollutants into the Susquehanna River. . 

2. That the Applicants' motion for partial summary disposition of 
Contention 2 (chlorine) is denied to the extent that the contention raises (a) 
the need for chlorination caused by the discharge into the Susquehanna 
River of liquid wastes from the proposed ethanol production facility; (b) 
the quantities and health effects of releases of trihalomethanes from the 
facility; and (c) the health effects of chlorin~ releases at levels permitted by 
governing EPA requirements. 

3. That the Applicants' motion for summary disposition of 
Contention 16 is granted 

THE ATOMIC SAFElY AND 
LICENSING BOARD 

Charles Becbboefer, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Dr. Oscar H. Paris 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Glenn O. Bright ' 
ADMINISTRATIVE 'JUDGE 
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Cite as 13 NRC 349 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

Harold R. Denton, Director 

01)..81-3 

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-275 
50-323 

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC CO. 
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear 

Power Plant, Units 1 & 2) March 26, 1981 

The Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies a petition under 10 
CFR 2.206 that requested special consideration of Oass 9 accidents and 
analyses of several safety systems prior to the licensing of the Diablo 
Canyort Nuclear Power Plant. The petition was substantially similar to a 
petition denied in DD-80-22. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: PETITIONS UNDER 10 CFR 2.206 

As a general rule, persons must be prevented from using 10 CFR 2.206 as 
a vehicle for avoiding an existing forum where issues should be more 
logically presented. This principle is particularly applicable here, where the 
petitioners are asking the Director to take actions with respect to matters 
that are pending before a Licensing Board for resolution. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: PETITIONS UNDER 10 CFR 2.206 

The provisions of 10 CFR 2.206 contemplate requests to institute 
proceedings in connection with licenses already in force, not requests to 
institute proceedings to consider whether a license should be granted in the 
fIrst instance. 

NEPA: SEVERE ACaDENr CONSIDERATIONS 

As provided in the Commission's June 1980 policy statement, completed 
NEPA reviews need not be reopened in the absence of special circum
stances. 
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DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206 

By petition dated October 17, 1980, David S. Fleischaker on behalf of 
the Joint Intervenors to the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant operating 
license proceeding requested that the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regula
tion take action pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206 to require preparation of 
supplemental environmental impact statements on Class 9 accidents at the 
Diablo Canyon nuclear plant. The petition was supported by the affidavit 
of Mr. Richard B. Hubbard. Notice of receipt of the petition was published 
in the Federal Register, 45 Fed. Reg. 78317 (November 25, 1980). Counsel 
for the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (pG&E), the applicant for the 
Diablo Canyon plant, submitted on January 8, 1981, a response opposing 
the petition. The petition is similar to a petition flIed by the Friends of the 
Earth in 1979, which was denied in June 1980. DD-80-22, II NRC 919 
(1980). 

The petition requests relief with respect to the Diablo Canyon Nuclear 
Power Plant, Units I and 2, which are being constructed at the PG&E site 
in California and for which PG&E has applied for operating licenses. The 
petition, supported by Mr. Hubbard's affidavit, asks that the Commission 
prepare supplemental environmental impact statements to consider the 
environmental consequences of Oass 9 accidents, evaluate a number of 
safety features to prevent severe accidents or mitigate their consequences, 
and prepare a simplified system reliability analysis of several systems in the 
Diablo Canyon plant. The petition requests that these actions be taken 
before the Commission issues either the low power or the full term 
operating licenses for the Diablo Canyon plant. The petition provides the 
following bases for taking these actions: . 

1. The environmental impact statements summarily discuss consider
ation of Class 9 accidents, based on early estimates of reactor 
accident probabilities and on the Reactor Safety Study, WASH-I400, 
which has since been repudiated by the Commission; 

2. The accident at Three Mile Island, which the NRC concedes 
constituted a Class 9 accident, emphasized the need to evaluate the 
possible impact of a serious (Qass 9) accident and to prepare to meet 
the possible consequences; 

3. Seismic conditions at the Diablo Canyon site constitute "special 
circumstances" which would require consideration of environmental 
consequences of Qass 9 accidents under the Commission's policy; 
and 

4. Analyses of Class 9 accidents, additional safety features and system 
reliability should be performed prior to the granting of any operating 
license for Diablo Canyon, either low or full power, because 
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radioactive contamination of the reactor will either fore:lose or 
increase the economic costs and health risks associated with additional 
engineering safety features that may be required as a result of such 
analyses. 

For the reasons stated in this decision, the petition is denied 

I. PROCEEDINGS RELATED TO THE PETITION 

In the June 1980 denial of the Friends of the Earth's petition, the NRC 
staff has effectively dealt with those portions of the petition which request a 
supplemental environmental analysis of Class 9 accidents for Diablo 
Canyon. See DD-80-22, II NRC 919 (1980). In its petition the Friends of 
the Earth, like the petitioners here, raised the occurrence of the accident at 
Three Mile Island and the Commission's "repudiation" of the WASH-I400 
study. The Director's decision denying the Friends of the Earth's petition 
applied the Commission's interim policy to the three sites, including Diablo 
Canyon, for which a supplemental environmental statement was sought and 
found that a supplemental environmental statement for any of the three 
sites was not mandated under the policy.' The Commission did not 
overturn the Director's decision. In the October 1980 petition, the 
petitioners have not presented any new information which would lead the 
staff to reconsider the conclusions reached in the decision on the Friends of 
the Earth's petition. Part II of this decision repeats the analysis provided in 
DD-80-22 and responds to the petitioners' contention that the site's seismic 
characteristics comprise "special circumstances" within the meaning of the 
Commission's new interim policy on severe accident considerations. 

Apart from the recent denial of a substantially similar petition under 10 
CFR 2.206, it should be noted that the petitioners here are parties to the 
operating license proceeding for Diablo Canyon and have a motion to 
reopen the proceeding to consider Class 9 accidents pending before the 
Licensing Board. The Board has determined that it will defer consideration 
of this motion until the Appeal Board has ruled on the seismic issues before 
it relating to Diablo Canyon. Prehearing Conference Order, at 3, 26-27 

IThe Commission's statement of interim policy indicates that the Three Mile Island accident 
was one of the reasons for withdrawing the proposed Annex to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50 
and substituting a new interim policy on accident considerations in the Annex's place. See 
Nuclear Power Plant Accident Considerations Under the National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969, 45 Fed. Reg. 40101 et seq. (June 13, 1980). The Director rejected the so-called 
repudiation of WASH-I400 as a basis for preparing supplemental environmental impact 
statements. See DD-80-22, 11 NRC at 931-32, citing 45 Fed. Reg. 40102 and Pennsylvania 
Power & Light Co. (Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units I & 2), LBP-79-29, 10 NRC 
586, 589 (1979). See also Carolina Power & light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, 
Units 1-4), CLI-79-10, 10 NRC 675 (1979). 
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(Feb. 13, 1981). Thus, the petition here attempts to raise under 10 CFR 2.206 
the precise issues that await the Board's consideration in the operating 
license proceeding. As a general rule of practice, the Commission has stated 
that "parties must be prevented from using 10 CFR 2.206 procedures as a 
vehicle for reconsideration of issues previously decided, or for avoiding an 
existing forum in which they more logically should be presented." 
Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point, Units 1-3), CLI-75-8, 2 NRC 173, 
177 (1975); see also Public Service Co. of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear 
Generating Station, Units 1 & 2),00-79-21, 10 NRC 717, 724 (1979). That 
policy is particularly appropriate in this instance, where the petitioners are 
in effect asking the Director ofNRR to establish certain conditions prior to 
licensing the Diablo Canyon plant - a matter currently before the Board. 

The provisions of 10 CPR 2.206 are essentially a mechanism for 
requesting that the Commission take enforcement action by instituting a 
proceeding to modify, suspend, revoke, or take other action with respect to 
a license. The rule contemplates requests to institute proceedings in 
connection with licenses that are already in force, not requests to institute 
proceedings to consider whether a license should be granted in the fIrst 
instance. The initial grant or denial of licenses should be considered in 
accordance with the procedural requirements of section 189a. of the Atomic 
Energy Act and Subpart A of 10 CFR Part 2. These considerations have 
particular applicability here, and in themselves serve as a basis for denying 
the petition. 

II. COMMISSION POLICY ON ACCIDENT CONSIDERATIONS 

The June 1980 Director's decision describes the evolution of the 
Commission's policy on severe accident considerations under NEPA DO-
80-22. II NRC at 921-24. The term "Class 9 accident" was employed in a 
Commission rulemaking which had been proposed in December 1971: 
"Consideration of Accidents in Implementation of the National Environ
mental Policy Act of 1969," 36 Fed. Reg. 22851 (1971). The proposed 
rulemaking would have added an Annex to Appendix D of 10 CPR Part 50 
to set forth the manner in which various categories of accidents should be 
taken into account in the environmental review for a nuclear power plant. 
In September 1979. the Commission announced in Offthore Power Systems 
(Floating Nuclear Power Plants). CLI-79-9. 10 NRC 257 (1979). that it 
intended to complete the rulemaking begun by the Annex and to 
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re-examine the Commission's policy regarding accident considerations.2 On 
May 16, 1980, the Commission issued a statement of interim policy in 
which it withdrew the proposed Annex and suspended the rulemaking that 
began in 1971 with the publication of the proposed Annex. Nuclear Power 
Plant Accident Considerations under the National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969, 4S Fed. Reg. 40101 (June 13, 1980). The Commission also provided 
guidance on accident considerations in on-going NEPA reviews in licensing 
proceedings where a Final Environmental Statement has not yet been 
issued. Under the Commission's new guidance, environmental iinpact 
statements for on-going and future NEPA reviews will give consideration to 
a broader spectrum of accidents, including severe accidents that may have 
been designated "Class 9" under the Annex. 

With respect to plants for which Final Environmental Statements have 
been issued, the Commission stated in its new interim policy that: 

"It is expected that these revised treatments will lead to COllclusions 
regarding the environmental risks of accidents similar to those that 
would be reached by a continuation of current practices, particularly 
for cases involving special circumstances where Class 9 risks have been 
considered by the staff.... Thus, this change in policy is not to be 
construed as any lack of confidence in conclusions regarding the 
environmental risks of accidents expressed in any previously issued 
Statements, nor, absent a showing of similar special circumstances, as a 
basis for opening, reopening or expanding any previous or on-going 
proceeding.' 

'" Commissioners Gilinsky and Bradford disagree with the inclusion of 
the preceding two sentences. They feel that they are absolutely 
inconsistent with an even-handed reappraisal of the former, erroneous 
position on Class 9 accidents." 4S Fed. Reg. at 40203. 

As the Commission noted in its new statement of interim policy, the staff 
has identified special circumstances in the past which would warrant more 
extensive consideration of Oass 9 accidents. The special circumstances fell 
within three categories: (1) high population density around the proposed 
site; (2) a novel reactor design (a type of power reactor other than a light 

2In Offihore Puwer Systemr, the Commission determined that consideration of a Class 9 
accident in the environmental review for floating nuclear power plants was appropriate. ·10 
NRC at 2~1. The Commission did not use the proceeding to resolve the generic issue of 
consideration of Class 9 accidents at land-based reactors, but noted that "such a generic action 
is more properly and effectively done through rulemaking proceedings in which all interested 
persons may participate." Id at 262. See also Public Service Co. of Okla. (Black Fox Station, 
Units I & 2), CLI-80-8, II NRC 433 (1980). 
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water reactor); or (3) a combination of a unique design and a unique siting 
mode.3 In Public Service Company of Oklahoma, which was decided before 
the- Commission stated its new interim policy, the Commission noted in 
addition to these three criteria that proximity of a plant to a "man-made or 
natural hazard" might also represent "the type of exceptional case that 
might warrant additional consideration.4 In 00-80-22, the staff presented 
the following results of their review for "special circumstances" for Diablo 
Canyon. 

As described in Sec. 4 of the Safety Evaluation Report' and Sec. 1.3 of 
the Final Safety Analysis Report6 the Nuclear Steam Supply System for 
each unit of the Diablo Canyon plant is a Westinghouse pressurized water 
reactor using a four-loop coolant system. The reactor design is basically 
similar to that of several other Westinghouse reactor designs (frojan, Zion 
I and 2, and D. C. Cook plants). The Diablo Canyon plant is, therefore, a 
typical light water reactor facility and the design is not novel. 

The Diablo Canyon plant is located in a remote, undeveloped and 
relatively uninhabited region of San Luis Obispo County. Within 10 miles 
of the plant, the 1970 resident population density was about 20 persons per 
square mile. Within radii of 20 and 30 miles, the densities were 55 and 40 
residents per square mile, respectively. The population densities were 
projected to approximately double by the year 2000, thus remaining well 

JSee 45 Fed. Reg. 40102 (June 13, 19S0); Public Service Elec. & Gas Co. (Salem Nuclear 
Generating Station, Unit 2), 00-SO-17, 11 NRC 596, 615 n. 21 (April 19S0). In the f1l'St 
category fell the Perrymail site, for which the staff perforined an informal assessment in the 
early site review of the relative differences in Class 9 accident consequences among the 
alternative sites. The Clinch River Breeder Reactor, a liquid metal cooled fast breeder reactor 
which is different from the more conventional light water reactor, fell within the second 
category, novel reactor design. and the staff included a discussion in the fmal environmental 
statement (NUREG-0139, Feb. 1977) ofits consideration of Class 9 accidents. 
The Floating Nuclear Power Plants represented the third category of special circumstances, a 
combination of unique design and a unique siting mode. Because the plants would be mounted 
on a floating barge, there would be no soil structure to retard the release and dispersal of 
activity beneath the plant following a core melt accident as would be the case for land-based 
plants. The staff concluded that the most likely exposure to the population from the liquid 
pathway for a floating nuclear plant is significantly greater than for a land-based plant. 
CCLl-SO-S, 11 NRC 433, 434 (Mar. 19S0). The four criteria identified in the text have been 
applied to seven reactor sites in decisions under 10 CFR 2.206. On no occasion did the 
Commission disturb the Director's fmdings. See Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, 
Units 1 & 2), 00-81-1 (Docket Nos. 50-413 & 50-414, Jan. 9, 19S1 & Addendum, Feb. 6, 
19SI); Florida Power & light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2), 00-80-33 (Docket 
No. 50-3S9, Nov. 2S, 19S0); Pacific Gas & Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, 
Units I & 2) et aL, 00-80-22, 11 NRC 919 (June 19S0) (also addressing Palo Verde and 
Rancho Seco plants); Public Service Electric & Gas Co. (Salem Nuclear Generating Station, 
Unit 2), 00-SO-I7, II NRC 596 (Apr. 19S0); Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook 
Station, Units I & 2), OO-S0-6, 11 NRC 371 (Feb. 19S0). 
'Safety Evaluation Report for Diablo Canyon Station, Units 1&2 (Oct. 1977). 
'Final Safety Analysis Report for the Diablo Canyon Station, Units I & 2. 
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within the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 4.7 and 10 CFR Part 100. 
Therefore, population distribution near the Diablo Canyon plant is not a 
"special circumstance" within the meaning of the Commission's policy 
statement. 

The Diablo Canyon plant also does not represent a "combination of a 
unique design and a unique siting mode." The Diablo Canyon site is 
located adjacent to the Pacific Ocean, which is the only surface water body 
which could be affected by liquid releases from a Class 9 accident. Ground 
water near the site is limited to the streambed of Diablo Canyon Creek, an 
intermittent stream which empties into the ocean. The sandstone bedrock 
underlying station foundations is, at most, partially saturated (i.e., no water 
table) for a considerable vertical distance. Its low permeability, combined 
with the lack of a near surface water table, would preclude lateral 
movement of contaminated water from the station toward the ocean at 
more than an extremely slow rate. At a minimum, many years would be 
available to interdict any such flow. Therefore, there are no. unusual 
hydrogeologic features of the site which would warrant special consider
ation of the environmental consequences of Class 9 accidents at the Diablo 
Canyon site. 

The staff analyzed the site characteristics and other nearby features to 
assure the potential for impairment of safety-related portions of station 
facilities due to natural or man-made hazards occurring nearby. The Safety 
Evaluation Report states the stafi's conclusion that there are no industrial, 
transportation, or military facilities in the area of the site which have 
potential to adversely affect plant safety systems. The statrs review 
specifically ensures that station design is adequate to accommodate other 
natural characteristics of the site environs. The statrs review has not 
identified any unusual circumstances with respect to external hazards that 
would warrant reopening or expanding proceedings on Diablo Canyon. 

The petitioners point to the seismic characteristics of the Diablo Canyon 
site as a "special circumstance" that would warrant consideration of Class 9 
accidents. The petitioners base this characterization on a quotation from 
ALAB-519 in which the Appeal Board described the circumstances 
surrounding the need to make additional findings regarding the plants' 
seismic design capability as "exceptional in every sense of that word.'" The 
Appeal Board was not considering, of course, in that decision whether the 
seismic characteristics of the site constituted "special circumstances" 

7Pacific Ga.J & Elec. Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plants, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-S19, 9 
NRC 42, 46 (1979), quoted in Fleischalcer letter at 3 and Hubbard's affidavit at 10. 
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warranting consideration of Class 9 accidents under the Commission's 
policy.' The Appeal Board only addressed whether a sufficient showing had 
been made to warrant issuance of a subpeona to two ACRS consultants.9 

As set forth in its testimony in the operating license proceeding, the staff 
believes that the Diablo Canyon plant meets the Commission's criteria for 
seismic design of nuclear facilities. The staff does not believe, therefore, that 
the seismic characteristics of the Diablo Canyon site constitute "special 

. circumstances" which would warrant special consideration of a Class 9 
accident. The staff recognizes, however, that site seismicity and the related 
design capability of the plants have been subject to additional hearings, 
most recently in October 1980 before the Appeal Board, in the operating 
license proceeding. The Appeal Board has not yet rendered a decision on 
the reopened seismic record. Should the Appeal Board decide that the 
plants do not meet the Commission's criteria, the staff would reconsider its 
view that the seismic conditions do not constitute "special circumstances." 
Any such inquiry will be conducted, however, in the operating license 
proceeding, not in the context of 10 CFR 2.206. As noted earlier in this 
decision, the Licensing Board has deferred consideration of the petitioners' 
motion to consider Class 9 accidents until after the Appeal Board makes its 
decision. 

III. ADDITIONAL SAFETY ANALYSES REQUESTED BY 
PETITIONERS 

In support of the petition, Mr. Fleischaker submitted the affidavit of 
Richard B. Hubbard. Mr. Hubbard points to a number of safety features 
and reviews which are discussed in NUREG-0660, NRC Action Planr 
Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident, and then asks that these 
features be analyzed and the reviews performed prior to the licensing of 
Diablo Canyon for low power testing or full power operation,lO In a revised 
statement of policy on reactor licensing. the Commission has discussed the 
purpose of the NRC's Action Plan: 

"The Action Plan was developed to provide a comprehensive and 
integrated plan for the actions judged appropriate by the Nuclear 

. Regulatory Commission to correct or improve the regulation and 
operation of nuclear facilities based on the experience from the 
accident at TMI-2 and the official studies and investigations of the 
accident. In developing the Action Plan, the various recommendations 

'The policy in effect at the time was the proposed Annex. 
'This showing is necessary because under 10 CFR 2.720 NRC personnel are not amenable to 
subpoena except "upon a showing of exceptional circumstances." 
IOSee Hubbard affidavit at II-IS. 
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and possible actions of all the principal investigations were assessed 
and either r,ejected. adopted or modified. A detailed summary of the 
development and review process for the Action Plan was initially 
provided in NUREG-0694, 'TMI-Related Requirements For New 
Operating Licenses: and can now be found. as changed. in NUREG-
0737, 'Oarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements.' " Further 
Commission Guidance for Power Reactor Operating licenses-Revised 
Statement of Policy. 45 Fed. Reg. 85236 (Dec. 8, 1980) (footnotes 
omitted). 

In this revised statement of policy, the Commisssion discussed the 
requirements for new operating licenses and the schedule for implementing 
the actions proposed in the Action Plan: 

"In approving the schedules for developing and implementing changes 
in requirements, the Commission's primary considerations were the 
safety significance of the issues and the immediacy of the need for 
corrective actions. As discussed above, many actions were taken to 
improve safety immediately or soon after the accident. These actions 
were generally considered to be interim improvements. In scheduling 
the remaining improvements, the availability of both NRC and 
industry resources was considered, as well as the safety significance of 
the actions. Thus, the Action Plan approved by the Commission 
presents a sequence of actions that will result in a gradually increasing 
improvement in safety as individual actions are completed and the 
initial immediate actions are replaced or supplemented by longer term 
improvements .... 

"Based upon its extensive review and consideration of the issues 
arising as a result of the Three Mile Island accident - a review that is 
still continuing - the Commission has concluded that the list ofTMI
related requirements for new operating licenses found in NUREG-
0737 can provide a basis for responding to the TMI-2 accident. The 
Commission has decided that current operating license applications 
should be measured by the NRC staff against the regulations,- as 
augmented by these requirements. In general, the remaining items of 
the Action Plan should be addressed through the normal process for 
development and adoption of new requirements rather than through 
immediate imposition on pending applications." 45 Fed. Reg. at 85238. 

Litigation of TMI-related requirements should be conducted in accor
dance with this policy and the Commission's procedural requirements 
before the Licensing Board, not within the context of 10 CFR 2.206. 
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Several remarks should be made regarding the specific actions which the 
petitioners culled from NUREG-0660 and urged should be fed into the 
Diablo Canyon licensing process at this time. The petitioners point to the 
safety reanalysis of the Indian Point and Zion facilities and ask that such an 
analysis be instituted for Diablo Canyon. The reanalysis includes consider
ation of mitigation features for severe accidents. The Indian Point-Zion 
study, as well as a study of the Limerick site, was initiated specifically 
because these plants are located in areas of high population density. The 
Diablo Canyon site does not share this population characteristic with these 
other sites such that a special study is warranted. Moreover, the features 
which Mr. Hubbard identifies as part of the Indian Point-Zion study are 
also under consideration for all plants as part of a proposed rulemaking on 
consideration of degraded or melted cores in safety regulation. See 
Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 45 Fed. Reg. 65474 (Oct. 2, 1980). 
The Commission has also proposed interim requirements related to 
hydrogen control and certain degraded core considerations. See 45 Fed. 
Reg. 65465 (Oct. 2, 1980). 

Mr. Hubbard's affidavit also urges consideration of groundwater 
interdiction methods to control radioactive contamination of water. As 
discussed above, the ground water characteristics of the site do not 
compromise "special circumstances" requiring consideration of Class 9 
accidents. Special action for Diablo Canyon is not required at this time. 
The NRC staff proposed a further detailed study of the hydrologic features 
of all reactor sites in the Action Plan. The liquid pathway interdiction study 
is designated Task Action III.D.2. Based on currently available data, there 
is a small likelihood of any hydrologic problems at the Diablo Canyon site. 
In the event that significant possible impacts are identified in the study, 
methods of interdiction and mitigation will be specified A number of 
mitigation methods are available, including pumping and construction of 
slurry walls. 

Mr. Hubbard also notes the Integrated Reliability Evaluation Program 
(I REP) and urges that a similar simplified system reliability analysis be 
performed for a number of systems. See Hubbard affidavit at IS. The lREP 
is described in NUREG-0660 (rask II.C, at pp. II.C2 to II.CS). The lREP 
is a pilot program at present and does not consider seismic or other natural 
phenomena sequence initiators. NVREG-0660 describes a gradual imple
mentation of lREP and studip.s for operating reactors. No special reason 
exists for changing this schedule to apply IREP directly to Diablo Canyon 
at this time. It should be noted that a study of systems interaction for 
seismically induced events has been conducted for Diablo Canyon. See 
NUREG-0660, Task II.C.3. This study has been completed and any 
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necessary plant modifications for each unit will be made before any license 
is issued that authorizes full-power operation. 

Finally, Mr. Hubbard points to possible radioactive contamination of 
the plant as a basis for instituting the analyses listed in his affidavit. Again, 
the question of whether PG&E is entitled to either a low power or full 
power license is before the Licensing Board for resolution in light of the 
Commission's policy on issuance of operating licenses and the schedule for 
completing required actions before full power licenses may be issued. It 
should be noted in this regard that the health or economic costs of installing 
additional engineered safety features are not significantly affected by low 
power tests, because the fission product inventory for such operation would 
be less than 0.10 of one percent of the inventory generated by the plant 
during one year of operation at full power. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated in this decision, the staff does not believe that 
"special circumstances" exist for the Diablo Canyon plant that would 
warrant consideration of Class 9 accidents. To the extent that the 
petitioners raise matters that should be considered as conditions for 
issuance of the Diablo Canyon operating licenses, those matters should be 
addressed in the operating license proceeding and not resolved under 10 
CFR 2.206. The petition is, therefore, denied. 

A copy of this decision will also be ftled with the Secretary for the 
Commission's review in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206(c) of the Commis
sion's regulations. As provided in 10 CFR 2.206(c), this decision will 
constitute the fmal action of the Commission twenty-five (25) days after the 
date of issuance, unless the Commission on its own motion institutes the 
review of this decision within that time. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 26th day of March, 1981 

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation 
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Cite as 13 NRC 361 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

COMMISSIONERS 

Joseph M. Hendrie, Chairman 
Victor Glllnsky 

Peter A. Bradford 
John F. Aheame 

CLI-81-5 

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-275 OL 
50-3230L 

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power 
Plant, Units 1 and 2) April 1, 1981 

Upon its review of a prehearing conference order by the Licensing Board 
in this proceeding, the Commission issues additional guidance on the 
litigation of TMI-related issues in licensing proceedings in the following 
areas: (1) motions for fuel loading and low power testing; (2) reopening 
evidentiary records (generally); (3) reopening records to address conten
tions alleging TMI-related violations of NRC regulations not addressed in 
previous Commission policy statements on litigation of TMI-related issues 
(NUREG-0737 and -0694); and (4) challenges under the Commission's 
December 18, 1980 Revised Statement of Policy (CLI-80-42, 12 NRC 854) 
that there is insufficient protection to the public despite compliance with 
either NRC regulations or TMI-related requirements ofNUREG-0737 and 
-0694. 

NUCLEAR REGULATION COMMISSION: SUPERVISORY 
AUTHORITY (ADJUDICATIONS) 

The Commission has inherent supervisory authority over pending 
adjudications. Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, 
Units 1 and 2), CLI-77-8, 5 NRC 503 (1977). 
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ORDER 

The Commission has reviewed the Atomic Safety and licensing Board's 
Prehearing Conference Order dated February 13, 1981, as well as the 
underlying papers and oral argument, and determined· that additional 
Commission guidance, consistent with its Revised Statement of Policy, 
CLI-80-42, 12 NRC 654 (1980), needs to be provided on litigation of Three 
Mile Island (TMI) aCfident related issues in licensing proceedings. The 
Commission recognizes that this guidance could lead to reconsideration of 
some of the various rulings contained in the February 13, 1981 Order. In 
providing this guidance the Commission is exercising its inherent supervisory 
authority over pending adjudications.' See Public Service Co. of New 
Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-77-8, 5 NRC 503 (1977). 

1. The Board Should Rule Promptly on Motions for Fuel Loading and Low 
Power Testing 

Pursuant to 10 CFR SO.57(c), the filing of a motion for a partial initial 
decision on fuel loading and low power testing requires an initial 
determination by the Licensing Board on whether the evidentiary 
record compiled to that point is adequate for such a partial decision. 10 
CFR S0.57(c) does not generally contemplate that a new evidentiary 
record, based on litigation of new contentions, would be compiled on 
the motion for fuel loading and low power testing. When the record 
has been closed but motions to reopen have been flied, the licensing 
Board should decide whether the record must be reopened for new 
evidence directly relevant to the fuel loading and low power licensing 
request. Decisions on full power issues associated with the motion to 
reopen could be postponed until later. 

2. The Record Should Not Be Reopened Absent a Showing that Significant 
New Evidence Which Would Affect the Decision Is Available 

As we stated in the Revised Policy Statement, where the evidentiary 
record on safety issues has been closed, the record should not be 
reopened on TMI-related issues relating to either low or full power 
absent a showing, by the moving party, of "significant new evidence 
not included in the record, that materially affects the decision." This is 

IThe Commission is aware of the various participants' requests for certification or directed 
certification to the Commission regarding the February 13, 1981 Prehearing Conference Order. 
These motions appealing an interlocutory order are not provided for in the Commission's 
Rules of Practice and are accordingly denied. 10 CFR 2.73O(f). In issuing this Order the 
Commission is exercising its authority.nIQ sponte. The Union of Concern cd Scientists' Request 
to Participate as Amicus Curiae is similarly denied. 
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in accord with longstanding Commission practice. E.g. Kansas Gas & 
Electric Co., et al. (WolfCreek Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-462, 
7 NRC 320, 338 (1978). We emphasize that bare allegations or simple 
submission of new contentions is not sufficient. Only significant new 
evidence requires reopening. Of course, in moving to reopen, a party 
need not supply written testimony of independent experts, but is free to 
rely on admissions and statements from applicant and NRC staff and 
official NRC documents or other documentary evidence. 

3. Where A Party Can Adduce Significant New Evidence 1bat an NRC 
Regulation Would Be Violated by Plant Operation, that Contention 
Should Be Admitted Notwithstanding the Fact that this Matter Is Not 
Addressed in NUREG-0737 and -0694 

Parties are generally free to raise issues of compliance with NRC 
regulations, subject to 10 CFR 2.714 specificity and lateness require
ments, where applicable, and standards for reopening records, where 
applicable. This holds true for TMI-related issues, and nothing in the 
Revised Policy Statement affects this. Thus, if a party comes forward 
on a timely basis with significant new TMI-related evidence indicating 
that an NRC safety regulation would be violated by plant operation, 
we believe that the record should be reopenedbotwithstanding that the 
noncompliance item is not discussed in NUREG-0737 and -0694. 
However, the parties are required to make the initial case that 
significant new evidence is available, not merely make claims to that 
effect. 

4. Procedures for Arguing that there is Insufficient Protection to the Public 
Despite Compliance with All NRC Regulations 

Where the new evidence raises no issue of compliance but rather 
questions whether there is adequate protection despite compliance with 
all applicable regulations, a party has two procedural options under the 
Revised Statement of Policy. First, a party may challenge the 
sufficiency of an item in the NUREG documents. However, the scope 
of the inquiry under this option is limited to the particular safety 
concerns that prompted the specific "requirements" in NUREG-0694 
and -0737. What we had in mind was allowing a party to focus on the 
same safety concern that formed the basis for the NUREG require
ment and litigate the issue of whether the NUREG "requirement" is a 
sufficient response to that concern.2 Contentions which address a 

2For example. the Item I.A.I.3 ofNUREG-0737. which deals with shift manning and imposes 
additional requirements above and beyond 10 CFR SO.54(k). deals with the safety concern that 
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safety concern not considered in NUREG-0694 and ..f1137 shall not be 
entertained as challenges to the sufficiency of those requirements. 
Second, where the contention or new evidence cannot be associated 
with a safety concern identified by NUREG-0694 or -0737, 10 CFR 
2.758 may be used to bring the matter to the Commission's attention 
without prior litigation on the merits. In this situation, a party must 
first make a prima facie case to the Board that application of a given 
rule in this particular proceeding would not serve the purpose for 
which that rule was adopted. If the party is able to make this case, the 
Commission will determine whether that rule will be waived or an 
exception made from its requirements in that case. 

We note that quite apart from the procedures of 10 CFR 2.758, parties 
are always free to bring to the attention of the Commission any matter 
within its jurisdiction. This course would be available to a party even 
where a Board had ruled that the party had not made the prima facie 
case required by 10 CFR 2.758. In such cases, the Commission is under 
no obligation to respond to the matter. 

In addition, of course, the specificity and lateness requirements of 10 
CFR 2.714 must be satisfied, where applicable, and the standards for 
reopening records must be satisfied. where applicable. Thus, to have a 
late filed contention admitted, the following factors must be considered: 

(i) Good cause. if any, for failure to file on time. 
<ii) The availability of other means whereby the petitioner's interest 

will be protected. 
(iii) The extent to which the petitioner's participation may reason

ably be expected to assist in developing a sound record. 
(iv) The extent to which the petitioner's interest will be represented 

by existing parties. 
(v) The extent to which the petitioner's participation will broaden 

the issue or delay the proceeding. 

In addition, the proponent of reopening the record must present 
significant new information, a requirement which could be satisfied by 

there must be adequate expertise in the control room at all times to cope with any accident or 
unexpected event The concern does not relate to the general design of the control room or to 
the need for specific control room equipment. Thus, a contention which purports to challenge 
the sufficiency of the shift manning requirement would have to be based on the argument that 
this requirement was inadequate to deal with control room staffmg. and a challenge to Item 
l.A.l.3 which focused on control room design and equipment would not be permissible. 
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reference to new information in NUREG-0737. Finally, it must be 
shown that the new information would have caused a different result 
had it been considered originally. 
It is so ORDERED. 

Dated at Washington, D.C. 
the 1st day of April, 1981. 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL J. CIDLK 
Secretary of the Commission 
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Cite as 13 NRC 367 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-637 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

Administrative Judges: 

Richard S. Salzman, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 
Christine N. Kohl 

In the MaHer of Docket Nos. 50-498 OL 
50-4990L 

HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER 
COMPANY, et al. 

(South Texas ProJect, Units 
1 and 2) April 16, 1981 

The Appeal Board dismisses intervenors' impermissible interlocutory 
appeals and, treating their filings as requests for directed certification, 
denies discretionary interlocutory review of the Licensing Board's sched
uling order and specification of issues to be considered at an expedited 
hearing on quality assurance and quality control matters in this operating 
licensing proceeding. 

RULES OF PRACllCE: INIERLOCUfORY APPEALS 

The Commission's Rules of Practice prohibit appeals of interlocutory 
licensing board rulings. 10 CFR 2.730(f). 

RULES OF PRACllCE: DISCRETIONARY INIERLOCUTORY 
REVIEW 

Requests for discretionary interlocutory review via directed certification 
pursuant to 10 CFR 2.718(i) and 2.785(b)(1) are granted infrequently and 
then only when a licensing board's action either (a) threatens the party 
adversely affected with immediate and serious irreparable harm which 
could not be remedied by a later appeal, or (b) affects the basic structure of 
the proceeding in a pervasive or unusual manner. Public Service Electric and 
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Gas Co. (Salem Station, Unit 1), ALAB-588, 11 NRC 533, 536 (1980), and 
cases cited there. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: SCHEDULING OF HEARINGS 

An appeal board generally will examine a licensing board's scheduling 
decision only if it is claimed that the licensing board abused its discretion 
by setting a hearing schedule that deprives a party of its right to procedural 
due process. Public Service Co. of Indiana. Inc. (Marble Hill Station, Units 1 
and 2), ALAB-459, 7 NRC 179, 188 (1978). 

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCRETIONARY INTERLOCUTORY 
REVIEW 

A licensing board's specification of issues to be heard, like its rejection of 
some (but not all) of a party's contentions, is a procedural matter not 
warranting interlocutory review absent exceptional circumstances. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: APPELLATE REVIEW 

Partial initial decisions that dispose of significant issues but do not yet 
authorize construction activity are appealable as of right. Houston Lighting 
and Power Co. (Allens Creek Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-301, 2 NRC 
853,854 (1975). 

APPEARANCES 

Mr. Lanny Sinkin, Austin, Texas, for intervenors Citizens 
Concerned About Nuclear Power, Inc., and Citizens for Equitable 
Utilities. 

Messrs. Jack R. Newman, Maurice Axelrad, and Alvin H. 
Gutterman, Washington, D. C., and Messrs. Fmis E. Cowan and 
Thomas B. Hudson, Jr., Houston, Texas, for applicants Houston 
Lighting & Power Company, et al. 

Mr. Jay M. Gutierrez for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff. 
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

I. 

Intervenors Citizens Concerned About Nuclear Power, Inc. (CCANP), 
and Citizens for Equitable Utilities (CEU) have jointly med two pleadings, 
each requesting interlocutory review of portions of the Licensing Board's 
April I, 1981, Third Prehearing Conference Order. The flrst, styled a 
"Notice of Appeal," objects to the Licensing Board's denial of intervenors' 
motions for a 9O-day postponement of the scheduled hearing date in this 
case.' The second pleading is a "Notice of Appeal and Request for 
Directed Certffication" of the Licensing Board's specffication of issues set 
forth in its Second Prehearing Conference Order (December 2, 1980) and 
reamrmed in its Third Prehearing Conference Order.l 

Intervenors argue that they established "good cause" to warrant a 
substantial delay in the start of the hearing. Specffica1ly, they point to (I) 
the extended illness of Mrs. Peggy Buchorn, described as "the only 
representative of [CEU] with the expertise and experience to serve as 
intervenor in these proceedings;" (2) the unexpected withdrawal of 
CCANP's legal counsel two weeks before the Third Prehearing Conference; 
rod (3) the unavailability during May of CCANP's representative '(Mr. 
Lanny Sinkin). Intervenors contend that the Licensing Board's refusal to 
:lelay the hearing in view of these factors "adversely impacts the goal of a 
;omplete record in the initial hearing by restricting the ability of 
'ntervenors to prepare for and participate in the hearing." They also assert 
that the Board gave too much weight to hearing room availability and 
?ersonal scheduling conflicts in devising the hearing schedule. 

In their second pleading, intervenors argue that the Board's delineation 
)f the issues under consideration in the upcoming initial hearing denies 
them certain relief "specffica1ly mandated" by the Commission in response 
:0 a prior request of intervenors. See CLI-80-32, 12 NRC 281 (1980). In that 
)roceeding, intervenors requested a hearing on an order issued by the 
:Ommission's Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement, 
lirecting applicants to show cause why safety-related construction activities 
It South Texas should not be halted pending modffication of certain 
>perations and procedUres. The Commission denied intervenors' hearing 

Intervenors later suggested a 3O-day postponement as an alternative. Tr. 379. 38S. The bearing 
I scheduled to commence May 12, 1981. 
Although intervenors address this pleading to the Commission, under the Rules of Practice, 
equests of this nature fall within our jurisdiction. See 10 CPR 2. 718(i). 2. 78S(bXI); Con.rutnen 
'ower Co. (Midland Plant, Units I and 2). ALAB-382, S NRC 603. 604 n.1 (1977). 
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request but granted them the alternative relief of litigating the "quality 
assurance/quality control" (QA/Qq issues they raised in this operating 
license adjudication. The Commission further ordered the Board assigned 
to the licensing proceeding to expedite the hearing on the quality control
related issues and to issue an early, separate decision on this matter. Id at 
291-292. Pursuant to that order, the Licensing Board held a prehearing 
conference and formulated the QAlQC issues that would be the focus of 
the expedited hearing. Second Prehearing Conference Order, Attachment; 
see also Third Prehearing Conference Order at 8-11. Intervenors contend 
that the issues as framed by the Licensing Board improperly deal with 
applicants' alleged remedial activities. They assert that the relief that the 
Commission granted them permits consideration in the separate, expedited 
hearing of only the applicants' past actions. 

Both the NRC staff and the applicants oppose intervenors' requests, 
primarily on the ground that intervenors have failed to show the 
"exceptional" circumstances necessary to warrant interlocutory review of 
either ruling. 

u. 

The Commission's Rules of Practice prohibit appeals of interlocutory 
licensing board rulings such as those involved here. 10 CFR 2.730(f). We 
will therefore treat both of intervenors' filings as requests for discretionary 
interlocutory review via directed certification. See 10 CFR 2.718(i) and 
2.785(b)(1). Such requests, however, are granted infrequently "and then 
only when a licensing board's action either (a) threatens the party adversely 
affected with immediate and serious irreparable harm which could not be 
remedied by a later appeal, or (b) affects the basic structure of the 
proceeding in a pervasive or unusual manner." Public Service Electric arul 
Gas Co. (Salem Station, Unit 1), ALAB-588, 11 NRC 533, 536 (1980), and 
cases cited. Intervenors have not satisfied these criteria as to either of their 
requests. 

A. 

Intervenors ask us to review and overturn the Licensing Board's denial 
of a postponement of the QAlQC hearing. But as we have stated 
previously, 

... we enter the scheduling thicket cautiously. We are inclined to do so 
only to entertain a claim that a board abused its discretion by setting a 
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hearing schedule that deprives a party of its right to procedural due 
process. 

Public Service Co. of Indiana, Inc. (Marble Hill Station, Units 1 and 2), 
ALAB-459, 7 NRC 179, 188 (1978). See also Public Service Co. of New 
Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-295, 2 NRC 668, 669-
670 (1975). Moreover, we are particularly loath to interfere with a licensing 
board's denial of a request to delay a proceeding where, as here, the 
Commission has ordered an expedited hearing. In such a circumstance, 
there must be a compelling demonstration of a denial of due process or the 
threat of immediate and serious irreparable harm in order to invoke our 
discretionary review. 

Intervenors' arguments do not rise to this level. They contend that, 
absent at least a 30-day extension of the hearing date,' their ability to 
prepare for and participate in the initial hearing will be "seriously 
restricted." As noted above, they attribute their need for additional time to 
the illness of CEU's representative, the withdrawal of CCANP's counsel, 
and the unavailability of CCANP's representative to prepare for the May 
hearing. Yet balanced against these considerations are the following facts: 
(1) intervenors have known since November 19, 1980, that the hearing 
would commence in early May 1981 and that alterations to the schedule 
would be disfavored (fr. 322-323; Second Prehearing Conference Order at 
5-7); (2) intervenors have not provided any specific explanation as to why 
no other members of their organizations are available or able to participate 
in the upcoming hearing;4 (3) the parties will have had almost two full 
months between the Board's oral ruling (at the Third Prehearing Confer
ence) denying the postponement and the fIrst day of hearing; and (4) 
perhaps most important, the Commission ordered this hearing to be 
expedited almost seven months ago. 

We cannot say that the Licensing Board abused its discretion or denied 
intervenors due process in weighing these competing interests and devising 
a schedule that necessarily takes account of other exigencies (such as 
hearing room and judge availability).s Intervenors have failed to show that 

lSee note I, Slpra. . . • '" 
4In this regard, we note that CCANP recently filed with us a pleading in another pending 
"appeal" involving South Te=, signed by a representative other than Mr. SinJdn and showing 
an attorney "of counsel" (CCANP's "Opposition to NRC's 'Notice of Appeal and List of 
Exceptions' and Cross-Appeal-March 24, 1981 j. In addition, Mrs. Buchom of CEU stated at 
the Third Prehearing Conference that she would do "everything in [her] power to be ready by 
(the May 12 hearing date]." Tr. 380. 
'The Board also made numerous efforts to accommodate intervenors' needs in setting the 
hearing schedule. Tr. 389, 391, 393-396. Moreover, while denying a delay in the hearing. it 
granted intervenors' requests to file its witness lists out of time. Third Prehearing Conference 
Order at 6. 
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the Board's hearing schedule will either cause them "immediate and serious 
irreparable harm" or affect "the basic structure of the proceeding in a 
pervasive or unusual manner." Under these circumstances, our intervention 
in this scheduling dispute is not justified. 

B. 

We must similarly deny intervenors' request for review of the Ucensins 
Board's specification of issues for consideration in the QAlQC hearing.6 

This is yet another procedural matter within the Licensing Board's 
discretion, not warranting our interference absent a showing of the 
exceptional circumstances specified in Salem, supra. And again, intervenors 
have failed to demonstrate such circumstances exist here. 

As we understand intervenors' argument, their principal objection to the 
issues formulated by the Board is that they assertedly cover more (and new) 
quality control-related matters than the Commission intended in its 
September 1980 order. Intervenors contend that this action thus "denies 
[them] relief specifically mandated by the Commission in said Memoran· 
dum and Order." Beyond this generalized assertion, however, intervenors 
fail to explain exactly how the Board's statement of issues t:esults in such a 
denial of relief and consequently "immediate and serious irreparable 
harm." 

Assuming arguendo that the Board's issues do broaden the intended 
scope of the hearing ordered by the Commission,' we do not see how this 
denies intervenors, either in fact or in effect, the separate, expedited hearins 
on their QAlQC issues. The Ucensing Board has not issued any fmal rulinS 
on applicants' QAlQC program, and intervenors will be free to pursue theit 
related contentions and issues at the hearing. This is neither immediate nOI 
serious irreparable harm. Moreover, we perceive no pervasive or unusual 
effect on the basic structure of the hearing as a result of an alleged 
broadening of the QA/QC issues. 

Intervenors' request for review of the Board's delineation of issues in this 
special hearing is analogous to a request for review of a licensing board's 
rejection of some, but not all, of a party's contentions advanced in 
connection with its petition to intervene. As we pointed out in TexaJ 
Utilities Generating Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, Units 1 
and 2), ALAB-599, 12 NRC 1,2 (1980), this type of appeal "is unauthorized 
by the Commission's Rules of Practice" since it does not dispose of the 

6The Licensing Board expressly denied intervenors' motion to certify this question to us. Third 
Prehearing Conference Order at 11. 
7Jn view of our denial of the request for directed certification, we express no judgment OIl 

whether the Board's ruling is consistent with the Commission's Order. 
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petition in its entirety. See 10 CFR 2.714a. But, as we also noted, a party 
aggrieved by such board action can raise the rejection of these contentions 
on appeal from the board's initial decision. 12 NRC at 2 n.l. The same is 
true in this case. If indeed the Board's specification of issues is at odds with 
the Commission's direction and ultimately causes harm to intervenors, they 
will have every opportunity to challenge the Board's partial initial decision 
- issued after the hearing - on appeal.8 

In sum, intervenors have failed to demonstrate - and we are unable to 
fmd - the exceptional circumstances that would warrant the exercise of 
discretionary review, via directed certification, of the two procedural rulings 
challenged here. Accordingly, intervenors' appeals are disrriissed and their 
request for directed certification is denied \I 

It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 

'Hourton Lighling & Puwer Co. (AlIens Creek Station, Units 1 and 2). ALAB-301, 2 NRC 853. 
854 (1975). See also Third Prehearing Conference Order at 11. 
'Still pending our consideration in this case arc the starrs '"Notice of Appeal and List of 
Exceptions" and "Motion for Directed Certlfication," which relate to a separate Licensing 
Board ruling. 
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.Cite as 13 NRC 374 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-638 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

Administrative Judges: 

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman 
Dr. Lawrence R. Quarles 

Thomas S. Moore 

In the MaHer of Docket No. 50-409 SFP 

DAIRYLAND POWER 
COOPERATIVE 

(LaCrosse Boiling Water 
Reactor) April 27, 1981 

On mootness grounds, the Appeal Board (1) dismisses the referral by the 
Licensing Board of its ruling in Part III of LBP-80-2 (11 NRC 44, 65-77); 
(2) dismisses a related NRC staff exception; and (3) vacates Part III under 
the doctrine of United States v. Munsingwea" 340 U.S. 36 (1950). 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

The Dairyland Power Cooperative holds a provisional operating license 
for its LaCrosse nuclear facility. In an initial decision rendered in January 
1980, the Licensing Board acted favorably on Dairyland's application for 
an amendment to that license which would permit the expansion of the 
storage capacity of the facility's spent fuel pool. LBP-80-2, 11 NRC 44. 
That result was later affmned by us in ALAB-617, 12 NRC 430 (1980). 

As ALAB-617 reflects, a sharp controversy had arisen below respecting 
whether, in the course of passing upon the spent fuel pool expansion 
proposal, the Licensing Board should inquire into the continued need for 
the power generated by the LaCrosse facility. Rejecting the insistence of 
both the applicant and the NRC staff that it lacked the jurisdiction to do so, 
the Board had conducted an evidentiary hearing on the need-for-power 
question and then, in the initial decision (11 NRC at 77 et seq. ), had found 
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that LaCrosse-generated electricity would be needed at least until the end 
of 1982 .. 

That fmding (which was not challenged before us by any party) 
obviously stripped the Board's jurisdictional ruling of any significance 
insofar as this proceeding is concemed.1 Nonetheless, at the end of its 
initial decision the Board fulfilled a prior oral commitment to refer the 
ruling to us under 10 CFR 2.730(f). 11 NRC at 104. In addition, the staff 
flIed an exception to the initial decision for the stated purpose of bringing 
into specific question one of the underpinnings of the ruling. 

Given the fact that by then the jurisdictional ruling had become entirely 
academic (and the additional fact that the ruling had rested upon the 
particular and seemingly sui generis circumstances of this case), in ALAB-
631 we might well have simply dismissed both the referral and the exception 
on that ground. We chose, however, to follow a different course by reason 
of the pendency of a similar (albeit not identical) question which had been 
raised in another spent fuel pool expansion proceeding, decided by the 
Licensing Board and likewise referred to us. Consumers Power Co. (Big 
Rock Point Nuclear Plant), LBP-80-25, 12 NRC 355 (1980). That referral 
had been promptly accepted because "unlike the situation in LaCrosse, the 
Big Rock Point ruling had an immediate and significant practical effect". 
ALAB-617, 12 NRC at 432. In the totality of circumstances, it seemed 
"prudent" to hold the LACrosse referral and the related staff exception in 
abeyance to await our determination of the Big Rock Point controversy. 
Ibid. 

Big Rock Point has now been decided. ALAB-636, 13 NRC 312, 318 
(March 31, 1981) (petition for Commission review pending). In light of that 
decision, we have reexamined the matter of the warrant for undertaking a 
close examination of the merits of the LACrosse ruling in its current wholly 
academic setting. We fmd none. Stated otherwise, there simply is no need to 
spend time and resources on a moot inquiry presented in a context which 
appears most unlikely to recur. 

IThc basis for the ruling was developed in the initial decision, 11 NRC at 65-77. 
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For this reason, (1) the referral by the Licensing Board of the ruling 
contained in Part III of LBP-80-2, supra, 11 NRC at 65-77; and (2) the 
related exception of the NRC staff are dismissed on the ground of mootness. 
On the same ground, Part III is vacated United States v. Munsingwear. 340 
U.S. 36 (1950); Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear 
Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB455, 7 NRC 41, 55 (1978). 

It is so ORDERED. 

I 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the 
Appeal Board 
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Cite as 13 NRC 377 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

Before Administrative Judges: 

Herbert Grossman, Chairman 
Dr. Oscar H. Paris 
Frederick J. Shan 

LBP-81-9 

In the MaHer of Docket No. 50-155 OLA 
(Spent Fuel Pool Expansion) 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
(Big Rock Point Nuclear Plant) April 22, 1981 

The Licensing Board issues a memorandum in response to the Appeal 
Board's decision in ALAB-636, 13 NRC 312 (1981), which reversed that 
Licensing Board's determination in LBP-80-25, 12 NRC 355 (1980), that 
Section 102(2)(C) of NEPA requires the preparation of an £IS covering the 
impacts of a proposed spent fuel pool expansion for a plant that had been 
licensed before NEPA. 

MEMORANDUM 

(Reassuring Staff Of Lack Of Prejudgment Of Environmental 
Assessment Suggested By ALAB-636) 

In its decision of March 31, 1981, ALAB-636, 13 NRC 312, the Appeal 
Board reversed this Licensing Board's September 12, 1980 determination, 
LBP-80-25, 12 NRC 355, that § 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA), 42 USC 4332(2)(C), requires the preparation of an 
environmental impact statement (EIS) covering the impacts of a proposed 
spent fuel pool expansion for a plant that had been licensed before NEPA.l 

IThe EIS we had required would have been considerably more limited than a construction 
permit or operating license review since it would not have included as an environmental cost 
either the cost of constructing the facility or the cost of operating the facility to the extent the 
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We had based our decision on the grounds that the expansion was for the 
sole purpose of permitting an additional ten-year term of reactor operation 
that had never been environmentally reviewed because the facility had been 
licensed before the passage ofNEPA and had never had any of its term of 
operation environmentally reviewed. The Appeal Board held that NEPA 
does not require considering the environmental impacts resulting from a 
Federal action that merely permits continued reactor operation without any 
change in reactor operation.2 We cannot, of course, quarrel with the Appeal 
Board's reversal of our holding. 

The Appeal Board also directed the Licensing Board to "rethink," 
ALAB-636, 13 NRC 330 (1981), and "reconsider," id. 333, its purported 
further determinations that (1) the Staff would inevitably decline to prepare 
an EIS and (2) the failure to issue an EIS would be erroneous also because 
the impacts from the physical expansion of the spent fuel pool (disregarding 
the continued plant operation that the expansion might afford) themselves 
necessitate the preparation of an EIS. The Appeal Board discoursed at 
length about the "chilling effect" our "unwise, if not improper" premature 
decision would have in "inhibit[ing)" the Staff from doing its job of 
determining whether an EIS is necessary in an "honest and objective 
fashion," and would result in compromising the "integrity of the hearing 
process." Id. 330, 331. 

This Board has no little difficulty in rethinking something that it had not 
thought in the flrst place and in reconsidering "an inappropriate prejudg
ment of the staffs position," (id 331), that is not evidenced in our decision. 
Simply stated. we never decided that the Staff was unalterably committed 
to not preparing an EIS or that any effect of the proposed spent fuel pool 
.expansion other than the continued plant operation it would afford necessi
tated the preparation of an EIS. We have carefully reexamined our 
Memorandum and Order, as well as the Appeal Board's decision, in order 
to locate the source of the confusion. On reflection, it appears to us to stem 
from our beginning assumption, apparently not shared by the Appeal 
Board3 , that a single Federal action such as the proposed amendment of the 
license to permit a spent fuel pool expansion, requires and permits the 
preparation of but a single environmental document encompassing all of 
the impacts of that action: an environmental impact statement, if the 
action is major and has a signillcant effect upon the human environment; 

operation would not be directly facilitated by the spent fuel pool expansion. LBP-8O-2S, supra, 
12 NRC 365. 
2The Appeal Board disclaimed any reliance upon the prohibition against a retroactive 
application of NEPA for its decision. ALAB-636, 13 NRC 329 (1981) fn. 32. Such reliance 
could have served to distinguish this situation from a license renewal application. 
'See ALAB-636, supra, p. 329-330. 
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an environmental impact appraisal (EIA), accompanied by a negative 
declaration, if otherwise. §102 of NEPA, 42 USC 4332, supra,,· 10 CFR 
§§S1.S, S1.7. We had never considered that a single major action having a 
number of environmental impacts would require or even permit the 
preparation of separate environmental reviewing documents covering 
separate impacts, some which may be minor and some major, with an EIS 
(or EISs) covering the major impacts and an EIA (or EIAs) covering the 
minor ones. Hence, once we had determined that one of the effects of the 
licensing action, viz. the continued operation of the facility over a lengthy 
term, necessitated the preparation of an EIS, we ordered that the document 
also cover all other environmental impacts of the licensing action, even 
though those impacts standing alone might not have required an EIS. It was 
this part of our order (12 NRC 366) which was the apparent source of 
confusion. 

We did not believe that the continued plant operation effect and other 
effects of the expansion could be viewed as separate Federal actions 
requiring the preparation of separate environmental documents (e.g., 2 
EISs, 2 EIAs, or an EIS and EIA).4 As we read 10 CFR §§S1.S and SI.7, the 
action to be assessed was the amendment of the license to permit the spent 
fuel pool expansion. Thus, the environmental review would have considered 
all of the impacts resulting from that action and, in our view, those impacts 
included continued plant operation.' 

From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that the parties can be further 
reassured that our Memorandum and Order did not also postulate, as 
suggested by the Appeal Board, ALAB-636, 13 NRC 331 (1981), fn. 36, that 
an action that otherwise does not have a significant effect on the 
environment may be transformed into one that does by the absence of an 
environmental review of a different, prior action. The Appeal Board's 
suggestion was in the context of our having distinguished the instant 
proposed spent fuel pool expansion from other spent fuel pool expansions 
in which EISs were not required.6 We noted that in those cases there had 
been prior environmental reviews that need not be duplicated for the spent 

41bid. 
'We concede that if one were" to begin with the assumption (as we did not) that the separate 
impacts of a single licensing action may require the preparation of separate environmental 
documents, one could easily misinterpret our decision as requiring an EIS to cover continued 
plant operation and at least one other EIS to cover all other impacts arising from the spent fuel 
pool expansion. In fact, all that we determined was that the action facilitating continued plant 
operation required the preparation of an EIS. 
'Commonwealth Edison Company (Zion Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-80-7, 11 NRC 24S (1980); 
Portland General Electric Company (frojan Nuclear Plant). LBP-78-32, 8 NRC 413, 449-50 
(1978), afJ'd, .ALAB-S31, 9 NRC 263 (197"9), Duquesne light Company (Beaver Valley Power 
Station, Unit 1) LBP-78-16, 7 NRC 811, 816 (1978); Northern States Power Company (Prairie 
Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2), LBP-77-S1, 6 NRC 26S, 268 (1977), afJ'd! 
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fuel pool expansion. However, as we thought was apparent in our opinion, 
those prior environmental reviews were prepared at the operating license 
stage and covered the impacts from the operation of the reactor that we 
recognized should not have to be duplicated in the spent fuel pool 
expansion proceeding. Since none of the other impacts of the spent fuel 
pool expansions in those cases could have been covered in the environmen
tal review at the operating license proceeding, the only portion of the review 
of the proposed spent fuel pool expansion that could have duplicated the 
prior environmental review was that regarding the continued plant 
operation. The impacts of the change in fuel pool itself have been deemed 
negligible in all cases we have discovered. We do not disagree with the 
fmdings in those cases: we thought we had carefully distinguished them 
from the case at bar. 

In sum, we need not await the preparation of the Stairs environmental 
analysis as suggested by the Appeal Board, id 330, 333, to aflirm to the 
parties that our September 12, 1980 Memorandum and Order did not in any 
measure prejudge the issue of whether the effects of expanding the spent 
fuel pool, per se, necessitate the preparation of an EIS.7 If one purpose of 
the Appeal Board's discussion is to facilitate the Stairs making its analysis 
in "an honest and objective fashion," we have concluded that we would be 
better advised to clarify our position before the Staff makes its assessment. 
The Staff should be reassured, regardless of the outcome of Commission 
review, that it can proceed totally uninhibited by our September 12, 1980 
Order, which was directed solely towards the question of whether the 
additional term of operation that the expansion would permit necessitated 
the preparation of an EIS,8 a matter on which the Appeal Board has now 
spoken. Similarly, in view of the Appeal Board opinion, we take no position 
at this juncture on whether the other effects of the spent fuel pool expansion 
require the preparation of more than one environmental document. 

ALAB-4SS, 7 NRC 41 (1978), remanded on other groundr, sub. nom. State of Minnesota Y. NRC, 
602 F 2d 412 D.C. Cir. 1979). 
7ALAB-636 faulted us for purportedly prejudging the question of whether an EIS is 
necessitated by the impacts that might result from the spent fuel pool expansion, other than 
from continued plant operation. However, it decided the continued plant operation issue on 
the merits, apparently accepting our view that this issue could be considered ripe for 
determination as a matter of law, notwithstanding that the environmental assessment had not 
yet issued. See LBP-8()'2S, supra, 12 NRC 364, fn. 2. We concede that a strict adherence to 
NRC procedures might have required our also delaying this question until after the StafThad 
spoken. But we were aware that operation of a nuclear plant for some years has heretofore 
always required an EIS, and we were reluctant to delay such a decision lest the delay result in a 
shutdown for lack of storage space. 
'1bat we had requested to assume only "arguendo" the Staffs prospective issuance of an EIA 
was recognized early in the Appeal Board's decision. ALAB-636, 13 NRC 31S (1981). It was 
apparently forgotten when we were later seen as promoting this assumption into "an 
inappropriate prejudgment of the staffs position." Id. 331, 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 22nd day of April 1981. 

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFElY 
AND LICENSING BOARD 

Herbert Grossman, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Dr. Oscar H. Paris, Member 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Frederick J. Shon, Member 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 
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Cite as 13 NRC 382 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

Before Administrative Judges 

Marshall E. Miller, Chairman 
Gustave A. Linenberger 

Dr. Linda W. Little 

In the Matter of Docket Nos. STN 50-510 
STN 50-511 

GULF STATES UTILITIES 
COMPANY 

(Blue Hills Station, Units 1 
and 2) April 28, 1981 

In response to applicant's request for an early site review in connection 
with this construction permit proceeding, the Licensing Board issues a 
partial initial decision on site suitability. 

TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED: 

Regional demography - exclusion area, low population zone, 
population center distance; 

Meteorology - design basis tornado, atmospheric dispersion of 
accidental and routine airborne releases of effiuents from nuclear 
plants; 

Hydrology - Texas Water Plan, probable maximum flood, 
probable maximum precipitation; 

Seismology and Geology - tectonic province, safe shutdown 
earthquake, operating basis earthquake, design response spectra, 
seismic design criteria, soil liquefaction; 

ACRS Review; 
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Common Defense and Security; 

NEPA Requirements and the EIS - Oosed cycle cooling system, 
service water system, discharge of chemical wastes, electrical 
transmission system, construction impacts, socioeconomic impacts, 
land use impacts, impacts on species populations, water quality, 
transportation of radioactive materials, alternate sites. 

APPEARANCFS OF COUNSEL 

Mark J. Wetterbahn, Esq., of Conner, Moore and Corber, 
Washington, D.C. 

Stanley Plettman, Esq., of Orgain, Bell & Tucker, Beaumont, Texas, 
For the Applicant, Gulf States Utilities Company 

Richard Lowerre, Esq., Assistant Attorney General, For the State of 
Texas 

Colleen P. Woodhead, Esq. and Lawrence Brenner, Esq., Office of 
the Executive Legal Director, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Washington, D.C. For the NRC Staff 
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PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION 

(Early Site Review) 

I. INIRODUCfION 

This is a proceeding on the application of Gulf States Utilities Company 
("Applicant''} for construction permits for the proposed Blue Hills Station, 
Units 1 and 2 (the "facility") to be located in Newton County, Texas. This 
Partial Initial Decision examines the Applicant's request for Early Site 
Review, in accordance with NRC's "Early Site Reviews and Limited Work 
Authorizations", 42 Fed. Reg. 22882 (May 5, 1977), effective June 6, 1977. 

1. The proposed facility would consist of two pressurized water reactors 
(PWR), each designated for initial operation at approximately 957 MWe 
(gross).' The proposed site is the Applicant's 1221-ba (3016 acre) site on the 
lower basin of Toledo Bend Reservoir in eastern Texas (Newton County), 
approximately 14.5 km (9 miles) west of the Texas-Louisiana border and 
40.2 km (25 miles) east-northeast of the city of Jasper, Texas.2 It is 17 miles 
east of Sam Rayburn Reservoir. Farm-ta-Market Road 255 runs east-west 
about two miles south of the site. 

2. On June 27, 1974, Applicant applied to the Atomic Energy 
Commission, predecessor to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), 
for construction permits for two pressurized light water reactors for its Blue 
Hills Station, Units .I and 2, to be located in Newton County, Texas. The 
Commission issued a "Notice of Hearing on Application for Construction 
Permits" on October 29, 1975 (40 Fed. Reg. 52768, Nov. 12, 1975, as 
corrected, 40 Fed. Reg. 54031, Nov. 20, 1975). At that time, an Atomic 
Safety and Licensing Board (Board) was establisbed. Since that time, the 
Board has been reconstituted on two occasions (41 Fed. Reg. 37678, 1976; 
43 Fed. Reg. 8871, 1978). No petitions for leave to intervene were received 
in response to the original notice. The State of Texas requested participa
tion in the proceeding as an "interested State" pursuant to 10 CFR Section 
2.715(c). This proceeding is an uncontested proceeding as defmed by 10 
CFR Section 2.4{n). 

3. Applicant subsequently amended its application for construction 
permits to include a request for a partial initial decision on early site review 
leading to construction permits and operating licenses, in accordance with 

'Stafrs Exhibits 7, 7A, 7B, Fmal Site Environmental Statement (NUREG-0449), Blue Hills 
Station, Unit Nos. I and 2, July 1978, U.s. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office ofNuc1ear 
Reactor Regulation, Washington, D.C. (hereafter FSES), received into evidence at Tr. 169; 
Applicant's Exhibit 2, Appendix A, at 2). 
Ilbid. 
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"Early Site Reviews and Limited Work Authorizations" (42 Fed Reg. 
22882, May 5, 1977; effective June 6, 1977). Reasons cited by Applicant for 
this amendment were changes in load forecasts, construction schedule, and 
a resulting slippage in dates for the proposed facility. On May 3, 1978, the 
Commission issued a ''Notice of Hearing on Application for Early Site 
Review" (43 Fed Reg. 20572, May 12, 1978). Notices (display advertise
ments) of the public hearing were published in the Leesville (Louisiana) 
Leader, the Jasper (Texas) News Boy, and the Newton (Texas) News. No 
timely petitions for leave to intervene were received in response to this 
Notice. The State of Texas reiterated its desire to participate as an 
interested state pursuant to 10 CFR Section 2.715(c), which request was 
granted by the Board. On November I, 1978, the Commission's Office of 
the Secretariat received an undated petition for leave to intervene from D. 
Michael McCaughan, Member, The Environmental Task Force, 3131 
Timmons Lane, Apt. 254, Houston, Texas 77027. Both Applicant and Staff 
opposed this untimely petition. On December 27, 1978, the Board denied 
the petition, based on a failure to demonstrate interest or standing to 
intervene, and after consideration of factors required for late intervention 
[10 CFR Section 2.714(a)(I)(i-v)]. 

4. The Board published a "Notice of Hearing on Application for Early 
Site Review" on April 6, 1979 (44 Fed Reg. 22231). The duly noticed 
prehearing conference and evidentiary hearing were held May 8-9, 1979, in 
Jasper, Texas. During the course of the hearing, a number of limited 
appearance statements were received, pursuant to 10 CFR Section 2.715(a) 
(Tr. 31-41, 126-59, 258-87). On May 8, 1979, the technical members of the 
Board toured the proposed site and viewed portions of Toledo Bend 
Reservoir and other points of interest related to the proposed Station, 
including proposed intake and discharge sites. 

5. Following completion of the evidentiary hearing on suitability of the 
site, the Commission issued certain siting-related documents which the 
Board considered potentially applicable to the Blue Hills proceeding. These 
were: 

"Report of the Siting Policy Task Force," NUREG-0625 (August, 
1979) 

"Advance Notice of Rulemaking: Revision of Reactor Siting 
Criteria" (July 23, 1980) 

Proposed amendments to emergency planning regulations for produc
tion and utilization facilities (44 Fed Reg. 54308, September 19, 1979; 
44 Fed Reg. 75167, Dec. 19, 1979) 
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Final rule on emergency planning (45 Fed Reg. 55402, August 19, 
1980) . 

Statement of Interim Policy on "Nuclear Power Plant Accident 
Considerations Under the National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969" (June 9, 1980) 

"Proposed Licensing Requirements for Pending Applications for 
Construction Permits and Manufacturing License", NUREG-0718 
(August, 1980) 

Upon further examination of that part of the evidentiary record (ER at 
2.2-49, Suppl. 1; Tr. 259-260) relating to possible transfers of water from the 
Sabine River and its tributaries and reservoirs to other portions of the State 
of Texas, the Board sua sponte obtained and reviewed the "Texas Water 
Plan: Summary" (fexas Water Development Board, November, 1968). 

On September 9, 1980, the Board issued an "Order Requesting Briefs 
and Additional Information," requesting from Applicant and Staff state
ments of position and supplemental information on applicability or 
potential applicability to the instant early site review of the rules, proposed 
rules, and other documents described supra. Responses were provided by 
the Staff on October 15, 1980 and by the Applicant on January 23, 1981. 
The "Order" and the "Responses" are hereby incorporated as supplements 
to the record of this proceeding. 

6. The record of this proceeding consists of the transcript of the 
prehearing conference of May 8, 1979 (fr. 1-29), the transcript of the 
evidentiary sessions of May 8-9, 1979 (fr. 30-289), the Board order and 
responses (supra), and the exhibits which were received in evidence listed in 
Appendix A, attached hereto. 

7. The parties to this proceeding are the Applicant, the NRC Staff 
(Stafi), and the State of Texas (State). The State participated as an 
"interested state" pursuant to 10 CFR Section 2.7 1 5(c). The State of 
Louisiana did not participate, although copies of the DES were submitted 
to the Louisiana Board of Nuclear Energy for notification and review (fr. 
251). 

8. Pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR Section 2.101(a-l), the 
Applicant has submitted proposed fmdings on the issues on which it has 
requested review and a statement of the bases or reasons for those fmdings 
and has submitted a range of postulated facility design and operation 
parameters to enable the requested review of site suitability issues to be 
performed under the applicable provisions of Parts 50,51 and 100. 

9. The Applicant has also submitted information concerning the 
Applicant's site selection process and long range plans for ultimate 
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development of the site. With regard to the ultimate development of the 
site, the Applicant has stated that the Blue Hills site (which has also been 
referred to by the Staff as Site G) is ultimately capable of supporting four 
nuclear power facilities of the general size and type being licensed in the 
United States. However, the Applicant clearly indicated that such informa
tion was submitted to fulfill the requirements of Sections 2.101(a-1)(1) and 
2.603, and no fmding on the suitability of the Blue Hills site for four units 
was requested or made herein. The Applicant recognized that should it wish 
to site any more than two reactors at Blue Hills, it must submit a new 
application, including a new alternative site study, to the NRC (Tr. 14). 

10. Following the conclusion of the evidentiary hearing, the Applicant 
submitted its Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law on June 7, 
1979. The Staffs proposed findings and conclusions adopted those 
proposed by the Applicant, with certain specified exceptions and modifica
tions fUed July 5, 1979. In response to the Board's Order Requesting Briefs 
and Additional Information entered September 9, 1980, responses were 
provided by the Staff on October 15, 1980, and by the Applicant on 
January 23, 1981. In those instances in which the proposed fmdings were 
found by the Board to be complete, accurate and supported by the record, 
they have been substantially adopted by the Board. In all other cases, the 
Board made its own fmdings or substantially modified the proposed 
fmdings submitted by either the Applicant or the Staff, based upon the 
evidentiary record. Any proposed fmdings of fact and conclusions of law 
submitted by the parties which are not Incorporated, directly or inferentially, 
into this Partial Initial Decision are herewith rejected as being unnecessary 
to the rendering of this decision. 

II. FINDINGS OF FACf ON SITE SUITABILl1Y AND SAFElY 
MATI'ERS 

11. Applicant submitted an application (Applicant's Exhibit 2) and a 
Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) (Applicant's Exhibit 4) 
containing detailed technical information relative to site suitability and 
safety matters for which Applicant has requested early site review, as set 
forth in Attachment A to the License Application (Applicant's Exhibit 2). 
The PSAR format adheres to Regulatory Guide 1.70, Standard Format and 
Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants, Revision 1 
(USAEC, October, 1972). 

12. The Staff reviewed the PSAR and issued its Early Site Review for 
the Blue Hills Site ("ESR", NUREG-0131) in January, 1977 (Staff Exhibit 
8). Supplement 1 to the Early Site Review for the Blue Hills Site was issued 
in June, 1977 (Staff Exhibit 9). Staff Exhibits 8 and 9 summarize the results 
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of the Staffs technical evaluation of the suitability of the proposed Blue 
Hills site for a nuclear power plant, and delineate the scope of the technical 
matters relative to the radiological health and safety aspects of the proposed 
facility. 

13. Based on its evaluation, the Staff concluded that the Blue Hills site 
is acceptable under the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100 for the construction 
and operation of a nuclear power plant of the general type and size being 
proposed for other sites in the United States. 

14. The Board fmds that the Applicant has provided sufficient 
information relative to the radiological health and safety of the proposed 
site, and that the Staffs review and evaluation of that information is 
adequate. 

A. Regional Demography and Land and Water Use 

15. The exclusion area (radius of 0.86 mile or 1390 meters) is entirely 
within the site boundary. No public highways, waterways, or railroads 
traverse the exclusion area. There are no residences within the exclusion 
area. The site is totally owned by the Applicant, which will have authority 
to determine all activities within the exclusion area, as required by 10 CFR 
Part 100 (pSAR Section 2.1.2 and response 31.22; ESR Section 2.1; Tr. 51). 
The exclusion area can meet the applicable guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100 
and is acceptable. The exclusion area also exceeds the value of 0.5 mile, 
cited in the Report of the Siting Policy Task Force (NUREG-0625, August, 
1979) as a distance which "would provide reasonable assurance ... that 
radiation doses beyond this distance would not result in consequences 
greater than the present guidelines values given in Part 100.11, assuming 
that the engineered safety features function as designed." 

16. The 1970 population within 10 miles of the site was estimated by 
Applicant to be about 1500 people; within 50 miles, 155,500 people. These 
populations are projected to approximately double by the year 2020. 
Transient population resulting from recreational activities near the Toledo 
Bend Reservoir occurs between four and five miles and reached a total of 
23,000 during 1973. The transient population has been estimated to reach 
63,000 by the year 2020 (pSAR Section 2.1.3; ESR Section 2.1). On a 
demographic basis (1970 data), the Blue Hills site ranks very favorably with 
other sites licensed by the Commission (Applicant's Response to Board 
Order, 2-3, citing NUREG-0348, "Demographic Statistics Pertaining to 
Nuclear Power Reactor Sites" (October, 1979». 

17. The Applicant has specified a low population zone of three miles 
radius. The population within that area is stated to be 10 for the 1970 
census year, and the Applicant estimates no more than 22 by the year 2020. 
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No characteristics of the low population zone have been identified which 
would preclude formulation of an acceptable emergency plan for the 
residents within the zone as required by 10 CFR Part l00.3(b). No other 
fmding was requested by Applicant at this stage. Full fmdings on 
emergency planning, including consideration of emergency planning zones 
of 10 and 50 miles radii (45 Fed Reg. 55402), will be made at the 
construction permit stage. 

18. There are no large communities in the vicinity of the site. The largest 
unincorporated area within 50 miles is the Fort Polk military base with a 
population of 24,000 and located 33 miles east of the site. There are no 
communities within 50 miles with a 1970 population of 25,000 or more. The 
nearest population center is properly identified and this satisfies the 10 
CFR Part 100 requirement that a population center distance be at least one 
and one-third times the distance from the reactor to the outer boundary of 
the low population zone (pSAR Section 2.1.3.5; ESR Section 2.1). The low 
population zone is acceptable. 

19. A reactor system and engineered safeguards have not yet been 
defmed for the Blue Hills site, and thus offsite doses from postulated design 
bases accidents cannot be compared to the guideline values of 10 CFR Part 
100. However, based on experience at other licensed power plants and those 
currently under review, the parameters of the exclusion area and low 
population zone, and meteorological dispersion factors existing at the site, it 
can be concluded that the Blue Hills site is acceptable under the guidelines 
of 10 CFR Part 100 for the construction and operation of a two-unit 
nuclear power plant of the general type and size being proposed for other 
sites in the United States (ESR Section 2.1). 

20. There are no significant industries, waterways, airports, mining 
activities, railroads, or military facilities within 10 miles of the Blue Hills 
site. The nearest major roadway is State Highway 87 which passes, at its 
closest approach, about two miles west of the site. The nearest pipeline is an 
eight-inch crude oil line passing about five miles southeast of the site, and 
the nearest railroad is a line of the Sante Fe Railroad 18 miles west of the 
site. Federal Airway V212 passes about five miles north of the site (pSAR 
Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2; ESR Section 2.2). 

21. The nature and extent of activities at nearby industrial, military, and 
transportation facilities have been evaluated. There are no activities in the 
vicinity currently going on or presently planned which have the potential 
for precluding use of this site for a nuclear power plant as outlined in the 
application (pSAR Section 2.2.3; ER Section 2.2). 
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B. Meteorology 

22. As described below, a sufficient description of the regional 
meteorological conditions of importance to the safe design and siting of a 
nuclear power plant at the Blue Hills site has been provided (ESR Section 
2.3; Tr. 177-96). 

23. Snowfall is a rarity in the region, averaging less than one inch per 
year. However, occasional storms in the general vicinity accumulated up to 
10 inches of snow on the ground. One or two ice storms, some occasionally 
severe, may occur each year in the area. Similarly, the mean annual number 
of days of hail in the region is one or two. A design load for roofs of safety
related structures of 30 pounds per square foot as proposed by the 
Applicant, is acceptable for loads due to snow at the Blue Hills site (pSAR 
Section 2.3.1; ESR Section 2.3.1). 

24. Between 1953 and 1974, 116 tornadoes occurred within a 10,000 
square mile area containing the site, resulting in a recurrence interval of 670 
years for a tornado at the plant site. The design basis tornado proposed is 
similar to the design basis tornado parameters for Region I as described in 
Regulatory Guide 1.76 "Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants," 
and is acceptable for the site. These parameters include a maximum wind 
speed of 360 miles per hour consisting of a maximum rotational speed of 
290 miles per hour and a maximum translational speed of 70 miles per 
hour; a minimum translational speed of five miles per hour; a radius of 
maximum rotational speed of 150 feet; a pressure drop of three pounds per 
square inch; and a rate of pressure drop of two pounds per square inch per 
second. Hurricanes and tropical storms also effect the site area. Because the 
site is 95 miles inland from the Gulf of Mexico, the velocities of wind from 
these storms are less at the site than at the Gulf Coast. An operating basis 
wind speed (defmed as the "fastest mile" with speed at a height of 30 feet 
with a return of 100 years) of 90 miles per hour is acceptable (pSAR 
Sections 2.3.2.2. I-wind, and 3.3.2.1; ESR Section 2.3.1). 

25. The meteorological data from the region has been examined to 
select appropriate meteorological conditions in considering the design 
requirements for an ultimate heat sink as recommended in Regulatory 
Guide 1.27, "Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Power Plants." The 
meteorological data presented is acceptable for analysis of the ultimate heat 
sink design concept (i.e., mechanical draft cooling tower and basin) 
described in the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (pSAR Section 9.2.5; 
ESR Section 2.3.1). 

26. Sufficient information has been provided to make an evaluation of 
the local meteorological conditions of importance to the safe design and 
siting of a nuclear power plant at the Blue Hills site. Two years of data 
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collected onsite is available to assess the local meteorological characteristics 
of the Blue Hills site as well as climatological data from three other 
locations (ESR Section 2.3.2; Tr. 79). 

27. The onsite meteorological measurements program conforms to the 
recommendations and intent of Regulatory Guide 1.23, "Onsite Meteoro
logical Programs." The meteorological measurements program has pro
duced data which, in turn, have been summarized to provide sufficient 
meteorological description of the site and its vicinity and serves as an 
acceptable basis for making atmospheric dispersion estimates for use in 
determining the radiological consequences of accidental and routine 
airborn releases of effiuents from a nuclear power plant (ESR Section 
2.3.3). . 

28. The Blue Hills site is located in a forested terrain. A meteorological 
model which considers the "sheltering" effect of the trees surrounding the 
meteorological tower in calculations of atmospheric dispersion factors 
(XIQ's) for the site was originally proposed (pSAR Section 2.3.4.2 and 
Appendix 2G). These XlQ's are smaller than those calculated which do not 
consider the "tree sheltering" effect. As a result of the Staff evaluation of 
the Applicant's meteorological model, the Staff found that the quantitative 
reduction of the XlQ's proposed by the Applicant due to the "tree 
sheltering" effect was not warranted based upon the information available 
on this phenomenon at this time. The Staff therefore did not utilize the 
sheltering effect in its development of acceptable XlQ estimates for the 
Blue Hills site (ESR Section 2.3.4). If further data become available, and if 
the Applicant at its election proposes it, the Staff will again consider the 
modifications of its meteorological model to take into account this 
phenomenon. 

29. In calculations of short-term dispersion estimates, a dispersion 
model modified from that described in Regulatory Guide 1.4, "Assump
tions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of a 
Loss-of-Coolant Accident for Pressurized Water Reactors" was used by the 
Staff. This modified model has incorporated results from recent field 
experiments in atmospheric dispersion (ESR Section 2.3.4; Tr. 229-35). 

30. Using the modified dispersion model, which considers directionally 
variable exclusion boundary distances and site specific directional frequen
cies of atmospheric dispersion conditions, conservative assessments of post
accident atmospheric dispersion conditions have been made for the Blue 
Hills site by the Staff. In the model, meteorological data for two years of 
onsite data collection with wind direction and speed measured at the 33-
foot level were used (ESR Section 2.3.4; Tr.230-34). 

31. The relative concentration for the 0-2 hour time period which is 
exceeded no more than five percent of the time is 1.1 x 10 ·3 seconds per 
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cubic meter at an exclusion distance of 1,369 meters measured from the 
outside edge of the containment buildings (ESR Section 2.3.4). . 

32. The relative concentration values for various time periods at the 
outer boundary of a Low Population Zone of 4,800 meters, calculated on a 
conservative basis, are a XlQ of 1.7 x 10'" sec/m3 for 0-8 hours, a XlQ of 1.2 
x 10 ... sec/m' 8-24 hours, a XlQ of 4.8 x 10 ., sec/m' for 1-4 days, and a ~Q 
of 1.4 xIO·' sec/m' 4-30 days (ESR Section 2.3.4). 

33. Average atmospheric dispersion conditions for the Blue Hills site 
were estimated using an atmospheric dispersion model for long-term 
releases based on the "Straight-Line Trajectory Model" described in 
Regulatory Guide 1.111, "Methods for Estimating Atmospheric Transport 
and Dispersion of Gaseous Effiuents in Routine Releases from Light
Water-Cooled Reactors." The model assumed a ground-level release only 
and considered the effects of airflow recirculation and stagnation. Neglect
ing plume depletion and radioactive decay, the highest offsite annual 
average relative concentration of 4.1 x 10" seconds per cubic meter would 
occur at the east boundary 1,369 -meters from-the reactor complex (ESR 
Section 2.3.S). 

34. Sufficient information concerning those meteorological conditions 
which are of importance to the safe design and siting of a nuclear power 
plant at the Blue Hills site has been provided. The design basis tornado 
parameters proposed for the site conform to the provisions of Regulatory 
Guide 1.76, "Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants." The 
Applicant's onsite meteorological program conforms to the provisions of 
Regulatory Guide 1.23, "Onsite Meteorological Program," and has pro
duced two years (October IS, 1973 - October 14, 1975) of onsite 
meteorological data which provide an acceptable basis to determine site 
atmospheric dispersion conditions and which were used to make both 
conservative and realistic estimates of atmospheric dispersion characteris
tics for accidental and routine gaseous releases, respectively, for the Blue 
Hills site (ESR Section 2.3.6). 

3S. In response to a question raised at the hearing, the Board explored 
the meteorological dispersion characteristics at distances well beyond the 
low population zone. At a distance of SO miles, the annual average XlQ is 
approximately two orders of magnitude lower than at the low population 
zone, i.e., the dispersion is two orders of magnitude higher (Tr. 86). The 
Board considers that the question was adequately addressed (Tr. 34-S, 7S-
87, 186, 228-40). In any event, 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines and other NRC 
requirements are met. 
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C. Hydrology 

36. The Blue Hills site is located in the Mill Creek basin eight miles west 
southwest of the Toledo Bend Dam. The lower portion of the Toledo Bend 
Reservoir is between the site and the dam. When the water level is at the 
top of the spillway gates, the closest point' of the" reservoir is just over one 
mile from the site. The site lies on a ridge between two small creeks, 
Copperas and Mitchell Creeks, which are approximately a mile apart at the 
site. The proposed plant grade is 270 feet above mean sea level; 97 feet 
above the top of the dam spillway gates, more than SO feet above the higher 
creek bed (Mitchell Creek) near the site (pSAR Section 2.4.1.2; ESR 
Section 2.4.1). 

37. Toledo Bend Reservoir is located on the Sabine River at river mile 
156.5, where the drainage area is 7,178 square miles. The top of the dam is 
185 feet above mean sea level, the top of the power pool (that portion of the 
reservoir used for hydroelectric power generation) is 172 feet above mean 
sea level, and the tops of the gates are 173 feet above mean sea level. At 
elevation 172 feet above mean sea level, the reservoir covers 182,000 acres 
and contains almost 4.7 million acre-feet of water. Water from the reservoir 
is used for irrigation, municipal and industrial water supplies, hydroelectric 
power generation and recreation. The water supply for normal plant 
operation would be obtained from the Toledo Bend Reservoir (pSAR 
Section 2.4.1.2; ESR Section 2.4.1). In view of the uncertainty of the 
probability, timing, and manner of implementation of the Texas Water Plan 
(5, supra) (Board Order at 5-6 and Stafrs Response at 10-11), the Board 
fmds that prior to issuance of any limited work authorization or construc
tion permit, the current status of this Plan in regard to the Toledo Bend 
Water Reservoir must be examined. 

38. The probable maximum flood elevation calculated by the Applicant 
for the Mill Creek basin using a conservative methodology is estimated to 
be 243 feet above mean sea level near the site; this is well below plant grade 
of 270 feet above mean sea level. Because of this large freeboard, the 
probable maXimum flood does not constitute a threat to the Blue Hills site. 
Since no dams exist in the Mill Creek basin, the Blue Hills site is not 
susceptible to a dam failure flood. Surges and seiches on Toledo Bend 
Reservoir will not affect the site because it is more than a mile away and 
almost 100 feet above the normal reservoir water level. There is no other 
large water body near the site. Due to its inland location. the Blue Hills site 
is not susceptible to tsunami flooding. Relatively mild winters in the site 
area preclude the possibility of ice flooding and associated damage to 
safety-related facilities (pSAR Sections 2.4.3, 2.4.4, 2.4.5, 2.4.6 and 2.4.7; 
ESR Section 2.4.2 and 2.4.3). 
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39. An ultimate heat sink of the general type proposed by the Applicant 
(mechanical draft cooling towers and basins) could be designed to safely 
shut down and to maintain a nuclear power plant in safe shutdown for at 
least 30 days in the event of the loss of water to the plant from the Toledo 
Bend Reservoir (pSAR Sections 2.4.11.6, 9.2.5.3; ESR Section 2.4.4; Tr. 
119). A specific ultimate heat sink design will be reviewed at the 
construction permit stage. 

40. The Applicant has stated that the roofs of all safety-related buildings 
and the site grading and drainage will be designed to prevent a threat to 
safety-related facilities by the localized probable maximum precipitation 
(pSAR Section 2.4.10; ESR Section 2.4.5). 

41. An analysis of an accidental spill of liquid radioactive wastes was 
provided. A postulated failure of a boron management system holdup tank 
releasing approximately 124,000 gallons to the groundwater was evaluated. 
The analysis showed that all radionuclides will be below the maximum 
permissible concentration listed in 10 CFR Part 20 Appendix B at the point 
where Mitchell Creek leaves the site exclusion area. In addition, there is no 
present or projected future use of any of the surface waters in the Mill 
Creek basin. There is little likelihood of contamination of potable water 
supplies outside the site exclusion area from an accidental release of liquid 
effiuents (pSAR Section 2.4.12; ESR Section 2.4.7). 

42. The site is located in sediments of the Gulf Coastal Plain, which 
contain large quantities of water commonly occurring under confined 
conditions. The permeable sands containing the groundwater are interbed
ded with less permeable clays, silts and silty clays which act to confme the 
water in the sands. Groundwater beneath the site occurs in two zones. A 
perched water table, within 20 feet of the surface, is present above localized 
lenticular clay interbeds. The main water zone is at a depth of 70 to 80 feet 
below the site. Recharge is by percolation of water flowing around the 
overlying lenticular clay bodies and by infutration from Copperas Creek. 
Groundwater movement is to the northeast apparently toward Toledo Bend 
Reservoir (pSAR Sections 2.4.13.1.2, 2.4.12.2; ESR Section 2.4.8). 

43. Nearly all the wells within 10 miles of the site extract less than 10 
gallons per minute. There are no wells downgradient of the plant between 
the site and Toledo Bend Reservoir. The Applicant states that there are no 
present plans to use groundwater for plant operation; all the water used will 
come from Toledo Bend Reservoir. Groundwater levels at the site are at 
elevations ranging from 190 to 210 feet above mean sea level, excluding the 
perched water tables. There is little likelihood of contamination of potable 
water supplies outside of the site exclusion area from an accidental release 
of radioactive liquid effiuents (pSAR Section 2.4.12.5; ESR Sections 2.4.8, 
2.4.9). 
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44. Based on evaluation of the present groundwater levels, topography 
at the site and the removal of the higher perched water table during 
construction, the proposed design basis groundwater level of215 feet above 
mean sea level is conservative and acceptable for use in the design of a 
nuclear power plant at the Blue Hills site (ESR Section 2.4.8). 

45. The flood analysis for the Blue Hills site meets the criteria in 
Regulatory Guide 1.59, "Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants," 
and flooding does not constitute a threat to the site (ESR Section 2.4.9). 

D. Seismology and Geology 

46. The seismology and geology review of this site addressed the 
geologic history of the region including physiographic, lithologic, strati
graphic and tectonic settings as well as the subregional and site-specific 
geology and ~eismology. Investigations have been sufficient to adequately 
assess site gbblogic conditions in accordance with "Seismic and Geologic 
Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," Appendix A, to 10 CPR Part 100. 

47. The tectonic province approach, as described in 10 CPR Part 100 
Appendix A, was followed to determine the vibratory ground motion 
corresponding to the safe shutdown earthquake. The selected safe shut
down earthquake acceleration of 0.13g represents an appropriate and 
conservative reference acceleration for seismic design of structures at the 
Blue Hills site (pSAR Section 2.5.2.10; ESR Section 2.5). 

48. The site is located within the Gulf Coastal Plain physiographic 
province which is the onshore portion of the Gulf Coast Geosyncline which 
extends under the Gulf of Mexico to the edge of the continental shelf. The 
sedimentary deposits in the region range in age from Jurassic to Recent and 
consist mainly of unconsolidated sands, silts, clays, limestone and chalk 
with minor amounts of salt. The sediments form a wedge that diverges 
seaward, exceeding 50,000 feet in total thickness. At least 20,000 feet of 
sediments underlie the Blue Hills site. Due to consolidation of the thick 
sedimentary section, the general dip of the strata increases gulfward at 
slightly greater angles than the present land surface. Differences in 
resistance to erosion of the sediments resulted in a series of linear 
topographic belts which are parallel to the Gulf Coastline. The more 
resistant formations form landward facing cuestas with relief up to 400 feet 
or more. Salt domes which are common to the east Texas region are not 
known to occur closer than approximately 55 miles from the site (pSAR 
Sections 2.5.1.1.4.3.5 and 2.5.1.1.6.6; ESR 2.5.1). 

49. In the site vicinity, there may be faults (none is known to exist 
within a five mile radius of the site) of nontectonic origin characterized by 
steep, near surface dips which become less steep with depth and eventually 
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pass into bedding planes. Another characteristic of these faults is the 
thicker strata on the downthrown side, where accumulation occurred 
simultaneously with fault movement. They are referred to as growth faults 
and are predominantly of low stress, since they are shallow rooted. They 
typically do not develop large strain and sudden stress releases which are 
characteristic of damaging earthquakes, and therefore, are not considered 
to present a hazard to the proposed site (pSAR Section 2.5, 2.5.1.1.4.3.3; 
ESR Section 2.5.2). 

50. There are no geologic faults or other tectonic structures that present 
a potential hazard to the proposed site (pSAR Sections 2.5.22, 2.5.2.8; ESR 
Section 2.5.2). ~ 

51. The Blue Hills site is located in the eastern part of the West Gulf 
Coastal Plain. The Mississippi Alluvial Plain divides the Gulf Coastal Plain 
province into east and west segments. As a result of a comprehensive 
investigatory program, it was concluded that no deformational zones, such 
as folds, fissures, slips, faults and shears, have been found at the site and the 
neax:est known salt dome is approximately 55 miles south of the site. In 
addItion, no oil, gas, or other mineral extraction has been or is presently 
being conducted with a five-mile radius of the site, and groundwater 
extraction in the vicinity of the site is not sufficient to cause subsurface 
subsidence. Also, there is no record of subsurface mining or other similar 
underground workings in the area which might create a subsidence problem 
at the site. All lineaments recognized in a ten-mile radius of the site on 
small-scale infrared and large-scale panchromatic photography were 
investigated in the field and no indication of fault offset was observed 
(pSAR Sections 2.5.1.1, 2.5.3). 

52. There are no geologic structures or conditions resulting from man's 
activities, such as mining or oil extraction, that present a hazard to the site. 
In addition, the problem of subsidence is not a factor at the Blue Hills site 
(ESR Section 2.5.3). 

53. A conservative value of 0.13g is proposed for the safe shutdown 
earthquake acceleration level. The intensity corresponding to a mean 
acceleration of 0.13g is VII (MM). Based on a detailed review of the 
tectonic province, earthquake aclinity and geologic structures surrounding 
the site, earthquakes as large as this have not been observed in the historical 
record of seismicity for the Gulf Coastal Plain, except in the area of the 
Southern Cordilleran Front, the complex region at the intersection of the 
Ouachita Tectonic Belt, the Wichita Structural System, and the northern 
Mississippi Embayment. Neither the high seismicity nor the structural 
complexity found in these areas where large earthquakes have occurred is 
present in the vicinity of the Blue Hills site. For the safe shutdown 
earthquake, 0.13g represents an appropriate and conservative reference 
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acceleration for seismic design of structures at the Blue Hills site. 
Regulatory Guide 1.60, "Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of 
Nuclear Power Plants," response spectra scaled to this maximum accelera
tion for the design of a nuclear power plant will be used at the Blue Hills 
site and this is acceptable (pSAR Sections 2.5.2.10, 3.7.1.1; ESR Sections 
2.5.4, 2.5.5, 2.5.6). 

54. It is proposed to use 0.07g for the acceleration level corresponding 
to the operating basis earthquake, which is representative of intensity VI 
(MM). Considering the low seismicity of the Gulf Coast Seismic Zone, the 
proposed operating basis earthquake is conservative. Regulatory Guide 
1.60, "Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power 
Plants," response spectra scaled to this maximum acceleration of 0.07g for 
the operating basis earthquake will be used for the design of a nuclear 
power plant at the Blue Hills site and this is acceptable (pSAR Sections 
2.5.2.11,3.7.1.1: ESR Section 2.5.7). 

55. The geologic investigations and the laboratory analyses performed 
on the soil specimens, including determinations of shear strength, consoli
dation, dynamic properties, and seismic resistance to earthquake effects are 
adequate to serve as the basis for the design of safety-related plant 
structures (ESR Section 2.5.8). 

56. The plan for the support of safety-related structures is uncomplicated 
and acceptable. Upper clay and upper sand strata will be excavated. 
Deep plant foundations will rest directly on or in the middle sand stratum, 
i.e., the third sequence. Shallower plant foundations will rest on compacted 
granular backfill supported by the middle sand stratum. The proposed 
foundation design is based on an envelope of dimensions, structure depths, 
loadings, and stated assumptions. Therefore, at the construction permit 
application stage, the Applicant will validate the applicability of the 
foundation design to the specific nuclear power plant design proposed as 
follows: The Applicant will submit for NRC review and approval of its 
criteria for construction control during (a) excavation and backfilling of the 
foundations, (b) remedial foundation treatment, (c) proof rolling of the 
foundation, and (d) removal of unsuitable materials from the middle sand 
stratum. Standard Penetration Test data in the middle sand strata will be 
provided for review as comparative plots of blowcount and effective 
pressure (ESR Section 2.5.9). 

57. The large mat foundations supporting plant structures impose 
relatively low net bearing pressures on the structural fill and soils of the 
middle sand stratum. Table 2C-3 of the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report 
indicates that net dynamic bearing pressures due to the safe shutdown 
earthquake are also relatively low, and that the site soils have adequate 
bearing capacity (ESR Section 2.5.10). 
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58. Criteria for the lateral earth pressure acting on subsurface 
foundations have been established. The proposed design criteria for lateral 
earth pressures described in the PSAR are acceptable (pSAR Section 
2.5.4.10.2; ESR Section 2.5.11). 

59. The liquefaction potential of the middle sand stratum was 
analytically evaluated by comparing the computed dynamic stresses 
induced in the site soils by the safe shutdown earthquake to the resistance 
of these same soils to cyclic stresses during tests in the laboratory. The 
assumptions used in the analysis are conservative, the margins of safety for 
the various conditions are adequate, and risk of liquefaction due to seismic 
effects is remote at the Blue Hills site (pSAR Section 2.5.4.8.4; ESR Section 
2.5.12). Based on the field and laboratory tests conducted, the dynamic 
properties of the soils used in the analysis are reasonable for this site and 
are acceptable (ESR Section 2.5.13). 

60. Stability analyses for permanent slopes surrounding the proposed 
plant area have been performed. None of the slopes is, itself, seismic 
Category I. All slopes will be constructed at two horizontal to one vertical. 
The location of these slopes with respect to the proposed location of the 
safety-related structures is such that slope failures would not endanger these 
structures. Slope stability considerations at the site are acceptable (pSAR 
Section 2.5.5; ESR Section 2.5.14). 

E. Review by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 

61.- The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) completed 
its review of the request of the Gulf States Utilities Company to determine 
the suitability of the Blue Hills site for a nuclear power plant at its 203rd 
meeting on March 10-12, 1977, in Washington, D. C. Members of the 
ACRS Subcommittee visited the site on January 28, 1977, and a 
Subcommittee meeting was held the same day in Jasper, Texas. The ACRS 
report for the Blue Hills Early Site Review is dated March 16, 1977. The 
report concludes that subject to the comments and recommendations 
referenced in the report, the ACRS believes that adequate information is 
available to conclude that the Blue Hills site is suitable for a light water 
reactor nuclear power plant of the general type and size currently being 
proposed for other sites in the United States (Early Site Review, NUREG-
0131, Supplement 1, Section 18.0, June, 1977). 

F. Common Defense and Security 

62. The activities to be conducted under the construction permit will be 
within the jurisdiction of the United States. All of the Applicant's directors 
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and principal officers are citizens of the United States, and the Applicant il 
not owned, dominated or controlled by any alien, foreign corporation, or ~ 
foreign government. The activities to be conducted do not involve an) 
restricted data, but the Applicant has agreed to safeguard any such dau 
which might become involved in accordance with the requirement of l( 
CFR Part 50. The Applicant will rely upon obtaining fuel as it is needec 
from sources of supply available for civilian purposes, so that no diversioI 
of special nuclear material for military purposes is involved (Applicant'l 
Exhibit 2 at 4-7). Issuance of construction permits for the Blue Hills Unit! 
Nos. 1 and 2 will not be inimical to the common defense and security 

G. National Environmental Policy Act Requirements and the 
Environmental Impact Statement 

63. As required by 10 CFR Part 51, the Applicant submitted at 
Environmental Report. The Environmental Report, as amended, wru 
received into evidence as Applicant's Exhibit 3. Pursuant to the require· 
ments of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and based on the 
environmental information submitted by the Applicant in the Environmen· 
tal Report, as supplemented, (Applicant's Exhibit 3) and on its independenl 
analysis and review, the Staff prepared a Draft Environmental Statemenl 
(DES) which was issued in June, 1977. By a Notice of Availabilit) 
published June 9, 1977, the public was invited to comment on the DES (4~ 
Fed Reg. 29571). Copies of the DES were also provided to appropriate 
Federal, Texas and Louisiana and local agencies for their comments (FSES 
at iv; Tr. 249-51). In July, 1978, the Staff published its Final Site 
Environmental Statement (FSES) (43 Fed Reg. 31997 (July 24, 1978): 
which includes, among other things, the full text of all comments received 
with respect to the DES (Appendix A) as well as the Staff's responses tc 
those comments (Chapter 11). The FSES was received into evidence as Stafl 
Exhibit 7, 7A and 7B. In the preparation of its environmental impac1 
statement, the Staff had discussions with a number of Louisiana and Texru 
state, local and regional officials (FSES Section 1.2). 

64. The FSES, as amended by the record of this proceeding, full) 
describes, as necessary to the Applicant's requested fmdings, the plant site, 
certain major systems of the proposed facility, the environmental effects oj 
site preparation, plant and transmission line construction, certain of the 
environmental effects of plant operation, the Applicant's preconstructioll 
environmental monitoring prograxn, alternative site and subsystem consid· 
erations. 

65. The Staff concluded on the basis of its analysis and evaluation, se1 
forth in the FSES, including the consideration of alternatives that, subjec1 
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to certain conditions for the protection of the environment, site G (Blue 
Hills) is a suitable location for a nuclear station of the general size and type 
described in the Applicant's environmental report and the environmental 
statement (FSES at v). The Applicant has agreed to supply the additional 
information and abide by the environmental conditions contained in 
Paragraph 7 of the Summary and Conclusions and Sections 4.5.1,4.5.2 and 
10.5 of the FSES. The Board, on the basis of its consideration of the entire 
record, concurs that these are appropriate conditions to be imposed in the 
Partial Initial Decision. Further, the Board fmds that the FSES as 
supplemented and corrected by the testimony and evidence presented in 
this proceeding, is a comprehensive and adequate review and evaluation of 
the environmental impacts associated with the Applicant's proposed 
rmdings relating to plant construction and operation. 

66. The site has been adequately investigated and described, including 
current geology, hydrology, meteorology, terrestrial ecology, aquatic 
ecology, water use, regional demography, community characteristics, its 
economy and historical and archaeological sites, and national landmarks 
and land use of the site of the Blue Hills Station and the surrounding area, 
including road, rail, transmission and water supply corridors (ER). 

67. The plant cooling systems will operate on a closed cycle basis, 
utilizing round mechanical-draft cooling towers. Through buried pipelines, 
the Toledo Bend Reservoir will provide the source of makeup water and 
other water usage for plant operation. Similarly, buried pipelines will be 
used to discharge all plant effiuents to the Toledo Bend Reservoir (ER 
Section 3.4.2.1). 

68. The nuclear service water system will consist of a water storage 
reservoir, cooling towers, and other equipment necessary to dissipate all 
residual and excess heat from the reactor and associated equipment. A 
circulating water blowdown will be maintained to prevent excessive salt 
buildup and scaling in the circulated water systems (ER Section 3.4.1.1; 
FSES Sections 3.4.2, 3.4.3). 

69. The proposed intake site is on a point of sparsely vegetated land 
extending into the Texas side of the reservoir approximately 2.4 km (1.5 
miles) upstream of the Toledo Bend Reservoir Dam (fr. 94-7, 222). 
Makeup water will be pumped from this location to the plant site 
(approximately 11.9 km or 7.4 miles) through underground pipes. Cooling 
tower blowdown from the circulating water system and other plant systems 
will be discharged into a discharge system collection sump and then 
pumped to the Toledo Bend Reservoir through underground pipelines. To 
the extent possible, the discharge pipelines will share the same right-of-way 
as the intake water pipes (ER Sections 3.4.3.2, 3.4.3.5, 3.4.4; FSES Sections 
3.4.4, 3.4.5). 
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70. State-of-the-art technology exists and equipment is available such 
that light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors of the general types being 
proposed and licensed, can be designed to provide effiuents which meet the 
dose design objectives set forth in 10 CFR 50, Appendix I. Compliance with 
Appendix I will be considered at the construction permit stage (FSES 
Section 3.5). 

71. The construction and operation of the Blue Hills Station will result 
in the discharge of chemical wastes to the Toledo Bend Reservoir. The 
chemical wastes result from (1) the concentrating effect on the dissolved 
solids in the intake water because of cooling tower evaporation and 
subsequent blowdown, (2) the addition of chemicals to the various systems 
during operation, which are eventually released at a controlled rate into the 
effiuent stream, and (3) construction wastes. During operation, all waste 
water from the station, including cooling tower blowdown, will be directed 
to the discharge system collection sump. Mter being monitored for pH, 
conductivity, temperature, and chlorine level, the waste water will be 
discharged to Toledo Bend Reservoir (ER, Fig. 3.6-1). The discharge from 
the facility can be carried out by the proposed system in compliance with 
all applicable state and Federal regulations on the discharge of chemicals, 
oil and other wastes (ER Section 3.6.2.1; FSES Section 3.6.1; Tr. 100-3). 

72. Makeup water for the cooling towers will be supplied from the 
Toledo Bend Reservoir and the blowdown will be discharged to the 
Reservoir. Sulfuric acid will be added to the circulating water to control 
bicarbonate alkalinity and prevent scale formation. To control biological 
growth in the circulating water system, chlorine will be added periodically. 
Total residual chlorine will be monitored and the system designed so thal 
discharge to Toledo Basin Reservoir can be limited to 0.2 mglliter total 
residual chlorine; actual limits will be set by the cognizant regulatory 
authority having jurisdiction over such releases (ER Sections 3.6.2.2, 
3.6.2.3; FSES Section 3.6.1.2; Tr. 100-3). 

73. A sewage treatment plant will be installed in the early construction 
stage. The basic treatment plant will be supplemented with temporary 
facilities to handle any excess flow. The treated effiuent from the plant will 
be discharged into a leach field during construction and startup of the Blue 
Hills Station Unit 1. During operation, the treated effiuent will be 
discharged into the plant outfall. The treated effiuent from this plant will 
comply with applicable discharge standards (ER Section 3.7.1; FSES 
Section 3.6.2.1). 

74. The two diesel generators will provide a standby power source fOl 
each unit and will be tested at least monthly. The pollutant levels resultin~ 
from this source will meet the applicable standards. Solid waste, other than 
radioactive, will be disposed of off site by a commercial contractor or onsite 
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by methods that meet all local and state standards (ER Sections 3.7.5, 3.7.6; 
FSES Sections 3.6.2.2, 3.6.2.3). 

75. The electrical transmission system proposed for the Blue Hills 
Station includes approximately 200 miles of 500-kv lines (ER Section 3.9; 
Tr. 91). To provide power for construction, about 11 km (6.7 miles) of the 
500-kv line will have underbuilt provisions for two 138/23(}'kv lines. Three 
individual routes are proposed by the Applicant to incorporate the Blue 
Hills Station power into the existing electrical network. The routes are fully 
described in the ER. Two of the routes will terminate at substations and the 
third will tie in with an existing 500-kv transmission system. Most of the 
land (i.e., approximately 90%) traversed by the transmission routes is 
currently commercial forest, and approximately 52% of the proposed lines 
parallel existing rights-of-way. All lines will originate at the station 
switchyard within the property boundaries (ER Section 3.9.1; FSES Section 
3.7). 

76. An approximately 20-mile railroad spur to connect the Blue Hills 
Station with the nearby Atchison, Topeka and Sante Fe railroad (ER, Fig. 
2.1-3) is proposed. This spur extends north then west from the site, across 
generally undulating terrain that is primarily forest with only a small 
amount of pasture (ER Section 10.10.1.1; FSES Section 3.8.1). 

77. The proposed makeup and discharge pipeline runs easterly from the 
site for approximately 8.5 miles to the intake and discharge locations on the 
Toledo Bend Reservoir (ER, Appendix F, Fig. 11.4:1). The corridor requires 
approximately 170 acres of land, including approximately 15 acres within 
the property boundary. Forests are primarily upland types with a variable 
mixture of pines and hardwoods. Most of the area has been or is scheduled 
for logging (ER Section 10.2.6.26; FSES Section 3.8.2). 

78. The proposed two-lane asphalt concrete access road extends north 
from FM 255 for approximately three miles to the site (ER, Appendix F, 
Fig. 11.3:2). About one-third of the road is within Gulf States' property. 
Construction of the right-of-way will require approximately 40 acres of 
land, but only about 37 acres of construction clearing because of the 
overlap with the existing road (ER Section 10.10.2.1; FSES Section 3.8.3). 

79. Site preparation will involve clearing of the land. Marketable timber 
will be removed and the remaining trees and brush will be used for erosion 
control or will be burned in accordance with state and local regulations. 
That which cannot be burned will be buried in designated areas. During 
construction, soil will be excavated and used for site fill. Dust resulting 
from construction activities will be controlled by water trucks, sprinkler 
systems or chemicals and these measures will adequately minimize this 
impact. Herbicides will be used to restrict the regrowth of vegetation on 
shelled and paved roads. Pesticides, if used, will meet appropriate state 
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requirements. Noise resulting from site preparation and construction will be 
within acceptable ranges and noise impacts will not be significant. Because 
of the densely forested characteristics of the site area and the remoteness of 
the site, visual impact will be negligible. Construction of the railroad spur, 
access roads and water intake and discharge structures and pipelines and 
transmission lines will likewise require permanent commitments ofland and 
require clearing of the rights-of-way (ER Section 4.1; FSES Section 4.1). 

80. No natural landmarks listed in the Federal Register are within five 
miles of the proposed site. The proposed plant site has no known major 
archaeological significance; however, four archaeolOgical localities were 
identified by the Applicant. The Applicant has stated that an archaeologist 
will be available for consultation through the construction period should 
any additional archaeological discoveries be made. Conditions for preserva
tion of the four localities and any future archaeological sites are presented 
in FSES Section 4.5.2 (ER Section 2.3, FSES Sections 2.9.1, 2.9.2, 2.9.3, 
4.5.2). 

81. The transmission system proposed for the Blue Hills Station 
includes approximately 200 miles of 500-kv transmission lines connecting 
the power plant with the Nona and Rivtrin substations and with the Gulf 
States Line 559. Rights-of-way for these transmission lines will require 
about 4,300 acres of land. About 90% of the total length is through forested 
land, 7% is through pasture land, and the remainder includes transportation 
and water crossings and residential and recreational land. Land currently 
used for grazing, farming and recreation will only be temporarily affected 
by construction activities and will remain available for such use after 
construction. No herbicides or pesticides will be used in clearing vegetation. 
Cleared forest will represent a loss in annual timber production of 
approximately 400,000 tV/year of pine wood. Approximately 52% of the 
total length of proposed routes parallel existing railroad, pipeline or 
transmission line routes. Because of existing rural roads, no new access 
roads will be required. The Blue Hills-Nona transmission route crosses 
about 0.8 km (0.5 mile) of the Big Thicket National Preserve near the Jack 
Gore Baygall Unit. However, by paralleling an existing pipeline right-of
way, the impact will be minimal. No historical or archaeological sites will 
be significantly affected by the proposed rights-of-way (ER Sections 3.9.1, 
4.2, 4.2.1.2, 4.2.3.3; FSES Section 4.1.3). At the time of the construction 
permit application, results obtained from the surveys of the proposed 
transmission line routes to determine the presence of any proposed or 
nominated endangered species or threatened plant species or habitat critical 
to their existence will be submitted (FSES Sections 4.3.1.2, 10.5). 

82. The principal construction impacts on surface water and ground
water will be those associated with construction of the intake and discharge 
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structures and with relocation of an unnamed tributary of Mitchell Creek. 
Construction of the proposed makeup and discharge structures will 
necessitate the disturbance of approximately 1,000 ft. of shoreline and the 
removal of an estimated 50,000 yd3 of material, of which approximately 82% 
will be dredgings. The Applicant has stated that water used for construction 
of the main power plant will be provided by a well field consisting of three 
wells, each with a 200 gpm capacity. The Applicant has stated that only one 
well will be used to meet normal construction requirements, and the three 
will be available for the emergency fire protection supply. Dewatering of 
groundwater seepage during excavation will be minimal because the 
deepest point of the proposed excavation will be approximately 15 feet 
above the water table. Construction of the plant and associated onsite 
facilities (excluding transmission corridors) will involve clearing about 366 
acres of forested land and some erosion will be unavoidable. Because of 
past land-use practices, the nature of the soils, rough topography and the 
drainage pattern, strict control procedures will be necessary to minimize 
erosion. The Applicant has stated that a detailed erosion control program 
will be submitted for Staff approval prior to or at the time that application 
for construction permits is made (ER Sections 4.1.1.2, 4.1.2.2; FSES 
Sections 4.2, 4.3.1.1, 4.5.2). 

83. The transmission lines will have the greatest visual intrusion where 
they cross residential or recreational areas; however, these effects and 
others, e.g., those due to noise and avian mortality, are expected to be small 
and acceptable (ER Section 3.9.8; FSES Section 5.5.1.2). 

84. The range of socioeconomic impacts of construction has been 
identified (fr. 60-2, 98-100, 196-214, 218-9) and is adequate to permit 
anticipatory planning by the affected areas. The Applicant has agreed to 
begin early planning discussions with local officials and regional planners 
to discuss methods of limiting and adverse impacts that may occur as a 
result of plant construction. The Applicant shall submit for NRC review a 
report of the results of these discussions at least six months prior to the time 
that application for construction permits is made and at that time transmit 
copies of such repo~ to the affected governmental agencies and regional 
planning agencies. This report shall contain a statement of the Applicant's 
position with respect to the following: planning and mitigation funds, 
provisions for planning expertise, mobile home zoning ordinances, prepay
ment of taxes and as to making portions of the site available for public use 
(ER Sections 8.1, 8.2, Appendix E; FSES Sections 4.4, 4.5.2). 

85. Present land use on the site is primarily forest production (FSES 4-
1). About 148 ha (366 acres), or 12% of the 1220 ha (3,016 acres) site will be 
altered from their present use (i.e., timber management) by site preparation 
and onsite corridor construction (excluding transmission corridors). Of this, 
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approximately 50 ha (123 acres) will be permanently committed during the 
lifetime of the plant (FSES 4-1). Since this acreage represents only a minute 
fraction of the available forest land in this region, removal of the designated 
land will not have a significant impact on local or regional land-use 
patterns (ER Table 4.1-1; FSES Section 5.1.1). 

86. Drift resulting from operation of the mechanical-draft cooling 
towers contains dissolved and suspended materials that will be deposited on 
the landscape in a pattern dependent upon the prevailing meteorological 
conditions. Land-use impacts from this drift deposition on vegetation are 
expected to be minimal. No additional ground-level fogging or icing will 
result from the cooling tower operation (FSES Sections 5.1.1, 5.3.1.2 and 
5.5.1.1). During certain weather conditions, the cooling tower plume will be 
visible for several kilometers. The nearest airports, located 17 miles south 
and 10 miles west southwest of.the site, are not expected to be adversely 
affected by the plumes (ER Section 5.1.7; FSES Section 5.1.1). 

87. Operation of the proposed electrical transmission system will require 
the periodic maintenance of approximately 200 miles of 5OD-kv transmis
sion line rights-of-way. Existing rights-of-way will be paralleled for 52% of 
the total length. The approximately 4,300 acres of new land required is 
presently about 91% forested and will be replaced and maintained in a 
grass, herbaceous and woody shrub stage by a three- to five-year mowing 
cycle. The amount and use of land is not expected to significantly affect 
overall land-use in the area. Grazing, farming and recreational land crossed 
by the transmission lines will remain available for their respective uses (ER 
Section 3.9.8, 5.6; FSES Section 5.1.2). 

88. All rare and endangered species are available externally to the site 
and their populations are not expected to be significantly affected by 
construction and operation (Tr. 64-6). A comprehensive forest management 
program including consideration of the red-cockaded woodpecker habitat 
will be furnished for the site at or prior to the time that application for 
construction permits is made (Tr. 93). Construction activity on the 
transmission lines, access road, railroad spur and water pipelines will be 
monitored to ensure that the effects of construction on the red-cockaded 
woodpecker are considered. The route of the railroad spur will be adjusted 
to minimize, to the extent practicable, impact to bog areas. Overall, the 
impacts on species populations from the reduction in forest habitat caused 
by construction are expected to be minimal (FSES Sections 4.3.1.1, 4.3.1.2). 

89. Loss of reservoir water resulting from evaporation and drift losses 
from the proposed mechanical-draft towers is not expected to affect any 
other reservoir-water usage. Although there will be chemical discharges, the 
discharges from the station to the reservoir will not significantly affect any 
present or known future recreational or consumptive uses of the Toledo 
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Bend Reservoir or lower Sabine River Basin (ER Responses 5.8 (p. R-108) 
and 8.2 (p. R-112); FSES Sectionp.2.1). 

90. Since the proposed Blue Hills Station is located in a remote area and 
there are no major groundwater users near the site, changes in groundwater 
quality and availability due to plant operation are not anticipated. The 
Applicant has stated that wells used for construction water supply will be 
capped. However, these wells would not be used for potable water 
consumption, demineralized water makeup and fire emergency. If so, the 
use of these wells not be expected to signillcantly affect other groundwater 
usage in the area (FSES Section 5.2.2). 

91. The heat dissipation system presently proposed by the Applicant for 
the Blue Hills Station will consist of a closed-loop cooling system with 
mechanical-draft cooling towers. At full rated load, a small amount of heat 
will be released to the Toledo Bend Reservoir as cooling tower blowdown, 
and substantially all of the waste heat will be dissipated to the atmosphere. 
The environmental effects of operation of this system will be those 
associated with cooling tower blowdown (thermal and chemical effiuents 
discharged to the reservoir) and cooling tower effects (such as drift 
deposition and ground-level fogging and icing) (PES Section 5.3). A 
potential exists for background total dissolved solids buildup above 
required levels during periods when the reservoir is stratified because of 
insufficient reservoir circulation and mixing between the hypolimnion and 
epilimnion. The Applicant should analyze breaching the Cofferdam No.3 
to reduce the stratillcation potential (FSES Sections 5.3.3, 5.3.4). 

92. The proposed discharge system consists-of a multiport submerged 
diffuser. The plant effiuents will have to be discharged in such a manner as 
to comply with all applicable Federal and state requirements. While the 
discharge from the facility will take place.in the State of Texas, inasmuch as 
the discharge structure will be located near the old Sabine River channel, 
the boundary between Texas and Louisiana, it is possible that waters within 
Louisiana may be affected (fr. 252-4). Because the present water quality 
requirements of the two states in the Toledo Bend Reservoir are nearly 
identical, there would appear to be no conflict. Secondly, both the Staff and 
Applicant have shown that effiuents discharged into the Toledo Bend 
Reservoir will be diluted to required levels within a mixing zone which 
extends relatively short distances, i.e., less than one hundred feet, from the 
discharge port. Thus, a relatively small volume and/or area of the reservoir 
would be affected. Lastly, at the appropriate time, both Texas and 
Louisiana would have an opportunity to participate in the standards setting 
for discharges from the Station. See Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 
Sections 401 (a)(l) and (2), and 402. The discharge of chlorine in compliance 
with governing regulations will not result in any adverse impacts on the 
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aquatic organisms in the Toledo Bend Reservoir and downstream of the 
Toledo Bend Dam. Sanitary discharges will also be in compliance with 
appropriate requirements. The impact of discharges is expected to be 
minimal (FSES Sections 5.3.3, 5.5.2.2). 

93. The transportation of cold fuel to a reactor, or irradiated fuel from 
the reactor to a fuel reprocessing plant, and of solid radioactive wastes from 
the reactor to burial grounds is within the scope of the NRC report entitled, 
"Environmental Survey of Transportation of Radioactive Materials to and 
from Nuclear Power Plants." The environmental effects of such transporta
tion as contained in Table S-4 to 10 CFR Part 51 have been taken into 
account in the environmental impact analysis of the Blue Hills Station 
(FSES Sections 5.4.4 and 7.2). 

94. The environmental impact of the uranium fuel cycle has been taken 
into account in the environmental impact analysis of the Blue Hills Station 
(FSES Section 5.6). 

95. The population in the Blue Hills region will increase by approxi
mately 700 persons when operations begin. Of these, approximately 200 will 
be employed in plant operations, while the remainder will compose the 
secondary labor force and family members of the work force. Regional 
income will be increased by the presence of the primary and secondary 
labor force employed in the Blue Hills region. Retail sales are also expected 
to increase as a result of the new population doing business in the region 
(ER Appendix E; FSES Section 5.7.2). 

96. An adequate monitoring program to determine the circulation 
process in the lower basin of the Toledo Bend Reservoir was conducted to 
serve as a baseline to assess the physical effects of the proposed cooling 
system. The program provided: (1) detailed data on the bathymetry and 
physiographic features of the lower basin; (2) detailed current pronIes at 
selected stations; (3) temperature structure during the late summer and 
early stages of fall mixing; and (4) seasonal variation of temperature 
structures. In addition, a special field study was implemented to determine 
the dispersion characteristics of the lower reservoir basin by a long-term 
fluorescent dye release at the site of the proposed blowdown discharge (ER 
Appendix D; FSES Section 6.1.1). 

97. Subject to the conduct of a Preconstruction Supplemental Monitor
ing Program recommended by the Staff in the FSES, the baseline aquatic 
monitoring program is adequate (ER Appendix F, Section IV; FSES 
Section 6.1.5.2). An offsite preoperational radiological monitoring program 
to provide for measurement of background radiation levels and radioactivi ty 
in the plant environs will be reviewed at the construction permit stage. 
The preoperational program, which provides a necessary basis for the 
operational radiological monitoring program, will also permit the Applicant 
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to train personnel, and to evaluate procedures, equipment and techniques. 
The program will be initiated two years prior to operation of the facility 
(FSES Section 6.1.2). 

98. Adequate baseline studies of surface waters and groundwater have 
been performed and an adequate onsite preoperational meteorological 
program has been conducted. This baseline terrestrial monitoring program 
is deemed to be satisfactory. The preoperational terrestrial monitoring 
program will be evaluated at the construction permit stage (ER Section 2.5, 
2.6, Appendix F, Sections II and III; FSES Sections 6.1.3, 6.1.5). 

99. The Applicant plans essentially to continue the preoperational 
ofT site radiological monitoring program during the operating period. 
However, refmements may be made in the program to reflect changes in 
land-use or preoperational monitoring experience. Detailed information on 
the thermal, meteorological, hydrological, ecological and chemical opera
tional monitoring programs will be provided in the operating license 
application (ER Section 6.2.1.2; FSES Section 6.2). 

100. The environmental impacts of postulated accidents involving 
radioactive material during operation and during transportation have been 
adequately considered in the environmental impact analysis (FSES Sections 
7.1 and 7.2). 

101. The need for power from any units proposed for construction at 
the Blue Hills site will be evaluated at the construction permit phase 
(Foreword to ER Section 1.0). 

102. The review of alternative energy sources will be made at the 
construction permit phase (FSES Section 9.1; Tr. 67-68). 

103. The Applicant's service area extends 400 miles across Louisiana 
and into East Texas and is subdivided into three divisions of major power 
demand: the Baton Rouge area, the Lake Charles area and the East 
Texas area (ER Fig. 9.2-4). The Applicant stated that a comparison of the 
three areas showed that each area has conditions suitable for nuclear plants 
(ER 9.2.1.5.7). The Applicant noted that, since the Louisiana power 
demands are expected to be met by the River Bend Nuclear Power Station 
near Baton Rouge and two additional coal units near Lake Charles, and 
since further load demand is anticipated in the East Texas-West Louisiana 
area, siting a plant elsewhere to serve the East Texas-West Louisiana area 
could lead to economic and reliability problems generated by longer 
transmission lines (ER 42, p. R-19; Tr. 173). The Applicant conducted a 
comprehensive well-documented site selection process within the East 
Texas-West Louisiana part of its service area. This process considered, 
among other factors, site area characteristics, geology, tectonics, seismology, 
population, power transmission, land use, water availability, transpoita: 
tion and air quality.-U identified the Blue Hills site (Site G) as the optimal 
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location for a nuclear power station, with proper mitigation measures, 
among 49 sites considered in the East Texas and Western Louisiana 
(Western region), that area being selected on the basis of load demand. 
(Sites outside the Applicant's service territory were among those examined 
(Tr. 220).) At least two specific sites, among these 49 sites, in the Central 
and Lake Charles region of Applicant's service area, i.e., outside the 
Western region, were considered (ER at Fig. 9.2-9 and 9.2-4). Moreover, the 
Atchafalya River on the eastern portion of the Gulf States service area 
region was considered and rejected as a result of safety and environmental 
considerations (ER at R-57-R-58). Transmitting power from the eastern or 
central portion to the projected power demand in East Texas would 
necessitate the construction of many additional miles of transmission lines, 
increasing environmental impacts and capital expenditures (Id. and ER 
9.2.1.5.2). As a result of the initial review by the Applicant, 35 of the 49 sites 
were eliminated from further consideration. The second phase of the site 
analysis eliminated eight additional sites based upon the distance from 
existing transmission lines and in-depth geological and environmental 
analysis. The third phase of the site analysis consisted of a detailed 
investigation of six remaining sites, one of which was examined at the 
request of the Staff. The sites were evaluated with respect to their ability to 
utilize nuclear, oil and coal generating facilities. Review of the site selection 
process employed by the Applicant within this area did not reveal any sites 
there that are obviously superior to the one selected by the Applicant (ER 
Section 9.3.4; FSES Section 9.2.5; Tr. 173-7). The Staff reviewed the 
information provided by the Applicant as provided in 10 CFR Section 
2.101(a-l)(I) and the Staff personally visited the six candidate sites selected 
for in-depth analysis (FSES Section 9.2.5). No major flaw was found in the 
site, and the site appears to be a good site for a nuclear facility if 
appropriate mitigation action, particularly in regard to socia-economic 
impacts, is taken before a construction permit is issued (fr. 173). Thus, we 
find that the site selection process for the East Texas-West Louisiana area 
included methods, criteria and considerations given to alternative sites that 
are acceptable and in full compliance with NEPA and NRC requirements. 
Alternatives to the heat dissipation system selected were also considered 
and it was concluded that the circular mechanical-draft towers were 
optimal. Among the alternative heat dissipation systems considered by the 
Staff, no system is superior to the mechanical-draft circular cooling towers 
selected for use by the Applicant (ER Section 10.1; FSES Section 9.3.1.9). 

104. The Applicant carefully considered alternatives with regard to 
railroad right-of-way, access road, makeup and discharge water lines and 
transmission line corridors prior to selecting the proposed routes and on an 
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overall basis, no superior routes to those selected by the Applicant have 
been identified (ER Sections 10.3, 10.9, 10.10.1, 10.10.2; FSES Section 9.3). 

105. Among the alternatives considered, the proposed intake (site E), 
from the standpoint of overall suitability and the physical location and 
design of the discharge system in relationship to the Toledo Bend Reservoir 
is such as to minimize environmental impacts associated with construction 
and operation of the facility and are acceptable (ER Section 10.2.7; FSES 
Sections 5.5.2,9.3.2; Tr. 94-7, 222). 

106. Inasmuch as the fmal design of the intake structure has not been 
completed, review of the actual design and its impact on the Toledo Bend 
Reservoir will be deferred to the construction permit review phase. The 
Applicant will submit a report assessing entrainment and impingement 
associated with the intake structure as well as the feasibility of an intake 
structure located offshore in a deeper region of the reservoir at or prior to 
the time that application for construction permits is made (FSES Section 
5.5.2.1). 

107. Irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources have been 
adequately discussed and analyzed in the environmental impact analysis. 
The ultimate cost benefit balancing process will be deferred until the 
construction permit phase. However, the comprehensive analyses conducted 
by the Staff and Applicant have revealed nothing that would preclude 
use of the Blue Hills site for a nuclear power station. Neither have the 
Staffs analyses identified on an overall basis alternatives to the site or 
proposed plant features, including transmission lines, railroad and road 
access, intake and discharge pipelines, discharge system and proposed 
intake site E that are superior to those selected by the Applicant. 

108. When the actual design of the Blue Hills Station Units 1 and 2 is 
developed and the Appliant desires to proceed with his application for 
construction permits, the Applicant will provide, among other items, the 
following to the Staff: 

(1) An evaluation, with necessary supporting information, of the 
similarities and differences between the actual station design and 
the station design evaluated in the Final Site Environmental 
Statement. This evaluation will permit a determination of whether 
the impact of the actual station design will or will not be 
significantly greater than or different from the impacts described 
in the Final Site Environmental Statement. 

(2) If the actual plant design will produce an impact or an activity not 
previously or adequately evaluated in the Final Site Environmen
tal Statement, the Applicant will prepare an environmental 
evaluation of the design change or new activity. When the 
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evaluation indicates that such design change or activity may result 
in a significant adverse environmental impact that was not 
previously or adequately evaluated or that is significantly greater 
than that evaluated in the Final Site Environmental Statement, the 
Applicant shall provide a written evaluation of such design change 
or activity to the Director, Division of Site Safety and Environ
mental Analysis for review. 

(3) Sufficient information to permit evaluation of the need-for-station 
and consideration of alternative energy sources, based on a 
specific date for commencement of commercial operation and 
revised time sensitive information (e.g., population growth load 
forecasts, cost estimates, etc.). Unless significant new information 
is obtained that substantially affects the conclusions reached on 
alternate sites, no new evaluation of this subject will be required. 

(4) A comprehensive evaluation of the multilevel siphon intake system 
(See Final Site Environmental Statement Section 9.3.2) with fish
return facility, unless the state-of-the-art is such that it is 
appropriate to review this alternative. 

(5) An evaluation of the possibility of making a breach in Coffer Dam 
No. 3 to reduce the potential for total dissolved solids (IDS) 
buildup in Toledo Bend Reservoir. 

(6) Data on the distribution and seasonal abundance of ichthyoplank
ton, adult fish, and the Asiatic clam (Corhicu/a sp.) in the open
water regions of Toledo Bend Reservoir and a proposed method 
for control of the latter. 

(1) Data on the occurrence of striped bass spawning in Toledo Bend 
Reservoir. 

(8) Quantitative data on the suspended solids, bed load sediments, 
and periphyton communities in Copperas, Mitchell, and Mill 
Creeks. 

(9) A detailed erosion control plan as discussed in Final Site 
Environmental Statement Sections 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.2. 

(10) A complete description of the pesticide and herbicide treatment 
program should the Applicant decide that these chemicals are to 
be used for rights-of-way maintenance as discussed in FSES 
Section 5.5.1.2. 

(11) A detailed description of all preoperational monitoring programs 
(those which will be implemented after the Construction Permit is 
issued, but before an Operating License is granted) and the 
preconstruction supplemental aquatic monitoring program. These 
programs should incorporate those suggestions offered by the 
Staffin Final Site Environmental Statement Section 6.1.5.1. 
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(12) Detailed information and appropriate maps of any significant 
new changes in the environmental status (e.g., land use, habitats 
of rare, threatened or endangered species) of the proposed 
transmission line, pipeline, and railroad access routes. 

(13) If the construction schedule described in Final Site Environmen
tal Statement Section 4.4 that provided the basis for the Staffs 
assessment of community impacts is not achieved, then updated 
information should be provided on the socioeconomic parameters 
discussed in this section. 

(14) Results of planning negotiations among the Applicant, local 
officials, and regional planners (Final Site Environmental State
ment Section 4.4: 4.4.12). The Appli~t should begin early 
planning negotiations with local officials and regional planners to 
discuss methods of limiting the adverse impacts that are likely to 
occur as a result of plant construction. Local items for discussion 
could include, for example, planning expertise, development of 
mobile home zoning ordinances, prepayment of taxes, and 
incentives for workers to commute greater distances. In addition, 
these negotiations should consider public use, where possible, of 
the open space used for this project. The Applicant will submit a 
discussion of its activities carried out under this item and the 
mitigative activities it will undertake for Staff review at the time a 
Construction Permit application is flIed (supra, par. 84).(15). 

(15) Results obtained from surveys of the proposed transmission 
corridor routes to determine the presence of any proposed or 
nominated endangered species or existence (Final Site Environ
mental Statement Section 4.3.1.2). 

(16) A forest management plan for the site that includes consideration 
of the red-cockaded woodpecker. 

(17) Final plans for minimizing construction impacts or for avoi~g 
the bog communities along the proposed corridor for the railroad 
spur and transmission line C. 

(18) Final designs for both the temporary and permanent sewage 
treatment facilities (Final Site Environmental Statement Section 
11.1.4.6) and revised estimates of water requirements (Final Site 
Environmental Statement Section 11.1.3.1). 

(19) Information on the specific methods to be employed to control 
particulate emissions from the onsite concrete batch plant (Final 
Site Environmental Statement Section 11.1.3.9). 

109. The Applicant will be required to honor the following commit
ments to limit adverse effects during construction: 
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(I) Marketable timber will be removed from the site, and remaining 
trees and brush will be cleared and either used for erosion control 
or burned. All burning will be in accordance with State and 
Federal regulations. Tree stumps and other organics not burned 
will be buried under adjacent waste areas. 

(2) Soil excavation from borrow areas that is unsuitable for fill will be 
deposited in designated waste areas, and some topsoil will be set 
aside for restoration of the borrow areas after construction is 
completed. Tops of borrow areas will be covered with stored 
topsoil and then planted with slash and loblolly pines (Final Site 
Environmental Statement Section 4.1.1). 

(3) Fordable streams will have shell or gravel placed in the stream 
bed; other streams will have temporary bridges or culverts 
installed during construction. 

(4) The amount of spoil drifting from the dredging for the makeup 
intake and discharge structures will be limited to approximately 
1% of the total spoil dug from the bottom. Shoreline vegetation will 
not be disturbed except where it is necessary to gain access to the 
reservoir. 

(5) To minimize disturbance to the reservoir, excavation and construc
tion of the makeup intake structure will take place behind a sheet 
piling wall. Excavated and dredged material from construction of 
the makeup intake and makeup channel will be removed to a spoil 
area on the peninsula; material dredged for the discharge pipe will 
be deposited adjacent to the discharge pipe. 

(6) No explosives will be used in site excavations. 
(1) Temporary construction facilities will be removed when construc

tion is completed and these areas will be paved, seeded, sodded, 
and/or planted according to a prescribed plan. 
When no longer in use, temporary construction roads will be 
disked, scarified, and seeded, and the slope intersections will be 
rounded to minimize erosion and provide a natural appearance 
(side slopes in borrow and waste areas will receive similar 
treatment). All restored areas will be graded to prevent accumula
tion of standing water. 

(8) Permanent lawn areas will be planted as soon as feasible. 
(9) A natural border along the periphery of the cleared plant site will 

be encouraged by allowing natural reseeding and by planting 
indigenous vegetation. 

(10) Dust must be controlled during site preparation and construction 
through the use of water trucks, sprinkler systems, and chemicals 
such as Soil Penetrant 400, EARTH-PAK, and COHEREX. 
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(11) Erosion control will include grading, placement of slash in draws 
and water courses adjacent to cleared areas, and protection of 
slopes using peripheral interception ditches, catch basins, and 
drop pipes equipped with energy dissipators. Additionally, slopes 
will be treated using chemical soil binders (e.g., Aerospray S2 
Binder or Curasol AE) and then mulched and seeded. 

(12) During construction, wastes from portable chemical toilets will be 
transported offsite for proper disposal. Wastes from permanent 
toilet and wash facilities will be processed in a sewage treatment 
plant; all treatment plant discharges will meet applicable State 
and Federal standards. 

(13) Floor drain effiuent from shop facilities will be discharged into 
the storm drain system. 

(14) Petroleum product wastes will be collected and removed from the 
site. Waste interceptors will be provided to remove construction 
wastes (e.g., oils, greases, paints, or solvents) and minimize the 
impact on neighboring surface waters. 

(15) Wash water from the batch plant and from concrete trucks will 
be discharged into a specially constructed ditch, where cement 
particles can settle out before the water spills into a berm
enclosed waste area that serves as an evaporation-absorption 
field. After completion of the power plant, the earth berm will be 
graded to the elevation of the waste area. Waste loads of concrete 
will be dumped at a designated waste area. 

(16) Controlled spray of herbicides (e.g., Bromacil or Monuron) will 
be used to inhibit regrowth of vegetation on shelled and paved 
areas onsite. Application rates of herbicides and pesticides will be 
such that concentrations· in the stream systems will not exceed 
Texas Water Quality Board requirements; aquatic concentrations 
will be monitored at the U. S. Geological Survey Gauging Station 
on Mill Creek. 
Pest control, when necessary, will include localized controlled 
application of a short-lived malathion class of compound (mala
thion, parathion, EPN) for insects and may include poison baits 
(e.g., Pyralin or Fumasol) for rats and mice. However, the use of 
traps for problem rodents is preferred. 

(17) Combustible construction wastes will be burned, and noncom
bustible wastes will be disposed of within the borrow area by 
landfIll methods; both operations will meet applicable State and 
Federal regulations. Outdoor burning, construction activity, and 
application for permits shall be accomplished in accordance with 
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the Tew Clean Air Act and the Rules and Regulations of the 
Texas Air Control Board. 

(IS) Noise-reducing apparatus for construction equipment will com
ply with Federal and industrial standards. 

(19) During construction, effiuent from the sewage treatment plant 
will be discharged into a leaching field to prevent as many of the 
nutrients as possible from reaching the streams. 

(20) Effects of siltation upon the creek systems will be minimized 
through extensive erosion control efforts. 

(21) No historical landmarks or archaeological sites within an S-km 
(5-mile) radius of the plant site wi1J. be disturbed by construction 
of the station. Any archaeological site that is endangered by 
transmission line construction will be reexamined and tested. 
The Applicant shall not disturb any archaeological site or locality 
or any historical site without prior approval from the Staff. Should 
any additional archaeological discoveries be made either on. the 
plant site or within the rights-of-way, the Applicant shall notify the 
Staff immediately. The four localities identified in FSES Section 
2.9.2 shall be posted and an onsite archaeologist shall be available 
when these sites are in danger of being disturbed unless the State 
Historic Preservation Officer determines that these localities do 
not meet the criteria in the National Register of Historic Places 
(Addendum 2) for inclusion in the Register. 

(22) Where a residential or recreational area is serviced by a single 
road and this road is obstructed by construction activities, an 
alternate access route will be provided. 

(23) Existing roads will be used for access to the transmission 
corridors. 

(24) A forest management plan that will include consideration of the 
red-cockaded woodpecker will be submitted with the Construc
tion Permit application. Construction activity on the right-of-way 
for the proposed transmission line A should be carefully 
monitored by a biologist to ensure that areas with red-cockaded 
woodpecker nesting or roosting trees are not destroyed. Likewise, 
on proposed routes B and C, careful investigation should be 
made for nest and roost trees and areas with active red-cockaded 
woodpecker colony use, and these areas should be avoided. 

(25) An effort will be made to minimize or avoid disturbance of bog 
communities within the proposed corridor for the railroad spur 
and transmission line C. 

(26) To ensure continued and adequate protection of endangered 
species during additional development phases of the proposed 
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facility, the Applicant should maintain consultations with the U. S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service. 

m. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

110. Following completion of Commission and Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Appeal Board review, this Partial Initial Decision shall remain in 
effect for a period of five years or, where the Applicant for the construction 
permit has made timely submittal of the information required to support 
the application, as provided in Section 2.101(a-l), until the proceeding for a 
permit to construct a facility on the site identified in this Partial Initial 
Decision has been concluded, unless the Commission, Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Appeal Board, or Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, sua sponte 
or upon motion by a party to the proceeding. finds that there exists 
significant new information that substantially affects the earlier conclusions 
and reopens the hearing record on site suitability issues. 

111. Upon good cause shown. the Commission may extend the five-year 
period during which this Partial Initial Decision shall remain in effect for a 
reasonable period of time not to exceed one year. 

112. Based upon our review of the entire record in this proceeding. 
which are reflected in the foregoing findings, the Board has concluded, to 
the extent of its review, that the Blue Hills site (Site G) is a suitable location 
for nuclear power reactors of the general size and type proposed under the 
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and 
Commission regulations promulgated thereunder. 

113. Based upon our review of the entire record in this proceeding and 
the foregoing fmdings and in accordance with 10 CFR Part 51 of the 
Commission's regulations, the Board has concluded that the application 
and the record of the proceeding contain sufficient information and that the 
review of the application by the Staff has been adequate to support the 
foregoing fmdings and the following conclusions and order. 

114. We conclude that: 

A. The environmental review conducted by the Staff pursuant to the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 has been adequate to 
support issuance of this Partial Initial Decision; 

B. The requirements of Sections I02(2)(A)(Q and (E) of the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and 10 CFR Part 51, to the 
extent applicable. have been complied with in this proceeding; 

C. The Board has independently considered the final balance among 
conflicting factors contained in the record of this proceeding. After 
weighing the environmental, economic, technical and other bene-
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fits· against environmental and other costs, and considering 
available alternatives, the Board has determined that the Blue Hills 
site (Site G) is suitable with respect to the factors reviewed, and the 
Partial Initial Decision should be issued subject to the conditions 
for the protection of the environment discussed in paragraph 65 
and set forth in paragraphs 108 and 109, supra, as well as the 
following: 

(1) When the actual design of Blue Hills Station Units 1 and 2 is 
developed and the Applicant desires to proceed with its 
application for Construction Permits, the Applicant shall 
provide to the Staff the information specified in Findings 37, 
91 and 108. 

(2) The Applicant shall take the necessary actions set forth in 
Finding # 109 to avoid unnecessary adverse environmental 
impacts from construction activities. 

(3) The Applicant shall establish a control program that shall 
mclude written procedures and instructions to control all 
construction activities as prescribed in Finding # 109 and 
shall provide for periodic management audits to determine the 
adequacy of implementation of environmental conditions. 
The Applicant shall maintain sufficient records to furnish 
evidence of compliance with all the environmental conditions 
herein. 

(4) Before engaging in additional construction activities which may 
result in a significant adverse environmental impact that was 
not evaluated or that is significantly greater than that evaluated 
by the Staff, the Applicant shall provide written notification 
to the Director, Division of Site Safety and Environmental 
Analysis, and obtain approval to proceed. 

(5) If unexpected harmful effects or evidence of irreversible 
damage are detected during. facility construction. the 
Applicant shall provide to the Staff an acceptable analysis of 
the problem and a plan of action to eliminate or significantly 
reduce the harmful effects or damage. 

(6) The Applicant shall monitor the total residual chlorine 
concentration in the discharges to Toledo Bend Reservoir and 
shall design its system so that the concentrations can be 
limited to the value established by the Environmental 
Protection Agency in the NPDES permit for the Blue Hills 
Station. 
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(7) The Applicant shall submit a plan to the Department of 
the Interior acceptable to the National Park Service that 
describes the methods for mitigating the environmental-impact 
in crossing the Big Thicket National Preserve along proposed 
transmission line B. 

D. The issuance of permits for construction of the facilities, if built, 
insofar as they are based upon the fmdings and conditions herein, 
will not be inimical to the common defense and security. 

IV. ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED, in accordance with 10 CPR Sections 2.760, 2.762, 
2.785, and 2.786, that this Partial Initial Decision shall constitute, with 
respect to the matters covered therein, the fmal action of the Commission 
thirty (30) days after the date of issuance hereof, subject to any review 
pursuant to the Commission's Rules of Practice. Exceptions to this Partial 
Initial Decision may be med by any party within ten (10) days after service 
of this Partial Initial Decision. 

Within thirty (30) days thereafter (forty (40) days in the case of the Stafl), 
any party filing such exceptions shall me a brief in support thereof. Within 
thirty (30) days of the filing and service of the brief of the Appellant (forty 
(40) days in the case of the Stafl), any other party may me a brief in support 
of, or in opposition to, the exceptions. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 28th day of April, 1981. 

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND 
LICENSING BOARD 

Gustave A Linenberger 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Dr. Linda W. Little 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

MarshiUI E. Miller 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

[Appendix A has been omitted from this publication but is available 
at the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., WashinglEn, 
D.C.] 
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April 30, 1981 

Upon balancing the five factors set forth in 10 CFR §2.714(a)(I), the 
Licensing Board grants an untimely petition to intervene (subject to 
petitioner's taking the proceeding as it currently stands), admits petitioner's 
contentions dealing with emergency planning and corporate management, 
and denies its other contentions. 

RULES OF PRACIlCE: UNTIMELY INfERVENTION PE1TI10NS 

Failure to read the Federal Register does not justify the untimely filing 
of an intervention petition. New England Power and Light Co. (NEP Units 1 
and 2), LBP-78-18, 7 NRC 932, 933-34 (1978). 

RULES OF PRACIlCE: UNTIMELY INfERVENTION PE1TI10NS 

Newly acquired standing or organizational status does not constitute 
justification for an untimely filing of an intervention petition. Carolina 
Power and Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1,2, 3 & 
4), ALAB-526, 9 NRC 122, 124 (1979). 
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RULES OF PRACTICE: UNI1MELY INI'ERVENTION PETITIONS' 

A petitioner cannot sit back and observe the proceeding, and then 
intervene upon deciding that its interests are not being adequately protected 
by existing parties. Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Power 
Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-583, 11 NRC 447,448 (1980); Duke Power Co. 
(Cherokee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 & 3), ALAB-440, 6 NRC 643, 644 
(1977). 

RULES OF PRACTICE: UNI1MELY INI'ERVENTION PETITIONS 

In determining the extent to which the grant of an untimely intervention 
petition will delay a proceeding, the appropriate test is the measure of delay 
directly attributable to the tardiness of the petition. Long Island Lighting 
Co. (Jamesport Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-292, 2 NRC 
631,650, fn. 25 (1975). 

PARTIAL ORDER FOLLOWING PREHEARING CONFERENCE' 

(Admitting FUA on Contentions 1, 2, 7-13 and 27, and Denying FUA's 
Other Contentions) 

On March 22, 1981, nearly four years after the notice of opportunity for 
hearing in this operating license proceeding was published (42 Fed. Reg. 
20203, April 18, 1977), and three months before the hearing had already 
been scheduled to begin (on June 22, 1981), Fairfield United Action (FUA) 
flIed a petition to intervene, together with a supplement thereto setting forth 
27 contentions. For each contention, petitioner stated a basis which, in 
many cases, included names or descriptions of potential witnesses and 
references to supporting documentation. By the time FUA's petition was 
flIed, the Licensing Board had issued an order (on March 10, 1981) setting a 
final prehearing conference in the proceeding for April 7, 1981, and had 
requested the existing parties to flIe their suggestions by March 31, 1981 
with regard to all actions to be taken by the Board at the conference. 
Applicant flIed a response on March 30, 1981 and suggested, among other 
things, that FUA's petition be considered at the conference. Applicant 
served that response on FUA and the Board also arranged for its March 10, 
1981 order setting the prehearing conference to be served on the petitioner. 

Petitioner appeared at the prehearing conference by a non-attorney 
member, Dr. John Ruoff, to argue in support of the contentions it had 
raised and by an attorney, Robert Guild, Esq., a member of the bar of the 
State of South Carolina making a special appearance to argue the merits of 
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the late intervention. The Staff joined applicant in arguing against allowing 
intervention at this late date, and later reafflrmed this position in a written 
opposition to the petition, which it fIled on April 13, 1981. The main thrust 
of the applicant's and Stairs opposition to the petition is the purported lack 
of cognizable "good cause" for the late filing and the alleged delay that 
might be caused by allowing an intervention so shortly'before the scheduled 
hearing date. The major reasons given by petitioner for the late filing were 
that the petitioner was only recently incorporated, on September 5, 1980; 
that its members have only recently educated themselves with regard to the 
Summer Nuclear Station through participation in petitioner's program; that 
some of petitioner's members have only recently moved to Fairfield 
County; that the members who have lived for many years in the County 
have until recently relied upon information from applicant concerning the 
operations of the plant, which they now believe to be false and misleading; 
that petitioner's members who resided in proximity to the facility at the 
time of the fIling of the application for the operating license in 1977 lacked 
knowledge that they had interests that might be adversely affected by the 
granting of the license, of their rights and remedies available to them, and 
of the notice of opportunity for hearing published in the Federal Register; 
that until mid-February 1981 petitioner believed that it had no right to 
participate as a party in this proceeding since the deadline for intervention 
had passed in May 1977; that it believed until mid-February 1981 that its 
interests were represented by the existing intervenor Brett Bursey, when it 
was informed that Mr. Bursey's ability to put on an affmnative case was 
restricted by the Licensing Board; and that the ability of petitioner to 
inform itself of developments in the proceeding had been severely 
hampered by the absence for several years of a properly managed local 
public document room in Fairfield County. 

In addition to alleging a lack of good cause and inevitable delay that 
would result from admitting petitioner, applicant and Staff applied the 
other three factors contained in the five-factor test of 10 CFR §2.714(a)(I) 
against the petition to conclude that it should not be granted. They did not, 
however, challenge FUA's standing to intervene or the legal sufflciency of 
its contentions, and it is clear that they could not: the members reside 
well within the geographical limits required for intervention and many of 
the contentions were either encompassed in contentions admitted by the 
Board on behalf of intervenor Brett Bursey or would otherwise be ruled 
admissible in an operating license proceeding. 

The Board rules on the intervention by dividing the contentions into two 
parts in applying the five-factor test of 10 CFR §2.714(a): (1) the 
corporate management contentions (I, 2, 21) and emergency planning 
contentions (7-13); (2) all other contentions. As specifically discussed 
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below, by applying the five-factor test to these two categories of contentions 
in the current posture of the proceeding we admit FUA to the proceeding 
only on the corporate management and emergency planning contentions. 
In doing so, we require that the newly admitted intervenor take the 
proceeding as it currently stands with formal discovery concluded and only 
the specifics of FUNs affirmative case on those issues accepted as they 
were detailed in the supplemental petition and the prehearing conference. 

Good Cause for the Late Intervention 
The Board agrees with applicant and Staff that, with respect to the good 

cause requirement, petitioner had not substantiated its charges of misrepre
sentation by the applicant in its dissemination of information to the public; 
petitioner has not demonstrated that it exercised due diligence with regard 
to its rights, remedies and its potential interest in the proceedings; failure to 
read the Federal Register does not justify non-timely filing of a petition 
(New England Power and Light Co. (NEP Units 1 and 2), LBP-78-18, 7 NRC 
932, 933-934, (1978»; newly acquired standing or organizational status is 
not an excuse for delay (Carolina Power & light Co. (Shearon Harris 
Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1-4), ALAB-S26, 9 NRC 122, 124 (1979»; a 
petitioner cannot sit back and observe the proceeding, and then intervene 
upon deciding that its interest is not being adequately protected by existing 
parties (Puget Sound Power & Light Co. (Skagit Nuclear Power Project, 
Units I and 2), ALAB-SS9, 10 NRC 162, 172-173 (1979), vacated as moot 
CLI-80-34, 12 NRC 407 (October 9, 1980); Duke Power Co. (Cherokee 
Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), ALAB-440, 6 NRC 643, 644 (1977); 
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), 
ALAB-S83, 11 NRC 447, 448 (1980»; and, the poor maintenance of a local 
public document room (which the Board judges to be the fact upon reading 
the submittals and considering the discussion at the prehearing conference) 
does not justify the four years of delay and failure to raise the matter with 
NRC or the applicant. 

With regard to petitioner's reliance upon post-TMI requirements as 
providing good cause for late intervention, however, the Board does not 
agree with applicant and Staff that they do not provide good cause for the 
late intervention with regard to corporate management and emergency 
planning contentions. Especially with regard to emergency planning, we 
agree with another licensing board, Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co. (William 
H. Zimmer Nuclear Station), LBP-80-14, 11 NRC 570, 574 (1980), that the 
criteria for emergency planning have undergone vast changes that have 
considerably expanded the scope of relief in operating license proceedings 
since the TMI-accident and especially during 1980. Without repeating in 
detail the changes summarized in Zimmer, we do note the example cited 
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there (Id at 573) of the extension of emergency planning from the low 
population -zone (LPZ) to the Emergency Planning Zones (EPZS). This 
concept was formally adopted in the fmal rules published on August 19, 
1980 (45 Fed. Reg. 55402) which established an EPZ for airborne exposure 
with a radius of about 10 miles from the facility and an EPZ for 
contaminated food and water with a radius of about 50 miles. The affidavits 
submitted with the petition to intervene identify members of FUA who live 
within those zones and, consequently, who formally became principals in 
the Commission's concern over emergency planning. We note further that it 
was during this period in mid-1980 in which the Commission's policy on 
EPZs was evolving that the members of FUA began their involvement in 
NRC emergency planning meetings and organizational activities, culminat
ing in FUA's incorporation in September of 1980. Tr. 586. 

Had FUA fIled this petition in the middle or latter part of 1980, we 
would have no hesitation in determining that there was good cause for the 
delay in filing the petition to the extent of the emergency planning issues. 
Similarly, although to a lesser extent, because of the Commission's focus on 
management capability in the post-TMI era we would have found good 
cause for the delay in fIling the management capability contentions. 

As it is, petitioner delayed some months longer in apparent reliance 
upon Mr. Bursey's intervention before filing its petition in March of 1981. 
As we have stated before, such reliance is legally insufficient to constitute 
good cause for the additional delay, although we can understand a 
reluctance to ftle a petition three years after the issuance of a notice of 
opportunity for hearing in the face of a strong possibility of rejection when 
there is an intervenor already participating in the proceeding. Had that 
added delay in ftling disadvantaged any parties other than petitioner itseU 
(by circumscribing its prehearing activities), or delayed the proceedings, we 
might find a lack of good cause. However, since it does not delay the 
proceeding and there was good cause for the bulk of the delay in filing these 
contentions, we fmd that factor to be of almost no weight (or of slight 
weight against petitioner) in deciding upon the intervention with regard to 
the corporate management and emergency planning issues. With regard to 
the other contentions, we find an absence of good cause for the delay. 

The Delay Factor 
The Board agrees with applicant (Applicant's Answer to Untimely 

Petition, p. 10) that in cases of very late intervention the fifth factOJ 
specified in 10 CFR §2.714(a)(1), the extent to which participation by the 
late petitioner will broaden the issues or delay the proceedings, becom~ 
very important. We further agree with both applicnnt and Staff as to the 
contentions other than those concerning corporate management OJ 
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emergency planning that the admission of petitioner would broaden the 
proceeding and cause unwarranted delay at this late stage. We would weigh 
this factor as heavily against admitting petitioner on these contentions as 
we would weigh the lack of good cause. With regard to emergency planning 
and corporate management, however, we see no delay resulting from 
petitioner's admission if, as the Board orders, petitioner's admission on 
these contentions be subject to the same conditions prevailing with regard 
to the other parties. When a petitioner flIes a late petition he must generally 
take the proceedings as they are, and we see no reason to make any special 
accommodations for this petitioner that would result in delaying the 
proceeding. At the time the petition was filed, the hearing had been 
scheduled to begin on June 22, 1981, and we intend to maintain that 
schedule. Furthermore, the parties' affirmative cases should have been 
disclosed and discovery concluded except on those issues on which the 
Staffs and applicant's positions were still evolving. We hold petitioner to 
the specifics disclosed in its supplemental petition or at the prehearing 
conference on the corporate management and emergency planning issues, 
except to the extent that the latter area is still evolving or has not been 
publicly disclosed. 

In view of the fact that the corporate management and emergency 
planning issues had already been admitted to the proceeding (by Board 
question or intervenor contention), we see no broadening of issues and only 
a desirable particularization of its position in FUA's detailed presentation 
of these contentions. 

The Board expects that no delay will ensue from admitting petitioner on 
these contentions if the appropriate test of delay is employed, i.e., 
measuring the delay that could be attributed directly to the tardiness of the 
petition. Long Island Lighting Co. (Jamesport Nuclear Power Station, Units 
I and 2), ALAB-292, 2 NRC 631, 650, fn. 25 (1975). Had petitioner filed a 
timely petition, it would have served itself by having before it a full 
discovery period. While the other parties could have also discovered 
petitioner's case, discovery would not have benefitted them on the issues we 
are admitting. Petitioner has made full disclosure in its supplemental 
petition of the bases for its contentions, including the names or offices of its 
potential witnesses to the extent we are admitting its contentions, for the 
Board will not allow additional witnesses. Consequently, FUA's late 
entrance into the case has not occasioned a delay in discovery that could 
prolong the proceeding. With regard to applicant's and Staffs evolving 
positions on emergency planning, discovery is presently where it would 
have been had petitioner been admitted when the notice of opportunity was 
issued. We direct, in this regard, for the benefit of all of the parties, that the 
parties cooperate in informal discovery with regard to the evolving plans. 
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While the Board intends to adhere ftrmly to the hearing starting date of 
June 22, 1981, notwithstanding any failure in cooperation with regard to 
informal discovery, the Board intends to exercise its prerogatives in 
controlling the proceeding to penalize an offending party either by 
restricting its case or by providing a further hearing at a later time for the 
beneftt of an aggrieved party. . 

Nor, do we see any way in which petitioner's sooner entrance into this 
proceeding could have resolved the issues being admitted. Emergency 
planning is not yet ripe for resolution, and neither the corporate 
management nor emergency planning issues are susceptible to summary 
disposition regardless of their state of preparedness. 

Even if we consider delay in terms of the time of concluding the 
proceeding measured with or without petitioner's participation, we cannot 
foresee unwarranted delay. To be sure, the hearing may last longer because 
of petitioner's participation but, in view of petitioner's apparent intensive 
preparation of its pleadings and its demonstrated knowledge of the areas on 
which it is being admitted, together with the Board's resolve to prohibit 
repetitious examination, the Board anticipates very little unproductive delay. 

Ability to Contnoute to a Sound Record 
It is this factor that the Board weighs most heavily in favor of admitting 

petitioner to this proceeding on the corporate management and emergency 
planning contentions and which it weighs most heavily against petitioner 
with regard to the other contentions. As is apparent from FUNs pleadings 
and from the general discussion at the prehearing conference, petitioner's 
members have become well versed in the former areas, independently of 
any intention of intervening in this proceeding, through their participation 
in rate-making proceedings and in the ongoing emergency planning. We 
can only contrast petitioner's familiarity with the substance of these issues 
with its lack of prior involvement or expertise in the other issues it raised. 
On those other issues, it named few or no witnesses committed to testifying 
on its behalf but sought mainly the opportunity to search for such 
witnesses. In view of the late date, we see no reason to afford that 
opportunity. 

Moreover, while perhaps not grounds for admitting this petitioner, we 
cannot help but consider what the state of the record might be on the issues 
we admit without its participation. The existing intervenor, Mr. Bursey, 
throughout this proceeding has exhibited an inability to effectively manage 
his case, which includes the area of emergency planning. Moreover, 
considering the difficulties Mr. Bursey has encountered in preparing his 
own case, we expect little help from him in assisting the Board with regard 
to the issue raised by the Board regarding corporate management 
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(However, in this regard, we would expect the Staff to render valuable 
assistance since it, too, has raised serious questions with regard to 
applicant's engineering organization and hands-on operating experience. 
See reference to SER in ACRS letter of March 18, 1981, pp. 2-3.) However, 
with petitioner admitted on the corporate management issues it raised itself, 
we anticipate a much fuller development of the record, in a more 
adverserial manner. 

Other Means to Protect Petitioner's Interest and Extent to Which 
Petitioner's Interests will be Represented by Existing Parties 

As is ordinarily the case, this proceeding represents the best forum to 
consider the admissible contentions and petitioner is best qualified to 
represent its own interests. For that reason, these factors almost always 
weigh in a petitioner's favor but are given relatively lesser weight than the 
other factors. The Board has, however, taken these factors into account 
with regard to the specifics of this petition. We note that, with regard to 
'emergency planning, petitioner has had dealings with NRC and other 
public officials without benefit of this formal proceeding but, on the other 
hand, has encountered considerable difficulty in gaining full access to the 
counties' evolving emergency plans. Tr. 597-603. 

Petitioner's admission into this proceeding on the emergency planning 
contentions should not only facilitate its being heard on those issues in this 
forum, but should also serve to open some of the emergency planning to 
public input and scrutiny as should have been the case from the first. 

With regard to petitioner's being adequately represented by the existing 
partfes, we have already expressed our opinion on the manner in which the 
existing intervention has been handled. We see no reason why petitioner 
should have any confidence that Mr. Bursey will represent its interests any 
better than he has, so far, represented his own. 

In summary, we have applied the five-factor test to FUA's proposed 
intervention on the corporate management and emergency planning issues 
and have concluded that, while the good cause factor weighs slightly 
against admission, petitioner's ability to contribute to a sound record and 
the lack of delay or broadening of the proceedings weigh heavily in its 
favor, and the other two factors weigh slightly in its favor. We, therefore, 
conclude that the five factors weigh in favor of admitting FUA on the 
corporate management and emergency planning issues. 

On applying the five-factor test to the remainder of the issues raised by 
FUA, we conclude that the good cause, delay, and ability-to-contribute to
a-sound-record factors weigh heavily against admission, and that only the 
lesser factors of availability of other means to protect petitioner's interest 
and the extent to which petitioner's interest will be represented by existing 
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parties weigh slightly in its favor. We must, therefore, reject petitioner's 
intervention on those other issues. Had we not been able to separate its 
petition into two discrete parts for applying the five-factor test, we would 
have denied the petition as a whole, because the factors of lack of good 
cause for failure to file on time and the extent to which admitting petitioner 
on those issues would broaden the issues and delay the proceeding would 
outweigh any benefits from admitting petitioner. 

ORDER 

For aU of the foregoing reasons and based upon a consideration of the 
entire record in this matter, it is, this 30th day of April 1981 

ORDERED 
That Fairfield United Action is admitted as an intervenor in this 

proceeding on contentions I, 2, 7-13, and 27, subject to aU of the rights, 
obligations, and restrictions of the other parties as discussed above and 
determined in other Board orders; and, 

That the remainder of the contentions raised in FUA's supplemental 
petition are not admitted 

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFElY 
AND LICENSING BOARD 

Herbert Grossman, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 
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COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA April 20, 1981 

The Commission denies a petition for rulemaking submitted by the 
Citizens Advisory Board. The petitioner requested a variety of amendments 
to the Commission's Rules of Practice, 10 CFR Part 2, including provisions 
for informal hearings where formal hearings would not be held and requests 
for hearings to be ftled by persons not attempting to intervene in the 
proceeding. Petitioner also sought expanded service of all docket-related 
papers and the holding of all hearings and meetings at reactor sites at times 
maximizing public attendance. 

NRC: INFORMAL HEARINGS AND MEETINGS 

NRC currently holds informal public hearings or meetings near the site, 
in the area of NRC regional offices, or in the Washington, D.C. area on 
matters of special public interest relating to both specific nuclear plants and 
to more generic issues. 

NRC: INFORMAL HEARINGS AND MEETINGS 

NRC informal hearings and meetings are designed and conducted to 
achieve several objectives-to inform the public of proposed NRC or 
licensee actions, to enable the public to observe firsthand the NRC 
regulatory process at work, to air differing views on the matters in issue, 
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and to provide an opportunity for the public to question NRC and licensee 
personnel directly. 

NRC: INFORMAL HEARINGS AND MEETINGS 

Members of the public are generally notified in advance of the informal 
hearings or meetings through notices published in local newspapers, notices 
published in the Federal Register, radio and television announcements, or 
through a combination of these methods. 

NRC: INFORMAL HEARINGS AND MEETINGS 

Technical meetings between the NRC staff and the licensee or applicant 
are generally open to the public pursuant to the NRC "Open Meetings" 
policy, which is fully described in a policy statement issued on June 28, 
1978 (43 FR 28058) and in another published on October 20, 1978 (43 FR 
49082). 

NRC: INFORMAL HEARINGS AND MEETINGS 

The Commission is keenly aware of the public interest in informal 
hearings and meetings and will continue to investigate and encourage 
approaches which will meaningfully enhance, in a sound and practical 
manner, the positive effects of public participation in the nuclear licensing 
process. 

NRC: INFORMAL HEARINGS AND MEETINGS 

Public participation in the NRC regulatory process is not, however, a 
goal which can be pursued without regard for budgetary and personnel 
limitations, and the Commission must take into account reductions in its 
fmancial resources and limitations on its personnel strength in pursuing the 
fulfillment of all of the NRC's responsibilities and objectives. " 

NRC: INFORMAL HEARINGS AND MEETINGS 

Mandatory diversion on additional NRC resources to informal public 
meetings or hearings in every type of license proceeding throughout the 
entire country, as petitioner seeks here, would adversely affect the ability of 
the NRC to fulflll its fundamental environmental, health, and safety 
statutory responsibilities. 
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NRC: INFORMAL HEARINGS AND MEETINGS 

Making informal hearings mandatory in all operating license proceed
ings, as the petitioners have requested here, is not appropriate at this tim~ 
and the Commission declines to formalize the use of informal hearings as a 
requirement in all SUCD cases. 

OPERATING UCENSE HEARINGS: HEALTII AND sAFEiY 
ISSUES 

Informal hearings will not be made mandatory for all operating license 
proceedings. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO INTERvENE 

Interested members of the public may request intervention in adjudicatory 
hearings pursuant to Section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act providing 
they can demonstrate the requisite interest at stake, the standing require
ment, 10 CFR 2.714; see Portland General Electric Company (pebble Springs 
Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2), CLI-76-27, 4 NRC 610 (1976). 

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCRETIONARY INTERVENTION 

The Commission has discretion to order hearings upon request even 
where standing has not been shown. Public Service Company of Indiana 
(Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units I and 2), CLI-80-1O, 11 
NRC 438, 439 (1980). 

RULES OF PRACTICE: RIGHT TO PARTICIPATE 

Limited participation in NRC proceedings by nonparties is also 
permitted under the current rules, 10 CPR 2.7IS(a). 

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO INTERVENE 

The purpose of the requirement of standing is to establish that 
participants in the hearing process will contribute in a meaningful way to 
the development of a complete record on health, safety, and environmental 
issues, and this ensures that the public funds used to provide the 
adjudicatory resources for such proceedings Will not be expended on 
matters which are of no relevance to the issues then being adjudicated. 
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RULES OF PRACflCE: RIGHT TO PARTICIPA1E 

The requirement of standing will not be essentially abrogated to allow, ru 
petitioner suggests, any person to request an adjudicatory hearing 
irrespective of whether that person can show any personal stake in the 
outcome of the hearing and also irrespective of whether that person intend! 
to participate in the hearing itself. 

RULES OF PRACflCE: NOTICE OF HEARINGS 

10 CFR 2.71S(b) requires that the Secretary of the Commission serve 
notices of hearing upon all persons requesting such notices, and a dockel 
list relating to each nuclear licensing matter is compiled by the Office of the 
Secretary, and persons on this list receive direct notification of all hearings, 
pre-hearing conferences, oral arguments, and other formal proceedings 
associated with the docket. 

RULES OF PRACflCE: NOTICE OF HEARINGS 

All formal proceedings are noticed in the Federal Register and in local 
publications selected as being those reasonably calculated to provide the 
widest notice to the largest number of potentially affected people. 

RULES OF PRACflCE: SERVICE OF PAPERS 

NRC Local Public Document Rooms (LPDRs) are situated near the site 
of each licensed or proposed nuclear power plant and each LPDR contains 
the entire fIle of docket-related papers for that site, along with other NRC 
documents of general public interest. The main NRC Public Documenl 
Room in Washington has all dockets and corresponding docket-related 
papers on fIle as well as most other publicly-available NRC documents. 

RULES OF PRACflCE: SERVICE OF PAPERS 

The LPDRs, PDR, and requests under the Freedom of Information Acl 
adequately provide interested members of the public access to NRC 
documents, particularly those related to a specific proceeding. 
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RULES OF PRACfiCE: SERVICE OF PAPERS AND FINANOAL 
ASSISTANCE TO PARTICIPANrS 

Nationwide service upon request, as petitioner suggests, would be an 
unjustifiable expense, would not measurably add to public knowledge 
regarding NRC proceedings, and would seem contrary to the recent ruling 
of the Comptroller General that Section 502 of the 1981 fiscal year Energy 
md Water Development Appropriations Act (Pub. L. 98-367) prohibits the 
NRC from providing certain documents and transcripts free of charge to 
non-applicant parties in adjudicatory proceedings. See CG Opinion No. B
W0585 (Dec. 3,1980). 

NRC: LOCATION OF INFORMAL HEARINGS AND MEETINGS 

Public meetings of an informal nature are ordinarily held near the site, 
~articularly when they involve issues relating to the nuclear plant, and 
lIleetings with licensees or applicants may be held either near the plant or 
reactor site or in Washington, depending on the nature of the meeting, the 
:onvenience to the parties involved, and urgency of the meeting. 

:-mC: LOCATION OF INFORMAL HEARINGS AND MEETINGS 

Requiring that all formal and informal hearings and meetings normally 
)e held proximate to the actual or proposed nuclear plant site would not, in 
nost cases, increase public convenience since reactor sites are not located 
n high population density areas, and most interested members of the public 
would reside in a nearby population center, where hearings are held under 
:he current system; furthermore, reactor sites are not properly equipped to 
lccommodate large public meetings. 

we: SOIEDUUNG OF INFORMAL HEARINGS AND 
\1EETINGS 

The efficient conduct of hearings and meetings requires that they 
~enerally take place during normal business hours on weekdays, although 
;pecial arrangements are often made to accommodate members of the 
)Ublic wishing to appear at the hearing but unable to do so during business 
lOurs. 
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DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING 

This petition for rulemaking was filed by the Citizens Advisory Board of the 
Metropolitan Area Planning Agency for Omaha. Nebraska, and Council 
Bluffs, Iowa on March 13, 1980. Petitioner sought a number of amendment! 
to the Commission's Rules of Practice, 10 CFR Part 2. The petitioner'! 
proposals were set out in the Federal Register notice requesting commen1 
on the petition. 45 Fed. Reg. 26071. In brief, the petitioner sought the 
following: 

1. An amendment to 10 CFR 2.105 which would require that atl 

"informal hearing" be held by the NRC staff in all licensing cases where ~ 
"formal hearing" is either unavailable, not requested, or requested ane 
denied. 

2. An amendment to 10 CFR 2.714 giving persons not attempting tc 
intervene in a licensing proceeding the right to request a formal hearing 

3. An amendment to 10 CFR 2.715 providing that any person sc 
requesting would be furnished by the Secretary of the NRC all docket· 
related papers and be sent notice of all hearings, conferences, and inforrna 
proceedings. 

4. An amendment to 10 CFR 2.751 requiring that all hearings ane 
NRC-licensee/applicant meetings be held at a site and at times maxitnizin! 
attendance by a majority of persons potentially affected. 

Thirteen public comments were received on the petition, all of whic} 
opposed the petition. Commenters stressed that petitioner's suggestioru 
would add cost and delay to the licensing process, were unnecessary in vie", 
of current NRC rules providing for public participation in licensing ane 
were subject to abuse by persons seeking only to delay licensing rather thaI 
contribute to the process by good faith participation. 

We have considered the Citizens Advisory Board petition and th4 
comments submitted in response and have concluded that the petitioI 
should be denied. The reasons for our denial of the Citizens AdvisoIJ 
Board petition may best be understood in light of the NRCs curren 
practice with regard to informal public meetings or hearings, particularl) 
since the substance of most of the concerns expressed by the petitioner ar4 
already met under our present practice. We will discuss these matters iI 
response to the four basic areas of concern raised in the Citizens AdvisoIJ 
Board petition. 
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1) NRC lnfomiaI Hearings and Meetings. 
The NRC currently holds informal public hearings or meetings near the 

lite, in the area of the NRC regional offices, or in the Washington, D.C. 
U'ea on matters of special public interest relating both to specific nuclear 
)lants and to more generic issues. Recent informal public hearings or 
neetings have covered a wide range of subjects, including (a) environmen
:ai, health, and safety matters related to applications for construction 
)ermits or operating licenses for nuclear power plants, (b) upgrading 
~mergency preparedness plans at operating nuclear power plant sites, (c) 
!he NRC's proposed policy and procedures for enforcement actions, and 
:d) NRC enforcement actions against specific licensees. Such meetings and 
learings are designed and conducted to achieve several objectives: to 
nform the public of proposed NRC or licensee actions, to enable the public 
:0 observe fIrsthand the NRC regulatory process at work, to air differing 
news on the matters in issue, and to provide an opportunity for the public 
:0 question NRC and licensee personnel directly. To maximize participa
jon, members of the public are generally notifIed in advance of the 
nformal hearings or meetings through notices published in local newspa
~ers, notices published in the Federal Register, radio and television 
mnouncements, or through a combination of these methods. 

["be public meetings on environmental, health, and safety matters related to 
lpplications for construction permits or operating licenses for nuclear 
)ower plants are noteworthy. These meetings have generally been in two 
U'eas: (1) special meetings on environmental, health, or safety matters 
lmong the NRC staff, licensee/applicant personnel, and the public, and (2) 
)ther technical meetings between the NRC staff and the licensee/applicant. 
rwo examples illustrate these types of informal public meetings. In the 
~arly stages of NRC consideration of the construction permit application 
:Or Palo Verde Units 4 and 5, open public meetings were held in Phoenix, 
wona, on environmental matters (October 12 and 13, 1978) and on safety 
natters (October 17 and 19,1978). At the Palo Verde meetings, information 
,.,as presented to the public, and question-and-answer sessions followed. 

~ . " . . -
[n connection with a proposed increase of the maximum power rating in the 
)perating license for the Fort Calhoun Nuclear Station, an informal 
neeting was held on January 16, 1980 in Omaha, Nebraska. NRC staff 
nembers participated along with the licensee Omaha Public Power District 
:OPPD), parties (both individuals and groups) that had previously 
~equested a formal NRC hearing on the matter, and other members of the 
)ublic. During the meeting, OPPD presented its plans for the power 
ncrease, the NRC staff discussed its review of OPPD's proposed power 
ncrease, and other participants made their views known and questioned 
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OPPD and NRC participants. Shortly after the meeting, the request for a 
formal NRC hearing was withdrawn, and the NRC received favorable 
comments on the exchange of information and views which had taken 
place. 

Technical meetings between the NRC staff and the licensee or applicant are 
generally open to the public pursuant to the NRC "Open Meetings" policy, 
which is fully described in a policy statement issued on June 28, 1978 (43 
FR 28058) and in another published on Ocotober 20, 1978 (43 FR 49082). 
Other special meetings are held where circumstances and public interest 
commend such action. For example, approximately 70 meetings were held 
in 1980 with the public, local officials, and other interested organizations in 
the area near the Three Mile Island (fMI) plant on various subjects related 
to the status ofTMI. 

As to the three other general subjects mentioned above, approximately 130 
informal hearings or meetings took place during 1980 in areas immediately 
surrounding the operating or proposed nuclear plant itself or in the general 
areas where such plants are or will be situated. Over 30 of the 130 local 
meetings focused on the NRC emergency preparedness program. These 30 
meetings and workshops involved providing the public with information on 
proposed NRC emergency preparedness regulations, presenting an evalu
ation of the status of the emergency preparedness plans for the nuclear 
power plant in that area, and giving the public an opportunity to question 
NRC and licensee personnel directly on these topics. In addition, proposed 
policy and procedures for NRC enforcement actions were discussed at 
several regional public meetings which took place in 1980. The enforcement 
policy and procedures and the schedule of meetings were announced in 
NRC press releases and published in the Federal Register. 45 FR 66754 and 
45 FR69077. 

Open, informal meetings have also included matters subject to NRC 
enforcement actions, usually where licensees had received an NRC notice 
of violation of the terms or conditions in their construction permits or 
operating licenses. In 1980, such open enforcement meetings were held, 
among others, in Athens, Alabama, on Browns Ferry Unit 3 (containment 
penetration closures and TVA operational procedures); in Madison, 
Indiana, on the Marble Hill Nuclear Power Station (upgrade of quality 
assuran:ce program and construction management activities); in Sacramento, 
California, on the Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station (valve 
misalignment and administrative procedures); in Bay City, Texas, on South 
Texas Project Units 1 & 2 (construction activities and quality assurance 
program); in New York City on Indian Point Unit 2 (river water leakage 
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into containment); and in South Haven, Michigan, on the Palisades 
Nuclear Power Station (mispositioned safety system valves and routine 
surveillance test procedures). At these open meetings, NRC personnel 
questioned the licensee on various aspects of the violation and proposed or 
completed remedial actions, with the public observing the entire process. 
Following this segment of the meeting, the public had an opportunity to 
question the NRC personnel present and, at times, those of the licensee. 
Attendance at such open enforcement meetings ranged from one person to 
large crowds of several hundred persons. 

As a result of activities such as the examples noted above, the NRC has 
found that open, informal meetings and hearings have positive, useful 
effects in permitting the public to judge for itself the effectiveness of nuclear 
regulation by the NRC. The NRC staff continues to explore ways to 
improve its anticipation of matters which have considerable public interest, 
so that informal hearings and meetings may be scheduled. Open and 
informal meetings also provide a valuable forum for members of the public 
to receive information on NRC practices and policies directly from NRC 
personnel, and to make known their own views on such matters. Positive 
effects flow from a face-to-face exchange of ideas and from the ability of 
the public to have question-and-answer sessions. Usually, the questions 
range from general subjects and NRC regulations and policies to the 
licensee's actual compliance with such NRC mandates. 

The Commission is keenly aware of the public interest in this area and will 
continue to investigate and encourage approaches which will meaningfully 
enhance, in a sound and practical manner, the positive effects of public 
participation in the nuclear licensing process. To that end, increased efforts 
have been and are being made to afford interested members of the public 
an opportunity to participate in these informal meetings and hearings at 
convenient locations, usually in the vicinity of the nuclear power plant 
location. In addition, providing effective advance notice in widely-dissemi
nated local and national media is obviously necessary and will continue to 
be part of NRC practice. Finally, the NRC will attempt to schedule such 
hearings and meetings with due regard for the most appropriate and 
convenient time of the day for all concerned. In some of the instances noted 
above, meetings and hearings have continued through the evening well into 
the early morning hours. 

Public participation in the NRC regulatory process is not, however, a goal 
which can be pursued without regard for budgetary and personnel 
limitations. The Commission must take into account reductions in its 
fmancial resources and limitations on its personnel strength in pursuing the 
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fulfillment of all of the NRC's responsibilities and objectives. In addition 
the recent decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District oj 
Columbia Circuit in Sholly v. NRC, No. 80-1691 (Nov. 19, 1980), createl 
further uncertainties for NRC budgetary and personnel resources, pendin~ 
possible Supreme Court review of that decision. The impact of Sholly on the 
NRC's responsibility to hold formal adjudicatory hearings, if not reversed 
by the Supreme Court or legislatively, is potentially substantial, and il 
presently undergoing close scrutiny. Any increase in the number of formal 
hearings that are ultimately required to be held, above estimates made prim 
to Sholly, will obviously have fiscal and personnel impacts on the NRCl 
ability to hold informal hearings and meetings that are discretionary ill 
nature. Accordingly, making informal hearings mandatory in all operating 
license proceedings, as the petitioners have requested here, is not appropri· 
ate at this time and we decline to formalize the use of informal hearings as a 
requirement in all such cases. 

Information concerning proposed NRC licensing actions is and will 
continue to be available in the Federal Register and in NRC Public 
Document Rooms. Current NRC regulations already provide an avenue fOl 
members of the public to request that certain licensing or enforcemenl 
actions be taken. See 10 CFR 2.206. Interested members of the public may 
also request and intervene in adjudicatory hearings pursuant to Section 189 
of the Atomic Energy Act providing they can demonstrate the requisite 
interest at stake, the "standing" requirement. 10 CFR 2.714; see PortlaM 
General Electric Company (pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), 
CLI-76-27, 4 NRC 610 (1976). Nonetheless, the Commission has discretion 
to order hearings upon request even where standing has not been shown. 
Public Service Company of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating 
Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-80-1O, 11 NRC 438, 439 (1980). Limited 
participation in NRC proceedings by nonparties is also permitted under the 
current rules. 10 CFR 2.71S(a). 

In our view these avenues, together with the above-described NRC practice 
of holding informal hearings and meetings where circumstances warrant, 
are sufficient to ensure effective public participation in the NRC regulatory 
process. Mandatory diversion of additional NRC resources to informal 
public meetings or hearings in every type of license proceeding throughout 
the entire country, as petitioner seeks here, would adversely affect the 
ability of the NRC to fulfIll its fundamental environmental, health, and 
safety statutory responsibilities. Substantial delays in the licensing of 
nuclear power plants could also result, since even minor license amendment 
actions would have to await conclusion of the informal hearings. The 
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Commission needs to maintain some measure of control in deciding when 
circumstances warrant the holding of informal public hearings or meetings 
and cannot allocate, in advance, the substantial resources necessary to meet 
the full breadth of the petitioner's request absent a stronger showing of 
deficiencies in our current practice and of substantially greater benefits to 
be gained. The TMI experience, with over 70 informal meetings in 1980 
alone, demonstrates that the NRC can and will exercise its discretion to 
involve the public in a substantial manner in deserving situations. 

(2) The Right of Persons Not Attempting to Intervene to Request Formal 
NRC Hearings. 

Under current NRC rules, person seeking to intervene in NRC 
proceedings must meet a traditional threshhold requirement to show how 
their interests will be affected by the outcome of the proceeding. 10 CFR 
2.714(a), (d). See also, Portland General Electric Company, supra; Public 
Service Company of Indiana. supra. The purpose of this requirement of 
"standing" is to establish that participants in the hearing process will 
contribute in a meaningful way to the development of a complete record on 
health, safety and environmental issues. This ensures that the public funds 
used to provide the adjudicatory resources for such proceedings will not be 
expended on matters which are of no relevance to the issues then being 
adjudicated. 

Petitioner suggests, however, that any person should be able to request an 
adjudicatory hearing, irrespective of whether that person can show any 
personal stake in the outcome of the hearing and also irrespective of 
whether that person intends to participate in the hearing itself. We have 
difficulty in finding significant positive aspects in such a proposal, 
particularly in light of the above-mentioned practical benefits which result 
from employing the well-accepted standing requirement. The petitioner's 
suggestion would essentially abrogate the standing requirement entirely 
while creating certain anomalous and costly situations. For example, 
although at times intervenors pose views which differ from those of a 
licensee/applicant or the NRC staff, it is not difficult to conceive that 
adoption of petitioner's proposal would lead to empaneling a licensing 
board and holding a hearing without any participation by a party taking a 
differing position on the issues. Indeed, petitioner does not state what the 
issues might be at such a hearing, since the proposed rule change does not 
require the person requesting the hearing even to identify such issues with 
particularity. Adjudicatory hearings held under these circumstances would 
not contribute to the enhancement of the NRC's ability to protect the 
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public health and safety and, in fact, would seem to be an expenditure of 
NRC resources without any benefit being gained. 

(3) Furnishing of Docket-Related Papers and Notices of All Hearings, 
Conferences and Infonnal Proceedings. 

Petitioner would amend 10 CFR 2.715 to provide for service of all 
docket-related papers ("all pleadings and papers of record") to any person 
so requesting, whether or not a particpant in the proceeding. This would be 
an expansion of current practice that seems unnecessary in light of the steps 
the NRC presently takes to ensure that members of the public have 
reasonable access to all docket-related papers, notices, and other material. 
NRC Local Public Document Rooms (LPDRs) are situated near the site of 
each licensed or proposed nuclear power plant in the United States. Each 
LPDR contains the entire fIle of docket-related papers for that site, along 
with other NRC documents of general public interest. The main NRC 
Public Document Room in Washington has all dockets and corresponding 
docket-related papers on fIle as well as most other publicly-available NRC 
documents. The LPDRs can usually obtain additional materials for persons 
requesting them on short notice. Finally, the Freedom of Information Act is 
available to persons desiring to obtain documents which would not 
ordinarily be placed in an LPDR or in the main NRC PDR in Washington. 

We are confident that these methods adequately provide interested 
members of the public access to NRC documents, particularly those related 
to a specific proceeding. Nationwide service upon request would in our 
view be an unjustifiable expense and would not measurably add to public 
knowledge regarding NRC proceedings. In addition, the Comptroller 
General has recently ruled that Section 502 of the 1981 fiscal year Energy 
and Water Development Appropriations Act (p.L. 96-367) prohibits the 
NRC from providing certain documents and transcripts free of charge to 
nonapplicant parties in adjudicatory proceedings. See CG Opinion No. B-
200585 (Dec. 3, 1980). Certain aspects of the petitioners proposal would, 
therefore, seem to be contrary to the Comptroller General's position. 

In its present form, 10 CFR 2.715(b) requires that the Secretary of the 
Commission serve notices of hearing upon all persons requesting such 
notices. In practice, a docket list relating to each nuclear licensing matter is 
compiled by the Office of the Secretary, and persons on this list receive 
direct notification of all hearings, pre-hearing conferences, oral arguments, 
and other formal proceedings associated with that docket. Hence, a portion 
of petitioner's request in this area is already current practice. Moreover, all 
formal proceedings are noticed in the Federal Register and in local 
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publications selected as being those reasonably calculated to provide the 
widest notice to the largest number of potentially affected people. Every 
effort, including advertisements and press releases, is made to notify the 
public of informal public meetings to be held near the site. We conclude 
that the thrust of petitioner's proposal to amend 10 CFR 2.715(b) as to the 
furnishing of notices of hearings is fully satisfied by current NRC rules and 
procedures. 

(4) Location and Scheduling of Hearings and NRC-licensee/Applicant 
Meetings. 

Finally, petitioner requests that all hearings and NRC-licensee/applicant 
meetings be held at a site and at times which will maximize attendance by a 
majority of persons potentially affected. Most adjudicatory hearings are 
already held near the relevant nuclear reactor site, usually in the nearest 
sizeable city or town. Appellate oral arguments in adjudicatory proceedings 
are, however, generally heard in the Washington, D.C. area. Public 
meetings of a more informal nature are also ordinarily held near the site, 
particularly when they involve issues relating to the nuclear plant. Meetings 
with licensees or applicants may be held either near the plant or reactor site 
or in Washington, depending on the nature of the meeting, the convenience 
to the parties involved, and urgency of the meeting. Except for informal 
contacts between the NRC staff and the licensee or applicant (telephone 
coversations, discussions during site visits, etc.), NRC staff-licensee/ 
applicant meetings are generally open to the public and are announced 
in advance. As noted above, this "Open Meetings" policy is fully described 
in a policy statement issued on June 28, 1978. 43 FR 28058. It provides that 
"All meetings conducted by the NRC technical staff as part of its review of 
a particular domestic license or permit application (including an applica
tion for an amendment to a license or permit) will be open to attendance by 
all parties or petitioners for leave to intervene in the case." The scheduling 
and location of such meetings is arranged, where possible, with the intent of 
allowing all interested parties to attend. This has, in some instances, 
resulted in meetings being held outside of normal business hours, as 
petitioner appears to suggest. 

Requiring that all formal and informal hearings and meetings normally be 
held proximate to the actual or proposed nuclear plant site would not, in 
most cases, increase public convenience. Such reactor sites are not located, 
for obvious reasons, in high population density areas. Most interested 
members of the public would reside in a nearby population center, and this 
is where hearings are held under the current system. Furthermore, reactor 
sites are simply not properly equipped to accommodate large public 
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meetings. We fmd no demonstrable merit in the petitioners suggestec 
change to our rules, and we will continue the current practice of holding the 
majority of adjudicatory hearings and public meetings in a city or toW!: 
near the operating or proposed power plant site. 

As to the petitioner's second point, most adjudicatory hearings are held 
during normal business hours. However, evening or even weekend session! 
are occasionally held to permit intervenors to participate if they are unable 
to do so during business hours. Such sessions may also be held to .heal 
statements offered by non-parties participating pursuant to 10 CFR 
2.71S(a). Special informal public meetings, such as those at Three Mile 
Island, are usually held during non-business hours. 

We decline to accept the petitioners approach for the timing of hearing! 
and meetings, which implies that evenings and weekends should be 
preferred, as a matter of course, to regular business hours. Where the basic 
purpose of an informal meeting is to inform the public (as with meetings al 
Three Mile Island), evening hours have been used frequently, and we expec1 
such practice to continue. Normal business hours, however, are more 
appropriate for the conduct of agency business in formal proceedings or in 
official meetings with the licensee or applicant. There are simply more 
hours and days available for the conduct of business if normal workinS 
hours are utilized. Licensing hearings can be a lengthy process, and would 
be even more time-consuming if petitioner's suggestion were adopted. We 
conclude that the efficient conduct of hearings and meetings requires thaI 
they generally take place during normal business hours on weekdays. As we 
have noted above, special arrangements are often made to accommodate 
members of the public wishing to appear at the hearing but unable to do so 
during business hours. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Commission denies the petition for 
rulemaking flIed by the Citizens Advisory Board. A copy of the Commis
sion's letter of denial is available for public inspection and copying at the 
NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 

Dated at Washington, D.C., 
this 20th day of .April, 1981. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission 

Samuel J. Chilk 
Secretary of the Commission 
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CLI-81-6 

In the MaHer of Docket Nos. 50-275 
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC CO. 
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear 
Power Plant, Units 1 and 2) 

(Petition for 
Relief Under 

10 CFR 2.206) 

May 8, 1981 

The Commission afrtrms Part I of DD-81-3, 13 NRC 351 (1981), in 
which the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation d~nied a 
request under 10 CFR 2.206 to supplement the environmental record in this 
operating license proceeding on the ground that the requesting party had 
raised that same issue before the Licensing Board and no decision had yet 
been reached. The Commission also declines review of Parts II and III of 
the Director's Decision. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: SHOW CAUSE PROCEEDING 

Parties must be prevented from using 10 CFR 2.206 procedures for 
avoiding an existing forum in which the issues raised more logically should 
be presented. Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point, Units 1,2 
and 3), CLI-75-8, 2 NRC 173, 177 (1975). Where an adjudicatory Board is 
presiding in a proceeding with jurisdiction to consider the matter, a party to 
that proceeding may not choose to avoid that forum by use of 10 CFR 
2.206. 
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RULES OF PRACTICE: SHOW CAUSE PROCEEDING 

If an adjudicatory Board has jurisdiction to consider an issue, a party to 
the proceeding before that Board must first seek relief from the Board. If a 
Board is clearly without jurisdiction, there is no need to present the matter 
to the Board for decision before seeking to institute a show cause 
proceeding under 10 CFR 2.206. Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon 
Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1, 2, 3 and 4), CLI-79-5, 9 NRC 607 
(1979); Florida Power & Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2), 
ALAB-579, II NRC 223,226 (1980), id. DD-80-33, 12 NRC 598 (1980). 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

On October 17, 1980, the Joint Intervenors in the NRCs proceeding to 
decide whether and on what conditions the power reactors at Diablo 
Canyon should operate filed a request under 10 CFR 2.206 with Harold 
Denton, Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, to 
supplement the environmental record in that proceeding so as to include a 
detailed evaluation of the environmental consequences of a catastrophic 
accident at that site. The Director denied the requested relief, in part 
because the Joint Intervenors had raised that same issue before the 
Licensing Board and no decision has been reached. 00-81-3, Part I, 13 
NRC 351 (March 26, 1981). Because of the importance of this ruling to the 
Commission's administrative practice, the Commission specifically en
dorses the principle that 10 CFR 2.206 should not be used by a party to a 
licensing proceeding to request relief on a matter within the jurisdiction of 
the presiding officer in the proceeding. The Commission declines review of 
Parts II and III and, as a matter of course, expresses no views on the merits 
of those aspects of the Decision. 

I 

In May 1979, Joint Intervenors filed a motion to reopen and supplement 
the environmental record with regard to catastropic (hereinafter Class 9) 
accidents. This motion was based on alleged new information that called 
into question the validity of the prior NRC position on Qass 9 accident 
considerations under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 
(NEPA),42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq. - principally the TMI-2 accident and the 
publication of the Risk Assessment Review Group (Lewis) Report. In 
addition, the Joint Intervenor called special attention to the issue whether 
the facility could comply with NRC seismic criteria in requesting additional 
consideration of Class 9 accidents. On motion of the NRC staff, the Board 
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deferred consideration of Intervenors' request pending completion of the 
stairs evaluation of impacts of the TMI-2 accident for Diablo canyon. In 
its most recent order considering those impacts, the Board continued to 
defer ruling on the motion to reopen until after the Appeal Board rules on 
the seismic issue. Prehearing Conference Order, at 3, 26-27 (February 13, 
1981). The Joint Intervenors' motion must eventually be ruled upon by the 
Licensing Board before it completes its consideration of the Diablo. Canyon 
license. . . 

In October 1979, the Friends of the Earth (FOE) requested a supplement 
to the Diablo Canyon environmental record and the environmental record 
for two other facilities on Class 9 accidents, for almost identical reasons. In 
January 1980, before staff actioIf was completed on this 10 CFR 2.206 
petition, FOE sued the NRC in federal district court to compel the 
preparation of the requested supplement. Friends of the Earth, et al. v. NRC, 
et al., N.D. Cal. No. C80-0234-SW (filed January 30, 1980). In June, the 
Director, NRR, for the NRC staff, denied relief both because of the 
pendency of the same issue in the Diablo Canyon licensing proceeding and 
because FOE failed to make a suitable case to justify relief on the merits. 
Arizona Public Service Co. (palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1, 
2 and 3), et al, DD-80-22, 11 NRC 919 (1980). The Commission permitted 
the review time to expire without taking review. 10 CFR 2.206(c). No 
judicial review was sought for that decision. 

In August 1980, the district court granted the NRCs and the applicant's 
motions to dismiss the FOE lawsuit. In an order entered in September, the 
district court explained that, because of the pendency of that issue in the 
Diablo Canyon proceeding and because the NRC had not yet decided the 
issue, "[j]udicial intervention now would interfere With the agency's 
consideration of Diablo Canyon, and would risk inconsistent results, likely 
produce duplication of effort and unnecessary expenditure of judicial 
resources, and encourage bypassing of congressionally sanctioned adminis
trative procedures." FOE v. NRC, slip op. at 3, 11 Environmental Rptr. 
(BNA) 1035 (1980). ''What the court fmds compelling arises from the fact 
that the very issues underlying plaintiffs' concerns in this case, the issues 
which plantiffs argue deserve further study and analysis, are in fact 
presently being subjected to intensive structured investigation by the 
federal defendants, complete with the opportunity for public comment and 
criticism as well as subsequent judicial review." It!. at 2. 

n 

Notwithstanding this clear judicial endorsement of the licensing Board 
proceeding as the proper forum in which to resolve this issue, Joint 
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Intervenors, in October 1980, fIled the instant request for enforcement relie1 
under 10 CFR 2.206, updating and restating their origina11egal theory and 
assertion of "special circumstances" warranting special treatment of Oass 9 
accidents. In the Commission's view, the Director properly denied relief in 
Part I of his Decision based on the pendency of the identical matter before 
the Licensing Board. In affirming that part of the Director's Decision, the 
Commission expressly adopts the view intimated six years ago in Indian 
Point, that parties must be prevented from using 10 CFR 2.206 procedures 
for avoiding an. existing forum in which the issues raised more logically 
should be presented. Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point, 
Units 1, 2 and 3), CLI-75-8, 2 NRC 173, 177 (1975). Where a Board is 
presiding in a proceeding with jurisdiction to consider the matter, a party to 
that proceeding may not choose to avoid that forum by use of 10 CFR 
2.206. 

This principle applies most strongly in a situation, like this case, in which 
petitioners attempt to raise under 10 CFR 2.206, the same issue on the same 
theory that "awaits the Board's consideration in the operating license 
proceedings." DD-81-3, 13 NRC, at 351. As noted above, the Licensing 
Board must decide the issue before it completes its action on Diablo 
Canyon. That "[t]he Board determined it will defer consideration of this 
motion [to reopen and supplement the record on Oass 9 accidents] until the 
Appeal Board has ruled on the seismic issues before it" is no justification 
for attempting to circumvent the Board process for deciding the terms and 
conditions of contested license issuances. If anything, the Board's action 
holds open the prospect of relief based on the very issue raised in the 
Intervenors'motion. For these reasons, the Commission specifiCally affmns 
that Part of the Director's Decision which relies on these principles. The 
Commission does not elect to review any other aspect of the Decision. 

This decision should not be taken as any weakening of the Commission's 
endorsement of the procedures available under 10 CFR 2.206. Those 
procedures permit any person to request enforcement action, if available, at 
any facility. The ruling today means that if a Board has jurisdiction to 
consider the issue, a party to the proceeding before that Board must first 
seek relief from the Board. If a Board is clearly without jurisdiction, there is 
no need to present the matter to the Board for decision. Carolina Power & 
Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1, 2, 3 and 4), CLI-
79-5, 9 NRC 607 (1979). See Virginia Electric & Power Co. (North Anna 
Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-551, 9 NRC 704, 708-09 
(1979). Indeed, it is NRC practice that such motions are referred for action 
under 10 CFR 2.206. Florida Power & Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power 
Plant, Unit 2), ALAB-579, 11 NRC 223, 226 (1980), id DD-80-33, 12 NRC 
598 (1980). 
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That portion ofD1)..81-3 is, accordingly, aff111lled. 
It is so ORDERED. 

Dated at Washington, DC, 
this 8th day of May, 1981. 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL 1. CHILK 
Secretary of the Commission 
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CONSOLIDATED EDISON 
COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC. 
(Indian Point, Unlt_ No.2) 

POWER AUTHORITY OF 
THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
(Indian Point, Unit No.3) May 12, 1981 

The Commission orders that the Indian Point operating licenses be 
modified, allowing the continued use of open-cycle cooling at the units in 
accordance with a settlement agreement approved by the Environmental 
Protection Agency. 

EPA AUIlIORI1Y: NUCLEAR PLANT COOLING SYSTEMS 

By the terms of the Clean Water Act and Commission precedent, the 
NRC must defer to final decisions of the EPA with respect to the type of 
cooling system employed by nuclear power plants. 33 U.S.C §1371(c)(2); 
Public Service Company of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 
2), CLI-78-1, 7 ·NRC 1 (1978); Philadelphia Electric Company (peach 
Bottom Atomic Power Station, Unit 3), ALAB-532, 9 NRC 279 (1979). 

·Chairman Hendrie disqualified himself from participation in this case. 
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ORDER 

On November 15, 1978, the Commission on its own motion took review 
of the Appeal Board's decision in ALAB487, and requested briefs from the 
parties. No party had requested review. The purpose of taking review was to 
clarify the status of license conditions requiring termination of once· 
through cooling at the Indian Point Unit 2 and Unit 3 facilities, in light of 
the pendency of an adjudicatory proceeding before the Environmental 
Protection Agency to determine the type of cooling system to be required of 
those two units and two fossil-fired generating plants located along the 
Hudson River. It is well established, by the terms of the Oean Water Act 
and Commission precedent, that the NRC must defer to final decisions of 
the EPA with respect to the type of cooling system to be employed by 
nuclear power plants. 33 U.S.C. § 1371 (c)(2); Public Service Company of New 
Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-78-1; Philadelphia 
Electric Company (peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Unit 3), ALAB· 
532,9 NRC 279 (1979). This case, however, presented the question of the 
status of NRC decisions with respect to the type of cooling system for a 
nuclear power plant while awaiting a fmal decision from EPA 

That legal issue has now been mooted by the execution of a settlement 
agreement that terminates the EPA proceeding with a decision permitting 
continued use of open-cycle cooling at the Indian Point units, coupled with 
a variety of measures to mitigate the adverse effects of the plants on the 
biota in the Hudson River and otherwise to benefit the environment of the 
area. 

On February 27, 1981, Consolidated Edison Company of New York and 
the Power Authority of the State of New York, licensees of Units 2 and 3 
respectively, ftled a motion requesting that we issue an order (1) deleting the 
requirement, embodied in the license condition 2.E of licenses DPR-26 and 
DPR-64, that they terminate operation with once-through cooling; (2) 
directing that the settlement agreement supersedes and n~es the 
stipulation, executed in 1975, requiring termination of once·through cooling 
at Indian Point Unit 3; and (3) directing the completion of all other action 
required under the Atomic Energy Act to make the licenses consistent with 
the settlement agreement relative to the condenser cooling systems for the 
two units. 

With respect to the first two of these requests, all parties are in agreement 
that the relief requested should be granted. It should be noted that there is 
disagreement among the parties as to the legal basis for that grant of relief. 
The licensees, the New York State Department of Environmental Conser
vation, and the NRC staff agree that this action is compelled by Section 
511(c)(2) of the Oean Water Act, 33 U.S.c. §1371(c)(2). The Hudson River 
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Fishermen's Association and Save Our Stripers, on the other hand, assert 
that EPA's action is not binding on the Commission, because the NRC 
license condition was imposed prior to EPA's taking fmal action with 
respect to the type of cooling system for Indian Point. HRF AlSOS urges 
that the Commission grant the requested relief, but that it premise the relief 
on the provision, stated expressly in the license condition, that permits the 
licensees to seek relief from the requirement that once-through cooling be 
terminated by showing data developed during the period of once-through 
operation. We cannot accept this suggestion, since it is patent to us that this 
agency is bound to follow fmal EPA decisions on water quality impacts, 
irrespective of whether they occur before or after NRC decisions on the 
same subject. However, we would note that the provision of the license 
condition cited by HRFA/SOS does indeed provide an alternative legal 
basis for granting the requested relief. 

With respect to the licensees' third request, we are uncertain what further 
relief the licensees envision as being necessary with respect to the condenser 
cooling systems, beyond the purely ministerial alterations in the license 
required to conform the license to the settlement agreement, i.e., deletion of 
the requirement for termination of once-through cooling, and, once the 
State of New York has issued discharge permits pursuant to the settlement 
agreement, deletion of those portions of the license which are superseded by 
the terms and conditions of the discharge permits and the settlement 
agreement. Should further relief of a substantive nature be required, the 
licensees are at liberty to address to us a request for such further specific 
relief. 

Accordingly, the Commission orders, effective upon the effective date of 
the settlement agreement, as set forth in Section 4.M.I of the agreement, 
that: 

1. Condition 2.E is deleted from licenses DPR-26 and DPR-64; 
2. the stipulation entered into in the Indian Point Unit 3 proceeding on 

January 13, 1975 is superseded and nullified; 
3. the NRC staff is directed to take such ministerial actions as may be 

needed to conform the Indian Point Unit 2 and Unit 3 licenses to the 
terms and conditions of this order and the settlement agreement. 
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It is so ORDERED. 

Dated at Washington, D.C. 
this 12th day of May, 1981. 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL J. CHILK 
Secretary of the Commission 
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The Commission issues a policy statement providing guidance to its 
licensing boards on the use of tools intended to reduce the time for 
completing licensing proceedings while still ensuring that hearings are fair 
and produce full records. 

I. BACKGROUND 

The Commission has reviewed the docket of the Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Board Panel (ASLBP) and the current status of proceedings 
before its individual boards. In a series of public meetings, the Commission 
has examined at length all major elements in its licensing procedure. It is 
clear that a number of difficult problems face the agency as it endeavors to 
meet its responsibilities in the licensing area. This is especially the case with 
regard to staff reviews and hearings, where requested, for applications for 
nuclear power plant operating licenses. 

Historically, NRC operating licensing reviews have been completed and 
the license issued by the time the nuclear plant is ready to operate. Now, for 
the first time the hearings on a number of operating license applications 
may not be concluded before construction is completed. This situation is a 
consequence of the Three Mile Island (fMI) accident, which required a 
reexamination of the entire regulatory structure. After TMI, for over a year 
and a half, the Commission's attention and resources were focused on 
plants which were already licensed to operate and on the preparation of an 
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action plan which specified changes necessary for reactors as a result of the 
accident. 

Although staff review of pending license applications was delayed during 
this period, utilities which had received construction permits continued to 
build the authorized plants. The staff is now expediting its review of the 
applications and an unprecedented number of hearings are scheduled in the 
next 24 months. Many of these proceedings concern applications for 
operating licenses. If these proceedings are not concluded prior to the 
completion of construction, the cost of such delay could reach billions of 
dollars. The Commission will seek to avoid or reduce such delays whenever 
measures are available that do not compromise the Commission's funda
mental commitment to a fair and thorough hearing process. 

Therefore, the Commission is issuing this policy statement on the need 
for the balanced and efficient conduct of all phases of the hearing process. 
The Commission appreciates the many difficulties faced by its boards in 
conducting these contentious and complex proceedings. By and large, the 
boards have performed very well. This document is intended to deal with 
problems not primarily of the boards' own making. However, the boardS 
will play an important role in resolving such difficulties. 

Individual adjudicatory boards are encouraged to expedite the hearing 
process by using those management methods already contained in Part 2 of 
the Commission's Rules and Regulations. The Commission wishes to 
emphasize though that, in expediting the hearings, the board should ensure 
that the hearings are fair, and produce a record which leads to high quality 
decisions that adequately protect the public health and safety and the 
environment. . 

Virtually all of the procedural devices discussed in this Statement are 
currently being employed by sitting boards to varying degrees. The 
Commission's reemphasis of the use of such tools is intended to reduce the 
time for completing licensing proceedings. The guidelines set forth below 
are not to be considered all inclusive, but rather are to be considered 
illustrative of the actions that can be taken by individual boards. 

n. GENERAL GUIDANCE 

The Commission's Rules of Practice provide the board with substantial 
authority to regulate hearing procedures. In the fmal analysis, the actions, 
consistent with applicable rules, which may be taken to conduct an efficient 
hearing are limited primarily by the good sense, judgment, and managerial 
skills of a presiding board which is dedicated to seeing that the process 
moves along at an expeditious pace, consistent with the demands of 
fairness. 
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Fairness to all involved in NRC's adjudicatory procedures requires that 
every participant fulfill the obligations imposed by 8!ld in accordance with 
applicable law and Commission regulations. While a board should 
endeavor to conduct the proceeding in a manner that takes account of the 
special circumstances faced by any participant, the fact that a party may 
have personal or other obligations or possess fewer resources than others to 
devote to the proceeding does not relieve that party of its hearing 
obligations. When a participant fails to meet its obligations, a board should 
consider the imposition of sanctions against the offending party. A 
spectrum of sanctions from minor to severe is available to the boards to 
assist in the management of proceedings. For example, the boards could 
warn the offending party that such conduct will not be tolerated in the 
future, refuse to consider a filing by the offending party, deny the right to 
cross-examine or present evidence, dismiss one or more of the party's 
contentions, impose appropriate sanctions on counsel for a party, or, in 
severe cases, dismiss the party from the proceeding. In ~electing a sanction, 
boards should consider the relative importance of the unmet obligation, its 
potential for harm to other parties or the orderly conduct of the proceeding, 
whether its occurrence is an isolated incident or a part of a pattern of 
behavior, the importance of the safety or environmental concerns raised by 
the party, and all of the circumstances. Boards should attempt to tailor 
sanctions to mitigate the harm caused by the failure of a party to fulfill its 
obligations and bring about improved future compliance. At an early stage 
in the proceeding, a board should make all parties aware of the 
cOmmission'S policies in this regard. 

When the NRC staff is responsible for the delay of a proceeding the 
Chief Administrative Judge, Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel, 
should inform the Executive Director for' Operations. The Executive 
Director for Operations will apprise the Commission in writing of 
significant delays and provide an explanation. This document will be served 
on all parties to a proceeding and the board. 

m. SPECIFIC GUIDANCE 

A. TIme 

The Commission expects licensing boards to set and adhere to 
reasonable schedules for proceedings. The Boards are advised to satisfy 
themselves that the 10 CFR 2.711 "good cause" standard for adjusting 
times fIXed by the Board or prescribed by Part 2 has actually been met 
before granting an extension of time. Requests for an extension of time 
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should generally be in writing and should be received by the Board well 
before the time specified expires. 

B. Consolidated Intervenors 

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.1ISa, intervenors should be consolidated 
and a lead intervenor designated who has "substantially the same interest 
that may be affected by the proceedings and who raise[s] substantially the 
same questions .... " Obviously, no consolidation should be ordered that 
would prejudice the rights of any intervenor. 

However, consonant with that condition, single, lead intervenors should 
be designated to present evidence, to conduct cross-examination, to submit 
briefs, and to propose fmdings of fact, conclusions of law, and argument. 
Where such consolidation has taken place, th~se functions should not be 
performed by other intervenors except upon a showing of prejudice to such 
other intervenors' interest or upon a showing to the satisfaction of the 
board that the record would otherwise be incomplete. 

C. Negotiation 

The parties should be encouraged to negotiate at all times prior to and 
during the hearing to resolve contentions, settle procedural disputes, and 
better defme issues. Negotiations should be monitored by the board 
through written reports, prehearing conferences, and telephone confer
ences, but the boards should not become directly involved in the 
negotiations themselves. 

D. Board Management of ~iscovery 

The purpose of discovery is to expedite hearings by the disclosure of 
information in the possession of the parties which is relevant to the subject 
matter involved in the proceeding so that issues may be narrowed, 
stipulated, or eliminated and so that evidence to be presented at hearing 
can be stipulated or otherwise limited to that which is relevant. The 
Commission is concerned that the number of interrogatories served in some 
cases may place an undue burden on the parties, particularly the NRC staff, 
and may, as a consequence, delay the start of the hearing without reducing 
the scope or the length of the hearing. 

The Commission believes that the benefits now obtained by the use of 
interrogatories could generally be obtained by using a smaller number of 
better focused interrogatories and is considering a proposed rule which 
would limit the number of interrogatories a party could me, absent a ruling 
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by the Board that a greater number of interrogatories is justified. Pending a 
Commission decision on the proposed rule, the Boards are reminded that 
they may limit the number of interrogatories in accordance with the 
Commission's rules. 

Accordingly, the boards should manage and supervise all discovery, 
including not only the intitial discovery directly following admission of 
contentions, but also any discovery conducted thereafter. The Commission 
again endorses the policy of voluntary discovery, and encourages the 
boards, in consultation with the parties, to establish time frames for the 
completion of both voluntary and involuntary discovery. Each individual 
board shall determine the method by which it supervises the discovery 
process. Possible methods include, but are not limited to, written reports 
from the parties, telephone conference calls, and status report conferences 
on the record. In virtually all instances, individual boards should schedule 
an initial conference with the parties to set a general discovery schedule 
immediately after contentions have been admitted. 

E. Settlement Conference 

Licensing boards are encouraged to hold settlement conferences with 
the parties. Such conferences are to serve the purpose of resolving as many 
contentions as possible by negotiation. The conference is intended to: (a) 
have the parties identify those contentions no longer considered valid or 
important by their sponsor as a result of information generated through 
discovery, so that such contentions can be eliminated from the proceeding; 
and (b) to have the parties negotiate a resolution, wherever possible, of all 
or part of any contention still held valid and important. The settlement 
conference is not intended to replace the prehearing conferences provided 
by 10 CFR2.751a and 2.752. 

F. Timely Rulings on Prehearlng Matters 

The licensing boards should issue timely rulings on all matters. In 
particular, rulings should be issued on crucial or potentially dispositive 
issues at the earliest practicable juncture in the proceeding. Such rulings 
may eliminate the need to adjudicate one or more subsidiary issues. Any 
ruling which would affect the scope of an evidentiary presentation should 
be rendered well before the presentation in question. Rulings on procedural 
matters to regulate the course of the hearing should also be rendered early. 

If a significant legal or policy question is presented on which Commis
sion guidance is needed, a board should promptly refer or certify the matter 
to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board or the Commission. A 
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board should exercise its best judgment to try to anticipate crucial issues 
which may require such guidance so that the reference or certification can 
be made and the response received without holding up the proceeding. 

G. Summary Disposition 

In exercising its authority to regulate the course of a hearing, the boards 
should encourage the parties to invoke the summary disposition procedure 
on issues where there is no genuine issue of material fact so that evidentiary 
hearing time is not unnecessarily devoted to such issues. 

H. Trial Briefs, Premed Testimony Outlines 
and Cross-Examination Plans 

All or any combination of these devices should be required at the 
discretion of the board to expedite the orderly presentation by each party of 
its case. The Commission believes that cross-examination plans, which are 
to be submitted to the board alone, would be of benefit in most 
proceedings. Each board must decide which device or devices would be 
most fruitful in managing or expediting its proceeding by limiting 
unnecessary direct oral testimony and cross-examination. 

[. Combining Rebuttal and Surrebuttal Testimony 

For particular, highly technical issues, boards are encouraged during 
rebuttal and surrebuttal to put opposing witnesses on the stand at the same 
time so that each witness will be able to comment immediately on an 
.,pposing witness' answer to a question. Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 2 
=xplicitly recognizes that a board may fmd it helpful to take expert 
testimony from witnesses on a round-table basis after the receipt in 
:vidence of prepared testimony. 

J. Filing of Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusiom of Law 

Parties should be expected to flIe proposed fmdings of fact and 
:onclusions of law on issues which they have raised. The boards, in their 
iiscretion, may refuse to rule on an issue in their initial decision if the party 
raising the issue has not flied proposed fmdings of fact and conclusions of 
!aw. 
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K. Initial Decisions 

Licensing proceedings vary greatly in the difficulty and complexity of 
issues to be decided, the number of such issues, and the size of the record 
compiled. These factors bear on the length of time it will take the boards to 
issue initial decisions. The Commission expects that decisions not only will 
continue to be fair and thorough, but also that decisions will issue as soon 
as practicable after the submission of proposed fmdings of fact and 
conclusions oflaw. 

Accordingly, the Chief Administrative Judge of the Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Board Panel should schedule all board assignments so that after 
the record has been completed individual Administrative Judges are free to 
write initial decisions on those applications where construction has been 
completed. Issuance of such decisions should take precedence over other 
responsibilities. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This statement on adjudication is in support of the Commission's effort 
to complete operating license proceedings, conducted in a thorough and 
fair manner, before the end of construction. As we have noted, that process 
has not, in the past, extended beyond completion of plant construction. 
Because of the considerable time that the staff had to spend on developing 
and carrying out safety improvements at operating reactors during 1979-
1980, in the wake of the Three Mile Island accident, this historical situation 
has been disrupted. To reestablish it on a reliable basis requires changes in 
the agency review and hearing process, some of which are the subject of this 
statement 

As a fmal matter, the Commission observes that in ideal circumstances 
operating license proceedings should not bear the burden of issues that ours 
do now. Improvement on this score depends on more complete agency 
review and decision at the construction permit stage. That in tum depends 
on a change in industrial practice: submittal of a more nearly complete 
design by the applicant at the construction permit stage. With this change 
operating license reviews and public proceedings could be limited essen-
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tially to whether the facility in question was constructed in accordance with 
the detailed design approved for construction and whether significant devel. 
opments after the date of the construction permit required modifications 
in the plant. 

Dated at Washington, D.C. 
this 20th day of May, 1981. 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL J. CIDLK 
Secretary of the Commission 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
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CLI-81-9 

In the Matter of 45 Fed. Reg. 65521-38 
(October 3, 1980) 

URANIUM MILL 
LICENSING REQUIREMENTS 
(10 CFR Parts 30,- 40, 70 lr 150) May 26, 1981 

The Commission denies petitions flIed by three operators of uranium 
mills and the State of New Mexico to stay the Commission's Uranium Mill 
Licensing Requirements issued pursuant to the Uranium Mill Tailings 
Radiation Control Act of 1978. 

RULES OF PRACllCE: STAY OF AGENCY ACllON 

In ruling on a motion for a stay, the Commission considers the following 
four factors: (1) whether petitioners will suffer irreparable harm without 
a stay;' (2) whether petitioners are likely to prevail on the merits; (3) 
whether other interested parties would not be substantially banned by a 
stay; and (4) whether the public interest supports a stay. Virginia Petroleum 
Jobbers Ass'n v. FPC, 259 F.2d 921, 925 (D.c. Cir. 1958); Washington 
Metropolitan Area Transit Commission v. Holiday Tours, 559 F.2d 841, 843-
44 (D.C. Cir. 1977). 

RULES OF PRACllCE: STAY OF AGENCY ACllON 
(IRREPARABLE INJURy) 

The expense of an administrative proceeding is not usually considered 
irreparable injury. Meyers v. Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., 303 U.S. 41,51 
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(1938); Homblower & Weeks-Hemphill Noyes, Inc. v. Csaky, 427 F. Supp. 
814 (S.D.N.Y. 1977). 

NRC: ENFORCEMENT OF HEALTII AND ENVIRONMENfAL 
STANDARDS FOR URANIUM MILL TAillNGS 

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, authorizes the Administra
tor of the Environmental Protection Agency to issue health and environ
mental standards for the protection of the public health, safety, and the 
environment from radiological and non-radiological hazards associated 
with the processing, possession, transfer, and disposal of uranium mill 
tailings at active processing sites or disposal sites. Section 27S.b.(l). Once 
the EPA standards are issued and become effective, the NRC is reponsible 
for their implementation and enforcement in non-Agreement States 
through the conduct of licensing activities under the Act. Section 27S.d. In 
Agreement States, the implementation and enforcement of EPA's standards 
is the responsibility of the Agreement States. Sections 2.7S.d and 274.0. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

On April 13, 1981, three operators of uranium mills (Operators) 
petitioned the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRq to stay the Uranium 
Mill Licensing Requirements l issued by the NRC pursuant to the Uranium 
Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 (UMTRCA).2 Operators state 
that their motion was precipitated by the NRC's recent correspondence 
with Agreement States] requesting that they adopt the NRC's Uranium 
Mill Licensing requirements as ""minimum national standards" as contem
plated by UMTRCA.4 Operators contend that because this NRC letter 
allegedly requires Agreement State compliance by August 1, 1981, they will 
be irreparably injured by a lack of opportunity to participate in state 
proceedings to adopt regulations for uranium milling. They also claim 
among other things that the NRC's regulations are unlawful because they 
were issued before EPA promulgated health and safety standards pursuant 

'45 Fed. Reg. 65521-38 (October 3, 1980). 
2Pub. L 95-604, 92 Stat. 3021-3043 (November 8, 1978). 
lAgreement States are states which have entered into an agreement with the NRC for the 
purpose of discontinuing NRC regulatory authority over certain classes of radioactive material 
and the assumption of that regulatory authority by the State. See. generally, Section 274 of the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. 
4These Operators and the American Mining Congress previously petitioned the United States 
Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit to review these requirements. Kerr-McGff Corporation, 
el aL v. NRC (Nos. 80-2043, 80-2229, 80-2269, and 80-2271). These consolidated petitions are 
still pending. 
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to UMTRCA and that the public interest will be adequately protected by 
current state regulation of uranium milling. 

The State of New Mexico has also requested that the effective date of the 
requirements be stayed until six months after the fmal court decision in 
Kerr-McGee Corporation, et aL v. NRC. New Mexico appears to contend 
that unless a stay is granted it may be irreparably injured ifit is required to 
hold two hearings on the adoption of milling regulations: one to comply 
with the current regulations and a second to comply with any changes 
which might result from the litigation. New Mexico also claims that its 
current regulations are adequate to protect the public health and safety in 
the interim. 

Subsequently, on April 27, 1981 Operators moved for a stay in the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit (Motion), and on May 6, 1981 New 
Mexico also moved that Court for a stay. To the extent that those motions 
amplify or clarify the movants' arguments before the Commission, they are 
responded to in the Commission's filing "Respondents' Opposition To 
Motion For A Stay" (Opposition) which is incorporated by reference 
herein. 

For the reasons discussed below, we fmd no merit in petitioners' 
contentions. Accordingly, the stay requests are denied. 

The NRCs Uranium Mill Licensing Requirements establish a compre
hensive regulatory regime for protection of the public health and safety and 
the environment from hazards associated with uranium milling and the 
large quantities of mill tailings that generate. The Commission's authority 
to establish this regulatory regime is provided by UMTRCA It was enacted 
by Congress in recognition of the hazards presented· by uranium milling 
and the need to protect the public from these hazards by authorizing the 
NRC to regulate uranium milling and to set minimum national standards 
for the regulation of uranium milling by those Agreement States who wish 
to continue regulatory uranium milling activities.' In order to give those 
Agreement States time to upgrade their regulation of uranium milling 
activities, UMTRCA provides the Agreement States until November 8, 
1981 to modify their regulations to include the minimum national 
standards. Section 204(h)(1) as amended, 93 Stat. 799-800 (November 9, 
1979). 

The NRCs Uranium Milling Licensing Requirements were developed 
over a period of over four years during which time the NRC solicited and 
received substantial public comments. On June 3, 1976 the NRC an
nounced the initiation of the preparation of a Generic Environmental 

'H.R. Rep. No. 95-1480, Part I, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 13 (1978). 
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Impact Statement (GElS) on uranium milling. A draft GEIS was published 
for public comment in April 1979; and a proposed rule was issued on 
August 24, 1979.6 Subsequently, the NRC held public hearings in Denver 
and Albuquerque in October, 1979. In adclition, 99 written comments were 
received. In September, 1980, the NRC issued the Final GEIS, and on 
October 3, 1980 issued the fmal rule. As is discussed below, to the extent the 
Operators' motion is based on comments made during the rulemaking 
process the Statement of Consideration accompanying the fmal rule 
addressed them. 

In ruling on a motion for a stay, the Commission considers the following 
four factors: (1) whether petitioners will suffer irreparable harm without 
a stay; (2) whether petitioners are likely to prevail on the merits; (3) 
whether other interested parties would not be substantially harmed by a 
stay; and (4) whether the public interest supports a stay. Virginia Petroleum 
Jobbers Ass'n. v. FPC, 259 F.2d 921, 925 (D.c. Cir. 1958); Washington 
Metropolitan Area Transit Commission v. Holiday Tours, 559 F.2d 841,843-
44 (D.C. Cir. 1977).7 Petitioners' conclusory filings utterly fail to sustain 
their burden on any of these factors. 

I. Irreparable Injury 

Operators contend they will suffer irreparable injury if the regulations 
are not stayed. They allege that they will not have an opportunity to 
participate meaningfully in any rulemaking proceeding initiated by an 
Agreement State for its adoption of federal regulations pursuant to 
UMTRCA because the NRC has set an August 1, 1981 deadline for 
Agreement State compliance. They also allege that they will not have an 
opportunity to participate meaningfully in any proceeding initiated by EPA 
for the establishment of general standards. Finally, they claim that they will 
sustain heavy expenses and unne~ssary disruption to their operations if the 
stay is not granted. 

UMTRCA provides that if an Agreement State wants to regulate 
uranium milling after November 8, 1981, then that State by that date shall 
require compliance with standards for the protection of the public health, 
safety, and the environment from hazards associated with such material 

'44 Fed. Reg. SOO2()'SOO22. 
1Although petitioners contend that the four-fold test is not appropriate for an agency's analysis 
of a request for a stay, the only caseIaw relied on is Holiday Tour.r. supra. As petitioners assert, 
that case supports the proposition that administrative action may be stayed upon a showing of 
substantial question regarding its validity, Le., upon a showing of substantial probability of 
success on the merits and a need to minimize: hardship, Le., irreparable injury. Thus, there is no 
merit to the petitioners' argument questioning the applicability of the weIl-established four
fold test of request for a stay. 
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which are equivalent, to the extent practicable, or more stringent than 
standards adopted and enforced by the Commission for the same purpose.' 
Section 274.0.(3) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, (Act: 
provides that in the case of rulemaking on uranium mill regulations 
Agreement'States shall provide an opportunity for public participatioI 
through written comments or a public hearing. Section 274.0. of the Ac 
also provides that no State shall be required under Section 274.0.(3) tc 
conduct proceedings concerning any regulation which would duplicate 
proceedings conducted by the Coinmission. 

These provisions show that the Act only requires States to provide at 
opportunity for public comments on uranium milling rules, it leaves detaili 
of public participation to State law. Operators have neither informed Ul 

how the various Agreement States will implement the opportunity fOl 
public comment9 nor provided us with support for their contention thai 
such implementation will require more time than currently available 
However, some Agreement States which intend to modify their agreementl 
to include the regulation of uranium milling have provided the NRC will 
timetables for implementing those modifications. Those timetables include 
a period for public participation consistent with the States meeting ~ 

November 8, 1981 deadline for completing the processes for modifying the 
agreements. 

Moreover, it has been manifestly clear since the enactment of UMTRCA 
in 1978 that Agreement States have until November 8, 1981 to implemenl 
uranium mill tailings regulations at least equivalent to those issued by the 
NRC. The only new circumstance referred to by the Operators is the NRC! 
recent letter to Agreement States suggesting that they submit completed 
applications for amendment of their agreements by August 1, 1981. These 
letters cannot reasonably be characterized as containing a threat to revoke 
Agreement State regulatory authority over uranium mill tailings on Augusl 
1, 1981. Thus, we fmd no merit in Operators' argument that they will nol 
have an adequate opportunity to participate in State proceedings to adopl 
uranium milling regulations.Jo 

Section 275.c.(I) of the Act establishes a procedure for EPA's promulga· 
tion of standards generally applicable to uranium mill tailings. The 
procedure includes an opportunity to present written comments and to 
participate in an oral hearing. Operators have not provided any explanation 
of how the NRC's promulgation of uranium milling regulations adversely 

'Pub. L. 95-604, Sections 204(e)(h), 92 Stat. 3034-38 (Nov. 8, 1978). 
'The NRC has suggested that under Sec. 274.0 the states could rely on the record compiled by 
NRC because the states need not duplicate NRC proceedings. 
IOFor the reasons given in the Commission's Opposition, this conclusion is not changed by 
Operators' elaboration of this argument as contained in their Motion. 
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affects their ability to participate in EPA proceedings. Moreover, petition
ers have not explained why they have raised this issue now several months 
after it was clear that the NRCs regulations would precede EPA's 
standards. 

Finally, Operators offer no factual support for their bald allegations that 
failure to grant their request for a stay will result in heavy expenses and 
unnecessary disruption to their operations. The Commission cannot grant a 
stay on the basis of mere claims unsupported by facts.1I For these reasons, 
and those in the Commission's opposition, the Commission fmds that 
denial of the request for a stay will not irreparably injure the Operators. 

New Mexico's claim of irreparable injury is similarly without merit. New 
Mexico has not provided the Commission with any reasons to doubt the 
validity of the requirements. Therefore, New Mexico's claim of injury from 
the possible need to hold a second hearing is purely speculative. Pharmaceu
tical Manufacturers Ass'n. v. Weinberger, 401 F. Supp. 444, 449 (D.C. 1975). 
[n any event, the expense of an administrative proceeding is not usually 
considered irreparable injury. Meyers v. Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., 303 
U.S. 41,51 (1938), Hornblower & Weeks-Hemphill Noyes, Inc., v. Csakj, 427 
F. Supp. 814 (S.D.N.Y. 1971). Thus, New Mexico presents no valid 
argument that it will be irreparably injured if it is required to achieve the 
November 8,1981 deadline set by UMTRCA.12 

n. Probability of Success on the Merits 

Operators contend that the NRC regulations are unlawful because they 
were issued in advance of EPA's promulgation of standards pursuant to 
Section 275.b. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and invalid 
because they are based upon information not disclosed for public comment. 

Section 275.b. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act) 
authorizes the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) to issue health and environmental standards for the protection of the 
public health, safety, and the environment from radiological and non
radiological hazards associated with the processing, possession, transfer, 
Ilnd disposal of uranium mill tailings at active processing sites or disposal 
;ites. Section 275.b.(I). Once the EPA standards are issued and become 
effective, the NRC is responsible for their implementation and enforcement 
in non-Agreement States through the conduct of licensing activities under 
the Act. Section 275.d. In Agreement States, the implementation and 

IIAlthough Operators' Motion provides some examples of alleged expense and disruption, the 
ll18lysis in the Commission's Opposition explains why these examples do not support a stay. 
11For the reasons contained in the Commission's Opposition, this conclusion is unchanged by 
N'cw Mexico's amiCUf filing before the Tenth Circuil 
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enforcement of EPA's standards is the responsibility of the Agreement 
States. Sections 275.d. and 274.0. 

The argument that the Commission should delay promulgation of mill 
tailings regulations pending EPA's issuance of general standards is not new. 
It was made by commentors in response to the NRCs proposed mill 
tailings regulations. The NRCs reasons for rejecting that interpretation of 
UMTRCA are clearly spelled out in the Statement of Consideration 
(Statement) accompanying the fmal rule.13 

In that Statement, the Commission stated that an analysis of the 
UMTRCA and its legislative history show that the NRC has the immediate 
duty to ensure that the management of uranium mill tailings is carried out 
in a manner that will protect the public health and safety and the 
environment. Moreover, the Commission observed that any delay would 
have made it difficult, if not impossible, for the Agreement States to issue 
equivalent standards by November 8, 1981 as required by UMTRCA. 
Section 275.0.(2). Finally, the Commission noted that NRC is aware that its 
regulations must be compatible with any generally applicable standards 
established by EPA; and that in recognition of this situation the NRC staff 
closely coordinates its activities with EPA on this matter. 

Operators have provided no new information on this issue.14 Thus, the 
Commission has no reason to question its prior belief that it acted lawfully 
in promulgating uranium milling regulations prior to EPA's issuance of 
general standards. The NRCs decision to issue regulations is clearly 
consistent with Congress' concerns regarding the health hazard posed by 
uranium milling and the need to upgrade State regulations in that area. 
Moreover, effectiveness of the coordination between EPA and NRC is 
clearly demonstrated by the consistency between EPA's recently proposed 
standards for inactive mill tailings pilesu and NRC regulations for the long
term management of tailings piles. Finally, if any aspects of the NRCs 
regulations prove to be inconsistent with EPA's standards, the NRC can 
always modify its regulations. Any such modifications would probably not 
be significant because of the effective coordination between EPA and 
NRC. For these reasons, and the reasons in the Commission's Opposition, 
the Commission fmds no merit in petitioners' contention. 

In their motion before the Commission, Operators provided no support 
for their allegation that the regulations are based on information not 
disclosed for public comment. The regulations are supported by a three-

USee, 45 Fed. &g. at 65523. 
l4()perators Motion also provided no new information on this issue. 
1'4(; Fed. Reg. 2556 (JanlW)' 9, 1981). 
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volume Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium 
Milling (GEIS).16 That GElS is based on the reports of several technical 
studies made publicly available by the NRC, and was publicly reviewed in 
draft form. Under these conditions, Operators' contention is utterly 
groundless,l1 . . . 

New Mexico has not provided any reasons to believe that the Operators 
will succeed on the merits of their claims. Thus, there is nothing in New 
Mexico's filing to support this element in the analysis of its stay request. 

m. Harm to Other Interested Parties 

The public could be harmed by a stay of the NRC regulations on 
uranium milling. Radioactive releases from existing uranium mills consti
tute the largest potential source of routine releases from the nuclear fuel 
cycle. Members of the public who live in the vicinity of uranium mills are 
~xposed to radiation from those mills; and most of the population of the 
United States is exposed to radioactive radon from uranium mill tailings 
piles. Thus, many persons could be unnecessarily exposed to excess levels of 
radiation if the Agreement States delay implementation of the regulations. 

Operators contend that the NRC has admitted that the risks posed by 
llCanium milling are de minimis. This is simply wrong. Operators rely on the 
proposed narrative explanation for Table S-3, Uranium Fuel Cycle 
Environmental DatalS and a recent study entitled Radon Releases From 
Uranium Mining and Milling And Their Calculated Health Effects (Radon 
Report).J9 On April 14, 1978 the Commission deleted from Table S-3 'the 
~alue for releases of radon from the uranium fuel cycle and noted that 
radon releases could be considered in individual licensing proceedings 
pending a generic determination of the radon release value.20 Thus, neither 
rable S-3 nor its proper narrative explanation consider the environmental 
impacts of radon. Perforce, the proposed narrative explanation of Table S-3 
ioes not support the claim that the risks posed by uranium milling are de 
ninimis. The Radon Report also does not support that conclusion. Radon is 
~e primary source oflong-term public exposure to radiation resulting from 
ll"anium milling. If adequate measures are not taken to control radon 
~missions from mill tailings piles, the public exposure to that source would 

'NUREG-0706. 
1Subsequently, Operators' Motion identified certain documents which wen: not available until 
he comment period closed. These documents do not support a stay for the reasons given in the 
:Ommission's Opposition. 
'46 Fed. Reg. 15154 et seq. (March 4, 1981). 
'NUREG-0757 (1981). 
1143 Fed Reg. 15613. 
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exceed its exposure to all the other radiation sources associated with 
uranium fuel cycle. The Radon Report states that the radiation exposure 
due to untreated uranium mill tailings piles will be one hundred times the 
exposure from piles stabilized in accordance with NRC regulation.21 Thus, 
contrary to Operators' allegation, the Radon Report supports the NRCs 
conclusion that the public health, safety and the environment require 
regulation ofmill tailings piles. 

IV. Public Interest 

The public interest in protection of the public health and safety also 
warrants denial of a stay. Congress enacted the UMTRCA because of its 
concern over the public's exposure to radioactive radon gas and other 
radioactive materials associated with uranium milling.22 Moreover, 
Congress decided that the NRC should have clear authority to regulate 
uranium milling activities, that Agreement States regulations or uranium 
milling should at least be equivalent to that of the federal government, and 
that Agreement States regulations should be upgraded no later than 
November 1, 1981.23 These Congressional actions clearly demonstrate that 
it is in the public interest to implement the Commission's Uranium Mill 
Licensing Requirements on the time table Congress established. 

For all these reasons, and those in the Commission's Opposition, 
petitioners' motion for a stay is denied. 

It is so ORDERED. 

Dated at Washington, D.C. 
this 26th day of May, 1981. 

lINUREG-07S7 at 2·12. 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL J. CHILK 
Secretary of the Commission 

l1H.R. Rep. No. 95-1480, Part 2 Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978, 95th 
Cong.. 2d Scss. 2S (1978). 
1Jld. at 43. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-639 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

Administrative Judges: 

Richard S. Salzman, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 
Christine N. Kohl 

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-498 OL 
50-4990L 

HOUSTON LIGHTING 
& POWER COMPANY et al. 
(South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2) May 8, 1981 

Acting on the staff's motion, the Appeal Board reviews on certification 
and reverses the Licensing Board's order directing the staff to give 
intervenors the names of individuals who, after receiving a pledge that their 
identities would be held confidential, reported questionable construction 
practices at the South Texas facility to the Commission. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS 

As a general matter discovery orders are interlocutory and accordingly 
not reviewable as of right before the end of the case. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY (pRIVILEGED MATfER) 

The Government enjoys a privilege to withhold from disclosure the 
identity of persons who furnish information on violations oflaw to officers 
charged with enforcement of that law. Rovario v. United States, 353 U.S. 53, 
59 (1957). This "informers privilege" obtains not only in crimina1 cases but 
exists in civil cases and is embodied as well in the Freedom of Information 
Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(D). 
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RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY (pRIVILEGED MATTER) 

The "inform~r's privilege" applies in Commission proceedings. 10 C.F.R. 
§§ 2.744(d), 2.79O(a)(7) and 21.2; Northern States Power Co. (Monticello 
Plant, Unit I), ALAB-16, 4 AEC 435, affirmed by the Commission, 4 AEC 
440(1970). 

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY (pRIVILEGED MATTER) 

The privilege to withhold the names of confidential informants is not 
absolute; it must yield where the informers identity is relevant and helpful 
to the defense of an accused, or is essential to a fair determination of a 
cause. Rovario, supra, 353 U.S. at 60-61. 

RULES OF PRACIlCE: DISCOVERY (pRIVILEGED MATTER) 

The burden to obtain the names of confidential informants is not met by 
speculation that their identification might be of some assistance to those 
who seek disclosure. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: INI'ERWCUTORY APPEALS 

Denials of discovery requests are interlocutqry orders; the right to 
appellate review of such rulings must abide the end of the case and an 
appeal of the licensing board's initial decision. 10 C:F:R. § 2.730(f); Toledo 
Edison Co. (Davis-Besse Station), ALAB-300, 2 NRC 752, 759 (1975). 

APPEARANCES 

Messrs. Edwin J. Reis and Jay M. Gutierrez for the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission staff, petitioners. 

Mr. William S. Jordan, m, Washington. D.C., and Ms. Pat Coy and 
Mr. Robert Hager, San Antonio, Texas, for intervenors Citizens 
Concerned About Nuclear Power, Inc., and Citizens for Equitable 
Utilities, respondents. 

Messrs. Jack R. Newman, Maurice Axelrad, and David B. RaskIn, 
Washington, D.C., and Finis E. Cowan and 1bomas B. Hudson. Jr., 
Houston, Texas, for Houston Lighting & Power Company et al., 
applicants. 
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DECISION 

Opinion of the Board by Mr. Salzman and Dr. Buck: 

I. 

The Licensing Board has ordered the staff to give intervenors the names 
of individuals who, after receiving a pledge that their identities would be 
held confidential, reported questionable construction practices at the South 
Texas facility to the Commission. We grant the stafrs motion for review of 
that order and set it aside as an unjustified departure from Commission 
policy that "the identify of anyone so reporting will be withheld from 
disclosure." 10 C.F.R. § 21.2. 

1. The background of this case has previously been recounted 
elsewhere I For purposes of the matters before us the following points are 
salient: Houston Lighting and Power Company has been licensed to 
construct the "South Texas Project," a nuclear power plant near Bay City, 
Texas .. The Power Company in turn engaged Brown and Root, architects
engineers, to design and build the planL A lengthy NRC staff investigation 
into construction practices at that facility led the Director ofInspection and 
Enforcement on April 30, 1980, to stop work on the project because of 
widespread noncompliance with Commission requirements. In addition, the 
Director ordered the Power Company to "show cause" why civil penalties 
ofSl00,OOO should not be imposed against it and construction work remain 
suspended until corrective measure~ were taken. At the core of the 
Directors charges was the allegation that the Power Company had failed to 
supervise its contractor with the result (among other things) that quality 
control of safety-related construction was inadequate and the quality 
control inspectors harassed and otherwise discouraged from doing their 
jobs properly. 

The Power Company did not contest the charges. Instead, it paid the 
penalty and instituted at the Director's behest a broad series of manage
ment changes designed to correct the situation. Two private groups, 
Citizens Concerned About Nuclear Power, Inc., and Citizens for Equitable 
Utilities (hereinafter collectively, "Citizens"), questioned the efficacy of the 
changes called for by the Director, alleged that the Power Company's 
failure to supervise the construction of its plant cast doubt on its fitness for 
a license to operate it, and demanded a public hearing on the show cause 
order. In lieu of that separate hearing, the Commission directed the 

1See, Houston Lighting and Puwer Co. (South Texas Project, Units I and 2). CLI-80-32, 12 
NRC 281 (1980). 
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Licensing Board presiding over the ongoing operating license proceeding to 
consider those allegations promptly.2 Citizens had previously intervened in 
that proceeding as parties opposed to licensing the plant. 

2. This brings us to the specific matter at issue. In the proceeding below, 
Citizens demanded the names of the individual Brown and Root or Power 
Company employees who informed the staff about harassment at the South 
Texas Project as well as the names of those who had harassed and 
intimidated them. The staff declined to reveal its confidential informants 
and Citizens moved on March 16, 1981 to compel the staff to do so. On 
March 21, over the staffs objection, the Board ordered the informants 
disclosed to intervenors, subject to a protective order that the names not be 
revealed to officials of the Power Company, Brown and Root, or any of 
their subcontractors. (The names would be supplied, however, to the Power 
Company's counsel.)3 

The Licensing Board did not make its order immediately effective to 
allow the staff time to seek appellate review.4 On April3rd, the staff fIled a 
"Notice of Appeal" to this Board coupled with a "Motion for Direct 
Certification" under 10 C.F.R. § 2.785(d) asking us to send the Licensing 
Board's order to the Commission immediately for its direct review without 
passing on it ourselves.' 

D. 

As a general matter discovery orders are interlocutory and accordingly 
not reviewable as of right before the end of the case.6 Whether a disclosure 
order of the kind in question is sufficiently distinct from the main 
proceeding so as to be appealable now under the "collateral order 
doctrine'" is an issue about which the federal courts are themselves 
divided.' We need not address that question here, however; the disclosure 
order is of sufficient general importance in the scheme of Commission 

2CLI-80-32, supra, 12 NRC at 290-92. 
'Memorandum and Order of March 24, 1981. A formal protective order has not yet been 
drawn up by the Board; it contemplates issuing an order similar to one it previously approved. 
4Id. at 8. 
'The applicants generally support the stafl's position in this case. 
'See 10 C.F.R. § 2.730(1); Pennsylvania Power & light Co. (Susquehanna Station, Units 1 and 
2), ALAB-613, 12 NRC 317, 321 (1980). 
7See Cohen v. Beneficial Loan Corporation, 337 U.s .. 541, S46 (1949). 
'Compare, e.g., In re United States, S65 F.2d 19,21 (2nd Cir. 1977), certiorari denied sub nom. 
Bell v. Socialist Worken Party, 436 U.s. 962 (1978), with Southem MethotJi.rt Univ. A.u'1L v. 
Wynne & Jaffe, 599 F.2d 707, 711·12 (5th Cir. 1979). 
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operations to merit review on certification under our decisions, particularly 
because it must be examined now or not at all.9 We fmd no occasion, 
however, to pass the matter along to the Commission without ruling on it. 
To do so would shirk our own responsibilities and sanction a practice we 
frown upon ourselves.1O 

m. 

1. The Supreme Court has recognized "the Government's privilege to 
withhold from disclosure the identity of persons who furnish information of 
violations of law to officers charged with enforcement of that law. The 
purpose of the privilege is the furtherance and protection of the public 
interest in effective law enforcement. The privilege recognizes the obligation 
of citizens to communicate their knowledge of the commission of crimes to 
law-enforcement officials and, by preserving their anonymity, encourages 
them to perform that obligation." Roviaro v. United States, 353 U.S. 53, 59 
(1957) (citations omitted). This "informer's privilege" obtains not only in 
criminal cases but exists (perhaps even more strongly) in civil cases,1I and is 
embodied as well in the Freedom oflnformation ACt.12 

That the privilege applies in this agency's proceedings is not disputed; 
long-standing decisions" and express Commission regulations eliminate 
any debate. 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.744(d), 2.79O(a)(7). Indeed, Part 21 of the 
regulations ("Reporting of Defects and Non-Compliance") explicitly invites 
individuals who become aware of nuclear safety-related problems to report 
them to the appropriate Commission office, tendering assurance that, "as 
authorized by law, the identity of anyone so reporting will be withheld from 
disclosure." 10 C.F.R. § 21.2.14 

The privilege to withhold the names of confidential informants is not 
absolute; it must yield where the informer's identity "is relevant and helpful 
to the defense of an accused, or is essential to a fair determination of a 

'See Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Station, Unit I), ALAB-327, 3 NRC 408, 413 
(1976); '17Ie ToletkJ Edison Co. (Davis-Besse Station), ALAB-3OO, 2 NRC 752, 759 (1975). 
lC1Jhe staff also asks us to review the Licensing Board's ruling permitting Citizens to me their 
motion to compel six weeks late. For reasons we explained in declining to take up simi1ar 
procedural objections made by Citizens in this case, the sta1fs complaints do not merit the 
exercise of our certification jurisdiction. Houston Ughting & Pt1WeT Co. (South Texas Project), 
ALAB-637, 13 NRC 367 (Apri116, 1981). 
1lSee, In re United States. supra, 565 F.2d at 22, and cases there cited. 
115 U.S.C § 552(b)(7)(D); Church of Scientology v. Department of Justice, 612 F.2d 417 (9th Or. 
1979); Nixv. United States, 572 F.2d 998 (4th Or. 1978). 
IlNorthern States Power Co. (Monticello Plant, Unit I), ALAB-16, 4 AEC 435, affirmed by the 
Commi.Jsion, 4 AEC 440 (1970). 
l4The regulation includes telephone numbers in each region that may be called collect for this 
purpose. 
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cause." Roviaro, supra, 353 U.S. at 60-61. In the matter before us the Power 
Company, not Citizens, is the "accused;" we must therefore focus on the 
second prong of the test.I ' The issue is thus whether the licensing Board 
abused its discretion in ordering the staff's confidential informants revealed 
to these intervenors as "necessary to a proper decision in this proceed
ing."16 

A fuller appreciation of the basis for the privilege being asserted is 
necessary to answer that question. For present purposes, we may simply 
restate the Second Circuit's authoritative and succinct rationale (In re 
United States, supra, 565 F.2d at 22 (citations omitted»: 

The question of informer privilege is, of course, not one of fIrst 
impression. It is an ancient doctrine with its roots in the English 
common law, founded upon the proposition that an informer may well 
suffer adverse effects from the disclosure of his identity. Illustrations of 
how physical harm may befall one who informs can be found in the 
reported cases. However, the likelihood of physical reprisal is not a 
prerequisite to the invocation of the privilege. Often, retaliation may be 
expected to take more subtle forms such as economic duress, 
blacklisting or social ostracism. The possibility that reprisals of some 
sort may occur constitutes nonetheless a strong deterrent to the 
wholehearted cooperation of the citizenry which is a requisite of 
effective law enforcement. 

Courts have long recognized, therefore, that, to insure cooperation, the 
fear of reprisal must be removed and that "the most effective 
protection from retaliation is the anonymity of the informer." "By 
withholding the identity of the informer, the government profIts in that 
the continued value of informants placed in strategic positions is 
protected, and other persons are encouraged to cooperate in the 
administration of justice." Congress, also, has recognized the impor
tance of this protective measure. 

The need to protect confidential informants is not an academic concern 
to the NRC. That this is so fmds confIrmation not only in the Commission's 
regulations (to which we have already alluded), but in Congressional 
enactments designed speciftca11y to safeguard from retaliation those who 
assist the NRC in carrying out its safety responsibilities.17 And, as we have 
ourselves recognized: 

"See 10 c.F.R. §§ 2.744(d) and 2.79O(a)(7). 
l6()rder of March 24, 1981 at 7. 
l1Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, § 210, 42 U.s.c. § S8S I (1980). 
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Common sense tells us that a retaliatory discharge of an employee for 
"whistleblowing" is likely to discourage others from coming forward 
with information about apparent safety discrepancies. Yet, the Com
mission's safety inspectors cannot be everywhere; to an extent they 
must depend on help of this kind to do their jobs.IS 

2. The staff was thus on fum ground in promising confidentiality to 
these informants. It cannot be gainsaid that the individuals who cooperated 
with the staffs South Texas investigation risked not only fmancial and 
social penalties in doing so, but physical abuse as well. We need not belabor 
the point; Citizens candidly conceded this to the board below.19 

To overcome the acknowledged importance of the need for confidential 
treatment of informants, the burden was on the intervenors to demonstrate 
the need for their disclosure.20 We have reviewed Citizens' submissions in 
this regard with care. Their arguments boil down to the assertion that, 
without those names, they "have no way of judging whether what has been 
provided to them in any way reflects an accurate rendition of what was said 
by the inspectors in question.''21 But a moment's reflection reveals that this 
is an inadequate reason. It is always the case that, without questioning the 
informants themselves, one cannot learn directly whether all the reliable 
information they conveyed has been fully disclosed. But the staff made 
available to intervenors not only its detailed statement of charges against 
the Power Company - these alone run some 20 single-spaced typed pages 
- but its even lengthier underlying inspection report as well. The show 
cause order, it is to be remembered, was drafted before the staff could know 

"Union Electric Company (Callaway Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-527, 9 NRC 126, 134 (1979). 
"Citizens' Motion to Compel NRC Staff to Provide Information, filed March 16, 1981, at 34. 
See also, Order to Show Cause of April 30, 1980, Appendix A, ptUSim. 
1010 CFR § 2744(d); Northem States Power Co. (Monticello Plant, Unit 1), ALAB-I0, 4 AEC 
390,395,399; Id, ALAB-16, 4 AEC 435,436, affirmed, 4 AEC 440; In Fe United States, supra, 
565 F.2d at 23 and cases there cited. The statrs assertion that the information was obtained on 
a pledge that the informants' names would not be disclosed was not challenged by intervenors 
nor questioned by the Board below. There is, therefore, no need for us to investigate whether 
there may be "loopholes" in the arrangement. See MonJicello, supra, ALAB-I0, 4 AEC at 394-
95. 
Z1Citizens' Opposition to NRC Staff Appeal, etc., at 7. The quote in the text is from counsel's 
brief on intervenors' behalf. Previously, the same point was made by intervenors' representa
tives in a document entitled "Opposition to NRC's Notice of Appeal" etc. (page 4), dated 
April 13, 1981, and in Citizens' Motion to Compel cited in fn. 19, supra. 

The dissent fears that in reducing intervenors' arguments to essentials we have lost their 
essence. We think not. Even the fuller exposition of Citizens' positiOn quoted in the dissent 
does little more than reassert that "the intervenors must have an opportunity to examine [the 
accuracy of the staIrs information)." (Infra, p. 20.) Still missing from their argument, however, 
is the key ingredient - their basis (other than surmise) for believing that the staff has not 
made a full disclosure orits informants' revelations. 
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whether the Power Company would challenge the Director's allegations; 
there is no basis to believe that it "pulls any punches." Indeed, given the 
stafrs demand for the maximum civil penalty, there is no reason to assume 
that the charges omitted any significant incident the staff thought 
sustainable. 

That information has been in Citizens' hands for some considerable 
time. (The Order to Show Cause has been available for more"than a year 
now.) They assertedly have their own confidential sources of information. 
Yet intervenors have never even attempted a showing that the staff did not 
spread its full case on the record. It is settled law that the burden to obtain 
the names of confidential informants is not met by speculation that their 
identification "might" be of some assistance to those who seek disclosure.21 

To accept intervenors' argument would render NRC pledges of anonymity 
to informants meaningless - if not disingenuous. Intervenors in every such 
case could then be expected to demand their names to see if the staff had 
disclosed the informants' confidences "accurately." There is no justification 
for that impedance to obtaining the cooperation of informants. 

3. Citizens pressed the additional argument below that, in directing the 
Licensing Board to take up their allegations, the Commission had ordered 
the intervenors be given the names of the staIrs informants.2l The 
Licensing Board rejected that contention, holding that the Commission had 
simply allowed intervenors to seek to learn those names by invoking the 
usual mechanisms provided in the Rules of Practice.24 On this point we 
agree with that Board. We are unpersuaded that the Commission would 
have disregarded established evidentiary privileges and departed from its 
own published policies without saying so in unmistakable terms. 

4. The Licensing Board's explanation for its ruling provides no greater 
enlightenment about why disclosure of the stafrs confidential informants is 
"necessary to a proper decision in this proceeding." The Board simply 
states without fmdings or analysis its belief that 

it is important to know whether the individuals who allegedly reported 
harassment to the intervenors are the same as those who allegedly 
reported it to the Staff. If they are different, the scope of the 
harassment questions which we must adjudicate may be far broader 
and widespread than if the individuals reporting to the intervenors and 
to the Staff are identical.;z, 

nUnited States v. Prueitt, S40 Fold 995, 1003-04 (9th Cir. 1976), certiOl'Clri denied sub nom. 
Temple v. United States, 429 U.s. 1063 (1977): United States v. D'Amato, 493 F.2d 359, 366 
(2nd Cir.), certiorari denied, 419 U.s. 826 (1974). 
2lSee CLI-8().2, supra, 12 NRC 281. 
24Memorandum and Order of March 24, 1981 at 5. 
25Memorandum and Order of March 24,1981 at 8. The relevant portion of that memorandum 
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It by no means follows from those conclusions that the names of the staffs 
informants must perforce be disclosed to intervenors. Not the individuals 
but their information is of significance to the proceeding. Had Citizens 
demonstrated that their own informants tell a significantly different story 
than the one reported by the staff, we might have a different situation. But 
that is not the case here. We stress again that Citizens make no such claim. 
Rather, their papers indicate only a wish to interview the informants on the 
possibility that the staff may not have obtained all the information they 
possessed. 

For the reasons we have already explained, unsupported speculation of 
this sort is legally insufficient to override the informer's privilege. To accept 
it as a basis for revealing the names of individuals promised anonymity in 
exchange for information renders the privilege virtually useless as a means 
of encouraging employees to volunteer information about defects that 
might otherwise pass unnoticed. See pp. 475-76, supra. With all deference, the 
Licensing Board's refusal to recognize the privilege here has the practical 
effect of negating important Commission policy without cause. 

The Board's action is no less abusive of its discretion because it directed 
the informants' identities disclosed subject to a protective order. Such an 
order does not cure the vice in releasing their names. The intervenors' 
stated purpose is to interview as many of the informants as possible. Their 
doing so would make it immediately obvious that the NRC's pledge of 
anonymity had been broken. The intervenors' well-meant actions would 
nevertheless be instrumental in undoing the reason for recognizing the 
informer's privilege in the first place. Clairvoyance is not needed to 
appreciate that word of the breach of confidentiality would spread and the 
likelihood of informants coming forward with safety-related information in 
future cases be diminished. 

reads in its entirety as follows (id at 7-8): 
As announced at the prehearing conference. we rmd that the names of the particular 
QNQC inspectors who supplied information to the Staff concerning harassment. 
and the names of the employees who allegedly harassed and intimidated those 
inspectors, are not only directly relevant to CCANP's contentions but are also 
necessary to a proper decision in this proceeding. Specifically, it is important to 
know whether the individuals who allegedly reported harassment to the intervenors 
are the same as those who allegedly reported it to the Staff. If they are different. the 
scope of the harassment questions which we must adjudicate may be far broader 
and widespread than if the individuals reporting to the intervenors and to the Staff 
are identical. Moreover, proper development of the record in this proceeding in an 
expeditious manner suggests that the names of individuals should be made available 
on discovery rather than waiting for the evidentiary hearing. Finally, by its very 
nature. the information can only be obtainable from the staff. 
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It is very easy when focusing on the immediate concerns of the case at 
bar to take the short view and err on the side of disclosing confidential 
sources of information. But this is neither the sole reactor under 
construction nor the only one in which informers may play an important 
role in bringing potentially dangerous situations to the Commission's 
attention. The informer's privilege, as it has been developed and refmed by 
the courts over the years, is an attempt to balance the government's 
recognized need for information over the long range with the necessities of 
a fair hearing and a full record in a particular case. We deem it both 
Commission policy and the soundest course to insist that this balance be 
struck in accordance with established jurisprudence. Citizens failed to 
demonstrate more than a speculative need for revealing the staff's 
confidential sourceS.26 Consequently, the order directing that disclosure 
must be set aside.27 

26Disagreement on this point essentially fuels the dissenting arguments. Because of this, we see 
no gain in lengthening the opinion to address matters that, but for that disagreement, we 
probably would not dispute. On the main question, however, our colleague, like the 
intervenors, provides no basis for believing that the staff came forward with less than all the 
information necessary for "a full adjudicatory hearing." The need to protect confidential 
informants is not overcome by speculation about why the staff needed "two-and-one-half 
years, 12 separate investigations, and numerous conferences with the applicants," before 
initiating formal action. (Infra, p. "82) If something could be drawn from this, an equally 
logical - and in the circumstances more likely - answer would be the difficulty of getting 
knowledgeable individuals to speak out in light of their very real fear of retaliation. More to 
the point is the fact that the nature of the staWs investigation was fully known to the 
Commission when it instructed the Licensing Board to turn to the intervenors' allegations. 
Nevertheless, as previously noted, the Commission did not order the staWs confidential 
informants disclosed - although the same arguments now pressed on us were then presented 
to it. The short answer, we think, is that it does not follow rationally from the length of the 
staWs investigation and the persistence of its investigators that the ultimate report is either 
inaccurate or incomplete. And without some more concrete showing. there is no occasion for 
the government to renege on promises to private individuals in this case that, in exchange for 
information otherwise unobtainable, their identities would be withheld from disclosure. 

Nor is it a "curiosity." as the dissent suggests (p.483), that the staff did not object to disclosure 
of the private intervenors" informants; the informer's privilege inures only to law enforcement 
offiCfals. RovitlTO, supra, 353 U.s. at 59. Intervention in one Commission proceeding does not 
entitle Citizens to privileged information that, ,if disclosed, might jeopardize the NRC's 
likelihood of receiving similar reports in future cases involving other plants. It is the NRC's 
continuing need for confidential informants that made the Licensing Board's failure to 
recognize the importance of the privilege both shortsighted and arbitrary. 
Z1Nor would there be virtue in accepting Citizens' suggestion to the Board below that the 
names of those informants who have left Brown and Root's employment be disclosed. As the 
Court of Appeals explained in Hudpon v. Charles Martin Inrp«ton of Petroleum, Inc., supra, 
459 F.2d at 306: "The possibility of retaliation, however. is far from being 'remote and 
speculative' with respect to former employees for three reasons. First, it is a fact of business life 
that employers almost invariably require prospective employees to provide the names of their 
previous employers as references when applying for a job. Defendant's former employees 
could be severely handicapped in their efforts to obtain new jobs if the defendant should brand 
them as 'informers' when references are sought. Second, there is the possibility that a former 
employee may be subjected to retaliation by his new employer if that employer fmds ollt that 
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IV. 

Citizens responded to the stairs papers seeking review of the informer's 
privilege point with a "conditional cross-appeal" questioning other discov
ery rulings rendered by the Licensing Board. They ask that their appeal be 
considered "if permission to take [the stairs] interlocutory appeal is not 
promptly denied • • •• " 

We need not decide whether the Rules of Practice permit a cross-appeal 
in these circumstances, for denials of discovery requests are interlocutory 
orders not appealable at this stage of the proceedings in any event. 10 
C.F.R. § 2.730(f); Davis-Besse, supra ALAB-300, 2 NRC at 758-59. The 
right to appellate review of such rulings must abide the end of the case and 
an appeal from the Licensing Board's initial decision. Unlike the disclosure 
order to which the staff objected, a matter we were obliged to take up now 
or not at all,28 the matters Citizens complain about can be reviewed and 
redressed at the end of the case if erroneous. Our certification jurisdiction 
was not conferred to permit interlocutory review of discovery rulings of this 
nature. Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-634, 
13 NRC 96 (February 19, 1981). 

Treating the stairs papers as a motion for directed certification under 10 
C.F.R. § 2.718(i), the motion is granted and the Licensing Board's order of 
March 24, 1981, insofar as it directs the staff to disclose the names of 
confidential informants to the intervenors, is vacated29 The intervenors' 
conditional cross-appeal is dismissed for want of jurisdiction; treating their 
papers as a motion for directed certification, the motion is denied 

the employee has in the past cooperated with the Secretary. Third, a former employee may fmd 
it desirable or necessary to seek reemployment with the defendant. In such a case the former 
employee would stand the same risk of retaliation as the present employee. 

There is no ground for affording any less protection to defendant's former employees 
than to its present employees. Wirtz v. B.A.C Steel Products, Inc., 312 F.2d 14 (4th ar.1962)." 
21See, WolfCreek, supra, ALAB-327, 3 NRC at 413. 
29Jn light of our disposition of the matter, we see no cause to certify the stairs complaint to the 
Commission. 
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It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 

[The opinion of Ms. Kohl, dissenting in part, follows.] 

J L , , 
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Ms. Kohl, dissenting in part: 
While I do not disagree with the principles stated in the majority opinion 

concerning the informer's privilege, I believe their application to the facts of 
this case warrants affirmance of the Licensing Board's ruling. Accordingly, 
I dissent from the majority's decision insofar as it concludes that Citizens 
have not demonstrated that disclosure of the staffs confidential informants 
"is necessary to a proper decision in this proceeding." I also disagree that 
the protective order "does not cure the vice in releasing their names." 

1. The majority fmds Citizens' reasons for needing the requested 
information to be inadequate and speculative.' The majority "boils down" 
Citizens' arguments "to the assertion that, without those names, they 'have 
no way of judging whether what has been provided to them in any way 
reflects an accurate rendition of what was said by the inspectors in 
question.' " But distilling Citizens' arguments in this manner deprives them 
of their real substance. Citizens provided, inter alia, the following significant 
elaboration on their need for the names of the staffs informers (CEU 
Opposition to NRC Staff Appeal at 7-9):2 

As adverse parties in this proceeding, the intervenors must have an 
opportunity to examine [the accuracy of the staffs information]. 
Otherwise, the NRC Staff will have taken on the role of the Licensing 
Board itself, and the Board will be unable to make an independent 
judgment on the validity of the Staffs assertions. The Staff can hardly 
be allowed to assume the role of determining what facts shall be heard 
when it is also an adversary party to this proceeding. 

* * * 
Most important, the individuals whose identities are at issue here are 
precisely those people who have the best information concerning what 
has been happening at the South Texas Project for the past several 
years. Their information forms the basis for the NRC's stopwork order. 
By necessity, their information will form a major part of the basis for 

INeither the staff nor the majority disputes the Licensing Board's other fmWngs pursuant to 10 
C.F.R. , 2. 744(d) that the information is relevant and unobtainable elsewhere. 

The fact that the names of the sta.trs informers are obtainable only from the staff distinguishes 
this case from a number of others upon whIch the staff and majority rely, where the 
information sought to be discovered was either within the knowledge of the requesting party or 
avai1able from other sources. See, e.g., Suarez v. Uniled Siales. 582 F.2d 1007, 1012 (5th Or. 
1978); Usery v. Local 710, Laborers'lnl'l, 547 F.2d 52S, 528 (10th Or.), em. denied, 431 U.s. 
938 (1977); Brennan v. Engineered ProcIucts, Inc., S06 F.2d 299, 303 (Sth Or. 1974); Hodgson v. 
Charles Martin Inspeclors of Pelroleum, Inc., 459 F.2d 303, 307 (5th Or. 1972). 
2See also CCANP Motion to Compel at 3; CCANP Opposition to NRC's "Notice of Appeal" 
at4; CCANPBriefon Appeal at 7. 
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the Licensing Board's ultimate decision. These issues are too important 
to be allowed to proceed on the NRC Staffs hearsay statements of 
what they have learned from the actual QAiQC inspectors who were 
subjected to harassment. That is particularly the case if the NRC Staff 
is to take a position in favor of continued participation in the South 
Texas Project by Houston Lighting and Power and by Brown and 
Root. Given that position by the NRC Staff, reversal of the Order to 
Compel would eliminate the ability of the only parties adverse to 
Houston Lighting and Power and Brown and Root to determine the 
truth of factual assertions made by those favorable to the Houston 
Lighting and Power and Brown and Root positions, and it would 
seriously damage, if not destroy, the intervenors' ability to participate 
effectively in this proceeding. 

I believe that this explanation amply satisfies Citizens' burden of showing a 
need for disclosure, particularly in light of other salient points in this case 
not addressed by the majority.3 

For instance my colleagues emphasize that the staff has provided 
Citizens with a detailed statement of the charges against the applicants in 
the related show cause proceeding. as well as a lengthy inspection report. In 
their view, this, plus the staffs demand for the maximum civil penalty, 
afford "no basis to believe that [the show cause order] 'pulls any punches.' " 
But the majority gives undue weight to these matters. First, statements of 
charges in connection with show cause orders routinely must be made 
public under 10 C.F.R.12.79O(a). Second, the staff did not turn over its 
inspection report until December 1980 and then only in response to 
intervenors' request. More significant, in my view, is the fact that it was 
only after two-and-one-halfyears, 12 separate investigations, and numerous 
conferences with the applicants, that the staff fmally initiated formal action 
against applicants. CLI-80-32, 12 NRC 281, 283, 291 (1980).4 This fact, in 
conjunction with the Commission's pledge to Citizens of "a full adjudicatory 
hearing" (id at 291) with a " 'full airing of all relevant information 
regarding the safety of the ... plant' " (id at 290), give Citizens more than 
adequate justification for its assertion of need to pUrsue independently the 
staffs sources. 

:rrhe Supreme Court in Rqpimo v. Unittd States, 3S3 u.s. S3, 62 (19S7), Wrects decisionmakers 
to take account of "the particular cin:umstances of each case" and all "relevant factors" when 
balancing the public interest in protecting confidential sources against an individual's right to 
a fair chance to present his case. 
4See Consumers Puwer Co. (Midland Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-283, 2 NRC II, 13-14 (1975), 
another case involving quality assurance questions, in which the staffs original investigation 
unfortunately proved to be incomplete. 



The Licensing Board correctly recognized that if the staffs informers are 
not the same as intervenors', "the scope of the harassment questions which 
we must adjudicate may be far broader and widespread than if the 
individuals reporting to the intervenors and to the Staff are identical." 
Memorandum and Order at 7. It is a licensing board's responsibility, 
particularly in cases like this which involve serious safety questions, to 
make certain that the record is fully developed and that all parties have a 
fair opportunity to participate in that record development. The fmding here 
that disclosure of the staffs informers to intervenors is "necessary to a 
proper decision" is in fulfillment of that responsibility. 

2. Once Citizens established their need for the informers' names, it was 
incumbent on the staff to bolster its claim of privilege with details about its 
"blanket pledge of confidentiality." The mere invocation of the informer's 
privilege and the corresponding assertions of impediments to other 
investigations and reprisals if the pledge is broken are inadequate, under the 
balancing test of Roviaro,5 to support a fmding that the pledge outweighs a 
litigant's need for information. (Indeed, the policy concerns that underlie 
the privilege exist in every case; if they alone were adequate, the privilege 
would be absolute, rather than qualified.) But. curiously, the staff tells us 
virtually nothing about the pledge. 

For example, it would be useful to know: (1) what the exact nature of 
the pledge is; (2) who made it and under what cifcumstances; (3) how often 
such pledges are made; (4) how often it is necessary to rely on informers 
promised confidentiality - as opposed to anonymous tips; (5) whether the 
promise of confidentiality is a well-established policy;6 and (6) whether 
there were any efforts to get the informers to waive the privilege. 

An additional curiosity is the staffs absence of objection to the 
Licensing Board's order compelling Citizens to disclose their confidential 
sources to applicants' counsel.7 While Citizens, of course, do not enjoy even 
a qualified privilege, presumably some of the same concerns about reprisals 
pertain to disclosure of. these informants as well. Thus, if the staff's real 
interest is encouraging plant employees and inspectors to reveal info~tion 

'See note 3. supra. 
'The majority points to Part 21 of the Commission's regulations, "Reporting of Defects and 
Noncompliance." as evidence of the agency's longstanding reliance on the informer's privilege. 
See 10 C.F.R. § 21.2. The staff, however. does not rely on this provision, perhaps because the 
pledge of confidentiality promised in Part 21 contains its own explicit qualification: the 
identity of anyone reporting defects will be withheld "as authorized by law." Thus, the pledge 
embodied in Part 21 is limited by. and cannot take precedence over. other relevant 
Commission regulations (such as those governing disclosure of information, 10 C.F.R. § 2.790. 
2.744). and the fundamental legal principles concerning this qualified privilege (Roviaro and its 
progeny). 
1MemorandumandOrderofMarch 18.1981. 
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about possible safety violations without fear of intimidation - whether 
to the staff or concerned members of the public - the staff should object as 
strongly to disclosure of intervenors' informers as to disclosure of its own 
sources. 

3. I believe that the Licensing Board properly weighed all the relevant 
factors in this case, in accordance with the mandate of Roviaro and the 
Commission's regulations set forth at 10 C.F.R. § 2.744. The Board is, after 
all, charged with the important function of rendering the initial decision in 
this case. It follows that its determination that certain information is 
"necessary to a proper decision" is entitled to substantial weight.s The 
Board's reasoning here that disclosure is necessary for a proper decision is 
persuasive and falls far short of the abuse of discretion the majority fmds. 
Indeed, in Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Station, Units 1 
and 2), CLI-74-16, 7 AEC 313 (1974), the Commission reached the same 
conclusion in a similar case involving a request for disclosure of privileged 
matter. The Commission found that "maximum reliance on the proper 
discretion of a Licensing Board is essential." Id at 314. It also noted, as an 
independent basis for atrmning the Board, that the policy considerations 
underlying the assertions of privilege should yield when safety issues are 
involved.ld at 315. Applying these views to the instant case should result 
in affirmance, rather than reversal, of the LicenSing Board's ruling.9 

4. My views should not be interpreted as unsympathetic to the staffs 
well-founded concerns about the potentially adverse effect of disclosure of 
informers' identities on future investigations.IO Indeed, ~y conclusion 
might well have been just the opposite had not the Licensing Board 
cautiously and appropriately made disclosure subject to a protective 
order.1I But I do not share my colleagues' view that a protective order 

lit is worth noting. in this regard, that an earlier version of 10 C.F.R. § 2.744 required licensmg 
boards to give "great weight" to any staff objection to the production of privileged documents. 
See C01lSll1l1eTS Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 '" 2), ALAB-33, 4 AEC 701,704,706,708 
(1971). The Commission deleted that provision (10 C.F.R.§ 2.744(e» in 1975 "to permit the 
presiding officer in his discretion to compel the attendance and testimony of AEC personnel 
and require the staff to answer written interrogatories." 40 Fed. Reg. 2973 (Jan. 17, 1975) 
(emphasis added). 
'The majority fmds the Board's decision to be "without fmdings or analysis." While its 
fmdings are stated briefly, I believe that the Board's "path may reasonably be discerned" 
Bowman Transportation, Inc. v. Arkanstu·Best Freight System, Inc., 419 U.s. 281, 286 (1974). 
When compared with the fmdings upheld by the Commission in North Anna, supra, the 
Board's decision is a veritable treatise. See LBP-74-16, 7 AEC 302, 303 (1974). 
IOAt least one court, however, rejects the notion that individuals will be less likely to provide 
information concerning violations of the law simply because "in a few instances that 
information may be used in a later lawsuit." Crawford v. Dominic. 469 F. Supp. 260, 264 (E.D. 
Pa. 1979). 
IlSee 10 C.F.R., 2.74O(c), 2.744{b). 
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"does not cure the vice in releasing [the informants'] names."12 The fact 
that the Commission's regulations permit disclosure of sensitive informa
tion subject to protective orders reflects a fundamental faith in the 
adequacy of these instruments. Yet implicit in the majority's decision is the 
unwarranted concern that Citizens, and perhaps applicants' counsel as well, 
would not obey such an order. This is clearly at odds with the view we 
expressed in Houston lighting and Power Co. (AlIens Creek Station, Unit 1), 
ALAB-535, 9 NRC 377, 400 (1979), that "this Commission and its 
adjudicatory boards have always proceeded on the assumption that the 
terms of all protective orders will be scrupulously observed by everyone 
who acquires confidential information under such an order." It also 
overlooks our belief that "the law knows no presumption that anyone will 
disregard a protective order." Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon 
Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-S04, S NRC 406,411 n.S (197S) (emphasis in 
original). 

On the contrary, in this instance there is every reason to presume that the 
parties would obey a protective order. The Board below indicated that the 
order would be "comparable to that under which [Citizens] have been 
directed to identify the names of certain of their informants." Memoran
dum and Order at 2. See also Memorandum and Order of March IS, 19S1. 
This is significant for at least two reasons. First, that protective order was 
designed to guard the identities of Citizens' informants for reasons similar 
to those offered by the staff - i.e., fear of harassment and reprisal.J3 Thus, 
because Citizens and the staff both now have a stake in the nondisclosure of 
the identities of their informers, there would be an element of mutual 
deterrence to violation of either protective order. I. Second, the order that 
protects Citizens' sources requires disclosure only to counsel for applicants 
and the staff, presumably because the Commission can more effectively 
sanction attorneys who violate such orders.u Citizens' pleadings again 
show representation by legal counsel. Thus, the Board's protective order 

12Both the majority and the staff find support for their view that disclosure here is not 
appropriate in Northern States Power Co. (Monticello Plant, Unit I), ALAB-IO, 4 AEC 390; 
ALAB-16, 4 AEC 435, afJ'd, 4 AEC 440 (1970), despite the fact that the regulations at that time 
contained no provision for discovery of staff documents comparable to 10 C.F.R.§ 2.744. See 10 
C.F.R.§ 2.740-2.743 (1970). But even assuming arguendo the relevance of Monticello to the 
instant case, it is noteworthy that in ALAB-16, 4 AEC at 436-437, we found disclosure of 
informants' names in camera to be acceptable. This being so, it is difficult to understand why a 
protective order - comparable to an in camera review - cannot likewise be acceptable here. 
IlSee LBP.so-11, 11 NRC 417, 479-480 (1980). or course, Citizens cannot claim even a 
qualified privilege against disclosure. 
14And as the majority itself notes, Citizens are fully aware of and sensitive to the possibility of 
reprisals against informers whose identities become known publicly. 
uSee 10 C.F.R. § 2.713(cX3), 45 Fed. Reg. 69817,69879 (Oct. 22, 1980). 
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could similarly limit disclosure of the staffs informers only to counsel for 
Citizens and applicants. t6 

I believe that, in the circumstances of this case, the Licensing Board 
reached a reasonable accommodation of the competing interests involved, 
and I would atrrrm its decision. 

16A protective order and other provisions such as in camera i-cvicw admittedly may not afford a 
"failsafe" shield from public exposure. But as the District of Columbia Circuit stated in 
Westinghou1e Electric Ccrp. v. City of Burlington, Vermont. 3S1 F.2d 762, 771 (D.c. Or. 1965), 
"no informer can ever be certain of anonymity." 
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DECISION 

I. PROCEDURAL illSTORY 

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires that the Com
mission consider the environmental effects associated with the uranium 
fuel cycle and factor them into the cost-benefit analyses underlying its 
reactor licensing decisions. One effect of that fuel cycle is the release of 
radioactive radon gas (radon--222) to the atmosphere as a result of the 
mining and milling of uranium for reactor fuel. This decision concerns the 
environmental impact of those radon emissions to be factored into the cost
benefit analyses of the Peach Bottom. Three Mile Island and Hope Creek 
reactors. 

Until recently, the Commission's regulations specified in tabular form 
(fable S-3) a value representing the environmental effects of radon gas to 
be employed in all agency cost-benefit analyses.' AF. originally promulgated 
in 1974, Table S-3 contained a value for emissions ofradon-222 principally 
from uranium millS.2 In November 1975, the New England Coalition on 
Nuclear Pollution fIled a petition for rulemaking to amend that table. It 
asserted, among other things, that the table seriously understated radon 
emissions by disregarding long-term releases of radon gas from mill tailings 
piles and that, consequently, any use of the table would misrepresent the 
resultant effects on human health and safety from radon gas.3 

The Commission published notice of the filing of the petition and 
received numerous public comments. It effectively granted the petition with 
respect to several elements other than radon by promulgating a revised 
interim Table S-3 in March of 1977.4 Subsequently, on April 11, 1978 the 
Commission dealt with the radon aspects of the petition. It determined that 
the radon value in Table S-3 was incorrect and deleted that value from the 
table. Rather than immediately initiate a rulemaking proceeding on radon 

ISee 10 CFR Part 51, Table S-3, '"Table of Uranium Fuel Cycle Environmental Data." See also 
10 CFR 51.23(c) (governing the use of Table S-3 in the stafrs environmental impact statements 
for light water reactors). 
2See 10 CFR Part 51, Table S-3 (1974 rev.). 
'Petitioner advanced similar arguments regarding Table S-3 release values and health effects of 
Iaypton-85, tritium, and carbon-14. Supporting the petition was the affidavit of Dr. Robert o. 
Pohl, a professor of physics at Cornell University and an expert witness for the intervenors in 
this proceeding. With respect to the radon release value, Dr. Pohl asserted that the total curies 
of radon-222 released should be 2 x UP (twenty million) rather than 75 as set forth in the table. 
4'fhat same year, Dr. Walter H. Jordan, a member of the Atomic Safety and Ucensing Board 
Panel, also raised questions regarding radon gas releases in a memorandum to James R. Yore, 
then Chairman of the Panel Among other things. that memorandum gave a detailed 
explanation of the author's technical grounds for considering the radon release value in Table 
S-3 to be in error. 
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releases, however, the Commission deferred any decision on a new 
rulemaking until the completion of the generic environmental impact 
statement on uranium milling. 43 Fed. Reg. 15613 (April 14, 1978). It 
announced instead that it would permit the radon question to be litigated in 
individual licensing proceedings. The Commission instructed the licensing 
and appeal boards to reopen the records in pending cases "to receive new 
evidence on radon releases and on health effects resulting from radon 
releases." 43 Fed. Reg. at 15615-16. 

Soon after the Commission issued that directive, the NRC staff moved to 
consolidate some 17 proceedings pending before us for the purpose of 
receiving new evidence and determining the environmental effects of radon 
releases. Because of the generic' character of the radon question, the staff 
urged that such consolidation would be the most efficient means of 
resolving those questions while curtailing the likelihood of inconsistent 
decisions. All of the applicants and intervenors who responded opposed the 
motion, generally doubting the staffs claims of efficiency and arguing that 
consolidation would be fmancially burdensome. 

We attempted to fashion a feasible and fair alternative to consolidation. 
Noting that the Licensing Board in the Perkins construction permit 
proceeding' had recently held an evidentiary hearing on the radon 
question, we decided to adopt a "lead case" approach which incorporated 
the Perkins record and decision into the records of the other pending 
proceedings. Because the parties to those cases (with the exception of the 
NRC stafl) had not participated in Perkins, we allowed them an 
opportunity "to supplement, contradict, or object to" the Perkins record 
and decision. ALAB-480, 7 NRC 796, 804-806 (1978). 

The Licensing Board decided Perkins on July 14, 1978. LBP-78-25, 8 
NRC 87. A number of intervenors were dissatisfied with that decision and 
the underlying record. They suggested, inter alia. that supplemental 
evidence was needed on the question of radon emission rates. We agreed, 
perceiving a need for greater specificity concerning the parties' objections. 
Accordingly, on December I, 1978 we modified the procedure set out in 
ALAB-480 and asked intervenors to particularize their assertions concern
ing radon releases and concentration levels. We also requested all parties to 
brief the adequacy of the Licensing Board's "de minimis theory of health 
effects." ALAB-509, 8 NRC 679, 684 (1978). The Perkins Board had found 
that, compared to natural radon releases, the radon emissions associated 
with the mining and milling of uranium fuel for that facility were so small 
as to be completely undetectable and their health effects insignificant. 8 

'Duke Power Co. (perkins Nuclear Station, Units 1,2 and 3). Docket Nos. SIN S0488. S0489, 
and S0-490. 
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NRC at 100. We explained that if we were to fmd the Perkins radon 
emission figures substantially correct, we would then confront the accept
ability of the Board's approach to the health effects question. 

In response to ALAB-509, intervenors filed various general objections to 
the Perkins record and the Board's rationale.6 The NRC staff and 
applicants in eleven proceedings responded. They generally supported the 
sufficiency of the Perkins record and approved the use of the de minimis 
theory to decide the issue of health effects. See ALAB-540, 9 NRC 428, 431-
32 (1979). 

Upon consideration of the papers submitted, we decided "to consolidate 
and hear first the cases where intervenors [were] actively participating and 
to hold the remainder in abeyance for the time being." 9 NRC at 433 
(footnote omitted). We based that decision primarily on the generic nature 
of the radon issue, the manageable number of litigants involved, and the 
judgment that "moving along in the actively contested cases first [would] 
help insure against our overlooking relevant considerations when we [came] 
to review the remaining proceedings on our own initiative." Id. at 434. We 
then elected to hear all but three of the various intervenors' contentions, 
rejecting as beyond the scope of the proceeding two deficiencies concerning 
the cost of nuclear fuel and one dealing with radon released from the fly ash 
of coal. Finally, noting suggestions that some issues might be amenable to 
summary disposition, we permitted such motions before fixing a hearing 
date. 

The applicants jointly filed a motion for summary disposition of all 
issues. The staff, however, moved to dispose summarily of only two. We 
ruled on those motions in ALAB-562, 10 NRC 437 (September 10, 1979), 
where we organized our discussion in terms of the "twenty-six deficiencies" 
which the Sterling and Tyrone intervenors had previously alleged. (See fn. 6, 

'Intervenors in Sterling and 1)rone - Ecology Action of Oswego and Northern Thunder, 
respectively - jointly alleged twenty-six specific deficiencies in Perkins. The Peach Bottom· 
Three Mile Island intervenors - Citizens for a Safe Environment and the Environmental 
Coalition on Nuclear Power - generally challenged the Licensing Board's approach to health 
effects and raised some specific objections to the Perkins record and decision. The Hope Creek 
intervenor, Mr. David Caccia, also questioned the adequacy of the Board's treatment of health 
effects. The remaining cases were either uncontested or elicited no response. As explained in 
the text, we decided to consolidate the five contested cases and hear them f1I'St Both the 
1)rone and Sterling projects were subsequently cancelled by their respective owners and we 
dismissed those proceedings for that reason. The 1)rone intervenors thereafter curtailed .their 
participation in the radon proceeding. See our unpublished order of August 30, 1979. The 
Sterling intervenors continued to participate fully at our invitation. See Rochester Gas and 
Electric Corp. (Sterling Power Project, Nuclear Unit No. I), ALAB-S96, II NRC 867 (June 17, 
1980); and our unpublished memorandum and order of June 23, 1980. The Hope Creek 
intervenor did not attend the evidentiary hearing; his sole concern involved the Perkins theory 
of health effects, which was beyond the scope of that evidentiary proceeding. See ALAB-S62, 
10 NRC 437, 441 fn.10(J979). 
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supra). We also noted that those deficiencies included all the relevant points 
which the Peach Bottom-Three Mile Island intervenors had raised. We held 
that an evidentiary hearing would be required on several matters where 
genuine issues of material fact remained. Those included radon emissions 
from mill tailings piles, underground mines, and open pit mines, as well as 
radon releases associated with water pathways and phosphate residues. We 
disposed summarily of the remaining issues for reasons explained there. Id 
at 441, 443-47. 

Because we intended to focus frrst on the matter of radon release rates 
and concentration levels, we deferred consideration of certain health effects 
aspects of one of the intervenors' deficiencies and reminded the parties that 
the forthcoming evidentiary hearing would not deal with that subject. Id at 
444-45. Perceiving no compelling reason for all the Appeal Panel members 
assigned to these proceedings to be present for the taking of further 
evidence, we selected three to preside at the hearing.' We noted, however, 
that once the evidentiary hearing was completed, all would participate in 
the consideration of the issues to be decided. Id at 447-48. 

We held a three-day evidentiary hearing in Harrisburg. Pennsylvania. 
Applicants participated jointly and made a consolidated evidentiary 
presentation. Intervenors consolidated their direct case but conducted 
cross-examination separately. The applicants and the staff submitted 
testimony concerning all of the alleged deficiencies in Perkins,' intervenors 
presented evidence on some of those deficiencies and limited themselves to 
cross-examination on others. 

Thereafter, the parties ftled proposed fmdings of fact and conclusions of 
law. As requested, they addressed not only those issues on which summary 
judgment was denied, but the effect of more recent evidence received at the 
hearing bearing on one issue which we had previously disposed of 
summarily in ALAB-562.! The parties have also advised us of their views 
concerning how we should proceed with the health effects issue. Before 
turning to the question, we must decide the matter of radon releases and 
concentrations. 

II. TECHNICAL INfRODUcnON 

To provide a solid foundation for later discussion we begin with a brief 
technical introduction to the radon release issue. 

TJbey were: Mr. Rosenthal, who served as Olairman; Dr. Buck; and Dr. Johnson. No party 
objected to our proceeding in this manner. 
'Tr. 522-23, 527-28. This point is discussed at pp. 41-47. infra. 
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A. Basic Radiological Concepts 

The isotope of interest in this proceeding, radon-222, is a member of the 
natural radioactive series that begins with uranium-238 and, through 
successive decay events, ends with the stable lead-206 isotope. The decay 
events in this series, which are presented graphically in Figure 1,9 involve 
the emission of alpha or beta particles. to As can be seen, fourteen successive 
isotopes are formed in the decay of the original parent. The symbols within 
the boxes show the isotope present at each point. The Greek letters in 
Figure 1 indicate the decay process; i.e., "a" and "P" symbolize radioactive 
decay by emission of alpha and beta particles, respectively. 

Also listed in Figure 1 are the chemical symbols of the uranium decay 
series isotopes and their half-lives. The half-life of any nuclide is the time it 
takes a given quantity of radioactive atoms to decay to one-half that 
number. As Figure I shows, the half-life of uranium-238, the parent of the 
series, is 4.5 x l()9years (4.5 billion years) whereas the half-life ofradon-222, 
the seventh isotope in the series, is 3.8 days. 

The decay rate of any given isotope is equal to its decay constant times 
the number of atoms of that isotope which are present. The decay constant 
is the probability per unit of time that a nucleus of the isotope will decay. 
The radioactivity of an isotope is commonly expressed as the number of 
disintegrations of a given quantity of that isotope per unit of time. A unit 
commonly used in quantifying radioactivity is the curie, which is defmed as 
3.7 x 10tO (37 billion) disintegrations per second. For example, the 
radioactivity of one gram of uranium-238 is approximately 0.33 millionths 
of a curie or 0.33 microcuries. lI 

'This chart is adopted from the staWs "Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on 
Uranium Milling." NUREG-05l1 (Apri11979). Volume II. p. C3. Although the document 
provides background information relevant to the staWs testimony before us, it includes 
subjects not at issue in these proceedings and, therefore, was not offered into evidence by the 
staff. We have taken official notice of the document. Tr. 521·22. 
lOAn alpha particle is a positively charged nuclear subdivision of matter identical with the 
nucleus of a helium atom. It consists of 2 protons and 2 neutrons and is ejected at high speed 
in certain nuclear transformations. A beta particle is an electron ejected from the nucleus of an 
atom during radioactive decay. 
liThe development and discussion of these relationships can be found in any basic textbook on 
the subject or related subjects. See, for example. S. Glasstone and A. Sesonke, Nuclear Reactor 
Engineering, Olapter 2 (D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1963). For a more fundamental discussion 
see I. Kaplan. Nuclear Physics, Olapter 10 (Addison.Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1955). 
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If a parent isotope such as uranium-238 has very long half-life relative tc 
those of the daughter isotopes produced in the series, in time there rna) 
exist a state of "secular equilibrium" in which the various daughteJ 
products are being produced as fast as they are decaying. In the absence 01 
any physical or chemical separation,12 the amount of each daughter (and 
hence its radioactivity) will remain constant and the radioactivity of eaclJ 
member of the decay chain will equal that of the long-lived parent. Because 
the half-life of uranium-238 is many orders of magnitude larger than those 
of other isotopes in its associated radioactive decay chain, the condition fOJ 
secular equilibrium is met. Assuming that no physical or chemical 
separation has taken place, all of the decay series isotopes associated with I 
gram of uranium-238 should exist at the same level of radioactivity (i.e., 
O.33I1Ci). 

B. Characteristics and Sources of Radon 

Radon-222 is the only member of the uranium-238 decay chain that is a 
gas. It is, moreover, a noble gas, which means that it does not combine witlJ 
or attach to other elements. This property of radon allows it to migrate and 
escape from the soil - even without the assistance of activities such ru 
mining and milling.13 It also permits radon to be dispersed from its source 
by air currents. 

As a noble gas, radon is not retained in the body long enough to be 01 
major concern. But the radon daughter products are also radioactive and 
attach to particles suspended in the air.14 When this air is inhaled, the 
daughter isotopes are deposited in the passageways of the lungs, where the) 
may release the energy produced by their own decay. The absorption ofthi~ 
decay energy constitutes a radiation dose. . 

It must be recognized, however, that in the natural environmenl 
everyone is enveloped in radon. This is because uranium is widel) 
distributed over the earth in the soils, rocks and oceans in varyin~ 
concentrations and, as a consequence, radon is similarly dispersed ill 

11A number of non·nuclear natural physical processes (such as weathering and sedimentation: 
may contribute to differential movement of the various elements of the chain and can thw 
disrupt this equilibrium; perfect secular equilibrium is, therefore, not always found in nature. 
IlRadium-226 is the immediate precursor ofradon-222 in the uranium-238 decay series. WhCII 
an atom of radium decays in the soil. it emits an alpha particle and is transformed into 8JI 
atom of radon. If the radium atom is sufficiently close to the surface of the grain of soil ill 
which it is imbedded, the radon atom may recoil out of the grain and into the air whicll 
permeates the soil. The radon then begins its travels to the surface. primarily through the 
processes of diffusion and convection. 
l4'J'he decay of radon results in a series of four relatively short-lived daughter products plw 
several longer-lived daughters. The short-lived daughters are: polonium-218 (half-life of3.W 
minutes). lead-214 (26.8 minutes). bismuth-214 (19.7 minutes) and polonium-214 (O.H 
thousandths of a second). 
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various materials. Indeed, radon is released from such ordinary building 
materials as stone, brick, cement and gypsum board. It is also released from 
the burning offossil fuels such as coal. Although radon is widespread iri the 
earth's crust and routinely escapes from ordinary soils, mining and milling 
activities enhance the release of radon to the environment - largely by 
increasing the exposure of uranium ore to the atmosphere. These activities 
are the major contributors to releases of radon attributable to the uranium 
fuel cycle. 

Mining of uranium for nuclear fuel is either done by open-pit or 
underground mining methods. As the names imply, open-pit mining 
consists of extracting ore directly from the surface of the earth, whereas 
underground mining involves tunneling to deeper ore bodies. 

The milling process involves three major stages: (1) ore handling and 
preparation (including grinding and interim storage); (2) mill concentration 
(extraction of uranium from the ore by means of a leaching technique); and 
(3) product recovery (a process which utilizes chemical precipitation and 
results in a uranium concentrate called ''yellowcake''15). 

Radon releases occur at all stages of the milling process. Because the mill 
tailings (i.e., residue of the milling process) contain substantial amounts of 
thorium and radium, as well as about ten percent of the uranium originally 
present in the ore, releases from the mill tailings piles occur both during and 
following the active milling stage. 

Finally, because the calculation of the rate at which radon migrates and 
~scapes from solid materials such as soil or mill tailings piles is a matter of 
considerable importance in this decision, a brief discussion of the methods 
llSed in estimating and describing radon release rates may be helpful. 

C. Estimation of Radon Releases 

Theoretical estimates of radon migration and its rate of release from soil 
II1asses and mill tailings piles depend on several variables. The quantity of 
radon escaping from soil or a similar substance to the atmosphere is 
llSually described in terms of a "flux", i.e., the amount of radon emanating 
per unit area per unit of time. The radon flux can be calculated by use of 
the well-established techniques of diffusion theory.16 In applying the theory 
to radon diffusion. the soil or other material is viewed as a matrix of 

ISY ellowcake is a term of art given to the product of the refining process used in the milling 
>pcration. Yellowcake contains a high concentration (90 percent or more) ofU,Oa. 
:6DifTusion theory deals with the spreading or scattering of matter under the influence of a 
:oncentration gradient; Le., variations of concentration in space. See, e.g., 4 McGraw·Hill 
~ncyclopedia of Science and Technology, 154-59 (1971). 
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impermeable solid particles containing a maze of gas or liquid filled 
capillaries through which the diffusion of radon gas takes place.l7 

There are several variables in the diffusion theory equation for 
computing the rate of migration of radon through materials. Of interest 
here are the concentration of radon available for diffusion, the void fraction 
of the medium, and the effective bulk diffusion coefficient. The concentra
tion of radon available for diffusion is partially dependent on the 
concentration of its immediate parent, radium-226, which is generally 
assumed to equal the secular equilibrium concentration of the uranium-238 
present in a given grade of ore. The radon concentration also depends on 
the void fraction and the "emanating power" of the medium. The void 
fraction (or porosity) is that part of the total volume of the medium which is 
empty of solid particles. The emanating power, often called the emanation 
coefficient, represents that fraction of radon produced within the grains of 
surrounding material which escapes into the void space and is thus free to 
migrate or diffuse. The diffusion coefficient relates the rate of flow and the 
concentration of a material within a medium. When the concentration of 
the material varies within the medium, the diffusion coefficient will 
determine the net rate offlow of that material within the medium. 

Throughout our decision, radon emissions are frequently expressed in 
terms of curies released per annual fuel requirement (AFR). An AFR is 
defmed as the amount of fuel required to operate the 1000 MWe model 
light water reactor at 80 percent capacity for one year,,8 The AFR can be 
expressed in units of tons of uranium ore, yellowcake, or U30a.19 Actual 
reactors may use more or less than one AFR each year depending on their 
size and characteristics of operation. For example, a 500 MWe reactor 
operating for one year (at 80 percent capacity) would require approximately 
one-half of the fuel needed to operate the model 1000 MWe plant for one 
year - thus it would need only one-half of an AFR to operate for one year. 
Expression of radon releases in terms of AFRs permits the_ !illocation to a 
single nuclear power reactor of a representative portion 'of the radon 
releases from the uranium fuel cycle for purposes of NEPA cost-benefit 
analyses. 

17See e.g., M. Sears et aL, "Correlation of Radioactive Waste Treatment Costs and the 
Environmental Impact of Waste Effiuents in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle for Use in Establishing 
'As Low as Practicable' Guides - Milling of Uranium Ores," ORNL-TM4903, VoL I, pp. 
144-S0 (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1975). 
"See 10 CFR Part SI, Table 803. The AFR is synonymous with another term - the reference 
reactor year (RRY). 
1'See fn.lS, supra. As used in Perldm and in this proceeding. one AFRis equal to 271,000 metric 
tons of uranium ore at 0.1 percent ore grade (which can also be expressed as 271 metric tons of 
U30a), or a mill output of24S metric tons ofU30a. 
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m. EMISSIONS ATTRIBUTABLE TO URANIUM MINING 

Intervenors advanced several deficiencies with regard to the Perkins 
record on mining. They questioned the evidentiary basis for the Licensing 
Board's assumptions that underground mines would be sealed and open pit 
mines reclaimed. They also pointed out that the Perkins proceeding did not 
address the extent to which unsealed or improperly sealed underground 
mines could continue to emit radon. Finally, intervenors pointed out that 
the Perkins record on open pit mines was inadequate because it gave no 
consideration to emissions from mine overburden and contained nothing 
more than the witnesses' rough approximations of what radon releases 
might be. We discuss these issues according to the type of mine involved, 
beginning with underground mines. 

A Underground Mines 
In Perkins, staff witness Ralph M. WIlde20 estimated that a model 

underground mine would release 4060 curies of radon per AFR during 
active mining. He calculated that value from an estimate of the concentra
tion of radon gas in the air ventilated from severa! underground mines 
during the time required to extract sufficient ore to produce the uranium for 
one AFR. He testified that, after the mine was closed down, ventilation 
would cease and radon emissions would "essentially go to zero." Perkins Tr. 
2541-42. The applicant's witness, Dr. Morton I. GOldman,21 stated that he 
had reviewed the staffs estimate and considered it to be reasonable. 
Goldman, p. 1, fol. Perkins Tr. 2266. The Licensing Board adopted Mr. 
Wilde's estimate and accepted his suggestion that underground mines 
would cease emitting radon when mining operations stopped. 8 NRC at 90. 

The Perkins release rate of 4060 curies per AFR from operating 
underground mines was not at issue in this proceeding because we had 
summarily disposed of intervenors' only deficiency touching upon that 
subject in ALAB-562. For reasons we explain in the next two sections, 

:ZOMr. Wilde also testified for the staff at the consolidated radon hearing. He joined the AEC in 
1973 and is currently a program assistant to the Director of the Division of Fuel Cycle and 
Material Safety in the NRC's Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards. He holds a 
B.s. degree in chemistry from Brigham Young University. His experience includes four years 
as an analytical chemist and metallurgist for uranium ore processing mills and fourteen years 
as Radiation Safety Director for the Anaconda Companys uranium mining and milling 
operations in New Mexico. 
21Dr. Goldman also testified for the applicants at the consolidated radon hearing. He joined 
the Nuclear Utilities Services Corporation in 1961 and is currently its Senior Vice President 
and Corporate Technical Director. He holds advanced degrees in sanitary and nuclear 
engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. For some 30 years, he has 
engaged in original research and technical consultation on a variety of nuclear health, 
environmental and safety issues, including radioactive waste management and treatment. 
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however, we must reject the Perkins fmding in favor of a more recent and 
more soundly based value which was fully explored by all parties at the 
evidentiary hearing (see pp. 508, 51~-512, infra). We must also reject the 
Perkins Board's conclusion regarding radon emissions from inactive 
underground mines. As we noted in ALAB-562, the Perkins record failed to 
reveal the extent to which underground mines could and would be sealed; 
moreover, it did not contain sufficient information on the extent to which 
an unsealed mine could continue to emit radon.21 Before us, witnesses for 
the applicants and staff presented testimony on all of these topics; 
intervenors participated by way of cross-examination of those witnesses. 

To calculate a value for radon releases from operating underground 
mines, Mr. Wtlde used survey data from a sample of 27 underground mines 
in New Mexico, Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah, representing approximate
ly 63 percent of the total production of underground uranium mines in the 
United States. Tr. 345-46. He had obtained those data shortly before the 
hearing and presented the parties and the Board with a revised version of 
his premed testimony so as to be able to include the new information.2J Tr. 

22Intervenors advanced Deficiency 3 on those subjects, which asserts: 

3. In the long run. radon emissions depend on the extent to which underground 
[mines] are sealed and open pit mines are reclaimed. The NRC has no jurisdiction 
over mines. In Perkins Staff and Applicant [witnesses referred] to state laws which 
require sealing and reclamation as adequate to insure the cessation of emissions 
after [the mines1 useful lives. In testimony on June 27, 1978, before the House 
Subcommittee on Energy and Environment, Betty Perkins from the New Mexico 
Energy and Mineral Department, indicated in New Mexico abandoned mines have 
been improperly sealed. have contaminated the soil, and have left ore storage piles 
exposed. Measurement at abandoned mines shows gamma radiation levels 10 to 100 
times above background, a fact which demonstrates the existence of radiologic 
pathways for radon. In view of the actual facts regarding abandoned mines, it is 
[incumbent] upon the NRC to make a detailed examination of the statutory 
standards imposed on the operators of mines, the penalties [for] failure to comply 
with such standards, and each state's enforcement experience before leaping to 
unwarranted conclusions regarding the efficacy of state regulation of mines. 

Response of Ecology Action of Oswego and Northern Thunder, Inc. to .AL.AB-S09, pp. 9-10 
(med Feburary 19, 1979). 
2JMr. WlIde's premed testimony referenced two reports prepared for the NRC by Battelle 
Pacific Northwest Laboratory as the source of the underlying data for his calculated release 
rates from underground and open pit mines. They are: P. Jackson et aL, "Radon-222 
Emissions in Ventilation Air Exhausted from Underground Uranium Mines," NUREG/CR-
0627 (September 1979); and K. Nielson et aL, "Prediction of the Net Radon Emission from a 
Model Open Pit Uranium Mine," NUREG/CR-0628 (September 1979). The revised report on 
underground mines (containing additional data) is: P. Jackson et aL, "An Investigation of 
Radon-222 Emissions from Underground Uranium Mines," NUREG/CR-1273 (Progress 
Report 2, February 1980). These reports are not in the record, but the reliability of the data 
which Mr. WlIde obtained from them was not challenged. The same can be.. said for other 
reports from which expert witnesses for all parties obtained source information"upon which to 
base their testimony. 
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344-45. Mr. Wilde calculated an average radon release rate from active 
underground mines by dividing "the total annual release from all of the 
mines sampled ... by the total annual production from those same mines" 
and multiplying by the amount of U30a needed to produce oneAFR. Tr. 346. 
The total radon released from the 27 mines studied was about 150,000 
curies per year, the annual production from those mines was 5760 tons of 
U30a (or 5225 metric tons of U30a), and the size of the AFR was 271 metric 
tons, Tr. 394. Assuming a 30-year lifetime for an underground mine, Mr. 
Wilde obtained a release rate for active mining of 260 curies per year per 
AFR. Wilde, p. 12, fo1. Tr. 355. He explained that an additional 10 curies 
per year per AFR would be released from waste rock stored on the surface 
near the mine for a total release rate of 270 curies per year per AFR, or 
"aproximately 8000" curies per AFR. Id; Tr. 363. 

Mr. Wilde testified before us that radon would be released from an 
unsealed inactive underground mine as a result of air circulation due to 
natural convection.24 Wilde, p. 11, fo1. Tr. 355. He explained that because 
of uncertainties in computing the amount and. direction of natural 
convection air flow,25 it is extremely difficult to predict radon release rates 
for underground mines once mining operations have ceased Consequently, 
he preferred to make the very conservative assumption that those mines 
would exhaust radon at the same rate as active underground mines under 
conditions of forced ventilation. Id at 12. He therefore attributed that same 
release rate of 270 curies per year per AFR to unsealed, inactive 
underground mines. Ibid 

Further record evidence suggests that Mr. WIlde's attribution of such a 
release rate to unsealed underground mines is overly conservative because 
it is based on an unrealistic assumption that emissions from inactive mines 
by natural convection will equal those from active mines with forced 
ventilation. In response to cross-examination about radon emissions from 
existing underground mines, Mr. Wilde gave release rates for two unsealed 
inactive mines, called the "Barbara J" and "Mesa Top," which he 
considered representative of best and worst case conditions. Tr. 357-61. 

Mr. Wilde used measured natural convection air flows given for those 
two mines in an EPA study, together with ore production data he obtained 
from the Grand Junction office of the Department of Energy, to calculate a 
release rate of 1-2 curies per year per AFR for the Barbara J mine (fr. 358) 
and 70-80 curies per year per AFR for the Mesa Top mine (fr. 361). He 

24Natural convection occurs because of variations in air density caused primarily by 
differences in temperature. 
lYJ'he natural convection pattern within a mine depends on such factors as differences in 
elevation between mine openings and the temperature differential between the air inside and 
outside the mine. Wtlde, p. I I, fol. Tr. 355. 
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explained that air flows from the Barbara J. were so small that they had to 
be measured by injecting a puff of smoke and recording how long it took to 
rise to the top of the hoisting and ventilation shafts. Tr. 357-58. In contrast, 
the Mesa Top mine represented a "near-worst case for an abandoned 
inactive mine" because of its interconnection with several other active and 
inactive mines and the existence of open paths for air flow through "adit" 
entries.26 Tr. 359-61. Mr. WIlde stated that radon releases were measured 
while air was flowing out of the Mesa Top shaft but that during the summer 
he would expect the flow to be reversed and the emissions to cease. Tr. 362. 
He explained that the flow could be reversed twice daily in response to the 
appropriate day-ta-night temperature changes. Ibid This suggests that the 
release rate of 70-80 curies per APR per year may overstate actual radon 
emissions from that particular mine, because it has not been adjusted for 
periods when the air is not flowing out of the mine shaft. 

Dr. Goldman's testimony on this subject further supports the conclusion 
that Mr. Wilde's estimate of 270 curies per year per APR is extremely 
conservative. Using data from an EPA study of2100 inactive underground 
mines,27 Dr. Goldman calculated a radon release rate representative of 
inactive, unsealed underground mines of 36 curies per year per AFR. To 
reach this figure, he assumed that all radon released to the air inside the 
mine was exhausted to the atmosphere by natural convection. Goldman, 
pp. 25-26, fo1. Tr. 441. 

Dr. Goldman and Mr. WIlde each indicated that estimates of radon 
releases from abandoned underground mines would be considerably 
overestimated if based on the assumption that actual releases would equal 
those from an active underground mine with the ventilation fans in 
operation. Dr. Goldman stated that he would expect such a value to be 
"greatly in excess of that actually released." Goldman, p. 26, fo1. Tr. 441. 
Mr. Wilde expressed his opinion that actual releases would be "appreci
ably" lower. Wilde, p. 16, fo1. Tr. 355. He stated that in his judgment, actual 
radon releases from abandoned, unsealed underground mines would be 
"much closer to 10 curies per year per APR than 270 curies per year per 
AFR." Ibid He considered it highly improbable that natural air flows 
would be sufficiently large to exhaust to the atmosphere the same amount 
of radon that would be released under conditions of forced ventilation. Id 
at 14. He acknowledged that at Mesa Top, conditions were such that about 
half the amount of radon released during normal operation would escape 
due to natural convection; the rest would decay underground. Tr. 419. He 

26An adit is a horizontal tunnel driven into the side of a hill (Tr. 359.) 
Z1R. Blanchard et aL, "Potential Health and Environmental Hazards of Uranium Mine Wastes 
- Draft Report," Office of Radiation Programs, U.s. EPA (September 1979). 
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continued to maintain that his original estimate of 267 curies per year per 
AFR was "conservatively high." Tr. 429. 

We think that value is more appropriately viewed as a conservatively 
calculated upper limit than as a reasonably accurate estimate of radon 
emissions from abandoned and unsealed underground mines. Dr. Gold
man's value of 36 curies per year per AFR, calculated from data on 2100 
inactive underground mines in the United States, is a more soundly based 
and realistic estimate. Indeed, the reliability of that figure is further 
supported by Mr. Wilde's ''worst case" estimate, which was only 70-80 
curies per year per APR. Thus, on the basis of the present record, we think 
that the reasonably conservative approach is to adopt 80 curies per year per 
AFR as the radon release rate for unsealed, inactive underground mines. 
To that value must be added the 10 curies per year per AFR that Mr. Wilde 
testified was attributable to the waste rock pile on the surface near the mine 
(see p. 501, supra), yielding a total of 90 curies per year AFR Adopting this 
result is clearly more reasonable than accepting a figure several times larger 
based on what amounts to an unwarranted assumption that the ventilation 
fans will continue to be powered and run in underground mines after 
operations have ceased. 

According to the testimony of both Mr. Wdde and Dr. Goldman, 
abandoned underground mines can be sealed easily and effectively by 
fllling their hoisting and ventilation shafts with soil or waste rock. In 
addition, shaft openings can be sealed with concrete plugs. Wilde, pp. 5-6, 
fol. Tr. 355; Goldman, p. 24, fol. Tr. 441. Mr. Wdde stated that radon 
emission rates from properly sealed mines would be negligible; the only 
measurable radon releases associated with sealed underground mines would 
be the 10 curies per AFR per year from waste rock remaining on the 
surface. Wilde, pp. 8-9, 12, 15, fo1. Tr. 355. 

There is nothing in the record to contradict Mr. Wilde's opinion that 
"the technical feasibility of reclaiming worked out mines has already been 
adequately demonstrated." Wdde, p. 6, fo1. Tr. 355. Similarly, no party 
challenged his figure of 10 curies per year per AFR for radon releases 
attributable to properly sealed underground mines and their associated 
wastes. We are inclined to accept that value as reasonable. We cannot 
adopt it, however, because the record contains no reliable information 
about the extent of reclamation currently being required or practiced. 

The NRC has no regulatory authority over uranium mining or mine 
reclamation.28 Mr. Wilde observed that responsibility for regulation of 

USee Homestalee Mining Co. v. Mid-Continent Exploration Co., 282 F.2d 787, 791 (10th CU. 
1960); Rochester Gcu and Electric Corp. (Sterling Power Project, Unit 1), ALAB-S07, 8 NRC 
551, 5S4 (1978), alf'd sub nom. Ecology Action of Oswego v. NRC, No. 78-1885 (D.c. CU. Mar. 
12, 1980). 
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uranium mines (including their reclamation) rests primarily with the state in 
which the mine is located. Dr. Goldman testified for the applicants that his 
staffhad surveyed five mining companies in Colorado, Wyoming, and New 
Mexico. None of them had sealed mines; some had made commitments to 
their State agencies to seal underground mine shafts, or planned to do so in 
the future. Goldman, p. 24, fo1. Tr. 441. Neither witness was qualified to 
testify concerning mining reclamation laws; moreover, no party presented 
testimony from state regulatory officials or mine operators to demonstrate 
that reclamation efforts can reasonably be anticipated. We simply do not 
know, for example, what percentage of ore production in the United States 
has come from currently inactive underground mines which have been or 
will be sealed, or what percentage of ore production is now being obtained 
from operating mines subject to laws or regulatory-requirements ensuring 
that they will eventually be sealed. Lacking the necessary facts, we can only 
assume that the uranium taken from underground mines to produce fuel for 
the reactors under consideration is attributable to mines that have not been 
or will not be reclaimed. 

B. Open Pit Mines 
Mr. Wilde testified in Perkins that there was -no reliable information 

available upon which to base estimates" of radon releases from open pit 
mines. Wilde, p. 7, fo1. Perkins Tr. 2369. Because open pit mining then 
constituted about half of all uranium mining activity,29 the Perkins Board 
insisted that at least an upper bound figure for emissions from that source 
be placed in the record. 8 NRC at 90-91. Mr. Wilde made a number of 
assumptions and calculated a radon release rate for a hypothetical open pit 
mine of approximately 100 curies per year per AFR. Dr. Goldman made a 
similar calculation and arrived at a release rate ranging from 100 to 200 
curies per year per AFR. Perkins Tr. 2640. 

Based on those concededly rough estimates, the Licensing Board 
assumed that the amount of radon released from open pit mines could be as 
high as 200 curies per year per AFR. 8 NRC at 91. It reasoned that, if the 
hypothetical open pit mine was reclaimed at the end ofits 20 year operating 
life, the total radon releases attributable to the active mining period would 
be 4,000 curies per AFR. The Board then concluded that because the 
release rates attributable to active mining, whether from underground or 

29Mr. Wilde had testified in Perkiru that he expected the amount of uranium ore obtained from 
open pit mines to decline in the future. Perlciru Tr. 2SSl. Based on more recent data, he 
estimated in this proceeding that only 40 percent of the total production of u,Oa now comes 
from open pit mines; the remaining 60 percent comes from underground mines. Wilde, p. 9, 
foL Tr.3SS. 
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open pit mines, were nearly the same, it would not matter which type of 
mine produced the uranium to fuel a particular plant. Ibid. 

With respect to long-term releases from inactive open pit mines, Mr. 
Wilde had testified in Perkins that he was not qualified to address the extent 
of reclamation then being required. He added that he was therefore unable 
to quantify what those long-term radon emissions might be. Perkins Tr. 
2550-56.30 Testifying for the intervenors in Perkins, Dr. Chauncey 
Kepfordl1 assumed that the pits would remain open forever. He then 
calculated that over the next ten billion years, for example, 6 x lOll curies of 
radon would be released if all of the fuel needed to operate the Perkins 
plant during its 30 year life were to come from unreclaimed open pit mines. 
Kepford, Table 1, fol. Perkins Tr. 2820. The Licensing Board declared that 
it considered Dr. Kepford's assumptions unrealistic because it was 
unreasonable to suppose "that society will permit such open sores on our 
landscape for all future time." 8 NRC at 92. Rather, the Board expressed its 
own speculative judgment that reclamation would probably occur within 
100 years after active mining had ceased. Id. at 91-92. 

As intervenors pointed out, the Perkins record on open pit mines is very 
"sketchy."ll We stated in ALAB-562 that uncertainty remained regarding 

3ODr. Goldman stated that of the five states in which significant amounts of uranium are 
mined, only three had surface mining reclamation requirements applicable to uranium mines. 
Perkins Tr. 2639. 
31Dr. Kepford cross-examined applicant and staff witnesses on behalf of intervenors in 
Perkins; he also furnished testimony for that proceeding in deposition form. He represents that 
he has devoted himself full time since 1970 to "the problems of nuclear power" and has 
testified before various state and federal legislative bodies and administrative agencies. He 
holds a Ph.D. in chemistry from the University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada. His prior 
experience includes two years as a research scientist for United Aircraft Research Laboratories 
and two years as an assistant professor of chemistry at the York Campus of Pennsylvania State 
University. 
3lIntervenor's Deficiency 3, concerning reclamation of underground and open pit mines, 
appears at fn. 22, supra. Deficiencies 4 and 5 on open pit mines are as follows: 

4. The testimony in Perkins regarding emissions from open pit mines is extremely 
sketchy. Mr. Wilde at page seven ofhis affidavit states, "For open pit mines _ there 
is just no reliable information available upon which to base estimates of radon 
release." Pages 2543 through 2S58 [of] the transcript enumerate many of the 
[uncertainties] regarding emissions from open pit mines. Nevertheless, at page 2610 
of the transcript; Mr. Wilde performs a "quick and dirty" computation of emissions 
using a model open pit mine. He makes what is an apparently completely arbitrary 
choice of a mine which covers one square mile. He computes a release of 100 
curieslyrl AFR. Apparently the Board in Perkins was somewhat skeptical about Mr. 
Wilde's calculation since in paragraph 13 of the Perkins decision the rate of 
emission from open pit mines was doubled to 200 curieslyrl AFR. 

The Sweetwater DES indicates a release rate of 6090 curies per year. The 
Sweetwater mine will have a capacity sufficient to produce 410 MT [of] yellow cake 
per year during its estimated 15 year life. Using the Staff figure of 245 MT [of] 
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radon emissions from both reclaimed and unreclaimed open pit mines. In 
particular, we were concerned that "releases from reclaimed mines [might] 
be higher than expected, due to the physical rearrangement of the 
overburden as it is replaced in the pit." 10 NRC at 442-43 (footnote 
omitted). We also noted that one of intervenors' deficiencies apparently 
concerned radon releases from operating open pit mines as well as from 
those that had been shut doWn and left unreclaimed. Id at 443, fn. 21. 

Mr. Wilde testified before us that, since the Perkins proceeding, the data 
base for radon releases from open pit mines had improved considerably and 
now included information that could be used to develop representative 
mine models and radon release rates for both the active mining stage and 
the period following shutdown of the mines. WIlde, pp. 7-8, fol. Tr. 355. 
Based on the new data, Mr. Wilde calculated a revised estimate for radon 
emissions from open pit mining and combined it with the 8000 curies per 
AFR released from underground mining to obtain a release rate of 
approximately 5200 curies per AFR as the emissions attributable to the 
uranium mining industry as a whole. Tr. 348-49. He explained that the new 
industry value was based on the assumption that 60 percent of all uranium 
ore was derived from underground mines and that the remaining 40 percent 
came from open pit mines. Tr. 349. He also indicated that it represented an 
increase of about 25 percent from the Perkins estimate of 4060 curies per 
AFR. Tr. 349. 

Mr. Wilde neglected to specify the stafl's new estimate for radon 
emissions from open pit mining. But he did explain how he calculated that 
value, and it can easily be derived from the figures he presented in his 
testimony. Mr. Wilde testified that the radon release rate for open pit 
mining given in the Battelle report (fn. 23, supra) was 630 curies per AFR. 
Tr. 384. But he indicated that all of the Battelle figures are based on a 
smaller AFR; i.e., 182 metric tons of ore rather than the 271 metric tons 

yellow cake per AFR would result in an annual release rate for the Sweetwater mine 
of approximately 250 curies/yrl APR. This is another example of the actual facts 
deviating from the Staff's assumptions regarding radon emissions. 

S. Also with respect to open pit mines, the Perkins record gives no consideration 
to emissions from overburden. Testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on 
Energy Production and Supply on July 24 and 25, 1978, indicates the overburden 
has a volume of 8 to 3S times the volume of the mine. Therefore all of the 
overburden cannot be returned to the mine. The overburden has as much as 10% of 
the radioactive concentration of mill tailings. South Dakota, with a mine 
reclamation law on the books, has former mining areas that are now sterile and 
bare. The [overburden] has been indiscriminately piled on the landscape just like 
mill tailings. 

Response of Ecology Action. fn. 22, supra, at 1()'11. 
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which Mr. Wilde used throughout his testimony. Tr. 364-65. Accordingly, 
Mr. Wilde explained that the Battelle release rates must be increased in 
direct proportion to the relationship between the different AFRs (271 to 
182 or about 1.5 to 1) in order to obtain the staffs release rates. Tr. 363-65, 
391-92. Thus, the 630 curies per AFR corresponds to about 945 curies per 
APR, which Mr. Wilde then apparently rounded to lOOO in calculating his 
release rate of 5200 curies per APR for the uranium mining industry as a 
whole. 

For inactive open pit mines, Mr. Wilde calculated radon releases from 
both reclaimed and unreclaimed mines because of the lack of assurance 
that all worked-out mines would be reclaimed. Wilde, pp. 6-7, fol. Tr. 355. 
For the same reason we were unable to adopt the staffs estimate of the 
release rate for sealed underground mines (pp. 503-504, supra), we are 
unable to make a fmding for reclaimed open pit mines. Because the record 
does not accurately reflect the degree to which open pit mines are 
reclaimed, we simply have insufficient information to make appropriate use 
of radon release rates for reclaimed open pit mines. Therefore, we must 
assume that all inactive open pit mines will remain unreclaimed. Our 
discussion of the relevant testimony on this point merely serves to illustrate 
the degree of reduction in radon emissions that can be achieved in the 
future if open pit mines are properly reclaimed. 

For a reclaimed open pit mine, Mr. Wilde used a model mine consisting 
of seven successively mined pits and their associated wastes. In this model, 
approximately 85 percent of the mine volume is refilled with overburden33 

containing 20 parts per million (ppm) of U30s; the remaining overburden 
(about 15 percent) is piled on the surface near the mine. There is also a 
surface pile of sub-ore34 containing 150 ppm of U30a that is being saved for 
possible commercial use in the future. Id at 8. Mr. Wilde explained that 
radon emissions from the model reclaimed mine are attributable to 
overburden fill in six pits, sub-ore and overburden exposed in the last 
unfilled pit, and sub-ore and overburden dump piles. Ibid He computed the 
combined long-term radon releases from those sources to be about 40 curies 
per year per )\FR. Ibid 35 

Using the same model and assuming that the worked-out pits of the 
model mine were not refilled, Mr. Wtlde also prepared an estimate 

ll()verburden is the material that lies on top of the ore body being mined. 
l4'fhe sub-ore contains low-grade uranium not now economically recoverable. 
"Dr. Goldman explained that the model mine Mr. Wllde described was created from averaged 
characteristics of eight major open pit mines in the Casper. Wyoming area and included radon 
release measurements made at one of those mines. Based on the same model, Dr. Goldman 
calculated the resulting radon emissions for the partially reclaimed model open pit mine to be 
39 curies per year per AFR; essentially the same result as Mr. Wllde reached. Goldman, p. 28. 
fot Tr.44I. 
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representative of long-temi radon releases from an unreclaimed open pit 
mine. That model projects radon releases from the overburden and sub-ore 
exposed in seven unfilled pits, seven overburden piles, and a sub-ore pile. 
Mr. Wilde calculated a radon release rate of approximately 80 curies per 
year per AFR for that source. Id at 9-11, 15. 

Dr. Goldman's calculations are derived from an EPA study of over 900 
abandoned open pit mines.36 Goldman, p. 28, fol. Tr. 441. He used a model 
surface mine from which all of the sub-ore was placed on top of the 
overburden pile. From EPA estimates of the amounts of ore, sub-ore and 
waste removed from the mine, Dr. Goldman calculated a long-term release 
of 100 curies per year per AFR for a completely unreclaimed open pit mine 
and its associated wastes. To reach this figure, he assumed an average ore 
grade during the life of the mine of 0.29 percent and a 95 percent recovery 
rate.ld at 29. 

Mr. Wilde's and Dr. Goldman's present estimates are more soundly 
based than those in their Perkins testimony. As mentioned previously, they 
had offered some impromptu calculations for open pit mines only at the 
Licensing Board's insistence. The value of 4060 curies per year which Mr. 
Wilde gave in Perkins for active mining was based on data from 
underground mines only, but he nevertheless applied it to open pit mines. 
Thus, with respect to radon releases from active open pit mines, we fmd no 
basis for adopting either the stafl's estimate of 4060 curies per AFR or the 
Licensing Board's assumption of 4000 curies per AFR from active open pit 
mines (see pp. 499, 504, supra). In contrast, the stafl's new value of 1000 
curies per AFR is based on considerably better data for active open pit 
mining. Wilde, p. 7, fol. Tr. 355; Tr. 384-86. We adopt it for use in this 
proceeding. 

Regarding radon releases from abandoned, unreclaimed open pit mines; 
Mr. Wilde's and Dr. Goldman's revised conclusions are reasonably similar. 
Mr. Wilde derived his estimate of 80 curies per year per AFR from a model 
representing averaged characteristics of eight major open pit mines, 
whereas Dr. Goldman calculated his figure of 100 curies per year per AFR 
from data in an EPA study of over 900 unreclaimed open pit mines. No 
evidence was presented to controvert either estimate. Because it is slightly 
more conservative (i.e., higher) and based on a more representative sample, 
we shall adopt Dr. Goldman's value of 100 curies per year per AFR for 
radon emissions from unreclaimed open pit mines. 

We must reject Mr. Wilde's estimate for radon releases from a reclaimed 
open pit mine. As we have seen (p. 507, supra), the record contains no 

36Blanchard et aJ., fn. 27, supra. 
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reliable information about the extent to which abandoned mines will be 
reclaimed. Therefore, we must assume that all open pit mines are 
unreclaimed. 

In summary, we adopt (1) radon releases of 1000 curies per AFR 
attributable to open pit uranium mining and (2) releases of 100 curies per 
AFR per year for inactive and unreclaimed open pit mines and their 
associated wastes. 

C. Changes in Radon Release Values 
From the preceding sections, it is clear that the staffs values for radon 

releases from mining have undergone a number of revisions. In fact, it was 
in response to the discovery of a large discrepancy between actual radon 
emissions attributable to the uranium fuel cycle and the value originally set 
forth in Table 5-3 (of 10 CFR Part 51) that the Commission deleted the 
radon value from that table and ordered that further proceedings be 
undertaken. Our analysis of the changing values suggests that as more data 
have become available, better and more reliable estimates have evolved. 

For example, in Perkins, the staff presented Homer Lowenberg and Jack 
E. Rothfleisch to explain the basis for the radon value in Table 5-3.37 Mr. 
Rothfleisch testified that the 75 curies per AFR set forth there represented 
releases from mill tailings piles only during active milling and did not 
include any estimate of radon emissions from mining. Rothfleisch, p. 3, fo1. 
Perkins Tr. 2369. According to Messrs. Rothfleisch and Lowenberg, that 
approach was adopted because, although data for radon releases were 
sparse (especially for releases from mines), the information that was 
available at that time suggested that the releases were not significant. 
Lowenberg at 2, 7; Rothfleisch at 4. The staff later provided more complete 
estimates of radon emissions from uranium mining and milling for the 
Perkins proceeding. 

In response to the concerns set forth in ALAB-562 and intervenors' 
allegations of deficiencies in the Perkins record, the staff made additional 
changes in its estimates of radon releases. The more significant changes 
involve releases from uranium mines, both underground and open pit. New 
survey data, which were not available for the Perkins proceeding; revealed 
that the staffs estimate of radon emissions from open pit mines was far in 
excess of actual release rates. Consequently, the staff recalculated that 

l1Mr. Lowenberg was then Assistant Director for Operations and Technology for the Division 
of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety in the NRC's Office of Nuclear Material Safety and 
Safeguards. Mr. Rothfleisch was then a senior chemical engineer with the Fuel Processing and 
Fabrication Branch of that same office. Mr. Rothfleisch participated in the calculation of the 
original radon release value for Table 5-3 under Mr. Lowenberg's supervision. Rothfleisch, p. 
I, and Lowenberg. p. I, both fol. Perkiru Tr. 2369. 
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value. Tr. 384. For underground mines, the staff's Perkins estimate included 
the assumption that the amount of radon released was proportional to ore 
grade, which later data proved to be incorrect. Ibid. In these circumstances, 
we do not view the changes from prior values as providing serious cause to 
doubt the accuracy of the more recent release rate estimates. 

This brings us to a matter to which we alluded briefly at the outset of our 
discussion on underground mining, where we noted that we were rejecting 
the Perkins estimate of 4060 curies per AFR from active mining in favor of 
a more recent value explored at the evidentiary hearing. In Deficiency 1, 
intervenors had claimed that the staff's methodology in calculating the 
Perkins value was flawed because "it is not possible to demonstrate a fixed 
correlation between [tons of uranium] ore mined and [curies of] radon 
released."l8 In other words, intervenors maintained that calculating a value 

''The complete text of Deficiency 1 is as follows: 

I. Staff testimony, e.g., affidavit of R. M. Wilde, assumes a fixed correlation 
between uranium ore mined and curies of radon released. As per Wilde, the release 
per MT of ore is 1.48 x 10 .1curies Rn-222. In fact, it is not possible to demonstrate a 
fIXed correlation between ore mined and radon released. A report dated August 4, 
1978, from Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories to Dr. Harry Landon of the 
NRC states: 

It is evident that there is a much [closer] relationship between approximate areas of 
the mine ventilated and radon 222 emitted than between ore production and radon 
222 emission. Thus, a simple [extrapolation] on the basis of curies per ton of ore 
could lead to erroneous conclusions about the total emission rate from mines. 

[Another] report to Mr. Landon from Battelle, this one dated February 6, 1978, and 
entitled Literature Review of Radon 222 EmUsion Ratt!3 from United Statt!3 Uranium 
Mine3, indicates the radon release rate from mining varies from 1.8 curies to 48 
curies per ton of yellow cake. Using Magno's formula of 245 MT yellow cake per 
APR, the higher figure would result in a release rate from mining in excess of 10,000 
curies per AFR. The February 6, 1978, Battelle report includes a paper entitled 
Radon and its Daughter Products in Uranium Mining Ventilation Exhaurt Air. by 
Walter Enderlin. This paper states: 

To date there are not sufficient data available to correlate mine production rates 
with the concentration of radon daughters in the ventilation exhaust plume. 

The paper goes on to list the following nine factors which influence radon 
emissions: (I) grade of ore, (2) [fluctuations] in atmospheric pressure, (3) rate of 
advance and size [of] broken ore, (4) quantity of ground water entering mine, (5) 
quantity of exposed rock surface which varies with type of mining method and age 
of mine, (6) resident time of ventilation air, (T) amount of ore handling 
underground, (8) type of ventilation system, and (9) [porosity] and permeability of 
mine rock. The Perkins record at pages 2541 and 2542 also [suggests] the difficulty 
in correlating radon releases to ore production. This is a specific instance of a 
deficiency in Perkins which results from using models [rather] than data from actual 
mines. The evidence referred to above indicates radon emission from mining can 
only be determined on a mine by mine basis. The environmental assessment for 
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for curies released per ton of ore mined and then using that value to predict 
radon releases from other mines could lead to erroneous results. They did 
not argue that the staff's Perkins calculations were incorrect or that the 
underlying data were insufficient. Rather, they challenged the staff's 
methodology, maintaining that because radon releases vary from mine to 
mine, emissions must be measured on a mine-by-mine basis and then 
attributed to each reactor after determining where its fuel will be obtained. 

We rejected that argument in ALAB-562, fmding that the staff's 
averaging technique was both realistic and reasonable and that, in contrast, 
the intervenors' suggested approach would be unworkable. 10 NRC 437, 
447 (1979). Contrary to intervenors' assertion, the staff's methodology had 
not assumed a correlation between curies released and ore produced. 
Rather, the staff used averages to derive an estimate of curies released per 
AFR that would be representative of all underground uranium mines. 
Accordingly, we granted the applicants' motion for summary disposition of 
intervenors' Deficiency 1. 

By virtue of that disposition, the matter of radon releases from active 
underground mines was no longer before us at the time of the hearing. 
Consequently, in our order of March 7, 1980 (unpublished), we asked the 
parties to address whether the new information explored at the hearing 
materially affected our summary disposition of that deficiency. 

The intervenors advocated different approaches in their response to our 
request. One group would have us reverse our summary disposition of 
Deficiency 1 and "fmd that no correlation between radon releases and 
AFRs has been demonstrated."39 Because the issue was explored at the 
hearing in the context of the staff's testimony on inactive underground 
mines, this intervenor saw no need for further hearings on the matter. It 
counseled against our simply accepting the staff's new figure of 8,000 curies 
per AFR, however, arguing that if the correlation itself is suspect, the new 
number should be no more reliable than the old. The other intervenors 
argued that we should await publication of the fmal Battelle report before 
addressing either our summary disposition of Deficiency 1 or the magni
tude of radon releases from underground mining.40 They stated that they 
did not foresee any immediate need for hearings on those issues, but would 
reevaluate that need following publication of the fmal report. Finally, they 

Sterling and Tyrone cannot be completed until inquiry is made into the actual mines 
which will produce their uranium. 

Response of Ecology Action, fn. 22, supra, at 7·8. 
39Ecology Action's Response to Board Request on Deficiency No. I, p. 2 (filed June 29, 1980). 
4OProposed Findings of Fact. Conclusions of Law, and Response to Appeal Board Questions 
on Battelle Report, Submitted by the TMJ·2IPeach Bottom Intervenors, p. 9 (filed June 20, 
1980); Intervenors' Response to Details of NRC Staffs Reply Brief, p. 2 (filed July 23, 1980). 
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asserted that we should place no reliance on any affidavits flIed by the stafl 
and applicants without affording intervenors an opportunity for cross
examination. 

The staff took the position that the new information does not in any way 
invalidate the arguments advanced in support of our summary disposition 
of Deficiency 1. In the staffs view, the fundamental assertion of that 
deficiency - that the methodology used to determine radon emissions from 
underground mining was flawed - had not been materially affected and 
our rejection of it, valid at the time, remained proper. 

The applicants agreed, emphasizing that nothing in the revised report 
affected our conclusions about the staffs methodology. Indeed, the report 
used the same averaging technique of adding together the radon released 
from all mines sampled and dividing by the total annual ore production fOI 
those mines. Both applicants and the staff urged us to adopt the new 
estimate as better and more reliable than that available to the Licensing 
Board in Perkiru. 

We see no reason to await the fmal Battelle report, as some intervenors 
have suggested. In the first place, it is not clear whether or when the fmal 
report might be available. Tr. 434. Moreover, the new figure was calculated 
from a sample representing a large proportion (63 percent) of the total 
underground mine production of uranium in the United States. Mr. Wilde 
testified that we now have a "mature" population of mines with an equal 
number of new mines opening and old mines closing. Tr. 412-13. As a mine 
is worked-out, its average cumulative production increases, which means 
that if there were more younger than older mines, radon emissions could be 
expected to increase in the future. Tr. 412. But if, on the average, new mines 
are opened to replace the older mines which have reached their maximum 
potential for radon releases, total emissions from the mining industry would 
change only in the event of a major increase or decrease in production. FOI 
that reason, Mr. Wilde considered it unlikely that any fmal version of the 
Battelle study would contain results significantly higher than those 
appearing in the current report. Tr. 411-12. 

We remain convinced that summary disposition was appropriate. The 
staffs methodology is reasonable and, indeed, appears to be the only 
practical way to estimate radon emissions from uranium mining. The staffs 
expression of a radon release rate per AFR simply establishes an industry 
average that can then be attributed to individual reactors according to the 
number of AFRs they require. It was not intended to represent a fixed 
correlation between radon releases from any particular mine and the 
amount of uranium ore obtained from that mine, nor was it used to predict 
such releases based on the amount of ore produced. Tr. 396-97. 
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Finally, there is no need for further hearings on this matter because it has 
already received extensive treatment. The new values presented in the 
staffs testimony were the subject of thorough cross-examination at the 
hearing. In these circumstances, we perceive no unfairness in our adopting 
8,000 curies per AFR as the radon release rate for underground mines from 
which uranium ore is actively being produced. 

IV. EMISSIONS A1TRIBUTABLE TO URANIUM MILLING 

Mter uranium ore is mined, it is delivered to a mill where, by a 
combination of physical and chemical processes, the U30S is separated from 
the impurities contained in the ore. During the period of active milling, 
radon gas is released from the ore while it is being processed Mter the bulk 
of the uranium is extracted, the residue is deposited in tailings piles. 
Because the residual material still contains the progenitors of radon, tailings 
piles emit radon both during and after the active milling .period. The 
amount of radon released depends on what steps are taken to stabilize the 
piles. 

Our discussion of radon emissions attributable to uranium milling draws 
on both the Perkins record and testimony presented before us. The 
intervenors objected to the adequacy of the Perkins record on milling in 
three major respects. First, they questioned the accuracy of the long-term 
radon release rates from mill tailings piles. Second, they challenged the 
Licensing Board's conclusion on the adequacy of regulatory authority to 
control mill tailings disposal. Third, they disputed the Board's fmding that 
mill tailings piles can and will be stabilized, and questioned whether the 
stability of such piles could be assured over hundreds of thousands of years. 
We discuss these issues in the context of the various sources of radon 
released during and immediately after the active milling period, as well as 
the long term emissions from protected and unprotected tailings piles after 
milling operations have ceased. 
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A. Radon Releases During Active Milling Operations 

In Perkins, staff witness Paul J. Magn041 calculated radon releases from 
a model uranium.mill for each of the distinct stages of the active milling 
process and for the tailings "dry-out" period immediately after active 
milling.42 He found radon releases of 30 curies per AFR during the 
processing of uranium ore and 750 curies per APR from mill tailings piles 
during the 26-year active life of the model uranium mill. He also calculated 
that 350 curies of radon per AFR would be released from mill tailings piles 
during the 5-year drying-out period following mill shutdown. The Licensing 
Board essentially adopted the staffs conclusions."3 

First, Mr. Magno calculated a release of some 30 curies of radon per 
AFR resulting from the crushing, grinding, and chemical processing of 
uranium ore. To arrive at this figure, he assumed that all of the radon in 
secular equilibrium with the uranium in the ore is available for release to 
the atmosphere. He further assumed an ore grade of 0.1 percent U3pa and a 
90 percent mill recovery fraction."" He stated that the emanation coefficient 
for mill tailings was 0.2 based on experimental data. In order to account for 
the possible effects of various mill processing steps on the emanating power 
of the ore particles, however, he used a value of 0.4 for uranium ore during 
active milling. Magno, pp. 2-3, foI. Perkins Tr. 2369. Mr. Magno's analysis 
was not contradicted. We adopt 30 curies per APR as the radon release rate 
for the processing of uranium ore. 

Second, to determine radon releases from mill tailings piles during the 
period of active milling, Mr. Magno employed a model tailings pile 
representative of two commonly used milling processes. Near the end of the 
operating life of the model mill, about three-fourths of the mill ~gs pile 
consists of ponds or wet beaches (deposits of solids with significant 
moisture content); the remainder is composed of essentially dry material. 
For the wet tailings areas, Mr. Magno estimated a radon release rate of 1.04 

41When he prepared his premed testimony for Perkins, Mr. Magno was a health physicist with 
the Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety in the NRC's Office of Nuclear Material Safety 
and Safeguards. At the time of the Perkins hearing, however, he was employed as an 
environmental scientist in the Environmental Protection Agency's Office of Radiation 
Programs. Perkins Tr. 2361. He holds a B.S. degree in chemistry from Boston College and has 
had over 24 years of experience in the nuclear field. Before joining the NRC in 1975, Mr. 
Magno worked in various capacities for the U.S. Public Health Service, EPA., Northeastern 
Radiological Health Laboratory, Massachusetts Insititute of Technology, Brookhaven Nation
al Laboratory, and the former AEC. 
<l2When discharged as mill effiuent, the tailings contain a considerable amount of water. The 
drying-out period (which, for the model mill, is five years) is the amount of time required for 
evaporation of essentially all of the moisture in the pile. 
43LBP-78-2S, 8 NRC 87, 92-93 (1978). 
44'fhe recovery fraction represents the percentage of uranium in the ore converted to UJOa in 
the milling process. The remainder of the uranium is considered unrecoverable and, for the 
most part, ends up in the tailings pile. 
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curies per year for each acre of pile surface area. For the dry pile material, 
he calculated a radon release rate of 38.2 curies per year per acre:45 By 
assuming a 38 foot pile depth, Mr. Magno calculated that for each APR, 
2.72 x lOS metric tons of tailings would be produced and that each APR 
would contribute 2.9 acres to the tailings pile.46 After apportioning the 2.9 
acres per APR into wet and dry tailings pile components, he concluded that 
29 curies would be released annually for each APR produced at the mill, for 
a total release of 750 curies per AFR during the 26-year life of the mill. Id 
at 3-5 and Table 1. That value was uncontested, and intervenors alleged no 
deficiencies with regard to it. We accept it with the reservation noted, and 
adopt it as corrected. 

Third, Mr. Magno calculated the amount of radon released during the 
tailings dry-out period once milling operations cease. He assumed that the 
tailings would achieve an essentially dry condition in five years and that the 
drying-out process would occur linearly (i.e., at the same rate throughout 
the five year period). He then calculated a radon release of 350 curies per 
APR attributable to that five year period. Id at 6. This value, like that for 
the active milling phase, was neither controverted nor the subject of any of 
intervenors' deficiencies. We adopt it with the same previously noted 
correction.'" 

Thus, Mr. Magno's analysis yields a total radon release rate of 1130 
curies per APR for the initial processing of the uranium ore, the 26 years of 
operation of the model uranium mill, and the 5 years during which its mill 
tailings are drying out. No party challenged Mr. Magno's conclusions. As 
noted previously, however, Dr. Goldman identified an error of about 25 
percent due to Mr. Magno's use of an incorrect density value for the model 
mill tailings pile. Consequently, his figure of 750 curies per APR from mill 
tailings during active milling must be increased to 940 curies per APR, and 

4'Wet tailings piles release less radon then dry tailings because of the presence of water rather 
than air in the void spaces of the tailings medium. Diffusion coefficients for materials in water 
are typically much smaller than those for materials in air. See, e.g., 4 McGraw Hill 
Encyclopedia of Science and Technology 1S4-55 (1971). 
461'0 arrive at that figure, Mr. Magno necessarily assumed a value for the density of the 
tailings, which he neglected to mention in his Perkiru testimony. & applicants' witness Dr. 
Goldman pointed out in his testimony before us, however, Mr. Magno apparently used a 
density value of 1.92 grams per cubic centimeter for the tailings pile material to calculate that 
each AFR would contribute 2.9 acres to the tailings pile. Dr. Goldman testified that the value 
Mr. Magno used is appropriate only for wet tailings. whereas the value for dry tailings is 1.6 
grams per cubic centimeter. Goldman. p. 8, fn. 4, fo1. Tr. 441. Using the density value of 1.6 
grams per cubic centimeter, as Dr. Goldman suggested, the tailings area should be 3.6 acres 
per AFR. This means that wherever Mr. Magno used the smaller area, the correct value would 
be obtained by increasing his result by 2S percent. For ease of reference to Perkiru, we shall 
continue to use Mr. Magno's calculated values and apply the appropriate correction at the 
conclusion of this section. See pp. 515-516, infra. 
47See fn. 46, supra. 
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his figure of 350 curies per APR from mill tailings during the 5-year drying 
out period must be increased to 430 curies per AFR. With those corrections 
made, we adopt 1400 curies per APR, comprised of the following, as the 
release rate for active milling: (1) 30 curies per AFR from the processing 
of uranium ore;48 (2) 940 curies per AFR from mill tailings piles during the 
26-year active milling period; and (3) 430 curies per APR from mill tailings 
piles during the 5-year drying-out period after active milling has ceased. 

B. Long-Term Radon Releases from Unprotected Mill Tailings Piles 
In Perkins, Mr. Magno also testified for the staff about long-term radon 

emissions from unstabilized mill tailings piles. If completely uncovered, the 
staws model tailings pile would release 110 curies of radon per year per 
AFR. Based on that testimony, the Licensing Board found that tailings 
piles which are uncovered or protected by only a few feet of soil would 
continue to emit radon at a rate of about 100 curies per year per AFR for 
tens of thousands of years. 8 NRC at 93. Intervenors questioned the 
accuracy of this value and alleged in Deficiency 10 that measured emissions 
at actual mills are larger than the staff computed. 49 At the hearing, they 
presented Dr. Robert o. Pohlso who testified in support of that assertion. 

Using a model abandoned tailings pile from an Environmental Protec
tion Agency study of existing abandoned tailings piles,51 Dr. Pohl 
calculated that the atmospheric release of radon from unprotected mill 
tailings would be 330 curies per APR per year.52 Pohl, p. 1, fol. Tr. 24. To 
demonstrate further the starrs underestimation of the release rate for 

48'fhis value need not be corrected because it does not concern the model tailings pile to which 
the error pertains. 
49Dcficiency 10 states: 

10. The affidavit of PJ. Magno calculates radon emissions of 1,130 curies per 
AFR through the [active] milling period. Following [stabilization1 Magno's affidavit 
indicates an emission rate of between I and 100 curies per year. (Intervenors] are 
prepared to submit evidence, based on government documents, that measured 
emissions at actual mills are greater than computed in Mr. Magno's affidavit. 

Response of Ecology Action, fn. 22; supra, at 12. Although intervenors referred to Mr. 
Magno's estimate for the active milling period, the evidence they presented dealt with radon 
releases from dry, unprotected tailings piles. 
SOOr. Pohl is a professor of physics at Cornell University. He obtained his Ph.D. in physics 
from the University of Erlangen in 1957. His experience includes resea.rch on energy-related 
applications of solid state physics and work in the area of nuclear waste disposal. 
5IJ. Swift et. aI., "Potential Radiological Impact of Airborne Releases and Direct Gamma 
Radiation to Individuals Living Near Inactive Uranium Mill Tailings Piles," EPAl520/1-76-
001, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Radiation Programs (Janwuy 1976). 
52AlthoUgh the detailed analysis underlying Dr. Pohl's estimate was not repeated in his 
testimony before us, it appears in his affidavit, supporting Ecology Action's response to the 
applicants' motion for summary disposition (rtIed July 16, 1979). 
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unprotected piles, he also referred to the model pile presented in the Staffs 
Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling 
(GEIS).'J Using that model, he calculated a release rate of 200 curies per 
year per AFR, nearly twice the staffs Perkins estimate. The Draft GElS 
assumed a model tailings pile generated at the model mill with a height of 8 
meters and an area of 80 hectares (or 8 x 10' square meters). Dr. Pohl 
computed that the model pile would contain 107 metric tons of tailings 
representing ore originally containing 1.5 x Ioe metric tons of UJOs. Using 
the staffs value of 245 metric tons of UJOs per AFR, Dr. Pohl calculated 
that the pile represented tailings from the production of 55 AFRs. These 
tailings would release 1.1 x Ioe curies per year, or 200 curies per year per 
AFR. Pohl, p. 1, fo1. Tr. 24. 

Staff witness Hubert J. Miller'" and applicants' witness Dr. Goldman 
fully endorsed the staffs Perkins estimate of 110 curies per year per AFR, 
with minor adjustments. They explained that radon releases per AFR are 
inversely proportional to average tailings depth; i.e., lesser pile depths 
produce greater radon emissions per AFR Thus, most of the discrepancy 
between Dr. Pohl's figure (330 curies per AFR per year) and Mr. Magno's 
estimate (110 curies per AFR per year) resulted from the different values 
they used for the depth of the tailings pile. Miller, p. 27, fo1. Tr. 150; 
Goldman, pp. 10-13, fo1. Tr. 441. Mr. Miller pointed out that in the EPA 
report Dr. Pohl used, the average depth of tailings at the inactive sites 
surveyed was estimated to be 4.8 meters. Miller, p. 28, fo1. Tr. 150. Mr. 
Magno had derived the staffs Perkins estimate from the same model 
tailings pile used for active milling, with the additional assumption that it 
was completely dry. Using Mr. Magno's depth figure of 38 feet (or 11.6 
meters), Mr. Miller recalculated Dr. Pohl's estimate and obtained 137 curies 
per AFR per year. Mr. Miller then attributed the remaining difference 
primarily to the specific flux coefficients used." 

"NUREG-0511, fn. 9, supra. 
54Mr. Miller, who joined the NRC staffin 1976, is a section leader for uranium mill licensing in 
the waste management division of the NRC's Office of Nuclear Material Safety and 
Safeguards. He holds a B.S. in civil engineering from the University of Notre Dame and an 
M.S. in environmental engineering from the University of North Carolina. His experience 
includes 5 years with the U.s. Navy, during which he was assigned to the AEC's Division of 
Naval Reactors. He also served as project manager for the staffs Generic Environmental 
Impact Statement on Uranium Milling. 
"The specific flux coefficient describes the relationship between the surface emanation of 
radon and the concentration of radium in a body of material. It is closely related to the 
diffusion coefficient of the medium derived from diffusion theory (see p. 18, supra). Mr. Miller 
considered Mr. Magno's specific flux coefficient to be "conservatively realistic," and pointed 
out that it was consistent with the results of NRC supported research as well as measurements 
of radon emissions discussed in the Draft GElS on uranium milling. Miller, pp. 29-30, foL Tr. 
ISO. 
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Both Dr. Goldman and Mr. Miller supported the stairs choice of 11.6 
meters for the average pile depth. According to Mr. Miller, that value was 
confirmed by the results of a staff survey of 18 active mills which yielded an 
average value in the range of 12 to 13 meters. Dr. Goldman's more limited 
survey suggested an average pile depth of 13 meters. Goldman, p. 12, fo1. 
Tr.441. 

Mr. Miller also provided an estimate of radon emissions for a source not 
previously considered in the stairs Perkins testimony. That source is the 
release of radium in particulate form as a result of wind blown "dusting" of 
dry tailings. Radium dispersed from the tailings pile falls on the ground 
nearby and remains a separate source of radon regardless of whether the 
tailings piles are later stabilized. Using Mr. Magno's composite model, Mr. 
Miller estimated a radon release rate of 1.4 curies per AFR per year from 
this source. He considered the Perkins release rates (for both covered and 
uncovered piles) to be sufficiently conservative to encompass such a small 
value. Consequently, he did not increase Mr. Magno's estimate by that 
amount and concluded that radon releases from uncovered piles would be 
110 curies per AFR per year. 

Dr. Goldman assumed a median pile depth of 12.5 meters and calculated 
a conservative estimate of radon releases from dry uncovered tailings of 
135-160 curies per AFR per year. Based on his analysis, he expected the 
actual release rate to be about 75-80 curies per AFR per year, about halfhis 
conservative estimate. Goldman, p. 12, fo1. Tr. 441. 

Dr. Goldman also recalculated Mr. Magno's Perkins estimate of radon 
emissions of 110 curies per year per AFR from uncovered tailings piles. 
Using the correct value for the density of dry tailings (see fn. 46, supra), Dr. 
Goldman arrived at a corrected radon release value of 140 curies per year 
per AFR. Id at 10. This figure agrees well with his conservatively 
calculated estimate, and uses an average tailings depth representative of 
tailings piles at operating mills. We therefore adopt Dr. Goldman's 
corrected version of Mr. Magno's estimate that the radon release rate from 
uncovered tailings piles will be 140 curies per year per AFR. 

Both abandoned tailings piles and those which will be created in the 
future must be covered in accordance with recent legislative and regulatory 
requirements described in the next section. Once those actions have been 
taken, our finding of a release rate for uncovered tailings piles should not be 
applicable to any existing piles. As we shall see (pp. 530-31, infra), it is thus 
more appropriately viewed as a conservative upper limit for the long-term 
effects of erosion and other uncertainties. 

C. Long-Term Radon Releases from Protected Mill Tailings 
Several recent developments have affected the Licensing Board's 
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fmdings in Perkins concerning radon releases from covered mill tailings 
piles. They are: (1) passage of the Uranium Mill Tailings and Radiation 
Control Act; (2) completion of the stairs Generic Environmental Impact 
Statement on Uranium Milling; and (3) issuance of fmal NRC regulations 
governing uranium mill licensing and tailings management. Staff witnesses 
had testified in Perkins that uranium mill operators would be required to 
stabilize mill tailings piles so that radon emissions would not exceed twice 
the natural background release rate and the need for continuing, active 
maintenance would be eliminated. They further stated that the staff was 
obtaining commitments for equivalent stabilization requirements from 
those "Agreement States"~ that regulated uraniUill mills and tailings. 
Based on Mr. Magno's calculations, the Licensing Board found that tailings 
piles stabilized according to the stairs performance objective would emit 
less than one curie of radon per AFR per year. LBP-78-25, 8 NRC at 93-94. 

When we issued ALAB-562, the Commission had not yet promulgated 
its fmal rules for uranium mill operation and tailings disposal. We noted in 
that decision that intervenors had extensively questioned the adequacy of 
regulatory control over mill tailings and the degree of assurance for long
term stability of tailings impoundments. Drawing from intervenor's 
allegations of deficiencies in the Perkins record, we stated: 

[T]he claim that the piles will be covered or stabilized, and can be 
maintained in that fashion, has not been sufficiently well established. 
In this respect, the de-stabilizing effects of erosion, tails migration, and 
the sheer volume of the pile remain to be fully considered. Nor has 
there yet been demonstrated the requisite assurance that regulatory 
control of mill tailings can be maintained for an appropriate length of 
time. And the effect of the guidelines under which such control is now 
exercised is not clear. 

10 NRC at 441-42 (footnotes omitted). We accepted those issues for 
litigation because there were no fmal rules for tailings disposalP As we 
shall see, the new statute and rules generally provide the basis for decision 
on the issues we previously identified. 

"Pursuant to Section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.s.c. § 2021, the Commission may 
enter into agreements providing for state regulation of certain types. quantities and uses of 
radioactive materials. 
"See 10 CFR 2. 7S8(a), which provides that, except in special circumstances, Commission rules 
and regulations shall not be subject to attack in adjudicatory licensing proceedings. 
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I. Regulatory Authority 
The Uranium Mill Tailings and Radiation Control Act of 1978 

(UMTRCAS8 established programs for (1) remedial action at inactive, 
unreclaimed mill tailings sites and (2) stronger regulatory control of 
currently active and future mill sites. Title I of that Act requires the 
Department of Energy (DOE) to bring inactive sites into conformance with 
generally applicable criteria to be established by the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), with NRC concurrence in the specific remedial 
action to be taken at each site.59 

Title II of the Act added mill tailings as licensable byproduct material 
under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, thereby removing any uncertainty 
about the NRCs authority to require tailings stabilization after mill 
operations have ceased. In addition, Congress ratified the staffs past 
practice of requiring licensees to post security to insure proper mill 
decommissioning and tailings reclamation. Where necessary or desirable to 
protect the public health or safety, the Act requires state or federal 
ownership of tailings disposal sites. 

In order to assure uniformity, the Act also set forth requirements for the 
licensing and regulation of uranium mills and mill tailings by Agreement 
States.60 After November 8, 1981, those states must have a program for 
tailings management that includes standards for protection of public health, 
safety and the environment ''which are equivalent, to the extent practicable, 
or more stringent than, standards adopted and enforced by the Commis
sion."61 In the interim, the Commission must ensure that state regulatory 

'IPub. L No. 95-604, 92 Stat 3021, 42 U.S.CO n 7901 et seq. (November 8, 1978), as amended 
by Section 22 of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1978, Publ L No. 96-106, 93 
Stat 799 (November 9, 1979). 
''We note that EPA has issued immediately effective interim cleanup standards and proposed 
disposal standards for inactive uranium processing sites, although it has not yet promulgated 
fmal standards. See 45 Fed. Reg. 27366 (April 22, 1980) and 46 Fed. Reg. 2SS6 (January 9, 
1981 ), respectively. 
6OJntervenors advanced the following deficiency concerning the adequacy of regulatory control 
by Agreement States: 

16. Staff testimony indicates that in agreement states mill tailings will be 
adequately isolated and stabilized. However, a notice on page [17879 of vol 43] 
#81 of the Federal Register (Apri126, 1978) captioned Assessment of Environmen
tal Impact of Uranium Mills in Agreement States, suggests concern on the part of 
the NRC as to the environmental review procedure used in agreement states and the 
capability of such states to insure the isolation and stabilization of tailings. 

Response of Ecology Action, fn. 22, supra, at 14. As explained in the text, the provisions of 
UMTRCA and a clarifying amendment (fns. 61 and 62, infra) have removed any past 
uncertainty about tailings management by Agreement States. 
61UMTRCA, fn. 58, supra, Section 204(e)(l) (adding a new subsection (0) to Section 274 of the 
Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.CO § 2021(0». 
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authority is "exercised in a manner which, to the extent practicable, is 
consistent with [the Commission's requirements)."62 

In April 1979, the stafTpublished a draft version of its GElS on uranium 
milling to be used in support of proposed regulations on uranium milling 
and mill tailings disposal.63 Those proposed regulations were issued for 
comment in August 197964 and were explored at the hearing before us.6.5 
Thereafter, the stafTpublished its final GElS on uranium milling66 and the 
Commission adopted in fmal form the regulations supported by that 
document.67 The Commission's statement of considerations published with 
the fmal rules specillcally directs us "to base [our] decision [in the radon 
release proceedings] on the adjudicatory record of those proceedings." It 
also permits us to make fmdings "different from those contained in the 
GElS and reflected in the fmal rule" to the extent they may be called for by 
that record.68 We not that the record before us does not dictate any fmdings 
that are inconsistent with the new rule's.69 

The regulations set forth criteria for the management and disposal of 
mill tailings. They establish "technical, fmancial, ownership, and long term 
site surveillance requirements relating to the siting, operation, decontami
nation, decommissioning. and reclamation of mills and tailings or waste 
systems and sites at which such mills and systems are 10cated.''70 Disposal 
of tailings or wastes at milling sites "should be such that ongoing active 
maintenance is not necessary to preserve isolation" (Criterion 12). Site 
inspections must be conducted at least annually to verify the stability of 
tailings or waste systems and to determine the need, if any, for monitoring 
or maintenance. (Ibid) Tailings are to be located to eliminate or reduce 
disruption and dispersion by natural forces, and primary emphasis is to be 
given to isolation of tailings or wastes in view of their potential long-term 
effects (Criterion I). The "prime option" for tailings disposal is below grade 
burial in mines or specially excavated pits (Criterion 3); where this is 

62Sections 22(a) and (b) of Pub. 1.. No. 96-106, fn. 58, supra. amending Section 204(h) of 
UMTRCA (governing State authority to regulate uranium mills and mill tailings). 
"See 44 Fed. Reg. 24963 (April 27, 1979). 
6444 Fed. Reg. 50012 (August 24, 1979). 
"At the time of the hearing. the regulations were not yet final; hence, they had no legal effect. 
Accordingly, staff witnesses testified about the staff's past regulatory practices and explained 
how its "interim performance objectives" had been incorporated into the proposed rules. 
Because the proposed and fmal rules are not significantly different, our discussion is in terms 
of the fUllll rules. 
66U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement on 
Uranium Milling." NUREG-0706 (September 1980). 
6745 Fed. Reg. 65521 (October 3, 1980).1be rules became effective on November 17, 1980. 
6IId. at 65522. 
69In contrast, our fmdings concerning radon release rates are, in some respects, different from 
the factual assumptions used in the GElS (see e.g., pp. 55-59, supra). 
7045 Fed. Reg. at 65533. 
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impracticable or not environmentally sound, above grade disposal must 
provide "reasonably equivalent isolation" of the tailings. Regardless of 
whether above or below grade disposal is used, additional siting and design 
criteria must be met. They are: (a) location to decrease the possibility of 
water erosion and flooding; (b) topographic features providing good wind 
protection; (c) relatively flat embankment slopes (preferably, a horizontal 
to vertical ratio of at least 10 to 1, and no steeper th~ 5 to 1); (d) a full 
cover of rocks or self-sustaining vegetation to retard wind and water 
erosion; (e) absence of faults capable of threatening the integrity of the 
impoundments; and (f) features to enhance the thickness of cover over time 
(Criterion 4). Tailings must be sufficiently covered to maintain a calculated 
surface release rate of less than two picocuries per square meter per second 
(2 pCilm2/s) above natural background levels (Criterion 6). Soil or other 
materials used for cover must be chosen "to ensure that surface radon 
exhalation is not significantly above background because of the cover 
material itself." For example, near-surface cover materials (that is, those 
found within the top three meters of cover) may not include mine waste or 
rock containing elevated levels of radium; rather, "soil used for near surface 
cover must be essentially the same, as far as radioactivity is concerned, as 
that of surrounding surface soils" (Criterion 6). 

Steps must be taken "to reduce seepage of toxic materials into 
groundwater to the maximum extent reasonably achievable." Any seepage 
that does occur must not degrade groundwater supplies. In order to 
accomplish this objective, consideration must be given to the use of low 
permeability clay or synthetic liners, leak detection systems, groundwater 
monitoring, testing programs, and tailings neutralization and dewatering 
systems (Criterion 5). 

During active milling operations, airborne effiuent releases must be kept 
"as low as is reasonably achievable," primarily through the use of 
monitoring and emissions controls. Uncovered tailings must be wetted or 
chemically stabilized (Criterion 8). Tailings or waste retention systems must 
be inspected frequently (Criterion 8A). . 

Finally, mill operators must establish fmancial surety arrangements for 
decontamination and decommissioning of mills and milling sites as well as 
for reclamation of any tailings or waste disposal areas (Criterion 9). Each 
mill operator must pay a minimum charge of $250,000 to cover the costs of 
long-term surveillance (Criterion 10). Ownership of tailings and their 
disposal sites shall be transferred to the United States or, at the State's 
option, the State in which the land is located (Criterion 11). 

We shall now consider intervenors' questions about the adequacy and 
feasibility of tailings management in light of the statutory and regulatory 
scheme just outlined. 
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2. Stabilization Methods 
Intervenors alleged in Deficiency 13 that the Perkins record contained 

"no information concerning what will be necessary to accomplish" the 
staff's regulatory objective, which was stated in that proceeding to be the 
stabilization of mill tailings piles to limit radon emissions to no greater than 
twice the naturally occurring background level.71 Intervenors asserted that 
until the staff could demonstrate "precisely what must be done" to achieve 
that level of radon control, it would not be "possible to conclude that as a 
practical matter the Commission's objective is attainable:' 

Mr. Miller explained that "the problems of managing and stabilizing mill 
tailings piles involve conventional earth-moving and civil engineering 
operations," and that disposal in accordance with staff licensing require
ments was "feasible from cost and engineering points of view." Miller, p. 
32, fo1. Tr. 150. Similarly, Dr. Goldman testified that "there is no technical 
difficulty in moving and placing large volumes of soil or similar materials," 
and that stabilization and reclamation techniques had already been 
developed in connection with open-pit coal mining operations. Goldman, p. 
13, fo1. 1'1'. 441. 

In ALAB-562, we noted that the intervenors had expressed concern 
about the effect of lower ore grades on the size of the tailings pile and, 
correspondingly, the amount of radon released from the pile.72 10 NRC at 
442. We also questioned whether the staff's stabilization criteria would be 
applied to take that effect into account. As we have seen, the statute and 
regulations governing uranium milling and tailings disposal prescribe in 

11Deficiency 13 is as follows: 

, 13. Mr. Kerr for the Staff testified [that] the licensing restrictions for mills 
limpose] a requirement on, mill operators that [tailings] be stabilized so the radon 
c:missions are no greater than 2X background. However. the record contains no 
information concerning what will be necessary to accomplish the desired objective. 
IUntil] evidence is obtained which [indicates] precisely what must be done to reduce 
tailings emissions to 2X lbackground], it is not possible to conclude that as a 
practical matter the Commission's objective is attainable. In addition, Mr. Kerr did 
not indicate where the background is to be measured. Is the background baseline a 
national average or an average in the vicinity of the mill? 

Response of Ecology Action, fn. 22. supra, at 13. 
12 In Defid:ncy 17, intervenors alleged: 

Id. at 14. 

17. The uranium industry is already turning to lower and lower grades of ore. 
Tlris means higher volumes of tailings than assumed [in] Perkins. Although the 
!lumber of potential curies may remain the same, larger piles will be more expensive 
lind difficult to isolate and stabilize. [Intervenors] are prepared to present testimony 
on this point 
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detail how tailings management will be performed. The regulations now in 
effect provide an adequate responSe to intervenors' challenge. At the time 
of the hearing, however, the rules were not yet fmal and the staff necessarily 
presented testimony about its past regulatory practices and described 
examples of recently licensed tailings management programs. Miller, pp. 
19-23. fol. Tr. 150. That testimony further supports the conclusion that the 
Commission's regulatory objectives are attainable. 

Mr. Miller testified that differences in the volume of tailings that would 
result from changes in ore grade would not significantly affect the 
manageability of tailings disposal. He explained that there is more 
variability in the size of existing tailings piles than would result with average 
ore grade estimates of from 0.1 percent to 0.07 percent. The size of the 
tailings piles is determined less by ore grade than by other variables, such as 
the size of ore bodies being mined and milled or the number of mines 
supplying a particular mill. Miller, pp. 38-39, fol. Tr. 151. Thus, the effect of 
lower ore grades on tailings management would appear to be negligible.73 

Moreover, the new regulations require that sufficient cover be placed over 
mill tailings to yield a calculated surface exhalation rate of less than 2 
picocuries per square meter per second above background radiation. That 
requirement is independent of any change in ore grade; hence, the use of 
lower grades of ore would not result in increased radon emissions from 
covered mill tailings piles. Id. at 38. 

We conclude that the fmal regulations have adequately answered 
intervenors' previous concerns about stabilization methods and the effect of 
lower grades of ore on tailings management. Even in the absence of the new 
rules, however, the record is sufficiently complete to fmd that the regulatory 
criterion of limiting incremental radon releases to no greater than 1 curie 
per AFR per year is attainable as a practical matter.74 We turn now to the 
degree of assurance for long-term stability of protected mill tailings, with 
particular attention to the likelihood and effect of tailings erosion, 
migration, and seepage. 

3. Long-Term Stability of Protected Mill Tailings 
The new regulations are clearly designed to provide long-term stability 

of covered tailings. In promulgating the fmal rules, the Commission 
explained that they were developed in light of the fact that tailings remain 

llSimiIarly, Figure 3 of Dr. Goldman's testimony shows the relatively low dcgrcc: of 
dependence of radon release rates on ore grades from 0.07 to 0.20 percent. 
74For ease of comparison with other release rates discussed in this opinion, the new regulatory 
requirement of 2 pCilm2/s can also be cxprcssc:d as about 0.26 Cilacrc/yr. Using the statrs 
value of 3.6 acres per AFR (Le., 2.9 acres per AFR corrected for the density error Dr. 
Goldman pointed out, fn. 46, supra), this represents a release rate of slightly less than I curie 
per AFR per year. 
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hazardous for hundreds of thousands of years. It recognized, however, that 
attempting to provide absolute assurances that tailings will always remain 
complet(:ly isolated is both impractical and inappropriate, considering the 
high volume and low activity of tailings as well as the potential effects of 
other naturally occurring and technologically enhanced sources of radon. 
45 Fed. Reg. at 65525. 

As we have seen, the Perkins Board found that tailings stabilized 
according to the stafI's then applicable criteria would emit only 1 curie per 
year per AFR. With regard to long-term stability, the Board simply 
declared that tailings piles meeting the stafI's standards did not appear to 
be erodible "in a matter of a few hundred or a few thousand years." 8 NRC 
at 93-95. 

Intervenors challenged the adequacy of that assessment of long-term 
stability. Although they advanced and litigated their deficiencies before 
promulgation of the Commission's fmal rules, their concerns remain the 
same whether considered in the absence of or in conjunction with the new 
regulations. In essence, intervenors assert that isolation of mill tailings from 
the environment must be guaranteed for the full period of toxicity and that 
there is no assurance that regulatory control can be maintained for the 
requisite period of time." 

Dr. Pobl testified for the intervenors in support of those assertions. 
Quoting the Environmentai Protection Agency's proposed Criteria for 
Radioactive Wastes, he stated that "[t]he fundamental goal for controlling 
any type of radioactive waste should be complete isolation over its 
hazardous lifetime" and that institutional controls should be relied on for 
no longer than tOO years, after which engineered and natural barriers must 
be sufficient. Pobl, p. 5, fo1. Tr. 24. Dr. Pobl claimed that the staff had 

"Intervenors made these allegations about long-term stability of mill tailings impoundments: 

14. In computing the long range emissions from mill tailings, the Staff assumes 
gradual deterioration of the [vegetative] cover. However. no consideration is given 
to the effect of spatial diffusion of the tailings piles which is likely to follow upon 
[erosion of] the cover. As the surface area of the [pile] increases, the radon released 
also increases. Evidence should be obtained indicating the release rate of piles as 
their surface area increases. 

21. Mill tailings will constitute a massive amount of material. [Intervenors] are 
prepared to submit testimony that with respect to lesser amounts of radioactive 
materials the experience of the federal government has been that radioactive 
materials migrate to a much greater extent than originaI1y anticipated and that there 
is every reason to believe this problem will be worse with the larger volume 
represented by mill tailings. 

Response of Ecology Action, fn. 22, supra, at 13-14. 15-16. Aspects of Deficiency 21 which 
have to do with water pathways are discussed in the next section (see pp.S32-S:J4. infra). 
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underestimated the release rate for protected mill tailings in Perkins 
because it had not demonstrated that "the required degree of protection can 
be provided for the required length of time." Id at 2. Noting that the half 
life of one of the progenitors of radon, thorium-230, is 80,000 years, he 
explained that "no amount of earth or rock cover, or of vegetation, can be 
expected to withstand the natural erosive forces of the elements" for 
hundreds of thousands of years. Ibid Because of the geological time scale 
involved, Dr. Pobl stated that it would be ''very difficult" to predict what 
would happen to the mill tailings piles over long periods of time (fr. 36) 
and that the proposed 2 pCi/ml/s standard for radon emissions from 
stabilized tailings piles would not adequately protect the environment (fr. 
107). For that reason, he asserted that to assess the potential environmental 
impact of radon emissions on future generations, it must be assumed that 
tailings piles will be completely dispersed by erosion. Tr. 36. Dr. Pobl 
offered no basis for predicting the means or probability of that dispersal; 
rather, he explained that he had not attempted to make assumptions about 
what would likely happen to mill tailings piles over long periods of time. Tr. 
36-37. 

Dr. Pobl calculated the release rate for a completely dispersed mill 
tailings pile. Using an 8 meter high, dry and uneroded 80 hectare mill 
tailings pile (based on information presented in the stafI's draft GEIS on 
uranium milling), he calculated that 82 percent of the radon available for 
diffusion would be shielded from release due to the pile height. He then 
assumed that, as the pile spread through erosion, the 82 percent shielding 
gradually would be lost, eventually resulting in an increase of radon 
releases to the atmosphere by a factor of 5.5. Pobl, p. 2, fol Tr. 24. For one 
AFR's worth of mill tailings spread very thinly over the ground, Dr. Pobl 
estimated a radon release rate of about 1,000 curies per AFR per year. Tr. 
57. 

Dr. Pobl also criticized the Perkins Board for failing to give adequate 
consideration to certain significant localized impacts associated with mill 
tailings piles. He cited as an example the use in the Grand Junction, 
Colorado area of some 50,000 tons of abandoned tailings as foundation 
material for occupiable structures. The use of such material contaminated 
some 800 buildings, 325 of which had been cleaned up as of February 1979. 
He expected that proper stabilization of tailings piles would prevent 
problems such as those encountered at Grand Junction, but only for so long 
as people remained aware of the toxic nature of mill tailings. Pobl, pp. 3-5, 
fol. Tr. 24. It was his opinion that because tailings had been used for 
building materials in the past, they would likely be so used again. Tr. 39. 

Testifying for the staff, Mr. Miller acknowledged that the very long-term 
future ofmill tailings impoundments is indeterminable. Miller, p. 16, fol. Tr. 
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150. He stated that it is impossible to predict and quantify their 
performance over the period of more than 100 thousand years during which 
the tailings will remain hazardous. Id at 15. Mr. Miller concluded, however, 
that if the regulatory requirements are followed, erosion can be virtually 
eliminated and mill tailings disposal sites can remain stable for many 
thousands of years. Id at 13; Tr.205. 

Mr. Miller explained that the stafrs regulatory approach to tailings 
management was based on a "systematic, comprehensive study''76 of 
potential means of long-term failure. The technical siting and design 
requirements which the staff has used in the past to insure tailings pile 
integrity are now part of the regulations governing uranium milling and mill 
tailings disposal. Miller, p. 11-13, fol. Tr. 150. As previously indicated, those 
regulations prescribe specific siting and design features to minimize or 
eliminate failures of tailings impoundments. Because the likelihood of 
failure is influenced by a variety of factors such as topography, climate and 
seismicity, the staff conducts site-specific evaluations of erosion potential to 
insure long-term stability. Id at 13. 

To minimize the potential for failure due to flooding, the staff evaluates 
the effects of the "probable maximum flood," which is the largest possible 
flood that can reasonably be expected to occur at a given site, based 
primarily on climatologic records. Id at 14; Tr. 231-33. In addition, the 
regulations specify that tailings may not be located near streams, upstream 
drainage areas subject to flooding, or topographic lows where rainfall might 
accumulate. 

Mr. Miller also testified that tailings can be protected from erosion due 
to water sheet flow and wind by means of full surface covers of vegetation 
or "rip rap" (a cover of cobble and large rocks). He stated that rip rap is not 
erodible under gale force wind and, where properly installed, can virtually 
preclude sheet water erosion as well. Its use in tailings management 
programs is now being required to provide very reliable long-term 
protection. Although Mr. Miller also mentioned vegetative cover as a 
possible means of erosion control, he explained that it could not be counted 
on in semiarid regions and that the staff would most likely require the 
replacement of vegetation with a more inherently stable rock cover. Miller, 
pp. 14-15, fol. Tr. 150; Tr.251-52. 

Finally, Mr. Miller explained how the staff considers earthquake 
protection in its licensing reviews. Tailings may not be located near a 
potentially active fault that could cause a more severe earthquake than the 

"J. Nelson and T. Shepherd, "Evaluation of Long-Term Stability of Uranium Tailings 
Disposal Alternatives," Civil Engineering Department, Colorado State University, prepared 
lOr Argonne National Laboratory (April 1978). At the hearing. the study was frequently 
referred to as the "Colorado State University report." 
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tailings impoundment could be expected to withstand. Miller, p. 12, fol. Tr. 
ISO. 

Mr. Miller acknowledged that beyond a period of several thousand 
years, geologic and climatic changes will determine the stability of tailings 
isolation. He pointed out that there will almost certainly be some failures at 
some sites, but' that they could easily be remedied as long as institutional 
controls continue to exist. He considered it entirely possible that the tailings 
cover will increase over time, because impoundments are being designed to 
promote that result. Id at 15-16. Based on the Colorado State University 
report on long-term stability (fn. 76, supra), which he conceived and helped 
to prepare, Mr. Miller concluded that properly isolated tailings should 
remain stable for many thousands of years, as opposed to the staff's Perkins 
testimony that the cover would essentially deteriorate in about 500 years. 
Tr. 208-209, 215. He was unable to be more specific than that, and 
explained that it would be nonsensical to make any statements about long
temi stability in terms of hundreds of thousands of years because of the 
impossibility of predicting climatic and geologic changes. Tr. 215-18. 

To provide some perspective on the question of erosion, Mr. Miller 
explained that the staff had estimated in Perkins that if all tailings cover 
were stripped away, radon releases would be 110 curies per AFR per year. 
Miller, p. 16, fol. Tr. 150. He explained that for a single pile, the worst 
possible situation would be a failure resulting in dispersion of mill tailings 
over a wide area. Tr. 274, 279-80. The staff did not incorporate this 
possibility into its generic assessment of erosion potential, however, because 
it required postulation of an unreasonable series of events - i.e., that a/I 
tailings piles would erode and be totally dispersed. In light of the tailings 
management practices being required of licensees, Mr. Miller considered 
this assumption unrealistic. In other words, Mr. Miller believed that there 
was sufficient conservatism in the staff's regulatory approach to account for 
a reasonable range of conditions and that it was therefore inappropriate to 
assume long-term radon releases greater than those that would result if all 
of the tailings piles completely lost their protective covering. Tr. 293-94. 
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Dr. Goldman testified for the applicants that even assuming77 erosion of 
all stabilizing cover, mill tailings piles would disperse very slowly. He noted 
that internal friction would inherently limit the degree to which the piles 
would spread out, and that the slopes prescribed in the new regulations 
would provide ample protection against tailings migration due to slope 
instability. Goldman, pp. 14,20, fol. Tr. 441. 

Dr. Goldman also attempted to calculate the radon emissions that would 
result if all the stabilizing cover were eroded from a mill tailings pile. He 
derived his estimate from an EPA report which presented the results of a 
survey of radioactive contamination from 20 inactive tailings sites. From 
the total amount of radium estimated to have been dispersed from the piles, 
he calculated that 743 curies of radon per year would be released. Dr. 
Goldman then applied that average dispersal rate to an EPA estimate of the 
total radium content of all inactive mill tailings piles in the United States. 
From this he obtained a release rate of 1,130 curies of radon per year due to 
dispersion. Dr. Goldman calculated that if erosion rates remained constant, 
the tailings would be completely dispersed in about 2700 years; however, he 
expected erosion rates to decrease with time as more of the readily erodible 
material was removed. He concluded that this very slow rate of dispersion 
would provide ample opportunity for taking remedial action. Id at 17-20. 

All three expert witnesses who testified before us agreed that because of 
the geologic time scale dictated by the 80,000 year half-life of thorium-230, 
the very long-term stability of mill tailings impoundments cannot be 
assured.78 The real question, then, is the effect to be given that long-term 
uncertainty. Because the integrity ofmill tailings piles cannot be guaranteed 
for the full period of their toxicity, intervenors would have us "immediately 
suspend the operating licenses of all reactors subject to this proceeding in 

77l>r. Goldman agreed with Mr. Miller's assessment that properly covered tailings should 
remain stable for thousands of years. Tr. 468. In this connection, he testified about the survival 
for thousands of years of earth structures, or mounds, built by Pre-Columbian Indians in 
North America. Several thousand mounds exist, largely in the eastern United States, and the 
oldest dates back about 3000 years. Goldman, p. IS, foL Tr. 441; Tr. 446, 482. Dr. Goldman 
considered them roughly analogous to unstabilized mill tailings piles because no sprecia1 
precautions (such as the placement or rack cover) were taken to prevent erosion. Tr. 445, 469, 
483-84. He stated that although it is unknown what fraction of the mounds originally built still 
exist, those which remain have survived for many centuries without substantial erosion. Some 
mounds were constructed in the shape of animals and the details of their shapes (such as 
horns, ears, or toes) are still visible upon aerial inspection. According to Dr. Goldman, those 
details would have disappeared if substantial erosion had taken place. Tr. 482-83. In view of 
the survival of those ancient mounds, Dr. Goldman concluded that contemporary engineers 
should be able to provide at least equal protection against erosion and that mill tailings piles 
could be maintained in a stabilized condition with a minimum amount of administrative 
control. Goldman, pp. 16-17, foL Tr. 441. 
71pohl, p. 2, fol. Tr. 24; Miller, pp. 15-16, fol. Tr. ISO; Goldman, Tr. 498. 
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view of the prodigious, long-term releases of radon which are attributable to 
the nuclear fuel cycle.''79 In contrast, the staff would have us fmd that its 
"stringent siting and design requirements for tailings disposal assure long
term stability under natural weathering forces."80 The applicants propose a 
similar fmding, to the effect that the staff's regulatory approach ''will 
provide reasonable assurance of long-term stability [for] uranium mill 
tailings piles."81 Both the applicants and the staffbase their conclusions on 
Mr. Miller's testimony that properly stabilized mill tailings should remain 
isolated for many thousands of years. 

Mr. Miller stated it was not possible to specify or bound that time period 
with any greater precision. 1bis was because of the uncertainties associated 
with the effects of climatic and geologic changes that might occur over long 
periods. Tr. 210, 215, 216a. He did explain. however, that the average 
denudation rate in the arid regions where tailings will be located is on the 
order of a foot every four thousand years. Tr. 209-210. Because gentle 
slopes and rock covering of above-ground tailings piles would provide 
armoring similar to "desert pavements" which have been stable for some 
20,000 years, Mr. Miller testified that tailings stabilized in that fashion 
might possibly last for the flrst half-life ofthorium-230. Miller, p. 15, fo1. Tr. 
150; Tr. 252. Although the intervenors would have us reject Mr. Miller's 
rough time estimate of "many thousands of years" as unreliable in view of 
his inability to be more precise,82 we think that Mr. Miller adequately 
explained why further precision would be possible only on a site-speciflc 
basis. Moreover, we recognize that tailings will continue to be a potential 
source of radon for hundreds of thousands of years. On such a time scale, 
reliable predictions are impossible even for speciflc sites. 

Long term stability of tailings disposal sites is guaranteed for at least as 
long as monitoring and institutional controls continue. Beyond that, tailings 
disposed of in acc?rdance with the new regulations will be isolated by 
means of physical barriers which should not require active maintenance. 
The record demonstrates that mill tailings impoundments will, in a11 
likelihood. remain stable for thousands of years. The staff's regulatory 
approach focuses on"the speciflc problems likely to occur at each site and 
incorporates particular design features to account for them. Siting and 
design requirements are being used to maximize protection against floods, 
earthquakes, and erosion by wind or water and to promote deposition 01 
sediment to enhance thickness of cover over time. Such measures make i1 

'I9Proposed fmdings of Peach Bottom-'1'1vee Mile Island intervenors at pp. I, 10 (flied June 18 
1980); see also proposed fmdings of Ecology Action at p. I (flied June 20, 1980). 
IOStarrs proposed fmdings and conclusions at pp. 35-36 (flied July 3, 1980). 
IIApplicant's proposed fmdings at pp. 8-9, 11-12 (flied April 28, 1980). 
IlEcology Action's proposed fmdings, fn. 79, supra, at p. I. 
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reasonably certain that tailings stabilized according to the new regulations 
will remain protected for very long periods of time. 

We fmd it unnecessary to adopt Dr. Pohl's scenario of complete 
dispersal ofmill tailings piles into a thin layer on top of the ground, yielding 
radon releases of about tOOO curies per year per AFR far into the future. 
Dr. Pohl himself had no basis for predicting such dispersal; he sought only 
to postulate a ''worst case." Mr. Miller considered such complete dispersal 
not reasonably likely in view of the regulatory criteria designed to provide 
long-term stability. Dr. Goldman also testified that complete dispersal of 
mill tailings piles was quite unlikely. He added that even ifit should occur, 
the tailings material would not remain on top of the ground emitting radon 
for thousands of years, but would either be carried by surface water to the 
bottom of the oceans or would eventually be covered by soil deposits. Dr. 
Pohl's assertion that we must assume complete dispersal of mill tailings 
piles is merely speculative and lacks factual support. We concur with Mr. 
Miller's opinion that to account for geologic and climatic uncertainty over 
the very long term, we need not go beyond the staff's Perkins assumption 
that radon releases would not exceed those associated with erosion of the 
stabilizing cover of all tailings piles. 

We fmd that isolation of mill tailings pursuant to the Commission's rules 
is reasonably assured for the foreseeable future. Further, we fmd that it is 
neither useful nor feasible to quantify the effects of various uncertainties 
about the long term stability of mill tailings impoundments. Hence, we 
reject the intervenors' assertion that tailings isolation must be guaranteed 
for the full period of toxicity. 

Finally, we note that there is a potential gap between the regulations as 
written and as implemented by individual uranium mill licensees. There is 
no evidence to suggest that there will not be adequate quality assurance for 
the design and implementation of mill tailings disposal (see generally Tr. 
308-317). But the new rules do not provide for quality assurance programs 
beyond the requirements for inspection and testing. Needless to say, proper 
attention to this aspect of tailings management is essential to insure that the 
Commission's regulatory objectives are, in fact, achieved. 

v. OTIIER POSSmLE RADON RELEASE MEOIANISMS 

There remain two questions set forth in ALAB-562 concerning radon 
release mechanisms which are of possible relevance to our evaluation of 
radon emissions. They are the transport of radium by water pathways and 
the recovery of uranium from the residues of phosphate fertilizer produc
tion. We discuss them in turn. 
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A. Water Pathways 
In ALAB-562 we noted our general agreement with intervenors' 

Deficiencies 7 and 18 to the effect that neither the parties nor the Perkins 
Board had assessed the potential for human exposure to radon through 
water pathways.13 In particular, we recognized that groundwater might 
possibly enter abandoned mines or mill tailings piles and transport radium 
to inhabited areas where it could then be ingested or, upon decay into 
radon, inhaled. 

As we have seen (pp. 521-22, supra), the Commission's new mill tailings 
regulations - which became effective subsequent to the ~videntiary hearing 
before us - are designed to prevent surface erosion and seepage of mill 
tailings into the groundwater at disposal sites. Accordingly, these rules 
provide an adequate response to intervenors' contention that humans may 
be exposed to radium, and hence radon, transported by water from mill 
tailings.84 But the new rules do not deal with uranium mining, an activity 

"Intervenors' Deficiencies 7 and 18 were as follows: 

7. Perkins considers only the atmospheric pathways for radon emissions from 
mining. However, it is possible for there to be releases to streams or the ground 
water. Improperly sealed or unsealed mine test holes could fill with rain or ground 
water. [An) EPA report, Water Quality Impact of Uranium Mining and Milling 
Activities in the Grants Mineral Belt New Mexico, EPA 906/9-75-001 Sept. 1975, 
found radioactive contamination of drinking water in mining facilities and ground 
water contamination exceeding EPA limits for certain chemicals by 740%. This 
report demonstrates the existence of hydrologic pathways for radon contamination. 

18. The NRC is considering underground burial of mill tailings. Although this 
method of disposal seems preferable from the point of view of preventing [erosion) 
by wind and water of above surface piles, buried tailings are more likely to be 
leached by groundwater. In fact, one could imagine [that) a below grade [quantity) 
of mill tailings might represent a [preferred] location for collecting groundwater. 
Hence, people drilling for water wells may be attracted [to] the burial [sites], and 
thus be exposed to large radiation exposures through radium 226. This exposure 
pathway ought to receive careful attention before a decision is made to dispose of 
mill tailings in this way. 

Response of Ecology Action, fn. 22, supra, at II, 15. 
~Even in the absence of the Commission's mill tailings regulations, however, we would 
conclude on the record before us that the possibility of surface or groundwater transport of 
radon and its progenitors from mill tailings has been adequately assessed. As mentioned above 
(p. 527-528, supra), Mr. Miller testified for the stafTthat tailings impoundments are being designed 
and located to minimiu the likelihood of their disruption due to flooding or water erosion. 
Specifically, tailings will not be located near perennia1 or seasonal streams of any appreciable 
siu, or in areas subject to flooding or concentration of surface runoff. Siting and design 
evaluations are based on the probable maximum flood, and rip-rap (or, in some cases, 
vegetation) must be used to control water sheet erosion and gullying. Miller, pp. 14-15, foL Tr. 
151. 

Testifying for the intervenors, Dr. Pohl mentioned as a means of surface water transport a 
tailings dam failure which occurred at Gallup. New Mexico in the summer of 1979. Pohl, p. 4, 
foL Tr. 24. Mr. Miller testified that the 1,100 tons of tailings which were spilled as a result of 
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which the NRC has no authority to regulate. Thus, our inquiry must still 
focus on aspects of intervenors' deficiencies concerning water pathways 
from mines. 

Dr. Goldman provided the only quantitative analysis of surface water 
transport from mines. Goldman, pp. 33-35, fol. Tr. 441. He testified that 
short term, high intensity rainfall could erode piles of waste rock or sub-ore 
stored on the surface near uranium mines. Id at 34. To reach an upper 
estimate of the significance of such erosion, he assumed that all of the sub
are piled at the model open pit mine presented in the Battelle report8' was 

the failure Dr. Pohl described were deposited near the dam embankment and had since been 
retrieved, although the tailings solutions released were unrecoverable. Tr. 254-55. He added 
that, in recognition of the need for better dams during active milling, the staff is now 
incorporating provisions of its regulatory guides for tailings dam construction into its licensing 
and regulatory program. Tr. 258. 

Dr. Goldman testified for the applicants that in areas where uranium mining and milling take 
place, annual evaporation exceeds annual precipitation and most surface streams are normally 
dry except during periods of rainfall. He stated that if, over a short span of time, precipitation 
exceeded evaporation. excess moisture in uncovered tailings piles would temporarily seep into 
the ground, but with no significant movement of radium into the groundwater. Goldman. p. 
33, fol. Tr. 441. 

Dr. Pohl asserted that below grade burial of mill tailings would enhance the potential for 
groundwater pollution. Mr. Miller testified, however, that clay or synthetic liners are placed on 
the bottom and sides of tailings impoundments to protect against seepage of tailings solutions 
before they dry out. Tr. 302. Thereafter, liners are not needed. Tr. 24849, 302-303, 325. 
Further, the likelihood of a rise in the groundwater at a given location is taken into 
consideration in the stairs siting and design requirements for licensing a particular project. Tr. 
325-27. The staff does not try to predict long-term changes or reversals of climate; instead, it 
requires the building of impoundments which, under reasonably stable climatic and geologic 
conditions, it believes will be maintenance-free for some thousands of years. Tr. 206-2U7. 
Assuming that some mill tailings will come into contact with groundwater, the distance that 
dissolved thorium and radium might travel is a complex, site-specific question. It depends on 
such factors as the characteristics of the aquifer, the composition of the soil, and the nature of 
the milling processes used. Miller, pp. 4041, fol. Tr. 150; Goldman. p. 30, fol. Tr. 441; Tr. 516-
19 (Goldman); Tr. 69 (pohl). Dr. Pohl expressed concern about the rate of migration of 
radionuclides, citing the movement of radium and thorium from a thorium waste pile in 
Chicago. Pohl, p. 6, fol Tr. 24. But Dr. Goldman testified that the materials. processes, and 
disposal methods used there bore no relationship to those used in commercial uranium fuel 
cycle activities. Tr. 507. He further stated that if tailings were placed below groundwater, any 
increase in the concentration of radium present would be confmed to a relatively short 
distance from the tailings area. Tr. 513-16. Similarly, Mr. Miller testified that some seepage of 
tailings would occur, but the nuclides involved "tend to sorb or ion~change and not migrate 
to an appreciable extent." Miller, p. 40, fol. Tr. ISO. He added that because the factors 
controlling the rate of movement and possI1illity for release are variable, it is "not very 
illuminating to postulate generic scenarios." Ibid. 

In short, given the steps which must now be taken to protect tailings from erosion and to 
isolate them from groundwater, radon releases from mill tailings via water pathways should 
not significantly contribute to total radon emissions associated with uranium milling. 
I'NUREG/CR-0628, fn. 23, supra. 
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completely dispersed. He then calculated that the resulting increase in 
radon emissions attributable to dispersal of the sub-ore pile would be 130 
curies per year per AFR. Ibid 

Dr. Goldman considered such complete erosion of sub-ore piles to be 
highly unlikely. Id at 34. Moreover, he testified that unstabilized sub-ore or 
waste rock piles would erode in a site-specific manner and that preliminary 
investigations by EPA had indicated that such material would be 
transported relatively short distances. Id at 33. Thus, Dr. Goldman's upper 
bound estimates do not appear to be representative of radon releases due to 
surface water transport from mines. They do suggest, however, that 
compared to radon emissions attributable to uranium mining, surface water 
releases from mines are not significant. 

Concerning groundwater contamination from mines, Mr. Miller testified 
for the staff that most ore bodies are located in aquifers and that the 
situation following mining is comparable to that which exists before any 
uranium is recovered. Miller, p. 41, fo1. Tr. 150. Dr. Goldman testified that 
the indirect release of radon following transport in groundwater has not 
been modeled generically. This, he explained, is because of (1) the highly 
localized, site-specific nature of groundwater movement patterns; (2) the 
local relationships between precipitation, evaporation, and runoff; and (3) 
the variable physical and chemical effects of specific compositions of local 
soils and rocks on the chemical precipitation of uranium, thorium, and 
radium. Goldman, pp. 29-30, fol. Tr.441. 

Dr. Goldman nevertheless attempted to estimate the effect of ground
water transport from underground mines. He examined mine drainage 
water samples for their radon and radium content and compared them with 
the ratio of radon to radium concentrations found in representative 
groundwater samples. He then calculated an upper bound of less than 4 
curies per year for radon releases from groundwater in an abandoned 
underground mine. He did not consider that figure to be a significant 
addition to the uranium mining source term for radon. Id at 31-32. 

Based on the record before us, it appears that groundwater contamina
tion from mines would not contribute significantly to radon releases 
associated with the uranium fuel cycle. 

B. Phosphate Residues 
In ALAB-562 we asked for quantification of radon releases attributable 

to the recovery of uranium from residues of phosphate fertilizer production 
so that they could be compared "with the amount of radon released from 
the direct mining and milling of an equivalent amount of uranium." 10 
NRC at 443. We based our request on intervenors' Deficiency 26, which 
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asserted that uranium was being recovered commercially from the slag 
byproduct of phosphate fertilizer production and that ifradon releases were 
attributable to that process, they should be accounted for.M The staffs 
Perkins estimates of radon emissions were based only on the mining and 
milling of uranium ores, and the Licensing Board did not mention the 
possibility of radon emissions associated with the byproduct recovery of 
uranium from phosphate fertilizers. 

On this point, the staff presented Homer Lowenberg,17 who testified that 
uranium is currently being extracted from the intermediate phosphoric acid 
liquor stage during fertilizer production rather than from the slag or residue 
of the manufacturing process. Lowenberg, p. 3, fol. Tr. 126. He also 
explained that this process is a byproduct operation, and the phosphate 
mining and fertilizer manufacturing would continue whether or not 
uranium was recovered. In Mr. Lowenberg's opinion, any radon emitted 
during the mining or processing of phosphate ores, as well as the storage or 
use of either the fertilizer or the gypsum wastes produced, would be 
properly attributed to the fertilizer production process rather than the 
uranium fuel cycle.88 It!. at 5. The extraction of uranium from the 
intermediate phosphoric acid mixture neither increases nor decreases the 
amount of radon emitted during the fertilizer production process. It!. at 3-4. 
Thus, any uranium produced from that source would have no radon 
releases beyond those already attributable to the production of phosphate 
fertilizer. It!. at 4. 

Testifying for the applicants, Dr. Goldman reiterated that there is no 
radon released from the recovery of uranium "beyond that attendant upon 
the phosphate production itself." Goldman, p. 35, fol. Tr. 441. He furnished 

I6Deficiency 26 states: 

26. Morton Goldman, at page 2342 of the transcript, indicates some uranium is 
being recovered commercially from the slag which is a byproduct of the production 
of phosphate fertilizer. [Information] should be obtained whether radon is released 
from the recovery of uranium by this process. If this process results in radon 
emissions, such emissions should be quantified. 

Response of Ecology Action, fn. 22, supra, at 17. 
11Mr. Lowenberg has been with the NRC since 1975 and is now Asssistant Director for 
Operations and Technology for the Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety in the Office of 
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards. He holds a B.S. degree in mechanical and chemical 
engineering from the Stevens Institute of Technology. His experience includes 24 years with 
private industry in nuclear-related areas and 3 years with the former AEC. He recently served 
on the United States steering committee for the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation 
(INFCE). 
aMr. Lowenberg pointed out that in the processing of phosphate ores to produce fertilizer, 
most of the radium remains with the gypsum waste materials produced, although about ten 
percent of the total radium content ends up in the fertilizer where it is a potential source of 
radon. 
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an estimate of the radon releases that would occur during the time required 
for the solvent extraction of uranium, even though such releases would 
result regardless of whether uranium was being extracted He calculated 
that value to be less than one curie per APR, which is insignificant 
compared to the amount of radon releases from uranium mining and 
milling. 

We fmd it unnecessary to quantify the radon releases attributable to the 
recovery of uranium as a byproduct of fertilizer production. Because all 
such releases occur during the production of phosphates whether or not any 
uranium is extracted, we believe they are properly ascribed only to that 
activity. It would be inappropriate to treat any radon releases from the 
processing of phosphate ore as part of the uranium fuel cycle. 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The radon release values which we have adopted are summarized here 
and applied in a manner that will enable them to be factored into the cost
benefit analysis for the Peach Bottom, Hope Creek, and lbree Mile Island 
reactors. Mter quantifying the levels of radon emissions to be allocated to 
each reactor, we then turn to the question of their environmental 
significance. 

A Application of Radon Release Findings 
In accounting for the radon emissions to be attributed to individual 

reactors, we have used the same units which the expert witnesses for all 
parties presented in their testimony before us. Specifically, emissions during 
active mining and milling are expressed as a fmite release in terms of curies 
per APR (Cil APR). Long term, continuing releases after the mines and 
mills have shut down are expressed as a yearly release rate for each APR 
produced during active mining or milling; that is, in terms of curies per 
AFR per year (Cil APR/yr.). 

Table I shows the values we adopted for radon emissions attributable to 
mining. It presents separate figures for radon releases from underground 
and open pit mines, as well as a composite mine representing uranium 
production from the mining industry as a whole (i.e., 60 percent from 
underground and 40 percent from open pit mines). Release rates for sealed 
underground and reclaimed open pit mines are included to illustrate the 
degree of reduction in radon emissions that would occur if the mines were 
properly sealed and reclaimed 

Table 2 summarizes the values which we adopted for radon emissions 
attributable to milling and is based on the staffs model mill. For 
convenience of organization, the active milling period is defmed to include 
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the five-year period after milling operations have ceased and the tailings are 
drying out. Long term, continuing release rates are given for both covered 
and uncovered tailings piles. As we explained earlier, our fmding for 
covered tailings piles is applicable for the foreseeable future, whereas the 
release rate for uncovered tailings piles represents a conservative upper 
limit to account for any uncertainty about long term stability of covered 
tailings. See p. 518 supra. 

Table 3 shows how our adopted values can be combined to obtain 
representative radon release rates for the uranium fuel cycle using different 
assumptions. In each instance, total emissions consist of: (I) a fmite 
release of 6600 curies per AFR from active mining and milling; and (2) a 
continuing, long term release rate after the mines and mills have been shut 
down. For those long term radon emissions, three cases are presented. All 
three are based on the composite mine and the model mill. Case I assumes 
that the mines are sealed and reclaimed and the tailings are covered, 
resulting in a release rate of 21 curies per AFR per year. Case 2, which 
summarizes the values to be used in the cost-benefit analyses for the 
reactors involved in this proceeding, indicates a release rate of91 curies per 
year per AFR. It is comprised of unsealed and unreclaimed mines, and 
tailings stabilized in accordance with Commission regulations. Case 3 
includes unsealed and unreclaimed mines together with uncovered tailings, 
yielding a release rate of230 curies per AFR per year. 

Those release rates can easily be applied to the model 1000 MWe reactor 
upon which they are based. By defmition, the model reactor burns one 
AFR per year of operation89 for a total of 30 AFRs needed during its 30 
year lifetime. Accordingly. we simply multiply 30 AFRs by the fmite and 
continuing release rates given in Table 3 to establish the quantity of radon 
emissions attributable to operation of a typical nuclear plant. 

"See fn. 18. supra, and accompanying text. 
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This yields radon releases of approximately (I) 198,000 curies during the 
active mining and milling of the uranium needed to fuel the plant for 30 
years;90 and (2) 2730 curies per year as the long term, continuing release 
from unsealed mines and protected mill tailings (Case 2). The maximum 
long term release rate would be 6900 curies per year (Case 3). These values 
are shown in Table 4. 

Because the amount of fuel required depends on the reactor's operating 
characteristics, we cannot know for certain how many AFRs a particular 
plant will use during its lifetime. Moreover, the parties have not suggested a 
total fuel requirement for each of the three facilities under consideration 
here. We can, however, obtain a rough but conservative (i.e., high) estimate 
of the number of AFRs a given reactor might use by assuming that, like the 
model, it will operate at 80 percent capacity for 30 years. Its annual and 
total fuel requirements would then be proportionately higher or lower than 
that of the model, depending on its electrical rating. For example, Units 2 
and 3 of the Peach Bottom facility are each rated at 1065 MWe for a 
combined rating of2130 MWe. This represents an estimated fuel consump
tion rate of 2.13 times that of the model 1000 MWe reactor. Thus, the two 
Peach Bottom reactors would require 2.13 AFRs per year or approximately 
64 AFRs over their 3D-year operating life. 

To determine the representative portion of total fuel cycle releases that 
must be allocated to the Peach Bottom reactors, we multiply the finite and 
continuing radon release rates by 64 AFRs. This yields radon emissions of 
approximately (I) 422,400 curies released during the active mining and 
milling of the uranium needed to fuel the plants for 30 years; and (2) 5820 
curies per year as the continuing, long term release attributable to unsealed 
and unrec1aimed mines and covered mill tailings (Case 2). The maximum 
long term release rate would be 14,720 curies per year (Case 3). These 
values are summarized in Table 4, together with the results of similar 
calculations for the Three Mile Island and Hope Creek reactors. 

9I1fhis fmitc release attributable to the mining and milling of 30 AFRs is not a "one-time" 
release; it is emitted over a period of years rather than all at once. Radon emissions from the 
mining and milling of one AFR can be attnoutcd to the operation of the model reactor on an 
annual basis. Thus, for purposes of comparison, the fmite release of 198,000 curies corresponds 
to an average release of 6600 curies per year during the 30 year lifetime of the plant. 



TABLE r 

RADON RELEASES FROM MINES 

A. UNDERGROUND MINES 
Release Rate During Active Mining 

Release Rate Following Mine Shut Down 
- Sealed 
- Unsealed 

B. OPEN-PIT MINES 
Release Rate During Active Mining 

Release Rate Following Mine Shut Down 
- Reclaimed 
- Unreclaimed 

C. COMPOSITE MINE 

Release Rate During Active Mining 

Release Rate Following Mine Shut Down 
- Sealed and Reclaimed 
- Unsealed and Unreclaimed 

SOOO Cil AFR 

10 Cil AFR/yr 
90 Cil AFR/yr 

1000 Cil AFR 

40 Cil AFR/yr 
100 Cil AFR/yr 

S200CilAFR 

20CilAFRIyr 
90 Cil AFRlyr 

• All release rate values in this and subsequent tables are rounded to the nearest unit of ten. 
The only exception is the figure of 1 Cit AFR/yr given for covered mill tailings piles in 
Tables 2 and 3. Although that number is suiTl(:iently small to be disregarded, we have 
included it for the sake of completness. 
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TABLE 2 

RADON RELEASES FROM MILLS 

A. RELEASES DURING ACTIVE MILLING 
Ore Processing 

Tailings Piles During Active Milling 

Tailings Piles During Five-Year Dry-Out 

Total 

30CilAFF 

940Ci/AFF 

430Ci/AFF 

1400CilAFF 

B. LONG TERM RELEASES FROM TAILINGS PILES 
Dry. Uncovered Piles 140 Cil AFRI)'l 

Covered Piles 1 CilAFRI)'l 

S40 



TABLE 3 

RADON RELEASE RATES A1TRIBUTABLE TO MODEL 
URANIUM FUEL CYCLE ACI1VITIFS 

A. RELEASE RATE DURING ACTIVE MINING AND 
MILLING (CiiAFR) 

Composite Mine 
ModelMill 

Total 

B. LONG TERM RELEASE RATES AFTER MINING AND 
MILLING HAVE CEASED (Cil AFRlyr) 

Case 1: Sealed and Reclaimed Mines, Covered Tailings 

5200 
1400 

6600 

Composite Mine 20 
Model Mill 1 

Total 21 

Case 2: Unsealed and Unreclaimed Mines, Covered Tailings 
Composite Mine 90 
Model Mine 1 

Total 91 

Case 3: Unsealed and Unreclaimed Mines, Uncovered Tailings 
Composite Mine 90 
Model Mill 140 

Total 230 
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TABLE 4 

PORTION OF RADON RELEASES FROM 
TIlE URANIUM FUEL CYCLE 

ATI'RIBUTABLE TO OPERATION OF 
SPECIFIC NUCLEAR FACILITIES 

Model light Water Reactor 
Rating: 
Total Fuel Requirement: 
Release During Active Mining and Milling 

Continuing Releases, Case 2 
Continuing Releases, Case 3 

Peach Bottom, Units 2 and 3 
Rating: 
Total Fuel Requirement: 
Release During Active Mining and Milling 

Continuing Releases, Case 2 
Continuing Releases, Case 3 

Three Mile Island, Unit 2 
Rating: 
Total Fuel Requirement: 
Release During Active Mining and Milling 

Continuing Releases, Case 2 
Continuing Releases, Case 3 

Hope Creek, Units 1 and 2 
Rating: 
Total Fuel Requirement: 
Release During Active Mining and Milling 

Continuing Releases, Case 2 
Continuing Releases, Case 3 
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l000MWe 
30AFRs 

198,OOOCi 

2,730Cilyr 
6,900Cilyr 

1065 MWe per reactor 
64AFRs 

422,400Ci 

5,820Cilyr 
14,720 Cilyr 

906MWe 
27 AFRs 

178,200Ci 

2,460Cilyr 
6,210Cilyr 

1067 MWe per reactor 
64AFRs 

422,400Ci 

5,820Cilyr 
14,720 Cilyr 



B. Prematurity of Health Effects Issue 

As we indicated in Part I (p. 493 supra ), now that the radon emissions 
attributable to the mining and milling of uranium fuel have been quantified, 
we must confront the acceptability of the Perkins Board's de minimis 
approach for assessing the environmental significance of possible health 
effects from those releases.9I We also have before us the staff's motion -
supported by applicants - for leave to me proposed fmdings on the health 
effects question. As explained below, however, the health effects question is 
not yet ripe for decision. The staff's motion is therefore denied. 

The intervenors were not parties to the Perkins proceeding and cannot 
be bound involuntarily by the record adduced in that case. In response to 
our prior orders on the radon question, intervenors objected to portions of 
the Perkins record on health effects and sought to supplement the record on 
this subject.92 Accordingly, fundamental fairness dictates that intervenors 
now be provided an opportunity to challenge the factual underpinnings of 
the Licensing Board's de minimis rationale. Only then may we properly face 
the applicability of the de minimis approach to the health effects question in 
the proceedings before us. 

In our prior decisions we attempted to fashion feasible and fair 
procedures for resolving the generic radon issue without holding separate, 
repetitive trials in a large number of licensing proceedings.93 The 
procedures we established involved novel and somewhat complicated steps, 
which necessarily represented a compromise among the competing views of 

tiThe Licensing Board in Perlcim articulated its de mJnJmi.J fmding as follows: 

Based on the record available to this Board. we fmd that the best mcc:hanism 
available to characterize the significance of the radon releases a.ssoc:iated with the 
mining and milling of the nuclear fuel for the Perkins facility is to compare such 
releases with those a.ssoc:iatcd with natural background. The increase in background 
a.ssoc:iated with Perkins is so small compared with background and so small in 
comparison with the fluctuations in background, as to be completely undetectable. 
Under such a circumstance, the impact cannot be significant. 

8 NRC at 100. 
f:lSec Response of Ecology Action of Oswego to ALAB-480, pp. 2-5 (Iuly 26. 1978) 
(challenging, inler alia, Perlcim record estimates of radon health effects and failure to consider 
the greater health impacts on populations living close to uranium mills); R.csponsc of ~ 
Mile Island·Peach Bottom intervenors to ALAB-480, pp. 3, 7 (Iuly 27, 1978) (asserting need for 
supplementation of Perlcim record on the health effects of low level, low-dosc rate radiation). 
Sec also Response of ~ Mile Island-Peach Bottom intervenors to ALAB-S09, pp. 9, 20 
(Febnwy 19, 1979) em effect, challenging the Perlcim Board's fmding on natural background 
radiation from radon). 
"Sec ALAB-48O, 7 NRC 796 (1978); ALAB-S09, 8 NRC 679 (1978); ALAB-512, 8 NRC 690 
(1978); ALAB-S40, 9 NRC 428 (1979); ALAB-S46, 9 NRC 636 (1979); ALAB-S62, 10 NRC 
437 (1979); ALAB-566, 10 NRC 527 (1979). 
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the various parties. Insofar as providing a sound basis for determining the 
magnitude of radon emissions attributable to the mining and milling of 
uranium, these procedures proved adequate. At the same time, however, it 
appears that our prior decisions were somewhat ambiguous with respect to 
how we would factor the consequences of such radon releases into the cost
benefit analyses of the individual license proceedings before us. No useful 
purpose would be served by an extended study of those decisions to 
ascertain the basis of the parties' differing interpretations of them. Suffice it 
to note that the primary focus of our earlier decisions was upon the 
magnitude of radon emissions from the mining and milling of uranium.1l4 

We must now turn to the question of the health effects of those emissions. 
Toward that end, intervenors must be given an opportunity to challenge 

94'fhe parties' differing interpretations of our prior decisions apparently stem from the oft
repeated language contained in ALAB-S09 concerning the Licensing Board's de minimis theory 
of health effects and our direction that the parties brief the legal sufficiency of that approach 
as employed by the lower Board. See 8 NRC at 684. Nothing we said there was intended to 
deny the intervenors an opportunity to challenge those parts of the Perki1l.J record dealing with 
health effects to which they objected in response to ALAB-480. Indeed, at the time we issued 
ALAB-509; intervenors' objections to the Perkins record on health effects were still 
outstanding - a fact which we recognized in ALAB-S09 when we stated that most of 
intervenors' objections filed in response to ALAB-480 "went to the adequacy of that record on 
the question of health effects." 8 NRC at 683. The intended focus of ALAB-S09 and our 
subsequent decisions was on the magnitude of radon releases form the mining and milling of 
uranium rather than the health effects question. For example, in ALAB-562, we stated in 
granting summary disposition of intervenors' Deficiency 22 that "at this stage we are still 
trying to ascertain the magnitude of the releases of radon involved in the relevant aspects of 
the fuel cycle; only after that is done will health effects come into play." 10 NRC at 444-45. In 
that same opinion, we repeated: lWJc: remind the parties that health effects will not be 
taken up at this hearing." 10 NRC at 448 fn. 36. Finally. upon the motion of one of the 
applicants at the hearing on radon releases, we struck certain testimony of intervenors' witness 
dealing with health effects on the ground that it was beyond the scope of that proceeding. Tr. 
8-10, 13-24. 
We cannot fully endorse the view of our dissenting colleagues that the issues of natural 
background radon releases and radon concentrations are now entirely foreclosed. While 
intervenors did not advance deficiencies on those subjects in response to ALAB-S09, they 
objected to our taking up the de minimis theory of health effects before the issue of radon 
releases had been settled and they clearly expressed the view that ALAB-S09 required them to 
assume, arguendo. the natural and fuel cycle related radon issues found in Perki1l.J. Response of 
Peach Bottom-Three Mile Is/and intervenors to ALAB-S09. fn. 92, supra, at 9; Response of 
Ecology Action of Oswego to ALAB-S09. fn. 22, supra, at 18. Not unreasonably. they read our 
deferral of the health effects question in ALAB-S09 as calling for a deferral of consideration of 
some of their objections to the Perki1l.J record as well; namely. the Perkins quantification of 
health effects and localized impacts in the vicinity of the mines and mi1ls, among others. 
Response of Ecology Action of Oswego to ALAB-S09. fn. 22, supra, at 4. Although localized 
radon concentrations may be estimated without proceeding to evaluate their health effects. the 
subjects are closely related as a practical matter. And, in decisions subsequent to ALAB-S09. 
we failed to indicate that intervenors had misread our directive. 
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certain facts in the Perkins record on health effects to which they previously 
objected.95 As soon as practicable, we will issue a memorandum detailing 
the procedures to be followed in that regard.96 

It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARDS 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the 
Appeal Boards 

The opinion of Dr. Buck and Dr. Johnson, dissenting with respect to 
Part VI B (pp. 543-545. supra), follows: 

"The Commission directed us to reopen the record in pending cases "to receive new evidence 
on radon releases and on health effects resulting from radon releases." 43 Fed. Reg. at 15616. 
With all deference to our dissenting colleagues. we believe it is necessary first to establish a 
proper record on the health effects, if any, from radon releases associated with the mining and 
milling of uranium fuel before discounting those impacts as remote and speculative. It may 
ultimately be that any health effects from radon releases are so small as to be environmentally 
insignificant. But to reach that conclusion before intervenors have had an opportunity to 
present and prove their case on that subject prejudges the issue. Such a result is contrary to law 
and inconsistent with our prior decisions in this proceeding. See ALAB48O, 7 NRC at 80s. 
96We do not suggest that a hearing on the health effects question is inevitable. It may be that 
the issue can be finally resolved upon motions for summary disposition. 
"Drs. Buck and Johnson constitute a majority in two of the three contested cases which are the 
subject of this decision. As We pointed out in ALAB-S09, however, the radon matter is a 
generic one and any significant developments in this proceeding will have to be taken into 
account in our review of the uncontested cases still pending before us. 8 NRC at 683, fns. 8 
and 9. In four of the five uncontested cases for which there is at present a three-member 
Appeal Board. the conclusion of Messrs. Rosenthal, Salzman, and Moore in Part VI B of this 
opinion constitutes the majority view. Accordingly, it will govern the larger number of radon 
cases and is thus being treated as the majority opinion. 
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Opinion of Dr. Buck and Dr. Johnson dissenting with respect to Part 
VI B: 

In the preceding pages it has been determined from the record of the 
Perkins proceeding and our own evidentiary hearing that a reasonable 
upper limit on the radon emissions to the atmosphere attributable to a 
typical 1000 MWe nuclear power plant's fuel cycle at any time during or 
after the plant's useful life would be about 7000 Ci per year.! Further, for 
the case in which the mine is properly sealed and the mill tailings piles 
remain adequately covered, the long-term (after plant life) yearly emissions 
would be about a tenth of this upper limit value.2 .As the Perkins Board 
points out, the only reasonable way to evaluate this environmental release is 
in comparison to natural radon releases. While we fmd the magnitude of 
the maximum radon emissions attributable to nuclear plant operation to be 
somewhat higher than the values found by the Perkins Licensing Board, we 
nevertheless fmd no reason to disagree with its conclusion that this amount 
is negligibly small compared to natural emissions. 

Although our colleagues have elected not to consider the matter of 
natural radon background, the Perkins record discloses that atmospheric 
radon emissions in the United States due to natural sources is some 
100,000,000 Ci per year - more than 10,000 times greater than the upper 
limit value for a typical nuclear power plant.3 This value was not contested 
by any party." 

The Perkins Licensing Board went further. It found that radon emissions 
from the soil gave rise to average concentrations of radon in the air in the 
United States of about O.l/pCill (Pico curie per liter).' We note that the 
radon from the fuel cycle operations (which leaks into the atmosphere by 
the same mechanisms as does natural radon) would add a proportionately 
small increment to this concentration (i.e., less than 0.00001 pCill).6 

'Table 4, p. 542, supra. If one makes the reasonable assumption that, on the average, uranium 
mining and milling is carried on apace with the utilization of uranium fuel over the 3().year life 
of a nuclear power plant - the average yearly release due to active mining and milling 
operations is 6600 Cilyr. 
rrable 3, p. 540, supra. Compare Case 1 with Case 3 in Part B of that Table. 
3LBP-78-25, 8 NRC 87, 94 (1978). 
4We cannot, as does the majority, read the response to ALAB-S09 of the 77Ine Mile Island· 
Peach Bottom intervenors (at pp. 9 and 20) as even an "'in effect" challenge to the Perldru 
Board fmdings on natural radon releases (fn. 92, supra). • 
'LBP·78-25, 8 NRC 87, 95 (1978). 
'Our discussion relates solely to the widespread or nationwide average concentration ofradon. 
To be sure, local concentrations, such as those in the immediate vicinity of uranium fuel cycle 
facilities, would be higher than the large area averages, just as radon concentrations near 
natural uranium ore bodies are higher than the average concentration aaoss the country. In 
their footnote 94 our colleagues appear to ignore the testimony on the range of local 
concentrations of natural radon that was presented in the Perldns record. See affidavits by stafT 
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The Perkins Board then used an estimated radon radiation dose to 
provide a further basis for comparison. Natural outdoor radon concentra
tions (i.e., 0.1 pCill) give rise to a bronchial epithelium dose of about 50 
mremlyr.7 However, as a result of radon emitted from building materials, 
indoor radon concentrations are much higher than outdoor concentrations, 
giving rise to bronchial epithelium doses ranging from 210 to 23,000 
mremlyr, with an estimated average value of 1650 mremlyr.& 

Thus, indoor concentrations of radon average about 30 times larger than 
those out of doors, and fluctuate over a range of from 4 to 400 times that 
value.9 The incremental addition to the outdoor radon concentration due to 
a single typical nuclear power plant, on the other hand, is less than one part 
in 10,000 of the outdoor concentration. 

In circumstances such as this, in which the addition to a natural 
environmental substance (i.e., radon) caused by human activities is 
extremely small compared with the existing natural concentration (it is 
small even compared to fluctuations in that concentration), we believe that 
any assignment of environmental impact to the incremental addition could 
only be characterized as remote and speculative. to We conclude that this 
impact may properly be ignored in the assessment of the overall 
environmental impact of a nuclear power plant.1I 

We are additionally of the opinion that all parties were properly put on 
notice that our disposition of this matter might well be the same as the 
Licensing Board's, assuming we were to fmd that the magnitude of radon 
releases due to the fuel cycle was substantially the same as that Board 
found. In particular, we specifically informed the parties that we might 

witnesses Gotchy (at pp. 11-15) and Magno (at pp. 7-9) which appear following Perkins Tr. 
2369. These affidavits were supplemented by affidavits of applicants' witnesses Hamilton (at 
pp. 1-3), Goldman (at pp. 8-12) and Lewis (at pp. 1-3) appearing following Perkins Tr. 2266. 
None of the data or conclusions of these affidavits was challenged by any intervenor even 
though we gave them the opportunity to do so. 
'8 NRC at 95. The bronchial epithelium dose is a direct result of radon inhalation. The 
radioactive daughters of radon can be deposited on the surfaces of the bronchial (respiratory) 
system. Since much of the radiation energy deposited by these isotopes is in the form of short 
range alpha particles, the epithelium (surface) region of the respiratory system is a particularly 
aensitive measure of exposure to concentrations of radon and its daughters. 
lId. at 96. 
'Values quoted in LBP-78-2S for radon radiation exposure include some averaging of the time 
a person stays outdoors and indoors. For full-time indoor occupancy, the exposures, and hence 
the comparative indoor concentrations, would be even larger. 
'awe note in this connection that monocellular life began and developed eventually into 
human life in an atmosphere containing more natural radon than now surrounds us. 
IIWe do not deny that it is possible to multiply the small increment of radiation dose due to 
fuel cycle radon by a factor to achieve a "health effects" consequence or impact. The point is 
that this same factor must also multiply the much larger natural radon dose values, and the 
relative levels of significance remain the same. Further litigation to define the factor. even if 
this could be achieved. will not change the outcome. 
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forego any further discussion of radon health effects if we were to make 
such a fmding on radon emissions. 

In..pertinent part, our order, ALAB-509, stated: 
In this connection, two areas seem to call for attention now. First, we 

need to clarify the extent to which particular parties are dissatisfied with 
Perkins insofar as it deals with rates of radon release or levels of radon 
concentration from either natural sources or nuclear foel cycle activities 
(as distinguished from the health effects of any resulting exposure). 
Second, if Perkins is accurate on emission rates and concentration 
levels, it seems appropriate to examine at the threshold the Licensing 
Board's de minimus theory, i.e., its conclusion that the nationwide 
health effects attributable to radon released in fueling nuclear power 
plants must be deemed to be insignificant because those emissions are 
extremely low in relation not only to natural radon background but 
also to fluctuations which occur in the background 

8 NRC at 682 (footnote omitted, emphasis added). 
We then called upon the parties to set forth which portions of the Perkins 

record data on radon release rate and concentrations they felt were 
deficient. Regarding the subject of health effects, we went on the say: 

As indicated by the preceding section, we are not now in a position to 
determine whether Perkins accurately reflects the levels of exposure to 
radon. If, however, at some future time we were to fmd the Perkins 
emission and concentration figures correct (or reasonably close to 
being so), we would have to come to grips with the Licensing Board's 
de minimus theory. 

The Perkins board took the approach that, whatever else might be 
said about the health effects of radon, 

Based on the record available to this Board, we fmd that the bes1 
mechanism available to characterize the significance of the radon 
releases associated with the mining and milling of the nuclear fuel 
for the Perkins facility is to compare such releases with those 
associated with natural background. The increase in background 
associated with Perkins is so small compared with background and 

- so small in comparison with the fluctuations in background, as to 
be completely undetectable. Under such circumstance, the impacl 
cannot be significant. 

If we were to subscribe to that view, there would appear to be nc 
reason to consider the question of health effects further. Consequently, 
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we believe it appropriate to consider this aspect of the Board's decision 
at the outset. 

8 NRC at 684 (footnote omitted). 

We then called for briefs on the question whether the Licensing Board's 
approach was acceptable. Our reading of the briefs that were subsequently 
submitted does not cause us to change our opinion that the Licensing 
Board's dismissal of the radon impact as insignificant was correct. 

In light of the foregoing explicit indication of how we might ultimately 
resolve the radon matter, we cannot accept the idea that the parties should 
be given yet an additional opportunity to contest the basis upon which this 
resolution could be made. Nor do we understand how the colleagues with 
whom we joined in issuing ALAB-509 can now blithely proclaim that "it is 
necessary first to establish a proper record on health effects" (fn. 95, supra). 
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Cite as 13 NRC 550 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-641 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

Administrative Judges: 
Richard S. Salzman, Chairman 

Dr. John H. Buck 
Thomas S. Moore 

In the MaHer of Docket Nos. 50-387 
50-388 

PENNSYLVANIA POWER & 
LIGHT COMPANY and 
ALLEGHENY ELECTRIC 
COOPERATIVE, INC. 
(Susquehanna Steam 
Electric Station, Units 1 and 2) May 15, 1981 

The Appeal Board denies a motion seeking directed certification of a 
part of the Licensing Board's ruling in LBP-81-8 denying summary 
disposition of a portion of a contention raised in the proceeding. 

RULES OF PRACDCE: INIERLOcuroRY APPEALS 

Denial of partial summary disposition is an interlocutory order from 
which an appeal is proscribed by the Rules of Practice. 10 CPR § 2.730(f). 
Louisiana Power and Light Company (Waterford Steam Electric Generating 
Station, Unit 3), ALAB-220, 8 AEC 93, 94 (1974); Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company (Stanislaus Nuclear Project, Unit No.1), ALAB-400, 5 NRC 
1175, 1177 (1977). 
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RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCREI10NARY INTERLOCUTORY 
REVIEW 

The exercise of jurisdiction under 10 CFR § 2.718(i) (certification 
authority) is reserved, for those important licensing board rulings which, 
absent immediate appellate review, threaten a party with serious irreparable 
harm or pervasively affect the basic structure of the proceeding. Public 
Service Company of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units 
1 and 2), ALAB-405, 5 NRC 1190, 1192 (1977). 

APPEARANCES 

Ms. Jessica H. Laverty for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
staff. 

Messrs. Jay E. SUberg and Matias F. Travi~Diaz, Washington, 
D.C., for the Pennsylvania Power & Light Company et al., 
applicants. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

1. On March 16, 1981, the Licensing Board granted in part applicants' 
motions, each supported by the NRC staff, for summary disposition on 
Contentions 2 and 16. The Board denied the motion with respect to that 
portion of Contention 2 which deals with chlorine discharges from the 
Susquehanna nuclear facility. LBP-81-8, 13 NRC 335 (1981). We now have 
before us the staffs Apri114 motion, supported by the applicants, seeking 
directed certification of a part of the ruling denying summary disposition. 
Invocation of our discretionary authority under 10 CFR § 2.718(i) to review 
issues before the end of the hearing is necessary because denial of partial 
summary disposition is an interlocutory order from which an appeal is 
proscribed by the Rules of Practice. 10 CFR § 2.730(f); Louisiana Power and 
Light Company (Waterford Steam Electric Generating Station, Unit 3), 
ALAB-220, 8 AEC 93, 94 (1974); Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
(Stanislaus Nuclear Project, Unit No.1), ALAB-400, 5 NRC 1175, 1177 
(1977). 

2. The exercise of jurisdiction under Section 2.718(i) is 'reserved for 
those important licensing board rulings which, absent immediate appellate 
review, threaten a party with serious irreparable harm or pervasively affect 
the basic structure of the proceeding. Public Service Company of Indiana 
(Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-405, 5 
NRC 1190, 1192 (1977). See Puget Sound Power and Light Company (Skagit 
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Nuclear Power Project, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-572, 10 NRC 693, 695 n. 5 
(1979), and cases there cited. In this instance that standard is not met. 

The staff argues that certification is appropriate because the Licensing 
Board's ruling unwarrantedly expanded the scope of the chlorine issue and, 
as a consequence, both the staff and applicants must be prepared to litigate 
two issues which they claim are not properly part of the intervenor's 
original contentions.' According to the staff, trial of these issues will force 
them into preparing wasteful, expensive and time-consuming predictions 
about remote and speculative matters; their papers assert that this 
unnecessary expense and delay amounts to immediate and irreparable 
harm that cannot be alleviated by subsequent appeal. In addition, the staff 
argues that in expanding the issues the Board below made extra-record 
"fmdings of fact" based solely on the unsworn and unsubstantiated 
assertions of intervenors. In the stafrs view, the Board's action is in the 
teeth of the Commission's regulations and the Administrative Procedure 
Act and therefore pervasively affects the basic structure of the proceeding. 

3. In the context of the denial of a motion for partial summary 
disposition, the stafrs arguments do little more than state the apparent. 
Obviously the Licensing Board's ruling will resultin the trial of issues with 
the concomitant investment of time and money such litigation entails. 
Equally obvious is the fact that once the hearing is held the time and money 
expended in the trial of an issue cannot be recouped by any appellate 
action. But the same is true any time summary disposition of an issue is 
denied and a litigant must go to hearing. The fact that the ruling below may 
have erroneously expanded the issues to be tried or done so on the basis of 
unsworn allegations does little to distinguish this case from any other where 
it is alleged that summary disposition was erroneously withheld.2 Indeed, 
had the Licensing Board raised the challenged issue on its own motion, we 
think it clear that directed certification would not be appropriate. We 
therefore conclude that the stafrs asserted injuries fall short of the standard 
for discretionary interlocutory review. 

In reality, adoption of the stafrs rationale would alter the standard for 
discretionary interlocutory review; certainly where a denial of summary 
disposition is involved it would be reduced to a simple determination 
whether the Licensing Board erred. As we stated in Houston Lighting and 

lAs we understand its motion, the staff does not contest the denial of SUlll1lllU)' disposition 
with respect to part of issue 2(b) and all ofissue (c) identified in Part D (the "order" portion) of 
the Licensing Board's March 16, 1981 ruling. LBP-8I-8, supra, 13 NRC at 348. The applicants, 
on the other hand, appear to desire certification directed to all three issues, even though they 
only flIed a response supporting the staJrs motion rather than their own motion. 
2For the same reason, applicants' argument that the ruling below will deter it from filing 
further SUlll1lllU)' disposition motions in this proceeding (or deter narties in other proceedings 
from filing such motions) is unpersuasive. 
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Power Company (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-
635, 13 NRC 309 (1981): "It is scarcely necessary to expound at any length 
upon why a drastic alteration of existing practice to accomodate that thesis 
would be intolerable-as well as in derogation of the Commission's explicit 
policy disfavoring interlocutory review."3 

The petition is denied. 
It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the 
Appeal Board 

'The staff and the applicants, of course, remain free to pursue other avenues of possible relief 
that remain open to them before the Licensing Board. For example. they may ask for 
reconsideration of the ruling and press the fuller exposition of their positions made to us on the 
Board below. We have no reason to believe the Board below (or any party) wishes to conduct 
an unnecessary hearing-if the stairs and applicants' characterization of the situation is 
correct. Indeed, for that reason, the Licensing Board may wish to reconsider the issue itself on 
the basis of the stairs motion before us. In addition, if the staff and applicants are convinced 
(as their papers suggest) that the issues on which summary disposition was denied raise matters 
so remote and speculative as to merit no consideration under the National Environmental 
Policy Act, they may simply "stand pat" and seek vindication on appeal in the event the 
Licensing Board disagrees. 
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Additional views of Mr. Salzman, concurring: 

My colleagues' reasons for declining to grant certification are sound 
ones. I am concerned, however, that the papers before us reflect misconcep
tions about the operation of the summary disposition rule and the Licensing 
Board's prerogative to explore potential safety issues not placed in 
controversy by the parties. 

On the fIrst point, the summary disposition rule (10 CFR § 2.749) is the 
Commission counterpart of Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
governing summary judgments; essentially the same standards govern 
both. I Consequently, even though a summary disposition motion may rest 
on affidavits technically sufficient to justify a decision 'in' movant's favor, 
the absence of opposing affidavits does not mean that the relief sought must 
be forthcoming automatically. The courts have explained that: 

Although Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure states that 
summary judgment "shall" be rendered when the stated conditions are 
met, the rule is not mandatory in operation: "a motion for summary 
judgment is always addressed to the discretion of the court." Satisfying 
the basic requirements of the rule does not guarantee that the motion 
will be granted: "Even in cases where the movant has technically 
discharged his burden, the trial court in the exercise of a sound 
discretion may decline to grant summary judgment.''l 

In other words, "the exercise of sound ... discretion may dictate that the 
motion should be denied, and the case fully developed."3 

This principle is possibly more important in Commission than injudicial 
practice, which brings up the second point. The NRC functions as the 
arbiter of important safety and environmental questions. That role "does 
not permit it to act as an umpire blandly calling balls and strikes for 
adversaries appearing before it .... "4 For this reason, a licensing board may 
if need be explore issues not placed in controversy by the parties but which 
come to its attention during the course of the proceeding (or are suggested 

'Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (Perry Plant, Units I and 2), AI...AB443, 6 NRC 741, 7S3 
(1977); Tennessee Valley Authority (Browns Ferry Plant, Units 1,2 and 3), LBP-73-29, 6 AEC 
682, 688 (1973). 
2In re Franklin National Bank Sec. Litigation, 478 F. Supp. 210, 223 (EoD.N.Y. 1979) (citations 
omitted). 
'McLain v. Meier. 612 F.2d 349, 3S6 (8th Cir. 1979) (emphasis in original). Acco~ Roberts v. 
Browning. 610 F.2d S28 (8th Cir. 1979); Bruwru Ferry, supra, LBP-73-29, 6 AEC at 688. 
4Perry, supra, AI...AB443, 6 NRC at 7S2, quoting Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. 
FPC. 3S4 F.2d 608, 620 (2nd Cir. 1965). 
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informally in unsworn limited appearance statements5). As the Commission 
stressed in Indian Point: 

A Licensing Board., typically comprised of two technical experts and a 
lawyer, is this agency's primary fact-fmding tribunal in the hearing 
process. These expert tribunals are entrusted with critical tasks in the 
licensing process .... To tie a Board's hands, when it sees an issue that 
needs to be explored., would be utterly inconsistent with its stature and 
responsibility .f> 

In passing on applicants' summary disposition motions, the Board below 
evinced apprehensions about chlorine discharges from the Susquehanna 
plants resulting in unacceptable water pollution levels and has called for 
further exploration of the question. The Board's concerns may tum out to 
be misplaced or later shown to be insubstantial. But it elevates form over 
substance to suggest that the Board is precluded from considering a safety 
issue that it apparently deems significant because of the way it came to 
light. An inadequate response to a summary disposition motion jeopardizes 
the respondent'S rights to explore an issue, not the Licensing Board's. 

The Board's misgivings are perhaps inartfully framed as "fmdings." But 
these are preliminary and obviously designed to alert the parties to the 
principal areas of its ~ncern. There are means short of a full trial by which 
the Board's fears can be alleviated by parties (assuming, of course, that they 
are correct about the true situation). Applicants suggest one; there are 
others.' If one is selected and employed to educate the Board., it in tum will 
no doubt rule appropriately. There is no reason to presume that the 
Licensing Board wishes to go through the formalities or incur the expense 
of a hearing unnecessarily. 

'Sec 10 CFR Part 2, App. A, § V(bX4). 
'Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point, Unit 3), CLI-74-28, 8 AEC 7, 8 (1974). 
This decision is now codified in the regulations. 10 CFR § 2. 76Oa. 
'Sec, e.g., Con.rume/'3 Puwer Co. (Midland Plant), ALAB-23S, 8 AEC 64S, 646 (1974). 
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INITIAL DECISION 
(pennitting Continued Reactor Operation) 

L INTRODUcnON AND BACKGROUND 

1. The Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station, owned and operated 
by the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (Licensee or SMUD) was 
granted a Facility Operating License No. DPR-S4 in 1974. This facility 
which utilizes a Babcock and Wllcox (B&W) pressurized water reactor 
(PWR) is located in Sacramento County, California. Following the March 
28, 1979 accident at the B&W facility at Three Mile Island, Unit 2, the 
Commission issued an Order on May 7, 1979 (44 Fed. Reg. 27779) 
pertaining to the operation of Rancho Seco. The Order was based on the 
premise that B&W PWR's are unusually sensitive to certain off-normal 
transient conditions originating in the secondary side. B&W reactors have 
been viewed as placing more reliance than other reactors on the perfor
mance characteristics of the auxiliary feedwater system, the integrated 
control system, and emergency core cooling system to recover from 
mticipated transients. If this position is correct, there is a greater burden on 
B&W plant operators in the event of off-normal system behavior during 
mticipated transients. (In anticipation of the above Order, SMUD by letter 
:>f Apri127, 1979 agreed to the NRC requirements and shut down Rancho 
Seco on Apri128, 1979.) CEC Ex. 25. 

2. The Order provided that the facility would remain in a shutdown 
condition until five short-term actions were accomplished and to subse
~uently accomplish, as promptly as practicable, four long-term modifica
tions. 

The five short-term actions were: 

(a) Upgrade the timeliness and reliability of delivery from the 
Auxiliary Feedwater System by carrying out actions as identified 
in Enclosure 1 of the licensee's letter of Apri127, 1979. 

(b) Develop and implement operating procedures for initiating and 
controlling auxiliary feedwater independent of Integrated Control 
System contro1. 

(c) Implement a hard-wired control-grade reactor trip that would be 
actuated on loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip. 

(d) Complete analyses for potential small breaks and develop and 
implement operating instructions to define operator action. 
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(e) Provide for one Senior Licensed Operator assigned to the contro] 
room who has had Three Mile Island Unit No.2 (fMI-2) training 
on the B&W simulator. 

The four long-term modifications are: 

(a) The licensee will provide to the NRC Staff a proposed schedule for 
implementation of identified design modifications which specifi
cally relate to items 1 through 9 of Enclosure 1 to the licensee's 
letter of April 27, 1979, and would significantly improve safety. 

(b) The licensee will submit a failure mode and effects analysis of the 
Integrated Control System to the NRC Staff as soon as practica
ble. The licensee stated that this analysis is now underway with 
high priority by B&W. 

(c) The reactor trip following loss of main feedwater and/or trip of the 
turbine to be installed promptly pursuant to this Order will 
thereafter be upgraded so that the components are safety grade. 
The licensee will submit this design to the NRC Staff for review. 

(d) The licensee will continue operator training and have a minimum 
of two licensed operators per shift with TMJ-2 simulator training 
at B&W by June 1; 1979. Thereafter, at least one licensed operator 
with TMJ-2 simulator training at B&W will be assigned to the 
control room. All training of licensed personnel will be completed 
by June 28, 1979. 

3. The Order also provided that, within 20 days of issuance, SMUD, or 
any person whose interest may be affected by the Order may request a 
hearing based on it. The Order provided that such a request would not stay 
the immediate effectiveness of the Order. 

4. A request for a hearing was med by two of the five elected DirectOl'li 
of SMUD, Mr. Gary Hursh and Mr. Richard D. Castro. A request was also 
ftled by Friends of the Earth, Environmental Council of Sacramento, and 
Original SMUD Rate Payers Association (collectively FOE). 

5. On June 21, 1979, the Commission ordered the establishment of an 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board to consider the requisite personal 
interest of petitioners and, if appropriate, to conduct a hearing. The Order 
also confirmed that the resumed operation of Rancho Seco would not be 
stayed by the pendency of these proceedings. Sacramento Municipal Utility 
District (Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station), CLI-79-7, 9 NRC 680 
(1979), motion to stay denied, Friends of the Earth, Inc. v. U.S., 600 F. 2nd 
753 (9th Circ. 1979). 

6. The Order further provided that the subjects to be considered at the 
hearing should include: 
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1) Whether the actions required by subparagraphs (a) through (e) of 
Section IV of the Order are necessary and sufficient to provide 
reasonable assurance that the facility will respond safely to 
feedwater transients, pending completion of the long-term modifi
cations set forth in Section II. A contention challenging the 
correctness of the NRC Staffs conclusion that the actions de
scribed in subparagraphs (a) through (e) have been completed 
satisfactorily will be considered to be within the scope of the 
hearing. However, the filing of such a contention shall not of itself 
stay operation of the plant. 

2) Whether the licensee should be required to accomplish, as promptly 
as practicable, the long-term modifications set forth in Section II of 
the Order. 

3) Whether these long-term modifications are sufficient to provide 
continued reasonable assurance that the facility will respond safely 
to feed water transients. 

Resumed operation of the Rancho Seco facility on terms consistent 
with the Order of May 7, 1979 is not stayed by the pendency of these 
proceedings. Contrary to the contention of the Friends of the Earth in 
their filing of June 8, 1979, the transcripts of the Commission 
proceedings of April 25 and 27 reflect no Commission intent that 
hearings necessarily precede restart of the facility. Nor is such a 
requirement compelled by law or by the factual circumstances before 
us. Mere speculation that the hearing might develop facts indicating 
the need for further enforcement action does not suffice to warrant a 
prohibition on restart of the facility. In the event that a need for further 
enforcement action becomes apparent, either in the course of the 
hearing or at any other time, appropriate action can be taken at that 
time. 

NRC Staff has now determined that the actions set forth in 
subparagraphs (a) through (e) have been completed satisfactorily, and 
it shall provide the Commission with an informational briefing as to 
the basis for its conclusions prior to permitting restart of the facility. 
That briefmg will be open to the public. In receiving this briefmg, the 
Commission will in no manner prejudge the merits of the adjudicatory 
hearing authorized by this Order. Any adjudicatory determination by 
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the Commission that may arise from that hearing will be based solely 
on the record developed in that proceeding. (footnote omitted)1 

7. On June 27, 1979, the NRC Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
authorized the operation of Rancho Seco on the basis that SMUD has 
satisfactorily completed the five short-term items. (NRC Stairs Evaluation 
of Licensee's Compliance with the NRC Order dated May 7, 1979, fol. Tr. 
362). The NRC also required SMUD to undertake other equipment, 
procedure and personnel changes related to the TMI accident primarily 
contained in Inspection and Enforcement (I&E) Bulletins 79-9SA, 79-OSB, 
and 79-0SC, and two reports of the ''TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force" 
(NUREG-OS78 and NUREG-OS8S). NRC Ex. 4 at 3-1 to 3-8 and App. A 

8. An Atomic Safety and Licensing Board was established by Order of 
June 22, 1979. On July 3, 1979, the Board issued an Order giving petitioners 
an opportunity to amend their petitions to more fully explain how their 
interest might be affected by the Commission's May 7, 1979, Order. 
Petitioners were also invited to ftle their contentions in the proceeding. On 
July 17, 1979, the California Energy Commission (CEC) ftled notice of its 
intent in participating on behalf of the State of California as an interested 
state under 10 CFR 2.71S(c). On August I, 1979, at the first prehearing 
conference, the Board admitted FOE and Messrs. Hursh and Castro as 
Intervenors. The Board also admitted CEC under 2.71S(c). These admis
sions were stated in the August 3, 1979, Board Order subsequent to the 
prehearing conference. The Board directed the parties to confer to attempt 
to arrive at possible stipulations as to contentions and also to brief the 
question of the Board's jurisdiction. The Board also stated that while the 
burden of proof did not shift from SMUD, the burden of going forward 
rested on the proponent of a contention.2 

9. On October S, 1979, the Board issued an Order ruling on scope and 
contentions.3 In considering scope, the Order stated that the proceeding 
would include all matters and issues which hinge upon response to 

IOn July II, 1979, in an open public meeting. the Commission amended the June 21 Order to 
provide that the Board was not precluded from inquiring into SMUD's managemenl 
competence and controL The Commission furnished the transcript of the meeting to the 
Board. 
lCEC originally sought to be relieved of any burden of going forward on its contentioru 
because it was participating as an interested state and, thus, did not wish to take a position 
with respect to the issues. However, in our Order Ruling on CECs Motion of October 24, 1979 
Relative to Burden and Going Forward, dated December 17, 1979, we ruled that CECs issues 
were essentially "contentions" and that CEC had the burden of going forward with those 
issues that were not previously adopted as "Board Issues." By its submission of testimony, we 
believe CEC has met its burden of going forward on its issues. 
3A prehearing scheduled in November had to be cancelled due to the illness of the Chairman. 
The Board was reconstituted. 
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feedwater transients. The Board stated the scope would include the 
propagation of a response throughout the Rancho Seco system, where 
"system" includes the physical facilities as well as the organization and 
personnel which operate them. The Order further stated: 

As to "various. transient events" as the phrase is used at page four of 
the Commission's May 7 Order, we believe that, taken in the context of 
page five of that same Order, the scope of this proceeding can be 
expanded no further than " ... feedwater and/or trip of the turbine .... " 
We will, therefore, not allow matters such as loss of off-site power to be 
raised and considered among the contentions here. 

The Board also ruled that the subject of emergency planning was beyond 
the scope of the proceeding because it was about to become the subject of 
generic Commission rulemaking.3a 

10. The Board's rulings on specific issues and contentions of CEC and 
Intervenors were supplemented in our Order Relative to Proposed New 
Schedule (for fllings), December 4, 1979, and in a Memorandum of 
Clarification, December 27, 1979. The Board's Order of January 7, 1980 set 
forth Additional Board Questions. 

II. A Second Prehearing Conference was held on February 6, 1980 to 
consider motions for summary disposition and any other outstanding 
motions. SMUD moved for summary disposition on all of the contentions 
of Hursh and Castro and on one issue of CEC. In an opening statement at 
the conference, Hursh and Castro withdrew from the proceeding in a 
diatribe alleging the proceeding was a "hoax and a sham". Tr. 72. Both the 
Staff and CEC encouraged the Board to adopt as Board questions those 
Hursh and Castro contentions on which summary judgment would not 
have been granted. Tr. 76, 78. The Board denied summary disposition on 9 
of the Hursh and Castro contentions and made them Board questions 
(rephrased in its Order Subsequent to the Prehearing Conference, dated 
February 14, 1980). 

12. The evidentiary hearing commenced on February 26, 1980 with the 
first two days, plus an evening session, set aside for limited appearance 
statements. A representative from FOE informed the Board that FOE by 
letter of February 19, 1980, was withdrawing from the proceeding on the 
basis that the proceeding would not serve a useful purpose, and in part, 
because Intervenors had the burden of "going forward" with their 

3aln response to a motion by the CEC, the Board referred this ruling to the Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Appeal Board. LBP-79-33, 10 NRC 821 (1979). The Appeal Board accepted the 
referral, but CEC subsequently moved to terminate the Appeal Board's consideration of the 
referred question. The Appeal Board granted the motion. ALAB-S76, 11 NRC 16 (1980). 
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contentions. They also said that issues such as emergency plans and loss of 
offsite power should have been determined to be within the scope of the 
proceeding. Tr. 210-223. Both SMUD and Staff presented previously 
prepared testimony on FOE contentions and the Board will rule on each of 
those contentions admitted on October 5, 1979. The hearing proceeded with 
SMUD and NRC Staff appearing as parties and CEC as a representative of 
an interested state. Hearing sessions were held February 26-28, 1980; 
March 3-6, 1980; April 8-11, 1980; April 14-17, 1980; May 6-10, 1980; and 
May 12-14, 1980. (Appendices A and B identify the testimony of all parties 
and the exhibits are identified and if received, so noted.) 

13. This proceeding is unique in the fact that although we did not have 
intervenors admitted under 10 CFR 2.714 participating in the hearing, CEC 
on behalf of the State of California assumed a role more active than that 
customary for a state. Although CEC alleged that it took no position on the 
issues (Tr. 349), its witnesses freely expressed their personal opinions, often 
adverse to SMUD's facility and operation. CEC also conducted a vigorous, 
lengthy, in-depth cross-examination of SMUD and Staff witnesses, on 
occasion lasting several days for a witness or panel of witnesses. De jure it 
mayor may not have been a "contested" hearing but de facto it was 
contested indeed. At the conclusion of the hearing, the Board expressed its 
appreciation to CEC for the valuable aid it rendered in developing a full 
record. Tr. 4285. 

14. This is a special proceeding. Due to the unique nature of the 
proceeding, the Board requested the parties to brief the scope of our 
jurisdiction and we have considered the scope in a continuing reviewing 
process. The Commission determined those matters we should consider and 
we were directed to evaluate the petitions and, if appropriate to conduct an 
evidentiary hearing within the jurisdiction the Commission has delegated. 
Portland General Electric Company (Trojan Nuclear Plant), ALAB-534, 9 
NRC 287, 289 n. 6 (1979); Union Electric Company (Callaway Plant, Units I 
and 2), ALAB-527, 9 NRC 126, 144 (1979); Public Service of Indiana 
(Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-316, 5 
NRC 167, 170 (1976). 

15. Both the Staff and CEC concluded that we were called upon to 
consider the adequacy of the immediate effective order issued by the 
Commission albeit with different final conclusions. SMUD takes the 
position that the adequacy of the Commission Order is not before us insofar 
as we might fmd additional long-term requirements necessary, but if we 
should so find the appropriate procedure would be to conclude the initial 
decision with a recommendation that the Commission issue a show cause 
order. The Commission Order of June 21, 1979, directed the Board to 
determine if the short-term actions are "necessary and sufficient" and also 
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should SMUD be required to accomplish the long-term modifications and 
if so are the long-term modifications "sufficient to provide continued 
reasonable assurance that the facility will respond safety to feedwater 
transient." (On July 11, 1979, the Commission authorized the Board to 
inquire into management competence and control.) The June 21 Order also 
stated "In the event that a need for further enforcement action becomes 
apparent, either in the course of the hearing or at any other time, 
appropriate action can be taken at that time." Based on the clear language 
of the Order, we have determined that our charge is to consider the 
adequacy of the short and long-term actions and if we determine they were 
not adequate to recommend to the Commission that it issue a show cause 
order. 

16. The fmdings of fact set forth the issues considered by the Board in 
the hearing. They addressed fundamental aspects of the B&W nuclear 
steam supply system, related balance of plant design features at Rancho 
Seco, SMUD's operating procedures, SMUD's management and plant 
operators, Rancho Seco's control room configuration and diagnostic 
instrumentation as they relate to feedwater transients, and certain plant 
modifications suggested by the issues and testimony. We have not, however, 
conducted an additional investigation into the accident at TMI-2, nor 
assessed the necessity or adequacy of the many requirements, other than 
those in the Commission's Orders pertaining to this proceeding, which have 
been imposed upon SMUD, other B&W plants, other PWRs and other 
operating plants generally. The Commission did not direct this Board to 
determine SMUD's compliance with the May 7 Order. The Commission 
has specifically delegated this responsibility to the Director, Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 44 Fed. Reg 27779, 27780 (1979). While we 
have inquired into many facets of the TMI-2 accident and the post-TMI-2 
requirements, and the incidents occurring at the B&W facilities at Crystal 
River and Arkansas, this decision will be limited to that jurisdiction 
conferred by the Commission. That is: (1) whether the actions and 
modifications required by the May 7 Order provide reasonable assurance 
that the Rancho Seco facility will respond safely to feedwater transients, 
and (2) whether SMUD's management and plant operators are sufficiently 
competent to operate the plant in a safe manner. 

17. Any proposed fmdings of fact and conclusions of law submitted by 
the parties hereto which are not incorporated directly or inferentially into 
this Initial Decision are herewith rejected as being unsupportable in law or 
in fact, or as being unnecessary to the rendering of this Initial Decision. 
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n. FINDINGS OF FAcr 

A. Integrated Control System 

18. Board Question B-C 16: 
Is the failure mode and effects analysis for the Rancho Seco integrated 
control system complete and adequate? 

One of the long-term actions directed by the Commission in its Order 
of May 7, 1979, was that "[t]he licensee will submit a failure mode and 
effects analysis of the Integrated Control System to the NRC Staff as soon 
as practicable." 44 Fed. Reg. at 27779 (1979). Such an analysis was 
performed by B&W for Licensee as part ofB&W's study of the reliability of 
the integrated control system ("Ies"). The results of B&W's reliability 
study are contained in B&W Report BA W 1564, "Integrated Control 
System Reliability Analysis." CEC Ex. 3. 

19. In order to assess the completeness and adequacy of B&W's 
analysis, it is important flrst to understand the Rancho Seco Ies and the 
Stafi"s concerns regarding it. The Ies is an automatic control system whose 
basic function is to continuously match the unit's power generation to its 
load demand. The Ies does this by coordinating the rate of steam 
generation and the steam flow to the turbine. NRC Staff Testimony of Dale 
F. Thatcher Relative to the Integrated Control System (Board Question 16), 
following Tr. 1163 (''Thatcher ICS Testimony"), at 2. 

20. During normal operations, the Ies provides proper coordination of 
the reactor, steam generator, feedwater control, and turbine. Proper 
coordination consists of producing the best load response to unit load 
demand within the limitations and capabilities of the plant equipment. Id 
at 3. 

21. The ICS includes four subsystems: unit load demand control, 
integrated master control, steam generator control, and reactor control. Id 
at 2. Each of these subsystems (except for the unit load demand control) 
regulates and interacts with a number of other plant control systems, such 
as the control rod drive system and the feedwater pump and valve controls. 
Id at 3. The Ies can maintain a constant average reactor coolant 
temperature at power levels between 15% and 100% of load and can 
maintain constant steam pressure at all loads. Id at 3. During load changes 
and system upsets the ICS applies signals to control major parameters 
(feedwater flow, steam pressure, reactor power and reactor coolant 
temperature) in such a manner as to achieve optimum overall plant 
response without challenging the safety systems. Testimony of B. A. 
Karrasch and R.C. Jones, fol. Tr. 535 ("Karrasch-Jones") at 7-9. It has been 
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demonstrated that the ICS can reduce power from 100% to 15% and 
maintain that level should the turbine trip without calling upon the reactor's 
protective systems (Karrasch-Jones testimony at 10), although presently an 
anticipatory reactor trip on turbine trip has been added so that the ICS can 
no longer perform this function. ld. The ICS was thus designed to keep the 
reactor on line during off-normal conditions and enhance plant availability. 
ld. at 7; Tr. 1076. If, because of protective system actions, the reactor does 
shut down, the ICS will control steam pressure and maintain a preset steam 
generator level by controlling steam and feedwater, so long as either main 
or auxiliary feedwater is available. Tr. 1105, 1118, 1119. 

CEC has emphasized, both in its cross-examination and in its Proposed 
Findings, the notion that it is the sensitivity of ·the B&W steam supply 
system to secondary side conditions which makes the ICS necessary and 
which, therefore, makes reliability of the ICS a very important matter. CEC 
Proposed Findings at 31-32; Tr. 1103-1105. Both Staff and Licensee 
emphasize the similarity of the ICS to the systems used at other power 
plants, including fossil-fueled plants. Staff's Proposed Findings at 11; 
Licensee's Proposed Findings at 24; Karrasch-Jones Testimony at 7. It 
appears that, in the days shortly after the TMI-2 accident, the Staff was 
concerned that the ICS could cause or contribute to an incident. Thatcher 
ICS Testimony at 5; CEC Ex. 26 at 1-5,2-9. In particular, the Staff then 
believed that an ICS malfunction could prevent auxiliary feedwater (AFW) 
from being supplied during a loss-of-main-feedwater transient or could 
cause such a transient. ld.; Tr. 1270-72. 

23. The first concern was addressed on a short-term basis in the 
Commission Order of May 7, 1979, by requiring Licensee to "[d]evelop and 
implement operating procedures for initiating and controlling auxiliary 
feedwater independent ofIntegrated Control System control." 44 Fed. Reg. 
at 27779 (1979). The adequacy of Licensee's compliance with this aspect of 
the May 7, 1979 Order was established by the Staff by visiting the site and 
conducting examinations of the operators to verify the adequacy of their 
training. This evaluation included a walk-through of some of the procedural 
aspects of manually controlling AFW independent of the ICS and a review 
of plant diagrams to verify that the valves that would be utilized for AFW 
flow control were indeed independent of the ICS. Thatcher ICS Testimony 
at 4,5; Tr. 1386,3730,3731; Staff Evaluation at 13. 

24. A permanent solution to the first concern has been provided by 
Licensee's commitment to install during the 1981 refueling outage a safety
grade AFW control system independent of the ICS. This modification will 
completely remove the operation of the AFW system from the ICS. 
Thatcher ICS Testimony at 5; Tr. 1273. 
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25. It was the second concern relating to the ICS that led the Staff to ask 
that a failure mode and effects analysis ("FMEA") of the ICS be 
performed. Since the Staff was interested in the potential role of the ICS as 
the instigator of a transient, it sought to have an analysis made of the 
reliability of the ICS and the effects of failures of that system on the plant's 
operation. Tr. 648, 937-39; Tr. 1270-73. A FMEA is a systematic procedure 
for identifying the modes of failure of a system and for identifying their 
consequences. It seeks to determine if any single failure in a system can 
prevent the system's function. It is considered to be the fIrst general step of 
a reliability analysis. Thatcher ICS Testimony at 6. Accordingly, an ICS 
FMEA was one of the long-term actions directed by the Commission in its 
Order of May 7, 1979. As a long-term action it was not a condition of 
restart. 

26. B&W performed the FMEA as part of its reliability analysis of the 
ICS. It determined the expected effects upon the B&W steam system from 
single failures of ICS inputs, outputs and internal modules. The Rancho 
Seco plant was chosen specifIcally as a representative design for all the 
B&W units for the analysis. The analysis was complemented with an 
evaluation of fIeld data from all B&W operating plants and a computer 
simulation to confIrm the effects of various ICS failures on associated 
equipment. Karrasch-Jones testimony at 11; Staff Ex. 5 at 3. The analysis 
was made a part of our record as CEC Exhibit 3, "Integrated Control 
System Reliability Analysis," BAW-1564, August 1979, as was a review by 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory of the analysis (Board Exhibit 1). Also a 
part of the record is Staff Exhibit 5, the StafTreview of both reports. 

27. Fundamentally, B&Ws analysis of the reliability of the ICS thus 
consisted of three parts: the FMEA, a computer simulation used to study 
the effects of failures in more detail, (both of these specifIc to Rancho Seco), 
and a review of operating experience from all B&W operating plants. Board 
Ex. 1 at 5. 

28. The overall conclusion of the FMEA was that the reactor core 
remains protected throughout any of the ICS failures studied. For those 
postulated ICS failures which could cause reactor trip, the safety systems 
would operate independently of the ICS malfunction and they were 
assumed to operate properly. The overall conclusion from the operating 
experience evaluation was that ICS hardware performance has not led to a 
signifIcant number of reactor trips. It was, in fact, concluded that the ICS 
has prevented more reactor trips than it has caused and, accordingly, its net 
effect has been a reduction in the number of challenges to the Reactor 
Protection System. It was further concluded that the FMEA shows that no 
ICS failure can prevent proper safety system functioning and that the 
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operating experience demonstrates that the ICS is a reliable system with 
regard to preventing plant upsets. Karrasch-Jones Testimony at 11-12. 

29. The ORNL Review concluded that although the ICS and related 
control systems contain areas which can be potentially improved, the ICS 
itself has proven to have a low failure rate and it does not appear to 
precipitate a significant number of plant upsets. Specifically, the examina
tion of the failure statistics revealed that only a small number of ICS 
malfunctions resulted in a reactor trip (approximately 6 of 162). In its 
review, the ORNL concluded that the ICS is a "significant asset to plant 
safety and availability." Board Ex. 1 at 11. 

30. While agreeing with B&W's fmdings and conclusions and with the 
recommendations made by B&W for further improvements in areas relating 
to the ICS, the ORNL Review pointed out a number of perceived 
deficiencies in B&W's approach to the FMEA portion of the reliability 
analysis. Tr. 1706-07, 1774. Board Ex. 1 passim. The main criticism leveled 
at the FMEA by ORNL was that the scope of the FMEA was too limited, 
leading to results having only limited value. Board Ex. 1 at 4. The scope 
limitations identified by ORNL were: (1) not considering the interactions 
between plant safety and non-safety systems such as ICS; (2) not including 
analysis of failures of plant systems external to the ICS; (3) not considering 
multiple system failures; and (4) utilization of functional versus component 
diagrams as the building blocks in the analysis. Board Ex. 1 at 3, 4 and 6 
through 8. 

31. It was, indeed, critical language from Board Exhibit 1 that formed 
the basis for this Board's inclusion of BQHC 16 in this hearing. In 
particular, such statements as: 

" ... the B&W analysis is more notable for what it does not include than 
for what it does include." 

and " ... Because of this limited scope, the results are of limited value." 

(Board Ex. 1 at 3 and 4) 

would surely give one pause if taken out of context. We note, however, the 
following points about each of the four numbered limitations of scope set 
forth above: 

Point (1): Interactions between safety and non-safety systems such 
as ICS were not considered. That is true, but such analysis was not 
specifically required by the NRCs May 7, 1979, order. A study of such 
actions is underway for all plants as a part of the Staff's "Integrated 
Reliability Evaluation Program" (IREP) which has as one of its 
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objectives to identify the risk significance of systems interactions 
originating in the ICS of B&W plants. Thatcher ICS Testimony at 8. 
Point (2): Failures in systems external to the ICS were not included. 
This is beyond the scope of'the May 7 Order. Actually, the B&W 
analysis did include some such failures in that it included failures in 
the inputs to and outputs from the ICS. Tr. 681-83, 1083-86. 
Point (3): Multiple failures were not considered. They were not, nor 
is it usual to include multiple failures in a FMEA. Tr. 1083; Thatcher 
ICS Testimony at 6-7. Such an analysis is usually used to determine 
whether a single failure can prevent operation of a safety system. Id 
The ICS has not been required to meet the single failure criterion and 
was not previously analyzed; such analysis can, however, be used to 
identify failure modes which lead to undesirable consequences. Id at 7. 
As we noted above, no such consequences were found. 
Point (4): Functional block diagrams were used rather than 
component diagrams to analyze the ICS. By this we mean that only the 
general functions of the ICS were used and failures of each functional 
block were considered, rather than identifying each specific piece of 
equipment and considering its failure. Board Ex. 1 at 6, 10. It is 

. possible that presently undisclosed interactions between functions 
might be revealed by examining specific component failures. Board Ex. 
I at 6. It is also possible that (if the failure rates of specific components 
were known) one might estimate the probabilities of various modes of 
failure by that method. Tr. 1086. However, by taking the approach 
which they took the B&W analysts clearly met the requirements put 
upon them. Further, it is not clear to the Board that a component
based analysis and estimated failure rates would give a clearer picture 
of reliability than the "actual history" approach which B&W supplied 
in addition to the FMEA. We think, in fact, that the reverse is true. 

32. We note that the ftrst conclusion of the B&W analysis was that: 

1. The [Non-Nuclear Instrumentation] power sources (external to ICS 
cabinets) have been vulnerable to single failures and human errors 
that have led to reactor trips and plant overcooling. (CEC Ex. 3 at 
2-2) 

and we note further that it was failure of the Non-Nuclear Instrumentation 
power supplies that initiated the incident at B&W-designed Crystal River-3 
on February 26, 1980 while we were in session. Tr. 1737 The power supply 
reliability has been increased at Rancho Seco. Tr. 3703; 3717-18. 

33. In other areas identifted by the study, Licensee is considering 
changes to increase the reliability of the reactor coolant flow input signal to 
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the ICS (fr. 3703-04), and has developed procedures to improve the 
"tuning" of the ICS to the balance of the plant, having trained operators 
further in ICS control. Tr. 3704-05. 

34. Thus the ICS itself is even better now than it was when the B&W 
analysis was performed. As to what that analyses showed, even Board Ex. 1, 
which was, as we noted, in some respects critical, says: 

The manufacturer contends, and we agree, that (1) the system prevents 
or mitigates more upsets than it causes and (2) the system is generally 
superior to manual or fragmented control schemes. Board Ex. 1 at 15. 

35. In sum we fmd that the FMEA was undertaken in response to 
certain Staff concerns, that the results of the analysis (combined with 
certain actions taken to alter plant and procedures) should allay those 
concerns, and that the FMEA was adequate and complete for its purpose. 
We note that it raised other issues whose resolution would be expected to 
yield an even more reliable and safer plant (para. 33 supra ), and that those 
issues are being acted upon. Although the need to perform a broader study 
of the B&W control system and its role in the initiation and the mitigation 
of transients has been identified and it will be carried out in the IREP, we 
see no reason to believe that the Rancho Seco plant would present a hazard 
to public health and safety during the ongoing investigations and 
upgrading. 

B. Feedwater Transients 

36. FOE Contention mea): 
The NRC orders in issue do not reasonably assure adequate safety 
because the orders fail to evaluate or comment upon the acceptability 
of27 feedwater transients over the past year in nine Babcock & Wilcox 
(B&W) reactors, a frequency which is 50 percent greater than the 
corresponding rate for other pressurized reactors. 

This contention by FOE apparently was inspired by an NRC Staff 
study (NUREG-0560), initiated shortly after the Three Mile Island 
accident, to assess the effect of feedwater transients on B&W reactors. 
While reviewing the significant feedwater transients that had occurred at 
B&W plants, the Staff also reviewed the operating experience at all PWR 
plants from March 1978 to March 1979. The events reviewed in this study 
were simply the cases where forced plant shutdown resulted from a 
feedwater system malfunction. The study was described by Staff witnesses 
as "cursory in nature," designed to see if "a vast difference" in feedwater 
related malfunctions existed for the various vendors. The results showed 
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that nine operating B&W plants had experienced 27 feedwater related 
transients over the time period studied. That was not felt to be an 
appreciably higher frequency than for the other vendors. The Staff also 
expressed the thought that the greater number of feedwater transients may 
have been due to the generally younger age of B&W plants. In any event, a 
somewhat greater frequency offeedwater related transients was not by itselJ 
considered by the Staff to be a safety concern. NRC Staff Testimony 01 
Mark P. Rubin and Thomas M. Novak Regarding the Acceptability 01 
Feedwater Transients Referenced in NUREG-0560 (FOE Contention IlIa), 
following Tr. 1163 ("Rubin-Novak Feedwater Testimony"), at 3. In a more 
recent examination of feedwater transients at all operating plants since the 
Three Mile Island accident, the NRC Staff found that a substantial portion 
of the reactor trips that occur in all PWRs are associated with feedwateI 
transients and that B&W was second among the three PWR vendors 
(B&W, Combustion Engineering and Westinghouse) in the number 01 
feedwater transients per plant. Tr. 3754. 

37. CEC's witness testified that B&W plants historically have been more 
prone to feedwater transients than other PWRs, but he relied on the same 
study (NUREG-0560) discussed above in Paragraph 36. Prepared Direcl 
Testimony of Oifford N. Webb Concerning Design Sensitivities of the 
Babcock and Wilcox Nuclear Steam Supply, following Tr. 1801 ("Webb 
Testimony"), at 5, n. 5. Data presented by Licensee for the year 1978 show 
that the frequency of feedwater transients causing reactor trip at B&W 
reactors was less than the corresponding rate for other PWRs. Karrasch
Jones Testimony at 13, 14. 

38. Licensee's witnesses reviewed the data contained in the NRC "Gray 
Book" (NUREG-0020, Operating Units Status Report) for the calendar 
year 1978. Those data revealed that the frequency of feedwater transients 
causing reactor trips at B&W reactors during 1978 was less than the 
corresponding rate for other PWRs. Thus the Licensee contends that the 
above-stated contention is not correct. Karrasch-Jones Testimony, at 13. 

39. The Board is aware of the fact, as pointed out in CEC's Proposed 
Findings at 56-57, that there is a distinction to be drawn between transients 
which cause a reactor trip and those which force a plant shutdown. Because of 
that fact, and because of the changes in high pressure trip set point relative 
to pilot-operated relief valve (pORV) setting and the addition of an 
anticipatory trip, recent experience with B&W reactors may not be directly 
comparable with previous experience, and previous experience with B&W 
reactors may not be directly comparable with that at other plants, which 
already had anticipatory trips. CEC Proposed Findings at 57, CEC Ex. 26 
at 2-3. Nevertheless, the data of Karrasch and Jones compared reactor trip 
frequencies and the differences do not seem great to us in either direction, 
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B&W reactors having shown 50% greater frequency than others before the 
change (Webb Testimony at 5) and ranking second thereafter. Karrasch
Jones Testimony at 14. 

40. A Staff Witness (Capra) told us there are no specific criteria for 
transient frequency (Tr. 1267), and we see no real need for such criteria. 
CEC tried to convince us that there is some validity to the contention at bar 
by citing a Staff Witness (Capra) to the effect that: 

Personally I don't think it ... is a good idea to me to have transients of 
that nature, such as Crystal River Three orTMI. Tr. 1268. 

In context, we believe the witness meant what he said, "transients of that 
nature" not "transients ofthatJrequency." We certainly agree that incidents 
like those at TMI-2 or Crystal River 3 are not "a good idea." But we do not 
believe that the evidence shows that more consideration should be given to 
the frequency of transients mentioned in FOE Contention III(a). 

41. We, therefore, find the contention without merit. 

C. Once Through Steam Generator Sensitivity 

42. Additional Board Question 3: 
It appears from a Board Notification issued by R. H. Vollmer on 

December 5, 1979, that the basic design of the Once Through Steam 
Generator (OTSG) may so closely couple primary system behavior to 
secondary system disturbances that gross disturbance of the primary 
system is inevitable for feedwater transients. Further, it seems there are 
situations in which an operator may not be able to tell exactly what is 
wrong or what response is appropriate (e.g., overcooling vis-a-vis a 
small-break LOCA). 

a. What changes in the system and procedures have been made to 
ameliorate this situation? 

b. What are the implications for safety of operating Rancho Seco 
before any uncertainties ~e resolved? 

B&W plants use a once through steam generator (OTSG) design rather 
than V-tube steam generators which are used in other PWRs. Each B&W 
steam generator has approximately 15,000 vertical straight tubes, with the 
primary coolant from the reactor entering the top at 603-608°F and exiting 
the bottom at about 550°F. Primary coolant flows down inside the steam 
generator tubes while the secondary coolant flows up from the bottom on 
the shell side of the OTSG. As the secondary coolant moves upward it 
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gathers heat and turns to steam and then the steam becomes superheated 
before exiting to the steam piping system leading to the turbines. NRC Staff 
Testimony of M. P. Rubin and T. M. Novak Regarding the Sensitivity of 
the Once Through Steam Generator Design fol. Tr. 1163 ("Rubin-Novak 
Steam Generator Testimony") at 3. 

43. Primary-to-secondary heat transfer is strongly dependent on the rate 
of feedwater introduction to the generator, for the feed rate establishes the 
steam generator's secondary coolant level, and the tube bundle length that 
is exposed to liquid secondary coolant depends upon that level. This 
variation of heat transfer length with inventory allows a constant primary 
coolant temperature to be maintained over the load range from 15 to 100% 
power, and results in a rapid primary system response to feedwater flow 
changes. The close coupling also allows the steam generator secondary side 
to borrow energy from the primary coolant to promptly increase load and 
to store energy in the primary coolant to rapidly decrease load. This results 
in a nuclear steam system design which can automatically respond to 
feedwater flow changes and maintain the reactor within the limits of the 
Reactor Protection System. Karrasch-Jones Testimony, at 17. The design 
also has certain operational advantages in that it appears to offer longer 
turbine life, better tube integrity and increased thermal efficiency compared 
to the U-tube steam generators used by other manufacturers. Staff Ex. 4 at 
5-18. 

44. The OTSG has, however, certain increased sensitivities to transient 
conditions. For example, it will boil dry (thus losing its cooling capacity) 
more quickly than U-tube designs. Upon a complete loss offeedwater flow, 
the B&W OTSG will boil dry in approximately 4 to 5 minutes whereas U
tube design generators can maintain some cooling capacity for about 15 to 
30 minutes. (Before installation of the anticipatory trip discussed below, the 
OTSG would boil dry in approximately one minute in the event of a loss of 
all feedwater.) Webb Testimony at 6; Tr. 588. 

45. Further, disturbances in the secondary system tend to propagate 
very quickly to the primary. The OTSG heat transfer is determined by the 
liquid level in the secondary side: liquid fn the feedwater side of the 
OTSG removes heat from the primary side much more rapidly than steam. 
Thus the heat transfer rate depends on whether there is liquid or steam 
present on the shell side of the heat transfer tubes. If feedwater flow 
decreases and causes the OTSG liquid level to drop, the heat transfer in the 
OTSG drops and, if it drops too far, can cause the primary system to be 
undercooled. Conversely, if the liquid level in the OTSG becomes excessive, 
the primary system can become overcooled. Thus, the B&W design is 
sensitive because small changes in feedwater flow cause relatively large 
changes in the OTSG liquid level and these changes in the OTSG liquid 
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level cause changes in the rate of heat transfer from the primary system. 
This tends to couple the primary system very closely to secondary side 
conditions. The response of the primary system pressure and the pressurizer 
level to feedwater flow rate is rapid, and therefore B&W designed plants are 
considered more sensitive and susceptible to feedwater transients than the 
other types of PWR reactors. Rubin-Novak Steam Generator Testimony 
at 4. 

46. The nature of the B&W OTSG sensitivities has been well 
documented (see e.g. NRC Memorandum of Oct. 25, 1979, Exhibit I: Webb 
Testimony supra), and it was the general recognition of these sensitivities 
that prompted the Board to ask Additional Board Question 3. The Staffhad 
already reviewed the B&W system and in its Order of May 7, 1979, the 
Commission especially noted the following design features as contributing 
to the system's sensitivity to secondary-side transients: 

1. The design of the steam generators to operate with relatively small 
liquid volume on the secondary side. 

2. The lack of direct initiation of reactor trip upon occurrence of off
normal conditions in the feedwater system. 

3. Reliance of an Integrated Control System (ICS) to automatically 
regulate feedwater flow. 

4. Actuation before reactor trip of a power operated relief valve 
(pORV) on the primary system pressurizer. 

5. A low steam generator elevation relative to the reactor vessel which 
provides a small driving head for natural circulation. 

Because of these features, the Staff determined that B&W reactors placed 
more reliance on the reliability and performance characteristics of the 
auxiliary feedwater system, the ICS, and the emergency core cooling system 
(ECCS) to recover from anticipated transients, such as loss of offsite power 
and loss of normal feedwater, than do other PWR plants. This, in turn, was 
thought to place a large burden on the plant operators in the event of off
normal system behavior during such anticipated transients. Rubin-Novak 
Steam Generator Testimony, at 4-5; Karrasch-Jones Testimony, at 21-22. 

47. As a result of the lessons learned from TMI, the Staff required and 
the Licensee implemented the following actions to minimize the Rancho 
Seco plant's sensitivity to loss of feedwater transients (Karrasch-Jones 
Testimony at 22-24): 

(a) The hi~ reactor coolant pressure trip setpoint was lowered and 
the setpoint for the pressurizer PORV increased. This will 
minimize challenges to the PORV and the possibility of the valve 
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sticking open, causing a small-break LOCA, and aggravating a 
transient situation. 

(b) The reliability of the auxiliary feedwater to provide secondary 
cooling has been enhanced, including providing direct indication 
of auxiliary feedwater flow in the control room. 

(c) Procedures have been developed and implemented for initiating 
and controlling auxiliary feedwater independent of the Integrated 
Control System. This further assures that a malfunction in the 
normal feedwater control system does not impair the ability to 
deliver auxiliary feedwater. 

(d) Hard-wired reactor trips on loss of main feedwater and turbine 
trip have been installed. These result in the prompt decrease in 
core heat generation in the event of a loss of feedwater or turbine 
trip. This provides an additional margin for avoiding a reactor 
coolant pressure increase which might challenge the pressurizer 
power operated relief valve and further minimizes the possibility 
of the PORV sticking open, causing a small-break LOCA, and 
aggravating a transient situation. 

(e) Additional small-break LOCA analyses have been performed and 
operator guidelines developed and implemented. This provide~ 
further assurance that adequate core cooling will be maintained in 
the event ofa small-break LOCA. 

(f) A failure modes and effects analysis has been completed whicll 
confirms the reliability of the Integrated Control System. 

(g) Additional operator training has been provided with respect to 
auxiliary feedwater operation, natural circulation management, 
small-break LOCA mitigation, and multiple failure transient 
response. 

48. The Staff has found that the above actions taken at Rancho Seco 
provide the necessary assurance that the facility will respond safely to a loss 
offeedwater transient. Rubin-Novak Steam Generator Testimony at 7. 

49. With respect to overcooling (excess feedwater) transients (it was, 01 
course, just such a possibility that is mentioned as a specific source 01 
possible operator confusion in Additional Board Question 3, above) the 
Staff does not believe any problem exists. The inability to quickly 
differentiate between a small break LOCA and an overcooling transient is, 
Staff witnesses allege, tolerable because the immediately required manual 
actions are the same for both events. Rubin-Novak Steam GeneratoI 
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Testimony at 9; Karrasch-Jones Testimony at 48. In any event, analyses 
performed both by Licensee and Staff show that overcooling of the primary 
system cannot, by void formation or otherwise, result in inadequate core 
cooling. Rubin-Novak Steam Generator Testimony at 9; Karrasch-Jones 
Testimony at 43-45.4 Nevertheless, the Staff has identified several studies 
which are currently underway to further evaluate the B&W sensitivity for 
both loss of feedwater and excess feedwater transients. These studies may 
recommend various system modifications to further reduce sensitivity and 
transient frequency. The Staff believes that, while the current level of safety 
in B&W facilities is acceptable, changes may be possible which will provide 
greater levels of protection and enhance the defense-in-depth concept. 
Therefore, while design changes on Rancho Seco to reduce sensitivity will 
be considered, the Staff has concluded that there are no significant safety 
problems with deferring these changes until review is completed. Rubin
Novak Steam Generator Testimony at 9. Indeed, one Staff witness pointed 
out that there may be adverse safety implications in making changes too 
quickly, saying: 

... [I]t is quite possible that one, two, or more of these recommendations 
may have some detrimental effects. Tr. 3735. 

50. We recognize the position adopted by CEC, viz, that the B&W 
OTSG does couple primary and secondary disturbances closely and that 
the changes made so far are not "basic design changes which eliminate this 
close coupling." CEC Proposed Findings at 29. However, CEC's witness, 
although calling the measures mandated by the Commission's Order 
"inadequate," was not able to suggest any design measures which could be 
depended upon to increase safety. Indeed, he stated: "I have no easy 
solutions to this problem." Webb Testimony at 13-14. 

51. Certainly the changes thus far made consist largely of procedural, 
set-point, and instrumentation changes. They do not alter such factors as 
the low secondary side water inventory or the very variable heat transfer 
capacity of the OTSG. They all seem to us to be sensible, conservative 
changes, however, and all are directed toward maintaining defense-in-depth 
toward an accident like that at TMI-2. Indeed, as one of CEC's own 
witnesses put it: 

[W]e are triple locking this particular [bam] door because a horse really 
did escape through it. Tr. 522. 

4We recognize that CECs witness Webb disagrees with the behavior predicted when 
overcooling produces voiding. Tr. 1914. We treat this matter at greater length in Paragraphs 80 
through 84 infra. 
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Overall we accept the Staffs conclusions that the changes ordered by the 
Commission represent an appropriate present response to the system's 
secon.dary-to-primary sensitivity, but that further study is warranted. We 
see no remaining uncertainties in the system's behavior which would 
present serious adverse implications for safety. 

D. Anticipatory Reactor Trips 

52. Board Question H-C 9 
Has the reliability of the recently installed control grade reactor trip on 
loss offeedwater/turbine trip been adequately demonstrated? 

Additional Board Question 1: 
At a meeting with owners of B&W reactors held on August 23, it was 
noted that, in the interim then elapsed since the 1MI-2 accident, 
control-grade hard-wired anticipatory reactor trips (AR1) had been 
called on to respond four times and had failed once: 

a. Is this typical of performance by control grade trips? 

b. What are the safety implications for operation of Rancho Seco 
before such trips are upgraded? 

One of the concerns that developed in the aftermath of the 1MI-2 
accident was that the B&W reactor protection system design did not 
produce a reactor trip directly on loss of both main feedwater pumps or 
turbine trip. The B&W system was originally designed to be capable of 
rapidly reducing power following a turbine trip instead of completely 
tripping the reactor. The reactor would trip only after the reactor coolant 
reached the high pressure setpoint (2355 psig). As a result of this design, the 
reactor trip at TMI-2 occurred only after the high pressure set point was 
reached in the primary system, at a time about eight seconds after the loss 
of main feedwater and turbine trip occurred. Since the PORV was set to 
open at 2255 psig, it opened before the reactor shut down. The concern was 
that, with the situation as it was, the PORV could open every time a loss of 
feedwater or a turbine trip occurred, raising the potential that the PORV 
might fail to reclose as it did at TMJ-2. NRC Staff Testimony of Dale F. 
Thatcher Relative to Direct Initiation of Reactor Trip Upon the Occur
rence of Off-Normal Conditions in the Feedwater System, following Tr. 
1163 (''Thatcher on Reactor Trip") at 2,3. 

53. In order to limit the reactor coolant pressure rise and to reduce the 
likelihood of actuating the POR V, and thereby reduce the potential for 
failure to reclose, the Commission required certain modifications to B&W 
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facilities. One such requirement was to lower the existing high pressure 
reactor trip setpoint (from 2355 to 2300 psig) and to raise the PORV 
automatic opening setpoint (from 2255 to 2450 psig). This action would 
therefore minimize the likelihood of automatic opening of the PORV by 
having reactor trip occur earlier (at a lower pressure) and thus limiting the 
subsequent reactor coolant system pressure rise. Id. 

54. To provide additional margin to the PORV setpoint, a hard-wired 
control-grade reactor trip was required at Rancho Seco prior to the 
resumption of operation on July 5, 1979. That trip was to be actuated on 
loss of main feedwater and/or turbine trip. It is called an "anticipatory 
trip" because it trips the reactor in anticipation of a high pressure trip. 
Licensee's Testimony of R. A Dieterich fo1. Tr. 1988 ("Dieterich Testimo
ny") at 14. These reactor trip signals are independent of the existing reactor 
protection system and can provide an earlier trip for events involving the 
loss of both feedwater pumps or turbine trip, and therefore, can aid in 
limiting the reactor coolant pressure rise and subsequent operation of the 
PORV. Thatcher on Reactor Trip at 3-4. 

55. An additional, and perhaps more important, reason for implement
ing hard-wired reactor trips upon loss of main feedwater and turbine trip 
was to minimize the transient response of the plant to secondary system 
upsets, a matter discussed at some length in the preceding section of this 
decision. Tr. 1079, 1641. The presence of the anticipatory trip on loss of 
main feedwater results in a prompt decrease in core heat generation (8 to.10 
seconds earlier than the high pressure trip would provide) so that the steam 
generator inventory is not depleted as rapidly as it would be if a trip had 
been delayed until the high pressure setpoint was reached. Tr. 928, 929. This 
prompt decrease in core heat generation adds 3 to 4 minutes to the potential 
steam generator dry-out time and, in tum, results in at least 3 to 4 
additional minutes in which to reestablish a heat sink in the system. Tr. 588-
589, 1443-46, 1753-54. 

56. The trip had been specified as "control-grade" rather than "safety
grade." Thus it was not required to meet certain safety system requirements 
and it was expected that some failures might occur. Thatcher on Reactor 
Trip at 6. As we noted in Additional Board Question I, supra. in the period 
before we actually began these hearings it appeared that experience with 
similar reactor trips on other B&W reactors suggested a high probability of 
failure. It was because of that we asked Additional Board Question 1 and 
retained Board Question HC-9 after Intervenors Hursh and Castro 
withdrew. It was our intent to put into perspective the reliability of these 
trips vis-a-vis the extent to which they are being relied upon for safety. After 
due consideration we note the following: 
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The Rancho Seco hard-wired control-grade reactor trip utilized 
existing plant equipment to a large extent and the circuitry has been 
designed to the highest industry standards to provide high reliability of 
operation. This circuitry is comparable in quality and reliability to other 
control-grade circuitry installed at Rancho Seco, such as the turbine 
generator controls, which has proved extremely reliable in over five years of 
operation. The trip functions were pre-startup tested, verified by the Staff, 
and have operated successfully in three turbine trips at Rancho Seco. In 
addition, they have been tested monthly without any failures. Dieterich 
Testimony at 15; Thatcher on Reactor Trip at 4. 

57. The control-grade trip is independent of the existing safety grade 
reactor protection system and, therefore, its failure would not result in the 
loss of the reactor trip function because the reactor protection system would 
cause reactor trip as before on high reactor coolant pressure. Accordingly, 
control-grade circuitry is considered acceptable in the short term because 
the trip does not perform a direct safety function but merely operates in 
anticipation of the possibility of the unit reaching a safety limit. It provides 
an additional margin of safety because in the event of a loss of feedwater or 
turbine trip it will result in a reactor trip and a prompt decrease in core heat 
generation. Karrasch-lones Testimony at 27; Dieterich Testimony at 14, 
15; Thatcher on Reactor Trip at 5. The Board concludes that the control
grade circuitry on these trips is acceptable in the short-term not only 
because the trips have performed as expected during testing and operation 
at Rancho Seco, but also because the trips do not perform a direct safety 
function. Accordingly, we do not believe that there are any adverse safety 
implications for operation of Rancho Seco with these hard-wired control
grade reactor trips before such trips are upgraded to safety-grade. The 
Licensee is committed-to installing safety grade trips in the next few 
months. Dieterich Testimony at 15. 

58. The high failure rate (one out of four failures when challenged) 
experienced prior to August 23, 1979 resulted in the B&W licensees 
improving their schedules for the installation of the safety-grade trips. 
Further experience, as of February 8, 1980 shows that the anticipatory trips 
have operated successfully eleven out of twelve times at B&W designed 
plants during loss of feedwater and turbine trip transients. Dieterich 
Testimony at 16; Thatcher on Reactor Trip at 8-9. Accordingly, we believe 
the earlier failure rate is not indicative of poor system reliability and, in any 
event as noted above, trip failure will not per se result in violation of any 
safety limit. 
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E. Pressurizer and Quench Tank Sizing 

59. Board Question H-C 21: 

Do the fundamental transient assumptions utilized in sizing Rancho 
Seco's pressurizer and quench tank truly represent extrema, or are 
there other expected transients (or even transients already experienced 
elsewhere) which call for the greater capacity in these pieces of 
equipment? 

The pressurizer is a cylindrical vessel with the same design pressure as 
the reactor coolant system. It is considered to be an integral part of that 
system. Karrasch-lones Testimony at 28; NRC Staff Testimony of Philip R. 
Matthews [on] Adequacy of the Pressurizer and Pressurizer Relief Tank 
Size (Board Question 21), following Tr. 1163, ("Matthews Pressurizer 
Testimony"), at 2, n. 1. The purpose of the pressurizer is to provide a gas 
volume to accommodate pressure and density changes in the reactor 
coolant system during normal operating conditions as well as during 
anticipated transients. Karrasch-lones Testimony at 28; Matthews Pressur
izer Testimony at 2. During normal operating conditions, the pressurizer is 
partially filled with water in saturation with steam. A decrease in reactor 
coolant system temperature and pressure causes some of the water in the 
pressurizer to flash to steam, thus helping to maintain reactor coolant 
system pressure. Heaters in the pressurizer then come on to maintain 
temperature and pressure. Conversely, on an increase in reactor coolant 
system temperature and pressure, water is sprayed into the steam space of 
the pressurizer to condense steam and reduce pressure. Spray and heaters 
are controlled by the system's pressure controller. Matthews Pressurizer 
Testimony at 3 . 

. 60. The fundamental criterion to which the pressurizer is designed is the 
one applicable to the entire reactor coolant system, General Design 
Criterion 15 of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, which states: 

The reactor coolant system and associated auxiliary, control, and 
protection systems shall be designed with sufficient margin to assure 
that the design conditions of the reactor coolant system pressure 
boundary are not exceeded during any condition of normal operation, 
including anticipated operational occurrences. 

Matthews Pressurizer Testimony at 5. 

The criterion for pressurizer volume is that it should neither empty nor 
overfill during expected transients. The pressurizer volume was determined 
by adding the minimum volume of reactor coolant to be maintained 
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following a reactor trip, the maximum volume change to be expected 
following such a trip from full power, the maximum volume change to be 
expected during normal operating conditions, and the maximum expected 
increase in volume due to a turbine trip. This sum, increased by an 
appropriately conservative engineering factor, gave the total design volume 
of 1500 cubic feet for the Rancho Seco pressurizer. Karrasch at Tr. 784; 
Karrasch-Jones Testimony at 29, 30. Thus the intent is to make the 
pressurizer large enough to prevent the water in it from going below a ftxed 
level if the reactor trips at full power and to prevent the pressurizer from 
overruling if the turbine trips at full power. 

61. There are, however, a number of transients or accident conditions 
that can theoretically result in emptying the pressurizer or causing it to go 
water-solid. For instance, emptying of the pressurizer is possible for short 
periods of time during a depressurization or over-cooling transient such as 
the overcooling transients described in Section F, infra. Overftlling, or going 
water-solid, occurred during the non-nuclear instrumentation failure at 
Crystal River 3 on February 26, 1980. Tr. 1685. Emptying of the pressurizer 
can occur in an overheating transient in which the "feed and bleed" mode 
of core cooling has been exercised for an extended period of time and then 
there is a start of AFW delivery. Tr. 1128. An anticipated transient without 
reactor trip could cause pressures beyond the pressurizer's design criteria. 
Tr. 1680. Finally, the design basis for sizing the pressurizer does not seek to 
accommodate continuous fluid inventory losses that may occur due to a 
break in the system. Tr. 1127, 1128; Tr. 1681. Thus, conditions such as 
existed during the early phases of the TMI-2 accident (i.e., loss of coolant 
through a stuck-open PORV) were not accommodated in sizing the 
pressurizer. Tr. 1681, 1682. 

62. Although some of the conditions mentioned above could, in theory, 
lead to the pressurizer emptying, analysis of operating data from all B&W 
PWRs shows that in every instance of a reactor trip, including those 
involving overcooling events, the pressurizer liquid volume was maintained, 
i.e., the pressurizer did not empty. Tr. 771-773; Tr. 775-777; Licensee's 
Supplemental Testimony of Bruce A. Karrasch and Robert C. Jones in 
Response to Board Question H-C 22 ("Karrasch and Jones Supplemental") 
at 2. 

63. We note, however, that it was only after-the-fact calculation that 
showed that the pressurizers involved did not empty during actually 
experienced transients. Level indication has, at times, been lost downscale, 
(fr. 774; Staff Ex. 4 at 5-13), and the Staff has recommended that steps be 
taken to assure that pressurizer level indication not be lost. Staff Ex. 4 at 5-
13. One Staff witness noted that that objective might be achievable without 
changing the size of the pressurizer (fr. 1462-63), and we are of the opinion 
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that the Staff recommendation should be complied with. While loss of 
pressurizer level indication during a transient may not in itselfbe a threat to 
safety, the sense of "flying-blind" which it could impose on the operators is 
a thing to be avoided. 

64. The pressurizer relief tank (also "pressurizer quench tank" or 
"PRT') is a vessel located within the containment and which condenses, 
cools and collects steam discharged from the pressurizer overpressure 
protection valves (the PORV and the two code safety valves). Matthews 
Pressurizer Testimony at 4. The PRT is not part of the reactor coolant 
system pressure boundary, but is an operational convenience whose 
purpose is to accommodate the fluid discharges produced in the few 
instances in which the PORV or code safety valves may lift. Tr. 943; 
Karrasch-Jones Testimony at 30,31. 

65. The PRT is protected against overpressure by a rupture disc sized 
for the total combined relief capacity of the PORV and the two code safety 
valves. If steam discharge pressurizes the PRT beyond the disc setpoint the 
rupture disc will rupture to avoid the possible failure of the entire tank. Tr. 
1691, 1692; Matthews Pressurizer Testimony at 4. 

66. The PRT size was determined in accordance with the sizing criteria 
of the Staffs Standard Review Plan NUREG 75-087, Section 5.4.11. 
Matthews Pressurizer Testimony at 7. The basis for PRT sizing was to 
accommodate the total steam discharge and discharge rate from the 
maximum pressure increase that the code safety valves will be subjected to 
during a control rod withdrawal accident. Karrasch-Jones Testimony at 31; 
Matthews Pressurizer Testimony at 6. This accident bounds all other design 
basis accidents, including loss of feedwater transients, because it results in 
the largest discharge to the PRT through the PORV and the code safety 
valves. Karrasch-Jones Testimony at 31. 

67. The PRT has a 500 psig design pressure, but the rupture disc is set to 
rupture at a lower pressure. Tr. 1690. The PRT at Rancho Seco has a 
volume o·f 1100 cubic feet and operates with about half of that volume filled 
with water and the other half filled with nitrogen gas. Tr. 1691. Thus, the 
PRT is usually not full of liquid in cases where the rupture disc ruptures, for 
the entry of fluids from the pressurizer compresses the nitrogen cushion and 
makes the disc fail while there is still a gas phase within the tank. Tr. 1469, 
1470. Normally steam discharged into the tank is cooled and condensed by 
the water contained therein. Tr. 1691. If the rupture disc pressure is not 
exceeded, the water is then ultimately cooled by a cooling water system. Tr. 
1694; Matthews Pressurizer Testimony at 4. If the discharge or discharge 
rate is such as to rupture the disc, some primary water will be blown onto 
the containment building floor (Tr. 954, Tr. 1464), but the Staff does not 
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regard this as a significant threat to health and safety as long as the material 
released remains confined to the containment building. Tr. 954, 1686, 1770. 

68. As to what operating experience has taught us about PRT behavior, 
there were on the order of 149 reactor trips with documented PORV 
openings at B&W PWRs prior to the TMI-2 accident and one incident 
thereafter. Tr. 1689; Staff Ex. 4 at 4-15. Three of these incidents (including 
TMI-2 and Crystal River 3) resulted in rupture of the PRT rupture disc. Tr. 
1687. 

69. Thus such a rupture is a comparative rarity, occurring only under 
extreme transient conditions. On the basis of the evidence presented, we 
fmd that there have been transients (and could, no doubt, be others in the 
future) wherein it would have been desirable to have a larger pressurizer or 
a larger PRT or both. There seems to us no ready way to defme completely 
bounding extrema. One could, for example, envision a stuck PORV which 
stayed open long enough to fill the PRT, or an overcooling transient severe 
enough to empty the pressurizer (see Section F, infra) even if these devices 
were increased substantially in size. With the present parameters of 
operation, however, such events would be rare and would seem to pose no 
immediate safety hazard. We are, however, concerned about the possible 
adverse effect on operator response of loss of pressurizer level indication. 
We therefore direct the licensee and Staff to proceed directly with plans for 
extended pressurizer level indication. 

F. Natural Circulation, Void Formation, 
and Small-Break, Loss-of-Coolant Accidents 

70. Board Question CEC 1-2: 
Can poor understanding of natural convection in the Rancho Seco 
system result in a situation that wi111ead to inadequate cooling despite 
the modifications and actions of Subparagraphs a-e? 

Board Question CEC 1-4: 
Will the failure of safety and/or relief valves in the Rancho Seco 
primary system result in an unsafe condition despite the modifications 
and actions of Subparagraphs a-e? 

Board Question CEC 1-7: 
Do the operator training actions responding to Subparagraph (d) of 
Subparagraphs a-e for Rancho Seco fail to give sufficient attention to 
providing appropriate analytical bases for operator actions? 
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Board Question CEC 1-10: 
Is the physical configuration of the Rancho Seco primary system such 
as to permit unsafe accumulation of steam or other gases despite the 
modifications and actions of Subparagraphs a-e? 

Additional Board Question 2: 
We note (letter D. Ross to J. J. Mattimoe, December 14, 1979) that 
there is still some dispute as to the fundamental logic for Reactor 
Cooling Pump (RCP) trip in a small break LOCA. 

a. What current instructions to reactor operators govern tripping of 
the pumps in small break LOCA's and upon what theory of system 
behavior are those instructions based? 

b. What are the implications for safety of operating Rancho Seco until 
the exact behavior of the system in a small-break LOCA is well 
understood? 

Board Question H-C 24: 
What features of the Rancho Seco system serve to prevent or control 
bubble formation in the primary system following a loss-of-feedwater 
transient? 

The Board Questions listed above all fundamentally mesh with one 
another in any holistic view of the plant-operator system and the response 
of that system to off-normal conditions. We therefore treat them all in this 
single section. An understanding of the ways in which the phenomena 
involved interact requires an understanding of the processes involved, and 
we present here a brief description of the fundamentals. 

71. Natural circulation, or natural convection, is a process by which 
coolant can be circulated in the primary system without the aid of pumps. 
In the Rancho Seco design heat is removed from the primary fluid at a 
point higher in the system than that at which it is generated. (It is, of course, 
generated in the core and removed in the steam generators.) Removing core 
decay heat from the primary coolant with the steam generators (and 
increasing its density) at a higher elevation than the elevation at which heat 
is added in the core (decreasing its density) produces a force (from the 
density change) which maintains a continuous flow in the primary loop. 
Karrasch-Jones Testimony at 33, 34 and 36 (Figure 4); NRC Staff 
Testimony of Paul E. Norian on Natural Circulation (Board Question CEC 
1-2), following Tr. 1163 ("Norian Circulation Testimony"), at 2, 3. Clearly 
such a process can operate in a system which is "single phase," that is, one 



in which there are no voids, although its magnitude and effectiveness might 
be questioned. 

72. Analyses have been performed, utilizing conservative assumptions 
over a wide range of plant conditions, to determine that natural circulation 
is adequate to maintain core cooling when all of the reactor coolant pumps 
are inoperative. Natural circulation has also been tested at other operating 
B&W plants. The testing conftrmed that natural circulation can be initiated 
and maintained over a wide range of plant conditions and demonstrated 
that the design analyses conservatively predict the natural circulation 
capabilities of the plants. Karrasch-Jones Testimony at 32; Norian 
Circulation Testimony at 3. The analysis and the testing show a tempera
ture difference of between 20° and 40°F for the core and in the steam 
generators, which resultS in a natural circulation flow rate between 2% and 
4% of the normal flow rate with all four reactor coolant pumps in operation. 
This is adequate for decay heat removal, which requires only 0.6-0.7% of 
full flow. Karrasch-Jones Testimony at 34. Further, unplanned occurrences 
of natural circulation have been experienced at B&W operating plants and 
in all of these events, where the reactor coolant pumps were inoperative, 
natural circulation core cooling maintained the plant in a safe condition. Id 
at 32, 33, 35. Perhaps the most prominent example ofverutcation of natural 
circulation in a B&W plant has been at Three Mile Island where, since 
April 27, 1979, natural circulation with one steam generator has been 
removing the core decay heat. Id at 35, 37; Norian Circulation Testimony 
at 3. 

73. When voiding occurs, either because of steam bubble formation or 
because of the introduction of non-condensible gases into the system, the 
behavior is more complex. If the fluid contains only limited voids, the liquid 
with the entrained voids will continue to circulate around the system. As 
the primary system voids increase, the steam tends to separate from the 
liquid. This eventually results in the core being covered with a boiling liquid 
pool. The steam generated is transported to the steam generator and 
condensed. The condensed liquid travels back to the core via the cold leg 
piping to replenish the liquid that is being converted to steam. The resultant 
flow is considered another mode of natural circulation; called "reflux 
boiling." Norian Circulation Testimony at 3. Sufficient condensation will 
be maintained and the core adequately cooled during all postulated small
break accidents which require natural circulation for decay heat removal. 
Tr. 804, 813; Tr. 797. However, the entire spectrum of two-phase modes of 
natural circulation has not been examined. The Staff has recommended, in 
NUREG-0565, "Generic Evaluation of Small Break Loss-of-Coolant 
Accident Behavior in Babcock and Wilcox Designed 177-FA Operating 
Plants," dated January, 1980, (Staff Exhibit 2) that these modes be 
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experimentally verified by December 3, 1980, at the LOFf/Semisca1e 
facilities.' 

74. Operator action is not required at Rancho Seco to establish natural 
circulation cooling following the anticipated transient loss of main 
feedwater and loss of forced reactor coolant flow. The plant design requires 
only that auxiliary feedwater cooling be established, which is an automatic 
plant function. The operator can monitor the following parameters to 
determine that natural circulation has been established: reactor coolant 
temperature, reactor coolant pressure, steam generator level and pressurizer 
level. These parameters indicate reactor coolant subcooling and steam 
generator heat removal. Karrasch-lones Testimony at 37; Rodriguez 
Testimony at 52, 53. The natural circulation occurring under these 
circumstances is, of course, single phase (or essentially single phase) and 
subcooled. If, however, a simultaneous small-break loss-of-coolant accident 
(LOCA) occurs, voids can be formed and the system can enter a flow 
regime which (as was described above) is less well-understood. The small
break LOCA could be a pipe break or a safety or relief valve which has 
stuck open. For small breaks (0.02 sq. ft. or less), the energy discharged 
through the break is not sufficient to remove the core heat decay and, 
therefore, natural circulation would be used to depressurize the primary 
system so that the core could be cooled in the residual heat removal (RHR) 
mode. For break sizes greater than approximately a 2-inch diameter pipe, 
the energy loss through the break is sufficient to remove the core decay heat 
so that the primary system will depressurize and core cooling with the RHR 
system can be established. Accordingly, with very small breaks, sufficient 
heat removal is the prime concern, whereas in large breaks, maintaining 
adequate water inventory is of primary importance. Testimony of Dr. 
Harold W. Lewis Concerning Natural Circulation Cooling following Tr. 
477 ("Lewis Testimony") at 6. 

75. Board Question CEC 1-2 was based upon a concern regarding the 
ability of the operators and the B&W nuclear steam system at Rancho Seco 
to provide adequate natural circulation for core cooling. As indicated 
earlier, natural circulation without significant voiding has been demon
strated through analyses, testing at operating plants, and actual experience 
to provide adequate core cooling. With a subcooled primary system (which 
would be expected with no leak), the main prerequisite to achieve adequate 
core cooling is that a sufficient inventory on the secondary side of the steam 
generator be available to remove decay heat. As long as the steam generator 
removes enough heat from the primary system, the density difference drives 

'These tests are currently scheduled to be conducted at the Semiscale facility in mid-1981. We 
would emphasize that our decision in no way hinges upon completion of the tests. 
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the primary circulation adequately in the manner noted supra. Norian on 
Natural Circulation at 6; Lewis at 9; Karrasch-Jones at 33-34. 

76. If, however, a primary system break is large enough to exceed 
makeup capacity of the HPI system voiding will occur. The voids will most 
likely occur in the hottest part of the system; the hot leg, and will eventually 
put the reactor into the reflux boiling circulation mode. As indicated earlier 
this mode of circulation is adequate to cool the core if sufficient inventory is 
maintained to keep the core covered. However, if the core is not covered 
steam may form in the primary system in the region of the core. At TMI 
just such a situation occurred. With the core uncovered, overheating and 
core damage resulted. 

77. As may be obvious from the preceding discussion regarding natural 
circulation, this 'mode of cooling requires a high degree of understanding 
and judgment by the reactor operators. Although natural circulation 
conditions are automatically established following an anticipated loss of 
main feedwater and loss of forced reactor coolant flow (providing no excess 
of voiding occurs) the operators must determine that in fact natural 
circulation has been established and that the conditions of minimum 
voiding are satisfied. To do this, the operator must monitor four basic 
parameters: (1) reactor coolant temperature, (2) reactor coolant pressure, 
(3) steam generator level and (4) pressurizer level. These parameters 
indicate reactor subcooling and steam generator heat removal and hence 
provide the information required to confirm natural circulation cooling. 
Karrasch-Jones at 37, 38. 

78. Although operator errors can occur, we believe that the Rancho 
Seco operators have a good enough understanding of the analytical basis 
and the associated procedures necessary to establish and monitor the 
natural circulation mode of core cooling. Additional operating procedures 
and training on the establishment of natural circulation cooling have been 
provided to the Rancho Seco operators since TMI-2. The operators have 
been audited by the Staff and although a deficiency was originally noted a 
final audit after additional training revealed no deficiencies. NRC Staff 
testimony of Bruce A. Wilson on Operator Training and Competence 
following Tr. 3788 ("Wilson Testimony") at 4-7. 

79. The question, of course, is whether, in the event that voids form and 
especially in the event that the large quantities 0,£ voiding are present, a 
smooth transition to a reflux boiling mode with the core covered will occur. 
CEC would have us find (proposed Findings para. 109 at p. 70) that when 
the primary system is in a voided condition after a small break LOCA, 
natural circulation is no longer a reliable means of providing cooling. We 
investigate this position further in the following paragraphs. 
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80. The evidence indicates that bubble or void formation can develop in 
the primary system in three types of events: (1) overcooling transients, (2) 
overheating transients, and (3) loss-of-coolant accidents. We will analyze 
these events in detail seriatim below. Overcooling of the primary system can 
occur due to excessive addition of feedwater to the steam generators 
following a reactor trip or due to demanding too much steam from the 
steam generators. Staff Exhibit 4 at 5-22. These events cause a reduction in 
the reactor coolant temperature which in turn causes a contraction of the 
system inventory and a decrease in reactor coolant pressure. Karrasch
Jones at 43-44. As the volume of coolant in the system decreases, a portion 
of the pressurizer steam space may be transferred to the reactor coolant 
system. This mechanism results in limited steam voids entering the system 
through the pressurizer line. NRC Staff Testimony of Paul Norian on 
Bubble Formation, fol. Tr. 1163 ("Norian on Bubble Formation") at 3. It is 
also possible to produce steam voids during overcooling events because of 
the flashing of the reactor cooling system water. As the pressure rapidly 
decreases in the system the liquid in the hotter portions of the system can 
flash to steam because of the hot metal in the upper portion of the vessel. 
Tr. 1669-1670; CEC Exhibit 15 at A and B-4; Norian on Bubble Formation 
at 2; Tr. 1437. 

81. B&W has evaluated the potential for void formation during an 
overcooling event. This analysis is set forth in CEC Exhibit 15 and is 
referenced in the testimony of Karrasch-Jones at 44 and 45. On the basis of 
plant transient data B&W determined that the most severe overcooling 
transient is a main feedwater overfeed of the steam generators following a 
reactor trip with turbine trip. CEC Exhibit 15 at A and B-3. The analysis 
further shows that, while the pressurizer may empty for a short period, the 
steam from the pressurizer is condensed quite rapidly as it mixes with the 
colder fluid in the reactor coolant piping and no voids are carried far in the 
loops. Consequently, if the reactor coolant pumps are inoperative natural 
circulation will not be interrupted. In addition, the results of the analysis 
indicate that high pressure injection is adequate to offset the reactor coolant 
volume contraction and to restore pressurizer level. Karrasch-Jones at 44 
and 45; Tr. 1021-1023. 

82. Brookhaven National Laboratory also conducted overfeed transient 
analysis. Its results differed significantly from those of B&W's analysis in 
that it concluded that voids would be formed and persist in the primary 
system. Tr. 728-732. Brookhaven's overcooling transient scenario was 
significantly different from that of B&W. Brookhaven assumed that both 
main feedwater and auxiliary feedwater provide flow to the steam 
generators after the reactor and turbine trip and that a steam bypass valve 
would malfunction also and remain open. Tr. 733. This sequence of events 
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is not an anticipated transient; it would involve multiple failures which are 
not considered credible either by B&W or the Staff. Tr. 734, 1418. It should 
be noted that even though the Brookhaven analysis predicts that voids will 
be formed it does not indicate that the core will become uncovered. Voids 
generated in the upper head of the reactor vessel would be swept into the 
hot leg and afterward condensed because the reactor coolant at that point is 
subcooled. Thus, natural circulation would not be inhibited. Tr. 729, 730, 
1094, 1302, 1325. 

83. In this regard we note that CECs Witness Webb expressed some 
doubt that natural circulation would be continuous and effective undel 
these voiding conditions. Using a figure which he obtained from Brook· 
haven's analysis for the total volume of void which might be formed in the 
hot leg and an estimate for the total volume which might cause bindin~ 
which he obtained from the testimony of Staff Witness Norian, he reached 
the conclusion that natural circulation could not necessarily be relied UpOll 
under these circumstances. Tr. 1913, 1914. We are not inclined to give Mr, 
Webb's testimony on this point great weight since it is based on data he did 
not derive himself and upon an analysis he has not studied in the deptl: 
Applicant's and Staff's witnesses have studied it. 

84. We note that Staff conducted its own analysis for the case where the 
turbine stop valves were assumed not to close during an overfeed. Thai 
analysis indicated that natural circulation would not be inhibited. Tr. 1325 
Accordingly, on the basis of the analyses by B&W, Brookhaven Nationa 
Laboratory and the NRC Staff, we conclude that a feedwater transien' 
causing excessive feedwater addition to the steam generators, althougl 
undesirable, will not result in voids that impede natural circulation. Thus 
adequate core cooling will be ensured. Even for severe over-coolinl 
accidents such as steam line breaks where some void formation is indeec 
expected to occur, adequate natural circulation will be maintained and the 
core will not become uncovered. Tr. 1093 through 1095, 1324, 1325 
Consequently the Board fmds that there is reasonable assurance tha 
Rancho Seco will respond safely to such overcooling events. 

85. Overheating of the primary system can occur if multiple equipmen 
failures reduce the secondary side cooling capability below that required t( 
remove core decay heat following a reactor trip. During such an event the 
primary coolant temperature can increase. This will result in saturated 0: 

boiling conditions and the system pressure will rise to the PORV and/o 
safety valve set points. Steam created within the hot leg piping and core 
outlet regions would then be dispersed through the primary system i 
corrective action is not initiated. Such corrective action could include eithe 
the restoration of feedwater and/or the actuation of high pressure coolan 
injection. Karrasch-Jones at 45, 46. 
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86. Analyses have been performed for such a loss of feedwater with 
various time delays on the delivery of auxiliary feedwater. CEC Exhibit 20. 
The reliability of the auxiliary feedwater system will be discussed in detail 
later. We note here however that if the auxiliary feedwater is provided to 
the steam generators or if HPI is delivered to the reactor coolant system 
within twenty minutes, adequate cooling will be maintained. Karrasch
Jones at 46; CEC Exhibit 20, at 2; Tr. 1442. 

87. CEC Witness Lewis also essentially confirmed this conclusion with 
his own rough calculations which show that in case of a reactor trip upon 
loss of all feedwater and with no other heat losses from the primary system 
the operators have between 10 and 20 minutes to initiate an alternative 
cooling mode. Lewis at 4 and 5. Accordingly, the Board concludes that with 
a reliable auxiliary feedwater system such as exists at Rancho Seco a loss of 
all feedwater is very unlikely and, even if such an event were to occur, the 
operators would have sufficient time as indicated above to take corrective 
action to prevent void formation, thereby assuring adequate cooling. 

88. The situation which results from loss-of-coolant accidents is far 
more complex with respect to voiding than either that resulting from 
overcooling or from overheating transients. It was just such a small break 
loss-of-coolant accident which occurred at TMI-2. LOCA analyses con
ducted prior to TMI-2 were devoted mainly to the study oflarge breaks and 
were intended to show that adequate core cooling was maintained with the 
initiation of emergency core cooling. Karrasch-Jones at 46-47; Tr. 1035-
1037, 1149, 1754. Slow system depressurization resulting from small break 
LOCA's in the reactor coolant system did not receive detailed analytical 
study. Typically, the smallest break size analyzed was one that would 
produce system depressurization without uncovering the core in accordance 
with the single failure criterion and other requirements imposed by 
Appendix K to 10 CFR 50. While the analyses in general were sufficient to 
show compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50.46 and 
Appendix K they did not provide the necessary information needed for 
operator action following a small break. Staff Exhibit 2 at I-I. 

89. Subsequent to the Three Mile Island accident and in response to the 
Commission's Order of May 7, 1979, Licensee performed additional 
analyses of small break LOCA's. Analyses performed subsequent to TMI-2 
for small break LOCA's indicated an interesting phenomenon: If the 
reactor coolant pumps operate continuously throughout such a LOCA or, if 
they are tripped promptly upon receipt of a low reactor coolant pressure 
safety signal adequate core cooling is provided for all break sizes. However, 
for a certain range of break sizes, if the coolant pumps operate for a short 
while after the occurrence of the LOCA and then fail to operate the core 
may become uncovered. This is because the continued operation of the 
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pumps maintains the fluid in a mixed configuration. This results in 
adequate core cooling but it also causes more fluid to be discharged out the 
break than would otherwise occur for these break sizes. As a result of this 
increased loss, the fluid evolves to a very high void fraction. If the pumps 
are tripped after this high void fraction is reached, the water and steam will 
separate so that the resulting water level may be below the top of the core, 
and the cladding temperature will then begin to increase. The ECCS will 
not then provide an adequate reflooding to the core to assure that cladding 
temperatures are maintained within the criteria of 10 CFR 50.46. Karrasch
Jones at 53 to 54; Norian on RCP Trip at 3 to 4; Lewis at 8. 

90. The phenomenon is not peculiar to B&W plants but can occur in 
any PWR. Tr. 1073, 1074. Since the analyses did indicate that the plants 
can be maintained in a safe condition during a small break LOCA without 
the reactor coolant pumps operating during the transient, the Staff required 
through I&E Bulletin 79-05-C that the pumps be tripped immediately on 
indication of a loss-of-coolant accident (that is, receipt of a low reactor 
coolant pressure safety injection signal). NRC Exhibit 4, Appendix A; .Tr. 
1073, 1074, 1937. 

91. CEC's Witness Dr. Lewis indicated that he was not in total 
agreement with the requirement to trip the pumps. He stated that such a 
procedure may exacerbate a condition which is not a small break LOCA 
but which depressurizes the system and therefore simulates a small break. 
Lewis at 8; Tr. 487, 501. In these non-LOCA transients, Dr. Lewis felt that 
it was much better to continue flow through the RCP's. Accordingly, it was 
his opinion that NRC should place a premium on operator training and 
upon adequate instrumentation to differentiate between LOCA and non
LOCA transients. Id. 

92. Another CEC Witness, Mr. Webb, agreed that tripping the RCP's 
would not place the plant in an unsafe condition but he, too, stressed that 
conditions other than LOCA's could, under the present rules, require 
tripping of the reactor coolant pumps and that some of'these other 
conditions might be such that such tripping would not enhance safetY. Tr. 
1937, 1938. Even one of the Applicant's witnesses suggested that the trip is 
unjustified unless sub-cooling is lost. Tr. 3434, 3435. Thus it appears to the 
Board, that although the reactor coolant pump trip on low reactor pressure 
is at present prudent, there may be even better techniques available if we 
search for them. 

93. In that regard, we are glad to see that the NRC is continuing to 
review the reactor coolant pump trip procedure because the Staff views it as 
not an ideal solution. Staff Exhibit 4 at 5-31. The Staff believes that 
improved understanding of small break LOCA's is necessary and supports 
the current research programs at the semi-scale and LOFT facilities which 
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will explore the sensitivity of operation with and without reactor coolant 
pump use. Norian on RCP Trip at 6. The Board endorses these continuing 
efforts. In the meantime, we conclude that the current procedures to trip the 
RCP's assure the safe operation of Rancho Seco. 

94. We have treated above of voids in the primary sYstem caused by 
small break LOCA's and by over-cooling transients. The voids in the cases 
above were steam voids. It is also possible under certain circumstances to 
produce voids containing non-condensible gases in the primary system. If 
significant amounts of non-condensible gases accumulate, these gases could 
interfere with decay heat removal in two ways: (1) by reducing heat 
transfer in the steam generators and (2) by collecting in system high points 
and interrupting natural circulation flow. Staff Exhibit 2 at 4 and 5. 

95. Both B&W and the Staff have examined the effect of gas 
accumulation in the primary system during a postulated LOCA These 
analyses show that the quantity of non-condensible gas produced will 
neither prevent natural circulation, significantly degrade the steam genera
tor condensation heat transfer, nor invalidate the single fluid analysis 
model. Staff also concluded that the B&W small break analyses model 
which omitted non-condensible gas sources need not consider the effect of 
such gases on the calculated results because the analyses predicted that for 
all breaks which rely on the steam generators for decay heat removal core 
uncovery will not occur. Staff Exhibit 2 at 4-71; Karrasch-Jones at 47; 
Norian on Bubble Formation at 3 and 4. Staff in fact concluded that the 
maximum amount of noncondensible gas calculated to' be available is 
approximately a factor of five less than the amount needed to inhibit 
natural circulation. Staff Exhibit 2 at 4-70. They further calculated that the 
effect of noncondensible gas on steam generator heat transfer is negligible. 
Staff Exhibit 2 at 4-71. We also note that in the proposed rule published by 
the Commission on October 2, 1980 (45 FR 65466) provision is made for 
the installation of remotely operable high point vents in all light water 
reactors by January I, 1982. These vents would surely mitigate the 
accumulation of any noncondensible gases. 

96. Board Question CEC 1-4 expressed a concern about safety problems 
which might arise from failure of safety and/or relief valves. Because of the 
modifications made at Rancho Seco revising the relative settings of the 
PORV and high pressure reactor trip set points and because of the added 
anticipatory reactor trips signals, all of which have been treated above, it is 
not likely that the PORV or the safety valves will be challenged for a loss of 
main feedwater and/or a turbine trip transient. Before these modifications 
were made, it was expected that the PORV would be challenged for all such 
transients during power operation. NRC Staff Testimony of Paul Norian on 
Adequacy of Safety and Relief Valves, fol. Tr. 1163 (Norian Valve 
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Testimony) at 4; Staff Exhibit 2 at 3-7. Failure of the PORV will be safely 
mitigated by high pressure injection. In the event that pressurizer safety 
valves also open to relieve excess reactor coolant system pressure and one 
or both of these valves stuck open the resulting break would be bounded by 
existing LOCA analyses which show that the core will remain covered and 
adequately cooled. Karrasch-Jones Testimony at 54 to 56; Norian Valve 
Testimony at 5. Consequently the Board fmds that the failure of the safety 
and/or relief valves at the Rancho Seco primary system will not result in an 
unsafe condition. 

97. With regard to Board Question CEC 1-7, the B&W analyses ofsmall 
break LOCA's show that some immediate and follow up operator action is 
required during a loss-of-coolant accident. Immediate operator action is 
defmed as that action committed to memory by the operators which must 
be carried out as soon as the problem is diagnosed. Follow up actions 
require operators to consult and follow the steps in written and approved 
procedures which must always be readily available in the control room for 
the operator's use. NRC Staff Evaluation of Licensee's Compliance with 
NRC Order dated May 7, 1979 fol. Tr. 362 (Staff Evaluation) at 19. On the 
basis of its analyses B&W developed operating guidelines as required by the 
Commission's Order of May 7, 1979 to defme operator actions during a 
small break LOCA and to provide a description of the plant's behavior 
during a small break LOCA and the effect of the defmed operator actions. 
Jd; Karrasch-Jones at 56. Revisions recommended by the NRC Staff were 
incorporated in these guidelines. Staff Evaluation at 20. Licensee has 
applied these guidelines to Rancho Seco and developed and implemented 
procedure changes to provide for appropriate reactor operator action. The 
procedures defme the required operator action in a spectrum of break sizes 
for a loss-of-coolant accident in conjunction with various equipment 
availability in failures. The NRC Staff reviewed the procedures to 
determine conformance with the B&W guidelines; comments generated in 
the course of the review were incorporated in further revisions; and the 
procedures were approved by the Staff prior to the resumption of operation 
of Rancho Seco on July 5, 1979. Staff Evaluation at 20 to 23; Rodriguez 
Testimony at 26; Wilson Testimony at 2. 

98. The required short-term actions for the overcooling, overheating, 
and small break LOCA events require monitoring and response to the same 
parameters: reactor coolant temperature and reactor coolant pressure. 
These two basic parameters provide the operator the information needed to 
recognize conditions of potential void formation, i.e., insufficient subcool
ing of the primary system. In addition, these events require the same 
immediate action by the operators, that is, to assure that high pressure 
injection is initiated to restore coolant inventory and that it is not 
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terminated unless certain requirements are met. Rancho Seco procedures 
have also been modified to set forth the proper operator action to be taken 
in the event of a small break accident with the loss of forced circulation. 
Karrasch-Jones at 47 to 48; Reuben and Novak at 9; Lewis at 6 to 7; 
Rodriguez Testimony at 27 and 28 following Transcript 2948. 

99. In this regard our additional Board Question 3 also expressed a 
concern that in the event of a feedwater transient an operator may not be 
able to distinguish between an overcooling event and a small break LOCA 
or to determine what response is appropriate. As we have indicated above, 
the correct short term actions for both of these events are the same, that is, 
restore reactor coolant inventory through high pressure injection. After 
these initial actions the operator can promptly distinguish between an 
overcooling event and a small break LOCA by observing the magnitude of 
the reactor coolant temperature decrease and the secondary system 
parameter. For an overcooling transient, the reactor coolant temperature 
decreases well below the normal value and abnormal secondary side 
conditions are expected such as higher anticipated steam generator level. If 
the reactor coolant temperature remains close to the normal value and the 
secondary side parameters are within normal limits a small break LOCA 
would be suspected and followup actions would be taken as appropriate. 
Karrasch-Jones at 48. 

100. In answer to the specific inquiry made in our question CECl-7, no 
party has identified any specific operator training action responding to 
small break LOCAs which fails to give sufficient attention to providing 
appropriate analytical bases for operator actions. See, for example, Tr. 1853 
and 1854. Our examination of the record of the depositions in this 
proceeding of the three licensed Rancho Seco operators gave us no reason 
to disagree with the Staff's testimony that the Rancho Seco licensed 
operators adequately understand the analytical basis of the actions they 
may be required to take pursuant to subparagraph D of the Commission's 
Order of May 7, 1979. Wilson on Operator Training at 7. CEC would have 
us find upon examining this section of the hearing that natural circulation 
in a voided primary system is so undependable that it cannot be relied upon 
to maintain cooling, that reflux boiling would also be unreliable and that 
when any type of voiding occurs in the primary one would expect 
ultimately to end up in a "feed and bleed" situation. CEC Proposed 
Findings at 73 through 75. CEC would also have us fmd that the "feed and 
bleed" method of cooling is in itself a weak reed to lean upon because of the 
possibility of jamming of pressure or safety relief valves, which CEC points 
out are not designed to take mixed water and steam flow. CEC Proposed 
Findings at 76, 77. 
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101. Our reasoning, based on the above testimony, would lead us to 
believe that the impairment of natural circulation cooling by voiding is 
much less severe than CEC would suggest. We feel that "feed and bleed" 
cooling itself is so remote a possibility as to represent a last ditch stand, an 
unlikely contingency at best. We conclude that the analyses performed have 
been adequate to demonstrate that core cooling will be sufficient, and that, 
coupled with the development and deployment of the appropriate operator 
guidelines and training, which has been done, assures that Rancho Seco can 
safely respond to and mitigate events including small break LOCAs, 
overcooling events and overheating events which may involve the accumu
lation of steam or other gases in the primary system. 

G. Auxiliary Feedwater System Reliability 

102. Board Question CEe 1-6: 

Will the modifications of subparagraphs a-e of Section IV of the 
Commission's Order of May 7 still leave the Rancho Seco emergency 
feedwater system in a condition oflow reliability? 

The Auxiliary Feedwater System is an emergency system designed to 
supply feedwater to the steam generators in order to remove heat from the 
reactor cooling system in the event of a loss of main feedwater. The AFW 
system must be able to operate over a time period sufficient to either hold 
the plant at hot standby for several hours or cool down the reactor coolant 
system to the temperature and pressure conditions which permit the low 
pressure decay heat removal system to operate. NRC Staff Testimony of 
Richard Matthews on Reliability and Timeliness of the Emergency 
Feedwater System, fol. Tr. 1163 ("Matthews on AFW'') at 2; Dieterich at 6. 

103. AFW systems for B&W reactors are not designed by the nuclear 
steam supply system vendor but by the architect engineer that furnishes the 
balance of plant design. Dieterich at 7; Tr. 576. Thus there are wide 
differences in AFW designs among B&W reactors although all the AFW 
systems do have to meet certain criteria specified by B&W relating to 
feedwater flow rate. 

104. The Rancho Seco AFW system consists of two independent but 
interconnected subsystems or trains, each capable of supplying auxiliary 
feedwater to either or to both steam generators under automatic or manual 
initiation and control. Safety-dictated functional requirements of the AFW 
system are properly met if at least one train supplies water at the proper 
flow rate to at least one of the two steam generators following a demand for 
system operation. Matthews on AFW at 2. 
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105. The primary water source for the AFW system is the condensate 
storage tank. That tank has the capacity to supply auxiliary feedwater for a 
period of 24 hours. Two alternate water sources for the system are the 
Folsom South Canal and an onsite reservoir. Matthews on AFW at 3; Tr. 
1491,2057,2324. 

106. Each AFW train contains a pump capable of delivering auxiliary 
feedwater flow against the maximum steam generator pressure to piping 
supplying both steam generators. One AFW pump is driven by an electric 
motor; the other is a combination turbine/motor driven pump with both 
the turbine and electric motor on a common shaft. Each pump receives 
water from the condensate storage tank via separate pipes. The pumps are 
interconnected at their discharge by a cross connection containing motor 
operated valves. This cross connection permits either pump to feed either 
steam generator or both. Matthews on AFW at 2 and 3. 

107. Each pump discharges into two parallel lines. In one line there is an 
air operated flow control valve whose operation is currently controlled 
automatically by the integrated control system. In the other line there is a 
motor operated flow control valve which operates independently of the 
integrated control system. Beyond the valves the parallel lines rejoin and go 
to the steam generator thus allowing automatic or manual control of 
auxiliary feedwater flow to the steam generators. Matthews on AFW at 3; 
Tr. 1491 through 93. 

108. Steam supply for the turbine driven AFW pump is provided from 
the main steam lines downstream from each steam generator. Electric 
power for the AFW system components in each train is supplied from 
separate buses which are backed up by separate diesel generators. Upon 
loss of both offsite and diesel power, AFW flow can be supplied by the 
turbine driven pump. The AFW system is automatically initiated upon (1) 
loss of the reactor coolant pumps or (2) main feedwater pump low pressure. 
These signals start both the turbine driven and the motor driven AFW 
pump and open the air operated flow control valves whose position is 
controlled through the ICS system by steam generator water level signals. A 
safety features actuation signal (SFAS) from the reactor coolant system will 
also automatically start the turbine driven AFW pumps. But this signal will 
also open two motor driven valves which are in parallel with the air 
operated flow control valves. The AFW system can also be manually 
initiated by the reactor operator from the control room. Matthews on AFW 
at 4; Tr. 1512-13, 1534; Dieterich Testimony at 7. 

109. With the exception of the fact that its automatic initiation system is 
control-grade the Rancho Seco AFW system meets all NRC requirements 
for safety-grade systems. Tr. 1314, 1493 to 94. After the TMI-2 incident, the 
reliability of AFW systems at Rancho Seco and at other B&W PWRs was 
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the subject of close scrutiny by the Staff. This scrutiny was in recognition of 
the fact that reliable AFW operation is an integral part of the plant's safe 
response to a loss-of-feedwater transient. The accident pointed up the fact 
that .B&W PWRs respond faster to transients initiated on the secondary 
side of the system (for example, loss of main feedwater or turbine trip) and 
that timely and reliable AFW initiation and delivery are thus extremely 
important to these systems. Tr.I 485-86. The Rancho Seco AFW system meets 
the Stairs acceptance criteria as contained in Section 10.4.9 of the NRC 
Standard Review Plan except for certain high energy pipe break criteria. CEC 
Exhibit 21 at 9. N~ertheless, the Staff determined after its TMI-2 review 
that there was not adequate assurance that B&W plants could continue to 
operate without undue risk to the health and safety of the public and 
accordingly, pursuant to the Commission's May 7 Order, the B&W 
Licensees agreed to shut down their facilities until a number of short term 
actions were completed. Among other things these short term actions 
included changes to upgrade the timeliness and reliability of the AFW 
system. Matthews on AFW at 4 through 8; Tr. 2077-78. In our Board 
Question CEC 1-6, we asked whether the actions required by the 
Commission's May 7 Order might still leave the Rancho Seco AFW in a 
condition oflow reliability. 

110. Rancho Seco Licensee agreed to complete the required short term 
actions prior to restart and also to upgrade the timeliness and reliability of 
its AFW system by carrying out nine modifications and actions identified 
in its letter to the Staff dated April 27, 1979. CEC Exhibit 25. The actions 
committed to by the Licensee were primarily intended to assure AFW 
reliability by: (a) establishing procedures to train operators in the 
recognition and appropriate response to abnormal condition or postulated 
failures; (b) making sure that the AFW system was available and operable 
upon demand by using improved system testing and valve lineup proce
dures; (c) improving instrumentation in the control room to verify AFW 
flow to the steam generators; and (d) conftrming system design reliability 
by periodic surveillance functional testing. Matthews on AFW at 9 through 
15: Tr. 1486. Speciftcally, the Licensee agreed to upgrade its AFW system 
by completing the following actions which are identified in its letter to the 
Staff. CEC Exhibit 25, Enclosure 1: 

1. Review procedures, revise as necessary and conduct training to 
ensure timely and proper starting of motor driven auxiliary 
feedwater pump(s) from vital AC buses upon loss of offsite power. 

2. To assure that AFW will be aligned in a timely manner to inject on 
all AFW demand events when in the surveillance test mode, 
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procedures will be implemented and training conducted to provide 
an operator at the necessary valves in phone communications with 
the control room during the surveillance mode to carry out the 
valve alignment changes upon AFW demand events. 

3. Procedures will be developed and implemented and training 
conducted to provide for control of steam generator level by use of 
safety grade AFW bypass valves in the event that ICS steam 
generator level control fails. 

4. Verification that Technical Specification requirements of AFW 
capacity are in accordance with the accident analysis will be 
conducted. Pump capacity with mini flow in service will also be 
verified. 

S. Modifications will be made to provide verification in the control 
room of AFW flow to each steam generator. 

6. Review and revise, as necessary, the procedures and training for 
providing alternate sources of water to the suction of the AFW 
pumps. 

7. Design review and modification, as necessary, will be conducted to 
provide control room annunciation for all auto start conditions of 
the AFW system. 

8. Procedures will be developed and implemented and training 
conducted to provide guidance for timely operator verification of 
any automatic initiation of AFW. 

9. Verification will be made that the air operated level control valves 
(a) Fail to the SO% open position upon loss of electrical power to the 
electrical to pressure converter, and (b) Fail to the 100% open 
position upon loss of service air. The AFW bypass valves are safety 
grade. . 

111. The Staff reviewed the above actions and procedures and found 
them to be in compliance with the Commission's May 7 Order. The Staff 
found that these actions and procedures have improved the reliability of the 
Rancho Seco AFW system sufficiently to warrant continued plant 
operation. Staff Evaluation at 3-12; Matthews on AFW at 9-1S and 19. The 
Staffhas concluded that: 

The AFW system and procedural changes accomplIshed thus far have 
improved overall system reliability by improving system availability 
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for operation upon demand; improving procedures and training to 
enable operators to take actions if necessary to maintain system 
functional capability under abnormal plant conditions; providing to 
the operator improved information of (sic) the system operating 
condition; and verifying the design capability of major system 
components. It is considered that these changes have improved AFW 
system reliability sufficiently to assure safe plant shutdown following 
loss of main feedwater. Matthews on AFW at 19. 

112. After issuance of the Commission's May 7 Order the Staff 
requested that B&W PWR Licensees conduct a generic study of their AFW 
systems utilizing the same methodology, assumptions and data base that 
were previously employed in a similar AFW study by Westinghouse and 
Combustion Engineering PWRs. The study for the Rancho Seco AFW 
system was submitted to the Staff for review in December 1979 and is in the 
record of this proceeding as CEC Exhibit 20. This analysis was done on a 
more systematic basis than previous AFW system reviews and uses event 
tree and fault tree logic to determine any significant potential contributors 
to ofT-normal conditions. The loss of main feedwater scenarios utilized were 
(1) loss of main feedwater alone, (2) loss of main feedwater accompanied by 
loss of all ofTsite power, and (3) loss of main feedwater accompanied by loss 
of all AC power. Tr. 1582. All trees were developed to determine which 
human errors or equipment failures both within and outside the AFW 
system can preclude delivery of auxiliary feedwater to the steam generators. 
Matthews on AFW at 15 to 16; Tr. 1565-66, 1582-84. 

113. In the analysis, the reliability of the Rancho Seco AFW system was 
calculated in terms of the probability that an operator will be able to take 
corrective action to restore AFW flow within a given period of time after 
the initiating event, assuming the AFW system has failed to operate. Tr. 
1591. The time intervals chosen were 5, 15 and 30 minutes. These intervals 
were selected because NRC supplied operator reliability data for these 
times were available. CEC Exhibit 20 at 2; Tr. 1728, 1719. Mission success 
was defmed in the study as attainment of flow from at least one pump to at 
least one steam generator. CEC Exhibit 20 at 2. Achievement of mission 
success within five minutes is roughly equivalent to the mission success 
criterion utilized by the Staff in its study of Westinghouse and Combustion 
Engineering plants AFW system reliability, i.e., avoidance of steam 
generator dryout. Steam generator dryout time for B&W plants is 
approximately five minutes, assuming actuation of an anticipatory reactor 
trip on the loss of feedwater. Tr. 1593-94, 1754; CEC Exhibit 20 at 2.6 

'A refmement on previous analyses has indicated that steam generator dryout assuming 
anticipatory reactor trip is actually closer to four than to five minutes. (fr. 2089 through 2112). 
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Achievement of mission success within 15 or 30 minutes would also be 
important to the overall safety of the plant because adequate core cooling 
can be maintained for periods in excess of 20 minutes without AFW flow, 
providing that at least one high pressure injection pump is operating. CEC 
Exhibit 20 at 2; CEC Exhibit 21. Enclosure 1 at 1; Tr. 492 to 494, 519 to 
522, 1484, 1586-87. 

114. The Staff reviewed the Rancho Seco AFW reliability analysis and 
its review is contained in a letter to the Licensee dated February 26, 1980 
which is a part of the record of this proceeding as CEC Exhibit 21. The 
Staff agrees with B&W that the Rancho Seco AFW system reliability is 
quite comparable to that of Westinghouse AFW systems in the event of any 
of the three loss of main feedwater conditions utilized in the study. 
However, such a statement can be made only when the criterion for mission 
success is that auxiliary feedwater flow be established within 5, 15 or 30 
minutes of the initiating event. /d, Matthews on AFW at 16; Tr. 1606, 
1618. We note that the Staff believes that the mission success criterion 
should be revised to include the requirement to deliver the AFW flow to the 
steam generator before the steam generator boils dry. CEC Exhibit 21, 
Enclosure 1 at 1; Tr. 1597. Accordingly, the Staff has requested further 
analysis based on this revised criterion . 

.115. The Licensee disagrees that the "boil dry" criterion is the proper 
one to use. Licensee argues that the ultimate measure of the AFW system 
reliability is the ability to remove decay heat from the core to prevent core 
damage. Tr •. 2088-89, 2093, 2107. Under any circumstances data for 
operator reliability at times under five minutes are not available. Tr. 2090-
92. The Staff apparently feels that the "boil dry" criterion should be used 
without regard for the behavior of other systems that are available to 
protect the reactor. Tr. 1597. 

116. We do not feel it is necessary to resolve this controversy in order to 
determine whether the short term actions required by the Commission's 
May 7 Order provide reasonable assurance that Rancho Seco will respond 
safely to feedwater transients. Our mandate is simply to determine whether 
the changes in design and procedures noted above have improved auxiliary 
feedwater system reliability sufficiently to assure safe plant shutdown 
following the loss of main feedwater. We do not think that the Stafl's 
revision of the mission success criteria for AFW system reliability is crucial 
to this decision. Note the fact that the Staff is of the opinion that the 

This slight reduction in dryout time should have little impact on the results of the analyses. Tr. 
2090-2092, 2107, Tr. 1659. IT no anticipatory reactor trip takes place. the steam generator 
dryout time is approximately 1.5 minutes. Tr. 1594, 1753 to 54. 
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revision of this criterion would probably not change the relative compara
bility of B&W to either Westinghouse or Combustion Engineering systems. 
Certain of these AFW systems have low reliability because they have some 
specific type of vulnerability (e.g., manual initiation, one train systems, or 
control grade components) that would potentially inhibit the delivery of 
feedwater to the steam generator. Tr. 1657 to 1665. 

117. The Board agrees with both the Staff and the Licensee that 
although steam generator dryout is an undesirable event because it results 
in challenging the plant's safety systems it is not an event of great safety 
concern. Tr. 1595, 2010-11, 2088-89. The steam generator boils dry, the 
primary system loses its heat sink, and the primary pressure and 
temperature increase until the PORV and safety valves open to relieve 
pressure. Tr. 1610. If either AFW is delivered to the steam generators or 
high pressure injection is delivered to the steam system within twenty 
minutes, adequate core cooling will be maintained. Karrasch-Jones at 46; 
CEC Exhibit 20 at 2; Tr. 1442. Thus the fact that a B&W steam generator 
will boil dry more quickly than a Westinghouse or Combustion Engineering 
steam generator in the event of loss of main feedwater is of little 
significance when determining whether the plant can be safely shut down 
because later restoration of feedwater anellor actuation of HPI assures 
adequate core cooling under any circums~ces. 

118. CEC would have us fmd that the items set forth above did not 
materially upgrade the timeliness or reliability of the Rancho Seco AFW 
system. CEC Proposed Findings at 46, para. 69. Six of the nine items CEC 
would have us dismiss as merely codifying procedures which were already 
known and which operators were already capable of performing. yve feel 
that the very existence of codification under such circumstances represents 
an upgrade and a greater assurance that the procedures will be performed. 
Three of the items Nos. 5, 7 and 8, relate to instrumentation for AFW flow 
verification and enunciation: CEC would have us dismiss these on the 
ground that operators already had indirect methods to verify the proper 
functioning of the AFW system. In our opinion, the change from an 
indirect to a direct verification of auxiliary feedwater flow is, for example, 
an important upgrade. 

119. The operating history of the Rancho Seco plant before the changes 
shows that auxiliary feedwater has been delivered in a timely manner on 
every occasion which it has been called upon to function. Tr. 1522, 3255. In 
fact, every instance of auxiliary feedwater flow has been provided early 
enough to avoid steam generator dryout. Tr. 2119. Even CECs Witness, Dr. 
Lewis, agrees that the failure of AFW has been shown to be quite low. 
Lewis at 4. In our opinion the changes thus far mandated have made this 
reliability even greater. We conclude that the reliability of this system does 
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provide reasonable assurance that the plant can be safely shut down in the 
event of a loss of main feedwater. Despite its proven and improved 
reliability through the short term actions the Licensee has committed itself 
to make the following additional long term modifications: 

(a) Provide a safety grade AFW automatic initiation and control 
system design that is independent of the ICS. 

(b) Provide for the automatic loading of the motor driven AFW pump 
onto the diesel generator buses upon loss of all ofTsite power. 

(c) Revise the AFW system piping and provide a remotely operated 
valve operated from the control room instead of the local manually 
operated full flow recirculation valve (FWS 055). 

(d) Incorporate into the Technical Specifications a requirement to 
operationally verify AFW flow capability from the condensate 
storage tank to the steam generators following extended cold 
shutdown. 

(e) Upgrade the existing condensate storage tank level indication and 
low level alarm to safety grade requirements. 

(f) Upgrade the existing control room indication of AFW flow to each 
steam generator to safety grade. 

(g) Establish procedures on how to obtain water for the AFW system 
from sources other than the condensate storage tank. CEC Exhibit 
21, Enclosure 1 at 3 to 7; Matthews on AFW, at 17 through 19. 

These changes will reduce continued dependence on operator action and 
thus reduce the likelihood of operator error in the long term. Matthews on 
AFWat 19. 

120. The Board c~ncludes that the timeliness and reliability of the AFW 
feedwater system at Rancho Seco is presently adequate to assure safe 
operation of the facility and will be further enhanced by completion of the 
long term modifications. 

R Safety System CbalIenges 

121. Issue CEC 1-1: 
Despite the modifications and actions of Subparagraphs (a) through (e) 
of Section IV of the Commission's Order, will reliance upon the High 
Pressure Injection System to mitigate pressure and volume control 
sensitivities in the Rancho Seco primary system result in increased 
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challenges to safety systems beyond the original design and licensing 
basis of the facility'? 

IssueCEC 1-12: 
Despite or because of the modifications and actions of Subparagraphs 
(a) through (e) of Section IV of the Commission's Order of May 7, will 
Rancho Seco experience an increase in reactor trips resulting from 
feedwater transients that will increase challenges to safety systems 
beyond the original design and licensing basis of the facility? 

122. The modifications and actions taken as a result of the Commis
sion's Order of May 7, 1979 - the addition of anticipatory reactor trips on 
loss of feedwater and turbine trip - combined with the changes in which 
the high pressure reactor trip and the PORV relief pressure settings were 
changed to make reactor trip occur before the PORV opens - are expected 
to increase the number of reactor trips at Rancho Seco. Karrasch-Jones 
Testimony at 39; NRC Staff Testimony of Mark P. Rubin and Thomas M. 
Novak Regarding the Design Basis for Rancho Seco Safety Systems (CEC 
Contentions 1-1 and 1-12), following Tr. 1163 ("Rubin-Novak Safety 
Systems Testimony") at 3. The addition of the anticipatory reactor trip on 
loss of feedwater is not expected to increase the number of reactor trips, 
since such an event normally has resulted in a reactor trip on high reactor 
coolant system pressure. The addition of the anticipatory trip on turbine 
trip, however, is expected to increase the number of reactor trips, since the 
system previously was capable of avoiding a reactor trip during such an 
event. Karrasch-Jones Testimony at 10,40. 

123. From the Licensee's tabulation of data compiled from NRC 
publications, it appears that prior to the accident at Three Mile Island the 
yearly average of reactor trips at B&W plants was below the averages for 
Combustion Engineering and Westinghouse PWRs. Licensee now expects 
the reactor trip frequency for B&W units to increase and approximate the 
industry average. Karrascb-Jones Testimony at 4041. 

124. There is some disagreement between witnesses presented by the 
Staff and those presented by the Licensee as to whether increasing reactor 
trip frequency will, in itself, also increase the frequency of HPI actuation. 
Rubin-Novak on Safety Systems at 3; Karrasch-Jones at 41. Both sets of 
witnesses assured us, however, that this expected increase in the number of 
reactor trips will not result in the design and licensing basis of safety 
systems being exceeded. Karrasch-Jones Testimony at 39; Rubin-Novak 
Safety Systems Testimony at 3. During the course of designing Rancho 
Seco, certain criteria were established for the allowable number of plant 
transients which would result in thermal cycles and stress on the reactor 
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coolant pressure boundary. These criteria are detailed in design information 
supplied to the Rancho Seco operating staff in reports which describe the 
number of transients of each category allowed for in the basic plant design 
and include such plant responses as reactor trip and high pressure safety 
injection. Rubin-Novak Safety Systems Testimony at 4; Tr. 1449, 1450. 

125. We note with some concern that one of the safety system cycling 
criteria, that applicable to the number of HPI initiation cycles permitted on 
each injection nozzle during the life of the plant, is already being 
approached: There have been some 30 thermal cycles on at least one 
injection nozzle in the plant's fIrst six years of operation, whereas only 40 
cycles were projected for the 4O-year lifetime. Tr. 995, 997, 1159,2013-18, 
3358. It appears, however, that the 40 cycle projection was not based upon a 
known approach to a hazardous condition, that the limit may be overly 
conservative, and that there are several ways to cope with the matter should 
it become evident that a real safety limit is being approached. Tr. 2014-20. 

126. We do not believe that the slight increase in reactor trip frequency 
noted since the change in PORV and pressure trip setpoints represents a 
signifIcant increase in challenges to the reactor trip system. ~rtainly we see 
no reason to consider returning the setpoints to their original values as 
advocated by CEC. CEC Proposed Findings at 64. Indeed, testimony cited 
by CEC as suggesting that increased challenges to the safety system make 
the current arrangement an ill-advised approach is largely testimony 
directed at some other point. For example, CECs Witness Dr. Lewis was 
discussing the "feed and bleed" operation and its challenge to the safety 
valves at the point cited (CEC Proposed Findings at 60, citing Lewis 
Testimony at 12, Tr. 449), a matter very different from a slight increase in 
reactor trip rate. 

127. In sum, we see no reason why the modifIcations (a) through (e) of 
Section IV of the Commission's Order will either fail to correct or 
exacerbate any hazard due to challenges to the safety systems of the plant, 
nor do we see any reason to believe such hazards are signifIcantly greater 
~an those evaluated when the plant was licensed. 

L Operator and Management Competence 
128. Important issues in this proceecJ.4lg are operator and management 

competence. The question is "Does the competence provide reasonable 
assurance that the Rancho Seco plant will respond safely to feedwater 
transients?" One of the short-term actions and one of the long-term 
modifIcations required by the Commission's Order of May 7,1979, directed 
Licensee to undertake additional training of its plant operators in light of 
the experience gained from the accident at Three Mile Island. Thus; the 
fmdings in this section will focus on (a) the training, both pre- and post-



TMI, that operators, personnel, and management receive at Rancho Seco, 
(b) personnel understanding of nuclear technology and the operation and 
fundamental aspects of the facility, (c) whether personnel are properly 
apprised of new information that pertains to the facility's operation, (d) 
whether emergency procedures are adequate and effective, (e) whether 
procedures to test operators are adequate, (1) whether unlicensed operators 
are sufficiently trained and competent and fmally, (g) whether management 
and technical personnel are competent to manage and understand the 
operation of Rancho Seco. 

129. The issues raised relative to this question are the following: 
Issue CEC 3-1: Whether personnel adequately understand the 

mechanics of the facility, basic reactor physics, 
and other fundamental aspects of its operation? 

Issue CEC 3-2: 

Issue CEC 3-3: 

Board 
Question 
H-C32: 

Board 
Question 
H-C34: 

FOE 
Contention 
III(d): 

FOE 
Contention 
III(e): 

Whether personnel are properly apprised of new 
inIormation pertinent to the facility's safe operation 
and ability to respond to transients, particularly 
information on operating experience of other reactors? 

Whether NRC and SMUD adequately ensure 
that emergency instructions are understood by 
and are available to plant personnel in a manner 
that allows quick and effective implementation during 
an emergency? 

What procedures have been used to test and eval
uate the competence of Rancho Seco's operation 
personnel and management? 

What actions anellor programs are employed at 
Rancho Seco to assure that operating personnel, 
both licensed and unlicensed, adequately respond to 
feedwater transients? 

The NRC .orders in issue do not reasonably assure 
adequate safety because no procedures have been 
taken to assure facility management competence. 

The NRC orders in issue do not reasonably assure 
adequate safety because no procedures exist or have 
been taken for the determination of the adequacy of 
operator competence. 
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1. Training 

130. One of the primary concerns in the operation of a nuclear reactor is 
the training of the operating, technical, maintenance and management 
personnel since this training is vital for the protection of the health and 
safety of the public. SMUD in its various programs and the NRC through 
regulations, audits and testing have devised comprehensive and effective 
training programs and procedures. Rancho Seco has a diverse training 
program consisting of the following: "cold license" training; "hot 
license" training; a requalification program; B&W simulator training, and 
special post-TMI training. 

131. The "cold license" training program was provided from 1970 to 
1974 to the personnel initially licensed to operate Rancho Seco when it 
received a facility operating license in 1974. Rodriguez at 7. More than one
half of the presently licensed operating personnel received all or most of the 
cold license training. NRC StafTTestimony of Bruce A. Wilson on Operator 
Training and Competences fo1. Tr. 3788 ("Wilson on Operator Training") 
at 3. The program included: 13 weeks of observation at an operating 
nuclear power plant; a 520-hour course in basic reactor physics and 
engineering; a 6-week PWR technology course and a 100week simulator 
course presented by B&W at its headquarters; a final review training course 
(including a simulator refresher course); and participation in plant start-up 
activities.Id.; Rodriguez Testimony at Appendix I. 

132. _ The "hot license" training' program has been used to prepare 
operator candidates for licensing since the facility operating license was 
issued in 1974. Individuals eligible for this training program are selected for 
participation on the basis of a math and science written examination, an 
interview, and an evaluation of previous work performance.' Rodriguez 
Testimony at 7. The first part of the hot license training program consists of 
600 hours of academic training and includes a mathematics course, a 
physics course and a related technologies course. The next phase of the 
program involves in-plant operations training at Rancho Seco and includes 
systems and operations training in the control room, the application of 
procedures to systems under operating conditions, and fuel handling 

TThe Licensee has attempted to hire into the Nuclear Operations Department, for unlicensed 
operator positions and licensing candidates, individuals with a two-year college degree in the 
electrical-mechanical area or equivalent experience. Tr. 3393, 3484. The NRC Staff is in the 
process of implementing revised criteria for license examination eligibility, including minimum 
experience. CEC Ex. 49, Enclosure 1 at 1,2. See also, Tr. 3075. 
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training. The third part of the prospective operator's preparation is 
simulator training. (This training will be discussed separately in ffiiS 
decision.) Finally, the candidate undergoes a pre-license review course, 
including a comprehensive oral and written examination administered by 
SMUD. The NRC's license examination is then given to the candidate only 
if the Licensee certifies that the candidate is prepared. Rodriguez at 7-10 
and Appendix II. Requirements for approval of the operator license 
application are set forth in the Commission's regulations at 10 C.F.R. 
Section 55.11. The scope and content of the NRC's written examinations 
and operating tests are set forth at 10 C.F.R. Sections 55.20 through 55.23.1 

133. The Commission has imposed, as a condition of facility operating 
licenses, the requirement that the licensee shall have in effect an operator 
requalification program which shall, as a minimum, meet the requirements 
of Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 55. 10 C.F.R. Section 50.54(i-l). Each 
operator and senior operator license expires two years after the date of 
issuance. 10 C.F.R. Section 55.32. Requirements for the renewal of operator 
licenses are set forth at 10 C.F.R. Section 55.33, and include successful 
completion of the requalification program. The requalification training 
program for licensed personnel at Rancho Seco is conducted continuously 
and on a two-year cycle. The program includes regularly scheduled 
lectures,lI assigned individual study, on-the-job training including reactor 
control manipulation, to an annual one-week simulator course, an annual 
oral exam administered by Rancho Seco management, 11 and an annual 
written examination of comparable scope to the NRC licensing exam. 
Rodriguez Testimony at 11-15; Wilson on Operator Training at 4. The 

lAs a result of the accident experienced at TMI-2 the NRC Staff has specified criteria which 
increase the scope of the NRC license examinations. See CEC Ex. 49, Enclosure I at 4. In 
addition, licensee is considering revisions to its hot license training program. in response to 
NRC Staff guidance, to increase the level of detail for training in heat transfer, fluid flow, 
thermodynamics and mitigating core damage. Tr. 3075 (Rodriguez); CEC Ex. 49, Enclosures 2 
and 3. 
'During the course of the two-year cycle an average of 60 different hours of lectures are 
scheduled and repeated to accommodate all licensed operating personnel. Rodriguez at II; Tr. 
3078-3079, 3087. Individuals who score sufficiently high in a particular subject area on the 
written requaIification examination are not required to attend lectures in that subject area. Tr. 
3079,3080. 
IOEach licensed operator is required to manipulate the controls a minimum of ten times during 
the term of the license. Each licensed senior operator must manipulate the controls or direct 
the activities of operators during control evolutions a minimum of ten times during the term of 
the license. In meeting these requirements, credit is given for control manipulations at the 
B&W simulator. Rodriguez at 13, 14; Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 55, paragraph 3. 
"Members of the NRC's Performance Appraisal Branch testified that licensee had not fu1ly 
implemented the training program for licensed operators in that for several operators this oral 
exam was not administered within the time frame specified by the Rancho Seco administrative 
procedure. Supplemental Testimony of NRC Performance Appraisal Branch Regarding 
SMUD Management Controls, fol. Tr. 4233, at 3; Tr.4254-56. 
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Rancho Seco administrative procedure governing the requalification 
training program may be found in the record as CEC Exhibit 35. Licensee 
has modified the program to include training on the lessons learned from 
the Three Mile Island accident. Rodriguez Testimony at 12; CEC Ex. 35 at 
3. This program is audited regularly by the NRCs Office of Inspection and 
Enforcement and the Operator Licensing Branch. Wilson on Operator 
Training at 4; Tr. 3813-3815. . 

134. Operators at Rancho Seco receive training on the B&W simulator 
in Lynchburg, Virginia. Witnesses for all parties testified that simulator 
training is a valuable tool. Rodriguez Testimony at 9; Lewis Testimony at 
13; Wilson at Tr. 3859; Bridenbaugh at Tr. 3564. The B&W simulator is 
very similar in design and layout to the Rancho Seco control room. Staff 
Ex. 4 at 5-69. The arrangement of controls, and the types of controls for 
feedwater control and reactor system control are essentially identical to 
those at Rancho Seco. Rodriguez Testimony at 9. This similarity provides 
an advantage for Rancho Seco operators. Staff Ex. 4 at 5-69. 

135. There are, however, some differences between the Rancho Seco 
control room and the B&W simulator. For example, the auxiliary feedwater 
controls are not located in the same positions. The switch layout for adding 
boron to the coolant system also differs, as does the switch layout for the 
steam line break failure logic system. Also, some of the balance of plant 
systems operate differently at Rancho Seco than their counterparts at the 
simulator. An important difference is that the B&W simulator does not 
represent the dual drive AFW system present at Rancho Seco. Tr. 3084-98. 

136. The simulator training provides the opportunity for the operator to 
participate in plant operations as a control room operator and as a 
supervisor of control room operators. The simulator has the capability of 
introducing over 60 individual casualties in reactor plant systems, including 
the coolant makeup system, the reactor and its instrumentation, the reactor 
coolant system, the steam and turbine system, the condensate and 
feedwater system, and various auxiliary systems. The individual casualties 
can be combined to create multiple failure accidents or the instructor may 
fail equipment sequentially. Thus, the simulator gives the operator the 
opportunity to practice his training and diagnostic skills on complex 
problems. Rodriguez Testimony at 13, 14. In the case of the post-TMI 
training, operators were able to observe the course of the various plant 
parameters while the Three Mile Island accident was demonstrated on the 
simulator and, in a second simulation, to exercise control to mitigate the 
accident.ld at 16. 

137. CEC believes, however, that the B&W simulator training is not of 
superior quality. See CECs Proposed Findings, para. 168. In support of this 
belief, it notes that even though the general conformity of the simulator to 
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Rancho Seco is advantageous, it is offset by the age and fidelity of the 
simulator and the infrequent simulation of degraded conditions and 
multiple failures. Id. The Board is of the opinion, however, that the question 
is whether the overall training of Rancho Seco personnel is adequate and 
effective to ensure the safe operation of the facility in the event of a 
feedwater transient. That ultimate issue will be decided by us based, after a 
review of the evidence, on a fmding as to whether all aspects of the training 
program, in addition to the qualifications and competence of the operating 
and management personnel, provide reasonable assurance that Rancho 
Seco can respond safely and appropriately to a feedwater transient. 
Specifically, our charge with respect to this issue is to make fmdings on the 
contentions set forth above and we would note that no party has asserted 
through its contentions or, in fact, shown that a simulator training program 
is required to be of "superior quality."12 Suffice it to say, the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the simulator training will be taken into account in ow 
resolution of the ultimate issue in question here. We would only note, 
however, that the B&W simulator training does appear to be effective in 
that the simulator training received by the Crystal River operators after 
TMI-2 was credited as being very beneficial in ·combating the February 26, 
1980, Crystal River - 3 incident. Staff Exhibit 4 at 5-8. The Board concurs 
with CEC that the ideal situation would be for SMUD to have its own 
simulator which would "mirror" Rancho Seco, but this is a major 
expenditure of 15 to 20 million dollars and defmitely not required by the 
regulations. CEC Proposed Findings at 180. We agree with CEC that this 
matter is worthy of further evaluation and would urge SMUD to continue 
to explore the possibility. 

138. Special training was provided to the Rancho Seco operators after 
the TMI accident to ensure that Items (d) and (e) of the short-term actions, 
and Item (d) of the long-term modifications set forth in the May 7 Order 
would be fulfIlled. These training requirements were met prior to the restart 
of the Rancho Seco plant on July 5, 1979. Staff Evaluation at 25, 26; 
Rodriguez Testimony at 15; Testimony of Robert A. Capra on Implemen-

Il'fhe only NRC requirement relating to simulatory training is set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 55, 
App. A. para. 4(d): 

Simulation of emergency or abnormal conditions ... may be accomplished by using the 
control panel of the facility involved or by using a simulator .... If a simulator is used ._ 
[it) shall accurately reproduce the operating characteristics of the facility involved and the 
arrangements of the instrumentation and controls of the simulator shall closely parallel 
that of the facility involved. 

The uncontroverted evidence in this proceeding indicates that these requirements have been 
met with respect to the use of~e B&W simulator. 
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tation of Long-Term Modifications Established in the Commission Order 
DfMay 7, 1979 following Tr. 1163 ("Capra") at 5, 6. 

139. Post-TMI training of Rancho Seco operators has been addressed 
by the Board. In addition to the special B&W post-TMi simulator training, 
this included further training by the Rancho Seco training staff and by 
General Physics Corporation, a consultant to SMUD on the sequence of 
events and causes of the TMI accident, procedure changes made to reflect 
the lessons learned from the TMI accident, requirements of NRC I&E 
Bulletins, plant modifications made as a result of the TMI accident, small
break LOCAs, void formation theory, saturated and sub cooling operations 
curves, initiation arid recognition of natural circulation, safety features 
actuation system operation, auxiliary feedwater system operation, control 
of the reactor trip relay, clarification of technical specifications, and 
requirements for notification of the NRC. Rodriguez Testimony at 16-18 
and Appendix III; Wilson on Operator Training at 5. As we found earlier, 
each licensed operator was tested on this training by Licensee and audited 
by the NRC Staff. 

140. CEC contends that this special post-TMI training was superficial 
and not extensive enough given the wide variety of complex subjects. CEC 
Proposed Findings, para. 155-157. They further assert that the 27 hours of 
training and testing under this program was not a "substantial addition to 
the existing training program." ld. at para. 157. We again, however, note 
that it is not our mandate. to fmd whether this special post-TMI training 
would be a "substantial addition" to the Licensee's training program 
because we are reviewing the adequacy and effectiveness of the overall 
training program. Consequently, we need not decide whether this special 
training substantially complemented the Licensee's existing program. It was 
implemented to ensure compliance with the requirements of the May 7 
Order relating to operating instructions in the event of small-break LOCAs 
and further simulator training. Simply the Licensee instituted a training 
program to ensure that post-TMI information was adequately understood 
by the licensed operators. WIlson on Operator Training at 5. These 
operators were audited by NRC personnel who concluded that adequate 
understanding was demonstrated. ld. at 7. We fmd that the special training 
has proven adequate for its intended purpose-i.e., operators understood 
the proper actions to be taken in the event of a small-break LOCA. 

141. In summary, the Licensee offers a training program that is diverse 
and comprehensive. It is similar in scope, amount, and type of training to 
general industry practice, including the training given to the TMI operators. 
Tr. 3811-3812. We fmd that the various training programs described above 
can provide the tools by which operators, management, and other personnel 
can effectively learn about the fundamental aspects of the facility to ensure 
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that it is operated in a safe manner. However, as CEC correctly points out, 
the quantity, scope or type of training is not the total picture. CEC 
Proposed Finding, para. 162; Tr. 3610-3611 (Bridenbaugh). The effective
ness of the training program is proven by management and operating 
personnel demonstrating that they know how to and, in fact, can operate 
Rancho Seco in a safe manner. 

2. Understanding of Nuclear Technology and Facility Operation 
142. The initial proof of an adequate and effective overall training 

program is whether personnel adequately understand the mechanics of the 
facility, basic reactor physics, and other fundamental aspects of plant 
operation. As we have found, the cold and hot license training programs, 
and the ongoing requalification program, include instruction in the 
fundamentals of nuclear technology, and the theory and principles of plant 
operation. As a part of these training programs, the operators are examined 
to assess their understanding of nuclear technology fundamentals. Rodri
guez at 23. 

143. CEC, however, has questioned whether the training is adequate 
and has observed that there is ... "no assurance that SMUD operators have 
an analytical understanding significantly better than that of TMI opera
tors." Prepared Direct testimony of Dale G. Bridenbaugh and Gregory C. 
Minor Concerning Operator Training and Human Factors Engineering fol. 
Tr. 3496 ("Bridenbaugh-Minor") at 9.13 In response to this doubt regarding 
the ability of operators to demonstrate adequate understanding of nuclear 
technology and the fundamental aspects of facility operation, the Board 
and parties conducted a thorough investigation into the sufficiency of that 
understanding. 

144. CEC took the depositions of three operators. The Licensee made 
seven of the 16 operators available for this examination, from which CEC 
selected at random a shift supervisor, a senior operator, and an operator. 
CEC Proposed Findings, para. 27 at 98. These depositions are in the record 
of this proceeding as CEC Ex. 36, 37 and 38. Based on these depositions, 
CEC concluded that the shift supervisor displayed a thorough understand
ing of the plant and its operation, the senior operator a somewhat less 
complete understanding, and the operator an inadequate understanding. 
CEC Proposed Findings, para. 169. Some of the facts pointed to by CEC 
which they assert evidenced a lack of knowledge or inadequate understand
ing are the following CEC Proposed Findings, paras. 170-172: 

'JWhile the testimony was jointly sponsored, the Board and the parties were directed to Mr. 
Bridenbaugh for the testimony on operator training and to Mr. Minor for the testimony on 
human factors engineering. Tr. 3498. . 
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- The operator gave an incorrect response regarding feed and bleed 
cooling. CECEx.38 at 18-19. 

- the senior operator did not know the OTSG boil dry time. CEC Ex. 36 
at 16. 

- The senior operator could not recall what his mathematics of dynamic 
systems course was about. CEC Ex. 36 at 99. 

- The senior operator could not recall the substance of his hot licensing 
training on brittle fracture of the reactor vessel. CEC Ex. 36 at 89. 

145. Mr. Bridenbaugh's conclusion noted above comparing Rancho 
Seco operators with TMI operators also relies, in part, on his review of the 
operator depositions. Bridenbaugh-Minor at 7,8; Tr. 3505. He appears also 
to have based his conclusion on the similarity of training at the two 
facilities largely on a comparison of the .number of hours devoted to 
classroom and simulatory training. Tr. 3568-3570. He conceded, however, 
that there could be differences in the quality and content of the training 
conducted which would not be revealed by just looking at .the training 
programs. Tr. 3537, 3538. Finally, in response to a Board question, he 
stated (fr. 3610, 3611): 

I guess I would say that I haven't had the opportunity to make any 
extensive qualitative analysis of the two programs. I think in order to 
do that, for example, you would fmd it necessary to do many of the 
things that the NRC does, and that is to - or should be doing, at any 
rate, and that is to sit in on training programs and observe them in 
operation. 

I did not have the opportunity to do that. I think your point is a very 
valid one, though, and that is, you know, that - comparing absolute 
hours is not necessarily, you know, a total picture of things .... 

146. Mr. Bridenbaugh's comparison also appears to rest upon his 
fmding that Licensee's training program complies with only the letter of 
existing requirements, and that since the TMI program met the same 
regulations, and they were both approved by the NRC, there is no 
substantial difference in the training provided to the operators at the two 
facilities. Bridenbaugh-Minor at 6; Tr. 3534. The witness went so far as to 
apply this reasoning to most, if not all, of the utilities with licensed reactors. 
Tr.3534. 

147. Based on our review of the foregoing and the evidence in this 
proceeding, we conclude that the record supports a fmding that the 
Licensee's operators do have sufficient technical and analytical knowledge 
to properly understand the fundamental aspects of nuclear technology and 
facility operation. First of all, the operators' depositions noted above do not 
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represent a comprehensive inquiry into their understanding and knowledge 
and also represent a limited sample of all SMUD operators. These 
depositions had relatively limited substantive questioning into these 
matters. A considerable portion of each deposition was devoted to matters 
such as description of the facility, operator experiences with various 
transients, equipment availability, descriptions of the SMUD organization, 
and other matters not germane to the operators' training and knowledge. In 
addition, this Board is reluctant to give much evidentiary weight to 
depositions because of our inability to observe the witness's demeanor.14 
We would expect that an operator, not used to giving answers under oath in 
a legal setting, may not give his or her best answers or have total recall of 
knowledge.ls Thus, these depositions do not provide convincing evidence to 
either support or refute CEC's assertion that the SMUD operators do not 
possess the requisite technical and analytical knowledge to properly 
understand the fundamental aspects of nuclear technology and facility 
question.16 

148. An attempt was made to elicit from witnesses a comparison 
between the SMUD training and general industry practice and in particular 
with TMI training. No witness had made a. detailed comparison of the 
training program. SMUD in rebuttal paragraph 52 stated that it could not 
present testimony on a detailed comparison without presenting evidence on 
a multitude of other training programs. This it did not believe was the 
question before the Board. We agree. Contrary to CEC proposed fmding 
161, Staff witness WIlson did not testify that Licensee's (presumably 
current) operator training program is similar in scope, amount, and type of 
training to general industry practice. Rather, he testified that there were no 
substantial differences. Tr. 3810. Later he compared the SMUD and TMI 
training programs prior to the TMI-2 accident, and testified that while he 
assumed they were fairly similar, he had not made a detailed comparison. 
Tr. 3811. In general, the training experience would be more dependent on 
the quality of instruction and the competence of the operators than on a 

'4CEC did not request that the SMUD operators be made available or subpoenaed for the 
hearing. 
''This may well explain the incorrect response regarding feed and bleed cooling by the 
operator since he should have had correct knowledge of this operation. 
'6CEC in its Proposed Findings (para. 173) sought a fmding from this Board that: 

[W]hi1e the depositions do not lead us to conclude that operators at Rancho Scco arc less 
competent than at other facilities, the depositions likewise do not persuade us that their 
training is superior or that they arc more competent than operators at other facilities. 
(emphasis added) 

We do not adopt this fmding because We believe the proposed standard for comparison is 
inappropriate. It is not supported by the record and not required l j any NRC regulations. 
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strict comparison of the content of the training programs. Second, even 
though all training programs must meet existing NRC requirements, it does 
[lot follow that all the programs are identical. In fact, the record shows that 
SMUD's program goes beyond existing requirements with respect to (a) 
simulator training in the requalification program, (Rodriguez at Tr. 3230; 
Bridenbaugh at Tr. 3524); (b) content of the written requalification 
=xamination (Wilson at Tr. 3824), and (c) annual 'oral requalification 
=xamination administered by SMUD management (Rodriguez at Tr. 3448). 
Thus, we believe that a simple comparison of various training programs 
does not contribute to the resolution of the issue in question here. It is 
ilbundantly clear to us that the proof of adequate and effective training is 
that the operators demonstrate sufficient technical and analytical knowledge 
ilnd understanding of the fundamental aspects of nuclear technology and 
facility operation. This knowledge and understanding is audited and 
observed by the NRC, pursuant to the regulations set forth in 10 C.F.R. 
Part 55, and the NRC"s operator examination is designed to test an 
ilpplicant's understanding of the facility design and his familiarity with the 
controls and operating procedures of the facility. See 10 C.F.R., Section 
55.20. 

149. Staff Witness Wilson from the NRC's Operator Licensing Branch 
has personally audited Rancho Seco operators and observed them in 
training. Wilson on Operator Training at 2; Tr. 3821, 3822. Mr. Wilson 
testified that on the basis of the tests the NRC has conducted and the 
requalification training which he has witnessed personally, the Rancho Seco 
operators adequately understand the mechanics of the facility, basic reactor 
physics, and other fundamental aspects of its operation. Wilson on 
Operator Training at 7; Tr. 3827. Based on this testimony which we have 
found reliable and uncontroverted, we conclude that the Rancho Seco 
operators have demonstrated sufficient technical and analytical knowledge 
and understanding of the fundamental aspects of nuclear technology and 
facility operation. 

3. New Infonnation 
ISO. CEC Issue 3-2 questions whether Rancho Seco operators are 

properly apprised of relevant new informati~n, including operating experi
ence at other reactors. Licensee receives new information relevant to the 
safe operation of Rancho Seco from vendors, the NRC, and from the 
plant's own operating experience. In the case of significant operating events 
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at Rancho Seco, reports prepared for submission to the NRC, if pertinent, 
are provided to operating crews through the Special Order program.17 As a 
result of screening by Rancho Seco management, this information may also 
be reflected in revisions to operating procedures or communicated in 
memoranda for reading and information. The periodic issue of licensee 
event reports (LERs) by the NRC is distributed to the Rancho Seco Plant 
Superintendent and Operations Supervisor. Experiences at other units 
which are deemed by Rancho Seco management to be directly pertinent to 
plant operation can then be communicated to the operators through the 
Special Order program or through short lectures by the Operations 
Supervisor. In addition, B&W produces a weekly summary of occurrences 
at B&W reactors, which is provided to Rancho Seco operating crews. 
Finally, the requalification training program, including B&W simulator 
training. is used to acquaint operators with operating experience at other 
plants. Rodriguez at 34, 3S. 

lSI. The nuclear industry and the NRC have both undertaken 
additional efforts, since the Three Mile Island accident, to improve the 
dissemination and use of nuclear power plant operational data. The Electric 
Power Research Institute's Nuclear Safety Analysis Center is developing a 
capability to review systematically available plant event reports and data 
for transmission to applicable licensees.ls The new Institute for Nuclear 
Power Operations (INPO) is also to review and analyze operating 
experience and relay this information to licensees for incorporation into 
their training programs. Wilson on Operator Training at 10; Rodriguez at 
3S. In addition, the Commission has established an agency-wide Operation
al Data Analysis and Evaluation Office to provide coordination and an 
overview of all operational data analysis activities performed within the 
NRC.19 Wilson on Operator Training at 9. 

IS2. CEC Witness Bridenbaugh's written testimony on this subject 
emphasizes what he feels is the absence of a procedure requiring that 
pertinent new information is communicated to operating crews in a manner 
to make sure that it is understood. Bridenbaugh-Minor at 9, 10. 

l7Jbe special Order procedure requires that each shift supervisor discuss with his operating 
crew the content of each order issued. The shift supervisor must document that this discussion 
was accomplished. Rodriguez Testimony at 32; Tr. 3402. 
IIEPRI provided Rancho Seco with relevant information on the February 26, 1980 event at 
Crystal River-3, another plant with a B&W Nsss, which was then communicated to the 
Rancho Seco operators. Tr. 3300, 3301. 
l'Tbe Board also takes notice of the fact that since the accident at 1brcc Mile Island the 
Commission has: (1) issued an advanced notice of proposed rulcmaking to consider 
requiring mandatory participation of power reactor licensees in the Nuclear Plant Reliability 
Data System, 45 FR 6793 (1980); and, (2) amended its regulations to require timely and 
accurate information from licensees to NRC following significant events at operating nuclear 
power reactors, 45 FR 13434 (1980). 
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153. This is a reasonable objective, but the evidence indicates that such 
means already exist and that improvements are being made. Excessive 
formality and rigid criteria are not necessarily advantageous here. Lice,ns
ee's Manager of Nuclear Operations testified that the facility management 
staff does not want to overload operators with information which is not new 
or does not add to their understanding of plant operation. Tr. 3305. Careful 
screening of new information by the Manager of Nuclear Operations, the 
Plant Superintendent and the Operations Supervisor-who are personally 
aware of the operators' needs for information, yet sensitive to the overall 
burdens on the operators-is in our view superior to the establishment of 
rigid criteria for the communication of new information. See Tr. 3446, 3447. 
The Board fmds, then, on CEC Issue 3-2, that Rancho Seco personnel are 
properly apprised of new information pertinent to the facility's safe 
operation and ability to respond to transients, and particularly of 
information on the operating experience of other reactors. 

4. Emergency Procedures 
154. CEC Issue 3-3 questions whether emergency procedures at Rancho 

Seco are understood by and available to plant personnel so that they will be 
implemented effectively in an emergency. Licensee maintains emergency 
procedures at Rancho Seco in a single volume red binder, distinct from 
other plant procedures, one copy of which is located in a desk immediately 
behind the control console in the control room. Consequently, the 
emergency procedures are available in a manner that allows quick and 
effective implementation during an emergency. Rodriguez at 32; WIlson on 
Operator Training at 12. 

155. Administrative procedures are in place to ensure that the 
emergency procedures are kept up-to-date. Wilson on Operator Training at 
12. Licensee has changed a number of its emergency procedures since the 
Three Mile Island accident and made what the Staff believes to be 
significant improvements to them in response to the Commission's Order of 
May 7, 1979. Id. at 15; Tr. 3850, 3851. Changes to the emergency 
procedures normally are communicated to operating personnel through the 
Special Order program. Each licensed operator must review an emergency 
procedure change and document completion of that review. Rodriguez at 
32. The emergency procedures are also the subject of training in the 
requalification program, where operators practice the procedures during 
simulator training and are selectively tested on them in the annual oral and 
written examinations. Id. at 33; WIlson on Operator Training at 12, 14. 
Through its examination process, the NRC Staff also determines whether 
emergency procedures are understood by licensed personnel. WIlson on 
Operator Training at 13; Tr. 3840-3845. 
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156. With respect to emergency procedures, Mr. Bridenbaugh assertec 
that there may be confusion on the part of operators as to whethel 
emergency procedures and immediate action steps are required to be 
memorized and on the use of written procedures. He observed thai 
operators need to memorize the immediate action steps. Bridenbaugh· 
Minor at 10, 11; Tr. 3561, 3562. The record shows, however, that the 
operators do commit the immediate action steps to memory as Mr 
Bridenbaugh suggests. After those steps are taken they refer to the writteI 
emergency procedures to determine the subsequent actions which should be 
taken and to verify accomplishment of all of the immediate actions. Tr 
3443; Wilson on Operator Training at 12; Tr. 3842. CEC is of the opiniOI 
that these written emergency procedures do not provide adequate guidance 
to the operators as to the symptoms to look for, proper operator actions it 
the event of an emergency, or proper verification procedures.20 CEC 
Proposed Findings, para. 210, 211. CECs opinion in this respect is based Ot 

a perusal of CEC Ex. 46, the latest SMUD revision of Emergenc) 
Procedure D.5 entitled "Loss of Reactor CoolantlReactor Coolant SysteII 
Pressure." It is not based on any examination of the operators. The NRC 
Staff, on the other hand, has conducted an examination of the Rancho Secc 
operators with regard to emergency procedures. On the basis of thal 
examination, it is satisified that licensed personnel understand the emergen· 
cy procedures. Wilson on Operator Training at 13. The Board finds, Oil 

CEC Issue 3-3, that the NRC and SMUD adequately assure that emergent:) 
instructions are understood by and are available to plant personnel in a 
manner that allows quick and effective implementation during an emergen· 
cy. We would also point out that improvements are being made in this area 
The B&W licensees have undertaken, through their Owners' Group, the 
development of abnormal transient operating guidelines (A TOG) ill 
response to the concern that demands on operators are becoming excessive 
as a result of new requirements. The objective of the program is to simplify 
the operators' problem of identifying and treating abnormal transients. The 
guidelines will enable each B&W facility to develop a standardized set 01 
abnormal and emergency procedures and will be based on input data from 
each of the facilities and transient analyses performed by B&W. The NRC 
StafTendorses this effort. StafTEx. 4 at 5-74. 

5. Operator Testing 
157. FOE Contention IIICe) and part of Board Question H-C 32 

question whether there are adequate procedures to determine and test the 

2OVerification in this context means ensuring that an automatic action has occurred or 
manually performing it, if necessary. Staff Ex.. 4 at 5-73. 
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:ompetence of Rancho Seco operators. Individuals who manipulate the 
:ontrols of a nuclear reactor must ftrst be licensed by the Commission (10 
C.F.R. Section 55.3), and the issuance of such a license requires the 
luccessful completion of an initial licensing examination administered by 
the NRC Staff. Wilson on Operator Training at 18. There are 24 licensed 
~ersonnel (18 senior operators21 and 6 operators) on the operating staff at 
Rancho Seco. Tr. 3047, 3048. 

158. Through the licensing requirements and training directed by the 
Commission in its regulations, the additional requirements imposed in the 
Drder of May 7, 1979, and the Staffs veriftcation of compliance with these 
requirements, this agency has regulated the competence of licensed 
operators. The cold license, hot license, and requaliftcation training 
programs at Rancho Seco have been reviewed and approved by the NRC. 
Wilson on Operator Training at 3. CEC Witness Bridenbaugh is the only 
witness who questioned the competency of the Rancho Seco operators, 
although his conclusion merely was that he is not sure they are better than 
the operators who were at TMI. In the foregoing fmdings of fact we have 
concluded that Mr. Bridenbaugh's testimony on that score does not 
contribute to a determination on the issue of whether operators demon
strate sufficient technical and analytical knowledge of facility operation. 
Further, Mr. Bridenbaugh does not question that Licensee's training of its 
licensed operators complies with NRC requirements. Rather, he asserts that 
the NRC standards are inadequate. Bridenbaugh-Minor at 7, 11 and 12; Tr. 
3520, 3570. To the extent that Mr. Bridenbaugh fmds Commission 
regulations to be in need of revision, his complaint must be taken to the 
Commission and cannot be entertained by this Board. See 10 C.F.R. 
Section 2.758. 

159. It is signiftcant that Mr. Bridenbaugh's written testimony did not 
present, and that on cross-examination he could not recall, a speciftc 
instance in which a Rancho Seco operator has demonstrated a lack of 
understanding of what would have to be done to respond to a feedwater 
transient. See, e.g., Tr. 3586, 3587. NRC Staff Witness Wilson, who has 
audited and given licensing examinations to Rancho Seco operators, 
observed requaliftcation training of Rancho Seco operators, and examined 
hundreds of operators at other plants over a period of six and one-half 
years, testifted that the Rancho Seco operators stack up very favorably with 
other operators in training programs with which he has experience. Tr. 
3878-3881. The Board fmds, on the basis of the foregoing fmdings of fact 
and in partial response to Board Question H-C 34 and FOE Contention III 

21A "senior operator" is any individual designated by a facility license under 10 C.F.R. Part SO 
to direct the activities of licensed operators. 10 C.F.R. Section SS.4(e). 
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(e), that the training actions required by the Commission's Order of May 7, 
1979, in the context of the other training provided and the testing required, 
provide reasonable assurance that the licensed operators at Rancho Seco 
will operate the plant safely in response to feedwater transients. 

6. Unlicensed Operators 
160. The remainder of Board Question H-C 34 questions whether 

unlicensed operating personnel will respond adequately to feedwater 
transients. Unlicensed operators at Rancho Seco assist the licensed 
operators by starting and stopping motorized equipment, opening and 
shutting valves, conducting periodic maintenance or checking of equip
ment, and maintaining plant records. These various activities are directed 
and supervised by the licensed operators who assist the unlicensed 
personnel if necessary. Written procedures are located at equipment 
operating stations to instruct· these personnel in their assigned tasks. 
Unlicensed personnel are allowed to manipulate apparatus and mecha
nisms which may affect reactivity and the power level of a nuclear power 
plant only under the direct supervision of a licensed operator present at the 
controls and only for purposes of training such individuals to obtain 
necessary experience to become licensed.21 NRC StafTTestimony of Philip 
J. Morrill on Training of Unlicensed Operators following Tr. 4141 
("Morrill") at 3. 

161. The unlicensed operations personnel are placed in one of three 
categories according to their experience and competence. The least 
experienced personnel are "power plant helpers" who are initially assigned 
to receive on the job training from more experienced personnel and to do 
odd jobs around the plant. As these personnel become more knowledgeable 
and experienced, they are assigned greater responsibility for equipment 
operation by the senior licensed operator on that shift. After approximately 
a year, a power plant helper may become an "Equipment Attendant" who 
is generally responsible for working with equipment in the non-safety 
related portions of the plant. After an additional time of about one year, the 
unlicensed person may become an "Auxiliary Operator" who usually 
operates equipment in safety related areas of the plant. These assignments 
are generally on the basis of seniority, performance (as evaluated by 
Rancho Seco management) and availability of that job position. Normally, 
there are between 3 and 7 unlicensed operations personnel on a shift 
depending on what plant operations are planned. Id at 3, 4. 

:USee 10 c.F.R. Section SS.9(b). 
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162. The role of unlicensed operators, however, is minimal in operating 
the Rancho Seco plant safely in response to a feedwater transient. The 
auxiliary feedwater system, required in the event of a loss of main 
feedwater, can be operated from the Rancho Seco control room by licensed 
operators. In the event that the 24-hour water supply for the auxiliary 
feedwater system in the condensate storage tank reached a low level, 
unlicensed operators might be called upon to operate manual valves outside 
the control room to align the off-site water supply to the auxiliary feedwater 
pumps. Unlicensed operators have been given training, since the Three 
Mile Island accident, to perform this manual valving. Each shift supervisor 
has conducted specific training for the unlicensed operators of his crew, 
including a ''walk through" to affirm valve location and operation, to assure 
that they can locate and reposition the valves in the unlikely event they are 
directed to do so to assure an adequate supply of auxiliary feedwater. 
Unlicensed operators have also been instructed on the proper procedure for 
taking local control of the auxiliary feedwater system control valve to each 
steam generator in the unlikely event of a loss of control to all four of the 
available auxiliary feedwater level control valves. Rodriguez at 37, 38; 
Morrill at 5; Tr. 4224, 4225. 

163. CEC Witness Bridenbaugh testified that under "on-the-job" 
training, unlicensed operators may not know how or where to perform 
~rtain actions the first time they are called upon to perform them, citing 
the deposition of Rancho Seco licensed senior operator Tipton. CEC Ex. 36 
at 113, 114; Bridenbaugh-Minor at 13. Mr. Rodriguez also acknowledged 
that unlicensed operators may be asked by a licensed operator to perform 
an operation for which they had never been trained and which they had 
never before performed. Tr. 3118. Mr. Tipton, however, did not testify that 
unlicensed operators may not know how or where to perform certain 
actions the first time they are called upon to perform them. To the contrary, 
he testified that " ... they are instructed either the first time they have to do a 
task or again if they need refresher." CEC Ex. 36 at 113, 114. CEC believes 
that this mode of operation is unacceptable and that these personnel should 
be instructed and "checked off" on these operations before standing shift. 
See CEC Proposed Finding, paras. 200-208. 

164. The Board fmds that CECs proposal is not supported by the 
evidence and, in fact, is an unreasonable method of training unlicensed 
operators. The evidence indicates that unlicensed operator activities are 
directed and supervised by the licensed operators, who assist if necessary, 
and the "on-the-job" training lasts several years. Presumably, if an 
unlicensed operator is asked to do an activity which he has never done 
before or received training on, the licensed operator will supervise and 
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assist. This, to us, is the essence of "on-the-job" training and is an excellen' 
way to gain the necessary experience to become licensed. 

The record does not indicate any instances where this ty}Je of trainin! 
has been abused or resulted in the unsafe operation of the facility.2.3 

165. Based on the foregoing and in response to Board Question H-C 34 
the Board fmds that there is reasonable assurance that unlicensed operatin! 
personnel are sufficiently trained and will respond adequately to feedwateJ 
transients. 

7. Management and Technical Personnel 
166. FOE Contention III(d) and part of Board Question H-C 3~ 

question whether there are adequate procedures to determine and test the 
competence of Rancho Seco facility management. The Commission revieWl 
the technical qualifications of applicants for facility operating licenses tc 
engage in the proposed activities in accordance with Commission regula· 
tions. See 10 C.F.R. Section 50.4O(b). The NRC reviews the managemen1 
and technical organization of the applicant and its technical contractors tc 
assure that on-site facility management and personnel are qualified to ac1 
responsibly and competently in the event of an emergency or abnormal 
occurrence at the plant, to assure that clear management control and 
effective lines of communication exist between the organizational unit! 
involved in the management, operation, and technical support for the 
operation of the facility, and to assure that the applicant has the necessat") 
technical support for the operation of the facility. Testimony of Fredericl< 
R. Allenspach Relating to Management and Technical Competence fol. Tr, 
3920 ("Allenspach") at 2-5. 

167. SMUD's organizational structure, personnel requirements and 
technical qualifications were reviewed and found to be acceptable in a 
Safety Evaluation, dated June 8, 1978, issued as part of the NRC Staffs 
operating license review for Rancho Seco.24 [d. at 5,6. 

168. The key members of Rancho Seco management-the Manager 01 
Nuclear Operations, Plant Superintendent, Engineering and Quality Con· 

23CEC appears to allege that the high turnover of unlicensed personnel at Rancho Seco during 
the period October 1978 to October 1979 (10-12 individuals terminated employment) resulted 
in Rancho Seco being operated by relatively inexperienced personnel. See CEC Proposed 
Findings. para. 206-207. As a result of this turnover and an anonymous allegation that training 
of unlicensed personnel was inadequate, NRC I&E inspectors interviewed approximately SO'll: 
of the unlicensed personnel. Morrill at 4. The investigation disclosed three relatively minot 
complaints regarding inadequate training and procedures and the Licensee took corrective 
action. Id. at 8. With these actions, the NRC was satisfied that the unlicensed personnel were 
adequately trained. Id. at 9. 
24The NRC is considering upgraded requirements in the area of management and technical 
capabilities for licensees of operating reactors. Allenspach at 7·9. 
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rol Supervisor, Chairman of the Plant Review Committee, and Operations 
iupervisor-all have senior operator licenses issued by the NRC. They each 
)articipated in the Rancho Seco cold license training program, in the 
pecial post-TMI training, and continue to participate in the requalification 
raining program. Consequently, as licensed senior operators, these facility 
nanagement personnel are regularly trained and tested on their knowledge 
md competence to operate the plant safely. Rodriguez at 19,20. 

169. In addition, Rancho Seco management and supervisory personnel 
lave begun participation in a command and control training program, 
)eing presented by a consultant to the District, which will provide further 
raining in the command and control aspects of mitigating various 
lccidents. Rodriguez at 20,21; Tr. 3385, 3386. 

170. Three reactor inspectors from Region V of the NRCs Office of 
nspection and Enforcement (Allen D. Johnson, Gerald B. Zwetzig, and 
:Iarvey L. Canter) testified on the competence of SMUD to operate the 
uncho Seco facility. All of them, in one capacity or another, have 
'eviewed and inspected the operations at Rancho Seco. Mr. Canter has 
)een the NRCs Senior Resident Inspector at the Rancho Seco site since 
~ugust 1, 1979. Based on personal knowledge and experienced judgment of 
he SMUD operation, and relying to a large extent on the number of items 
)f noncompliance and reportable occurrences at Rancho Seco since it 
:ommenced commercial operation, these inspectors concluded that the 
'SMUD organization and personnel are competent to safely operate the 
uncho Seco nuclear generating station." Johnson Testimony at 11, fo1. Tr. 
1920. See a/so Zwetzig Testimony at 6, fol. Tr. 3920; Canter Testimony at 8, 
01. Tr. 3920. 

171. The NRC Staff also submitted testimony by the Performance 
~ppraisal Branch of NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement which 
lad completed the major portion of a management appraisal inspection at 
wcho Seco while these hearings were in session. Because preliminary 
indings from this inspection resulted in a number of concerns of the 
)erformance appraisal team which might be relevant to the issues before the 
Board, two members of the team testified on the team's preliminary 
mdings. Supplemental Testimony of NRC Performance Appraisal Branch 
R.egarding SMUD Management Controls, fo1. Tr.4233("PAB Testimony"). 
[be performance appraisal team's preliminary concerns relate to manage
nent controls in seven of the eleven functional areas reviewed. P AB 
restimony at 2.25 

~e witnesses prefaced their testimony by observing that these pre1iminaIy concerns may be 
'eSOlved by the subsequent inspection and review efforts of the team. PAB Testimony at I. 
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172. Some of the P AB concerns are not relevant to the subject matter 0 

this proceeding (e.g., flre prevention and protection) except to the exten 
that they relate to the overall ability of SMUD to properly manage thl 
facility in accordance with the technical specifications at Rancho Seco an( 
other NRC requirements. For example, in the area of training, the PAl 
witnesses testifled that Licensee had not fully implemented requirements it 
its own procedures for the training of non-licensed personnel. . PAl 
Testimony at 3, as corrected at Tr. 4252. This observation, however, did no 
relate to the unlicensed operators on the Rancho Seco operating crew. 
which the Board addressed above in its fmdings on Board Question H-C 34 
but to maintenance and technical staff personnel. Tr. 4276, 4277. The PAl 
witnesses also testifled that the Licensee had not fully implemented thl 
training program for licensed operators in that for several operators, thl 
oral exam was not administered within the time frame specified by the 
Rancho Seco administrative procedure. PAB Testimony at 3; Tr.4254-56 
Licensee explained that this delay was caused by a plant refueling outage 
which required the services of the operators. Tr. 3447-48. 

173. In the area of design changes and modifications, while the 
testimony was not specifically related to systems at issue here, the witnessel 
from the Performance Appraisal Branch testifled that Licensee's procedurel 
for the review of design changes to Class I systems pursuant to 10 C.F.R 
Section 50.59 did not comport with the requirements of the license technica 
specifications in that a second level safety evaluation was not provide( 
where the frrst level of review by the Supervisor of Engineering and Qualit) 
Assurance resulted in a negative determination under 10 C.F.R SectioI 
50.59. PAB Testimony at 3; Tr. 4247. Licensee described its procedures fOI 
such reviews and disagreed with the performance appraisal team's conclu· 
sions that they did not comply with the technical specifications. Tr. 3448· 
3450. Mr. Johnson, an inspector from Region V of the Office of InspectioJl 
and Enforcement, also described the procedure for such changes required 
by 10 C.F.R Section 50.59 and the Rancho Seco technical specifications, 
Tr. 4118, 4119. He is familiar with Licensee's procedures for reviewin~ 
design changes to Oass I systems, and testifled that the position of RegioJl 
V, which has been communicated to Licensee, is that the District'! 
procedure complies with the technical specifications.26 Tr. 3921, 3922. III 
any event, inspectors from Region V and the performance appraisal team 
reviewed some 176 design changes implemented pursuant to a negative 

26'Jbis differing interpretation by the I&E regional office and its Performance Appraisal 
Branch apparently persists. See Tr. 4275. The Board recognizes, and is mindful in attachin! 
weight to statistics on enforcement activities. that licensees may face different interpretatioru 
of a single requirement by different NRC inspectors. See Tr. 3971-3973. 4280. 
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Section 50.59 determination by the Supervisor of Engineering and Quality 
Assurance and concurred in all of the determinations. Tr. 4275, 4276. 

174. The Performance Appraisal Branch concerns center about the 
Licensee's management control systems in the areas reviewed by its team. 
The fact that concerns exist about a Licensee's management controls does 
not indicate that the licensee's management is not competent to manage its 
reactor facility. PAB Testimony at 1, 2; Tr. 4270. While the team spent 
approximately one man-year of effort in its investigation of Rancho Seco 
(Tr. 4234), it found no weaknesses in management controls which 
warranted immediate action. PAB Testimony at 5; Tr. 4271, 4272. 
Significantly, the team found no concerns in the area of plant opera
tions-i.e., the manner of instructing operating crews, deflning responsibili
ties, providing for communication between operations personnel and 
management, and providing for management knowledge of problems in the 
fleld and their resolution. Tr. 4235, 4236. However, the PAB team felt that 
Rancho Seco management controls were relatively poor in comparison with 
the other seven facilities it had inspected. Tr. 4241, 4249. 

175. The record on Licensee's management competence appears, on its 
face, confusing and contradictory as a result of the PAB inspection. The 
Board and the parties, however, have examined at length Licensee's 
Manager of Nuclear Operations, the senior management person on the 
facility site. In addition, five inspectors from the NRC Office of Inspection 
and Enforcement have testifled, providing an up-to-date and ongoing 
evaluation of the competence of Rancho Seco's management to operate the 
plant safely. No testimony has been presented that indicates that SMUD 
personnel are not competent to manage the facility. Although the PAB 
inspection has uncovered some areas of concern, we believe that many of 
these concerns relate to the administrative details or "paper work" of· 
running a business. These details may have been deferred or forgotten in 
the face of all the management work that evolved from the TMI -2 accident, 
including this proceeding. While these details should not go unnoticed or 
uncorrected, it is our opinion that they do not constitute a serious cloud on 
management's ability to operate the Rancho Seco facility in a manner that 
reasonably assures public health and safety. 

176. The P AB team testifled that they did not consider immediate 
corrective action necessary since the deflciencies noted were not significant. 
Tr. 4272. They also mentioned that SMUD added additional people to its 
training staff in recent months, a change which should alleviate these 
problems. Tr. 4257. SMUD is exploring the possibility of putting its training 
program on a computer system as an aid in flagging due dates. Tr. 4272. It 
is our further opinion that those areas of concern reflected in the PAB 
inspection do not indicate a present safety problem that would require 
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Board action. We are confident that any remedial action necessary by 
SMUD in response to these concerns, can be effectuated through the 
normal functions of the Inspection and Enforcement program. 

177. Returning to FOE Contention III(d) and Board Question H-C 32, 
we fmd that as licensed senior operators, Rancho Seco key management 
personnel are tested for knowledge and competence in operating the plant. 
While "tests" in the formal sense are not given on the broader subject of 
managerial skills and capabilities, the extensive evaluations by the NRC 
Office of Inspection and Enforcement have been more than adequate for 
reaching a determination on the competence of facility management. The 
Board fmds that the Rancho Seco facility management is sufficiently 
competent to provide reasonable assurance that the plant will respond 
safely to feedwater transients. 

J. Instrumentation 

178. Board Question CEC 5-3a: 
Are the special features and instruments installed at Rancho Seco 
adequate to aid in diagnosis and control after an off-normal 
condition engendered by a loss-of-feedwater transient? 

Board Question H-C 22: 

What instrumentation is available to give positive indication as to 
whether or not the coolant is subcooled throughout the core at all 
times? How does that instrumentation work? In the event that a 
non-subcooled condition is indicated. what instrumentation would 
then give reliable information on the water level in the core? 

179. The Rancho Seco plant is designed to respond safely to a loss of 
feedwater transient basically by means of three systems: the integrated 
control system; the reactor protection system; and the auxiliary feedwater 
system. Information necessary for the operator to diagnose and respond to 
a loss of feedwater transient includes: (1) the extent of the loss of 
feedwater (i.e., whether one or both pumps have been lost or whether 
control of feedwater flow has been lost); (2) whether the ICS is responding 
as required; (3) whether the reactor protection system has been called upon 
to shut the plant down; and. (4) whether the auxiliary feedwater system, if 
required. is functioning as designed. NRC Staff Testimony of Bruce A 
Wilson on Instrumentation for Diagnosis and Control of Off-Normal 
Conditions, fol. Tr. 3788 ("Wilson on Instrumentation'') at 3. As a result of 
its review of the Three Mile Island accident, the NRC Staff decided that 
operators should have additional indication of auxiliary feedwater flow 
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beyond the already available steam generator level indication. Consequent
ly, as one of the short-term actions undertaken to upgrade the timeliness 
and reliability of the auxiliary feedwater system in response to the 
Commission's Order of May 7, 1979, Licensee installed, prior to the restart 
of Rancho Seco, flow meters on each of the auxiliary feedwater lines to give 
a more direct indication in the control room of the existence and amount of 
auxiliary feedwater flow to each steam generator. Id. at 5; Tr. 1546-1549. 

180. Various other additions to and modifications of the instrumenta
tion in the Rancho Seco control room have also been implemented since the 
Three Mile Island accident. These changes go beyond the requirements of 
the Commission's Order of May 7, 1979. Tr. 2962-2963, 3351-3356. 
Specifically, feedwater transient diagnostic instrumentation is available to 
the operators in the Rancho Seco control room to provide indication of the 
following parameters: auxiliary feedwater flow; reactor coolant system 
hot leg, cold leg and average temperature; steam generator level (six 
channels); steam generator outlet pressure; pressurizer level (three separate 
temperature compensated level indication channels); reactor coolant 
system makeup flow; reactor coolant pressure (four narrow range channels 
and three wide range channels); main feedwater flow to each steam 
generator; high pressure injection flow; and reactor coolant system loop 
flow. Licensee's Testimony of Ronald J. Rodriguez fo1. Tr. 2948 as 
amended at Tr. 3351. (Rodriguez Testimony) at 41,42. 

181. As an additional operator aid, two saturation meters were installed 
in the Rancho Seco control room during the 1980 refueling outage and are 
now in operation. Those meters provide the operator with a continuous and 
direct display of the amount of subcooling present in the reactor coolant 
system. Previously, the operator determined this by comparison of pressure 
and temperature to a saturation curve. Tr. 3405; Rodriguez Testimony at 
44. Each meter receives a wide range pressure signal of 0-2500 pounds from 
the safety features instrumentation and two hot leg temperature inputs (a 
range of 120-920°F; one from each reactor coolant loop). The meter itself 
auctioneers and selects the highest temperature reading it receives, and 
feeds the temperature and pressure data into a computer for a calculation of 
sub cooling in degrees Fahrenheit. The meter displays to the operator the 
number of degrees Fahrenheit of subcooling. Tr. 3422, 3423 (Rodriguez); 
Rodriguez Testimony at 47; Testimony of Paul E. Norian on Adequacy of 
Pressurizer Instrumentation (Board Question 22), fo1. Tr. 1163 (''Norian 
Instrumentation Testimony"), at 5. CEC Witness Minor, in his written 
testimony, recommended the installation of a saturation meter at Rancho 
Seco (Bridenbaugh-Minor Testimony at 16, 17 and 19) because he was 
unaware of the installation at the time he prepared his testimony. Tr. 3593, 
3594. This arrangement does not necessarily assure that all points in the 
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core are subcooled, but in the opinion of Licensee's Witness Jones, any 
local hotspots would occasion only local boiling, and the resultant bubbles 
would mix with the surrounding fluid and condense. Tr. 1141. Thus, cooling 
of the core would be maintained as long as subcooling is indicated. 

182. If, as postulated in Board Question H-C22, a non-subcooled 
(saturated) condition exists in the system, there may be voids present, and 
pressurizer level would no longer be a good indicator of primary coolant 
inventory. Testimony of Paul E. Norian on Adequacy of Pressurizer 
Instrumentation fol. Tr. 1169 (Norian on Instrumentation) at 4; Tr. 933; Tr. 
1369. 

183. As a vivid example of such voiding. during the TMI-2 accident, the 
pressurizer PORV was stuck open and provided a leakage path for the 
primary system fluid. Subcooling was lost within a few minutes and the 
coolant began to flash. Since the leakage path was at the top of the 
pressurizer, there was an insurge offluid from the hot leg which maintained 
a large inventory in the pressurizer. Consequently, the pressurizer level was 
maintained even though the primary system inventory was continuously 
depleted until the PORV block valve was closed. Norian on Instrumenta
tion at 3, 4. 

184. In answer, then, to the last portion of Board Question H-C-22, 
there is no instrumentation which gives reliable information on the water 
level in the core when the primary coolant is not subcooled. It is the opinion 
of Staff and Licensee witnesses, however, that a non-subcooled condition 
can reliably be avoided by proper operator action. Rodriguez Testimony at 
46-77; Norian on Instrumentation at 6. Rancho Seco Emergency Procedure 
D5 "Loss of Reactor CoolantlReactor System Pressure" (CEC Exhibit 46), 
provides specific guidance to the operator to maintain the reactor coolant in 
a subcooled condition in the event of a 10ss-of-coolant accident. Id. at 47. 
High pressure injection control from the control room allows the operator 
to add inventory as necessary to maintain reactor coolant system pressure 
and to promote adequate subcooling. Id. at 44. By maintaining a minimum 
of 50°F subcooling in the reactor coolant system and operating high 
pressure injection pumps to provide an indicated level in the pressurizer
as the procedures direct, and as all of the post-TMI training has taught the 
operator to do-void formation in the reactor coolant system will be 
prevented.Id. at 47. Because saturation conditions occur before the core 
becomes uncovered, (fr. 1755), the key indication the operator needs to 
guide his actions is the existence of loss of subcooling. It is this condition, 
and not reactor vessel level, which would dictate required operator actions. 
Tr. 1755, 1756; Tr. 800-802. In the event conditions degrade to the point 
where voids are formed, the operator can monitor adequate core cooling by 
observing installed in-core temperature thermocouples which are located at 
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the top of the reactor core. Rodriguez Testimony at 47, 48; Tr. 1369, 1370; 
Tr.3331. 

185. As to whether additional instrumentation is desirable to permit 
direct detection of water level in the pressure vessel, the opinions of expert 
witnesses are divided. Licensee, after a review, concluded that there were no 
designs available for such instrumentation which would give unambiguous 
indications. Tr. 3332. CEC Witness Minor testified that the operator's 
ability to diagnose an ofT-normal condition involving loss-of-coolant would 
be enhanced by direct indication of vessel water level. But he cautioned that 
the complexity of such a measurement would make it necessary to carefully 
research the best method for making such a measurement. Prepared Direct 
Testimony of Dale G. Bridenbaugh and Gregory C. Minor Concerning 
Training and Human Factor Engineering fol. Tr. 3496 (Bridenbaugh-Minor 
Testimony) at 15. CEC's Witness Lewis did not advocate vessel level 
indicators; he stated that, in his opinion, void detectors at high points in the 
system would be easier to implement and probably more useful. Tr. 484. 
The Staff's witness merely asserted that the iristrumentation to show vessel 
water level is needed. Norian on Instrumentation, at 5. 

186. Obviously, the question of improved instrumentation for inade
quate core cooling is unsettled. The important point, however, is that the 
existing instrumentation is sufficient for the operators to evaluate the state 
of the primary coolant system and initiate corrective action as needed. Any 
additional instrumentation to be installed would provide backup to the 
existing systems and provide further assurance that the core is adequately 
cooled. Norian on Instrumentation at 6. The Board is aware that, on 
October 2, 1980, the Commission published a Proposed Rule which has 
some bearing on this point. Interim Requirements Related to Hydrogen 
Control and Certain Degraded Core Conditions, 45 FR 65466. This 
proposed rule would require, inter alia, that: 

(3) By January I, 1982, each boiling and pressurized light-water 
nuclear power reactor shall be provided with instrumentation such as a 
reactor vessel water level indicator which supplies to the control room a 
recorded, unambiguous, direct indication, of inadequate core cooling. 
The indication must cover the complete range from normal operation 
to complete core uncovering and give advance warning of the 
approach of inadequate core cooling. 

45 FR 65466 at 65473 [emphasis added]. 

Thus we fmd that, although present instrumentation is not able to 
indicate water level in the core in the presence of voids, the instruments 
meant to avoid such a condition are presently adequate, and the possibility 
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of enhancing and improving the safety posture by developing and installing 
level indication or its equivalent is being pursued actively and on an 
appropriate schedule. 

One last point should be mentioned before we leave these two Board 
Questions: CEC Witness Minor also suggested the need for a dedicated 
indication of natural circulation. Bridenbaugh-Minor Testimony at 16, 19. 
On examination by the Board, however, Mr. Minor testified that he did not 
know whether it was practical to measure such small flow rates, and that 
additional study would be required to ensure that his proposal would be 
satisfactory under various conditions. Tr. 3619. Licensee's witness testified 
that existing temperature instrumentation is adequate to verify natural 
circulation, and the Sta.fPs witness questioned the practicality of a natural 
circulation meter. Tr. 3444; Tr. 3894, 3895. 

187. We conclude, then, that adequate, state-of-the-art instrumentation 
is available to cope with a loss-of-feedwater transient at Rancho Seco; that 
present instrumentation and procedures can also give reasonable assurance 
that the coolant is subcooled; and that the development and installation of 
enhanced instrumentation to give vessel level indication is being pursued on 
a schedule appropriate to its urgency. 

K. Control Room Configuration 

188. Board Question H-C 31: 
Are there features of Rancho Seco's control room design and 
configuration which make it difficult for operators to avoid a loss
of-feedwater transient? 

189. The thrust, and much of the substantive wording, of this issue were 
taken from a contention propounded by Intervenors Hursh and Castro, 
who withdrew. It is clear to the Board that a better statement of the issue 
would have used words such as "diagnose and respond to" in place of the 
word "avoid," since the configuration of the control room has little to do 
with whether or not such a transient occurs. NRC Staff Testimony of Bruce 
A. Wilson on Control Room Configuration, fo1. Tr. 3788, (Wilson on 
Control Room) at 2. Fortunately, witnesses for all parties interpreted the 
situation correctly and addressed the control room configuration as it bears 
upon diagnosing and responding to the transient. 

190. Upon review of the evidence, we conclude that there are no serious 
design shortcomings in the Rancho Seco control room. The Rancho Seco 
control room has compact control consoles which allow operating person
nel quick access to controllers for a wide variety of equipment. The overall 
control room layout minimizes the amount of movement the operator must 
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make in taking actions involving multiple pumps and valves. Rodriguez 
Testimony at 40. The compact character of the Rancho Seco control room 
and the relatively small number of displays makes it substantially different 
from the TMI control room. On the whole, it is better than TMI's, 
especially during normal operation. Minor and Bridenbaugh Testimony at 
17-18. Indeed, NRC Staff Witness Wilson concludes that the Rancho Seco 
control room is one of the best. Wilson on Control Room at 4-5. 

191. The foregoing fmdings do not mean that the Rancho Seco control 
room could not be improved. In 1976, the Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI) published a study comparing the Rancho Seco control room with 
four others from a human engineering standpoint. "Human Factors Review 
of Nuclear Power Plant Control ~oom Design," identified as CEC Ex. 33. 
The EPRI study identified several human engineering weaknesses with the 
Rancho Seco control room design. The more substantial problems were: 

a. Functionally related control consoles are separated. CEC Ex. 33 at 
4-9. 

b. Control board is unwieldy. Id. at 4-13. 

c. Controls and instrumentation are located in areas outside the 
primary control room area or outside the operators' line of vision. 
Id. at 4-14. 

d. Rod monitor display is poorly placed with respect to the reactor 
control panel. Id. 5-36 and Fig. 5-45. 

e. Auxiliary feedwater controls are not grouped with main feedwater 
controls. Id. 5-42 and Fig. 5-43. 

f. A "B" switch on the functionally grouped safeguards panel is 
located on the "A" panel. Id. at 5-42 and Fig. 5-54. 

g. There is no differentiation in appearance between some switch 
lights and indicator lights on the safeguards panel. Id. at 7-9 and 
Fig. 7-16. 

192. SMUD has not made any attempt to change the control room 
configuration in the time since CEC Ex. 33 was produced. Tr. 2975. The 
Board believes that in light of the design sensitivities of the B&W system, 
SMUD should consider eliminating these identified weaknesses, even 
though the Rancho Seco control room may have fewer defects than most. 
The Board is confident this will occur, since SMUD has recently contracted 
for a human factors study of its control room to be undertaken this year. Tr. 
2974. Such a study comes at a particularly opportune time, as the study will 
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evaluate the new instrumentation incorporated at Rancho Seco since the 
TMI accident. . 

L Tunetable for Long-Term Modifications 

193. Board Question FOE m(e): 

The NRC Orders in issue do not reasonably assure adequate safety 
because there is no reasonable time for implementation of the long
term modifications established in the Commission orders. 

The May 7 Order provides that SMUD shall "as promptly as 
practicable" accomplish the long-term modifications set forth in that Order. 
May 7 Order at 8. It is the judgment of both the Commission and Licensee 
that these modifications, unlike the short-term actions, were not required 
immediately to provide reasonable assurance that Rancho Seco would 
respond safely to feedwater transients. Dieterich Testimony at 25; Capra 
Testimony at 8. No witness who appeared at this hearing testified that this 
judgment Was in error. And, while the Commission directed the prompt 
implementation of the long-term modifications, some of them require 
detailed engineering analysis and assessment by Licensee, review by the 
NRC Staff, procurement of components and equipment (some of which 
may require extensive lead time), installation of equipment and additional 
training of operators. Capra Testimony at 7. Consequently, these modifica
tions could not reasonably have been subjected to a specified, rigid 
implementation schedule dictated by the Commission on Mal' 7, 1979. 
Licensee and the NRC Staff, however, both presented testimony on the 
status of implementation of the long-term modifications in response to FOE 
Contention III(c). 

194. The testimony presented by both the NRC Staff and Licensee with 
respect to the long-term modification schedule is uncontroverted. This 
evidence indicates that the first, second and fourth required long-term items 
have been completed by the Licensee. Capra Testimony at 3-6. The third 
long-term modification required Licensee to upgrade to safety grade the 
anticipatory reactor trip upon loss of main feedwater andlor turbine trip. 
The NRC Staff approved Licensee's preliminary design for the proposed 
upgrade on December 20, 1979, which allowed Licensee to proceed toward 
installation. 

195. Based on the foregoing, we fmd that FOE Contention III(c) has no 
merit. The evidence indicates that three of the four required long-term 
modifications have already been implemented and that the remaining 
modification will be completed in a reasonable time. 
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196. CEC would have us fmd that the timetable for long-tenn 
modifications is not adequate (CEC Proposed Findings paras 262, 263), in 
that a proper AFW reliability study and a proper FMEA of the ICS system 
have not been prepared. We have found that these studies have been 
adequate for the purposes intended, and we therefore reject the contrary 
fmding proposed by CEC. 

M. Hydrogen Control 

197. Board Question H-C 20: 
Does Rancho Seco's present system for coping with hydrogen 
release in containment provide for: 

a. recombiner availability early enough to respond to a situation like 
that at TMI-2? 

b. proper radiological protection of the surroundings if purging is 
depended upon? 

The Board retained (and paraphrased) this question after Intervenors 
Hursh and Castro withdrew because we were aware that experience at 
TMI-2 suggested a pressure rise had occurred as a consequence of the 
generation and combustion of hydrogen in the course of the accident. 

198. There are two methods available for removal of hydrogen from a 
containment building: a purge system and a recombiner. Rancho Seco 
has a purge system but does not have a recombiner. Licensee's Supplemen
tal Testimony of Robert A. Dieterich In Response to Board Question HC-
20, fo1. Tr. 1988, at 21; NRC Staff Testimony of Thomas A. Greene on 
Hydrogen Recombiner, fo1. Tr. 2783, (Green Hydrogen Testimony) at 2. 
After a severe accident, the purge system could not be used for 
approximately 13 or 14 days because earlier use would lead to large 
radioactive releases to the environment. Dieterich Testimony at 20; Tr. 
2843. 

199. A recombiner may be used earlier in an accident sequence than a 
purge system because the recombiner vents back into the containment 
building rather than releasing radioactivity to the environment. Dieterich 
Testimony at 20; Tr. 2842-44. The NRC has recognized the advantage of 
hydrogen recombiners by requiring them, rather than purge systems, on 
newer facilities. 10 C.F.R. Section 50.44(g). Rancho Seco's purge system is 
designed to accommodate the hydrogen generated by a design basis 
accident in which five percent of the zirconium cladding present in the core 
reacts with steam to produce hydrogen (fr. 2156-57) and as required by 10 
C.F.R. Section 50.44(d)1. 
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200. Possession of a hydrogen recombiner was not required by the 
regulations for plants licensed at the time of and with the characteristics of 
Rancho Seco. 10 C.F.R. Section 50.44(g); Greene Hydrogen Testimony at 
6. Thus Rancho Seco met all the requirements for hydrogen (or "combusti
ble gas") control applicable at the time it was licensed. Indeed. even though 
the possession of a recombiner was not required at that time, Licensee took 
the additional precautionary measure of contracting with Arizona Public 
Service Company (APS) to obtain hydrogen recombiners on a loan basis 
from APS. Dieterich Testimony at 21; Tr. 2152; Tr. 2848. The APS 
recombiners could be delivered in approximately 24 hours. Dieterich 
Testimony at 22. 

201. However, the Board feels it is necessary that we consider the time 
sequence for generation of hydrogen and the amount generated in the light 
of the accident at TMI-2. During that accident a substantial amount of 
cladding reacted early in the sequence to produce hydrogen, and the 
reaction involved something of the order of 30 percent of the zircalloy clad. 
Tr. 2885. Hydrogen was generated at a rate approximately five hundred 
times the rate at which present day recombiners can recombine it. Dieterich 
Testimony at 22; Greene Hydrogen Testimony at 4-5. Tr. 2352-53, 2363; 
Tr. 2844, 2855, 2886. Further, the buildup of a combustible level of 
hydrogen occurred in the first few hours. Greene Hydrogen Testimony at 4-
5. Thus, the use of a recombiner (or a purge system) would have been of no 
value. 

202. The Commission is aware of the anomaly presented here. Indeed, 
the Commission has stated: 

The accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2, resulted in a severely 
damaged or degraded reactor core with the ... generation of hydrogen 
from fuel cladding-water reaction well in excess of the amounts 
required to be assumed for design purposes by the current Commission 
regulations. (Interim Requirements Related to Hydrogen Control and 
Certain Degraded Core Considerations 45 FR 65466). 

The "current regulations" referred to are, of course, p~ecisely those to 
which Rancho Seco conforms. 

203. Specifically then, we must fmd in answer to Board Question H-C 
20 that: (a) no recombiner is available which would be capable of coping 
with a situation like that at TMI-2 and (b) purging could not be safely 
accomplished at a time early enough to cope with that situation. 

204. CEC would have us require the Licensee to install "one or more 
hydrogen recombiner systems" on the ground that such devices might have 
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some value. CEC Proposed Findings at 146. We see no support in the 
record for that notion. 

205. Licensee, on the other hand, assures us that "even the amount of 
hydrogen generated in an accident of the severity of TMI-2 would not 
result in a dangerous challenge to the Rancho Seco containment" 
(Licensee's Proposed Findings at 174, footnote omitted, citing Dieterich 
Testimony at 23) and would have us further believe that even complete 
reaction of the zircalloy would not generate enough hydrogen to hazard the 
containment. Id We agree with the first proposition, but we fmd the 
statements in the record as to the second situation (viz: total clad 
reaction) to be conclusory and poorly supported. The witness in fact stated 
that he had not actually done such a calculation. Tr. 2177. 

206. We thus find that although Rancho Seco is not protected by 
recombiners or purging against generation of hydrogen in amounts like 
those generated at TMI-2, it could withstand combustion of such amounts 
of hydrogen. As to the possibility that larger amounts might be generated, 
we note that the Commission's Proposed Rule will require all PWR 
Licensees to address just that question and its implications for containment 
integrity. Proposed Section 50.44(c)[3][ii] 45 FR 65466, at 65472. We believe 
we can rely upon the Commission's implied judgment that operation of 
Rancho Seco, and that of all other PWRs, in the interim will not present an 
undue hazard to health and safety. 

N. Venting Back Into Containment 

207. CEC Issue 5-1: 

Whether those systems identified as contributing to the release of 
radioactivity during the TMI accident, which are outside contain
ment, should be changed to vent into the containment building? 

The testimony of four witnesses was received on this issue: NRC 
Staff Testimony of James Wing on Changing The Systems Outside 
Containment to Vent into Containment Building, fol. Tr. 2740 (Wing 
Testimony); NRC Staff Testimony of Jack N. Donohew on Changing the 
Systems Outside Containment to Vent into Containment Building, fol. Tr. 
3168 (Donohew Testimony); Licensee's Testimony of Robert A. Dieterich, 
... fol. Tr. 1988 (Dieterich Testimony); Prepared Direct Testimony of Bruce 
J. Mann Concerning Release of Radioactivity from Containment, fol. Tr. 
2926 (Mann Testimony). 

208. The issue reflects concern that during the TMI accident, there were 
diverse pathways for escape of radioactive materials from the TMI 
containment. Mann Testimony at 1-11, Wing Testimony at 2, Dieterich 
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Testimony at 17. Thus, the issue raises questions whether similar release 
paths may exist at Rancho Seco and, if so, whether systems involving such 
paths should be modified to return leakage to the containment and thus 
ensure that such releases do not occur at Rancho Seco. We fmd, for the 
reasons given below, that the evidence does not support imposition of this, 
or any similar requirement. 

209. A major contributor to release of radioactivity during the TMI 
accident was the fact that the TMI containment isolated only on high 
reactor building pressure. This delayed isolation until several hours after 
the accident began, thus permitting radioactive releases. Dieterich Testimo
ny at 18. The Rancho Seco containment isolates on low primary system 
pressure (1600 psig), as well as on high reactor building pressure and this 
isolation signal would come very early in a TMI-type accident sequence. Id 
at 18-19. 

210. However, even after the TMI containment had isolated, additional 
significant releases from containment to the auxiliary building were 
experienced because of the necessity to operate certain systems, including 
the letdown system. Mann Testimony at 14. Indeed, the letdown system 
was probably the most significant pathway for radioactive releases at TMI 
(Tr. 3172), so, early containment isolation, while helpful, does not ensure 
that there will be no releases of radioactivity from the reactor building. 

211. SMUD has instituted two programs to attempt to ensure that 
radioactive releases to the environment will not occur. First, SMUD has 
identified essential and nonessential systems within containment and has 
taken steps to ensure that all nonessential systems will be isolated 
immediately upon either high reactor building pressure or low primary 
system pressure. Wing Testimony at 3-5. The Board fmds that this program 
should reduce the chance of releases through systems which are not needed 
after an accident. In addition, SMUD has instituted a leak reduction 
program concerning its radwaste system, designed to ensure that leakage in 
that system will be kept to a minimum amount. Id at 3-5. 

212. With respect to the concept of "venting back" into the containment 
those systems outside containment, it appears that no party is advocating 
that such a system be imposed at Rancho Seco.27 CECs Witness Mann 
suggested that "venting back" might be worthy of study as a way to 
improve the safe response of the Rancho Seco plant in the event of a severe 

21Simply stated, such a system would return into containment any leakage from those systems 
and components outside containment that have potential radioactive release paths to the 
environment. At TMI. those systems located outside the containment that released radioactivi
ty to the atmosphere were the waste gas system, the reactor coolant bleed holdup tank relief 
valve in the letdown system. the fuel handling and auxiliary building sump tanks, the radwaste 
system pumps. and the makeup and purification system. Wmg at 2. 
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accident, but he admitted that he had not studied the concept. Tr. 2932-
2936. Both NRC Staff and SMUD witnesses stated that venting back into 
containment was unnecessary at this time. Donohew Testimony at 9; Wing 
Testimony at 9; Tr. 2129, 2136; Tr. 2762-2764; Tr. 3173, 3174. It is also true 
that implementation of a ''venting back" system would require making a 
number of new penetrations into the containment, and the addition of 
valves, pumps and pipes subject to leakage. Tr. 2129, 2134-2136. Thus, a 
"venting back" system could result in a reduction rather than an increase in 
reactor safety. Tr. 3173-3176. Given the lack of support of this idea by any 
party, even the party that broached it (CEC Proposed Findings, para. 254-
259), given also that the concept would be complex to implement and 
would not necessarily improve safety, the Board frods that there is no 
reason to have systems located outside of containment at Rancho Seco 
modified to vent into the containment building. The ''vent back" concept is 
just one potential design modification to reduce radioactive releases 
following an accident. We have no reason to believe it would be a very 
effective one. 

o. Controlled Filtered Venting 

213. CEC Issue 5-2: 
Whether the containment building should be modified to provide 
overpressurization protection with a controlled fIltered venting 
system to mitigate unavoidable release of radio nuclides? 

This issue was, it appears, raised by CEC primarily as a result of 
conclusions reached in two reports produced under CEC's aegis: CEC's 
Draft Staff Report "Underground Siting of Nuclear Power Reactors: An 
Option for California" (SMUD Ex. 11) and "Analysis of Public Conse
quences from Postulated Severe Accident Sequences in Underground 
Nuclear Power Plants" (SMUD Ex. 18).28 

214. The underground siting study (SMUD Ex. 11) not only examined 
underground siting but also considered controlled fIltered venting (CFV) as 
it could be applied to conventional, surface-sited plants. Prepared Direct 
Testimony of Daniel Nix Concerning Controlled Filtered Venting fol. Tr. 
2403 (Nix Testimony) at 2. 

2S'fhe reports were prepared in response to three laws constraining the licensing of nuclear 
power plants in California until after certain determinations could be made. The laws have 
been declared unconstitutional under the Supremacy Oause by two district courts: Pacific 
Gas and Electric Co. v. State Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission 472 
F. Supp. 191 (S.D. Ca. 1979). These cases have been consolidated and now pend before the 
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. 
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215. As a result of this study, which concluded that a CFV system was 
an attractive but less effective alternative to underground siting (SMUD Ex. 
11 at X), and as a result of the TMI accident, CEC sought consideration of 
this issue with respect to Rancho Seco in this proceeding. 

216. Licensee argued, however, that this issue was not appropriate for 
consideration by this Board and, consequently, moved for summary 
disposition on the ground that the CFV system proposed by CEC would be 
intended to mitigate accidents more severe than the design basis accident 
(DBA) for the Rancho Seco containment and that, therefore, the proposal 
constituted an impermissible challenge to a Commission regulation-the 
General Design Criteria set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A, 
particularly Criteria 16 and 50. Licensee argued that any modification of 
the General Design Criteria could only be made by the Commission and 
would be beyond the power of this Board to direct. The NRC Staff 
supported Licensee's motion on the ground that the issue was beyond the 
scope of the May 7 Order, whereas CEC opposed the motion. Be that as it 
may, this Board denied the motion and a subsequent motion for 
reconsideration because, in our mind, the issue did not constitute an 
impermissible challenge to the Commission regulations and was within the 
scope of the hearing. Tr. 100,356,357. 

217. Specifically, we believe that a proposed CFV system does not 
challenge any Commission reguhition with respect to containment design 
criteria, because those regulations only set forth a requirement that the 
containment remain leak-tight throughout a design basis accident. See 10 
C.F.R. Part 50, App. A, Criteria 16 and 50. Since a CFV system can 
enhance containment integrity, as we will fmd below, it does not conflict 
with the containment design criteria which we believe set forth minimum 
standards. In addition, as discussed below, there is controversy surrounding 
the probability and choice of a design basis accident. Accordingly, we 
decided to receive evidence and testimony on this issue. Before we explore 
the function, theory, design and uncertainties of a CFV system, and 
whether such a system is needed at Rancho Seco at this time, we will briefly 
explore the question of exactly what eventualities the Rancho Seeo 
containment is designed to protect against. 

1. Rancho Seco Containment Design 
218. As indicated above, the containment building is designed to hold 

radioactive materials that may be released during operation of the reactor 
or in the course of a design basis accident. It is to remain leak-tight. Tr. 
2230; 10 C.F.R. Part 50, App. A, G.D.C. 15 and 50. It accomplishes this 
mainly through its steel lined, reinforced concrete structure. NRC Staff 
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Testimony of Thomas A. Greene on Containment Overpressurization 
Protection, fo1. Tr. 2783 ("Greene on Containment',), at 3. 

219. There are approximately 70 penetrations into the containment. 
Each penetration contains a line going across the containment boundary, 
and each line is provided with a redundant set of valves to ensure that the 
opening can be sealed tightly on demand. Each penetration is sealed to the 
line it carries with weld material. Those seals are designed to withstand 
temperatures of at least 286°F. Tr. 2214. 

220. There are many ways in which the integrity of the containment 
theoretically can be breached during an accident. For instance, Table 7 in 
the Nix Testimony at IS, lists nine categories of PWR accidents that can 
lead to radioactive releases outside containment.29 While the nine "release 
categories" described in that table are intended to represent dominant 
release sequences for PWRs,30 the list is not necessarily exhaustive. Tr. 
2495. All but the last accident sequence included in the table result in 
accidents more severe than the design basis accident for Rancho Seco. Tr. 
2494,2495; Nix Testimony at 4, Table 1. 

221. Two of the nine release categories in Table 7-PWR-2 and PWR-
3-include failure of the containment from overpressurization as the 
mechanism for radioactive releases to the environment.3• The CFV systems 
suggested by CEC Witness Nix and discussed at the hearing are intended to 
provide protection only against these two release categories. Tr. 2495. 
Accordingly, we will limit our inquiry into the Rancho Seco containment 
design to determine if it meets present criteria with respect to overpressuri
zation protection. 

222. The design of the Rancho Seco facility provides two forms of 
protection against overpressurization. One is an overpressurization protec
tion system consisting of the containment building spray system and the 
containment building emergency cooling system. Greene on Containment 
at 2. the containment building spray system features two separate trains of 
equal capacity which spray water and sodium hydroxide to remove aerosol 
fission products released to the containment atmosphere. Id. at 2, 5. The 
containment building emergency cooling system consists of four fan-cooler 
units and four emergency upper dome circulators. These two systems 

29'fable 7 was taken from the "Reactor Safety Study," WASH·I400 (1975), a report assessing 
the accident risks in u.s. commercial nuclear power plants. The table summarizes 130,000 
accident sequences analyzed in the Reactor Safety Study. Tr. 2493. 
lO'fhe nine PWR release categories set forth in Table 7 of the Nix Testimony are often denoted 
as "PWR·l," "PWR·2" and so on. That shorthand notation will be used here. 
31In the PWR·l sequence. the containment is ruptured by a missile generated by a steam 
explosion. In the PWR-4, PWR·S and PWR·8 sequences, there is a failure of containment 
isolation. In the PWR-6 and PWR·7 sequences, the core melts through the containment 
building's foundation. Nix Testimony at Table 7. 
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remove energy from the containment atmosphere following an accident 
and, if working properly, will prevent the containment from becoming 
overpressurized during a design basis accident.32 Id. at 2; Tr. 2223-2224, 
2264-2265. 

223. The second and principal protection against overpressurization is 
the design of the containment building itself. The Rancho Seco contain
ment building is designed to withstand a "design basis accident" consisting 
of the pressure loadings resulting from the double-ended rupture of the 
largest pipe in the primary system. Licensee's Testimony of Robert A. 
Dieterich in Response to CEC Issue 5-2 fo1. Tr. 1983. (Dieterich 
Containment Testimony) at 3. See also, General Design Criterion 50, 
Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 50. The maximum calculated containment 
pressure produced in the design basis accident is 52 psig, and the Rancho 
Seco containment design pressure is 59 psig, offering a 12% margin over the 
pressure calculated in a design basis accident. Greene on Containment at 3; 
Dieterich Containment Testimony at 3. The building is also designed to 
withstand that internal pressure in the presence of wind and earthquake 
loadings. Tr. 2215. 

224. Because of the number of very conservative assumptions and safety 
margins included in the design, the Rancho Seco containment building 
would be able to withstand pressures well in excess of 59 psig. Greene on 
Containment at 7; Dieterich Containment Testimony at 3; NRC Staff 
Testimony of Dr. James F. Meyer on Containment Overpressurization 
Protection (CEC Issue 5-2), following Tr. 2786 (Meyer Testimony) at 4; Tr. 
2215; Tr. 2830-2832. In fact, two analyses performed by the Structural 
Branch of the NRC Staff and its consultants showed that a large PWR 
containment such as Rancho Secds would withstand, without failure, 
pressures twice as large as the design pressure, i.e., approximately 120 psig. 
Tr. 2809, 2868-2871; Tr. 2865-2866, 2900-2901. A more recent study by 
Sandia Laboratories of large PWR containments has produced a family of 
containment failure pressures, based on particular loading progressions in 
the containment, which range from 90 psig to 150 psig. Tr. 2866-2867, 2900-
2901. In the course of testing prior to startup, the Rancho Seco containment 
was pressurized with air up to 69 psig and held there for over a day without 
detriment. Tr. 2216, 2809. 

31Both the PWR·2 and PWR-3 release categories include failure of the containment spray and 
heat removal systems as part of the scenario leading to overpressurization. Nix Testimony at 
IS and Table 7. If these systems only become operative after the containment has reached high 
pressure and temperature conditions, they may be unable to control the transient completely; 
however, to the extent they are operational, they will continue to mitigate, if not control 
pressure and temperature rises produced in an accident such as a core melt. Tr. 2804-2806; Tr. 
2223,2224. 
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225. All witnesses who addressed the subject stated that there is a great 
degree of uncertainty on what the actual failure pressure of the Rancho 
Seco containment would be. There was widespread agreement, however, 
supported by test data, that the containment would not fail for pressures 
under 70 psig. Tr. 2688; Tr. 2830, Tr. 2215. As pressure increases, there is an 
increasing probability that the containment will fail; that probability 
remains quite low until about 100 psig and then, depending on the 
containment loading history, it increases dramatically and is influenced by 
wind loading, earthquake loading, and the accident sequence. Tr. 2810; 
2828,2871,2872;2358,2359. 

226. Another source of uncertainty is the form that the containment 
failure would take. It is possible that, at least for some overpressurization 
sequences, the containment would not fail catastrophically, but would 
develop cracks in the concrete that would relieve the containment pressure 
and then seal back. Tr. 2361; Tr. 2691, 2706-07; Tr. 2867; Tr. 2872, 2873. 
The releases from such a failure mode would be significantly lower than 
those generated by a large-scale catastrophic failure, (i.e., one resulting in 
large permanent openings of the containment structure). Tr.2867. 

227. Because of the foregoing, the Staff and the Licensee have 
concluded that the Rancho Seco containment building meets the applicable 
design criteria of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A, and is, therefore, safe to 
operate. Its design is based on a conservative pressure calculation resulting 
from release of the reactor coolant to the containment atmosphere in the 
event of a loss-of-coolant accident. Greene on Containment at 7; Meyer at 
7; Dieterich Containment Testimony at 2, 3. The uncontroverted evidence 
presented by the Staff and Licensee shows that the Rancho Seco 
containment will withstand and remain virtually leak tight during a design 
basis accident. We agree and note that because of conservative margins 
designed into the safety systems, certain accidents beyond the DBA can be 
accommodated. Meyer Testimony at 4. There is, however, no real 
agreement as to exactly what overpressure or exactly what postulated 
scenarios the containment can withstand. 

228. We now tum to the issue posed by CEC's Issue 5-2. That is, 
whether the Rancho Seco containment building should be modified to 
provide further overpressurization protection through use of a controlled 
flltered venting system (CFVS). This system could be used to mitigate the 
effects of some severe accidents beyond the design basis accident. Meyer 
Testimony at 2; Nix Testimony at 2, 14. In our inquiry into this matter we 
will (I) explore the function, theory and design of a CFVS, (2) analyze the 
potential risk reduction if a CFVS is utilized, and fmally (3) decide whether 
a CFVS should be installed at Rancho Seco. 
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2. Controlled Filtered Venting System 

a. Function, Theory and Design 

229. Controlled fIltered venting is a process in which a portion of the 
containment atmosphere is deliberately released to the environment in a 
controlled manner through a system of fIlters and energy absorbers. Such a 
pressure relief system would be actuated to reduce containment pressure, a 
pressure which could otherwise fail the containment and thereby allow the 
uncontrolled and unfIltered release of radiation into the atmosphere. As 
indicated above, this system would"only be used to mitigate the effects of 
certain severe accidents beyond the design basis accident. Id; Nix 
Testimony at 8. Various types of CFVSs have been installed or are being 
installed in Fast Breeder Reactor facilities both here and abroad. For 
example, the Zero-Power Plutonium Reactor (ZPPR) test facility, the Fast 
Flux Test Facility (FFTF), and the German SNR-300 prototype LMFBR 
all have CFVSs or are installing them. Nix Testimony at 15-16; Meyer 
Testimony at 4-5; Tr.2239-41. 

230. Vent-fIlter systems for LWRs have received attention since 1975, 
when Norwegian and Swedish studies on underground siting considered the 
use of the surrounding soil and rock as a fIltering medium. Subsequently, a 
UCLA study group presented a conceptual design of a vent-fIlter system for 
L WRs comprised of a graded sand and gravel bed with downstream HEPA 
and charcoal fIlters. Their design included the use of hydrogen burners to 
minimize the likelihood of hydrogen explosions and air cooling fans to 
prevent overheating of the charcoal fIlters. And, of course, the use of a 
controlled vent-fIltered system for core melt accidents was considered in the 
conceptual study of underground nuclear plants for the California Energy 
Commission (CEq mentioned before. SMUD Ex. 11. The CEC design was 
completely passive, with the principal fIltering structure being an under
ground pressure relief volume filled with crushed rock and gravel. Meyer 
Testimony at 4,5; Nix Testimony at IS, 16. 

231. The system of SMUD Ex. 11 is a passive system (i.e., it does not 
require supplied power or signal to actuate it), a system in which the 
containment atmosphere is discharged through a number of access points 
or "ports" which, up to the time of system activation, are sealed by metallic 
discs designed to rupture at a predetermined pressure.33 Tr. 2614-2616; Nix 
Testimony at 8, 11. In order to maintain reliability and retain the system's 

"The discs could also be made temperature-sensitive, so that they would rupture when the 
containment temperature rose to a certain setpoinl The object of this feature would be to 
relieve the containment when the containment seal integrity was threatened by high 
temperatures. Tr. 2623; Nix Testimony at 11. Since the same disc would be subject to rupture 
on two separate conditions, however, there would be at least two different malfunction modes 
for each disc. Tr. 2624. 
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passive nature, which is one of the main advantages perceived by its 
proponents (See, e.g., Nix Testimony at 10, 11), the discs would have to be 
designed to rupture at or near one single prescribed pressure. Id at 11. 
Choosing the proper rupture pressure for the discs would be quite 
important, for if the discs ruptured at a pressure much below the 
containment building's catastrophic failure pressure there could be an 
unnecessary release of radioactivity. Dieterich Containment Testimony at 
6; Meyer at 3. And we note that selecting a "catastrophic" failure pressure 
is complicated by the fact that overpressurization failure might take the 
form of self-sealing cracks. Pressure relief by that mechanism might be 
preferable to venting the entire atmosphere through a CFVS. Tr. 2825-26. 
On the other hand, if the rupture pressure setpoint was too high the system 
would be ineffectual, for the containment would fail before the discs 
ruptured. Even if the CFVS was activated prior to containment failure, if its 
rupture setpoint was too high, pressure relief might not come fast enough to 
stop the pressure increase before failure of the containment. Meyer 
Testimony at 3; Nix Testimony at 10. 

232. Failure of the discs by overpressurization and/or temperature 
would allow containment gases to flow through steel piping to the fIltration 
systems. Various systems were examined in the CEC study including use of 
the unconfmed natural soil around the reactor foundation, a system of rock, 
sand, and charcoal to remove organic iodine. Nix Testimony at 11. 

233. The evidence indicates that the technology exists to implement an 
effective CFVS although some problems remain and some sophisticated 
systems are very expensive. Meyer Testimony at 6. Some of the conceptual 
problems remaining are: (a) determining the proper rupture pressure for 
the discs,34 (Tr. 2359; Tr. 2826-2829; (b) achieving effective fIlters that 
remove the radioactive material and do not become "plugged up," (Tr. 
2641-2654); (c) the interactions between a CFVS and the plant's engineered 
safety features; (d) the possibility of hydrogen ignition due to the system's 
operation; (e) the potential adverse impact of a CFV discharge because of 
the temperature reduction caused by the fIltration system, which might 
make the resulting plume less buoyant fuan an unfutered one; and (f) the 
possible exacerbation of low-consequence accidents into high-consequence 
accidents. Meyer Testimony at 6; Dieterich Containment Testimony at 5, 
6; Tr. 2250-2280; Tr. 2691-2692; 2719-2725; Tr. 2821-2825; 2835; 2836. 

234. The design performance uncertainties and potential problems 
previously discussed are reflected in an even greater uncertainty as to the 

34"fhis problem could be partially eliminated by replacing discs with valves activated by 
operators from the control room. This solution negates the passive nature of the discs and 
introduces other failure modes. Tr. 2644-2647; Tr.2836. 
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cost of implementing a CFVS. See Nix Testimony at 17. The Underground 
Siting Study estimated a cost of 14 million 1977 dollars for implementing 
such a system in a new facility. Tr. 2491, 2640; Nix Testimony at 17. The 
costs of retrofitting an existing facility such as Rancho Seco with a CFVS 
could include, among other things: the cost of creating a number of new 
large containment penetrations3' (Nix Testimony at 17); the cost of 
building the CFVS to seismic-l standards36 (fr. 2638-2640); the cost of 
adding expensive fIltering materials to attenuate and hold-up radionuclides 
such as iodine and noble gases (fr. 2652-2657, 2664; Tr. 2879, 2880); the 
cost of ensuring reliability if the system is active (as opposed to a passive 
design), and especially if it is manually operated (fr. 2816); the cost of 
developing and licensing the system (fr. 2287; Tr. 2679, 2680); the cost of 
down time during installation (Nix Testimony at 17); and the cost of 
procuring, installing and maintaining the system. A preliminary estimate 
given by Staff Witness Meyer for retrofitting a CFVS to the Indian Point 
facility was $15 to $45 million. Tr. 2820. 

235. In spite of these conceptual design problems and the large cost 
uncertainties, both the NRC Staff and CEC agreed that a CFVS could be 
designed and implemented to vent large volumes of gases and vapor in a 
controlled manner and to attenuate and hold up virtually any radioactive 
isotope known to be harmful. Meyer at 5, 6; Nix Testimony at 11. 
Licensee's witness, on the other hand, stressed the uncertainties and the 
unbounded costs, even pointing out possible exacerbation of safety 
problems. Dieterich Containment Testimony at 5, 6; Tr. 2250-2280; Tr. 
2691-92; Tr. 2719-2725; Tr. 2821-25. In short, it appears to the Board that 
there is some dispute among the experts as to whether a practical system 
can be designed at present. 

b. Risk Reduction Potential 
236. The risk reduction potential has been discussed at some length by 

both the Licensee and CEC. See Licensee's Proposed Findings, para. 259-
271; CEC Proposed Findings, para. 279-297; Nix Testimony at 2-8, 12-15. 
The thrust of these discussions has been to determine whether the risk 
(probability of an event multiplied by its consequences) posed at Rancho 

. Seco by accidents more severe than the DBA is sufficiently high to warrant 
further study or implementation of a CFVS designed to mitigate or 
eliminate the risk. If the risk is sufficiently small, the uSefulness or added 

"Licensee Witness Dieterich testified that all containment penetrations at Rancho Seco are 
committed to other uses and there are no available penetrations large enough to be useful for 
venting. Tr. 2388, 2389. Large new penetrations would have to be made leak tight, resulting in 
costly plant modifications. Tr. 2384. 
36CEC Witness Nix estimated that a CFVS designed to seismic-l standards would cost about 
50% more than if such standards did not have to be met. Tr. 2639, 2640. 
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benefit of a CFVS may be outweighed by its costs or by its negative features 
that may result from implementation or activation. CEC has concluded that 
the overpressurization failure accidents are significant contributors to 
overall public risk. Nix Testimony at 14. This conclusion is derived, in part, 
from the results of the studies in SMUD Exhibits 11 and 18. These studies 
indicate that the potential consequences of such an accident are large. 
Licensee argues that the consequences calculated in the CEC studies are 
conservatively high but, nevertheless, "not out of line with other risks, both 
man-made and natural, deemed acceptable by society although not 
necessarily by all individuals." Licensee Proposed Findings, para. 269. We 
have no reason to consider in depth these results insofar as accident 
consequences are concerned for the specific accident sequences which 
failed containment because we believe it is evident that any catastrophic 
failure of containment will result in large consequences. The evidence also 
indicates that a CFVS could reduce these consequences if one can be 
designed properly. Certainly a flltered venting could only be better than an 
unflltered one. 

3. Conclusion 

237. We are here confronted with disagreement among experts as to the 
practicality of CFVS design and implementation. At best, the system would 
be of use only in mitigating certain very severe and very improbable 
accidents. Tr. 2461; Tr. 2502-05; SMUD Ex. 18 at 11-2, 11-11, 11-12. At 
worst, for example, if its design were not very carefully thought out, it might 
exacerbate some accidents. In the period between when our record closed 
and this writing, the Commission has announced a proposed rulemaking 
consideration of Degraded or Melted Cores in Safety Regulation, 45 FR 
65474, October 2, 1980. In announcing its proposal the Commission set 
forth specific considerations to be dealt with in the proposed rule, among 
them: 

Should the NRC require construction, at each nuclear reactor plant 
site, of a new structure for controlled flltering venting of the reactor 
containment structure? Would you limit the function of such a new 
structure to flltering particulates, elemental iodine, and inorganic 
iodine or would-you include adsorption bed systems using charcoal or 
other processes so that organic iodine and noble gases could also be 
trapped? What quantities and release rates of gases and particulates 
would you design such a structure to handle and at what removal 
efficiency and cost? Do the potential reductions in risk expected from 
such a structure offset potential increases in risk that may materialize . 
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from incidents such as inadvertent operation or the concentration of 
hydrogen in the filtering apparatus? 

45 FR 65474, at 65476 

Clearly the Commission has in mind dealing with just those questions which 
we have found to be points of disagreement among the expert witnesses we 
have heard. 

238. It seems to the Board unlikely that we would be able, either on the 
basis of the present record or on the basis of a study prepared especially for 
this case (as urged by CEC: CECs Proposed Findings at 196) to reach a 
more accurate conclusion (or reach a conclusion with greater dispatch) than 
can the Commission in its proposed ruIemaking. The probability of 
occurrence of an accident in which even a perfectly designed CFVS would 
be of use is low, the chance of imperfection in a hurried design is great, and 
steps toward careful consideration of the matter are in progress. We see no 
need to order a special study, a fortiori we see no need to order installation 
of a CFVS at present. 

P. Concluding Findings of Fact 

239. This is a special proceeding in which the Commission has vested 
limited authority with the Licensing Board. We interpret our jurisdiction to 
determine (1) whether the requirements of the Commission's May 7, 1979 
Order provide reasonable assurance that Rancho Seco will respond safely 
to feedwater transients, and (2) whether SMUD's management and plant 
operators are sufficiently competent to operate the plant in a safe manner. 

240. The Board has evaluated the adequacy of the requirements of the 
May 7 Order (Plus management and operator competency) - including a 
recognition of additional changes at Rancho Seco since the TMI-2 
accident. The short-term actions were completed prior to the restart of the 
facility. The long-term modifications are not the only changes that have 
been made and are being made to the facility since it restarted. 

241. The record supports, and we have found, that the short-term 
actions added reliability to the reactor system and increased operator 
knowledge in order to safely respond to feedwater transients. CEC contends 
that the short-term actions were quickly devised without appropriate in
depth analysis and are therefore inadequate. See CEC Proposed Findings, 
paragraphs 30, 327-330. 

While we can appreciate that these actions were devised and 
implemented as quickly as possible in order to avoid costly shutdowns, and 
we can appreciate that some of these actions may, through further review, 
be modified in favor of a better approach, this Board's review of the record 
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leads us to conclude that the short-term actions were adequate to provide 
reasonable assurance that Rancho Seco could respond safely to feedwater 
transients. It is clear that these actions did not eliminate the sensitivities of 
the B&W nuclear steam supply system which we have discussed in depth. It 
is also clear that these actions did not provide Rancho Seco operators with 
a complete and perfect understanding of plant conditions and proper 
operator actions in the event of a feedwater transient. We are confident that 
no analyses could be undertaken and no requirement or modification 
imposed that would provide an absolute certainty that Rancho Seco could 
respond safely to feedwater transients. Such a requirement is not imposed 
by the Commission's regulations or by the May 7 Order. Accordingly, we 
fmd that the testimony and evidence produced in this proceeding supports 
a conclusion that the short-term actions imposed by the May 7 Order 
provide the requisite reasonable assurance that Rancho Seco can be 
operated in a safe manner. 

242. CEC also asserts that the long-term modifications contained in the 
May 7 Order are deficient in that, again, they were imposed without 
sufficient analyses. Id at para. 331. As evidence of this deficiency, CEC 
basically alludes to the "moving target" of additional items to be 
accomplished. Id However, CEC is careful to point out that these 
deficiencies do not require an immediate shutdown of the Rancho Seco 
facility.ld at para. 29. 

243. This Board has noted above that review efforts continue with 
respect to this matter and we deem it important that they be completed as 
expeditiously as possible. However, we expect that the NRC Staff and 
industry will always review systems, instruments, equipment, operator 
procedures and competence in order to improve the performance of nuclear 
facilities and to provide additional margins of safety. The record compiled 
in this proceeding contains several suggestions for further modifications 
and requirements to be imposed on or studied by the Licensee. We have 
found, however, that the record does not support their adoption at this 
time, although some may deserve additional study by the NRC and 
industry on a generic basis. None of them are required to provide 
reasonable assurance that the Rancho Seco facility will respond safely to 
feedwater transients or to further enhance management's and operator's 
I1Ilderstanding and safe operation of the facility. Therefore, the Board fmds 
that the long-term modifications directed by the Commission in its May 7 
Order, along with other changes imposed since that Order in response to the 
investigations of, and lessons learned from, the accident at Three Mile 
[sland, are sufficient to provide such assurance. 
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m. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

244. The Board has considered all documentary, written and oral 
evidence presented by the parties on the questions raised by the Board and 
on the issues raised by the California Energy Commission. Based upon a 
review of the entire record in this proceeding and the foregoing fmdings oj 
fact, the Board enters the following conclusions oflaw. 

245. The actions required by subparagraphs (a) through (e) of Sectioll 
IV of the Commission's Order of May 7, 1979, are necessary and sufficien1 
to provide reasonable assurance that the facility will respond safely tc 
feedwater transients, pending completion of the long-term modifications se1 
forth in Section II of the May 7 Order. 

246. Licensee should be required to accomplish, as promptly ru 
practicable, the long-term modifications set forth in Section II of th~ 
Commission's Order of May 7, 1979. 

247. These long-term modifications, coupled with the additional 
changes completed and being undertaken at the facility, including manage· 
ment and operator competency are sufficient to provide continued 
reasonable assurance that the facility will respond safely to feedwatel 
transients. 

IV. ORDER 

248. WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED, in accordance with 10 C.F.R 
Sections 2.76O(a) and 2.762, that this Initial Decision shall constitute the 
fmal action of the Commission thirty (30) days after the date of issuance 
hereof, unless exceptions are taken in accordance with Section 2.762 or the 
Commission directs that the record be certified to it for fmal decision. An) 
exceptions to this Initial Decision or designated portions thereof must be 
ftled within ten (10) days after service of the decision. A brief in support 01 
the exceptions must be ftled within thirty (30) days thereafter (forty (40: 
days in the case of the NRC Staff). Within thirty (30) days of the filing ane 
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service of the brief of the appellant (forty (40) days in the case of the NRC 
Stafi), any other party may me a brief in support of, or in opposition to, the 
exceptions. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Bethesda, Maryland 
May IS, 1981 

THE ATOMIC SAFElY AND 
LICENSING BOARD 

Frederick J. Shon 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Dr. Richard F. Cole 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Elizabeth S. Bowers, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

[Appendixes A & B have been deleted from this publication but are 
available at the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C.] 
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can be operated without undue risk to the public health and safety witl 
respect to possible hydrogen generation; and (2) empoweJrS the Director 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INITIAL DECISION 
(Reopened Operating License Proceeding) 

I. INIRODUCIlON 

1. An Initial Decision (Operating License Proceeding) was issued on 
April 18, 1979, Duke Power Company (William B. McGuire Nuclear Station, 
Units 1 and 2), LBP-79-13, 9 NRC 489 (1979) and is incorporated by 
reference in this Supplemental Initial Decision. On the basis of specific 
fmdings of fact and conclusions of law, the Licensing Board ordered that 
the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, upon making 
requisite fmdings with respect to uncontested matters not embodied in the 
lnitial Decision, was authorized to issue operating licenses for the two units. 
McGuire. supra. 9 NRC at 547-8. However, at that time, the Licensing 
Board stayed the effectiveness of the Initial Decision "until further order by 
the Board following the issuance of a supplement to the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission ("NRC") Stafrs Safety Evaluation Report ("SER") addressing 
the significance of any unresolved safety issues." The NRC Staff issued the 
supplement on May 23, 1980 as Supplement No.3 to NUREG-0422 (May 
1980) (Staff Exhibit H). On May 30, 1980, the Duke Power Company 
(Applicant) moved the Licensing Board to lift its stay of the Initial 
Decision. 

2. On June 9, 1980, Intervenor, Carolina Environmental Study Group 
(CESG), fIled a response opposing Applicant's motion to lift the stay; also a 
motion requesting the reopening of the McGuire operating license hearing 
and the admission of new contentions. CESG amended its motion to 
reopen on August 15, 1980, and advanced four contentions relating to 
hydrogen generation and control. By Memorandum and Order of Novem
ber 25, 1980, the Board granted CESG's motion to reopen and admitted 
CESG's four Contentions and denied the Applicant's motion to lift the stay 
of the Initial Decision. 

3. On November 25, 1980, the Board granted Applicant's motion for a 
low power license to the extent of authorizing fuel loading, initial criticality, 
and zero power testing. We denied Duke's request with respect to low 
power testing at up to 5% of full power. License NPF-9 for fuel loading, 
initial criticality and zero power testing was issued January 23, 1981. 

4. On November 7, 1980, CESG moved to admit two additional 
contentions relating to Class 9 accidents and to emergency planning for 
such accidents. On February 13, 1981, the Licensing Board denied CESG's 
motion to add these two additional contentions. 
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5. Mecklenburg County on December 23, 1980 and the City oj 
Charlotte on January 13, 1981, requested participation in the reopene<l 
hearings as interested government bodies as permitted in 10 CFR §2.715(c; 
The Licensing Board approved both requests on January 26, 1981. 

6. Public evidentiary hearings regarding the issues raised by CESG were 
held in Charlotte, North Carolina on February 24-27, March 3-6, Marc~ 
10-13, and March 17-19, 1981. The parties presenting evidence at the 
hearings were Applicant, NRC Staff, and CESG. Mecklenburg County and 
the City of Charlotte participated. The decisonal record in this proceedin~ 
consists of the transcripts of the evidentiary hearings, all material received 
into evidence by the Licensing Board during such hearings, and the 
decisional record established in the previously issued Initial Decision in the 
operating license proceeding. At the close of the hearing, the Licensin~ 
Board granted the Staff's request to hold the record open for the limited 
purpose of possible inclusion of the results of the Staff review of a discrete 
issue regarding polyurethane foam. (fr. 5252). A Staff affidavit wru 
submitted on March 27, 1981 and has been admitted as Staff Exhibit Q. We 
permitted the parties an opportunity to respond and Applicant filed all 

affidavit in response which has been admitted as Exhibit 9. On March 27, 
Mr. Jesse L. Riley, on behalf of CESG, also filed an affidavit. It has beet'] 
identified as CESG's Exhibit 63. However, it is not responsive to the Staff'! 
affidavi~ and has not been received in evidence. An index of exhibits i! 
attached as Appendix A. 

7. CESG contentions in this proceeding are as follows: 

Contention 1: The licensee has not demonstrated that, in the event of a 
loss-of-coolant accident at McGuire: 

1. substantial quantities of hydrogen (in excess of the design basis of 10 
CFR §50.44) will not be generated; and 

2. that, in the event of such generation, the hydrogen will not combust; 
and 

3. that, in the event of such generation and combustion, the containmenl 
has the ability to withstand pressure below or above the containmenl 
design pressure, thereby preventing releases of off-site radiation in 
excess of Part 100 guideline values. 

Contention 2: Neither licensee nor NRC staff has demonstrated that a 
McGuire ice containment will not breach as the result of the rapid 
combustion of quantities of hydrogen which a dry containment would 
withstand. 
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Contention 3: Neither licensee nor NRC staff has demonstrated that the 
:mergency planning radius of 10 miles is sufficient for protecting the public 
from the radioactive releases of a low pressure, ice condenser containment 
ruptured by a hydrogen explosion. 

Contention 4: Licensee and NRC planning do not provide for crisis 
~elocation which would be required as a result of containment breach and 
~adioactive particle release. 

S. CESG Contention 2 attempts to raise as an issue a comparison of the 
Itructural capabilities of the McGuire containment and other larger 
:antainment structures. The Licensing Board views Contention 2 as an 
:xpression of concern regarding the ability of the McGuire containment to 
withstand the effects of a hypothetical hydrogen combustion. In that such 
:ancem is embraced within CESG Contention I, specific fmdings regarding 
::Ontention 2 are unwarranted. It also became clear during the course of the 
learing that the issues raised by Contentions 3 and 4 relating to emergency 
,lanning are not reached unless CESG is successful regarding Contention 1. 
rr. 2829-34 and 3434-5. Evidence regarding Contentions 3 and 4 was 
leferred pending this Board's ruling on Contention 1. Tr. 3481-3. 

9. In making the fmdings of fact and conclusions of law which follow, 
he Board considered the entire record of the proceeding and all the 
)roposed fmdings of fact and conclusions of law submitted by the parties. 
!ach of the proposed fmdings of fact and conclusions of law which is not 
ncorporated directly or inferentially in this Supplemental Initial Decision 
s rejected as being unsupported in law or fact or as being unnecessary to 
he rendering of this Decision. The Board is guided in this operating license 
)roceeding by Appendix A, Section VIII of 10 CFR Part I 2, which in 
ubsection (b) provides that the Board will make fmdings on matters in 
:ontroversy among the parties. 

n. MATfERS IN CONTROVERSY 

10. CESG Contention 1 is the same as the contention the Board drafted 
.s Contention 11 in the Three Mile Island Restart proceeding to comply 
vith Commission policy. In the TMI Restart proceeding, the Commission 
;sued two decisions regarding the proper scope of litigation of matters 
nvolving hydrogen generation [Metropolitan Edison Company (Three Mile 
sland Nuclear Station, Unit No. I, CLI-80-I6, 11 NRC 674 (1980] and 
)rder of September 26, 1980 [Docket No. 50-289 (Restart)] )]. The Com
nission decisions discussed below, are applicable to this proceeding. 
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11. The issue of hydrogen generation was brought before the Commis· 
sion in the form of two certified questions: 

1. Whether the provisions of 10 CFR SO.44 should be waived 01 
exceptions made thereto in this proceeding where a prima facil 
showing has been made under 10 CFR 2.7S8 that hydrogen gal 
generation during the TMI-2 accident was well in excess of th4 
amount required under 10 CFR SO.44 as a design basis for the post 
accident combustion gas control system for TMI-l. 

2. Whether post-accident hydrogen gas control should be an issue i.J 
this proceeding where post-accident hydrogen gas control Wal 
perceived to be a serious problem and was in fact a problem durinl 
the TMI-2'accident. [11Iree Mile Island, 11 NRC at 674-S.] 

12. . In its ruling the Commission declined to waive or except th4 
hydrogen generation provisions in 10 CFR §SO.44. This regulation limits th4 
amount of hydrogen, generated during the course of a loss-of-coolan 
accident to hydrogen associated with a five percent metal-water reaction. I 
must be taken into account in the design of nuclear reactor containmen 
systems. The Commission, in its Memorandum and Order in the Three Mill 
Island case stated: 

The Three Mile Island accident has in fact raised a safety issUi 
regarding hydrogen control measures following a loss-of-coolan 
accident that should be addressed. The Commission believes thaI 
quite apart from 10 CFR SO.44 hydrogen gas control could properly b 
litigated in [the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1 
proceeding under 10 CFR Part 100. Under Part 100, hydrogen contra 
measures beyond those required by 10 CFR SO.44 would be required! 
it is determined that there is a credible loss-of-coolant accident scenari, 
entailing hydrogen generation, hydrogen combustion, containment breacj 
or leaking, and ojJsite radiation doses in excess of Part 100 guidelin 
values. The design basis assumptions of 10 CFR SO.44, in particular thl 
assumption that hydrogen generation following a 10ss-of-coolan 
accident is dependent on ECCS design as opposed to actual ECa 
operation, do not constrain the choice of credible accident sequence 
used under 10 CFR l00.lI(a) Union of Concerned Scientists v. AEC 
499 F.2d 1069, 1090 (D.C. Cir. 1974). Thus we answer the secon4 
certified question in the affIrmative. (emphasis added) 

We answer the flI'St certified question in the negative. We are of COurs 
aware that the Three Mile Island accident resulted in hydrogen beini 
generated far in excess of the hydrogen generation design basi 
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assumptions of 10 CFR 50.44. -This was because the operator interfered 
with actual ECes operation with the result that the safety system did 
not operate as designed and as 50.44 assumed it would operate. How
ever, this is a safety issue that is not peculiar to Three Mile Island Unit 
1 - it is an issue that is common to all light water power reactors 
because operators generally have the physical capability to interfere 
with automatic ECes operation. The proper response to this issue is not 
waiver of the rule under 10 CFR 2.758 because this case presents no 
"special circumstances" but rulemaking to either amend or suspend the 
present rule. The-Commission is planning a broad rulemaking 
proceeding that will address the general question of possible safety 
features to deal with degraded core conditions. This rulemaking 
proceeding will include measures to deal with hydrogen generation 
following a loss-of-coolant accident. (emphasis added) 

* * * 
... the hydrogen control issue can be litigated under 10 CFR Part 100. 
Under Part 100 the likelihood of an accident entailing generation of 
substantial (in excess of 10 CFR 50.44 design basis) quantities of 
hydrogen, the likelihood and extent of hydrogen combustion, and the 
ability of the reactor containment to withstand any hydrogen combus
tion at pressures below or above containment design pressure would all 
be at issue. A critical issue here would be the likelihood of an operator 
interfering with ECes operation. 

However, after the Three Mile Island accident the Staff has given 
licensees explicit instructions not to tum off prematurely the ECes 
system. As noted above, it was operator interference with ECes 
operation that was the root cause of the hydrogen generation problem 
at Three Mile Island Unit 2. In our view this instruction which had not 
been issued when 50.44 and General Design Criterion 50 were 
promulgated, compensates for the less conservative analytical frame
work of Part 100, and serves as a basis to sustain the present hydrogen" 
generation assuJIlptions of 50.44 at least for the interim until the 
degraded core rulemaking can be completed. 11 NRC at 675-6. 

The Board has limited its scope to consideration of credible accidents. The 
degraded core rulemaking is viewed as providing a forum for the treatment 
of other accidents. 

13. The Commission has provided guidance with these rulings. The 
regulations recognize and allow some measure of hydrogen production and 
the Commission granted the parties the right to litigate whether excessive 
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amounts of hydrogen can be generated. Permissible limits for hydrogen are 
stated in Section 50.44. The Commission, in its TMI ruling provided a way 
to consider this issue under 10 CFR Part 100. The interpretation is that a 
party must prove a credible accident that will give rise to the production of 
excessive hydrogen. A party must show a credible condition wherein the 
core is inadequately cooled for a sufficient period of time. CESG has raised 
the hydrogen generation issue, and under the Commission's ruling, it is 
considered to have the burden to establish a credible accident scenario 
involving hydrogen production resulting in offsite doses in excess of 10 
CFR Part 100 limits. The burden is further clarified by Commissioners 
Gilinsky and Bradford in their dissent to the Commission's September 26, 
1980 Order denying reconsideration ofCLI-80-16: 

Moreover, Chairman Aheame and Commissioner Hendrie are, in 
effect, saying that even after experience has amply demonstrated the 
adequacy of safety regulations covering the internal components of the 
reactor, the burden is still on a challenger to layout a specific accident 
sequence to the Commission which leads to containment failure and 
public radiation exposure in excess of those permitted by Part 100. 
TMI (Restart), supra, Order, dissenting opinion, slip op. at p.2 
(September 25, 1980).] 

14. Part 100 is a siting regulation, and it establishes radiation limits at a 
certain boundary from the plant surrounding the "exclusion" area. These 
radiation exposure limits are 25 rem to the whole body, or 300 rem to the 
thyroid from iodine exposure. 

15. In summary, the question of whether there is a credible loss-of
coolant accident involving hydrogen generation, hydrogen combustion and 
breach or leakage of the containment, with consequent off site doses in 
excess of the Part 100 guideline values, is litigable under 10 CFR Part 100, 
notwithstanding the provisions of 10 CFR §50.44. The Licensing Board 
admitted CESG's Contentions I through 4 on the basis of this Commission 
precedent. 

m. FINDINGS OF FACT 

16. The Applicant offered evidence regarding Contention 1 concerning 
the lack of credibility of a TMI-type accident sequence. The evidence 
related principally to a sequence characterized as S2D, which is a small 
break LOCA sequence with the break occurring anywhere in the primary 
coolant system; not just a TMI-2 small break sequence caused by an open 
relief valve initially actuated because of a loss-of-feedwater event. Cross 
examination was permitted into other sequences in which the evidence 
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suggested a relevance or similarity to the TMI-type events or to the S2D 
sequence. (fr. 3086-89, 3374, 4065). 

17. The excessive hydrogen produced during the TMI-2 accident was a 
direct result of a reaction between the zirconium in the fuel cladding and 
steam and/or water during a loss-of-coolant accident which led to an 
inadequate core cooling situation. The Emergency Core Cooling System 
(EeCS) is designed to prevent an inadequate core cooling situation which 
could result in high temperatures of the core and excessive hydrogen 
production. The sequence of events which occurred at TMI-2 was: (1) a 
loss of feedwater transient resulting in high reactor coolant system pressure 
which was relieved by the pressurizer relief valve; (2) failure of the relief 
valve to close resulting in a continued loss-of-coolant; (3) premature 
operator interference with the emergency core cooling system resulting in 
inadequate cooling of the reactor core and excessive core temperatures; and 
(4) production of hydrogen from the reaction of approximately 45% of the 
zirconium clad and steam in the presence of the excessively high 
temperatures. If the operators at TMI-2 had not prematurely terminated the 
Eees operation there would not have been excessive hydrogen generation. 
(App. Panel I: Canady, Reed and Barron, following Tr. 2864, Tr. 2870-3, 
3086-89,3374-5,4468-79 and Staff Testimony Regarding Hydrogen Control 
following Tr. 4353). 

18. Applicant has made improvements at the McGuire facility subse
quent to the TMI accident in the areas of personnel, equipment, procedures 
and training to effectively preclude improper operator t~rmination of the 
McGuire EeCS. New technical specifications at McGuire require the 
following personnel changes: (1) a Senior Reactor Operator must be 
present in the control room at all times, in addition to a Reactor Operator; 
and (2) a Technical Advisor to the Shift Supervisor must be present on all 
shifts and available to the control room within ten minutes. Applicant's 
current statrmg procedures require two licensed reactor operators in the 
control room instead of one. The second reactor operator may be absent for 
short periods of time. (App. Panel 1 at 2). 

19. The technical and diagnostic capability in the control room has been 
increased by adding a Technical Advisor to advise the Shift Supervisor. The 
Shift Technical Advisors have been selected from among the group of 
licensed Senior Reactor Operators at McGuire, all of whom have received 
additional simulator training and have received additional academic 
training, including instruction in heat transfer, fluid flow, thermodynamics, 
and plant transients. The Shift Technical Advisor provides additional 
evaluation and assessment of both normal and unanticipated transients. 
The Senior Reactor Operator must be in the control room at all times the 
plant is above the cold shutdown mode of operation. The Assistant Shift 
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Supervisor has been assigned administrative duties, relieving the Shift 
Supervisor of duties which could detract from his management responsibili
ty for safe operation of the plant. These changes provide additional 
expertise in the control room. An EeeS termination decision will be made 
by the Senior Reactor Operator with input available from the Shift 
Technical Advisor and the Reactor Operator. This change provides greater 
assurance that the Eees will not be prematurely terminated by operator 
action. There are an acceptable number of both reactor operators and 
senior operators to run the McGuire facility. The Applicant is engaged in a 
long-term hiring and training program to obtain additional reactor 
operators and senior operators, including additional personnel to account 
for attrition. (App. Panel I, Staff Exh. I, pp. 22-32; Tr. 28804, 3007-13, 
3028-32). 

20. Equipment modifications have been made at the McGuire plant 
subsequent to the TMI-2 accident. These include installation of a 
subcooling monitor to monitor the approach to an inadequate core cooling 
situation. Alarms are also provided to warn the operator of an approach to 
a potential inadequate core cooling condition. Applicant is planning to 
install a reactor vessel level measurement system at McGuire which is 
designed to monitor the water level in the reactor and provide further 
indication of an approach to an inadequate core cooling situation. These 
modifications and additions will increase the assurance that operation of 
the plant will be done in a safe manner. Pressurized water reactors are 
operated at temperatures below the saturated temperature. This is the 
temperature at which water will boil at a corresponding pressure. Equip
ment modifications were designed to warn the operator of operation 
beyond the normal operation approaching the saturated temperature that 
could lead to inadequate core cooling. New instrumentation such as a 
subcooling monitor and associated equipment would monitor the approach 
to inadequate core cooling conditions. The subcooling monitor is part of 
the McGuire in-plant computer system. It will display to the operator on 
the computer video screens, the actual system conditions on a temperature 
vs. pressure graph. It will indicate to the operator what the core conditions 
are relative to a saturation curve. (App. Panel I, Tr. 2925-31, 2983, 3009-12) 

21. The subcooling monitor is basically software, which utilizes hard
wired inputs that are scanned at a minimum of once per minute and gives 
the operator a video display of the information. The problem with 
computer backlog due to the delay in the printers that occurred at TMI, 
which did not have a video display, will not occur at McGuire. The 
operators are thoroughly trained through the use of steam, tables to 
calculate margins to saturation. Thus, they compute margins even if the 
monitor were to fail. There is no problem similar to that which occurred at 
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TMI due to computer backlog with respect to input to the control room via 
the subcooling monitor. (fr. 2884-7, 3009-11, 3032-4). 

22. On redirect, it was shown that a hydrogen bubble would not occur 
in the reactor vessel and would not interfere with natural circulation. 
Applicant has installed a redundant reactor coolant venting system located 
directly off the top of the reactor vessel head. This system allows for 
detection of any hydrogen bubble formed in the reactor vessel and for 
venting any hydrogen offinto the pressurizer relief tank rather than directly 
into the containment atmosphere. (fr. 3061-3, 3092-3). 

23. Operator training has been substantially enhanced Subsequent to 
the TMI-2 accident, the training program has been revised and expanded to 
reflect the lessons learned from the accident. Revisions include the addition 
of a TMI-type accident scenario in the simulator portion of the training 
program. Priority is given to the avoidance of an inadequate core cooling 
situation. Candidates for the operator training program are employed by 
Applicant for several years before being selected. Screening of candidates 
for the training program includes consideration of aptitude test results, 
seniority, training grades throughout employment, and employment evalu
ations. The operator training program is lengthy, over 2% years, and 
intensive. The formal program uses an effective mix of formal classroom 
presentations, research reactor training, on-the-job training using task lists, 
simulator operation and both written and oral examination. The program 
includes instruction in power plant operating practices and nuclear theory. 
Specific course material includes electric theory, heat transfer, fluid flow, 
thermodynamics, chemistry, physics, mathematics, health physics, reactor 
theory, nuclear systems, transients, radioactivity theory, radiation detection 
and instrument control theory. The operators receive training in monitoring 
and reading of indicators in the control room and on actions to detect and 
respond to false readings. A demonstration of a TMI accident, and also 
natural circulation and ECes operation have been added to the simulator 
program. The instructors conducting the operator training program at 
McGuire are, with the exception of one Reactor Operator, all holders of a 
Senior Reactor Operator license. Prior to receipt of a Reactor Operator 
license, each candidate is required to comply with all appropriate provisions 
of 10 CFR Part 55, to include successful completion of an extensive 
operator examination. Each licensed operator is required to undergo annual 
requalification training that consists of formal classroom presentations and 
simulator operations. The requalification training includes approximately 
48 hours per year on the simulator responding to simulated emergencies 
which includes the TMI-accident scenario. Applicant testified that, during 
operations, McGuire would use five operational shifts: 3 in shift 
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operation, I off duty and I in training. (App. Panel I, p. 6-8, Tr. 2852, 2872-
80, 2993-4, 3000-7, 3028-9, 3039 FSAR Sect. 13.2) 

24. The direct, prefiled written ''Testimony of Jesse L. Riley Regarding 
Hydrogen Generation, Combustion, and Containment Response" with 
attached "Professional Qualifications of Jesse Riley", bound into the record 
following Tr. 3780, was rejected by the Licensing Board as evidence in this 
proceeding. (fr. 3967-69). The Licensing Board also rejected Mr. Riley's 
oral direct testimony given on the record at Tr. 3767-3811, 3816-3824, 3864-
3875. (fr. 3967-69). The prof erred testimony concerned the generation and 
combustion of hydrogen, effects of such combustion on the containment 
structure, the McGuire containment design loading, chemical reactions, 
reactor systems, and reactor operator performance. The Board concluded 
that Mr. Riley was not qualified to testify as an expert on matters relating to 
strength of containment structure, particularly structural. engineering 
aspects, and was also not qualified on hydrogen burning or detonation. (fr. 
3967, 3969). See also (fr. 3875-3967). 

25. CESG's direct case regarding operator training consisted of the 
testimony of five psychologists. CESG subpoenaed Dr. John Philip 
Brockway, Dr. Gary Thomas Long, Dr. James Richard Cook, Dr. Edward 
Leo Palmer, and Dr. John Edward Kello. Their testimony was directed 
toward general psychological phenomena under certain work conditions, 
such as boring tasks, information overload, fatigue, stress, cognitive 
dissonance, group think, risky-shift, obedience to authority, massed and 
distributive learning, all or none learning, overlearning and amnesia. 
According to their professional qualification statements, these witnesses 
had no background with respect to operation of nuclear power reactor 
facilities and did not relate the general phenomena discussed to nuclear 
power plant operations or to control room activities. (Fol. Tr. 3624, 3835, 
3845, 3853 and 3978; Tr. 3624-39, 3635-8, 3977-82; App. Exh. 8, Tr. 4674). 

26. In rebuttal, Applicant presented a panel of psychologists, Dr. Lewis 
F. Hanes, Dr. Julian M. Christensen, Dr. Eric F. Gardner, Mr. Robert M. 
Koehler, and Mr. Richard J. Marzec. These witnesses were able to provide 
a link between theory and practice. The testimony of this panel of 
psychologists demonstrated that the psychological phenomena mentioned 
by CESG's psychologists had been taken into account in the structure ofits 
operator training program, the structure of the control room, the organiza
tion of the operating personnel, and in the function and duties of the 
control room operator, or that those concepts do not apply to nuclear 
power plant operators or operation. The testimony showed that there is 
little risk of operator error in a nuclear power plant that would affect safe 
operation of the plant from the effects of such psychological phenomena as, 
cognitive dissonance, risky shift, group think, forgetfulness, information 
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overload, boredom, or mental or physical fatigue. Obedience to authority is 
considered to be a positive attribute for an operator who is required as a 
matter of safety to follow established safety procedures. It was pointed out 
that application of psychological concepts and theories, developed on an 
experimental basis, to real world operation of nuclear power plant 
operations must be done with extreme caution. Dr. Hanes testified that due 
to "chunking", an individual with training can handle increasingly greater 
amounts of information that may seem complex to the outsider. Chunking 
involves an ability to grasp increasingly large chunks of complex sets of 
information as training and experience is increased. (Tr.4715-4841). 

27. Stress on operators is not considered to affect the safe operation of 
the McGuire station. Stress levels in operators of nuclear plants are 
generally low and the effects of stress on safe operation are reduced to even 
lower levels by operator training and experience. An operator is required to 
follow specific procedures. Individuals who do not perform well under 
stressful conditions during the testing and training phases of the operator 
training and qualification program are eliminated. Supervisors of operating 
personnel are trained to recognize any aberrant behavior due to such things 
as fatigue that might occur in its operators. The training program which 
mixes training, work experience, and simulator training is considered to be 
a good example of the learning concept of "articulation" and how 
Applicant includes such phenomena as "distributive learning" in its 
training process. (Tr. 4740-72, 4781-99). 

28. Changes have been made in administrative and operating proce
dures. They include: (I) a redefining of the Shift Supervisor's primary 
responsibilities and duties to emphasize safe operations of the plant; (2) 
new shift turnover checklists; (3) more stringent restrictions on overtime; 
and (4) more stringent controls on verlflcation of system availability. These 
changes are intended to reduce the possibility of any operator error which 
could lead to premature termination of the ECCS. They are designed to 
enhance the ability of the reactor operators to operate the plant in a safe 
and efficient manner. Operating lines of authority and management 
responsibility have been clarifled and formalized. Procedures have been 
provided to require verlflcation of safety system availability when systems 
are removed from or returned to service and notification of operators when 
safety systems are removed from or returned to operation. Detailed shift 
turnover procedures have been provided, including the use of detailed 
checklists to assure that current information is provided to the oncoming 
shift. (App. Panel I, Tr. 2951, 2986-93). 

29. Signillcant changes have been made in Applicant's emergency 
procedures which will reduce the likelihood of premature termination of 
ECCS and the possibility of inadequate core cooling. The revised 
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emergency procedures provide specific criteria for terminating ECCS 
operation. Applicant testified that prior to the TMI-2 accident, emergency 
procedures required an operator to first identify the accident which was in 
progress and then take corrective actions based on the particular procedure 
for that accident. Subsequent to the TMI-2 accident new emergency 
procedures have been developed at McGuire requiring operator actions in 
response to the operator's subjective determination of the accident in 
progress. Emergency procedures now require. that before the operator can 
terminate the ECCS, four speciflc criteria mUst be verified as being within 
acceptable limits. The specific criteria are: 

(1) Reactor coolant system pressure is greater than a specifled 
minimum value and increasing, and 

(2) Pressurizer level is greater than a specified minimum value, and 

(3) The reactor coolant system is subcooled by greater than 50°F, and 

(4) Adequate auxiliary feedwater flow for core heat removal is 
injected into at least one non-faulted steam generator. 

In any of the four criteria are not met, the procedure directs that ECCS 
operations cannot be terminated. If the four criteria are met, an inadequate 
core cooling situation cannot exist and generation of excessive hydrogen is 
impossible. All licensed operators have been thoroughly instructed in the 
use of such procedures. Operator compliance with these procedures 
precludes the premature operator termination of ECes operations thereby 
preventing inadequate core cooling and excessive hydrogen generation. 
(App. Panel I, p. 5, Tr. 3013-16) 

30. Applicant testified that in the unlikely event of operator premature 
termination of ECCS operations, emergency procedures require that 
readings of the four ECes termination/reinitiation criteria parameters be 
continuously checked and recorded in a log every 15 minutes for a two
hour period following such termination. These log entries must be 
independently verified. If any of the parameters are not within acceptable 
ranges, the procedures require that ECes operation be reinitiated. In the 
event of a TMI-type accident at McGuire, if ECCS operation was 
prematurely terminated, the operator would have over 2 hours to reinitiate 
ECCS operation before generating an amount of hydrogen in excess of that 
produced by a 2% zirconium-water reaction. Applicant concluded that even 
in the incredible event that ECCS operation was prematurely terminated, it 
is incredible to further assume that within the two-hoUr period ECes 
operation would not be reinitiated prior to generation of hydrogen in excess 
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of that produced by a 2% zirconium-water reaction. (App. Panel II, 
Canady, Muench and Barron following Tr. 3045). 

31. In its cross-examination CESG asked a wide range of questions 
concerning the cause of the TMI event, selection of personnel and 
manning, operating procedures, and equipment and instrumentation, in 
addition to operator training. The questioning explored the above areas in 
some detail. The cross-examination failed to establish in any of these areas 
any material basis for concluding McGuire would be operated in such a 
manner that ECCS would be improperly terminated in a TMI-2 accident. 
(fr. 2865-91, 2920-78, 4385-4480, 4520-27). 

32. The Staff agrees with Applicant and testified that equipment 
changes, enhanced operator training, technical competence and improved 
operating procedures have substantially reduced the likelihood of recur
rence of an event at McGuire such as TMI-2. (Staff Ex. K at 3). In its 
proposed fmdings, CESG generally disagrees with these conclusions by 
Applicant and Staff. 

33. The Board fmds that actions taken by Applicant, subsequent to the 
TMI-2 accident, are such that in the event of a TMI-type accident at 
McGuire the likelihood of Eees operations being prematurely terminated 
by the control room operating staff is so remote that such an accident is not 
credible. In the unlikely event of premature termination of ECCS, the 
Board fmds that current emergency procedures provide reasonable assur
ance that ECCS will be reinitiated within sufficient time to prevent the 
generation of hydrogen in excess of the design basis of 10 CFR §50.44. 

IV. ADDmONAL EVIDENCE PRESENTED 

34. Considerable additional evidence was received in the record of this 
reopened proceeding on which separate fmdings of fact have not been made 
because such fmdings have now been determined to be unnecessary to the 
decision. We recognized during the evidentiary hearing at the close of the 
flrst phase of Applicant's case that if we held then, as we now hold here, 
that CESG's failure to establish a credible accident scenario resulting in 
hydrogen generation leading to ofTsite doses in excess of 10 CFR Part 100, 
should preclude CESG from further litigating the issue of excessive 
hydrogen generation. Such a ruling would have terminated the hearing at 
that point. However, in order to build a complete record and provide for 
the contingency that careful reflection of the evidence after the close of the 
hearing would lead us to a fmding adverse to Applicant regarding CESG's 
burden of establishing a credible TMI-type accident scenario at McGuire, 
we elected to receive the additional evidence offered concerning the 



McGuire containment response to a TMI-type accident. Pertinent portions 
of such evidence are summarized below. 

Hydrogen Control 
35. Evidence regarding the McGuire Plant response to a TMI-type 

accident involved five major areas: containment structural capability; 
containment systems that mitigate the effects of excessive hydrogen 
generation; the ignition and burning of hydrogen; transitions to detona
tion; and pyrolysis of polyurethane foam. 

A. Containment Structural Capability 
36. The McGuire containment vessel is a freestanding welded steel 

structure with a vertical cylinder to which are welded horizontal and 
vertical stiffeners, a hemispherical dome and a flat base. The vessel is 115 
feet in diameter and 171.25 feet high. (App. Ex. 5B at 44 and 4-7). 

37. Three independent structural analyses were conducted to determine 
the McGuire containment vessel functional capability (the maximum point 
at which the containment can be reasonably assured of retaining its leak 
tight integrity). Tr. 3746-49. One was undertaken by Applicant and reported 
in Priory Testimony following Tr. 3654 and in Applicant's Exhibit 5B, 
Chapter 4. Based on its analysis, Applicant concluded that the functional 
capability of its McGuire containment is 67.5 psig. (Priory Testimony 
following Tr. 3654 at 2). 

38. A second analysis was conducted by Applicant's Consultant, Mr. R. 
S. Orr and produced a functional capability figure of68 psig, essentially the 
same as the Applicant's calculation. (festimony of R. S Orr Regarding the 
McGuire Structural Integrity, following Tr. 3654 at 1 and 2, Tr. 3656). 

39. The third independent analysis was undertaken by Ames Laborato
ry of Iowa State University acting as consultant to the NRC staff and is 
identified as the Staff Analysis. The predicted ultimate strength of the 
containment shell for the uniform static pressure case was calculated to 
have a mean value of 84 psig and a standard deviation of 12 psig. Because 
of anticipated deformations in the shell at 84 psig, the Staff considers the 
mean pressure minus 3 standard deviations, 48 psig, is the appropriate 
lower bound capacity at which leak tightness will be assured. (Staff Ex. K 
following Tr. 4353 at 27 through 33). 

40. The probability of containment failure at 48 psi, the lowest of the 
functional capacity estimates, was calculated to be 4 x 10 "per occurrence. 
(fr. 4894, 4942-43). This multiplied by the probability of a TMI type 
accident (10 0' to 10 -6 per year) results in an overall probability of failure 
due to a TMI-type accident of 10 .\Oto 10.11 per reactor year. (CESG Ex. 61; 
Tr.4943-45). 
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41. CESG presented testimony of Joe E. Lanford, a sturctural engineer, 
and former Duke Power Company employee, who testified that he observed 
excessive grinding around a weld on one of the McGuire containment 
structures causing a gouge in the base metal of about 1/8 inch deep and 
several inches long. He brought this to the attention of Duke officials but 
did not know whether any corrective action was taken. Mr. Lanford opined 
that if such a gouge had not been repaired, "the containment would be, to 
some degree large or small, depending on the damage, weakened from the 
design load capacity." (fr. 3827-32). 

42. Testimony from Applicant and Staff witnesses failed to specifically 
identify Mr. Lanford's alleged faulty weld. Staffwitness Herdt opined that 
it was not established whether the weld was completed or not. If the weld 
was not completed (i.e., pre-inspection) and a gouge was noticed, the welder 
could repair that section and no records of a gouge and/or repair would 
appear on any QI A records. (fr. 4980-81). 

43. Both Applicant and Staff witnesses described the welding inspection 
and Q/ A procedures. (fr. 4847-4853; Tr. 4971, 4972). Significant among 
the procedures are the required visual and radiographic inspections of every 
butt weld. (fr. 4847-4852). Visual inspection is conducted with an 
instrument capable of detecting width changes in the metal thickness to 
1/32 of an inch. (fr. 4859). Radiographs would detect changes in metal as 
small as 15/1000 of an inch. (fr. 4861). Both Applicant and Staff testified 
that excessive grinding as described by Mr. Lanford would or should have 
been detected in both visual and radiography inspections and repaired. (fr. 
4850-2; 4972,4981-2). 

44. The record further shows that, even if the gouge described by Mr. 
Lanford as 1/8 inch deep and several inches long was, for whatever reason, 
undetected and not repaired, it would have an insignificant effect on 
containment capability. Because of its ductility, steel can tolerate small 
imperfections such as the gouge described by Mr. Lanford. (fr. 4896). 

B. Hydrogen Mitigation System Description 
45. During the TMI event, hydrogen released to containment was 

ignited by existing ignition sources within containment. This resulted in a 
pressure spike of 28 psig. The emergency hydrogen mitigation system 
(EHM) installed at McGuire consists of 62 igniter assemblies (46 in the 
lower compartment, 8 in the ice condenser upper plenum, and 8 in the 
upper containment). The igniters are designed to intiate hydrogen gas 
burning at low concentrations thereby preventing gas buildup to the 
detonable range. The igniters work in combination with other containment 
systems, including the ice condenser system, the containment air return 
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system, the hydrogen skimmer system and the containment spray system. 
(festimony of David L. Canup following Tr. 3488). 

C. Ignition and Burning of Hydrogen 
46. Applicant's witnesses testified that the ignition and burning of 

hydrogen generated in a TMI-type accident will occur by: (a) a 
continuous burn at the top of the ice condensers; (b) a series of burns 
initiated in the lower containment; or (c) a combination of (a) and (b). They 
further said that the Case (a) scenario is the likely scenario and the pressure 
rise in containment resulting from that would be only a few psi. (fr. 3353-
7). Of the three scenarios, the peak pressure in containment would result 
from a Case (b) scenario (multiple burns of hydrogen in the lower com
partment). (festimony of William Rasin, David Goeser, Bela Karlovitz, 
Bernard Lewis and Edward McHale Regarding Hydrogen Generation and 
,Ignition following Tr. 3144 (Lewis Panel) at 10). 

47. Applicant analyzed the Case (b) scenario. (Id at 2, 3). The' actual 
conditions assumed by Applicant for this scenario are described in the 
testimony and involve a small-break loss-of-coolant accident assuming 
failure of ECes and a 75-80% zirconium-water reaction (l550 pounds of 
hydrogen). Id; Applicant's Ex. 5A at 2-3 through 2-5 and Ex. 5B at Table 6, 
Accident Scenario JVD 12; Tr.3202-3). 

48. Applicant's analysis of the Case (b) scenario, the most severe of the 
three cases considered, resulted in a peak pressure of less than 16 psig. 
(Lewis Panel at 2, 3). This is considerably below the containment shell 
functional capability as determined by three independent structural 
analyses. See Containment Structural Capability §IV. A. Srpra. 

D. Transitions to Detonation 
49. Steam inerting of hydrogen and transitions to detonation received 

considerable attention. Certain of the results of hydrogen ignition tests 
conducted by Livermore, raised the possibility of hydrogen not burning in 
lower steam concentrations than generally reported. (fr. 3210-18; Staff Ex. 
K following Tr. 4353 at 15, 16). Dr. Marshall Berman of Sandia National 
Laboratory, a Staff consultant voiced concern over the possible steam 
inerting of the lower compartment, followed by removal of the steam in the 
ice condensers, resulting in high concentrations of hydrogen in the ice 
condenser possibly resulting in detonable mixtures .. (fr. 4083). Below about 
18 volume percent, hydrogen is not detonable. (fr. 3155, 3260). Both 
concentration and geometry are involved in detonation considerations. 
CESG maintained that the configuration of the ice condenser was such that 
analogies could be made to situations where detonations have been 
observed to occur. References were made to the concern of Dr. Roger A. 
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Strehlow (fr. 3412) and through Dr. Berman, the work of Dr. John Lee of 
McGill University, a Sandia consultant. (fr.4199-200). 

50. Applicant's testimony regarding Dr. Strehlow's concern clearly 
pointS out that even if higher concentrations were present, the geometry 
necessary for transition to detonation does not exist in the ice condenser. 
The testimony reflects that there are no long, narrow confmed passageways 
in the ice condenser; rather the area between baskets is open, there are 
holes along the baskets and that the lattice frame would not confme any 
substance from flowing through the condenser. (fr. 3489-94). CESG also 
raised the possibility of transition to detonation in the ductwork of the air 
handling units. The record reflects that the necessary geometry is not there. 
(fr.3613-7). 

51. Dr. Berman's concerns of detonations in the upper plenum were 
strongly influenced by Dr. John Lee's experiments using stoichiometric 
concentrations of combustible gas (propane or methane) in large tubes 
open at one end with periodic obstacles (barnes at various distances) inside 
the tube wherein substantial overpressures (detonations) occurred. (fr. 
4095-97 as modified at 4243). Applicant's Witnesses, Lewis and Karlovitz, 
after having consulted with Dr. Lee by telephone, testified that the open, 
unconfined geometry of the upper plenum of the ice condenser was such 
that the results produced by Dr. Lee could not be produced in the upper 
plenum region. (fr. 5050, See also 5057-8). Dr. Lewis further stated that if 
concentrations of hydrogen and steam in the lower compartment began to 
increase rapidly such that steam inerting occurred, the resulting concentra
tion of hydrogen flowing through the ice condenser would increase 
correspondingly. (fr. 5051-6, 5102). When the hydrogen/air mixture 
passing through the ice condenser enters the upper plenum and reaches 
flammable concentrations, ignition and burning would occur. As the 
concentration of hydrogen flowing through the ice condenser increased, the 
flame would settle into the ice condenser at a level where such mixture was 
just flammable and continue to burn. Thus, due to the presence of igniters 
in the upper plenum regions there would never be a detonable mixture of 
high hydrogen concentration in the upper plenum region. (Id.) The scenario 
posed by Dr. Berman and his interpretation of Dr. Lee's work is not 
probable on the bases of hydrogen concentration or necessary geometry. 
(fr.5050-1). 

E. Pyrolysis of Polyurethane Foam 
52. CESG raised a question concerning the effect of pyrolysis on 

decomposition of polyurethane foam insulation as a result of hydrogen 
burning in the ice condenser. The ice condenser is insulated from the 
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containment wall with 27,000 pounds of polyurethane covered with sheet 
steel. 

Applicant presented a panel of witnesses consisting of Dr. Lewis, Mr. 
Rasin and Dr. Leonard S. Edelman. Dr. Lewis testified that, assuming a 
TMI-type accident which resulted in generation of hydrogen and a 
continuous burn in the ice condenser, the flame temperature inside the ice 
condenser would be theoretically about 1400°F (an 8%% hydrogen 
concentration) with a flame height of at most about 1 centimeter. Within a 
few feet upward the hot gases would have cooled to about 400-500°F. Dr. 
Edleman testified to the characteristics of the polyurethane and the effect of 
heat on the foam. Applicant performed a conservative heat transfer analysis 
using the flame and hot gas temperature noted by Dr. Lewis. The analysis 
was conservative because it ignored the effect of ice in the condenser and 
assumed a 6 inch flame. The result was the volatization of 250 pounds of 
foam and the addition of 3 x 1()6 Btu of heat energy, which would have an 
insignificant effect on containment pressure. (fr. 5136). Applicant testified 
that if the foam was not enclosed but totally exposed to oxygen and a flame, 
it would burn as long as there was sufficient oxygen to support combustion. 
In the sealed configuration at McGuire there is little oxygen to support 
combustion and the foam itself does not generate free oxygen for such 
support. An experiment conducted in such a configuration resulted in an 
inability to sustain combustion even when a large opening was present. (fr. 
5041,5068-77,5106-41,5145-60,5180-92,5215-23). 

53. In cross-examination, CESG determined that the amount of oxygen 
initially present in the containment is only sufficient to burn about 9,000 
Ibs. of the 27,000 lbs. of the polyurethane initially present in the 
containment. The net volume of the combustion gas would be 100,000 cf at 
standard conditions. If the heat of combustion were removed, the presence 
of this gas would cause a pressure increase of about 8% in the containment. 
If, instead of burning, the polyurethane were to completely gasify, it would 
result in 250,000 cf at standard conditions and an increase in containment 
pressure of about 20%, about 3 psi. The air handling ducts are not leak-tight 
and some of the volatilized gases from the pyrolysis were assumed to be 
released into the ice condenser atmosphere where they could contribute to 
the burning already occurring there. The heat of the combustion of the 
foam at 12,000 Btu'slIb was used as an approximation of the energy 
contribution. The resulting total energy contribution to the containment 
would be a maximum of 3 million Btu's, which is compared to the 80 
million Btu's contributed by hydrogen burning under the S2D scenario. 
This additional energy contribution will not significantly increase the total 
pressure rise in containment. (fr. 5121-60, 5128-25). 
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54. At the close of the evidentiary hearing. the Staff asked for additional 
time to review the record on pyrolysis and, if necessary. file testimony on 
that subject. The Staff filed an affidavit which has been admitted as Staff 
Exhibit Q. The Board permitted the parties the opportunity to respond to 
Staff Exhibit Q. Applicant filed an affidavit which has been admitted as 
Duke Ex. 9. CESG filed an affidavit (Ex. 63) on the same date as Staff but 
not in response to Staff Ex. Q. In Ex. Q. the Staff found the infonnation 
sufficiently complete in the record and did not have substantial information 
to add. The Staff has no further concerns about the pyrolysis of foam. (fr. 
5245-6, 5252). 

v. 10 CFR Part 2 - Appendix B 

55. The Atomic Safety a~d Licensing Board has heard and decided, as 
necessary, all issues that have come before it. But for the provisions of 
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 2, we would authorize the Director, Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, upon making requisite fmdings with respect to 
matters not embraced in our Intial Decision of April 18, 1979 or in this 
Supplemental Initial Decision, to issue full-tenn, full-power, operating 
licenses to McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2. 

56. In our analysis of the evidence, we have not identified any serious, 
close questions which we believe may be crucial to whether a license should 
become effective before full appellate review is completed However, the 
Board has heard considerable testimony regarding ongoing research 
concerning hydrogen mitigation systems and has taken official notice of the 
contents of the program instituted by TVA to demonstrate by January 31, 
1982 that an adequate hydrogen control system is installed at the Sequoyah 
facility and will perfonn its intended function in a manner that provides 
adequate safety margins: The staff has taken the position that this 
requirement should also apply to McGuire, and we concur that such a 
requirement is appropriate with respect to the matters which we have 
considered in this proceeding. Since the decision to be reached by January 
31, 1982, however, also entails matters beyond the scope of this proceeding 
(e.g., consideration of results of refined CLASIX calculations, results of 
verifications of equipment survivability, etc.). we consider such a require
ment to be within the purview of the Director of the Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation . 

• "Research Program on Hydrogen Combustion and Control Quarterly Progress Report". 
Tennessee Valley Authority - Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, December IS. 1980 (fr. 5227). 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

57. In an operating license proceeding. the Board is called upon to 
decide only the issues in controversy among the parties. 10 CFR §2.760a. 
Other matters required to be determined prior to the issuance 'of an 
amendment to the zero-power operating license for Unit 1 authorizing full
power operation or of an operating license for Unit 2 are entrusted to the 
Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 10 CFR §§2.760a, 
50.57. 

58. Based upon the foregoing fmdings of fact, which are supported by 
reliable, probative, and substantial evidence in the record, and upon 
consideration of the entire evidentiary record in this reopened proceeding, 
the Board makes the following Conclusions of Law in supplementation of 
the Conclusions of Law reached in its April 18, 1979 Initial Decision: 

(1) There is reasonable assurance that in the event of a TMl-type 
accident at McGuire, substantial quantities of hydrogen (in excess 
of the design basis of 10 CFR §50.44) will not be generated. 

(2) As to Contentions 1 and 2, the actions taken and the procedures 
adopted by Duke Power Company subsequent to the TMI 
accident, provide reasonable assurance that (a) in the event of a 
TMI-type accident at McGuire, the likelihood ofECCS operations 
being prematurely terminated by the control room operating staff 
is so remote that such an accident scenario is not credible; (b) in 
the unlikely event of premature termination of the ECCS, 
operations will be reinitiated within sufficient time to prevent the 
generation of hydrogen in excess of 10 CFR §50.44; and (c) the 
McGuire facility can be operated without undue risk to the public 
health and safety with respect to possible hydrogen generation 
resulting from accidents of the type which occurred at TMI-2. 

(3) Because the Board has found that quantities of hydrogen in excess 
of the design basis of 10 CFR §50.44 will not be generated, breach 
of containment and offsite doses in excess of 10 CFR Part 100 
guideline values resulting from hydrogen combustion in a TMI
type accident at McGuire are not credible events. Accordingly, the 
premise for CESG Contentions 3 and 4 has not been established 
and there is no need to make specific fmdings with respect to those 
contentions. 

(4) The NRC Staff has issued Supplement 3 to the McGuire Safety 
Evaluation Report (Staff Exhibit H) which addresses the signifi
cance of the unresolved generic safety issues as they relate to the 
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McGuire facilities and has provided a reasonable foundation for 
its several conclusions in conformity with the Board's April 18, 
1979 Initial Decision. 

VII. ORDER 

WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the stay of the licensing Board's 
April 18, 1979 Initial Decision is lifted and the Director, Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation, is authorized, upon making requisite fmdings with 
respect to matters not embraced in the Initial Decision of April 18, 1979 or 
this Supplemental Initial Decision, in accordance with the Commission's 
regulations, to issue to Duke Power Company operating licenses (or in the· 
case of Unit 1, an amendment to NPF-9, if appropriate) for a term of not 
more than forty (40) years, authorizing operation of the McGuire Nuclear 
Station, Units 1 and 2, at steady state power levels not to exceed 3,411 
megawatts thermal; such licenses may be in such form and content as is 
appropriate in light of such fmdings. 

In view of the Commission's Rules of Practice limiting the Board's 
jurisdiction in a contested operating license proceeding, the Board has 
made fmdings of fact and conclusions of law on matters actually put into 
controversy by the parties to the proceeding. In addition, the licenses will 
not be issued until the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation has 
made the fmdings reflecting its review of the application under the Atomic 
Energy Act, which will be set forth in the proposed licenses, and has 
concluded that the issuance of the licenses will not be inimical to the 
common defense and security and to the health and safety of the public. 
Further, the license will not be issued until directed by the Commission 
after the appropriate Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 2 stay review process, if 
such is applicable. 

Exceptions to the Initial Decision of April 18, 1979 and to this 
Supplemental Initial Decision and requests for a stay may be flIed within 10 
days after the service of the Supplemental Initial Decision. A brief in 
support of the exceptions should be flIed within 30 days thereafter (40 days 
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in the case of the Stafl). Within 30 days after the service of the brief of 
appellant (40 days in the case of the Stafl) any other party may me a brief 
in support of, or in opposition to, the exceptions. 

Issued at Bethesda, Maryland, 
this 26th day of May, 1981 

THE ATOMIC SAFElY AND 
LICENSING BOARD 

Emmeth A. Luebke 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Richard F. Cole 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Robert M. Lazo, Chariman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

[Appendix A has been deleted from this publication 
but is available at the 
NRC Public Document Room, 
1717 H Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C.] 
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Cite as 13 NRC 677 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

Before AdmInIstrative Judges: 
Marshall E. Miller, Chairman 

Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke 
Dr. Oscar H. Paris 

LBP-81-14 

In the MaHer of Docket Nos. 50-250-SP 
50-251-5P 

(Proposed Amendment to Facility 
Operating License to Pennlt Steam 

Generator Repairs) 

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 
(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating 
Station, Units 3 and 4) May 28, 1981 

The Licensing Board grants the statrs motions for summary disposition 
of all of intervenor's admitted contentions and cancels the evidentiary 
hearing originally scheduled to consider the licensee's proposal to repair its 
steam generators. The Board retains jurisdiction over the subject of 
radioactive solid wastes produced in connection with the repairs, directing 
the parties to furnish it with" relevant information and recommendations. 

NEPA: SCOPE OF REVIEW 

The scope of a NEPA environmental review performed in connection 
with a nuclear facility license amendment is somewhat limited; the analysis 
is directed to a consideration of the extent to which the action under the 
proposed amendment will lead to environmental impacts beyond those 
previously evaluated. 
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NEPA: PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACf STATEMENT 

Individual actions which have discrete and readily discernible local 
effects and are not part of a comprehensive federal proposal or national 
program do not require a programmatic environmental impact study. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: INI'ERVENIlON PETITIONS 
(pLEADING REQUIREMENTS) 

Under 10 CFR § 2.714(b}, an intervention petition must include the 
bases for each contention set forth with reasonable specificity. Contentions 
must be sufficiently detailed. and specific to demonstrate that the issues 
raised are admissible and that further inquiry is warranted, and to put the 
other parties on notice as to what they will have to defend against or 
oppose. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSmON 

Under 10 CFR § 2.749, once a motion for summary disposition has been 
made and supported by affidavit, the opposing party may not rely on mere 
allegations, but rather must demonstrate by affidavit or otherwise that a 
genuine issue exists as to a material fact. 

NEPA: RULE OF REASON 

The environmental review mandated by NEPA is subject to a rule of 
reason; it need not include environmental matters which are only remote 
and speculative possibilities. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. 
NRDC, 435 U.S. 519, 551 (1978); NRDC v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827, 837-38 
(D.C. Cir. 1972). 

NEPA: SCOPE OF REVIEW 
The environmental analysis of a license amendment is focused only upon 

the changes arising from the amendment. The consideration of alternatives 
in a license amendment proceeding does -not include the evaluation of 
alternatives to the continued operation of the plant, even though the 
amendment might be necessary to enable continued reactor operation. 
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TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED: 

Steam generator degradation; 
Steam generator repair procedures; 
Occupational radiation exposure; 
Steam generator storage; . 
Steam generator repair waste storage; 
Design basis tornado; 
Probable maximum hurricane. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 
(Granting Summary Disposition of All Contentions, 

and Canceling Evidentiary Hearing) 

This proceeding involves a proposed program for the repair of steam 
generators at Turkey Point Nuclear Units 3 and 4. The Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRq gave notice on December 13, 1977, that it was 
considering license I amendments which would "authorize the licensee to 
repair the steam generators now in use at each facility, replacing major 
portions of such steam generators with new components, and to return the 
units to operation using the steam generators, so repaired."2 

Any person whose interest may be affected was given an opportunity 
to intervene by filing a request for a hearing in the form of a petition for 
[eave to intervene, by January 13, 1978. Such petitions to intervene were 
itated to be governed by 10 CFR §2.714, and were required to identify "the 
ipecific aspect or aspects of the subject matter of the proceeding as to which 
b.e wishes to intervene and setting forth with particularity both the facts 
pertaining to this interest and the basis for his contentions with regard to 
each aspect on which he desires to intervene."3 

The Federal Register notice establishing an opportunity for hearing on 
the proposed issuance of amendments to a facility operating license further 
itated: 

"Contentions shall be limited to the matters within the scope of the 
amendments under consideration. A petition that sets forth conten
tions relating only to matters outside the scope of the amendments 
under consideration will be denied."" 

IFacility Operating Licenses Nos. DPR·31 and DPR41. 
142 Fed Reg. 62569. 
lId 
lId 
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No petitions for leave to intervene were fIled during the 30-day perioe 
established by the notice. On February 9, 1979, more than a year after the 
expiration of the intervention period, Mark P. Oncavage (Intervenor) fIlee 
an untimely request for a "full hearing." After receiving numerous filings 
responses by the Staff and the Licensee (FPL), and amendments, a dividee 
Board ruled that after balancing the five factors set forth in 10 CFR 
§2.714(a)(I) for considering nontimely petitions, the intervention petitioI 
would be allowed.~ 

After receiving various filings, the Board entered an Order Relative tc 
Contentions and Discovery on September 25, 1979. This Order clarified the 
language in the admitted contentions and ruled on the remainin~ 
contentions. Revised Contention 1 was stated to read as follows: 

"Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act (42 
U.S.C. §4332(2)(C) or 10 CFR §51.5 requires the preparation of at 

Environmental Impact Statement prior to the issuance by the Nucleru 
Regulatory Commission of amendments to the operating licenses fo] 
Turkey Point Units Nos. 3 and 4 (Facility Operating Licenses Nos. 
DPR-31 and DPR-41) authorizing the Licensee to repair the stean: 
generators now in use in each facility." 

The Staff at that time took the view that an environmental impac1 
statement (EIS) was not required under the National Environmental PoliC) 
Act (NEPA)6 and 10 CFR Part 51, and that an environmental impac1 
appraisal (EIA) would be adequate. On June 29, 1979, the Staff issued all 

EIA with appropriate notice to the public. However, the Staff subsequentl) 
decided to prepare an EIS as a matter of discretion, following a 
Commis,sion Memorandum and Order directing the issuance of an EIS ill 
connection with the Surry steam generator repairs.' In December, 1980, the 
Staff issued its Draft Environmental Statement (DES) and circulated it fOJ 
comment. The Final Environmental Statement (PES) was issued ru 
NUREG-0743 in March, 1981. 

A prehearing conference was held March 24, 1981, for the purpose oj 
establishing, with precision and fmality, the contentions which would frame 
the issues for trial. The Chairman of the Board requested counsel for eac}] 
party to address the viability and phrasing of each contention, in order to 

'10 NRC 183 (1979). A dissenting opinion was filed by one Board Member (10 NRC at 211· 
12), and separate opinions on the weight to be given Factor (li) were filed by the other twc 
Board Members (10 NRC at 193 &: 200). 
'The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Pub L No. 91-190,83 Stat 852 as amended 
by Pub. L 94-83, 89 Stat 424, 42 U.S.c. §§4321 et seq. 
'Vrrginia Electric Power Co. (Surry Nuclear Power Station, Units I and 2), CLI-8G-4, II NRC 
405 (1980). Seealro letter from StAffcounsel to the Board, dated M.1fCh 6,1980. 
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lvoid having the parties "coming in with issues or new matters in an 
mtimely fashion,"8 to determine which issues were still viable, and "in 
)rder to have in one place the precisely phrased contentions that we are 
~oing to trial on."9 The Intervenor's contentions were then renumbered and 
:cad into the record, and also set forth expressly in the prehearing order as 
'currently refmed or revised."lo Those contentions as thus set forth with 
inality, and those contentions alone, control the issues to be adjudicated in 
his proceeding. The only possible exception is the leave granted to the 
[ntervenor "to flIe on or before April 20, 1981, appropriate amendments to 
:Ontention I in order to plead with specificity the respects in which the 
rES (due to be flIed by the Staff by April I) does not legally or factually 
:omply with NEPA (fr. 36, 38-9, 43)."11 The filings made by the Intervenor 
-egarding Contention I pursuant to this order, and the responsive motions 
md answers flIed by the other parties, are discussed more fully infra at 
)ages 7-8, 14,24-28. 

Summary disposition motions were flIed and, without opposition by 
:he Intervenor, were granted as to Contention 14 as originally numbered,ll 
md Contentions 2, 3, S, 6, 7, 8, as renumbered.ll Summary disposition of 
::Ontention 4A was granted by our Order entered May 7, 1981. That leaves 
br consideration in this proceeding only the amendments to Contention 1, 
md Contention 4B. 

I. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED 
STEAM GENERATOR REPAIRS 

The six steam generators at Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 have all 
mdergone a significant amount of degradation since they began operation 
n 1972 and 1973, respectively. The wastage and denting phenomena have 
ed to the tube wall 'thinning, support plate flow slot hourg1assing and plate 
igament cracking, tube denting, stress corrosion cracking and several 
nstances of reactor coolant leakage through cracked tubes. As of 
~ovember, 1980, tube plugging for various reasons has resulted in 
:cmoving about 20% of the steam generator tubes in Unit 3 and about 24% 
)f the tubes in Unit 4 from continuing service. Additional plugging would 

Transcript of Prehearing Conference held in Homestead. Florida on March 24. 1981 (fr.) at S. 
Tr.6-7. 
oMemorandum and Order entered April 2, 1981. pp. 2-S. 
lId.. at 34. 
2Id.. at 5-6. 
'Memorandum and Order (Granting Motions for Summary Disposition). entered April 29. 
1981. at p. 2. 
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result in eperating at a reduced pewer rating and at an econemi~ 
disadvantage. 

FPL plans to. repair all six steam generaters in Turkey Peint Units : 
and 4. The Unit 4 steam generaters have the mest tubes plugged and 
therefere, weuld be repaired fIrst. The repair of Turkey Point Unit 3 stean 
generaters is expected to. begin abeut ene year later. Since FPL experience 
eperating peaks ef lenger duratien in the summer, and the repair i: 
expected to. take frem six to nine menths per unit, the repair sheuld b 
started in the fall to. be cempleted befere the next summer peak demand 

The prepesed repairs will consist of replacing the lower assembly 0. 

each steam generater, including the shell and the tube bundle, ane 
refurbishing and partially replacing the steam separatien equipment in th~ 
upper assembly. Prier to. the repair werk, the unit will be shut dewn and al 
systems will be placed in cenditien fer leng-term shutdown. The reactel 
vessel head will be removed for defueling. All of the normal procedures fOI 
fuel cooling and fuel remeval will be fellewed. The fuel will be remevee 
from the reacter and placed in the spent fuel sterage facility, and then th~ 
reactor vessel head will be replaced. 

The equipment hatch will be opened and access contrel will b 
established. A special curtain, which would be able to. reduce the size of th~ 
epening in the containment in case ef an accident, will be installed in pla~ 
ef the door fer ease ef depleyment. A special vent exhausting threugh 31 

HEPA fIlter will be censtructed. The bielegical shield wall and a sectien 0. 

the eperating fleer concrete and structural steel will be remeved to. previdl 
access to the steam generator. Guide rails will be installed for transportin! 
the lower assembly threugh the equipment hatch. 

Mter this preparatery work, the cutting of system piping will begin 
This will include cutting and remeval of sectiens ef steam lines, feedwatel 
lines, and miscellaneeus smaller lines fer the service air and water and th~ 
instrumentation system. The steam generater will then be cut at thl 
transition cone, and the upper shell will be remeved and will be refurbishec 
inside containment. After the channel cut at the bottom, the lower assembl) 
will be lifted frem its support to the werking level where it will be weldee 
shut. 

Following this, the steam generator lewer assembly will be lewered ane 
placed in position en a transport mechanism. This mechanism will carry thl 
assembly threugh the equipment hatch. A transporter will carry it to thl 
steam generater storage facility en the site. The ether two steam generatol 
lower assemblies will be lifted frem their locatien, welded shut, and leweree 
threugh the same hatch where the fIrst steam generater was remeved. 

After remeval and sterage ef all three. steam generat~r lewel 
assemblies, their replacements will be transported from the temporaf) 
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Itorage location to the equipment hatch. The same machinery used to 
remove the lower assemblies will be used to install the new assemblies in 
their cubicles. The steam generator lower assembly will be reinstalled and 
rewelded to the old bottom section. The upper assembly with its refurbished 
internals will be mounted on the lower assembly. After welding the two 
ItSsemblies together, the piping will be reconstructed. Following these major 
repair activities, there will be cleaning, hydrostatic testing, baseline 
inservice inspections, and preoperational testing of instruments, compo
nents and systems. The reactor will then be refueled and startup tests will 
be performed. The performance of the repaired steam generators will be 
tested for moisture carryover and verification of thermal and hydraulic 
characteristics (NUREG-0743, Final Environmental Statement, March, 
1981 at 1-1 to 3-4). 

n. C0NI'ENI10N 1 

The Intervenor's "Amendment to Contention I", Filed April 20, 1981, 
consists of 17 numbered amendments to the original contention, which 
purport to "plead with specificity the respects in which the FES .... does not 
legally or factually comply with NEPA."14 The Staff ftled its Objections to 
Proposed Amended Contention 1 and Third Motion for Summary 
Disposition on April 27, 1981. The Staff opposed the proposed amendments 
on both procedural and substantive grounds, asserting that they failed to 
plead with specificity the respects in which the FES did not comply legally 
or factually with NEPA. It also asserted that such pleadings presented no 
genuine issues of material fact warranting adjudication, and sought 
summary disposition under 10 CFR §2.749. The Licensee ftled a response in 
support of the Staffs objections and motion for summary disposition on 
April 30, 1981. The Intervenor ftled an Answer Opposing the Motion for 
Summary Judgment on May 19, 1~81. 

The Intervenor's numbered amendments to Contention 1 will be 
considered seriatim, regarding both their adequacy as contentions and their 
viability when challenged by the Staffs motions for summary disposition. 

The first two amendments assert that the Staff has failed to comply 
with two provisionslS in the 1978 guidelines of the Council on Environmen
tal Quality (CEQ). 

'4'fr. 27·28, 35; Memorandum and Order, dated April 2, 1981, p. 4. 
1540 CFR §§ 1501.7 and 1505.2. 
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Amendment 1 states: 

The EIS failed to follow section 1501.7 of the NEPA regulations in tha 
the Staff failed to invite interested persons to participate in a scopinJ 
process in which the scope of the EIS was to be decided. 

Amendment 2 states: 

No record of decision was prepared for the Turkey Point Project il 
violation of 40 CFR 1505.2. 

The Commission's own regulations implementing NEPA are set forti 
in 10 CFR Part 51. The Commission has consistently taken the POSitiOl 
that the substantive requirements of the CEQ guidelines are not bindinl 
upon the NRC because it is an independent regulatory agency.'6 Tbl 
Executive Order issued by the President stated generally that federa 
agencies shall comply with the regulations issued by CEQ ""except when 
such compliance would be inconsistent with statutory requirements:'17 Thl 
Commission has proposed revisions in 10 CFR Part 51 which voluntaril) 
take the CEQ guidelines into account, but until the proposed revisions ar. 
adopted, the present regulations remain in effect.'s A fmal rule has not ye 
been adopted by the Commission. Accordingly, the Staff was governed b) 
the provisions of 10 CFR Part 51, not the CEQ regulations as alleged by thl 
Intervenor, in preparing and issuing a Final Environmental Statement. 

Moreover, the Intervenor and the public have had extensive opportuni· 
ties for input to the environmental review process in this proceeding 
including the scope of the Environmental Impact Statement suggested b) 
CEQ guidelines (40 CFR §1501.7). On June 29, 1979, the Staff issued at 

Environmental Impact Appraisal with appropriate notice to the public. It 
December, 1980, the Staff issued its Draft Environmental Statement fo] 
public comment. A large number of comments including those of the 
Intervenor were received and were specifically addressed by the Staff in it! 
FES, which was issued as NUREG-0743 in March, 1981.19 

The scope of a NEPA environmenm.l review performed in connectioll 
with a nuclear facility license amendment is somewhat limited, and it is nol 
as broad as that conducted in the prior NRC licensing proceedings. Such all 

analysis is directed to a consideration of the extent to which the actioll 

l6May 31, 1979 letter from NRC Olairman Joseph M. Hendrie to <llarles H. Warren, 
Chairman CEQ (Attachment to Stafrs Motion dated April 27, 1981). 
I7Executive Order No. 11,991 (3 CFR 123), reprinted 42 U.s.c. 14231 (1977). 
"Fed Reg. 13739-40 (March 3. 1980). 
19FES at 8-1 to 8-26. 
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mder the proposed amendment will lead to environmental impacts beyond 
hose previously evaluated.20 The Appeal Board in this regard has stated: 

"Nothing in NEPA or in those judicial decisions to which our attention 
has been directed dictates that the same ground be wholly replowed in 
connection with a proposed [license] amendment .... Rather, it seems 
manifest to us that all that need be undertaken is a consideration of 
whether the amendment itself would bring about significant environ
mental consequences beyond those previously assessed and, if so, 
whether those consequences (to the extent unavoidable) would be 
sufficient on balance to require a denial of the amendment application. 
This is true irrespective of whether, by happenstance, the particular 
amendment is necessary in order to enable continued reactor opera
tion ...... 21 

Accordingly, in this case the scope of environmental review does not 
extend to a reconsideration of the impacts of the continued operation or 
Illternatives to such operation of Turkey Point, as they have been previously 
IlSsessed in NRC licensing proceedings. Such avoidance of replowing the 
same ground applies to a reconsideration of alternative energy sources, or 
energy reduction measures, including conservation. 

The FES prepared and flIed by the Staff in March, 1981 (NUREG-
0743), contains a description of the proposed steam generator repair 
method (§3), as well as an evaluation of its environmental effects, 
alternatives thereto, and postulated accidents (§§4, 5 and 6). It contains a 
reasoned consideration of all comments received on the DES, including 
those made by the Intervenor (§8). The FES concludes that the proposed 
action will not significantly affect the quality of the environment, that its 
benefits outweigh the costs, and that the overall cost benefit would not be 
improved by any of the alternatives (§6). The scope of the FES therefore 
encompasses the environmental impact analysis required by NEPA and 
implemented by 10 CFR Part 51. 

Section 1505.2 of the CEQ guidelines, regarding the preparation of a 
public record of an agency's decision, is not applicable under Amendment 2 
because an agency decision is not made by the Staff. That adjudicatory 
decision is made for the agency by a Licensing Board, subject to review by 
the Appeal Board and by the Commission itself. As stated by the Staff, it 
has made its recommendations and believes that an adequate record has 

2OConsumers Power Co. (Big Rock Point Nuclear Plant), ALAB-636, (March 31, 1981); 
Virginia Electric and Power Company (North Anna Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), 
ALAB-S84, 11 NRC4S1 (1980). 
21Northem States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-
4SS,7NRC4I,46fn.4(l!!78). 
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been developed for a favorable decision on the FES by the Board. For the 
foregoing reasons, Amendments 1 and 2 do not plead cognizable conten· 
tions, and they are also subject to summary disposition. 

Amendment 3 alleges that programmatic EIS is required "as a result oj 
the steam generator repairs that would be required nationally." However 
no legal or factual basis is shown for such a conclusion. The instant stean 
generator repairs are not part of a comprehensive federal proposal 0] 

national program which would require a programmatic NEPA review. The 
environmental impacts associated with the Turkey Point repairs will onI) 
occur on a local, not a national basis.22 Such individual actions witl: 
discrete and readily discernible local effects do not require a programmatic 
environmental impact study.23 Amendment 3 does not start a cognizable 
contention, and it is also subject to summary disposition. 

Amendments 4 and 15 involve essentially the same subjects and 
therefore will be considered together. 

Amendment 4 states: 

The fmal EIS fails to comply with NEPA in that the EIS does nol 
address (to the fullest extent possible) all environmental effects oj 
proposed actions as well as all irreversible and irretrievable resources. 

Amendment 15 states: 

The EIS fails to discuss the irreversible and irretrievable commitmen1 
of resources in the proposed action. 

These amendments merely refer generally to some phrases taken from 
Section 102 of NEPA, but fail to relate them to the Turkey Point steam 
generator repairs in any meaningful manner. There is no specificity 01 

concreteness as to the way in which "environmental effects" or "irreversible 
and irretrievable commitment of resources" were allegedly not properly 
addressed by the Staff in the FES. 

Under 10 CFR §2.714(b), an intervention petition must include ..... the 
bases for each contention set forth with reasonable specificity." This 
requirement of pleading with particularity and specificity was also set forth 
in the notice of opportunity for hearing on the Turkey Point proposed 
license amendment, supra page 2 (42 Fed Reg. 62569). These basic 
requirements make it incumbent upon intervenors to set forth contentions 

2lportland General Electric Co. (Trojan Nuclear Plant), ALAB-S31, 9 NRC 263, 267-8 (1979): 
Vuginia Electric and Power Company (Suny Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), D0-79· 
19, 10 NRC 625,639-42 (1979). 
23Kleppe v. Sierra Cub, 427 U.s. 390, 399, 402, 410 (1976). 
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which are sufficiently detailed and specific to demonstrate that the issues 
raised are admissible and that further inquiry is warranted, and to put the 
other parties on notice as to what they will have to defend against or 
oppose.2-4 Although intervenors are not required to plead evidence, it is 
nevertheless necessary for contentions to set forth the reason or bases for 
their assertions with reasonable particularization or specificity.25 

Mississippi Power and Light Company (Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, 
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-130, 6 AEC 423, 425-26 (1973) does not hold, as the 
Intervenor argues, that a contention fulfilled the particularity requirement 
by stating that "the alternatives of conserving electricity or utilizing other 
methods of producing energy have not been adequately considered." If the 
Intervenor's "Response to NRC Staff Objections to Proposed Amended 
Contention 1 and Licensee's Motion to Dismiss Contention I", p. 3 had 
merely continued this quotation from Grand Gulf, it would then have read 
as follows: 

:'At the prehearing conference, petitioner's counsel stated that the basis 
for that contention is that the amounts expended by the applicant on 
advertising greatly exceeded (by a factor of 11) that devoted to 
research and development, and that he intended 'to introduce evidence 
that there are geothermal sources in the Middle South Utilities System 
area that could be utilized' (Tr. 66-67). We agree with the Licensing 
Board that, given this particularization. the contention is adequate." (6 
AEC at 426) (Emphasis added) 

It should be noted by contrast that in the instant proceeding, the 
Intervenor failed to particularize Contention 1 at the Prehearing Confer
ence on March 24, 1981, although repeatedly invited to do so by the Board 
(fr. 12-15, 24, 26-30, 34-36, 43-45). A subsequent prehearing conference 
scheduled for April 27-28, 1981, was canceled upon motion of counsel for 
the Intervenor on the stated grounds that is ''was no longer necessary.''26 

Of course under 10 CFR §2.749, once a motion for summary 
disposition has been made and supported by affidavit, the opposing party 
may not rely on mere allegations, but rather must demonstrate by affidavit 
or otherwise that a genuine issue exists as to a material fact (Virginia 
Electric and Power Company (North Anna Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 
and 2), ALAB-584, 11 NRC 451,453 (1980». 

24BPI v. Atomic Energy Commission, 502 F.2d 424. 429 (D.c. Cir. 1974); Duquesne Light Co. 
(Beaver Valley. Unit No.1). ALAB-109. 6 AEC 242, 245 (1973); Philadelphia Electric Co. 
(peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3). ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13,20-21 (1974). 
~Houston Lighting and Power Company (AlIens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1), 
ALAB-590, 11 NRC 542, 547-9 (1980). 
26Memorandum and Order (Canceling Prehearing Conference), entered April 23, 1981. 



Amendment 4 also asserts that the FES is defective because it does nc 
address "all" environmental effects of proposed actions. This is not , 
correct statement of the applicable law. The environnlental revie~ 

mandated by NEPA is subject to a "rule of reason", and it need not includ 
review of environmental matters which are only remote and speculativ 
possibilities.27 The Appeal Board has held that environmental impac 
statements need not discuss remote and speculative environmental impact 
of the proposed project itself,28 quoting with approval the followin 
statement by the Court of Appeals in Trout Unlimited: 

"An EIS need not discuss remote and highly speculative conse 
quences .... A reasonably thorough discussion of the significant aspect 
of the probable environmental consequences is all that is required b: 
an EIS."29 

Finally, the FES in this proceeding does in fact contain a full and fai 
evaluation of the reasonably calculable environmental impacts of thl 
proposed steam generator repairs (FES, §4; Appendices A-D). The FE 
also considers and discusses the irreversible and irretrievable commitmen 
of resources, in accordance with the requirements ofNEPA (FES, §4.3.1) 
Amendments 4 and 15 are inadequate to plead contentions, and they an 
subject to summary disposition. 

Amendment 5 states: 

The EIS fails to look at the socio-economic effects upon Florida Powe: 
and Light rate payers. Such effects must be examined fully within thl 
EIS because the project entails direct significant environmental effect 
which are intertwined with the socia-economic effects. 

This contention amounts to a generalized claim, without explanatioI 
or deflnition, that the FES fails to consider the socia-economic effects UPOI 

the Licensee's ratepayers. In fact, the FES analyzes in some detail the 
economic costs of the Turkey Point steam generator repair project (§4.2) 
This study covers the costs of the repairs, and shows a substantial net dolla! 
savings when repair costs are compared with the cost of continueC 

l1Vennont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC, 43S U.s. S19, SSI (1978); NRDC v 
Morton, 458 F.2d 827, 837-8 (D.C. Cir. 1972). 
2!Public Service Electric and Gas Company (Hope Creek Generating Station, Units 1 and 2) 
ALAB-SI8, 9 NRC 14,38 (1979). 
l'Tfrout Unlimited v. Morton, S09 F.2d 1276 at 1283 (9th Cit. 1974). Accord: Environmental 
Defense Fund v. Hoffman, 566 F.2d 1060,1067 (8th Cit. 1977); Concerned About Trident v. 
Rumsfeld, S5S F.2d 817, 828 (D.c. Cir. 1971); Sierra Oub v. Hodel, S44 F.2d 1036, 1039 (9tli 
Cir. 1976); Carolina Environmental Study Group v. United States. S10 F.2d 796, 799 (D.C 
Cit. 1975). 
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)peration in a derated mode. The estimated net savings of $380,000,000 are 
)ased largely on the costs of replacement capacity, which are described 
'lith supporting data. The contention does not give a basis for nor any 
)articularization of reasons for its bare assertions, contrary to the 
-equirements of 10 CFR §2.714(b), discussed supra. 

If this contention is intended in some manner to raise an issue over 
who will bear the costs of the proposed repairs, that is a matter for the 
tppropriate state agencies to decide, and it is beyond the scope of NRC 
urisdiction in this proceeding (FES, §8.6.24). Amendment 5 does not 
tdequately plead a contention, and it is subject to summary disposition. 

Amendment 6 states: 

The EIS contains no glossary or table of defInitions and consistently 
uses terminology beyond the ken oflay people. 

There is no NEPA requirement that an EIS must contain a glossary of 
erms. Steam generator repairs to a nuclear power plant obviously involve 
:orne technical matters. However, the meaning of most terms in the FES 
:an be determined from their context and relationship to the subjects 
liscussed. The courts have discussed this language problem as follows: 

"[An EIS] serves as an environmental full disclosure law, providing 
information which Congress thought the public should have concern
ing the particular environmental costs involved in a project. To that 
end, it 'must be written in language that is understandable to 
nontechnical minds and yet contain enough scientific reasoning to 
alert specialists to particular problems within the fIeld of their 
expertise ... .' It cannot be composed of statements 'too vague, too 
general and too conclusory .. .'."JO 

The FES appears on its face to achieve the terminological balance 
:ought between reasonably informing the public and yet alerting specialists 
o particular technical matters. None of the commentors on the DES, with 
he sole exception of the Intervenor, indicated any problems with 
lermitions or the use of technical terms (FES, §§8.1, 8.6.3). Amendment 6 
loes not adequately plead a cognizable contention, and it is subject to 
:ummary disposition. 

Amendment 7 asserts that the estimates of worker exposure provided in 
he FES "are unreasonably low". The Intervenor has failed to set forth any 
lases or reasons for this assertion; thus the contention fails to meet the 

lSilva v. Lynn, 482 F.2d 1282, 1284-85 (1st Cit. 1973); Sierra Oub v. Morton, 510 F.2d 813, 
~o (D.c. Cit. 1975). 
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requirement of 10 CFR §2.714(b) that the bases for a contention be statec 
with reasonable specificity. Moreover, the FES identifies the occupationa 
radiation exposure aSsociated with the proposed repair as the majo 
environmental impact (See PES, §2.4). Occupational exposure was thor 
oughly and extensively addressed in the FES. The expected exposure wa 
compared to the actual exposure which occurred during the stean 
generator repair at Surry, and adjusted upward in light of that experience 
As a result of that upward adjustment, FPL changed its planned procedurl 
so as to reduce occupational exposure (See FES, §§4.1.1 and 5). In addition 
the Intervenor addressed occupational exposure in his comments on thl 
DES, and the Staff responded fully to those comments (See FES, §§8.6.1 
and 8.6.13). Thus there is no genuine issue to be heard as to the facts se 
forth on occupational exposure in the FES, and Amendment 7 is subject tc 
summary disposition. 

Amendment 8 asserts that the analysis of deaths and health effects tha 
are expected to result from the repair activity is based on "out-modt:( 
scientific information". Again, the Intervenor has failed to set forth thl 
basis for this assertion and thus the contention fails to meet thl 
requirements of 10 CFR §2.714(b). With regard to the facts, the heall1 
effects predicted in the FES are based on the 1972 report of the Nationa 
Academy of Sciences' Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects 0 

Ionizing Radiation (BEIR Committee), ''The Effect on Populations 0 

Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation" (See FES, §4.1.1.6). Thl 
1972 BEIR report was updated by the more recent report, "The Effect OJ 

Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation - 1980". Thi: 
1980 report is used as the basis for additional estimates presented it 
Appendix B of the FES (See FES, pp. B-1 through B-4).31 Thus there is n< 
genuine issue to be heard as to the facts with respect to this contention, an( 
it is subject to summary disposition. 

Amendment 9 states: 

The economic analysis in the EIS is invalid in that it fails to considel 
the possibility that replacement or repair of the steam generators rna) 
be necessary a second time. 

In fact §3 of the PES does consider the possibility of the need t( 
replace or repair the steam generators again, and concludes that "a numbel 
of changes have been made in the materials, the design, and the operatin! 
procedure for the replacement steam generators to assure that the corrosioI 

31The health effects of ionizing radiation predicted in the 1980 report by the BEIR Commit~ 
are less severe than those predicted by the 1972 report. 
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and denting problems will not recur." Section 6(3) states that the new steam 
generator design "incorporates features that will eliminate the potential for 
the various forms of tube degradation observed to date." In responding to 
the Intervenor's comments on the DES, the FES further states that it "is 
assumed that the life of the repair is the remainder of the plant life, or about 
30 years. There is no guarantee of this plant life; however, the Staff safety 
review found no reason to doubt that the steam generators would last the 
life of the plant" (pES §8.6.24). 

No basis has been shown for this contention. It should be noted that 
the Intervenor's original Contention II(a) alleged that the Licensee had 
"failed to consider the cost of future recurring steam generator repairs." 
The Board rejected that contention then because it found "no basis for this 
speculation."32 There is still no basis shown for such speculation. 
Amendment 9 does not adequately plead a cognizable contention, and it is 
subject to summary disposition. 

Amendment 10 states: 

The entire EIS fails to comply with a good faith consideration as is 
required under NEP A. 

This statement is wholly conc1usory and without the allegation of any 
factual or other bases or reasons. It does not purport to raise any factual 
issue, and it lacks the specificity and particularization of reasons for its bare 
assertions required by 10 CFR §2.714(b).1t is therefore not admissible as a 
contention. In addition, the FES contains a good faith, objective and 
reasonable consideration of the subject areas as mandated by NEPA.33 
Amendment 10 is subject to summary disposition. 

Amendments II and 13 both purport to address the consideration of 
alternatives in the FES. 

Amendment 11 states: 

The analysis of alternatives is inadequate under NEP A. 

Amendment 13 states: 

The EIS fails to adequately discuss the alternatives to the proposed 
action. 

32()rder Relating to Contentions and Discovery, dated September 25, 1979, at p. S. 
"Environmental Defense Fund. Inc. v. Andrus, 619 F.2d 1368, 137S-71 (10th Cir. 1980); 
Manygoats v. Kleppe, S58 F.2d 556, S~1 (9th Cir. 1971). 
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These assertions are bare conclusions, devoid of any description 01 
bases or reasons for the statements. There is no identification of an) 
alternatives which should have been considered but were not. Neither i! 
there any description of alleged inadequacies or deficiencies in the analysi! 
of those alternatives which were considered in the FES. It has been held 
that the "discussion of environmental effects of all alternatives need not be 
exhaustive, but it must be such that sufficient information is contained 
therein to permit a 'rule of reason' designation of alternatives beyond the 
primary proposal."34 

The Supreme Court has discussed this question ofNEPA consideration 
of alternatives as follows: 

"[TJhe term 'alternatives' is not self-defining .... Common sense also 
teaches us that the 'detailed statement of alternatives' cannot be found 
wanting simply because the agency failed to include every alternative 
device and thought conceivable by the mind of man.... It is still 
incumbent upon intervenors who wish to participate to structure their 
participation so that it is meaningful, so that it alerts the agency to the 
intervenor's position and contentions .... Indeed, administrative pro
ceedings should not be a game or a forum to engage in unjustified 
obstructionism by making cryptic and obscure reference to matters 
that 'ought to be' considered and then, after failing to do more to bring 
the matter to the agency's attention, seeking to have the agency 
determination vacated on the ground that the agency failed to consider 
matters 'forcefully presented.' "35 

Further, the FES in fact considers various alternatives in substantial 
detail, including continued operation without repair, replacement by plant 
of another design, or the chosen alternative of repair of generators (FES, 
§5; Table 5.1, Options considered). The steam generator repair alternatives 
which were analyzed included retubing (§5.2), tube sleeving (§5.3), 
replacement of entire generator (§5.4), and the proposed method of 
replacement of the lower assembly (fable 5.2). Six alternative methods for 
the disposal of the steam generator lower assemblies, which comprise the 
largest source of radioactive waste, were also analyzed (§5.5, Table 5.3). 
The Staff answered the comments of the Intervenor on the DES regarding 
alternatives, pointing out the range of reasonable alternatives it had 
considered, but noting that alternatives to plant operation itself, rather than 

34Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Andrus, supra, 619 F.2d at 1375. See also Natural 
Resources Defense Council. Inc. v. Morton. 458 F.2d 827, 836-7 (D.c. Cir. 1972). 
3~ermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 435 U.S. 519, 
551-S4 (1978). 
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the proposed repairs, were beyond the scope of required environmental 
review (FES §8.6.13). The FES therefore contains a good faith reasonable 
review of alternatives as required by NEP A Amendments 11 and 13 do not 
adequately plead cognizable contentions, and they are subject to summary 
disposition. 

Amendment 12 states: 

The fmal EIS as a whole fails to adequately address the impact of the 
steam generator repair on the human environment because it tends to 
explore the positive effects that the repair will have while down-playing 
the negative impact. 

The bare assertion lacks the essential elements of pleading the bases of 
contentions with reasonable specificity, as required by 10 CFR §2.714(b). 
No issues are framed by this allegation. In addition, the FES makes a 
reasoned cost-benefit analysis showing that the benefits of the continued 
safe production of power for the public outweigh the described costs of the 
proposed repairs, both environmental and economic (FES, §6). It also 
shows that the overall cost benefit would not be improved by any of the 
alternatives (Id.). Amendment 12 fails to plead an admissible contention, 
and it is subject to summary disposition. 

Amendment 14 states: 

The EIS fails to adequately discuss the relationship between local short 
term use of man's environment and maintenance and enhancement of 
the long term productivity. 

This contention lacks the requisite descriptions of bases with reason
able specificity, contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR §2.714(b). In 
addition, the Turkey Point plant site is the primary environmental resource 
involved in this proceeding, and it is and has been wholly dedicated to the 
nuclear generation of electricity. Such committed land usage was consid
ered and approved in the operating license FES in 1972 (OL-FES, §VII). 
The instant proposed steam generator repairs do not change or materially 
alter the size, use or environmental impacts of this facility or its site. 
Amendment 14 does not plead a cognizable contention, and it is subject to 
summary disposition. 

Amendment 16 states: 

The fmal EIS fails to adequately discuss the environmental impact of a 
hurricane if one occurs during the repair process. 
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We assume that Intervenor means to refer to the environmental impact 
resulting from the interaction of a hurricane with steam generator repair 
activities. We fmd infra with respect to Contention 4B that a hurricane 
during the repair activity would not be likely to cause a release of 
radioactivity to unrestricted areas. Moreover, Staff attested that the worst
case accident during the repair would not result in the release of 
radioactivity to unrestricted areas in excess of the limits imposed by 10 
CFR Part 20. Were such an accident to occur during a hurricane, wind and 
turbulence would further reduce airborne concentrations (Staff Affidavit at 
7). Thus there is no genuine issue- to be heard as to the environmental 
impact of a hurricane interacting with repair activities, and Amendment 16 
is subject to summary disposition. 

Amendment 17 states: 
The fmal EIS fails to consider the long term effects of a nuclear waste 
building next to biscayne bay (sic). 

We assume that "nuclear waste building" refers to the steam generator 
storage compound (SGsq. We have already found, in granting summary 
disposition of Contention 4A, that the location and design of the SGSC 
would prevent damage to the SGLAs during storms. We also found that 
corrosion would not cause leaks to develop during the anticipated storage 
period on site (See Order dated May 7, 1981). Finally, we note specifically 
here that the SGSC will have a 6-inch thick concrete floor which would 
inhibit release of radioactive liquid, should it leak from the SGLAs (Staff 
Affidavit at 4). From these facts we conclude that there is no genuine issue 
to be heard as to the facts relating to long term effects of the SGSC next to 
Biscayne Bay, and that Amendment 17 is subject to summary disposition. 

m. INfERVENOR'S ANSWER OPPOSING MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY DISPosmON 

The Intervenor on May 19, 1981 flled his Answer Opposing the Motion 
for Summary Disposition, which had been flled by the Staff on April 27, 
1981. The Staffs motion had also opposed the Intervenor's April 20, 1981, 
proposed Amendment to Contention 1. The Intervenor on May 12, 1981, 
flled a pleading captioned "Response to NRC Staff Objections to Proposed 
Amended Contention 1 and Licensee's Motion to Dismiss Contention 1." 
Both the Staff and the Licensee on May 18 flled motions to strike this 
pleading on the grounds that it constituted an unauthorized reply to their 
answers to the proposed amendment to Contention 1, which were permitted 
by 10 CFR §2.714(c). Inasmuch as the Intervenor's answer to the summary 
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disposition motion covers the points raised in his May 12 response to 
objections and an alleged motion, it is unnecessary to determine whether 
the pleadings previously flIed by the Staff and the Licensee were motions, 
answers, objections or something else. 

The Intervenor ftrst argues that his Contention 1, although defmitively 
read into the record by the Board36 and stated with fmality in our 
prehearing conference order,37 nevertheless should be considered as 
including his original Contention 10. Contention 1, as set forth without 
objection in our prehearing conference Order entered April 2, 1981, read as 
follows: 

"Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act (42 
U.S.C. §4332(2)(C) or 10 CFR §Sl.S requires the preparation of an 
Environmental Impact Statement prior to the issuance by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission of amendments to the operating licenses for 
Turkey Point Units Nos. 3 and 4 (Facility Operating Licenses Nos. 
DPR-31 and DPR-4I) authorizing the Licensee to repair the steam 
generators now in use in each facility (fr. 11-54)."31 

Original Contention 10 read as follows: 

"The Commission's NEPA Analysis is inadequate in that it fails to 
adequately consider the following alternative procedures: 

a. Arresting tube support plate corrosion 
b. In-place tube restoration (sleeving) 
c. In-place steam generator tube replacement (retubing) 
d. Derating 
e. Decommissioning 
f. Bioconversion 
g. Conservation 
h. Solar energy 
i. Natural gas 
j. Coal". 

As discussed supra at pp. 3-4, it was intended that Contention 1, as 
phrased on March 24, 1981, was the only such contention before the Board. 
No mention was ever made, at the prehearing conference (March 24) or 
after the prehearing Order (April 2), that the Intervenor contended that 
original Contention 10 was included in or to be read with Contention 1 as 

36'fr.5-7.9, 11-1S, 19-21,24-28,33-36.4344.54. 
37Memorandum and Order (Prehearing Conference, March 24-25. 1981), entered April 2, 1981. 
pp3-4. 
lild. 
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rephrased. Counsel for the Intervenor was expressly told at the prehearing 
conference that "if you want to plead with some specificity now by 
rephrasing Contention 1 we would allow you to do so, but you persist in 
telling us you think that is sufficient. So, I am giving you warning, it is 
wholly lacking in specificity as a contention. And if you want to stand on it, 
do it at your peril."39 

After some further colloquy, counsel for the Intervenor stated that 
after the PES was med he was prepared "to me with the Board what issues 
- what contentions we intend to assert to prove that the fInal EIS does not 
legally and factually comply with NEP A. ... "40 Accordingly. the Intervenor 
was granted leave to me an amended Contention 1 to supply the specificity 
it then lacked.41 The subsequently issued Order also stated: 

"The Intervenor 'is also granted leave to me on or before April 20, 
1981, 'appropriate amendments to Contention 1 in order to plead with 
specifIcity the respects in which the FES (due to be med by the ~taffby 
April 1) does not legally or factually comply with NEPA (fr. 36, 38-9, 
43). The Staff is granted leave to me a motion for summary disposition 
of Contention 1 as thus amended, on or before May 1, 1981 (fr.44-5, 
47, 50). The Intervenor shall me its response to the Staff's motion for 
summary disposition of Contention 1 as amended, by May 20, 1981 
(fr. 52)."42 

The 17 proposed amendments to Contention 1 med by the Intervenor 
pursuant to leave granted, did not include original Contention 10. It was 
only after the Staff and the Licensee objected to the lack of specifIcity in the 
proposed amendments that the Intervenor fIrst attempted to inject the 
argument that Contention 10 was always a part of Contention 1. This 
attempted evasion of the fmal framing of contentions at and following the 
prehearing conference cannot be allowed. The Intervenor has been 
previously admonished that our procedural rules and orders must be 
complied with.43 We decline to permit this further departure from our 
orders and directives, and hold that original Contention 10 is not a part of, 
nor is it to be read in conjunction with, Contention 1 as stated in our 
controlling prehearing conference order establishing the issues in this 
proceeding. 

J9'fr.35. 
«7fr.36. 
4ITr.43. 
42Memorandum and Order, entered April 2. 1981, p. 4. 
4lMemorandum and Order, entered April 7, 1981, p. 2 ( ..... Because of the urgencies oftime ... wc 
will treat the Intervenor's motion on the merits. However, in the future it is expected that 
procedural rules will be complied with. j 
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It is interesting to observe that of the 10 (subparagraphs a-j) alleged 
defects in the NEPA analysis which the original Contention 10 (which we 
have rejected) purported to assert, only three are included in the 
Intervenor's Statement of Genuine Issue of Fact, which accompanied his 
Answer Opposing the Motion for Summary Judgment (sic), dated May 19, 
1981. This statement on genuine issues of material fact reads as follows: 

"I. Whether the Final Environmental Statement adequately addresses 
the alternatives of derating, conservation and solar power."44 

This statement of genuine issues only addresses subparagraphs d, g and h of 
original Contention 10, so apparently the remainder are abandoned. 

The thrust (and some of the flavor) of the Intervenor's attempts to 
inject original Contention 10 into the issues framed for hearing, may be 
discerned from portions of his May 12, 1981 ming, denominated Response 
to NRC Staff Objections to Proposed Amended Contention 1 and 
Licensee's Motion to Dismiss Contention 1. It was there stated, in regard to 
the pleading of Contention 1, that "The Intervenor is not required to 
voluntarily disclose its entire case to the Staff and Licensee, but through 
proper Rules of Procedure the process will disclose to the Staff and 
Licensee the theory of the Intervenor's case concerning Contention 1" (p. 
4). It was further stated that the "evidence will show that conservation and 
solar energy would allow the derating and decommissioning of the Turkey 
Point Plant" (p. 5). 

It is clear that the Intervenor's efforts to assert contentions regarding 
conServation and solar energy are irrelevant and beyond the scope of issues 
that may be considered in this license amendment proceeding. We have 
already discussed (pp. 2 and 10, supra) the controlling principle that an 
amendment proceeding is limited to a consideration of those issues 
"directly arising from the proposed change.""s An amendment proceeding 
cannot be converted into a vehicle for the reconsideration of previously 
analyzed environmental impacts from the construction and operation of a 
new nuclear plant. 

The environmental analysis of an amendment is focused only upon the 
changes arising from the amendment. 46 The consideration of alternatives in 
an amendment proceeding does not include the evaluation of alternatives to 

41Paragraph 2 of this . statement of genuine issues of material fact, relating to alleged 
radioactive releases to unrestricted areas from storage of waste produced during repairs 
combined with hurricanes. is discussed in Section IV, dealing with Contention 4B, post. 
4'Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station). ALAB-
245,8 AEC 873. 875 (1974). 
46C0nsumers Power Co. (Big Rock Point Nuclear Plant). ALAB-636, 13 NRC 322, (March 31, 
1981). 
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the continued operation of the plant, even though the amendment might be 
necessary to enable continued reactor operation.47 Energy conservation and 
solar energy are alternatives to the operation of Turkey Point, rather than 
alternatives to the proposed steam generator repairs. Hence they are 
beyond the scope of this proceeding, as they were the subject of prior NRC 
consideration in operating license proceedings.48 

It has been held that the need for power is not a cognizable issue in a 
license amendment proceeding, where it had been explored at the prior 
construction permit and operating license proceedings.49 Since an evalu
ation of the need for power accounts for electric energy saved through 
conservation or the use of solar power, a consideration of such alternatives 
in this proceeding would amount to an irrelevant reconsideration of the 
need for power from Turkey Point.~ Such issues are beyond the scope of 
this proceeding.'· 

Finally, it should be recalled that the Intervenor submitted his 
untimely petition to intervene more than a year after the expiration of the 
intervention period (supra, p. 2). In support of showing his ability to make a 
contribution to this proceeding under the five-factor test for nontimely 
filings under 10 CFR §2~714(a)(l), the Intervenor asserted that he had 
experts who would testify as follows: 

"The three major areas to be addressed by these witnesses were 
identified as '(I) the long term on site storage of steam generator lower 
assemblies in an earthern floor facility; (2) the occupational radiation 
exposure, and (3) the release of liquid effiuents containing radioactivity 
into a closed cycle cooling canal.' " (Supplemental Submission of 
Petitioner Mark P. Oncavage, June S, 1979, p. 2). None of these "three 
major areas" which formed the basis of the intervention remains in 
issue, and no expert opinions or testimony have been profferred on 
these issues. This probably is due in part to the Licensee's responses to 
the concerns voiced by the Intervenor. For example, the originally 
proposed Steam Generation Storage Compound (SGSC) was to be an 
earthen floored structure with one end closed by concrete stop logs. 
The SGSC was to be located in the lay-down area at an elevation of 

41Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plants, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-
4SS, 7 NRC 41, 46-47, fn. 4 (1979); Portland General Electric Co. (Trojan Nuclear Plant), 
ALAB-S31, 9 NRC 263, 266, fn. 6 (1979). 
4IFinal Environmental Statement, July 1972, IX. 
"Portland General Electric Co. (Trojan Nuclear Plant), ALAB-S34, 9 NRC 287, 289 (1979). 
SOConsumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), CU-74-S, 7 AEC 19, 24 (1974); 
Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-
4SS, 7 NRC41, 46 fn. 4 (1978). 
'142 Fed. Reg. 62569. 
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about five feet MLW. Licensee now plans to make the SGSC a 
concrete floored building which will meet local hurricane-resistance 
design standards, and it will be founded on an engineered fill of 
crushed, compacted limestone at an elevation of 17.5 feet MLW (FPL 
Affidavit). Again, FPL originally planned to replace the steam 
generator assemblies using a pipe-cut method, similar to the method 
being used in the Surry SGS repair. Surry's experience caused FPL to 
increase its estimate of occupational exposure from 1300 person-rem 
per unit to 2985 person-rem per unit. Primarily because of the high 
occupational dose associated with the pipe-cut method, FPL deter
mined that an alternative, the channel-cut method, should be used. The 
channel-cut method results in an estimated occupational exposure of 
2084 person-rem per unit (FES 4.1.1.3 and 4.1.1.4). 

IV. CONfEl'nJ9N 4B 

Contention 4B states: 

There are likely to occur radioactive releases, (from the steam 
generator repair) to umestricted areas which violate 10 CFR Part 20 or 
are not as low as reasonably achievable within the meaning of 10 CFR 
Part 50 as a result of a hurricane or tornado striking the site during 
repairs. 

The parties were also put on notice by the Board's February 23, 1981 
"Order Accepting Negotiated Schedule" that the Board intended to hear 
evidence on the relationship between the repair schedule and the hurricane 
season. These matters were addressed in the "Affidavit of Robert F. Abbey, 
Jr. on Contention 4B" fIled by Staff (Staff Affidavit) and the "Affidavit of 
F. G. Flugger and H. H. Jabali and P. K. Wan on Contention 4B" fIled by 
Licensee (FPL Affidavit). 

The proposed steam generator repair for Unit 4 is scheduled to begin 
in late October, 1981, and end about June, 1982. The repair for Unit 3 is 
scheduled to begin in late October, 1982, and end about June, 1983 (FPL 
Affidavit at 10, Staff Affidavit at 5). The Atlantic hurricane season begins 
June 1 and extends through November 30 (FPL Affidavit at 4, Staff 
Affidavit at 2). Based on observations from 1886 through 1977, the median 
beginning date of the hurricane season is June 26, and the median ending 
date is October 29 (FPL Affidavit at 4). Observations from 187.1 through 
1978 in a 50-mile segment of coastline encompassing Turkey Point show 
that the earliest recorded hurricane made landfall on September 8 and the 
latest occurred on October 21 (Staff Affidavit at 1-2). Thus, although the 
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proposed repair schedule is not based on the timing of the hurricane season, 
it does not substantially coincide with the historical hurricane season in 
southeastern Florida (FPL Affidavit at 10, Staff Statement of Material 
Facts at 2). 

The tornado season in Florida is less well defmed. Within 125 nautical 
miles of Turkey Point, 253 tornadoes were reported in the period 1950 
through 1980 (Staff Affidavit at 2). These storms occurred throughout the 
year, but the peak month for tornadoes was June (Ibid). The high frequency 
of severe tornadoes characteristic of the midwest is not expected in Florida 
because meterological conditions in peninsular Florida differ from those in 
the midwest (FPL Affidavit at 6-8). While midwestern tornadoes often have 
windspeeds up to 300 mph or even more, tornadoes in southern Florida 
rarely have windspeeds above 200 mph (FPL Affidavits at 6-9, Table 1). 
The greatest inferred windspeed for a tornado within 125 nautical miles of 
Turkey Point is between 207 and 260 mph, an Intensity Oass 4 storm on 
the Fujita Scale (Staff Affidavit at 5; FPL Affidavit, Table 1); the Licensee 
attests to evidence showing that this particular storm probably had 
windspeeds that were low in the Oass 4 range (FPL Affidavit at 8-9). 

The probability of occurrence of hazardous windspeeds at Turkey 
Point is very small. Staff estimated the probability of the site experiencing 
hurricane winds of 150 mph to be about 5 x 10 -4/yr and the probability of 
tornado windspeeds of260 mph to be about 1.5 x 10.7 Iyr (Staff Affidavit at 
5). Licensee estimated the probability of a tornado with 200 mph winds 
occurring at the site to be 1.6 x 10 06 Iyr (FPL Affidavit at 9). We conclude 
that the probability of these events occurring during the repair is somewhat 
less than the estimates above, because the repair activities will take place 
during a period less than a year in length. 

The matter of hurricanes and tornadoes at Turkey Point is addressed 
in the Affidavit of Leonard G. Pardue on Contention 4B (pardue Affidavit) 
attached to the Intervenor's Answer Opposing the Motion for Summary 
Judgment. The Pardue Affidavit predicts storm surges of 13-18 feet during 
a Category 4 hurricane (using the Safrrr/Simpson Hurricane Scale) and a 
surge of more than 18 feet during a Category 5 hurricane. Whether these 
values are in terms of mean low water (ML W) or mean sea level (MSL) is 
not revealed. The Pardue Affidavit predicts that a "major hurricane" could 
produce a storm surge IS feet above MSL, however. This compares with the 
estimate by FPL and Staff that a PMH would produce a storm surge of 18.3 
feet above MLW. With regard to the chance that a hurricane will occur at 
Turkey Point, the Pardue Affidavit estimates the probability of a "major 
hurricane" occurring in a 50-mile segment of Florida coast in which Turkey 
Point is located to be 5 x 10.2 per year. This value compares with statrs 
estimate of5 x 10 -4 per year probability that a 150 mph hurricane wind will 
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occur at the site. The large coastal segment and greater wind range (from 
111 mph up) considered by the Intervenor may account for the greater 
probability value given in the Pardue Affidavit.52 We need not reconcile 
these different estimates, however, to reach a result with regard to the 
motion for summary disposition of Contention 4B, for reasons which are 
explained below. 

Licensee's schedule for the proposed steam generator repair was not 
based on the timing of the hurricane season or the probability of tornado 
occurrence (FPL Affidavit at 10). FPL attests that consideration of the 
occurrence of a hurricane or tornado does not alter the safety evaluation of 
the repair activity reached by FPL or the NRC Staff (Ibid., FPL Affidavit at 
11). The physical work associated with removal and replacement of the 
steam generator lower assemblies (SGLAs) will occur within the reactor 
building; the reactor building is designed to withstand a tornado and the 
probable maximum hurricane (PMH) (FPL Affidavit at 10). During the 
repair the spent fuel will be removed from the reactor building and placed 
in the spent fuel complex, a structure independent of the reactor building 
and also designed to withstand a tornado and the PMH. If a wind-borne 
missile should enter the open equipment hatch of the reactor building 
during a hurricane or tornado, the missile could not impact the nuclear fuel 
or cause any other accident not previously evaluated (FPL Affidavit at 11). 
Water-borne missiles could not enter the open equipment hatch during the 
tidal surge associated with a PMH because the bottom of the hatch opening 
is at an elevation of more than 28 feet ML W (Steam Generator Repair 
Report, Figure 3.2-4). The storm surge during a PMH would reach a 
stillwater level of 18.3 feet MLW, with waves on the engineered fill of the 
reactor building cresting to less than 22.5 feet ML W (Affidavit of Richard 
B. Codell on Contention 6(a), (b), (c), and (e), accompanying the NRC Staff 
Second Motion for Summary Disposition, dated March 23, 1981, at 2-3). 

As the SGLAs are removed from the reactor building, steel support 
saddles will be affIXed to them (FPL Affidavit at 11). The SGLAs will then 
be placed temporarily in a laydown area at an elevation of 17.5 feet MLW 
or moved into the Steam Generator Storage Compound (SGsq (Ibid). 
Neither tornadic nor PMH winds would be sufficient to move an SGLA 
temporarily located on support saddles in an open area because they weigh 
185 tons (FPL Affidavit at 11-12; Staff Affidavit at 5). Nor would a 
tornado-borne missile be able to penetrate the steel wall of an SGLA (FPL 
Affidavit at 12). If the SGLAs are in the SGSC when the site is struck by a 

'2Staff also provided a sl1IIlIIW}' of wind hazard probabilities for Turkey Point which ranged 
from 1.0 x 10'\ per year for the threshold hurricane wind speed of 73 mph to 1.0 x 10 -4 for a 
hurricane wind speed of 167 mph. An estimate of 1.0 x 10.2 obtained for speeds of 1051110 
mph agrees well with the Pardue Affidavit estimate. See Staff Affidavit at 4, Table 1. 
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tornado or PMH, they will be adequately protected from storm winds and 
tidal surge (FPL Affidavit at 13-14; See Codell Affidavit cited above and 
Licensee's Answer Supporting NRC Staff Motion for Summary Disposition 
of Contention 4A with supporting affidavits).'3 

Notwithstanding the fact that no radioactive release is to be expected 
from the SGLAs as a result of a storm at Turkey Point during the repaiJ 
activity, both Licensee and the NRC Staff analyzed the hazard associated 
with such release were it to occur. It was shown in the FES (NUREG-0743) 
that given the worst-case accident involving a 12-foot drop of the SGLA, 
the radioactive release would be within 10 CFR Part 20 limits at the site 
boundary (FPL Affidavit at 15). Under storm conditions wind and 
turbulence would increase the dilution and further reduce airborne 
concentrations (FPL Affidavit at 16; Staff Affidavit at 7). Thus, if an SGLA 
were breached during a storm the resulting hazard would be insignificant. 

From the foregoing, we find the following material facts as to which 
there are no genuine issues to be heard: 

I. The proposed repair schedule does not substantially coincide with 
the historical hurricane season in southeastern Florida, and the 
probability of a tornado occurring at the site during the repair 
activity is remote. 

2. Physical work associated with removal and replacement of the 
stearn generator lower assemblies will be conducted inside the 
reactor building, which is designed to withstand a tornado or 
hurricane. 

3. A stearn generator lower assembly outside the reactor building 
would be unmoveable by tornado or hurricane winds or wind
driven water. 

4. A tornado-borne missile could not penetrate the steel wall of a 
steam generator lower assembly. 

5. Steam generator lower assemblies will be adequately protected from 
tornadoes and hurricanes when stored in the steam generator 
storage compound. 

6. If a radioactive release from the steam generator lower assemblies 
should occur during a storm, the radiological consequences will fall 
within the permissible radiation levels of 10 CFR Part 20, levels 

"Contention 4A, which stated that the SGLAs would be damaged by storm tides or seawater 
while stored in the SGSe, was summarily dismissed by us in our Order dated May 7,1981. We 
granted the motion for summary disposition of that contention because the SGSe will be 
founded on engineered fill with a finished grade of 17.5 feet MLW, and the storage compound 
will comply with the design requirements of the COde of Metropolitan Dade County, Florida, 
with respect to wind loadings. Additionally, the facts showed that the SGLA walls would not 
be penetrated by corrosion during the period of storage on site. 
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which are applicable to nonnal reactor operation, rather than 
accident conditions. Accordingly, Contention 4B is subject to 
summary disposition. 

v. FURTHER PROCEEDINGS 

A. Termination of Evidentiary Hearing 

The Board has now granted summary' disposition of all of the 
Intervenor's admitted contentions.S4 There are therefore no cognizable 
contentions that remain to be heard, and hence there is no necessity to hold 
an evidentiary hearing. 

The authority for terminating the evidentiary hearing, originally 
scheduled to commence June 2, 1981,55 is to be found in the Appeal Board's 
decision in Virginia Electric and Power Company (North Anna Nuclear 
Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-584, 11 NRC 451 (1980). In that case, 
the "Licensing Board granted the Applicant's motion for summary 
disposition of all issues in its favor and, accordingly, authorized the 
issuance of the license amendment" (11 NRC at 452). The Appeal Board 
affrrmed this action granting summary disposition in its entirety. After 
reviewing the record regarding alternatives to proposed spent fuel pool 
modifications, it held that the Licensing Board " ... correctly declined to 
order a hearing to explore further the Intervenors' suggested alternatives" 
(11 NRC at 456). After reviewing the service water cooling system 
contention, the Appeal Board stated: 

" ... at no juncture did [intervenors] point to anything which might cast 
doubt upon the Applicant's thesis that, even should the postulated 
accident conditions occur, the facility's cooling system would remain 
capable of maintaining the pool water temperature at a level which 
posed no threat to the public health and safety. In these circumstances, 
there was nothing to be heard" (11 NRC at 461). (Emphasis supplied) 

The Appeal Board has described its North Anna decision as follows: 

"That the Section 2.749 summary disposition procedures provide in 
reality as well as in theory, an efficacious means of avoiding 
unnecessary and possibly time-consuming hearings on demonstrably 

54Qriginal Contention 14 (Memorandum and Order dated April 2, 1981); Contentions 2, 3, 5, 
6,7 and 8 (Memorandum and Order dated April 29, 1981); Contention 4A (Order dated May 
7, 1981); and Contention I, amended Contention I, 17 proposed amendments to Contention I, 
and Contention 4B are summarily dismissed by the instant Memorandum and Order. 
"Notice of Prehearing Conferences (Supplements to Schedule), dated March 10, 1981, p. 2; 46 
Fed. Reg. 17318. 
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insubstantial issues is amply reflected by our recent decision in 
Virginia Electric and Power Company (North Anna Nuclear Power 
Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-584, II NRC at 451. In that proceeding, 
involving an application for an operating license amendment to permit 
the expansion of the capacity of a spent fuel pool, the Licensing Board 
summarily resolved in the applicant's favor all of the intervenors' 
contentions .... More specifically, because, in response to the applicant's 
motion for summary disposition, the intervenors had not demonstrated 
that a genuine issue of fact existed respecting the environmental 
superiority of any of their suggested alternatives, we held that as a 
matter of law none of these alternatives had to be further explored at 
an evidentiary hearing."56 (Emphasis in original.) 

In the instant case, we have held that the alternatives of conservation 
and solar power, which allegedly "would allow the derating and decommis
sioning of the Turkey Point Plant,"" are beyond the scope of this 
proceeding as a matter of law. Accordingly, since all of the Intervenor's 
contentions have been summarily dismissed, there is nothing to be heard 
and no necessity for an evidentiary hearing. 

The Intervenor argues that 10 CFR §51.51(b)(1) requires a public 
hearing at which the Staff will offer the FES into evidence.'8 Section 
51.52(b)(1) provides in pertinent part as follows: 

"In a proceeding in which a hearing is held for the issuance of a permit, 
license, or order, or amendment to or renewal of a permit, license, or 
order, covered by §51.5(a), and matters covered by this part are in issue, 
the staff will offer the fmal environmental impact statement in 
evidence. Any party to the proceeding may take a position and offer 
evidence on the aspects of the proposed action covered by NEPA and 
this part in accordance with the provisions of Subpart G of Part 2 of 
this chapter." (Emphasis supplied) 

As the italicized portions of this section show, the FES is to be offered 
into evidence only if a hearing is held. It does not itself require the holding 
of a hearing if one is not otherwise required. This section further provides 
that it applies if NEPA "matters covered by this part are in issue." 
Inasmuch as all contentions have been summarily dismissed, there is no 
necessity for a hearing, and there are no NEPA matters in issue. 

56Houston Lighting and Power Company (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit I), 
ALAB-S90, 11 NRC 542, SSG-51 (1980). 
57Jntervenor's Statement of Genuine Issue of Fact, dated May 19, 1981. 
"Intervenor's Response to NRC Staff Objections to Proposed Amended Contention 1 and 
Licensee's Motion to Dismiss Contention I, dated May 12, 1981, at pp. 5-6. 
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Consequently, the provision concerning offering the FES into evidence is 
not applicable. 

B. Retention of Jurisdiction 
Concerning Radioactive Solid Wastes 

There remains one matter for which the record is not sufficiently 
developed to enable the Board to rule with fmality. This subject concerns 
the alleged storage on site of low level solid waste in "loosely stacked, 
sealed drums in roped off areas" (Affidavit of Douglas King, dated May 13, 
1981, par. 4,7). It is asserted that the amount of radioactive solid waste to 
be generated from the proposed repairs ranges from 1100 to 2300 cubic 
meters per unit, according to the FES (/d, at par. 8).'9 It is further asserted 
in this affidavit that the availability of the Barnwell disposal site is limited, 
and that the outdoor storage of solid waste in drums is unreasonable in 
view of the likelihood of hurricanes or tornadoes (/d, at par. 9-10). 

The lack of an adequate record on this subject is probably attributable 
to the short time available to develop Contention 4B and the underlying 
data. At the prehearing conference on March 24, 1981, the Board permitted 
the Intervenor to amend Contention 4 by adding paragraph B, which raised 
the question of radioactive releases during the period of repairs (fr. 56-60). 
This action was taken over objections of Staff and the Licensee that it 
injected new matters and issues when a trial was imminent (fr. 61-72). 

The Board, making a liberal construction of NRC discovery practice, 
also permitted the Intervenor to make a discovery site inspection and to 
perform some environmental sampling, subject to reasonable limitations.60 

It was contemplated that such inspection would be conducted expeditiously 
in view of the tight discovery and trial schedule, and that the parties would 
report promptly any significant discoveries. However, the Board received 
only a somewhat cryptic footnote from the Licensee on April 20, 1981, 
indicating that the site inspection had been conducted on April 19 and that 
some undescribed samples had been sent to an independent laboratory for 
analysis.61 No other information regarding this site sampling has ever been 
received by the Board. 

The only other information regarding observations made at the 
Intervenor's April 19 site inspection came on May 21, in the form of an 
affidavit by Douglas King executed on May 13, contained in Intervenor's 
Answer Opposing the Motion for Summary Judgment (sic) dated May 19, 

"FPL estimates that this solid waste will contain 130 to 270 curies of radioactivity (FES, 
4.1.2.2). 
6OMemorandum and Order, entered April 2, 1981, pp. 6-10. 
61Licensee's Response to Intervenor's Motion to Continue or Deny Summary Disposition, 
dated April 20, 1981, at p. 3, fn. 9. 
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1981. That affidavit describes several hundred, loosely stacked drums 
apparently containing low level solid wastes. However, due to the posture 
of the filings made by the several parties and the time pressures of preparing 
for hearing, no information on this subject has been received from the 
Licensee or the Staff. 

The Board wishes to keep the record open on the subject of solid 
wastes, their storage on site in drums, or their transportation or other 
disposition. Accordingly, all parties are requested and directed to furnish 
reasonably detailed and concrete information on these matters, by 
affidavits or other means tending to establish reliability. The parties are also 
requested to state their positions regarding what action, if any, the Board 
can or should take in this regard, including possible license amendment 
conditions. 

Such written information should be lodged with the Board (not merely 
mailed) on or before 4 p.m., Monday, June 15, 1981. 

ORDER 

For all the foregoing reasons and based upon a consideration of the 
entire record in this matter, it is this 28th day of May, 1981 

ORDERED 
1. That the Staffs motions for summary disposition are granted as to 

all of the Intervenor's admitted contentions (Contentions 1, 2, 3, 4A, 4B, 5, 
6, 7, 8, and originally numbered 14), and each of the said contentions or 
amendments thereto is dismissed with prejudice. 

2. That the evidentiary hearing originally scheduled for June 2, 1981, 
is unnecessary, and it is hereby canceled. 

3. That the parties are directed to file by 4 p.m., June 15, 1981, 
detailed information concerning the handling, storage, transportation or 
other disposition to be made of low level solid waste that may be produced 
at the Turkey Point facility as a result of the proposed steam generator 
repairs. 
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4. That the parties are further directed to state their positions as to 
whether the Board can or should take any action regarding solid waste 
resulting from steam generator repairs at Turkey Point, including the 
imposition of license amendment conditions. 

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFE1Y 
AND LICENSING BOARD 

Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke 

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Dr. Oscar H. Paris 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Marshall E. Miller, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 
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Cite as 13 NRC 708 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 
Before Administrative Judges: 

Hugh K. Clark, Chairman 
Dr. George A. Ferguson 

Dr. Oscar H. Paris 

LBP-81-15 

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-461 OL 
50-4620L 

ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY, et al. 
(Clinton Power Station, Units 1 and 2) May 29, 1981 

The Licensing Board issues an order admitting an intervenor and an 
interested state to this operating license proceeding. The Board also accepts 
certain of intervenor's contentions for litigation. 

RULES OF PRACllCE: INI'ERVENI10N PETITIONS 
(pLEADING REQUIREMENfS) 

A contention need not plead evidentiary facts; it is enough if a 
contention alleges its basis with reasonable specificity. The merits of an 
issue are not to be considered at the pleading stage. 
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 
(Admitting Petitioners, Accepting Contentions, 

and Ordering a Hearing) 

I. SUMMARY 

Illinois Power Company, et al. (IP or Applicants) rued an application with 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Commission) for operating licenses to 
operate Units 1 and 2 of the Clinton Power Station. 

Prairie Alliance, et aT., (Prairie Alliance) ftled a petition to intervene and 
requested a hearing. Prairie Alliance has standing to intervene and has 
presented a number of allowable contentions. For the reasons set forth 
herein, Prairie Alliance is admitted as a party to the proceeding; 

Bloomington-Normal Chapter of Prairie Alliance also rued a petition to 
intervene. Later it withdrew its petition, having decided to collaborate with 
its parent organization, Prairie Alliance. 

The State of Illinois (Illinois) requested permission to participate in the 
hearing pursuant to 10 C.F.R § 2.715(c). Its request is granted. 

A hearing will be held on Applicants' request for the said operating 
licenses. 

n. PROCEDURAL mSTORY 

A. Application for Operating Licenses 
On September 29, 1980, the Commission gave notice in the Federal 

Register, 45 F.R. 6437-9, of the receipt of an application by Applicants for 
licenses to operate Units 1 and 2 of Clinton Power Station. In part, this 
notice provided for the filing of petitions to intervene and requests for a 
hearing by October 29, 1980. 

B. Prairie Alliance's Petition to Intervene and Request for Hearing -
Ruling on Prairie Alliance's Standing to Intervene 

A petition to intervene and a request for hearing, dated October 29, 
1980, was rued by Prairie Alliance on behalf of itself and its members, 
including Stanley Elsasser, Rebecca Elsasser, Joanne Schwart, Jean Foy, 
Caroline Mueller, and Allen Samelson, The Petition described Prairie 
Alliance as a not-for-profit organization incorporated under the laws of 
Illinois and concerned with nuclear power and its relationship to the 
community and the environment. It has approximately 350 members, most 
of whom live, work, and own property within 35 miles of the Clinton Power 
Station. 
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The Petition further states that Stanley Elsasser and Rebecca Elsasser 
reside and own 'property at 817 East Main Street, Clinton, Illinois, 
approximately six miles west of the Clinton Power Station. It is also alleged 
that the health, ownership of property, work, lUld life-style of these persons 
will be affected by the licensing for operation of the Clinton Power Station. 

Both the N.R.C. Staff (pp. 1-3 of brief of November 18, 1980) and 
Applicants (p. 2 of brief of November 10, 1980) concede that Prairie 
Alliance has standing to intervene. Prairie Alliance's Petition meets the 
criteria set forth by the Appeal Board in Virginia Electric Power Company 
(North Anna Nuclear Power Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-522, 9 NRC 54 
(1979). The Board rules that Prairie Alliance has standing to intervene. 

C. The Petition of the Bloomington-Nonnal Olapter of Prairie 
Alliance to Intervene and Request for Hearing -
Ruling on Petitioner's Standing to Intervene 

By a letter dated October 29, 1980, the Bloomington-Normal Chapter of 
Prairie Alliance (petitioner) requested a hearing and petitioned for the right 
to intervene. In a telephone conference between the Board, the Petitioner, 
Prairie Alliance, the Applicant and the Staff, on December 2, 1986, this 
petitioner expressed an intent to consolidate its efforts with its parent 
organization, Prairie Alliance. The Petitioner, as a separate entity, took no 
further part in this proceeding. The Board rules that' this Petitioner has 
shown no standing to intervene. This ~etitioner is dismissed as a separate 
party in this proceeding. 

D. The Petition of Dlinois to Participate in This Proceeding 
and Request for Hearing - Ruling of Board 

By pleading dated October 29, 1980, Illinois requested a hearing and 
sought permission to participate therein as an interested State pursuant to 
10 C.F.R. § 2.715(c). The request is granted. Its participation will be 
governed by the provisions of 10 C.F.R. § 2.715(c). 

E. The FIrst Special Prehearlng Conference 
On January 14, 1981, Prairie Alliance, which is not represented by 

counsel, fIled a timely supplement to its petition to intervene. The 
supplement proposed 42 contentions. None of the proposed contentions 
met the specificity requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714. At the First Special 
Prehearing Conference held on January 29, 1981 in Urbana, Illinois, a 
number of the proposed contentions were discussed. The futility of 
discussing the remainder of the proposed contentions became apparent. 

In its answer of November 18, 1980 to Prairie Alliance's petition to 
intervene, the Staff stated that the petitioner had identified areas of interest 
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sufficient to meet the aspect requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714. In the hope 
of expediting this proceeding so that the substance of Prairie Alliance's 
contentions might be addressed, the Board approved a suggestion by Staff 
that it meet with Prairie Alliance in an attempt to explain what the Staff 
considered to be formal deficiencies in Prairie Alliance's proposed 
contentions. Counsel for the Applicants were invited to participate in such 
meeting but declined. 

The time for flIing revised contentions by Prairie Alliance was extended, 
to allow Prairie Alliance an opportunity to rewrite its contentions after 
meeting with the Staff. 

E. The Second Special Prehearing Conference 
Prairie Alliance flIed its revised proposed contentions on March 30, 

1981. Illinois' Brief of April 9, 1981 supported the revised contentions. 
Applicants' Brief of April 11, 1981 opposed such contentions. The Staffs 
Brief of April II, 1981 objected to some of these contentions and did not 
object to others. 

At the Second Special Prehearing Conference in Champaign, Illinois on 
April 14, 1981, Prairie Alliance orally presented its revised contentions one 
by one. Applicants, Staff, and Illinois commented on each revised 
contention. Applicants also made general comments concerning the 
contentions. These general comments will be discussed below. 

m. 1lIE CONTENTIONS 

A. Applicants Object to a Number of the 
Revised Proposed Contentions as Having no Basis in Fact 

Applicants argued that each contention must be specific and factually 
supported. It is now well settled that a contention need not plead 
evidentiary facts. It is enough if a contention alleges its basis with 
reasonable specificity. Also, the merits of an issue are not to be considered 
at the pleading stage. See, Philadelphia Electric Company (peach Bottom 
Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13, 20 (1974); 
Duke Power Company (William B. McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 
2), ALAB-128, 6 AEC 399, 401 (1973); Mississippi Power and Light 
Company (Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-130, 6 AEC 
423 (1973); Houston Lighting and Power Company (AlIens Creek Nuclear 
Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-590, 11 NRC 542 (1980); Comnwn
wealth Edison Company (Byron Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), 
LBP-80-30, 12 NRC 683 (1980); and other cases cited in the latter. 
Applicants' argument is rejected. 
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B. Issues Decided at the Construction Pennit Stage 
Applicants allege that many of the revised proposed contentions are 

concerned with issues decided at the construction permit stage. A detailed 
review of the contentions reveals that only two contentions, 6 and 17, are in 
this category. Contention 6 is allowed because of information not available 
at the Construction Permit stage. Contention 17 is denied. Applicants' 
allegation does not deserve further discussion. 

C. Issues not Pertinent to the Ointon Power Station 
Applicants allege that several of the revised proposed contentions raise 

issues which could only pertain to facilities with designs radically different 
from the design of the Clinton Power Station. This allegation goes to the 
problem of proof. It is not pertinent at the pleading stage. Moreover, this 
general allegation is not raised with respect to any specific contention. 

D. Premature Issues 
Applicants object to a number of the revised proposed contentions on 

the ground that they are premature. It is true that a number of the 
contentions relate to requirements made since the FSAR was ftled. Some of 
these contentions have been allowed. After the Staff's SER is ftled, but not 
later than the prehearing conference, these contentions will be reconsid
ered. The Board has been lenient as to these contentions since it is 
impossible for the intervenor to be more specific at this stage of the 
proceeding. 

E. Untimeliness of Revised Proposal Contentions 
Applicants argue that the revised proposed contentions were ftled after 

the due date and hence are untimely. The Staff did not concur (fr. 88). 
Under 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a)(I), untimely contentions will not be granted 
without a determination that the request should be granted based upon a 
balancing of five factors set forth in the regulation. Prairie Alliance was 
granted by the Board an opportunity to revise its contentions. It would be 
unconscionable to now hold that the revised contentions were late. 
Moreover, the earlier contentions were so broad that it would be difficult to 
broaden them further. Without doubt the revised contentions are more 
specific than the earlier ones. Applicants have not pointed out any specific 
revised contention which is not within the scope of the earlier contentions. 
The Applicants' argument is rejected. 

F. Rulings on the Specific Revised Proposed Contentions 
Of necessity, the proposed contentions have been drafted using informa

tion now available, including Applicants' Final Safety Analysis Report 
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(FSAR) and Operating License Environmental Report (OL-ER). Since 
these documents were fUed, there have been extensive changes in the 
requirements and regulations concerning operating licenses. These changes 
will be reflected in the Stairs Safety Evaluation Report (SER) now 
scheduled for issuance in January 1982 and in the Stairs Final Environ
mental Statement (FES) now scheduled for issuance in March 1982 (Tr. 
Ill). After discovery and the availability of the SER, the supplement 
thereto (SSER), and the FES, the allowed contentions will be subject to 
reconsideration as to both scope and allowability. 

Oarifying changes have been made by the Board in some allowed 
contentions. The allowed contentions have been given new numbers. As 
revised and renumbered, these contentions are set forth in Appendix A 
attached hereto. 

Contention 1. This contention questions the adequacy of Applicants' 
emergency planning, the requisites of which were extensively amended and 
upgraded by the Commission effective November 3, 1980,45 F.R. 55402 et 
seq., August 19, 1980. Contention 1 is admitted, except for Part (g) which is 
denied as too vague to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714. Part (g) 
is denied for the additional reason that it is outside the scope of emergency 
planning. 

Contention 2. This contention is concerned with the management and 
technical qualifications of Applicants. These are appropriate matters for 
consideration. Contention 2, as revised by the Board, is allowed. 

Contention 3. This contention is concerned with the Applicants' fmancial 
qualifications. This is an appropriate area for consideration. This conten
tion, as revised by the Board, is allowed. 

Contention 4. This contention challenges the Applicants' security planning. 
This matter deserves consideration. The contention is allowed. 

Contention 5. This contention is concerned with beyond design basis, or 
"Class 9", accidents. The Commission's Policy Statement of June 13, 1980, 
45 F.R. 40101, requires the N.RC. Staff, not the Applicants, to consider the 
environmental consequences of accidents beyond design basis in the 
Environmental Statement. Moreover, this contention lacks the specificity 
required by 10 C.P.R. § 2.714. The contention is denied without prejudice to 
the proffer of a specific contention after Prairie Alliance has had a chance 
to study the Stairs FES and SER. 

Contention 6. Anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) is the subject 
of this contention. It is alleged that faulty welds on a number of control rod 
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drive tubes raise the likelihood that an ATWS can occur. Contention 6, as 
revised and renumbered by the Board, is allowed 

Contention 7. Questions as to possible deficiencies in control room design, 
in light of current requirements by the N.R.C., are raised by this contention. 
As modified and renumbered by the Board, Contention 7 is admitted 

Contention 8. This contention states that full consideration has not been 
given to systems interactions, specifically, multiple equipment failures, 
minor failures, and failures of non-safety related systems that interact with 
safety systems. To the extent that the contention intends to address 
accidents beyond design basis, it duplicates Contention 5 and on that 
ground is Inadmissible. Additionally, it is not allowed because bases for the 
contention have not been set forth with the specificity required by 10 
C.F.R. § 2.714. 

Contention 9. This contention, which is concerned with social, economic, 
and psychological effects of plant operation, is denied as not having bases 
set forth with the specificity required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.714. Parts (f) and (g) 
which relate to psychological effects, are further denied as being inappropri
ate for litigation. On December 5, 1980, the Commission announced that, 
pending a reconsideration at a later time, "requests to admit contentions 
based on psychological stress are effectively denied.", CLI-80-39, 12 NRC 
607 (1980). 

Contention 10. This contention questions whether the Clinton Power 
Station's units meet the General Design Criteria requirements of 10 C.F.R. 
Part 50, Appendix A. Part (a)(2) alleges new information and Part (c) 
alleges changed conditions. These two parts are admitted The remaining 
parts are denied as too vague to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714. 

Contention 11. The radiation monitoring system is challenged in this 
contention. The contention is denied because a basis for it has not been set 
forth with the specificity required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.714. 

Contention 12. This contention addresses reactor coolant pressure bound
ary leaks. As orally modified· by Prairie Alliance at the prehearing 
conference (fr. 166), it is admitted. 

Contention 13. Concern is expressed by this contention that radiation 
exposure levels may be inadequately maintairied. Parts (c) and (d) are 
admitted as revised and renumbered by the Board. The remaining parts are 
denied as too vague to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714. 
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Contention 14. Questions are raised by this contention concerning the 
emergency core cooling system. Parts (a) and (c) are admitted as renum
bered. Part (b) is denied as too vague to meet the specificity requirements of 
10 C.F.R. § 2.714. 

Contention 15. This contention concerns the effects of low-level radiation 
released in several different ways. Part (a) refers to releases caused by 
accident sequences. It is inadmissible because Commission policy does not 
require treatment in the ER of beyond design basis accidents. Part (b) 
relates to occupational doses and is inadmissible because the occupational 
doses of all workers on the site will be governed by the acceptable levels 
specified in 10 C.F.R. Part 20. Parts (c) and (d), which relate to atmospheric 
effiuents, are admitted for litigation. Part (e), which is concerned With the 
residual risks of low-level radiation released from Units 1 and 2 of the 
Clinton Station, is also admissible.· See, Public Service Company of 
Oklahoma (Black Fox Station, Units I and 2), CLI-80-31, 12 NRC 264 
(1980). 

Contention 16. This contention questions the health and safety effects of 
radioactivity released during the transportation of radioactive fuel and 
waste to and from the Clinton Station and during the fuel cycle required for 
Units 1 and 2. Parts (a), (b), and (c) fail to meet the specificity requirements 
of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714 and are inadmissible on that ground. To the extent that 
they relate to off-site transportation of fuel, they are inadmissible as being 
irrelevant to this proceeding. See, Pennsylvania Power & Light Company, et 
ale (Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-79-6, 9 NRC 
291, 315 (1971) and cases cited therein. Part (d) relates to the transfer 
system for spent fuel on site; it is both relevant and specific and is admitted 
as renumbered. 

Contention 17. The cost-benefit analysis for Units 1 and 2 is alleged to be 
grossly inaccurate in this contention. Parts (a), (b), and (c) relate to the 
construction permit stage and are therefore denied See, Niagra Mohawk 
Power Corporation (Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit 2) ALAB-264, 1 
NRC 347,357 (1957); Carolina Power and Light Company (Shearon Harris 
Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1, 2, 3, and 4), CLI-79-5, 9 NRC 607 (1979); 
and Commonwealth Edison Company (Byron Nuclear Power Station, Units I 
and 2), LBP-80-30, 12 NRC 683, 691 (1980). Parts (d), (e), and (f) are denied 
as too vague to meet the specificity requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714. 

·Staff interpreted Part (e) as being a challenge to Table 5-3 of 10 C.F.R. Part 51 and 
inadmissible on that ground. The contention, however, relates to releases from the reactors 
themselves, not the fuel cycle activities required for the reactors. 
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Contention 18. This contention alleges that environmentally superior and 
less costly alternatives make operation of the Clinton Station unnecessary. 
This matter was fully explored at the construction permit stage; the 
contention is denied as improper for consideration at the operating license 
stage. See, Illinois Power Company (Clinton Power Station, Units 1 and 2), 2 
NRC 579 (1975); 3 NRC 135 (1976); and 4 NRC 27 (1976). 

Contention 19. This contention is a list of generic issues. The Staff's SER is 
scheduled to be flied in January 1982. The SER must, and will, address 
generic issues in detail, including the nexus of such issues to the Clinton 
Station. If,after receipt of the SER, Prairie Alliance wishes to raise one or 
more generic issues, revised contentions having the required specificity can 
be flied at that tUne. As the contention now stands, it is denied as being too 
vague to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714. 

ORDER 

For the foregoing reasons and based upon a consideration of the entire 
record in this matter, it is this 29th day of May, 1981 

ORDERED 
1. That Prairie Alliance is admitted as a party to this proceeding; 

2. That the revised contentions of Prairie Alliance set forth in Appendix 
A hereof are accepted for litigation, and all other contentions are denied; 

3. That Bloomington-Normal Chapter of Prairie Alliance is denied 
admission as a separate party to this proceeding; 

4. That the State of Illinois is permitted to participate in this proceeding 
as an interested State pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.715(c); 

5. That a hearing shall be held on Applicants' request for licenses to 
operate Units 1 and 2 of the Clinton Station; 

6. That discovery on the accepted contentions shall begin forthwith and 
proceed on the following schedule: First round discovery requests must be 
flied not later than June 26,1981; Responses to such requests must be made 
not later than July 27, 1981, or 4 weeks after receipt of discovery requests, 
whichever is the earlier date; Guidance as to the timing of further discovery 
will be given by the Board as needed; 

7. That, pursuant to the provisions of 10 C.F.R. § 2.74O(e)(3), responses 
to requests for discovery shall be supplemented as information becomes 
available to render the responses current and accurate. 
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Judge George A. Ferguson concurs in, and participated in the drafting 
of, this Memorandum and Order. He was prevented from signing it because 
of attendance at another proceeding. 

THE ATOMIC SAFEIY AND 
LICENSING BOARD 

Hugh K. Oark, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Oscar H. Paris, Member 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 
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APPENDIX A 

There follows the list of contentions which are accepted for litigation in 
this proceeding. 

1. Clinton Power Station (CPS) should not be licensed to operate until a 
safe and feasible'emergency plan has been developed which complies fully 
with current NRC requirements. See 10 CPR Part 50, Appendix E, 
NUREGs-0696 and -0654., The emergency plan currently proposed by 
Illinois Power Company (IP) as delineated in the Final Safety Analysis 
Report (FSAR), is insufficient in the following respects: 

(a) IP has failed to adequately incorporate emergency planning for a 
plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone (plume EPZ) of a 
minimum ten-mile radius from the CPS and an ingestion exposure pathway 
emergency planning zone (ingestion EPZ) of a minimum ftfty mile radius 
from the CPS, as required by 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E. This planning 
should include, at a minimum, consideration of the following items peculiar 
to the CPS site vicinity and region: 

(1) Problems posed in effecting termination of activities at outdoor 
recreational facilities within the plume EPZ and ingestion EPZ; 

(2) Difficulties posed by "special facilities" which, because of the 
nature of the populace, the number of people involved or the means of 
available communication and transportation, give rise to especially acute 
problems in emergency response actions. Included in this category are 
universities and other schools, nursing homes, mental health facilities, 
prisons and jails, children's camps, state parks, industrial parks, and other 
such facilities located within the plume EPZ and ingestion EPZ; 

(3) The severe, but not uncommon, weather conditions, such as 
heavy snowfalls, sleet storms, and tornadoes which occur in the site vicinity 
and plume and ingestion EPZs throughout the year. 

(b) IPC has not .demonstrated concrete coordination plans with the 
appropriate state and local agencies involved in emergency planning and 
response actions. Thus far IP has failed to effect meaningful agreements 
with "17 named agencies as well as others such as local hospitals and 
physicians" as required by the NRC Staff in the Construction Permit Safety 
Evaluation Report, Section 13.4. See FSAR Emergency Plan, Sections 5.5.3, 
5.5.4, B6, B7, and B9. 

(c) The emergency plan lacks sufficient detail in the area of emergency 
preparedness training. For example, the plan does not state who will 
provide the training of local services personnel or how often that training 
will be provided. The same is true of training plans for accident assessment 
personnel and the "Emergency Response Organization". Additionally, 
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there is no provision for emergency training of security personnel or a 
radiological orientation training program for local services personnel, 
including local news media persons, as required by 10 CFR Part 50, 
AppendixE. 

(d) As required by 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, the emergency plan 
fails to identify or describe the following items: 

(I) The special qualifications of non-IP employees who will be 
utilized in emergency training operations or recovery; 

(2) The criteria for determining the need for notification and 
participation oflocal, state and federal agencies; 

(3) An analysis of the time required to evacuate or provide other 
protective measures for various sectors and distances within the plume 
exposure and ingestion EPZs for both transient and permanent publics; 

(4) A sufficient identification of the persons who will be responsible 
for making off-site dose projections; 

(5) An adequate description of how off-site dose projections will be 
made and how the results will be transmitted to appropriate government 
entities; 

(6) Plans for yearly dissemination to the public within the plume 
exposure and ingestion EPZs of basic emergency planning information, 
general information as to the nature and effects of radiation, and a listing of 
local broadcast stations that will be used for dissemination of information 
during an emergency; 

(1) An identification of the appropriate state and local government 
officials within the EPZ which will require notification under accident 
conditions. 

(8) A demonstration that state and local officials have the capability 
to make a public notification decision promptly upon being informed of an 
emergency condition. 

(e) The requisite protective actions necessary to assure isolation of 
people from the plume and ingestion EPZs in case of an off-site or general 
emergency or other serious accident is not described with sufficient detail in 
the Emergency Plan. See FSAR Emergency Plan, Section 5.4.3. I. 

(f) IP has failed .to provide adequate emergency support facilities for 
the CPS. The FSAR lacks documentation concerning compliance with the 
current regulatory requirements for the Technical Support Center, the 
Operational Support Center, the Emergency Operations Facility, the Safety 
Parameter Display System, and the Nuclear Data Link. See NUREG 0696. 

2. The CPS should not be licensed to operate until IP has demonstrated, 
as required by 10 CFR 50.34(b) and Part 50, Appendix B, that it possesses 
sufficient management and technical qualifications to assure that the CPS 
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will be (a) maintained in a safe condition while operating normally, or (b) 
safely operated and controlled in the event of an abnormal occurrence or 
emergency, or (c) permanently shut down and maintained in a safe 
condition. 

Repeated Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (Qq problems 
are noted in NRC Region III Inspection Reports. Specifically, IP's QA and 
QC program is consistently deficient in its ability to assure (1) a sufficient 
number of experienced personnel, (2) integrity of welding procedures, and 
(3) numerous other QA and QC functions. These incidents, among others, 
raise serious questions as to IP's management and technical capabilities to 
operate, backfit, and permanently shut down the CPS in compliance with 
regulatory requirements. 

3. In noncompliance with 10 CFR 50.33(f) and Part 50, Appendix C, IP 
has not demonstrated that it possesses or has reasonable assurance of 
obtaining the funds necessary to pay the estimated costs of operation, plus 
the estimated cost of permanently shutting the facility down and maintain
ing it in a safe condition. 

Since Construction Permit issuance, IP has placed an increasing reliance 
on external froancing of construction of the CPS, mainly in the form of 
bonds carrying high interest rates and common stock for which relatively 
high dividends must be paid. These facts call into serious question IP's 
capability to maintain the operation and permanent shut-down of the CPS 
in a way that provides assurance of public health and safety. 

4. The CPS should not be licensed to operate until IP has developed and 
demonstrated an adequate security plan which complies with 10 CFR 
73.55. The FSAR does not give adequate assurance that all regulatory 
requirements have been or will be met prior to operation. See FSAR, p. 1.8-
25, Regulatory Guide 1.17, Revision I. 

5. The CPS is especially vulnerable to anticipated transients without 
scram (A1WS) due to the faulty welds during construction which have 
caused "bum through/suck back" on a number of control rod drive tubes. 
These defects have not been adequately analyzed or repaired. The CPS 
should not be licensed to operate until IP has completed an ATWS analysis 
for (I) redundancy, (2) systems interaction, (3) loss of coolant accident, and 
(4) incidents such as those experienced in other GE boiling water reactors. 

6 (P A, #7). The design and fabrication of the CPS control room layout 
and instrumentation have not been modified to meet current regulatory 
requirements in NUREGs-0660, -0694, -0737. Specifically: 
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(a) The CPS lacks sufficient instrumentation for displaying and 
recording the reactor pressure vessel water level. 

(b) The CPS lacks sufficient instrumentation for detecting inadequate 
core cooling in case of an abnormal occurrence. 

(c) Direct indication of safety relief valve position should be, but is not, 
provided for in the CPS instrumentation. 

(d) A Safety Parameter Display System should be, but is not, provided 
for in the main control room. 

(e) The CPS lacks adequate instrumentation for monitoring accident 
conditions. 

(f) IP has not demonstrated its ability to comply with current NRC 
requirements for overall control room design standards. 

(g) The CPS control room design and instrumentation has not been 
subjected to a comparative evaluation of the interaction of human factors 
and efficiency of operation. 

(h) Not all CPS control panels are completely unobstructed and 
accessible. It is insufficient to have certain surveillance and monitoring 
actions on back row panels. Moreover, there has been no documentation of 
the criteria used to determine which instruments should be placed on back 
row panels. 

(i) The FSAR contains no evaluation of the CPS control room layout 
and instrumentation in terms of the new criteria resulting from the accident 
at TMI Unit 2. 

(j) The FSAR contains no documentation of how the power station can 
or will be modified to meet the new criteria imposed following the TMI 
accident. 

7 (p A, # 10). The CPS nuclear system has not been demonstrated to meet 
the General Design Criteria requirements of 10 CFR Part SO, Appendix A 
Specifically, 

(a) In noncompliance with Criterion 2, the seismic qualification of the 
CPS design does not account for the worst case seismic activity now known 
to occur in the site region; 

(b) In noncompliance with Criterion 4, the CPS containment is not, but 
should be, hardened to account for the impact of existing, and possibly 
increased, civilian aircraft traffic in the site vicinity; only one of four federal 
vector pathways near the site has been considered by IP in calculating the 
probability of aircraft impact of the CPS containment. 

S (pA, # 12). The CPS should not be licensed to operate until Applicants 
have demonstrated the capability to comply with NRC regulatory require-
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ments (10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A) regarding detection of reactor coolant 
pressure boundary leaks. Specifically, 

(a) In ~oncompliance with Criterion 13, sump flow monitoring 
calculations and indication devices are not, but should be, seismically 
qualified; 

(b) In noncompliance with Criterion 14, the transmitters of sump flow 
monitoring instruments for drywell equipment and floor drains are not, but 
should be, readily accessible for operability imd calibration during plant 
operation. 

9 (PA, # 13). The CPS should not be licensed to operate until Applicants 
have demonstrated that radiation exposure levels will be maintained as
low-as-reasonably-achievable as required in 10 CPR 20.1. The FSAR does 
not adequately consider occupational radiation exposure to be expected 
from either the normal operation of CPS Units 1 and 2 or that which may 
occur during an abnormal occurrence or serious accident. Specifically, 

(a) Applicants have failed to provide a sufficient number of monitors 
to continuously measure airborne radioactivity; additionally, the monitors 
provided are not sufficiently sensitive in that they require up to 10 hours to 
detect emissions; 

(b) The area radiation monitoring equipment does not provide a 
reasonable assurance of accuracy in that it is only accurate within plus or 
minus 20%. 

10 (P A, # 14). The CPS Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) has not 
been demonstrated to meet the requirements of 10 CPR Part 60.46 and 10 
CFR Part 50, Appendix K. Specifically, 

(a) In noncompliance with 10 CPR Part 50.46, the core spray 
distributing of CPS's ECes is of unproven operating capability; 

(b) In noncompliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix K., the models 
uSed to predict ECes performance of the CPS have not been proven 
accurate. 

11 (PA, # 15). The effects of the low-level radiation to be released from 
Clinton Umts 1 and 2 have not been adequately assessed and considered in 
the following respects: 

(a) gaseous effiuents anticipated to be released from Clinton Unit 2 are 
not, but should be, considered in calculations estimating population doses; 

. (b) the methods used to calculate atmospheric effiuents of routine 
releases are inadequate in that conservative estimates were not, but should 
have been, used by IP; 

(c) the residual risks of low-level radiation which will result from the 
release of. radionuclides from Clinton Units 1 and 2 have not been, but 
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should be, adequately assessed and factored into the NEPA cost-benefit 
analysis for Clinton Units 1 and 2. 

12 (PA, #16). Applicants have failed to provide a procedure for 
preoperational testing of the functional capability of the spent fuel transfer 
system which provides a reasonable assurance of safety. The spent fuel 
transfer tube is of unproven design for the CPS design. In the absence of 
additional testing, the safe operation of the spent fuel transfer system is 
questionable. Additionally, there is no assurance that occupational expo
sure to personnel will be maintained as-Iow-as-reasonably-achievable for 
the operation and maintenance of the spent fuel transfer system. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 725 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF INSPECTION .AND ENFORCEMENT 
Victor Stella, Jr., Director 

D0-81-4 

In the MaHer a. Docket Nos. 50-247 
50-286 

(10 C.F.R. 2.206) 

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY 
OF NEW YORK, INC. 
(Indian Point, Unit No.2) 

POWER AUTHORITY OF 
THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
(Indian Point, Unit No.3) May 14, 1981 

The Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement denies a 
request under 10 C.F.R. 2.206 which asked the Commission to order the 
immediate suspension of operations at Indian Point Units 2 and·3 because 
of alleged noncompliance by the two facilities with the NRCs emergency 
planning rule. 

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206 

By letter dated April I, 1981, Mr. Donald Ross and Ms. Joan Holt, on 
behalf of the New York Public Interest Research Group, Inc. (uNYPIRG") 
requested the Commission to "order the immediate suspension of opera
tions at Indian Point on the grounds of noncompliance with the NRCs 
Final Emergency Planning Rule". In a letter dated April 6, 1981, Ms. Holt 
emphasized that NYPIRG was seeking "immediate relief' (emphasis in 
original) and expressed concern that NYPRIG's request was being treated 
as a request for action pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.206 of the Commission's 
regulations. The Commission has determined that NYPIRG's request is 
most appropriately treated as a request for action pursuant to 10 C.F.R 
2.206 and, accordingly, has referred the matter to me for action. After 
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considering the request, I have concluded for the reasons which follow that 
the alleged noncompliance by the Indian Point ~acilities with the NRCs 
Final Emergency Rule does not warrant in itself the immediate suspension 
of a resumption of operations at the two Indian Point facilities. According
ly, I have determined not to grant the requested relief. 

DISCUSSION 

NYPIRG has requested that there be an immediate suspension of 
operations at Indian Point Units 2 and 3 until such time as there is a 
workable and implemented emergency plan for the two facilities and until 
such time as an investigation by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 
that was ordered by the Commission has been completed. The Commission 
has had occasion recently to consider this very issue and has resolved the 
issue in favor of allowing continued operation of the facilities. 

On May 30, 1980, the Commission ordered a discretionary adjudication 
to resolve safety issues at the two Indian Point facilities raised by a previous 
petition submitted by the Union of Concerned Scientists. On July 15, 1980, 
the Commission decided that the risk posed by operation of the two 
facilities did not warrant suspension of the facilities' operating licenses 
during the pendency of the adjudicatory proceeding. On January 8, 1981, 
the Commission, after having addressed a number of concerns including the 
lack of an emergency plan for the surrounding area, concluded that its 
earlier decision to permit continued operation of Indian Point 3 remained 
valid. With respect to Indian Point 2, however, the Commission declared 
that, prior to resumption of operations at the facility, it would reexamine its 
July 15, 1980 decision to permit continued operations at the facility in order 
to determine whether the July 15 decision remained valid. 

Until April 1, 1981, the Commission's regulations did not require an 
emergency plan to be in effect for the service area. However, if after April 1, 
1981, the NRC fmds that the state of emergency preparedness does not 
provide reasonable assurance that appropriate protective measures can and 
will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency and if the deficiencies 
are not corrected within four months of that fmding, the Commission will 
determine whether the reactor shall be shut down or whether other 
enforcement action is appropriate. With respect to Indian Point 2, on April 
7, 1981, the Commission, in a meeting attended by Ms. Holt, addressed the 
question of whether its decision to permit continued operations of the 
facility remained valid. For the reasons set forth orally in that meeting, ] 
recommended that the Commission not disturb its previous decision to 
allow continued operation of the plants. In that meeting, the Commission 
spent considerable time discussing the emergency plans for the Indian Point 
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facilities. As reflected in the Commission Secretary's memorandum dated 
April 10, 1981 summarizing the April 7, 1981 meeting "[t]he Commission, 
by a vote of 3-1, agreed that its decision of July 11, 1980, to permit 
continued operation of Indian Point 2 and 3 remains valid."1 On April 22, 
1981, the Commission was further briefed on the status of offsite emergency 
preparedness around the nuclear power facilities in New York State. On 
April 24, 1981, letters were sent to all holders of power reactor operating 
licenses in New York State, including the Indian Point units, requesting 
that certain deficiencies identified to the NRC by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency be corrected within 120 days. 

The Commission has already determined, in accordance with my prior 
recommendation, that the two Indian Point facilities can operate despite 
alleged problems with the emergency plan for the facilities. Therefore, 
NYPIRG's request for immediate suspension of operations at Indian Point 
Units 2 and 3 based on alleged noncompliance with the NRCs Final 
Emergency Planning Rule is denied. I believe it is important to add, 
however, that as the Commission itself noted, this is not the fmal judgment 
on the safety of the two facilities. I will continue to monitor the operations 
of the two facilities, particularly with a view to the status of the emergency 
plans for the two facilities and will take appropriate action to protect the 
public's health and safety as circumstances warrant. 

A copy of this decision will be placed in the Commission's Public 
Document Room at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20555 and in 
the local public document room for the two facilities, located at the White 
Plains Public Library, 100 Martine Avenue, White Plains, New York 10601. 

Additionally, a copy of this decision Win be flled with the Secretary of 
the Commission for review by the Commission in accordance with 10 
C.F.R. Section 2.206(c) of the Commission's regulations. As provided in 10 
C.F.R. 2.206(c), this decision will constitute fmal action of the Commission 
twenty-five (25) days after the date of issuance, unless the Commission on 
its own motion institutes the review of this decision within that time. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 14th day of May 1981. 

Victor Stello, Jr., Director 
Office of 
Inspection and Enforcement 

lIn a footnote to this statement, the Secretary's memorandum noted that the July IS, 1980 
date, as discussed in the Commission's order of January 8, 1981, was in error and should have 
read July II, 1980. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 728 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 
Harold R. Denton, Director 

00-81-5 

In the MaHer of Docket Nos. STN 50-454 
STN 50-455 

(10 C.F.R. 2.206) 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 
(Byron Station, Units 1 and 2) May 7, 1981 

The Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies a petition under 10 
C.F.R. 2.206 that requested institution of proceedings to suspend or revoke 
the Byron construction permits unless a number of safety problems are 
resolved. . 

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SAFElY STANDARDS 

Investment made by a utility in constructing a facility is not a proper 
factor for consideration in whether an operating license should be issued. 
The ultimate safety standards may not be compromised by consideration 
of the cost or difficulty associated with implementing measures required 
to ensure safety. 

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: RESOLUIlON OF SAFETY ISSUES 

Ihstitution of proceedings prior to consideration of an operating license 
is not mandated whenever an unresolved safety question is raised after 
issuance of a construction permit. Continued construction despite unre
solved safety questions does not itself pose any danger to public health and 
safety. 
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RULES OF PRACI1CE: SHOW-CAUSE PROCEEDING . 

In the absence of extraordinary circumstances, the Director ofNRR will 
not upset the usual two-stage licensing process by instituting a proceeding 
in response to a 10 C.F.R. 2.206 petition to consider issues that are properly 
within the scope of the operating license review. 

RULES OF PRACIlCE: PE1TI10NS UNDER 10 C.F.R. 2.206 

Petitions under 10 C.F.R. 2.206 may not be used as a device to avoid a 
forum in which the issues raised in the petition more logically should be 
presented. 

NEPA: SCOPE OF REVIEW 

Under the Commission's June 1980 policy statement, future environmen
tal statements must include consideration of severe accidents, including 
those that result in inadequate core-cooling and melting of the core. 

OPERATING UCENSE: SCOPE OF REVIEW 

The NRC staff should measure operating license applications against the 
regulations and the TMI-related requirements found in NUREG-0737. 
Other items in the Commission's Action Plan should be addressed through 
the normal process for development and adoption of new requirements 
rather than through immediate imposition as pending applications. 

REGULATORY GUIDES: STATUS 

Regulatory Guides are not regulations but merely one means of 
satisfying a regulatory requirement, and thus conformance to Regulatory 
Guides is not a prerequisite to issuance of a license. 

OPERATING UCENSES: CRITERIA 

Explanations of why an operating license should be issued in spite of 
unresolved generic safety issues should appear in the staIrs Safety 
Evaluation Report. 
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DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206 

By letter dated November 21, 1980, the Rockford League of Women 
Voters (the "League") transmitted a petition pursuant to 10 CFR §2.206(a) 
requesting that the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation initiate a 
proceeding pursuant to 10 CFR §2.202 to: 

(a) Modify the construction permits issued to Commonwealth Edison 
Company for the Byron Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2, so 
that construction may not proceed without resolution of all 
outstanding safety problems presently applicable to the Byron 
Station; 

(b) Suspend or revoke the authority earlier granted to Commonwealth 
Edison Company to construct the Byron Station until such time as 
Commonwealth Edison has formulated an acceptable and realistic 
plan for resolving all outstanding safety problems; 

(c) Revoke the construction permits issued to Commonwealth Edison 
Company for the Byron Station, if the outstanding safety problems 
cannot be resolved prior to the completion of construction due to 
Edison's financial condition or for other reasons; and 

(d) Pending full hearings and determinations on these requests, immedi-
ately halt further construction of the Byron Station. 

By my letter of December 22, 1980 to the League,' I acknowledged receipt 
of the League's request of November 21, 1980 and denied request (d) for an 
immediate halt to further construction of the Byron Station. Pursuant to 10 
CFR 2.206, this decision is my response to the League's remaining requests 
(a), (b) and (c). In developing this response, I have also considered a 
supplemental, though unsigned, affidavit which the League submitted by 
letter dated January 27, 1981. 

Discussion 

The construction permits for the Byron facility were issued by the Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation on December 31, 1975. Consequently, the 
Byron facility is currently being constructed pursuant to valid construction 

'Notice of receipt of the petition was published in the Federal Register on December 31,1980 
(45 FR 86584). Counsel for Commonwealth Edison submitted comments on the petition in a 
letter of February 13. 1981. 
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permits. The League's petition raises principally questions concerning the 
adequacy of plant design.2 In the construction permit review, the staff 
primarily reviews design criteria and the plant's preliminary design. 
Information regarding the detailed design of the plant is not required for 
the issuance of a construction permit. Detailed design features of the plant 
are generally developed after issuance of the construction permit and are 
evaluated and approved during the course of the staWs review of the 
operating license application. In the interim, a licensee pursues construction 
work under a construction permit at its own risk pending approval of the 
fmal design of the plant. Investment made by a utility in constructing a 
facility is not a proper factor when considering the issuance of an operating 
license. PRDC v. International Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine 
Workers, 367 u.s. 396, 415 (1961). Prior to receiving an operating license, 
the applicant will be required to do anything necessary to ensure safe 
operation of the plant. The cost or difficulty associated with implementing 
actions needed to ensure safety are not relevant considerations to this 
agency. Public Service Company of New Hampshire, et al. (Seabrook Station, 
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-623, 12 NRC 670,677-78 (Dec. 9, 1980). The safety 
standards which an applicant must meet at the operating license stage are 
unconditional. Consequently, the League's concern that continued con
struction of the Byron facility might bias safety decisions at the operating 
license stage is not well founded given the NRCs responsibility and the 
unconditional safety standards that this agency applies. See Porter County 
Chapter of the Izaak Walton League, Inc. v. NRC, 606 F.2d 1363, 1369-70 
(D. C. Cir. 1979). 

Reactor licensing is a two-stage process, the ftrst stage being the 
consideration of issuance of a construction permit and the second being the 
consideration of an operating license for a facility. This two-stage process 
has been sanctioned by the Supreme Court in the P RDC case, and the 
courts have recognized that the institution of proceedings prior to the 
operating license stage is not mandated whenever an unresolved safety 
question is raised after issuance of a construction permit. Porter County 
Chapter, supra, 605 F.2d at 1367, 1369. In the words of the Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia Circuit, "permitting continued construction of 
the plant despite unresolved safety questions does not of itself pose any 
danger to the public health and safety". Id at 1369. Thus, in the absence of 
extraordinary circumstances, I will not upset the Commission's usual two-

21be Byron facility is currently undergoing an operating license review. Notice of receipt of 
application and availability of opportunity for a hearing was published in the Fetkral Register 
on December IS, 1978 (43 FR 58659). An operating license hearing will be held for the Byron 
facility and the League has been admitted as an intervenor in that proceeding. 
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stage licensing process by instituting a proceeding in response to a 10 CFR 
2.206 petition to consider issues that are properly within the scope of the 
operating license review. Public Service Company of Indiana (Marble Hill 
Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 & 2), DD-79-21, 10 NRC 717, 720 
(1979). This approach is in accord with the basic principle established by 
the Commission that 10 CFR 2.206 is not to be used as a device to avoid a 
forum in which issues "more logically should be presented". Coruolidated 
Edison Company (Indian Point, Units 1-3), CLI-7S-8, 2 NRC 173, 1977 
(1975). The League has "raised many of the same issues in its petition under 
10 CFR 2.206 as it has posed as contentions before the Licensing Board. 
See LBP-80-30, 12 NRC 638 (Dec. 1980). 

In this context, issues such as those raised by the League concerning 
detailed design features of the plant do not normally warrant suspension of 
construction, because such issues are resolved during the operating license 
review. As each of the remaining portions of the League's request which I 
am considering in this decision, namely subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c), 
essentially request consideration now of questions which are more properly 
examined at the operating license stage, the petition may be denied on that 
ground alone. Nevertheless, I have examined each of the six safety areas 
which are addressed in the petition to determine if there are any exceptional 
circumstances which would warrant consideration of any agency action at 
this time. 

Systems Interaction (Issue 1) 

The League's concern is that the "systems interaction issue" may not 
receive adequate consideration in connection with the Byron facility. The 
League in its petition identifies the systems interaction issue as dealing with 
related problems of accident and safety analysis. These include the lack of 
systems interaction analysis, the lack of multiple or "common-cause" 
failure analysis, and the tendency of the "single-failure criterion" to exclude 
a large number of potential accident causing events. 

Sandia National Laboratories, under contract assistance to the NRC staff, 
began the first of an intended two-phase program in May 1978 to evaluate 
whether present review procedures and safety criteria ensure an acceptable 
level of redundancy and independence for systems required for plant safety. 
This study was organized to provide an independent investigation of safety 
functions, and systems required to perform these functions, in order to 
assess the adequacy of current review procedures. It was conducted by 
evaluating the potential for undesirable interactions between and among 
systems. 
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Phase I of the work was completed with the issuance of a report by Sandia 
National Laboratories, "Final Report - Phase I Systems Interaction 
Methodology Applications Program," NUREG/CR-1321, SAND 80-0384, 
(April 1980). The results of that report generally support continued use of 
NRC review procedures so long as system interaction assessments are not 
restricted to the safety systems identified in the Standard Review Plan. 

A follow-on program for FY '81 and FY '82 was developed by the staffwith 
technical support from Battelle and Brookhaven Laboratories to prepare 
interim regulatory guidance for systems interaction evaluation in Light 
Water Reactor (LWR) Plants. It is further intended to test this guidance 
during FY '82 on several pilot L WRs, for purposes of identifying and 
evaluating significant systems interactions. The results of this effort will be 
reflected in fmal regulatory guidance. Systems interactions that are 
determined to be adverse as a result of this effort will be evaluated for other 
plants not included in the pilot program. 

In summary, the issue of systems interactions has been and is still under 
current study by the staff. Our contractor's fmdings indicate that with 
prudent consideration of interaction of systems identified as important to 
safety with non safety systems, the Standard Review Plan (SRP), which is 
being used to conduct the Byron review, ensures a substantive review of the 
safety aspects of systems interactions. To the extent continued investiga
tions by the staff identify a need for modifications to the SRP or to the 
Byron facility, such modifications will be applied to Byron as needed and 
when identified. 

Steam Generator Tube Integrity (Issue 2) 

Another concern of the League is that technical issues related to the 
integrity of steam generator tubes may not receive adequate treatment in 
connection with the Byron facility. The technical issues center around 
whether or not the Westinghouse steam generator tubes have the capability 
to maintain their integrity during normal operation and postulated accident 
conditions. In addition, the League is concerned that requirements for 
increased steam generator tube inspections and repairs may result in 
significant increases in occupational exposures to workers. 

Corrosion resulting in steam generator tube wall thinning has been 
observed in several Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering plants for a 
number of years. Major changes in the design of the secondary water 
treatment process essentially eliminated this form of degradation. Another 
major corrosion-related phenomenon has also been observed in a number 
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of plants in recent years, resulting from a buildup of support plate corrosion 
products in the annulus between the tubes and the support plates. This 
buildup eventually results in reduction of the cross sectional area of the 
openings in the tubes, called "denting", and deformation of the tube 
support plates. This phenomenon has led to other problems, including 
stress corrosion cracking, leaks at the tube/support plate intersections, and 
cracking of U-bend sections of tubes which were highly stressed because of 
support plate deformation. Task A-3 in NUREG-04l()3 has been organized 
to provide resolution of the problem of tube degradation due to denting in 
Westinghouse steam generators. . 

The question of steam generator tube integrity is an issue which will be 
reviewed by my staff for Byron. In the recently licensed Sequoyah facility, 
which uses Westinghouse steam generators, the staff closely examined this 
very question. They determined that specific measures adopted there, such 
as changes to steam generator design features, providing for a secondary 
water chemistry control and monitoring program, adding condensate 
demineralization features and the careful selection of condenser tubing 
materials, would minimize the onset of steam generator tube problems.4 In 
addition, inservice inspection provisions and Technical Specifi~tions 
requirements for actions to be taken in the event that steam generator tube 
leakage occurs during plant operation provided a sufficient basis for a 
conclusion that Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 could be safely operated prior to 
the ultimate resolution of the steam generator tube integrity issue. 

Task A-3 is expected to result in improvements in our current requirements 
for inservice inspection of steam generator tubes. These improvements will 
include a better statistical basis for establishing insernce inspection 
program requirements and consideration of the costlbenefit of increased 
inspections. 

The staff has not yet completed its review of the steam generator design for 
the Byron facility. However, they will review design and associated 
operating provisions, inservice inspection provisions and Technical Specifi
cations requirements. As for Sequoyah, the staff will determine whether 
there is a sufficient basis for a conclusion that Byron Station Units 1 and 2 
can be operated prior to the ultimate resolution of the generic issue. 

In summary. the issue of steam generator tube integrity has been handled 
on a case-by-case basis in the operating license review and is still under 

'NUREG-0410 Appendix F. Task A-3 Westinghouse Steam Generator Tube Integrity. 
"NUREG-OOll Supplement No. I, SER Related to Operation ofSequoyah Nuclear Plant, Units I 
and 2, February 1980, pages C.9 and C.IO. 
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study by the staff. Also, Westinghouse has introduced improvements in its 
steam generator designs. Some of these improvements have been incorpo
rated in facilities for which operating licenses have been issued, and 
improvements introduced in the Byron steam generators will be reviewed. 
The petition on this issue raises no new concerns that are not already being 
pursued by the staff in Operating License reviews. 

Equipment Qualification and Deterioration (Issue 3) 

The League's concern here is whether there is sufficient assurance that 
safety-related equipment for the Byron facility will function in the manner 
intended when subjected to environmental service conditions under 
anticipated normal, abnormal and accident cOnditions. As a result of work 
completed under Task A-24, NUREG-04IO,s the staff has issued its 
proposed resolution of this issue for reactors under licensing review in its 
report, "Interim Staff Position on Environmental Qualification of Safety
Related Electrical Equipment," NUREG-OS88, dated December 1979. Also 
the Division of Operating Reactors issued "Guidelines for Evaluating 
Environmental Qualification of Class IE Electrical Equipment in Operating 
Reactors" (DOR Guidelines) in November 1979. On May 23, 1980, the 
Commission issued a Memorandum and Order that is applicable to the 
Byron facility. In that Memorandum and Order the Commission stated its 
fmdings that the current NRC requirements in the environmental qualifica
tion area, including compliance with the staffs position on equipment 
qualification (NUREG-OS88), provided reasonable assurance that the 
public health and safety would be adequately protected. Petition for 
Emergency and Remedial Action, CLI-80-21, 11 NRC 707 (1980). The 
Commission stated: "Futhermore, pursuant to Section 161(b) of the 
Atomic Energy Act and based on the record in this proceeding the 
Commission is ordering today that these two documents (NUREG-OSK8 
and DOR Guidelines) form the requirements which licensees and 
applicants must meet in order to satisfy those aspects of 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix A, General Design Criteria (GDC)-4 which relate to environmen
tal qualification of safety-related electrical equipment". This Memorandum 
and Order fmalized the framework within which the issue will be reviewed. 
Given the absence of any new significant information on this issue in the 
petition, this issue is properly left for examination at the operating license 
review for the Byron facility. 

'NUREG-0410 Appendix F. Task A-24 EnvironmenJaJ Qualification of Safety Related ElectrlCtJI 
Equipment. 
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Evaluation of Potential Accidents and Corrective Measures (Issue 4) 

The League's concern here is that the consequences of serious accidents, 
including those labelled "Class 9", may not receive adequate treatment in 
connection with the operating license review of the Byron facility. 
Specifically, the League calls for. the development of liquid pathway 
interdiction systems for the Byron Station using models employed in a 1980 
draft Sandia study.6 This request is made by the League based on their 
understanding that the Sandia authors calculate large doses "in the case of 
plants with hydrogeologic features similar to the Byron site (i.e., high 
groundwater table and permeable rock)". 

The League contends that "the potential radiation dose is approximately 2 
to 5 X 107 person-rem (with uncertainties of an order of magnitude), which 
current studies translate into several thousand probable deaths from a 
major accident." 

The draft Sandia report, January 1980, was developed as a step in a study 
performed by the NRC. As a draft report, it has been available for 
information but has not in any way been adopted by the staff or the 
Commission as representing a basis for regulatory decisions. Its availability 
for almost a year prior to issuance of the Summer DES did not result in the 
staff's reliance on it in the Summer analysis and the staff will not rely on it 
in its review of Byron. The staffwill continue to review that draft report and 
subsequent reports by Sandia, as well as pertinent information from any 
other source, to determine whether the staff's approach in environmental 
reviews needs to be modified. 

As I understand the League's petition, the League is asking that I initiate 
separate proceedings to consider Class 9 accidents, because the League 
does not believe that the environmental review for the Byron operating 
license will be subject to the Commission's new interim policy on 
consideration of severe accidents. A separate proceeding is unwarranted, 
since the Byron environmental review is indeed subject to the new policy. 

In past NEPA reviews the staff's treatment of environmental consequences 
of postulated accidents has been guided by the Commission's proposed 
Annex to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50 (the "Annex") that was published 
for comment on December 1, 1971. Consideration of Accidents in Implemen
tation of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969,36 FR 22851 (1971). 
The Commission issued a Statement of Interim Policy on June 13, 1980 in 

'Sandia Study (Draft) for U.S.N.R.C., "Effect of Liquid Pathways on Consequences of Core 
Melt Accidents", January 1980. 
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which it announced the withdrawal of the proposed Annex to Appendix D 
of 10 CFR Part 50.7 It also announced its position that its Environmental 
Impact Statements shall include considerations of the site-specific environ
mental impacts attributable to accident sequences that lead to release of 
radioactive materials, including sequences that can result in inadequate 
cooling of the reactor fuel and to melting of the reactor core. In this regard, 
attention shall be given both to the probability of occurrence of such 
releases and to environmental consequences of such releases. Under the 
Commission's guidance, "releases refer to radiation and/or radioactive 
materials entering environmental exposure pathways, including air, water, 
and groundwater." 45 FR at 40103 (emphasis added). 

Although the environmental review for the operating license stage has not 
been started, the staff will follow the guidance of the interim policy 
statement of June 13, 1980. In accordance with the interim policy 
statement, the staff will undertake a more extensive analysis of severe 
accidents in the environmental review of the Byron operating licenses. Such 
analysis must include consideration of releases to air and liquid pathways, 
as the League requests. It should be noted that the League, as a party to the 
operating license proceeding, has raised contentions on Class 9 accidents 
before the Licensing Board. See LBP-80, 12 NRC 683,692 (1880). 

With regard to the liquid pathway analysis for the Byron facility, it is 
expected that implementation of the new policy will result in the 
application of a method of analysis similar to that used for the Virgil C. 
Summer Nuclear Station.8 The approach in the Summer evaluation was 
one of determining whether or not the Summer site liquid pathway 
consequences would be unique when compared to land-based sites 
considered in the "Liquid Pathway Generic Study" (LPGS).9 This 
approach is conservative and provides bounding calculations. The LPGS 
was completed by the staff using realistic values of site parameters 
throughout, and the staff JId not take into account mitigative measures. 
The actual method used in applying this approach to the Summer Plant 
consisted of a direct scaling of the LPGS population doses based on the 
relative values of key parameters characterizing the LPGS "small river" site 
and the Summer site. The individual and population doses for the liquid 
pathway in the LPGS ranged from a substantial fraction to a small fraction 
of those that can arise from the airborne pathways. The staff conclusion 

'Nuclear Puwer Plant Accident Considerations Under the National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969.45 Fed. Reg. 40101 (June 13, 1980). 
INUREG-0534 Supplement, Draft Environmental Statement related to the operation of Virgil C 
Summer Nuclear Station, Unit No.1. Docket No. 50-395, November 1980. 
'NUREG-0440, Liquid Pathway Generic Study. February 1978. 
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was that the Summer liquid pathway contribution to the population dose 
had been demonstrated to be the same order of magnitude as that predicted 
for the LPGS river site, which represents a "typical" river site. The staff 
then noted that there would be ample time to take measures which could be 
taken to minimize the impact of the liquid pathway. Such measures might 
include slurry walls and well-point dewatering systems to isolate the 
radioactive contaminants at the source. These are conventional means for 
controlling and limiting groundwater movement used in civil engineering 
and earthwork construction. 

In connection with its request for analysis of Class 9 accidents, the League 
expresses concern that systems interaction evaluation and modifications 
and an Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) are not being 
implemented for the Byron Station. As explained in the NRC Action Plan, 
the IREP is a pilot program which utilizes a few typical plants to determine 
whether changes need to be made in the review of each plant. to There is no 
pressing reason why Byron should be selected in lieu of another plant as 
one of the typical plants for the pilot program. 

The Commission has not mandated that the IREP be applied to plants like 
Byron which are under review for operating license. The Action Plan 
describes a gradual implementation of IREP and studies for operating 
reactors, but IREP is not part of the requirements for new operating 
licenses outlined in NUREG-0737, Clarification of TMI Action Plan 
Requirements. In this regard: 

"the Commission has concluded that the list of TMI-related require
ments for new operating licenses found in NUREG-0737 can provide a 
basis for responding to the TMI-2 accident. The Commission has 
decided that current operating license applications should be measured 
by the NRC Staff against the regulations, as augmented by these 
requirements. In general, the remaining items of the Action Plan 
should be addressed through the normal process for development and 
adoption of new requirements rather than through immediate imposi
tion on pending applicants." Further Commission Guidance for Power 
Reactor Operating Licenses - Revised Statement of Policy, 45 FR 85236, 
85238 (Dec. 8, 1980). 

In summary, the staff is reviewing the issue of potential accidents and 
potential need for liquid pathway interdiction, both in a generic sense and 
on a case specific basis for Byron. The staff will conduct its review of Byron 

JOHRe Action Plan Developed Q.J a Result of the TMl·2 Accident, NUREG-0660, VoL I, at pp. 
11.C.-2 to 11.c.5 (May 1980). 
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in accordance with the Commission's Statement of Interim Policy of June 
13, 1980. If new facts from the Sandia study, the systems interaction study, 
the IREP program or from other sources are shown to pose questions as to 
the validity of the current approach, an assessment will be made and, as 
appropriate, the review requirements modified and applied to Byron. 

Conformance to Current Regulatory Practices (Issue 5) 

The League's concern here is that the staff assessment of the Byron facility 
at the operating license review will consist ofless than a complete review of 
plant design against all current Regulatory Guides and safety standards. 
Also, the League is concerned with construction quality assurance and 
control based upon its perception of the fmdings of the Office ofInspection 
and Enforcement's Inspection Reports. 

In regard to compliance with Regulatory Guides, the League cites 
exceptions to Regulatory Guides taken by the applicant in the Byron Final • \ 
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) as demonstration of non-compliance with 
the identified Regulatory Guides. However, as Regulatory Guides are not, 
regulations but merely one means of satisfying a regulatory requirement, 
conformance with Regulatory Guides is not a prerequisite to the issuance of 
any Commission license. The applicant, by submitting the FSAR with these 
exceptions, must demonstrate that the Commission's regulations will be met 
in the appropriate area by means other than exact conformance with the 
applicable Regulatory Guides. Such proposed alternative means of comply
ing with the Commission's regulations must be determined to be acceptable 
prior to a decision on issuance of an operating licenses for the Byron 
facility. In no event will my staff recommend issuance of an operating 
license with respect to the Byron facility unless all safety requirements are 
satisfactorily met. 

In summary, the staff routinely reviews exceptions to Regulatory Guide 
positions to determine that the applicable regulations of the Commission 
are met by other means. 

A second League concern relative to conformance to current regulatory 
practices is a concern as to whether the Byron Quality Assurance/Quality 
Control (QAlQC) programs are satisfactorily carried out in practice. Issues 
related to the implementation of QAlQC programs have been reviewed by 
the Office ofInspection and Enforcement (I&E). That Office has conducted 
an assessment of the Byron QAlQC program relative to the concerns raised 
by the League. That assessment was provided in a memorandum to the 
Commissioners on March 9, 1981 in response to a request by the 
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Commission following its review of my partial denial on December 22, 1980 
of the League's petition. Copies of this memorandum were served on 
counsel for the League and Commonwealth Edison. A copy of that 
memorandum is attached to this denial. 

In summary, the assessment by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement 
indicates that; from mid-1979 to date, the Byron QAlQC program generally 
has been effective and, in the staffs judgment, the information presented in 
the League's petition does not support the League's allegation that the 
Byron QAlQC program was not effective. 

The Commission during its review under 10 CFR 2.206 of my partial denial 
had noted the subsequent issuance by the Director, Region III, of an 
Immediate Action Letter confIrming suspension of work on electrical cable 
installation. The assessment by I&E was that the limited scope of that 
problem made limited stop-work the most appropriate technique to achieve 
corrective action and that there was no necessity for a total suspension of 
work at the Byron site. When the memorandum was forwarded to the 
Commission in March, the licensee had already met its commitments under 
the Immediate Action Letter and that constraint had been lifted. 

In summary, the I&E staff is monitoring the implementation of the Byron 
QAlQC program for construction and is taking enforcement action 
appropriate to problems that occur. I have no reason to believe that I&E 
will not continue to take actions appropriate to any future problems that 
may arise including suspension of construction, ifwarranted. 

Open Generic Issues (Issue 6) 

The League in its affidavit cites the foregoing fIve issues as ..... example[s] of 
a large number of such issues, all of which the NRC has identifIed 
(sometimes repeatedly) and a sizable portion ofwhicb NRC has repeatedly 
termed high-priority matters."11 The League cites the November 1977 
decision, Gulf States Utilities Co. (River Bend Station, Units 1 and 2, 
ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760, 774-75 (1977), by the NRC's Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Appeal Board as imposing an affrrmative duty on the NRC staff 
to identify generic safety issues, and evaluate their impact on plant safety. 
Although not noted by the League, the Atomic Safety and Licensing 
Appeal Board in Virginia Electric Power Company (North Anna Nuclear 
Power Station Unit 1), ALAB-491, 8 NRC 245,247-50 (1978) later specifted 
that staff conclusions are required with respect to unresolved'generic issues 

IIPetition, page 64. 
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for issuance of an operating license. The staff routinely reviews each facility 
prior to the issuance of an operating license to evaluate the safety 
significance of unresolved safety issues with respect to that facility. These 
unresolved safety issues have already been determined generically to not 
pose imminent public health and safety concerns so as to prohibit 
continued operation or continuation of licensing actions. In accordance 
with ALAB-491, the staff provides further explanation of the basis for 
licensing a particular facility in the absence of the long term generic 
resolution of these issues. The stafrs fmdings are presented in the Safety 
Evaluation Report (SER) for each facility. Such SERs have been developed 
for issuance of operating licenses to applicants for stations generally similar 
to Byron that use Westinghouse-designed nuclear reactors, e.g., North 
Anna Unit 2, Sequoyah Unit 1 and Salem Unit 2. The League presents no 
arguments that Byron would be substantially different from facilities 
already reviewed. Therefore, this issue is one which may be left for review 
at the operating license stage. 

Finally, the League also expressed concerns about "institutional disincen
tives to safety including a concern that assertion by the NRC staff of safety 
concerns, particularly those that may be controversial, is most unlikely to 
advance one's career and is far more likely to result in stigmatization and 
'career paralysis.' "12 The Commission recognizes the potential problems in 
this area and has taken strong action to formulate a policy to preclude such 
institutional disincentives from affecting the NRC staff.13 One of the prime 
objectives of that policy is to provide sanctions against employees who take 
retaliatory actions with respect to differing professional opinions within the 
NRC staff. 

Conclusion 

I have determined for the reasons set forth above that there exists no 
adequate basis for instituting a proceeding pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202 to 
inquire why the Byron Station, Units 1 and 2, construction permits should 
not be: 

(a) Modified so that construction may not proceed without resolution of 
all outstanding safety problems applicable to the Byron Station; 

(b) Suspended or revoked until such time as Commonwealth Edison has 
formulated an acceptable and realistic plan for resolving all outstand
ing safety problems; and 

IlpctitiOn, pages 64-65. 
IlNRC Manual Qaptcr 4125 "Differing Professional Opinions." 
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(c) Revoked if the outstanding safety problems cannot be resolved prior to 
the completion of construction due to Edison's financial condition or 
for other reasons. 

Accordingly, the November 21, 1980 request of the Rockford League of 
Women Voters is denied. 

A copy of this decision will be filed with the Secretary of the Commission 
for its review in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206(c) of the Commission's 
regulations. In accordance with 10 CFR 2.206(c) of the Commission's Rules 
of Practice, this decision will constitute the final action of the Commission 
25 days after the date of issuance, unless the Commission on its own motion 
institutes the review of this decision within that time. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 7th day of May, 1981 

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
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United States 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Washington, D.C. 20555 

MARCH 9, 1981 
MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Hendrie 

Commissioner Gilinsky 
Commissioner Bradford 
Commissioner Ahearne 

FROM: Wtlliam J. Dircks, 
Executive Director for Operations 

SUBJECf: BYRON STATION UNITS 1 AND 2 
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM 
(SECY 81-56) 

On November 21, 1980, the Rockford League of Women Voters ftled a 
request pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206 and 2.202 (petition) seeking that the 
Director, Office of NRR, take certain actions with respect to the Byron 
Nuclear Power Station. On December 22, 1980, the Director partially 
denied that portion of the petition seeking an immediate halt to construc
tion. The Commission, during its review under 10 CFR 2.206 of this partial 
denial by the Director, determined that the Director had failed to set forth 
his evaluation of one of the claims in the petition. The claim not addressed 
was that the Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QAlQC) program at 
Byron is not being effectively implemented. The Commission also noted the 
recent issuance by the Director, Region III, of an Immediate Action Leiter 
confIrming suspension of work on electrical cable installation. 

The Commission directed that the staff provide "its reasoned evaluation of 
the petitioner's allegations" on the effectiveness of the licensee's QAlQC 
program at Byron. Attached is an assessment by Region III of the status 
and effectiveness of the QAlQC program currently in effect at the Byron 
site. In summary, the assessment states that from mid-I979 to date, the 
Byron QAlQC program generally has been effective, and that the recent 
Immediate Action Letter represents a specffic action with respect to a 
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limited scope of work (electrical cable and cable support installation) by a 
single contractor. The limited scope of the problem makes limited stop
work the most appropriate technique to achieve corrective action. In the 
opinion of the staff, there is no necessity for and no value to a total 
suspension of work at the Byron site. It should be noted that the licensee 
has already met its commitments under the Immediate Action Letter, and 
that constraint has now been lifted. 

The staff has also examined the affidavit accompanying the League's 
petition which claimed that the Byron QAlQC program was not effective. 
Section 2 of the evaluation addresses the affidavit. In the staffs judgment, 
the information presented does not support the allegation made. 

In summary, the various individual violations referred to in the affidavit 
represent relatively minor offenses against a QAlQC program which is 
basically sound. The situation addressed in the Immediate Action Letter 
dated January 13, 1981 does represent a breakdown in the QAlQC program 
for a single construction contractor and the associated inspection contrac
tor. This can and should be addressed specifically without requiring 
suspension of unrelated work, and a halt to all construction at the site is not 
called for under the criteria set forth in the Interim Enforcement Policy 
(Section IV.C.2). Although the Immediate Action Letter constraint has now 
been lifted, further enforcement action is being considered by the staff 
consistent with the Interim Enforcement Policy, to emphasize to the 
licensee the need to take lasting corrective action. ' 

Enclosure: 
Evaluation of 
Byron Nuclear Power Station 
QAlQC Program 

William J. Dircks 
Executive Director for Operations 
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EVALUATION OF 
BYRON NUCLEAR POWER STATION 
QA/QC PROGRAM 

1. Past and Current Performance 

[Enclosure] 

a. The Licensee's Quality Assurance Program was assessed in a Region 
III mid-term QA inspection of Byron in late 1979. This involved a 
thorough evaluation of the QA Program in the areas of site quality 
assurance, including auditing, trending, surveillance activities, and 
the control of nonconformances; corporate quality assurance, includ
ing auditing, trending, and interfaces; design and design change 
control; procurement, including procedures, purchasing, and auditing 
of suppliers; and control of purchased materials, including proce
dures, receipt inspection, storage and maintenance; and surveillance 
of site contractors. That evaluation did not produce any evidence of a 
breakdown of the QA Program in the above areas. 

b. The Licensee's overall regulatory performance was recently reviewed 
in the Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) 
appraisal (mid-1979 - mid-1980). The assessment included a review of 
the Byron QAlQC program implementation. While some deficiencies 
have been identified with QAlQC, the number and nature of these 
problems were not viewed to be significant from a regulatory 
standpoint. In this regard, it should be noted that the number of 
noncompliances at Byron were fewer than at most construction 
projects within Region III. Furthermore, those deficiencies that have 
been identified were, for the most part, isolated deficiencies and not 
symptomatic of a broad problem. 

c. In addition to the above, the Quality Assurance Program is 
continually assessed during the performance of the construction 
inspection program. Occasionally during such inspections, quality 
assurance problems in limited areas are found which are not 
indicative of an overall Quality Assurance Program breakdown, but 
are important enough to cause issuance of a stop work order in the 
area(s) involved. Although these cases are undesirable, they do not 
represent a breakdown in the overall Quality Assurance Program. 

A recent example of such a case involved electrical work at Byron. 
Inspection indicated a problem with the QAlQC program in the 
electrical area. We concluded that it was necessary to stop work in 
this area, reexamine work performed to date, correct identified 
problems, and upgrade the QAlQC program for this work. We 
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discussed our concerns with the licensee, Commonwealth Edison 
Company. The licensee agreed to suspend safety-related electrical 
work pending resolution of the problems. This agreement was 
conflrmed by Region Ill's Immediate Action Letter. 

More examples of this kind may occur before construction at Byron 
is complete; appropriate action will be taken. 

2. Comments on QA/QC Concerns Contained in the 
League of Women V~ter's Petition of November 21, 1980 

a. The affidavit attached to the League's petition notes at p. 64 that IE 
inspectors expressed concern over "excessive rework" at Byron in 
mid-1980. It should be noted that extensive rework in itself is not a 
citable offense, as long as effective control of the rework is 
maintained by the licensee. Region Ill's concern was that extensive 
rework increases the difficulty of maintaining effective control of the 
construction activities. The in-depth evaluation performed by Com
monwealth Edison in response to the Region III inspection fmdings 
indicates that the extensive rework has not resulted in (or from) a 
breakdown in the site QA Program. 

b. Unresolved items are referrf!d to as "problem areas" at p. 62 of the 
subject affidavit. The staff does not necessarily consider them as 
such. Unresolved items are matters about which more information is 
required to determine whether they have possible safety implications 
or are acceptable. In the case of Byron, unresolved items have been 
pursued by the staff and none of the items, either singularly or 
collectively, would warrant an order to stop all work at the Byron 
site. 

c. The affidavit states at p. 62 that "inadequate welding has been a 
continuing problem" and refers to seven IE inspection reports during 
the August 1978 to June 1980 time period. Our review shows that 
three of the seven reports do not contain noncompliances related to 
welding, and that the other four reports contain a total of flve 
noncompliances and one deviation which are welding-related. The 
flve noncompliances involved procedure and record discrepancies, 
and the deviation involved an interpretation of ASME Code 
requirements regarding procedure qualillcation. No evidence of 
actual inadequate welding was noted. In view of the number and 
nature of the welding-related noncompliances cited, we do not 
consider that welding has been a signiflcant problem at Byron. 
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d. The affidavit document refers at p. 62 to a May 1979 IE inspection 
report which cited as a "recurrent item" the inadequate protection of 
"important equipment ... which has caused damage to equipment." 
Neither the noncompliance cited in May 1979, nor the previous ""_ 
noncompliance in April 1979 which made the second one a 
"recurrent item," involved actual damage to equipment, but rather 
the possibility of damage if the conditions were not corrected. Both 
noncompliances were closed out in subsequent IE inspection reports 
based on corrective actions taken by the licensee and the site 
contractors involved. 

A later IE inspection at Byron in March 1980 (Reference 211 of the 
affidavit) did fmd installed mechanical snubber assemblies which had 
been damaged because of inadequate protection. The licensee at that 
time removed the damaged snubbers, voluntarily stopped the installa
tion of safety-related snubber assemblies, and agreed to not reinitiate 
installation' until the construction environment is such that the 
snubber assemblies can be adequately protected. 

In view of the small number of non compliances cited in this area, and 
the licensee's positive and prompt corrective actions, the staff does 
not consider that storage, cleaning and preservation of equipment has 
been a significant problem at Byron. 

In conclusion, the information provided in the affidavit accompanying the 
League's petition presents nothing new. The staff is closely monitoring the 
construction activities at the Byron site and continues to be of the view that 
a halt in construction is not warranted. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 748 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT 

James H. Snlezek, Acting Director 

DD-81-6 

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-344 
(10 CFR 2.206) 

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
(Trojan Nuclear Plant, Unit 1) May 21, 1981 

The Acting Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement denies 
a request by the Trojan Decommissioning Alliance that the Trojan Nuclear 
Plant be shutdown immediately due to electrical problems experienced at 
the site. 

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206 

By mailgram dated April 20, 1981, the Trojan Decommissioning Alliance 
requested that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRq order the 
immediate shutdown and launch an investigation of the Trojan Nuclear 
Plant of the Portland General Electric Company. This request has been 
considered under the provisions of 10 CFR 2.206 of the Commission's 
regulations. 

The request by the Alliance for the shutdown and investigation of the 
Trojan Nuclear Plant was based on six events at the Trojan plant involving 
electrical equipment. All of these events have been investigated in 
accordance with normal NRC inspection procedures. In each case, the 
results of the investigations were documented in inspection reports. In one 
case, the inspection resulted in an enforcement action being taken against 
Portland General Electric Company by the NRC. The relevant details of 
each of these events are discussed below: 

1. On April 20, 1981, an electrician attempted to use a multi-meter, 
mistakenly set to a milliamp scale, to measure the voltage across the 480-
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volt terminals of a motor control center. The low voltage device applied 
to the high voltage terminals had the effect of a short circuit, which 
caused an electrical flash in a breaker and resulted in burns to the 
electrician's face and hands. This individual was taken to the local 
hospital where he was treated for first and second-degree burns of the 
left hand. Flash burns of the face, neck, and chest were also treated. The 
individual returned to work on May 5, 1981. 

There was minor damage to the motor control center that caused a loss 
of normal feedwater control. This resulted in an automatic reactor 
shutdown when the steam generator water level decreased to a low 
level set point. The NRC resident inspector reviewed the event and 
summarized his fmdings in IE Inspection Report No. 50-344/81-09 as 
follows: 

"On April 20, 1981, while troubleshooting starting problems of Service 
Water Booster Pump C, a plant electrician inadvertently shorted over 
the phases of a breaker associated with the pump. The worker was 
attempting to measure the voltage between the B phase and ground 
with a digital multimeter. The worker apparently had used the 
milliampere jack which would have caused a direct short through the 
meter. The arc drawn on the B phase stab of the breaker caused a 
flashover to the other phases, and, thereby, shorted the breaker out. 
The flash caused superficial 1st and 2nd degree burns on the 
workman's left hand and chest. 

"The shorting out of the breaker caused a feeder breaker to Motor 
Control Center B25 to open. The loss of power to B25 interrupted 
power to instrument busses YOI and Y03 which provide control power 
to nonvital loads. This caused the recirculation valves on the 
condensate pumps whose control power is supplied by YOI and Y03 to 
open, this subsequently lowered flow of feedwater to the steam 
generators and the reactor tripped on receipt of a low low level signal 
in C steam generator. 

"Power was subsequently restored to YOI and Y03, meanwhile the 
plant responded normally to the trip with all safety-related equipment 
available. The licensee after determining the cause of the trip, and 
placing affected equipment back in service, brought the plant back to 
power operation approximately seven hours after the plant trip. 

"No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified." 
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No safety-related equipment was affected by this event other than the 
service water booster pump, which was out of service for the trouble
shooting activities already described. 

2. On February 26, 1981, a blown fuse, located in the central board 
annunciator test circuit, caused all of the alarm lights on the associated 
panels to illuminate. This test circuit is provided so that all of the alarms 
on the panel can be tested by pushing a single button. In this instance, 
the malfunction of the test circuit caused all of the panel alarms to 
remain energized. The operator, who was unable to reset the energized 
alarm lights, declared the control board annunciators out of service and 
initiated a local emergency. This was a prudent response under the 
circumstances and no unsafe actions were taken. As it turned out, no 
safety-related equipment had actually malfunctioned during the 15 
minutes that the annunciators were declared inoperable. The subject 
alarm panel also remained functional because it is designed so that an 
actuated alarm will indicate subsequent alarms by flashing on and off. 
The NRC Inspector's review of this event was summarized in Inspection 
Report No. 50-344/81-09 as follows: 

"The inspectors examined the licensee action taken as a result of the 
control board annunciators failing to reset after testing on Thursday, 
-February 26, 1981. The circumstances were initially classified as an 
unusual event as described in the licensee's emergency response plan. 
Testing performed by the licensee since the event has indicated that the 
alarm features of the control board annunciators were still functional 
and alarms would have been indicated in the control room even 
though the reset feature following a system test was not functional. The 
reset feature failed to function as a result of a blown fuse in the 
test/reset button circuit. The fuse was rated at 4 amps. Measurements 
of the test current made by the licensee indicate that undemormal test 
conditions the annunciator test/reset circuit draws approximately 4 
amps. This situation was discussed with the manufacturer and a 
recommendation was made to install a 5 amp fuse. The 5 amp fuse was 
installed and no problems have occurred as a result of periodic 
annunciator testing since the February 26, 1981 incident. The licensee 
has initiated facility design change, RDC 81-042, which when 
completed will reorganize the annunciators into five separate zones, 
each zone having its own test/reset button circuit. This design change 
will significantly reduce the current through the test/reset circuit and 
at the same time prevent a single fuse failure from affecting all 
annunciator test/reset circuits. 
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"No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified." 

3. During a surveillance test of a containment spray pump on January 22, 
1981 the cooling fans associated with the pump failed to start 
automatically due to a tripped breaker (Licensee Event Report 81-04). 
The fans started when the breaker was reset. Subsequent electrical 
testing showed that the fans operated normally. The NRC resident 
inspector reviewed the event and summarized his fmdings in Inspection 
Report No. 50-344/81-08 as follows: 

"The licensee has examined the circuitry for the B containment spray 
pump fan cooling unit thermal overload protection. No excessive 
current or faults could be found, and the exact cause could not be 
determined. After resetting the thermal overloads, the fans started and 
functioned normally. Additional investigative effort by the licensee 
had included placing a recorder in the circuitry to detect any possible 
overloads; no indications were recorded during the period the recorder 
was in use. 

"No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified." 

This event did not have a significant effect on safety because the 
building ventilation was adequate to prevent the spray pump from 
overheating without the fans. In addition, a redundant containment 
spray pump remained fully functional. 

4. On December 12, 1980, a blown fuse was found in the breaker control 
power circuit for the vent supply fan for the turbine-driven auxiliary 
feedwater pump room (Licensee Event Report 81-01). The ventilation 
fan operated satisfactorily when the fuse was replaced. The NRC 
resident inspector's review of this event was summarized in Inspection 
Report No. 50-344/81-05 as follows: 

"The control power circuit to the ventilation supply fan was checked 
by licensee personnel for shorts, grounds, or overcurrent conditions. 
No faults could be found that would have blown the fuse, and the fan 
tested satisfactorily after the fuse was replaced. 

"No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified." 

This ventilation fan is designed to start if the turbine-driven auxiliary 
feedwater pump is needed and is provided to prevent this feedwater 
pump from overheating .. However, the temporary loss of this fan is of 
minimal safety significance since adequate ventilation could have been 
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supplied to the turbine-driven feedwater pump by opening the door to 
the pump room. A second auxiliary feedwater system was also 
available and remained fully funcitional. 

5. On December 31, 1980, repeated cycling of worn contacts in a motor 
control center breaker caused electrical arcing that ingnited dust and a 
small plastic dust collector located near an electrical bus (Licensee 
Event Report 80-28). The fIre, which was promptly extinguished, caused 
minor damage to the bus work. The motor control center that supplies 
power to certain safety-related equipment remained functional, but was 
removed from service for five and one-half hours while repairs were 
made. Removal of this equipment from service for limited time periods 
is permitted by the plant technical specifications because backup 
equipment is available for each of the affected safety components. The 
resident inspector reviewed the event and the corrective action. The 
results of the review documented in Inspection Report No. 50-344/81-09 
are as follows: 

"LER 80-28 (Oosed): The licensee completed an engineering 
evaluation of the circumstances and corrective action taken regarding 
the breaker fIre in Motor Control Center B22. The evaluation 
concludes that the switchgear is properly sized and should safely 
handle the currents associated with operation of connected plant loads. 
The study recommends that preventive maintenance procedures be 
examined to provide for the inspection of the bus work in the vicinity 
of the stab connection when breaker maintenance is performed. 
Should the bus work tin plating be worn off, the resulting contact 
between the aluminum base metal an~ the stab connector would 
provide a higher than normal resis~ce contact. This condition in 
conjunction with the rapid cycling of the load such as repeated starting 
of a large electrical motor, could result in contact overheating. The 
study also recommends that operating procedures be reviewed to verify 
that they contain appropriate limitations on the number of starts large 
electrical motors are permitted in specified time intervals. This 
limitation is primarily for motor protection, but should also minimize 
the potential for bus work heating during starting current transients. 
The procedure reviews and any additional testing of the switchgear (if 
"required) will be completed during the 1981 refueling outage. 

"No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified." 

6. On October 3, 1980, the licensee discovered that the automatic start 
signal, which starts both trains of auxiliary feedwater pumps on low 
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steam generator water level, had been disabled by a wmng error 
(Licensee Event Report B0-20). The discovery was made when the steam 
generator water level decreased to the signal actuation point following a 
reactor trip. ([he water level drop resulted from water shrinkage from 
cooldown and is expected in this type of reactor.) The auxiliary 
feedwater pumps were started manually by the operators as part of their 
routine procedures, although in this case they were not needed. 

The error occurred when the electrical leads transmitting the signal 
were connected to the wrong terminals following the 1980 refueling 
outage. Although the problem was caused by a human error, the main 
concern in this instance was that the error was not detected by the 
testing that is required to be conducted on all safety-related systems 
following maintenance. This event was reviewed in considerable detail 
by NRC. The site inspector's review was summarized in the Inspection 
Report No. 50-344/80-29 as follows: 

"The inspectors examined the long term corrective action taken by the 
licensee to preclude recurrence of the incident described in the LER. 
The basic cause of the LER was the personnel wiring error which was 
not detected by an appropriate test when the safety-related automatic 
start of the auxiliary feedwater pumps was reconnected following the 
completion of maintenance in the steam generators. Facility proce
dures require the testing of all safety-related systems, structures and 
components upon return to service following maintenance. In actual 
implementation of these procedures, the testing of safety-related 
equipment upon return to service was limited to the systems, 
components and instrumentation specified in the technical specifica
tions. The low level automatic start feature of the auxiliary feedwater 
pumps was not a function specified by the facility technical specifica
tions. The licensee's quality assurance program is committed to ANSI 
NI8.7-1976 which in section 5.2.6 requires that when safety related 
equipment is returned to service, operating personnel shall place the 
equipment in operation and verify and document its functional 
acceptability. The weakness in the implementation of procedure (AO-
3-14) which limited the safety-related equipment to that specified in the 
technical specification is in noncompliance with the procedure itself in 
view of the Quality Assurance Program commitment to ANSI NIB.7-
1976. 

"The specific correction taken by the licensee to correct the situation 
described above has been to emphasize and revise, as appropriate, 
Administrative Order No. 3-14, Safety-Related Equipment Outages, 
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and Administrative Order No. 6-2, Bypass of Safety Functions, to 
clearly specify that all safety related equipment must be verified 
functional upon return to service following maintenance, not just 
safety-related equipment, components or instrumentation required by 
the technical specifications. As applicable, the methods for verifying 
functionability include, operation of the component in accordance 
with an approved test procedure, performance of an installation check 
or an independent verification check. In addition to the above, the 
licensee's technical specifications have been amended to require that 
all automatic starting features of the auxiliary feedwater system be 
operable and tested at a specified surveillance frequency during modes 
1,2 and 3. 

"One item of noncompliance was identified by the licensee as 
described above. No deviations were identified." 

Although this event revealed a deficiency in the licensee's procedures, 
it did not have a significant effect on public safety. The auxiliary 
feedwater system continued to be capable of performing its intended 
function. In this instance, the main feedwater system did not shu1 
down, so there was no need for the auxiliary feedwater system 
However, if a loss of main feedwater had occurred, an automatic stan 
feature for the loss of the main feedwater pumps would have started 
the auxiliary feedwater system. In addition, the manual auxiliary 
feedwater start can be considered to be a reliable backup for this 
system because the steam generators. will continue to provide adequate 
cooling for 30 minutes following a reactor trip (FSAR Fig. 15.2-31) 
without the addition of any feedwater. In this case, the control 
operator, following the normal post trip procedures, accomplished a 
manual start of the auxiliary feedwater in about one minute. 

The number of electrical equipment problems reported by Portland 
General Electric over the time period covered by these events is n01 
considered unusual for a plant such as Trojan with its thousands oj 
electrical components. None of these events represented a Significan1 
reduction in the level of protection provided for public health and safety. III 
each case, backup systems and measures were available to provide th~ 
functions of the affected components. In each case, the licensee hru 
provided appropriate corrective action. 

In my judgment, the inspections already performed by the NRC staff, ru 
well as the corrective actions taken by the licensee, described in th~ 
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previously referenced documents have adequately addressed the events 
identified in the Trojan Decommissioning Alliance's communication. On 
that basis, I deny the petition. 

A copy of this Decision and its enclosures will be placed in the 
Commission's public document room at 1717 H Street, NW, Washington, 
DC 20555 and in the local public document room for the Trojan facility, 
located at Multnomah County Library, Social Science & Science Depart
ment, 801 SW 10th Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97205. A copy will also be 
filed with the Secretary of the Commission for review in accordance with 10 
CFR 2.206(c) of the Commission's regulations. 

As provided in 10 CFR 2.206(c) of the Commission's regulations, this 
Decision will constitute the fmal action of the Commission twenty-five (25) 
days after the date of issuance, unless the Commission, on its own motion, 
institutes a review of this Decision within that time. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 21 day of May 1981. 

FOR THE NUCLEAR 
REGULATORY COMMISSION 

James H. Sniezek. Acting Director 
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 
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Cite as 13 NRC 756 (1981) . 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT 

Victor Stello, Jr., Director 

DD-81-i 

In the Matter of Docket Nos. S0-4S~ 
S0-4S! 

(10 CFR 2.206; 

GULF STATES UTILITIES COMPANY 
(River Bend Station, Units 1 and 2) May 26,1981 

The Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement denies I 

request by the Union of Concerned Scientists that construction at the Rivel 
Bend Station, Units 1 and 2 be haIted because of alleged dangerow 
practices that had arisen on site as the result of an accelerated constructiOI 
schedule. 

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206 

By petition dated July 21, 1980, the Union of Concerned Scientistl 
(UCS) "on behalf of an individual who wishes to remain anonymous,"· 
requested pu..!"Suant to 10 CFR 2.206 of the Commission's regulations thai 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) halt the construction 01 
the River Bend Station Units 1 and 2 of the Gulf States Utilities (GSU: 
Company. This request has been considered under the provisions of l( 

CFR 2.206 of the Commission's regulations. Notice of receipt of the 
petition was published in the Federal Register on August 25, 1980 (45 FR 
56476). An initial decision denying a request for immediate action to hall 
construction activities at the River Bend units was forwarded to the ua 
on August 18,1980. 

According to the UCS petition, the individual who wishes to remaitl 
anonymous (hereinafter referred to as the alleger) identified what were 

'UCS followup letter of October 6, 1980 to Victor Stello. 
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defmed as "dangerous practices that arise from the fact that the plant is 
being built on an accelerated schedule, and, under pressure from that 
schedule, the project engineering management has taken certain shortcuts 
that would lead to dangerous conditions if not checked before plant 
cutover." The alleger then provided ues a number of examples of these 
"dangerous practices." These examples addressed problems in the qualifica
tion of various electrical cables and cable trays, the use of certain 
specifications prior to prescribed approval, the use of standards and guides 
that are still in the review process, and the use of two dissimilar cables in a 
run to a specific power supply. 

A special inspection was conducted by the Office of Inspection and 
Enforcement (IE) on July 30-31, 1980 to investigate the examples provided 
by the alleger. The fmdings of the inspection were documented in the 
enclosed IE Inspection Report No. 50-458/80-08, dated August 19, 1980 (a 
copy of which is appended to this decision). Each of the examples identified 
by the alleger was addressed in that inspection report. 

The fmdings in the inspection report revealed that the alleged problems 
or deficiencies did, indeed, exist. However, each had been previously 
identified by either the licensee or the contractor and, again in each 
instance, proper disposition had been initiated as required by the Quality 
Assurance Program of GSU. The IE inspection confirmed the fact that the 
Quality Assurance Program was functioning properly, nonconformances 
were identified, and proper dispositions thereof were undertaken. Conse
quently, there is no basis for NRC citations of noncompliance or deviation 
on these matters. 

IE Inspection Report No. 50-458/80-08 and a request for additional 
information related to the allegations were forwarded in a letter to ues by 
the Office ofInspection and Enforcement on September 5, 1980. 

In a response dated October 6, 1980, ues forwarded additional 
information to the Office of Inspection and Enforcement. The response 
included a September 27, 1980 letter from the alleger to ues commenting 
on the inspection fmdings, as well as additional comments by ues on these 
fmdings. 

ues questioned the NRC basis for declining to suspend construction 
immediately upon receipt of the ues petition. As was stated in the August 
18, 1980 letter to ues declining to immediately halt construction, the 
significant fact in this case was the very early stage of plant construction. 
Construction at the River Bend Station was in such an early stage that none 
of the equipment in question had been installed but rather was still in the 
procurement and delivery process. Furthermore, prior to the August 18, 
1980 letter, IE had completed a preliminary investigation of the quality 
assurance issues raised by ues that did not indicate an inadequate quality 
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assurance program at River Bend. In fact, all the allegations addressed 
situations that had already been identified and properly dealt with by the 
licensee or its contractor. Thus, the quality assurance program was 
functioning properly by identifying deficiencies or engineering problems 
and tracking them for adequate resolution. 

The ues letter of October 6, 1980 also noted that the fmdings of IE 
Inspection Report No. 50-458/80-08 did not address the concern that 
scheduling pressures might be contributing to lax practices. This point was 
further discussed during a telephone conference call on October 21, 1980 
between NRC, ues, and the alleger. 

As a result of the conference call, NRC agreed to perform an additional 
investigation to assess the effect of scheduling pressures. This investigation 
was performed on October 29-31, 1980. The investigation included 
interviews with eleven members of the engineering staff, and the fmdings 
confirmed that pressure on electrical/drawing engineers to meet schedules 
did exist, but not to the extent that it would cause engineers to sacrifice or 
compromise quality. Details of the areas covered by the investigation are 
documented in the enclosed IE Inspection Report No. 50-458/80-11, dated 
November 18, 1980 (a copy of which is appended to this decision). 

The fmal ues comment in its October 6, 1980 letter raised the question 
whether Gulf States Utilities would or would not accept Regulatory Guide 
1.131 "Qualification Tests of Electric Cables, Field Splices, and Connec
tions for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." This Regulatory 
Guide has been issued for comment only. The River Bend PSAR commits 
GSU to IEEE Standard 383 ''Type Test of Class IE Electric Cables, Field 
Splices, and Connections for Nuclear Power Generating Stations." The 
PSAR does not commit GSU to Regulatory Guide 1.131. A licensee is not 
required to commit to a Regulatory Guide that has been issued only for 
comment nor is he required to meet the positions of a fmal Regulatory 
Guide unless he voluntarily committed to meet them or the positions have 
been incorporated into a regulation. It is the understanding of my staff that 
GSU will review the final version of the Regulatory Guide for adoption 
when issued; in the interim, the current practice of meeting the require
ments ofIEEE Standard 383 is acceptable. 

Finally, NRC staff reviewed the health and safety items identified in the 
September 27, 1980 letter from the alleger that was attached to the ues 
response of October 6, 1980. The staff's analysis is contained in the 
Appendix to this Decision. The analysis fmds no merit in any of the health 
and safety items. 

The results of the investigations performed by the NRC staff, as 
described in the documents referenced above, demonstrate that no 
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adequate basis exists to suspend construction of River Bend Station Units 1 
and 2. Consequently, the ues petition is hereby denied. 

A copy of this Decision and its enclosures will be placed in the 
Commission's public document room at 1717 H Street, NW, Washington, 
DC 20555 and in the local public document rooms at the Audubon Library, 
West Feliciana Branch, Ferdinand Street, St. Francisville, Louisiana 70775 
and at Louisiana State University, Government Documents Department, 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803. 

A copy of this Decision will also be filed with the Secretary of the 
Commission for review in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206(c) of the 
Commission's regulations. 

As provided in 10 CPR 2.206(c) of the Commission's regulations, this 
Decision will constitute the final action of the Commission twenty-five (25) 
days after the date of issuance unless the Commission, on its own motion, 
institutes a review of this Decision within that time. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 26th day of May 1981. 

Enclosures; 
1. Appendix 

FOR THE NUCLEAR 
REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Victor Stello, Jr. 
Director 
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 

2. IE Inspection Report No. 50-458/80-08 
3. IE Inspection Report No. 50-458/80-11 
[IE Inspection Report Nos. 50-458/80-08 and 50-458/80-11 have been 
deleted from this publication but are available at the NRC Public 
Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.] 
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Appendix 

NRC Staff Analysis of Questions Raised with Respect to 
the River Bend Station by an Anonymous AUeger 

in a Letter Dated September 27, 1980 
to the Union of Concerned Scientists 

The following include responses to the individual health and safety 
questions from the alleger's letter dated September 27, 1980. The alleger's 
questions dealing with excessive costs incurred by GSU are not proper 
considerations of this Commission when examining a nuclear facility with 
regard to its effect on public health and safety: In some cases, the 
responses are reiterations of fmdings in IE Inspection Report Nos. 50-
458/80-08 and 50-458/80-11. In all cases, the responses reflect the most 
current information as of March 5, 1981. The format of the analysis follows 
that of the September 27, 1980 letter with the allegation or question stated 
fIrst and the staff response that follows: 

Question 
Will Okonite be permitted to ship power cable before satisfactory test 
results are available? 

Answer 
Qualillcation test results have been compiled and submitted by Okonite to 
Stone & Webster Engineering Company (SWEq for review and approval. 
SWEC and Gulf States Utilities (GSU) concur that the results demonstrate 
the qualifIed life of the cable. Thus, these results are approved and Okonite 
is about to start cable production. No cable will be shipped prior to 
approval by SWEC. It may be noted that there is no statement in the GSU 
PSAR that qualifIcation test results must be acceptable prior to shipment of 
the cable. Cable must be demonstrated to be qualifIed prior to use. 

Question 
In IE Report No. 50-458/80-08, the staff stated that site activities only 
involve splice identifIcation and not qualifIcation on cable splices. The 
alleger then asks how the site personnel will go about qualifying these 
splices. 

·Public Service Company of New Hampshire, et aI. (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2) ALAB-
623, 12 NRC 670, 677.(,78 (1980). 
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Answer 
Since the referenced report was issued, Okonite has committed to 
furnishing "rework free" cable. The applicable purchase specifications 
(241.234 and 241.240) have been revised to incorporate this requirement as 
follows: 

1. Finished cable shall not contain conductor-to-conductor splices. 

2. After the insulation is extruded onto the conductor, there shall be no 
repairs made to the insulation. 

3. Cosmetic repairs, such as buffmg, to improve the outer surface of the 
jacket is permitted. Removal/replacement of a section of jacketing is not 
permissible. 

Question 
If SWEC, indeed, accepts with no exceptions Regulatory Guide 1.131, 
which was issued some years after the PSAR was issued, are we to believe 
that GSU and its agents accept with no objection ex post facto rule
making? 

Answer 
As noted in the body of the Decision, there is no requirement that GSU 
commit to or meet the conditions of a draft Regulatory Guide. The current 
practices ofGSU in this area are acceptable. 

Allegation 
The alleger claims that a specification violation occurred with respect to 
thermocouple extension wire and that SWEC revised the specification to 
accommodate the vendor. 

Answer 
The specification was not revised to accommodate the vendor, but rather to 
clarify the necessary traceability requirements. The revised specification 
now requires the tests and documentation to provide that traceability. The 
revision was made in accordance with good engineering practice. The 
vendor must certify that its conductor meets the specification requirements. 
Certified Mill Test Reports (CMTRs) on raw copper that is 99.999% pure, 
including conductor resistance tests, are to be received with each cable 
shipment. The vendor further attests to this traceability by certificates of 
conformance in accordance with ASTM Standard B33. 
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Question 
Is the procedure of specification revision referred to above acceptable to the 
NRC? 

Answer 
Revising the specifications, precedures, instructions, etc., is an acceptable 
procedure to NRC. The revisions must be properly reviewed and con
trolled, proper engineering judgment must be exercised, and quality and 
safety are not to be compromised. 

Question 
The alleger states that a number of "Nonconformance and Disposition" 
(N&D) reports have been issued against cable trays delivered to the site. 
The alleger notes that one such report had not been dispositioned over two 
months after issuance and asks, "Does SWEC routinely take over two 
months to disposition an N&D?" 

Answer 
The normal length of time to obtain an engineering disposition to N&Ds is 
one to two weeks. Procedures have been established that provide for 
monitoring the status of N&Ds by the Quality Systems Division. If an 
N&D has been awaiting disposition for a period of thirty days or more, 
immediate action is required to provide a status of the N&D and either to 
complete the disposition or describe why it is not practical to provide a 
disposition at that time. 

In the case of the N&D in question, it was impractical to provide a 
disposition until seismic acceptability of the proposed repairs was evalu
ated. Under no circumstances should QA approve an N&D disposition that 
would be adverse to quality for the sake of expediency, regardless of the age 
oftheN&D. 

Question 
How can the licensee assure that these nonconforming cable trays will not 
be used as is, and how do they propose to deal with post installation 
damage? 

Answer 
Present project procedures, specifications, and inspection plans provide for 
both pre- and post-installation inspection by Field Quality Control (FQC). 
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In addition, each individual damaged section of cable tray must have a 
reject tag aflixed. The tray cannot be removed from storage until this tag 
has been removed by FQC, indicating that the cable tray is acceptable for 
installation. 

Question 
The alleger notes that certain cable trays were shipped to the site before the 
vendor received a sign-off from a professional engineer (PE). The alleger's 
question on this activity relates to the waiver of PE sign-off of seismic 
calculations prior to shipment of cable tray: "Why isn't the operation 
monitored closely enough to cover this kind of sloppy activity and are there 
other items on site ,that are similarly uncovered by PE sign-off, despite 
specification requirements?" 

Answer 

An engineering "Release for Shipment" was given to the vendor prior to 
shipment of the cable tray. SWEC Procurement Quality Assurance 
inspectors had placed a "Hold o~ Shipment" because a professional 
engineer had not signed oF. on the seismic calculations from the vendor. 
The matter was referred to SWEC engineering and evaluated by the 
cognizant SWEC engineer. In his judgment, the calculations had already 
been reviewed and were considered adequate by the Stone & Webster 
Engineering Department. In addition, the vendor advised the cognizant 
engineer that the professionat engineer's signature was forthcoming. The 
cognizant engineer then revised the specification requirement based on 
sound engineering judgment. 

It is likely that there are other items on site that have similarly received an 
engineering evaluation prior to issuing a "Release for Shipment." This type 
of controlled process is good engineering practice and is subject to the 
controls established in the Quality Assurance program. 

Allegation 
The alleger disagrees with the NRC staff statement in Inspection Report 
No. 50-458/80-08 that the use of two different types of cable in the same 
circuit at River Bend's run to the makeup water structure does not violate 
good engineering practice. The alleger suggests that the NRC will be hard 
pressed to fmd a competent cable engineer to endorse such a practice 
because, for one thing, in the case in question, the ground braids used on 
the two cables are made of different materials, which is defmitely not a 
recommended practice. The alleger claims that the main rationale behind 
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the decision to use two different sizes of cable for the run to the makeuI 
water structure was to save money, and also suggests that it is hight) 
doubtful that this design had the endorsement of the SWEC cable specialist 

Answer 
As documented in the enclosed IE Inspection Report No. 50458/80-11 
dated November 18,1980, the use of direct buiy cable does not violate gooe 
engineering practice. The use of direct bury distribution feeders is a widell 
accepted engineering practice. The design and cable specification require
ments for this installation have been reviewed and endorsed by the 
responsible SWEC cable specialist. The copper versus bronze shields on the 
interface between the cable used in the plant and cable duct and the diree 
bury cable should not cause a problem if normal splicing and groundin! 
techniques are applied as required by specifications and procedures. 

Question 
How will a cable tray with a rung removed, a permissible configuration fo] 
installation, be qualified for seismic considerations? The vendor, Husk) 
Products, can prove the seismic capabilities of their tray with a run! 
removed either by analysis or by test, but, if they do it by analysis, then tha' 
too should be signed off by a PE. Also, if they have seismically proven theu 
straight cable trays, how do we know that the fittings would meet the same 
criteria? Was a change to the PSAR submitted to NRC? 

Answer 
The vendor has submitted supplemental seismic calculations for cable tra) 
rung removal to SWEC. These calculations have been reviewed an( 
approved by Stone and Webster, the architect-engineer. All cable tra) 
including straight runs, fIXtures and accessories will be seismically qualified 

There is no need to change the PSAR since every applicant for I 

construction permit is required to include in the PSAR a description of th4 
quality assurance program to be applied to the design and construction 0 

the facility. The River Bend Quality Assurance Program, as discussed i:r 
Chapter 17 of the PSAR, is required to meet the requirements of Appendil 
B to 10 CPR 50. Criterion VII of Appendix B requires documentaIJ 
evidence that material and equipment shall conform to the procuremen 
requirements and shall be available at the nuclear power plant prior t( 
installation or use. Thus, the site specification requirement is in accordan<:4 
with the PSAR. 
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Allewttion 
Any comparison between what is called out in calculation E46H and what 
is now ordered from Anaconda in the specification and all addenda, as well 
as tables of reel assignments, will show that E46H is totally obsolete and 
that the cables have been ordered to conform to E120. E46H was 
performed several years ago and was correct when it was done, but since 
that time the circuit length estimates have changed, the loads have changed, 
and," indeed, even the cable impedance tables have changed. Thus, the 
SWEC contention that they are using an obsolete calculation to order 5 kV 
and 15 kV power cable is totally in error. 

Answer 

The approved calculation E46H was used by the licensee as a basis to 
initiate the purchase order for cable. It was anticipated that design changes 
could impact cable requirement; therefore, the licensee developed calcula
tion El20 to address this impact. Since design changes are still taking place, 
calculation El20 is still not approved. The calculation will be approved 
when the fmal design changes are made. What NRC requires is that the 
applicant perform an analysis of the complete system from the switchyard 
down to the lowest voltage of the Class IE systems for the worst-case 
conditions; that is, for the lowest grid voltage and the highest loading in 
plant. NRC also requires the applicant to determine by analysis that, given 
the worst-case condition, including a design basis accident and starting of 
large motor loads, the power quality at all the Oass IE busses is within the 
normal range. 

After that analysis is completed and the plant is in its preoperational stage, 
then the applicant is required to perform testing to measure the loads and 
the voltages at all the safety busses, and then enter the load measurements 
into his computerized analysis to compare the actual measured voltages 
against the voltages determined by analysis results and verify the validity of 
his model. 

Question 

How do they propose to meet the 400,000 BtuJhr flame test requirements, 
and when? 
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Answer 
There is no known requirement to meet a 400,000 Btulhr flame test. 
Neither Regulatory Guide 1.131 nor IEEE Standard 383, 1974 requires 
anything close to a 400,000 Btulhr heat rate for flame testing. 

Finally, the alleger states that NRC acknowledges eight items of noncom
pliance in IE Inspection Report No. 50-458/80-08 and yet a statement is 
made in the report that "no items of noncompliance or deviations have 
been identifed." The response to this statement is provided in the body of 
the Decision. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 767 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

Harold R. Denton, Director 

00·81·8 

In the MaHer of Emergency Core 
Cooling Systems 

PETITION TO SUSPEND 
ALL OPERATING LICENSES FOR 
PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS May 29, 1981 

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies a 
request by the Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power for suspension 
of the operating licenses for all pressurized water reactors because the 
accident at TMI-2 demonstrated that the evaluation of the plants' 
Emergency Core Cooling Systems did not meet the requirements of 10 
C.F.R. 50.46. 

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 2.206 

By petition dated March 29, 1979 the Environmental Coalition on 
Nuclear ~ower (ECNP) requested that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRq suspend all operating licenses for pressurized water reactors 
(PWRs). This petition has been considered under the provisions of 10 
C.F.R. 2.206 of the Commission's regulations. Notice of receipt of the 
petition was published in the Federal Register December 6, 1979 (44 FR 
70241). 

The petition contends that safety evaluations for all operating PWRs are 
invalid and thus licenses for all PWRs should be suspended or revoked. 
Petitioner assens that the consequences of the accident at Three Mile 
Island Unit 2 (fMI-2), at least some of the fuel melted., was in excess of the 
performance required for the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) 
under 10 C.F.R. 50.46. Yet, the petitioner also contends, the accident which 
initiated the TMI-2 fuel damage was less severe than accidents specifically 
analyzed to demonstrate acceptable performance by the ECCS. Thus, 
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petitioner contends, the analyses used to predict performance under th~ 
provisions of 10 C.P.R. 50.46 must be invalid and hence the basis fOl 
granting all PWRs licenses is invalid and these licenses should ~ 
suspended or revoked. ' 

I have reviewed the information submitted by the Environmental 
Coalition on Nuclear Power and the issues addressed in the petition. POI 
the reasons set forth below, petitioner's request that all operating license! 
for PWRs should be suspended or revoked is denied. 

Section 50.46 of the Commission's regulations requires that each boilin~ 
and pressurized light water nuclear power reactor must be provided with all 

emergency core cooling system designed in such a way that its calculated 
cooling performance following postulated loss-of-coolant accidents con· 
forms to a set of criteria. Included in that set of criteria [10 C.P.R. 50.46(bl 
is a requirement that the calculated maximum fuel element claddin~ 
temperature shall not exceed 22000 P. 10 c.P.R. 50.46 further requires tha1 
ECCS cooling performance is to be calculated: 1) in accordance with all 

acceptable evaluation model and 2) for a number of postulated loss-of. 
coolant accidents sufficient to provide assurance that the entire spectrum oj 
loss-of-coolant accidents is covered. The spectrum of accidents examined 
incudes a break equivalent in size to the double-ended rupture of the larges1 
pipe of the reactor coolant system. (10 C.P.R. Part 50, Appendix K, I.C.I.: 

On March 28, 1979, TMI-2 experienced a feedwater transient that 
through a particular sequence of failures, led to a small break loss-of. 
coolant accident and resulted in significant core damage. The failures tha1 
were experienced occurred in the general areas of design, equipmen1 
malfunction, and human performance. This TMI-2 sequence of events ane 
failures had not been previously analyzed and the fuel damage was beyone 
that predicted by 10 C.P.R. 50.46 analyses. Therefore, a question could be 
raised as to whether the analyses performed to meet 10 C.P.R. 50.46 were 
adequate, specifically: 1) whether the evaluation- model used fo] 
compliance with 50.46 to evaluate the behavior of the reactor system durin! 
a postulated loss-of-coolant accident was adequate; and 2) whether there il 
sufficient assurance that a proper set of loss-of-coolant accidents has beet 
analyzed to determine that the ECCS will perform as required. 

In the NRCs Office of Inspection and Enforcement investigation of the 
TMI-2 accident (NUREG-0600, "Investigation into the March 28, 1975 
Three Mile Island Accident by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement") 
it was stated that the TMI-2 accident could have been prevented in spite oj 
any known or postulated inadequacies in transient and accident analyses 
The forward to NUREG-0600 states: 
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"The design of the plant, the equipment that was installed, the various 
accident and transient analyses, and the emergency procedures were 
adequate to have prevented the serious consequences of the accident, if 
they had been permitted to function or be carried out as planned. For 
example, had the operators allowed the emergency core cooling system 
to perform its intended function, damage to the core would most likely 
have been prevented." 

NUREG-0600 estimates that during the initial 3% hours of the accident 
the average ECes flow was only about 25 gpm, because the operators had 
reduced the flow. As part of the TMI Inquiry, Battelle Columbus 
Laboratories explored alternative accident sequences. (NUREG/CR-1219, 
"Analysis of the Three Mile Island Accident and Alternative Sequences''}. 
They concluded that if the high pressure injection (HPI) ECes flow had 
not been throttled, full ECes flow through the pumps would have remained 
above 800 gpm. As a result, the core would have remained covered, the fuel 
cladding temperature would not have increased at all, and the requirements 
of 10 CFR 50.46 would not have been violated. 

Babcock and Wilcox has analyzed small break accidents similar in size 
to the TMI stuck open PORV. For these analyses ("Evaluation of Transient 
Behavior and Small Reactor Coolant System Breaks in the 177 Fuel 
Assembly Plant", May 7, 1979) B&W used methods which comply with the 
requirements of 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CPR 50. The required single 
failure for these small breaks would mean that one of the HPI pumps did 
not work. The B&W analyses showed that the core remained covered for 
these small breaks even with half the total possible HPI flow. Both the BMI 
and B&W analyses were benchmarked successfully against the reduced 
HPI flow data from the TMI accident 

Clearly the TMI ECes system was designed to cope with a TMI type 
accident, and would have, had the system not been overridden by the 
operators. 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K require that the ECes be capable 
of mitigating the effects of an accident, assuming the most limiting single 
failure. However, it is recognized that the occurrence of multiple equipment 
failures andlor operator errors could result in conditions which exceed the 
core thermal limits of Appendix K. Such was the case at TMI. Contrary to 
the petitioners contention, the events which occurred at TMI removed the 
plant from its design envelope, and placed it in a more severe condition 
than that required to be analyzed by Appendix K and 50.46. It is not 
reasonable to require protection from the effects of every conceivable 
combination of errors which could occur, without limiting the number of 
errors, because the number of such combinations is limitless. 
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One of the tasks of the NRR Bulletins and Order Task Force (B&OTF) 
formed in May 1979 was to generically evaluate feedwater transients, small 
breaks LOCAs, and other TMI-2 related events in operating plants to 
conflrm or establish the basis for their continued safe operation. In order to 
fulfill this charter, B&OTF investigated a large spectrum of small breaks 
and transients to assure that the installed system for all modem operating 
light water reactors could adequately cope with these events. Reactor 
vendors, NRC consultants, and the NRC staff were required to analyze 
hundreds of cases in pursuit of this goal. As a result of this review, some 
parts of the analytical models were targeted for future review and possible 
improvement. However none of these sub-models were judged to have a 
substantial impact on ECes system design. The analysis also aided in 
assessing operator guidelines for recognition and mitigation of small break 
LOCA (see NUREG-0645, "Report of the Bulletins and Orders Task 
Force" January 1980). Another major charter ofB&OTF was to assure that 
all licensees were well trained in the recognition and mitigation of small 
break LOCAs and would not prematurely throttle or terminate the ECes 
during such an event. 

To implement the recommendations of all the internal and external TMI 
inquiries, a plan of action was devised (NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan 
Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, published May 1980 and revised August 1980) in the form of 
a set of fmdings and requirements for safe operation of all reactors. These 
fmdings and requirements have been further elaborated in NUREG-0737, 
"Clariflcation ofTMI Action Plan Requirements," U.S. Nuclear Regulato-

I, 

ry Commission, November 1980. Included in this action plan is the small 
break model re-assessment. This activity has already begun and includes 
the comparison of affected analytical models to a large variety of 

"\ experiments. To date the ability of these analysis tools has been encourag
( ing. I see no evidence that they are not up to the task. The NRR staff 
~ constantly encourages small break evaluation model holders to make 

improvements. 
IIi view of the above actions taken since the TMI-2 accident, I fmd no 

basis to conclude either from the assertions in the subject petition or from 
our current knowledge of loss-of-coolant accident analysis methods, that 
the analyses performed in compliance with 10 C.F.R. 50.46 are not valid. 

In addition, as part of the TMI-Action Plan Requirements, a program to 
evaluate the uncertainties which may exist in small-break ECes perfor
mance calculations has been proposed. Holders of approved ECes 
evaluation models will evaluate these uncertainties; the Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation will evaluate their results. If changes are needed in the 
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analysis methods to properly account for these uncertainties, recommenda
tions will be made to the Commission to adopt such changes. (See 
NUREG-0660, Task II.E.2) 

On the basis of my conclusion that the analyses performeJ in compliance 
with 10 C.F.R. 50.46 are valid and in view of the many changes which have 
been imposed on PWRs, I find that continued operation ofPWR's poses no 
undue risk to the public health and safety. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing discussion and the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 2.206, 
I have determined that there are no adequate bases for suspension of PWR 
operating licenses. The request by the Environmental Coalition on Nuclear 
Power is, therefore, denied. 

A copy of this decision will be placed in the Commission'S Public 
Document Room at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20555 and 
each local public document room for all PWRs. A copy of this decision will 
also be ftled with the Secretary for the Commission's review in accordance 
with 10 C.F.R. 2.206(c), of the Commission's regulations. 

As provided in 10 C.F.R. 2.206(c), this decision will constitute the fmal 
action of the Commission twenty-five (25) days after the date of issuance, 
unless the Commission, on its own motion, institutes a review of this 
decision within that time. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 29th day of May, 1981 

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
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Cite as 13 NRC 773 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

In the MaHer of 

COMMISSIONERS: 

Joseph M. Hendrie, Chairman 
Victor Gillnsky 
Peter Bradford 

John F. Aheame 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIM OF 
GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORP., el af. 

CLI-81-10 

June 8, 1981 

The Commission denies a claim submitted by the owners of TIrree Mile 
Island, Unit 2 under the Federal Tort Claims Act to recover property 
damages assertedly sustained as a result of the accident at Three Mile 
Island. 

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: ROLE OF NRC 
Under the regulatory framework derived from the Atomic Energy Act, it 

is the regulated industry (i.e., the licensees and their suppliers and 
consultants) that bears the primary responsibility for the proper construc
tion and safe operation of licensed nuclear facilities. The NRC has the 
statutory responsibility for prescribing licensing standards to protect public 
health and safety and for inspecting industry's activities against these 
standards;-it-does-not thereby certify--to-thtrindustry that the industry's 
design and procedures are adequate to protect its equipment or operations. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

On December 8, 1980, the licensees authorized to operate Three Mile 
Island Unit No.2 and their parent company submitted an administrative 
claim to NRC under the Federal Tort aaims Act (28 u.s.c. § 2671 et seq.) 
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to recover $4,010,000,000.00 in property damages which they assert they 
have sustained as a result of the March 28, 1979 accident at TMI-2.1 The 
claimants are the General Public Utilities Corporation ("GPU") and its 
operating subsidiaries, Jersey Central Power & Light Company ("JCP&L"), 
Metropolitan Edison Company ("Met-Ed"), and Pennsylvania Electric 
Company ("Penelec"). The operating subsidiaries are co-owners and co
licensees ofTMI-2. Met-Ed is the operator ofTMI-2. 

The claimants assert that NRC was negligent in the performance of its 
regulatory duties respecting TMI-2 and that such negligence was a 
proximate cause of the accident. More particularly, they claim that NRC 
failed to review with due care certain equipment, analyses, procedures, and 
training before licensing TMI-2 on February 8, 1978, and failed to warn 
them of defects affecting TMI-2 of which NRC was, or should have been, 
aware. 

1. The GPU claim rests on two general assertions. First, the claim 
asserts that NRC negligently failed to warn GPU or Met-Ed of defects in 
the equipment, analyses, procedures, and training supplied for TMI-2 and 
negligently failed to direct Met-Ed to implement new operating require
ments to correct these deficiencies. Claimants contend that NRC maintains 
a comprehensive system to collect, analyze, and disseminate data derived 
from the operating experience of all nuclear reactors in the United States. 
They claim that they relied on NRC to warn them of any adverse condition 
that might require corrective action at TMI-2. They contend that NRC 
failed to fulf1l1 its obligation by negligently failing to investigate, analyze, 
and warn them of the "Davis-Besse Incident," an "accident that closely 
paralleled the events which occurred 18 months later at TMI-2." 

On September 24, 1977, while operating at less than 10% of full power, 
the Davis-Besse I nuclear plant experienced a loss of feedwater and turbine 
trip. Claimants assert that the sequence of events that followed was a 
precursor to TMI-2: The pilot-operated relief valve ("PORV") on the 
pressurizer automatically opened and subsequently failed to close, leading 
to a loss of reactor coolant; high-pressure injection ("HPI") of new coolant 
activated automatically, but was terminated by operators who, unaware of 
the open PORV, secured HPI based on pressurizer water level indications 

IAn account of the accident's events and consequences can be found in any of the several 
major investigations of it. See, for example, Three Mile Island, A Report to the Commissioners 
and to the Public, January 1980; Report of the President's Commission on the AccidenJ at Three 
Mile Island, October 1979; Investigation into the March 28, 1979 Three Mile Island AccidenJ by 
Office of Inspection and Enforcement (Investigative Rept No. SO-320n9-10), August 1979; 
Nuclear Accident and Recovery at 'I7vee Mile Island: A Report Prepared by the Subcommittee on 
Nuclear Regulationfor the Committee on Environment and Public Workr of the U.S. Senate, June 
1980; TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Final Report, August 1979; TMI-2 Lessons Learned 
Task Force Status Report and Short-Term Recommendations, July 1979. 
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alone. Davis*Besse officials discovered the open PORV approximately 22 
minutes into the incident and immediately shut the PORV block valve. 
Following other actions including the manual restarting of HPI, the plant 
resumed a stable condition without damage to the reactor.2 

Claimants maintain that, as a result of the Davis*Besse incident, NRC 
knew or should have known of defects in (i) equipment application and 
instrumentation relating to the PORV, (ii) analyses of potential small 
coolant breaks and openings at the top of the pressurizer, (iii) procedures 
and training for plant operators, and (iv) operating and emergency 
procedures regarding the HPI system. The failure of NRC to notify Met*Ed 
adequately of these "generic problems" was, they claim, a proximate cause 
of the accident at TMI*2. 

The second general assertion of the claim is that NRC negligently 
performed its regulatory review of equipment, analyses, procedures, and 
training supplied for TMI*2 when it licensed the plant's operation. 
Claimants contend that they relied on NRC to perform with due care the 
regulatory review required by statute of the safety and safeguards of all 
facilities, materials, and activities associated with nuclear power plant 
construction and operation. They argue that NRC negligently reviewed and 
approved (i) transient analyses relating to small*break loss*of*coolant 
accidents ("LOCA") and loss of normal feedwater which were inadequate 
as a basis for plant design and for development of operating procedures and 
operator training programs, (ii) procedures for operating TMI*2 which were 
later used by operators during the accident and which incorrectly 
proscribed mling the pressurizer "solid" with water and risked uncovering 
the core during a small*break LOCA, (iii) equipment, analyses, and 
procedures which relied on repeated, correct operation of the PORV which 
NRC knew, or should have known, incurred prior failures, and (iv) the 
licensing of operators who were not properly trained to respond to the 
events that occurred at TMI*2 on March 28, 1979. 

2. The claim is without merit. The claim is at odds with the regulatory 
framework flowing from the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. 
Within that framework, the regulated industry (i.e., the licensees and their 
suppliers and consultants) bears the primary responsibility for the proper 
construction and safe operation of licensed nuclear facilities. The Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission has the statutory responsibility for prescribing 
licensing standards to protect public health and safety and for inspecting 

2At TMI-2, the PORV was stuck in the open position for more than two hours. Med-Ed 
officials failed to realize that the valve had not shut Reactor operators turned ofT one HPI 
pump and reduced the flow from a second pump early in the accident sequence. HPI was not 
restored until almost an hour after the PORV block valve was closed. Substantial damage was 
done to the reactor. 
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industry's activities against these standards. The Commission does not 
thereby certify to the industry that the industry's designs and procedures 
are adequate to protect its equipment or operations. 

This is the understanding that prevailed when NRC issued the license to 
operate TMI-2, as it had for more than 20 years of commercial nuclear 
plant licensing and as it continues to prevail today. Therefore the claim is 
denied. 

It is so ORDERED. 
Commissioner Ahearne's additional views are attached. 

Dated at Washington, D.C. 
this 8th day of June, 1981. 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL J. CHILK 
Secretary of the Commission 
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Commissioner Aheame's Additional Views 

I concur in the result reached by the Commission. However, I find the 
description of our reasons unfortunately brief. We rejected the claim 
because it is inconsistent with the NRC regulatory philosophy as well as the 
law. 

Within the regulatory framework flowing from the Atomic Energy Act 
and other applicable statutes, the regulated industry (i.e., the licensee, the 
vendor, and the architect-engineer) bears the primary responsibility for 
protecting the general public from the health, safety, and environmental 
risks posed by the generation of electricity from nuclear power. The 
industry must take the initiative to develop safe nuclear plants, to monitor 
them for sufficiency, and to evaluate the need for change. It is best 
equipped with the resources and detailed knowledge of particular equip
ment, systems, and procedures to accomplish this task. The Federal 
government cannot invest enough resources into the review, inspection, and 
operation of each nuclear power plant to develop the level of knowledge of 
individual plants possessed by the licensees. 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has a statutory responsibility for 
prescribing the minimum standards for assuring the adequate protection of 
public health and safety. Through licensing and inspection, the Commis
sion's function is to ensure that the industry meets these threshold 
standards. However, NRCs approval of a licensee as meeting these 
requirements at one time does not absolve the industry of its independent 
obligation to operate its equipment in a manner to protect the public. NRC 
licensing and inspection reviews cannot be and are not intended to be all
encompassing. As is well known to NRC licensees, NRC programs are 
based on a sampling and do not supplant reviews by the regulated sector. 
When violations of regulations occur, the NRC imposes penalties. But this 
is after the violation has occurred and been found. 1 However, the 
Commission expects nuclear power plant licensees, and the suppliers and 
architect-engineers with whom they contract, through their own compre
hensive reviews to assure or verify independently the adequacy of a plant's 
design, construction, and operation, and to monitor data respecting the 
plant's operation to detect the need for corrective measures. 

Chairman Hendrie agrees with these views. 

lit may be noted that compliance with NRC requirements could have prevented the accident's 
serious consequences. Following the review of the accident, Metropolitan Edison was cited for 
and chose not to contest violations of NRC requirements. In particular, Metropolitan Edison 
operating personnel had become accustomed to a leaking pilot-operated relief valve prior to 
the accident During the accident this led them to disbelieve indications that the pilot-operated 
relief valve was stuck open and a loss of coolant accident was in progress. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 778 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

COMMISSIONERS: 
Joseph M. Hendrie, Chairman 

Victor Glllnsky 
Peter A. Bradford 
John F. Ahearne 

CLI-81-11 

In the Matter of 45 Fed. Reg. 76602 
(November 19, 1980) 

fl~E PROTECTION 
FOR OPERATING NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANTS (10 CFR 50.48) June 12, 1981 

The Commission denies a motion seeking, inter alia, a stay of the 
effectiveness of various items included in the Commission's Final Rule on 
Fire Protection for Operating Nuclear Power Plants (45 Fed. Reg. 76602 
(November 19, 1980». 

REGULATORY GUIDES: STATUS 

Rather than serving as inflexible, legal requirements that must be 
followed by licensees, regulatory guides (arid branch technical positions) 
are meant to give guidance to licensees concerning those methods the staff 
fmds acceptable for implementing the general criteria embodied in the 
NRC's rules. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: STAY REQUESTS 

In deciding whether to grant a stay pending judicial review of an agency 
action, the Commission considers four factors: (a) whether movants are 
likely to prevail on the merits; (b) whether movants will be irreparably 
injured without a stay; (c) whether other interested parties would be 
harmed by a stay; and (d) whether the public interest supports a stay. 
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Virginia Petroleum Jobbers Association v. FPC, 259 F.2d 921, 925 (D.C. Cir. 
1950). . 

RULEMAKING: RECORD OF PROCEEDING· 

The record in an informal, notice and comment rulemaking that must be 
compiled and filed for the purpose of judicial review differs from the record 
compiled in a formal, "on the record" rulemaking with its more elaborate 
procedural requirements; the record in an informal rulemaking consists of 
copies of the notice of rulemaking, any comments on the proposed rule, the 
final rule supported by a general statement of basis and purpose, 5 U.S.C. 
553(b)-(c), and those background materials that indicate adequate support 
for the rule's factual premises. Portland Cement Association v. Ruckelshaus, 
486 F.2d 375, 393 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 417 U.S. 921 (1974). 

NRC: CHOICE OF RULEMAKING OR ADJUDICA nON 

It is well established that an agency's decision to use rulemaking or 
adjudication in dealing with a problem is a matter of discretion. NAACP v. 
FPC, 425 U.S. 662, 668 (1976); NLRB v. Bell Aerospace Corp., 416 U.S. 267, 
294 (1974); SECv. Chenery Corp., 332 U.S. 194,201-03 (1947). 

NRC: CHOICE OF RULEMAKING OR ADJUDICATION 

Because there is no bright line test to assess an agency's exercise of 
discretion in determining whether to proceed with a rulemaking or an 
adjudication, courts have focused on the nature of the decision to be 
reached. Rulemaking is usually prospective in scope and non-accusatory in 
form, directed to the implementation of general policy concerns through 
legal standards; adjudication is individual in impact and often condemna
tory in purpose, directed to the determination of the legal status of 
partic~lar persons or practices through the application of preexisting legal 
standards. FTC v. Brigadier Industries Corp., 613 F.2d 1110 (D.C. Cir. 
1979). 

NRC: CHOICE OF RULEMAKING OR ADJUDICATION 

Where a rulemaking proceeding addresses generic concerns applicable to 
all nuclear plants, the fact that the standards adopted may actually affect a 
few licensees (or even only one licensee) does not make the agency's 
utilization of rule making improper. Hercules Inc. v. EPA, 598 F.2d 91, 118 
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(D.C. Cir. 1978); Southern Terminal Corp. v. EPA, 504 F.2d 646,661 & n. 13 
(1st Cir. 1974). 

NRC: CHOICE OF RULEMAKING OR ADJUDICATION 

It is within the purview of the agency's authority to settle factual issues 
of a generic nature by means of rulemaking. Minnesota v. NRC, 602 F.2d 
412,416-17 (D.C. Cir. 1979); Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1,28-29 & n. 58 
(D.C. Cir.) (en bane), cert. denied, 420 U.S. 941 (1976); Ecology Action v. 
AEC, 492 F.2d 998, 1002 (2d Cir. 1974). 

NRC: CHOICE OF RULEMAKING OR ADJUDICATION 

The NRC has the authority to modify operating licenses by rule; plant
by-plant adjudicatory hearings are not necessary. Atomic Energy Act, 
Section 187,42 U.S.C. § 2237. 

NRC: CHOICE OF RULEMAKING OR ADJUDICATION 

An agency's previous initiation of a case-by-case method of resolving a 
problem cannot be raised as a bar to any later efforts to resolve generic 
issues by rulemaking. Pacific Coast European Conference v. United States, 
350 F.2d 197,205-06 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 958 (1965). 

REGULATIONS: RETROACTIVITY 

In determining whether a rule or regulation may be properly made 
retroactive, the standard to be applied is reasonableness under the 
circumstances. Relevant factors include: the rule's degree of retroactivity 
as measured by whether it is an abrupt departure from established practice 
or an attempt to resolve unsettled questions; the complaining party's 
reliance upon the agency's former policies; the burden imposed by the 
retroactive rule; and the need for administrative flexibility in light of 
changing circumstances. New York Telephone Co. v. FCC, 631 F.2d 1059, 
1068 (2d. Cir. 1980); Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co. v. FERC, 606 F.2d 1094, 
1116 n. 77 (D.C. Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 445 U.S. 920 (1980). 

REGULATIONS:RETROACTIVITY 

The NRC has the authority to apply new standards to already licensed 
plants, consistent with evolving concepts of what measures are necessary to 
protect the public health and safety. Atomic Energy Act, Section 186(a), 42 
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U.S.C. § 2236; Ft. Pierce Utilities Authority v. United States, 606 F.2d 986, 
996 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 842 (1979). 

TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED: 

Electrical fires; 
Fire barriers; 
Safe shutdown capability; 
Safe shutdown redundancy and alternatives; 
Reactor coolant pump lubricating oil collection system; 
Lubricating oil fire hazard; 
Fire suppression system. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

Several licensees I have jointly moved the Commission to stay three items 
in the Final Rule on Fire Protection for Operating Nuclear Power Plants, 
pending judicial review. 45 Fed. Reg. 76602 (November 19, 1980). The 
items are: Item G (Fire Protection for Safe Shutdown Capability); Item L 
(Alternative and Dedicated Shutdown Capability); and Item 0 (Oil 
Collection System for Reactor Coolant Pump) of Appendix R. III to 10 
CFR Part 50. These licensees have also requested a stay of the effective and 
compliance dates for those items. Subsequently, these licensees and several 
others petitioned the Commission for exemptions from schedule require
ments in the rule pursuant to 10 CFR 50.12. In addition, some licensees also 
petitioned for exemptions from various substantive fire protection features 
required by Appendix R including Items III.G, III.L and III.O. For the 
reasons discussed below, the motion is denied. 

I. Introduction 

Before addressing the motion for a stay, it would be useful to review the 
events leading to the promulgation of 10 CFR 50.48 and Appendix R to 
Part 50. The NRCs current concern with fire protection was initiated by a 
fire at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Station in March 1975. The fire damaged 
over 1600 electrical cables and caused the temporary unavailability of some 
core cooling systems. Because this fire did substantial damage, the NRC 
established a Special Review Group which initiated an evaluation of the 

IThe movants are: Northeast Utilities Service Company, the Connecticut Light and Power 
Company, the Hartford Electric Light Company, Western Massachusetts Electric Company, 
Northeast Nuclear Energy Company, Boston Edison Company, Florida Power and Light 
Company, and Arkansas Power and Light Company. 
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need for improving the fire protection programs at aU nuclear power plants. 
The group found serious design inadequacies regarding fire protection at 
Browns Ferry, and its report, "Recommendations Related to Browns Ferry 
Fire" (NUREG-0050, February 1976), contained over fifty recommenda
tions regarding improvements in fire prevention and control in existing 
facilities. The report also called for the development of specific guidance for 
implementing fire protection regulations, and for a comparison of that 
guidance with the fire protection program at each operating plant. 

NRC developed technical guidance from the technical recommendations 
in the Special Group's report, and issued those guidelines as Branch 
Technical Position Auxiliary Power Conversion Systems Branch 9.5-1 (BTP 
9.5-1),2 "Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants." This 
guidance did not apply to plants operating at that time. Guidance to 
operating plants was provided later in Appendix AJ to BTP 9.5-1 which, to 
the extent practicable, relies on BTP 9.5-1. The guidance in these 
documents was also published for public comment as Regulatory Guide 
1.120, "Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants" (June 1976). In response 
to public comment, the NRC issued an extensively revised version of 
Regulatory Guide 1.120 for further public comment. 

In May 1976, the NRC asked licensees to compare operating reactors 
with BTP 9.5-1, and in September 1976, those licensees were informed that 
the guidelines in Appendix A would be used to analyze the consequences of 
a fire in each plant area. Early in 1977 each licensee responded with a Fire 
Protection Program Evaluation which included a Fire Hazard Analysis. 
These evaluations and analyses identified aspects of licensees' fire protec
tion programs that did not conform to the NRC guidelines. Thereafter, the 
staff initiated discussions with all licensees aimed at achieving implementa
tion of fire protection guidelines by October 1980. The staff held many 
meetings with licensees, conducted extensive correspondence with them, 
and visited every operating reactor. As a result, many fire protection items 
were resolved, and agreements were memorialized in Fire Protection Safety 
Evaluation Reports issued by the NRC. Other fire protection issues 
remained unresolved. 

By early 1980, most operating plants had implemented most of the 
guidelines in Appendix A. However, as the Commission noted in its Order 

2Rather than serving as inflexible, legal requirements that must be followed by licensees, 
issuances such as regulatory guides and branch technical positions are meant to give guidance 
to licensees concerning those methods the staff finds acceptable for implementing the general 
criteria embodied in the NRC's rules. See, e.g., Petition for Emergency & Remedial Action, CLI· 
78-6,7 NRC 400,406 (1978); Gulf States Utilities Company (River Bend Station, Units I and 
2), ALAB.444, 6 NRC 760,772 (1977). . 
3Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants Docketed Prior to July I, 1976. 
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of May 23, 1980, the fire protection program has had some significant 
problems with implementation.4 Despite the staffs efforts, several licensees 
had expressed continuing disagreement with, and refused to adopt, 
recommendations relating to several generic issues, including the require
ments for fire brigade size and training, water supplies for fire suppression 
systems, alternate and dedicated shutdown capability, emergency lighting, 
the qualifications of seals used to enclose places where cables penetrated 
fire barriers, and the prevention of reactor coolant pump lubrication system 
fires. To establish a definitive resolution of these contested subjects in a 
manner consistent with the general guidelines in Appendix A and to assure 
timely compliance by licensees, the Commission issued a proposed fire 
protection rule and its Appendix R, which was described as setting out 
minimum fire protection requirements. 45 Fed. Reg. 36082 (May 29, 1980). 
The fire protection features addressed included protection ofsafe shutdown 
capability, emergency lighting, fire barriers, associated circuits, reactor 
coolant pump lubrication system, and alternate shutdown systems. The 
Commission stated that it expected all modifications (except for alternate 
and dedicated shutdown capability) to be implemented by November 1, 
1980.s 

As originally proposed, Appendix R would have applied to all plants 
including those for which the staff had previously accepted other fire 
protection modifications. After analyzing comments on the rule, the 
Commission determined that only three of the fifteen items in Appendix R 
were of such safety significance that they should apply to all plants, 
including those for which alternative rrre protection actions had been 
approved previously by the staff. These items are protection of safe 
shutdown capability (including alternate shutdown systems), emergency 
lighting, and the reactor coolant pump lubrication system. Accordingly, the 
final rule requires all reactors licensed to operate before January 1, 1979, to 
comply with these three items even if the NRC had previously approved 
alternative rrre protection features in these areas. 45 Fed. Reg. 76602 (Nov. 
19, 1980). However, the final rule is more flexible than the proposed rule 
because Item III.G now provides three alternative fire protection features 
which do not require analysis to demonstrate the protection of redundant 
safe shutdown equipment, and reduces the acceptable distance in the 
physical separation alternative from fifty feet to twenty feet. In addition, 
the rule now also provides an exemption procedure which can be initiated 
by a licensee's assertion that any required fire protection feature will not 
enhance fire protection safety in the facility or that such modifications may 

III NRC 707, 718 (1980). 
'Id. at 719. 
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be detrimental to overall facility safety. 10 CFR 50.48(c)(6). If the Director, 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation detennines that a licensee has made a prima 
facie showing of a sound technical basis for such an assertion, then the 
implementation dates of the rule are tolled until final Commission action on 
the exemption request. 

Movants have requested a stay of Item III.G, Protection of Safe 
Shutdown Capability, the related Item III.L, Alternate Shutdown System, 
and Item III.O, Reactor Coolant Pump Lubrication System. 

ll. Stay Request 

In deciding whether to grant a stay pending judicial review, the 
Commission considers four factors: (A) whether movants are likely to 
prevail on the merits; (B) whether movants will be irreparably injured 
without a stay; (q whether other interested parties would be harmed by a 
stay; and (D) whether the public interest supports a stay. Virginia Petroleum 
Jobbers Association v. FPC, 259 F.2d 921, 925 (D.C. Cir. 1950); Washingtoll 
Metropolitan Area Transit Commission v. Holiday Tours, Inc., 559 F.2d 841, 
843 (D.C. Cir. 1977); see also 10 CFR 2.788. For the reasons discussed 
below, we fmd that movants have utterly failed to sustain their burden. 
Accordingly, their motion is denied. 

. A. Probability of Success on the Merits 

Movants contend that the rule is defective because it is not supported b) 
an adequate statement of basis and purpose or by an adequate record. The) 
also assert that there were a number of procedural flaws in the process usee 
in the promulgation of the rule. They allege that the fire protection rule il 
an unlawful attempt to avoid adjudication, and contend that plant-by-planl 
adjudications were required because there are material factual dispute! 
regarding each affected facility. Movants also believe that the fire 
protection rule is really a license amendment and, thus, believe they arc 
entitled to a hearing under Section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 
42 U.S.C. § 2239, and 10 CFR 2.204. Movants contend that the NRC 
abused its discretion by undertaking the rulemaking when the agent:) 
previously had sought to deal with fire protection problems as the) 
concerned each individual nuclear facility. Movants also challenge the 
agency's decision to "backfit" Items III.G, III.L, and 111.0, for allegec 
failure to comply with the terms of 10 CFR § 50.109(a) and as at 
impennissible retroactive rulemaking. 
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1. Basis and Purpose 

Movants challenge the adequacy of the record supporting Items III.O, 
III.L, and III.O. For the past several years, the NRC staff and licensees for 
all operating reactors have engaged in extensive discussions and exchanges 
of correspondence regarding the many aspects of fire protection, including 
Items lII.O, III.L, and III.O. These interactions have led to the creation of 
a substantial volume of publicly available material containing the factual 
premises and policy considerations underlying the various portions of this 
fire protection rule.6 These documents must be considered part of the 
record for this rulemaking and they provide a more than adequate basis to 
support the final rule.7 In particular, a review of the record shows that the 
movants are unlikely to succeed on the merits of their arguments regarding 
Items lII.G, III.L and Item III.O. The specillc details of the record for these 
Items are discussed in order below. 

a. m.G. Protection of Safe Shutdown Capability 

All reactors are designed to include redundant independent equipment 
in safety systems so that the failure of any component or subsystem will not 
prevent the function of a safety system. A fundamental purpose of the fire 
protection requirements is maintenance of the ability of safety systems to 
shut down a nuclear power' plant in the event of failure caused by a flTe.8 

Item III.G of the fmal rule is intended to accomplish this goal by providing 
licensees a choice from among three specillc flTe protection features that 
would ensure that redundant safety equipment would be protected from 
damage by a single flTe in a flTe area. These features are: (I) separation 
by a rlTe barrier having a three-hour rating; (2) enclosure of one redundant 
train by a fire barrier having a one-hour flTe rating in combination with 

6Additionally, congressional hearings on the Browns Ferry fire contain information about the 
fife protection issues which was available to the Commission when it adopted the rule. See 
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Fire: Hearings Before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 
94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975). 
7 Although Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure 16 and 17 speak of a "record" that must be 
compiled and flied for the purpose of judicial review, this record for informal, notice and 
comment rulemaking is to be distinguished from the "record" compiled in a fonnal, "on the 
record" rulemaking with its more elaborate procedural requirements. See National Nutritional 
Foods Ass'n v. Weinberger, 512 F.2d 688,701 (2d Cir.), eerl. denied, 423 U.s. 827 (1975). The 
record in informal rulemaking consists of copies of the notice of rulemaking, any comments on 
the proposed rule, the final rule supported by a general statement of basis and purpose, 5 
U.S.c. 553(b}(c), and those background materials that indicate adequate support for the rule's 
factual premises, see Porlland Cement Ass'n v. Ruckelshaus, 486 F.2d 375, 393 (D.c. Cir. 1973), 
eerl. denied, 417 U.S. 921 (1974). See generally 1 K. Davis Administrative low Treatise, I§ 6:4, 
:10, :13 (2d cd. 1978). 
'BTP 9.5-1, App. A., pg. 2, A.2 (1976). 
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automatic fire detection and suppression systems; or (3) physical separation 
of redundant systems by twenty feet of space free of intervening 
combustible material and automatic fire detection and suppression systems. 
If none of these features can be achieved in a specific fire area, then an 
alternative or dedicated shutdown system should be installed. Licensees 
could also request an exemption from these requirements based on a fire 
hazards analysis for a specific plant. 

Electrical cables which carry power to this equipment must also be 
redundant and independent to preserve the function of safety systems. 
Thus, for example, cables which connect to one set of safety equipment 
must be separated from the cables which connect to the redundant safety 
equipment so that the same event will not simultaneously disable both sets 
of cables and, thus, their connected safety equipment. Most cables are 
grouped together in metal cable trays; and trays containing cables 
connected to redundant safety equipment are usually physically separated 
from each other. Nevertheless, the fire at Browns Ferry showed that some 
redundant cables were not adequately separated and could be simulta
neously disabled by the same fire. For example, cables connected to one 
division of safety equipment were close to other cables connected to the 
redundant safety equipment. Even though the cables from one division 
were in electric conduit (lightweight metal pipes) and the cables from the 
other division were in metal trays, the burning cables in the trays caused the 
cable in the conduit to fail.9 

Moreover, redundant systems were found not to be independent as 
previously believed because non-safety cables connected to safety cables 
were not recognized as being capable of causing the failure of safety 
equipment. At Browns Ferry, these non-safety circuits, which are also 
called "associated circuits," were not separated into divisions. As a result, 
the fire simultaneously damaged both sets of non-safety cables and caused 
the failure of redundant safety equipment.'o 

As a result of the experience at Browns Ferry, and in accordance with 
national and international publications on fire protection at nuclear power 
plantsll the NRC, beginning in 1976, established a guideline that required 

'NUREG-OOSO at 36. 
IOFor example. redundant control circuits providing power to operate valves necessary for safe 
shutdown were simultaneously disabled by fire damage to associated non-safety circuits which 
connected the safety circuits to indicator lights in the control room. NUREG-OOSO at 35-36. 
IIAmong the documents considered by the NRC are ''The International Guidelines for the 
Fire Protection of Nuclear Power Plants," 1974 Edition, 2nd Reprint, published on behalf of 
the National Nuclear Risks Insurance Pools and Association and ,"Specifications for Fire 
Protection of New Plants" published by Nuclear Energy Liability and Property Insurance 
Association; see BTP 9.5.1-16. 
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redundant safety related cable divisions in new plants should be separated 
by fire barriers having a minimum fire resistance rating of three hours.l1 

Three-hour barriers were also established as separations between many 
other safety related systems.l3 These guidelines are consistent with the well
recognized principle that walls having a three-houf fire rating should be 
used in significant commercial, residential, and industrial buildings 
wherever essential structural features must be protected from fire damage. 14 

For plants already built or operating, staff recognized that the separation 
of redundant safety systems by three-hour fire barriers might not always be 
possible. Accordingly, the guidelines in Appendix A provided that 
equivalent protection could be provided by a combination of alternative 
fire protection features including physical separation, fire detection and 
suppression systems, fire barriers or enclosures having less than a three
hour fire rating, and fire retardant coatings.ls If a suitable combination of 
features could not be achieved in a plant already built and operating, an 
alternative or dedicated shutdown system was to be considered.l6 The 
guidelines also addressed the treatment of associated circuits. Associated 
circuits were either to be treated as safety circuits regarding separation and 
independence or were to be adequately isolated from safety circuitsP 

These guidelines were used by each licensee to prepare a Fire Hazard 
Analysis which evaluated the potential effects of a fire at each operating 
utility. The NRC staff reviewed each Fire Hazard Analysis, visited each 
plant, and prepared a Fire Safety Evaluation Report (Report) for each 
plant. Each report described the various fire protection features which 
would implement the guidelines.!s All operating plants were found to 
require modifications to protect redundant safe shutdown equipment.l9 

I2BTP 9.5·1, pp 9.5.1·24 and 9.5.1-52 (1976). 
"See, for example, BTP 9.5·1, pg. 9.5.1·54 which requires three-hour barriers between 
redundant switch gear safety divisions, battery rooms, and each battery room and the rest of 
the plant. 
14See, for example, the "Fire Protection Handbook," Fourteenth Edition, National FIJ'C: 
Protection Association, 6-37 (1976). 
USee, for example, BTP 9.5-1, App. A at pg. 12, D.I(a)(2) and pg. 15, D.I(D (1976). 
16BTP 9.5·1, App. A at pp. 2, 12, 39 (1976). 
17See, for example, Reg. Guide 1.75, Rev. 2. pp. 1.75-2 and 1.75-3 (1978). 
lISee, for example, the NRC Fire Protection Evaluation of February 22, 1980 for Haddam 
Neck, a facility operated by one of the movants. Staff informed the licensee that an alternate 
shutdown system would be required because the inadequate separation ofe1ectrica1 cables and 
equipment was not adequately compensated for by flame retardant coatings and fire 
suppression systems. pp.4-1 and 4-9. 
19See, for example. the Fire Protection Safety Evaluation Report for Pilgrim Nuclear Station, 
Unit No. I, in which the staff found that additional analysis of cable separation was required 
because neither the existing separation between cables nor the asbestos sheets interposed 
between cables provided adequate flJ'C: barriers. P. 4-13 (1978). Inadequate separation of 
redundant cable trays was also identified in several other plants including Millstone Nuclear 
Power Station, Unit No.2, Fire Protection Safety Evaluation Report at pp. 4-7 to 4-8 (1978). 
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Subsequently, several licensees installed the fIre protection features de
scribed in the Reports, including the rerouting of associated circuits OI 

installation of relays to isolate associated circuits from safety circuits.20 
Others installed alternate or dedicated safe shutdown systems.ll However, 
some licensees questioned whether all the modifIcations proposed by the 
staff to protect safe shutdown systems were needed; and in spite oj 
extensive explanations by the staff, these licensees refused to voluntarily 
implement all of those modillcations. Because the staff believed thaI 
implementation of those fIre protection features was necessary to assure 
that a single fIre would not disable redundant safe shutdown systems, the 
staff included proposed Item II.A.2.f, III.G, III.M, II.E, III.Q, and 1I.A.3 in 
the proposed rule issued on May 29, 1980.45 Fed. Reg. 36082. 

Item 1I.A.2.f provided that fIre retardant, heat shields, or local fIre 
barriers shall be provided between redundant safe shutdown systems and 
components or between such systems where their physical separation i~ 

inadequate to ensure that automatic and manual fife suppression can limil 
fife damage to one division of shutdown systems. 

Item III.G of the proposed rule provided that the protective features tc 
protect safe shutdown capability could be a combination of several 
measures already familiar to licensees, i.e., fife barriers, physical separation, 
automatic and manual fife suppression capability, fife retardant coatings: 
and alternative shutdown capability. Item III.G also contained a detailed 
discussion of the combination of fIre hazards, susceptibility activities, fife 
suppression means available, and availability of alternative shutdoWI 
capability that would have to be considered in evaluating the effectivenes! 
offlfe protection in areas containing safe shutdown equipment. 

Item III.M of the proposed rule required that fife barriers separating fife 
areas, or equipment, or components of redundant systems important to safe 
shutdown in an area should have a fIre rating of three hours unless a lowel 
rating is justifIed by a fife hazard analysis. As discussed above, such three· 
hour barriers are a well-recognized fife protection feature.ll Moreover, it 
1977, the staff explained its choice of a three-hour barrier in a publicl) 
available memorandum to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
Enclosure A. Staff gave fIve reasons for choosing three-hour barriers. Firs! 
there is no precise quantitative relation between the amount of combustible 
material in a fIre area (the fife load) and the rating of a fife barrier that wit 

71JSee, for example, Fire Protection Safety Evaluation Report for Arkansas Nuclear One, Uni 
1. pg. 3-3 (1978). 
21See, for example. Memorandum from Edson Case to Commission which reported that flY! 
plants had installed alternate or dedicated shutdown systems and that twelve more plant: 
required such modification (July 6, 1979). 
2lSee Regulatory Guide 1.120, Sections C.4.a.(1) and C.4.c.(2) (1977). 
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not be breached by a fire in that area. Thus, an assessment of the fire load 
in a fire area will provide only a general estimate of the appropriate fire 
rating for a barrier that would isolate a fire in that area. Second, a three
hour barrier provides the plant fire brigade an extra margin of time in 
fighting a fire. The extra time is especially important for nuclear power 
plants located in remote locations. For such plants, fire fighters in the 
vicinity would require additional time to respond to a call for help from the 
plant. Third, a three-hour barrier is the minimum fire related barrier that is 
constructed entirely of non-combustible material. Fourth, three-hour 
barriers are commonly used to protect buildings which are "high value 
risks." Finally, three-hour barriers provide a safety margin to compensate 
for the uncertainties over the level of transient combustibles which may be 
introduced into the plant over its 4Q..year life. 

Item II.E of the proposed rule provided that no additional fire hazard 
analysis would be needed for redundant systems and components separated 
by either a three-hour fire barrier or fifty feet both horizontal and vertical of 
clear air space. Lesser fire barriers or separations would require justifica
tion. 

Item III.Q of the proposed rule required either that associated circuits be 
isolated from safety circuits, or if they could not be isolated, be treated as 
part of the safe shutdown circuit with which they were associated. 
Reference was made to Regulatory Guide 1.75, which introduced the 
concept of associated circuits in 1974, and IEEE 384-1974. 

Item II.A.3 of the proposed rule required the provision of alternative 
shutdown capability if safe shutdown could not be ensured by a 
combination of fire protection features including barriers and detection and 
suppression systems. 

Commentors objected to the level of detail in proposed Item III.G. They 
also objected to the fifty-foot separation criterion in Item II.E; Alabama 
Power and Light noted that a twenty-foot separation is accepted practice in 
the nuclear industry and the Edison Electric Institute stated that in the past 
the NRC considered adequate a twenty-foot separation. Some commentors 
requested a definition of associated circuits. Several commentors contended 
that they could not identify all associated circuits and take the required 
actions in the time period provided by the rule. 

In response, much of the detail was deleted from Item III.G as proposed 
and the five proposed items discussed above were consolidated into Item 
III.G of the final rule, which provided three acceptable alternatives for 
ensuring maintenance of the redundant shutdown capability in the event of 
fire. They are: (1) separation of redundant safety trains by a three-hour 
fire barrier; or (2) separation of redundant trains by twenty feet free of 
intervening combustibles coupled with fire detectors and an automatic fire 
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suppression system; or (3) enclosure of one redundant safety train by a one
hour fire barrier coupled with fire detectors and an automatic fire 
suppression system. Thus, the final rule relaxes some of the requirements in 
the proposed rule and provides licensees with greater flexibility. Instead of a 
fifty-foot separation between redundant systems, a twenty-foot separation 
is now considered adequate without analysis. An additional alternative, 
enclosure of one redundant safety train by a one-hour fire barrier coupled 
with fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression system, is available to 
demonstrate the protection of redundant safe shutdown equipment without 
further analysis. In addition, associated circuits that can adversely affect 
redundant trains of safety equipment are to be treated in the same manner 
as redundant safety circuits. If these features cannot be provided, then an 
alternate or dedicated independent safe shutdown capability is required. 

The statement of supplemental infonnation (Statement) accompanying 
the final rule explained that the rule specifies design basis protective 
features instead of a design basis fire because it is not possible to predict the 
specific conditions under which fires may occur and propagate. That 
Statement also discussed the bases supporting the well-known choice of a 
three-hour fire barrier. Such barriers are inherently reliable because they 
are passive and thus not subject to mechanical failure. Moreover, the choice 
of three-hour barriers is consistent with the potentially serious conse
quences ofa fire in a nuclear power plant and is in the range of values used 
for barriers in comparable industrial properties. The Statement goes on to 
explain that if specific plant conditions preclude the installation of a three
hour barrier, then licensees may rely on alternate methods that provide 
equivalent fire protection. The example analyzed in the Statement is the 
combination of a one-hour barrier with an automatic suppression system. 
The Statement explains that because a fire may not immediately actuate an 
automatic suppression system, a one-hour barrier is also required to protect 
the redundant safety train from fire until the suppression system goes on. 

Regarding associated circuits, the Statement notes that the definition of 
associated circuits was provided in Reg. Guide 1.75, and IEEE Standard 
384-1974, a commonly used industry standard. Staff also noted that the 
objections by some commentors clearly indicated that they understood the 
proposed requirements regarding associated circuits. Since the rule has 
been issued, the NRC staff has met with some licensees to discuss 
associated circuits and provided a modified definition of associated circuits 
in a February 20, 1981 generic letter sent to all power reactor licensees with 
plants licensed prior to January 1, 1979. Enclosure B. The new definition of 
associated circuits removes any uncertainty over their identification. 
Although the new definition includes more types of circuits, it does not 
appear to materially affect the number of circuits which will be identified as 
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associated circuits because the definition now excludes circuits which are 
protected by coordinated circuit breakers, fuses, or other such devices. 
Credit previously given for such devices is uncertain. No licensee has 
requested an exemption on the basis of inability to identify associated 
circuits. 

In addition to the Statement of Consideration, other publicly available 
information long known to licensees supports the rule. For example, there 
were an extensive series of fire protection discussions between the staff and 
licensees preceding promulgation of this rule. As discussed above, the 
requirement of a three-hour fire barrier was well-known even before the 
proposed rule was issued for comment. Similarly, NRC documents have 
long-recognized the principle of substitution, which permits licensees to use 
protection features that provide equivalent protection to redundant safe 
shutdown that cannot be separated by a three-hour barrier.23 

The Division of Safety Systems, Nuclear Reactor Regulation, for several 
years has used a twenty-foot separation criterion in reviewing license 
applications for new plants. The need for such physical separation is also 
supported by the results of cable fire tests reported by Sandia Laboratories 
in 1977 and by a draft report prepared by Gage-Babcock and issued on 
August 8, 1979. The Sandia test results showed that under some circum
stances a fire in a cable tray could damage redundant cables in a separate 
metal tray five feet away. These results were widely distributed, and 
provided one basis for a "Petition for Emergency and Remedial Relief' 
filed by the Union of Concerned Scientists on November 4, 1977. Many 
NRC licensees participated in the Commission's proceeding on the petition. 
In response to that petition, the Commission noted that the Sandia tests 
confirmed earlier conclusions based on the review of the Browns Ferry fire 
that additional fire protection measures were required over and above the 
cable separation distances previously accepted by the NRC.24 The Gage-

2JSee, for example, Reg. Guide 1.120, pg. 1.120-12 (1977), and the Fire Protection Handbook, 
Fourteenth Edition, p. 6-37 (1976). 
247 NRC at 420-21 (1978). In reaching this conclusion, the Commission bad before it several 
co=ents from utilities who criticized as unrealistic certain aspects of the test procedures used 
in SAND-77·1424. They contended that the exposure fires used could not be considered 
credible, and that the fire was more severe than could be expected in a nuclear plant These 
co=ents have been available in the NRCs Public Document Room since late 1977. See, for 
example, Response of Co=onwea1th Edison Company of November 23, 1977; letter of 
November 23, 1977 from Consumers Power Company; letter of November 25, 1977 from 
Debevoise and Liberman on behalf of the Duke Power Company; and Co=ents of the 
Connecticut Light and Power Company, the Hartford Electric Company, Western 
Massachusetts Electric Company, Northeast Nuclear Energy Company, and Connecticut 
Yankee Atomic Power Company, November 27,1977. The stafTresponded to these criticisms 
in a December IS, 1977 memorandum from E. Case, Acting Director, Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation, to the Co=ission which is also part of the administrative record on the 
UCS petition and has been readily available in the Public Document Room. 
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Babcock report had been available in the NRC Public Document Room for 
approximately one year before publication of the proposed rule.2.5 

Substantial publicly available information also supports the decision in 
the final rule not to consider fire retardant coatings on electrical cables to 
be an acceptable alternative to satisfying Item III.G. Although staff has 
never treated coatings as fire barriers,26 it has previously accepted coatings 
as an alternative to the physical separation of redundant cables. However, 
beginning in 1977, test results from the Sandia Laboratories showed that 
fire retardant coatings did not protect electrical cables under certain fire 
conditionsP Fire caused coated cables to lose electric integrity (short 
circuit to cable trays) even if the cables did not burn.28 Those test results 
have been broadly disseminated among licensees. Licensees were also 
informed in November 1978, by IE Circular 78-18 that some fire retardant 
coatings are consumed by fire. The Union of Concerned Scientists raised 
that issue in its Petition for Reconsideration of its Petition for Emergency 
and Remedial Action; and the Commission expressed concern over the 
efficacy of fire retardant coatings in its Order of May 27, 1980, penying that 
petition.29 Finally, the staff informed some licensees, including some of 
these movants, of the inadequacy of fire retardant coatings before the 
proposed rule was issued for comment.30 Thus, several years of test results 

2.lMr. M. Bender, a fIre protection expert and member of the Advisory Committee for Reactor 
Safeguards also had the report for at least one year before publication of the proposed rule. 
Transcript of the ACRS meeting of July 9, 1980 at 102. At that meeting. in a discussion with 
representatives of the NRC staff and reactor operators, Mr. Bender also noted that "For some 
reasons or other these kinds of reports which the industry ought to be just as interested in as 
the regulatory staff don't seem to be of any interest to the industry. Why is thatT' 
26See, for example, Memorandum from Moore to Vassallo (June 26, 1979). 
27See, for example, "A Preliminary Report on Fire Protection Research Program Fire 
Retardant Coatings Test" in which it was concluded that although fIre retardant coatings offer 
some measure of fIre protection, there is a wide range in the relative effectiveness of various 
coatings. SAND-78-0518 (1978). 
28SAND-78-1456 (1978). 
29CU-80-21, 11 NRC at 717-18 (1980). 
YJSee, for example, Staff Positions on the Turkey Point Fire Protection Program (April 3, 
1980). The staff states: 

The frre retardant coating used at Turkey Point has also been tested at Sandia 
Laboratories. The Sandia tests subjected coated cables to a larger exposure fIre than 
that used in the licensee tests. The cable tray directly exposed to the fIre in the 
Sandia tests suffered considerable damage and burned for approximately 42 
minutes. Coated cables in a tray 10-% inches above the exposed tray were also 
damaged. Although the cables in the upper tray did not burn, propagation of flames 
to the upper tray would have occurred if a larger exposure frre had been used, if the 
cables had been energized at rated current or if the coating had been applied and 
the cables arranged to simulate more closely a field installation. 

It is therefore concluded that the combination of fIre retardant coating and the 
minimum separation pennitted between redundant divisions of cables at Turkey 
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have created a clear basis for doubting the efficacy of fire retardant 
coatings. The NRC's response to those results has clearly been developing 
in the direction of reduced reliance on fire retardant coatings, and the 
uncertainties regarding fire hazards led the Commission to finally endorse 
the position taken in this rule. Under these circumstances, we find no merit 
in any contention regarding the adequacy of the basis for that part of the 
rule that gives no credit to fire protection retardant coatings as a fire 
barrier. 

This review of the record on the fire protection features in Item III.G.2 
clearly shows that the requirement of a three-hour barrier to protect 
redundant safe shutdown systems has long been accepted as appropriate for 
protection against the potential hazard posed by a fire in a nuclear power 
plant. Moreover, in recognition of the limits imposed by the circumstances 
that the affected plants are already built, the rule provides alternatives for 
achieving the same level of protection as provided by a three-hour barrier 
and also provides licensees an opportunity to seek an exemption if they can 
demonstrate that any required fire protection feature will not enhance fire 
protection safety in the facility or that such modifications may be 
detrimental to overall facility safety. 10 CFR 50.48(c)(6). 

b. m.L. Alternative and Dedicated Shutdown Capability 

Movants also chaIIenge the adequacy of the statement of basis and 
purpose supporting Item III.L which establishes criteria for acceptable 
alternative or dedicated shutdown capability. A review of the development 
of these criteria shows that movants' contentions are without merit. 

As previously discussed with regard to Item IILG, the Fire Hazard 
Analyses conducted by licensees after the Browns Ferry fire showed that 
some plants required alternative or dedicated shutdown systems. Some 
utilities promptly instaIIed such systems. Staffs experience from reviewing 
these systems led it to formulate general guidelines for acceptable or 
dedicated shutdown systems. These guidelines were set out in a document 
entitled "Staff Position - Safe Shutdown Capability." Copies of staffs 

Point is not acceptable fire protection to assure safe shutdown capability. It has 
been shown repeatedly that coated cables directly exposed to a flame (for several 
minutes) will be damaged and will ignite. 

Although flame propagation is retarded by the coating. coated cables will bum and 
add their heat of combustion to the heat input to a compartment in a fire. The lack 
of adequate separation between redundant divisions of safe shutdown cables at 
Turkey Point could result in damage to both divisions from direct flame 
impingement from an exposure frre. 
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position were sent on November 6, 1979 to all power reactor licensees with 
plants licensed to operate prior to January I, 1979. 

Staff's position statement provided that in the event of fire the alternate 
shutdown capability shall be able to achieve and maintain subcritical 
conditions in the reactor, maintain reactor coolant inventory, achieve and 
maintain hot standby conditions (for a Pressurized Water Reactor) or hot 
shutdown (for a Boiling Water Reactor) as dermed in the Technical 
Specifications, achieve cold shutdown within 72 hours and maintain cold 
shutdown conditions thereafter. These criteria were to be satisified under 
post-fire conditions where either off-site power is available or is not 
available for 72 hours. Moreover, during the post-fire shutdown, the reactor 
coolant system process variables shall be maintained within the range 
predicted for a loss of normal alternating current power and fission product 
boundary integrity shall not be affected; i.e. there shall be no damage to 
fuel cladding, rupture of any primary coolant boundary, or rupture of the 
containment boundary. 

Staff's position statement also established performance goals. These 
included provision of: (1) a reactivity control function capable of 
achieving and maintaining cold shutdown reactivity conditions; (2) a 
reactor coolant makeup function capable of maintaining the reactor 
coolant level above the top of the core for a BWR and in the pressurizer in 
a PWR; (3) a reactor heat removal function capable of achieving and 
maintaining decay heat removal; (4) a process monitoring function capable 
of providing direct readings of the process variables necessary to perform 
and control the above functions; and (5) a supporting function capable of 
providing the process cooling, lubrication and other services necessary to 
permit the operation of the equipment used for safe shutdown by the 
systems identified above. In addition, the equipment and systems used to 
achieve and maintain hot standby conditions at a PWR or hot shutdown at 
a BWR should be free of fire damage, capable of maintaining such 
conditions for longer than 72 hours if the equipment required to achieve 
and maintain cold shutdown is unavailable due to fire damage, and capable 
of being powered by an on-site emergency power system. Equipment and 
systems used to maintain cold shutdown conditions should be either free of 
fire damage or reparable within 72 hours; and equipment and systems used 
prior to 72 hours after the fire should be capable of being powered by an 
onsite emergency power system. Equipment and systems used after 72 
hours may be powered by off-site power only. 

Finally, staff's position statement listed the equipment generally required 
for hot shutdown of a BWR, hot standby at a PWR, and cold shutdown at 
both types of reactors. The statement also listed information required for 
staff review including description and design of the alternate or dedicated 
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shutdown systems and a demonstration that wiring for these systems is 
independent of equipment wiring in the fIre area for which the alternate 
shutdown system is required. 

Item III.L of the proposed rule addressed the criteria for an acceptable 
alternate shutdown capability. The proposed requirements were derived 
entirely from the staff's earlier statement of position and essentially just 
reiterated the guidelines and performance goals described above. Thus, 
proposed Item III.L was familiar to all licensees. Moreover, in restating the 
staff's position, the rule clarifIed the requirements for equipment and 
systems used to achieve and maintain hot standby conditions at a PWR or 
hot shutdown at a BWR in the event that fIre disabled the equipment 
needed to achieve and maintain cold shutdown. Instead of requiring this 
equipment to be capable of maintaining these conditions for longer than 72 
hours, the equipment was required to be capable of maintaining such 
conditions until cold shutdown could be achieved. This clarifIcation 
provided consistency with the requirement that equipment needed to attain 
cold shutdown should be reparable within 72 hours. 

Commentors contended that the proposed Item III.L was too detailed 
regarding alternatives to cold shutdown, d!d not provide a basis for 
requiring the attainment of cold shutdown within 72 hours, did not provide 
adequate time for the installation of an alternative or dedicated shutdown 
system, might result in plant modillcations which could be inconsistent with 
other, modillcations which may be required pursuant to the Systematic 
Evaluation Program (SEP),31 and would require substantial expenditures. 

The comments were addressed in the Statement of Consideration 
accompanying the fmal rule. Staff explained that it was appropriate to 
require detailed alternatives to shutdown systems where a single fITe could 
disable systems required to achieve either cold or hot shutdown. Specillca
tion of the minimum capability and time requirements for each shutdown 
condition ensured that safe shutdown would be achieved after a fIre. 
Moreover, staff believes that adequate safety margins would be provided by 
requiring the reparability of cold shutdown equipment within 72 hours.32 

lIThe Systematic Evaluation Program is an NRC review of the design of eleven older operating 
plants licensed before many of the current design features were required. Upon completion of 
this review, stafTmay require licensees to install additional safety equipment at these plants. 
31Similar or shorter time limits have been imposed on the achievement of cold shutdown in the 
event of other accidents. For example, the Standard Technical Specifications for Combustion 
Engineering Pressurized Water Reactors require cold shutdown within 36 hours if a Limiting 
Condition for Operation is not met and corrective actions cannot be taken within 1 hour. 
NUREG-02I2, Revision 2, pp. 3/4 0-1, 4-9, 6-7F. Some deviations from normal operation are 
so serious that an even quicker response is required. For example, cold shutdown within 21 
hours is required if no emergency core cooling system subsystem is operable. Id at 5-7. See 
also, Standardized Technical Specifications for Westinghouse PWRS, NUREG-0452, 3/4 0-1, 
5-11, 6-1A, 7-15, 7-17, 7-19 (1978). 
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Regarding potential conflict with modifications that may be required 
pursuant to the SEP, staff found that the current need to provide adequate 
fire protection was not consistent with deferral of the installation of an 
alternate or dedicated shutdown system pending completiQn of the SEP 
review. In addition, staff believes that licensees can design an alternate or 
dedicated shutdown system which can accommodate anticipated SEP 
requirements. In response to the contention that the proposed rule did not 
provide adequate time to install an alternative or dedicated shutdown 
system, staff modified the rule to provide additional time of up to 30 
months)3 

For the most part, Item III.L of the fmal rule is a slightly edited and 
rearranged version of the corresponding Item III.L in the proposed rule. 
The substantive requirements of this Item are consistent with staffs 
resolution of the comments on the proposed rule. In addition, the fmal 
version of Item III.L contains a specific provision, Item III.L.7, which 
applies the associated circuit concept of proposed Item III.Q to this 
particular fire protection feature. The Statement of Consideration explains 
that this provision was added because most plants currently operating were 
designed before associated cj.rcuits were required to be identified. However, 
unless these circuits are identified and properly treated, an alternative 
shutdown system might not function in the event of fire damage to the 
associated circuits. Therefore, the fmal rule provides that alternate safe 
shutdown equipment for a particular fire area shall be known to be isolated 

Similar Technical Specifications apply to other types of plants. including those operated by th~ 
petitioners. For example. the Technical Specifications for Millstone Nuclear Power Station, 
Unit No. I require cold shutdown within 24 hours if both core spray subsystems are n01 
operational and cannot be repaired in the specified time when irradiated fuel is in the reactOl 
vessel. both containment cooling systems are not operable and cannot be repaired in the 
specified time when irradiated fuel is in the reactor vessel, the automatic pressure release 
subsystem is not operable and cannot be repaired in the specified time when the reactol 
pressure exceeds 90 pounds per square inch, the isolation condenser is not operable and 
cannot be repaired in the specified time when the reactor pressure exceeds 90 pounds pel 
square inch, and both emergency power sources are not operable and cannot be repaired in the 
specified time when irradiated fuel is in the reactor. Appendix A to License No. DPR·21. 3/~ 
5-1 to 5·9 (December 1977). See also Technical Specifications for H.R. Robinson, Unit No. ~ 
which, among other things require cold shutdown within 72 hours if certain deviations froIl 
the normal operation of the Olemical and Volume Control System, Emergency Core Coolin! 
System, Auxiliary Cooling Systems. Air Recirculation Fan Coolers. Containment Spray, Post· 
Accident Containment Venting Systems and Isolation Seal Water System cannot be restore( 
in 24 hours. Appendix A to Facility Operating License DPR·23. 3.2·1 to 3.3-9 (1973). 

Fire damage to plant systems could be as serious as the deviations from operation describe( 
above. Thus, the time specified in the rule to achieve the capability to attain cold shutdown il 
consistent with other license conditions. 
"Staff did not respond to the comments regarding cost because other utilities had instaIlec: 
such systems. 
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from associated non-safety circuits in that fIre area. The rule also provides 
that an acceptable method of compliance would be to meet Regulatory 
Guide 1.75, position 4 which essentially provided that associated circuits 
should be treated as safety circuits. 

Subsequent to publication of the fInal rule, some licensees requested 
further clarification of the associated circuit requirement for an alternative 
shutdown system. On February 20, 1981, the NRC staff provided additional 
guidance in a letter to all power reactor licensees affected by Appendix R. 
The letter defines associated circuits related to an alternative shutdown 
system as circuit whose damage by fire could cause failure or mal-operation 
of the alternative safe shutdown system. This defInition of associated 
circuits includes safety related as well as non-safety cables which are 
associated with the alternative or dedicated method of shutdown, are 
separated from the fire area they are alternate to by less than the 
requirements in Item III.G.2 and have either (I) electrically unprotected 
power source in common with the alternate shutdown equipment; (2) a 
connection to circuits or equipment whose spurious operation will adversely 
affect the shutdown capability; or (3) a common enclosure with alternative 
shutdown cables and which are not electrically protected from the post-fIre 
shutdown circuits. This defInition is different from the guidance referenced 
in the rule in that it includes some safety-related cables as well as non
safety-related cables but excludes cables which are electrically protected 
from shutdown circuits by circuit breakers, fuses, or similar devices. This 
exclusion of certain cables provides licensees additional flexibility in 
satisfying the requirements of the rule. 

c. Ill.O Reactor Coolant Pump Lubrication System 

Movants have also challenged the adequacy of the statement of basis 
and purpose supporting Item III.O of the rule. A review of events leading 
up to promulgation of this aspect of the rule shows there is no merit in 
movants' contentions. 

The lubrication system for reactor coolant pumps has long been 
recognized as the single largest fIre hazard inside the reactor containment. 
Details of fIres caused by leaks or drips of lubricating oil onto nearby hot 
surfaces were described as early as 1977 in a publicly available report.34 

Additional analyses of the fIre hazards associated with the reactor coolant 
pump lubrication system are contained in several Fire Protection Safety 
Evaluation Reports prepared by the ~RC in 1978. Some of these reports 

34"Fire Damage Data Analysis As Related To Current Testing Practice For Nuclear Power 
Application." BNL-NUREG-23364 (October 1977). 
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were prepared for facilities operated by the utilities seeking a stay of this 
rule.3s 

Because the fire hazard associated with the reactor pump lubrication 
system is a generic issue not resolved at all plants, Item P of the proposed 
rule would have required either an oil collection system or an automatic ftre 
suppression system. 45 Fed. Reg. at 36090. Either system was required to be 
designed to withstand a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) to protect nearby 
safety related equipment from fires resulting from earthquake induced oil 
leaks. This seismic qualification requirement was contained in the staffs 
early draft of the proposed rule.36 Shortly after staff prepared that draft, 
some licensees, including some of the present movants, were requested to 
comply with the seismic qualification requirement.31 Thus, several months 
before the proposed rule was published, licensees were aware that seismic 
qualification would be required features which would protect reactors from 
fire hazards associated with the reactor pump lubrication system. And 
before the fmal rule was issued, at least one of these movants committed to 
the installation of a seismically qualified oil collection system.38 

In view of this background, it is not surprising that, for the most part, 
commentors did not challenge the need for a system to protect against ftres 
which could be caused by oil leaking from the reactor cooling pump 
lubrication system. Some commentors noted that the seismic qualification 
requirement for either protection system had not been included in previous 
NRC regulatory guidance documents and contended that compliance with 
the requirement could not be achieved within the time provided by the rule. 
Comments were also provided on technical aspects of the proposed seismic 
design requirements for an oil collection system.39 

"See, for example. the Fire Protection SER for the Haddam Neck Plant, pp. 5-9 and 5-10 
(1978). 
36SECY-80-88 (February 13.1980). 
J7See, for example. letter from D. L. Ziemann to W. G. Council, Vice President, Connecticut 
Yankee Atomic Power Company (February 22. 1980); and Letter from A. Schwencer to R. 
Uhrig regarding Turkey Point, Units 3 and 4 (April 3. 1980). 
3STurkey Point, Units 3 and 4. 
3'7fhe principal technical co=ents were: 

1. An exception should be provided for containments with inerted atmospheres (i.e. 
atmospheres having substantially reduced levels of oxygen); 

2. Because reactor coolant pumps are not necessary for safe shutdown, the seismic 
design of a lubricating oil collection system need only be able to maintain structural 
integrity after an SSE, not operability; and 

3. Although a seismically qualified oil collection system is good in principle. the only 
parts of the system which should be designed are those whose failure could expose 
safety-related equipment to fire. 
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The final rule on this issue is now contained in Item 111.0, which 
requires a seismically qualified system to collect oil spills on leaks from 
reactor recirculation pumps. The bases for this requirement are extensively 
described in the accompanying Statement, which reiterates the well-known, 
publicly available information in the documents discussed above. The 
Statement explains that each reactor coolant pump motor contains up to 
225 gallons of lubricating oil and that oil leaking from some portions of the 
lubricating oil system may come in contact with surfaces hot enough to 
ignite the oil. Such an oil spill could spread outside the coolant pump area 
and result in an unmitigated fire that could damage redundant divisions of 
safety related systems required for safe shutdown. Accordingly, the 
collection system must be capable of collecting lubricating oil from all 
potential leak sites and draining that oil to a vented closed container that 
can hold the entire oil inventory. Moreover, the oil collection system must 
be seismically qualified40 because an earthquake could cause an oil spill by 
damaging fiping for lubricating oil systems. Any previously installed oil 
collection system which was not designed to withstand a design basis event 
must be modified to meet the new seismic qualification criteria. 

In addition, the statement responds to the technical comments on the 
seismic design requirements for the oil collection system. The Statement 
explains that seismic qualification requirements were already implicitly 
contained in General Design Criterion 2 - "Design Bases for Protection 
Against Natural Phenomena," which requires structures, systems, and 
components important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of 
earthquakes without loss of capability to perform their safety functions. 
Regulatory Guide 1.29, "Seismic Design Classification," describes an 
acceptable method for identifying equipment that should be designed to 
withstand a Safe Shutdown Earthquake. That guidance provides for the 
seismic qualification of equipment whose earthquake induced failure could 
reduce the functioning of safe shutdown systems. The reactor coolant pump 
oil collection system is in the category of such equipment because an 
earthquake induced failure in that system could cause a fire which would 
prevent a safety related system from performing its function. Thus, the 

One co=ent was received regarding the alternative of a seismically qualified fire suppression 
system. The co=entor questioned the ability of such a system to function after an SSE if its 
water supply system is not designed to withstand an SSE. 
40Item 111.0 requires the oil collection system to be qua1ifled to a level which assures that it will 
withstand a Safe Shutdown Earthquake. This means that the oil collection system should be 
designed, engineered, and installed, so that an earthquake will not lead to a fire affecting safety 
related equipment. The scope of this requirement was discussed at the Commission's public 
meeting of October 27, 1980. Staff stated that oil collection systems would be required to be 
seismically resistant, but would not be required to satisfy the higher levels of seismic 
qualification applicable to safe shutdown equipment. Transcript of October 27, 1980 at 19. 
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seismic qualification of the reactor coolant pump oil collection system is not 
a departure from previous NRC practice. 

The fmal rule also responds to other comments on the proposed rule. 
The fmal rule now provides an exception for reactors with inerted 
containments, and the implementation schedule has been extended. 

Finally, the alternative of an automatic fIre suppression system was 
deleted from the fInal rule. The Statement of consideration explains this 
change. Staff realized that a suppression system may not prevent unaccept
able fIre damage to safety related systems because: (1) a suppression 
system may not be actuated soon enough after initiation of an oil fIre; and 
(2) as noted by a commentor, the suppression system's water supply is not 
designed to withstand seismic events. Moreover, in the event of seismically 
induced or other system malfunctions in the fIre suppression system, it is 
self-evident that timely action by the fIre brigade would be difficult because 
the reactor coolant pumps are located in a relatively inaccessible area 
within the biological shield which is located inside the containment. This 
location also would prevent a fIre patrol from either fIxing a fIre 
suppression system that failed during operation or periodically inspecting 
the area as is normally required. For these reasons, the alternative of a fIre 
suppression system was deleted from the fmal rule. However, the fmal rule 
provides licensees an opportunity to request an exemption from the 
requirement of an oil collection system:n 

Under these circumstances, the Commission believes that the record 
provides a substantial statement of basis and purpose supporting this aspect 
of the rule. 

2. Agency Choice of Procedure 

It is well-established that an agency's decision to use rulemaking or 
adjudication is in its discretion. E.g., NAACP v. FPC, 425 U.S. 662, 668 
(1976); NLRB v. Bell Aerospace Co., 416 U.S. 267, 294 (1974); SEC v. 
Chenery Corp., 332 U.S. 194,201-03 (1947). Because there is no bright line 
test to assess an agency's exercise of discretion, courts have focused on the 
nature of the decision reached in the proceeding. FI'C v. Brigadier 
Industries Corp., 613 F.2d 1110, 1117 (D.c. Cir. 1979); see, United States v. 
Florida East Coast Railway, 410 U.S. 224, 245 (1973). Rulemaking is usually 
prospective in scope and non-accusatory in form, directed to the implemen
tation of general policy concerns through legal standards. FIC v. Brigadier 

410nly one movant has requested an exemption to be allowed to use a fire suppression system. 
Staff has accepted that exemption request for evaluation and has tolled the compliance date 
for this item pursuant to 10 CFR SO.48(c)(6). 
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Industries Corp., supra, 613 F.2d at 1117. Rulemaking is particularly 
appropriate for the resolution of generic issues. Minnesota v. NRC, 602 F.2d 
412 (D.C. Cir. 1979). Adjudication, on the other hand, is individual in 
impact and often condemnatory in purpose, directed to the determination 
of the legal status of particular persons or practices through the application 
of preexisting legal standards. FTC v. Brigadier Industries Corp., supra. 

In this instance, although the efforts of the Commission regarding flre 
protection may have been triggered by the pendancy of unresolved issues 
involving certain plants, without question the rule addressed only generic 
concerns applicable to all plants, including those for which the staff 
previously accepted different features. Indeed, Items II1.G and 111.0, and 
by implication Item I1I.L, merely seek to establish for all licensees those 
safety measures that some have already instituted voluntarily. But, even if 
these general standards may actually affect only a few, or even one licensee, 
that circumstance does not make the agency's utilization of rulemaking 
improper. See Hercules, Inc. v. EPA, 598 F.2d 91, 118 (D.C. Cir. 1978); 
Southern Terminal Corp. v. EPA, 504 F.2d 646,661 & n.13 (1st Cir. 1974).42 
In any event, these movants are not the only persons affected by various 
aspects of the Fire Protection Rule. The interest in seeing that nuclear 
power plants are protected from the potential destruction that fire can 
cause is a broad one affecting the public as a whole. Accordingly, 
rulemaking was an appropriate mechanism for the Commission to resolve 
flre protection issues. 

Petitioners also challenge rulemaking as improper because of alleged 
material factual disputes regarding the requirements of Appendix R that 
could only be resolved by individual adjudications. However, movants have 
not provided a single, specific instance of a disputed fact in their request for 
a stay. Even if they had provided such examples, this contention is unlikely 
to succeed because it does not recognize that it is within the purview of an 
agency's authority to settle factual issues within the context of a rulemak
ing. Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1,28-29 & n.58 (D.c. Cir.) (en bane), cert. 
denied, 420 U.S. 941 (1976).43 To the extent factual questions relating to 

C2In Hercules, Inc. v. EPA, the District of Columbia Circuit held that even though a rule 
limiting the discharge of toxic substances into waterways might apply to only two 
manufacturers, the use of rulemaking rather than adjudication to achieve that limitation was 
proper. Likewise, the unique effect upon a parking lot of an air pollution control rule 
restricting the number of parking spaces on a regional basis was found not to require an 
adjudicative hearing in Southern Terminal Corp. v. EPA. 
clIn Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, the District of Columbia Circuit recognized that in determining 
whether gasoline lead additives would endanger the public so as to authorize EPA to limit their 
use, the agency possessed the same fact-rmding powers in rulemaking as those of a jury, 
allowing it to draw conclusions from uncertain or even conflicting scientific evidence to form 
the proper basis for the regulation. 
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generic fire protection issues existed, their resolution by means of 
rulemaking undoubtedly was preferable to relitigating such questions in 
individual adjudicatory proceedings. See Minnesota v. NRC, 602 F.2d 412, 
416-17 (D.C. Cir. 1979); Ecology Action v. AEC, 492 F.2d 998, 1002 (2d Cir. 
1974). 

Likewise without substance is the petitioners' claim that Section 189 of 
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and 10 CFR 2.204 require the Commission 
to hold plant-by-plant adjudicative hearings. Movants' arguments are 
incorrect because Section 187 of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U .S.C. § 2237, 
provides for license modifications by rule. Certainly, to the extent that a 
rule is based on "the general characteristics of an industry, rational decision 
is not furthered by requiring the agency to lose itself in an excursion into 
detail that too often obscures fundamental issues rather than clarifies 
them." WBEN, Inc. v. United States, 396 F.2d 601, 618 (D.C. Cir.), cert. 
denied, 393 U.S. 914 (1968); see California Citizens Band Association v. 
United States, 375 F.2d 43, 50-53 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 844 
(1967).44 Thus, reactor license modification by means of notice and 
comment rulemaking is well within the Commission's authority. 

It also is apparent that the NRC did not abuse its discretion by deciding 
to initiate a rulemaking to consider generic fire protection issues despite its 
earlier attempts to promote fire protection by dealing with individual 
licensees. An agency's previous initiation of a case-by-case method of 
resolving a problem cannot be raised as a bar to any later efforts to resolve 
generic issues by rulemaking. Pacific Coast European Conference v. United 
States, 350 F.2d 197,205-06 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 958 (1965); see 
also Siegel v. AEC, 400 F.2d 778 (D.C. Cir. 1968).4s Indeed, in this instance 
it was not the whim of the Commisssion that caused the change in 
procedure. Rather, the more informal method of consultation with 
individual licensees previously used had to be abandoned because of an 
inability to achieve voluntary implementation of the necessary fire 
protection guidelines. 

041n both WBEN, Inc v. United States and California Citizens Band Ass'n v. United States, the 
courts rejected the argument that Section 316 of the Communications Act of 1934, which 
provided for a hearing when the FCC seeks by order to amend a license, was applicable when 
a Commission rule relating to generic issues had the effect of modifying a license. 
4'ln Pacific Coast European Conference v. United States, the Ninth Circuit found that the 
Federal Maritime Commission could abandon its case-by-case consideration of the propriety 
of certain shipping contracts and revert to rulemaking to establish a general regulation. This 
Commission itself has indicated previously that a pending adjudication need not bar 
rulemaking on a contested subject. Citing a pending proposed rule, the Atomic Energy 
Commission in 1967 ordered that the issue of the protection of nuclear plants from enemy 
attack not be considered in an ongoing adjudication. The flnal rule excluding that question 
from licensing proceedings was upheld by the District of Columbia Circuit in Siegel v. AEC. 
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3. Backfit and Retroactivity 

Turning next to the questions of supposed backfitting and retroactivity 
under the fire protection rule, it is apparent that movants' assertions 
regarding the applicability of lO CFR § 50.109(a) and the agency's 
purported failure to comply with the regulations' requirement that the 
Commission find that a proposal "backfit" will provide "substantial, 
additional protection which is required for the public health and safety" are 
without merit. First, their contention must fail because it does not account 
for the language of subsection (b) of Section 50.109, which provides that 
"[n]othing in this Section shall be deemed to relieve a holder of a .. .license 
from compliance with the rules, regulations, or orders of the Commission." 
A rule that requires a licensee to take some action to modify an existing 
facility after 'issuance of a construction permit does not require any 
Commission consideration under Section 50.109(a). Moreover, even if 
Section 50. I 09 (a) did apply, it is evident that the Commission has complied 
with the rule's requirement that the agency find a plant design change will 
provide additional protection that is required for the public health and 
safety. Section 50.lO9 is directed at ensuring that plant modifications will be 
carefully appraised before being imposed; certainly, the Commission's 
clarification of the proposed rule to require the uniform application of only 
three of its twenty items is a reflection of such careful concem.46 Further, 
the importance of Item III.G, associated Item m.L, and Item 111.0 as fire 
protection measures providing added protection to the public health and 
safety is made clear by the explanation accompanying the rule. The former 
two are designed to ensure that a safe reactor shutdown can always be 
achieved and maintained in the event of a fire, 45 Fed. Reg. at 76605, while 
the latter is aimed at preventing several large, smoky oil fires in the 
containment area, which would not be readily accessible because of the 
high radiation levels and could cause the breakdown of safety-related 
equipment, id. at 76608-09. Based as they are on the Commission's 
"increased knowledge and experience developed on fire protection matters 
over the last several years," id. at 76603, the imposition of these 
requirements upon all licensees supported by an expressed rationale is more 
than sufficient to satisfy Section 50.109(a). 

So too, the question of whether the Commission has required impermissi
ble retroactive modifications through its rulemaking is one which is without 
substance. To whatever extent the Commission's rulemaking efforts may be 

46Besides Items I1I.G and 111.0, all licensees will be required to comply with Item I1IJ, 
relating to eight-hour emergency lighting. regardless of any efforts already undertaken to 
follow the guidance of Appendix A concerning such lighting. The petitioners do not challenge 
the Item I1IJ requirements. 
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considered retroactive, it is apparent that in this instance the regulations are 
fully in accord with the recognized standard fo~ denoting a proper 
retroactive rule: one that is reasonable under the circumstances. See 
California v. Simon, 504 F.2d 430, 438-39 (femp. Emer. Ct. App.), cert. 
denied, 419 U.S. 1021 (1974); 2 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 
7:23, at 109 (2d ed. 1978). In determining whether a retroactive rule is 
reasonable, the relevant factors include the rule's degree of retroactivity as 
measured by whether it is an abrupt departure from established practice or 
an attempt to resolve unsettled questions, the complaining party's reliance 
upon the agency's former policies, the burden imposed by the retroactive 
rule, and the need for administrative flexibility in light of changing 
circumstances. See, e.g., New York Telephone Co. v. FCC, 631 F.2d 1059, 
1068 (2d Cir. 1980);- Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co. v. FERC, 606 F.2d 1094, 
1116 n.77 (D.C. Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 445 u.S. 920 (1980). 

Movants object to the requirements in Item III.G to the extent they go 
beyond fire protection modifications previously approved by the NRC 
staff. The Commission, on the basis of public discussions with the staff, 
determined protection of the public health and safety would require 
implementation of Item III.G at all plants to ensure a uniform level of 
safety. In view of the continuing growth of knowledge regarding fire safety, 
licensees cannot reasonably expect that staff's acceptance of certain fire 
protection features will forever bar the imposition of additional features 
when the facts show them to be required to protect against fire. Futher, with 
regard to Item 111.0, there is no specific showing by any movant regarding 
either reliance on a former staff position or the burden of compliance. 

In addition, the other factors in the balance strongly support the 
reasonableness of the rule's purported retroactive effects. The degree of 
retroactivity of the rule is not substantial. The rule is the culmination of an 
ongoing administrative process and, as such, is intended to resolve a few 
remaining generic fire protection issues. Moreover, the rule is consistent 
with the recognized need for administrative flexibility in the regulation of 
nuclear plants. Under Section I 86(a) of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. § 
2236, the NRC has the authority to apply new standards to already licensed 
plants, consistent with evolving concepts of what measures are necessary to 
protect the public health and safety. 

Congress, when it enacted Section l86(a) in 1954, must have envi
sioned that licensing standards, especially in the areas of health and 
safety regulations, would vary over time as more was learned about the 
hazards of generating nuclear energy. Insofar as those standards 
become more demanding, Congress surely would have wanted the new 
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standards, if the Commission deemed it appropriate, to apply to those 
nuclear facilities already licensed. 

Ft. Pierce Utilities Authority v. United States, 606 F.2d 986, 996 (D.C. Cir.) 
(footnote omitted), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 842 (1979); see also General 
Telephone"Co. v. United States, 449 F.2d 846,863-64 (5th Cir. 1971). Under 
the circumstances, and in light of the rule's expressed purpose of protecting 
the public health and safety by ensuring that licensees take all prudent 
measures to prevent fires and are equipped adequately to fight any fire that 
may start while still maintaining control over reactor processes, we are 
unconvinced that movants can succeed in showing that most of the 
requirements in Items III.G, III.L, and 111.0 violate the precept against 
unreasonable retroactive rulemaking. 

B. Irreparable Injury 

Movants contend they will be substantially and irreparably harmed 
because they will be required to make substantial investment in these fire 
protection features required by Items III.G and III.L which they believe 
unwarranted. In particular, on the basis of their interpretation of the term 
"associated circuits" and their belief that the Commission will strictly 
adhere to the separation criteria in Section III.G, movants contend the rule 
otTers them no alternative but to install a dedicated shutdown system.41 

Movants' claims are without merit. Item III.G of the final rule provides 
three alternative rtre protection features which do not require analysis to 
demonstrate the protection of redundant safe shutdown equipment and 
establishes the acceptable distance in the physical separation distance at 
twenty feet instead of the fifty feet in the proposed rule.48 Moreover, the 
rule now also provides an exemption procedure which can be initiated by a 
licensee's assertion that any required fire protection feature will not 
enhance safety in the facility or that such modillcations may be detrimental 
to overall facility safety. 10 CFR 50.48(c)(6). If the Director, Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation determines that a licensee has made a prima facie 
showing of a sound technical basis for such an assertion, then the 
implementation dates of the rule are tolled until final Commission action on 
the exemption request. We understand that movants have ftled such 
exemption requests with the staff. Under these circumstances, the Commis-

·TWe also note that because the definition of associated circuits has been clarified there is no 
longer any need to consider a claim based on movants' definition. 
"'We also note that even this reduced twenty-foot separation criterion will not be applied 
rigidly. See Transcript of Commission Meeting of October 21, 1980 at 17-18; Transcript of 
Commission Meeting of October 27, 1980 at 20-2. 
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sion cannot now conclude that movants' only method of compliance with 
this rule would be the installation of an alternate or dedicated shutdown 
system. Moreover, even if an alternate or dedicated shutdown system is 
ultimately required, movants have not provided details of cost estimates 
which can be reviewed and corrroborated by the statT. Thus, the 
Commission finds that movants have not satisfied their burden of 
demonstr~ting irreparable injury if they are required to comply with Items 
III.G and III.L. 

Finally, petitioners' request for a stay of Item III.O does not present any 
reasons why this item will "result in irreparable injury. The bald request for a 
stay of this item provided the Commision with no basis for a reasoned 
analysis of this request. Thus, it fails totally to meet petitioners' burden of 
persuasion in this regard. Moreover, as noted above, petitioners who believe 
that Item 111.0 will cause irreparable injury have pursued the exemption 
procedure in 10 CFR 50.48(c)(6). Until that procedure is concluded, it 
would be premature for the Commission to grant a stay of this item. 

C. "ann To Others And The Public Interest 

In addition to the above considerations supporting the merits of the rule, 
the Commission finds unpersuasive movants' other arguments for a stay. As 
the movants themselves state, the appropriate inquiry is whether a stay 
would serve the public interest. The Commission believes it would not. 

Since the Browns Ferry fire of 1975, the Commission and its licensees 
have been involved in the development of an adequate fire protection 
program at each facility. During that time, an evolving program of fire 
protection has led to the installation of many fire protection features. 
However, not all facilities have implemented all the fire protection features 
which the NRC believes are warranted on the basis of extensive fire hazard 
analysis. Thus, in order to complete the fire protection program which the 
Commission believes is necessary to protect the public health and safety, a 
rule has been promulgated specifying acceptable ways of satisfying certain 
unresolved generic fire safety requirements. The Commission believes that 
the extensive review of safety at nuclear power plants demonstrates that all 
aspects of the rule are necessary to assure public health and safety, and 
does not believe that a stay of Items III.G, III.L, and 111.0 is consistent 
with that goal. 

For all the above reasons, the motion to stay Items III.G, III.L, and 
111.0 of this rule is denied. 
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It is so ORDERED. 
The separate views of Commissioner Aheame and concurring opinion of 

Commissioner Bradford are attached: 

Dated at Washington, D.C. 
this 12th day of June, 1981 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL J. CHILK 
Secretary of the Commission 

"[The separate views of Commissioner Aheame and Concurring opinion of Commissioner 
Bradford can be found after the enclosures to the Commission Order, starting on page 827.] 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 

June 20, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Raymond F. Fraley, ACRS 

FROM: Guy A. Arlotto, Director, ES, SD 

Enclosure " 

SUBJECf: PROPOSED DRAFf 2, REVISION 1 OF 
REGULATORY GUIDE 1.I20, "FIRE PROTECTION 
GUIDELINES FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS" 

Enclosed for the use of the Regulatory Activities Subcommittee and the 
Fire Protection Subcommittee are ten copies of Draft 2 of the proposed 
revision of Regulatory Guide 1.120, "Fire Protection Guidelines for 
Nuclear Power Plants," dated June 17, 1977. 

This guide was considered by the Regulatory Guide Subcommittee in 
closed session in June 1976. The subcommittee withheld comment at that 
time, and the guide was issued for public comment,in June 1976. The ACRS 
Fire Protection Work Group held two open meetings on the guide in July 
and August 1976. An additional open meeting was held with the ACRS Fire 
Protection Work Group on May 4, 1977, and additional public comments 
were solicited at that time. 

Subsequent to the April distribution of Draft 1, Rev. 1 to Regulatory Guide 
1.120 the staff has received 19 letters commenting on the Guide. These 
comment letters, representing 12 different 'sources, can be categorized in 
three groups; a) procedural comments directed at the guide issuance, b) 
general comments addressing the staff philosophy on fire barriers, the use 
of water and the fire hazards analysis and c) recommendations for specific 
changes to the guide. 

A review of all the comments received to date has resulted in a few minor 
changes which have been addressed in the Resolution of Public Comments. 
It should be noted that an overwhelming majority of the comments received 
duplicated comments previously received and considered by the staff in the 
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development of Rev. 1 of the Regulatory Guide. The fundamental staff 
philosophy regarding fire protection of nuclear power plants remains 
unchanged. 

This draft of the guide also reflects a number of changes made by our 
technical editing staff. These changes, since they do not affect the staff 
position, are not discussed. Comparative text is based on Revision 0 issued 
June 30, 1976. The revised guide has been reviewed by all the relevant 
offices and divisions within NRC. 

Also enclosed are ten copies of the public comment letters and a discussion 
of the resolution of public comments. 

ACRS concurrence in the regulatory position is requested. 

Guy A. Arlotto, Director 
Division of Engineering Standards 
Office of Standards Development 

Enclosures: . .. 
1. R.G. 1.120, Rev. 1, Draft 2, 'June 17, 1977 
2. Statement of Resolution of Public Comments on R.G. 1.120 
3. Ltrs. of Public Comment on R.G. 1.120 
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Resolution of Public Comments Received on Draft 1, Revision 1 to R. 
G. 1.120, "Fire Protection Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plants" 
(Received Prior to June 1, 1977) 

As evidenced by the letters of comment there appear to be five general 
areas that received frequent comment and warrant discussion or clarifica
tion. 

1. Scope ofR. G. 1.120 

The scope of R. G. 1.120 encompaSses all safety-related structures, systems 
and components and all plant areas that either contain or could present a 
fire exposure hazard to safety-related structures, systems and components. 
It is the protection of all the safety-related aspects of the power plant that 
provides the necessary defense-in-depth capability to achieve and maintain 
safe (cold) shutdown and to minimize releases of radioactivity to the 
environment. 

2. Use of Water to Fight Fires 

The position taken by a number of commenters is that the staff has over
emphasized the use of water in general and particularly the use of 
automatic water suppression systems to combat fires. This comment was 
made before, on Revision 0 of the guide, and was carefully considered by 
the staff and its consultants in the development of Revision 1. As a result, 
Revision I of the guide is significantly different than the previous revision 
in this area. Safety-related cable trays in most cases can now be protected 
by automatic water suppression systems providing area protection rather 
than protection directed at each cable tray as previously recommended in 
Revision O. In some situations (as detailed in the guide) manual protection; 
i.e., hose and standpipe systems will suffice. Furthermore, in the 18 plant 
areas listed in Section C.6 of the Reg. Guide, an automatic water 
suppression system is specifically recommended in only one area; namely 
the cable spreading room. The staff has carefully weighed the advantages 
and disadvantages of water as a fire suppression agent and has concluded 
that a proper balance has been achieved and no further changes are 
required. 

3. Three Hour Rated Fire Barriers 

Many commenters are of the opinion that the ratings of fire barriers 
separating redundant safety-divisions and fire barriers separating safety
related structures, systems and components from non-safety-related fire 
hazards should be determined by a fire hazards analysis rather than using a 
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fIxed three hour fIre rating as recommended in the Regulatory Guide. This 
comment is not new and has been considered in the development of 
Revision 1. The staff position remains unchanged and is based on the 
following: 

1. A precise quantitative relationship between the combustibles in a 
given fIre area and the rating of a fIre barrier sufficient to allow the 
consumption of all combustibles in the area without breaching the 
barrier does not exist. 

2. The three hour barrier rating gives the plant fIre brigade an extra 
margin of time in which to combat a fIre. This is particularly 
important considering the remote location of nuclear plants and the 
potential time delay in the arrival of additional fIre fIghting capability 
in the unlikely event that such backup to the plant fIre brigade is 
needed. 

3. A three hour rated fIre barrier is the minimum rated fIre barrier that 
is constructed entirely of non-combustible material. 

4. Three hour rated barriers, in industrial usage, are not uncommon in 
the protection of "high value risks." In some commercial applications 
four hour rated fIre barriers are constructed to defIne the "maximum 
foreseeable loss." 

s. Three hour barriers provide some conservatism to compensate for the 
uncertainties introduced by unforeseen transient combustibles over 
the forty year operating life of the plant. 

4. Reliance on Cable Qualified to IEEE-383 

Cable qualifIed to the fIre test in IEEE-383 is still thought of by many 
commenters as being sufficiently fIre retardant to require little if any fIre 
protection. The staff regards the IEEE-383 fIre test as strictly a screening 
test, i.e., the test will eliminate the notably poor perfonning cable 
insulation, but passing the test is not in itself a necessary and sufficient 
condition for fIre retardancy. Two very important variables which are 
standardized in the test are cable tray fIll and cable spacing. Passage of the 
383 test is only indicative of fire retardancy in the standardized test 
configuration. It is not possible to extrapolate these test results to other cable 
loading confIgurations. The staff recommends, as a minimum, the use of 
cable qualifIed to IEEE-383 but, in recognition of the above, additional fIre 
protection is also recommended. The staff position remains unchanged. 
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5. Fire Hazards Analysis 

A strongly voiced concern by a number of commenters, is that the Reg. 
Guide is overly specific and that all riTe protection should be based solely 
on the fire hazards analysis. In addition, many feel that the riTe hazards 
analysis has no other purpose but to verify the specific recommendations 
given in the guide. The balance between general guidelines and specific 
guidelines is a difficult one to achieve in any standards document. Should 
the scale swing too much to either side, the result would be either a 
document that is so general that it becomes useless or so specific that it 
restricts the creativity of the plant designer. The staff has given specific 
guidance in areas where we felt specific guidance was needed; however, in 
many of the eighteen areas detailed in Section c.6 of the guide the choice of 
the suppression agent is left to the designer and will be determined by a 
hazards analysis. The choice of detector type and specific location as well as 
the ratings of riTe barriers that may be necessary within a given safety 
division will all be determined by the riTe hazards analysis. The riTe hazards 
analysis will be the principal design document determining the riTe 
protection in a large portion of the plant.The staff believes that a reasonable 
balance between specificity and generality has been achieved in the guide. 
This belief is supported by the fact that comments on both sides of this 
argument have been received. 

Changes Resulting From Public Comment 

Page 5 - Dol 

1. Added "Cable" to heading of Section 2 (IEEE) 

2. Added "vital" in place of "paramount" (GE) 

Page 22 - C.4.a(l)(a) 

1. Added "in non-safety-related areas" (GE, PSE&G, IEEE, s&L). Qarifi
cation made to avoid the interpretation by some that equipment needed 
to be separated from itself by 3-br rated riTe barriers. 

Page 25-C.4.a(9) 

1. Guidance added regarding SlZlDg of gas suppression systems to 
compensate for leakage through floor drains as an alternative to 
providing drain seals. (IEEE) 
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Page 26 - C.4.b(3) 

1. Changed "highest" to "high" and "lowest" to "low". (IEEE). 

Page 27 

1. C.4.c(1) The guidance regarding electrical conduit has been revised, 
providing additional design alternatives. The previous recommendation 
in the guide was directed to the use of only rigid steel tubing as electrical 
conduit. This guidance has been broadened to include the use of any 
metallic tubing except for thin walled metallic tubing. Guidance has also 
been provided for the use of flexible conduit to connect to equipment. 
(Bechtel, GE, Yankee Atomic, IEEE). 

Metallic conduit, although not considered a rated flre barrier, does 
provide a degree of protection for electrical cables from the effects of 
exposure flres and electrically initiated cable flres. Experience has 
shown that thin walled metallic tubing provides signiflcantly less 
protection for the cables, particularly when considering the exposure 
flre, than other types of metallic conduit. 

2. C.4.c(2) Line 2 added "in non-safety-related areas". 

3. C.4.c(2) The previous recommendation for smoke detectors in all areas 
through which safety-related cables pass has been revised. Area smoke 
detectors are now recommended as back-up to the continuous-line
detectors only when manual suppression is relied upon to protect cable 
tray conflgurations of six or less as detailed in the guide. (Yankee 
Atomic) 

Mter additional discussion it was decided that the recommendation for 
area smoke detectors in all areas containing safety-related cables was 
excessive when automatic water suppression systems and line-type
detectors are provided and redundant cable divisions are separated by 
barriers having three hour ratings. The recommendation for continuous 
line-type-detectors has been retained since these detectors will provide 
the quickest indication of a flre. 

Page 29 C.4.c(3) 

1. The last sentence was changed to correct an interpretation, made by 
some, that fire testing was required after the penetration seals were 
installed in the plant. (Yankee Atomic, IEEE) 
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Page 34 C.5.b(3)(b) 

1. Added "Class IE" (Yankee Atomic, Sargent & Lundy, IEEE) 

Any electrical equipment that is "permanently" connected to the Class 
IE electrical system must be Seismic Category I and Class IE. 

Page 47 C.6.f 

1. Additional clarification has been provided regarding the separation of 
"Remote Safety-Related-Panels". Separation of redundant safety
related panels by 3 hour rated barriers is recommended. (CE) 

This guidance is consistent with that given in Section C.4a(I)(b) and 
does not represent a change in stafTposition. 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 

February 20, 1981 

TO ALL POWER REACfOR LICENSEES 
WITH PLANTS LICENSED PRIOR TO JANUARY 1, 1979 

SUBJECf: FIRE PROTECfION RULE 
(45 FR 76602, NOVEMBER 19, 1980) 
- Generic Letter 81-12 

Enclosure B 

Paragraph 50.48(b) of 10 CFR Part 50, which became effective on February 
17, 1981, requires all nuclear plants licensed to operate prior to January 1, 
1979 to meet the requirements of Sections III.G, IIIJ and 111.0 of 
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 regardless of any previous approvals by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRq for alternative design features for 
those items. This would require each licensee to reassess all those areas of 
the plant " ... where cables or equipment, including associated non-safety 
circuits, that could prevent operation or cause maloperation due to hot 
shorts, open circuits or shorts to ground or (sic) redundant trains of systems 
necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown conditions are located 
within the same fire area outside of primary containment ... ". to determine 
whether the requirements of Section III.G.2 of Appendix R are satisfied. If 
not, the licensee must provide alternative shutdown capability in confor
mance with Section III.G.3 or request an exemption if there is some 
justifiable basis. 

Paragraph 50.48(c)(5) requires that any modifications that the licensee 
?lans in order to meet the requirements of Section III.G.3 of Appendix R 
lIlust be reviewed and approved by the NRC. This paragraph also requires 
that the plans, schedules and design descriptions of such modifications 
lIlust be submitted by March 19, 1981. To expedite our review process and 

'Quoted from Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part SO. Note that th.e "or" preceding 
'redundant trains" is a typographical error and should read "of redundant trams". 
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reduce the number ofrequests for additional information with regard to thi! 
review, we are enclosing two documents which specify the information thal 
we will require to complete our reviews of alternative Sale shutdoWIl 
capability. Enclosure 1 is "Staff Position Safe Shutdown Capability". ThiJ 
document was originally sent to you in late 1979. Section 8 specifies the 
information required for staff review. If you have already submitted any oj 
the information required, you need only reference that previous submittal, 
Enclosure 2 indicates the additional information needed to ensure thal 
associated circuits for alternative safe shutdown equipment is included in 
your reassessment and in our review. If you made no modifications thal 
were required to provide alternative safe shutdown capability and if yow 
reassessment concludes that alternative safe shutdown capability in 
accordance with the provisions of Section III.G.3 is not necessary, you do 
not have to provide the information requested by these Enclosures. 

Finally, we request that as part of your submittal of plans and schedules fOJ 
meeting the provisions of Paragraphs (c)(2), (c)(3) and (c)(4) of 10 CFR 
50.48 as required by Paragraph 50.48(c)(5), you include the results of yow 
reassessment of the design features at your plant for meeting the 
requirements of Sections III.G, IIIJ and III.O of Appendix R to 10 CFR 
Part 50. 

This detailed information need not accompany the design desCription that musl 

be submitted by March 19,1981. However, we request that it be submitted as 
soon as possible, but no later than May 19, 1981. 

This request for information was approved by GAO under a blanket 
clearance number ROO71 which expires September 30, 1981. Comments on 
burden and duplication may be directed to the U. S. General Accounting 
Office, Regulatory Reports Review, Room 5106, 441 G Street, N. W., 
Washington, D. C. 20548. 

Enclosures: 
1. Staff Position 

Sincerely, 

Darrell G. Eisenhut, Director 
Division of Licensing 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

2. Request for Additional Information 
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Enclosure 1 

STAFF POSmON 
SAFE SHUIDOWN CAPABILITY 

StatT Concern 

During the stafrs evaluation of fire protection programs at operating 
plants, one or more specific plant areas may be identified in which the staff 
does not have adequate assurance that a postulated flre will not damage 
both redundant divisions of shutdown systems. This lack of assurance in 
safe shutdown capability has resulted from one or both of the following 
situations: 

• Case A: The licensee has not adequately identified the systems and 
components required for safe shutdown and their location in 
specific fire areas. 

• Case B: The licensee has not demonstrated that the flre protection for 
speciflc plant areas will prevent damage to both redundant 
divisions of safe shutdown components identified in these areas. 

For Case A, the staff has required that an adequate safe shutdown analysis 
be performed. This evaluation includes the identification of the systems 
required for safe shutdown and the location of the system components in 
the plant. Where it is determined by this evaluation that safe shutdown 
components of both redundant divisions are located in the same fire area, 
the licensee is required to demonstrate that a postulated fire will not dam
age both divisions or provide alternate shutdown capability as in Case B. 

For Case B, the staff may have required that an alternate shutdown 
capability be provided with is independent of the area of concern or the 
licensee may have proposed such a capability in lieu of certain additional 
fire protection modifications in the area. The specific modifications 
associated with the area of concern along with other systems and 
equipment already independent of the area form the alternate shutdown 
capability. For each plant, the modifications needed and the combinations 
of systems which provide the shutdown functions may be unique for each 
critical area; however, the shutdown functions provided should maintain 
plant parameters within the bounds of the limiting safety consequences 
deemed acceptable for the design basis event. 
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Staff Position 

Staff shutdown capability should be demonstrated (Case A) or alternate 
shutdown capability provided (Case B) in accordance with the guidelines 
provided below: 

1. Design Basis Event 

The design basis event for considering the need for alternate shutdown 
is a postulated fire in a specific fire area containing redundant safe 
shutdown cables/equipment in close proximity where it has been 
determined that fire protection means cannot assure that safe shut
down capability will be preserved. Two cases should be considered: (I) 
ofTsite power is available; and (2) ofTsite power is not available. 

2. Limiting Safety Consequencess and Required Shutdown Functiom 

2.1 No fission product boundary integrity shall be affected: 

a. No fuel clad damage; 
b. No rupture of any primary coolant boundary; 
c. No rupture of the containment boundary. 

2.2 The reactor coolant system process variables shall be within those 
predicted for a loss of normal ac power. 

2.3 The alternate shutdown capability shall be able to achieve and 
maintain subcritical conditions in the reactor, maintain reactor 
coolant inventory, acheive and maintain hot standby" conditions 
(hot shutdown" for a BWR) for an extended period of time, achieve 
cold shutdown" conditions within 72 hours and maintain cold 
shutdown conditions thereafter. 

• As defined in the Standard Technical Specifications. 

3. Perfonnance Goals 
3.1 The reactivity control function shall be capable of achieving and 

maintaining cold shutdown reactivity conditions. 

3.2 The reactor coolant makeup function shall be capable of maintain
ing the reactor coolant level above the top of the core for BWR's 
and in the pressurizer for PWR's. 

3.3 The reactor heat removal function shall be capable of achieving and 
maintaining decay heat removal. 
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3.4 The process monitoring function shall be capable of providing direct 
readings of the process variables necessary to perform and control 
the above functions. 

3.5 The supporting function shall be capable of providing the process 
cooling, lubrication, etc. necessary to permit the operation of the 
equipment used for safe shutdown by the systems identified in 3.1 -
3.4. 

3.6 The equipment and systems used to achieve and maintain hot 
standby conditions (hot shutdown for a BWR) should be (1) free of 
flre damage; (2) capable of maintaining such conditions for an 
extended time period longer than 72 hours if the equipment required 
to achieve and maintain cold shutdown is not available due to flre 
damage; and (3) capable of being powered by an onsite emergency 
power system. 

3.7 The equipment and systems used to achieve and maintain cold 
shutdown conditions should be either free of flre damage or the flre 
damage to such systems should be limited such that repairs can be 
made and cold shutdown conditions achieved within 72 hours. 
quipment and systems used prior to 72 hours after the flre should 
be capable of being powered by an onsite emergency power system; 
those used after 72 hours may be powered by offsite power. 

3.8 These systems need not be designed to (I) seismic category I 
criteria; (2) single failure criteria; or (3) cope with other plant 
accidents such as pipe breaks or stuck valves (Appendix A BTP 9.5-
1), except those portions of these systems which interface with or 
impact existing safety systems. 

4. PWR Equipment Generally Necessary For Hot Standby 

(1) Reactivity Control 
Reactor trip capability (scram). Boration capability e.g., charging 
pump, makeup pump or high pressure injection pump taking suction 
from concentrated borated water supplies, and letdown system if 
required. 

(2) Reactor Coolant Makeup 
Reactor coolant makeup capability, e.g., charging pumps or the high 
pressure injection pumps. Power operated relief valves may be 
required to reduce pressure to allow use of the high pressure injection 
pumps. 
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(3) Reactor Coolant System Pressure Control 
Reactor pressure control capability, e.g., charging pumps or pressur
izer heaters and use of the letdown systems ifrequired 

(4) Decay Heat Removal 
Decay heat removal capability, e.g., power operated relief valves 
(steam generator) or safety relief valves for heat removal with a water 
supply and emergency or auxiliary feedwater pumps for makeup to 
the steam generator. Service water or other pumps may be required 
to provide water for auxiliary feed pump suction if the condensate 
storage tank capacity is not adequate for 72 hours. 

(5) Process Monitoring Instrumentation 
Process monitoring capability e.g., pressurizer pressure and level, 
steam generator level. 

(6) Support 
The equipment required to support operation of the above described 
shutdown equipment e.g., component cooling water service water, 
etc. and onsite power sources (AC, DC) with their associated 
electrical distribution system. 

5. PWR Equipment Generally Necessary For Cold Shutdown" 

(l) Reactor Coolant System Pressure Reduction to Residual Heat 
Removal System (RHR) Capability 
Reactor coolant system pressure reduction by cooldown using steam 
generator power operated relief valves or atmospheric dump valves. 

(2) Decay Heat Removal 
Decay heat removal capability e.g., residual heat removal system, 
component cooling water system and service water system to 
removal heat and maintain cold shutdown. 

(3) Support 
Support capability e.g., onsite power sources (AC & DC) or offsite 
after 72 hours and the associated electrical distribution system to 
supply the above equipment. 

" Equipment necessary in addition to that already provided to 
maintain hot standby. 

6. BWR Equipment Generally Necessary For Hot Shutdown 

(1) Reactivity Control 
Reactor trip capability (scram). 
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(2) Reactor Coolant Makeup 
Reactor coolant inventory makeup capability e.g., reactor core 
isolation cooling system (RCIC) or the high pressure coolant 
injection system (HPCI). 

(3) Reactor Pressure Control and Decay Heat Removal 
Depressurization system valves or safety relief valves for dump to the 
suppression pool. The residual heat removal system in steam 
condensing mode, and service water system may also be used for 
heat removal to the ultimate heat sink. 

(4) Suppression Pool Cooling 
Residual heat removal system (in suppression pool cooling mode) 
service water system to maintain hot shutdown. 

(5) Process Monitoring 
Process monitoring capability e.g., reactor vessel level and pressure 
and suppression pool temperature. 

(6) Support 
Support capability e.g., onsite power source (AC & DC) and their 
associated distribution systems to provide for the shutdown equip
ment. 

7. BWR Equipment Generally Necessary For Cold Shutdown" 
At this point the equipment necessary for hot shutdown has reduced 
the primary system pressure and temperature to where the RHR 
system may be placed in service in RHR cooling mode. 

(I) Decay Heat Removal 
Residual heat removal system in the RHR cooling mode, service 
water system. 

(2) Support 
Onsite sources (AC & DC) or offsite after 72 hours and their 
associated distribution systems to provide for shutdown equipment. 

• Equipment provided in addition to that for 
achieving hot shutdown. 

8. Information Required For Staff Review 

(a) Description of the systems or portions thereof used to provide the 
shutdown capability and modifications required to achieve the 
alternate shutdown capability if required. 

(b) System design by drawings which show normal and alternate 
shutdown control and power circuits, location of components, and 
that wiring which is in the area and the wiring which is out of the 
area that required the alternate system. 
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(c) Demonstrate that changes to safety systems will not degrade safety 
systems. (e.g., new isolation switches and control switches should 
meet design criteria and standards in FSAR for electrical equipment 
in the system that the switch is to be installed; cabinets that the 
switches are to be mounted in should also meet the same criteria 
(FSAR) as other safety related cabinets and panels; to avoid 
inadvertent isolation from the control room; the isolation switches 
should be keylocked, or alarmed in the control room if in the "local" 
or "isolated" position; periodic checks should be made to verify 
switch is in the proper position for normal operation; and a single 
transfer switch or other new device should not be a source for a 
single failure to cause loss of redundant safety systems). 

(d) Demonstrate that wiring, including power sources for the control 
circuit and equipment operation for the alternate shutdown method, 
is independent of equipment wiring in the area to be avoided. 

(e) Demonstrate that alternate shutdown power sources, including all 
breakers, have isolation devices on control circuits that are routed, 
through the area to be avoided, even if the breaker is to be operated 
manually. 

(f) Demonstrate that licensee procedure(s) have been developed which 
describe the tasks to be performed to effect the shutdown method. A 
summary of these procedures should be submitted. 

(g) Demonstrate that spare fuses are available for control circuits where 
these fuses may be required in supplying power to control circuits 
used for the shutdown method and may be blown by the effects Ilf a 
cable spreading room fire. The spare fuses should be located 
convenient to the existing fuses. The shutdown procedure should 
inform the operator to check these fuses. 

(h) Demonstrate that the manpower required to perform the shutdown 
functions using the procedures of (f) as well as to provide fire 
brigade members to fight the fire is available as required by the fire 
brigade technical specifications. 

(i) Demonstrate that adequate acceptance tests are performed. These 
should verify that: equipment operates from the local control 
station when the transfer or isolation switch is placed in the "local" 
position and that the equipment cannot be operated from the control 
room; and that equipment operates from the control room but 
cannot be operated at the local control station when the transfer or 
isolation switch is in the "remote" position. 

(j) Technical Specifications of the surveillance requirements and limit
ing conditions for operation for that equipment not already covered 
by existing Tech. Specs. For example, if new isolation and control 
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switches are added to a service water system, the existing Tech. Spec. 
surveillance requirements on the service water system should add a 
statement similar to the following: 
"Every third pump test should also verify that the pump starts from 
the alternate shutdown station after moving all service water system 
isolation switches to the local control position." 

(k) Demonstrate that the systems available are adequate to perform the 
necessary shutdown functions. The functions required should be 
based on previous analyses, if possible (e.g., in the FSAR), such as a 
loss of normal a.c. power or shutdown on a Group I isolation 
(BWR). The equipment required for the alternate capability should 
be the same or equivalent to that relied on in the above analysis. 

(1) Demonstrate that repair procedures for cold shutdown systems are 
developed and material for repairs is maintained on site. 
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Enclosure 2 

REQUEST FOR ADDmONAL INFORMATION 

1. Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 requires cabling for or 
associated with redundant safe shutdown systems necessary to achieve 
and maintain hot shutdown conditions be separated by fIre barriers 
having a three-hour fire rating or equivalent protection (See Section 
III.G.2 of Appendix R). Therefore, if option III.G.3 is chosen for the 
protection of shutdown capability, cabling required for or associated 
with the alternative method of hot shutdown for each fIre area, must be 
physically separated by the equivalent of a three-hour rated fIre barrier 
from the fire area. 

In evaluating alternative shutdown methods, associated circuits are 
circuits that could prevent operation or cause maloperation of the 
alternative train which is used to achieve and maintain hot shutdown 
condition due to fIre induced hot shorts, open circuits or shorts to 
ground. 

Safety related and non-safety related cables that are associated with the 
equipment and cables of the alternative, or dedicated method of 
shutdown are those that have a separation from the fire area less than 
that required by Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to 10 CFR SO and have 
either (1) a common power source with the alternate shutdown 
equipment and the power source is not electrically protected from the 
post-fire shutdown Circuit of concern by coordinated circuit breakers, 
fuses or similar devices, (2) a connection to circuits of equipment whose 
spurious operation will adversely affect the shutdown capability, e.g., 
RHRlRCS Isolation Valves, or (3) a common enclosure, e.g., raceway, 
panel, junction box, with alternative shutdown cables and are not 
electrically protected from the post-frre -shutdown circuits of concern by 
circuit breakers, fuses or similar devices. 

For each area where an alternative or dedicated shutdown method, in 
accordance with Secti-on III.G.3 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50, is 
proVided by proposed modifications, the following information is 
required to demonstrate that associated circuits will not prevent 
operation 011 cause maloperationi of the alternative or dedicated shutdown 
method: . 
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A. Provide a table that lists all equipment including instrumentation and 
support system equipment that are required by the alternative or 
dedicated method of achieving and maintaining hot shutdown. 

B. For each alternative shutdown equipment listed in LA above, provide 
a table that lists the essential cables (instrumentation, control and 
power) that are located in the fIre area. 

C. Provide a table that lists safety related and non-safety related cables 
associated with the equipment and cables constituting the alternative 
or dedicated method of shutdown that are located in the fIre area. 

D. Show that fIre-induced failures of the cables listed in B and C above 
will not prevent operation or cause maloperation of the alternative or 
dedicated shutdown method. 

E. For each cable listed in 1.B above, provide detailed electrical 
schematic drawings that show how each cable is isolated from the fIre 
area. 

2. The residual heat removal system is generally a low pressure system that 
interfaces with the high pressure primary coolant system. To preclude a 
LOCA through this interface, we require compliance with the recom
mendations of Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1. Thus, this interface 
most likely consists of two redundant and independent motor operated 
valves. These two motor operated valves and their associated cable may 
be subject to a single fIre hazard. It is our concern that this single fIre 
could cause the two valves to open resulting in a fIre-initiated LOCA 
through the subject high-low pressure system interface. To assure that 
this interface and other high-low pressure interfaces are adequately 
protected from the effects of a single fIre, we require the following 
information: 

A. Identify each high-low pressure interface that uses redundant 
electrically controlled devices (such as two series motor operated 
valves) to isolate or preclude rupture· of any primary coolant 
boundary. 

B. Identify the device's essential cabling (power and control) and 
describe the cable routing (by fIre area) from source to termination. 

C. Identify each location where the identilled cables are separated by 
less than a wall having a three-hour fIre rating from cables for the 
redundant device. 



D. For the areas identified in item 2.C above (if any), provide the bases 
and justification as to the acceptability of the existing design or any 
proposed modifications. 
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Commissioner Ahearne's Separate Views 

I vote to deny the petition, for the following reasons. 

This rule has a clear rationale. 

On March 22, 1975 a fire occurred at the Browns Ferry nuclear power 
plant: 

"The fire started in an electrical cable penetration between the cable 
spreading room and the reactor building; the cable spreading room is 
located beneath the common control room for Units 1 and 2. The fire 
burned for about seven hours, spreading horizontally and vertically to 
all 10 cable trays within the penetration, into the cable spreading room 
for several feet, and along the cables through the penetration about 40 
feet into the reactor building. The fire damage, confined to an area 
roughly 40 feet by 20 feet in the Unit I secondary containment 
building, affected about 1,600 electrical power and control cables. 

While both units were shut down safely, normally used shutdown 
cooling systems and oth'!r components which comprise the emergency 
core cooling system (ECCS) for Unit 1 were inoperable for several 
hours. 

The cause of the fire was the ignition of cable penetration sealing 
material by a candle flame, being used by a construction worker 
checking for air leaks. The flexible polyurethane foam sealing material 
being used had not been specifically approved by the licensee's design 
department, nor had it been tested for this kind of application. The 
dangers involved in using flammable material in this manner were 
evidently not recognized by plant management, even though several 
small fires had occurred during similar testing activities at the plant. 
Personnel inspecting, sealing and testing the cable penetrations had 
not been provided with an adequate written procedural guide. Another 
contributing factor may have been the plant's fire-fighting techniques 
and equipment.'" 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission learned a very straightforward 
lesson: 

"While the Browns Ferry fire will be under scrutiny for some time to 
come - in all its complexity of causal factors, contributing factors, 

IU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Annual Report 1975, pp. 93-94. 
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real and possible consequences and implications for all nuclear 
facilities - the event has already demonstrated both the importance 
and the effectiveness of multiple, mutually reinforcing back-up safety 
systems, or defense-in-depth. The potential vulnerabilities revealed by 
the fire will be the subject of intense analysis and will probably result 
in new requirements both within the industry and the agency.''l 

Unfortunately, final resolution of the fire protection issue was not 
straightforward. Six years later the industry and the agency are still arguing 
over what protection is required. 

The precise hazards posed by fires are difficult to defme: where will 
fIres start, how big will they be, how long will it take to put them out, and 
what human errors will occur. However, clearly there are problems that 
must be dealt with. Furthermore, regulators must continuously make 
decisions even though faced with uncertainty. 

Over the past six years the NRC staff did its best. (I would note the 
industry was of little help.) It has attempted to develop precise criteria, 
while recognizing it is always difficult to detennine that a particular number 
is the correct one. In many cases judgment played a major role. The 
Commission recognized that there might be room for argument on some of 
the decisions. For this reason licensees were invited to make the case that an 
alternate configuration would achieve the level of protection that the 
Commission desired.3 

The case made by the movants indicates they believe NRC requirements 
to be invalid unless the NRC can demonstrate unequivocably that its 
numbers are correct based on reports, studies, or analyses. Their argument 
seems to be that the NRC has failed to sustain its burden. not that they 
have presented a better basis for a different number which the NRC has 
improperly rejected. The regulatory philosophy implicit in this approach is 
untenable. Certainly the Commission has an obligation to make rational 
decisions and provide an explanation of how those decisions were reached. 
However, given the uncertainties, it must be permitted to exercise judgment 
when that is necessary. Absent a constructive alternative or a major flaw in 
the underlying rationale, that judgment must be allowed to stand. If not, the 
result will be large gaps in the regulatory scheme for the many areas in 
which problems are clear but precise solutions are not. 

2/d. at 94. 
'The Commission specifically inserted an exemption request procedure in SO.48(cX6). If the 
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation determines that the licensee has provided a sound 
technical basis, then the clock stops on the time limit(s) while the NRC evaluates the merits of 
the licensee's proposal This amounts to a direct invitation, because Section SO.l2(a) of the 
regulations already provides for exemptions from the requirements of Part SO. 
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CONCURRING OPINION OF COMMISSIONER BRADFORD 

I concur in the Commission's decision and opinion against staying the 
fIre protection rule. However, I want also to set forth a more detailed 
history of NRC fIre protection efforts as of this, the seventh year since the 
Browns Ferry fIre. The motion for stay decided today and the related 
lawsuit are the latest effort by a minority segment of the nuclear power 
industry to resist the enhanced fIre protection safety standards found 
necessary by the NRC. 

This resistance should not obscure two important facts. First, a 
potentially disastrous fIre in a nuclear power plant is a real threat. It is not 
hypothetical. It happened in 1975 at Browns Ferry, and less serious fIres are 
commonplace.1 Second, in many plants an unmitigated fIre could disable 
redundant systems necessary for the safe shutdown of the plant because the 
licensees have not installed adequate barriers, automatic suppression 
systems and alternate shutdown systems. It is the hazard posed by these two 
facts which the NRC has fmally attempted to cure by Appendix R Further 
delay will further subject the public to an unacceptable and avoidable risk . 

. The Browns Ferry frre in 1975 started when a candle flame, used to test 
for air leakage, ignited highly flammable insulation in cable penetrations 
between the cable spreading room and the Unit 1 reactor building. It was 
the last in a series of frres at the same plant The frre spread to the cable 
spreading room and to the Unit 1 reactor building, where within an area 
roughly 40 feet by 20 feet, about 1,600 electrical cables were damaged. As a 
result, control power was lost for equipment such as valves, pumps and 
blowers. All of the emergency core cooling systems for Unit 1 were 
rendered inoperable as were parts of the Unit 2 system. 

The functioning of the non-energency cooling systems was disrupted 
signiftcantly during the accident. After the frre began, the main steam 
isolation valves closed precluding the normal delivery of high pressure 
cooling water and thereby causing the operators to lower pressure and rely 
on low pressure pumps. This method of cooling was successful for a few 
hours until the frre caused four relief valves to close, forcing repressuriza
tion. The operator then relied on a control rod drive system pump to 
provide reactor coolant. Also, during the frre, short circuits in burned cables 
caused power to be fed backwards causing the failure of control panel 
indication lights designed to monitor electric power systems during 
emergencies. Many redundant instruments no longer worked, including all 
neutron monitoring. Ad hoc repairs in the control room were made in dense 

'For a list of recent rues, sec Attachment A to 1his opinion. Since NRC does not require the 
reporting of rues, the list may not be complete. 
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smoke by craftsmen wearing breather apparatus. The fIre burned for seven 
hours, and it took 13 hours from the beginning of the fIre to return to a 
normal mode of cooling.2 

After the Browns Ferry fIre, the NRC attempted to work with the 
licensees informally. In late 1976, the NRC staff set October 31, 1980 as the 
deadline for licensees to complete their fIre protection modifications. While 
this informal approach succeeded with many licensees, some resisted the 
staffs efforts. Accordingly, in its April 13, 1978 decision on fIre protection, 
the Commission instructed the staff to use its best efforts to maintain 
current schedules [i.e., October 31, 1980] for implementation of the reactor 
plant backfits required for fIre protection} The staff then sent letters to all 
licensees in August 1979 reminding them of the Commission's April order 
and the October 1980 deadline. These exhortations had little effect on some 
licensees and by May 1980, the recalcitrance of these licensees became a 
major NRC concern. In its May 23, 1980 order the Commission stated: 

"The staff has completed Safety Analysis Reports concerning fIre 
protection for all operating reactors. The modifications recommended 
by the staff are not being implemented smoothly. Of utmost concern is 
the fact that some licensees, four and one-half years after the Browns 
Ferry fIre, are resisting the modifications found necessary by the staff." 
In the Matter of Petition for Emergency and Remedial Relief, 11 NRC 
707,718. 

The Commission then noted it had approved Appendix R with a deadline 
of November 1, 1980 for all items except alternate and dedicated shutdown 
systems unless the Commission approved extensions. However, the Com
mission noted that "since the issues involved are well known and have been 
under discussion for several years, the Commission anticipates approving 
few, if any, extensions." 11 NRC at 719. 

In response to licensee comments on the proposed rule, the Commission 
subsequently relaxed the November 1980 deadline considerably to allow 
more time for implementation of fire protection modifications. Even this 
relaxation has not satisifed that minority of the licensees who have failed to 
comprehend the 1975 fIre and the recent decisions of the Commission 
starting in 1978 and culminating in the promulgation of Appendix R. 

2For a more complete description of the Browns Ferry fire, see Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant 
Fire, Hearings Before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, September 16, 1975; 
Recommendations Related to Browns Ferry Fire, NUREG 0050, February 1976; Browns 
Ferry: The Regulatory Failure, Daniel F. Ford, eL aI., Union of Concerned Scientists, June 
10, 1976. 
31n the Matter of Petition for Emergency and Remedial Relief, 7 NRC 400, 425. 
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The fact is that many plants still do not have the nre barriers, automatic 
suppression systems and alternate shutdown systems which are necessary to 
protect their shutdown capability. As a result, an unmitigated nre could 
disable those redundant systems necessary for safe shutdown of the plant. 

For example, at Florida Power and Light's Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 
the NRC's consultant, Brookhaven National Laboratory, stated, "It is not 
clear that this plant can sustain a nre and safely shutdown." Among its 
conclusions were (1) that the licensee had not demonstrated the ability to 
achieve cold shutdown within 72 hours and (2) that it had failed to 
demonstrate that nre damage to non-safety circuits would not prevent the 
operation of shutdown equipment.4 

At Commonwealth Edison's Dresden Units 2 and 3, Brookhaven found 
that all nre areas had not been addressed to ensure that a safe shutdown 
capability would exist after any nre.' At Haddam Neck, owned by 
Northeast Utilities, Brookhaven found that the licensee had not undertaken 
to demonstrate that at least one method of achieving shutdown would 
survive any nre in any area. Among its specinc conclusions were that the 
licensee had not shown the post-nre shutdown capability for achieving and 
maintaining reactor coolant level and reactor coolant pressure. Indeed, 
Haddam Neck had so many problems, Brookhaven recommended that the 
unit install a dedicated shutdown system which would be completely 
independent from the existing cable runs.6 This has not been done. 

The Commission has also discovered that there are problems for plants 
previously approved according to post-Browns Ferry guidelines. At Salem 
Units 1 and 2, owned by Public Service Electric and Gas Company, et. al., a 
special NRC review team found that a single nre could fail all instrument 
channels, including the independent instrumentation provided for alterna
tive shutdown. The review team concluded that this condition presented an 
immediate safety concern and required immediate corrective actions.7 

Finally, the Commission has recently discovered that there are nre 
protection problems at Browns Ferry itself. The staff found significant 
violations, including failure to provide automatic sprinkler protection for 
crucial pumps, failure to adequately protect emergency battery rooms and 
failure to provide adequate nre watches. The NRC staff found that these 
violations could have prevented a crucial safety system from performing its 
intended function under certain conditions. NRC required an immediate 
24-hour nre watch at the intake structure and in the emergency battery 

4Interim Report, Post Fire Shutdown Capability, Turkey Point Units 3 and 4, March 31,1981. 
'Interim Report on Post Fire Shutdown Capability, Dresden Station, Units 2 and 3, March 11, 
1981. 
6Interim Report, Post Fire Shutdown Capability, Haddam Neck Plants, April 1, 1981. 
'See Safety Evaluation Report, Supplement No.6, Salem Unit 2, May 1981. 
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room pending TVA modifications. Because these requirements were in the 
license, the NRC has imposed a $45,000 civil penalty. 

The foregoing history is, of course, not the technical justification for 
Appendix R. As the Commission decision states, the record in the 
proceeding is sufficient for that purpose. The Browns Ferry experience and 
the conditions actually existing in the plants demonstrate that a stay of 
Appendix R would further delay urgently needed fire protection measures 
in those plants that have thus far declined to adopt some or all of them. 
Without an enforceable rule, the enhanced protection shown necessary by 
the 1975 Browns Ferry fire will not be put in place in the remaining plants. 
This enhanced protection was originally put on a generous and informal 5-
year schedule. Appendix R in its current form grants a very substantial 
extension to that schedule. A further stay would penalize the management 
of those licensees who have complied, would reward delaY, would undercut 
six years of NRC staff effort, and would expose the public to undue risk. 
The Commission does well to reject it. 

• 
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Attachment A 

CONCURRING OPINION 
OF COMMISSIONER BRADFORD, 

Fires at Operating Plants Reported in PN's (From 6178 - Present) 

Date PN 
of Event Number Facility Description 

11/13178 78·192 Cook· 2 Hydrogen flres in 
bushing area of 
electrical generator 

11128178 78·196 Ointon - 1 Propane gas 
explosion and flre 
in drywell - one 
fatality 

12/12178 78·208 Dresden-3 Fire occurred in the 
main transformer 

1/5179 79·01 J.C. Minor vandalistic 
Summer flres at various 
Unit 1 locations - usually 

toilets 

2/23179 79·31 Dresden - 3 Fire in main 
transformer - power 
transferred 
immediately to aux. 
trans. 

7/12179 79-238 TMI - 2 Small flre in 
radiation monitoring 
readout panel for 
aux. bldg. waste gas 
system 
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Date of PN Facility Description 
Event Number 

9/4179 79-388 Indian Insulation fire -
Point reactor coolant 
Unit 2 pump tube oil 

piping saturated 
insulation with oil 
and ignited 

9/30179 1-79-07 H.B. Lagging fire on cold 
Robinson leg piping caused 
Unit 2 by lubricating oil 

leak 

10/16179 Maine Fire in diesel 
Yankee generator 

turbocharger exhaust 
piping 

12/27179 PNO-Il-79-48 Surry - 2 Small portable 
electrical heater 
caught fire in the 
containment of Unit 2 

1121/80 PNO-II-80-13 Browns Small smoldering 
Ferry fire in a cable tray 
Unit I beneath the turbine 

building operating 
floor - was detected 
and extinguished by 
plant personnel 

212/80 PNO-II-80-19 Brunswick A temporary frame 
Units building, used for 
1 & 2 office space, was 

destroyed by fire 

317/80 PNO-I-80-36 Calvert A small fire 
Cliffs occurred in diesel 
Unit 2 generator room #21 

- extinguished 
within minutes 
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Date PN 
of Event Number Facility Description 

3121/S0 PNO-I1I-S0-5S Midland Fire occurred in 
two trailers used by 
personnel designing 
small bore piping 

4121/S0 PNO-TMI-SO-26 TMI - 1 & 2 Fire broke out at a 
trailer next to TMI 
observation center 

4122/S0 PNO-I-SO-61 Nine A ftre, which 
Mile resulted from lube 
Point oil which had 
Unit 1 leaked from a main 

turbine shaft driven 
feed water pump, 
was detected 

6/3/S0 PNO-I1-S0-9S Surry - 1 A ftre in an 
instrument bus 
voltage transformer 
disabled one of four 
instrument buses 
causing unit to trip 
from 100% power 

1O/5/S0 PNO-I1I-SO-ISO Quad- Small oil ftres 
Cities - 2 caused by oil on 

the hot main stream 
lines 

11/6/S0 PNO-TMI- TMI - 2 Fire in site trailer 

12/9/S0 PNO-TMI-SO-54 TMI- 1 Fire in reactor 
building 
(containment) sump; 
extinguished within 
minutes 
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Date PN 
of Event Number Facility Description 

12/15/80 PNO-III-80-230 D. c. Reactor tripped due 
Cook - 2 to fire in the 

generator pilot 
excitor unit 

3/7/81 PNO-II-81-ll Watts Bar - Fire in a digital 
Units computer system in 
1 & 2 communications 

room of the 
facilities control 
room 
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Significant Fares at Plants Occuning Prior to 6178 

Date 

4/13/67 

3/12/68 

11/4171 

Facility 

Peach 
Bottom, 
Unit 1 

San 
Onofre 

Indian 
Point, 
Unit 2 

837 

Description 

A ftre occurred in the 
insulation of pipes from the 
helium cooling system located 
in the basement of the 
containment building. Fire 
occurred while the plant was 
shutdown for modifications. 

A flre occurred in and was 
confmed to three overhead 
cable trays stacked one above 
the other in the 480V 
switchgear room. The ftre was 
caused by overloaded and 
inadequately ventilated electrical 
cables supplying the pressurizer 
heaters. The reactor was at 
power when the ftre occurred. 

A flre occurred in the Primary 
Auxiliary Building and was 
concentrated in a small 
construction shack inside the 
building. The construction 
shack and its contents were 
destroyed. Also, three motor 
control centers, which 
controlled ESF equipment and 
were located above the shack, 
were badly damaged. The ftre 
was caused by arson.. 



Cite as 13 NRC 838 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

COMMISSIONERS: 

Joseph M. Hendrie, Chairman 
Victor Glllnsky 

Peter A. Bradford 
John F. Ahearne 

CLI-81-12 

In the MaHer of Docket No. 50-389 CP 

FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
(St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No.2) June 15, 1981 

Upon review of certain generic issues raised by ALAB-603, 12 NRC 30 
(1980), regarding the loss of all AC power at the St. Lucie facility, the 
Commission concludes that ALAB-603 neither (1) establishes generic 
guidelines for detennining the design basis events to be used for plant 
design and operation nor (2) designates station blackout as a design basis 
event as that term is used by the regulatory staff. 

NRC: AUfHORl1Y (RECONSIDERATION) 

Reconsideration is a well-recognized power inherent in the Commis
sion's authority to decide in the first instance. Albertson v. FCC, 182 F.2d 
397, 399 (D.C. Cir. 1950), Trojillo v. General Electric Co., 621 F.2d 1084, 
1086 (10th Cir. 1980). 

NRC: AUfHORl1Y (RECONSIDERATION) 

As long as the Commission retains jurisdiction it can reconsider an 
earlier decision not to review an Appeal Board decision. The Commission 
retains jurisdiction over a final decision only for the sixty days in which a 
party may seek judicial review under the Hobbs Act. American Farm Lines 
v. Blackball Freight, 397 U.S. 523, 540 (1970); Pan American Petroleum 
Corp. v. FPC, 322 F.2d 999, 1004 (D.C. Cir. 1963). 
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UCENSING BOARDS: CONSIDERATION OF GENERIC ISSUES 
(SAFETY) 

In individual licensing proceedings involving unresolved generic safety 
issues, the regulatory staff must provide the Licensing Board with evidence 
explaining why resolution of those issues can be deferred. Gulf States 
Utilities Co. (River Bend Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760 
(1977). 

ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: DELEGATED AUTIIORITY 

The pendency of a Commission plan for the development and articula
tion of safety objectives for nuclear power, 45 Fed. Reg. 71023 (October 27, 
1980), should not inhibit adjudicatory boards from examining closely any 
accident sequence which in their judgment poses an unacceptable risk to 
the public health and safety. Probabilistic or numerical calculations may be 
used in such examinations and the boards have a responsibility to mandate 
whatever mitigative actions they deem necessary to protect adequately the 
public health and safety when such actions are supported by the record. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

Introduction 

This decision completes the Commission's review of certain issues raised 
by the decision of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, ALAB-
603, 12 NRC 30 (1980), regarding designation of the loss ofall AC power as 
a design basis event. Because of the generic nature of these issues, the 
Commission invited briefs from persons other than the parties. Briefs on the 
issues were received from the NRC staff and the Atomic Industrial Forum 
Committee on Reactor Licensing and Safety. 1 In addition, a Memorandum 

IApplicant Florida Power and Light Company contends that the Commission has no 
jurisdiction to review ALAB-603 because the review time provided by the rules expired before 
the Commission exercised its review authority. 10 CFR 2.786(a). Applicant's jurisdictional 
argument is incorrect because the ColI1lI1h.sion's rules do not explicitly address 
reconsideration. Reconsideration is a well-recognized power inherent in the Commission's 
authority to decide in the fIrst instance. Albertson v. FCC. 182 F.2d 397.399 (D.c. eir. 1950). 
Trujillo v. General Electric Company. 621 F.2d 1084. 1086 (10th eir. 1980). Thus as long as the 
Commission retains jurisdiction it can reconsider an earlier decision not to review an Appeal 
Board decision. Moreover. reconsideration does not disturb fma1ity signifIcantly because the 
Commission retains jurisdiction over a fmal decision only for the sixty days in which to seek 
judicial review under the Hobbs Act. American Farm Lines v. Blackball Freight. 397 U.S. 523. 
540 (1979). Pan American Petroleum Corp. v. Federal Power Comm., 322 F.2d 99, 1004 (D.c. 
eir.1963). 
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was issued on December 27, 1980 by two of the Administrative Judges who 
were members of the Appeal Board which decided ALAB-603. The 
Commission has determined that these filings fully present the issues and 
that oral argument would not aid our deliberations. For the reasons 
discussed below, the Commission has determined that ALAB-603 does not 
establish generic guidelines for determining the design basis events to be 
used for plant design and operation and does not establish station blackout 
as a design basis event as that term is used by the staff. 

Events Leading To Review 

A. Decision Below 
In ALAB-603, the Appeal Board concluded its consideration of the 

adequacy of electric power systems for Unit 2 of the St. Lucie nuclear 
power plant. The Appeal Board finding relevant to this review was that the 
probability of total loss of on-site and off-site AC power - station blackout 
was sufficiently high that protecting the plant against such an occurrence 
was warranted. Specifically, the Board found that the probability of 
occurrence of station blackout was in the range of one chance in ten 
thousand to one chance in one hundred thousand (IOE-4 to IOE-5) per year 
which the Board noted is significantly higher than the threshold values in 
Section 2.2.3 of the Standard Review Plan (SRP) at which the staff requires 
analysis of the implications for plant integrity of certain off-site man-made 
hazards.1 Consequently, the Board designated station blackout a design 
basis event for st. Lucie Unit 2 and directed that the applicant's Final 
Safety Analysis Report include: (I) an analysis demonstrating the plant's 
ability to operate through such an event; and (2) a detailed training 
program for station operation during a blackout transient and for the 
restoration of AC power.3 

B. Commission Action 
No party petitioned the Commission for review of ALAB-603; and on 

October 14, 1980 the time expired for Commission sua sponte review of that 
decision. The staff has been reviewing the generic issue of station blackout 
since 1977 under Task Action Plan A-44. On November 10, 1980 the 
Director, Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), responded to the Chairman's 

l1be SRP threshold values for the probability of occurrence of initiating events leading to 
exposures in excess of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines are one chance in one million (10E-6) per 
year for a conservatively calculated probability of occurrence and one chance in ten million 
(10E-7) per year for a realistically calculated probability of occurrence. 
'These conditions were included in the construction permit for St. Lucie Unit 2 by an 
amendment issued on September 18, 1980. 
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request for further information on the status of Task Action Plan A-44 -
Station Blackout (rAP AM). That response included a memorandum from 
the Director, Division of Systems and Reliability Research, to the Director, 
NRR, which alerted the Commission to certain staff positions which had 
not been presented in the staffs filings before the Appeal Board and the 
Commission. These staff positions raised important generic issues regarding 
the impact of the Appeal Board's decision on the regulatory process. As a 
result, on December 22, 1980 the Commission decided to reconsider its 
previous determination not to review ALAB-603.4 Upon reconsideration, 
the Commission aflirmed the license amendments which the Appeal Board 
ordered for the St. Lucie Unit 2 construction permit but took review on the 
following generic issues: 

(1) What are the generic implications of using the threshold probabilities in 
Section 2.2.3 of the Standard Review Plan as guidelines in determining 
the design basis events to be used for plant design and operation? 

(2) Granting the need for protective measures against loss of all AC power 
for some reasonable period of time, is designation of station blackout 
as a design basis event the appropriate regulatory framework in which 
to consider such measures pending completion of the staff generic 
study TAP A-44? 

Positions On The Issues 

A. Use of Threshold Probabilities in the Standard Review Plan as 
Guidelines for Determining Design Basis Events 
The Administrative Judges state that ALAB-603 does not present this 

issue because the decision to consider station blackout as a design basis 
event for St. Lucie Unit 2 was based on an independent judgment of the 
probability of occurrence of that event. They explain that threshold 
probability values in the Standard Review Plan were looked to only for 
perspective and guidance. 

Staff believes that the Administrative Judge's clarification of ALAB-603 
clearly shows that it should not be interpreted to mandate use of the 
threshold probabilities in Section 2.2.3 of the Standard Review Plan as 
guidelines for determining design basis events. Moreover, staff contends 
that if those probabilities were to be used for this purpose, such use would 
nave a severe impact on the regulatory process because there are a large 
number of accident sequences with an estimated probability of occurrence 
exceeding one in ten million per reactor year and which could produce or 

ICLI-8041 (1980). 
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result in core melt or severe core damage. Allocation of staff resources to 
evaluate these sequences would require substantial additional staff person
nel. If personnel were provided for th~s purpose by diverting staff resources 
from other activities, staff believes that the result could be an increase in 
risk to public health and safety. 

The Atomic Industrial Forum (AlF) believes that the Appeal Board's 
use of the Standard Review Plan values as decision criteria misinterpreted 
staffs intent regarding the use of those values. In AlFs view, staff intended 
those values to be used as screening criteria for excluding consideration of 
accidents involving the presence or use of hazardous materials in the 
vicinity of a plant. Those values were not intended to be used to determine 
the need to design against accident sequences like station blackout. 
Moreover, the use of those values as decision criteria would result in the 
incorporation of measures to prevent or mitigate the effects of many 
accident sequences which AIF believes are insignificant contributors to 
reactor risk. 

AlF also notes that the Commission has initiated a proceeding to 
establish quantitative safety goals.' AlF believes that this proceeding 
provides the appropriate vehicle for establishing probabilities to be used in 
decisions regarding the need for additional protective measures in plant 
design and operation. 

B. Designation of Station Blackout as a Design Basis Event 
Staff contends that the Appeal Board used the term design basis event 

only to denote those events whose consequences require mitigation to 
protect public health and safety. On the. basis of this interpretation, stafl 
believes that the Appeal Board's imposition of mitigative conditions Wali 

appropriate because it was consistent with the logic in River BentJ6 ali 

applied to the unresolved generic safety issue in T AP-A-44, Station 
Blackout. Accordingly, staff believes that it was appropriate for the Appeal 
Board to designate station blackout a design basis event for St. Lucie Unit 2 

The AlF believes that any decision to designate station blackout as B 

design basis event should be based on comprehensive probabilistic ris~ 
assessments that include a comparison of the risk from this event with the 
risk from other events. Moreover, AlF appears to suggest that additional 
measures to reduce the risk associated with station blackout should be 

'45 Fed. Reg. 71023 (October 27,1980). 
6Gulf State Utilities Co. (River Bend Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760 (1977). II 
River Bend, the Appeal Board held that in individual licensing proceedings involvinj 
unresolved generic safety issues, staff must provide the Licensing Board with evidenC4 
explaining why resolution of those issues can be deferred. 
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considered only if the overall risk from all accident sequences exceeds a 
predetermined quantitative safety goal. 

Decision 

A. Use of Threshold Probabilities in the Standard Review Plan as 
Guidelines for Determining Design Basis Events 
Section 2.2.3 of the Standard Review Plan establishes numerical 

thresholds for the probability of occurrence of certain events which the staff 
considers in evaluating the design of a plant. Those events are limited to 
potential accidents resulting from the presence of hazardous materials or 
activities in the vicinity of the plant. Staff considers such an event if a 
realistic calculation of the expected rate of occurrence of potential exposure 
in excess of Part 100 Guidelines results in a value exceeding one part in ten 
million per year (or a conservative calculation results in a value exceeding 
one part in a million per year). 

The Appeal Board, in ALAB-603, explicitly recognized the narrow 
applicability of the threshold values contained in Section 2.2.3 of the 
Standard Review Plan. The Board looked to these values as guidelines, not 
as established requirements for identifying potential accidents requiring 
additional consideration. Moreover, as two members7 of the Board stated 
in their subsequent memorandum of December 22, 1980, the Board's 
treatment of station blackout was based on its independent assessment of 
the probability of the event for St. Lucie Unit 2 as established by the 
evidentiary record. Thus, in our view, ALAB-603 does not establish any 
single numerical threshold for the mandatory consideration of accident 
sequences. The Appeal Board found, as a matter of judgment, that the 
probability of station blackout at St. Lucie was high enough to warrant 
additional measures to protect the public health and safety. That judgment 
was based on the entire record of the St. Lucie proceeding. Under these 
circumstances, the probability values calculated for that particular event 
should not be interpreted as establishing a generic numerical threshold to 
be used for future consideration of accident sequences. 

The Commission has adopted a plan for the development and articula
tion of safety objectives for nuclear power. "Plan for Developing a Safety 
Goal," 45 Fed. Reg. 71023 (October 27, 1980). This effort should provide 
the context for resolving the generic issue of a numerical threshold for the 
analysis of accident sequences. However, the pendency of the safety goal 
matter should not inhibit the boards from examining closely any accident 

'"The third Board member is no longer with the Commission. 
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sequence which in their judgment poses an unacceptable risk to the public 
health and safety. Probabilistic or numerical calculations may be used in 
such an examination and boards have a responsibility to mandate whatever 
mitigative actions they deem necessary to protect adequately the public 
health and safety when such actions are supported by the record. 

B. Designation of Station Blackout as a Design Basis Event 
The term "design basis event" is not defined in the regulations. However, 

staWs licensing review of a nuclear power plant includes an analysis of the 
plant's responses to certain postulated accidents referred to as design basis 
events. These accident scenarios are chosen on the basis of stafrs 
engineering judgment and are not necessarily identified as design basis 
accidents from a calculation of their probability of occurrence. In ALAB-
603, the Appeal Board did not use the term design basis event as it has been 
used by the staff. Rather, the Appeal Board used that term in a more 
general sense to denote an event which posed an unacceptably high risk to 
the public health and safety unless preventive or mitigative measures were 
taken. There is no indication in ALAB-603 that the Appeal Board intended 
to go further and subject station blackout to the regulatory regime 
established by the staff for considering design basis events. Thus, the 
Appeal Board's use of this phrase was, as they have indicated, as a label for 
the purpose of expressing its judgment that additional measures were 
required at St. Lucie to deal with the possibility of station blackout either 
by lowering the probability or by mitigating the consequences. 

Conclusion 

For the reasons discussed above, the Commission fmds that ALAB-603 
does not establish any generic guidelines for determining the design basis 
events to be used for plant design and operation and does not establish 
station blackout as a design basis event as that term is used by the staff. 

The separate views of Commissioner Gilinsky and additional views of 
Commissioner Aheame are attached. 

It is so ORDERED. 

Dated at Washington, D.C. 
this 15th day of June 1981. 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL J. CHILK 
Secretary of the Commission 
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Additional Views of Commissioner Ahearne 

I concur in the Commission's opinion. I note that its practical effect is to 
instruct the boards that the Appeal Board decision does not establish that a 
particular event or sequence of events automatically requires further 
consideration whenever the probability of occurrence exceeds some 
numerical threshold. 
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Commissioner Gilinsky's Separate Opinion 

The Appeal Board acted correctly in independently evaluating the risks 
posed by station blackout at St. Lucie and in requiring that steps be taken 
to prevent or mitigate the consequences of such events. 

Had the Appeal Board included in its decision the reasoning presented in 
its memorandum of December 22, Commission review of this case would 
have been unnecessary. It is now clear that the Appeal Board did not intend 
to accord the rough probability guidelines used by the staffin certain safety 
reviews a more formal status. The one-chance-in-a-miIlion-per-year thresh· 
old used by the staff in its reviews l is not a precise tool for determining 
which events outside the plant are so probable that preventive or mitigative 
measures must be taken. It has not been approved by the Commission. 

Unfortunately, the Commission opinion goes beyond these findings and 
introduces unnecessary elements of uncertainty concerning which possible 
accidents need to be dealt with in the licensing process. A rational safety 
review process assumes a uniform threshold of safety significance fOl 
possible events which need to be protected against. (TIle commonly used 
measure of safety significance is probability times consequences.) By 
rejecting as a threshold for such review and action not only the one-chance· 
in-million-per-year used by the staff, but also the higher estimate used b) 
the Appeal Board for the probability of station blackout, and putting 
nothing in their place but the observation that the Board's judgment "wru 
based on the entire record of the St. Lucie proceeding," the opinion make~ 
NRC's choice of accidents which must be analyzed and protected againsl 
seem almost capricious. The Commission should acknowledge what would 
seem to be implicit in its decision, that events of safety significance (thougl1 
not necessarily of probability) comparable to, or greater than, statioD 
blackout at St. Lucie should be analyzed to determine whether preventive 
or mitigative actions are required. 

As a final matter, the term "design basis accident" is not defined in the 
Commission's regulations or in any other Commission document. It is nol 
enough to speculate on what the staff or the boards mean when they sa) 
that something is or is not a "design basis accident." If the Commission i~ 
to use the term it ought to define it. 

'Section 2.2.3 of the Standard Review PIan used by the staff provides that when certain event! 
occurring ofT-site have a conservatively calculated probability of occurrence of one-chance-in· 
a-million-per-year. or a realistically calculated probability of occurrence of one-chance-in-ten· 
million-per-year. the implications for plant integrity of these events must be analyzed. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 847 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

In the MaHer of 

COMMISSIONERS: 

Joseph M. Hendrie, Chairman 
Victor Glllnsky 

Peter A. Bradford 
John F. Ahearne 

PETITION OF SUNFLOWER 
COALITION 

CLI-81-13 

June 24, 1981 

The Commission denies a petition seeking to terminate or suspend the 
Agreement State program with the State of Colorado for alleged violation 
of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act and failure to protect 
the public health and safety. 

ATOMIC ENERGY ACf: COOPERATION WITII STATES 

Section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act permits the Commission to enter 
into Agreements authorizing the States to regulate source materials, 
byproduct materials, and small quantities of special nuclear materials if it 
finds that the state program is in accordance with subsection 0, compatible 
with the Commission's program, and adequate to protect the public health 
and safety. 42 USC § 2021(0). 

ATOMIC ENERGY ACf: COOPERATION WITII STATES 
(TERMINATION) 

The Commission retains the authority to terminate or suspend a State 
Agreement and reassert its licensing and regulatory authority should the 
Commission find that (1) such termination or suspension is required to 
protect the public health and safety, or (2) the State has not complied with 
one or more requirements of Section 274. 42 USC § 202IG). 
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ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: COOPERATION WITH STATES 
(URANIUM MILLS 
AND MILL TAILINGS) 

The Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA) gives the 
Commission direct regulatory authority over uranium mill tailings by 
adding them to the definition of byproduct material in Section lIe of the 
Atomic Energy Act, 42 USC 20 1 4(e). Agreement States, however, may 
continue to regulate mill tailings if they comply with certain requirements 
of UMTRCA. An Agreement State's licensing and regulatory standards 
for uranium mills and mill tailings must, to the extent practicable, be at 
least as stringent as the Commission's standards. Pub. L. No. 95-604, 
Section 204(e)(I); 92 Stat. 3037; 42 USC § 2021(0)(3). 

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: COOPERATION WITH STATES 
(URANIUM MILLS 
AND MILL TAILINGS) 

Agreement States must be in compliance with the requirements of 
UMTRCA by November 8, 1981. In the interim, States are to exercise their 
licensing authority over byproduct material in a manner which, to the 
extent practicable, is consistent with the requirements of Section 274(0) of 
the Atomic Energy Act; and the Commission is authorized to ensure that 
States implement Section 274(0) to the extent practicable. Pub. L. No. 96-
106, Section 22; 93 Stat. 799. 

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: COOPERATION WITH STATES 
(URANIUM MILLS 
AND MILL TAILINGS) 

Section 274(0) of the Atomic Energy Act requires States to have 
procedures for licensing and regulation of uranium mills and mill tailings 
which include public hearings and written environmental analyses. Pub. L. 
No. 95-604, Section 204(e)(I); 92 Stat. 3037; 42 USC § 2021(0)(3). Such 
public hearings need not be full, formal adjudicatory proceedings; and the 
environmental analyses need not mirror Federal NEPA procedures. 

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: COOPERATION WITH STATES 
(fERMINATION) 

A State Agreement is not to be permanently terminated or revoked for 
technical failures to comply with Section 274 or for single incidents of State 
inaction, but only in exceptional circumstances. Rather, the NRC is to 
cooperate with Agreement States and obtain their compliance through its 
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review procedures. The power to terminate the Agreement is to be one of 
last resort where all others fail. 

t\TOMIC ENERGY ACf: COOPERATION WITII STATFS 
(fERMINATION) 

Before the Commission may terminate a State Agreement, it must ftrst 
provide the State with notice and opportunity for a hearing; and. before it 
~n justify instituting proceedings to terminate pursuant to Section 274(j), it 
must have some reason to believe that such termination may be necessary 
to protect the public health and safety or to secure the State's compliance 
with Section 274. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

On May 26, 1981. petitioner Sunflower Coalition (Sunflower) flIed with 
the Commission a petition claiming that the Agreement State program with 
Colorado should be terminated or suspended for Colorado's failure to 
)rotect the public health and safety. and that the Commission and 
:Olorado have violated the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act 
YMTRCA), P.L. 95-604, by not enforcing its requirements (principally 
)ublic hearing and environmental analyses) to the extent practicable prior 
:0 November 8, 1981. Sunflower also claims that the Commission violated 
LJMTRCA in not speciftcally making a ftnding as to the practicability of 
:Olorado's meeting those requirements. Sunflower filed a lawsuit on 
ranuary 19, 1981. in the Federal District Court, District of Colorado against 
he NRC, the State of Colorado and various state officials raising these 
lame claims. Since the petition speciftcally refers to Sunflower's complaint 
n the District Court, for purposes of considering Sunflower's petition on 
he merits, the Commission will treat the petition as if the allegations of the 
:omplaint are a part of the petition.1 

STATUTORY FRAMEWORK 

A discussion of the statutory framework of this case is necessary to 
mderstand the allegations of Sunflower's petition. Section 274 of the 
\.tomic Energy Act permits the Commission to cede to the States 

Because of the short court-imposed time deadline for Commission action and because 
iunflowefs petition has been addressed directly to the Commission, we will, in these 
ircumstances, consider the merits of the petition ourselves, treating it as a 10 CFR 2.206 
ICtition. rather than referring it to a staff office for action under 10 CFR 2.206 and 10 CFR 
.40. 
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jurisdiction to regulate source materials, byproduct materials and smal 
quantities of special nuclear materials. The procedures and criteria fo: 
doing so are carefully spelled out in the statute. The Commission i: 
authorized to cede its jurisdiction over nuclear materials if it fmds that thl 
state program is "in accordance with subsection 0", "compatible with thl 
Commission's program" and "adequate to protect the public health an( 
safety." Under a State Agreement, the Commission relinquishes a portiO] 
of what had earlier been the exclusive pre-emptive Federal jurisdiction ove 
nuclear materials, and the State assumes jurisdiction. 

The Atomic Energy Commission and the State of Colorado entered inte 
such an agreement on January 16, 1968, effective February 1, 1968. See 3: 
Fed Reg. 2400 (January 31, 1968). It was signed after the Governor certifiee 
the State's desire to assume regulatory responsibility and after thl 
Commission determined, as then required by the Atomic Energy Act, tha 
Colorado's program for the control of radiation hazards was compatibll 
with the Commission's program for the regulation of such materials ane 
was adequate to protect the public health and safety. 42 U.S.C. 2021(d) 

The NRC retains the authority to terminate or suspend the Agreemen 
with Colorado and reassert licensing and regulatory authority should th, 
Commission find that "(I) such termination or suspension is required tl 
protect the public health and safety, or (2) the State has not complied witl 
one or more requirements of this section." 42 U.S.C. 2021j; Section 274j 0 

the AEA. The NRC must give the State reasonable notice and ill 

opportunity for a hearing before terminating or suspending all or part ofth 
Agreement.2 Ibid. The NRC is also required periodically to review th, 
Agreement and the actions taken by the State under the Agreement tl 
ensure that the State complies with the provisions of Section 274. IbiG 

Prior to the passage of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Ac 
of 1978 (UMTRCA), the regulation of uranium mill tailings was a Stat 
responsibility pursuant to its inherent police power, whether or not th 
State had entered into an Agreement with the Commission. An Agreemen 
with the Commission was of no relevance for this purpose because th 
Commission had no regulatory authority over mill tailings to relinquish to, 
State. 

The passage of UMTRCA changed this legal structure. The Act add 
uranium mill tailings to the definition of byproduct material in 42 U.S.C 
2014(c) and by so doing gives the Commission direct regulatory authori~ 
over those mill wastes. UMTRCA also amends section 274 of the AEA tl 

21be NRC may temporarily suspend the Agreement without notice and hearing in a 
emergency situation. 42 U.S.c. 202Ij(2), Pub. L. 96-295 Section 25, 94 Stat. 787. This provisio 
was added to the Act in June 1980. 
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provide that the Agreement States may continue to regulate mill tailings if 
they comply with certain requirements of UMTRCA. TIle State's licensing 
and regulatory standards for uranium mills and mill tailings must, to the 
extent practicable, be at least as stringent as the Federal standards. Pub. L. 
95-604, Section 204(e)(I); 92 Stat. 3037; 42 U.S.C. 2021(0)(2), Section 2740 
of the AEA. In addition, the State must require procedures which include 
public hearings and written environmental analyses on licensing actions. 
Pub. L. 95-604, Section 204(e)(l); 92 Stat. 3037; 42 U.S.C. 2021(0)(3); 
Section 2740(3) of the AEA. 

As originally enacted on November 8, 1978, UMTRCA provided that 
the States were not obligated to be in compliance with its requirements until 
November 8, 1981. However, the Act was unclear whether the Commission 
and the States had concurrent licensing jurisdiction in this three-year 
interim period .. Consequently, in November, 1979 Congress amended 
UMTRCA to clarify that it intended Agreement States to license in the 
interim but that, during that transition period, the States were to exercise 
their authority over byproduct material "in a manner which, to the extent 
practicable, is consistent with the requirements of section 2740 of the 
Atomic Energy Act .... " Pub. L. 96-106, Section 22; 93 Stat. 799. The 1979 
amendment also gave the NRC authority to ensure that section 2740 of the 
AEA is implemented by a State "to the extent practicable during the three 
year period" between November 8, 1978 and November 8, 1981. Ibid. 

The Sunflower Petition 

Sunflower's first claim is that the NRC has disregarded the requirement 
of UMTRCA that prior to November 8, 1981 Colorado exercise, and the 
NRC ensure that Colorado exercise, its authority in a manner which is, to 
the extent practicable, consistent with section 274(0) of the AEA. Sunflower 
claims that Colorado has proceeded with the regulation and licensing of 
several uranium mills without requiring a written analysis of environmental 
impact and without holding public hearings involving the environmental 
analyses as required by 274(0)(3)(A) and (C). Further, Sunflower states that 
the NRC should have made a determination of the impracticability of these 
requirements at the time of the NRC's review of the State program. If no 
such determination was made, NRC should "declare that any licensing or 
other action taken by Colorado without compliance with the subsection (0) 
requirements not then determined to be impracticable is invalid and should 
assert NRC jurisdiction over those matters notwithstanding Colorado's 
agreement." Petition of Sunflower Coalition, p. 3. 

In making this argument, Sunflower clearly misinterprets the 1979 
clarifying amendment to UMTRCA which governs effectiveness of 



UMTRCA during the interim period until November 8, 1981. That 
amendment does not require the NRC to make a specific, formal 
determination that implementation of any of the requirements of section 
274(0) is impracticable. The amendment states only that the NRC shall 
have authority to ensure implementation of the requirements; it does not 
specify a means of doing so. 

Since the passage of UMTRCA the NRC has been working closely with 
all Agreement States, including Colorado, to bring the states' regulatory 
programs into compliance with UMTRCA as quickly as possible. The 
Office of State Programs (OSP) and the Nuclear Material Safety and 
Safeguards (NMSS) division have an ongoing exchange of information and 
technical assistance program with the Agreement States. These offices are 
in almost constant communication with the states providing them with 
information, reviewing their programs, reviewing individual licenses or 
environmental analyses, participating in public hearings, and providing 
states. with technical assistance. The NRC's approach to implementing 
UMTRCA has been to encourage and aid the states, in a relatively informal 
manner, to comply. This approach has been found to be more flexible and 
more effective than a formal approach such as that suggested by Sunflower 
would be. 

This informal approach is supported by the legislative history of the 1979 
amendment. The amendment as orginally proposed by Senator Domenici 
in the Senate only preserved the authority of the states to regulate mill 
tailings in the three-year interim period; it had no "to the extent 
practicable" requirement: 

On or before the date three years after the date of enactment of this 
Act, notwithstanding any amendment made by this title, any State may 
exercise any authority under State law respecting byproduct material, 
as defmed in section l1e.(2) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, in the 
same manner, and to the same extent, as permitted before the 
enactment of this Act. 

In the· House, Representative Udall added the "extent practicable" 
language to the amendment: 

My amendment changes the Senate Amendment to provide thai 
specified standards and procedures in the act would be effective 
immediately to the maximum extent practicable. Further the Nucleru 
Regulatory Commission is declared to retain authority to assure that 
agreement States in exercising their licensing activities implement the 
requirements to the maximum extent practicable. Congo Rec. H 9772 
(October 26, 1979). 
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The intent of Representative Udall based on the language of the 
amendments was to make the Agreement States apply the requirements of 
UMTRCA to the extent practicable in the interim period. The role of the 
NRC is not as clear from the language, however. Senator Domenici 
indicated in the discussions on the floor of the Senate that the NRC was to 
be a mentor, rather than a policeman: 

With regard to NRC's role during the interim period, this amendment 
would not give the Commission any new authority over individual 
State licensing determinations. Thus, the Commission would not have 
the authority to issue, deny or revoke licenses in the Agreement States. 
Rather, NRC's role during the interim period will be to assist the 
Agreement States in upgrading their regulatory programs to meet the 
new requirements. One approach which has already been used 
effectively in this process is the offer of NRC technical assistance to 
the State on a consultant basis. Another useful tool is the grant 
program established by the Mill Tailings Act. The amendment 
provides an added directive to the Commission to work in cooperation 
with the Agreement States to improve the effectiveness of their 
regulatory efforts as soon as possible. Cong. Rec. S 14356 (October 29, 
1979) 

This is precisely what the NRC has done. Through its information 
exchange and technical assistance program with Colorado, the OSP and 
NMSS have kept abreast of the implementation of UMTRCA in Colorado. 
In addition, the State has submitted to the OSP voluminous material which 
indicates that Colorado has indeed complied with those requirements of 
section 2740 which Sunflower alleges have been neglected - i.e., 
2740(3)(A), (q, and (0). 

Mter review of the state's program, the NRC sent to Colorado two 
"report cards" on July 25, 1980 and on February 20, 1981, informing the 
State of what steps Colorado must take for the state to be in compliance 
with UMTRCA so that the NRC and Colorado may enter into an amended 
agreement prior to November 8, 1981. In addition, the OSP sent to all 
agreement states on July 11, 1980, a letter stating that it was not only 
necessary, but feasible, for states to prepare written analyses of the 
environmental impact of licensed activities during the interim period. There 
have also been numerous written and oral contacts with Colorado 
concerning implementation of requirements of UMTRCA. 

Since UMTRCA was amended in 1979, only two Colorado licensing 
proceedings have progressed to the public hearing stage. In both cases, 
Colorado has complied with the requirements of Section 274(0)(3)(A) and 
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(q. These two licensing actions were the Cotter Corporation mill at Canon 
City, Colorado and the Homestake Pitch Project in Saguache County, 
Colorado. 

The Cotter Corporation Canon City site has been an active milling site 
since it was licensed by the AEC in 1957. The most recent licensing action 
concerning that site concerns the construction of a new impoundment 
system to hold both past and future tailings and the construction of an 
expanded milling operation. The Colorado Department of Health (CDH) 
required the Cotter Corporation to submit an environmental report and 
supplements and extensive engineering studies. The company began 
constructing the mill in 1977 (before the passage of UMTRCA) and had 
completed 50% of the construction in April 1978 when Colorado adopted 
regulations requiring authorization for prelicensing construction. These new 
regulations provided for exemptions, one of which was granted to Cotter, 
and Cotter resumed construction. 

Public hearings were held in May 1979 at Canon City, Colorado. Public 
notice of these hearings was provided in advance as well as notice of 
availability of the draft executive summary. The draft executive summary 
contains a summary of the licensing review and the written environmental 
analysis of the CDH staff among other things. In addition, the NRC 
prepared a detailed, written environmental assessment at the request of the 
state. At the hearings, the state permitted submission of both written and 
oral comments and permitted members of the audience to ask questions of 
panel members. Several members of the NRC staff participated in the 
hearing. After reviewing the comments and testimony at the public 
hearings, and all other comments submitted, the CDH issued a Final 
Executive Licensing ~eview Summary (FELRS) which summarized CDH's 
environmental and safety review process and assessment. In the review 
process and in the Executive Licensing Summaries, Colorado considered 
the factors listed in Section 274(0)(c)(i)-(iv). Even though this licensing 
action and construction of the new impoundments and mill had begun prior 
to UMTRCA and the 1979 amendment to UMTRCA, Colorado applied 
the requirements of Section 2740 to the proceeding as much as was 
practicable under the circumstances. 

The Homestake Mining Company's Pitch Project is the only other 
licensing action to reach the hearing stage. Homestake applied in 1976 to 
build a conventional uranium mill next to an existing mining operation. 
CDH required Homestake to submit an environmental report and supple
ment. In 1977, the U. S. Forest Service, on whose land the site is located, 
determined that an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) must be 
prepared. The draft EIS was prepared by the Forest Service, the NRC and 
the State of Colorado and was issued in July 1978. The fmal ElS (FElS) was 
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issued in April 1979. CDH also required additional geotechnical, hydrology 
and engineering studies on the tailings disposal proposals. CDH's Prelimi
nary Executive Licensing Review Summary (PELRS) was then published 
on November 10, 1980. Notice was also given that individuals or groups 
could apply for status as a party and make a presentation at the hearing. 

The hearing was held on December 10 - 12, 1980 with a hearing panel 
and three parties - the Colorado Open Space Council, the Gunnison 
Valley Alliance and an individual party. All participants were sworn in, and 
the parties could cross-examine them. Members of the NRC staff were 
present at the hearing. Allowance was also made for general public 
participation in the hearing; and members of the general public were 
permitted to make statements to the hearing panel, but were not permitted 
to cross-examine participants. 

The FELRS was published and a license issued for the Homestake Pitch 
Project in March 1981. The state considered in its review and in the 
PELRS, the EIS and the FELRS all of the factors listed in section 
2740(C)(i)-(iv). 

These, then, are the only two licensing actions in Colorado to reach the 
hearing stage. In its other pending actions, the state has been preparing to 
comply with the hearing and environmental analysis portions of UMTRCA 
when the time comes. In addition, the NRC has been working closely with 
the state to provide environmental assessments and/or other technical 
assistance in many cases. 

Colorado has to the best of NRC's knowledge prohibited major 
construction activity prior to complying with the provisions of 2740(C) as 
required by 2740(0). The only exception of which NRC is aware is the 
Cotter case in which construction of the mill began before UMTRCA and 
construction of the impoundment began before the 1979 clarifying 
amendments were passed· by Congress. Even in that instance Colorado 
complied with 2740(C) before the site was licensed for operation. 

Colorado's procedures are, therefore, sufficient to comply with the 
requirements of section 2740 of the AEA.3 Sunflower cites no specific 
incident of failure by Colorado to prepare an environmental analysis, to 
hold a public hearing or to otherwise comply with sections 274(0)(3)(A), 
(C), or (0). In light of OSP's review of the information provided by the 
State of Colorado and the information obtained in that office's exchange of 
information program with the State, the Commission sees no basis for an 

3'fhe legislative history is clear that the public hearing need not be a full. formal adjudicatory 
proceeding; the environmental analyses need not mirror Federal NEPA procedures. See Vol. 
124. No. 168 - Part II Cong. Rec. H 12968 (Oct. 14. 1978) (daily ed.) (remarks of Congressman 
Dingell); Vol. 124. No. 167 - Part II Cong. Rec. S 18750 (Oct. 13. 1978) (daily ed.) (remarks of 
Senator Wallop). 
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order to initiate proceedings pursuant to section 274j of the AEA to 
terminate or suspend all or part of the agreement with Colorado, or to 
otherwise divest Colorado of its authority over uranium mill tailings.4 

Alleged Deficiencies in Colorado Program 
Sunflower's second claim is that in its periodic reviews of Colorado's 

radiation control program the NRC has repeatedly identified several 
shortcomings in the Colorado program; yet, NRC has not acted to suspend 
or revoke Colorado's Agreement. The deficiencies enumerated in Sun
flower's Complaint in the district court are: 

a) severely inadequate personnel staffing, particularly with regard to 
uranium mill licensing and compliance, resulting in an increasing 
backlog of overdue inspection and enforcement work, and inade
quate protection ofthe public health and safety; 

b) inadequate laboratory facilities and data handling facilities, resulting 
in inefficiency and errors detrimental to the public health and safety; 
and 

c) the lack of legal authority to impose an appropriate and necessary 
range of civil penalties or other sanctions for violations of radiation 
protection regulations in order to protect the public health and safety. 

Sunflower also asserts that these alleged deficiencies in Colorado's program 
have resulted in serious incidents of failure by Colorado to protect the 
public health and safety - specifically, incidents at the site operated by 
Cotter Corporation near Canon City. Colorado, at the site operated by 
Union Carbide Corporation near Uravan, Colorado and at the site 
operated by Sweeney Mining and Milling Corporation near Boulder. 
Colorado. 

1. Evaluation of State Programs 

The AECINRC has performed thirteen periodic onsite reviews of the 
Colorado radiation control program since Colorado became an Agreement 
State on February 1, 1968. In each year since 1968 the Colorado agreement 
program has been found to be adequate to protect the public health and 
safety and compatible with the AECINRC program. The conclusions 
concerning adequacy and compatibility are based on (1) the onsite reviews 
during which the NRC staff reviews various aspects of the State program 

·Since Colorado like all agreement states is regulating mill tailings until November 8, 1981 
pursuant to its police powers rather than through agreement with the Commission, 
Commission action to enforce the practicability provision of the 1979 amendment to 
UMTRCA might take a form other than a hearing on the agreement 
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utilizing the NRC "Guide for Evaluation of Agreement State Radiation 
Control Programs," (2) The NRC-Agreement States Exchange-of-Informa
tion program, and (3) routine correspondence and day-ta-day contacts 
regarding regulatory matters. 

The NRC "Guide for Evaluation of Agreement State Radiation Control 
Programs" provides guidelines for specified program indicators which the 
staff considers important objectives in managing an effective radiation 
control program. The indicators and guidelines are not of equal importance 
in terms of the State's ability to protect the public health and safety. For 
this reason, the indicators are categorized. For example, Category I 
indicators address program functions which directly relate to the state's 
ability to protect the public health and safety. Category II indicators 
address program functions which support the primary elements of the 
program. 

2. "Deficiencies" 

The NRC has commented to Colorado on several occasions on the need 
to increase stafrmg levels. Staffing level is, however, a Category II indicator. 
The level of stafI"mg supports the primary program functions, such as 
licensing and compliance activities. Failure of a State to meet NRC 
recommended stafI"mg level guidelines will not, in and of itself, endanger a 
State's ability to protect the public health and safety. During the NRCs 
1980 onsite review of the Colorado radiation control program. the NRC 
staff commented to the State that the current stafI"mg level did not appear 
to meet current NRC recommended guidelines regarding stafrmg. The 
stafrmg level was not found, however, to result in any significant weakness 
in any Category I indicator. In other words, the State has been able to 
maintain a program capable of protecting the public health and safety. 

The NRC has never found Colorado's laboratory facilities inadequate. 
The NRC has in past years recommended improvements in laboratory 
conditions, such as increasing space. During the 1980 review, the NRC 
recommended that the State shorten the turnaround time for laboratory 
analyses of environmental samples obtained during mill inspections. The 
NRC has never found the technical-capabilities of the State laboratory to 
be inadequate. 

The NRC routinely recommends that Agreement States use automatic 
data processing to more efficiently manage licensing and compliance data. 
In the NRC "Guide for Evaluation of Agreement State Radiation Control 
Programs," automatic data processing is included under a Category III 
indicator. Category III indicators address desirable support functions, not 
those which directly impact public health and safety. 
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With regard to· the assessment of civil penalties, the NRC frequently 
recommends that States obtain the authority to assess such penalties as a 
supplemental enforcement option. NRC experience has shown such an 
option to be a desirable feature of a regulatory enforcement policy. It is, 
however, not essential for the protection of the public health and safety. 
The Agreement States have for years been able to manage effective 
enforcement programs without the civil penalty option. During the last two 
onsite review meetings, the NRC recommended that Colorado prepare 
written procedures for handling escalated enforcement actions. 

In sum, the deficiencies enumerated by Sunflower have never been cited 
as a cause of a "serious incident of failure to protect the public health and 
safety" on I the part of the Colorado radiation control program. Each 
deficiency is correctable, and NRC does not think that termination or 
suspension of the 1968 Agreement is necessary or required because of them. 

3. "Incidents" 

Sunflower lists in its complaints "serious incidents of failure by Colorado 
to protect the public health and safety" and then lists three uranium milling 
and processing sites - the Cotter Corporation site near Canon City, 
Colorado, the Union Carbide Corporation site near Uravan, Colorado, and 
the site operated by Sweeney Mining and Milling Corporation near 
Boulder, Colorado. Neither in its complaint nor in its petition to the NRC 
does Sunflower state what these "serious incidents of failure" might consist 
of; it merely lists the three sites in its complaint and does not mention them 
at all in its petition. In reviewing its ftles, the NRC staff noted that it has the 
following information on "incidents" at the enumerated sites. 

A failure of a small tailings impoundment area at the Sweeney mill on 
May 4, 1980 resulted from flash flooding due to heavy rains and melting 
snow. The State issued an order prohibiting further operation and requiring 
the licensee to take remedial action. The state's enforcement action was 
appropriate, and this incident cannot be construed as evidence of the 
State's inability to protect the public health and safety. 

The NRC is aware of no specific "incidents" at the Cotter Corporation 
Canon City site. There is a long-standing groundwater contamination 
problem at the site which the state and the NRC have been attempting to 
solve by requiring the Company to transfer existing tailing piles to new 
impoundments. In addition, the Colorado Bureau of Investigation (CBI) in 
1979-1980 investigated allegations of improper practices and violations of 
CDH rules and regulations by the Cotter Corporation. The CBI report 
specifically stated that CBI found no evidence of misconduct or deliberate 
failure to perform a duty on the part of Colorado Department of Health 
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personnel. The CBI report did, however, make certain suggestions for 
changes in CDH's inspection and enforcement procedures with which NRC 
agreed and which CDH has implemented. The NRC does not consider this 
a serious failure by the state to protect the public health and safety which 
could justify withdrawing Colorado's agreement state status. 

The NRC is also aware of no specific "incident" at the Union-Carbide 
Uravan site. However, during 1979, the CDH and NRC geotechnical 
advisors did become concerned about potential instability of the existing 
tailings impoundments. The state issued emergency orders in December 
1979 and January 1980 to cease discharge of tailings into the areas and 
briefly shut down operations. Union Carbide built a rock berm and buttress 
to protect the existing tailings piles. The state also ordered Union Carbide 
to prepare a waste management plan for current and long-term operations. 
The CDH (with NRC technical assistance) is also dealing with the 
following issues at the site: safety of tailings impoundments, reclamation 
and long term care sureties, upgrading mill health and safety provisions, 
radiological reviews, and Union Carbide's long-term waste management 
options. Again, the NRC knows of no serious incident of failure to protect 
the public health and safety at this site. 

Section 274j of the Atomic Energy Act 
The NRC retains the authority under section 274j of the AEA to 

terminate or suspend an agreement state and reassert its own licensing 
authority. However, Congress' clear intent was that agreement states were 
to regulate agreement materials and that once granted, their authority is not 
to be revoked lightly. The legislative history of this section states that this 
authority to terminate "represents a reserve power, to be exercised only 
under extraordinary circumstances." H.R. Rep. No. 1125, 86th Cong. 
Session I (1959). p. 12. 

An agreement is not to be permanently terminated or revoked for 
technical failures to comply with Section 274 or for single incidents of state 
inaction,S but only in exceptional circumstances. Rather, the NRC is to 
cooperate with agreement states and through its review process obtain 

'This is made even more clear by the 1980 amendment to Section 274j which provides for 
temporary suspension of all or part of an agreement. The emergency power to terminate is 
limited to only those cases where (I) an emergency situation exists which requires immediate 
action to protect the health and safety of the public, and (2) the State has failed to take steps 
necessary to contain or eliminate the dangers within a reasonable time. The temporary 
suspension is to remain in effect only for as long as the emergency exists. P.L ~29S; 94 Stat. 
787 (June 30, 1980). Congress stated that this authority would be only rarely needed by NRC 
and that it intended the emergency power to be used only as a last resort. S.Rep. No. 176,96th 
Cong. Session 2 (1979). 
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compliance by states. The power to terminate the agreement is to be one of 
last resort where all others fail. 

Before the Commission may terminate an agreement, it must ftrst 
provide a state with notice and opportunity for a hearing; and, before it can 
justify instituting proceedings to terminate, NRC must have some reason to 
believe that such termination may be necessary to protect the public health 
and safety or to secure the State's compliance with provisions of section 
274. 

In this case, NRC is not aware of any basis which would justify 
permanently terminating or suspending Colorado's agreement. Colorado 
has to the extent practicable complied with the provisions of section 
274(0)(3)(A)(C) and (D). The "deficiencies" in Colorado's program enu
merated by Sunflower do not rise to the level where the State's ability to 
protect the public health and safety is in doubt. The Commission ftnds, 
therefore, that there is no reason to institute proceedings pursuant to 
Section 274j to terminate Colorado's agreement state status or to otherwise 
divest Colorado of its authority over uranium mill tailings. Sunflowers 
petition to do so must be denied. 

Chairman Hendrie's Additional Views, Commissioner Ahearne's Addi
tional Comments, and Commissioner Gilinsky's Separate Views are 
attached. 

It is so ORDERED. 

Dated at Washington, D.C. 
the 24th day of June, 1981 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL J. CHILK 
Secretary of the Commission 
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Chairman Hendrie's Additional Views 

I do not believe that there is sufficient basis for Commissioner Gilinsky's 
concerns about the efforts of our Office of State Programs to ensure 
compliance with UMTRCA. Certainly, as the Commission's Memorandum 
and Order shows, there is nothing to support these concerns in the case of 
Colorado. 

Commissioner Aheame's Additional Comments 

I note there is some confusion about the applicable procedures for dealing 
with this type of request. Although I have concurred in the Commission's 
approach for this case. I believe we should look further at some of the 
underlying issues. There are important differences between our relationship 
to licensees and our relationship to Agreement States and, therefore, there 
should be some differences in the procedures to be followed. 

Commissioner Gilinsky's Separate Views 

I have voted to deny this petition because the facts in this case do not 
appear to justify taking action to terminate or suspend this Agreement. 
However, I am concerned that the Office of State Programs is not taking 
sufficiently vigorous steps to insure that the Agreement States exercise their 
authority over byproduct material in a manner which is, to the extent 
practicable, consistent with the requirements imposed by NRC under 
UMTRCA. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 862 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

COMMISSIONERS: 

Joseph M. Hendrie, Chairman 
Victor Glllnsky 

Peter A. Bradford 
John F. Ahearne 

CLI-81-14 

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-395A 

SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & 
GAS COMPANY and 

SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC 
SERVICE AUTHORITY 

(Virgil C. Summer Nuclear 
Station, Unit No.1) June 26, 1981 

The Commission denies a petition that it make a "significant changes" 
detennination under Section I05c(2) of the Atomic Energy Act, precluding 
statutory antitrust review of applicants in connection with their pending 
application for an operating license for the Virgil C. Summer facility. 

NRC ANTITRUST REVIEW: SIGNIFICANT CHANGES 
DETERMINATION 

To constitute "significant changes" under Section 105c(2) of the Atomic 
Energy Act, the changes must (I) have occurred since the previous statutory 
antitrust review; (2) be fairly attributable to the licensee in a causation 
sense; and (3) have antitrust implications that would be likely to warrant 
Commission remedy. 

NRC ANTITRUST REVIEW: SIGNIFICANT CHANGES 
DETERMINATION 

Although a change in circumstances may have been anticipated with 
approval at the time of a previous NRC antitrust review, the later actual 
occurrence of the change could constitute a significant change .within the 
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meaning of Section l05c(2) if the contours of the actual change were not 
anticipated and could not reasonably have been anticipated 

NRC ANTITRUST REVIEW: SIGNIFICANf CHANGES 
DETERMINATION 

To qualify as a "significant change" under Section 105c(2) of the Atomic 
Energy Act, the change, inter alia, must be reasonably attributable to the 
licensee in the sense that the licensee has had sufficient causal relationship 
to the change such that the later review would not be unfair; it need not be 
established that the licensee can be held legally accountable for the change. 

NRC ANTIlRUST REVIEW: SIGNIFICANf CHANGES 
DETERMINATION 

The NRC must make a rmding that "significant changes" have occurred 
since the last antitrust review before it can formally request the Attorney 
General's advice pursuant to Section 105c(2) of the Act. To be "signifi
cant;' the changes must be reasonably apparent from required submittals of 
the licensees, staff investigations, or papers filed by the petitioner; discovery 
and examination of witnesses are not permitted in connection with this 
determination. 

NRC:ANTIlRUSTAUTHORnY 

If any court of competent jurisdiction finds an antitrust violation by an 
NRC licensee with some nexus to its nuclear license, the Commission is 
empowered to take whatever course of action it deems appropriate, 
including conditioning or withdrawing the license. 

NRC ANTIlRUST REVIEW: STATE REGULATION 

While decisions left open to parties under state regulatory systems, and 
thus dictated by business judgment and not regulatory coercion, may be 
subject to rmdings of antitrust violations. Activities conducted pursuant to 
state statutory regulatory requirements are neither violations of the 
antitrust laws nor the policies underlying those laws. 
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DECISION 

The Commission denies the petition I of Central Electric Cooperative, 
Inc. (Central) for an amrmative "significant changes" determination under 
section I05c(2) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), 42 
U.S.C. 2135(c)(2) (significant changes decision). The effect of today's 
decision is to preclude statutory antitrust review of South Carolina Electric 
& Gas Co. (SCEG) and South Carolina Public Service Authority ("Santee 
Cooper" or "Authority") Gointly, applicants) in connection with their 
pending application for a license to operate the Virgil C. Summer facility.2 
Our reasons follow. 

I. BACKGROUND 

A. The June 30, 1980 Order 
The background of this proceeding through June 30, 1980 is set forth in 

our order of that date, CLI-80-28, II NRC 817, which discussed the 
standards for a significant changes decision, tentatively decided some of the 
issues comprehended in this matter, and requested the Department of 
Justice's ("Justice") threshold views on the ultimate likelihood that the 
Commission would need to place remedial antitrust conditions on .the 
Summer license. Because we had for the ftrst time proposed criteria for a 
significant changes decision in our analysis of the instant matter,3 we 
invited the parties and Justice to provide comments on the criteria and our 
application of them to the Summer facts. In light of the "staleness" of the 
record, we further granted an opportunity for the parties to advise of any 
recent developments. 

IOn December 6, 1978 Central fIrSt petitioned the C!:>mmission for a fmding of significant 
changes. Pursuant to the Commission's order of January 26, 1979, Central amended that 
petition on January 31, 1979. "Petition" in this opinion refers to the amended petition unless 
otherwise stated. 
2By this order we also deny the March 23, 1981 Petition to Intervene and Request for Hearing 
of Fairfield United Action insofar as it requested significant changes determination and 
antitrust hearing. Because the petition brings no information or allegation of significant 
changes other than that already considered and found insufficient in this decision, we need not 
reach issues of timeliness, sufficiency, standing and the like. 
'By way of review, the fIrSt criterion required that the changes alleged shall have taken place 
since the previous statutory antitrust review, the second that they should be fairly attributable 
to the licensee in a causation sense, and the third established that changes would be considered 
"significant" 'only when the competitive structure, as changed. would likely warrant and be 
susceptible to a greater than de minimU license modification. 
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B. Responses to the Commission's June 30, 1980 Order 
Central, SCEG, Santee Cooper, NRC staff and Justice all responded to 

the Commission's June 30, 1980 Order:4 

Central agreed with the Commission's analysis in the main, disagreeing 
only with application of the third criterion insofar as it discussed the limits 
on the extent to which state regulation displaces the antitrust laws. Central 
argued that the Atomic Energy Act's expressed national policy in favor of 
competition overrides South Carolina's policy in favor of territorial 
limitations. Thus Central concludes that Parker v. Brown5 does not 
immunize any of applicant's anticompetitive actions. Central also reported 
inconclusive settlement negotiations with SCEG and Santee Cooper 
individually. Central alleged that one provision of the agreement with 
Santee Cooper being negotiated (later reported as adopted) precluding 
Central from extending its transmission lines was unenforceable as violative 
of the antitrust laws.6 

SCEG, was in fundamental disagreement with the Commission's criteria 
and analysis. It argued that the deftnition of signiftcant change should be a 
substantial change in the competitive structure "allowing for circumstances 
fairly predictable in the natural course of events" and limited to changes 
which themselves have negative antitrust implications.7 SCEG also argued 
that the Commission's distinction between assessing causation under the 
second criterion and determining a violation of the antitrust laws was not 
only wrong but "legally ridiculous" and that the Commission improperly 

~Page references are respectively to the following documents: 

Co=ents of the Petitioner Central Electric Power Cooperative, Inc., August 25, 1980 

Letter from Troy B. Conner, Jr. (counsel for SCEG) to Samuel J. ChiIk, August 22, 1980 

Letter from T. C. Nichols (Vice Pres., SCEG) to Samuel J. Oillk, August 25, 1980 

Response of South Carolina Public Service Authority to the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission's Request for Co=ent on its "Significant Changes" Criteria and for a 
Factual Update, August 25, 1980 

NRC Staff Response to Commission Request for Co=ents, August 29, 1980 

Response of the US. Department of Justice to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's 
Request for Co=ent on its "Significant Changes" Criteria and the Application of those 
Criteria, October 10, 1980. 

'Parkerv. Brown, 317 U.S. 341 (1943), j, the leading case for the proposition that actions taken 
pursuant to valid state regulation are immune from the prohibitions of the Federal antitrust 
laws. 
6At 9-10. 
'Letter from Conner at 3. 
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sought the advice of Justice. As a bottom line,s SCEG urged a finding of no 
significant changes with regard to itself, leaving any potential for operating 
license conditions only directed toward Santee Cooper.9 

Finally, SCEG reported it was considering a proposal from Central 
regarding "wheeling",IO which SCEG characterized as Central's only 
specific transmission service request,1I and indicated that there had been no 
changes in SCEG's competitive relationship with Central and Santee 
Cooper since December 1978.12 

Santee Cooper commented that "while the Commission's three legal 
criteria for a 'significant changes' determination may in the abstract provide 
a valid test, the application of this three-pronged test to the instant facts 
gives rise to a result that is squarely inconsistent with Congressional 
purpose."ll Santee Cooper noted a number of recent developments 
including agreement with Central enabling it to obtain an ownership 
interest in future generation facilities constructed by Santee Cooper and to 
join with Santee Cooper in coordination and planning of future generating 
and transmission facilities.l4 

NRC StaJJwas in basic agreement with the Commission's criteria, but 
expressed a concern with respect to the Commission's application of Parker 
v. Brown and the Commission's understanding of the reach of (state action) 
immunity. IS Staff's "preliminary conclusions are that Central is being 
availed increased power supply options ... ; that these new power supply 
opportunities ... enhance its own economic well-being; and fmally, that 
these new developments are pro-competitive in that many of Central's 
previous allegations of anticompetitive effects resulting from changed 
circumstances have been redressed."16 

'Id at 16 n. 36. 
'SCEG refuted what it believed to be the Commission's position that Santee Cooper turned 
down Central's proposal for an ownership share in Summer. The Commission's statement was 
that Santee Cooper turned down a proposal for joint ownership of transmission facilities. See 
SCEG letter from Conner at 9. See also CLI-80-28, Supra. 11 NRC at 836. 
Ill" 'Wheeling.' a term of art, refers to the 'transfer by direct transmission of displacement 
electric power from one utility to another over the facilities of an intermediate facility.' Otter 
Tail Power Company v. United States, 410 U.S. 366, 368 (1973)," Toledo Edison Co. (Davis
Besse Nuclear Power Station, Units 1,2 and 3), ALAB-S60, 10 NRC 265,275, fn. 24, (1979). 
JlAt3. 
12At7. 
J3At20. 
I·Santee Cooper advised of (1) a recent amendment to the South Carolina Constitution 
authorizing Santee Cooper to become a part owner with cooperatives in electric generation 
and transmission, and (2) empowering Santee Cooper to own jointly with Central generation 
and transmission facilities. At 8, 9 and 10. 
l'At 8. 
16At 2 (citation omitted). 
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Justice was in accord with the Commission's ftrst two criteria but urged 
the Commission to modify the third criterion. Justice objected to that 
criterion because in its view it entailed an antitrust review prior to the 
signiftcant changes determination contrary to the statutory scheme in 
section 105c(2). Moreover, Justice averred that there was no mechanism for 
obtaining necessary infonnation from licensees in that context'" Justice 
proposed that the third criterion should be: whether the changes are 
substantial within the competitive environment, i.e., changes in the 
structure of the market or in the conduct of the licensee with respect to the 
construction or operation of the licensed plant. Justice noted that it would 
generally be difficult to determine whether such changes are pro- or anti
competitive without an antitrust review and that it therefore did not include 
in the criterion a requirement that the change must be adverse. IS Justice 
stated that events unforeseeable at the previous antitrust review, events that 
were a distinct possibility at the time of previous review but had become 
certain, and conduct that had previously not been ripe for review at the 
construction permit (CP) review stage could all constitute signiftcant 
changes. Justice urged that neither a determination of whether changes 
were pro- or anti-competitive nor a determination whether remedies were 
available was appropriate at the signiftcant changes determination stage.19 

Regarding application of the criteria to the instant facts, Justice noted 
that its review of the pleadings revealed several strongly controverted 
allegations of changes that would be sufficient for a signiftcant changes 
determination if the Commission's own staff found that they were 
meritorious. But Justice declined to make any preliminary or threshold 
review. It advised, however, that Central "has made one uncontroverted 
allegation that may contribute "signiftcant changes" within the meaning of 
Section 105c(2). Justice discussed that change as follows: 

There is no dispute that in 1978 SCEG and Santee Cooper lobbied 
for, and the South Carolina legislature enacted, legislation restricting 
the area in which Santee Cooper can compete. It is likely that as a 
consequence of this legislation, Santee Cooper has altered its "activities 
or proposed activities" under the license in that it ceased competing for 
the business of municipalities and cooperatives other than Central, 
outside its three-county service area. This change in Santee Cooper's 
"activities or proposed activities" would have taken place since the 
prior antitrust review of March 31, 1972. Thus, if the Commission were 
to conclude that Santee Cooper has changed its conduct as a result of 

17At 4-5. 
IIAt 6 and n. 12 
19At 6-7. 
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the South Carolina statute, the only remaining issue would be whether 
this change in conduct is reasonably attributable to the licensee(s). 

The Department concurs with the Commission's suggestion that, as a 
matter of law, a licensee's lobbying activities can be sufficient to 
attribute conduct under the resulting statute to the licensee. However, 
the Department defers to the Commission to determine whether Santee 
Cooper's lobbying activities are sufficient in this case.20 

In light of this view Justice did not reach the issue of Noerr-Pennington 
Oobbying for anticompetitive legislation is protected by the 1st Amend
ment), or Parker v. Brown (actions in conformance with valid state 
regulation are protected) immunities.21 According to Justice "the only issue 
at this stage is whether licensees are responsible or answerable under the 
Atomic Energy Act, not whether they are liable under the Sherman Act. 
Justice emphasized: 

[A] "significant changes" determination imposes no liability; it merely 
triggers antitrust review. Even if an antitrust hearing eventually 
resulted and the Commission found it necessary to impose license 
conditions to remedy a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws, 
those conditions need not constitute sanctions comparable to those 
that could flow from liability under the Sherman Act.n 

C. The Agreement Between Central and Santee Cooper 
On January 14, 1981, counsel for Santee Cooper filed a "Power System 

Coordination and Integration Agreement Between South Carolina Public 
Service Authority and Central Electric Power Cooperative, Inc." (Agree
ment) with that Commission. The following day we requested Central, 
applicants, Justice and the staff to comment on the Agreement's effect, if 
any, on our pending determination. The main points to emerge from those 
comments follow.23 

20At 9. 
21Id 
22At 1()'11. 
2lPage citations are respectively to the following documents: 

Co=ent of Central Electric Power Cooperative, Inc.. January 23, 1981 

Co=ents of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company in response to Commission Order 
of January 15, 1981, January 23,1981. 

Response of South Carolina Public Service Authority to the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission's January 15 Order Requesting Co=ent on the Agreement Between 
Central and the Authority, January r" 1981 
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Central maintained that "the agreement does not eliminate the reasons 
for a finding of significant changes."24 In support of that view it raised the 
spectre that the Internal Revenue Service might challenge some of the 
provisions thereby defeating the contemplated transactions relating to 
requirements and joint ownership of generating units. Assuming survival of 
the Agreement, which Central clearly sees as preferable, Central argued 
that it is "tied to the pricing or coordination terms of a single party [Santee 
Cooper)" unless it can obtain contracts for coordination with base load 
units or wheeling from SCEG and other utilities who are the very ones, 
according to Central, who have joined in illegal market division agree
ments.25 As a final point Central indicated willingness for post-licensing 
antitrust review for the facility.26 

SCEG asserted that the Agreement affords Central the access to power 
and mechanism for "power exchange services" which it has sought from 
either SCEG or Santee Cooper.27 Quotations from the Agreement were 
marshalled to support the proposition that Central no longer has any needs 
from SCEG.28 Moreover, SCEG said that the Commission had decided that 
applicant's conduct leading up to South Carolina's territorial decision was 
not a factor in the significant changes decision.29 The elimination of this 
factor served as a further basis for SCEG's view that the significant changes 
determination should be negative. 

Santee Cooper commented that the Agreement removes any arguable 
basis for imposing any license condition to ameliorate possible antitrust 
problems.30 Central is guaranteed a reliable source of power at cost of 
service and "Central will under the Agreement approved by REA purchase 
its bulk power requirements with a few limited exceptions from the 
Authority." "Thus," Santee Cooper maintains, "there is no basis for further 
inquiry into Central's allegations regarding [SCEG's] unwillingness to wheel 
power for Central purchased from sources other than the Authority, 
particularly since Central has not alleged that [SCEG] has refused to carry 
out any specific wheeling transaction that was requested."31 Santee Cooper 

Comments of the Department of Justice in Response to the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission Order of January IS, 1981,Februa.ry6,1981 

NRC StaffReponse to Commission's Order of January IS, 1981. 
:l4At1. 
2'At S. 
llIAt 14. 
27At 2. 
11At9. 
:l9At3. 
lOAt6. 
"At 7. 
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argued as a legal matter that the Commission does not have "carte blanche" 
to impose antitrust licensing conditions32 and that the Atomic Energy Act's 
"legislative history makes abundantly clear, [that] Section 105c was not 
intended to be a no fault statute for restructuring electric power mar
kets."l) 

Department of Justice declined to make the factual determination 
whether the Agreement is sufficient to, in effect, eliminate the anticompeti
tive effect of any change that may have occurred. Justice did note that 
certain recent comments, particularly those of Central, caused it to believe 
that the South Carolina territorial legislation may have had "less competi
tive significance to Central than may have appeared at first blush."J4 
Moreover, Justice took the occasion to explain its previous advice on the 
third criterion. It stated that: "In making this determination the 
Commission should take into account whether an antitrust review would 
serve no useful purpose and, thus, would be inconsistent with the 
Congressional intent that antitrust reviews at the operating license stage not 
be lightly undertaken."l5 

NRC Staffs assessment was that the Agreement provides "ostensibly 
reasonable opportunities" for Central "to obtain its future generation and 
transmission needs with the Authority on a jointly-planned and jointly
coordinated basis, with accompanying guarantees for 'cosio of service' 
rates."36 Because the Agreement basically gives Central what it sought in its 
Petition and because traditional NRC antitrust remedies go no further than 
the Agreement, providing only a "general charter" for dealings between the 
utilities, staff concludes that the Agreement diminishes the possibility that 
the third criterion can be met.37 Moreover, staff notes that SCEG has given 
Central its assurances that it will wheel power38 and that staff has seen no 
"factual material that would lead to the conclusion that SCEG is explicitly 
or constructively refusing, in an anticompetitive manner, to provide Central 
with power services."l9 

n. ANALYSIS 

With the foregoing as background, we now turn to the merits of the 
Petition. We shall first consider the criteria to be used for the significant 

32At 8. 
33At 10. 
l4At4n.4. 
35At3 n. 3. 
36At II. 
37Stafffmds unpersuasive Central's concerns resulting from IRe uncertainties. 
"At 9. 
39At 12. 
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changes determination, then discuss the requirement of a factual basis for 
the significant changes, and finally apply the criteria to the instant petition. 

A. Criteria for the Significant Changes Detennination 
In our June 30,' 1980 Order we clarified that, in considering whether 

there had been changes since the last antitrust review, the operative date 
must be the date of the last actual review. We adhere to that view. However 
the more precise issue arises whether a change anticipated by the review at 
the construction permit stage but in fact occurring since that review meets 
the requirement of the statute represented by this first criterion. 

Taking into consideration the careful balance struck by the Congress in 
deciding whether to have any antitrust review at the operating license stage, 
we find that Justice's suggestion that a significant change could occur when 
"what had been possible was now certain"4C) goes too far in one direction. 
However we also find that Applicants' suggestion that if an event was 
foreshadowed at the earlier review stage, it may never be a significant 
change goes far in the other direction. We believe that where some change 
was anticipated with approval at the previous stage the later actual 
occurrence of the change could constitute a significant change within the 
meaning of section I05c(2) if the contours of the actual change were not 
anticipated and could not reasonably have been anticipated. Thus, for 
example, if an applicant at the construction permit stage was known to be 
negotiating with another utility to permit access and those negotiations 
were later successfully concluded, the occurrence of that event in itself 
would not be the subject of a significant change. But if that event were, 
hypothetically, to be linked to the other utility'S agreement to an 
anticompetitive policy regarding transmission that had not been considered 
at the antitrust review and was not reasonably to be expected, then the 
access transaction would be a significant change, assuming it also met the 
other two criteria. 

2. Causation 
Our June 30, 1980 Order established as the second criterion that the 

change or changes must be reasonably attributable to the licensee in the 
sense that the licensee has had sufficient causal relationship to the change 
that it would not be unfair to permit it to trigger a second antitrust review. 
We adopt the criterion. 

4OAt6. 
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The applicants have criticized the criterion on the ground that Congress 
meant to include as significant changes only those for which licensees could 
be held legally accountable.41 We reiterate our view that SCEG's 
formulation ignores the elements of causation and of fairness and 
reasonableness that the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy took care to 
include in their report.42 A fmding of significant changes, and a fortiori a 
finding that one criterion for such a finding has been met, is limited to the 
purpose of determining whether an antitrust review should be held and does 
not determine the outcome of any such review. Applicants, by arguing that 
legal accountability must be established at the threshold, would require that 
the review be essentially completed before it can even be commenced. Any 
threshold forecast of outcome pursuant to the third criterion is only to 
avoid a review where no purpose is to be served by holding one, such as 
where changes have occurred but are not anticompetitive or where 
anti competitive effects of changes are beyond the Commission's power to 
remedy. 

3. Significance 
We decided in our June 30, 1980 Order that "significance" must here be 

read to mean that the changes have antitrust implications that would be 
likely to warrant Commission remedy. We atrrrm that decision. 

This criterion has provoked the widest divergence in views, with the 
poles represented by Justice on the one hand and SCEG and Santee Cooper 
on the other. 

As the staff recognized, "this third criterion appropriately focuses, in 
several ways, on what may be 'significant' about any changes since the last 
... review. Application of this third criterion should result in termination of 
NRC antitrust reviews where the changes are pro-competitive or have de 
minimis anticompetitive ejJects." (Emphasis provided) The staff correctly 
discerned that the third criterion has a further analytical aspect regarding 
remedy: "Not only does [it] require an assessment of whether the changes 
would be likely to warrant Commission remedy, but one must also consider 
the type of remedy which such changes by their nature would require."43 
The third criterion does not evaluate the change in isolation deciding only 
whether it is pro or anti competitive. It also requires evaluation of 

41SCEG's objection is bound up in its insistence that Noerr,Pennington shields it from our 
causation fmding. We will return to this subject when ';Ne analyze our decision on the instant 
facts. 
41See H.R. Rep. No. 91-1470, supra. 
4JStarrs February 10, 1981 Response at 7, noting that early identification of possible NRC 
remedies is not novel with regard to invocation of NRC antitrust proceedings. 
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unchanged aspects of the competitive structure in relation to the change to 
determine significance. 

B. Requirement of a Factual Basis for the Oumges Alleged 
In our June 30, 1981 Order we explained the role of the significant 

changes determination, observing that a finding that significant changes 
have occurred must precede a formal request for the Attorney General's 
advice in any statutory antitrust review. Congress has made it abundantly 
clear that absent such a finding there is to be no antitrust review proceeding 
at the operating license stage. That Congressional directive may not be 
circumvented by expanding a petition for significant changes into a 
proceeding with all the attributes of a full-fledged hearing - discovery, 
examination and cross-examination of witnesses and the like. In sum, we do 
not believe Congress intended that we conduct a proceeding to ascertain 
whether to have a proceeding. Inherent in that result is a recognition that 
the parties, other than the Commission do not have discovery or the other 
means for determining facts commonly associated with formal adjudica
tion. 

Thus, we understand Congress's meaning to be that changes in order to 
be significant must also be reasonably apparent. They must be alterations 
in the competitive structure or the activities of the licensees discernible from 
applicants' required submittals, from staffs investigations, or from papers 
that are flled. In particular when petitioners request a significant changes 
determination we expect that the changes which have taken place will be 
known to them so that they can inform us of them with the factual basis 
underlying their allegations.44 If that, together with staff investigation, does 
not enable us to determine that significant changes have occurred, then the 
petition must be denied. 

This result is consistent with Congress's expressed intent not casually to 
burden applicants with a second antitrust review after an extensive antitrust 
review at the construction license stage.4' We can not embark on a second 

44Accordingly, Central's motion for permission to conduct discovery, which we have held in 
abeyance, is denied. 
4'Parties may be reminded that other forums exist in which to try allegations of antitrust 
violations. Furthermore, we are bound to transmit to Justice such allegations as are made to 
us. See Section 105a of the Act. We consider in this matter that Justice is on notice of Central's 
allegations. Moreover, in the event that a court of competent jurisdiction fmds an antitrust 
violation by a licensee with some nexus to its nuclear license, we are empowered to take 
whatever course of action we deem appropriate including among other things conditioning the 
license or withdrawing it. This is, of course, true before and after an operating license has been 
granted. Additionally, as a separate matter, if the facts and information supplied by applicants 
and relied on by us in granting a license are found to be false, the license may be in jeopardy 
and other measures are available. See Section 186a of the Act and Houston lighting & Power 
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antitrust review without specific facts which show that all of the criteria for 
the significant changes detennination are met. 

We do not intend the leeway we have allowed Central for repeated 
fllings to set a precedent;46 rather, we wished to be liberal in entertaining 
whatever information Central put before us by way of compensation for the 
special circumstance to which we adverted in our Opinion, namely that no 
statutory review of Santee Cooper was conducted by the Attorney General 
at the time it became associated with SCEG in the construction of the 
Summer facility.47 

C. Application of the Criteria to this Matter 
1. First and Second Criteria 
We adhere entirely to our earlier views regarding application of the 

first two criteria, and add only a few words about each. 
Concerning the first criterion, it has been suggested that because South 

Carolina had already embarked on territorial legislation the new legislation 
here at issue should be considered to have been anticipated. We think this is 
wrong. Neither the fact of legislation nor its provisions were sufficiently 
foreseen that any account of them was taken at the previous antitrust 
review. 

With regard to the second criterion, the Department of Justice has 
persuasively refuted the argument that the Noerr-Penningtorz48 doctrine 
prevents the Commission's causation finding: 

The only issue at this stage is whether licensees are responsible or 
answerable under the Atomic Energy Act, not whether they are liable 

Co. (South Texas Units I and 2), 5 NRC 1303, 1311 (1977). Accordingly, facts relied on to 
make a significant changes determination have this status. 
461n our tentative June 30, 1980 Order we addressed the issue of timeliness and concluded that 
under the circumstances and in the interest of fairness we should regard Central's petition as 
timely. We relied, in part, on the fact that Central had not had unambiguous notice of 
opportunity for antitrust comment. II NRC 829-830. We had accepted at face value Central's 
statement that as soon as it had learned it might have rights it could assert in this proceeding it 
retained an attorney for the purpose of studying whether it could obtain an antitrust review, 
and immediately following that study filed the instant petition. Petition at I. Central has since 
our June 30, 1980 Opinion cast these facts in a different light, indicating that as early as 
August, 1m Central chose to exercise whatever rights it had in this forum. See Comments of 
Petitioner Central Electric Power Cooperative, Inc., August 25, 1980 at 14-15. However, in 
light of the decision we have reached on the significant changes determination we need not 
today decide what effect, if any, our new underStanding should have on the timeliness 
decision. 
47As we explained in our June 30, 1980 Order, since Fermi (Detroit Edison, et al (Enrico Fermi 
Atomic Power Plant, Unit No.2), 7 NRC 583, 587-9, affd ALAB475, 7 NRC 752, 755-56 n. 7 
(1978» review of a new co-owner is required. 11 NRC at 83()'831. 
48Eastern Railroad Presidents Conference v. Noe" Motor Freight, Inc., 365 U.S. 127 (1960); 
United Mine Workers v. Pennington, 381 U.S. 657 (1965). 
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under the Shennan Act. A "significant changes" detennination 
imposes no liability; it merely triggers an antitrust review.49 

The role of the Noerr-Pennington doctrine is to assure that there will be no 
liability or penalty for the exercise of First Amendment rights. Such a 
penalty could not result from the conduct, as opposed to the outcome, of 
formal antitrust review. Of course the outcome of formal review would 
necessarily recognize activities protected by Noerr-Pennington are not 
antitrust violations. Consequently the Noerr-Pennington doctrine could be 
considered in connection with the third criterion. However, we need not 
reach that issue in this case. 

2. Third Criterion 
As indicated, our inquiry here is essentially whether there is sufficient 

likelihood that the Commission's remedial powers will be exercised so that 
some purpose would be served by entering on the process of antitrust 
review. 

In its Petition Central summarized the significant changes it believes to 
have occurred as follows: so 

(a) SCEG exercised its monopoly power in the power exchange 
market by conditioning Santee-Cooper's participation in the Summer 
Unit in exchange for an elimination of competition [with SCEG by 
Santee Cooper] at retail and wholesale. 

(b) Santee-Cooper has changed its competitive role and marketing 
policy [vice-a-vis Central] and has thereby aligned itself with SCE&G. 

(c) SCE&G and Santee-Cooper do not compete for loads of 750 KW 
or greater outside of the three county area, although both of these 
utilities have agreed [by agreeing to seek the legislation] to compete 
with Central's members [member cooperatives] for these loads. 

(d) Santee-Cooper has implemented a dual rate policy for large loads 
[thereby charging higher rates to at least one new purchaser-member of 
Central]. 

49]ustice's Response, October 10, 1980 at 10. 
50Bracketed information within the quotation represents our understanding of Central's 
meaning based on the entire Petition and other documents submitted to us. 

Although one change meeting the ilrst and second criteria is sufficient to permit consideration 
of the entire competitive structure in evaluating the third criterion. we note that each of 
Central's seven alleged changes, if it in fact occurred, meets the requirements of the fll'St and 
second criteria. 
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(e) Santee-Cooper has agreed to restrict it sales in the wholesale 
market. 

(f) Both SCE&G and Santee-Cooper have refused to provide power 
exhange services and facilities to Central, thereby preventing Central 
from constructing and operating bulk power facilities. 

(g) Santee-Cooper has offered [to Central] to acquire control over 
Central's bulk power supply function.'. 

The anticompetitive treatment of large loads and wholesale supply 
complained of in (c) and (e) above must be immediately recognized as not 
subject to our remedial powers. While Central has framed its assertions in 
terms of "agreement" between applicants and, consistent with Central's 
view that Parker v. Brown has no application here, has ignored the role of 
state legislation, we do not follow Central's lead. As we have explained 
before, the law seems clear to us that activities conducted pursuant to state 
statutory regulatory requirements are neither violations of the antitrust laws 
nor the policies underlying those laws.'2 In (c) and (e) the activities that are 
the subject of the alleged "agreement" are required by the state as a part of 
a state regulatory plan. With respect to them, applicants have no freedom of 
choice. Thus, they may not be the subject of our license modifications. 

Items (b), (d), (g), and part of(f) concern the activities of Santee Cooper. 
Whatever may have been the status of these allegations before the 
Agreement between Central and Santee Cooper,'l that Agreement has laid 
them to rest. The Agreement deals in a comprehensive fashion with the 
relationship between the parties and provides for the furnishing of power 
and power exchange services. As SCEG, Santee Cooper and staff have 
pointed out, it is clear that Santee Cooper and Central continue to be 
aligned and that benefits to Santee Cooper through access to the Summer 
facility will be available to Central. Apart from the role of the South 

'·Petition at 49. Central has at various times offered somewhat different formulations of these 
assertions, as have the applicant5 and staff. See, e.g., Starrs Response to Amendment Petition 
of Central, March 19, 1979 at 25. However, we will accept Central's formulation in its Petition 
as subject for our response. 
'lWe reiterate our view that decisions left open to parties under the state regulatory system and 
thus dictated by business judgment, not regulatory coercion, may be subject to fmdings of 
antitrust violations. As we understand it, the reach of Parker v. Brown does not extend beyond 
what is required for the integrity of the state regulatory plan. In that regard we quoted the 
language of Philadelphia v. U.S. Bank defming the bounds of federal regulatory exemption vis
a-vis the antitrust laws and adopted as a part of our test that activities at the free choice of 
parties and not "repugnant" to the state plan would be subject to remedial action where 
required in the interest of the antitrust laws or the policies underlying those laws. 
,JOur Opinion disposed of (d). 
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Carolina legislation, other allegations of changed roles have been resolved 
by the Agreement.54 

We had earlier indicated that the "dual rate" allegations of item (d) 
seemed to us to be insubstantial because Santee Cooper's charter obliges it 
to supply power at "cost of service". As a result of the Agreement, we are 
convinced that nothing survives of this allegation. Regarding item (g), it is 
unclear whether an "offer" can be construed to be an anticompetitive 
change; however we need not decide that issue because Central has agreed 
with Santee Cooper on transmission, as well as generation, planning and 
operations, retaining distinct ownership of facilities or portions of them. 

Viewing allegations (c), (d), (g), and (f), as it pertains to Santee Cooper, 
in their totality, we have not been persuaded that, reading the South 
Carolina legislation in tandem with the Agreement, Central's competitive 
position has deteriorated since the last review of the Attorney General. 

There remain the allegations of (a) and the part of (f) dealing with 
SCEG. 

In our Order we adverted to the claim in (a) that SCEG wielded 
monopoly power to coerce Santee Cooper to seek territorial legislation as 
the price for access to the Summer facility. We explained that even if we 
found that SCEG has committed a Sherman Act violation here, as alleged, 
that in itself would not repeal South Carolina's laws and would not remove 
the Parker v. Brown immunity from actions commanded by state law. This 
is not to say that were we to find that SCEG has used access to a nuclear 
facility as a club to coerce behavior we would be powerless to take remedial 
action. Nonetheless, having reviewed all of Central's statements, we do not 
find sufficient substance in the papers flied by Central to support this claim. 
By affidavit we have been informed that "it was common knowledge in 
early 1973 that [SCEG] was conditioning participation by Santee Cooper in 
the Summer Unit upon enactment of the territorial law" and that "Electric 
and Gas representatives at the State House have been telling that [SCEG] is 
not going to sell the Authority power out of the nuclear plant and then have 
it compete with Electric and Gas." We do not think.that such generalized 
hearsay would be sufficiently detailed and reliable evidence on which to 
base our decision. Moreover, the contemporaneous analysis of the events 
leading to the passage of the legislation which Central presented as support 
for its view is not internally consistent. That same document states that 
SCEG could not have coerced Santee Cooper's action because it was 

54More detailed discussion of (f) will be presented infra with comments on (f) as it pertains to 
SCEG. 
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common knowledge that the Justice Department would have assured that 
Santee Cooper got a share of the Summer facility.~~,56 

With regard to (f), allegations regarding refusal to provide powe! 
exchange services have been of concern to us. Central's Petition stated that 
it required power exchange services from "either Santee-Cooper OJ 

SCE&G"~7 and had been unable to conclude such arrangements. As we 
discussed above, the Agreement has altered the situation between Central 
and Santee Cooper so that our concerns have been alleviated. It is notable 
that a Constitutional amendment and legislation were apparently required 
to empower Santee Cooper to own and develop transmission in conjunction 
with Central. These things have now been accomplished, and in any even1 
this matter has been resolved between Central and Santee Cooper. The 
resolution substantially reduces and arguably eliminates the importance oj 
SCEG's failure to conclude arrangements to wheel power for Central. 
Nonetheless, we note that SCEG advised that it has not refused to wheel 
power, that it will provide ad hoc transmission services, that it continues it! 
negotiations with Central which we must assume are conducted in good 
faith. Central has offered no facts which dispute this, besides the bare 
allegation of refusal to deal in the petition.~8 

Moreover, staff states that it knows of no SCEG refusal to provide powe! 
services to Central.~9 Furthermore, we consider SCEG's assertions ru 
having been provided us for the purpose of securing a license with all thaI 
that entails.60 As such we need not reject them without a more specific and 

"See Central's Reply Brief, March 19, 1975, Kelly affidavit, '114,6 and Attachment "Propose( 
Senate Bill 389, 'II 9. 
'<lIn the event that negotiations between SCEG and Santee Cooper had not been successfullJ 
concluded as had been anticipated. we might have looked favorably on a suggestion that theft 
had been "significant changes" because the anticipated event had not occurred. 
57Petition at 5. 
''Central has advised that SCEG rejected a proposed general agreement in the nature oj 

license conditions, and has provided that proposal for the record. Reply Brief, Exhibit B. Wt 
cannot agree that SCEG's single failure to accept this particular proposal constituted a refusa: 
either to wheel or to negotiate. 
'9Staff stated: "The only refusal which has come to Staffs attention is the refusal of Santet 
Cooper to build jointly owned transmission lines with Central ...... NRC Staff Response tc 
Amended Petition, March 19, 1979 at 51. 
wSee South Texw, supra, 5 NRC at 1311. 
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detailed basis than Central has presented.61 Thus we accept SCEG's 
statements as true. 

Before concluding our analysis we comment on one additional allegation 
that recurred in Central's presentation.62 Central has argued from time to 
time that Santee Cooper would only permit its participation in the Summer 
facility on terms with heavy financial penalties.63 

From all that we can determine the Agreement including the provision 
for Central's option to purchase a share of Summer was made by the parties 
in good faith. We understand that the terms stated would, if exercised, 
require Central to pay its prorated share of actual costs. On its face, such an 
:>ffer does not seem consistent with "heavy fmancial penalties" as alleged 
by Central. 

m. CONCLUSION 

For all the foregoing reasons we decline to find that significant changes 
~ave occurred in the activities or proposed activities of applicants within 
the meaning of section 105c(2). We therefore do not request the formal 
idvice of the Attorney General.64 

Dated at Wasington, D.C. 
the 26th day of June, 1981. 

(Central's Petition asserts only as follows: 

For the Commission 

SAMUEL J. CHILK 
Secretary of the Commission 

Central's efforts to secure power exchange services from SCE&G have also been 
unsuccessful. In the Saluda hydroelectric relicensing proceeding before the Federal 
Power Commission, Central sought license conditions which would require SCE&u to 
engage in power exchange transactions. These license conditions w.:re patterned after 
those used in NRC proceedings. In March 1977, SCE&G refused to engage in the power 
exchange services requested by Central, except that it did agree to wheel discrete amounts 
of power between discrete points on a case by case basis. Such a wheeling policy is hardly 
sufficient and would obviously frustrate Central's attempt to enter the bulk power 
business. 

Central did direct further inquiries to SCE&G on wheeling. but SCE&G has yet to 
make a response. Petition at 46. 

2Central has made no argument of other unchanged circumstances whose competitive aspect 
IllS altered as a result of changes reasonably attributable to applicants. 
lE.g., Reply Brief at 20. 
'All pending motions consistent with this result and those overtaken by time are rendered 
noot, those inconsistent with this result are denied. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 881 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-642 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 
Administrative Judges: 

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 
Christine N. Kohl 

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-395 OL 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY, et al. 
(VIrgil C. Summer 
Nuclear Station, Unit 1) June 1, 1981 

The Appeal Board reverses the Licensing Board's grant of an untimely 
intervention petition (LBP-81-11). 

RULES OF PRAcnCE: UNTIMELY 
INTERVENTION PE11TIONS 

Untimely petitions for intervention must be judged by a balancing of the 
five factors set forth in 10 CFR 2.714(a): 

(i) Good cause, ifany, for failure to me on time. 
(ii) The availability of other means whereby the petitioner's interest 

will be protected. 
(iii) The extent to which the petitioner's participation may reasonably 

be expected to assist in developing a sound record 
(iv) The extent to which the petitioner's interest will be represented by 

existing parties. 
(v) The extent to which the petitioner's participation will broaden the 

issues or delay the proceeding. 

RULES OF PRAcnCE: UNTIMELY 
INrnRVENTION PE11TIONS 

The appellate review of licensing board application of the five factors 
used in ruling upon untimely intervention petitions is governed by the 
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"abuse of discretion" standard. Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (West Valle) 
Reprocessing Plant), CLI-75-4, 1 NRC 273, 275 (1975); Florida Power & 
Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No.2), ALAB-420, 6 NRC 
8, 13 (1977); Project Management Corp. (Clinch River Breeder ReactOl 
Plant), ALAB-354, 4 NRC 383, 389, 390 (1976). 

RULES OF PRACTICE: UNTIMELY 
INTERVENTION PETITIONS 

In reviewing licensing board decisions on untimely intervention peti. 
tions, appeal boards may closely scrutinize the factual and legal ingredient! 
of the analysis underlying the licensing board's ultimate conclusion. Floridc. 
Power & Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No.2), ALAB-42Q, 
6 NRC 8 (1977); Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nucleru 
Station, Unit 2), ALAB-384, 5 NRC 612 (1977); Project Management Corp. 
(Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant), ALAB-354, 4 NRC 383 (1976). 

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY 

Parties to a proceeding are entitled to obtain in advance of hearing mud 
more than simply a summary statement of the bases for their adversaries 
claims and some identification of potential witnesses; "[i]n moderr 
administrative and legal practice. pretrial discovery is liberally granted te 
enable the parties to ascertain the facts in complex litigation. refme the 
issues, and prepare adequately for a more expeditious hearing or trial: 
Pennsylvania Power and Light Co. (Susquehanna Steam Electric Station 
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-613, 12 NRC 317,322 (1980), quoting from Pacifi( 
Gas and Electric Co. (Stanislaus Nuclear Project, Unit I), LBP-78-20, j 

NRC 1038, 1040 (1978). 

RULES OF PRACTICE: UNTIMELY _ 
INTERVENTION PETITIONS 
(BROADENING lSSUES FACfOR) 

A belated intervention petition need not introduce an entirely ne~ 
subject matter in order to "broaden the issues" for the purposes of 10 CFR 
2.714(a); an expansion of issues already admitted to the proceeding alse 
qualifies. 

ADJUDICATORY PROCEEDINGS: ROLE OF 
HEARING BOARDS 

Where necessary in the interest of insuring that a proper record il 
compiled on all matters in controversy (or raised by it sua sponte), hearin~ 
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boards have the right and the responsibility to take an active role in the 
~xamination of witnesses. 

OPERATING LICENSING PROCEDURES: RESPONSlBlLllY 
OF NRC STAFF 

An operating license may not issue unless and until the NRC stafTmakes 
the requisite findings specified in 10 CFR 50.57 - including the ultimate 
finding that such issuance "will not be inimical to ••• the health and safety 
:>fthe public." As to those aspects of reactor operation not considered in an 
ldjudicatory proceeding (where one is conducted), it is the staffs duty to 
mure the existence of an adequate basis for each of the requisite Section 
50.57 determinations. 

i\PPEARANCES 

Mr. Joseph B. Knotts, Jr., Washington, D.C., for the appellants 
South Carolina Electric and Gas Company et al. 

Mr. Steven C. Goldberg for the appellant Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission staff. 

Dr. John C. Ruoff, Jenkinsville, South Carolina, and Mr. Robert 
Guild, Columbia, South Carolina, for the appellee Fairtield United 
Action. 

DECISION 

This operating license proceeding involves Unit 1 of the SUCl1l1er nuclear 
acility, located in Fairfield County, South Carolina. It was instituted more 
han four years ago by the publication of a notice of opportunity for 
learing. 42 Fed. Reg. 20203 (April 18, 1977). In response to that notice, one 
ntervention petition and request for a hearing (that of Brett Allen Bursey) 
lias filed and, in 1978, granted. LBP-78-6, 7 NRC 209.1 In addition, the 
itate of South Carolina was given leave to participate in the proceeding 
mder the "interested State" provisions of 10 CFR 2.715(c). 

The prehearing stage has extended over a protracted period of time. The 
>roceeding is, however, now ready for trial. On March 9, 1981, the 
licensing Board issued a memorandum in which, acting upon the 
tgreement of the parties, it tentatively set the commencement of the 

The notice required petitions to intervene to be med within 30 days (Le., by May 18, 1977).42 
~ed. Reg. at 20204. 
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evidentiary hearing for June 22, 1981. Subsequently, that date wru 
confIrmed. 

As of March 9, the necessary contemplation was that the hearing woulc 
embrace those contentions of Mr. Bursey which had been admitted to the 
proceeding, together with certain questions which the Board itself hac 
raised sua sponte. See 10 CFR 2.760a. The further expectation was that the 
participants would be four in number: the applicants; Mr. Bursey; Soud 
Carolina; and the NRC staff. But precisely two weeks later, on March 23, ~ 
new face appeared on the scene. Armed with a plethora of proposeC 
contentions of its own, an organization comprised of FairfIeld Count) 
residents - entitled FairfIeld United Action (hereafter FUA) - ftled ~ 
petition for leave to intervene. 

It is the action taken by the Board below on that petition which has noV! 
brought the proceeding before us. Over the objection of both the applicantJ 
and the staff,2 on April 30 the Board granted the FUA petition ane 
accepted 10 of its 27 contentions for litigation. LBP-81-11, 13 NRC 420 
DissatisfIed with that result, those parties have appealed under 10 CFF 
2.714a. FUA urges aflirmance.3 

I. 
No one disputes that, as the Licensing Board determined, FUA hal 

satisfactorily demonstrated the requisite standing to intervene. On tha 
score, its petition is supported by the affidavits of several of its member. 
containing averments that they (I) reside, work and engage in outdoo: 
recreational activities in the vicinity of the Summer site; and (2) havI 
authorized FUA to represent their interests through participation in thiJ 
proceeding. That is plainly sufficient to satisfy the interest requirements 0 

10 CFR 2.7 1 4(a). See Houston Lighting and Power Co. (AlIens Creel 

lNeither Mr. Bursey nor South Carolina took a position on the controversy. 
3No appeal has been. or could be, prosecuted by FUA from the rejection of the remaining l' 
contentions. This is because the Commission's Rules of Practice "do not permit a person tA 
take an interlocutory appeal from an order entered on his intervention petition unless tha 
order has the effect of denying the petition in its entirety". Houston lighting and PfJWer Q: 
(Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit I), ALAB-S8S, 11 NRC 469, 470 (1980), ani 
authorities there cited. 

At the conclusion of its brief in support of the grant of intervention, FUA requested ora 
argument. Such requests are addressed to the discretion of this Board and will be granted onI; 
if at least one member votes in favor of it. 10 CFR 2.763; Appendix A to 10 CFR Part ~ 
Section lX(e). In this instance, the Board unanimously concluded that the parties' positions 01 

the issues presented by the appeals have been adequately developed in the briefs and that ora 
argument would not be helpful. 
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Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-535, 9 NRC 377, 389-400 
(1979). 

The controversy focuses instead upon the Licensing Board's treatment of 
the question whether FUA nevertheless should be denied intervention 
because of the extreme belatedness of its petition and the imminence of the 
evidentiary hearing. As the Board correctly recognized, in resolving that 
question it was required to look to the five factors which 10 CFR 2.714(a) 
mandates be balanced when a belated petition is at hand: 

(i) Good cause, if any, for failure to me on time. 

(ii) The availability of other means whereby the petitioner's interest 
will be protected. 

(iii) The extent to which the petitioner's participation may reasonably 
be expected to assist in developing a sound record. 

(iv) The extent to which the petitioner's interest will be represented by 
existing parties. 

(v) The extent to which the petitioner's participation will broaden the 
issues or delay the proceeding. 

In its decision, the Board discussed each of these factors in turn. LBP-81-11, 
supra, 13 NRC at 423-428. Its ultimate conclusion was that, collectively, the 
factors justified allowing the eleventh hour introduction of some, but not 
all, of the FUA contentions and, thus, supported the grant of intervenor 
status to the organization. Id at 428. FUA was cautioned, however, that it 
must "take the proceeding as it currently stands ••• ". Id. at 423. 

It is well-settled that the appellate review of licensing board application 
of the five factors is governed by the "abuse of discretion" standard. See, 
e.g., Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (West Valley Reprocessing Plant), CLI-75-4, 
1 NRC 273,275 (1975); Florida Power & Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power 
Plant, Unit No.2), ALAB-420, 6 NRC 8, 13 (1977); Project Management 
Corp. (Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant), ALAB-354, 4 NRC 383, 389, 
390 (1976), and cases there cited. But it is equally clear that this standard 
does not foreclose our close scrutiny of the factual and legal ingredients of 
the analysis underlying the board's ultimate conclusions. ALAB-420, supra,· 
ALAB-354, supra,· Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear 
Station, Unit 2), ALAB-384, 5 NRC 612 (1977). And we think that the 
obligation to undertake such an examination is particularly apparent in the 
circumstances of this case. 

As will be discussed in greater detail infra, the Licensing Board did not 
find that FUA was warranted in waiting until March 1981 before seeking to 
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intervene. As also will be seen, our own appraisal of the record confirms 
that FUA's tardiness was manifestly unjustified. This being so, the validity 
of the grant of the petition so close to the start of the hearing perforce 
hinges upon whether a compelling showing has been made by FUA on the 
other four factors. Once again, by March 9 when the hearing date was set (if 
not long before), the applicants and the staff had every right to assume that 
both the issues to be litigated and the participants had been established 
with fmality. Simple fairness to them - to say nothing of the public interest 
requirement that NRC licensing proceedings be conducted in an orderly 
fashion - demanded that the Board be very chary in allowing one who had 
slept on its rights to inject itself and new claims into the case as last-minute 
trial preparations were underway. 

For the reasons which follow, we are persuaded that FUA's showing on 
the controlling factors fell fatally short of what might have provided a 
sufficient foundation for a discretionary allowance of tardy intervention. 
Accordingly, the April 30 order cannot stand. 

D. 
For the purposes of its analysis, the Licensing Board divided FUA's 

contentions into two groups. The first consisted of the ten contentions 
which were ultimately admitted to the proceeding; they broadly dealt with 
corporate management (Nos. 1,2,27) and emergency planning (Nos. 7-13). 
The second group embraced the 17 rejected contentions - covering such 
widely diverse subject matter as financial qualifications (Nos. 3 and 4); 
seismicity (Nos. 5 and 6); steam generator tube integrity (No. 14); quality 
control (No. 15); diesel generator reliability (No .. 16); class 9 accidents (No. 
17); anticipated transients without scram (No. IS); license condition 
implementation (No. 19); storage and transportation of spent fuel (Nos. 20-
22); health effects of radiation releases during normal plant operation and 
as a result of the uranium fuel cycle (No. 23); systems interactions (No. 24); 
control room design (No. 25); and hydrogen control (No. 26). 

A. In its decision, the Licensing Board summarized the variety of 
reasons assigned by FUA for the failure to have sought intervention on any 
issue at a much earlier date. LBP-Sl-Il, supra, 13 NRC at 422. In large 
measure, those reasons were found insubstantial. Id at 423. Nevertheless, 
the Board concluded that, in light of the revisions made in the Commis
sion's criteria for emergency planning following the Three Mile Island 
accident, FUA had good cause to wait until the middle or laller part of 1980 
before filing its contentions on that subject. "[B]ecause of the Commission's 
focus on management capability in the post-TMI era", the Board reached a 
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similar conclusion with regard to "the delay in filing the management 
capability contentions". Id. at 423-424. 

We need not determine here whether the Board was right in that view. Be 
that as it may, the post-TMI events.~nnot possibly serve to justify FUA's 
election to wait until the end of March 1981 to file its petition. In this 
connection, as the Board itself emphasized, the final rule establishing new 
and specific standards for on-site and ofT-site radiological emergency plans 
was published on August 19, 198.0; ~5 Fed Reg. 55402. And we have been 
pointed to no more recent developments in the corporate management area 
which might be taken as having first triggered FUA's obligation to put 
forward its concerns on that subject.4 

B. The Board below nevertheless found the "good cause" factor "to be 
of almost no weight (or of slight weight against petitioner) in deciding upon 
the intervention with regard to the corporate management and emergency 
planning issues". 13 NRC at 424. Central to this finding was the Board's 
articulated belief that no other party to the proceeding had been 
disadvantaged by the filing in March (rather than considerably earlier) and 
that the progress of the proceeding would not be delayed. Id at 424.' 

41t appears from the petition to intervene (at p. 4), that FUA had assumed prior to mid
February 1981 that "its interests were being represented, to some extent, by" Mr. Bursey. Only 
then, when it was given reason to doubt the continuing validity of that assumption, did FUA 
undertake "an immediate and thorough inquiry into the status of this proceeding and its rights 
and remedies". As the Board below correctly observed, that excuse is not acceptable. See Duke 
Power Co. (Cherokee Nuclear Station, Units I, 2 and 3), ALAB-440, 6 NRC 642, 644-45 
(1977). 

Apart from stressing its misplaced reliance upon the Bursey intervention, in its appellate brief 
(at p. 3) FUA reiterated its complaint below respecting the asserted lack "for several years" of 
a "properly managed" local public document room. Whether or not this assertion has factual 
substance, it too provides an inadequate explanation for the March filing of the inervention 
petition. As FUA acknowledges (Br. p. 2), its representatives attended a November 25, 1980 
prehearing conference in this proceeding. At that time, if not before, it had a full opportunity 
to acquire whatever information may have been necessary to undergird its petition. Yet it 
waited another four months - as it admits (Br. pp. 2-3), because of the Bursey intervention. 
'It is not entirely clear from an earlier statement in the Board's discussion on this point 
whether the Board might have thought that these considerations bear upon the existence of 
good cause for the tardy filing in March, as opposed to the possible significance of the absence 
of such cause. We have specifically in mind the observation that "fblad that added delay in 
filing disadvantaged any parties other than petitioner itself (by circumscribing its prehearing 
activities), or delayed the proceedings, we might find a lack of good cause". 13 NRC at 424. 

Obviously, whether there is "good cause" for a late filing depends wholly upon the 
substantiality of the reasons assigned for not having flied at an earlier date. For their part, the 
consequences of the tardiness are to be looked at in connection with the other factors (most 
particularly the fifth one, dealing with delay and the broadening of the issues). We shall 
assume that the Licensing Board recognized this consideration and that its fmding quoted in 
the text was intended to mean only that the "good cause" factor did not weigh heavily against 
FUA in the overall assessment of the delinquent petition. 
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We disagree with the Board on both scores. It seems manifest to us that 
the introduction of FUA and its accepted contentions into the proceeding 
less than two months before the scheduled trial date has prejudiced other 
parties. Further, a delay in the progress of the proceeding is not merely a 
theoretical possibility but rather a very likely proximate result of the belated 
intervention.6 

1. Had FUA sought and obtained intervention in a more timely fashion, 
the applicant and the staff could have instituted discovery against it without 
jeopardizing the present commencement date for the evidentiary hearing. 
The Licensing Board acknowledged that fact but went on to express the 
opinion that "discovery would not have benefitted them on the issues we 
are admitting". This is said to be so because FUA "has made full disclosure 
in its supplemental petition of the bases for its contentions, including the 
names or offices of its potential witnesses to the extent we are admitting its 
contentions, for the Board will not allow additional witnesses". 13 NRC 
at 425. 

The principal difficulty with that line of reasoning is that it ascribes too 
limited a role to the discovery process. Parties to a proceeding are entitled 
to obtain in advance of hearing much more than simply a summary 
statement of the bases for their adversaries' claims and some identification 
of potential witnesses whose testimony might support those claims. Rather, 
as we had recent occasion to stress, "[i]n modem administrative and legal 
practice, pretrial discovery is liberally granted to enable the parties to 
ascertain the facts in complex litigation, refme the issues, and prepare 
adequately for a more expeditious hearing or trial". Pennsylvania Power and 
Light Co. (Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-613, 

6At the April 7-8 prehearing conference. the Licensing Board announced that, if not completed 
during the June 22-July 3 period, the evidentiary hearing would resume on July 13 and 
continue through July 24 (fr. 666). This was later confirmed in a May 14 "notice of scheduling 
of evidentiary hearing". 

On May 12, FUA filed a "motion for continuance" in which it called attention to the fact that 
FUA and its representatives are also parties to a rate proceeding pending before the South 
Carolina Public Service Commission. That proceeding (involving one of the present 
applicants) is scheduled to commence on July 13. Asserting that it lacked the resources to 
appear simultaneously in both proceedings. FUA asked that, unless the state proceeding were 
rescheduled, the July 13 hearing session in the NRC proceeding be postponed. 

On the date of the filing of FUA's brief with us (May 20). the motion was pending before the 
Licensing Board (and it still is). Yet, FUA did not refer to it in that brief. Particularly because 
one of the signatories was a member of the Bar (see fn. 12, infra). we fmd the omission 
disturbing. Oearly. were the motion to be granted, there might well be a delay in the 
completion of the evidentiary hearing as a direct consequence of FUA's intervention. This 
being so. FUA should have acknowleged the existence of the pending motion in the course of 
its argument (Br. pp. 11-12) that the late intervention would cause no "relevant" or 
"unproductive delay". 
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12 NRC 317, 322 (1980), quoting from Pacific Gas and Electric Co. 
(Stanislaus Nuclear Project, Unit 1), LBP-78-20, 7 NRC 1038, 1040 (1978). 
In the same vein, the Supreme Court has noted that, as a result of the 
availability of discovery, "[t]he way is now clear, consistent with recognized 
privileges, for the parties to obtain the fullest possible knowledge of the 
issues and facts before trial". Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495,501 (1947). 

The short of the matter is that, because of FUA's inexcusable tardiness, 
the other parties to the proceeding have been effectively deprived of the 
opportunity to obtain "the fullest possible knowledge" of what FUA 
proposes to adduce in support of its contentions. To be sure, the Board 
directed that "the parties cooperate in informal discovery" with respect to 
the "applicant's and [s]taff's evolving positions on emergency planning". 13 
NRC at 425. But, irrespective of precisely what the Board may have had in 
mind in that regard, it seems reasonably apparent that the contemplation 
was not that either the applicants or the staff would undertake to determine 
the metes and bounds of FUA's case by means of interrogatories, 
depositions, document discovery and requests for admissions. In any event, 
time would have not permitted such an exploration - at least so long as the 
June 22 hearing date remained inviolate.' 

2. Equally unpersuasive is the Licensing Board's treatment of the 
impact of the tardy intervention upon the ability of the applicants and the 
staff to seek summary disposition of one or more of FUA's admitted 
contentions. The Board opined that neither the corporate management nor 
the emergency planning issues are now susceptible of summary disposition. 
13 NRC at 426. By that, the Board presumably meant that a trial could not 
be entirely avoided on those issues. But it scarcely follows that none of the 
specific claims set forth in FUA's numerous contentions would be 
disposable summarily - in part if not in whole.s Thus, by countenancing 
FUA's intervention at such a late date that pretrial resort both to discovery 
and to summary disposition procedures became practical impossibilities, 
the Board has created the substantial danger that hearing time will be 
unnecessarily expended and, thus, wasted. 

3. The Licensing Board reasoned that, because "the corporate manage
ment and emergency planning issues had already been admitted to the 
proceeding (by Board question or intervenor [i.e., Bursey] contention)", the 
issues would not be broadened by FUA's admission to the proceeding on 
those subjects. 13 NRC at 425. We cannot agree. 

Only one of Mr. Bursey's contentions even remotely brings into question 
the applicant's managerial capabilities: in contention A2, that intervenor 

7In this connection, it is our understanding that the premed testimony was due on May 28. 
ISome of those specific claims are summarized infra, pp.891-892. 
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asserted that the applicants lack the financial qualifications to operate anc 
decommission the facility both safely and in compliance with NRC 
regulations. For its part, the Licensing Board manifested at a November 25 
19S0 prehearing conference its "concern" that the proposed addition ofthc 
South Carolina Public Service Authority as a co-owner of the facility mighl 
"compromise management responsibility for the public health and safety" 
See December 30, 19S0 memorandum and order (unpublished), at pp. 6-7 

The FUA contentions go well beyond those matters, into applicants' 
competence to operate a nuclear facility. Contention 1, for example, asseI'U 
broadly that the "overall corporate managrnent of the Applicant il 
sufficiently inexperienced in the operations of a nuclear power facility and 
is generally deficient in management abilities essential to the safe operatioll 
of a nuclear power plant or properly to respond under accident conditions", 
Contention 2 challenges the adequacy of the "hancl.s on" experience of the 
applicants' "reactor operator stafT".9 And contention 27 disputes the 
adequacy of the applicants' technical and management resources to fulfill 
new regulatory requirements imposed as a consequence of the Three Mile 
Island accident. 

Insofar as emergency planning is concerned, Mr. Bursey's single 
contention in that area (AS) focused upon the applicants' asserted lack of 
adequate preparations for "the implementation of [its] emergency plan in 
those areas where the assistance and cooperation of state and local agencies 
are required". Our examination of the record does not disclose that the 
Board has undertaken on its own to raise additional emergency planning 
issues. Yet the FUA contentions manifestly have done precisely that. Thus, 
it is claimed in various subparts of contention 7 that, among other things, 
the applicants' plan does not meet minimum staffing requirements; that 
realistic estimates of evacuation times have not been developed; that 
adequate means have not been provided for the protection of those without 
access to motor vehicles; that no provisions have been made for the 
distribution and use of "radioprotective" drugs; that on-site emergency first 
aid capability is inadequate; and that the applicants' meteorological 
monitoring equipment does not satisfy NRC requirements. The other FUA 
emergency planning contentions (S through 13) likewise contain assertions 
which broaden significantly what Bursey contention A8 called upon the 

'At the April 7-8 prehearing conference, the Board below alluded to a "question" raised by the 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards in the corporate management "area" (fr. 478-79). 
The question was not there identified more precisely. From the April 30 order, 13 NRC at 427, 
it appears that the question dealt in part with the applicants' "hands-on operating experience". 
What the Board left unclear was whether it was then raising that question itself. If not, the 
ACRS concern necessarily will have to receive staff attention before an operating license is 
issued. See pp. 895-896, infra. 
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lpplicants and the staff to confront in their prefiled testimony and at the 
learing. 

The Licensing Board undoubtedly was aware of the expansive reach of 
the FUA contentions. It is a fair inference, therefore, that the Board 
thought that, for the purposes of Section 2.714(a), a belated petition can be 
~eld to "broaden the issues" only if it introduces an entirely new subject 
matter. But such an interpretation is at odds with the commonly 
Ilnderstood meaning of "broaden", i.e., "to extend the limits or'.tO And 
there is no reason to assume that the Commission had any other meaning in 
mind. To the contrary, in assessing this factor in West Valley, CLI-75-4, 
rupra, 1 NRC at 276, the Commission emphasized the fact that "substan
tially identical" issues to those presented in the late petition had been raised 
by other parties. As has been seen, FUA's contentions are far from 
"substantially identical" to either those of Mr. Bursey or the Board's 
management responsibility question. 

C. We now tum to the factor which the Licensing Board thought weighs 
"most heavily" in FUA's favor with respect to its corporate management 
and emergency planning contentions. According to the Board, FUA can be 
expected to make a substantial contribution to the development of a sound 
record 'on those subjects. Its explanation for this conclusion was contained 
in one sentence: "As is apparent from FUA's pleadings and from the 
general discussion at the prehearing conference, petitioner's members have 
become well versed [on corporate mangement and emergency planning 
matters], independently of any intention of intervening in this proceeding, 
through their participation in rate-making proceedings and in the ongoing 
emergency planning". 13 NRC at 426. 

In addition, while acknowledging that it "perhaps" did not constitute 
grounds for allowing FUA intervention, the Board recorded its conviction 
that Mr. Bursey was incapable of making a significant contribution to the 
development of the record. The Board pointed to that intervenor's 
manifested "inability to effectively manage his case" and suggested that it 
could not count on assistance from him in the resolution of the corporate 
management question that it had raised (although "valuable assistance" on 
that question was to be expected of the stafl). 13 NRC at 426-427. 

As we see it, the Board's perception of Mr. Bursey's abilities and his 
likely contribution to the proceeding could not possibly serve as justifica
tion for allowing FUA to come into the proceeding at the last moment. It is 
often the case that one or another of the parties to a proceeding will give the 
presiding board legitimate cause to question its ability to make an effective 

IOWebster's Third New International Dictionary (1971), at p. 280. 
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presentation on the issues in controversy. When confronted with such a 
situation, the board may well have to take a more active role in the 
proceeding itself. For example, it may find it necessary to undertake its OWl] 

interrogation of the witnesses. II This, it seems to us, is the appropriate 
course to follow - rather than opening the door, as the hearing date 
approaches, to another would-be party which seeks not merely to 
participate in the record development on the then-existing matters in 
controversy, but also to expand the issues to be heard. 

In appraising the ruling below on the factor at hand, we accordingly 
eschew any comparison of FUA's seeming capabilities with those of Mr. 
Bursey. Instead, our inquiry is restricted to whether the record supports the 
Licensing Board's conclusion that FUA's likely contribution is of sufficienl 
magnitude to favor strongly allowing its intervention at this time. 

1. FUA is represented in this proceeding primarily by Dr. John C. 
Ruoff)2 According to his affidavit appended to the intervention petition, 
Dr. Ruoff possesses a PhD in history and is a self-employed "research 
consultant to a variety of nonprofit and community-based organizations". 
In recent years (1979~80), he participated as an intervenor on his own 
behalf in a rate proceeding conducted before the South Carolina Public 
Service Commission; which involved the lead applicant (South Carolina 
Electric and Gas Company). "[T]hrough that proceeding", it is averred, he 
"became educated and informed about the organization, management and 
operation of the Applicant and the design, construction, and plans for the 
operation" of the Summer facility. Further, his participation in the 
programs of FUA over the past year has enabled him to "become educated 
on the subject of the design and operation of nuclear power plants and the 
probable effects of [Summer] operation". 

2. At the April 7-8, 1981 prehearing conference which, inter alia, 
addressed the FUA pe~ition, Dr. Ruoff told the Licensing Board that he did 
not have an available witness to support the management capability 
contentions in that petition (Tr. 467). Instead, it is his apparent intention to 
restrict himself to the cross-examination of applicant (and possibly stafl) 

USee 10 CFR 2.718(g). See also, COn.rumt!rs Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-
283, 2 NRC II, 20 (1975), where ~e Board made a determined effort to insure that the issues 
were thoroughly explored". 
Il()n the second day of the April 7-8 preheating conference, Robert Guild, Esquire, of the Bar 
of South Carolina entered a special ~ce for the purpose of addressing on FUA's behalf 
the legal issues raised by the untimeliness of the intervention petition (Tr. 494). Along with Dr. 
Ruoff, Mr. Guild also signed the briefwbich has been submitted to us on the instant appeals. 
It appears from FUA's May 12 motion for a continuance (see fn. 6, supra) that Mr. Guild's 
participation at the evidentiary hearing would be restricted to providing FUA with assistance 
on any legal issues which may arise. We therefore assume that Dr. Ruoff would be solely 
responsible for the examination of witnesses and anything else required to develop FUA's 
position on the substantive issues. 
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witnesses (fr. 477, 479, 482, 657~58). And, as previously noted (p.888, 
supra), in its April 30 order the Board made it plain that FUA will not be 
permitted to add witnesses at this point. 

Without far more particularization of his experience and knowledge than 
is set forth in his affidavit or was provided at the April 7-8 conference, we 
are unable to discern any basis for concluding that Dr. Ruoff's participa
tion as a cross-examiner is imperative to the development of a comprehen
sive record on the applicants' management capability. While his involve
ment in the state rate proceeding may well have acquainted him with details 
of the fmancial structure of the lead applicant, it is not immediately obvious 
why it would have provided unusual insight into that company's compe
tence to operate a large nuclear facility (as raised by FUA's contentions 1, 2 
and 27). Nor was the Board below given reason for confidence that such 
insight might have been supplied by Dr. Ruoff's unspecified role in 
unspecified FUA programs. 

We do not intimate, of course, that Dr. Ruoff would be incapable of 
making any contribution through cross-examination of applicant or staff 
witnesses. All that we determine, or need decide, is that FUA's showing on 
the "record development" factor was not strong enough to warrant, 
standing alone, the grant of its inexcusably and materially late petition. In 
this connection, as noted above it is both the right and the' responsibility of 
the Licensing Board to examine witnesses itself, if necessary in the interest 
of insuring that a proper record is compiled on all matters in controversy 
(or raised by it sua sponte). We take official notice that the two technical 
members of the Board below have served on the Licensing Board Panel for 
nine and eight years respectively, during which period each has sat on 
numerous licensing proceedings. That being so, it surely does not demean 
Dr. Ruoff's credentials to suggest that the Board is at least as well-equipped 
to pursue any relevant lines of inquiry as might be Dr. Ruoff on the basis of 
his participation in a single rate proceeding and less than one year's 
association with a community-based organization. 

3. FUA does propose to present one or more witnesses in support of its 
emergency planning contentions. At the April 7-8 prehearing conference, 
Dr. Ruoff made specific reference to Dr. Janet Greenhut and Marlene 
Bowers Andrews (fr. 592-96). Dr. Greenhut is a physician and FUA 
member. Dr. Ruoff informed the Board that, because he had not been able 
to obtain "as yet" an expert on radiological health, he might call upon her 
to testify. He noted that "Dr. Greenhut has done some research into that 
area with some medical literature" (fr. 596). Ms. Andrews was described by 
Dr. Ruoff as "an expert in psychology who has been doing work on nuclear 
emergencies, radiological emergencies" (fr. 595). She was said to have 
agreed to appear as a FUA witness (ibid.). 
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Apart from those named individuals, Dr. Ruoff expressed an interest in 
calling "the emergency preparedness people from the four county area, the 
four counties within the plume exposure pathway, emergency planning 
zone" (Tr. 593). He conceded, however, that he had not obtained a 
commitment from any such persons to testify on FUA's behalf (ibid.). He 
also reaffirmed the assertion in the FUA petition (as part of the basis for 
contention 7) that FUA has members (including himself) who possess 
"unique" knowledge of the demography, roads, traffic patterns and 
topography of the area surrounding the Summer site (Tr. 596). It is unclear, 
however, whether he proposed to produce the testimony of some of those 
members and it is even more doubtful that the Board below would now 
permit him to add them to the witness list.13 

What appears from these disclosures is no more than that FUA may be 
in a position to assist the development of the record on a few - but well 
short of all - of the numerous assertions made in its emergency planning 
contentions. Just how significant that assistance might be is problematic. It 
depends, of course, on the state of the knowledge of FUA's proposed 
witnesses on the subjects they would address. Dr. Greenhut and Ms. 
Andrews are the only potential witnesses who have been specifically 
identified. What the Board was told about their qualifications and possible 
testimony was plainly too sparse to permit an informed judgment regarding 
their likely contribution.14 

D. We have no quarrel with the Licensing Board's conclusions 
respecting the remaining two factors. ls 13 NRC at 427-428. Given the 
Board's appraisal of the manner in which Mr. Bursey is carrying forward 
his own intervention, there is little reason to suppose that he would 

"FUA contention No. 13 is concerned with olT-site radiation monitoring. In a colloquy with 
the Board, Dr. Ruoff noted that the derivation of that contention was discussions FUA had 
had with the Union of Concerned Scientists. He conceded that he had not obtained a witness 
to support the contention. He also acknowledged that the contention did not parallel any of 
Mr. Bursey's contentions. Tr. 621. 
14At several points both in its petition and during the prehearing conference, FUA made 
mention of various employees of the lead applicant who assertedly would shed some light on 
the corporate management and emergency planning questions raised by the petition. In a May 
13, 1981 order (at p. 9), the Licensing Board directed that those employees be made available 
at the hearing for FUA examination. We do not deem them to be FUA witnesses and, further, 
fInd no basis for conjecture on how fruitful FUA's examination of them might prove to be. 

In the same order (at pp. 9-11), the Board ruled that FUA also would be permitted to cross
examine on the issues raised by Mr. Bursey's contentions - which encompass several subjects 
(e.g., seismicity) apart from corporate management and emergency planning. There is an equal 
lack of basis for an informed prediction respecting the utility of FUA's exercise of that 
privilege. 
I'le., the availability of other means whereby the petitioner can protect its interest and the 
extent to which other parties will represent that interest 
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adequately represent FUA's interest. Moreover, once again, the FUA and 
Bursey claims differ in significant measure. And while the applicants and 
the staff point out that FUA members might choose to make limited 
appearance statements, we are not persuaded that, in the circumstances of 
this case, their interest would be fully protected by such restricted 
participation in the proceeding. Nor do we perceive other means which 
might serve that purpose. 

But, as the Licensing Board itself correctly observed, those factors "are 
given relatively lesser weight than the other factors". 13 NRC at 427. 
Indeed, it is most difficult to envisage a situation in which they might serve 
to justify granting intervention, after the hearing date was set, to one who 
(1) is inexcusably late; (2) seeks to expand materially the scope of the 
proceeding; and (3) offers, at best, a marginal showing with respect to its 
ability to make a truly significant, substantive contribution. In the present 
context, for the very reason that, as FUA puts it (Br. p. 9), "[t]his 
proceeding represents the best forum for the protection of [its] interest in 
health and safety matters regarding the Summer Nuclear Station", the 
organization should have flled its intervention petition at a much earlier 
date. By instead remaining on the sidelines while the proceeding moved 
closer and closer to trial, it voluntarily assumed the precise risk which has 
now materialized: that its participation in the proceeding could no longer 
be sanctioned without destructive damage to both the rights of other parties 
and the integrity of the adjudicatory process itself. 

E. For the foregoing reasons, the denial of the FUA petition was 
mandated. Although understandably hesitant to deprive FUA of the 
opportunity to ventilate its seemingly genuine concerns at the hearing 
which is about to commence, in the totality of circumstances the Licensing 
Board simply had insufficient justification under the Commission's Rules of 
Practice for allowing this crucially tardy intervention. 

It does not follow from FUA's exclusion from the proceeding that its 
concerns perforce will be ignored in the licensing of this reactor. Insofar as 
they overlap either matters placed in controversy by Mr. Bursey or issues 
raised by the Board sua sponte (see 10 CFR 2.760a), it will be the Board's 
responsibility to require their adequate evidentiary exploration. To the 
extent that they go beyond the bounds of the hearing as fixed prior to the 
belated FUA intervention attempt, under the long-prevailing regulatory 
scheme these concerns fall within the province of the staff. In all events, an 
operating license may not issue unless and until this agency makes the 
fmdings specified in 10 CFR 50.57 - including the ultimate fmding that 
such issuance "will not be inimical to • • • the health and safety of the 
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public". As to those aspects of reactor operation not considered in an 
adjudicatory proceeding (if one is conducted),16 it is the staffs duty to 
insure the existence of an adequate basis for each of the requisite Section 
50.57 determinations. 

Insofar as it granted the intervention petition of Fairfield United Action, 
the April 30, 1981 order of the Licensing Board, LBP-81-11, 13 NRC 420, is 
reversed and the cause is remanded with instructions to deny that petition as 
untimely. 

It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop . 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 

16()n the operating license level, a hearing is required only in response to a successful petition 
for leave to intervene and request therefor. Section 189a. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. a!I 
amended, 42 U.s.c. 2239(a). 
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Ms. Kohl, concurring: 
I join fully in the Board's opinion. I take this opportunity only to make 

two brief additional points. 
1. FUA's papers, particularly those prepared by Dr. Ruoff and med 

before the Licensing Board, represent an impressive - albeit unsuccessful 
- effort to participate in and contribute to this important proceeding. 
Given the quality of these pleadings and the asserted interest of its members 
in the Summer facility, it is especially difficult to understand why FUA, 
which was incorporated in early September 1980, waited over six months 
before taking any formal action in furtherance of that interest. I None of the 
reasons FUA offered for the delay - set forth by the Licensing Board, 13 
NRC at 422 - proves persuasive. Indeed, its inaction is inconsistent with 
its professed concern about this plant and this proceeding. 

2. One means does exist, however, by which FUA can contribute to this 
proceeding without being afforded party status. The organization can 
furnish fmancial, technical, legal, or other assistance to the sole existing 
intervenor, Mr. Bursey. Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna 
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-289, 2 NRC 395,399 (1975). This, of course, 
provides no fully satisfactory substitute for direct participation (see p. 894-
895 supra). But if FUA is sincere in its interest - and there is no reason to 
doubt that it is - it will grasp this opportunity enthusiastica1ly.2 

IEven after FUA's representatives attended a November 25, 1980, preheating conference, the 
organization took no immediate action to formalize its involvement. See fn. 4, supra. 
21 note in this connection that FUA's counsel, Mr. Guild (see fn. 12, supra), at one time was to 
have appeared in this proceeding as a witness for Mr. Bursey on this Contention A2 (May 13, 
1981, Order at pp. 3, 11-12). Thus, there is an ostensible connection between FUA and the 
intervenor that would facilitate an ofTer (and acceptance) of assistance from the former. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 898 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-643 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

Administrative Judges: 

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 
Christine N. Kohl 

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-395 OL 

SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC 
AND GAS COMPANY. et of. 

(VIrgil C. Summer Nuclear 
Station, Unit 1) June 15, 1981 

The Appeal Board denies an application filed pursuant to 10 CFR 2.788 
for a stay of the effectiveness of the Board's earlier decision (ALAB-642), 
which reversed a Licensing Board's order granting an untimely intervention 
petition, pending the filing and disposition of a petition for Commission 
review of the Appeal Board's decision. 

RULES OF 
PRACflCE: STAY PENDING APPEAL 

In determining whether to grant an application for a stay, boards must 
consider the following criteria: 

(1) Whether the moving party has made a strong showing that it is 
likely to prevail on the merits; 

(2) Whether the party will be irreparably injured unless a stay is 
granted; 

(3) Whether the granting of a stay would harm other parties; and 
(4) Where the public interest lies. 

IOCFR2.788(e). 
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APPEARANCES 

Dr. John C. Ruoff, Jenkinsville, South Carolina, for the movant 
Fairfield United Action. 

Messrs. Joseph B. Knotts, Jr., and Dale E. HoUar, Washington, 
D.C., for the South Carolina Electric and Gas Company et al. 

Mr. Steven C. Goldberg for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
staff. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

In ALAB·642, 13 NRC 881 (June 1, 1981), we reversed the April 30, 
1981 Licensing Board order l which granted the untimely petition of 
Fairfield United Action (FUA) for leave to intervene in this operating 
license proceeding. FUA now applies under 10 CFR 2.788 for a stay of the 
effectiveness of ALAB·642 pendmg the filing and disposition of a petition 
for Commission review of that decision. Applying the four criteria set forth 
in Section 2.788 (e),2 we deny the application. Because, however, the 
evidentiary hearing is due to commence one week from today (June 22), as 
an accommodation to FUA we are transmitting its papers, together with the 
responses flIed by other parties,3 to the Commission for such action, if any, 
as it may deem appropriate.4 

ILBP-81-Il,13 NRC 420. 
21hat subsection reads: 

In detennining whether to grant or deny an application for a stay, the Commission, 
Atomic Safety and Ucensing Appeal Board, or presiding officer will consider: 

(I) Whether the moving party has made a strong showing that it is likely to 
prevail on the merits; 

(2) Whether the party will be irreparably injured unless a stay is granted; 

(3) Whether the granting of a stay would harm other parties; and 

(4) Where the public interest lies. 

These are the same factors which have long governed the grant or denial of stays in the federal 
courts. See Virginia PetroieumJobbers Ass'n v. FPC, 259 F.2d 921, 925 (D.c. Cir. 1958). 
3Both the operating license applicants and the NRC staff oppose the grant of a stay. 
4We wish to make clear that our ruling on the stay application is not being referred to the 
Commission; i.e., we are not afflIlllative1y calling upon the Commission to review that ruling. 
Rather, we are simply giving recognition to the imminence of the evidentiary hearing. It would 
be difficult, if not impossible, for FUA formally to renew its stay application before the 
Commission in time to enable full consideration and disposition by that body. 
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1. In ALAB-642, we noted that the appellate review of licensing board 
action on belated intervention petitions is governed by the "abuse of 
discretion" standard. 13 NRC at 886. Asserting that it is likely to succeed 
on the merits of its petition for Commission review, FUA urges that we 
nevertheless failed to apply that standard. This is said to follow from the 
absence of a finding by us that the Licensing Board abused its discretion in 
granting the FUA petition. Stay application, pp. 2, 5. 

True enough, ALAB-642 does not contain an explicit fmding to that 
effect. But it leaves no room for reasonable doubt regarding our conclusion 
that, on the record before it, the Licensing Board could not allow FUA's 
eleventh hour intervention as a discretionary matter. See, e.g., 13 NRC at 
887, 895. Put another way, a licensing board simply has no latitude to admit 
a new party to a proceeding as the hearing date approaches in circum
stances where (I) the extreme tardiness in seeking intervention is unjusti
fied; (2) the certain or likely consequence would be prejudice to other 
parties as well as delay in the progress of the proceeding, particularly 
attributable to the broadening of issues; and (3) the substantiality of the 
contribution to the development of the record which might be made by that 
party is problematic. 

We need not rehearse the bases assigned in ALAB-642 for our 
determination that each of those circumstances is here present. Suffice it to 
note that nothing now offered by FUA prompts our reassessment of the 
matter. 

The stay application is silent with regard to our fmding of a lack of good 
cause for the tardiness of the intervention petition. Nor does it address the 
considerations which underlay our conclusions regarding prejudice to other 
parties and delay.' Rather, FUA focuses almost exclusively (stay 

In this connection, IO CFR 2.788(f) provides that "{a]n application to the Commission for a 
stay of a decision or action by an ••• Appeal Board will be denied if a stay was not, but could 
have been, sought before the Appeal Board". It was doubtless this provision which prompted 
the filing of the stay application with us in the fIrSt instance. Unfortunately, subsection (f) 
sheds no illumination on what might constitute circumstances in which a stay need not be 
sought initially from this Board. Presumably, however, the urgency of the perceived need for a 
stay was not thought by the Commission to be such a circumstance; had it been, the 
subsection likely would have so indicated. 

It appears from the stay application (at pp. 3-4) that FUA took our statement (13 NRC at 
888) that "delay in the progress of the proceeding [wasl a very likely proximate result of the 
belated .intervention" as resting solely on the then pending FUA "motion for continuance" 
discussed in accompanying footnote 6. In this connection, we are told that the South Carolina 
Public Service Commission has now changed the date of its proceeding, with the consequence 
that the continuance motion has become moot. 

In actuality, however, the conclusion respecting delay was founded principally upon other 
considerations: that the FUA intervention would broaden the issues significantly and, because 
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application, pp. 3, 4) upon its claimed ability to contribute to the 
development of the record. . 

On that score, FUA relies in large measure on events subsequent to its 
admission to the proceeding on April 30 - most particularly, the 
submission of the prepared testimony of its two proposed witnesses (Dr. 
Greenhut and Ms. Andrews)6 and the filing of responses in opposition to 
motions for summary disposition directed to contentions of intervenor Brett 
Allen Bursey.' But even if it were proper for us to take account of this new 
material for present purposes! the result reached in ALAB-642 necessarily 
would remain unchanged. Although FUA's recent filings may well bear out 
the observation in the concurring opinion regarding the quality of its earlier 
pleadings,9 we are left unpersuaded that its contribution at the evidentiary 
hearing would be of such magnitude as to tip the overall balance in favor of 
permitting it to enter the proceeding at this juncture. 

2. Turning to the second stay criterion, it is plain that FUA will not be 
irreparably injured if a stay is denied. Were the Commission ultimately to 
reverse ALAB-642 and order FUA reinstated as a party, the necessary 
consequence would be that the evidentiary record (if closed by then) would 
have to be reopened to enable FUA's participation. FUA opines (stay 
application, p. 5) that the Commission likely would be loath to grant that 
relief. We decline to indulge in any such conjecture. No matter what might 
be the posture of the proceeding at the time, we must and do assume that 
the petition for review will receive a fair appraisal and that, should the 
Commission disagree with our decision, it will have no hesitancy to provide 
FUA with the full remedy to which it would thereupon become entitled. 

3. FUA maintains (stay application, pp. 6-7) that the grant of a stay 
would occasion "little" harm to other parties. We think otherwise. Among 
other things, it would require those parties to devote time and resources at 
the hearing to the new and numerous issues which FUA seeks to inject into 
the proceeding. Should the Commission not disturb ALAB-642, this 
expenditure would be irretrievable. 

4. FUA's argument on the final criterion (public interest) is founded on 
the premise that its full participation in the proceeding is required in order 
to assure a fully-developed record "on important issues of health and 
safety". Stay application, p. 8. We have previously noted our nonaccep-

of its lateness, would foreclose resort to summary disposition procedures on those issues. See 
13 NRC at 8M-891. The stay application does not dispute that this is so. 
'See ALAB-642, 13 NRC at 893. 
'Mr. Bursey was admitted to the proceeding in 1978. See LBP-78-6, 7 NRC 209. 
lOur appraisal of the correctness of a licensing board's determination on the. various factors to 
be considered in passing upon a late petition (see ALAB-642, 13 NRC at 885) petforce 
must be founded upon what was before that board when the determination was made. 
913 NRC at 897. 
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tance of that premise. 13 NRC at 892-894, 895. Further, as th'e concurring 
opinion points out (id. at 897). "FUA can contribute to this proceeding 
without being afforded party status" by furnishing "financial, technical, 
legal, or other assistance" to intervenor Bursey. Although the stay 
application does not allude to that fact, FUA may yet elect to "grasp this 
opportunity enthusiastically" (ibid.). ' 

Application for a stay of ALAB-642 denied. 
It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 
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13 NRC 903 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERlCA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-644 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

Administrative Judges: 

Richard S. Salzman, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 

Dr. W. Reed Johnson 

In the MaHer of Docket Nos. 50-275 OL 
50-3230L 

(Seismic Proceeding) 

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 

(Diablo Canyon ~uclear 
Power Plant, Units 1 & 2) June 16, 1981 

Following an evidentiary hearing on seismic issues, the Appeal Board 
affrrms (except for security plan issues which are before another Board), 
two partial initial decisions rendered by the Licensing Board on the Pacific 
Gas and Electric Company's application for licenses to operate the Diablo 
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant (LBP-79-26, 10 NRC 453 (1979); and LBP-
78-19,7 NRC 989 (1978). 

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO APPEAL 

In Commission practice as in judicial proceedings, only a party 
aggrieved may appeal. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: BRIEFS 

Issues not briefed may be deemed waived. 
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RULES OF PRACTICE: ADMINISIRATIVE FAIRNESS 

The resolution of issues of fact in favor of one side suggests neither bias 
nor error on the tribunal's part; without more, the appropriate inference is 
that the evidence of the prevailing party was the more persuasive. 

RULES OF PRACTICE: ADMINISIRATIVE FAIRNESS 

In administrative hearings as in court cases, rulings and fmdings made in 
the course of a proceeding are not in themselves sufficient reasons to 
believe that the tribunal is biased for or against a party. 

REGULATORY GUIDES: STATUS 

Regulatory guides are advisory rather than obligatory; they do not lay 
down mandatory directives but delineate problem-solving techniques the 
staff deems acceptable from past experience. 

REGULATIONS: INfERPRETATION 

Regulations, like statutes, may neither be read in isolation nor inter
preted piecemeal. 

TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED: 

Seismic design criteria; 
Safe shutdown earthquake; 
Response spectrum; 
Operating basis earthquake; 
Plate tectonics; 
Length of the Hosgri fault; 
Near-field motion characteristics; 
Magnitude saturation; 
Distance saturation; 
Peak ground acceleration; 
Effective acceleration; 
Focusing; 
High stress drop; 
Motion on rock versus soil; 
Vertical versus horizontal accelerations; 
Tau effect; 
Torsional excitation; 
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Soil-structure interaction; 
Damping; 
Material strength; 
Structural ductility; 
Combination ofloads. 
Response ofEl Centro Power Plant to Imperial Valley Earthquake. 

APPEARANCES 

Messrs. Bruce Norton and Arthur C. Gehr, Phoenix, Arizona, and 
Malcolm H. Furbush and Philip A. Crane, Jr., San Francisco, 
California, for the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, applicant. 

Messrs. David S. Fleischaker, Washington, D.C., and Joel Reynolds 
and John R. Phillips, Los Angeles, California, for the San Luis 
Obispo Mothers for Peace et ai.,joint intervenors. 

Messrs. Herbert H. Brown and Lawrence Coe Lanpher, Washington, 
D.C., and J. Anthony Kline and Byron S. Georgiou, Sacramento, 
California, for the Governor of California, amicus curiae. 

Messrs. William J. Olmstead, James R. Tourtellotte, L. Dow Davis, 
IV, and Edward G. Ketchen for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
staff. 
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DECISION 

Following contested hearings on the Pacific Gas and Electric Company's 
application for licenses to operate its Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, 
the Licensing Board found the plant adequately designed to withstand any 
earthquake that can reasonably be expected. LBP-79-26. 10 NRC 453 
(partial Initial Decision of September 27, 1979). The joint intervenors' have 
appealed that "seismic decision." Before we could decide their appeal, 
however, they moved to reopen the record for new evidence derived from a 
subsequent major California earthquake. We granted the motion and took 
that evidence ourselves. ALAB-598, 11 NRC 876 (June 24, 1980). The 
following decision covers all the seismic issues, whether raised in the initial 
appeal or at the reopened hearing.2 

110int Intervenors are the San Luis Obispo-Mothers for Peace (SLOMFP); the Scenic 
Shoreline Preservation Conference, Inc.; the Ecology Action Oub; Sandra A. Silver; Gordon 
Silver; 10hn 1. Forster; and Elizabeth Apfelberg. 

rrhe Licensing Board's September 27, 1979 decision also resolved contentions about the risk of 
aircraft and missiles striking the plant and the adequacy of the plant's "physical security plan." 
See LBP-79-26, 10 NRC 453, 459-463, 500. No exceptions were taken from the Board's 
determinations on the former issue; SLOMFP's separate security appeal is before another 
Board and not covered in this decision. See ALAB-5SO, II NRC 227 (1980). 

An earlier partial initial decision by the Board below covered environmental matters. LBP-78-
19,7 NRC 989 (lune 12, 1978). No exceptions were taken from that decision. In accordance 
with customary Appeal Board practice, however, we have reviewed it on our own motion. See 
pp .. 995-996, infra. 

As a result of actions directed by the Commission following the accident at Three Mile Island 
in March 1979, certain matters in this case are still before the Licensing Board, including issues 
involving emergency planning and other "lessons learned" as a result of the TMI incident. 
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I 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

A. The Decision Below 
For purposes of the issues now before us, we need sketch only the salient 

points of this proceeding's anfractuous history. The 750-acre Diablo 
Canyon site is located on the California coast halfway between San 
Francisco and Los Angeles, some twelve miles southwest of the City of San 
Luis Obispo. Like other locations in that State, the area is subject to 
earthquakes. This was known when the Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
(pG&E) was initially authorized to construct two nuclear-powered electric 
generating stations at Diablo Canyon.3 Since that time, however, new 
information bearing on the seismic potential of that site has come to the 
surface. These new developments lie at the heart of this appeal. 

We explained on an earlier occasion in this case that 

[a]II nuclear power plants must be designed and built to protect the 
public from the hazards of radioactive releases should the plant be 
subjected to movements in the earth's crust. And such considerations 
were taken into account when the Diablo Canyon facility was initially 
proposed for its Pacific coast site. At that time the Nacimiento Fault 
was taken to be the nearest major active fault. some 18 to 20 miles 
northeast of the plant. The facility was designed, engineered. and 
constructed to withstand earthquake damage on this basis. But, years 
after construction was approved and well underway, that assumption 
was discovered to be ill-founded. 

Subsequent offshore explorations for petroleum have revealed that. at 
its closest point. the "Hosgri fault" lies only a few miles off the site of 
the Diablo Canyon facility. That proximity raised the likelihood that 
an earthquake in the vicinity of San Luis Obispo might be "considera
bly more severe" than initially anticipated. In light of this intervening 
development. the plant's design was extensively reanalyzed by the 
applicant, the staff, and the ACRS. Their consensus was [that] the 
Diablo Canyon facility as constructed. with some design modifications, 

lSee Docket No. 5G-275, 4 AEC 89, 92-93 (1968) (Unit 1); and Docket No. 50-323,4 AEC 447, 
passim (1970), affirmed, ALAB-27, 4 AEC 652, 653-55 (1971) (Unit 2). 
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would withstand safely the more severe earthquake shocks now 
reasonablyanticipatable.4 

The joint intervenors do not share that consensus. They opposed 
PG&E's applications for licenses to operate the Diablo facility and 
appeared as adverse parties in the Licensing Board hearing convened to 
consider them.' According to that Board, intervenors' seismic contentions 
focused on four main areas (LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 463): (1) the largest 
earthquake reasonably anticipatable on the Hosgri Fault; (2) the vibratory 
ground motion such a seismic event would induce at the plant site; (3) the 
proper criteria for evaluating the plant's ability to survive that event; and 
(4) the plant structures' responses to its tremors.6 

Following a long trial, the Board rendered its seismic decision on 
September 27, 1979. LBP-79-26, 10 NRC 453. In it, the Board below 
concluded that the "Hosgri Fault'" had been fully and properly analyzed 
and found it capable of producing an earthquake of7.5 magnitude (7.5M)8 
(id. at pp. 468-78). The Board deemed that value "very conservative and an 
appropriate basis for the Diablo "Safe Shutdown Earthquake" or "SSE" 
(id. at pp. 478-85). An SSE is the seismic event "which produces the 

fALAB·519, 9 NRC 42, 45 (1979) (footnotes omitted) (on petition to subpoena two ACRS 
consultants as witnesses). We note that the statement in the first paragraph of the above to the 
effect that the Diablo Canyon facility was designed, engineered, and constructed to withstand 
an earthquake on the Nacimiento Fault some 18 or 20 miles from the plant was taken from a 
1969 letter from the USGS to the staff. Testimony now on the record shows that in actuality 
applicant also designed the plant to withstand an earthquake of magnitude 6.75 with a focus 12 
miles from the plant. See testimony of 10hn A. Blume, fol. Tr. 6099, at pp. 9-11 (see NOTE 
below). 
'Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 42 U.S.c. §§ 2011 et seq., a utility seeking to build and 
operate a nuclear power plant must obtain separate permits or licenses at both the 
construction and the operation stages of the project. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. 
NRDC, 435 U.S. 519, 525-27 (1978); Power Reactor Co. v. Electricians, 367 U.S. 396, 404-05 
(1961). 

NOTE: The names of all witnesses with their education and present positions are listed 
alphabetically in Addendum I. "Tr." references are to the transcript of the licensing Board 
hearing; "R. Tr . .. references are to the transcript of the reopened seismic hearing before this Board 
in October 1980. 
610int Intervenors' contentions appear in full at LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 468, 478,486,490 
and 492. 
'1bis offshore fault is named for the geologists Hoskins and Griffiths, who found it in the 
course of private underwater explorations for petroleum. Its existence was not made public 
until 1971, however, after construction of the plant was authorized and underway.ld at p. 470. 
'Although the Board did not specify the exact magnitude scale, we believe the record is clear 
that the "magnitude" referred to is the "surface wave magnitude" Ms. See pp. 930~931 and fn. 
198, infra. 
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maximum vibratory ground motion for which certain structures, systems, 
and components are designed to remain functional."9 A nuclear power 
plant must be able to withstand the forces of an SSE without releasing 
dangerous quantities ofradioactivity.1O 

The Licensing Board also predicted the maximum vibratory ground 
motion (in terms of acceleration, measured in units of gravity, "g") that an 
SSE might induce at the plant site. Intervenors' evidence was that this 
would be 1.15g. The Board, however, credited the staff and applicants' 
witnesses who testified that a 705M event on the Hosgri Fault would 
produce an "effective" acceleration no greater than 0.75g. The Board 
approved that figure as the anchor point for determining the basic response 
spectrumll used to evaluate the Diablo Canyon plant's ability to withstand 
an SSE. 10 NRC at pp. 486-89. 

As mentioned, the SSE is the most powerful earthquake ever expected to 
occur at the plant site. A second seismic event also considered in designing 
nuclear plants is the "Operating Basis Earthquake" or "OBE." This is the 
strongest earthquake considered likely to occur during a plant's operating 
lifetime. Nuclear facilities must be designed and built to function through 
the OBE without creating undue risk'to the public health and safety.12 

On this point there was disagreement about the meaning of the 
governing regulations. Joint intervenors read them to direct that the 
maximum vibratory ground motion at the plant site during an OBE be 
assumed in every case to be half that induced by an SSE, or 0.375g at 
Diablo Canyon. The applicant and staff, however, construe the regulations 
to call for a resort to half the SSE value only where no justification has been 
made for determining OBE ground motion on the basis of specific site 
conditions. The Licensing Board agreed with the latter construction and 
found 0.2g to be an appropriate value for the Diablo Canyon OBE. LBP-79-
26, 10 NRC at pp. 490-91. 

Finally, the Board sanctioned the response spectra developed for 
evaluating the various plant systems' capabilities of safely withstanding 
earthquake stresses and approved the methods employed to design and test 
the Diablo facility against those standards. LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at pp. 492-
507. 

The Board's decision contained a series of fmdings to the effect that (1) 
the safety-related structures, systems and components of the Diablo 

"'Seismic and Geological Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 10 CFR Part 100, App. A, 
I II1(c). 
IOId at § I. 
liThe concept and purpose of "design response spectra" are discussed in the opinion below at 
pp. 493-506. See also pp. 923-924, infra. 
1110 CFR Part 100, App. A, § II1(d). 
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Canyon plant will perform satisfactorily through a safe shutdown earth
quake; (2) the plant's "Category I" safety systems "will be adequate to 
insure (a) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, and (b) the 
capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition;" 
and (3) the facility meets the requirements to function safely through an 
operating basis earthquake. Id at p. 507. 

B. The Reopened Proceeding 
The joint intervenors timely ftled and briefed a number of exceptions to 

the seismic decision. Thereafter, the Governor of California - who had not 
participated in the hearings below - sought to become a party on appeal 
and support one of intervenors' exceptions. Over the applicant's objections 
we allowed the Governor to participate as amicus curiae. ALAB-583, 11 
NRC 447 (March 12, 1980). 

On October 15, 1979, about three weeks after the Licensing Board had 
rendered its seismic decision, a large earthquake13 struck.:Qilifornia's 
Imperial Valley. This area, some 250 miles southeast of the Diablo Canyon 
site, is known for seismic activity. For that reason, an array ofs~ismographs 
- instruments that record the level of seismically-induced ground motions 
- were in place there. When data derived from that 1979 Imperial Valley 
earthquake ("IV-79") became available in early 1980, after this appeal had 
been briefed but before it was decided, joint intervenors moved us to 
reopen the record. They argued that this new information cast doubt on the 
validity of key seismic fmdings made by the Licensing Board and therefore 
must be taken into consideration. 

We granted that motion and chose to receive the new evidence ourselves, 
framing the issues as questions focusing on our own concerns as well as the 
intervenors'. ALAB-598, 11 NRC 876 (June 24, 1980).14 The reopened 
hearing was held in San Luis Obispo, California, beginning October 20, 
1980. It consumed six full trial days; the seventeen witnesses who appeared 
and testified there included two ACRS consultants called by us.IS 

Thereafter the parties and the amicus ftled proposed findings of fact and 
conclusions of law on the reopened issues. These are considered in the 
opinion which follows, for the most part in the course of addressing the 
issues raised by the initial appeal. Those not covered are either rejected 

ITfhe magnitude of this earthquake has been variously estimated from 6.5 to 6.9. See fn. 83, 
infra. 
100ur questions are appended to the decision to reopen. ALAB-S98, II NRC at 888-92. We 
authorized the submission of testimony other than in direct answer to our questions provided 
that it was relevant to the reopened issues.ld at p. 883, fn. 21. 
l'111ese are Drs. Mihailo Trifunac and Enrique Luco. The reasons for their appearances as 
Board witnesses are explained in ALAB-604, 12 NRC 149 (August 7, 1980). 
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because they are unsupported by the record or disregarded as immaterial or 
irrelevant to this decision. 

n 

TIlE HOSGRI FAULT 

A. The Reason For Review 
Seismology is an evolving science. Reflecting this, the Commission's 

regulations calling for its application to the siting and design of nuclear 
plants are complex and perhaps even abstruse. But their purpose is clear: to 
estimate the magnitude of the strongest earthquake that might affect the site 
of a nuclear power plant during its operating lifetime; to determine the 
most intense ground motion that a seismic event could cause there; and to 
ensure that the nuclear facility is designed and built to survive such an 
event without undue risk to the public. . 

The Hosgri Fault, in the Pacific floor some five kilometers offshore from 
the site location, is accepted by all parties as the geologic feature capable of 
triggering the largest seismic event at Diablo Canyon. That fault is of 
relatively recent discovery. Joint intervenors initially questioned whether it 
had been investigated sufficiently to justify a fmding that it was capable of 
causing no more than a 705M earthquake. But after the issue had been tried, 
intervenors themselves (as well as the other parties) proposed that the 
Licensing Board make that fmding. The Board did so; its opinion marshals 
the evidence it believed called for that conclusion (10 NRC at 470-85) and 
explains why, in the Board's judgment, "a 7.5 magnitude earthquake is a 
very conservative value for the safe shutdown earthquake" (id at p. 485). 

On appeal, joint intervenors "agree that the assignment of a 7.5 
magnitude earthquake to the Hosgri Fault is acceptably conservative" (Br. 
at p. 13) but nevertheless fIled 39 exceptions attacking the Board's path to 
that result. Intervenors did not expand upon those exceptions in their brief. 
They argue only that the Board below took a "one-sided" approach in 
resolving contested issues of fact against them in "almost every case" (Br. at 
p. 14). The applicant defends the rulings in question as supported by the 
"overwhelming weight of evidence" (Br. at pp. 16-20). The staff, however, 
questions whether the joint intervenors may even challenge a conclusion 
that they do not dispute simply because they would prefer that it rested on 
another ground. Stressing the parties' accord on the 705M figure, the staff 
says we may disregard the controversy as moot (Br. at p. 25). 
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In Commission practice as in judicial proceedings, only a party 
aggrieved may appeal16 and issues not briefed may be deemed waived.n 
We normally would invoke those precepts and forego addressing an 
academic dispute over the best approach to an accepted result. We must 
eschew that course here. The conservatism (or lack of it) involved in the 
determination of the Hosgri Fault's potential for causing severe earth
quakes is central to this case. This is so because the strength of seismic 
ground motion (acceleration) which the Diablo facility must be designed to 
withstand depends directly on the largest earthquake that can reasonably 
be forecast to occur on that fault. The aspersions cast on the Licensing 
Board's objectivity in weighing the evidence on this key issue perforce 
impugn its fairness generally and thus may not be ignored. We therefore 
reviewed the Licensing Board's Hosgri Fault determinations sufficiently to 
test its objectivity. 

The Licensing Board indeed resolved the key factual disputes in this area 
against the intervenors' contentions. Our own review of the record satisfies 
us that the Board did so with justification. Because the intervenors chose 
not to brief their bias claims we think it sufficient to illustrate our reasons 
for rejecting them with one concrete but representative example. We do so 
by reviewing the evidence on the length of the Hosgri Fault. 

B. Seismic Background 
The evidence recounted in the opinion below illustrates that the present 

state-of-the-art in geology and seismology does not consider any single 
element to control the magnitude of an earthquake that a given fault is 
capable of triggering.!s Rather, as Commission regulations provide, a 
number of geologic and seismic factors must be investigated in making that 
determination,19 one of which is the overall length of the fault.20 

16Rochester Gas and Electric Corp. (Sterling Project, Unit I), ALAB-S02, 8 NRC 383, 393 fn. 21 
(1978), affirmed, CLI-8()'23, II NRC 731 (1980); Consumen Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units I 
& 2), ALAB-282, 2 NRC 9 (1975); Toledo Edison Co. (Davis-Besse Station), ALAB-IS7, 6 AEC 
8S8 (1973). 
I7Public Service Co. of Oklahoma (Black Fox Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-S73, 10 NRC 77S, 
786-87 (1979); Public Service Co. of Indiana, Inc. (Marble Hill Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-
461,7 NRC313, 31S (1978), and cases there cited. 
lilt is not disputed that the Hosgri is such a "capable fault" within the meaning of the 
regulations. See 10 CFR Part 100, App. A, § III(g). 
1910 CFR Part 100, App. A. § IV. 
2O()ther factors to be considered include (a) the geology and seismology of Southern 
California; (b) the Hosgri Fault's relationship to major fault systems; (c) the correlation 
between maximum earthquake size and fault length; "(d) type of faulting and past 
displacement; (e) seismic history, including the location of recent large earthquakes; and (f) 
the relationship between earthquake recurrence rate and intensity. 
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Basic Southern California geology and seismology is not in contro
(ersy.21 As an appreciation of it is helpful in focusing the parties' 
:lisagreements, we summarize here the overview presented in the premed 
oint testimony of applicant's witnesses Douglas H. Hamilton and Richard 
fl. Jahns.22 

The central feature of California geology is the San Andreas Fault. This 
s displayed on the map contained in Figure t on the following page.23 The 
ian Andreas is now accepted as a major boundary between two of the 
arge, some 80km thick, slabs or "plates" that comprise the earth's crust and 
'float" on its molten interior core. Modem seismologists attribute most 
najor earthquakes to "plate tectonics," i.e., movement of these plates 
'elative to each other.24 

The San Andreas Fault was formed some tOO million years ago. It runs 
lorth-northwest from the Gulf of California in an essentially straight line 
:except for an S-type bend northwest of Los Angeles) to San Francisco. 
From there it curves in and out along the California coastline for another 
150 miles before turning northwesterly into the Pacific Ocean. In its passage 
hrough California, the San Andreas Fault splits both the Coastal Mountain 
bnge and the Transverse Mountain Range. The latter runs east-west and 
'eaches the coast in the Santa Barbara region, south of Diablo Canyon. 
)robably originating by under-thrusting of the American Plate by the 
)acific Plate, the San Andreas changed about 20 million years ago to a right 
'strike-slip" motion between the plates. (In a "strike-slip" fault, the ground 
m one side of the fault moves horizontally and parallel to that on the other 
ide. A "right strike-slip" means that in observer looking across the fault 
)erceives the ground opposite as moving to his right; vice versa in a left 
,trike-slip. See Figure 2 on page 916.) The San Andreas Fault is the 
mly geologic feature that can be clearly traced without interruption from 
lorthern to southern California and the only regional fault on which both 
:nds show divergent plate boundary features.25 

IExcept for the location of an earthquake that occurred in 1927, which we touch upon later. 
lee fn. 38, infra. 
rrheir testimony, bound into the transcript of the Licensing Board hearing. is cited hereinafter 
5 "Hamilton-Jahns, fol. Tr. 4457." 
'Figure 1 is an outline map of South Central California showing structural provinces and 
lults. taken from Earthquakes: A Primar by Bruce A. Bolt. W.H. Freeman and Company, 
:Opyright C) 1978. It also appears as Figure 8 in the Hamilton-Jahns testimony, fol. Tr.4457. 
'See Board Exhibit 3 for identification. Bruce A. Bolt, Earthquakes: A Primer (1978) at 12-17 
~ereinafter cited as "Bolt, Earthquakes') Dr. Bolt appeared as a witness for the applicant in 
~e Licensing Board hearing. Tr. 5446. 
'These features are described as "spreading ridges centers in the Gulf of California on the 
outh; the Mendocino triple junction on the north." Hamilton-Jahns, fol. Tr. 4457 at p. 8. 
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FIGURE 2 Diagram showing the three main types of fault motion. (From 
Earthquakes: A Primer by Bruce A. Bolt. W. H. Freeman & 
Company, Copyright © 1978.) Bolt defines a thrust fault as a 
reverse fault with a small dip. 

Complications in the geology show up at the central area of the "S-bend" 
curve mentioned above. In this region (between Bakersfield Qn the 
northwest and San Bernadino on the southeast) the San Andreas Fault is 
intersected by the Garlock Fault. This fault runs approximately east
northeast to the Death Valley area and has a left strike-slip motion.26 This 
indicates that the mass of the earth's crust north of the Garlock and east of 
the San Andreas is moving westward towards the Pacific. This crustal 
extension has influenced the deformation (i.e., folding and faulting) caused 
by the north-south "compression"27 of the Coastal Ranges to produce a 
boundary region or "transition zone" between the Coast Ranges and 
Transverse Range Provinces.28 This region is marked by the "big bend" in 
the San Andreas.29 The Hosgri and other faults which roughly parallel the 
Coastal Range Mountains to the west of the San Andreas show similar 
sharp bends to the east just north of the Transverse Mountain Range.30 

USee Figure: 2,Sllpra, p. 917. 
27Compressional stress produces folding of the crust (mountain forming) and "thrust faulting." 
In a thrust fault, the crust on one side of the fault moves vertically in relation to the crust on 
the opposite side, rather than horizontally along the fault as in a strike-slip fault. The 
difference between thrust faults and strike-slip faults is illustrated in Figure 2, Sllpra, p. 917. 
2JHamilton-Jahns, fol. Tr. 4457 at pp. II, 15-17,20-26. 
29See Figure: I, Sllpra, p.916. 
)(Jlbid. 
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c. The Length of the Hosgri 
As we mentioned (p. 914, supra), fault length is one key factor considered 

in determining its maximum earthquake potential. The Licensing Board 
rejected intervenors' evidence that the Hosgri was 250 miles in length, 
fmding instead, as the other parties contended, that it was only 90 miles 
long. LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 472-75. The Board's evaluation of the record 
on this disputed point provides a fair test of its objectivity. 

The applicant's evidence described a series of individual faults mapped 
to the west of and parallel to the San Andreas, the Hosgri among them (see 
Figure 3, p. 919, infra).31 It is joint intervenors' position, propounded by 
their witnesses Drs. Eli Silver and Stephan Graham, that several of these 
faults are interconnected. The salient points of their testimony in support of 
this thesis are set forth in the margin below.32 In essence, Dr. Silver traced 

31Figure 3 appears in the record as Figure 16 appended to the Hamilton-]ahns testimony, fol. 
Tr.44S7. 
3lDr. Silver's premed direct testimony appears as Joint Intervenors' Exhibit Number 49 
(hereinafter "Silver, ].1. Exh. 49") 

(a) As evidence supporting a connection between the Sur and San Gregorio Faults, Dr. Silver 
referenced a 1973 thesis prepared for the U.s. Navy Post-Graduate School at Monterey, 
California, by W.B. Woodson III, entitled "A Bottom Gravity Survey of the Continental Shelf 
Between Point Lobos and Point Sur, California," and a report by Dr. Graham and W.R. 
Dickinson, "Apparent Offsets of On-Land Ocologic Features Across the San Gregori~Hosgri 
Fault Trend in San Gregori~Hosgri Fault Zone, California," that appeared in the California 
Division of Mines Geology Special Report (1973) pp. 13-23, edited by Dr. Silver and W.R. 
Normark. Dr. Silver testified that these reports "indicate that the Palo Colorado may be a 
minor splay fault off the main San Gregorio fault zone, and that the main trace comes ashore 
in the area of Hurricane Pt., to connect with the Sur fault zone." (Silver, J.I. Exh. 49 at I, 2-4). 
According to Dr. Silver, the Woodson work included gravity mapping of the Point Sur area 
indicating that the main trace of the San Gregorio Fault tends into a gravity gradient 
southwest of Point Lobos and its "most likely course" is along this gradient to Hurricane 
Point, where it continues as the Sur Fault (id. at 1,2-4 and 2-5). 

(b) Dr. Silver acknowledged that data are lacking to connect the south end of the Sur Fault 
directly to the north end of San Simeon. But he added that aeromagnetic surveys reduce the 
gap between them to only Skm and these show the San Simeon trending offshore to the 
northwest with the two fault zones striking "directly toward each other." (ld. at 1,2-5.) 

(c) According to Dr. Silver, the situation between the San Simeon and Hosgri fault zones is 
similar to the Sur-San Simeon connection, i.e., seismic proof (e.g., observed geologic data) of 
the connection is lacking. Dr. Silver asserted, however, that available aeromagnetic data show 
that the San Simeon fault zone "projects southward along a magnetic high of the same strike," 
while "[t]he Hosgri, where mapped to the south, projects northward along the upper west flank 
of this magnetic high." Dr. Silver claims that if the Hosgri followed the magnetic high to the 
coast, "it would intersect a segment of the San Simeon fault zone, as seen on the aeromagnetic 
map, and would be within 1-2 km of the main trace of the San Simeon." Thus he explained 
that idjefmitive seismic reflection data are lacking in this zone, but the aeromagnetic data 
provide a guide to the possible location of the fault zone in this area."{ld. at p. 1,2-5). 
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the evidence he believed led to the conclusion that the Hosgri Fault 
connects directly to the San Simeon Fault north of it, the San Simeon in 
tum to the Sur-Nacimiento Fault further up the coast, and this to the San 
Gregorio which joins the San Andreas north of San Francisco, to form in all 
a 250-miIe long fault. 

Generally agreeing with Dr. Silver, Dr. Graham emphasized what he 
characterized as offsets in older "basement" rock formation (i.e., structures 
underlying the rocks formed by sedimentation). These basement offsets, he 
testified, evidenced a right strike-slip displacement in excess of lOOkm that 
occurred between 5 and 15 million years earlier, and the existence of a 
lengthy, continuous fault system during that time is necessary to account 
for this movement. Dr. Graham postulated that these faults then represent
ed the stress boundary between two major tectonic plates, but that the focus 
of that stress has now shifted eastward to the San Andreas fault zone.33 

The thesis put forward by Dr. Silver and supported in some part by Dr. 
Graham was, however, undercut by testimony from another of intervenors' 
witnesses, Dr. Clarence Hall. He departed markedly from their positions 

"Dr. Graham's testimony (hereinafter "Graham, 1.1. Exh. 48 i, supported Dr. Silver's 
view that the San Gregorio. Sur-Nacimiento, San Simeon, and Hosgri Faults form one 
continuous fault zone with an examination ofbascment rock formations on both sides of these 
faults. In attachment B to his premed direct testimony (and see also Tr. 6175) he outlines seven 
pairs of rock formation of ages between 15 and 60 million years that he concludes show a 
similar right-strike movement of about 115km in each of these faults. (Attachment B appears 
to be a pre-publication copy of a California Division of Mines and Geology Special Repon 
dated 1978, prepared in conjunction with W.R. Dickinson. Mr. Dickinson did not testify.) 

Dr. Graham further noted that the northern end of the San Gregorio merges directly into the 
San Andreas Fault near the entrance to San Francisco Bay. (See Figure 3, supra, p. 919.) To 
the north of this junction, Dr. Graham asserts that the basement rocks along the San Andrea.! 
show about 115km more fault slip than do the basement rocks on the San Andreas south of the 
junction. From this Dr. Graham postulates that the movement of the combined fault north 01 
the junction must be the sum of the right-slip movements of the San Andreas and San 
Gregorio-Hosgri south of their point of merger. (Graham, 1.1. Exh. 48, Attacl3ment B.) 

In Dr. Graham's judgment, the ig]eologic evidence suggests that the San Gregorio-Hosgri 
was a continuous fault in the past that was the focus of shear resulting from the st.resse! 
generated by the movement of the North American and the Pacific Plates," but that "[t}he 
focus of shear appears to have moved east to the San Andreas fault zone." (Graham, 1.1. Exh 
48 at 1-1 and 1-2). He concluded with the observations that "[a]lthough this evidence does not 
require thorough-going continuity in the present, it is suggestive" of this fact, and that he Wa.! 

unaware of geologic data that would preclude it (ibid). He added that "[b]ased on ow 
conclusions which we stated in the paper, particularly with respect to the rate of movement 
curves, it looks to us as though the predominant right slip, by our interpretation of the fault 
system, occurred between 15 and 5 million years [agor (Tr. 6364). 
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both on the Hosgri's origins and on its movements.34 Among other things, 
Dr. Hall expressed the judgment that the Hosgri Fault was formed within 
only the last 5 million years. He further testified that the 80km of movement 

34Dr. Hall was a rebuttal witness for intervenors and did not submit premed testimony on their 
behalf. However, the substance of many points in his testimony also appears in two of his 
published articles, in evidence as J.I. Exhs. 36, "San Simeon-Hosgri Fault System, Coastal 
California: Economic and Environmental Implications," Science, 190, 1291-94 (December 
26, 1975); and 37, "Origin and Development of the Lompoc-Santa Maria Pull-Apart Basin and 
Its Relation to the San Simeon-Hosgri Strike-Slip Fault, Western California," in California 
DiYision of Mines, Special Report Number 137, hereinafter cited as "J.I. Exhs. 36 and 37." 

Dr. Hall focused on the San Simeon and Hosgri Faults, with major emphasis on the southern 
end of the Hosgri. He asserted that '1c]omparison of stratigraphic sections exposed on 
opposite sides of the late Quaternary [Le., last 5 million years] San Simeon-Hosgri fault system 
at Point Sal and near San Simeon • • • strongly suggests large-scale lateral displacement" J.I. 
Exh. 36 at p. H-I. Dr. Hall further stated there: that recent geologic mapping near San Simeon 
and the area between Santa Maria and San Simeon has revealed remarkable similarities 
between rocks west of the San Simeon Fault zone near San Simeon and east of the Hosgri 
Fault near Point Sal. Id at p. H-2. See also Tr. 9474-75 and J.I. Exhs. 73 through 108. 

In the remainder of his oral testimony and in J.I. Exh. 37, p. 25, Dr. Hall proposed '1a] 
speculative model • • • to account for the distribution of tertiary igneous, sedimentary and 
volcaniclastic rocks that lie within the Santa Maria-Lompoc region, Santa Barbara County, 
California." He used this model to suggest a possible southern extension of the Hosgri Fault, 
"because clearly if there: is to be 80 kilometers of movement somewhere: along the San Simeon
Hosgri Fault that movement must also include areas to the north and south. So what would 
happen? Where: would that movement occur in the south? And we have then a possible land
fall of the H~gri Fault in the area between Purisima Point and Point Arguello." Tr. 9537-38. 

Dr. Hall's model employs a "pull apart theory." This assumes that, prior to 15 or 16 million 
years ago (fr. 9575), there existed what Dr. Hall called the Santa Maria River-Foxen Canyon
Little Pine-Lompoc-Solvang Fault (fr. 9578). He postulates that this opened up and eventually 
formed the Santa Maria Basin, now bounded by the Santa Maria River and Foxen Canyon 
Faults on the north and the Lompoc-Solvang Fault on the south. His conclusion rests on 
certain rock sequences along the north side of the Santa Maria-Foxen Canyon Fault, which 
Dr. Hall asserts match similar sequences on the south side of the Lompoc-Solvang Fault, but 
are absent in the basin between those faults (see, e.g., Tr. 9574-76). Dr. Hall testified that the 
Hosgri Fault formed after the development of that pull-apart basin, most likely 5-8 million 
years ago (fr. 9579), when it merged with the Lompoc-Solvang Fault on the California coast 
(fr.9569-70). 

Dr. Hall fmds confirmation for his theory in the sequences and absences ofrock formations in 
the log of the "Oceano Well." (This exploratory oil company well was drilled on the west side 
of the Hosgri offshore of Point Sal; in the process, a complete core of the lower part of the well 
was obtained so that the rock types could be recorded against the depth at which they were: 
located.) In Dr. Hall's judgment, sequences from the west side of the Hosgri opposite Point Sal 
match rock sequences found in wells drilled in the Santa Maria Basin between the Lompoc 
Fault and Purisima Point From this he deduces that the rock found around the Oceano Well 
came from the onshore California coast south of the Lompoc-Solvang Fault (fr. 95S4-55). Dr. 
Hall concluded that the Hosgri Fault was formed after the completion of the pull-apart basin 
some 5 million years ago, and that an 80 kilometer movement occurred after its formation, Le., 
within the last 5 million years. 
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which he attributes to it took place during that period. His testimony thm 
contradicts Dr. Graham's. As we just mentioned, Dr. Graham testified thaI 
the formation of and movements along the Hosgri occurred millions 01 
years earlier. See p. 920, supra. Dr. Hall's own theories on the formulation 
and evaluation of the Hosgri Fault are themselves highly problematical -
for one thing, they assume the movement of large masses of rock across a 
fault, testified to be a geologic and physical impossibility.3s This does not, 
however, change the fact that on key points, the testimony of intervenors' 
witnesses was markedly divergent. 

Beyond the disharmony in intervenors' own case, the opposing parties 
introduced persuasive evidence that the actual geology of the area is 
incompatible with intervenors' combined fault theory. Perhaps mosl 
significant are aeromagnetic studies36 and direct testimony that the Hosgri 
and San Gregorio Faults are separated by a large and undisturbed mass 01 
Franciscan bedrock.37 The Board below relied on this, among other things, 
in rejecting the combined fault theory that was central to intervenors' case 
on fault length. LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 475. 

Further evidentiary support for the Board's finding that the Hosgri is nol 
part of a 25D-mile long system but an individual fault some 90 miles long is 
recited in the opinion below. (See, e.g., LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 485.) There is 
no cause to rehearse it here. For the reasons we gave at the outset of this 

"Compare Hall, Tr. 9614 et seq., with Jahns, Tr. 10,035-49. Fairness requires acknowledgmenl 
that Dr. Hall candidly characterized his own theory as a "speculative model." J.I. Em. 37 
atp.25. 
36In this technique, aircraft equipped with continuous-recording magnetometers fly above the 
area being studied. Those devices measure variations in the earth's magnetic field whicb 
information can be used to determine the properties and types of rocks overflown. 
37For example, applicant's witness Mr. Douglas Hamilton explained in his testimony that (fr. 
10,019-20): 

"Now Dr. Silver goes on to say that if projected northward the Hosgri fault would run on 
land near the San Simeon fault at a point I or 2 kilometers to the west. 

"The point I want to make is, if we make the projection we fmd that the San Simeon - the 
Hosgri fault would project to a place along the shoreline that does indeed lie a few kilometen 
west of the San Simeon fault. This is an area that has been very carefully mapped both by 
myself and my associates and also by Dr. Hall, and it's an area where there are very good 
exposures right along the seaclitTwith more scattered exposures inland. There is no major faull 
appearing in this area. There is no disruption of the geologic units that extend from right nexl 
to the San Simeon fault going out across this area. There is also no pattern in the branchin~ 
faults that would permit some kind of a branch connection from the San Simeon fault to 
transfer to the Hosgri fault. 

"So the point simply is that if one takes the contention that Dr. Silver describes in his written 
testimony and you compare it with the data, you do not get a connection between the two 
faults. You, instead, fmd them separated, as we have claimed, by an intact mass of Franciscan 
bedrock that has several kilometers width and lies between the two." 
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discussion (p. 914, supra), we reviewed the record basically to see if there 
was a basis for intervenors' unparticularized claims of bias on the Board's 
part against their witnesses. Our discussion of the record on the Hosgri 
Fault's length is simply a representative illustration of why we found 
intervenors' charges unsubstantiated. We think it amply clear from that 
example that the Board's rejection of intervenors' contentions on fault 
length was soundly based. 

The Board's evaluation of the other issues underlying the conclusion that 
705M is the largest magnitude earthquake likely on the Hosgri also 
faithfully reflects the record made before it.38 Without implying that the 
Board resolved every dispute perfectly, we are satisfied that it weighed the 
evidence fairly and arrived at the correct result. 

We close this point with a reminder. The resolution of issues of fact in 
favor of one side suggests neither bias nor error on the tribunal's part; 
without more, the appropriate inference is that the evidence of the 
prevailing party was the more persuasive. Be that as it may, we reiterate 
that in administrative hearings as in court cases, rulings and fmdings made 
in the course of a proceeding are not in themselves sufficient reasons to 
believe that the tribunal is biased for or against a party.39 

m 

TIlE SEISMIC REANALYSIS OF DIABLO CANYON 

A. Introduction 
As we noted (p. 913, supra), no party has challenged the Licensing 

Board's determination that the appropriate safe shutdown earthquake for 
the Diablo facility is a 7.5M event on the Hosgri Fault. The next step is 
translating the ground motion induced at the plant site by the SSE into 
information useful in analyzing the plant's ability to withstand such a 
seismic event. Earthquake motion can be described in terms of displace-

"We do think it worth noting, however. that a basis for assigning earthquakes as large as 7.5M 
to the Hosgri has weakened rather than strengthened since the initial hearing below. USGS 
witnesses testified in the Licensing Board hearings that a 7.3 earthquake occurred on that fault 
in 1927. LBP-79-26. 10 NRC at 485. At the reopened hearing before us, however. witnesses 
from that agency acknowledged that more recent studies tend toward the idea that the 1927 
earthquake occurred on another fault, the Lompoc (R. Tr. 943-65). Those witnesses could not, 
however. rule out all possibility that the Hosgri was the source of that event. See Devine. R. Tr. 
950-51 (See NOTE, p. 910 • .npro). 
39Northem Indiana Public Service Co. (Bailly Generating Station, Nuclear 1). ALAB-224. 8 
AEC 244. 246. rehearing denied, ALAB-227. 8 AEC 417 (1974). reversed sub nom. Porter Counly 
Chapter v. AEC. 515 F.2d 513 (7th Cir.). reversed summarily and remanded sub nom. Northem 
Indiana Public Service Co. v. Walton League. 423 U.S. 12 (1975), affirmed on remand, 533 F.2d 
1011. (7th Cir.). certiorari denied, 429 U.S. 945 (1976). 
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ment (the distance the ground moves at any given point during an 
earthquake); velocity (the speed of that ground movement); and accelera
tion (the rate at which that velocity changes expressed in terms of "g," the 
acceleration of gravity). In order to assess earthquake effects, a building or 
mechanical system may be conceived of as a damped, harmonic oscillator 
having a particular frequency. When such oscillators are subjected to the 
vibratory motion induced by an actual or postulated earthquake, their 
maximum reactions in terms of displacement, velocity, and acceleration can 
be predicted by means of a "response spectrum."«l The spectrum can then 
be used both to design and to analyze structures, components, and systems 
for their capability to withstand earthquake induced stresses.41 The 
development of such response spectra is required by the governing 
regulations. 10 CFR Part 100, App. A, § VI(a). 

For the reanalysis of the Diablo Canyon facility the applicant and the 
NRC staff each prepared a basic response spectrum to characterize the 
motion at the Diablo Canyon site assuming a magnitude 7.5 earthquake on 
the Hosgri Fault. Both took a value ofO.7Sg42 for the high frequency anchor 

4OMore definitively, a response spectrum is the result of an analytical procedure whereby a 
number of one-degree-of-freedom harmonic oscillators, each having the same degree of 
damping but with different natural frequencies, are driven by the time-dependent motion 
characteristic of a real or postulated seismic event. For a particular event and degree of 
damping there will be a time-dependent response which varies for oscillators of the different 
frequencies. The maximum values of the response of the oscillators in terms of acceleration, 
velocity and displacement, may be plotted as a function of the frequency of the oscillators 
being excited. Such a plot can be produced for anyone of the three parameters taken 
individually. Because of the relationship among acceleration, velocity and displacement under 
harmonic motion, a tripartite plot showing the maximum responses in acceleration, velocity 
and displacement as a function of oscillator frequency may also be prepared (see, e.g., 
Regulatory Guide 1.60, Figure I). 

The term "damping", as it pertains to the response of a simple harmonic oscillator, relates to 
internal, friction·like processes by which the initial kinetic and potential energy of the 
oscillating system are transformed into heat, thus reducing the amplitude of the oscillation. 
The analysis of the motion of the harmonic oscillator system proceeds under the assumption 
that the motion is in the linear or elastic range (Le., the restoring force is directly proportional 
to the displacement). See also the discussion of response spectra in the opinion below, LBP-79-
26, 10 NRC at 486, 493 and in the testimony of Dr. Blume, fol Tr. 6099 at pp. 5-7, and Dr. 
Frazier, Tr. 6607 et seq. 

Response spectra tend to have jagged peaks and valleys. For engineering analysis and design 
purposes these can be evened out either (I) by drawing a smooth curve enveloping the peaks 
(or by averaging the peaks and valleys), or (2) by statistically combining individual spectra 
derived from similar earthquakes. When so smoothed they are sometimes ca11ed "design 
response spectra." See NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60 at p. 1.60-3 (Rev. I, December 1973). 
41See, e.g., Tr.8641. 
42The expression 0.75g indicates an acceleration equal to 75% of the acceleration due to gravity 
(g - 980 cmlsec 2). 
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point acceleration for the spectrum.43 Variations of these spectra, modified 
to reflect specific effects believed to be active at that site, were then used to 
provide the basis for the seismic reanalysis of the Diablo Canyon facility. 

In the proceedings below, joint intervenors contended that the choice of 
0.75g was an inappropriate value for the 7.5M earthquake on the Hosgri. 
See LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 457 (Contention 3). In other contentions they 
challenged the validity of the response spectra that were used, the methods 
for generating them, and the mechanisms utilized to justify a reduction in 
the motion predicted by the basic spectra. Id at p. 492. Mter hearing 
evidence on these issues, the Licensing Board concluded that the response 
spectra employed by the staff and applicant, as anchored at 0.75g and as 
modified, were appropriate. Id at pp. 490, 493-97. Whether the Board was 
correct in doing so is a central issue raised by intervenors' appeal.44 In 
addition, we allowed the Governor of California (who did not participate in 
the Licensing Board hearings) to file an amicus curiae brief with us.4S The 
amicus briefll6 questions the trial board's conclusions on the focusing of 
seismic motion and the existence of high stress drops along the fault, 47 

subjects which ultimately pertain to the appropriateness of the response 
spectra used to analyze seismic ground motion48 at the Diablo site. 

The intervenors and the Governor criticize the Licensing Board's 
treatment of the response spectra evidence in three broad categories: 

(a) The maximum horizontal ground motion to be associated with a 
7.5M Hosgri event and the use of "effective acceleration" to fix the 
anchor point at 0.75g; 

43See, e.g., LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 486. The most commonly measured characteristic of 
earthquake motion, obtained using a seismograph, is the time-dependent acceleration of the 
ground (or some other foundation of the seismograph) during the earthquake (fr. 5495). In an 
earthquake, a hypothetical very rigid structure (i.e., one with very high natural frequencies) 
would shake in phase with the motion of the ground itself - and the ground motion would not 
be amplified in the building. For this reason, the high frequency or "zero period" portion of 
the response spectrum provides a convenient point from which to scale the standard spectrum; 
hence the high frequency end of the spectrum is called the anchor point. In Regulatory Guide 
1.60 the staff indicates that a building whose natural frequency is 33 hertz or greater will move 
with the acceleration of the ground. The natural frequencies of nuclear facility buildings lie in 
the range of 1 to 10 hertz and, in that range, structures will experience some motion 
amplification (see fn. 336, infra.). 
"'See Joint Intervenors' Brief in Support of Exceptions, December 7, 1979, pp. 16-55 
(hereinafter "1.1. Br. at oooj. 
4'See p. 8, supra. 
46Brief AmiClLf Curiae of the Governor of the State of California, December 7, 1979, passim 
(hereinafter "Gov. Br. j. 
41'Jbese subjects are discussed infra at pp. 944 et seq. 
41Unless otherwise specified, references to seismic ground motion in this opinion and in the 
underlying record are to horizontal motion (e.g., motion in the plane of the earth's surface). 
Earthquakes also generate motion in the vertical direction (see, e.g., pp. 957-962, infra). When 
vertical motion is being considered it will be explicitly identified. 
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(b) The use of a "tau-effect" to reduce the high frequency portions of 
the response spectra; and 

(c) The use of a 7 percent "damping ratio" for steel and concrete 
structures. 

The evidence introduced before us at the reopened hearing to consider 
new data from the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake (see p. 912, supra) 
essentially bears on the first two of those three points. But it also brings up 
an additional issue: the adequacy of the Diablo redesign in relation to the 
vertical ground motion of a 7.5M seismic event and, hence, the appropria
teness of the vertical motion response spectrum used for that purpose. 

Before we may address those issues, however, it is necessary first to look 
closely at the special characteristics of seismic ground motion phenomena 
with which this case is principally concerned - motion in the "near field" 
of a strong earthquake. 

B. General Considerations of Effects of a Hosgri Earthquake 
in the Diablo Canyon Area 

The Diablo Canyon seismic reanalysis started from the assumption that 
the 7.5M SSE would occur on the Hosgri at the point closest to the nuclear 
facility, a distance of about 5.8 kilometers.49 A site this close to a rupturing 
fault is considered to be in the "near field" of earthquake motion.50 The 
characteristics of near-field motion (and their reflection in design response 
spectra) are manifestly important in determining the potential stresses that 
the Diablo facility would have to withstand and considerable evidence on 
the point was adduced before the Board below.51 Because there are 
relatively few seismographic records of motion close to rupturing faults, 
much of that testimony was based on information from recording 
instruments distant from the actual region of energy release, that is to say, 
beyond the near field. This reason (among others) persuaded us that joint 
intervenors were correct in asking to have the recOrd reopened for the IV-79 
data. Those data were not only derived from a strong seismic event, but 
included extensive information on near-field ground motion that could be 
compared with predictions made in the Licensing Board hearings.52 

"'See, e.g., Blume, fol. Tr. 6100, at 12; Blume, IV-79 testimony, at 1-3; Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, 
Reference A, at C-2; SER Supp. 7, fol. Tr. 8183, at 1-3. ("IV-79 testimony" refers to premed, 
direct testimony presented at the reopened hearing. Unlike that of witnesses for the intervenors 
and staff, premed testimony of the applicant's witnesses was not bound into the transcript.) 
SOSmith, Tr. 5916-17; Bolt, Tr. 5927; Brune, Tr. 8023-24, 8088-89. See also p. 928, infra. 
"See, e.g., Smith, Bolt, Frazier and Hamilton, Tr. 5859-97, 5915-48, 5990-6002, 6031; Brune, 
Tr. 7934-8129; Newmark, Tr. 8596-8630; see also LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 487-89. 
51See ALAB-598, Slpra, 11 NRC at 876-881. 
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The record reveals a general agreement among the experts about the 
basic nature of fault-related earthquakes and the resulting motion in the 
near field. It also provides a sound basis for describing the events associated 
with the strong tremors that affect structures close to a rupturing fault. 
Understanding those phenomena is needed not only to place in context the 
Licensing Board's findings and conclusions on vibratory ground motion 
and design response spectra, but to appreciate the challenges made to those 
fmdings and conclusions.'3 Accordingly, we first describe the seismic 
phenomena giving rise to near-field motion, then explain certain significant 
conclusions which in our judgment follow from those phenomena,~ and, 
finally, in the light of those discussions, examine the specific issues raised 
by the appellants." 

1. Fault-related earthquakes. In simple terms, a fault-related earthquake 
occurs as the result of an increase in stress across the fault. (Ibis stress 
buildup can have various causes; e.g., subsidence of rock on one side of a 
fault or, in the case of a plate boundary, deep earth motions causing the 
plates themselves to shift positions.) Rocks strained by this increase in stress 
finally rupture and release the stored energy in the form of seismic waves. 
These waves have a wide range of frequency and may exert compressional 
or shear forces on the earth through which they pass.~ As the energy 
radiates outward from its source in the form of seismic motion, the higher 
frequency components are attenuated by the earth more rapidly than the 
low frequency portions.'7 

The magnitude of an earthquake - the amount of energy released -
can be related to the "stress drop"'8 occurring when the rock fractures, the 
style of faulting involved, i.e., thrust or normalS9, and the rupture's size. 
Rupturing on faults has both longitudinal and vertical dimensions; in terms 
of the magnitude of energy release, however, the longitudinal component is 
the more significant.60 As the record reveals, the rate of energy release 

'JSee pp. 925-926, supra. 
SCOur conclusions do not necessarily represent the consensus of all the expert testimony; where 
there are conflicts, we explain why we have adopted one position over another. 
"We cover the broad issues raised on the initial appeal (see PP·925_926,supra) at pp.962-
978 and 962-982, infra, taking into account the IV-79 data received at the reopened hearing. 
The matter of vertical ground motion we treat separately at pp. 957 -963, infra. 
56Tr. 5501-06; 6023. 
''''fro 5499. 
"Smith, fol. Tr. 5490 at 17. "Stress drop" may be dermed as the change (decrease) in the rock 
stresses on either side of a fault before and after an earthquake. 
'9Under normal faulting conditions the rocks are in tension - that is, being pulled apart. 
Thrust faulting results from the failure of rocks in compression - being squeezed together. The 
stress associated with thrust faulting is generally greater than in normal faulting (Smith, fol. Tr. 
5490 at 9). 
6O'fr. 5586-87; Tr. 5685; R. Tr.755. 
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along a rupturing fault is not uniform but highly irregular, corresponding 
generally to regions of high and low stress concentration in the fracturing 
rock.61 The picture which evolves for large earthquakes of fault origin is 
essentially one of energy being released over an extended portion of the 
fault, and there have been correlations made between an earthquake's 
measured magnitude and the length of the ruptured fault.61 

Another observable characteristic of fault-induced earthquakes is that 
generally the faulting and energy release take place deep (i.e., on the order 
of 10km in California) beneath the earth's surface.6J Such a rupture may 
also be expressed on the earth's surface when the relative vertical or 
horizontal motion across the sides of the fault produce cracking and visible 
ground displacement along the line of the fault. 

2. "Near-field" motion characteristics. As we explained, p. 926, supra, the 
term "near field" describes locations on the earth's surface close to the 
rupturing rocks involved in the seismic motion. A number of more or less 
qualitative definitions of "near field" were proposed during the hearing.64 

For our purposes, however, it is sufficient to treat the near field as that strip 
on the earth's surface about 10km on either side of the fault.65 

There is a phenomenological basis for defining a near-field region. 
Because the energy release on rupturing faults takes place at some depth, 
locations on the earth's surface within this region are at nearly the same 
distance from the source of energy release. Hence, the attenuation of 
seismic motion that is a function of distance from that source (i.e., the 
reduction attributable to the resistance of the earth itself) would be nearly. 
the same everywhere in the near-field region. Only beyond the near field 

61Tr. 5938-39; Tr. 8629; R. Tr. 1385; 1.1. Em. 66 at 3-14; Tr.8505. 
6l'fr. 5685-88. While the scatter of the data included in these correlations is considerable, 
because other factors also determine the total energy release. it is not seriously disputed that 
large magnitude earthquakes are generally associated with rupturing along a considerable 
length of a faull See also Renner B. Hofmann testimony on Contention 2, foL Tr. 8522, 
Figures 2-2 and 2-3. 
6JSmith, foL Tr. 5490 at 18; Tr. 5536; Tr. 6641. 
64See, e.g., Tr. 5927,8023-24,5916,8088-89; R.Tr.677. 
63For faults oriented vertically to the earth's surface this definition of near field would result in 
a strip 20km wide centered upon the surface expression of that faull For faults with planes at 
some angle with respect to the earth's surface, the region of energy release during faulting at 
depth would not lie directly beneath the surface expression of the faull In such a case, the 
midline of the near field would be a region on the earth's surface directly above the rupture at 
depth. R. Tr. 366. 
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does distance on the earth's surface away from the fault significantly 
increase the overall distance to the region of energy release.l>6 

3. Magnitude saturation. A consequence of the release of seismic energy 
over an extended area is that peak ground motion in the near field 
"saturates." Saturation, as we use the term here, refers to an observed 
physical effect which occurs when two variables or parameters normally 
directly proportional to each other lose that proportionality at some point 
in their range. Saturation occurs when, as one of the variables continues to 
increase in value, the other increases less rapidly and fmally may become 
constant. In the graph below, A saturates with respect to B.67 Magnitude 
saturation begins when the peak ground motion to be expected in the near 
field of a strong earthquake is no longer primarily dependent upon the total 
release of seismic energy. ~ther, it is more strongly influenced by the 
nature of the faulting along the rupture adjacent to where the ground 
motion is measured.68 To understand the concept of saturation one must 
appreciate the full scope of an earthquake movement. In the stress relief 

66'fr. 8637. This simply reflects the geometry of the situation. If, for a vertical fault, energy is 
released at 10km below the earth's surface, the total distance (0) of a point on the earth's 
surface to the energy release is related to the distance (R) to the surface expression of the fault 
in the following way: 

R 

R 0 

0 10km 
3 10.4 
7 12 
10 14 
15 18 
30 31 
100 101 

Within R .. 0 to 10, there is only a modest change in D; For R greater than 10, R and D 
become nearly the same. For a very short rupture (i.e., the length of rupture much less than R 
or D), the values R and D represent the epicentral and hypocentral distances, respectively. 
67 

A 

Non· 
Saturated 

Saturated 

B 

68Bolt, Tr. 5920, 5876-79; Smith, Tr. 5916-17, 5470, 5889·90 (quoting Hanks-Johnson, see 
reference fn. 78, infra); Brune, Tr. 7928 (quoting Ambraseys); Trifunac, Tr. 8993; Smith, fol. 
Tr. 5490 at 9, RTr. 1261, 1272; Trifunac, fol. RTr. 1138 at p. 11-2. But see Brune, fol. RTr. 
601 at pp. 4-5; Newmark, fol. R Tr. 534 at pp. 11-12. 
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process which causes the earthquake oscillations, a wide range of wave 
motion frequencies69 is produced in the earth. The higher the frequency, the 
greater is the attenuation as the waves travel through the earth. While 
extremely high frequencies are present very close to the fault they are 
quickly attenuated, and waves in the range of I to 10 hertz (which are most 
likely to damage large buildings)70 tend to predominate in the near-field 
area.7• The lower frequency waves Oess than I hertz) are attenuated very 
slowly and can be measured at great distances.72 

Magnitude saturation of peak ground motion occurs at a near-field site 
because the higher frequency waves from distant portions of the rupturing 
fault are attenuated before they can contribute to motion at that site. Lower 
frequency waves from the entire rupturing fault may contribute to site 
motion, but they are not critical with respect to structural damage.73 

(a) It ,is the low frequency waves (about 0.05 hertz) measured at great 
distances that are used to determine the surface wave magnitude (Ms) of an 
earthquake, and these measurements are indeed an indication of the total or 
integrated energy release along the entire length of the ruptured fault.74 

Closer to the source (within 600km), magnitude measurements are made 
using the ML, or Richter, scale and are largely influenced by waves of 
frequency greater than a few cycles per second. This scale is considered to 
give the most appropriate measure of earthquake size for engineering 
purposes." 

The testimony of Dr. Enrique Luco submitted for the IV-79 reopened 
hearing provides us with a graph of values of the Ms of historical 
earthquakes plotted against values of ML for the same earthquakes.76 This 
figure shows that for smaller earthquakes, i.e., below Ms or ML of about 6, 
there is little difference between those values. But for high Ms values - that 

69'fhese frequencies can vary from a low of I oscillation over many seconds to 100 or more 
oscillations per second. 
70See D-LL 42, Figure 42-A - A figure on which the natural frequencies of the major 
structures at Diablo Canyon are shown to lie in the range 1-10 hertz. Throughout this opinion 
reference will be made to a series of reports which were prepared by the applicant on specific 
topics and submitted as a part of Appendix D to amendments 50 and 53 to the "Seismic 
Evaluation for Postulated 705M Hosgri Earthquake," (hereinafter cited as "Hosgri Reportj, 
which is part of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). The reports are identified by the 
prefIX D-LL, and a number. Citations to reports of this series shall be, D-LL xx, where xx 
refers to the specific report number (see Blume, foL Tr. 6100, at 30-31). The FSAR was 
admitted below as part of App. Exh. A. 
"Tr.5528. 
72See C.F. Richter, Elementary Seismology, p. 27 (195S). 
73'fr. 5970, 5STI; Trifunac, fol. R. Tr. 113S, p. 11·2. 
74Smith, fol. Tr. 5490 at pp. 12-13; Tr. 5523-32. 
75Jbid. 
76Luco, (follows Trifunac testimony fol. R.Tr. 1138), Fig. I-I. (This figure is taken from an 
article by Kanamori, 69 Bull. Seism. Soc. Am. 1645-70 (1979». 
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is for very severe earthquakes involving faulting over great lengths (Ms 
values as high as 8.2) - -the measured ML values are no longer equivalent to 
those of Ms but appear to reach a maximum in the ML = 7.2 to 7.5 range. 
To be sure, there is some scatter in the data presented by Dr. Luco in this 
figure, but the existence of the saturation effect displayed by those data 
cannot be gainsaid.77 

(b) Additional support for the concept of near-field motion saturation is 
provided by data presented in J.1. Exh. 47, a paper by Thomas C. Hanks 
and Dennis A. Johnson, referenced by several of the experts who 
testified.78 The gist of the Hanks-Johnson report is that in the near field 
(which the authors defined essentially as we have done here) the high 
frequency acceleration from earthquakes is a function of physical processes 
related to the fault region near the measuring point and is not dependent 
upon earthquake magnitude.79 

Figure I of the Hanks-Johnson paper plots measured peak near-field 
accelerations as a function of earthquake magnitude for a number of 
seismic events.80 The figure suggests that the peak accelerations measured 
are at least" to some extent dependent on the magnitude of the earthquake 
below M = 4.5. The authors conclude, after acknowledging that there is 
considerable scatter in the data available to them, that the data indicate 
little or no similar magnitude dependence above M = 4.5. With one 
exception (a measurement made at Pacoima Dam, February 9, 1971 for the 
6.4M San Fernando Earthquake) of 1.15g,8I the plot shows no peak 
acceleration values greater than approximately 0.8g - and such values 
were measured for earthquakes below as well as above M = 5. 

In his testimony below, applicant's witness Dr. H. Bolton Seed presented 
a modified version of Hanks-Johnson Figure 1 (App. Exh. 61) on which he 
had plotted peak acceleration data for five additional earthquakes mea
sured in the near field.82 (These data were also presented in tabular form in 
App. Exh. 62.) Dr. Seed's data include a measurement at 5km (well within 
the near field) for the severe 1978 earthquake at Tabaz, Iran, of magnitude 
Ms = 7.8. Dr. Seed's additional information fully supports Hanks and 
Johnson's conclusion on saturation. The maximum acceleration of the new 

77fr.5970. 
7IJ.I. Exh. 47, T.e. Hanks and D.A. Johnson, "Geophysical Assessment of Peak 
Accelerations," Bull. Scism. Soc. Am. 66, pp. 959-968 (1976). 
Nfr. 5889-90. 
IOBoth vertical and horizontal peak accelerations are plotted in this figure. 
"Values of the peak acceleration at Pacoima Dam in this record vary from 1.l5g to l.25g (see, 
e.g_, Hanks and Johnson, fn. 78, supra, Table I; Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A, p. C6; 
Hofmann, fol. Tr. 8522, p. 5). 
'2'fr.IO,I04-07. 
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data was O.95g - but this was measured close to an earthquake of 
magnitude 5.5; the highest acceleration otherwise measured was O.8g. 

At the reopened hearing, applicant's witness Dr. Blume presented 
evidence on magnitude saturation derived from IV-79. Figure 1-10 in Dr. 
Blume's testimony is a further refinement of the Hanks-Johnson figure. The 
new figure plots data obtained in the near field of the Ms = 6.9 IV-79 
event.B] In this case there were a large number of acceleration measure
ments made in the near-field region; again, the maximum acceleration 
measured in that region reached only O.8g. 

(c) A number of the witnesses (and the authorities they cite) supported 
the idea of magnitude saturation.84 None, however, was willing to claim 
that the peak ground motion measurements displayed by the original 
Hanks-Johnson figure and its various refmements necessarily reflect the 
maximum peak motion possible in the near field.B5 There is agreement, 
though, that peak high frequency ground motion in the near field is 
primarily dependent upon the nature of fault rupturing in the vicinity of the 
measurement site.86 There cannot be total assurance that the measurements 
made in the near field to date sample all conditions that might result in 
large local values of acceleration. Applicant's witness Dr. Bolt expressed the 
view, however, that the physical properties of the fracturing rocks 
themselves limit the seismic energy locally releasable.87 

(d) Joint intervenors' witness Dr. James Brune did take a different view 
of the concept of magnitude saturation. He testified that "all statistical 
correlations available in literature indicate an increase in average peak 
accelerations, velocities and spectfl;lm of ground motion with magnitude, 
with decreasing slope for larger magnitude."B8 Citing uncertainties in the 

·'R.Tr. 70; Joint Intervenor's Proposed Findings at p. 10. Staffwitness Dr. Rothman reports 
that the USGS assigned values ofMs - 6.9 and ML - 6.6 to the IV-79 event (fol. R.Tr. 536, 
pp. 4-5). These are the same values quoted in Staff Exh. R-I (pp. I, 4). Dr. Brune for the 
intervenors felt that the ML value was in the range 6.2 to 6.6 (R. Tr. 757-58). Dr. Luco agreed 
with Dr. Brune that there may be some uncertainty with regard to the Mt. value, and he also 
ascribed a range Ms - 6.5 to 6.9. (Luco, IV-79 testimony at pp. 1-2, 1-3.) Both of these 
witnesses, however, testified that the USGS used Ms - 6.9. Applicant's witness Blume used the 
value ML - 6.6 (Illume, IV-79 testimony, p. 1-2)., We note also that the recently published 
USGS Open.File Report 81-365 (March 1981) also uses ML - 6.6 for IV-79 (see p. 994, infra). 
B4Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Reference B at pp. 5-6; Smith, Tr. 5916-17, 5941; Bolt, Tr. 5920; 
Smith, quoting Hanks-Johnson, Tr. 5889-90; Brune, quoting Ambraseys, Tr. 7928; Trifunac, 
Tr. 8993; Newmark, fol. R. Tr. 534, pp. 11-12; R. Tr.547. 
15See, e.g., Tr. 5895; Tr.594O. 
I6Fn. 68, supra. 
I1Tr.6026. 
"James N. Brune, Testimony on Behalf of Joint Intervenors, fol. R.Tr.601 at p.7 (under 
Item D, "Extrapolation to M - 7.5"). 
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data for large events, Dr. Brune went on to conclude that, on the average, 
peak acceleration values would be greater for M = 7.5 than for M = 6.5.89 

While Dr. Brune's position certainly is not an adoption of saturation, in 
actuality his testimony differs little from the ideas expressed by the other 
witnesses. 

(e) We fmd that the physical description that has been developed for the 
nature of the earthquake motion in the near field and the data on peak 
ground motion that have been presented in these proceedings (i.e., the 
Hanks-Johnson figure and its modifications) provide a convincing case for 
the concept of magnitude saturation. Put another way, we fmd that in the 
near field, peak high frequency ground motion is largely independent of 
earthquake magnitude. 

This fmding does not discount the possibility that future ground motion 
records may exceed those previously measured. Nor do we ignore the fact 
that larger magnitude earthquakes give rise to a greater probability of high 
peak measurements. (The latter point was in fact made in the Hanks
Johnson paper.90) As applicant's witness Dr. Smith explained, this is in part 
due to the sampling effect - there is a greater chance of having a recorder 
in the near-field, high-peak acceleration region of a large earthquake than a 
small one because the near field of a large event simply covers more 
ground.91 He further explained that the higher probability was also due in 
part to physical processes, such as focusing and local inhomogeneities in the 
fault zone.92 

The significant factor in our finding accords with the principal 
observation of Hanks and Johnson - that peak motion in the near field is 
determined primarily by magnitude-independent, fault-related processes.9) 

This circumstance, we conclude, makes it appropriate to use measurements 
of severe, high frequency ground motion in the near field of smaller 
earthquakes to infer properties of such motion in the near field of larger 
seismic events. The reason for doing so is to obtain broader-based and 
hence more reliable data for the seismic evaluations that must be made 
here. 

4. Distance saturation. Another form of peak ground motion saturation is 
associated with the earthquake types we have under review. As we have 
mentioned (p. 928, supra), the release of earthquake energy generally occurs 

"Ibid. Dr. Brune also testified that the effects of focusing and high stress drop could result in 
peak ground acceleration values of2g or higher (fr. 7923-28). For further consideration of Dr. 
Brune's ideas in these areas, see pp. 944-951, infra. 
90].1. Exh. 47 at 964. 
91Tr.5938-39. 
9lIbid. 
931.1. Exh. 47 at 963. 
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at some depth beneath the earth's surface (e.g., IOkm). At surface locations 
within the near field, therefore, there is little difference in the distance 
between the measurement site and the region of rupture. Thus, within the 
near-field region, the magnitude of peak ground motion should not be 
strongly affected by the distance to the surface expression of the fault 
(hence, distance saturation).94 

In this connection, we asked the parties at the reopened hearing to 
provide us with peak acceleration data from IV-79 plotted with the 
empirical predictions of peak motion versus distance introduced previously 
before the Licensing Board.9s Such graphs allow a comparison between 
experimental data and the empirical curves for predicting the intensity of 
earthquake motion as a function offault distance. 

The responses contained basically two general methods for plotting 
earthquake motion with respect to distance. The applicant's figures96 and 
those in USGS Publication 79597 (referred to in our question to the parties) 
both plot the data from various locations as a function of the distance to the 
nearest surface expression of the rupturing portion of the fault. Graphs of this 
type accept the concept that the significant distance for determining the 
attenuation of high frequency motion is that to the nearest portion of an 
extended region of energy release. 

Board witness Dr. Mihailo Trifunac and intervenors' witness Dr. James 
Brune, however, preferred to plot the peak acceleration data as a function 
of the distance to a particular point. In Dr. Trifunac's graphs,98 that point 
was the postulated seismic event's "epicenter," i.e., the point on the earth's 
surface directly above the portion of the fault where the rupture initiated.99 

Dr. Brune's graphs were made with respect to a hypothesized "zone of 
energy release," a region of limited spatial extent believed by him to be 
somewhat removed from the epicenter (illustrated in J.I. Exh. R-12).IOO 

Figure I-I of Dr. Blume's IV-79 testimony and Figure 1-2 of Dr. Seed's 
IV-79 testimony on Board Question I are comparisons of the IV-79 data 

90See fn. 66, supra; Tr. 5922, Tr. 8637. 
tsSee ALAB-598, supra, 11 NRC at 888; Board Question 1. 
96Blume, IV-79 Testimony on Question I, Figures 1-1, 1-5, 1-6, 1-7, 1-8, 1-9; Seed, IV-79 
Testimony on Question 1, Figure 1-2. 
91J.I. Exh. R-t. 
98'frifunac testimony fol. R. Tr. 1138, Figures 1.1, 1.2, 1.3. 
99See Bolt, Earthquakes. fn. 24, supra, at 226. 
looDr. Brune's graphs (J.I. Exhs. 13, 14 and 15 for identification) were not admitted into 
evidence because of the uncertainty of the points plotted with respect to the unknown center of 
energy release. See R. Tr. 877-887. 
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with predictions based on earthquake models constructed by Dr. Blume 
(SAM-V)lol and Dr. Seed, respectively. Both models predict distance 
saturation in the near field, and in both cases there is reasonable agreement 
between the IV-79 data and the model predictions. Dr. Smith testified that 
the IV-79 data demonstrate the validity of plotting peak ground motion 
data with respect to the nearest point on the ruptured fault as the technique 
that best accounts for the known physical nature of the faulting process.IOl 

On the other hand, the graphs of measured peak acceleration as a 
function of distance to a point (e.g., epicenter or zone of energy release) 
display behavior inconsistent with the general characteristics of the 
attenuation of earthquake motion predicted by physical principles.I03 Both 
Dr. Trifunac's and Dr. Brune's graphs contain collections of data points 
having a wide spread of acceleration values associated with a narrow range 
of distance. 104 These graphs appear to be disproportionately influenced by 
the particular arrangement of the seismographs aligned across the Imperial 
Fault rather than to reflect an accurate representation of physical 
attenuation processes at work. 

In sum, our review of the IV-79 data displayed in the various graphs 
confirms the view that, in a major fault-related earthquake, energy is 
released at depth along an extensive length of the fault. The data support 
the concept that peak ground accelerations in the near field saturate and 
are not strongly dependent on distance. lOS This is consistent with the 
present understanding of physical earthquake mechanisms.l06 It follows 
that empirical models of earthquake motion incorporating this concept are 
apt to be reliable tools for developing response spectra suitable for 
designing structures to be located in a potential near-field site. 

IOISAM is an acronym for the Site-Acceleration-Magnitude procedure formulated by Dr. 
Blume for estimating the relationships of site, materials, horizontal peak accelerations, 
magnitude, and epicentral distance. SAM-V is the latest modification of the originaI SAM 
procedure. See D-LL lIB. 
102R. Tr. 52-59. 
103R. Tr. 59-61; App. Exhs. R-3 and R-4; R. Tr. 110. 
104R. Tr. 568. 
IMAn obvious exception. of course, would be at locations directly upon the surface expression 
of the fault itself. Here ground motion associated with the displacement of the fault may occur. 
Tr.6027. 
I06Dr. Blume's IV-79 testimony on Question I, Figure 1-6, shows the IV-79 peak acceleration 
data displayed on Figure 4 of USGS Circular 795, ].1. Exh. R-J. The latter provides prediction 
intervals (± 70%) of peak motion data for three magnitude categories (5.0-5.7, 6.0-6.4, and 7.1-
7.6). Prediction intervals for magnitude categories are shown for defmed distance ranges. Only 
the intervals for the 5.0-5.7 category are defmed within the near field (i.e., less than IOkm). The 
IV-79 data for distances within 10km faIl within the 5.0-5.7 prediction interval. This 
observation is consistent with the concept of magnitude saturation in the near field. 
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C. Methodology Used to Predict Ground Motion for the Diablo Canyon SitE 
and the Development of the Response Spectrum in the Hosgri Reanalysi! 

The basic parameters of the ground motion at the Diablo Canyon site ru 
a result of a 7.sM earthquake on the Hosgri Fault were established by the 
USGS, whose recommendations in this area were generally adopted by the 
NRC staff. The USGS recommendations included a table of peak ground 
accelerations for various magnitude earthquakes. For the Diablo CanYOD 
reanalysis, however, the staff and applicant adopted a ground response 
spectrum anchored at a high frequency acceleration lower than the highes1 
peaks shown in Table 2 of USGS Circular 672 (J.I. Exh. 45).107 Intervenol1 
complained that, at least, the USGS peak acceleration value should have 
been used to anchor the response spectrum. lOS 

As discussed earlier, the device used for the design of a structure to be 
subjected to earthquake tremors is a response spectrum generated for free· 
field ground motion. This provides a measure of the maximum ground 
motion over a frequency range encompassing the natural frequencies 01 
systems and structures designed to withstand seismic loading. For nuclear 
power plants sited beyond the near field, the usual methodology is to assigD 
a peak high frequency ground acceleration.H)9 This peak acceleration then 
becomes a scaling factor by which a standardized response spectrumllO may 
be adjusted to reflect ground motion conditions anticipated at the site.JII 
The standard response spectrum was developed by averaging over 
individual response spectra generated from ground motion records taken at 
a number of sites in the United States and is given in Regulatory Guide 
1.60, a document which also outlines how this methodology is to be 
applied. 112 

Although the standard response spectrum of Regulatory Guide 1.60 was 
generated conservatively, the data that went into it was recorded mainly at 
far-field 10cations.1I3 The Diablo Canyon site, however, is situated in the 

I07See discussion of this at pp. 936-938, infra. 
IOILBP-79·26, 10 NRC at 486; ].1. Br. at pp. 16et seq. 
I09Applicant's witness Dr. Frazier in his oral testimony (fr. 10.127-10,129) pointed out that 
high frequency ground motion (frequencies greater than 2 hertz) is attenuated very rapidly in 
the shallow layers of the earth. This attenuation can be as high as a factor of 10 in one 
kilometer of near-surface travel for a wave with a frequency of 10 hertz. However, these high 
frequency waves do travel with low attenuation in the deep, more competent rock and reach 
the surface at fairly steep angles by diffraction from the low lying rock strata. Thus, some high 
frequency motion may be present at a large distance from the source but except in the very 
near field where horizontal components are still unattenuated, the high frequency waves found 
at the surface arrive at steep angles. 
1I0See fn. 40, supra. 
IIITr. 8328. 
l121"r.8583-86. 
Ill/bid. 
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near field of the Hosgri Fault and on a rock foundation. Because of this, the 
staff and the applicant concluded that the Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum 
might not be the best representation of the ground motion to be expected at 
the Diablo site from a 7.5M event on the Hosgri. They therefore elected to 
adopt a methodology for developing a spectrum to be used in the Hosgri 
reanalysis that, in their judgment, would correspond to the actual Diablo 
Canyon site conditions.1I4 

The decision to elect a different methodology was neither impermissible 
nor inconsistent with Regulatory Guide 1.60. The guides, advisory rather 
than obligatory,1I5 explain on their face that they "are issued to describe 
and make available to the public methods acceptable to the [NRC] 
Regulatory staff of implementing specific parts of the Commission's 
regulations, to delineate techniques used by the staff in evaluating specific 
problems or postulated accidents, or to provide guidance to applicants. 
Regulatory Guides are not substitutes for regulations and compliance with 
them is not required. Methods and solutions different from those set out in 
the guides will be acceptable if they provide a basis for the fmdings 
requisite to the issuance or continuance of a permit or license by the 
Commission." 

As we mentioned, the event specified to control the seismic response of 
the Diablo Canyon facility is a 7.5M earthquake on the Hosgri Fault 
adjacent to the facility. This magnitude was suggested by the USGS, despite 
the opinions of the applicant and the staff that Hosgri probably would not 
be the site of an earthquake of this Size.1I6 

In addition to specifying the magnitude of the earthquake to be expected 
on the Hosgri Fault, the USGS advised the NRC staff with regard to the 
peak ground acceleration that might be expected in the near field of such an 
event. Its recommendation is included as Appendix C to the Safety 
Evaluation Report (SER) Supplement 4, issued May 1976. In conclusion 7 
(p. C-16), the USGS states: 

Consequently, we feel that an appropriate earthquake for this site 
should be described in terms of near-fault horizontal ground motion. A 

l14Newmarlc. fo1. Tr. 8552, Reference B at p. 6; Tr. 8639. 
mporter County Chapter v. AEC. 533 F.2d lOll, 1016 (7th Cir.). certiorari denied, 429 U.s. 945 
(1976). 
116Stepp. fo1. Tr. 8484, p. 31; Blume, fo1. Tr. 6100 at p. 16. The previous discussion regarding 
the saturation of earthquake ground motion with respect to earthquake magnitude leads at 
most to a weak correlation between magnitude and peak acceleration. Thus, the contest over 
the size of the earthquake to be expected on the Hosgri loses some of its significance. The 
magnitude of the event is important, however, to the extent that it effects the lilcelihood that 
the Diablo Canyon site would be in the near field of that portion of the fault which ruptures 
during the earthquake. Oearly. the Diablo Canyon facility is more apt to be adjacent to a long 
rupture along the Hosgri Fault than to a short one. 
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technique for such a description is presented in the Geological Survey 
Circular 672 entitled "Ground Motion Values for Use in the Seismic 
Design of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System" [1972J.117 

In particular, Table 2 of Circular 672 is labeled "Near-fault horizontal 
ground motion." In that table are presented values of peak absolute 
horizontal accelerations that might be expected for earthquakes of varying 
magnitudes.lls For the ground motion record that might be generated by a 
7.5M earthquake, Table 2 indicates a high peak of acceleration of 1.15g; a 
second highest peak of Ig; a fifth largest peak of O.85g; and a tenth largest 
peak of O.65g. Presumably, then, the table could be used to generate a 
simulated ground motion record of a 7.5 magnitude earthquake. 

In discussing how the ground motion values of Table 2 could be used to 
determine a structural response spectrum (for the design of the Alaska 
pipeline), the authors of Circular 672 suggest that design values of motion 
be derived by modifying the ground motion values of Table 2 to allow for 
various mechanisms in the vibratory response of a structure. The USGS 
reply to the NRC recommending the use of Circular 672 (seepp. 937-938, 
supra) similarly explains that: 

It is our intention that the ground motion values as exemplified by 
Table 2 "Near-fault horizontal ground motion" of Ref. 4 [i.e., USGS 
672J for magnitude 7.5 be used to form the basis of a description of the 
earthquake postulated to have the potential for occurring on the 
Hosgri Fault at a point nearest to the Diablo Canyon site subject to the 
conditions placed on these values in Ref. 4. The earthquake so described 
should be used in the derivation of an effective engineering acceleration for 
input into the process leading to the seismic design analysis. 

Ibid (emphasis added). 
Thus, the USGS recommended not only the magnitude of the earth

quake, but also a maximum peak ground acceleration for such an event and 
the use of some form of "effective acceleration" as the basis for a response 
spectrum to be used in the reanalysis.1I9 Although, as we have noted, the 
"effective acceleration" concept is one that the joint intervenors and the 

I17J.I. Exh. 45. 
IIlThe peak: ground motion values displayed in USGS Circular 672 show a definite increase in 
expected peak: ground motion as a function of earthquake magnitude, although there is a 
decreasing rate of increase for the larger magnitude events (i.e., there is no strong saturation 
with magnitude indicated for earthquakes of magnitude up to 7.5). 
I19We note inter alia that in a concluding sentence of the section entitled "Design Approach" 
(p. 3). the authors of USGS Circular 672 state: "Final1y, smoothed tripartite logarithmic 
response spectra are constructed from the design seismic motions by the general procedure of 
Newmark and Hall .... " 
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Governor fmd objectionable, it is the approach suggested by the USGS 
both in its original recommendations to the NRC and again supported in 
the testimony of a USGS official before the Licensing Board.l20 On the 
other hand, the USGS made no suggestion regarding how that effective 
acceleration might be determined or what its magnitude might be relative to 
the peak ground motion values presented in Table 2. 

Our review of the record below discloses that it was the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission staff, guided by its consultant and primary witness 
Dr. Nathan Newmark, who developed the basic design response spectrum 
to be used for the Diablo Canyon reanalysis. This process is described in 
Dr. Newmark's direct testimony (fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A).lll 

It is not entirely clear how the anchor point acceleration of O.75g 
ultimately settled upon for the basic response· spectrum was actually 
obtained. Dr. Newmark referred to a relationship provided in a paper by 
N.C. Donovan relating ground motion to distance from an earthquake 
source which yielded a maximum ground acceleration of O.75g. lll On the 
other hand, further reading of Reference A reveals that he generated 
response spectra for the ground motion recorded at Pacoima Dam (a record 
which includes a peak acceleration of 1.2g, somewhat larger than recom
mended for a 7.5M event in Table 2 of USGS Circular 672). He then 
compared these spectra with an idealized design spectrum that was roughly 
equivalent to the standard spectrum appearing in Regulatory Guide 1.60. 
He then observed that the Pacoima Dam spectrum was virtually bounded 
by the idealized spectrum when the latter was anchored at the high 
frequency end at 0.75g.123 Except for frequencies in excess of about 13 
cycles per second and for very small excursions at several somewhat lower 
frequencies, the Pacoima Dam response spectrum lies below the idealized 
Newmark spectrum anchored at 0.75g.l14 Because the Pacoima Dam 
spectrum was generated using ground motion records having the largest 
peak horizontal acceleration measured,llS Dr. Newmark explained that the 
idealized spectrum anchored at O.75g was, in his opinion, a conservative 
upper limit of the motion that might be expected at Diablo Canyon and 
indeed was responsive to the USGS recommendations that the peak ground 

I2°Devine, Tr. 8330-31. 
III Reference A of Dr. Newmark's testimony was previously published as Appendix C to 
Supplement 5 of the Diablo Canyon Safety Evaluation Report (SER). Although in his direct 
testimony Dr. Newmark referred to an effective acceleration, under cross-examination he 
stated that he did not employ the concept. Tr. 9287, 9275-76, 9321; R.Tr.544. 
IllNewmark. fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A, at C3. 
IDId at C4, also Figures lAo lB, 18 and 19. 
1l4Tr. 9275-76, 8589-90. 
l25Newmark. fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A, at p. C4. 
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motion of 1.15g be "associated" with a 7.5M earthquake on the Hosgri 
Fault. 126 

In his direct testimony, applicant's witness Dr. John Blume outlined a 
different approach which he used to determine the response spectrum for 
the Diablo Canyon reanalysis (fo1. Tr. 6100 at pp. 39-41). Dr. Blume 
generated a response spectrum from each of several strong motion records 
obtained from relatively intense near-field records on rock sites. From these 
records he generated a smooth idealized average spectrum and scaled the 
amplitude of the resulting spectrum to a high frequency anchor point 
acceleration ofO.75g.127 

The results obtained by Dr. Newmark for the staffand Dr. Blume for the 
applicant yielded basic design spectra (and spectra modified for the tau 
effect) not greatly different from one another. In employing those spectra 
for the Diablo Canyon reanalysis, the staff's approach was to use the one 
which gave the largest magnitude of motion for the particular frequency 
range and structure being considered; in other words, the staff adopted the 
highest magnitude portions of both the Newmark and Blume design 
spectra. 128 

The Licensing Board approved this methodology (LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 
486-89); we tum now to the joint intervenors' exceptions to that portion of 
the decision below. 

IV 

INTERVENORS' CHALLENGE TO THE APPROPRIATENESS 
AND VALIDITY OF THE BASIC DESIGN SPECI'RUM 

DEVELOPED FOR THE DIABLO CANYON REANALYSIS 

A. The Use of Effective Acceleration 
The gravamen of intervenors' complaint involves the design spectrum 

used for the Diablo Canyon reanalysis. In their view, to represent the 
maximum vibratory ground motion associated with a 7.5 magnitude 
earthquake on the Hosgri, that spectrum should at least have been 

126Having thus established a basic response spectrum, Dr. Newmark then allowed for a 
reduction in the response in the higher frequency portion of this spectrum, the SO<a1led ""tau 
effect," for certain of the larger structures at the Diablo Canyon site. The tau effect reduction 
is also considered to be inappropriate by the intervenors; the entire question of its validity is 
discussed at pp. 962-?'J8. infra. 
lZ1Dr. Blume seems to have accepted Dr. Newmark's recommendation of a 0.75g as an anchor 
point. He agreed that the concept of effective acceleration was valid, but added in his opinion 
that a lower value of effective acceleration would have been more appropriate for the Diablo 
Canyon site. Tr. 6495. 
12!'fr. 6836; Tr. 8594; Knight, fol. Tr. 8696 at p. 10. Also see pp. 975-976, infra. 
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anchored at the 1.l5g peak ground acceleration value given in Table 2 of 
USGS Circular 672.129 

Their first objection goes to the use of a 0.75 anchor point acceleration, a 
challenge which they base on both legal and technical considerations. First 
they assert this value does not satisfy the requirements of Appendix A to 10 
CFR Part tOO ("Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power 
Plants"). Section VI of that Appendix ("Application to Engineering 
Design") provides in pertinent part: 

(a) Vibratory Ground Motion - (I) Safe Shutdown Earthquake. The 
vibratory ground motion produced by the Safe Shutdown Earthquake 
shall be defined by response spectra corresponding to the maximum 
vibratory accelerations at the elevations of the foundations of the 
nuclear power plant structures • • •. (Emphasis supplied.) 

The 1.l5g figure is the value of peak acceleration for a 705M earthquake 
as given in Table 2 of USGS Circular 672. It does not necessarily follow 
that this figure corresponds to the "maximum vibratory acceleration" 
mentioned in Appendix A to Part too. As we have explained before, "under 
any rule of reason, however, that requirement must be understood to have 
reference to effective maximum acceleration."I30 In the Seabrook hearing, 
"Dr. Newmark testified without contradiction that the highest acceleration 
peaks are associated with the highest frequency ground waves. These high 
frequency waves would be fully recorded by the relatively small and 
compact seismographs, but yet would have no significant effect on the large 
massive structures of a nuclear facility."131 In short, the scientific validity of 
the effective acceleration concept to one side, the Board below correctly 
distinguished between measurements of peak acceleration and effective 
acceleration. See LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 486. 

A more fundamental objection is the argument, advanced by Dr. 
Enrique Luco, that there exists no physical basis for a reduction from the 
peak measured acceleration to an effective acceleration.132 Testifying for 
joint intervenors in the Licensing Board hearing, Dr. Luco offered the 
following criticism in response to a question by intervenors' counsel (fr. 
8893): 

119J.I. Exh. 45. . 
I3IJPublic Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB422, 6 NRC 
33,63 (1917) (emphasis in original), reversed on other groundr. CUo8o.33, 12 NRC 295 (1980). 
1JI1bid 
l3lTr. 886708895. Another witness, Dr. Mihailo Trifunac, expressed similar doubts about "the 
concept of effective acceleration." Tr. 8973. 
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Q. • •• Could you indicate what your problem is with the use of the 
effective acceleration values that have been designated for the response 
spectra? I think in this case the effective acceleration which serves as a 
zero period limit for the Newmark spectra is O.75g. 

A. The main problem I have with this reduction for effective 
acceleration is that no sound physical basis has been given for that 
reduction. The only argument that I could consider - and it has been 
mentioned - is that in many cases the structures seem to, or appear to 
be stronger than they were designed for. Or that the structures that in 
the paper are supposed to fail do not fail. 

Expert witnesses who testified on behalf of the staff and applicant, 
however, strongly supported the use of an effective acceleration. Appli
cant's witness Dr. Blume explained that peak ground motion records often 
reflect spikes of short duration. He stressed that these have little energy 
associated with them and simply have no structural significance or impact 
on a response spectrum.133 He backed his statements with detailed analyses 
showing that "clipping" high acceleration peaks from time history of 
motion records has but minor effect on the response spectra developed 
from those records.l34 He also relied on empirical evidence to support his 
point that high acceleration spikes are not significant from the standpoint 
of building damage. Dr. Blume referred to observations of a number of 
structures that survived in the near field of earthquakes despite peak 
acceleration measurements at levels where damage would have been 
expected were those spikes truly indicative of effective acceleration.13S 

Applicant's witness Dr. Bruce Bolt agreed with Dr. Blume that the very 
high frequency peak accelerations have little significance for structural 
design.l36 

Moreover, in the Pacoima Dam record, where the recorded peak 
accelerations include an acceleration spike of 1.2g, Dr. Newmark's response 
spectrum (anchored at O.75g) virtually enveloped the response predicted by 
the measured ground motion,137 indicating that the high peak acceleration 
had little or no effect on the calculated response to the Pacoima Dam event. 
(Those calculations also provide the quantitative basis for the assignment of 
the anchor point or effective acceleration at O.75g.)138 

I33Blume, fol. Tr. 6100 at p. 19. 
134lbid; see also D-LL 30. 
mBlume, fol. Tr. 6099 at pp. 21-25. Dr. Newmark made similar observations at Tr. 8638-39. 
IJ6Tr. 5846-48 
I31See p. 939, supra. 
I3ISeepp.939-94O, supra. 
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Finally, the USGS itself accepts the use of effective acceleration in 
seismic design. The concept was included in that agency's recommendation 
to NRC that the peak acceleration values of USGS Circular 672 be 
employed in the Diablo Canyon reanalysis.139 And at the licensing Board 
hearings, a USGS witness called by the staff, Dr. James Devine, expressly 
represented that his agency approved the concept of effective acceleration 
as an accepable approach to deriving response spectra for nuclear power 
plants.'40 

In the circumstances, for the reasons discussed we find that the use of an 
anchor point or effective acceleration lower than the peak ground 
acceleration is a physically valid and acceptable procedure for structures in 
the near field. In our judgment, this finds particular confirmation in the fact 
that the Newmark spectrum, anchored at 0.7Sg, virtually envelopes the 
response spectra generated by ground motion records containing an 
acceleration spike of 1.2g. 

B. Use of the Pacoima Dam Record 
Board witnesses, Drs. Luco and Trifunac, objected to Dr. Newmark's 

use of the Pacoima Dam record as the basis for his redesign response 
spectrum. They pointed out that the 1971 San Fernando earthquake (which 
produced the Pacoima Dam record) had a magnitude of 6.S whereas the 
Hosgri event specified for the Diablo Canyon SSE is an earthquake with a 
magnitude of 7.5.141 In their view, the spectrum developed using the 
Pacoima Dam record would be appropriate only if the plant were to be 
designed for a 6.SM event.142 (Dr. Trifunac, however, added his opinion 
that 6.5 rather than 7.S is the appropriate magnitude to expect at Diablo 
Canyon from a Hosgri earthquake. On this basis he accepted the basic 
Newmark design spectrum - i.e., uncorrected for the tau effect - as 
adequate for the plant.14J) Both witnesses expressed the belief that, for a 
7.SM event, the response spectrum should be anchored at the l.lSg peak 
acceleration value given in USGS Circular 672.144 

We discussed in the previous section (pp. 938-940, supra) the rationale 
for using the Pacoima Dam record to characterize a 7.5M event. That 
ground motion record has the highest peak horizontal ground acceleration 

lJ9See pp. 938-939, supra. 
14O'fr. 8332-33. Dr. Devine did not endorse the precise anchor point chosen by Dr. Newmark. 
He indicated that as USGS geophysicists it was their duty to provide engineers with ground 
motion data, without presuming how these data would be used to anchor ground motion 
spectra (fr. 8331). 
141See J.I. Br. at pp. 27-28. 
'42Licensing Board Exh. 2C (Dr. Luco's comments to the ACRS dated May 30, 1978) at p. 1. 
143'fr. 8971, 8985. 
l44Tr. 8872-77 (Dr. Luco); Tr. 8974-75 (Dr. Trifunac). 
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ever measured, even though there have been several recordings made in the 
near fields of larger earthquakes.14' Our previous fmdings regarding near· 
field saturation of peak acceleration with magnitude (see pp. 92,)-933, supra) 
suggest that the Pacoima Dam record is characteristic of the strongesl 
horizontal motion in the near field of any large earthquake. If anything, the 
Pacoima Dam record is widely believed to overstate the maximum ground 
motion in the 1971 San Fernando event because the record was taken on a 
ridge which, acting like a structure, tended to magnify the acceleration. l46 

Finally, the San Fernando earthquake was generated by thrust faulting, 
which causes near-field motion of greater magnitude than would an evenl 
triggered by a strike-slip fault like the HOSgri.147 

We fmd these factors sufficient to justify the use of the Pacoima Darn 
record as the basis for a near-field ground response spectrum for a 7.5M 
event and that the procedures followed on that basis took proper account of 
the USGS' recommendations.I48' 

C. Focusing and High Stress Drop 
Joint intervenors also contend that, even were the Diablo Canyon 

response spectrum anchored at 1.15g, it would not be conservative. They 
assert that in some regions, "focusing,"149 "high stress drop," or both 

14'Tr. 10,103-105. 
I46See Smith fol. Tr. 5490 at p. 26; Tr. 8529; Tr. 10,085-88, 10,093-94; Tr. 10,1()4.()5; Int. Exh. 
R·I (USGS 795) at p. 25; D-LL 12. 
l47'fr. 8617-18. In response to a question on cross-examination Dr. Newmark explained the 
physical basis for expecting greater motion from a thrust fault than from a strike-slip fault like 
the Hosgri. Tr. 8624. See also p. 9~3, supra. 
I4IWitnesses for the applicant and the staff testified that the USGS Circular 672, Table 2 peak 
acceleration values were extremely conservative and, in their view, included an unjustifiably 
strong magnitude dependence of peak acceleration (see, e.g., Bolt, Tr. 5874-78; Smith. fol. Tr. 
5490 at pp. 27-28; Tr. 5470; Newmark, Tr. 9287-89; Hofmann, Tr. 8538). 

IV-79 provided a statistically significant set of near-field data for evaluating the Circular's 
predictions; we reviewed them for that purpose. Table 2 of USGS 672 presents values of 
expected peak near-field horizontal acceleration for earthquakes of various magnitudes 
(presumably Ms magnitudes because the scale goes up to M - 8.5; see pp. 930-931, s.pra.) For 
M -6.5 and M-7.0, the predicted highest peak accelerations set forth in the table are 0.9g and 
1.05g respectively. 

Figure I-I of Dr. Blume's IV-79 testimony on Question I is a plot of35 values of uncorrected 
peak accelerations recorded during IV-79 within 10km of the fault. The highest peaIc, recorded 
at the Bond's Comer station (3km), is 0.81g. The next highest peaks shown are one at 0.71g 
(Ikm) and two at about 0.65g (34km). Nine of the 35 values exceed or equal O.5g. Thus for 35 
near-field recordings of peak ground motion for an earthquake of magnitude M - 6.5 - 7.0 
(see fn. 83, supra), not a single peak acceleration falls into the range 0.9g to 1.05g predicted by 
Table 2 of Circular 672. The IV-79 data thus lend support to the position that Table 2 
predictions of near-field peak horizontal accelerations are conservative, i.e., they tend to 
predict overly high results. 
I49Focusing or directivity (we believe the terms may be used interchangeably) refers to an 
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together could produce accelerations of 2g or more. Intervenors' case on 
this point was presented principally through their witness Dr. James N. 
Brune.lso The Licensing Board, however, rejected Dr. Brune's evidence as 
speculative. Noting that focusing "is not a new phenomenon," the Board 
stressed inter alia that only two instances of acceleration in excess of 1.15g 
have ever been recorded and neither approached the 2g level hypothesized 
by intervenors' witness. LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 489. 

In addition, the Governor (in the reopened hearing) asserts that the 
focusing and stress drop phenomena are important new safety issues raised 
for the ftrst time by Dr. Brune. He therefore argues that, under our Indian 
Point decision,m the Licensing Board erred in not seeking further evidence 
to resolve them. 

1. Focusing. In his prepared testimony before the Licensing Board, Dr. 
Brune stated that focusing "can lead to accelerations and velocities 
amplifted by more than a factor of 2 in a sector of about ± 5° from the 
direction of fault propagation."1Sl He added that, as a result of the direction 
of strike in the Hosgri Fault northwest of the site, "[e]nergy released about 
20km up the fault could be focused nearly directly at the Diablo Canyon 
site."Ul (Because the Hosgri changes direction as it approaches closer to the 
site, seismic energy released within 20km of Diablo Canyon would 
presumably be directed in a focusing zone which does not include the 
facility. See p. 919, supra, Fig. 3.) 

Dr. Brune's direct testimony on focusing was essentially theoretical. It 
included several analytical and laboratory studies by himself and others in 
which the phenomenon had been demonstrated.lS4 As actual examples of 
focusing, however, Dr. Brune cited only the 1971 San Fernando (pacoima 
Dam), and 1940 Parkfield earthquakes. He testifted that, in those events, 
focusing enhanced the velocity of the seismic ground motion.us 

enhancement of vibratory earthquake motion along the direction of fault propagation. Staff 
witness Dr. Robert L. Rothman explained in the reopened hearing that 't]he focusing effect 
results from constructive interference of signaIs whose velocity is close to that of the rupture 
propagation velocity." Fol R.Tr. 536 at p. 13. His testimony contains an illustrative figure 
taken from an original work on the subject. Id at Fig. 4. The effect was also described as a 
seismic Doppler effect. Frazier, IV-79 testimony at p. VII-2. See also Tr. 5878-82. 
15OJ.I. Exh. 66 at 3-10 et seq. In the reopened hearing on IV-79, Dr. Brune appeared as the 
Governor's witness on this issue, fo1. R. Tr. 601. 
"'Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point, Units 1,2 & 3), ALAB-319, 3 NRC 188 
(1976). 
UlJ.I. Exh. 66, at 3-2. 
mId at 3-13. 
l"ld at 3-10 to 3-13. 
mId at 3-10. As we have mentioned, (fn. 70, supra), the evidence indicates that the important 
structures and systems at Diablo Canyon have relatively high natural frequencies. At high 
frequencies, the critical seismic motion parameter is not velocity or displacement but 
acceleration. Blume, IV-79 testimony at pp. 111-2 to 111-3. Neither point is in dispute. 
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During questioning at the hearing below,lS6 Dr. Brune acknowledged 
that in the cases of the earthquakes at Parkfield (Ms6.3) and 1940 Imperia1 
Valley (Msabout 7), seismic recordings within 20 Ian of the rupturing faults 
and in the direction of their propagation revealed no unusual values of 
acceleration due to focusing.\S7 Dr. Brune testified that the phenomenon of 
seismic focusing had been demonstrated, but he added that it was not 
known how effective it is in actuality. ISS He agreed that focusing was more 
apt to be noticed for waves of low frequencies than for high frequencies. 159 

Finally, he asserted that additional field evid.ence is needed to demonstrate 
the significance of focusing and that further analytical modeling of the 
phenomenon is called for.l60 On redirect examination, Dr. Brune admitted 
that the model he used as one basis for his focuSing predictions could not be 
claimed to be reliable and that the ca1culations should be made more 
realisticaIly.161 

With regard to the IV-79 earthquake (which we reopened the record to 
consider), the Imperial Fault ruptured right through an array of seismo
graphs. Dr. Brune agreed that there was no clear evidence of focusing at 
this seismic event.162 He suggested, however, that further analyses of the 
data and rupture mechanism might show that the IV-79 earthquake would 
be "better represented as a sequence of multiple events than as a 
continuous rupture," and, if such were the case, "that focusing from a more 
continuous rupture would have led to even higher accelerations."163 

The applicant and staff dispute Dr. Brune's position on the importance 
of focusing. In their view, to the extent that focusing has a significant effect 
in actual events, it is already accounted for as part and parcel of the seismic 
records that already exist. l64 Their witnesses testified, moreover, that no 

156Tr. 7941-8084, 8114-8129. 
lS7'fr. 803(}'8039; see also J.I. Exh. R-6, Table 3-3 and Table 34. Applicant's witness Dr. 
Frazier agreed that focusing was recorded at Parkfield, where the peak acceleration at the 
station near the fault (#2) was 0.5g (IV-79 testimony, p. VII-3). 
I'STr. 8011-12; see also Tr. 8028-30, 804142. 
lS'7J'r.8016-17. 
16O'fr. 8028-29, 8042, 8091, 8104. 
161Tr. 8135-36. At this point Dr. Brune also volunteered the modeling technique of Archalita 
and Frazier as being capable of helpful calculations. Tr. 8138. 
I61Brune, fol. R. Tr. 601 at p. 8. 
16llbid. 
l64Tr. 5878-81 (Bolt); Rothman, fol. R.Tr. 536 at p. 13; Edwards, IV-79 testimony, VII-3; 
Smith, fol. Tr. 5490 at p. 26. While Dr. Brune agrees that focusing is a part of all earthquakes, 
he holds to the opinion that, to this date, records may not have been made in the maximum 
direction of focusing. Tr. 8075. 

The matter of focusing in the Pacoima Dam record has led to considerable controversy (see, 
e.g., Gov. Proposed Findings, pp. 56-57). The subject was considered in detail before the 
Licensing Board (cross-examination of Drs. Bolt and Frazier, Tr. 588(}'5887). A review of that 
discussion reveals that a study by T.A Eaton, with which those applicant witnesses appeared 
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accelerations as high as those expected by Dr. Brune have ever been 
measured, adding their judgment that none is reasonably likely to occur.165 

They further stressed that the position of Diablo Canyon site with respect to 
the Hosgri Fault was such that focusing effects are not to be expected. 1M 

The question whether the Diablo Canyon site is situated so as to 
experience the focusing of a rupture on the Hosgri Fault was strongly 
contested. Under cross-examination before the Licensing Board, Dr. Brune 
concluded that the probability of focusing at any particular site is 10w.l67 At 
the reopened hearings, he suggested that his testimony before the Board 
had been misconstrued - in particular, that the restriction of focusing to a 
± 5° sector was too stringent and that different maps of the fault yield 
different distances between the Diablo facility and that portion of the fault 
aligned for focusing toward the site.l68 Our review of the record on this 
question leads us to conclude that focusing of earthquake motion due to a 
rupture on the Hosgri Fault does not present a credible likelihood of 
exceeding the Diablo Canyon seismic design spectrum. We are guided to 
this result primarily by the fact that the focused motion must travel some 
20km 169 to reach the site and that the damaging higher frequencies of this 
motion will be preferentially attenuated in traveling this distance.l7o 

to agree, hypothesized that in the early stages of the 1971 San Fernando event, there was 
rupturing toward Pacoima Dam with considerable focusing, which caused a large velocity 
pulse (a "fling'') in the record (fr. 5884). The peak acceleration associated with this pulse was 
O.4g (fr. 5886). The large high frequency peak acceleration of about 1.20g, for which the 
Pacoima record is best known, occurred later in the ground motion record and was not related 
to the focusing (fr. 5885-87; see also J.I. Exh. 47. fn. 78, supra). 

In developing a response spectrum from the Pacoima Dam record, the motions included in the 
entire record were utilized in the procedure (Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A. pp. C3 to 
C-I0; Reference B, pp. 5-6; also see pp. 939.~~Osupra). Thus the spectrum incorporates the 
effects of both the velocity pulse due to focusing and the high frequency peak acceleration. 
165'fr. 5878; see also J.I. Exh. 47. 
I66Smith, fol. Tr. 5490, p. 27; Edwards, IV·79 testimony, pp. VII·3 to 4; Frazier, IV·79 
testimony, p. VII·12. 
l67'fr. 814044. See also Hamilton·Jahns, fol. Tr. 4459 at Fig. 44. 
168R. Tr.619-623. 
169See p. 945, supra (Dr. Brune's own estimate). 
I70Edwards IV·79 testimony, p. VII-4. At the IV·79 hearing, Dr. Brune testified that motion 
rrom an apparent short splay of the Hosgri Fault, ending some 3.8km from Diablo Canyon, 
could be focused directly at the site (R.Tr. 623). Applicant's witness Mr. Hamilton offered the 
opinion that such a splay would not participate in a major earthquake on the Hosgri (R.Tr. 
321·22). Dr. Frazier for the applicant was of the opinion that the splay would be capable of 
generating little more than a magnitude 3 event (R.Tr. 317). And Dr. Devine of the USGS, 
testifying for the staff, said that he did not believe the feature existed, and thus did not 
consider it "capable" (R. Tr. 939-40). We do not believe the splay represents a reasonable 
source or earthquake motion beyond those already being considered in the plant's design. 
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At the reopened hearing, both the staff and the applicant presentee 
testimony (and Dr. Brune agreed) that the peak horizontal acceleratiOl 
values of IV-79 show no indication offocusing.17I The applicant's principa 
witness on focusing phenomena in general was Dr. Gerald Frazier.172 Dt 
Frazier outlined his analytical simulation of earthquake motion on thl 
Hosgri Fault. He used a model developed by the TERA Corporation tha 
followed procedures he helped to develop that are described by him i.J 
published papers.173 

Dr. Frazier's calculated results for values of various types of rupturl 
along the Hosgri indicate that some focusing effects are possible at Diablc 
Canyon. For the hypothetical ruptures considered, however, at least two 0 

which are greater than 7Ms,174 the me~ peak horizontal accelerations hi 
calculated never exceeded O.SSg, and the values of peak acceleration wen 
relatively independent of the length of fault assumed to be involved in thl 
postulated event.173 

Although Dr. Frazier's calculational model was of the type that Dt 
Brune had himself suggested to the Licensing Board be used,176 Dr. Bruni 
testified before us that "[u]nfortunately, the results presented in Dt 
Frazier's testimony do not represent the results for reasonable variations i.J 
model parameters which will indicate conservative conclusions as recom 
mended in my testimony."t77 A major dissatisfaction of Dr. Brune was tha 
there was no calculation run similar to "Case G" in the San Onofrl 
analysis. l78 For the reasons noted in the margin, however, we fmd tha 

I7ISce, e.g., Brune, fol. R.Tr. 601, p. 8 (Section E); Frazier, IV-79 testimony, p. VII-4 
Rothman, foL R.Tr. 536, pp. 13-14 and Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5, several recordi.nj 
stations are within the sector that Dr. Brune considered susceptible to focusing. The absence 0 

focusing was strongly supported by applicant's witness Dr. Edwards (IV-79 testimony 01 
Board Question 7). 
I72Sce Frazier, IV-79 testimony on Board Question 7. 
\73J.I. Exh. R-6 at pp. 2-1 et seq. J.I. Exhs. R-6, R-7, R-8, and R·9 were a Final Report ane 
Supplements I, II, and III, produced by TERA Corporation in support of the San Onofl'1 
Nuclear Power Plant licensing proceeding. The Final Report sets out in detail the model used 
and the results of testing it, using the 1966 Parkfield, 1940 Imperial Valley, and 1976 Bmwle: 
earthquakes; Supplement I presents computations of earthquake motion at San Onofre 
Supplement II is a test of a modified version of the model against the 1933 Long Beach ane 
1971 San Fernando earthquakes; and Supplement III is a comparison of predictions of thl 
model with data taken at IV·79 (see R.Tr. 1357-64). The relevant portions of these exhibit 
were admitted into evidence. R. Tr. 1133·34. 
174R. Tr. 1371. 
175Prazier IV·79 testimony at pp. VII·14 and 15. 
I76See fn. 161, supra. 
177Jt. Tr. 632. 
178R. Tr. 629. A review of the pammeter variations employed by Dr. Frazier in his calculation: 
indicates that twelve different cases were studied. Frazier IV·79 testimony, pp. VII·! 
and VII·I0. 
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'Case G" is neither relevant to the situation before us nor illustrative of 
bcusing.l79 

The staff, while it agrees that focusing is not likely to cause ground 
notion accelerations of concern at Diablo, essentially rests on the ground 
hat Dr. Brune's speculations are unpersuasive. However, it also takes the 
)osition that the calculated results from the applicant's new model are 
nsufficiently tested to be useful as quantitative predictions of earthquake 
notion. ISO . 

Dr. Frazier's modeling - while not yet perfected - does appear to be a 
ophisticated tool useful in analytically predicting seismic motions caused 
It points by a rupturing fault. 181 Several instances are portrayed in the 
:xhibits in which the technique is tested against results of actual earthquake 
'ecords.182 Given the difficulties inherent in attempting to portray 
malytically the result of an event which encompasses as many variables as 
m earthquake, the Frazier model does rather well.18l We are of the opinion 
hat this type of effort is of value for the future. However, we agree with the 
,taff that, at its present stage of development, the model's results are not 
)ersuasive evidence; we have accordingly given them minimal weight. 

We have reviewed carefully all the evidence on the enhancement of 
eismic motion caused by the phenomenon of focusing. The Licensing 
loard might have elucidated further its reasons for rejecting Dr. Brune's 
)Osition, but we cannot criticize its conclusion. The evidence does not 
lermit acceptance of the postulations that seismic focusing might cause 
normously enhanced ground motion at Diablo Canyon. As our preceding 
liscussion indicates, Dr. Brune could give no example of acceleration 
'alues even remotely approaching those he hypothesized; it is at best 
loubtful that Diablo Canyon lies within a "focal zone" on the Hosgri in 
:ny event; and, to the extent earthquake modeling techniques have been 

"See J.I. Exh. R-7, pp. 6-3 and 6-4. Case G in the San Onofre analysis has an epicenter 10kIn 
I)uth of the site along the fault and assumes that the rupture propagates southw,ard away from 
~e site. In that case, according to Dr. Brune (R.Tr. 629-30), "even lower response spectra" 
rould result at the reactor site because of focusing in the opposite direction. But, as the 
~pture starts south of the site and continues in that direction, obviously at no point is it ever 
djacent to the site and, hence, it has no real relevance to the Diablo Canyon analysis. 
IOStafTlV-79 Proposed Findings. p. 72, fn. 52. 
IISee the series of Dr. Frazier's modeling studies presented in J.I. Exhs. R'() to R-9 as noted in 
11. 173, supra. 
aln its initial test against the 1V-79 results, the model indicates too much focusing. i.e., a 
ypothetical recording station along the fault is calculated to have an acceleration 2 to 3 times 
1e acceleration actually recorded at an analogous position (J.I. Exh. R-9, Fig. 4-19). At the 
une time, stations further from the fault were calculated to be lower than actually measured 
ccelerations. 
~See R.Tr. 1372-77. 
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perfected, their results cut against Dr. Brune's theory. His hypothesis wa 
correctly rejected as without evidentiary support and speculative. 

2. High stress drop. This is a shorthand reference to what happens whe: 
a short fault segment ruptures under very high forces. The resultant energ 
release is concentrated in a small area and can cause ground motion tha 
accelerates rapidly. The potential for a stress drop of this kind is accepted i: 
seismology and high values for this factor are known to exist in som 
areas.J84 Because high stress drops can influence the magnitude of energ 
release in earthquakes, they are one of the factors that make correlation 
between earthquake magnitude and ruptured fault length inexact.18S 

Intervenors contended below that this phenomenon might act to produc 
unusually high ground acceleration at the Diablo Canyon site, relying 0] 

testimony of Dr. Brune.186 The Board below, however, agreed with th 
applicant and staff187 that in terms of design significance, the higl 
acceleration values which Dr. Brune postulated - on the order of 2g188 -
were entirely speculative, stressing that he could give no examples of th 
measurement or existence of such values occurring anywhere.t89 LBP-79-2e 
10 NRC at 489. 

As with his focusing testimony, we believe the Board did not err iJ 
disregarding Dr. Brune's position on stress drop as speculative. Knowledge 
able witnesses testified that there are no indications of high stress dro) 
regions on the Hosgri Fault, emphasizing (among other things) that were i 
to rupture, the fault is expected to exhibit a strike slip-dip slip motion rathe 
than a thrust motion, the latter being the accepted cause of the highes 
stress drop values.l90 The evidence introduced below provided no reason 11 
believe that unusually high ground acceleration would be experienced a 
the Diablo Canyon site as a result of this phenomenon.191 

Nor has anything presented as a result ofIV-79 changed this picture. Dr 
Brune's postulation that much of the energy in that event was released in I 
small zone is simply not supported by the complete set of motion records 0 

that event. l92 For example, Dr. Brune advanced the theory that as much a 

lS-4Tr. 5833-37. 
IIlSee pp. 927-928, supra; Tr. 5685-88. 
IS6See, e.g., Tr. 7930-31; ].1. Exh. 66, pp. 3-14 to 3-16. 
II1See, e.g., Tr. 5846-47; Stepp, fol. Tr. 8484 at pp. 32-34. 
IU].I. Exh. 66, p. 3-16. . 
II9See id at pp. 3-14 to 3-16. Dr. Brune cited numerous examples of instances of high stres 
drop, but none resulted in high measured accelerations except the Pacoima Dam event. EVe! 

there, the highest measured acceleration was only 1.2g, and other causes for that unusua 
measurement have been suggested that arc more persuasive than the possibility of high stres 
drop. See p. 944, supra. 
1905mith, fol. Tr. 5490 at pp. 9-11; Hofmann, fol. Tr. 8522 at pp. 2-3; Newmark, Tr. 8617-18. 
1915ee, e.g., Tr. 5469; ].1. Exh. 66 at 3-17. 
I92See R. Tr. 1379-86; App. Exh. R-6; Rothman, fol. R. Tr. 536, Fig. 5. 
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half the total energy release of 6.9 Ms could be due to stress drop in a 
relatively small part of the rupturing fault. 193 Intervenors point to the high 
Ilcceleration (O.8Ig) recorded at one station (Bond's Corner) as evidence of 
thiS.'94 But if, as Dr. Brune postulated, the energy release at IV-79 was at 6-
IOkm depth (R.Tr. 613), there are several other recording stations at 
roughly the same hypocentral distance to the high stress drop zone as 
Bond's Corner.'9S None, however, showed acceleration values approaching 
that of Bond's Corner - a fact that undercuts the idea that a great portion 
of the energy was released in a small zone of high stress drop.l96 Moreover, 
rather than evidencing unusually high peak acceleration, the ~ond's Corner 
measurement of O.81g is commensurate with measured near-field values 
reported for earthquakes above 5 Msin other recent studies.l97 In short, Dr. 
Brun"e's theory is inconsistent with the evidence of record and, accordingly, 
we find the position of the intervenors and the Governor on high stress drop 
not well taken. 

D. Adequacy of the Newmark Spectrum in Light of Actual Ground 
Motion Records 

The joint intervenors and the Governor press the further argument that 
the Newmark free-field ground motion spectrum is not an adequately 
conservative representation of a 7.SMs event on the Hosgri Fault. They 
point out that the Newmark Spectrum has been exceeded by response 
ipectra developed from ground motion records obtained during two less 
ievere earthquakes, the Pacoima Dam record from the 1940 San Fernando 
event (6.SMs) and the Bond's Corner record from the 1979 Imperial Valley 
earthquake (6.9Ms).198 The point is not disputed but is illustrated in Dr. 
Newmark's own discussion of the Pacoima Dam record,l99 as well as in the 
testimony of Dr. Pao-Tsin Kuo for the stafflOO and Dr. George Young for 
the Govemor201 who addressed the Bond's Corner record. In each instance 

19JR. Tr. 853-54; see also J.I. Exh. R-12. 
I94J.I. IV-79 Proposed Findings, 17-22. 
I"'Fn. 148, supra. 
l%We note in passing that Dr. Brune himself acknowledged that his "small zone" of energy 
release could have been some IOkm in length. R. Tr.854. 
I91See J.I. Exh. 47 (Hanks-Johnson paper); App. Exhs. 61 and 62. 
I98J.I. IV-79 Proposed Findings at pp. 24-27; Governor's IV-79 Proposed Findings at pp. 22-27. 
The design basis event on the Hosgri is a 7.5Ms (Luco, fol. R. Tr. 1138, p.I-3); the USGS value 
ror the 1979 Imperial Valley is 6.9Ms. R. Tr. 758. Intervenors argue the latter could be in the 
range of 6.5 to 6.9Ms, IV-79 Proposed Findings at 15; see fn. 83, supra. In light of our fIDding 
that, in the near field, high frequency earthquake motion appears to saturate with magnitude, 
the difference is not significan l 
I99Newmark, fol. Tr 8552, Reference A. p. C4, Figs. la and lb. 
IOOKuo, fol. R.Tr. 538, Attachment 1. 
IOIYoung. fol. R.Tr. 608, Figure 7. 
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the Newmark Spectrum, though bounding the others over most of the rangl 
of frequencies, is in fact exceeded for certain narrow ranges.202 

We have already outlined how the Pacoima Dam record, which include: 
the highest recorded ground acceleration, was used by Dr. Newmark il 
creating his basic response spectrum for Diablo Canyon (pp. 939-940 
supra).'1Dl Dr. Newmark testified that the narrow ranges in which thl 
Pacoilna Dam record exceeded the boundary of the Hosgri design spectrun 
are not significant from the standpoint of any structural behavior,2l>4 I 

position in which the staff concurred.205 
As we previously observed, the Pacoilna Dam record is not considerec: 

representative of a typical earthquake in its size range; the geologica 
features of that site resulted in a record that magnified the actual gr.ounc 
motion. (See p.944, Supra.) Dr. Newmark elected to use the Pacoilru 
Dam record for comparison purposes essentially because it was one of thl 
few available that approached the high acceleration value recommended b) 
the USGS for a 7.5M event. 

No silnilar geological attributes of the site explain the magnitude o~ thl 
record made at Bond's Comer during the 1979 Imperial Valley event.206 
The evidence presented by Dr. Blume for the applicant at the IV-79 hearin! 
does, however, underscore the large disparity between that one record ane 
the many others obtained contemporaneously under silnilar circumstances 
Blume, Figure II-I is a plot of the response spectrum developed for the 
Bond's Comer record and spectra developed for 23 other near-field (withil 
llkm of the fault) records obtained during IV-79. Over most of the hig} 
frequency range, the Bond's Comer record of peak ground acceleratioI 
exceeds those other records roughly by a factor of 2. If the Bond's Cornel 
record does not reflect some sort· of geological or recording statim 
anomaly,207 it certainly represents a record at the boundary of empiricall) 

202]oint intervenors additionally argue that this is also a violation of the Commission's seismit 
rules (set forth in Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 100 that the pIant be designed to accommodau 
maximum expected ground motion. ].1. Proposed Findings at p. 25. For the reasons expIainec 
at p. 941. supra, ·we reject this argument as resting on a misconstruction of th0S4 
regulations. 
2OJ'fr. 8618-20. 
lO4Newmark, fol. R. Tr. 534 at pp. 10, 13-14; Tr. 8590, 8593. 
2OlKuo. fol. R. Tr. 538 at pp. 5-7. 
206StafT witness Dr. Rothman observed in his prepared testimony (at p. 6) that there might b 
something unusual about the Bond's Comer site or station as the records obtained there at Iv: 
79 were high relative to surrounding stations, and the same behavior was noted during I 

subsequent earthquake. Under cross-examination, Dr. Rothman admitted that he had done n( 
studies of the Bond's Comer geological structure (Le., such as had been done at Pacoima Dam: 
and had no reason to discount the Bond's Comer recordings other than their anomaloUl 
magnitude. R. Tr. 563-64. 
207See R.Tr. 185. 
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determined statistical expectations for accelerations at that distance from 
the 1979 rupture of the Imperial Fault. 

Dr. Blume, in his testimony below208 and at the reopened hearing,209 
described his method of obtaining a design spectrum by averaging over a 
number of individual spectra, obtained for the type of site being considered, 
and normalized to some common high frequency anchor point.210 Spectra 
obtained in this way, in Dr. Blume's view, represent the proper way of 
incorporating the available data, whereas the use of a single high record 
mch as Bond's Corner would statistically misrepresent the data.ltt 

For the reasons we have discussed, neither the Pacoima Dam nor the 
Bond's Corner records typify the motion in the near field of 6.5Ms events 
but, rather, represent distorted responses. Even so, the Newmark Hosgri 
Design Spectrum is approximately equivalent to the raw spectra developed 
from those records - two of the strongest near-field ground motion records 
~ver measured. The Newmark Spectrum is thus fairly comparable to them 
both. Taken with our earlier finding that the magnitude of near-field 
~ound motion is not strongly dependent on earthquake size, the Bond's 
Corner and Pacoima Dam records are not cause to reject the Hosgri 
Spectrum as an insufficiently conservative representation of SSE ground 
motion at Diablo Canyon. 

Eo Variation of Motion on Rock versus Soil 
Diablo Canyon has been described as a rock2J1 or a soft rock site;lJ3 on 

the other hand, the Imperial Valley is a deep, soft alluvium (i.e., soil) 
;ite.2J4 This difference gave rise to our question about the relevance of data 
Jbtained at IV-79 to the prediction and description of seismic motion at 

DlFol. Tr. 6100, pp. 13-15; Tr. 6680-84. 
D9Blume,IV-79 testimony, p. II-I & 2. 
iIO/bit!; see also fn. 40, supra. 
illR.Tr.185-189. 
iI2R.Tr.I92. 
ilJApplicant's 1V-79 testimony, Exh. 1 (fERA Corporation Report>, p. 2-4. 
iI4R.Tr.I92. 
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Diablo Canyon.2U Joint intervenors and the Governor contend that in the 
near field of earthquakes of comparable magnitude, high frequency ground 
motion would be greater at a rock site than at a deep soil site.216 They resl 
their assertion largely on the testimony and publications of Dr. H. Bolton 
Seed,217 one of applicant's witnesses, as well as on statements of the staffs 
witness Dr. Newmark218 and Board witnesses Drs. Luco and Trifunac.2J9 
Intervenors and the Governor argue accordingly that the Bond's Cornel 
reading ofO.81g in IV-79 would have been even higher had it been obtained 
on a rock site. They put this forward as an additional reason why, in theil 
judgment, the Newmark Spectrum and anchor point acceleration (O.75g) 
are not conservative. 

Two compilations of earthquake data were put into evidence (USGS 
795220 and the TERA Corporation Report221) and a third (NUREG/CR· 
1175222) was referred to extensively by the Governor's witness Dr. Young. 
We note that the authors of all these documents conclude - contrary to 
intervenors' position - that for a comparable seismic event, peak ground 

21'Appeal Board Question 3 (ALAB·598, supra, II NRC at 889): 

"We are told that IV·79 data are not relevant to the Diablo Canyon seismic ana1ysu 
because that plant is a 'rock' site, whereas the Imperial Valley data were obtained on so~ 
sites. (Rothman· Kuo Affidavit at 3; Blume Affidavit, Para. 8.) What is the significance 
of this difference in view of the conclusion of the authors of USGS Circular 795 (based o~ 
an analysis of data provided in that document) that, for comparable earthquake 
magnitude and distance, there are no significant differences between peak horizontal 
accelerations measured on soil or rock? (USGS Circular 795 at pages I, 17, and 26.) 'Ihil 
question should be considered in light of statements by applicant's witness Blume to the 
effect that acceleration, rather than velocity or displacement, is the critical parameter ill 
the design of Diablo Canyon (Blume Affidavit, Para. 9; Testimony foL Tr. 6099, at 33)." 

216See, e.g., Gov. IV·79 Proposed Findings at pp. 12·13; J.I. IV·79 Proposed Findings at p. 23; 
R. Tr. 863-64. 
217Cross-examination of Dr. Seed, R. Tr. 212·220, 232·253; J.I. Ems. R·3 and R-4. 
2lsNewmark, fol. R. Tr. 534 at p. 17. Dr. Newmark indicates here that the rock·soil acceleratio~ 
ratios would be sensitive to the intensity of motion. At higher intensities (0.6g or above), the 
acceleration at a rock site would exceed that on a soil site. This is in agreement with Dr. Seed'i 
fmdings illustrated in Fig. 9 of J.I. Exh. R4 at p. 1337. Dr. Seed's near-field conclusiOn! 
(within about 20km or for accelerations greater than about O.3g) are extrapolations based o~ 
data taken at greater distances and on the author's judgment (id at p. 1334). 
219'frifunac, fol. R. Tr. 1138 at pp. III-I & 2; Luco, fol. R. Tr. 1138 at pp. 3-2 to 3-6. (Note: Lucc 
testimony follows Figure 18 of App. A to App. VIA ofTrifunac testimony.) 
22OJ.I. Exh. R-1. 
2l1Exh. I to applicant's premed directed testimony at the reopened hearing on Appeal Board 
Question I. 
mNUREG/CR-1175 - Statistical Analyses of Earthquake Ground Motion Parameters; 
Shannon & Wilson, Inc., and Agbabian Associates, December 1979. 
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accelerations measured on rock would be generally equivalent to or less 
than those measured on soil,223 although they qualified their fmdings as 
resting on a relatively small data base for the near field.224 Applicant's 
witness Dr. Blume reached the same conclusions using extensive near-field 
data compiled during nuclear weapons testing.22S 

In answer to our questions, Dr. Seed explained that no theoretical basis 
underlay his conclusion that accelerations on rock would exceed those on 
soil, but that it was a result of the way in which he separated the existing 
experimental data into rock and soil sites.226 The TERA Corporation 
Report, of which applicant's witness Dr. Stewart Smith was a primary 
author, also segregated ground motion data according to site geology, but 
into categories of recent alluvium (soil), pleistocene deposits (soil), soft 
rock, and hard rock.227 Although no specific results are shown, that report 
concludes that for the "soft rock" category (into which it places the Diablo 
site), peak accelerations would be lower than those recorded on either hard 
rock or soil sites.228 

In light of the apparent discrepancy, we examined with particular care 
the TERA Corporation Report (1980) data base and that given in Dr. 
Seed's two papers229 (both published in 1976). Our review revealed that 
most of the near-field data used by TERA was not available to Dr. Seed.230 
The evidence before us thus favors the concept that near-field soft rock and 
soil accelerations should be expected to be about equal. We accept the 
conclusions drawn from the TERA Report as resting upon a more recent 
and more comprehensive data compilation. We do not, however, believe 
that a finding in this regard is crucial to the resolution of the issues raised 
before us. . 

Intervenors and amicus have urged that the Bond's Comer (deep soil) 
record and response spectrum be adopted as a basis for Diablo Canyon, a 
suggestion we have already rejected on statistical grounds (p.953, 
supra). We have not, however, used the IV-79 data directly to substantiate 
any of the Diablo Canyon analyses. Rather, the new data corroborate the 

22JUSGS 795, p. 1. In discussing near-field motion, however, the authors of USGS 795 opine 
that "[a]t sites other than rock sites accelerations might be less because of the limited strength 
of near-surface materials." Id at 26. See also TERA Corporation Report at p. 1-7; 
NUREG/CR-1175 at p. 5-9. 
2l4See, e.g., J.I. Exh. R-I at p. 25. 
IDTr. 665(}'51 (referencing Fig. I, D-LL lIB). 
226R, Tr. 25(}'51. 
227See TERA Report (fn. 173, supra), Table 2-1. 
mId atp.5-IS. 
229An investigation of the data base used by the TERA Corporation to reach their conclusion 
reveals that, for distances within IOkm of the fault rupture surface, their recordings included 
records from 36 soil sites, 4 soft rock sites and 3 hard rock sites (id, Table B-1). 
lJOJ.I. Exhs. R-3 and R-4. 
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concepts of distance and magnitude saturation (pp. 931-933, 934-935 supra) 
and illustrate that focusing and high stress drop effects were not apparent a1 
IV-79. But this does not require the use of absolute acceleration values from 
Imperial Valley at Diablo Canyon.2J1 

We agree with the witnesses for the applicant and the staff who 
cautioned that it would be inappropriate to use the IV-79 data to predict the 
absolute value of ground motion at Diablo Canyon because of the 
geological differences between the two sites.2J2 We note in passing, 
however, that Dr. Luco's suggestion - that IV-79 data should be scaled up 
to account for the rock-soil difference were it to be used to support the 
Diablo Canyon reanalysis - was taken up by Dr. Seed, who thereby 
obtained a peak acceleration appropriate for Diablo Canyon design 
conditions equal to O.71g.2J3 While we do not believe it necessary to accept 
Dr. Seed's computations for our decision, they do suggest a basic 
consistency between various methods used to approach the ground motion 
prediction.234 

23IWe did note that the highest peak acceleration at IV-79, 0.81g, was in general agreement 
with the peak values tabulated in the Hanks-Johnson paper (p. 966, supra). 
231Blume, IV-79 testimony at pp.III-1 to 111-3; Rothman, fot RTr. 536 at pp. 3-4,11-12. 
23JR.Tr. 1407-15. Using IV-79 data regressed CAppo Exh. R-18), Dr. Seed determined that mean 
peak acceleration S.8Jcm from the fault was 0.39g, and the mean plus one standard deviation 
(M + a) was 0.52g. He increased this for the rock-soil difference by the factor 1.2, obtaining a 
(M + a) for a rock site (Diablo Canyon) of 0.62g. He then multiplied this value by the factor 
1.15 to scale it from 6.9Ms (IV-79) to 7.5Ms (Hosgri SSE), with a resulting peak (M + 0) 
acceleration value of 0.7Ig. (These operations are outlined in App. Em. R-19.) Dr. Seed also 
calculated a (M + a) design spectrum using two scaling methods and the IV-79 mean 
spectrum calc:u1ated by Dr. Blume (IV-79, Fig. D-2). Both spectra were encompassed by the 
Newmark Design Spectrum at all frequencies of interest for Diablo Canyon structures. App. 
Exh.R-20. 
2l4Dr. Luco also devised a response spectrum using sc:aled IV-79 data. Fot R.Tr. 1138 at Fig. 
2-1, p. 2-5. However, he fll'St norma1ized Dr. Blume's raw IV-79 mean spectrum to a 0.75g 
anchor point (Le., scaling the Blume spectrum up by a factor of 0.751 .36 - about 2), and then 
applied a factor of 1.50 to obtain a mean plus one standard deviation spectrum. Applicant'S 
witness Dr. Seed pointed out, however, that a 0.75g anchor point value is in fact already a 
mean plus one standard deviation, and thus Dr. Luc:o was using a standard deviation factor 
twice (R.Tr. 197,208-2(9). 

Similarly, Governor Brown's witness Dr. Young introduced a response spectrum utilizing IV-
79 data (Gov. Em. R-14), normalized to a mean peak acceleration ofO.75g and sc:aled upward 
to a mean plus one standard deviation at the anchor point of 1.08g. Applicant'S witness Dr. 
Blume c:orrec:t1y pointed out, however, that if the spectrum were properly anchored at a (M + 
a) of 0.7580 all points of design significance would fall below the Newmark Spectrum (R. Tr. 
1353. 

We believe there is ample evidence to show that the expected mean peak acceleration at 
Diablo Canyon for a 7.5M event on the Hosgri is about O.Sg. Hence, the objections noted 
above to the Luc:o and Young spectra are well taken. (TERA Corporation Report, Table 4.1 at 
pp. 4-4; RTr. 245-47; Blume, IV-79 testimony, Fig. 1-9; Tr. 6067). As discussed earlier (p. 943 
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In closing this point, we stress that the real value of the Imperial Valley 
lata to these deliberations lies in the large number of strong motion 
'ecordings obtained there. These allow a coherent view of earthquake 
notion near a fault and some check on assumptions underlying the seismic 
~eevaluation. That usefulness does not, however, depend upon the precise 
notion values measured, nor does it require resolution of the rock-soil 
luestion beyond that indicated in the foregoing discussion. 

(i'. Vertical versus Horizontal Accelerations 
One issue that has arisen solely as a result of the data obtained at 1V-79 

s the magnitudes of peak vertical accelerations in the near field relative to 
hose of peak horizontal acceleration. To outline this matter, we quote 
)elow our Question 4 of ALAB-598 (11 NRC at 889-90). The question also 
~oints to an apparent inconsistency between the Diablo Canyon Hosgri 
R.eanalysis and normal NRC staff requirements as set forth in Regulatory 
3uide 1.60: 

4. The magnitudes of vertical and horizontal acceleration values 
measured at 1V-79 are generally comparable. (Mean values calculated 
at a distance of 5.8km from the fault are virtually identica1.}l6 The 
response spectra developed for vertical motion within llkm of the 
Imperial Fault during 1V-79 appear to show generally equivalent 
values of vertical and horizontal response for periods less than about 
0.2 seconds (i.e., frequencies in excess of 5 cpS).31 Finally, in some 
instances the higher frequency portions of the 1V-79 response spectra 
for vertical motion exceed comparable portions of the Diablo Canyon 
Design Response Spectrum.3S 

Observations made of the 1V-79 data and response spectra appear to 
be consistent with the criteria set forth in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60. 

rupra), anchoring the design response spectrum at an acceleration value lower than that 
lIleasured by an instrument in the near field, Le., at the "effective acceleration," is entirely 
~tiftable . 

• )6 Blume Affidavit, Table I, Figures 1 and 2. 
• Footnote included in our Question 4. 

"31 Rothman-Kuo Affidavit, Figures. 
·31 Ibid. 
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These require that vertical accelerations in the higher frequency range 
be equal to horizontal accelerations. As the guide states: 

It should be noted that the vertical Design Response Spectra are 
2/3 those of the horizontal Design Response Spectra for Frequen· 
cies less than 0.25; for frequencies higher than 3.5 they are the 
same, while the ratio varies between 2/3 and 1 for frequencie~ 
between 0.25 and 3.5.39 

The references to vertical motion made in the Diablo Canyon record, 
however, indicate that a 2/3 ratio between vertical and horizontal 
motion was apparently utilized at all frequencies.40 The parties should 
address this apparent inconsistency and explain it, if possible. Should 
there be substantive and relevant analyses suggesting that vertical 
motion records do not reflect the true vertical motion, these should be 
provided.c• 

We note one other factor before addressing the responses to ow 
question. In addition to the IV-79 near-field data's general trend toward 
equal vertical and horizontal accelerations, the peak vertical acceleratioll 
during that event, measured at El Centro Station number 6, was 1.74~ 

(uncorrected) and 1.52g (corrected by the USGS). This is the highes1 
ground acceleration ever measured anywhere.23s 

We turn first to the apparent regulatory inconsistency. Dr. Kuo'! 
testimony for the staff sets this matter straight.236 Diablo Canyon wru 
indeed analyzed on the basis of a vertical motion spectrum two-thirds the 
magnitude of the basic Newmark horizontal spectrum (i.e., with an anchOl 
point acceleration of O.5g rather than O.75g). Regulatory Guide 1.60 wru 
published in its present form in 1973. In July 1976, however, the stafl 
adopted a "branch position" allowing applicants in the western part of the 

·39 We note that elsewhere in the Regulatory Guide frequencies are presented with 
accompanying units of cycles per second (cps). and assume that these units are 
inadvertently omitted in the portion we have quoted. 

·40 SER Supplement 7. at 3·18; Knight Testimony. at 13. fol. Tr. 8697. Ghio Testimony. 
at 1. fol. Tr. 6993. Blume Testimony. at 41. fol. Tr. 6099. 

·4\ See, for example: Newmark Testimony. fol. Tr. 8S~2, Reference B at 4. S; Tr. 9349. 
2l'USGS Open.File Report 79·1654 (included with Board Notification of December 17. 

1979); Frazier. IV-79 testimony at pp. IV-I and IV-6; Int. Exh. R·9. Table 2-2 
at p. 2-6. There was-little damage from IV-79 (Frazier at p. IV·8). 

lJ6Kuo. IV-79 testimony fol. R.Tr. 538 at pp. 8-9. 
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United States the option of using such a two-thirds ratio for peak 
acceleration in lieu of the Regulatory Guide 1.60 criteria.237 It is to be 
recalled that the Regulatory Guides do not lay down mandatory directives 
but delineate problem-solving techniques the staff deems acceptable from 
past experience. See p. "937, supra.' The changes were not made for this 
case. Rather, they reflect Dr. Newmark's conclusions as the staffs general 
consultant in this area from a study of extensive compilations of ground 
motion records.238 

We need only add that the earthquake data compilations called to our 
attention in this case (to the extent that they deal with vertical motion) 
confirm that within the distance range of their measurements, the two
thirds vertical to horizontal ratio provides a reasonably conservative 
measure of vertical motion.239 

The most extensive response to Question 4 was the testimony of 
applicant's witness Dr. Frazier.240 Briefly summarized, he explained the 
general vertical-horizontal motion behavior in terms of the Imperial 
Valley'S geologic structure. The Valley is a deep alluvial basin that tends to 
amplify - as an echo chamber - all vibratory motion. Compression waves 
(p-waves) are dispersed (attenuated) relatively slightly within the soils and 
they emerge steeply at the earth's surface, giving rise to high peaks of 
vertical acceleration. The primary source of horizontal motion, however, is 
shear waves (S-waves). These travel more slowly than P-waves2-41 and are 
more heavily attenuated in the deep soil of the Imperial Valley. Dr. 
Frazier's testimony provided a graphic description of the early arriving, 
sharp (high frequency) vertical peaks that contrast with the broader, later 
peaks of acceleration in the horizontal plane.2-42 These motion records lend 
corroboration to Dr. Frazier's attribution of the vertical peaks to P-waves. 

According to Dr. Frazier, the Imperial Valley geology that gives rise to 
the enhanced P-wave vertical accelerations is not characteristic of Califor-

2lTfhe Hosgri Reanalysis took place after July 1976. SER Supplement 5, containing the 
Newmark Design Spectrum. was published in September 1976. 
233Kuo, IV-79 testimony fol. R. Tr. 538 at pp. 8-9. 
239For instance, USGS 795 (J.I. Exh. R-l), without co=ent, displays curves for vertical 
acceleration that are lower by a factor of about 2 than comparable horizontal motion curves. 
Compare Figures I, 2, and 3, with 14, 15, and 16. In NUREG/CR-1175, cited by the 
Governor's witness Dr. Young, Figure 3-31 shows for all magnitudes and for distances to 
about 10km, peak vertical acceleration less than two-thirds of horizontal. This report also 
concludes (at p. viI) that the Regulatory Guide 1.60 position on vertical acceleration is "very 
conservative." For high frequencies in the near field, Dr. Young disagrees with this statement 
and believes more study is needed. Young, fol. R. Tr.608 at pp. 28-29. 
240Dr. Frazier's IV-79 testimony, pp. IV 1-10. 
14IIt is a well-accepted aspect of earthquake phenomenology that the P (compression) waves 
travel more rapidly than the shear waves. This fact is used to determine the location and 
magnitude of earthquakes. See, Bolt, Earthquakes, 30,31,96, and 105. See also Tr. 5621-23. 
242Frazier IV-79 Testimony, Figures IV-4, IV-5, and IV-6. 
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nia earthquake structures. In the typiCal pattern, peak vertical acceleration 
would be caused by vertically polarized shear waves generally arriving i:J 
phase with the horizontal shear waves and having a vertical-to-horizonta 
peak acceleration ratio of less than one.243 Dr. Frazier testified that thl 
typical situation would be characteristic of the Diablo Canyon site.244 Dt 
Frazier also presented calculations he performed with a simplified versiol 
of his earthquake model (see p. 948, supra).' The results of those calcu 
lations support his proposition that the Imperial Valley earth StructUfl 
enhances vertical accelerations with respect to horizontal,24.5 something tha 
would not be the case at Diablo Canyon. 

Dr. Frazier also offered a geologic explanation for the very large vertica 
accelerations recorded during IV-79 at El Centro Array, Station Numbe 
6.246 He pointed out that this instrument is on the end of a wedge-shapec 
section of land formed by the intersection of the Imperial and Brawle; 
Faults and has recorded acceleration peaks during other events tha 
exceeded those measured at neighboring stations.247 He attributed thi 
peculiar behavior of Station Number 6 to the fact that the wedge ofland 0] 

which it is sited has lower wave velocity than the surrounding area 
Extensive geologic investigation indicates that similar conditions are no 
present at Diablo Canyon.248 

Both Dr. Newmark and Dr. Blume observed that the way in whic] 
seismographic instruments are mounted, whether on the ground or in I 

structure, can give rise to spuriously high indications of vertical accelera 
tions, and our attention was called to papers addressing the overregistratiOl 
of vertical ground motion from such causes.249 Dr. Newmark noted 
however, that he had made no study of the particular instruments and thei 
mountings at Imperial Valley.250 Dr. Brune for intervenors2.51 and Dr 
Young for the Govemor2.52 testified that they had no personal knowledgi 
that seismographic records of vertical motion would be suspect. Dr. Younl 

WId. at p.IV-2; see also R.Tr. 282-86. 
144R.Tr.284-86. 
24'Frazier 1V-79 Testimony, p.IV-IS, Table 1V-2. 
lIr6ld. at pp.lV-6 to 1V-8. 
ro At IV -79, for the three stations, Number 7 (Ikm southwest of Number 6, and west of thl 
Imperial Fault); Number 6 (east of Imperial but west of Brawley), and Number S (3lcu 
northeast of Number 6 and east of both faults), the peak. uncorrected vertical accelcratiOl 
recordings were: Number 7, 0.6Sg; Number 6, 1.74g; and Number S, 0.71g. Id. at pp.lV-6 t( 
1V-7; p.IV-16, Figure IV-I. 
241/d. at pp.lV-6 to 1V-8. 
249Ncwmark fo1. R. Tr. S34 at pp. 8-9; fo1. Tr. 8SS2, Reference B, pp. 4-S; Tr. 9349; Blume IV 
79 testimony at p.IV-S. 
2.lOR.Tr.S93. 
~'Brunc, fo1. R. Tr. 601 at pp. 8-9. 
my oung, fol. R. Tr. 608 at p. 29. 
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further added that he was aware of no reservations in this regard being 
expressed by the record processors at USGS or the California Institute of 
Technology.~3 

Dr. Luco had reservations about the validity of the Frazier calculations, 
suggesting that the results for the ratio of vertical to horizontal peak 
acceleration appear to be very sensitive to the assumed earth structure.2S4 
Dr. Frazier appeared to share this concern at least to some degree. He 
observed that the variation of ratios over the range of 3 to 10 reflects some 
uncertainties in the earth structure models used for the Imperial Valley. He 
went on to testify, however, that the same level of uncertainty was not 
present in the Diablo Canyon calculations, the earth structure there being 
better known. Thus he asserted that calculational results at Diablo would 
be less sensitive to such variations.~s 

Dr. Luc02S6 and Dr. Trifunac2S7 both referred to Dr. Trifunac's earlier 
analysis in which a coefficient, developed for an empirical equation to 
describe earthquake motion, portrays higher vertical than horizontal 
accelerations for motion frequencies exceeding 10hz. Both witnesses 
believed that further investigation was needed of high peak vertical 
acceleration as a near-field phenomenon of concern to Diablo Canyon. 

In response to our question on the near-field nature of the high ratios of 
vertical to horizontal peak acceleration, Dr. Frazier testified that, in his 
view, the ratio would increase in the near field because it is controlled by P
waves that decrease in importance with distance from the fault.~8 

We are satisfied from the record that the high peak accelerations at 
Imperial Valley are due to P-waves of high frequency, arriving well in 
advance of the peaks in horizontal motion.2S9 We also believe that Dr. 
Frazier has made a reasonable case for the proposition that this behavior is 
due in part to earth structures at the Imperial Valley that have no 

233lbid In this regard. we have reviewed the USGS data for IV-79 in UIICOn'tCted form (USGS 
Open-File Report 79-1654, see fn. 235, supra) and in corrected form (Int. Exh. R-9, Table 2-2). 
For the data within Ilkm of the Imperial Fault, with one exception (Station Number 6, 140°), 
the corrections in horizontal data were reductions in magnitude of about 10% or less. The 
corrections to vertical peak accelerations were reductions ranging from 14 to 60 percent, with 
an average correction of about 35%. We believe this comparison at least implies some USGS 
sensitivity to vertical instrumental over-registration. 
ISCLuco, fol. R.Tr. 1138 at pp. 4-6 and 4-7. 
23'R. Tr. 439-441. 
ISCLuco, fol. R. Tr. 1138 at p. 4-5. 
23Tfrifunac, fol. R.Tr. 1138 at p. IV.I (citing Appendices IVA, lIA and 1m ofms testimony). 
We note, however, that Appendix IlIA of the Trifunac testimony is a paper by Dr. Trifunac 
and A.G. Brady that correlates peak acceleration data with earthquake intensity. The data for 
all intensities show peak. horizontal acceleration greater than vertical by about a factor of 2 
(TableS). 
1'tR. Tr. 289-90. 
msee pp. 959-960, supra. 
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counterpart at Diablo Canyon. We are aware, however, that the calcula
tions supporting this conclusion are very sensitive to the assumed earth 
structure at the Imperial Valley.260 Nevertheless, we conclude that even if, 
due to its proximity to the fault, Diablo Canyon were to experience high 
vertical P-wave accelerations comparable to the horizontal peaks, they 
would not cause stresses exceeding design values. This is because any such 
vertical acceleration would be high frequency peaks having little energy 
associated with them26 I which, moreover, would occur well out of phase 
with the peak horizontal accelerations. (On the latter point, the Hosgri 
analysis, in conformance with NRC practice, added the acceleration in 
both horizontal directions and the vertical, as if the peaks occur simulta
neously.262 This assumption would clearly be invalid for the early P-wave, 
vertical peaks.) 

A fmal observation regarding the significance of vertical acceleration at 
Diablo Canyon is warranted. Before the Licensing Board, applicant's 
witness Dr. Hanusiak testified on cross-examination that the contribution 
to the stress in the containment shell due to vertical seismic excitation was 
about 1.9% of the total.263 Put another way, for the point under di~cussion, 
the total stress was 60.31 KSI, the total seismic stress 40.70 KSI, and the 
stress due to vertical seismic loading, 0.79 KSI. This testimony was not 
challenged. It indicates that, even were the vertical accelerations equal to 
those in the horizontal direction (i.e., increased by 50 percent over the 
design value), the resulting increase in the total calculated stress would, for 
the case in point, be only about I percent.264 

For the reasons stated, we conclude that the vertical motion phenomena 
we have described will have no significant consequences for the Diablo 
facility. 

v 

TIlE TAU EFFEcr 

A. General Discussion 
The "tau effect" is a phrase which was employed during the course of 

these hearings to symbolize a phenomenon by which the higher frequencies 
of earthquake motion are reduced in large structures. ("Tau" is simply the 

260See pp. 959~961. supra. 
26ISee. e.g., p. 942, supra. Also Blume IV-79 testimony. p. IV-6; Frazier IV-79 testimony. p. 
IV-S. 
261Frazier IV-79 testimony. p. IV-9; Blume IV-79 testimony. p. IV-5. 
26J'fr. 7045. 7048-51; 1.1. Exh. 62 and 63. 
264'fr. 7050. 
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Greek letter "t.") The term was defmed by Dr. Nathan Newmark to 
represent the time needed for a seismic wave propagating horizontally to 
cross the effective width of a building.26s The applicant and the staff used 
the tau effect in the Hosgri reanalysis. Doing so reduced significantly the 
higher frequency portions of the response spectra.2M It is the validity of that 
use and that reduction which drives the debate on this point. 

Joint intervenors objected to the adoption of these response spectra 
reductions. Relying essentially on testimony of Drs. Luco and Trifunac, 
they argued to the Licensing Board that the tau effect had in general been 
insufficiently proven and its application to the Diablo Canyon site in 
particular inadequately demonstrated. The Board, however, found the tau 
effect reductions in question to have been both justified and conserva
tive.267 Joint intervenors renew their arguments on appeal. In light of their 
assertion that their position has been fortified by information derived from 
the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake, we posed two questions related to the 
tau effect for the reopened hearings on IV-79.268 

265Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Ref. A. p. C14. 
166FSAR Amendment 50, Appendix D-LL 10 at page 10.4. The fractional reductions in the 
Newmark and Blume response spectra due to the tau effect are presented here for different 
structures and for several frequencies. For example, a tau value of 0.04 was assigned to the 
Diablo Canyon containment building. This had the effect of reducing the anchor point 
acceleration of the Newmark Spectrum by 20%, i.e., from 0.75g to 0.6g. The reduction is 22% at 
5 hertz, generally decreases as frequencies are reduced and disappears at about 1.7 hertz. 
267l.BP-79-26, 10 NRC at 494-96. 
261ALAB-598,npra, II NRC at 890-91 (footnotes omitted): 

5. Peak horizontal acceleration values measured at the base of the Imperial Valley 
Services Building during IV-79 exceed those measured in the free field 103 meters away 
from the building. The motion records are described as showing similar amplitudes but 
greater low frequency motion in the building than in the free field. No response spectra 
for the two recording locations have been provided. The acceleration data, however, may 
be taken to indicate that no reduction in building motion due to the tau effect was 
realized in this instance. 

Based on these observations, intervenors question the validity of the tau concept as well 
as its use to reduce the higher frequency portions of the Diablo Canyon Design Spectrum. 
The staff and the applicant answer that, because the Imperial County Services Building 
was supported on piles in a deep soil structure, these observations are irrelevant to the use 
of a tau effect in the seismic reanalysis of Diablo Canyon, which is built on a rock site. 
Staff witness Newmark, however, used recorded earthquake motions at the Hollywood 
Storage Building to demonstrate the use of a tau effect analysis. The Hollywood Storage 
Building itself is built on piles in soil. Thus, the "huiltoOn-piles" rationale appears 
insufficient to explain why no tau effect was evident at the Imperial Valley Services 
Building. 

One feature distinguishing the two buildings that no party commented upon is that the 
Hollywood Storage Building has a basement and the Services Building does not. 
Intervenors' witness, Dr. Luco, used this fact to explain in part why he believes the 
Hollywood Building should have a large tau value. Rojahn and Ragsdale's discussion 
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Before turning to those matters, we note preliminarily that the tau effect 
apparently encompasses (if not combines) several different and technically 
complex physical phenomena. While the Governor joins intervenors in 
taking the position that its utilization is not justified,269 in addition the 
witnesses for the staff and applicant themselves differ about the role of 
various individual physical phenomena in the net effect. Fmally, perhaps 
because of the complexities involved, the staffs and the applicant's 
presentations to us were less than pellucid. As a result, certain bases upon 
which a quantification of this effect is established tended to be obscured 
and our review of the subject became a difficult undertaking. 

In applicant's direct testimony, the reduction in seismic motion due to 
the tau effect was analogized to the responses of vessels in a choppy sea. 
Large ships "iron out" many of the ocean's waves and wave motion does 
not toss them about the way it does smaller craft.%70 Thus, the excellent 
performance of the foundations oflarge buildings in earthquakes was cited 
as evidence of the tau effect.211 Physically, this effect results as the large 
rigid foundation212 averages out the motion of the higher frequency (short 
wave length) ground oscillations, which may be subjecting various portions 

implies that to some extent ground level instrumental responses within the Imperial 
Valley Services Building may have been influenced by the response (and failure) of the 
building itself. 

In any event, given the apparent similarities between the structural foundations of the 
two buildings, the explanations provided thus far for a seeming lack of a tau effect at the 
Imperial Valley Services Building are inadequate. The parties should provide additional 
information on this point and relate their analyses to both geologic and structural 
conditions prevailing at the Diablo Canyon site. 

6. Throughout the Licensing Board hearings, parties stressed the role of soil-structure: 
interactions as a mechanism that would reduce the magnitude of structure: motion 
relative to ground motion (e.g., Tr. 8878; 8947-53). Staff and applicant's arguments (m 
response to intervenors' suggestion of the apparent lack of tau effect during IV -79) point 
to soil structure: interactions as the reason for building motion exceeding that of the 
ground (Blume Affidavit, Paragraph 10; Rothman - Kuo Affidavit, page 7). (a) Descn"be 
and explain the circumstances in which soil-structure: interactions produce enhanced or 
reduced structural response. (b) Discuss the relevance and applicability for such 
interactions to the seismic response assumed for Diablo Canyon. 

269Gov.IV-79 Proposed Fmdings at pp. 3545. 
270Blume, fot Tr. 6100 at p. 42. 
rII/bid. 
272'J'he validity of the tau effect includes a necessary assumption that the building foundation 
be rigid, and hence that all portions of it would move genera1Iy together (m phase) rather than 
would be the case for a flexible foundation. Under the ship analogy, a large ship with a 
relatively rigid hull structure: would iron out wave motion. On the other hand, in a collection of 
sma1I boats tied loosely together (a flexible array), although they might cover the same area, 
each would feel more of the wave motion than the large ship. 
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of the structure simultaneously to different and competing (e.g., up and 
down, left and right) phases of the motion.27J 

Applicant presented a generalized analytical treatment of the tau effect, 
using harmonic seismic waves of different frequencies incident at arbitrary 
vertical directions upon a slab foundation.274 In this paper, the averaging of 
idealized seismic motion over the rigid foundation is represented mathemat
ically by a frequency-dependent motion ftlter that, for higher frequencies, 
reduces input motion to the building relative to ground.27s The ftlter in this 
analysis represents a structure of given size subjected to horizontally 
propagating seismic waves. It is used analytically to modify a ground 
motion record in order to generate response spectra characterizing the 
reactions of such a structure. For increasing values of the tau parameter, the 
resulting spectra display progressively decreased spectral acceleration at the 
higher frequencies276 (tau in these calculations being defmed as the length 
of the building in the direction of wave propagation divided by the wave 
velocity). 

The calculations in the paper are illustrative of the analytical technique 
but have no direct bearing on the Diablo Canyon plant and were performed 
for purely horizontally moving waves, although the technique would allow 
consideration of vertical incidence. (See, p. 968, infra.) . 

The most defmitive exposition of the tau effect phenomenon was 
provided by Dr. Newmark and appears in Appendix C of SER Supplement 
5.m In that document, Dr. Newmark presents response spectra produced 
from motion records taken in the Hollywood Storage Building (HSB) for 
two earthquakes (San Fernando 1971 and Kern County 1952), along with 
the spectra from "free field" ground motion records for those events 
obtained in a parking lot 112 feet from the building.278 For the San 
Fernando event (about 35km north of the building site), starting at a 
frequency of 1-~ hertz, response spectra for motion records in both the 

rnA further discussion of the physical basis of the tau effect appears at pp. 967-%9, infra. 
174D-LL 39A, D. Ray and D.P. Jhaveri, "Effective Seismic Input through Rigid Foundation 
Filtering." p. 4 (presented to a 1m conference). 
mId. at I, Figures 2 and 3. 
176Id. at Figures 5a and 5b. 
l77'fhis Appendix is also Reference A of Dr. Newmark's direct testimony before the Licensing 
Board. See fn. 121, supra. Dr. Newmark's defmition of the travel time, tau, is slightly different 
from that of the applicant He states that he obtained the travel time parameter tau by dividing 
the building width by the seismic wave velocity (id. at C-13). This would yield somewhat lower 
values of tau than would the applicant's defmition. 
l7INewmark, foL Tr. 8552, Ref. A, pp. C-IO through C-13, Figures 10 through 15, and Figure 8 
(a drawing of HSB indicating the location of accelerographs). The two earthquakes for which 
records were available were Kern County on July 21, 1952 (7.2ML, 107km from HSB); and San 
Fernando on February 9, 1971 (6.4ML, 3Skm from HSB) [Earthquake data from Applicant's 
1V-79 testimony, Exh. I (TERA Corporation Report), Table 3-3, p. 3-11]. 
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north-south and east-west directions show a distinct reduction in building 
motion as compared to the parking lot. At higher frequencies, that 
difference increases to a factor of about 2. The reduction for the Kern 
County event (107km to the north) is very much less but still evident in the 
frequency range 2-20 hertz. In the lower frequency range, however, the 
spectra for the parking lot and the building are virtually identical. 

For botlf earthquakes, Dr. Newmark's response spectra employ travel 
time (i.e., tau) corrections.279 The spectra generated using the tau of 0.08 
seconds and 0.12 seconds agree in shape and magnitude with the spectra 
obtained from the building motion records in the north-south and east-west 
directions respectively (the tau = 0 spectra are merely those generated from 
free-field records).280 From the results displayed in these figures, Dr. 
Newmark concluded that a tau correction properly characterizes the high 
frequency motion reduction phenomenon, with tau established as the 
effective building width divided by the seismic wave velocity, i.e., the wave 
transit time.lSl Dr. Newmark then defmed a reduction factor to be applied 
to a standardized response spectrum based on the value of tau for a given 
building.lS2 

Intervenors and the Governor argue that the tau effect as introduced by 
Dr. Newmark requires the ground motion to be horizontally propagating 

279Newmark, fol Tr. 8552, Ref. A. Figures 12 through IS. Dr. Newmark's testimony does not 
indicate by what method he obtained the tau-reduced spectra. He references papers by H. 
Yamahara and R.H. Scanlan, both of which include analytical techniques comparable in 
general to those of Ray and Jhaveri (fn. 274, supra); we may fairly assume that he followed 
such procedures. 
l!OSimilar results are obtained for the Kern County event for tau of about 0.08 sec. 
211Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A at p. C13. 
212From Newmark, Reference A at pp. CI4 and CIS: 

Red 
. F R Acceleration in Foundation 

uction actor - -
Acceleration in Free Field 

R - 1-5x tau. 
For the Diablo Canyon Containment Building. 

tauoc 
Building Width 160 fl. 

0.04. 

Therefore, 
Wave Velocity 4OOOfl. sec 

Roc - 1-0.2 - 0.8, 
and the foundation acceleration for the building is reduced from the free-field value of 
0.75g to 0.8 x 0.75 - 0.60g. Different values of tau apply to different structures at the 
Diablo site (see fn. 266, supra). 



waves (i.e., the motion reduction is solely due to a wave passage) and the 
effect would not be apparent for vertically propagating waves. The basis for 
this objection is apparently Dr. Newmark's defInition of the tau factor 
itself. We believe this complaint is poorly founded. For the record shows 
that, while the tau factor is defIned on the basis of horizontal wave passage, 
the effect itself as viewed by Dr. Newmark encompasses both wave passage 
and wave inhomogeneity effects. 

In Reference A, where the tau effect is introduced on the basis of 
horizontal wave transit time, Dr. Newmark nevertheless observed that the 
parameter is "more closely associated with the averaging of accelerations 
over the area of the structure than it is with an actual wave transit time.''283 
In other portions of his direct testimony, Dr. Newmark specmca11y 
associated the tau effect with all variations of ground motion over the area 
of a foundation rather than with simply wave passage time, citing phase 
differences due to ground inhomogeneities and scattering (incoherence).%84 

We believe that despite the confusion associated with the defmition of 
tau in terms of wave passage, it is quite clear that the tau effect as discussed 
by Dr. Newmark was intended to include as well spatial inhomogeneities in 
the wave motion over the foundation surface, a characteristic of virtually all 
seismic motion.285 For example, an important source of data on the tau 
effect was the work of Dr. Yamahara, in Japan, to which Dr. Newmark 
made frequent reference not only in his premed direct testimony but on 
cross-examination.286 Dr. Yamahara displayed a number of ground motion 
records for a building with associated near-fIeld measurements. A review of 
his paper reveals that Dr. Yamahara indeed identifles a tau-like parameter 
to use in a high frequency fIlter analysis to explain his observations (similar 

283Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Ref. A at p. C14. 
214Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Ref. B at pp. 11-12; see, also Tr. 8567-68. We have observed that the 
tau effect reduction comes about as a result of averaging ground motion over the area of a 
building foundation. Oearly. horizontally propagating pure harmonic wave motion can cause 
different portions of the foundation area to be subjected to different phases of the motion if the 
wave lengths of the harmonic waves are short compared to building dimensions (i.e., for higher 
frequencies). A similar effect will also result if the ground motion is inhomogeneous - i.e., 
chaotic - rather than harmonic. (See Trifunac, fol. R. Tr. 1138. Fig. V2, for an illustration of 
such motion.) In the case of chaotic wave motion, phase differences across the area of a 
building foundation occur at random and are not dependent upon the direction of wave 
propagation, as in the case of pure harmonic waves. 
235Tr. 9279. 9294. 9349. 8565-66. Intervenors suggest that the basis for the tau effect has 
changed with the passage of time (J.I. IV-79 Proposed Findings at p. 33. fn. 16. citing Luco and 
Trifunac) with the notion of wave motion incoherence coming later. We believe the discussion 
above shows clearly that this insinuation is not correct, and that wave motion incoherence has 
always been a part of the explanation of observed motion reduction in large buildings. 
Intervenors may have been misled by the use of the tau parameter to characterize these effects. 
2I6Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Ref. A at p. CI8 (Ref. 14). H. Yamahara, "Ground Motions 
During Earthquakes and the Input Loss of Earthquake Power to an Excitation of Buildings." 
Soils and Foundations. Vol. 10. No. 2, pp. 145-161 (1970). See. also Tr. 9296. 9346. 
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to that of Ray and Jhaveri, fn. 274, supra). But his discussion of the physical 
basis for the reduced motion in large buildings focuses almost exclusively 
on the incoherencies observed at high frequency in ground motion 
records.287 Dr. Yamahara also indicated that an assumption of vertical 
rather than horizontal wave propagation yields the best interpretations of 
his observed results.288 Simply in light of his repeated references to Dr. 
Yamahara's work, only a very crabbed reading of Dr. Newmark's 
testimony could assume that he did not appreciate tau in all its 
ramifications. 

As we also noted (at pp. 965-966, supra), records taken at the Hollywood 
Storage Building during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake played a 
significant role in Dr. Newmark's quantification of the tau effect. Of 
concern was the fact that Diablo Canyon, close to the probable source of 
strong seismic motion, might receive a larger component of vertically 
propagating seismic motion than did the Hollywood Storage Building, some 
37km from the San Fernando event. This raised questions about the validity 
of transferring observations made at the HSB to Diablo Canyon.l89 Our 
concern in this regard was relieved by the unchallenged rebuttal testimony 
of Dr. Frazier. He called our attention to the results of investigations 
indicating that, even for sites far from the source, the high frequency 
components of earthquake motion are likely to arrive in the vertical 
direction.290 This, he explained, is based on the fact (previously noted) that 
high frequency waves are rapidly attenuated in the surface layers of the 
earth.291 This portion of seismic motion is therefore transmitted laterally in 
the rock deep below the surface and emerges in a generally vertical 
direction even at distances from its source. Dr. Frazier testified accordingly 
that such waves emerged at least as steeply at the Hollywood Storage 
Building as they would at Diablo Canyon from an event on the Hosgri. 

We conclude en passant that there is a reduction in the high frequency 
ground motion transmitted to the rigid foundations oflarge structures - an 
effect more pronounced at higher frequencies - because the different parts 
of such structures are affected by vibrations that are out of phase.292 

Analytical studies of such motion demonstrate that, in these circumstances, 
the foundation as a unit vibrates less than individual points on the earth 
underneath it. Spatial variations in ground motion can result from wave 

217Yamahara, fn. 286,.npra, at pp. 145, 146, 160. 
2uld. at 160. 
2I9See, e.g., Gov. IV-79 Proposed Findings at p. 43, fn. 17. 
290'J"r. 10,128-36. Dr. Luco uses Dr. Frazier's work in this area as the basis for some ofhis own 
conclusions (Tr. 8879-80; see also Tr. 10,127. 
29ISee fn. 100,.npra. 
292See fn. 284, .npra; Smith, IV-79 testimony at p. V-3. 
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passage effects and inhomogeneities in the seismic motion itself. The 
quantification of the tau effect for the Diablo Canyon reanalysis, rather 
than being derived from a simple wave passage model, appears to have 
been influenced strongly by actual observations of the effect at the 
Hollywood Storage Building. As we noted, those observations fmd 
confirmation in similar studies conducted independently in Japan by Dr. 
Yamahara. 

B. Specific Challenges 
To this point, the objections we have considered were bottomed 

essentially on allegations that tau gave inadequate consideration to vertical 
components of seismic motion at Diablo Canyon. We found those 
objections unfounded because the tau effect reductions do indeed encom
pass the effects of inhomogeneous and vertically propagating waves. A 
number of objections to the use of the tau effect were also made on other 
grounds; we tum to them in the succeeding pages. 

1. There would be no appreciable tau effect at Diablo Canyon because 
ofits proximity to the Hosgri Fault.193 

Dr. Newmark testified that wave inhomogeneities can result from a 
number of causes; for example, passage through imperfect (inhomogene
ous) soil and rock and the reflection of vertical waves at the earth's 
surface.294 The only available direct evidence on earthquake motion 
inhomogeneity in the near field are data .from the El Centro Differential 
Array obtained in the IV-79 event. These ground motion records were 
obtained at five seismic stations within 214 meters of one another and 
located about 5km from the rupturing Imperial Fault. Applicant, through 
its witness Dr. Smith, put into evidence several different analyses of these 
data that demonstrate incoherence effects increasing with frequency.29S 
Briefly, those analyses showed that incoherence effects were small for 
frequencies below about 5 hertz. But in the case of two stations located 
about 50 meters apart, they also revealed that only about 80 percent of the 
seismic power between 5 and 15 hertz was linearly related (i.e., coher
ent).296 This is of significance because the Imperial Valley is composed 

293'J'his point is raised in joint intervenor's original appeal (Brief on Exceptions· at 46) as well as 
in their IV-79 Proposed Findings (at pp. 35-36); it is also pressed by the Governor (Proposed 
Findings at p. 40) and was supported by Dr. Luoo's testimony below. See, e.g., Tr. 8887-88. 
mrr.9294. 
mSmith IV-79 testimony at pp. V-I through V-6; R.Tr. 1386-96; App. Exhs. R-13, R-14, R-1S, 
and R-16. 
l'lIIR.Tr. 139S; App. Exh. R-16. 
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largely of relatively homogeneous soil,297 a geological condition less apt to 
cause inhomogeneities than the rock formations underlying Diablo 
Canyon.298 

Both Dr. Newmark299 and Dr. Frazier300 testified that seismic records 
obtained during blast testing display near-field inhomogeneities. Because 
such tests provide a single seismic motion source, they are more likely to 
produce homogeneous motion at a measurement point than an earthquake, 
which represents a multitude of seismic sources releasing energy over a 
considerable distance.301 

In short, the evidence presented supports the concept that the near-field, 
high-frequency seismic motion at the Diablo Canyon site would be 
incoherent or chaotic in nature because it will be generated at many 
locations along a rupturing fault and must pass through deformed rock 
strata to reach the site.302 Thus, there is no reason to discount the tau effect 
because of Diablo Canyon's closeness to the Hosgri; the conditions 
underlying that effect are not diminished by the proximity. This conclusion 
is underscored by the reminder that it was observations of the survival of 
large buildings in the near field of earthquakes that led to the investigation 
of the tau effect in the first instance.3OJ 

2. The foundations of the Diablo Canyon facility are insufficiently 
rigid for a tau effect reduction.304 

There appears to be no dispute that the tau effect is operative only in 
large buildings with rigid foundations.30S Joint intervenors' objection based 
on the rigidity vel non of the Diablo facility stems primarily from a study 
made by Dr. Trifunac.306 In that study, he was not able to correlate data for 
reduced building motion with building size. This led him to conclude that 
some of the buildings studied had foundations of insufficient rigidity to 
register any tau effect. Be that as it may, this record establishes that the 
Diablo foundations are all rigid ones.307 In the absence of any contrary 
evidence at all we find no merit in the objection. Indeed, we raised this 

1975eed IV-79 testimony at V4. 
mId. at V-6; Hamilton IV-79 testimony at V-9. 
299'J'r. 8568-69; Tr.9329-30. 
lWfr.l0,134-35. 
301R.Tr. 1296, 1329. 
302See fn. 298, supra. 
303Newmark, fo1. Tr. 8552, Ref. B at 11; Blume, fo!. Tr. 6100 at 42. 
304This point is raised in Joint Intervenor's Brief on Exceptions at p. 45 and their IV-79 
Proposed Findings at p. 43. 
mSee fn. 272, supra. 
3Cl6Trifunac, fo!. R. Tr. 1138 at pp. V-3 to V-7. 
J07IIlume, IV-79 testimony at V4 to V-5; R.Tr. at 1301-1302; R.Tr.690-691. 
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point ourselves in Question 5, which sought the reason for the apparent lack 
of a tau effect at the Imperial Valley Service Building during IV-79.308 

Witnesses for the applicant, the staff, and Dr. Luco testified that the 
Services Building was in general poorly designed for earthquake resistance 
and in particular lacked a rigid foundation.309 In this circumstance, the 
structural failure of the Imperial Valley Services Building sheds little (if 
any) light on the tau effect controversy. 

3. The observation of motion reduction at the Hollywood Storage 
Building is not sufficient to justify the use of tau effect at Diablo 
Canyon.3lO 

As we mentioned earlier, the tau effect was quantified essentially from 
ground motion recordings made at the Hollywood Storage Building during 
the Kern County and San Fernando earthquakes.3l1 In studying response 
spectra developed from those data, Dr. Newmark discerned a frequency
dependent reduction in motion that he associated with the tau parame
ter.312 But it is not accurate to assume that the tau effect is justified solely 
on this single study. Other sets of records also indicate motion reduction at 
high frequencies. For example, as we mentioned earlier, Dr. Newmark also 
relied on the work of Dr. Yamahara in Japan. Dr. Yamahara presented 
actual motion records that demonstrated a lack of high frequency motion in 
a large building compared to nearby free-field stations. There is no 
mistaking the incoherence of free-field motion at high frequencies in that 
study; the coherency of lower frequency motion and the fact that near-field 
and building motions are comparable at lower frequencies are similarly 
c1ear.313 And, like Dr. Newmark, Dr. Yamahara adopted a parameter 
analogous to tau in substantiating the analytical explanation of his 
results.314 

In our judgment, the data and analyses presented in Dr. Newmark's 
Reference NI' (including the referenced works by Yamahara and Scanlan), 
provide a justification for the tau effect reduction that goes well beyond the 
data presented for the Hollywood Storage Building in that document. The 
use of tau cannot be fairly criticized as based solely on the reaction of that 
one structure. 

:IOIISee ALAB-593, supra, 11 NRC at 890-91. 
309Newmark, fo1. R.Tr. 534 at pp. 14-16; Blume, IV-79 testimony at pp. V-2, V4 to V-5; Luco, 
fo1. R.Tr. 1138 at p. 5-18. 
310See 1.1. IV-79 Proposed Findings at pp. 39-45. 
3IISee pp. 965~967,supra. 
3llNewmark, fo1. Tr. 8552, Ref. A. Figures 10 to 15. 
313Yamahara (fn. 286, supra) at p. 147, Figures 2, 3 & 4. 
314/d at p. 148, Figures 5 & 6. 
315Newmark, fo1. Tr. 8552. 
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We stress again that the structural failure of the Imperial Valley Services 
Building is not evidence that the tau effect is inadequately proven. That 
Building did not meet the prime requirement for displaying a tau effect -
that of a rigid foundation.316 Moreover (as distinguished from the 
Hollywood Storage Building), the response spectra obtained for the IVSB 
bear no similarity to those for the adjacent free-field at any frequency.317 At 
the Hollywood Storage Building, the free-field and building spectra 
coincide at low frequencies. At higher frequencies, they differ in magnitude 
- but very little in shape. This behavior of the HSB spectra is reproduced 
very well by applying, as Dr. Newmark, did. a tau correction to the free
field data. We conclude, therefore, that the behavior of the IVSB does not 
affect the validity of the tau concept. Rather, it illustrates the absence of 
conditions predicate to that phenomenon. 

Joint intervenors also argue that there must be soft soil for the tau effect 
to take place, a condition met at the Hollywood Storage Building but not at 
Diablo Canyon.318 However, the testimony they cite (fr. 8879 and 8975) is 
not directed to that point. Rather, Drs. Trifunac and Luco were there 
referring to conditions pertinent to a calculation of motion reduction 
resulting from a soil-structure interaction. They were simply not addressing 
the type of motion reduction that would be caused by wave passage and 
wave incoherence effects. (We discuss the soil-structure interaction at pp. 
977-978, infra.) 

That to one side, Dr. Newmark noted that the data supporting the tau 
effect comes (in part) from measurements made during weapons tests 
indicating less damage than expected for both rock and soil founda
tions.319 In Dr. Newmark's view, the tau effect is a result of high frequency 
wave propagation and incoherence that exists even for steeply· emergent 
waves and not a function of whether the site and conditions are soil or 
rock.320 The record supports Dr. Newmark on this point. 

4. If there is a tau effect, there will be a concomitant torsion excitation 
of the structure which has not been accounted for in the Diablo 
Canyon analysis. 

Joint intervenors also contend that any tau effect reduction associated 

ll6See pp. 970-971, supra. 
ll1Blume, IV-79 testimony, Figures V-5 and V-6; see also pp. V-8 and V-9. Dr. Blume observes 
that the building spectra are affected by the fact that the building structure is failing during the 
IV-79 event (pp. V-IO and V-II). Other reasons for distinguishing the IVSB situation from that 
of the HSB insofar as tau is concerned appear in Dr. Blume's IV-79 testimony at pp. V-I to V- 4. 
3111.1. Br. at pp. 44-45, citing Tr. 8879, 8975. 
ll91"r.9229-30. 
'lO'J'r. 9279, 9293-4. 
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with wave passage will be accompanied by a "torsion excitation"321 and 
complain that the latter effect was neglected in the Hosgri reanalysis.322 The 
record, however, does not support intervenors on this point. For example, 
in describing the tau effect, Dr. Newmark explained that: 

[c]onsistent with the concept of a wave motion of earthquake 
deformation, there are torsions and tiltings of a building foundation. 
Both effects are less on rock than on soil. The torsional effects are 
taken account of in current codes by assuming an eccentricity of 
horizontal seismic force of 5 percent of the width of the structure. This 
effect is less, however, for a very large structure, and the tilting effect is 
even smaller. Account should be taken of these effects in design.323 

And Dr. Blume, testifying for the applicant, not only touched on the matter 
of torsional forces, but stressed that the structures of Diablo Canyon are 
such that those effects would probably not be noticed. He added, however, 
that an assumed eccentricity was in fact considered in the Hosgri 
reanalysis.324 The direct testimony of the NRC staff similarly deals with this 
subject. Among other things, it describes in considerable detail the torsion 
analysis criteria used for the Hosgri reanalysis of Diablo Canyon and 
indicates just how these factors were applied to each major structure at the 
plant.32S 

As we perceive it, the intervenors' position on the torsion response stems 
essentially from the testimony of Dr. Luco, who was critical of the 
techniques used by the applicant and the staff to determine these effects.316 

Later, however, Dr. Luco explained that his testimony had not intended to 
convey the idea that torsional forces were ignored but, rather, that the 
subject was quite complex and in his judgment could have been better 
analyzed. He further testified that some of the particular points he had in 
mind when he wrote his premed testimony "have been corrected."327 And, 
on cross-examination, Dr. Luco candidly acknowledged that motion 
records obtained at the comer of the Hollywood Storage Building (which 

321Torsion excitation is an earth movement that tends to rotate or twist the affected structure. 
:122].1. Br. at 46. 
3l3Newmark, fot Tr. 8552, Reference A at p. C16. Dr. Newmark also described in his direct 
testimony his analytical developments of the torsional effects which accompany a tau effect. 
Id., Reference B at pp. 14-17. 
324Blume, fol. Tr. 6100 at 44-45. 
3l5Knight, fol. Tr. 8697 at pp. 13-24. 
3l6Tr. 889().92. 
3lTfr.8930. 
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were used in the reanalysis) would have included torsional motion were it 
present,328 a fact Dr. Newmark had also mentioned.319 Finally, as Dr. 
Frazier explained, much of the motion at Diablo would be propagating 
vertically and therefore cause minimal torsional excitation,330 a phenome
non attributed primarily to horizontally propagating waves. 

In sum, the record confIrms that torsional forces were adequately 
considered in the Diablo reanalysis; intervenors' complaint that they were 
not is simply ill-founded. 

5. The motion reductions upon which the tau effect is based are 
frequency-dependent, whereas Dr. Newmark's correction for the tau 
effect is essentially uniform down to about 1 hertz.33\ 

Intervenors and Governor Brown note that the reduction in building 
motion due to the tau effect is "frequency-dependent." That is, the 
magnitude of the correction generally increases as the frequency increases. 
This dependence is particularly displayed by the incoherence data obtained 
during IV-79 from the El Centro Differential Array.332 It is also borne out 
by a number of the analyses undertaken to determine the magnitude of the 
effect that were called to our attention in this proceeding.33J 

Applicant's analytical approach to determining the tau effect produced 
response spectra in which the tau-correction began at a threshold frequency 
of about 2 hertz and gradually increased to a maximum value determined 
by the value of tau. This is best illustrated in the Hosgri reanalysis by 
Figure lOA of Report D-LL 10. The basic Blume response spectrum is 
presented there together with tau-corrected versions. That figure (modified 
for illustrative purposes) is reproduced as Figure 4 of this opinion (infra, p. 
976). Figure 4 also displays the tau-corrected Newmark spectra, in which 
the correction begins at frequencies between about 1.7 and 1.5 hertz, 
depending upon the value of tau; above this, the correction (reduction) is 
more or less constant and independent offrequency. The Newmark form of 
the tau correction represents a consistent interpretation of the empirical 
results obtained from the Hollywood Storage Building. Data from that 
source displayed the reduction in motion in the building compared to the 

]28'fr.9162. 
]29Fol. Tr. 8552, Ref. B at p. 13; Tr. 9277. 
]JO'fr. 10,168. 
]]1].1. IV-79 Proposed Findings at 35-39; Gov. IV-79 Proposed Findings at 3942. 
mSee pp. 969-970, supra. 
113See, e.g., the works by Ray and ]haveri (fn. 274, supra); R.H. Scanlan, "Seismic Wave 
Effects on Soil-Structure Interaction," 4 Earthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics, 
379·88 (1976) (see fn. 279, supra); and Yamahara (fn. 286, supra). 
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free field to be only slightly frequency-dependent above an inception 
frequency of roughly 2 hertz.334 

For purposes of the issues before us the intervenors' criticism is wide of 
the mark. It is to be recalled that when the Diablo Canyon facility was 
reanalyzed to take account of the Hosgri Fault, calculations for the 
responses both of structures and equipment were performed not only using 
Dr. Newmark's spectra, but also Dr. Blume's. The latter's spectra do in fact 
employ a frequency-dependent tau factor; where they exceeded Dr. 
Newmark's values Dr. Blume's results were deemed controlling.m Indeed, 
as Figure 4 shows, in the 2.5 to 8.0 hertz frequency range (a region of major 
concemJ36) the tau-corrected Blume spectra have the highest values of 
spectral acceleration and therefore were employed.337 

The differential array data obtained at N-79 demonstrate the existence 
of incoherence, but these data were (obviously) not used to determine the 
tau reduction at Diablo Canyon. As noted, the tau-corrected spectrum 
selected for the Hosgri reanalysis was the highest composite of the 
Newmark and Blume spectra. So used, these spectra fairly account for the 
frequency dependence of the tau effect motion reduction in an appropriate
ly conservative fashion. 

l34Newmark, fol. Tr. 8552, Reference A. Figs. 10 and 11. 
mSee p. 940, supra; Blume fol. Tr. 6100 at p. 41. 
l36'Jbe natural frequencies of the major structures and systems for Diablo Canyon are 
discussed in D-LL 42, and depicted in Figure 42-A of that Appendix. The approximate values 
are: 

structure or System Natural Frequency (hertz) 
Turbine Building 1.4 (after modification) 
Auxiliary Building 20 
Containment Shell 4.5 
Interior Containment Structure 10.0 
Reactor Pressure Vessel 14.0 
Westinghouse Piping Systems 2.9 - 16.0 (range) 
Nuclear Steam Supply System 5.5 - 10.0 (range) 

'37We have drawn the heavy line on Figure 4 to indicate which of the two spectra - Dr. 
Newmark's or Dr. Blume's - is controlling in the various frequency ranges for tau - 0.04. We 
also added a frequency scale on the horizontal axis that does not appear on the figure from 
which this is taken. 
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6. Because the impinging motion at Diablo Canyon will be primarily 
vertical, the only basis for a reduced response in building motion is 
the interaction between the structure and the underlying soil. Such an 
interaction is insufficient to justify the response spectrum reductions 
used in the Diablo Canyon analysis.338 

The "soil-structure interaction" phenomenon is associated with massive 
buildings that rest upon or are embedded in the earth. The earth can be 
deformed and therefore may absorb some of the impinging seismic wave 
motion with the result that the structure's response is different than that of 
the underlying soil.339 The effect has been characterized as a third 
mechanism that may serve to reduce the response of a large structure to 
seismic motion.340 (Ibe other two are the wave passage and incoherence 
effects we previously discussed. See p. 967 -969, supra.) 

The question of soil-structure interaction has been controversial and a 
source of much misunderstanding. Dr. Luco appears to have been the first 
to inject it in these proceedings, expressing the view that the applicant and 
staffs use of tau could not be supported because that effect requires 
horizontally propagating waves and the incoming waves at Diablo Canyon 
from a Hosgri event would be vertical.341 It was Dr. Luco's belief that the 
applicant's soil-structure interaction analyses were inadequate342 and he 
therefore recommended elimination of the tau concept in favor of "a 
complete three-dimensional soil-structure analysis,''343 'a viewpoint shared 
by Dr. Trifunac.344 

Soil-structure interactions and their consequential effect on the ability of 
large buildings to survive earthquakes are no doubt important issues in 
seismic engineering. But they are not central matters in this case. The 
record is clear that the tau-effect reductions in the Diablo Canyon response 
spectra were not formulated on the basis of such interactions. Rather, those 
reductions were derived from studies of actual motion records (such as the 
ones from the Hollywood Storage Building34' and those reported by 

33JGov. IV-79 Proposed Findings at pp. 46-51; J.I. IV-79 Proposed Findings at pp. 41, 45-46; 
J.I. Br. at pp. 4647. 
3J9'fr.6773-74. 
340See Seed, Tr. 10,162-66. 
34IBoard Exh. 2C (July 7, 1978 Comments to ACRS, p. I; May 30, 1978 Report to ACRS, pp. 
34): Tr. 8881. 
342Board Exh. 2C (May 30, 1978 Report to ACRS, pp. 6-8). This opinion preceded the Seed
Lysmer report (rn. 348, infra), however, a work with which Dr. Luco seems to have no quarrel, 
though he personally preferred other methods (Tr. 9033-35). 
wBoard Exh. 2C (May 30, 1978 Report to ACRS, p. 8). 
344Board Em. 20 (Comments to ACRS, April 1978), p. 6. 
345In his IV-79 testimony (pp. 5-11 and 5-19), Dr. Luco argues that the Hollywood Storage 
Building motion records show a soil-structure interaction effect rather than a tau-effecL He 
then discusses analyses of the response of that building to the 1952 Kern County earthquake 
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Dr. Yamahara), and are attributed to causes discrete from soil-structure 
interaction, a conclusion we have found flrmly supported in the record. See 
pp. 972, supra. 

To lay the point to rest, we note that the NRC instructions governing the 
Hosgri reanalysis required that the earth underlying the Diablo facility be 
assumed rigid - i.e., that in an earthquake the structures would move as 
one with the underlying ground.346 This means that in developing the 
response spectra no credit was taken for soil-structure interaction. Thus, to 
the extent that there is some reduction in building motion fairly attributable 
to that cause, it represents a further conservatism and not a ground for 
criticism of the reanalysis.347 

In sum, the tau-effect motion reductions are reasonable ones well 
supported in the record; any further reduction in building motion 
attributable to possible soil-structure interactions should be considered as a 
conservatism. If, as Dr. Luco has suggested, the Hollywood Storage 
Building record includes not only inhomogeneity and wave passage effects 
but soil-structure interaction as well, we are satisfied by the calculations 
performed by Dr. Seed that it is reasonable to expect comparable motion 
reductions at the Diablo Canyon site.348 

and concludes that "soil-structure interaction proper was not sufficient to produce the 
observed reduction and that the reduction was associated with scattering by the basement and 
piles" (p. 5-18). With due deference, we cannot reconcile Dr. Luco's initial statement with this 
conclusion. Dr. Luco also presented results of soil-structure interaction analyses (p. 5-11, Table 
2). These, however, also show little or no difference between basement and free-field motion. 
Again, these results appear to undercut rather than support his argument that the Hollywood 
Storage Building records reflect soil-structure interaction. 
346See Blume, IV-79 testimony at pp. VI-I to VI-2. 
WWe note that Dr. Seed and Dr. Newmark testified that soil-structure interaction effects 
should not be lumped into an overall tau-effect but considered separately from the effects of 
wave passage and inhomogeneity. Tr. 9333; 10,167. Both also expressed the view that the 
effects of such interaction at the Diablo site would be negligible. Dr. Newmark put the 
reduction at less than 10 percent (R.Tr. 676-678); Dr. Seed quantified his estimate as a 20 
percent reduction in seismic motion limited to the 4.0 to 2S hertz range (fr. 10,149). 
341Dr. Seed testified at the hearing below about calculations he and Dr. John Lysmer had 
performed for the applicant (fr. 6770-74). These compared the ground and structural motion 
in a simulated Diablo Canyon containment structure resting on a rigid earth base with two 
cases of seismic motion for which the earth is considered deformable (a) for vertically 
propagating S and P waves and (b) horizontally propagating Rayleigh waves. In the latter case, 
the earth is assumed to have the actual properties of the rock underlying the Diablo Canyon 
site. Figure 13 of the Seed-Lysmer report (1.1. Exh. 58) illustrates their results for a point at the 
center of the building foundation. The response spectra calculated for the deformable base 
show reduced magnitudes in the higher frequency ranges, in general accord with Dr. Seed's 
estimates. This figure was also offered in the Seed IV-79 testimony as Figure VI-I. (We had 
asked that soil-structure interaction effects, with particular reference to the Diablo Canyon 
site, be addressed to the reopened hearing. See ALAB-598, supra, II NRC at 891, Question 6.) 
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VI 

DAMPING 

A vibrating system will slow and eventually cease oscillating because of 
unavoidable energy losses from friction or analogous phenomena operating 
to dissipate its original energy. The rate or degree of that energy loss varies 
with different materials and systems and is usually expressed as a 
percentage of "critical damping," i.e., that amount of damping at which 
vibratory motion could not exist. The significance of damping for this case 
centers on the need to factor into the Diablo Canyon seismic response 
spectra appropriate damping values for the facility's bolted steel and 
reinforced concrete structures. Regulatory Guide 1.61 (October 1973) states 
that a 7 percent damping factor should be appropriate for that purpose in 
the absence of documented tests that would support a higher value. That 
value was in fact applied in the Hosgri reanalysis. The joint intervenors 
challenged the figure as too high, relying on testimony of Drs. Luco and 
Trifunac. The Board below, however, accepted the views of the applicant's 
and staff's experts and found the 7 percent figure to be both appropriate 
and conservative. LBP-79-26, 10 NRC at 496-97. 

After capsulizing the testimony of the various witnesses, joint interve-
nors' brief on appeal asserts (at 54, reference omitted): 

Finally, we turn to damping, here again, the Licensing Board's decision 
is devoid of a fair explication of the evidence. The Licensing Board 
cites mostly general concepts, and fails to discuss the views ofTrifunac 
and Luco. 

From that argument (quoted in its entirety) the intervenors would have us 
conclude that "the evidence in this case does not demonstrate that ... 7% 
damping values are appropriate and conservative" (id. at 55). 

The Licensing Board devoted substantial attention to the damping 
phenomenon in its opinion. See 10 NRC at 494-96. Its discussion may not 
satisfy the intervenors, but the Board did indicate the basis and the 
reasoning that led to its conclusion. Unfocused objections of the kind 
intervenors raise here are singularly unhelpful in our review of the Board's 
decision. In Black Fox, where we were faced with similar generalized 
complaints, we explained: 

we may not "make an appellate determination on a clean slate without 
regard to the Licensing Board's opinion" and do not "weigh each piece 
of evidence de novo." Rather, "the decision below is 'part of the 
record'; we may, indeed must, attach significance to a licensing board's 
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evaluation of the evidence and to its disposition of the issues." B; 
neglecting to address their brief to the decision under review and b; 
omitting adequate record citations, intervenors leave us (and thl 
appellees) guessing about the precise nature of their arguments ane 
ignorant of the evidence they rely on to support them.349 

As we stressed there, the record need not be searched for unspecified erro 
even in criminal cases.350 In this case as in that one, the circumstance 
justify treating essentially unbriefed issues as abandoned.m 

We have, nevertheless, elected to review the record on the point as bes 
we can to assure ourselves of the soundness of the Licensing Board': 
decision. As summarized in the margin,352 the staff and the applican 

349Public Service Co. of Oklahoma (Black Fox Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-S73, 10 NRC 77~ 
805 (1979) (citation omitted). 
lltJId. at 806 and authorities cited there in fns. 131 and 132. 
mIbid. 
l~e applicant initially used a value of5% for damping as then required by Regulatory Quid 
1.61. Prior to the Hosgri reanalysis, however, new data had caused the staff to revis 
Regulatory Guide 1.61 in October 1973 to allow the use of 7% damping in the analysis (l 
bolted steel and reinforced concrete structures. Blume, foL Tr. 6100 at pp. 14-15. 1b 
applicant's basis for adhering to the new value in the Hosgri reanalysis is described in th 
record in a paper by Dr. Blume and Ahmad R. Kabir, "Data on Damping Ratios," D-LL § 
From the results of (a) tests on two other nuclear reactor containment buildings, (b) damp~ 
determinations on 22 concrete building components, (c) tests on bridge piers, (d) tests 01 

models of shear waI\s and (e) a series of tests on scaled buildings models, the author 
concluded that "a 7% damping ratio for the main structures seems proper. even conservatiV4 
for a very severe seismic loading such as M .. 7.5 adjacent to the Diablo Canyon plant." Id. 8 
p. 09.13. They emphasized that their summary results (shown in Table 9.4 of the pape! 
showed an increase in damping with increasing stress levels and 1i]f the strain level in th 
reinforcement exceeds about 70% of yield strain, 7% appears to be a realistic value f(l 
damping." Id. at p. 09.8. 

Dr. Blume and Dr. Frazier elaborated on this report at the hearing. noting. inter alia, th 
application of this experience to bolted steel structures and reinforced concrete buildings (TI 
6486-94; 6552-(6). and emphasizing that the damping within reinforced concrete and bolte 
steel structures is in addition to the so-ca1led "radiation" damping. which refers to soil 
structure interaction. In rebuttal testimony, Dr. Blume pointed out that tests carried out by th 
Portland Cement Association on reinforced concrete shear walls show damping values of 7CJ 
or above at loadings comparable to those at Diablo Canyon, under conditions where there CAl 

be no radiation damping (Tr. 10,119). 

Mr. Knight and Dr. Kuo testified for the staff concerning the 1973 change in Regulator; 
Guide 1.61, explaining that the new damping values were adopted after a review of al 
information known to them, including data that "were obtained from forced vibration tests (l 
structures, including reactor buildings and commercial buildings, and from actual earthquak 
data where available, and were supported by laboratory tests of what I would call s~ 
elements, that is a beam or a section of a wall" (Tr. 9819). Dr. Kuo emphasized that whit 
much of the data included both building and soil damping (damping caused by soil-buil~ 
interaction was termed "radiation damping" by most of the witnesses), all of them "showed 8l 

unquestionable trend toward higher damping as the strain rates increased." Ibid. Dr. Kuo ~ 
noted that damping measured in the total building-soil system is much higher than 7% and il 
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presented both laboratory and actual building tests that show increasing 
damping as stress levels increase with the value of damping of up to 10% or 
more at high stresses for structures alone, and up to 20% for structures and 
soil combinations. Drs. Luco and Trifunac, on the other hand, relied on 
their belief that 5% damping would be more conservative and the 
unpublished tests at the University of California on masonry under stresses 
of one·half yield point or less (fr. 8895-97), but ignored the staff's and 
applicant's test results showing higher damping with increased stress. In our 
judgment, the weight of the evidence supports the use of7 percent damping. 
There is, therefore, no occasion to disturb the Licensing Board's fmding 
that, as recommended by Regulatory Guide 1.61, 7 percent damping was 
appropriately used in the reanalysis. 

vn 

THE EFFECf ON THE EL CENTRO POWER PLANT OF THE 
1979 IMPERIAL VALLEY EARTIIQUAKE 

A sizable electric generating station exists only Sian from the fault that 
ruptured in the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake. The 174 MW El Centro 
Steam Plant is a gas or oil-fired, four-unit facility that serves the Imperial 
[rrigation District. The most recent unit (No.4), built in 1968, has an 
)utput of 90 MW. At the time of the earthquake two of the earlier units 
were down for repair, leaving only Unit 4 and one other running when the 
=vent occurred. Both operating plants tripped off the line, but one was back 
)D line in a quarter of an hour and the other in about two hours.353 

act, Japanese forced vibration tests on their Tow 2 reactor showed composite damping of 
Lbout 20% (fr. 9820). With respect to the building damping alone, Dr. Kuo pointed out that 
he tests applicant referred to showed that pure structural damping (for concrete and bolted 
Iteel buildings) was in the 10% range (fr. 9821). 

!be joint intervenors rest on the testimony of Drs. Luco and Trifunac on this point. Dr. 
rrifunac claims that, while the soil-structure system damping "may be much larger than 7%, 
nadequate basis has been presented to justify 7% damping in structural systems only." M.D. 
rrifunac, "Comments on Seismic Design Levels for Diablo Canyon Site in California," (April 
1978), Board Exhibit 20 at pp. 3-4. Dr. Luco agreed and referred to tests run at the University 
If California at San Diego on reinforced masonry (fr. 8897). These showed a damping of 3% 
Or strengths ranging from very low to about one-half of yield strength. Dr. Luco had not, 
Lowever, seen results for higher strength at the time of his testimony. Ibid The concerns of 
m. Luco and Trifunac were effectively answered in the rebuttal testimony of Mr. Knight and 
n. Kuo for the staff(fr. 9818-26). 
'3'fhe EI Centro facility was called to our attention in the stafrs response of May S, 1980, to 
he "loint Intervenors' Motion to Reopen." as well as in a prior "Board Notitication" letter 
lated December 17, 1979, from Mr. Steven A. Varga of the staff. 
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Power plants have many similar components; the construction and 
operating systems of EI Centro have at least some resemblance to those a1 
Diablo Canyon. We therefore instructed the parties to examine the effect! 
of the 1979 earthquake on the EI Centro plant "to help confIrm or refute the 
analytical techniques and assumptions used in the Diablo Canyon seismic 
analysis." ALAB-598, 11 NRC at 891-92 (Question 8). Only the applican1 
and the staff undertook to do so. They presented their results at the 
reopened hearing in the form of testimony, exhibits and proposed fmding! 
that focused mainly on the newest and largest of the El Centro units 
Number 4. The Governor restricted his efforts in this regard to cross· 
examining the witnesses presented and submitting his own fmdings. (The 
joint intervenors essentially left this point to the Governor.) 

The applicant's analyses were presented in the testimony of Dr. Blume 
and Mr. Willmer C. Gangloff. Dr. Blume's testimony described the 
structure of El Centro Unit 4 in some detail, pointing out its substantial 
differences from Diablo Canyon3S4 and that it had been "designed for II 

O.2g horizontal seismic load, using simple static analysis techniques, with nc 
consideration of vertical acceleration.3SS On the basis of response spectra 
derived from ground motion records made during IV-79 at seismographic 
station less than a kilometer from the El Centro plant,356 Dr. Blume 
analyzed both the EI Centro steam and turbine buildings with procedure! 
and techniques comparable to those employed in the Diablo CanYOI 
Hosgri reanalysis. That analysis, Dr. Blume testifIed, "predicted much more 
damage than actually occurred" at the EI Centro plant as a consequence oj 
the 1979 earthquake.'" 

3~Dr. Blume observed, inter alia, that the four EI Centro units arc structurally independent ane 
each contains three distinct structures: 

a steel frame and concrete turbine building. containing mechanical and electrica 
equipment as well as piping systems; a concrete pedestal supporting the turbine ane 
located within, but structurally separated from, the turbine building; and a boilCl 
structure which is a braced steel frame supporting a hanging boiler and structurall) 
connected to the turbine building. 

Blume, IV-79 testimony at p. VIII-I. 
mId. at VIII-2. 
356The ground motion records used for these calculations were taken from the seismograph al 
the EI Centro Differential Array (USGS No. S165) 0.8Skm. from the plant. Blume IV-7S 
testimony at VIII-I; Staff Exh. R-I at p. 6. This instrument gave peak acceleration values 01 
0.49g (north-south), O.3Sg (east-west) and O.66g (vertical). Staff Exh. R-I at pp. 29-30. Thl 
validity of using this record to represent motion at the steam plant is supported in Staff Exh 
R-I atp. 6. 
3S7Blume, IV-79 testimony at VIII-3. We note in this connection that the EI Centro plant 
though designed only for an O.2g horizontal seismic load, actually withstood O.Sg. acceleratioI1l 
during IV-79.1d. at VIII-S. 
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Mr. GangloWs testimony explained how the El Centro plant had been 
inspected and a computer model of Unit 4 structures and piping prepared. 
Using the methods employed for the Diablo Canyon reanalysis, the time 
history of ground acceleration during IV-79 was applied to the computer 
model. This method was used to predict the responses of various parts of 
the plant when subjected to a seismic event of the intensity of IV-79. 
According to Mr. Gangloff, the Diablo Canyon analysis methods "signifi
cantly overpredicted the actual [damage] results for the EI Centro plant.3'8 

The staWs analysis of the effect of IV-79 on the EI Centro power plant 
was performed for it by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.3'9 
This report also describes the damage incurred by EI Centro Steam Plant 
Unit 4, and explains the Livermore method of modeling the plant to 
calculate the expected damage under the Diablo Canyon reanalysis criteria. 
The major difference between the Livermore model and the applicant's was 
the inclusion of soil-structure interaction.360 By using high soil damping 
values, the overall model approximately matched the observed structural 
reaction of the EI Centro plant.361 The stairs approach and methodology 
were selected to emphasize the response of the mechanical equipment in the 
El Centro plant as opposed to the structures themselves, which were 
believed to be substantially different from those at Diablo Canyon.362 

Their study of the EI Centro plant's response to the Imperial Valley 
earthquake led the Livermore Laboratory to draw the following implica
tions for the Diablo facility and other nuclear plants: 

From these data and others available in the literature, it can be 
concluded that the inherent seismic resistance of engineered structures, 
piping and equipment is greater than is assumed in both past and 

35!Gangloff, IV-79 testimony, passim (the quote appears at p. VIII-8). A specific example of this 
overprediction was brougltt forth in the questioning of Mr. Gangloff. For one particular pipe 
section (node 3230), depending upon the motion assumption used, the amount of displacement 
predicted by the analyses was from 12 to 21 inches; the actual displacement was 2.8 inches 
(RTr. 1347; Gangloff, IV-79 testimony, pp. VIII-6 and 7). 
359StatTExh. R-l, "Equipment Response at the E1 Centro Steam Plant During the October IS, 
1979 Imperial Valley Earthquake" NUREG/CR-I66S (October, 1980). 
JHJld. at p. 25. 
36IId. at p. xvi. 
:l62Mr. Knigltt explained that (R Tr. 1341): 

"In the published report we focused - I should say, sougltt to achieve a realistic picture 
of the loads which were actually experienced by the equipment The analytical results for 
the structures were adjusted by applying relatively large amounts of damping to the soil
structure interaction analysis to minimize the loads that one would depict as having 
actually applied to the equipment 

"In this way we felt we would get a conservative view of equipment performance. That is, 
we would give the least credit for the equipment ability to withstand loads above the 
design loads." 
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current analysis and design procedures. Even facilities designed witll 
very nominal seismic consideration, such as the EI Centro Steam Plan~ 
withstand severe seismic environments. It can be concluded that whell 
even the most modest attention is paid in design to providing lateral 
load carrying paths, significant capability is rendered. In contras~ 
nuclear power plants are designed to very rigorous techniques 
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect even higher inherent margins that: 
are implied in this evaluation. Many of the factors which contribute tc 
our conservative prediction of seismic response during earthquakes cat 

be quantified in light of current knowledge. Other factors are largel) 
unquantified at this time; however, this study and others demonstrate 
that they do exist.363 

As we mentioned, neither the joint intervenors nor the Governol 
furnished any evidence of their own relative to the EI Centro plant. The 
Governor did, however, cross-examine the applicant's and staffs witnesses 
In his judgment, "the Steam Plant experience during IV-79 does nOi 
provide relevant data for Diablo Canyon" essentially for the followin~ 
reasons: (I) Contrary to Appeal Board Question 8,364 the Diablo CanyOI 
and EI Centro Power Plant structures are significantly different;365 (2) the 
staff analysis takes into account soil-structure interaction and shows thai 
the EI Centro Power Plant was not overstressed;366 and (3) the claim made 
by applicant's witness that the E1 Centro plant structure and piping wru 
severely overstressed cannot be substantiated.367 

With due deference, we cannot agree, for the Governor misapprehenw 
the record. First, both the applicant and staff recognized - indeee 
emphasized - that despite the fact that there are many similarities in the 
equipment used, "the steam plant structures are substantially different froll 
the Diablo Canyon structures."368 Here again (see p. 957, supra), the 
significance of the IV-79 observations is not that they could be transferree 
directly to the Diablo facility, but that they provide, as it were, a laboratoI) 
test of methods used in the Diablo Canyon analysis. 

J6JStafTExh. R-I at pp. 4041. 
364Appeal Board Question 8 stated in pertinent part that: "In many respects, the structum 
and systems of [the E1 Centro Power Plant) resemble those of the Diablo Canyon pIanL Theil 
response to a severe, well instrumented seismic event can be analyzed to help confirm or refutl 
analytical techniques and assumptions used in the Diablo Canyon seismic analysis." ALAB 
598,11 NRC at 891-92. 
36!1Gov. IV-79 Proposed Findings at pp. 74-75. 
'J661d. at pp. 75-77. 
167/d. at pp. 77-78. 
368B1ume, IV-79 testimony at p. VIII-2; Gangloff, IV-79 testimony at p. VIII-I; see also Staf 
Exh. R-I at pp. 4041. 
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Second, the staff expressly acknowledges that its analysis used very high 
soil damping; the Livermore report itself recognized that "the resulting 
composite model damping values shown in Table 6 [of that report] may be 
unrealistically high."369 And in his reply to Board questions, Mr. Knight 
emphasized this deliberately assumed overdamping in their models.370 Even 
using the large soil-structure interaction - which tends to reduce motion in 
the structure - the Livermore analysis found that the plant equipment at 
El Centro experienced forces 2 to 9 times their specified design 10ad.31J 

Third, in testifying for the applicants, Dr. Blume stated clearly that the 
E1 Centro plant was designed to withstand an earthquake induced 
acceleration ofO.2g.m Dr. Blume stressed than an analysis of the El Centro 
turbine building using the criteria of the Hosgri reanalysis "demonstrated 
that the shear stresses in the operating floor diaphragm at each end of the 
turbine-pedestal opening exceeded the calculated ultimate stress by a factor 
of two. In addition, selected columns in the turbine building were found to 
be overstressed. Yet an inspection of the building resulted in no observation 
of the predicted damage."373 Diablo-type analyses of piping and a control 
panel similarly predicted expected damage to be far greater than actually 
occurred.374 The record thus amply supports Dr. Blume's statement that: 

In conclusion, the analyses done for E1 Centro predicted damage that 
did not occur. The analyses were done in a manner consistent with the 
Hosgri reanalyses for Diablo Canyon. The obvious result is that such 
analyses are conservative in that they theoretically predict damage 
where in reality none occurs.m 

In short, the analyzed response of the E1 Centro Power Plant to IV-79 
lends weight to the view that the methodology used in the Diablo Canyon 
Hosgri reanalyses is indeed conservative. 

169StaffExh. R-l at p. 26. 
m"fr. 1347-49; see also fn. 362, supra. 
J71StaffExh. R-l at p. 39. 
mBlume, IV-79 testimony at VIII-2. 
mId. at p. VIII-3 (as corrected at R.Tr. 1335-37). 
374Blume, IV-79 testimony at pp. VIII-4 through 10. 
mId at p. VIII-I0. 
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vm 

THE APPLICANT'S TESTING PROGRAM 

Joint intervenors level a broad-gauge attack on the applicant's program 
for testing the adequacy of the Diablo facility and its components. They 
assert (Br. at p. 56, capitalization omitted) that: 

The Licensing Board erred in rmding that the applicant's program of 
testing and analysis demonstrated that structures, systems and compo
nents necessary to achieve safe shutdown and to maintaining a safe 
shutdown condition will perform their safety functions during the 
Hosgri earthquake and aftershocks. 

In support of that claim, intervenors cite four items in the stairs analysis of 
the Diablo facility which they contend depart from normal requirements: 
(1) the use of the "tau-effect" to reduce the ground response spectra; (2) the 
use of actual rather than code-specified minimum material strengths; (3) 
the allowance made for structural ductility; and (4) the method of 
combining loads for testing purposes. 

The tau effect has already been discussed; we found that the use of this 
device reasonably predicts the motion reduction to be found in large 
buildings. We turn here to the remaining points. 

A. Use of Actual Rather than Code Material Strengths 
In its reanalysis of the Diablo Canyon structures for their response to a 

7.5M Hosgri earthquake, the applicant used the same basic procedures and 
analyses as it had used in its initial analysis with certain exceptions.376 One 
was the use of "as built" or actual average material properties for the 
concrete and steel components in the facility structures rather than the 
engineering code minimum requirements. 

Intervenors maintain that this method of calculation is an unacceptable 
"departure from normal Staff practice" and that "the evidence offered by 
the Staff and Applicant fails to justify an exemption from the requirements 
[of] 10 CFR 50.55a" (Br. at pp. 58-59).'" It is the intervenors' thesis that 
this section mandates conformance to certain American Concrete Institute 
and American Institute of Steel Construction codes which require use of 
minimum specified material strengths for concrete and steel rather than 
average actual strengths. 

376See Hosgri Report (fn. 70, supra), Section 4.1 at p. 4.2. 
377"fhe brieflitera1ly refers to 10 CFR § 50.55(a), an obvious typographical error. 
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To begin with, the cited regulation, while it refers to other industry 
codes, does not address the ones to which intervenors refer. Be that as it 
may, both the applicant and the staff acknowledge that, in building design, 
minimum acceptable material strength values are used in establishing 
design values.378 However, in this evaluation we are concerned not with the 
design of new buildings but with the evaluation of the strength of already 
constructed facilities; it is for this very reason that applicant used the actual 
properties of the building components.379 

Intervenors maintain nevertheless that use of an average value of actual 
concrete strength is non-conservative. As they see it (Br. at 59), "use of the 
'average actual value' means that one-half are not expected to fall below the 
computed average." This may be so, but we do not believe it indicates a 
problem with the analyses that were carried out. The record indicates that 
(1) the measured variations in the concrete strengths were small (less than 
10%);380 and (2) the concrete strength was based primarily on tests made 28 
days after pouring381 but the actual values today are at least several tens of 
percent higher due to the aging factor that was ignored in the analysis.382 

The average yield strength of reinforcing steel is more than 10 percent 
higher than the specified value, and the margin between the measured yield 
strength and the ultimate strength is much larger for the measured average 
values than for the specified values.383 

On the basis of the evidence presented, this exception is simply not well 
taken. 

B. Allowance for Structural Ductility 
Under this general heading the intervenors maintain that 10 CFR Part 

100, Appendix A, Section VI(a) "permits stresses and strains beyond the 
yield point [for] 'some' safety related structures, systems, and components 
only where the safety functions are not impaired" (Br. p. 60). They do not 
dispute that an analysis of stresses beyond the yield points showed that 
material yielding would not impair safety functions. Intervenors' point is, 
we take it, that in their judgment those analyses were inadequate because 

378Blume, fol. Tr. 6100 at pp. 26-27; SER Supp. 7. fol. Tr. 8183, Section 3.9.3.2(2), p. 349. 
379Blume, fol. Tr. 6100 at pp. 26-27; Tr. 7211-13. See also Knight, fol. Tr. 8697 at pp. 13-14. 
380D-LL 6, Appendix D-6A at p. D-6A.3 (Table 6A.I). 
381A small percentage of the tests were made 60 days after pouring. Ibid 
382'fr.7194. 
383D-LL 6, Appendix D-LL 6B, at p. D-6B.2. Staff testimony in support of the applicant's 
assessments appears in SER Supp. 7, fol. Tr. 8183, Section 3.9.3.2(2) at p. 349; and Knight, 
fol. Tr. 8697 at pp. 13-14. 
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(a) aftershocks were not considered,384 (b) no inelastic analyses were done 
and (c) the Licensing Board neither addressed the deficiencies in compo 
nent design criteria nor insisted upon an analysis of potential systeII 
interaction due to fracture of some systems following a seismic event (BT 
pp.61-62). 

Our review of the record convinces us, however, that proper analys~ 
were in fact undertaken. While the Licensing Board did not spell these ou~ 
it referred in its opinion to those portions of the record which discuss those 
analyses in detail. See LBP-79-26, supra, 10 NRC at 499-507. Thus, fOl 
example, the Board specifically mentions Appendix F of the Hosgri Report, 
where much of the information in question can be ascertained. We see 
nothing to be gained in an already lengthy opinion by restating that 
material here: The Board also cited (id at 504) the direct testimony oj 
applicant's witness Thomas C. Esselman,38S who discussed the analyses that 
show the effects of combinations of stresses on various components and 
systems, and refers as well to his cross-examination on the point.386 

The Board below might well have articulated its reasoning more fully, 
but we believe that its path "may reasonably be discemed."387 Particularly 
as the intervenors neither point to specific items in error in the referenced 
testimony nor offered any testimony of their own, we fmd the exception not 
well taken and on the basis of the record it must be denied. 

C. Combination of Loads on Facility Components and Systems 
Among other things, certain piping systems in a nuclear facility must be 

able to withstand not only normal operational stresses but the additional 
loads that they might be expected to receive in an earthquake. NRC 
Regulatory Guide 1.92 provides a method for making the necess~ 
assessment to insure this requirement is met. 

WIn support of this challenge, intervenors have cited Dr. Newmark's testimony foL Tr. 8SS2 at 
p. S. What he ac:tua1ly said there was: 

"Couteotl0ll5 - Adequacy of the Dynamic Analysis 

The design spectra that I recommended in Ref. A are generally more conservative than 
those proposed by the applicant, and were intended to be applied without allowance for 
inelastic structural response except where proper justification could be made. Hence the 
design criteria were intended to and do cover aftershocks, since no or little permanent 
deformation would result from the main shock. 

"In my review of the structural design. I felt that my intentions were achieved by the 
applicant." 

31'Esselman, fo1. Tr. 7548. 
316Esselman, Tr. 7549-86. With regard to systems interaction, also see fn. 406, infra. 
)f'IBowman Transportation, Inc. v. Arkansas-Best Freighl S),stem.lnc .• 419 U.s. 281. 286 (1974). 
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The intervenors complain that "[t]he methods used in combining seismic 
stresses with normal operating loads and stresses for the piping systems 
were not in accord with the method in Regulatory Guide 1.92" (J.I. Br. at 
64). However, the Guide itself permits an applicant to propose an 
alternative method to demonstrate compliance. Id at p. 1.92-4.388 This was 
done here. The record reveals that the staff reviewed and accepted the 
applicant's method of combining stresses; intervenors have apparently 
overlooked the discussion of the piping system analyses in Supplement 8 to 
the SER (fol Tr. 8183). There, in section 3.9.3.4, the staff explained how the 
applicant's analyses compared favorably with the results obtained using the 
methods of Regulatory Guide 1.92, a point reiterated by the staff in Mr. 
Knight's premed testimony.389 Intervenors did not challenge this testimony 
on cross-examination; accordingly, on the basis of this record the exception 
must be denied. 

IX 

THE OPERATING BASIS EARTIIQUAKE 

As we explained earlier, the Operating Basis Earthquake is the strongest 
seismic event considered likely to occur during the operating lifetime of a 
nuclear power plant.390 To be licensed, such facilities must be designed and 
built to function through an OBE without creating undue risk to the public 
health and safety. to CFR Part 100, App. A, Section III(d). 

By way of general background, from the plant design standpoint the 
distinction between the OBE and the more severe SSE391 is in essence this: 
the SSE is the seismic design basis for safety-related or "Category I" 
structures and equipment and the OBE the benchmark for the balance of 
the plant.392 (At Diablo Canyon, however, two structures that would 
normally fall into the latter category - the turbine building and the intake 
structure - have been designed with the capability to withstand an SSE 
without loss of function.393) A nuclear plant subjected to vibratory ground 
motion exceeding that contemplated by the OBE must be shut down until 
the licensee can "demonstrate to the Commission that no functional 
damage has occurred to those features necessary for continued operation 

lSIAs mentioned previously (p. 937, supra), the Guides are adviso!)'. not mandato!)'. 
ll9Knight, foI. Tr. 8697 at pp. 44-46. 
lllOSee p. 911, supra. 
191The safe shutdown earthquake is discussed at pp. 910-911. supra. 
1925ec generally Hoch, fol. Tr. 6879. 
19JHoch, fol. Tr. 6879 at.,p. 14-15; Ghio, foI. Tr. 6941 at pp. 5-7. 
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without undue risk to the health and safety of the public." 10 CFR Part 100, 
App. A, Section V(a)(2). 

Calling our attention to the fact that the Diablo Canyon SSE is O.75g and 
the OBE is O.2g, the intervenors contend that the Licensing Board erred in 
holding that the OBE satisfied the regulatory requirements. Their argument 
rests on Section V(a)(2) of Appendix A, which provides that: 

The maximum vibratory ground acceleration of the Operating Basis 
Earthquake shall be at least one-half the maximum vibratory ground 
acceleration of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake. 

Intervenors argue that the use of the word "shall" indicates a mandatory 
intent that the OBE be set at one-half the SSE, i.e., at O.375g and not at O.2g 
for the Diablo plant. 

We cannot accept that argument, which is bottomed on maxims of 
statutory construction. Regulations, like statutes, may neither be read in 
isolation nor interpreted piecemeal.394 Intervenors have simply disregarded 
other relevant portions of the governing Commission regulations allowing 
departures from the general Appendix criteria where justified in a specific 
situation. Thus, Section II of Appendix A expressly provides that: 

Each applicant for a construction permit shall investigate all seismic 
and geologic factors that may affect the design and operation of the 
proposed nuclear power plant irrespective of whether such factors are 
explicitly included in these criteria. Additional investigations and/or 
more conservative determinations than those included in these criteria 
may be required for sites located in areas having complex geology or in 
areas of high seismicity. If an applicant believes that the particular 
seismology and geology of a site indicate that some of these criteria, or 
portions thereof, need not be satisfied. the specific sections of these criteria 
should be identified in the license application, and supporting data to 
justify clearly such departures should be presented.m 

394"In expounding a statute, we must not be guided by a single sentence or member of a 
sentence, but look to the provisions of the whole law, and to its object and policy." United 
States v. Heirs of Boisdore, 49 U.S. (8 How.) 113,122 (1849) (per Taney, Ch. J.), quoted in 
Philbrook v. Glodgett, 421 U.S. 7m, 713 (1975). The same rules of construction apply to 
administrative regulations. Rucker v. Wabash R. Co. 418 F.2d 146, 149 (7th CU. 1969). We 
need only add that the use of "shall" in the regulation cited by intervenors is not controlling. 
That term can be merely directory; background. context and the general intent of the 
administrative agency are what govern. United States v. Reeb, 433 F.2d 381, 383 (9th Cit. 
1970), certiorari denied, 402 U.S. 912 (1971); In re Franklin National Bank Sec. litigation, 478 
F. Supp. 210, 223 (E.D.N.Y. 1979) (holding that "shall," as used in Rule S6 of the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure, is permissive). 
ml0 CFR Part 100, App. A. § II (paragraph 3) (emphasis supplied). 
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Intervenors also fail to appreciate the very definition of the OBE itself. 
The OBE is characterized as "that earthquake which, considering the 
regional and local geology and seismology and specillc characteristics of 
local subsurface material, could reasonably be expected to affect the plant 
site during the operating life of the plant .... "396 Put another way, the OBE 
is defmed in terms of local seismic conditions. In this case the applicant 
followed the alternative means of meeting the criteria by studying the 
seismicity and geology of the Diablo Canyon site. From these studies it 
determined the likely occurrence of various size earthquakes and selected as 
the OBE the largest which could reasonably be expected to affect this 
facility. Intervenors' argument (J.I. Br. at 81) that "[i]n this case the Staff 
and the Applicant have substituted their own [OBE] standard for the 
Commission's," is therefore not well taken; the applicant has done nothing 
more here than the governing Commission regulation permits. 

The procedure just described is not novel and our interpretation of the 
controlling regulation is not new. The record is uncontradicted that, 
previous to this case, the OBE's for the Byron, Braidwood, Clinton, 
Koshkonong, Marble Hill, and Phipps Bend facilities have been found 
justified and approved by the staff with "a maximum vibratory ground 
acceleration less than one-half of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake."397 

Joint intervenors complain, however (Br. at 74), that: 

It is quite possible that the OBE for these plants [i.e., the ones listed at 
p. 992, supra], if indeed they are less than one-half (112) the SSE, 
might be extremely close to being one-half (112) the SSE. Tr. at 6896; 
6905. For example, for a plant with an SSE equal to 0.25g, OBE might 
be .lOg; instead of .12g. That example would appear to have little 
bearing on this case - where the OBE is .20g and one-half the SSE is 
.375. 

This argument is specious. As we have noted, Appendix A to 10 CFR 
Part 100 Section V(a)(2) states that the OBE "shall be at least one half ... " 
of the SSE. As we have seen, if the applicant wants any value of the OBE 
less than one-half of the SSE (how much less is immaterial), it must justify 

396Id at § V(aX2). 
397Hoch, ro1. Tr. 6879 at pp. 9-11. Sec also Allison, Tr. 8419-20, 8471-75; SER Supp. 7, pp. 2-4 
and 2-5. 
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that value by the alternative allowed in 10 CPR Part 100, Appendix A, 
Section IJ.398 

Turning to the specifics of the case before us, to fulfill the requirements 
of the alternate method of establishing the OBE value, the applicant 
performed a series of analyses 

which estimate exceedance probabilities and average return periods for 
various values of peak instrumental and peak effective acceleration at 
the Diablo Canyon site .... The analyses considered the factors of 
regional and local geology and specific characteristics of local 
subsurface material as required by Section III(d) of Appendix A to 10 
CFR Part 100.399 

The results of those analyses are in the record.400 They establish that, 

[f]or a peak instrumental acceleration (maximum vibratory ground 
acceleration) at the site of 0.20g, the lowest average return period 
computed by and of the methods used in the analyses is 275 years. The 
corresponding exceedance probability for a 40 year plant lifetime is 
approximately 14.5 percent.401 

This recurrence time is well beyond the staff minimum of 110 years.402 

Dr. Trifunac (who was called by the Board at joint intervenors' request) 
also calculated a return interval for the OBE causing an acceleration of 
0.2g. Depending on the model he used, Dr. Trifunac's preferred results 
showed a 30 percent probability (i.e., a recurrence period of approximately 
110 years),403 that accelerations ranging from 0.18g to 0.24g would be 
exceeded at least once in a 4O-year period. 

mIt is public information that the NRC Safety Evaluation Reports (SER's) for some of the 
plants mentioned by Mr. Hoch give the following SSE and OBE values: 

Plant SSE OBE 
Byron .20g .08g 
Braidwood .20g .09g 
Marble Hill .20g .08g 
Phipps Bend .2Sg .09g 

399Hoch, foL Tr. 6879 at p. 11. 
4OOD-LL 11, D-LL28, D-LL41,and D-LL45. 
401Hoch. foL Tr. 6879 at p. 11. 
WId at pp. 11·12; Mr. Allison (who is the NRC project manager for Diablo Canyon) pointed 
out that Dr. Newmark did an independent study for the staff of the recurrence probability of 
the O.2g seismic event at Diablo Canyon and agreed with the applicant's conclusions. Tr. 8423-
24; see also SER Supp. 7, Ref. 4, App. D. _ 
403Board Em. 2F, M.D. Trifunac, "Diablo Canyon Consultants Report," June 8, 1978. See 
also, J.I. Br. at p. 75. 
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Dr: Trifunac was not questioned directly about his OBE calculations in 
this proceeding.404 A staff witness, however, characterized Dr. Trifunac's 
position on the OBE as being essentially in agreement with the starrs, 
making the observation that (Tr. 8424): 

Dr. Trifunac took his probability study and answered the ACRS as to 
what he thought the return period was, and he felt it was within our 
criteria as well. So he was with a different number, but, you know, he's 
in agreement with our conclusion. 

Not only was this unchallenged by joint intervenors, their counsel expressly 
agreed "that Dr. Trifunac endorsed the selection of the OBE' (Tr. 9235). In 
all the circumstances, we conclude that the OBE approved by the Licensing 
Board is both permissible under the regulations and sustained by the 
record. 

Intervenors' brief calls for one further comment. It states at page 80 that 
''where a nuclear plant is located in an area of high seismicity, as is the case 
with DCNPP, an exemption to the regulatory requirements [such as those 
in 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A, Section II] is not justified." The record., 
however, does not bear out the claim that the Diablo Canyon site is one of 
"high seismicity." The term refers to the frequency of seismic events. Drs. 
Anderson and Trifunac plotted for the years 1950 through 1974 the known 
epicenters in the region, centered around Diablo Canyon, between 33° and 
37° north latitude and 119° to 123° west longitude.~ That plot, and the 
calculated low recurrence rate of an earthquake of the magnitude assigned 

.tOC'Jbe applicant made several estimates of the O.2Og return period (D-LL 41, Table 41.5 at p. 
41.22 gives 275 years, 600 years and 860 years). These are obviously far longer than Dr. 
Trifunac's. Applicant provided several critical analyses of Dr. Trifunac's return period 
estimates (D-LL 24) concluding generally that, while the methodology was correct, 
assumptions made along the way yielded return periods that were too short. Dr. Luco, citing 
Dr. Trifunac's work, was in turn critical of the applicant's analyses and found that their return 
periods too long (Board Exhibit 2C at pp. 8-12). 

We have reviewed all of these papers as well as what the oral examination of the various 
witnesses brought forth. While we need not decide between the methods because both give 
return periods which meet the ~C's OBE criteria, we are inclined to believe Dr. Trifunac's 
predictions overly conservative, Le., they yield too short return periods. Our inclination stems 
from two principal factors. First, Dr. Trifunac assigns much of the higher magnitude activity in 
the region chosen for the data base to activity on the Hosgri Fault. His choice of the 
distnoution of seismic activity does not appear consistent with the record of epicenters shown 
in Figures 1,2 and 3 of his paper (Board Exhibit 2J). Second, Dr. Trifunac uses the Trifunac 
and Brady correlation to defme motion attenuation relationships. We believe that the record 
before us shows that these predictions are likely to yield peak acceleration values that are too 
high in the near-field (see, e.g., Blume IV-79 testimony, p. 1-5 and Figure loS) - the region that 
would be affected by activity on the Hosgri Fault. 
«l5Board Exh. 21, Fig. 2. 
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the OBE, indicate that the region is at most one of low to moderate 
seismicity. See also Smith, fo1. Tr. 5490 at p. 14.406 

x 

JOINT INTERVENORS' MOTION TO REOPEN TIlE RECORD 
FOR A SECOND TIME 

The joint intervenors have moved us to reopen the record again, this time 
to receive into evidence USGS Open-File Report No. 81-365 dated March 
1981, entitled, "Peak Horizontal Acceleration and Velocity from Strong
Motion Records Including Records from the 1979 Imperial Valley, 
California, Earthquake." The Governor supports the motion and the 
applicant and staff oppose it. Those favoring admission of the new report 
urge that it supports the contention that O.75g is not a conservative estimate 
of peak acceleration for the Hosgri earthquake; those objecting contend 
that it does no such thing.407 

We have examined the USGS report with care. We note that, while its 
analysis is new, the seismic motion records underlying it are not. For the 
most part these either were or might have been addressed at the reopened 
hearing on IV-79.408 Indeed, the authors of USGS Open-File Report 81-365 
expressly acknowledge (at p. 19) that "[u]npublished strong motion data 
were generously supplied to us by [inter alia] J.N. Brune on behalf of the 
University of California at San Diego." Dr. Brune was a principal witness 

«ltSlntervenors raised another matter with respect to the OBE. They questioned whether the 
seismic specification of non-safety related plant equipment to an event ofO.2Og might result in 
equipment failures that could jeopardize the plant's safety-related systems (Joint Intervenors' 
Brief at p. 78). Otallenges of this type - "systems interactions" - are in fact the subject of 
questions directed to the applicant by the staff as a follow-up of concerns generated by the 
Three Mile Island Unit 2 (fMI-2) accident. (See NUREG..{)66(). 

In response to a query by this Board. counsel for the staff outlined the status of the review of 
this matter and also pointed out that it was before the Licensing Board as a part of its 
consideration of the panoply of post-TMI issues. NRC Staff Response to Board's Request for 
Information on Systems Interactions, dated December 12, 1980. In these circumstances, our 
consideration of the matter would be premature. 
~e joint intervenors called this USGS Report to our attention by letter of April 13, 1981. In 
response to our order of April 15 calling for comments on the report, the intervenors fonnally 
moved on April 27 to reopen the record to receive it. In papers filed that same day, the 
Governor supported and the applicant and staff objected to that proposal. 
«JIlIn addition to seismic records from IV-79 (for which we previously reopened the record and 
have already considered, see ALAB-598, supra, 11 NRC 876), the USGS Report also reviews 
strong motion records from earthquakes at Livermore Valley (January 27, 1980), Horse 
Canyon (February 25, 1980) and Coyote Lake (August 6, 1979). USGS Report at pp. 31, 35-37. 
The reopened hearing was held in October 1980 and we indicated specifically that we would 
consider all relevant evidence bearing on the reopened issues. See fn. 14, supra. 
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for the Governor and the intervenors in this case. Our point is not that the 
USGS Report is irrelevant. Rather, it is that the subject matter it addresses 
was thoroughly litigated before us, albeit on the basis of analyses supplied 
by other qualified experts.409 

More important is the caveat in the USGS Report itself (at p. 15) that for 
"distances less than 40 km from earthquakes with M greater than 6.6 the 
prediction equations [in 81-365] are not constrained by data and the results 
should be treated with caution." Those distances and magnitudes, however, 
are precisely the ones that are important in this case. 

Finally, we have thoroughly examined the evidence now before us 
bearing on the points covered by the new Open-File Report. Even were the 
caveat we mentioned not present, we are satisfied that the report itself is 
insufficient to overcome the result required by the record as we have 
discussed and evaluated it in this decision. In all the circumstances, and 
particularly as the new report would not affect the outcome of the case, the 
standards for reopening are not met. ALAB-598, supra, 11 NRC at 879; 
Kanras Gas & Electric Co. (WolfCreek Station, Unit 1), ALAB462, 7 NRC 
320, 338 (1978). See also, Bowman Tranrportation v. Arkanras-Best Freight 
System, 419 U.S. 281, 294-96 (1974); United States v. ICC, supra; ICC v. 
Jersey City, supra. The motion to reopen accordingly must be denie~. 

XI 

ENVIRONMENI'AL MATTERS . 

The environmental consequences of Diablo Canyon were reviewed 
following the issuance of construction permits for the facility. LBP-74-60, 8 
AEC 277 (1974), affirmed, ALAB-254, 8 AEC 1184 (1975). Additional 
contentions under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPAr1o were 
considered and decided by the Licensing Board in the operating license 
proceeding. LBP-78-19, 7 NRC 989 (1978). The Board there held that the 
mandates of NEPA as well as related environmental statutes and 

<I09As the Supreme Court cogently explained in ICC v. Jersey City. 322 U.s. SOJ, 514 (1944): 
"Administrative consideration of evidence - particularly where the evidence is taken by an 
examiner, his report submitted to the parties, and a hearing held on their exceptions to it -
always creates a gap between the time the record is closed and the time the administrative 
decision is promulgated. This is especially true if the issues are difficult, the evidence intricate, 
and the consideration of the case deliberate and careful. If upon the coming down of the order 
litigants might demand rehearings as a matter of law because some new circumstance has 
arisen, some new trend has been observed, or some new fact discovered, there would be little 
hope that the administrative process could ever be consummated in an order that would not be 
subject to reopening." Accord, United States v.ICe, 396 U.S. 491, 521 (1970) . 
• 1°42 U.S.c. §§ 4321 et seq. 
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Commission regulations had been satisfied, and that, "after weighing the 
environmental, economic, technical, and other benefits against environ
mental costs and considering available alternatives, the Board concludes 
that the fmal environmental balance weighs in favor of the licensing of 
Diablo Canyon, Units I and 2," subject to specified conditions for the 
protection of the environment. [d. at 1035. No party took exception to LBP-
78-19 or the license conditions imposed by it, and the time to fIle exceptions 
has long since expired. This Board's customary review sua sponte has 
disclosed no error warranting corrective action; there is thus no occasion 
for us to disturb that decision:U1 

XII 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons we have explained in this opinion, the exceptions to the 
Licensing Board's partial initial decision of September 27, 1979 (LBP-79-26) 
are denied As is our practice, we have also examined on our own initiative 
the portions of that decision not excepted to'412 or which, though excepted 
to, were not briefed, and have similarly reviewed the Board's partial initial 
decision of June 12, 1978 (LBP-78-19) to which no exceptions at all were 
taken;413 we found no error warranting corrective action. Accordingly, the 
Licensing Board's partial initial decisions rendered in this case on June 12, 
1978 and September 27, 1979 (except for security plan issues)414 are 
affirmed. 

It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the Appeal Board 

411We have similarly reviewed and reached the same conclusion regarding the portions of the 
Board's September 27, 1979 decision dealing with aircraft and missile accidents (10 NRC at 
459-63); see fn. 2, supra. 
411See 10 NRC at 459-63, and fn. 2, supra. 
413See Part XI, supra. 
414See fn. 2, supra. 
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ADDENDUM I - LIST OF WITNESSES 

APPLICANTS WIlNESSES 

Antiochos, Panos G. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Bacher, Richard E. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Bettinger, Richard V. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Blume, John A. 

Education: 

M.S. Mechanical & Electrical 
Engineering, 1969 
University of California 

Registered Professional Engineer 
Mechanical Engineer 
PG&E 

B.S. Mechanical 
Engineering, 1968 
San Jose State College 

Registered Professional Engineer 
Senior Mechanical Engineer 
PG&E 

B.S. Civil Engineering, 1947 
University of California 

Chief Civil Engineer 
PG&E 

Ph.D. Structural/Earthquake 
Engineering, 1967 
Stanford University 
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Present Occupation: 

Bolt, Bruce A. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Carroll, James C. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Chakravartula, B. (Chuck) 

Education: 

Licensed civil engineer and 
licensed structural engineer 
President of the consulting 
flrm of 
URS/John A. Blume and 
Associates, Engineers 

Ph.D., 1959 and Sc.D., 1972 
University of Sydney, Australia 

Professor of Seismology 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

B.S. Chemical Engineering, 1952 
University of California at 
Berkeley 
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Supervising Engineer, Department 
of Steam Generation 
PG&E 

M.S. Civil Engineering, 1970 
Indian Institute of Technology, 
Madras, India, and M.B.A. 
Business Administration, 1973 
University of California at 
Berkeley 



Present Occupation: 

Cornell, C. Allin 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Crawford, Thomas N. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Cunningham, Andrew B. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Marketing and Technical 
Representative 
URS/John A. Blume and 
Associates, Engineers 

Ph.D. Civil Engineering, 1964 
Stanford University 

Consultant and Professor of Civil 
Engineering, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology 

B.S. Mechanical 
Engineering, 1971 
University of California 

Registered Mechanical Engineer 
and Registered Control Systems 
Engineer 
Mechanical Engineer 
PG&E 

M.A. Geological Sciences, 1955 
University of California at 
Berkeley 

Senior Engineering Geologist 
URS/John A. Blume and 
Associates, Engineers 
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Dettman, Bryan A. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

de Uriarte, Thomas 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Doudiet, James T. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Esselman, Thomas C. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

B.A. Police Administration 
Sacramento State University and 
M.A. Public Administration 
Golden Gate University, San 
Francisco 

Security Supervisor 
PG&E 

B.S. Civil Engineering, 1967 
University of California at 
Berkeley 

Senior Engineer 
PG&E 

B.S. Mechanical 
Engineering, 1967 
University of California at 
Berkeley 
M.B.A. Finance, 1969 
University of California at 
Berkeley 

Treasurer 
PG&E 

Ph.D. Mechanical Engineering 
Case Western Reserve University 

Manager, Support Structures 
Design, 
Equipment Engineering 
Westinghouse 
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Frazier, Gerald 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Gangloff, Wilmer C. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Ghio, Vincent J. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Gisclon, John M. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Gormly, H. James 

Education: 

Ph.D. Civil Engineering, 1969 
Montana State University 

President, Del Mar Technical 
Associates Corporation 

B.S. Physics, 1964 
Ohio State University 

Project Manager 
Westinghouse 

B.S., 1959 
University of California 

Registered Civil Engineer 
Senior Civil Engineer 
PG&E 

B.S. Mechanical 
Engineering, 1961 
University of Nevada 

Registered Nuclear Engineer 
Senior Power Production Engineer 
PG&E 

B.A. Physics, 1960 San 
Francisco State 
and M.S. Mechanical 
Engineering, 1966 
San Jose State 
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Present Occupation: 

Hamilton, Douglas H. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Hanusiak, Stanley A. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Helms, John F. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Herbst, Julius Erich 

Education: 

Registered Mechanical & Nuclear 
Engineer 
Supervising Mechanical Engineer 
PG&E 

M.S., 1962 
Stanford University 

Engineering Geologist 
Vice President & Principal 
Geologist 
Earth Sciences Associates, Inc. 

MSCE Structures, 1955 
Cracow Technical University 
Poland 

Registered Civil Engineer & 
Structural Engineer 
Civil Engineer 
PG&E 

M.B.A. Business 
Administration, 1960 
University of California at 
Berkeley 

Manager, Financial Planning & 
Analysis 
PG&E 

Electrical Engineering, 1950 
Ingenieur-Schule Polytechnikum 
Giessen, Germany 
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Present Occupation: 

Hoch, John B. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Ibanez, Paul 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Jahns, Richard H. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Jhaveri, Dilip P. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

. Engineer 
PG&E 

B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 
1959 
University of Idaho 

Registered Mechanical 
Engineer and 
Registered Nuclear Engineer 
Project Engineer 
PG&E 

Ph.D. Nuclear Engineering, 1972 
University of California at Los 
Angeles 

Engineer 
Applied Nucleonics Company 

Ph.D. Geology, 1943 
California Institute of Technology 

Consultant (professor of Geology & 
Dean, School of Earth Sciences) 
Stanford University 

Ph.D. Civil Engineering, 1967 
University of Michigan 

Vice President 
URS/John A. Blume and 
Associates, Engineers 
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Kabir, Ahmad F. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Lang, David A 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Laverty, Ross M. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Ph.D. Structural Engineering, 
1976 
University of California at 
Berkeley 

Senior Engineer 
URS/John A Blume and 
Associates, Engineers 

M.S. Structural 
Engineering/Dynamics, 1967 
University of California at 
Berkeley 
M.BA Business Administration, 
1978 
University of California at 
Berkeley 

Project Manager 
URS/John A Blume and 
Associates, Engineers 

B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 
1954 
University of California at 
Berkeley 

Registered Professional 
Mechanical 
and Nuclear Engineer 
Senior Mechanical Engineer 
PG&E 
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Lawson, Robert T. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Lin, Chi-Win 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Lee, Ming E. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Li, Chung M. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Lysmer, John 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

B.S. Civil Engineering, 1948 
University of Washington 

Executive Vice President 
Harding-Lawson Associates 

Ph.D. Engineering Mechanics & 
Sciences, 1968 
Georgia Institute of Technology 

Fellow Engineer 
Westinghouse 

B.S. Civil Engineering, 1972 
Heald Engineering College 

Civil Engineer 
PG&E 

M.S. Civil Engineering, 1959 
University of Tennessee 

Civil Engineer 
PG&E 

Ph.D. Civil Engineering, 1965 
University of Michigan 

Professor of Civil Engineering 
University of California at 
Berkeley 
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Malik, Lincoln Edgar 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Mclaughlin, John A. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Medcalf, Alfred W. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Nielson, Donald 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Ray, Debabrata 

Education: 

Ph.D. Civil Engineering, 1976 
University of California at 
Berkeley 

Senior Engineer 
URS/John A. Blume and 
Associates, Engineers 

B.S. Civil Engineering, 1957 
Healds Engineering College, San 
Francisco 

Senior Civil Engineer 
PG&E 

M.S. Physics, 1961 
University of Louisville 

Senior Steam Generation 
Engineer 
PG&E 

B.S. Electrical Engineering, 
University of California at 
Berkeley 

Registered Electrical Engineer 
Senior Electrical Engineer 
PG&E 
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Ph.D. Structural Engineering, 
1974 
University of California at 
Berkeley 



Present Occupation: 

Rocha, Oscar A. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Shiffer, James David 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Seed, H. Bolton 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Shipway, George D. 

Education: 

Senior Engineer 
URS/John A. Blume and 
Associates, Engineers 

B.A. Civil Engineering 
National University of Nicaragua 

Registered Professional Engineer 
Civil Engineer 
PG&E 

M.S. Nuclear Engineering, 1961 
Stanford University 

Registered Mechanical and 
Nuclear Engineer 
Power Plant Engineer 
PG&E 

Ph.D. Civil Engineering, 1948 
Kings College, London University 

Professor of Civil Engineering, 
Geotechnical Engineering 
University of California at 
Berkeley 

B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 
1947 
California Institute of Technology 
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Present Occupation: 

Smith, Stewart W. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Sokoloff, Igor 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Steinhardt, Otto W. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Traisman, Steven E. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Chief Technical Specialist 
Wyle Laboratories 

Ph.D. Geophysics and 
Mathematics, 1961 
California Institute of Technology 

Professor and Chairman, 
Graduate Program 
in Geophysics 
University of Washington 

B.S. Civil Engineering, 1968 
Heald Engineering College 

Civil Engineer 
PG&E 

M.S. Civil Engineering, 1949 
State University of Iowa 

Professional Civil Engineer 
Senior Civil Engineer 
PG&E 

M.S. Engineering Mechanics, 1969 
University of Wisconsin 
M.S. Environmental Engineering, 
1974 
Johns Hopkins University 

Registered Professional Engineer 
Mechanical Engineer 
PG&E 
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Udaka, Takekazu 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Villatuya, Roger R. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Williams, David 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Williamson, Michael V. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Ph.D. Civil Engineering 
(Earthquake Engineering) 
University of California at 
Berkeley 

Manager, Soil Dynamics and 
Earthquake Eilgineering 
PG&E 

M.S. Civil Engineering, 1967 
Stanford University 

Senior Engineer 
URS/John A. Blume and 
Associates, Engineers 

Ph.D. Structural/Engineering 
University of Canterbury, New 
Zealand 

Senior Research Engineer 
URS/John A. Blume and 
Associates, Engineers 

B.S. Engineering, 1970 
California State University at Los 
Angeles 

Registered Civil Engineer 
Civil Engineer 
PG&E 
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Willingham, C. Richard 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Wisch ow, Russell P. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Yokoyama, Ralph T. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Young, Robert Allyn 

Education: 

Present Occupation: . 

M.S., 1968 
University of California at 
Riverside 

Geophysicist 
Earth Sciences Associates, Inc. 

Ph.D., 1958 
Vanderbilt University 

Director of Quality Assurance 
PG&E 

B.S. Civil Engineering, 1951 
University of California at 
Berkeley 

Registered Civil Engineer 
Principal Engineer 
URS/John A. Blume and 
Associates, Engineers 

B.S. Electrical Engineering, 1961 
University of California 

Registered Professional Engineer 
Electrical Engineer 
PG&E 
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Ziomek, Norman L. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 
1960 
University of Santa Clara 

Mechanical Engineer 
PG&E 

JOINT INTERVENORS' WITNESSES 

Brune, James N. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Graham, Stephan Alan 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Hall, Oarence A. Jr. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Hubbard, Richard B. 

Education: 

Ph.D. Geophysics, 1961 
Columbia University 

Professor of Geophysics 
University of California 
San Diego, California 

Ph.D. Geology, 1976 
Stanford University 

Exploration Geologist 
Chevron USA, Inc. 
San Francisco, California 

Ph.D. Geology, 1956 
Stanford University 
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Professor of Geology 
University of California 
Los Angeles, California 

B.S. Electrical Engineering, 1960 
University of Arizona 
M.B.A. 
University of Santa Oara 



Present Occupation: 

Silver, Eli Alfred 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

BOARD WITNESSES 

Luco, Enrique, J. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Trifunac, Mihailo D. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Partner in consulting fIrm named 
MHB Technical Associates 
Palo Alto, California 

B.A. Geology, 1960 
University of California at 
Berkeley 
Ph.D. Oceanography, 1969 
Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography 

Associate Professor Earth 
Sciences 
University of California 
Santa Cruz, California 

Ph.D. Applied Mechanics, 1969 
University of California at Los 
Angeles 

Associate Professor of Applied 
Mechanics 
University of California 
San Diego, California 

Ph.D. Civil Engineering and 
Geophysics, 1969 
California Institute of Techno~ogy 

Associate Professor of Civil 
Engineering 
University of Southern California 
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GOVERNOR BROWN'S WITNESSES 

Brune, James N. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Ph.D. Geophysics, 1961 
Columbia University 

Professor of Geophysics 
University of California 
San Diego, California 

(Dr. Brune is listed under Joint Intervenors' Witnesses - Dr. Brune 
appeared for Governor Brown at the reopened hearing (October 20-25, 
1981) 

Young, George A. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

STAFFS WITNESSES 

Allison, Dennis P. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Ph.D. Civil Engineering, 1956 
University of Illinois 

Engineering Consultant 
Rolling Hills Estates, California 

B.S. Engineering Physics, 
University of California at Berke
ley 
M.S. Nuclear Engineering 
Un!versity of Missouri at Rolla 

Licensing Project Manager in 
Light Water Reactors Branch No. 1 
Division of Project Management 
U.S. NRC 
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Chen, Pei-Ying 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Devine, James F. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Rosa, Faust 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Ph.D. Engineering Mechanics 
(Dynamics & Vibrations), 1970 
Georgia Institute of Technology 

Leader of the Seismic Qualifica
tion Re~ewTeam Conducting 
Audit of Applicant's Seismic 
Qualifications for Seismic 
Category I Mechanical and 
Electrical Equipment U.S. NRC 

B.S. Geology 
West Virginia University 

Deputy for Engineering 
Office of Earthquake Studies, 
USGS and USGS Geological 
Coordinator for U.S. NRC 
Nuclear Power Plant Siting 

B.S. Electrical Engineering 
University of Pittsburgh 

Chief, Power Systems Branch 
Di~sion of Systems Safety 
U.S. NRC 
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Hall, William J. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Hofmann, Renner B. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Knight, James P. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Knox, John L. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Ph.D. Engineering, 1954 
University of Illinois 

Professor of Civil Engineering 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 

M.S. Geophysics (seismology op
tion), 1955 
St. Louis University 

Seismologist for Site Safety Stan
dards Branch 
Office of Standards Development 
U.S. NRC 

B.S. Mechanical Engineering, 
1957 
Northeastern University 

Assistant Director for Engineering 
Division of Systems Safety 
U.S. NRC 

B.S. Electrical Engineering, 1971 
University of Maryland 

Senior Reactor Systems Engineer 
(Electrical) 
U.S. NRC 
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Kuo, Paa-Tsin 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

McKeown, Francis A 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

McMullen, Richard B. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Newmark, Nathan M. 

Education: 

Ph.D. Civil Engineering, 1974 
Rice University 

Structural Engineer 
Structural Engineering Branch 
U.S. NRC 

M.A. Geology, 1950 
Johns Hopkins University 

Geologist 
USGS 
Lakewood, Colorado 

B.S. Geology, 1959 
University of Florida 

Senior Geologist 
Division of Site Safety and Envi
ronmental 
Analysis 
U.S. NRC 

M.S. Civil Engineering, 1932 
Ph.D. Engineering, 1934 
University of Illinois 

It is with sincere sorrow that we note the death of Dr. Newmark Il 

few weeks after he appeared as a consultant to, and witness for thf 
NRC staff at our reopened hearing in October 1980. 
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Stepp, J. Carl 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Sullivan, Edmund J. 

Education: 

Present Occupation: 

Ph.D. Geophysics (seismology), 
1971 
Pennsylvania State University 

Chief Geosciences Branch 
Division of Site Safety and Envi
ronmental Analysis 
U.S. NRC 

M.S. Solid Mechanics, 1969 
Villanova University 

Technical Assistant to Assistant 
Director for Engineering 
Division of Safety Systems 
U.S. NRC 
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ADDENDUM IT - UST OF EXlllBITS 

Applicant 

Exhibit 
No. 

10 Evidence 

R-I Smith Drawing - Fault Rupture 68 

R-2 Map of the Fault Model for the 1966 68 
Parkfield Earthquake 

R-3 Imperial Valley 1979 Epicentral 68 
Distances 

R-4 Imperial Valley 1979 Significant 68 
Distances 

R-5 "Peak Acceleration From Strong- 225 
Motion Records: A Postscript" by 
Boore and Porcella 

R-6 "Peak Horizontal Ground Motions 225 
From the 1979 Imperial Valley 
Earthquake: Comparison With Data 
From Previous Earthquakes" by Boore 
and Porcella 

R-7 "Tectonic Stress and the Spectra of 800 
Seismic Shear Waves from 
Earthquakes" by James N. Brune 

R-8 Blume Figure I-I (modified by Young) 1349 

R-9 "Evaluation of Seismic Criteria and 1073 
Design Concepts for Point Conception 
LNG Import Terminal Environmental 
Impact Report" by Agbabian 
Associates, Dec. 1977 
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R-I0 A Diablo Canyon SSE Curve Based 1418 
Upon IV 79 Data (w/o reduction for 
soil differences) 

R-ll Map - Strong-motion ~tations in the 1418 
Imperial Valley, California (R. L. 
Porcella & R. B. Matthiesen, USGS 
Open File Report 79-1654 

R-12 Diagram - Surface faulting 1418 
accompanying October 15, 1979 
earthquake. 

R-13 Smith diagram - Clock Time Lineup 1418 
Stations 1-3 

R-14 Smith diagram - Arrival Time Lineup 1418 
Stations 1-5 

R-15 Smith diagram - Clock Time Lineup 1418 
Stations 1-3 

R-16 Smith diagram - Peak Spatial 1418 
Covariance and Distance 

R-17 Distance from Imperial Fault (km) 1418 
Statistical Study of 1V-'79 data by Dr. 
Young 

R-18 Regression Analysis of the Peak 1418 
Accelerations Recorded During the 
October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley 
Earthquake - Seed 

R-19 Analysis for Diablo Canyon NPS 1418 
Based on Imperial Valley (1979) 
Earthquake Data - Seed 

R-20 Mean and Mean plus 1 sigma spectra 1418 
for IV -79 - Seed 
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Joint Intervenors 

R-l "Estimation of Ground Motion 225 
Parameters," USGS C~cular 795 

R-2 "Geophysical Assessment of Peak 
Accelerations" by Thomas C. Hanks 
and Dennis A. Johnson (J.I. Exh. 47 
below) 

R-3 "Site-Dependent Spectra For 
Earthquake-Resistant Design" by H. 
Bolton Seed, et al. 

R-4 "Relationships of Maximum 245 
Acceleration, Maximum Velocity, 
Distance From Source, and Local Site 
Conditions for Moderately Strong 
Earthquakes" by H. Bolton Seed, et al. 

R-5 Regression Analysis of the Peak 1349 
Accelerations Recorded During the 
October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley 
Earthquake 

R-6 "Simulation of Earthquake Ground 11331 

Motions for San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station Unit 1, Final 
Report," by Delmar Technical 
Associates, May 1978 (TERA Report) 

R-7 Supplement I to J.I. Ex. R-6, July 1133\ 
1979 

R-8 Supplement II to J.I. Ex. R-6, August 11331 

1980 

R-9 Supplement III to J.I. Ex. R-6, August 11331 

1980 

I Certain portions excluded. See Appeal Board Order dated November S, 1980. 
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R-IO Map - Coastal and Offshore Geology 
Between Point Sal and Point Estero 

R-ll Parts I and 2 - Preliminary Map 
Showing Recency of Faulting in 
Coastal South-Central California by 
Jane M. Buchanan-Banks, el 01. 1978 

R-12 Trifunac Figure 1.1 (modified) 

R-13 Seed Figure 1-2 (modified) 

R-14 Blume SAM IV and SAM V curves 
(modified) 

R-15 Trifunac curve (modified) 

R-16 Transcript p. 9333 

R-17 Dr. Luco's Review of J.I. Exh. R-9 

R-18 Analysis of Soil-Structure Interaction 
Effects by H.R. Seed el 01. (1.1. Exh. 
58 below) 

R-19 Dr. Luco's Review of J.I. Exh. R-7 

R-20 Figures from "Seismic Evaluation For 
Postulated 7.5M Hosgri Earthquake" 
(Hosgri Report. part of App. Exh. A 
below) 

R-I 

NRC Staff 

NUREG/CR 1665, "Equipment 
Response at the EI Centro Steam 
Plant During the October 15, 1979 
Imperial Valley Earthquake" 

2Certain portions excluded. See Appeal Board Order dated November S, 1980. 
'Except for portions referring to San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station. 

1021 

361 

882 

11642 

11643 
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R-2 Map - Seismo-Tectonic Features of the 1349 
Santa Barbara Channel Area 

R-3 Map - Features of Oil Fields and 1349 
Lines of Structure Sections -
Northwest Santa Barbara Channel 

Governor Brown 

R-I SAM V Plotted as a Function of 
Horizontal Fault Distance 

R-2 Table Showing Building Heights, Site 
Conditions and Fault Distances For 
1971 San Fernando Earthquake 
Stations Listed in USGS Cir. 795 With 
Fault Distances Less Than 50 lan. 

R-3 USGS Circular 795 Data From 1971 
San Fernando Earthquake With Fault 
Distance less than 50 lan Not 
Included in TERA Report of August 
1980 

R-4 U.S. Dept. of Commerce Report - San 
Fernando, California, Earthquake of 
February 9, 1971 

R-5 "Seismic Design Spectra For Nuclear 464 
Power Plants" by Nathan M. 
Newmark et al. 

R-6 Visco-elastic parameters for the earth 900 
structure at Diablo Canyon 

R-7 Prescription of Rupture Incoherence 901 
Used in Earthquake Modeling· Process 

R-8 Source Parameters for Rupture 901 
Simulations Along the Hosgri Fault 
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R-9 Response to Proposed Task 4, 9114 

Earthquake Ground Motion 
Simulations For San Onofre, Unit I 
by Del Mar Technical Assoc., revised 
September 5, 1979 

R-IO Fault Dip Sensitivity Study - Frazier 912 
(3 Pages) 

R-ll Imperial Valley Earthquake 912 
Computation 

R-12 Blume Figure I-I (modified) by Young 1112 

R-13 Figure A - Comparison of TERA 1971 1112 
San Fernando Earthquake 
Accelerations Plotted at Seed Fault 
Distances With Seed Attenuation 
Curves; Figure B - Comparison of 
TERA 1971 San Fernando Earthquake 
Accelerations Plotted at TERA Fault 
Distances with Seed Attenuation 
Curves 

R-14 Comparison of IV-79 and Newmark- 1112 
Diablo Canyon Horizontal Spectra 
Both Sealed to 0.75 G Mean Peak 
Ground Acceleration 

R-15 Comparison of IV-79 Unsealed 1112 
Vertical Spectrum With Newmark 
Diablo Canyon Spectra 

4Cover and p. 34 only. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 1024 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-645 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD 

In the MaHer of 

Administrative Judges: 

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman 
Dr. John H. Buck 
Thomas S. Moore 

JERSEY CENTRAL POWER AND 
LIGHT COMPANY 

(Oyster Creek Nuclear 
Generating Station) 

Docket No. 50-219 

June 22, 1981 

The Appeal Board affrrms the Licensing Board's order terminating this 
proceeding to convert the facility's provisional license to a full-term 
operating license. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

This proceeding involves the conversion to a full-term operating license 
of the provisional license which was issued for the Oyster Creek nuclear 
facility in 1969. Last September, on its review sua sponte of a Licensing 
Board termination order, this Board remanded the proceeding to the Board 
below fOJ; further action. ALAB-612, 12 NRC 314. That action has now 
been taken and, in an unpublished June I, 1981 order, the Licensing Board 
once again terminated the proceeding. In the absence of exceptions to the 
June 1 order, we have examined it on our own initiative. Fmding no error 
requiring correc~ve action, we affirm. 

1. The remand in ALAB-612, supra, was for the purpose of calling upon 
the NRC staff to supply "certain additional information respecting those 
unresolved generic safety issues as might be applicable to Oyster Creek 
operation". 12 NRC at 315. Following the receipt of that information, the 
Board below was to appraise "the nature and ~xtent of the relationship 
between each significant unresolved generic safety question" and such 
operation.ld at 315-16. 
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The reasons why this course was mandated were detailed in an order 
entered two days earlier in Northern States Power Co. (Monticello Nuclear 
Generating Plant, Unit I), ALAB-6ll, 12 NRC 301 (1980). Monticello also 
was before this Board for a review sua sponte of the termination of a 
proceeding on an application for conversion of an operating license from 
provisional to full-term. We there decided to have the staff submit the 
required supplemental material pertaining to unresolved generic safety 
issues directly to us, rather than to the Licensing Board. We noted, 
however, that "in any other parallel proceedings" the Licensing Board 
would ha\'e the responsibility of receiving and evaluating the information. 
Id at 311-12. 

2. The Monticello proceeding came to an end in ALAB-620, 12 NRC 
574 (1980). On the basis of our examination of the staff's submittal to us, we 
found that no reason existed for disturbing or probing further any of the 
determinations reflected in that submittal - determinations which had led 
the staff to the ultimate conclusion that continued operation of the 
Monticello facility would not present an undue risk to the public health and 
safety. In that connection, we stressed the restrictive scope of our review: 

[N]o endeavor has been made to satisfy ourselves that the staff's 
approach to each identified [unresolved generic safety issue] corre
sponds exactly with what we would have done if in the shoes of the 
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. Rather, we have limited our 
consideration to the plausibility of the approach and sufficiency on 
their face of the explanations given for the conclusions reached by the 
staff respecting the continued safe operation of the Monticello facility. 

As we saw it, the staff had both "satisfactorily • • • come to grips with the 
various unresolved generic problems it [had] indicated might affect 
Monticello operation" and "provided an at least reasonable foundation for 
its several conclusions". Id at 577. 

3. The Licensing Board order now at hand reaches the same result 
respecting the staff's October 30, 1980 submission to it on continued Oyster 
Creek operation.) Our independent examination of the record has given us 
no cause to view the matter differently. 

In this regard, the Board below might have noted that the October 30 
submission reveals that, unlike Monticello, Oyster Creek is one of the 
eleven operating reactors which are included within the Systematic 

IIndeed, in large measure the text of that order bears a striking resemblance to ALAB-620. 
That fact has not influenced our review here. The Ucensing Board order must stand or fall on 
the record underlying it - a record not identical to the Monticello record before US in ALAB-
620. 
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Evaluation Program. That Program was instituted, following Commission 
approval, in November 1977. As stated in the 1978 NRC Annual Report (at 
p. 59), the Program staff is charged with the responsibility for reviewing 
those eleven "older licensed power reactors, applying current licensing 
criteria, and for documenting the results - including the need for any 
necessary plant changes".2 It appears from a recently issued status 
summary report that unresolved generic safety issues are within the scope of 
the Program. See NUREG-0485, Vol. 3, No.5 (April 1, 1981). Accordingly, 
the October 30 submission contains several references3 to work being done 
under the Program on generic safety questions and the specific relationship 
of that work to the continued safe operation of Oyster Creek. 

The June 1, 1981 order of the Licensing Board is affirmed 
It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

C. Jean Bishop 
Secreatry to the Appeal Board 

lBy virtue of Section 110 of the 1980 NRC Authorization Act (Pub. L. No. 96-295), this 
Commission must now develop and implement a similar plan for all currently operating plants. 
The staff has proposed integrating the existing Systematic Evaluation Program into the new 
plan (1980 NRC Annual Report, p. 5). 
lSee pp. 19,22, 25, 32, and 34. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 1027 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ALAB-646 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD' 

Michael C. Farrar, Chairman 
Richard S. Salzman 

In the MaHer of Docket Nos. 5G-348A 
50-364A 

ALABAMA POWER COMPANY 
(Joseph M. Farley Nuclear 

Plant, Units 1 and 2) June 30, 1981 

The Appeal Board (I) affirms with modifications the Licensing Board's 
initial decision, LBP-77-24, S NRC 804 (1977), which concluded pursuant 
to Section IOS(c) of the Atomic Energy Act, that the unconditioned 
licensing of the Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2, would 
create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws and their 
underlying policies, and (2) modifies the license conditions imposed by the 
Licensing Board in LBP-77-41, S NRC 1482 (1977), by ordering more 
extensive relief generally in the form of ownership access to the plant and 
greater access to the licensee's transmission facilities. 

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: ANTITRUST PROVISION 

Under Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act, the NRC must review 
applications for permits to construct commercial nuclear power facilities to 
determine if the activities sought to be licensed would create or maintain 
situations inconsistent with the antitrust laws or their underlying policies. 
Where such a result would follow, the Commission may refuse a license, 
rescind one previously issued, or attempt to rectify the anticompetitive 
consequences by attaching appropriate conditions to the license. Consumers 
Power Company (Midland Units 1 and 2), ALAB-452, 6 NRC 892, 897 
(1977). 

IThe third member of this Board. Jerome E. Sharfman, resigned from the Appeal Panel after 
oral argument was held and did not participate in this decision. 
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NRC ANTITRUST REVIEW: APPLICATION OF ANIITRUST 
LAWS 

Electric utilities are not immunized from the application of the antitrust 
laws because of being subject to state and federal regulation; even conduct 
formally approved by a regulatory agency may be the basis of an antitrust 
violation where agency approval conveys no exemption from the antitrust 
laws. Consumers Power Company (Midland Units I and 2), ALAB452, 6 
NRC 892, 1008, fn. 447 (1977). 

NRC ANTITRUST REVIEW: SCOPE 

In making the fmding (in conjunction with its review of a license 
application for a nuclear power plant) required by Section 105c of the 
Atomic Energy Act "as to whether the activities under the license would 
create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws," the 
Commission must examine the applicant's activities prior to the grant of the 
license as well as assess the licensee's projected activities under the license. 
Kansas Gas and Electric Co. et al. (WolfCreek Station, Unit No.1), ALAB-
279, I NRC 559, 567 (1975). 

NRC ANTITRUST REVIEW: REMEDIAL AUIlIORnY 

The NRC's remedial authority under Section 105c of the Atomic Energy 
Act is not restricted to actual violations of the antitrust laws; actions which 
run counter to the policies underlying those laws, even where no actual 
violation of statute is made out, may also warrant remedial license 
conditions. Consumers Power Co. (Midland Units I and 2), ALAB452, 6 
NRC 892, 908-09 (1977). 

NRC ANTI1RUST REVIEW: RELEVANT MARKETS 

In determining relevant markets, "markets which conform to areas of 
effective competition and to the realities of competitive practice" must be 
delineated.LG. Balfour Co. v. F.T.C 442 F.2d I, II (7th Cir.1971). 

NRC ANTITRUST REVIEW: MONOPOLY POWER 

The conduct of a dominant business enterprise wielding monopoly 
power over the entire range of activities in which it engages is judged under 
a harsher light than that of a less dominant business concern; actions 
undertaken by those with dominance in a market may not be acceptable 
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even though they would be legitimate if undertaken by those less powerful. 
United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, 148 F.2d 416 (2nd Cir. 1945); 
American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781, 812-14 (1946); 
Consumers Power Co. (Midland Units 1 and 2), ALAB-452, 6 NRC 892, 913 
(1977). 

APPEAL BOARDS: STANDARD OF REVIEW 

While appeal boards generally accord deference to trial board fmdings, 
they are not held to the "clearly erroneous" standard of review employed 
by the federal courts of appeal. Where an appeal board, upon review of the 
evidentiary record, is convinced that a different result is warranted, it is free 
to substitute its judgment for that of the trial board. Conswners Power Co. 
(Midland Units 1 and 2), ALAB-452, 6 NRC 892, 1022-23 (1977); Duke 
Power Company (Catawba Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-355, 4 NRC 397, 
402-05 (1976). 

NRC ANTIIRUST REVIEW: NOERR-PENNINGTON DOCI'RINE 

Under the Noerr-Pennington doctrine, actions seeking to influence 
legislatures, courts, and other governmental bodies are immune from 
antitrust liability even when undertaken for anticompetitive purposes. 
United Mine Workers of America v. Pennington, 381 U.S. 657 (1965); Eastern 
Railroad Presidents Conference v. Noerr Motor Freight, Inc., 365 U.S. 127 
(1961). However, sham attempts to influence official action are not 
immune. California Motor Transport Co. v. Trucking Unlimited, 404 U.S. 508 
(1972). 

NRC ANTIIRUST REVIEW: NOERR-PENNINGTON DOCI'RINE 

Evidence of activity protected under Noerr-Pennington may nevertheless 
be utilized to show purpose or character of other evidence under scrutiny. 
United Mine Workers of America v. Pennington, 381 U.S. 657, 670 n. 3 
(1965). 

NRC ANTIIRUST REVIEW: MONOPOLY POWER 

A business enterprise possessed of monopoly power is precluded by 
Section 2 of the Sherman Act from willfully using such power to preserve or 
extend its monopoly, to foreclose actual or potential competition, to gain 
competitive advantage or to destroy competitors. 
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NRC AN1TIRUST REVIEW: REMEDIAL AUIlIORfIY 

The Commission's remedial authority under Section 105c is not limited 
to the activities under the license; the Commission is authorized to place 
appropriate conditions on licenses where necessary to rectify anticompeti
tive situations. Toledo Edison Co. (Davis-Besse Units 1, 2 and 3), ALAB-
560, 10 NRC 265, 291-92 (1979); Consumers Power Co. (Midland Units 1 
and 2), ALAB-452, 6 NRC 892, 1094-1100. 

NRC AN1TIRUST REVIEW: REMEDIAL AUIlIORfIY 

In determining the appropriate relief under Section 105c, the Commis
sion's action should harmonize both antitrust and public interest consider
ations. Except in an extraordinary situation, Commission-imposed condi
tions should be able to eliminate the concerns entailed in any amrmative 
fmding under that Section. 

NRC AN1TIRUST REVIEW: REMEDIAL AUIlIORITY 

The fact that a transgressor has ceased its anticompetitive activity, 
especially when such cessation occurs after the onset oflegal action, in and 
of itself provides no justification for dispensing with otherwise appropriate 
remedial requirements. United States v. Oregon State Medical Society, 343 
U.S. 326, 333 (1952). 

APPEARANCES 

Messrs S. Eason Balch, Sr., Birmingham, Alabama, and Terence H. 
Benbow, New York, New York, argued the cause for the applicant, 
Alabama Power Company; with them on the briefs were Messrs. 
Robert A. Buettner and Joseph W. Blackburn, Biriningham, 
Alabama, and Theodore M. Weitz and David J. LOng, New York, 
New York. 

Mr. D. Biard MacGuineas, Washington, D.C., argued the cause for 
intervenor, Alabama Electric Cooperative; with him on the briefs 
were Messrs. Bennett Boskey, James C. Hair, Jr., and Edwin E. 
Huddleson, m, Washington, D.C. 

Mr. David C. HjeJmfelt, Washington, D.C., argued the cause for 
intervenor, Municipal Electric Utility Association of Alabama:; with 
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him on the briefs were Messrs. Reuben Goldberg, Glenn W. Letham 
and Michael D. Oldak, Washington, D.C., and Maurice F. Bishop, 
Birmingham, Alabama. 

Mr. John D. Whitler argued the cause for the Attorney General of 
the United States; with him on the briefs were Assistant Attorney 
General John H. Shenefield, Deputy Assistant Attorney General Joe 
Sims, and Messrs. Donald L. Flexner, Joseph J. Saunders, C. Kent 
Hatfield and David A. LeckIe. 

Ms. Jane A. Axelrad argued the cause for the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission staff; with her on the briefs were Messrs. Joseph 
Rutberg and Michael B. Blume. 
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DECISION 

Opinion of the Board by Mr. Farrar: 
This is the third antitrust case arising under Section 10Sc of the Atomic 

Energy Actl to reach us on the merits. The ftrst. Mid/and, involved a 
nuclear plant being constructed by Consumers Power Company, which 
serves most of Michigan's lower peninsula. ALAB-4S2, 6 NRC 892 (1977).3 
The second, Davis-Besse, dealt with a number of reactors proposed for 
construction in Ohio and western Pennsylvania by several utility companies 
serving the City of Cleveland and the rest of the "CAPCO" territory. 
ALAB-560, 10 NRC 265 (1979)." Unfortunately, our rulings in both 
Mid/and and Davis-Besse did not come down until after the Licensing 
Board's two-step decision in the matter now before us.' Necessarily, then, 
that Board's opinions, in general carefully and thoughtfully crafted, were 
,written before it had the beneftt of any appellate guidance.6 

242 U.s.c. §213S(c). 
lRnening and remanding Consumers Power Co. (Midland Units I and 2). LBP-7S-39, 2 NRC 
29(1975). 
4,Affinning tU modified Toledo Edison Co. (Davis-Besse Units 1,2 and 3), LBP-71-I, S NRC 133 
(1977). 
'The first of the Board's decisions (Phase I) dealt with what might be called the question of 
"liability" (LBP-71-24, S NRC 804 (April 8, 1977); Phase II addressed the matter ofremed.ies 
(LBP-774I, S NRC 1482 (June 24, 1977). 
'As already indicated, at that point our MidkJnd and Davi.J-IJene decisions had not been 
written. And, to this day, neither the Commission itself nor the courts have spoken about the 
merits of an NRC antitrust case: (I) Any need for further review of MidkJnd was eliminated 
when the parties reached a settlement while the case was on remand below. That settlement 
was approved by the Ucensing Board last Augusi (LBP-80-2I, 12 NRC 177); because the 
parties were in agreement, we declined to review the matter (ALAB-610, 12 NRC 174 (August 
26, 1980». (2) In Davis-Base, on the other band, the Commission declined applicants' request 
that it review our decision. The case was then appealed to the United States Court of Appeals 
for the Third Circuit under the name Duquesne IJghl Co. v. NRC; the applicants later 
withdrew their appeal and the case was dismissed on October 8, 1980. 
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In those opinions, the Board below ruJed that Alabama Power 
Company's construction and operation of the two-unit Farley nuclear 
power plant would create and maintain "a situation inconsistent with the 
antitrust laws" within the meaning of the statute unless certain remedial 
conditions - including access for one of the intervenors by way of 
purchases of "unit power'" - were included in the nuclear licenses. No 
stay having been sought, the conditions imposed have been in force while 
the parties' cross-appeals have been pending before us.1 

Alabama Power tells us in its appeal that none of its past conduct 
warranted the fmding of antitrust "liability'" and that, in any event, the 
remedy selected was too drastic. Its opponents - the Alabama Electric 
Cooperative (AEq, the Municipal Electric Utility Association of Alabama 
(MEUA), the United States Department of Justice, and the NRC staff -
take the opposite tack. Their appeals argue that the applicant's past conduct 
was more egregious than the Board found and that a more sweeping 
remedy is in order.lo 

As we explain in this opinion, we find the Licensing Board's rulings not 
fully in accord with the principles laid out in decisions issued by us since 
then. In terms of the positions taken by the parties here, the upshot is that 
Alabama Power's opponents are entitled to a somewhat more favorable 
result than they obtained below. Specifically, we fmd that AEC should be 
afforded ownership access to the Farley units and that, while applicant 
need not extend such access to MEUA, the municipals are entitled to access 
to applicant's transmission system. 

7'J'he Board below dermed unit power as "power purchased on a contractual basis in the form 
of a percentage share of the output from a particular power plant. The cost of unit powCl 
includes the owner's cost of capital, costs of construction, cost of fuel and operation, and a rate 
of return on investment." 5 NRC at 1502. 
'Unit 1 began commercial operation on December 1. 1977; Unit 2 recently' received iu 
operating license. 
"That is, the rmding that its activities under an unconditioned license to operate the FarlC) 
plant would maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws specified in Section lOS 01 
_the Atomic Energy Act. 
lonus capsule description of the parties' appellate positions is intended only to set the stage; if 
does not, of course, even begin to hint at the precise nature of the questions presented in the 
1,000 pages of briefs flied with us. In that connection, the record below consisted, inter alia, 01 

. nearly 30,000 pages of transcribed testimony. 
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I. 

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY 

By amending the Atomic Energy Act in 1970, Congress gave this 
Commission added duties to fulfill in connection with its licensing of 
nuclear power plants. Since that time, it has had to consider, in addition to 
safety and environmental matters, the antitrust ramifications of its licensing 
actions. II Specifically, as we said in Midland (6 NRC at 897, footnotes 
omitted): 

Under Section 10Sc of the Atomic Energy Act, it must review 
applications for permits to construct commercial nuclear power 
facilities to determine if the activities sought to be licensed would 
create or maintain situations inconsistent with the antitrust laws or 
their underlying policies. Where such a result would follow, the 
Commission may refuse a license (or rescind one previously issued) or 
attempt to rectify the anticompetitive consequences by attaching 
appropriate conditions to the license. As the Commission has reiterat
ed, the Atomic Energy Act's antitrust provisions reflect "a basic 
Congressional concern over access to power produced by nuclear 
facilities" and represent legislative recognition "that the nuclear 
industry originated as a Government monopoly and is in great 
measure the product of public funds [which] should not be permitted to 
develop into a private monopoly via the [NRC] licensing process .... " 

The governing statute provides the procedures by which this review is to 
be accomplished; we have described its workings elsewhere.12 Here, the 

liThe Commission's responsibilities in the antitrust sphere prior to 1970 were less defmitive. 
See Citia of Statesville v. AEC, 441 F.2d 962 (D.c. Cir., in bane, 1969) and the history recited 
in Toledo EtBson Co. (Davis-Besse Unit 1). ALAB-323. 3 NRC 331,337-40 (1976). 
12Karuar Gar and Electric Co. (WolfCreek Unit 1). ALAB-279, 1 NRC 559 (1975). 
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review was duly initiated when the Commission referred Alabama Powers 
construction permit application to the Attorney General of the United 
States for his advice concerning its potential antitrust consequences. The 
Department of Justice's analysis led it to respond that the plant should not 
receive an unconditional license and that an antitrust hearing should be 
held. In that connection, petitions to intervene med by AEC and MEUA 
were granted by the Licensing Board (over the applicant's opposition). The 
entry of these two organizations alongside the statutory parties - the 
Commission staff and the Attorney General - completed the lineup of 
paticipants opposed to the award of an unconditional license to Alabama 
Power. 

For introductory purposes, the business operations of the utility parties 
to the proceeding can be simply described.tJ The applicant, Alabama 
Power, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Southern Company, a public 
utility holding company which also owns Georgia Power Conpany, Gulf 
Power Company,14 and Mississippi Power Company, all of which function 
under an interchange contract as the Southern Company Pool. Alabama 
Power generates, transmits and distributes electricity in central and 
southern Alabama (the eleven most northern counties in the State are 
served primarily by the Tennessee Valley Authority).IS At retail, it has 
residential, commercial and industrial customers; it wholesales electricity to 
sixteen municipalities with their own distribution systems (twelve of which 
comprise the membership of the intervenor MEUA), to eleven rural 
distribution cooperatives,16 and to the other intervenor, the Alabama 
Electric Cooperative. The AEC, in tum, is a generation and transmission 
cooperative whose membership is made up of four municipaIities,17 two 
industrial mills, and fourteen rural cooperatives. II 

In terms of generating facilities, the applicant had in operation at the 

"The Licensing Board's f1I'St decision contains a morc complete description of the parties' 
operations as well as of those of other entities in the surrounding area. Sec S NRC at 82~33. 
l4QulfPower operates in the florida panhandle. 
I'Southern's operating companies thus embrace a contiguous area covering not only the 
florida panhandle and much of Alabama but also southeastern Mississippi and most of 
Georgia. See OJ. Ex. 1008. 
l6"fen ofthcsc arc members of the Alabama Electric Cooperative. Sec fn. 18, infra. 
ITJbcrc arc a total of 22 municipally-owncd systems in the geographic area of interest - the 
twelve in MEUA, the four in AEC, four others supplied at wholesale by Alabama Power but 
not affiliated with either inlcrvcning organization, and two that purchase their power 
requirements from 1V A. The Licensing Board lists the town of Robertsdale, one of the 
unaffiliated municipal systems, as purchasing wholesale power from Riviera Utilities (sec S 
NRC at 828); the town now gets its power from applicant. MEUA Brief, 15; APCO Reply 
Brief,46-47. 
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time of trial thirteen hydroelectric plants and eight fossil-fueled plants, 
totalling over 6,000 megawatts in capacity.19 By comparison, the AEC had 
two hydro and six fossil plants totalling 137 megawatts. The MEUA's 
members had no generating capacity. 

We need not pause here to describe how the electric utility industry 
generally functions, in Alabama and elsewhere, to produce a reliable 
electric power supply. We went into that subject in detail in Midland,'1tl and 
the Board below - after fmding that "the principles of electric power 
supply production and coordination are generally applicable throughout 
the electric utility industry" and "do not vary significantly among electric 
utilities regardless of differences in locations • • • , " - covered the subject 
quite thoroughly itself here. 5 NRC at 833-37. 

The Licensing Board had to deal with numerous claims made by the 
applicant's opponents concerning alleged anticompetitive practices it was 
said to have engaged in through the years. In order to evaluate those claims 
in context, the Board frrst undertook to determine what product and 
geographic markets were relevant. It concluded that the applicant's service 
area constituted the relevant geographic market; the only product market it 
held relevant was that for wholesale power. In this regard, the Board 
rejected the notion that there was a market in either of the other suggested 
products - i.e., retail power or coordination services.21 5 NRC at 879-894. 

Using its findings delineating the relevant market as a touchstone, the 
Board found that the applicant possessed monopoly power in that market 
(5 NRC at 896-901); it then reviewed the evidence bearing on the 
applicant's alleged anticompetitive practices (5 NRC at 901-957). In all 
instances but five, the Board exonerated the applicant. With respect to 
those five transactions, however, it found the applicant's conduct to have 
been anticompetitive in nature and to have resulted in a situation 
inconsistent with the antitrust laws. The upshot was the conclusion that the 

[Throughout this decision, .. Brier refers to the appellate briefs filed by the 
parties on November 14, 1977; .. Reply Brier refers to the responses filed on 
April 14, 1978. The parties will be referred to in such citations as APCO, AEC, MEUA, 
Justice, and Staff.] 
IIAEC supplies all the power requirements of its municipal and industrial members and three 
of the rural C<H>pS, as well as some of the needs of five other co-ops (who are also customers of 
Alabama Power); these constitute AEC's "on-system" members. It has no direct physical 
access to five C<H>pS in Alabama (who receive all their power from the applicant) and to one in 
Florida (served by Gulf Power). These six are called its "ofT-system" members. 
19()f the eight fossil-fueled plants, applicant owns six of them outright, and shares in the 
ownership and output of the two others. The capacity figure shown includes only applicant's 
portions of the two shared facilities See 5 NRC at 821-22. 
lOSee particularly 6 NRC at 950-57. 
llBased largely on its rejection of the retail power market, the Board concluded that MEUA 
was not entitled to any access to the Farley units. See 5 NRC at 961. 
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activities under the nuclear licenses would maintain that situation (5 NRC 
at 957-961). 

In other words, the Board held that the nuclear licenses had to be 
conditioned to ameliorate the effects of the anticompetitive situation then 
existing. The hearing then moved into its second phase, having to do witlJ 
the appropriate remedy. The Board heard additional evidence on that score 
(but did not allow MEUA to participate22) and then rendered its second 
and final decision. It imposed a number of conditions upon the license, but 
rejected others which the applicant's opponents believed were necessary. In 
terms of access to the nuclear facility itself, the Board held that allowing 
AEC to purchase unit power was sufficient and that no ownership 
participation was called for. 

As already indicated, all parties appealed. Among them, they manage to 
challenge - from both sides - nearly every significant holding made by 
the Board below.23 

In deciding the matter, we take up first - and reject - certain broad 
arguments the applicant makes that, if accepted, would largely insulate its 
actions from antitrust scrutiny (Part II). In Part III, we then consider the 
questions raised as to the nature of the relevant markets. Although we are in 
total agreement with the Board below on its determination of the market 
for firm wholesale power, the principles we set out in Midland and Davis
Besse - both handed down after the decision below - lead us to disagree 
with the Licensing Board's rejection of the proposed markets for coordina
tion services and retail power. 

We proceed in Part IV to hold that the applicant has monopoly power in 
these other markets as well as in the wholesale market. We tum then to that 
aspect of the appeals which gives us the most difficulty: to what extent 
the applicant has used its monopoly power in violation of the antitrust laws 
or their underlying policies. The Licensing Board found it had done so only 
in certain respects; we believe that in reaching that conclusion it cast the 
applicant's activities in too favorable a light. With respect to MEUA, we 
also had to reassess the fmdings below in light of our holding expanding the 
relevant markets in the case. The additional violations we perceive and our 
findings relating to MEUA are discussed in Part V. Finally, we tum in Part 
VI to the question of what remedies are appropriate in light of our 
additional fmdings on "liability" together with those violations already 
perceived by the Board below. 

22See S NRC at 1484 n. S. 
13As previously intimated (see fn. 17, supra), all parties flied concurrent briefs as appellants on 
November 14, 1m. Before their responsive briefs were due, we handed down Midland. The 
time for filing the second set of briefs was then extended to allow the parties to adjust their 
thinking to take Midland into account. Oral argument was held on March 8, 1979. 
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D. 

APPUCANT'S ARGUMENI'S AGAINST ANITfRUST SCRUI1NY 

The applicant raised three broad arguments against antitrust scrutiny. 
First, it argues that there is no room here for any fmding of "liability" 
because it is so "pervasively regulated" that it cannot be held to possess 
monopoly power in the relevant market. It next contends that Section IOSc 
of the Atomic Energy Act forbids a broad inquiry into its past activities for 
findings of liability - that any remedial action taken against it must be 
based solely on its predicted or potential future activities. Finally, it argues 
that the Licensing Board was wrong in basing its findings of liability on 
"anticompetitive conduct." According to the applicant, Section IOSc 
requires that actual violations of the antitrust laws or the clear policy 
llJlderlying them be found. We deal with these arguments in order. 

A. Pervasive Regulation 
As noted by the Licensing Board,24 this proceeding arises under Section 

IOSc of the Atomic Energy Act, which requires the Commission to 
determine in connection with its licensing of the Farley plant "whether the 
activities under the license would create or maintain a situation inconsistent 
with the antitrust laws as specified in subsection IOSc." The specified 
mtitrust laws are the Sherman Act,25 Wilson Tariff Act,26 Clayton Act,n _ 
md the Federal Trade Commission Act,28 For the purpose of making the 
required fmding, the Licensing Board conducted an inquiry into the 
applicant's activities. Measuring these activities principally against three of 
the specified antitrust laws - the Sherman, Clayton and the Federal Trade 
Commission Acts - and the policies underlying them, the Board found 
that in fiW'instances the activities engaged in by the applicant came within 
the proscription of those laws and their policies. In reaching these 
conclusions, the Board first conducted a market analysis (applying 
recognized antitrust principles) and found that a market for wholesale 
power existed in the applicant's area of operations. Proceeding further, it 
then found that the applicant enjoyed monopoly power in that market. 

145 NRC at S12. 
15 15 U.s.c. II 1·7. 
11515 U.S.C.IIS·11. 
r715 U.S.c. II 12·27,44; IS u.s.c. § 402; 29 U.s.c. §§ 52·53. 
1115 U.S.c. n 41-49. 
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The applicant vigorously objects to the fmding that it possesses 
monopoly power in the relevant market. In the portion of its brief devoted 
to this issue,29 applicant argues that to have monopoly power it must first 
be shown that it has the power to control prices or to exclude competitors 
from the relevant market. Detailing the extent to which it purportedly is 
regulated, it insists that this "pervasive regulation" by the state and federal 
governments precludes it from having either of the necessary powers.30 

Applicant's contention is not new. We fmd that it merely attempts to put 
in different clothing a time-worn and discredited argument that seeks to 
justify immunity from the antitrust laws. It is too late in the day for the 
argument that state and federal regulation - even with respect to electric 
utilities - bring with them a form of dispensation from the antitrust laws. 
If any earlier doubt existed on this score, it was put to rest by the Supreme 
Court several years ago. As observed by the Court of Appeals for the 
Seventh Circuit in City of Mishawaka, Ind. v. Indiana & Michigan Electric 
Co. (Mishawaka 1,)31 citing Cantor v. Detroit Edison CO.,3l it is a "now 
settled axiom that after Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366, 
93 S. Ct. 1022, 35 L. Ed. 2d 359, 'there can be no doubt about the 
proposition that the federal antitrust laws are applicable to electric 
utilities.' " 

In recognition of this proposition, the applicant urges that it is not 
arguing for immunity from the antitrust laws.33 Rather, as we understand it, 

29APCO Brief, 5-13. 
30In applicant's words: "Applicant will demonstrate that state and federal regulation to a 
substantial degree control all aspects of Applicant's growth and development, its marketing 
practices, its operations, and its wholesale and retail rates. The existence of this regulation 
negates the inference of the Board that Applicant possesses either the ~ to control prices 
or exclude competitors." It!. at 2. According to the applicant, the activities which are regulated 
include: rates and charges, fmance, entry into service area, withdrawal from service and 
abandonment of facilities, acquisition. merger and consolidation. system extensions, 
transmission and interconnections, coordination reliability and quantity of service, 
arrangements with service organization and suppliers, accounting. and competition. It!. at 5-13. 
3·560 F.2d, 1314, 1321 (1977), cert. denied, 436 U.S. 922 (1978). 
31428 U.s. 579, 596 n. 35 (1976). 
"At oral argument before us, applicant's counsel was asked whether the applicant's assertion 
that the Alabama Public Service Commission considered anticompetitive matters in dealing 
with matters before it insulated the applicant from antitrust liability. Mr. Balch, applicant's 
counsel, answered as follows: 

"I don't believe we are contending that Applicant is immune from anti-trust liability. If 
the board has the impression that we are considering that, I would like to state here and 
now we are not contending that." 

App. Tr. 21-22. ["App. Tr." refers to the transcript of the oral argument held before us on 
March 8, 1979; "Tr." refers to the transcript below.] 
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the applicant is relying upon a facially different argument: that it cannot 
be found to possess monopoly power. In the words of its counsel: 

I am suggesting that if there is a federal agency or a state agency which 
has the ultimate control over prices, that Alabama Power Company 
cannot, as a matter of deftnition, have the power to control its prices.34 

This formulation of applicant's argument does not aid its case. In 
Midland, we were confronted with essentially the same argument and found 
ourselves compelled to reject it. The applicant for a nuclear power license 
there, like the applicant here, was seeking to avoid antitrust scrutiny of its 
activities. One of the bases on which it attempted to do so was the 
regulation to which some of its activities were subjected under the Federal 
Power Act. Rather than claiming immunity from the antitrust laws because 
of this regulation, it had argued that because the Federal Power Commis
sion3s might order it to interconnect with other utilities, the company ipso 
faCIO lacked monopoly power. To that we responded: 

We fail to perceive how a regulatory scheme that admittedly grants no 
immunity from the antitrust laws, by its mere existence, alters the 
character of what is otherwise monopoly power. Consumers' argument 
is an attempt to slip in via the back door a proposition the courts have 
barred at the front, namely, that regulation for other purposes can 
attenuate the antitrust laws. That argument has been rejected. Mt. 
Hood Stages, Inc. v. Greyhound Corp. 555 F.2d 687, 691-92 (9th Cir. 
1977); International T. & T Corp. v. General T. & E. Corp., 518 F.2d 
913, 935-36 (9th Cir. 1975), and cases cited. The best that can be said 
for it is that "the impact of regulation must be assessed simply as 
another fact of market life." Id. at 936. 

6 NRC at 1008.36 

We know of no reason why that same response is not dispositive of the 
applicant's "pervasive regulation" argument here.37 To be sure, the 

:MApp. Tr. 34. 
''Now the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). 
36Moreover, as noted in the margin of our Midland decision, "it is settled that even conduct 
formally approved by a regulatory agency may be the basis of an antitrust violation where 
agency approval conveys no exemption from the antitrust laws. United Stales v. Radio Corp. of 
America, supra, 358 U.S. at 3S()'51; Cantor v. Detroit Edison Co., supra, 428 U.S. at 596-98; 
California v. FPC, 369 U.s. 482, 489 (1967); United Stales v. Philadelphia Bank, supra, 374 U.s. 
at 35()'52; Litton Systemr, Inc. v. Southwestern Bell TeL Co., 539 F.2d 418, 422-24 (5th Cir. 
1976); City of Mishawaka v. Indiana and Michigan Electric Co., supra,' Almeda Ma1~ Inc. v. 
Houston Power and light Co., supra, Trade Reg. Rep. par. 61,485 (S.D. Tex. 1977)." 6 NRC at 
1008 fn. 447. 
''In conjunction with its "pervasive regulation" argument, the applicant stresses that "the 
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argument in Midland was made in terms of the Federal Power Commission, 
while the asserted justification here is the increased restriction on the 
activities of applicant as a result of both state and federal regulation. But we 
see no significant difference in the two situations. What the argument boils 
down to in either case is that government regulation somehow serves to 
relieve the activities from close scrutiny under the antitrust laws. The law 
on this point is well-settled against the applicant's position. As Midland 
makes clear, the applicant's claim of the impact "pervasive regulation" has 
on its activities is simply another factor which must be assessed in 
examining applicant's activities for conformance to the antitrust laws.3s 

B. Scope of Inquiry 
We tum now to the applicant's second broad argument against granting 

any antitrust relief. Specifically, it would have us set aside the Licensing 
Board's findings of liability - which formed the basis for that Board's 
remedial action - as founded upon a number of critical errors. Applicant's 
point seems to be that the Board roamed so far afield and delved so deeply 
in conducting its inquiry into applicant's activities that it went beyond the 
permissible reaches of Section IOSc of the Act. According to this argument, 
the Act allows inquiry only into activities likely to occur in the period after 
the license is issued and not (as was done here) into the applicant's past 
activities. 

The applicant argues that a rule barring consideration of past activities is 
compelled by the narrow scope of Section IOSc inquiry intended by the 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. Alluding to the Joint Committee's 
statement that the licensing process should be used to "nip in the bud any 

electric utility industry, in its historical development, has been recognized as a natural 
monopoly." APCO Brief, 19. Without ruling on the validity of the applicant's statement, we 
fail to see how a natural monopoly status aids the applicant's central argument that it cannot 
be found to possess monopoly power because the power to set prices or exclude competitors 
lies elsewhere, in the state and federal regulatory agencies. By defInition, a natural monopolist 
has the power to exercise requisite control over prices or potential competitors. If anything, the 
applicant's argument on this score is self-defeating. 
"Accord, Davis·Besse, supra, .ALAB-560, 10 NRC at 282·86. 

Brief mention should be made here of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 
(pURPA) (Pub. L No. 95-617, 92 Stat 3117). Counsel for applicant sought to inject PURPA 
into the proceeding at the oral argument before us (App. Tr. 24245, 256); we declined to 
consider the Act at that time but invited applicant to submit a written memorandum on its 
importance to the case. Applicant sent us a memorandum on March 16, 1979; all the other 
parties submitted responses. According to the applicant, the existence ofPURPA should have 
a "substantial impact on this Board's deliberations," including our decision on the existence of 
monopoly power. APCO Memorandum, 4. We think otherwise. We have carefully reviewed all 
the submitted materials; we are in complete agreement with the basic position of the 
applicant's opponents on this point Nothing in PURPA causes us to change our findings on 
monopoly power, applicant's past conduct, or the appropriate remedies in this case. 
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incipient antitrust situation," the applicant contends that this "clearly 
focuses on future, not past, activities."39 In this same vein, the applicant 
intimates that this is what the Joint Committee intended when it "made it 
clear that the standard it was expecting a board to apply was that 'it is 
reasonably probable that the activities under the license would, when the 
ficense is issued or thereafter, be inconsistent with any of the antitrust laws or 
the policy clearly underlying these laws.' " (Emphasis supplied by the 
applicant.)40 

In our judgment, the applicant has misapprehended the thrust of the 
Joint Committee's statements. It derives from them an intent which does 
not give consideration to the statements in their entirety; nor does it give 
recognition to the words of the statute to which the statements relate. 
Properly considered, the statute could not reasonably support the position 
the applicant advocates. 

As already seen, Section IOSc requires the Commission, in conjunction 
with its review of a license application for a nuclear power plant, to "make a 
fmding as to whether the activities under the license would create or 
maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws." It is significant 
that Section IOSc is concerned with both a situation which would be created 
when the license issued and a situation which would be maintained by the 
license issuance. Although this latter fmding does require an assessment of 
the future, it equally clearly requires a review of the situation which 
preceded the license. In other words, as we held in Wolf Creek, 4. a 
determination of the antitrust effects of granting a license can be made only 
!fter the situation leading up to the grant has been ascertained. 

Read with these words and meaning of Section IOSc in mind, the 
;tatements of the Joint Committee take on a far different hue than that 
painted by the applicant. The Joint Committee's statement that the 
licensing process should be used to "nip in the bud any incipient antitrust 
;ituation" can thus be seen as a endeavor to explain Section lOSe's 
injunction against the use of a nuclear license to "create" a situation 
inconsistent with the antitrust laws, and not, as the applicant insists, as a 
limitation on the scope and level of antitrust inquiry.42 Similarly, the Joint 
Committee's statement that a "reasonably probable" standard shall apply 
in making the antitrust determination called for by Section IOSc, deals with 

I9APCO Brief. 44. 
DIbid 
IIKtmsas Gas and Electric Co. et al. (Wolf Creek Station Unit No.1). ALAB-279. 1 NRC 559, 
567 (1975). 
IlId, 1 NRC at 572-73. 
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the degree of probability which governs that determination.43 Neither thl 
Joint Committee's words nor any reasonable inferences from their contex 
fairly support the applicant's suggestion that there exists a ban agains 
looking other than forward at the applicant's projected activities under thl 
license. Indeed, both the statute and the Joint Committee's statement 
strongly suggest otherwise. As we recognized in Wolf Creek, thei 
requirement of Commission assessment of the antitrust implications 0 

future activities of the applicant cannot be made in vacuo.44 Here, a 
elsewhere, the past is prologue. Past conduct, good or bad, often indicate 
what future conduct might be. This was recognized by no less than thl 
Supreme Court when it warned that "size carries with it an opportunity fo 
abuse that is not to be ignored when the opportunity is proved to have beel 
utilized in the past."45 This indicates that a meaningful assessment of thl 
issue before us - i.e., whether issuance of a license for construction ane 
operation of a nuclear power plant would create or maintain a situatiol 
inconsistent with the antitrust laws - cannot be made without firs 
considering the current and past activities of the license applicant. We havi 
little hesitance in construing Section IOSc as permitting inquiry into the pas 
activities of the applicant; indeed, the statute and Commission decision 
require it. Wolf Creek, supra, I NRC at 573 and authorities there cited 

C. Standard for Finding of Uability 
Applicant's third broad argument concerns the standard utilized by th 

Licensing Board in arriving at its finding on monopolization. As w 
understand its position, the applicant seems to advance three grounds fo 
faulting the way in which the Board reached its fmdings. First, it says tha 
"the Board concluded that it need not fmd a violation of the antitrust law! 
but could be satisfied with a showing of 'anticompetitive' conduct whic] 
need not have been bottomed on a specific violation.' "46 It next states tha 
the Board considered not only "anticompetitive" conduct but conduc 
which "tended" to be anticompetitive.47 It then argues that in procee~ 
on these premises the Board failed to base its conclusions on the antitrw 
laws.48 In short, the applicant seems to be arguing that (assuming it i 
wrong in its position that consideration of past activities is barred) unde 
Section IOSc all that is cognizable are actual violations of the antitrust laWl 

CMidland, supra, 6 NRC at 927 (quoting the 10int Committee Report); WolfCreek, supra, 
NRCatS69-70. 
"WolfCreek, supra, I NRCatS72-73. 
45 United States v. Swift & Co., 286 U.s. 106. 116 (1932) (Cardow.1.). 
46APCO Brier, 44. 
47lbid 
4Ild at 47. 
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As we understand applicant's argument, it believes this standard was 
contemplated when "the Joint Committee made it clear that the standard it 
was expecting a board to apply was that 'it is reasonably probable that the 
activities under the license would, when the license is issued or thereafter, 
be inconsistent with any of the antitrust laws or the policy clearly 
underlying these laws.' "49 

We fmd this argument without merit. In Midland, we addressed the 
question, inter alia, of whether fmding a "situation inconsistent with the 
antitrust laws" necessarily depended upon a fmding of actual violations of 
those laws.so We there ruled that Section lOSe was not restricted to actual 
violations: 

The Licensing Board was correct in holding that proof of an actual 
violation of the antitrust laws is not required to show the existence of a 
situation "inconsistent with" them for Section IOSc purposes. The 
Congressional framers of the section (the members of the Joint 
Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy) were originally divided 
between those who favored proof of an antitrust violation before 
allowing Section IOSc remedies to be imposed and those who thought a 
showing of circumstances merely "tending" to such a violation should 
suffice to allow that relief. An accommodation between the two views 
was eventually reached. The members of the Joint Committee agreed 
that proof of conditions which ran counter to the policies (underlying 
those laws, even where no actual violation of statute was made out, 
would warrant remedial license conditions under Section IOSc. We 
need not linger over the matter; this compromise is expressly 
manifested in the report of the Joint Committee and is reflected in the 
Commission's decisions.'1 

These observations apply to applicant's argument here as well. In this 
respect, we fmd no evidence to support applicant's charge that the 
Licensing Board considered conduct which "tended to be 8.!lticompetitive" 
in making its five fmdings of monopolization. Our analysis of the Ucensing 
Board's decision reveals that each of its fmdings of monopolization was 
made on the basis that the acts in question were "anticompetitive." 

Finally, we tum again to Midland for the answer to the applicant's 
ugument that the Licensing Board erroneously based its fmdings on mere 
mticompetitive conduct. The Ucensing Board there had reasoned that a 
"situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws" within the meaning of 

t9/d. at 44 (emphasis deleted). 
IOSee 6 NRC at 907-14 
111d., 6 NRC at 908-09 (footnotes omitted). Accord, WolfCreek, supra, 1 NRC at 570. 
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Section IOSc amounts to "anticompetitive conduct." The Department of 
Justice criticized that analysis, claiming that a focus solely upon conduct 
without consideration of market structure would ignore essential elements 
in such a situation. We rejected the Department's argument: 

We do not agree that the Licensing Board's determination to 
concentrate on the applicant's conduct necessarily caused it to go 
astray in the manner suggested by the Department. What an inquiry is 
labelled is of lesser moment than how it is carried out. In our 
judgment, evaluation of business "conduct" in a case like this one, 
exploring charges essentially bottomed on Section 2 of the Sherman 
Act and its underlying policies, requires the application of the same 
monopolization and policy concepts as an investigation of an anticom· 
petitive "situation." This is so because, as with other statutes, actions 
permissible under the antitrust laws in one situation may be proscribed 
in another. An antitrust analysis of an applicant's conduct must 
therefore be undertaken in the context of the "situation" in which that 
conduct occurred - in other words, against the background structure 
of the relevant market. Of course that analysis of a utility's conduct 
must (among other things) be sensitive to judicial and FfC antitrust 
rulings that the actions of a dominant business enterprise have to be 
tested against a more stringent standard than applies to actions of 
smaller concerns in highly competitive markets, and must also take 
account of the general rule that electric utilities are not exempt from 
the Federal antitrust laws, particularly where they voluntarily enteI 
into commercial relationships governed in the fIrst instance by business 
judgment and not regulatory coercion.52 

This analysis is dispositive of applicant's argument here. We hold that, in 
applying Section IOSc to the instant case, the Licensing Board did not err in 
the manner suggested by the applicant; our own antitrust scrutiny must go 
forward. 

ill. 

RELEV ANf MARKErS 

At the outset, we endorse - over the applicant's objection - thaI 
portion of the Licensing Board;s analysis which led it to conclude that th~ 
market for wholesale power in the applicant's service area was a relevanl 

'2Id. 6 NRC at 912·13 (footnotes omitted). 
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market for the purposes of this proceeding. For the reasons which follow, 
however, we disagree with that Board's holding that there are no other 
relevant markets. As we explain, there are relevant markets both for 
coordination services and retail power; the geographic bounds of both 
markets also correspond to the applicant's service area. 

A. Coordination Senices Market 
1. The Product Market. In the electric utility business, there is a common 

practice among the companies of interchanging power and energy and 
sharing responsibility for building new generating facilities to achieve 
economic benefits unattainable by an individual utility acting alone. 
Generally known as "coordination," the practice includes various arrange
ments among utilities for reserve sharing, emergency exchange of power 
and energy, economy exchange of power and energy, maintenance 
scheduling, seasonal capacity exchange, and staggered construction. The 
simple purpose of these arrangements is to allow producers of firm powerS3 

to lower their costs of production. 
In the proceeding below, Justice, AEC and MEUA claimed that the sale 

or exchange of such power and energy and associated services comprised a 
relevant market for antitrust purposes - namely, a "coordination services" 
market separate from the wholesale and retail power markets.SoC Although 
taking a somewhat different position, the staff also claimed that there was a 
market for such services." Not surprisingly, the applicant denied the 
existence of such a market.56 

The Licensing Board rejected the proffered coordination services market 
on the ground that it "clearly would include a variety of factors that in no 
way could be close substitutes for one another." 5 NRC at 886. Although 

5lWe defmed flml power in Mid/and as "essentially a utility commitment to supply electric 
energy to a customer on demand for as long as needed. One contracting for flml power 
(whether at retail or wholesale) is buying not merely energy, but assurance that (barring some 
extraordinary unforeseen circumstance) the utility will make that power available without 
interruption when called for." 6 NRC at 950. 
"'Justice and MEUA referred to it as a "regional power exchange" market Justice Prehearing 
Brief Below, 55-58; MEUA Prehearing Brief Below, 28-31. AEC denominated it as the "bulk 
power supply services market" AEC Prehearing Brief Below, 24. We flfSt adopted use of the 
term "coordination services" market in our Midland decision. We use that term here as we 
think it best describes the practice which makes up that market For a detailed discussion of 
the factors which make up the coordination services market, see Mid/and, 6 NRC at 902-03, 
949-77. 
'YJbe staIrs original position was that the elements of the coordination services market 
combined with the market for flml wholesale power to form a single bulk power services 
market Staff Prehearing Brief Below, 52-54. However, it no longer adheres to this position. In 
view of our Midland decision, the staff now concedes that a separate market for coordination 
services exists. Staff Reply Brief, 43-44. 
56See APCO Proposed Findings, 447-57. 
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the Licensing Board expressly recognized that in some cases a number oj 
diverse services could be clustered and treated as a single market (citin~ 
United States v. Philadelphia National Bank," it apparently thought thaI 
United States v. Grinnell Corporation58 precluded that treatment here. 
Interpreting Grinnell as requiring the factors making up the proffered 
market to be "reasonably interchangeable" with each other, the Board 
found that they were "not usually close substitutes for one another" and, 
hence, "not in the same market." Id at 887. 

On appeal, the parties essentially adhere to their original positions. The 
applicant supports the Licensing Board's decision, its principal 
post-Midland argument being that the existence of a coordination servic~ 
market in the area involved here lacks evidentiary support.59 The othel 
parties oppose the conclusion reached by the Licensing Board.60 Theil 
argument basically is that not only is there evidence indicating the existence 
of such a market, but that a fmding to that effect is required by Mid/am 
and applicable judicial decisions. We agree with this position. 

a. Because the Licensing Board decision turned on what il 
considered to be the teaching of Grinnell, we begin our analysis with 2 

detailed review of that case. Grinnell involved the question of whether the 
defendant company had monopolized the market for accredited centra 
station service61 in violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act. The Districi 
Court had treated the entire accredited central station service business as ~ 
single market.62 The company argued, however, that the individual centra 

57374 u.s. 321 (1963). 
"384 u.s. 563 (1966). 
'9APCO Reply Brief, 23-38. 
60Justice Brief, 135-149; Justice Reply Brief, 14-20; Staff Brief, 10-20; Staff Reply Brief, 42-44 
AEC Brief, 83; AEC Reply Brief, 11-13; MEUA Brief, 41-46. 
6(Central station service, simply put, protects premises by installing thereon fife or burglary (0 
both) detection devices which automatically transmit an electric signal to a central statiOI 
which is manned 24 hours a day. Upon receipt of a signal, the central station, whm 
appropriate, dispatches guards to the protected premises and 'notifies the police or fm 
department directly. An accredited central station service is one which has been approved bJ 
insurance underwriters. 384 u.s. at 566-67. 
62Among the various central station services oITered were the following: 

(I) automatic burglar alarms; 
(2) automatic frre alarms; 
(3) sprinkler supervisory service (any malfunctions in the frre sprinkler system - e.g. 

changes in water pressure, dangerously low water temperatures, etc. - are reportee 
to the central station); and 

(4) watch signal service (night watchmen, by operating a key-triggered device on thl 
protected premises, indicate to the central station that they are making their round 
and that all is well; the failure of a watchman to make his electrical report alerts thi 
central station that something may be amiss). 
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station services are so diverse that, under du Pont,63 they cannot be lumped 
together to make up the relevant market. 

In upholding the lower court's decision, the Supreme Court declared: 

But there is here a single use, i.e., the protection of property, through 
a central station that receives signals. It is that service, accredited, that 
is unique and that competes with all the other forms of property 
protection. We see no barrier to combining in a single market a 
number of different products or services where that combination 
reflects commercial realities. To repeat, there is here a single basic 
service - the protection of property through use of a central service 
station - that must be compared with all other forms of property 
protection. 

384 U.S. at 572. 
The Court went on to say: 

Burglar alarm service is in a sense different from fire alarm service; 
from waterflow alarms; and so on. But it would be unrealistic on this 
record to break down the market into the various kinds of central 
station protective services that are available. Central station companies 
recognize that to compete effectively, they must offer all or nearly all 
types of service. • • • We held in United States v. Philadelphia Nat. 
Bank, 374 U.S. 321, 356, that "the cluster of services denoted by the 
term 'commercial banking' is a distinct line of commerce." There is, in 
our view a comparable cluster of services here. 

Then, specifIcally addressing du Pont, the Court explained: 

There are, to be sure, substitutes for the accredited central station 
service. But none of them appears to operate on the same level as the 
central station service so as to meet the interchangeability test of the du 
Pont case. Non-automatic and automatic local alarm systems appear 
on this record to have marked differences, not the low degree of 
differentiation required of substitute services as well as substitute 
articles. 

ld. at 572-73. 
The Supreme Court in Grinnell did not, as the Licensing Board 

apparently thought, lay down a rule that a market could never be 

1d at S66 n.4. 
IlUnited Stattj v. E./. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377 (1956) (the cellophane case). 
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comprised of products and services which were not interchangeable with 
each other. For, in holding that the combination of services comprising the 
central station service constituted a relevant market, the Court expressly 
indicated that it was following the course it had adopted in Philadelphia 
National Bank. In that case, the Court found that the cluster of clearly 
diverse products (various kinds of credit) and services (such as checking 
accounts and trust administration) denoted by the term "commercial 
banking"64 comprised a product market "sufficiently inclusive to be 
meaningful in terms oftrade realities." 374 U.S. at 356-57. 

To be sure, the Court in Grinnell did take note of its ruling in du Pont 
that products and services which consumers may reasonably interchange 
for the same purposes make up a relevant market. But in Grinnell, the 
"interchangeability" with which the Court was concerned related to 
whether there were in the market place available alternatives to overall 
central station service itself; the Licensing Board's application of the 
"interchangeability" test here would indicate a contrary belief that the 
individual products and services making up the central station service had 
to be interchangeable with each other. In other words, the fact that central 
station service was made up of various products and services which were 
not interchangeable did not prevent the Court from holding the central 
service itself to be a relevant market. In this respect, the Court's action was 
not novel. It did no more than follow an avenue it had opened up in 
Philadelphia National Bank some three years earlier.6' 

b. Owing to the erroneous view it took of Grinnell, the Board below 
rejected the proffered coordination services market on grounds we cannot 
uphold. We must then take the next step and ascertain for ourselves 
whether such a market exists in terms of "commercial or trade realities" 
and, if so, what that market's dimensions are. Fortunately, that work has 
been made easier by our prior decision in Midland. Notwithstanding the 

64More specific examples of banking "products" identified by the Court were: unsecured 
personal and business loans, mortgage loans, loans secured by securities or accounts 
receivable. automobile insta11ment and consumer goods insta11ment loans, tuition fmancing, 
bank credit cards. revolving credit funds. Examples of banking services included: acceptance 
of demand deposits from individuals. corporations. governmental agencies, and other banks; 
acceptance of time and savings deposits; estate and trust planning and trusteeship services; 
lock boxes and safety deposit boxes; account reconciliation services; foreign department 
services (acceptances and letters of credit); correspondent services; and investment advice. 374 
U.S. at 326 noS. 
6'For other cases holding that a bundle of products and services can constitute a relevant 
market, see United States v. Connecticut National Bank, 418 U.s. 656 (1974); United States v. 
Marine Bancorporation, Inc., 418 U.S. 602 (1974); United States v. Phillipsburg National Bank, 
399 U.S. 350 (1970); United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., 110 F. Supp. 295 (D. Mass. 
1953). ajj'd per curiam, 347 U.S. 521 (1954); Credit Bureau Reports. Inc. v. Retail Credit Co., 358 
F. Supp. 780 (S.D. Texas 1971). ajj'd 476 F.2d 989 (5th eir. 1973). 
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fact that Midland involved other utilities in a different part of the country, 
we find its teachings useful here for the reason expressed by the Licensing 
Board based on its analysis of the evidence in this case: 

The principles of electric power supply production and coordination 
are generally applicable throughout the electric utility industry 
(Mayben, Direct, pp. 3-9). These principles do not vary significantly 
among electric utilities regardless of differences in locations, although 
they may change to a certain extent depending on corporate policy and 
financial requirements (Mayben, Direct pp. 8-9; Tr. 5,576-5,586; FPC 
National Power Survey, Part I, Chapter 17 "Coordination for Reliabili
ty and Economy," December 1971). 

5 NRC at 834. 
In Midland, we traced in painstaking detail the operations of the electric 

utility industry.66 We discussed the manner in which utilities interact with 
each other in planning for and constructing the necessary transmission and 
distribution facilities and in operating them. We explained how, because of 
the peculiar characteristics of electricity, utilities buy, sell and exchange 
surplus bulk power and associated services to improve the efficiency and 
reliability of their operations. For reasons there discussed, we concluded 
that there existed a separate coordination services market consisting of 
these types of transactions. We stated: . 

[C]oordination arrangements usually comprise several differing types 
of surplus power transactions and associated services .... [T]hese 
various power transactions are not reasonably interchangeable with 
wholesale power. But neither are they necessarily interchangeable with 
one another. All, however, serve an essentially similar function. That 
function is facilitating production of firm bulk power at lower cost and 
with greater reliability by making profitable use of otherwise surplus 
generating capacity. These arrangements constitute a "bundle of 
services" which merits recognition as a distinct market similar to the 
way various services offered by commercial banks fall in one and the 
same product market. United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, 
supra, 374 U.S. at 356. 

6 NRC at 975. 
We know of no compelling reason for reaching a different conclusion 

here. As will be seen, the evidence in this proceeding reveals that the same 

66See 6 NRC at 949·74. 
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kinds of transactions found to occur in Michigan take place in Alabama all 

well.67 
The Southern Company Power Pool Intercompany Interchange Contract 

(D.J. 3009),68 to which applicant is a party, provides the contractual 
framework within which the members of the Pool engage in coordination 
services transactions. Although not every type of service available under the 
agreement is specifically identified, the terms of the agreement, viewed in 
light of the manner in which the utility industry generally operates, leave 
little room to doubt that the various coordination services activities are 
actively pursued by the utilities involved. 

For proof of the validity of this observation, we need but cite applicant's 
own admission contained in the power pool agreement: 

• • • 
WHEREAS, each of the POWER COMPANIES and their respective 

customers achieve substantial economies through the common planning. 
development, and coordination of their operations which they havE 
successfully practiced for many years, and 

WHEREAS, such common planning, development, and coordination 
provides certain advantages to POWER COMPANIES and theu 
respective customers including: 

(a) The staggering of the construction of new generating facilities sc 
that each of the respective POWER COMPANIES can construct and 
install for their respective territorial loads the optimum size generatin~ 
facilities which produce maximum economies of scale; 

(b) An opportunity for each of the respective POWER COMPA· 
NIES to dispose of surplus energy and capacity that may be available 
from time to time due to the staggered construction of generating units 
seasonal variations in demands for electric power, and variations it 
patterns of the diversity of loads imposed from time to time on the 
respective POWER COMPANIES; 

(c) An opportunity to utilize the seasonal and diversity patterns oj 
other utilities not contiguous to each of the respective POWEB 
COMPANIES for the outlet of surplus capacity and energy which rna) 

67We found in our Davis·Besse decision a similar market to exist in the territories served by th. 
utilities there involved. 10 NRC at 287, 301-02. 
PIn referring to the exhibits and testimony submitted below, we have followed the system a 
notation used by the Licensing Board. See 5 NRC at 820 n.4. 
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be available from time to time, together with the opportunity, because 
of such variation in seasons and diversity of loads, to acquire from 
other utilities energy at a low cost and thus avoid or defer the 
construction of generating capacity to meet seasonal loads; 

(d) The opportunity to pool reserves thus reducing the magnitude of 
reserve capacity required by the respective POWER COMPANIES in 
order to assure reliable service to their respective customers and 

(e) Improvements in the reliability of electric service through the use 
of transmission interconnections which provide the respective POWER 
COMPANIES with the opportunity to call upon one another as well as 
other utilities with which they, or any of them, are interconnected to 
provide backup service in case of emergencies or breakdowns in excess 
of the reserves carried by the respective POWER COMPANY; 

* * * 

OJ. 3009, pp. 2-3 (emphasis supplied). 
Other evidence COnflTDlS that the applicant engages in various "coordina

tion services" transactions. It participates in joint ownership arrangements 
as, for example, with the Georgia Power Co. over the Gaston coal-ftred 
generating plant (OJ. 1(02); it shares reserves with the other companies in 
the Southern Pool (OJ. 603, 604, 605, and 3009); it engages in short-term 
capacity exchanges with neighboring utilities (Mississippi Power and Light, 
OJ. 3002; Ouke Power Co., OJ. 3003; South Carolina Electric & Gas Co., 
DJ. 3004; Tennessee Valley Authority, OJ. 3007; and Florida Power 
Corporation, OJ. 3(08); it participates in seasonal capacity exchanges with 
TVA and with the Florida Power Corporation (OJ. 3007, 3008, 3009, 603, 
604, and 605); and it exchanges emergency, maintenance and economy 
energy with other utilities (OJ. 3002, 3003, 3004, 3007, 3008, 3009, 603, 604, 
and 605). 

Even without our Midland decision as precedent, we would reach the 
same conclusion here. As we have emphasized, court decisions teach that, 
for antitrust analysis purposes, a relevant market must reflect commercial 
or trade realities.69 Guided by that rule, our review of the record in this 
proceeding persuades us that there exists a coordination services market 

695«, e.g., Phillipsburg National Bank, supra, 399 U.s. at 360; Grinnell, supra. 384 u.s. at 571· 
76; Philadelphia National Bank, supra, 374 U.S. at 356-57. 
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comprised of the types of transactions for the sale and exchange of power 
and energy and associated services discussed above.70 

c. The applicant does not disagree with the applicability of the 
"trade realities" rule to the matter at hand. Indeed, it specifically endorses 
that rule's controlling effect here.7I It does, however, dispute the conclusion 
advocated by its opponents. Its position essentially is that, whatever may be 
said of the electric utility industry generally, the evidence in this record 
simply is insufficient to show a coordination services market exists in the 
area of interest here.72 ' 

To support this position, the applicant challenges the testimony of Mr. 
Mayben and Dr. Wein, Justice's two principal witnesses. At the core of its 
attack is the proposition that these witnesses possess no factual knowledge 
of the operations of the utilities in Alabama (beyond the terms of certain 
contracts and rate schedules furnished them) and that, consequently, their 
testimony lacks foundation and is entitled to no weight.73 

We cannot accept applicant's position. To begin with, we disagree with 
its thesis regarding the state of the witnesses' factual knowledge of the 
operations of the utilities involved. Both Mr. Mayben and Dr. Wein have 
expertise in the utility field.74 Beyond that, Mr. Mayben had studied not 

10In Midland, we excluded from the coordination services market there involved 
"developmental coordination" - i.e.. the construction of power plants on a staggered basis or 
as joint ventures by two or more utilities with the intention of sharing the power generated by 
them - but included within that market the purchase and sale of "unit power" from such 
plants. 6 NRC at 976. Similarly. we do not include "developmental coordination" within the 
coordination services market held to exist here. 
71In applicant's own words: 

"The touchstone of market analysis is identifying patterns of trade and commercial 
realities in a designated area." 

APCO Reply Brief. 37. 
7lApplicant also advances another argument. Avowedly to show the "lack of commercial 
reality" of the coordination services market, the applicant explains in detail how it is part of an 
"integrated public utility system" with three other utilities which form the Southern Company, 
a holding company approved by the SEC; and how AEC gained by obtaining its deficit power 
and energy requirements from applicant rather than from the fOUfo<:ompany power pool. 
APCO Reply Brief, 32-37; see also App. Tr. 79-92. Far from showing a lack of commercial 
reality, the fact that AEC and the applicant engage in such arrangements and that AEC fmds it 
economical to do so indicates the very opposite - that there is a market for bulk power to 
meet deficit requirements. 
1lAPCO Reply Brief. 23-38. 
74Mr. Mayben is a professional engineer registered in some thirteen states. Since 1965, he has 
been a partner and supervising executive engineer with R. W. Beck and Associates involved in 
providing consultant engineering services to various utilities. His work experience has included 
the design of power generating stations, high-voltage transmission lines and substations; and 
power supply planning with particular concern with power pooling and coordinated supply. 
He has served as the principal Systems Engineer to the Missouri Basin Systems Group 
(MBSG). a power planning and power pooling organization, whose electric utility members 
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only the terms of the power pool and other agreements entered into by the 
utilities in Alabama and in the neighboring areas, but the rate schedules on 
file with the Federal Power Commission (now Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission); in addition, and perhaps most important, he had analyzed 
the pool operating minutes - which detail the actual transactions that take 
place." Dr. Wein, in tum, based his testimony on the existence of a 

have generation and transmission facilities covering a multi-state area in the Upper Missouri 
River Basin. Since 1967, he has also worked extensively in the development and 
implementation of an ongoing bulk power supply program for the Nebraska Public Power 
District, a utility which has the bulk power responsibility for a major portion of the State of 
Nebraska. Mayben, Direct, 1-5. 

Dr. Wein's background is equally impressive. He is a professor at the Graduate School of 
Business Administration at Michigan State University, a position he has held since 1959. From 
1961 through 1963 he was on leave while serving as Chief Economist and Head of the Office of 
Economics of the Federal Power Commission (now Federal Energy Regulatory Commission). 
Thereafter, he, along with others, established the Institute of Public Utilities at Michigan State 
University in 1965. Before becoming a professor at Michigan. he was Associate Professor of 
Economics and Industrial Administration at the Carnegie Institute of Technology, a 
consulting economist for industry, principal economist of the Antitrust Division of the Justice 
Department (where he also served as special advisor to the Attorney General on antitrust 
problems in the steel industry). principal economist in the Office of Price Administration, a 
senior statistician with the Army Air Forces, a principal economist in the War Production 
Board and a junior economist in the U.S. Commerce Department. He holds a masters degree 
in economics from Columbia University and a Ph.D. in economics from the University of 
Pittsburgh. Wein, Direct, 1-16. 
7'On cross-examination, Mr. Mayben explained the basis for his knowledge of the operations 
of APCO in the following manner: 

Q. Mr. Mayben, am I correct in my understanding that the knowledge which you have 
of such portion of the so-called regional power exchange market denominated by you is 
based upon transactions reflected in certain rate schedules on me with the Federal Power 
Commission which were furnished to you by the Department of Justice? 

A. Yes, that information was used in my preparation of this proposed Exhibit 101. 

Q. Does your knowledge of such portion of the regional exchange market come from 
any other source of information which you can specify? 

A. Yes. It comes from my experience in working with clients who are engaged in 
regional exchange activities and my ability to interpret contracts as to the types of 
transactions which customarily occur under interconnection agreements which have 
interchange type service schedules to them. 

Q. Other than this general knowledge. Mr. Mayben, is there any other source for the 
particular regional power exchange market which you assert here? 

A. WeU. of course, I did examine the pool Operating Committee Minutes, and 
information there led me to believe that in fact there were transactions taking place 
pursuant to the contracts that the Department of Justice provided to me. 

Tr.I721-22. 
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coordination services market in large part on what he learned from Mr. 
Mayben concerning the manner in which utilities operated76 Considering 

76Dr. Wein explained the basis for his testimony as follows: 

MR. MILLER: Just a minute. Your were asked about Mr. Mayben. 

TIlE WI1NESS: That's right. I asked him then whether the structure of the 
industry - of course I know some of that myself, but I wanted to get his view, as to 
whether wholesale power was a reasonable type of transaction, one which occurs in 
Alabama, and of course I asked about the [Midland] case, because we were both 
associated there, too. 

Yes. He thought that there are wholesale transactions and he described the kinds 
of conditions under which wholesale transactions take place. 

Of course, there was a question of retail, where does wholesale leave off and retail 
begin. That sort of thing. That's the sort of thing I asked Mr. Mayben to do. 

In the [Midland] case, I asked him to do another. 

MR. MILLER: I don't think you were asked about that. 

TIlE WI1NESS: I'm sorry. I sort of mix these things up. 

BY MR. BALCH: 

Q. Did you ask Mr. Mayben to undertake this analysis or investigation without 
any further delineation or instructions? 

A. Which analysis and investigation? 

Q. You said you asked him to fmd out what kind of transactions take place. 

A. He didn't have to make any analysis or investigations. He knew. He just told 
me and explained to me what they meant. Then I read up about it. 

CHAIRMAN GLASER: Well, did he tell you what the source of his knowledge 
was? 

TIlE WI1NESS: Well, he said the source of his knowledge was, he was an 
engineer, had negotiated many contracts and he knows the business. I didn't know 
beyond that. 

BY MR. BALCH: 

Q. Did you assume that the same kind of transactions would take place in the 
southeast as have taken place perhaps in the northeast or the Missouri Basin? 

A. All I asked him were the kinds of things that would take place in a power pooL 
Then I asked him, did it make much difference whether it would be in Alabama or 
any other place and he said, the importance might change. Some might have more 
sorts of transactions. Some might have less sorts of transactions. But in effect, the 
transactions, all could be classified under very common classification. 

Q. Did he choose the transactions from which his analysis would be made, or did 
you choose the transactions from which the analysis would be made? 
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the universality of these utility practices, confIrmed by the Board below and 
by us in Midland, T1 we fmd no merit to the applicant's position that the 
testimony of Mr. Mayben and Dr. Wein lacks factual foundation. 

An even more compelling reason requires rejection of applicant's 
argument. Although expressed in terms of a failure of the other side's proof, 
the unstated premise underlying the argument is that applicant in fact does 
not engage in the kind of coordination activities to which Mr. Mayben and 
Dr. Wein testifIed. The critical failing of this premise is that it runs directly 
counter to the very words subscribed to by the applicant and the other 
parties to the Southern Company power pool agreement - an agreement 
which has continued in effect for some 30 years.78 In that agreement, the 
signatories not only specillca11y admitted to having "successfully practiced 
for many years ... common planning, development, and coordination of 
their operations," but also to a desire to "continu[e) ... coordinated 
operation.''79 Applicant would now have us disregard those words as no 
more than wasted ink. This we cannot do. 

To sum up, we are satisfied from our review of the record that, for 
purposes of this proceeding, a coordination services market exists in the 
general area of applicant's operation. We need only to determine its 
geographic dimensions to complete our analysis of that market. We tum 
now to that task. 

2. The Geographic Market. In the proceeding below, Justice took the 
position that a coordination services market "by its very nature does not 
lend itself to precise geographic market defmition. Electric utilities with 
access to this market range far and wide in search of useful power exchange 
transactions; they are not restricted to specifIc geographic limits or certain 
identified utilities with whom they may dea1."80 For these reasons, Justice 
maintained that precise defmition of the geographic boundaries of this 
entire market is not necessary to a consideration of monopolization 
charges; it suffices to focus attention on a separate economic entity or 
sub market within the broader market.81 

In Midland, Justice took a similar position. On that occasion, we said: 

A. I think we sort of jointly agreed on what the transactions were. 

Tr. 13,358.(i(). 
77See 5 NRC at 833-37 (Farley below); 6 NRC at 1066-67 (Mid/and); see also pp. 1050-1051, 
supra. 
"The power pool agreement bears an original date of October 16, 1950. 1bis gives an 
indication of the extended period during which applicant has been involved in coordination 
activities. See DJ. 3009. 
79Id. at pp. 24. 
IOJustice Prehearing Brief Below. 57. 
IIId. at 58. 
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We agree with Justice's legal position. Where a discrete submarket 
exists within an overall geographic market, monopolization of the 
submarket is itself an antitrust violation. Brown Shoe Co. v. United 
States, supra, 370 U.S. at 336-37; Case-Swayne Co. v. Sunkist Growers, 
Inc., supra, 360 F.2d at 455-59; In re Luria Brothers and Co., supra, 62 
FfC at 612-14. A sub market must correspond to commercial realities 
and be economically significant, Brown Shoe, supra, and its existence is 
a question of fact that must be "charted by a careful selection of the 
market area in which the seller operates and to which the purchaser 
can practicably tum for suppliers." United States v. Philadelphia 
National Bank, supra, 374 U.S. at 359. 

6 NRC at 977. 
Those same observations guide us here. The record in this proceeding 

discloses that the applicant engages in exchanges of power directly or 
through other Southern Pool members with surrounding electric utilities, 
including Mississippi Power & Light Co., Florida Power Corp., Duke Power 
Co., South Carolina Electric & Gas Co., and TVA (Mayben, Direct, 54-55; 
D.J. 101,3002,3003,3004,3007,3008; Wein, Direct, 62-64). Thus, at ftrst 
impression there might seem to be support for a fmding of a broad 
geographic market encompassing the areas in which these utilities operate. 

But we need not pause to look for a precise defmition of the geographic 
boundaries of such an overall market. For that is not the market relevant to 
our inquiry. For purposes of this proceeding, we must focus on that market 
area, within the overall market, to which the smaller utilities in Alabama 
can practically tum for suppliers. 

The record in this proceeding discloses that the area within which AEC 
and the other utilities comprising MEUAB2 may seek coordination services 
is limited to applicant's service territory and nearby environs - central and 
south Alabama. Applicant owns all transmission lines in the area over 115 
kv and controls all transmission facilities to utilities outside that area. 5 
NRC at 900-01; D.J. 1000; D.J. 1006; DJ. 1008; AEC X CRL-IA; St. 
John, Direct, 7, 39; Harris Tr. 25,455-59. As a result, it has the power to 
grant or deny access by AEC and the other utilities to the kind of 
coordination services engaged in by APCO. For these reasons, we conclude 

llWhiIe MEUA might arguably be considered a participant (or potential participant) in the 
coordination services market, we think it worth repeating a point we made in Midland: for a 
utility without any generating capacity of its own, ic]oordination power services are not useful 
to it and for its purposes are not functionally interchangeable with wholesale power. In short, 
given the nature of coordination power, [non-generators] Iiteral1y cannot substitute 
coordination power for wholesale power as a long-term source of f1llll electric power." 6 NRC 
at 963. As the Board below noted, none of the members of MEUA owns or operates any 
generating facilities. S NRC at 827. 
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there exists, for purposes of our antitrust analysis, a relevant coordination 
services market in central and south Alabama, the area within which AEC 
and the other smaller utilities are confined for access to that market in 
terms of "commercial or trade realities." 

B. Retail Market 
In the proceeding below, Justice and both intervenors submitted that the 

retail market for firm power constituted a relevant market within which to 
examine applicant's conduct.83 The product market was defmed as the 
supply of firm power to the ultimate consumer;84 the geographic market 
was seen as corresponding to central and southern Alabama, "the area 
where applicant sells or could reasonably compete to sell at retail."8s 

The Licensing Board agreed that "[r]etail firm power is clearly a distinct 
product market." 5 NRC at 887. Citing Otter Tail Power Co. v. United 
States,86 the Board further found that the economic viability of retail 
distribution systems is worthy of antitrust protection. Id at 889. It 
nevertheless rejected the proposed market. While conceding that some 
competition exists "in the interstices of the service areas of retail 
distribution systems," the Board found that the local distribution of retail 
power is a natural monopoly and that the rivalry among retail sellers is 
insufficient to bind all of central and south Alabama into one geographic 
market. Id at 888. And, while it determined that the hundreds of individual 
local markets would have been proper subjects for examination, the Board 
saw no purpose in examining such "natural monopoly" situations for 
antitrust violations. The Board concluded: "Competition between retail 
distribution systems, if it is of only infra-marginal proportions, is presum
ably outside of the scope of antitrust remedy." Id at 889 (emphasis in 
original). 

The Board sought to bolster its conclusion by referring to Otter Tail. In 
that case, the Board wrote, "the focus [was] upon the retail distribution 
entity as a buyer (or potential buyer) in the wholesale power market." Every 
anticompetitive practice in the case was said to have taken place at the 
wholesale level. The relief decree "in every facet, affected retail distribution 
systems in their access to and role as buyers in the market for bulk 
wholesale power." This led the Board to write that there is a "market which 

ll'Jbe NRC staff argued below the relevance of only one market - that for "bulk power supply 
and bulk power supply services." Staff Proposed Findings, 27 ('113.02). On appeal, the staff 
changed its position in light of our decision in Midland; it now maintains that separate markets 
exist for coordinated services and for wholesale power. Staff Reply Brief, 42-45; see also, fn. SS 
supra. The staff made no mention of the retail market either below or on appeal. 
USee, e.g .• Justice Proposed Findings, 62 ('114.01). 
15See, e.g., Justice Proposed Findings, 65 ('114.07). 
16410 U.S. 366 (1973), affirming in part and remanding in part. 331 F. Supp. 54 (D. Minn. 1971). 
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is singularly relevant for the licensing of nuclear facilities to generate 
electricity: the market for wholesale power." Id at 889-890. 

Justice, AEC, and MEUA all excepted to the Board's rejection of the 
proffered retail market.87 On appeal, they argue that the Board was 
factually incorrect when it failed to fmd sufficient competition at retail to 
justify grouping central and south Alabama into one geographic market. 
Moreover, they cite both Otter Tail and our decision in Midland as 
requiring reversal of the rejection below of the retail market. 

1. The Market in Otter Tail. We begin our analysis by taking issue with 
the Licensing Board's interpretation of Otter Tail. As the Board stated, the 
violations in that case took place at the bulk power level; the remedies were 
applied at that level as well. But the market involved in the case was the 
retail market. It was this market that the defendant was attempting to 
monopolize; the remedies were designed to effectuate competition at the 
retail level, not the wholesale level. The district court's decision in Otter Tail 
puts any doubt about this to rest. See 331 F.Supp. 54, 58, 61 (D. Minn. 
1971). ' 

In the case now before us, applicant is allegedly attempting to 
monopolize (or has succeeded in monopolizing) three separate markets. It is 
further claimed that an unconditional license to operate the Farley facility 
assertedly will have anticompetitive effects on all three markets. In such a 
situation, we do not read Otter Tail as mandating that we restrict ourselves 
to an analysis of the wholesale market. To the contrary, we see that case as 
standing for the proposition that the markets relevant for analysis are all 
those in which anticompetitive effects may be felt. 

2. The Product Market. Beyond its espousal of the view that the bulk
power market is the "singularly relevant" markeOt in NRC antitrust 
actions," the Licensing Board appeared to have one fundamental problem 
with the proposed retail market: it simply did not believe there was 
sufficient actual (or potential) competition at retail to justify antitrust 
analysis. The advocates of the market contend that the Board was factually 
incorrect in its assessment of the amount of competition at retail; they see 
the retail situation in Alabama as nearly identical with the situation we 
found in Midland to exist in Michigan.89 Applicant, on the other hand, 
argues that the potential for retail competition in Michigan was far greater 

I7Justice Exceptions, pp. 2-3 (Exceptions 6 and 7); AEC Exceptions, pp. 2-3 (Exceptions S and 
6); MEUA Exceptions, pp. 1-2 (Exceptions 4, S and 6). 
uA view not shared by us in Mid/and (6 NRC at 949-97) and Davis-Besse (10 NRC at 270,301-
02); in both cases all three markets offered here were found relevant. 
"Justice Brief, 14849; Justice Reply Brief, 24-28; MEUA Brief, 6-17. 
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than in Alabama; it sees no inconsistency between the Licensing Board's 
decision and Midland.90 

In assessing the extent of retail competition, it is important to consider 
the nature of the industry involved. Most retail consumers of electricity are 
locked into a particular supplier; the residents of Birmingham, for example, 
must currently look to applicant for their electric needs. As the Supreme 
Court said in Otter Tail (410 U.S. at 369): "[e]ach town ... generally can 
accommodate only one distribution system, ... making each town a natural 
monopoly market for the distribution and sale of electric power at retail." 
Clearly we are not dealing with a product that is susceptible to intense 
competition for every sale. 

This is not to say that retail competition is either impossible or 
unprotected by the antitrust laws; Otter Tai~ Midland, and City of 
Mishawaka v. American Electric Power Co. (Mishawaka II" are cases that 
all hold otherwise. Although competition for individual users already taking 
electric service from a supplier may be unlikely to occur,92 competition can 
take place for certain new loads or for the right to be sole distributor in a 
municipal area.93 There can also be "yardstick competition";94 the 
existence of a potential competitor may have an effect on the actions of 
another distributor. 

In Alabama, franchise, individual load, and yardstick competition are all 
present to some degree. In terms of franchise competition, Alabama law 
prohibits utilities from serving within municipal corporate limits without 
the permission of .the municipal government.9S An examination of a list of 
applicant's franchises (prepared in 1973) reveals that applicant had 313 

9OAPCO Reply Brief, 38-44. 
91465 F. Supp. 1320 (N.D. Ind. 1979). aff'd in part and remanded on other groundr. 616 F.2d 976 
(7th eir. 1980). Cert. deniM; 449 u.s. 1096. 66 L.Ed. 2d 824 (1981). 
92AlthoUgh such competition is rare, we found in our Davis·Besse decision that street·to-street, 
head-lo-head competition took place in a good part of the aty of Oeveland. 10 NRC at 274. 
While there is less of it in Alabama. the Board below found such competition in the Town of 
Samson. 5 NRC at 888. 
9J'fhe fact that local distribution may be a natural monopoly does not mean the identity of the 
monopolist cannot change. In Otter Tai~ for example. the sole competition found by the Court 
was for the control oflocal distribution monopolies. 
""Yardstick competition" is a form of competition in which two sellers (m this case, 
distributors of retail power). not directly competing against each other for sales, have their 
pricing policies (and any other practices deemed relevant by purchasers) compared. ~ it 
relates to the retail distribution of electricity. a local distributor's performance is measured 
against that of other nearby utilities. If yardstick competition exists in the area, the local 
distributor will have to compare favorably with the other utilities or it will be replaced. If this 
form of competition is not present, the local distnoutor need not be concerned about meeting 
the price and services of other utilities. 
"Farley Direct, 46; 562-64; Alabama Constitution of 1901.1220. 
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difTerent franchises in 273 municipalities. Of those, only 26 franchises in 24 
locations are terminable; the balance are perpetual.96 

In terms of its retail sales, in 1973 applicant made 51% of such sales in 
municipalities where it holds perpetual franchises, 9% in muncipalities 
where it has terminable franchises, and 40% outside of municipalities 
(where no franchises are required).91 Perpetual franchises in Alabama are 
not exculsive;98 municipalities may offer competing franchises to other 
utilities. Under the terms of the Booth Act,99 however, municipalities may 
not establish a municipally-owned system without first offering to purchase 
the facilities of the existing franchisee. Should the franchisee decline the 
offer, the municipality may establish its own competing system, but the 
original franchise (unlike in Michigan and in the states served by Otter Tail) 
would still be in effect. loo Thus, in the vast majority of its service area, 
applicant can be subjected to head-to-head competition, but it cannot 
necessarily be replaced. Due in no small part to the economic difficulties 
inherent in establishing a competing system, no municipality in applicant's 
service area has ever set up a distribution system to compete against one of 
applicant's franchises. lol 

Alabama Power has acquired some other distribution systems since 1950, 
but it takes pains to point out that none of these acquisitions has been at the 
expense of municipally -owned systems.IOl The primary acquisition was that 
of the Birmingham Electric Company (by merger) in 1952.103 Other 
acquisitions included Liddell Power Company (a privately-owned utility 
largely operating in Camden, Alabama) in 1955,104 the electric facilities of 
West Point Manufacturing Company (a textile company that previously 
provided electric service to its former "mill villages") in 1960,JOS and the 

96APP.x JMF-82. Of the terminable franchises, three (Bay Minette, Brewton, and the 
transmission franchise in Dothan) are listed as "terminable;" the other franchises expire in a 
certain number of years (usually thirty years after issuance). While our arithmetic does not 
square with applicant's testimony that it holds franchises in only 261 municipalities (Crawford 
Direct, 30), the discrepancy may be based on the limited nature of some of the franchises listed 
inJMF-82. 
"Crawford Direct, 119. In comparison, 45% of Consumers Power's retail sales were made 
under perpetual franchises. Mid/and, 6 NRC at 933. 
"See Bessemer v. Birmingham Electric Co., 248 Ala. 345, 27 So. 2d. 565 (1946). 
Wfitle 48, Alabama Code §§ 342-347. 
10000ere is some question as to whether a municipality possesses the authority to condemn an 
established distributor's property. See App. Tr. 151. 
IOIThe town of Ozark initiated a proceeding under the Booth Act in 1956 in an attempt to 
establish its own distribution system. Applicant elected not to sell its facilities and the town 
never constructed a competing system. See Alabama Power Co. v. Alabama Public Service 
Commission, 267 Ala. 474, 103 So. 2d 14 (1958). 
ImAPCO Reply Brief, 39. 
I03Farley Direct, 227-32. 
I04Id at 24647. 
I05Id. at 270-71. 
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electric facilities of Mount Vernon Mills (another textile company) in 
1968.1<)6 During this same time period, the company sold small amounts of 
its distribution system in areas into which the cities of Bessemer, Sylacauga, 
and Opelika extended their corporate limits.107 In addition to these 
transactions, applicant has been approached at times by towns requesting 
that it supply retail service in lieu of the service then being provided by 
cooperatives. lOS In other instances, unincorporated rural communities 
presently served by cooperatives have considered incorporating and 
extending a franchise to applicant. I09 

As mentioned earlier (see pp. 1O()2, supra), there is no head-ta-head 
competition for most electric loads. Nonetheless, all the parties agree that 
there is some competition for individual 10ads.110 This competition occurs 
in: (I) the town of Samson (served by both applicant and~Covington 
Electric Cooperative, which compete. on a house-by-house basis); (2) 
outlying areas annexed by a municipality where another supplier currently 
serves at retail;111 (3) rural areas either where competition for individual 
loads is permitted (in certain circumstances) by non-duplication agreements 
or where rural systems are located near each other and have not signed any 
such agreements; and (4) outlying areas where a municipally-owned system 
wishes to expand. 112 Applicant argues that the opportunities for such head
to-head competition are "minimal."l13 While we can agree that there is not 
head-to-head competition for the great percentage of retail sales in the area, 
we do not believe such competition can be ignored.114 

I~Id. at 322-23. 
If17Id. at 247-51. 
1000See, e.g., DJX 4012-24 (fown of Samson); DJX 4205-16 (Fulton); DJX 4319 (Clio); DJX 
4320 (Red Level); DJX 4321 (Goshen). 
l09See, e.g., DJX4185 (pennington); DJX 4317-4318 D (Riverview). 
IIOSee, e.g., APCO Reply Brief Below, 228; Justice Proposed Findings, 41-45 ('I!'I!2.35-2.45). 
[N Reply Brief Below" refers to the parties' responses below to the proposed 
fmdings offaet.] 
IIIln such a situation, the system franchised by the municipality (or, if the case may be, a 
municipally-owned system) can compete in the annexed area with the preexisting distributor. 
Head-ta-head competition can result or the nonfranchised system can sell its facilities to the 
other system. 
mIn Alabama, there does not appear to be any legal limit to the extent municipally-owned 
systems may expand outside municipal corporate limits, subject to the grant of a franchise 
should the system wish to provide service in another incorporated area. In Michigan, by 
contrast, the expansion of municipal systems beyond municipal corporate boundaries is 
limited. Mid/and, 6 NRC at 940. 
113APCO Reply Brief Below, 228. 
1141n this context, we note the following dialogue between applicant's president, Joseph Farley, 
and counsel for the Department of Justice (at Tr. 20,804-05): 

Q: Don't your franchises substantially protect you against the loss of your retail 
business? 
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There is also yardstick competition taking place in Alabama. The 
Licensing Board wrote: "possibly the yardstick most often used in 
measuring the performance of any retail distribution system in central and 
south Alabama is that of another distribution entity in the same area."115 
The presence of yardstick competition plays a significant role in franchise 
and individual load competition; when one utility cannot meet another's 
rates or service, it can lose customers.1I6 

In sum, retail competition is not completely absent from central and 
southern Alabama. Nor has applicant shown us any legal prohibitions 
barring greater competition. To be sure, the economic barriers to increased 
competition are substantial. The same was true in Midland where we found 
the retail market relevant. We repeat what we said there: 

This is not to suggest that competition to distribute electric power in 
lower Michigan is totally free and open, or even that major market 
changes are in the offmg. But because this potential competition 
manifests itself only periodically and is more limited than that found in 
some unregulated markets, it is not for those reasons less deserving of 
antitrust protection. To accept Consumers' position on the relevant 

[Mr. Farley]: No sir, they are non<xcIusive and there is an awful lot of load that is 
outside of municipal corporate boundaries, particularly industrial business today tends to 
locate outside the municipalities rather than in the middle of urban areas. 

Q: So the fact that you have franchises that are to a great extent perpetual to serve in 
municipalities doesn't give you the feeling of being protected against losing business in 
those areas where you are franchised, Mr. Farley? 

A: No sir, they are perhaps of some protection but as I have pointed out to you in the 
flfSt place we experienced all the II counties of northern Alabama in which we had 
franchises and municipalities and we saw what happened there, that we were not 
protected there in any sense. We also know that a great deal of growth, industrial and 
commercial growth at this point in time tends to be outside of municipal corporate 
boundaries. Municipalities are fmding it at least in our area harder and harder to extend 
their corporate limits and the tendency, as I said, is for a lot of the major industrial 
growth and some of the commercial growth to be outside of the municipal franchised 
areas. 

Q: Are you saying there is a possibility of competition for such growth to serve such 
growth electrically, is that right? 

A: Well, yes, sir, even when both systems are there. At retail if a load is over a certain 
size, 200 megawatts, under the tariffs that have been ftIed without, I might add, protest 
from the cooperatives, it's either party's business. 

1155 NRC at 888. 
1I6See, e.g., DJX-4329E (Vanity Fair Mills chooses service from Clark-Washington 
Cooperative because its bid was lower than applicant's); DJX-4319 (town of Cio expresses 
interest in service from APCO because cooperative service is more expensive); DJX-203 (Qty 
of Dothan challenges applicant's service to the town of Taylor by claiming Dothan's municipal 
system could provide better and cheaper service). 
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retail geographic market would in effect nullify that protection. That 
result is simply out of line with the recent Supreme Court decisions in 
this area. 

It must also be kept in mind that Consumers was not born with a 77% 
or 100% portion of that retail market. Rather, it acquired its large share 
in no small part by the same slow competitive processes that it now 
suggests are too unlikely and remote for us to consider. 

6 NRC at 988-89 (footnotes omitted). 
We note too that, in similar circumstances involving the wholesale 

market in this case, the Licensing Board found the proposed market 
relevant for antitrust analysis. The Board recognized the obstacles to 
wholesale competition: 

A municipality served by Applicant under a franchise cannot shift 
easily to AEC; an AEC member cannot shift readily to Applicant for 
wholesale power. Oearly we are talking about competition at the 
margin here. As Applicant's witness Crawford testified in response to a 
question as to whether there was competition for wholesale loads: 
"The answer to that question is a qualified yes." (APP.X BJCA 
(Crawford) p. 131). 

5 NRC at 895. 
The Board nonetheless concluded the market was relevant: 

Yet one of the lessons of economics is the importance and efficacy of 
marginal adjustments. In economic matters, tails often do wag dogs. In 
this market setting, it is precisely because buyers are often locked into 
one seller, and a seller limited to a dennite geographic area for its retail 
customers, that the "tail wag" should be preserved. It represents one 
outlet for the limited competition possible in electric power supply. It is 
the very type of competition that, in regulated or quasinatural 
monopoly settings, the antitrust laws should be especially zealous to 
maintain, either to mitigate any undesirable effects of the market 
structure or the shortcomings of regulatory authorities. The preserva
tion of this rivalry would seem to require the existence of a number of 
different buyers and sellers (although not at the expense of economic 
efficiency). 

Id at 895-96. 
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We think the same analysis holds true for the retail market. Competition 
in the market may be limited, but it is nevertheless entitled to protection 
under the antitrust laws.1l7 

3. The Geographic Market. There remains the task of defining the 
geographic boundaries of the retail market. The Licensing Board concluded 
that no relevant geographic market could be found; it specifically rejected 
applicant's service area as the relevant market. (5 NRC at 888-89). We 
disagree. 

In determining relevant markets, courts must "delineate markets which 
conform to areas of effective competition and to the realities of competitive 
practice." Sargent-Welch Scientific Co. v. Ventron Corp., 567 F.2d 701, 710 
(7th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 822 (1978), quoting LG. Balfour Co. v. 
F. T.e., 442 F.2d 1, 11 (7th Cir. 1971). The District Court in Mishawaka II, 
supra, a monopolization case involving a large Midwestern utility, found the 
application of this "practical approach" to be "relatively simple." The court 
explained its determination that defendant's service area constituted the 
relevant market: 

"The geographic location of the market is usually determined by an 
examination of the areas in which the particular firm actually competes 
or operates. Ifit concentrates its sales and service in one area, this area 
will normally be the relevant market." E. Kintner, An Antitrust Primer, 
A Guide To Antitrust And Trade Regulation Laws For Businessmen, pp. 
102-103 (2d Ed. 1973). 

Here, defendant I & M has a clearly defmed service area in Indiana 
and Michigan within which it sells electric power and energy at retail 
pursuant to franchises granted by the municipalities and townships. I 
& M has tariffs on me for those areas in the Public Service 
Commissions of Indiana and Michigan, pursuant to which it offers to 
sell electricity at retail to all interested buyers. Moreover, as the 
defendants have stated, no other public utility is allowed to sell electric 
energy at retail within this area. 

465 F. Supp. at 1325. 
Applicant protests the use of its service area to denote the geographic 

scope of the retail market. Its argument is two-pronged: if the test is "the 
area where applicant sells or can reasonably extend its retail sales," the 
whole state should be included in the market. If, on the other hand, 

117 See, Mid/and, supra, 6 NRC at 988. 
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"commercial reality" is used as a guidepost, the market should be broken 
down into small submarkets where competitive conditions are similar.IIS 

We have no trouble in rejecting the contention that the whole state 
constitutes the appropriate geographic market. We think the Board below 
applied the correct principle in rejecting the same argument applied to the 
wholesale market: 

The entire state of Alabama would be an appropriate geographic 
market area only if wholesale suppliers in northern Alabama (IVA is 
the obvious entity involved here) could compete for retail loads in 
central and southern Alabama and Applicant could sell in the eleven 
northernmost counties of the state as well. Such is not the case. 

5 NRC at 893. The Board noted that applicant does not attempt to sell 
power in the northern counties and that TVA is legally prohibited from 
selling power in most of the rest of the state. Ibid 119 Given these 
circumstances, we see no reason to utilize the political boundaries of the 
state as the geographic limits for the retail market. 

It is certainly true, as the applicant points out,l20 that the competitive 
situation differs in various parts of applicant's service area. But the same 
was true in Oller Tai/,' the different states involved had different franchise 
limitations and regulatory requirements, and certain municipalities had 
greater access than others to alternative transmission lines.12I Nonetheless, 
the District Court in that case rejected the argument that each town in the 
defendant's service area be regarded as a separate geographic market.lll 

In Midland as well, the applicant argued that its service area could not be 
considered a relevant geographic market. In that case, the applicant 
proposed that an "open/closed" distinction be made; areas where competi
tion was considered highly improbable were to be excluded from consider
ation.t23 The applicant here offered the same argument to the Board 
below.124 We need not rehearse in detail the reasons why we rejected this 
argument in Midland125 We do think it worth repeating that, although 

lIIAPCO Reply Brief, 4244. See also, APCO Reply Brief Below, 209-34. 
I19'fVA is prevented by statute (16 U.S.c. § 83In-4(a» from supplying power in areas not 
receiving power from TVA before July I, 1957. Prior to that date, the only systems receiving 
power from TVA in south and central Alabama were the municipally-owned ones operating in 
the cities of Bessemer and Tarrant City. 5 NRC at 828, 829, 893. 
IlIlSee APCO Reply Brief, 43. 
121See 410 U.S. at 371. 
122331 F. Supp. at 58-59. The District Court's market definition was apparently accepted by the 
Supreme Court. See 410 U.S. at 369-70. 
I2JSee 6 NRC at 978-79. 
I14See APCO Reply Brief Below, 228. 
mSee 6 NRC at 983-90. 
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different competitive factors might justify the division of a market into 
various submarkets: 

"submarkets are not a basis for the disregard of a broader line of 
commerce that has economic significance." This is especially true 
where the charge is that a firm has monopolized that broader line of 
commerce. [Applicant's] arguments in effect seek to focus our attention 
on those areas where door-to-door competition is now taking place and 
to have us ignore those areas where the company has already acquired 
dominance. To do so would be to manifest tacit acceptance of 
[applicant's] present market position as sacrosanct. This is simply not 
the case, legally or factually.lu 

We adhere to the approach taken in Otter Tail, Midland, and Mishawaka 
II. Those cases indicate that where a firm operates in a discrete service area 
and is charged with monopolizing retail sales in that same area, the service 
area may constitute the relevant geographic market for the purpose of 
antitrust analysis. 

We add one last point. In many cases, the identification of a relevant 
geographic market is a crucial factor in the case because of its importance 
in determining a firm's market share (and hence, whether the firm possesses 
monopoly power). Although we fmd applicant's service area to be the 
relevant geographic market for the retail product market, our fmding of 
monopoly power in the retail market is not solely dependent on market 
shares. See pp. 1071-1074, infra. 

IV. 

MONOPOLY POWER 

Our determination that there are three relevant markets involved here 
must be followed by consideration of whether the applicant possesses 
monopoly power in these markets. This is so because business practices 
undertaken by those with dominance in the market may not be acceptable 
even though they would be legitimate if undertaken by those less 
powerful. 127 

126() NRC at 990, quoting United States v. Greater Buffalo PreM, 402 U.S. 549, 553 (1971) and 
United States v. Phillips!7urg National Bank, 399 U.s. 350, 360 (1970). 
m Midland, supra, 6 NRC at 913, citing United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, 148 F.2d 416 
(2nd Cir. 1945); American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781, 812·14 (1946); United 
States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., 110 F. Supp. 295, 342-46 (D. Mass. 1953), affirmed per 
curiam, 347 U.S. 521 (1954); if. U.S. Steel Corp. v. Fortner Enterprises. 429 U.s. 610, 612 fn. 1 
(1977). 
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As we did with the Licensing Board's decision that the wholesale market 
is a relevant one (see pp. 1046-1047, supra), we adopt as our own that 
Board's decision that the applicant does indeed have monopoly power in 
the wholesale market.l28 Because, however, that Board believed no other 
markets to be relevant, it had no occasion to examine the extent of the 
applicant's control of those markets. We do so now. 

~ Coordination Services Market 
Once again we look to the teachings of Mid/and to help us determine 

whether the applicant here possesses monopoly power in the coordination 
services market. As we there explained (6 NRC at 998): 

The nature of the coordination services market does not .•. lend itself 
to an easy calculation of market shares. A utility is both buyer and 
seller in this market. Whether in any given time period it is a net buyer 
or a net seller is in part fortuitous, depending on operating conditions 
in its own and its neighboring power supply systems. Justice therefore 
undertook to show Consumers' possession of monopoly power in this 
market directly, by proving that its control of access to the market and 
its domination of power generation and transmission within it gives the 
company that power. This is a valid approach. (Emphasis in original). 

Applicant's domination of power generation and transmission in its area 
of service is evident. The applicant is a vertically and horizontally 
integrated electric utility engaged in the generation, transmission and 
distribution of electricity.t29 As observed by the Board below, applicant's 
generating capacity in 1974 was 6,246 MW; it had additional planned 
capacity scheduled to be operative in 1979 of 2,380 MW.t30 It generates all 
of the power for its retail power needs. Disregarding the federally-owned 
capacity utilized in central and southern Alabama, applicant in 1974 held 
approximately 98% of the generating capacity in that area.131 

In contrast, AEC had generating capacity in 1974 of only 137 MW, and 
a total planned capacity, scheduled for 1979, of 557 MW. It generates only 
a portion of the power requirements of its members. ll2 As mentioned 

I2IApplicant has excepted to the Licensing Board's treatment of its in-house distribution of 
bulk power as sales in the wholesale market. APCO Brief, 38-40. For the reasons given by the 
Board below (5 NRC at 890-92, 894-96) and by us in Midland (6 NRC at 990-97), we agree that 
such in-house distribution properly belongs in the market. 
\l95 NRC at 820. 
IJlJld at 821-22, 898. 
IllId at 898-99. 
IllId at 824-27, 898-99. 
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previously (see p. 1037, supra), none of the members of MEUA owns or 
operates any generating facilities.133 

As for transmission, the applicant owns all transmission lines in the 
market over 115kv and controls all transmission facilities providing access 
to utilities outside the market area. With respect to lower voltages, applicant 
is also dominant. AEC owns 995 miles of generally low voltage transmission 
lines, only 15% of the amount owned by the applicant. l34 For their part, the 
members ofMEUA own only 71 miles oflow voltage lines.13S \ 

Although the above is only a rough description of the generating and 
transmission facilities in central and south Alabama, the dominant position 
of the applicant in either activity is readily apparent. Its dominance, 
particularly over the transmission facilities in south and central Alabama, 
places the applicant in a unique position to control access to the market for 
coordination services. By refusing to "wheel" power,l36 it is able as a 
practical matter to prevent the other utilities operating in the area from 
coordinating with the larger utilities outside it. This was aptly demonstrated 
at the hearing below. 

During the courSe of the hearing. the question of how AEC might best 
coordinate its power generating expansion plans with the purchase of power 
from the applicant to meet AECs projected power needs came up for 
consideration. In this connection, it was brought out that AEC was in the 
process of installing two 210 MW generating units on the Tombigbee River. 
This prompted the question of how the surplus capacity in those units, were 
they to be completed, could be disposed of by AEC if the applicant did not 
purchase it. The possibility of some third utility was suggested. But to 
dispose of the surplus capacity, it was conceded by applicant's witness that 
the transmission facilities of the applicant would have to be used.137 If, for 
whatever reason, the applicant decided not to accommodate AEC, the 
cooperative would not be able to dispose of its surplus generating 
capacity.138 

The applicant, however, claims in its brief that AEC is already connected 
to the system of the Georgia Power Company at the Walter F. George Lock 
and Dam. It argues that "there is no reason why AEC cannot, if it so 
desires, engage in power supply transactions with Georgia Power or 
through Georgia Power's system with Duke Power Company, South 

IllId at 827. 
IJ.4Id at 9()()..{j1. 

mId at 827. 
1l6"Wbeeling" is a term of art in the electric power industry, defmed as the "transfer by direct 
transmission or displacement [of] electric power from one utility to another over the facilities 
ofan intermediate utility." OUer Tail Power Co. v. United States, supra, 410 U.S. at 368. 
ll7JIarris, Tr. 25,443-44. 
I18Id, 25,444-45. 
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Carolina Electric and Gas, Savannah Electric or Florida Power Corpora
tion, all of which are interconnected with Georgia Power's system."139 It 
also claims that AEC owns major transmission lines in close proximity to 
existing lines of Gulf Power Company and has other lines only a short 
distance from the South Mississippi Electric Power Association's system. 
The applicant suggests AEC can interconnect with these utilities and 
through them with others,140 On the other side, Justice points out that 
"AEC has no interconnection to any utility other than Applicant."141 This 
means that without the use of applicant's facilities, additional costly 
transmission lines would have to be built before AEC is able to coordinate 
power supply activities with Georgia Power,142 From the standpoint of the 
nation's resources and the economy of the ratepayers that would be 
affected, constructing new lines when adequate facilities exist results in 
waste and places an additional, unnecessary burden upon ratepayers. In 
any event, there is no assurance that the other utilities mentioned would 
engage in the arrangements for the different type of coordination services 
which would be made possible were interconnection physically avail
able,143 We reject the applicant's position. It simply has failed to rebut the 
showing that its predominant control of transmission and generation gives 
it monopoly power over the sale of coordinated services in the relevant 
market area. 

B. Retail Market 
We wrote in Midland that the retail market lends itself to traditional 

market share analysis, with market shares being determined by calculating 
the amount of electric energy in megawatt hours (MWh) each utility sold to 
its retail customers. 6 NRC at 1009-1010. Applying these methods of 
determining market shares to the case at bar, the retail market in southern 
and central Alabama was divided (in 1972) as follows: l44 

Il9APCO Brief, 29. 
IlfJlbid. 
141Justice Reply Brief, 30. We accept the validity of this statement inasmuch as applicant's own 
witness has testified that in any disposition of surplus power by AEC from its planned 
Tombigbee units, the transmission facilities of the applicant will have to be used. Harris, Tr. 
25,444. 
I41An eight-mile extension of a lIS kv line with switching and other equipment to permit 
interconnection would cost from about S500,000 to S750,000. Brownlee, Tr. 25,663. 
143According to AEC's counsel, AEC has "no idea whether Georgia [power] would be willing 
to engage in it" App. Tr. 106. 
l44Wein, Direct, 67; Foltz, Tr. 12,841-43. 
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Alabama Power 
Company 
Municipal Systems 
Distribution Coopera
tives 
Alabama Electric C0-
operative 

MWh sold (x 1000) 
21,657 

1,610 
1,335 

62 

% of market 
88 

7 
5 

o 

Applicant's share of 88% is clearly sufficient in normal circumstances to 
warrant the inference of monopoly power.14S Applicant argues, however, 
that reliance on market shares is misplaced in this case. It claims that the 
economic characteristics of the industry (and its attendant regulation) result 
in higher market shares than would be found in a more conventional 
industry. Moreover, we are told, state and federal regulation of applicant's 
activities prevent it from possessing monopoly power.l46 

These arguments are nearly identical to those made by Consumers 
Power, and rejected by us, in Midland l47 We have carefully reviewed that 
earlier ruling and its application to the facts of this case. We conclude that 
applicant's argument must fail; we fmd it possesses monopoly power in the 
retail market. 

In the first place, the economic setting of the industry supports the 
fmding that applicant possesses monopoly power. We have noted earlier 
that, while competition is legally permitted in Alabama, the economic 
barriers to the entry of new competitors in the industry are high indeed}.a 
As we pointed out in Midland, high entry barriers reinforce the inference of 
monopoly power suggested by high market shares}49 

More importantly, applicant's dominance of transmission and genera
tion facilities further bolsters the fmding of monopoly power. As the Board 
below noted, this dominance enables applicant to influence its present and 

14'See Midland, 6 NRC at 101()'11 and cases there cited. 
I46APCO Brief, 35-37; APCO Reply Brief, 52-53. Applicant advanced these arguments in the 
context of monopoly power in the wholesale market (no retail market having been found 
below). Although we deal with them here in the context of the retail market, our discussion 
and the arguments themselves apply with equal force to both markets. 
1476 NRC at 1011-19. 
I48See p. 106~.npra. 
1496 NRC at 1012-13, citing Weber v. Wynne, 431 F. Supp. 1048, 1054-56 (D.NJ. 1977); United 
States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp.,.npra. 110 F. Supp. at 3434i; Golden Grain Macaroni 
Co., 78FrC63, 163n.9,180(1971). 
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potential competitors' access to the basic inputs necessary for the 
production and sales of reliable and economical ftrm bulk power.t~ The 
dominance of what in essence constitute certain factors of production in the 
industry, viewed in conjunction with applicant's high market shares and the 
high economic barriers facing new competitors, would ordinarily compel a 
ftnding of monopoly power in the retail market. 

It is at this point that the second thrust of applicant's argument presents 
itself. Monopoly power has long been dermed as the power to control prices 
or exclude competitors.15l Applicant would have us believe that the federal 
and state regulation of its activities precludes it from either controlling 
prices or excluding competitors and thus from possessing monopoly power. 

We have already supplied a general answer to this argument (see pp. 
1039-1042, supra). We need only particularize that answer by adding here 
that a vertically-integrated utility's ability to monopolize a retail market is 
not dependent on its ability to set its own retail rates. In Otter Tail, supra. 
the defendant cut off its retail competitor's supply of wholesale power. In 
Mishawaka II, the defendant threatened to curtail its competitors' supply 
and additionally charged them excessive rates for the wholesale power it did 
supply. In both cases, it was the dependence of the retail systems on a 
vertically-integrated competitor for their source of supply that enabled the 
integrated utility to monopolize the retail market. 

There is no question in this case that applicant's competitors are wholly 
or partially dependent upon applicant for their supply of electric power. In 
such a situation, the courts in Otter Tail and Mishawaka II found 
defendants to be possessed of monopoly power despite the existence of the 
same federal regulatory scheme under which applicant operates.152 

Nor do we believe the existence of the Alabama Public Service 
Commission (APSC) changes matters in this regard. For example, the 
Licensing Board found that the applicant unlawfully refused (or threatened 
to refuse) to sell wholesale power to AEC for resale to the military facility at 
Fort Rucker. 5 NRC at 942-45. In its appellate papers, applicant conceded 
that state law prohibits such a refusal.1S3 Given the circumstances, it would 

1505 NRC at 899-901. Although the Licensing Board found monopoly power only in the 
wholesale market, we think it self-evident that the control of the basic components necessary 
to produce fum bulk power would yield the same result in the retail market 
151See, e.g., United States v. Grinnell Corp., supra, 384 U.S. at 571; United States v. E.I. du Pont 
de Nemours and Co., supra, 351 U.s. at 391; American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.s. 
781,811 (1946). 
mIn Mishawaka II, for example, the District Court described a mechanism by which the 
defendants were able to circumvent meaningful federal regulation of their wholesale rates in 
an effort to drive retail competitors out of business. 46S F. Supp. at 1327-29. We do not imply 
that the applicant here pursued a similar course of conduct, merely that if it had chosen to do 
so, federal regulation would not have saved applicant's competitors. 
I53APCO Brief, 80-81. 
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appear that AEC could have sought an order from the APSC which 
eventually might have resulted in AEC's being provided the power. But the 
state regulatory body was powerless to prevent applicant's initial refusal to 
deal. As the court in Mishawaka II pointed out, belated aid from regulatory 
bodies, often forthcoming only after extensive and costly litigation, is not 
an adequate antitrust remedy.'S4 We think it self-evident that such an 
inadequate remedial mechanism is insufficient to deprive a regulated utility 
of monopoly power. 

Having found that the applicant possesses monopoly power in each of 
the relevant markets, we now turn our attention to the charges that it has 
improperly wielded that power. 

v. 

MONOPOLIZATION 

A. Situation Inconsistent with the Antitrust Laws 
Our review of the Licensing Board's determinations on the various 

charges of monopolization leads us to observe that the Board did an 
unusually thorough job of marshalling, discussing and analyzing the 
sometimes complicated facts surrounding the various transactions. It 
examined closely each of the allegations of applicant's misuse of its 
monopoly power. It took into consideration the evidence bearing on each 
claim and the demeanor and credibility of the witnesses who gave pertinent 
testimony. On that basis, the Licensing Board viewed the evidence as 
sustaining only five of the specific monopolization charges.m 

\"'465 F. Supp. at 1329. See also, Mishawaka I, supra, 560 F.2d at 1325: 

Delay, combined with the multiple rate increases, could mean that the customer hall 
been put out of business by his supplier-competitor. You cannot give refunds to a corpse. 

u'The instances of conduct which the Board found inconsistent with the antitrust laws relate 
to the following: 

(I) Applicant's refusal to offer AEC fair coordination between 1968 and 1972.5 NRC at 
916-25. 

(2) Applicant's insertion of contractual provisions in its various agreements with AEC 
and the municipal electric distribution systems precluding alternate sources of 
supply.ld. at 931-32. 

(3) Applicant's inclusion in its contracts with preference customers of the Southeastern 
Power Administration (SEPA) requiring them to purchalle all their additional power 
needs from the applicant.ld. at 933-37. 

(4) Applicant's conduct with respect to AEC's efforts to provide power to Ft. Rucker.ld. 
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As mentioned at the outset of our oplIDon, all parties dispute the 
Licensing Board's conclusions. The applicant contends that the Board was 
correct in rejecting the bulk of the charges but that it erred in its five 
findings of anticompetitive conduct. The other parties argue the opposite. 
Each of them maintains the Board below did not go far enough. While 
agreeing with the Licensing Board's fmdings of anticompetitive conduct, 
these parties claim in various particulars that the Board erroneously 
decided that other activities were not anticompetitive.lS6 It has thus become 
incumbent on us to examine the record on all these charges ourselves.157 

at 94245. 

(5) Applicant's exclusion of smaller utilities from regional coordination. Id. at 946-957. 
I56A summary of the aspects of applicant's conduct which were found not to be inconsistent 
with the antitrust laws is found in the Board's Phase II decision dealing with remedy. 5 NRC at 
1488-90. In capsule form. they cover the following: 

1. The various types of coordination for economy and reliability which applicant 
obtained as a member of the Southern Company pool. 

2. Applicant's opposition through usc of judicial and administrative forums to AEC's 
obtaining REA loans for the construction of new generation and transmission lines. 

3. Applicant's wholesale rate reductions to AEC occurring at times when AEC was 
considering installation of generating facilities. 

4. The 1972 Interconnection Agreement between applicant and AEC (with elimination 
of the "protective capacity" provision). 

S. Applicant's conduct relating to ownership participation by AEC and MEUA in the 
Farley plant 

6. Applicant's conduct relating to the generating plant proposed to be constructed by 
the City of Dothan, Alabama. 

7. Applicant's conduct in opposing construction by SEPA of high voltage transmission 
lines. 

8. MEUA's allegations of "price squeeze" practiced by applicant. 

9. Applicant's use of the courts and administrative agencies. 

10. Other allegations of anticompetitive conduct by the applicant such as offers to 
purchase various distribution systems, attempted acquisition of certain transmission 
lines, and efforts to serve a new shopping center near Enterprise, Alabama. 

lS1We should note there that, while we generally accord deference to trial board fmdings, it is 
settled law that we are not held to the "clearly erroneous" standard of review employed by the 
federal courts of appeal. Where our review of the evidentiary record convinces us that a 
different result is warranted, we are free to substitute our judgment for that of the trial board. 
See, e.g., Midland, supra, 6 NRC at 1022·23; Duke Power Ccmpany (Catawba Station, Units 1 
and 2), ALAB-355, 4 NRC 397, 402-05 (1916); K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise (2d Ed. 
1980), § 17.16. 
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We have done so, but from a somewhat different perspective than that 0: 
the Licensing Board. This stems principally from two factors. The flrst iJ 
that unlike the Licensing Board - which found the applicant to posses: 
monopoly power only in the market for wholesale power - we have foune 
that applicant has monopoly power in the coordination services and retai 
power markets as well. This means that we must look upon the applicant'l 
conduct as that of a dominant business enterprise wielding monopol) 
power over the entire range of activities in which it engages, and judge i' 
under a harsher light than that of a less dominant business concern. As we 
stated on another occasion, judicial and FTC rulings teach that "the actioru 
of a dominant business enterprise have to be tested against a more stringenl 

standard than applies to actions of smaller concerns in highly competitive 
markets."ts8 

The other principle affecting our view of the record is that the evidence 
must be viewed in its entirety and not with the eye focused only on isolate, 
segments as though they were independent of each other. For the courtl 
have stressed 

the importance of viewing the evidence as a whole to give the antitrus1 
plaintiff the full beneflt of his proof, rather than tightly compartmen· 
talizing the case and wiping the slate clean after considering each piece 
of evidence. m 

In this connection, the applicant's opponents accuse the Licensin~ 
Board, in denying all but flve of their claims of misuse by the applicant oj 
its monopoly power, of giving inadequate attention to the pattern oj 
anticompetitive conduct indicated by the record. We agree with theiJ 
position on this point. 

Our own examination of the record with these two principles at the for~ 
suggests strongly that it would be permissible for us to fmd any number oj 
additional alleged instances of misconduct to have been part of' all 

anti competitive pattern and thus subject to obloquy. But weighing th~ 
record is in no small part a matter of judgment. We must recognize and 
accept that the Licensing Board heard the witnesses and evaluated theiJ 
demeanor at flrst hand; we have only the printed word on the cold page 
before us. In these circumstances, we are unpersuaded that there is sound 
cause to substitute our own judgment on most of the conclusions reached 
below. The licensing boards are, as we have said before, this agency's 

151Midland, supra, 6 NRC at 913. 
1591d. at 914, citing United States v. Empire Gas Corp., 537 F.2d 296, 299 (8th Cir. 1976), Cert. 
denied, 429 U.s. 1122 (1977). 
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principal fact finders.l60 We thus accept the Licensing Board's fmdings 
=xcept in two areas where the record compels fmdings of a situation 
lnconsistent with the antitrust laws: the first deals with the applicant's 
.elective use oflow wholesale rates to discourage AEC from constructing its 
own generating stations; the second concerns the applicant's refusal to 
extend an ownership interest in the Farley plant to AEC. We now deal with 
these matters in order. 

1. Low Wholesale Rates. The Licensing Board examined four instances in 
which APCO was alleged to have lowered its wholesale rates for the 
purpose of preventing AEC from installing generating units. The Board 
rejected the allegations, fmding no anti competitive conduct in each 
instance. Specifically, the Board concluded: 

(1) A 1941 rate reduction to a number of utilities, which came at a 
time when certain distribution cooperatives were forming AEC 
and were seeking an REA loan to construct new generation and 
transmission facilities, w!lS legitimately motivated by applicant's 
desire to reduce its number of different wholesale rates and not to 
forestall self-generation by AEC. 5 NRC at 908-09. 

(2) A 1946 rate reduction offer to AEC, made after AEC applied for 
an REA loan to construct a new steam plant and associated 
transmission lines, was to allow applicant to continue selling 
wholesale power to AEC and "to dissuade AEC from proceeding 
with its plans to construct [a generating plant and transmission] 
which applicant considered uneconomical and wasteful duplica
tion of its existing facilities;" was made in good faith with the 
encouragement of REA; and was not anticompetitive in intent or 
motive.ld. at 910. 

(3) A 1950 offer to AEC of a rate reduction, after AEC had again 
taken action to obtain REA funds for the construction of another 
version of its earlier planned steam plant, "had the distinct 
purpose of improving the reliability of AECs electric system," and 
did not represent "anticompetitive conduct with the clear purpose 
of maintaining a monopoly in self-generation." Id. at 911. 

(4) A 1958 rate reduction to cooperatives and municipals (the so
called "Coosa" reduction) was essentially forced upon applicant as 
a condition of applicant's receiving licenses to develop hydroelec-

160See Catawba, supra, 4 NRC at 404. 
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tric projects on the Coosa River, and was not anticompetitive. Id 
at 912-13. 

With respect to the Coosa rate reduction, we are satisfied with the 
fmdings made below. We do, however, take a different view of the three 
earlier reductions. We believe they were instituted for the purpose of 
preventing AEC from developing its own generation, and as such were 
inconsistent with the antitrust laws. 

As a preliminary matter, we address the Licensing Board's treatment of 
the Noerr-Pennington doctrine. That doctrine, established by the Supreme 
Court in Eastern Railroad Presidents ConJerence v. Noerr Motor Freight, Inc., 
365 U.S. 127 (1961); and United Mine Workers oj America v. Pennington. 
381 U.s. 657 (1965), essentially renders immune from antitrust liability 
actions which seek to influence legislatures, courts, and other governmental 
bodies even though they are undertaken for anticompetitive purposes. A 
third case, California Motor Transport Cl? v. Trucking Unlimited, 404 U.S. 
508 (1972), limited the doctrine somewhat by providing that sham attempts 
to influence official action are not immune.161 As the Board below 
recognized in an order issued during the Phase I hearing,162 evidence of 
conduct designed to influence governmental action can be used for two 
purposes. First, a party is always free to show that the conduct falls within 
the sham exception to Noerr-Pennington. Second, according to the princi. 
pIes set out in Pennington footnote 3, a party can use exempt activities as 
evidence of general anticompetitive intent in order to shed light on 
nonexempt activities. l63 

In this case, there is no question that applicant actively used legal and 
administrative proceedings in attempts to prevent AEC from installing its 
own generation. 1M Applicant's opponents argued below that this use of the 
legal process fell within the sham exception (and thus was itselfinconsistenl 
with the antitrust laws), and that, even if such activity is exempt from 

161For example, good-faith litigation may be exempt from antitrust liability, but the repetitive 
filing offrivolous legal claims for the sole purpose of harming a competitor is not. See, e.g., 404 
U.S. at 513; Otter Tail, supra, 410 U.S. at 380. 
I61LBP-75-69, 2 NRC 822 (1975). 
163381 U.S. at 670 n. 3. The footnote reads as follows: 

"It would of course still be within the province of the tria1 judge to admit this evidence, 
if he deemed it probative and not unduly prejudicial, under the 'established judicial rule 
of evidence that testimony of prior or subsequent transactions, which for some reason an: 
barred from forming the basis for a suit, may nevertheless be introduced if it tend! 
reasonably to show the purpose and character of the particular transaction undeJ 
scrutiny,''' 

I64See 5 NRC at 902-08. 
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antitrust liability, the Board should derive from it evidence of applicant's 
anticompetitive intent. The Board found the activity protected.'6s It further 
ruled that "there is no room for application of Pennington footnote 3 
regarding the admissibility of immunized transactions to shed light on the 
'purpose and character' of nonimmunized transactions, because the 
challenged litigation was both immunized and itself not anti competitive 
under the antitrust laws."J66 

We can readily agree with the Board's determination that the use the 
applicant made of administrative and judicial process is protected under 
Noerr-Pennington. The Board's handling of Pennington footn~te 3 is quite 
another matter. We read that footnote as plainly allowing the admission of 
evidence concerning "immunized" transactions where such evidence sheds 
light on nonimmunized transactions.l67 As applicant itself admitted, 
protected Noerr-Pennington material may be used "to show purpose or 
character of other evidence under scrutiny."I68 

We now tum to the matter of applicant's low wholesale rates. The 
Licensing Board was unable to fmd that the rate reductions "represented 
anitcompetitive conduct with the clear purpose of maintaining a monopoly 
in self-generation."169 We think applicant's otherwise protected use of 
judicial and administrative proceedings sheds a good deal of light on those 
rate reductions. It seems clear to us that applicant was strongly opposed to 
AEC's installation of generation. Nor do we doubt that the institution of 
low rates could have served to undermine AEC's efforts in this regard. All 
this added to the timing of the reductions in question (each occurred at a 
time when AEC was seriously pursuing new self-generation options) leads 
us to the compelled inference that the reductions were motivated with the 
intent of discouraging AEC's self-generation. 

Interestingly enough, the Board below agreed that a purpose of the 1946 
reduction was to prevent AEC from pursuing a proposal to build a 23 MW 
plant at Gantt. Although the Board found that the 1941 and 1950 
reductions were motivated by applicant's desire to lower the number of 
rates in its rate structure and to improve the reliability of AEC's system (see 
p. 1072, supra), we fmd the timing of the reductions more than a 

l"'ld. at 902-08, 94041. 
1661d. at 941 (reference omitted). 
I67See Schenley Industries, Inc. v. New Jersey Wine and Spirit Wholesalers Au'n., 272 F. Supp. 
872,886 (D.NJ. 1967), wherein the District Court wrote: 

In a footnote to the Pennington opinion, the Supreme Court did leave open the use of 
evidence on protected lobbying activity in the manner Schenley proposes, namely, to 
demonstrate anticompetitive intent. 

I68APCO Reply Brief Below, 286. 
1695 NRC at 911. 
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coincidence. We can agree with the Licensing Board that the applicant's use 
of the governmental processes available to it was conduct protected undeI 
Noerr-Pennington. But the full circwnstances surrounding applicant's rate 
reductions, including its history of legal opposition to AEC generation, 
compel the conclusion that the reductions were part of a long campaign to 
forestall AEC from installing its own generating capacity. 

Our only difficulty in reaching this conclusion stemmed from unease at 
adopting the notion that AEC could suffer a legally cognizable injury from 
having a low rate offered, not to one ofits competitors, but to itself. Unlike 
the usual situation, where the offended party is helpless in the face of price 
concessions offered either to its competitors or to its potential customers, 
AEC here had the power to defuse the applicant's tactic. It simply could 
have declined to let the opportunity to purchase power at a reduced rate 
deter it from building its own generating capacity. 

The short answer to our concern is that, owing to the applicant's 
monopoly position, AEC had no practical alternative to accepting the 
reduced rate and dropping its plans for expansion. Not only its own short 
term fiscal health - a critical matter to a business lacking a monopolist's 
power - was at stake; but a refusal of the applicant's offer would have 
brought down upon it the objections of the REA and others who might 
point out that the insistence on going ahead appeared to involve an 
unnecessary duplication of effort. 

What we are left with, then, is the conclusion that these lowered rates 
were the opening salvo in the pattern adhered to through the years in which 
the applicant sought to forestall AEC from installing its own generating 
capacity, and to keep AEC as a captive customer - even at the cost of 
short-term profit - rather than allow it to develop as a competitor, thus 
assuring applicant's long-term health. As already indicated, it might be 
possible to build on this to fmd that a great many more instances of 
anticompetitive conduct fit into this same pattern. We decline, however, to 
do so, giving due deference to the analysis of the Board below. 

One fmal matter remains. The Licensing Board found, in regard to the 
1946 reduction, that applicant was properly motivated by a desire to 
prevent "uneconomic and wasteful duplication." (5 NRC at 910.) In the 
first place, we do not understand why AEC's construction proposal 
necessarily involved a duplication of applicant's facilities. Applicant has 
built numerous generating facilities; if its chief concern was duplication, it 
could have staggered AEC's proposed construction in with its own plans. 
More important, we do not believe an ostensible desire on the part of a 
monopolist to avoid "wasteful duplication" constitutes a legitimate defense 
under the antitrust laws to charges that the monopolist has prevented 
prospective competitors from entering a market. The argument that it does 
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is merely another version of the regulated industry defense we addressed 
earlier (see pp. 1039-1042, supra). An electric utility may prefer to avoid 
competition, but it cannot accomplish this goal through anticompetitive 
means. 170 

2. Denial of Ownership Access to Farley 
a. The other count on which the record compels us to disagree with 

the Licensing Board involves the applicant's alleged denial of ownership 
access to the Farley units. The Board below declined to rrod that the 
applicant had denied such access to AEC. According to that Board, there 
was no "hard evidence substantiating" such a charge; that on the contrary 
Mr. Farley, applicant's President, "made it quite clear in his testimony 
before the Board that Applicant does not take the position that it would not 
sell ownership." 5 NRC at 929. 

With all due deference to the Licensing Board, we construe the record 
differently. Our assessment of all the surrounding evidence persuades us 
that although the applicant never explicitly stated it was absolutely rejecting 
the possibility of selling an ownership share in Farley to AEC, it fully 
intended not to make such a sale unless forced to do so. 

From at least 1969, it was applicant's policy to maintain sole ownership 
in the Farley plant. This was made clear in an internal confidential 
memorandum of the company circulated among the officers and attorneys 
representing it in negotiations with AEC.17J That memorandum stated in 
unequivocal language: "The company is unalterably opposed to potential 
demand from one of more distribution cooperatives, or from AEC, for part 
ownership in the SEALA nuclear plant."1n This policy remained essentially 
unchanged over the years.173 Thus, it is not surprising to rrod that even 

1"'See also Davis-Besse, supra. 10 NRC at 323-27. 
I7IDJ_ 6040; VogtIe, Cross, Tr. 23,135. 
mDJ. 6040, p. 4. "SEALA" was the earlier name for the Farley plant. 
1730n April 6, 1971, shortly after AEC expressed an interest for joint ownenhip of the plant, 
the applicant flied Amendment No. 13 to the license application for construction of the Farley 
units. The amendment stated: "The plant is planned to be wholly owned by Alabama Power 
Company and is not planned for construction or operation as a joint venture with any other 
entity." Sec Justice Brief, 79. In this regard, James H. Miller, Jr., a senior vice-president of 
Alabama Power who participated in various negotiations and discussions with AEC 
concerning interconnections and joint ownership participation in Farley, testified: 

CHAIRMAN GLASER: Mr. Miller the company has never been in favor of a joint 
ownership arrangement with AEC to your knowledge; has it? 

THE WITNESS: Not to my knowledge, no. sir. 

Miller, Tr. 21,476. 
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though AEC expressed interest in acquiring a share in the Farley plant as 
early as 1971,174 some two years later applicant was still arguing for the sale 
of unit power.m To be sure, applicant's representatives met with AEC on 
repeated occasions to discuss the subject of access to Farley power,176 but 
the meetings did not progress much beyond the exploratory stage. During 
this period, the applicant's main efforts were directed not so much towards 
seeking an acceptable agreement on the joint ownership of the plant but in 
getting AEC to agree to the purchase of wholesale or unit power. The result 
was that when these hearings began in late 1974, the parties were far from 
reaching agreement onjoint ownership of Farley, even in principle.177 The 
effect of applicant's actions was to deny AEC reasonable access to Farley. 

In holding that the applicant acted to deny AEC an ownership in the 
plant, we have fully considered the testimony of Mr. Farley. But unlike the 
Board below, we fmd in it no support for the proposition that the applicant 
did not have a position against selling an ownership share in the plant. 
Rather, we fmd it to point forcefully the other way. 

For its conclusion that the applicant had no position against selling an 
ownership interest in Farley to AEC, the Board below relied on two 
statements made by Mr. Farley at the hearing. On one occasion, Mr. Farley 
was asked whether his company was willing to provide the municipalities 

mLetter from AEC to Mr. Farley dated April 27, 1973. App. Exh. BMG-21. 
mAs late as November 26, 1973, AEC's overtures toward acquiring an ownership interest in 
the Farley plant were being met by a recitation of claimed barriers against any kind of joint 
ownership arrangement. AEC Exh. 32. It is significant that the existence of problems claimed 
to be serious obstacles to joint ownership of the Farley plant were not raised until some two 
years after AEC's expression of interest in the plant. In 1974, the applicant was still resisting 
the sale ofa share in Farley to AEC. On October 29 of that year, applicant's counsel Mr. Balch 
wrote to AEC's counsel Mr. Boskey outlining the applicant's understanding of the positions of 
the parties expressed at a meeting which had been held earlier among representatives of both 
organizations. In that letter, applicant's counsel continued to urge that "the most fruitful 
approach to this matter from Alabama Power's point of view is to consider a unit power 
approach which avoids the complex problems which would arise from any attempt at this time 
to restructure the ownership of the Farley units." App. Exh. 173 at pp. Il-12. Earlier, on 
August 16, 1973, Mr. Farley had written to AEC urging that it purchase "power from a mix of 
the company's generation under applicable rate schedules and, thereby, in effect, have access 
to the Farley plant." The letter went on to indicate that, inasmuch as AEC indicated a desire to 
participate specifically in Farley, the applicant invited discussions to explore the possibility of 
unit power purchase by AEC. AEC Exh. 30. 
1765 NRC at 929. 
ITIBy late 1974, the parties had not yet reached the stage of negotiating over fum proposa1s. On 
June 20, 1974, AEC wrote to Mr. Farley to raise several matters including the desire for a 
meeting to resume discussion on a joint ownership arrngement for the Farley plant. AEC Exh. 
35. Mr. Vogtle responded for the applicant. On the subject of joint ownership, the response 
was no more than a bland invitation to discuss the matter at the next meeting with the request 
that AEC "furnish any definitive proposal to the Company for review" before the next 
meeting. AEC Exh. 36. By October of that year the applicant was continuing in its pursuit of a 
unit power arrangement with AEC. See fn. 175, supra. 
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and AEC access to Farley units by means of ownership participation. Mr. 
Farley's response was: 

The matter as to ownership has been discussed with representatives of 
the cooperatives and to a certain extent, the municipals, and the 
company is in this position, that we have not taken the position that we 
would not sell ownership.178 

Later in the hearing, Mr. Farley was again asked about the request of AEC 
for an ownership share of the Farley plant. In response to this question by a 
Licensing Board member, the following transpired: 

[MR.FARLEY]: We have been in negotiations with the Cooperative 
in ways that have certainly been explored here in this hearing 
heretofore. I don't consider the sale of the company's property or 
ownership in the plant or something of that nature quite in the same 
light that I do the offering of the utility service or utility coordination. 
We have not, obviously, reached agreement with the cooperative on 
the sale of a portion of the plant but it is not inconceivable that we 
might. 

MR. MILLER: What does that mean, Mr. Farley? 

THE WITNESS: It means, sir, that as of this point in time, as I have 
answered questions heretofore, Mr. Miller, that we don't have a policy 
that we would not sell a portion of a plant because we may. We think 
it's got all kinds of problems with it.l79 

True enough, one could read these statements to convey the thought that 
the applicant has no position against the sale of an ownership interest in the 
plant.lso But to succumb to this would be to be misled by the applicant's 
judicious phrasing of its answers in the double negative. That tactic cannot 
obsure the fact that the company has steadfastly avoided indicating directly 
that it would share ownership. When other testimony of Mr. Farley is 
considered, it clearly appears that the applicant did not intend to sell. This 
becomes even more patent when Mr. Farley's statements are viewed 
alongside the company's dealings with AEC after the time in 1971 when 
AEC expressed interest in acquiring an ownership interest in the plant. 

l78Farley, Cross, 19,185. 
I19Farley, Cross, 20,599. 
IWAt another instance during the hearing, Mr. Farley was asked about the companys policy 
toward joint ownership of the plant with others. To this, Mr. Farley's reply was that .. there just 
simply isn't a policy on it" Farley, Cross, 19,198-99. We find this answer inconsistent with the 
1969 policy statement and the action subsequently taken by the applicant. 
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The crucial testimony came after the exchanges relied on by the 
Licensing Board. Mr. Farley was asked by counsel for the Department of 
Justice whether the applicant was willing to offer ownership participation in 
the Farley plant to AEC. Mr. Farley responded: 

I ftnd it difficult to answer the question yes or no .•.• 

When asked by the Licensing Board Chairman for an explanation, Mr. 
Farley replied: 

If this Board were to impose a license condition which were to be 
upheld that the Company should sell an interest in the nuclear plant, 
then we'll sell an interest in the nuclear plant.IBI 

Thus, when pressed on the point of the applicant's willingness to enter 
into a joint ownership agreement with AEC, Mr. Farley'S testimony was 
that the company would do so - but only under compulsion by this 
agency. Stated in more direct terms, Mr. Farley was saying in effect that the 
applicant had no intention of voluntarily entering into an arrangement with 
AEC for joint ownership of the plant. 

Mr. Farley's last statement is even more revealing when considered in 
the context of the 1969 statement in which the policy of the company is 
expressed as being "unalterably opposed to sharing in the ownership of the 
plant with AEC or with anyone or more of the cooperatives."I8l Viewed in 
that light, it becomes clear that the company had a position: to resist to 
the last selling an ownership share of the plant to AEC.IS3 

b. Our inquiry does not end here. The next step we must take is to 
determine whether applicant's conduct respecting its refusal to sell an 
ownership interest in the Farley plant constituted anticompetitive action. 
For the reasons which follow, we hold that it does. 

In Part IV of our decision, we found that the applicant possessed 
monopoly power in the wholesale and retail markets for electricity in 

IIIFarley, Cross, 27,949-50. 
II2See p. 1081, supra. 
Il3The question of whether applicant denied MEUA ownership access is a much closer one. 
Nothing in the record indicates that applicant would have viewed an ownership request from 
MEUA more favorably than that from AEC. On the other hand, after reviewing the testimony 
of Mr. St. John carefully, it seems clear to us that MEUA did not pursue ownership access as 
actively as did AEC. See Tr. 4547-98. We are particularly concerned with the timing of 
MEUA's request, which appears to have come wen after this proceeding got under way. Tr. 
4551-4580. 

We believe resolution of iliis matter is unnecessary to our disposition of the case. We can 
assume that if a timely request was made, it would have been rejected. The key issue remains 
whether MEUA is entitled to ownership access. We discuss that point later (see pp. 1124-1125, 
infra). 
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central and south Alabama and in the coordination services market in that 
area. Being possessed of monopoly power, the applicant is precluded by 
Section 2 of the Sherman Act from willfully using it to preserve or extend its 
monopoly, to foreclose actual or potential competition, to gain competitive 
advantage or to destroy competitors. Moreover, it is not only full-fledged 
violations of the antitrust laws that are of concern in these licensing 
proceedings. Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act, which governs the 
proceeding here, condemns as well conduct which runs counter to the 
policies underlying those laws.l84 

Viewed against these limitations on permissible conduct by one who is a 
monopolist, we have no hesitancy in concluding that the applicant's actions 
in denying AEC a joint ownership share in Farley constituted anticompeti
tive behavior. The evidence leaves no doubt in our minds that the actions of 
the applicant in this regard were deliberately directed toward avoiding 
sharing in the ownership of the plant for fear that granting AEC an 
ownership interest in the plant would lead to erosion of the applicant's 
wholesale and retail business. As candidly put by Mr. J. H. Miller, Jr., 
applicant's senior vice-president: 

Should intervenors be allowed to acquire a portion of the Farley 
Nuclear Plant, extending the utilization of subsidized fmancing, it 
could bring about an inherently unfair competitive position between 
them on the one hand and Alabama Power on the other. It could, in 
fact, in the long-term place Alabama Power's competitive position in 
jeopardy to such a point that Alabama Power would no longer be 
viable. 

Miller, Direct, 150.18.5 

IMMid/and, supra. 6 NRC at 1019; sec pp. 1044-1046, supra. 
lI'Tbe testimony of Mr. Farley was to the same effect: 

Q. [Mr. Leckie, Justice Counsel]: You were concerned, though, in the time period 1969 
to 1971 with the possibility that your wholesale business might be eroded if you were 
to sell a share of the Farley Unit to Alabama Electric and/or to the municipal 
systems? 

A. [By Mr. Farley]. We were concerned that the differentials through these facts and 
ftnancing costs might cause a problem, yes, sir. 

Q. Were you concerned with a possible erosion of retail business at that time? 

A. Yes, sir, because all along has been the concept in Alabama Electric Cooperative's 
request that we wheel for them where ever they want. And that would include retail. 
That thread has been through many of our discussions and negotiations and that 
remained then and it remains now. 
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Although the possible future loss of business is undoubtedly oflegitimate 
concern to any business enterprise, it cannot be used by a monopolist to 
justify conduct designed to preserve or enhance its dominant position in the 
competitive market. At the very least, if not a violation of the antitrust laws, 
such conduct runs counter to the policies underlying those laws. 

That observation unquestionably applies to the situation here. Appli
cant's 1969 policy statement and the testimony of its two senior officers 
leave no doubt as to the company's short and long-range objectives in 
refusing to share in the ownership of Farley: the preservation of its 
dominant power in the wholesale and retail markets for electricity in central 
and south Alabama. That objective, as we have seen, is one that is 
condemned by Section 105c and the antitrust laws referred to therein. This 
being so, it follows that action undertaken by the applicant toward that end 
is no less unacceptable under the law. 

B. MEUA's Appeal 
MEUA was denied a remedy below because the Board found that there 

was no "significant actual or prospective competition between [MEUA and 
applicant] at the retail distribution level." 5 NRC at 961.186 Implicit in this 
denial was the Board's view that MEUA was also not a competitor in the 
wholesale market}87 MEUA's appeal is thus essentially double-barreled; it 
contends both that the rejection of the retail market was incorrect and that 
it was wrongfully excluded from the wholesale market. 

As we explained earlier (see pp. 1059-1068, supra), we disagree with the 
Licensing Board's rejection of the retail market. Before we analyze the 
effect of this finding on MEUA's case, we tum to the· claim that the 
Licensing Board erroneously excluded MEUA from the wholesale market. 

CHAIRMAN GLASER: In fact, hasn't it been the case that the company's been 
concerned about Alabama Electric Cooperative taking away Alabama Power Company's 
customers since the inception of the cooperative? 

TIlE WITNESS: Well, sir, I wouldn't say, Mr, Olairman, since the inception of it 
because this didn't really get to be, well, several years - in the early days of its - in the 
late '40's, perhaps, would be a better time. I think the cooperative was organized about 
'41 or '42, or something like that and it was some years after that before the west -

CHAIRMAN GLASER: In any event, for the last 20 years the company has been 
concerned about it? 

TIlE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 

Farley, Cross, 20,802-04. 
II6In the ensuing discussion, the term MEUA refers to both the organization collectively and 
its members singularly. 
II7See 5 NRC at 1484 n. 5. 
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1. Wholesale Market. Although the Licensing Board determined that 
there was a relevant wholesale market in central and southern Alabama, it 
excluded MEUA from the remedial hearing on the grounds that MEUA 
was not an actual or potential competitor in the market.188 MEUA, Justice 
and staff dispute this ruling, arguing on appeal that the municipals are 
potential competitors. They argue that this is true because the municipals 
are on the edge of the market, that applicant's activities in the past have 
discouraged their entrance, and that such entrance is feasible if the 
municipals are granted a share of the Farley facility.l89 MEUA relies on a 
second string to its bow. In the alternative, it argues that its members are 
currently in competition in the wholesale market. We deal with this latter 
argument ftrst. 

a. MEUA advances two bases on which it would have us fmd that 
it is presently in actual competition in the wholesale market. It ftrst notes 
that although it now does not engage in selling power at wholesale, one of 
its members, Riviera Utilities,l90 at one time provided wholesale service in 
Baldwin County. It then claims that Riviera was forced out by applicant's 
anticompetitive conduct. To prevent the applicant from beneftting from its 
wrongdoing, MEUA's argument is that we should look upon the market in 
terms of the situation existing at the time Riviera engaged in wholesale 
service and not the present. Secondly, MEUA argues that its decision to 
purchase wholesale power instead of supplying its own needs through self
generation is a form of present wholesale competition. 

We need not devote much attention to the argument that the exercise of 
a decision to "make-or-buy" is an indication that actual competition for the 
sale of wholesale power exists. All MEUA's decision to buy tells us on the 
record of this case is that it is a wholesale customer of the applicant. 
Without any generating capacity of its own, we simply do not believe that 
MEUA as a buyer of electricity at wholesale is in actual competition with a 
selling entity. 

The question of MEUA's past role in the market is a more complicated 
matter. Although Riviera Utilities lost its last wholesale customers during 
the course of the proceeding below,191 there is no dispute that Riviera at one 
time provided wholesale service to other retailing entities. Indeed,' in its 
description of wholesale competition, the Licensing Board included 

ISS/bid 
II9MEUA Brief, 22-41; Justice Brief, 54-61; Staff Brief, 23-26, 40-42. 
I90Riviera Utilities is the name of the municipally-owned utility in the town of Foley. 
191MEUA Brief, 25; 5 NRC at 828. 
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references to competition between Riviera and applicant. l92 Nonetheless, 
the Board excluded MEUA from the market without explanation. 

Although the Licensing Board did not deal directly with Riviera's role in 
the wholesale market, it did limit sellers in the market to "those entities 
generating and providing bulk electric power to distribution entities." 5 
NRC at 890. Riviera, it should be pointed out, was not a generating entity. 
MEUA challenges any suggestion that generation is a precondition to being 
in the market; it claims the market should include all entities selling bulk 
power to distribution systems.l93 The fact that Riviera no longer sells power 
at wholesale, we are told, is not relevant, if Riviera is excluded from the 
market, "any monopolist would be immune from antitrust liability upon 
accomplishing destruction ofits rival."I94 

We can agree with MEUA up to a point. Theoretically, ownership of 
generation need not be a prerequisite to entrance in the wholesale market. 
And certainly any destruction of a competitor is a fact we could hardly 
ignore. But our assessment of the record simply does not comport with that 
ofMEUA. 

The town of Foley acquired Riviera Utilities in 1941.195 Riviera at the 
time had three wholesale customers in south Baldwin County: the towns 
of Robertsdale and Fairhope, and the Baldwin County Electric Member
ship Cooperative. It supplied its wholesale and retail power requirements, in 
1941 and at all times afterwards, through wholesale purchases from 
applicant. Eventually, all of Riviera's wholesale customers decided to take 
service from applicant instead. 

Although MEUA would have us believe that applicant was responsible 
for Riviera's loss of its wholesale customers, the record indicates otherwise. 
We find that Foley's role was purely that of a middleman; it purchased 
power from one party and sold it at a markup to another. Its wholesale 
customers were prevented by contractual barrier from dealing with 
applicant directly; when the barriers were removed, the customers elected 
to receive their power from applicant. In this regard, it should be noted that 
applicant charges uniform wholesale rates throughout the state; it did not 
lower its rates to attract the new business. Applicant further claimsl96 -

and the record does not indicate otherwise - that it received no additional 
revenue from its new customers; it simply sold the same amount of power 
at the same price without going through a middleman. When questioned 

1925 NRC at 895, citing. inler alia. StJohn, Direct, 10-14; DJX 4298, 4301, 4308-4311; Tr. 
23.477-23.487. 
I9JMEUA Brief, 24. 
I94Id. at 26. 
I95APCO Reply Brief, 45. 
I96APCO Reply Brief, 46 n. 312. 
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about the loss of Riviera's wholesale customers, Mr. St. John was unable to 
point to any conduct on applicant's part in taking over service to Riviera's 
customers that could be considered wrongful,197 Nor did he indicate that 
Riviera sought cheaper sources of bulk power elsewhere (if any were in fact 
available). In these circumstances, we are simply unwilling to say that 
applicant contributed to the destruction of its wholesale rival. Common 
sense would seem to indicate that a wholesale supplier that does nothing 
more than buy power from one supplier and sell it at a higher price to 
distributors will be unable to remain in existence if their customers can deal 
directly with the supplier.l98 Riviera having lost its customers through 
operation of market forces, we fmd no basis for faulting the applicant in 
this regard. This being so, whatever the competitive situation may have 
been when Riviera was a seller of wholesale power, the fact is that MEUA 
is not now an actual competitor in the wholesale market. 

b. As mentioned earlier, Justice, NRC Staff, and MEUA all argue 
that MEUA is a potential competitor in the wholesale market. Our 
attention is directed to any number of court decisions dealing with potential 
competition as it affects mergers under Section 7 of the Clayton Act.l99 

Applicant questions the propriety of relying on merger cases to determine 
whether MEUA's members are potential competitors at the wholesale 
level.200 We need not decide this issue, for we do not believe MEUA 
qualifies as a potential entrant even under the principles enunciated in the 
cases it cites. 

The reasoning for our rejection of the notion that MEUA is a potential 
entrant to the wholesale market is founded upon our assessment of its 
ability to enter the market. We accept, for the purposes of argument, 
MEUA's contentions that it is eager to enter the market, that it is in a 
similar line of commerce, that actual penetration of the market is 
unnecessary, and that MEUA is the most likely new entrant.201 Nonethe
less, we read the cases as requiring a showing that MEUA is either (1) 
capable of entering the market on its own, or (2) currently influencing 
competitive conditions in the market. MEUA has not made either showing. 

I97See Tr. 3683-94. 
I98In this connection, see New England Power Co. v. Federal Power Commission, 349 F.2d 258, 
260 (1st Cir. 1965), wherein the F.P.C. noted that the prevailing industry practice was for the 
middleman to be eliminated and that the Commission could see no reason why the middleman 
in the case should not be eliminated. 
199E.g., United States v. Marine Bancorporation, 418 U.s. 602 (1974); United States v. Falstaff 
Brewing Corp., 410 U.S. 526 (1973); Federal Trade Commission v. Proctor & Gamble Co., 386 
U.S. 568 (1967); United States v. Penn-Olin Chemical Co. 378 U.S. 158 (1964); and United 
States v. El Paso Natural Gas Co., 376 U.S. 651 (1964). 
2OOAPCO Reply Brief, 48 n. 322. 
20ISee MEUA Brief, 31-41. 
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A look at the cases helps illuminate the nature of these requirements. In 
Marine Bancorporation,2!J2 the acquisition of a Spokane, Washington bank 
by a Seattle bank seeking to penetrate the Spokane market was allowed; the 
Supreme Court found that the purchase did not eliminate the Seattle bank 
as a potential competitor in the Spokane market because the bank lacked 
other feasible means of entering the market. The Court thus allowed the 
acquisition to take place. 438 U.S. at 632-639. 

In FalstafJ,2C13 the Supreme Court reversed and remanded a decision 
approving a national brewery's purchase of a New England brewery. The 
District Court found conclusive the testimony of witnesses for the acquiring 
firm indicating that it would not have entered the New England market by 
any other means. The Supreme Court thought otherwise: 

The specillc question with respect to this phase of the case is not what 
Falstaff's internal company decisions were but whether, given its 
fmancial capabilities and conditions in the New England market, it 
would be reasonable to consider it a potential entrant into that market 
.... [I]f it would appear to rational beer merchants in New England 
that Falstaff might well build a new brewery to supply the northeastern 
market then its entry by merger becomes suspect under § 7. The 
District Court should therefore have appraised the economic facts 
about Falstaff and the New England market in order to determine 
whether in any realistic sense Falstaff could be said to be a potential 
competitor on the fringe of the market with likely influence on existing 
competition. 

410 U.S. at 533-534. 
In Procter & Gamble,204 the acquisition of a bleach manufacturer by a 

company specializing in household products was disallowed. The Supreme 
Court found, inter alia, that the acquisition would eliminate the acquiring 
company as a potential competitor in the market for bleach. There was no 
evidence indicating that the acquiring company intended to enter the 
bleach market de novo; however, the Court found it to be a potential 
competitor on the ground that de novo entry was feasible and that the threat 
of de novo entry exerted "considerable influence on the market.' " 386 U.S. 
at 580-581. 

In the two other cases relied upon by MEUA, Penn-Olin and El Paso,'J!.)5 
the potential competitors were substantial forces. In Penn-Olin, the court 

202See fn. 199, supra. 
lIJ31bid. 
2041bid. 
2O$Ibld. 
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found both merging companies capable of entering the market indepen
dently and noted that even if only one company entered the market, the 
other could have exerted a procompetitive influence by virtue of its position 
on the edge of the market. 378 U.S. at 173-176. In EI Paso, the acquired 
company (pacific Northwest) was found to have the capability to enter the 
California market and to have been "a substantial factor in the California 
market" through its attempts to enter the market. 376 U.S. at 658-661. 

All these cases have a common thread: in each case the test for 
determining whether a company would be considered by the Court to be a 
potential competitor in a relevant market involved whether it had a present 
capability of entering that market or was reasonably viewed by others in the 
market as having the capability of entering it at any time it desired. 

In the case at bar, MEUA seeks to establish its capability of entering the 
market through rather curious, indeed circular, reasoning. MEUA in the 
past has forsaken generation because of the costs involved.206 In this regard, 
the Board below found that the municipality of Dothan had not seriously 
considered installing generation (5 NRC at 930-31); we agree with this 
fmding. No solid evidence was shown to indicate that MEUA is 
considering building its own generation in the near future; the best that 
could be said for MEUA's members is that they might possibly be 
interested in installing peak-sharing units.207 Nor did MEUA identify any 
other potential bulk power supplier it has considered dealing with in order 
to reduce its dependence on applicant's generation. MEUA's potential 
entrance in the market seems instead to hinge on access to Farley. If it is 
allowed to purchase a share of the plant, we are told, MEUA will be able to 
compete at wholesale with applicant.208 In fact, MEUA's counsel admitted 
at the Phase II hearing that access to Farley is "a sine qua non of it being 
likely or feasible for [MEUA] going into the wholesale market." Tr. 27,022. 

Like the Licensing Board, we are left unmoved by this reasoning. The 
ultimate issue in this case is whether this agency should mandate that 
applicant accord intervenors access to the Farley facility. In terms of 
potential competition, we believe MEUA's capability to enter the market 
must be assessed without regard to the Farley facility.209 And the record 
indicates that, without access to Farley, MEUA does not have the 

206Tr. 3635; 27,029-30. 
2mSee Tr. 3878-3888, 3907-3909. At the time of the hearing below, it appeared that MEUA had 
made no real studies addressing the installation of peak-sharing generation. Tr. 3907. 
20IMEUA Brief, 30-31. 
209In this regard, it is useful to explore what MEUA's role in the market would have been if the 
Farley facility were never built. MEUA's counsel was questioned about this at the Phase II 
hearing; while his response was necessarily speculative, it is certainly clear that MEUA's 
entrance into the market would have been far more difficult than that of the potential 
competitors in the cases it cites. See Tr. 27,030-27,033. 
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capability to enter the wholesale market. We simply can not accept 
MEUA's argument that if it is granted access to Farley, it could compete in 
the wholesale market - and that therefore it is a potential competitor in the 
market and is entitled to such access. 

Nor can MEUA claim recognition as a potential competitor in the 
market for wholesale power on the basis of the second test - that it is 
currently influencing competitive conditions in the market. MEUA con
tends that applicant was aware of the municipal systems' desires to install 
generation and reacted to this desire by pursuing a course of anticompeti
tive conduct.210 According to MEUA's argument, the applicant inserted 
anticompetitive conditions into its wholesale contracts in order to prevent 
AEC and MEUA from installing generating units. But the Licensing Board 
found no evidence to support this charge. (5 NRC at 932). Applicant may 
have been aware of MEUA's desire to enter the market and that MEUA 
would encounter difficulties in installing generation,2l1 but it does not 
necessarily follow that applicant's conduct was dictated thereby. If a 
company does not possess the capability to enter a market, it must be 
assumed, absent evidence to the contrary, that its activities or even its 
presence do not affect competitive conditions in the market.212 Given these 
circumstances, we cannot conclude that MEUA exerted an appreciable 
influence on the wholesale market.213 

2. Retail Market. Because the Licensing Board found the retail market 
not to be a relevant one, it did not address the competitive situation at retail 
between MEUA and applicant. Before the question of remedy for MEUA 
can be addressed, we must ftrst examine this retail situation and how it has 
been affected (if at all) by applicant's past conduct. 

a. MEUA is composed of the municipal systems of the following 12 
cities: Alexander City, Dothan, Fairhope, Foley, LaFayette, Lanett, 
Luverne, Opelika, Piedmont, Sylacauga, Troy, and Tuskegee. All twelve 
purchase the bulk of their power supply from applicant; eleven receive 
additional power from SEPA.214 5 NRC at 827-828. 

210MEUA Brief, 32. 
2IIMEUA Brief, 29. 
lllMarine Bancorporation, supra, 418 U.s. at 639-640. 
21lWe note here that our fmding that MEUA is not likely to install its own generating capacity 
in the future, coupled with the fact that its mem~ have produced no power in the recent 
past, lead us to the conclusion that MEUA should not be considered a participant in the 
market for coordination services in central and southern Alabama. Nothing we have seen in 
the record below changes our view that non-generating utilities have no appreciable role to 
play in that market. See fn. 82, supra. 
1141be City of Troy purchases no SEPA power; it acquires all its power from applicant. S NRC 
at 828. 
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Mr. H. Sewell St. John, Sr., the Secretary-Treasurer of MEUA, testified 
below at great length on the nature of retail competition in central and 
southern Alabama. His testimony indicated that there is some head-to-head 
competition, usually for large new loads, between applicant and at least five 
members of MEUA.21' This competition has been limited in part by the 
existence of territorial agreements between applicant and all five of the 
municipal systems, but it nonetheless must be reckoned with. 

While Mr. St. John was able to show that competition between applicant 
and MEUA exists, neither he nor any other witness was able to identify any 
harm that a municipal system had suffered because of applicant's assertedly 
anticompetitive conduct. This is not to say that applicant has never acted in 
a manner inconsistent with the antitrust laws in its dealings with the 
municipals; the Board below found (and we agree) that applicant's 
wholesale contracts with the municipal distributors on their face would 
discourage the latter from installing their own generation and transmission 
and from dealing with alternative bulk power suppliers. But we are simply 
unconvinced that these contractual provisions had any effect on the 
municipal's retail business. 

In the first place, no evidence was presented to indicate that the 
municipals were either seriously interested in or capable of building their 
own generating plants or seeking out other bulk power supplies.216 It can by 
no means be taken as a given that, at a time when applicant's wholesale 
rates were concededly low and economies of scale were allowing the 
construction of larger and more efficient units, isolated municipalities 
would have chosen to enter the generating field.217 Nor can we assume, 
without supporting evidence, that the municipalities would have looked 
elsewhere for power. As Mr. St. John pointed out (St. John, Direct, 17), 
even with access to applicant's transmission lines the number of wholesale 
suppliers the municipals could have feasibly dealt with was limited. We are 

21'See Tr. 2894 et. seq. (Opelika); Tr. 2928 et. seq. (Alexander City); Tr. 2996 et seq. 
(Sylacauga); Tr. 3059 et seq. (Piedmont); and Tr. 3512 et. seq. (Dothan). 
216We fmd instructive the examples referred to by MEUA in its brief as illustrative of 
applicant's success in discouraging the municipals and AEC from developing alternate sources 
of bulk power. With the exception of applicant's alleged refusal to coordinate with Dothan (see 
fn. 217, infra), all relate to situations involving applicant's dealings with the cooperatives 
instead of with the municipalities. See MEUA Brief, S~77. 
217As far as the record shows, only one municipal, Dothan, considered installing its own 
generation. The Licensing Board found that there was little evidence presented on this issue (5 
NRC at 93()'31); we agree. As best as we can tell, Dothan commissioned a study to investigate 
alternative methods of acquiring bulk power and the study recommended that Dothan 
continue to purchase power from applicant. See App. X 9. The consultants who performed the 
study did not explain their decision in their report and they were not called to testilY. As for 
the other municipals, Mr. St. John stated that they never reached the stage of spending money 
on engineering studies because they did not believe they could generate power as cheaply as 
they could purchase it. Tr. 3,635. 
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never told who these potential suppliers were, what their wholesale rates 
were, or whether they actually had power available. Nor was our attention 
pointed to an instance where a municipal system investigated the possibility 
of using applicant's transmission to buy elsewhere. 

The second basis for our belief that the municipals were not harmed by 
any of applicant's anticompetitive practices stems from the municipals' past 
success in the retail market. The last municipally-owned system taken over 
by the applicant was that of the town of Headland more than forty years 
ago. Tr. 2797. And in those towns where Mr. St. John described retail 
competition between applicant and municipals, the municipals seem to be 
holding their own.218 Mr. St. John admitted that the municipals have been 
profitable, and that applicant has not prevented them from subsisting as 
viable business entities.219 Our own review of Mr. St. John's testimony 
leaves us unconvinced that applicant has even attempted to suppress the 
municipals, much less succeeded in doing so. 

b. MEUA makes one other argument in connection with the retail 
market. It contends at great length that, since the early 1970's, its members 
have been subject to a price squeeze rendering them incapable of competing 
for new industrialloads.220 It asserts that since that time the applicant has 
charged MEUA excessively high rates for the wholesale power it purchases. 

The Licensing Board rejected the price squeeze argument. It noted that a 
price squeeze was not apparent on the evidence presented by MEUA. The 
Licensing Board also saw "no evidence that MEUA members are anything 
but financially viable." 5 NRC at 939. In addition, it found other evidence 
in the record which weakened, if not vitiated, the validity of the charge. 
Moreover, it found that even if a squeeze had existed as charged, it was not 
of sufficient significance for purposes of Section IOSc of the Act. 

218See, e.g., Tr. 2906-07 (Opelika successfully competed for a shopping center); Tr. 3043-44 
(although applicant has a franchise to compete for loads of more than 100 leva in Sylacauga, 
the municipal system serves all such loads); Tr. 3512 (Dothan served industrial customer 
outside its contractually-assigned areas). 
219'fr. 407~81. Our point here is not that the applicant lacked the economic power to drive 
the municipals under, but that the record before us does not show that it attempted to do so. 
Compare Midland, supra, 6 NRC at 1018-19. 
22IlSee MEUA Brief, 89-108; MEUA Proposed Findings Below, 52-89. As defined by the 
Licensing Board (5 NRC at 937): 

A price squeeze involves the economic behavior of a vertically integrated f1Illl vir a vir 
[a] rival who is not simiIarly integrated. If a manufacturer both marketed its product 
through its own distribution channel and sold to independent distributors as well, the 
manufacturer would be engaging in a single price squeeze if it unduly raised the 
wholesale price to the independent distributors who competed with the manufacturer at 
retail. A double price squeeze occurs if, in addition to the tactic just mentioned, the 
vertically integrated manufacturer unduly lowered the retail price of the product in its 
own outlets as well. 
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We agree with the Licensing Board's handling of the price squeeze issue. 
In the first place, we cannot accept the definition urged upon us by MEUA 
that a price squeeze occurs whenever "a retailer cannot purchase at a 
wholesale rate sufficiently low to enable it to compete .•. [at retail with its 
wholesale supplier] and produce a positive margin sufficiently high to cover 
the costs.''221 This definition purportedly reflects the reasoning applied in 
the landmark Alcoa case.222 But we do not believe that case established such 
a protectionist standard.223 The correct focus of a price squeeze, as the 
Board below found, is on the pricing policies of the integrated firm. In this 
case, the crucial factor is whether applicant's wholesale and retail prices 
adequately reflect production costS.224 The Board below found no evidence 
that applicant's retail rates have been kept unjustifiably low,m and nothing 
alluded to in MEUA's brief convinces us that applicant's wholesale rates 
are set unfairly high. 

Beyond the question of whether a price squeeze has in fact occurred, we 
think it important to reiterate the Licensing Board's view of the consider
ation that can be given to evidence of a price squeeze in an NRC antitrust 
proceeding. We are not empowered to establish wholesale rates; that 
function resides in the FERC. We are interested in evidence of a price 
squeeze only insofar as it sheds light on the "intent and purpose of 
Applicant in its competitive relationship with other parties."226 For the 
reasons set forth by the Licensing Board, we do not believe MEUA has met 
its burden in advancing this contention; the evidence does not establish 
that applicant has set its retail and wholesale rates at levels designed to 
prevent MEUA from competing for industrial customers. 

With our assessment of the factual record made below now complete, we 
tum to the question of remedy. 

2llMEUA Brief, 92. 
22lUnited States v.Aluminum Company of America, 148 F.2d 416, 436-438 (2d Cir. 1945). 
2lJWhile Judge Learned Hand never explicitly delineated the elements of a price squeeze in 
Alcoa, he did fmd that the defendant's price for the raw material was higher than a "fair price." 
Id. at 437. 
2145 NRC at 937 n. 265. 
mId. at 939. 
:J265 NRC at 940. 
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VI. 

REMEDY 

In the proceeding below, the Licensing Board - fmding five instances of 
anticompetitive action by the applicant and invoking several "public 
interest" considerations - ordered the imposition of a number of 
conditions on the licenses which may be issued to the applicant for the two 
units of the Farley Nuclear Plant. The principal conditions required the 
applicant (1) to provide AEC with access to the Farley plant in the form of 
unit power; (2) to provide transmission services to enable AEC to make 
effective use of that power; and (3) to provide AEC with backup bulk 
power to cover those situations when Farley is down for maintenance or 
other causes. 5 NRC at 1501-09. The Board below considered the 
conditions warranted upon a "weighing and evaluating [of] the various 
antitrust and other public interest concerns." Id. at 1501-02. 

These conditions extended benefits only to AEC. The licensing Board 
ruled that MEUA was not entitled to relief because "there was no 
significant actual or prospective competition between Applicant and 
[MEUA] at the retail distribution level, nor other conduct of Applicant 
toward MEUA or its members which was inconsistent with the antitrust 
laws within the meaning of Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act." 5 
NRC at 1484. A grant to MEUA of access to Farley under those 
conditions, according to the Board, "might be considered an unwarranted 
attempt to restructure the electric power industry at the retail level, rather 
than fulfilling the statutory mandate of antitrust review under Section 
105c." Ibid. 

All the parties object. The applicant's basic position is that no remedy in 
the form of license conditions is warranted by the Licensing Board's 
fmdings. If license conditions are nonetheless found necessary, we are told, 
the sale of wholesale power rather than unit power would be more 
appropriate.227 On the other hand, the remaining parties argue that the 
remedy does not go far enough. For various asserted reasons, each of these 
parties claims that the licensing Board erred in not ordering more extensive 
relief - generally ownership access to the Farley plant and greater access 
to APCO's transmission facilities. Their thesis is that, on the facts of this 
case, a stronger remedy that that imposed by the Licensing Board is 
mandated by the Atomic Energy Act and applicable principles of antitrust 
law. 

m APCO Brief, 82·89. 
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A. Remedial Standards Under Section lOSe 
In view of our fmdings that the applicant engaged in anticompetitive 

conduct beyond that which the Board below attributed to it, we need not 
decide whether the license conditions imposed by the Licensing Board 
constituted a remedy appropriate to the limited "liability" fmdings it made. 
Our finding that the applicant's refusal to grant AEC ownership access to 
Farley constituted anticompetitive action, along with the other determina
tions made by us in Parts III, IV, and V, supra, have significantly changed 
the dimensions of the "situation inconsistent" which must be considered in 
determining the remedy. The decision that is called for on our part, 
therefore, is not so much a determination of whether the relief ordered by 
the Licensing Board should be upheld, but rather what remedy we believe 
to be appropriate in light of the "situation inconsistent" as we fmd it. 

This brings us to the question of the standard to be applied in 
determining the license conditions for the plant. The applicant argues that 
"an antitrust tribunal, given a choice of remedies addressed to anticompeti
tive conduct, should choose the least onerous adequate remedy avail
able."218 It goes on to say that "[i]n the context of Section 105c(6) of the 
Act, 'the adequacy' of a particular remedy depends upon two principal 
factors: (I) on a case-by-case basis, whether the remedy neutralizes the 
impact of the licensed facility upon the competitive situation in a particular 
market in light of the afl1rmative fmdings under Section IOSc(5) and 
detailed evidence of the existing competitive situation in that market; and 
(2) whether the remedy selected has a nexus to the Applicant's activities 
under the license."229 Implicitly, the applicant is telling us that the 
Commission's remedial antitrust authority is a narrow one, extending only 
to the neutralization of whatever competitive advantage the licensed facility 
may add to the preexisting competitive situation and limited to the activities 
under the license. 

The other parties have a far more expansive view of the Commission's 
remedial authority. They suggest in varying ways that the Commission has 
the authority to impose any license conditions it deems necessary to cure or 
eliminate the situation found inconsistent.230 

We fmd the applicant's view of the Commission's antitrust remedial 
authority unduly restrictive. It cannot be sustained by the language of 
Section IOSc of the Act; nor is it supported by the legislative history of that 
provision. 

mId. at 84. 
'J19Id. at 85 (footnotes omitted). 
230StatT Brief, 32-35; Justice Brief, 9-16; AEC Brief, 41; MEUA Brief, 126. 
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In both Midlanlfl31 and Davis-Besse,232 we had occasion to consider the 
scope of the Commission's remedial authority under Section IOSc.23) In the 
latter case, we were confronted with the argument, like the nexus argumenl 
of the applicant here, that the Commission may only grant relief that would 
govern activities under the license. We disposed of that argument with the 
following answer: 

To begin with, the limiting phrase "activities under the license" is nol 
in Section IOSc(6) which governs the scope of relief. To the contrary, 
paragraph (6) is cast in the broadest terms. In pertinent part it provide~ 
where the Commission fmds a situation inconsistent with the antitrusl 
laws that it "shall have the authority to issue or continue a license ru 
applied for, to refuse to issue a license, to rescind a license or amend i~ 
and to issue a license with such conditions as it deems appropriate." 
The provision conveys the message that Congress did not want nucleru 
plants authorized in circumstances that would create or maintaiIl 
anticompetitive situations without license conditions designed tc 
redress them. This construction is fully warranted on the face oj 
paragraph (6). This is also the meaning specifically ascribed to it by i~ 
congressional authors, the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy: 

''The Committee believes that, except in an extraordinary situation 
Commission-imposed conditions should be able to eliminate th~ 
concerns entailed in any affirmative fmding under paragraph (S; 
[of Section IOSc] ••• " 

lll6 NRC at 1094-1100. 
23210 NRC at 282·94. 
llJThe pertinent paragraphs of Section IOSc are (5) and (6). They read: 

(5) Promptly upon receipt of the Attorney General's advice, the Commission shal 
publish the advice in the Federal Register. Where the Attorney General advises that then 
may be adverse antitrust aspects and recommends that there be a hearing, the AttomCJ 
General or his designee may participate as a party in the proceedings thereafter held bJ 
the Commission on such licensing matter in connection with the subject matter of hii 
advice. The Commission shall give due consideration to the advice received from th~ 
Attorney General and to such evidence as may be provided during the proceedings il 
connection with such subject matter, and shall make a fmding as to whether the activitiCi 
under the license would create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laWi 
as specified in subsection IOSa. 

(6) In the event the Commission's fmding under paragraph (5) is in the afTumative, th~ 
Commission shall also consider, in determining whether the license should be issued 01 
continued, such other factors, including the need for power in the affected area, as thl 
Commission in its judgment deems necessary to protect the public interest. On the bas~ 
of its fmdings, the Commission shall have the authority to issue or continue a license aJ 
applied for, to refuse to issue a license, to rescind a license or amend it, and to issue I 
license with such conditions as it deems appropriate. 
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10 NRC at 291 (references omitted). 
Then, we went on to explain: 

When construing this provision [Section 10Sc(6)] in Midland, we 
stressed that "no type of license condition - be it a requirement for 
wheeling, coordination, unit power access, or sale of an interest in the 
plant itself - is necessarily foreclosed as a possible form of relief. 
Section IOSc imposes no limits in this respect; it gives the Commission 
'authority ... to issue a license with such conditions as it deems 
appropriate.' " In other words, as we explained when faced with similar 
arguments in Wolf Creek, "[S]ection IOSc(6) simply directs the 
Commission to place 'appropriate' conditions on licenses where 
necessary to rectify anti competitive situations. This is an invocation of 
the Commission's discretion, not a limitation on its powers. Had 
Congress wished to do the latter, it would have said so in unmistakable 
terms." 

The idea that the remedies in the antitrust arsenal are sufficient to 
overcome the violations is neither original nor recent. Rather, this 
settled tenet is one of the "principles developed by the Antitrust 
Division, the Federal Trade Commission, and the Federal Courts" 
which we apply in proceedings under section IOSc. The Supreme Court 
has reiterated that "relief in an antitrust case must be 'effective to 
redress violations' and 'to restore competition.' " And "adequate relief 
in a monopolization case should ... render impotent the monopoly 
power found to be in violation of the [Shennan] Act." 

Id. at 292 (references omitted). 
In sum, the Commission's remedial authority under IOSc(6), while not 

boundless, is more extensive than the applicant believes. The Commission 
has wide discretion in fashioning "appropriate" license conditions "where 
necessary to rectify anticompetitive situations." "[N]o type of license 
condition - be it a requirement for wheeling, coordination, unit power 
~ccess, or sale of an interest in the plant itself - is necessarily foreclosed as 
a possible form of relief."234 And the license condition need not be confmed 
in its application to activities under the license. This is not to suggest, 
however, that the Commission's authority to impose "appropriate" license 
conditions is carte blanche. The authority to act may not be divorced from 
the purposes of the legislation. It does not include the authority to employ 

234Mid/and, supra, 6 NRC at 1099. 
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license conditions "as an implement to restructure the electric utility 
ind UStry .''235 

The question then remains: What are the considerations which the 
Commission may factor into its decision of "appropriate" license condi
tions? In its decision, the Board below considered not only antitrust factors 
but other "public interest" factors as well in arriving at the appropriate 
license conditions for the Farley facility. These public interest factors 
included (1) the "need for power" (i.e., the need for the generating capacity 
represented by the Farley plant to meet the anticipated power demands of 
the applicant's service area); (2) AECs tax and other advantages stemming 
from its status as an electric cooperative; (3) the "grandfathered" nature of 
the antitrust review associated with the fact that construction permits for 
Farley were applied for prior to the enactment of Section IOSc in 1970; and 
(4) the Board's finding that all anticompetitive conduct by the applicant 
had ceased by early 1972. According to the Board, Section 105c(6) of the 
Act mandated that it consider these public interest factors in addition to the 
relevant antitrust factors: 

It is indisputable that these antitrust laws embody a fundamental 
national policy regarding the preservation of competition in our 
economic system. But a rmding of inconsistency with the antitrust laws 
under Section 105c(5) does not end the inquiry, but leads to a 
consideration of other public interest factors in accordance with 
Section 105c(6). The latter section requires the Commission then to 
consider "such other factors, including the need for power in the 
affected area, as the Commission in its judgment deems necessary to 
protect the public interest" (42 U.S.c. Section 1235(c) (6». 

5 NRC at 1496 (footnote omitted). 
The propriety of the Licensing Board's use of these public interest 

considerations as mitigating factors in fashioning appropriate license 
conditions is disputed by several of the parties.236 AEC argues that under 
Section 105c(6), public interest' factors may be taken into consideration 
only to determine whether to issue or continue a license. Where as here no 
one is urging the refusal, rescission or revocation of a license, AEC claims 
that those public interest factors cannot be invoked to allow less stringent 
license conditions.237 AEC sees this result as required by the portion of the 
first sentence of Section 105c(6) (underscored in its brief) directing the 
Commission to consider certain factors necessary to protect the public 

2J'Id. at 1100. 
2J6StaffBrief, 4347; Justice Brief, 28-34, 41-52; AEC Brief, 28-31, 35-38. 
2J7 AEC Brief, 29-31. 
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interest "in determining whether the license should be issued or contin
ued."138 The NRC staff and Justice follow a different tack. Rather than 
taking issue with the propriety of considering public interest factors in 
fashioning appropriate license conditions, they disagree with the Licensing 
Board's use of those factors in this case. Specifically, they do not believe 
public interest considerations here lie in favor of mitigating license 
conditions which otherwise might be appropriate.239 

Because we are undertaking to determine the appropriate license 
conditions ourselves based on a set offmdings different from that on which 
the Licensing Board premised its conditions, it is bootless to spend effort on 
each detailed aspect of the Licensing Board's assessment of the public 
interest considerations factored into its decision.2«l In a more general vein, 
however, we disagree with AEC's reading of Section lOSc(6) that public 
interest considerations are relevant only for determining whether a license 
should issue or have its life extended 

In resting on the quoted portion of the ftrst sentence of Section lOSc(6) 
for its interpretation of the statute, AEC gives the Section too crabbed a 
reading. Its error lies in its failure to give full effect to the remaining 
sentence of the Section: "On the basis of its fmdings, the Commission 
shall have the authority to issue or continue a license as applied for, to 
refuse to issue a license, to rescind a license or amend it, and to issue a 
license with such conditions as it deems appropriate." With the single 
qua1iftcation that the Commission decision be based on its fmdings, the 
operative words of the sentence are without restriction. This being so, we 
decline to read Section lOSc(6) as precluding the Commission from 
considering the "need for power" and other public interest factors in its 
determination of license conditions and from imposing less onerous 
conditions if it decides that both the situation inconsistent found under (5) 
and the public interest fmdings under (6) make those conditions appropri-

23'The fllSt sentence of Section IOSc(6), with the portion emphasized by ABC in italics, 
reads as follows: 

"In the event the Commission's fmding under paragraph (5) is in the atrmnative, the 
Commission shall also consider, in determining whether the licerue should be is.rued or 
continued, such other factors, including the need for power in the affected area, as the 
Commission in its judgment deems necessary to protect the public interest." 

Id. at 29. 
239StafTBrief,4347; Justice Brief, 41-52. 
2«1Jbe Board's assessment can be found at 5 NRC at 1496-1501. 
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ate.241 This, of course, does not mean that antitrust concerns should be 
ignored or overriden by other public interest considerations. For as the 
Joint Committee's report expressly states, except in an extraordinary 
situation, the Commission's action under paragraphs (5) and (6) should 
harmonize both antitrust and public interest considerations.242 

B. Appropriate Remedial Conditions 
1. Objective. Our task, then, is to decide on the license conditions which 

serve here to "harmonize both antitrust and such other public interes1 
considerations as may be involved." But before we embark on that journey, 
we tum again to the Atomic Energy Act for an analysis of the purposes and 
objectives to be served by our decision. 

One of the basic foundations on which the Atomic Energy Act rests is 
the principle of free competition in private enterprise. This principle is 
manifested at the very outset of the Act by the policy declaration that the 
"development, use, and control of atomic energy shall be directed so as to 
... strengthen free competition in private enterprise."243 This policy fmds 
manifestation again in Section 105 of the Act. In that Section, the Congress 
made it clear that the national antitrust laws were to continue in full force 
and effect with respect to atomic energy matters. It did so by explicitly 
providing that "[n]othing contained in the Act shall relieve any person from 
the operation" of the antitrust laws (subsection IOSa); and by following 
with a provision (subsection IOSc) which calls for an antitrust review of 
every nuclear power plant prior to its construction. Thus, through the 
mechanism of the antitrust laws, the Congress sought to protect free 
competition in private enterprise in the development and use of atomic 
energy. Nor did Congress stop with the protection afforded by the antitrus1 
laws. It significantly widened the area of potential Commission action by 
directing that the policies underlying the antitrust laws must be given effec1 

24IThat findings under both (5) and (6) are to be taken into account in fashioning license 
conditions is made clear in the Report of the Joint Committee on the bill which enacted 
Section IOSc into law: 

The Committee believes that, except in an extraordinary situation, Commission-imposed 
conditions should be able to eliminate the concerns entailed in any aflirmative froding 
under paragraph (5) while, at the same time, accommodating the other public interest 
concerns found pursuant to paragraph (6). Normally, the committee expects the 
Commission's actions under paragraphs (5) and (6) will harmonize both antitrust and 
such other public interest considerations as may be involved. 

Report by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy to accompany H.R. 18679, H.R. Rep. No. 
91-1470, 91st Cong .. 2d Sess., p. 31 (1970). 
241Ibid; accord, Mid/and, supra, 6 NRC at 1098 fn. 733. 
243Atomic Energy Act, Section 1; 42 U.S.C § 2011. 
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as well. As a further measure of protection, the legislation was not limited to 
situations involving actual violations of the antitrust laws or the then
underlying policies. Situations involving the reasonable probability of 
contravention of those laws and the policies clearly underlying them were 
also made subject to remedial action by the Commission.244 

The remedial action the Congressional authors had in mind was that 
"except in an extraordinary situation, Commission-imposed conditions 
should be able to eliminate the concerns entailed in any affmnative fmding 
under paragraph (5)."245 And as we emphasized earlier (p. 1114, supra), this 
concept is consistent with settled tenets of antitrust practice as manifested 
by the actions of the courts and the federal agencies which deal with those 
laws: relief in an antitrust case must be effective to redress violations and 
to restore competition.246 

2. Ownership Access to Farley. In the earlier portions of our decision, we 
determined that the applicant enjoyed a dominant position in all three 
product markets. We also determined that the applicant had acted 
inconsistently with the antitrust laws and the policies thereunder in seven 
different instances, including its refusal to share ownership of the Farley 
plant with AEC. We found that this refusal to share in the ownership of 
Farley was in furtherance of the applicant's long held objective of 
preserving the dominant power which it enjoyed in all aspects of the electric 
power business in central and southern Alabama. Upon full consideration 
of the situation and the requirements and objectives of the Act, the 
conclusion we must reach is clear: To eliminate the concerns and to 
strengthen free competition in private enterprise, the license to the 
applicant for the construction and operation of the Farley plant must, as a 
minimum, include conditions providing (I) AEC with an opportunity to 
obtain a proportionate share in the ownership of the plant and (2) 
reasonable transmission or wheeling services as may be needed by AEC 
andMEUA. . 

In lieu of an ownership share in Farley, we considered a license 
condition - such as that imposed by the Board below - requiring the 

2404Report of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy on S4141, S. Rep. No. 91-1247, 91st 
Cong., 2d Sess., p. 14 (1970), discussed in Midland, supra, 6 NRC at 926-27. 
241S. Rep. No. 91-1247 (see fn. 244) at p. 31. In placing the responsibility on the Commission to 
fashion the appropriate remedy where the antitrust situation was found wanting. these same 
Congressional authors recognized that "there is not a clear boundary between antitrust 
considerations in relation to the strengthening of free competition in free enterprise and 
measures to accomplish such objective for reasons other than the antitrust laws or underlying 
antitrust policy." Rather than trying to legislate the boundaries of the antitrust considerations, 
the Joint Committee left it to the Commission to decide. In the Joint Committee's words: "the 
Commission will have to exercise discretion and judgment." Id. at p. IS. 
146 Davis-Besse, supra, 10 NRC at 292. 
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applicant to offer to AEC a share in Farley in the form of unit power. We 
reject that alternative. We fmd it would neither strengthen free competi
tion in the applicant's market area nor eliminate the antitrust concerns 
which we found to exist in that market. 

In a unit power arrangement, the purchaser is charged for all of the 
owner's costs of providing that power, including the costs of capital, of 
construction, and of fuel and operation. Where the owner is a private utility 
such as the applicant here, the charge to the purchaser includes a rate of 
return on the owner's investment.247 This means that were AEC to purchase 
power from the applicant on a unit power basis, it would lose the benefits of 
the advantageous financing otherwise available to it for the capital costs 
attributable to its share of the plant. Due to its cheaper capital costs, 
primarily through the availability of low-cost loans, AEC could save 
approximately 7 mills per KWH through ownership access to Farley as 
opposed to unit power access.248 It also has certain tax advantages over 
investor-owned utilities. 

The availability of low cost loans to rural electric cooperatives such as 
AEC is not without good reason. Historica11y, these cooperatives were 
established to serve rural areas where the population is widely-dispersed 
and the customers have relatively low power demands. Consequently, they 
were faced with higher costs in bringing power to their customers in 
comparison to their investor-owned or municipal counterparts whose 
service areas were generaIly comprised of more densely populated areas.249 

Recognizing this factor, Congress enacted legislation to provide capital at 
low interest rates to enable electric cooperatives to provide service to its 
customers at rates comparable to those enjoyed by the others.230 

In the circumstances of this case, we cannot perceive how a unit power 
arrangement would promote free competition, let alone "eliminate the 
concerns." Rather, a unit power arrangement would deprive AEC of its 
fmancing advantages - the very advantages Congress thought necessary 
for cooperatives such as AEC to operate effectively. 

147See fn. 7, supra. 
241By AECs estimate, its cost of a Kw of power, if it owned 4% of the Farley plant, would 
amount to 18.9 mills under a joint ownership arrangement, while by the same estimate, 
applicant's cost of producing power at Farley - the unit power cost to AEC - was placed at 
26.2 mills. Rogers, Tr. 27,459-62. 
WAs a result, rural rates for retail use of power historically have been higher than urban rates. 
St. John, Tr. 4654. 
~RuraI Electrification Act of 1936, 7 U.S.c. §§ 901 et seq. See also House Report No. 93-91, 
the House Committee report on the House version of the bill which became P.L 93-32 
establishing a Rural Electrification and Telephone Revolving Fund. U.s. Code Cong. and 
Admin. News, p. 1365 (1973). 
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In this regard, the Licensing Board concluded that a "consideration of 
AEC's tax and other advantages is irrelevant for all purposes under the 
facts of the instant case." The Board thereupon purported to adopt the 
Department's suggestion that "one takes his competition as he fmds 
them."251 Notwithstanding this pronouncement, the action of the Board in 
ordering unit power did not leave AEC in its normal competitive position; 
its real effect was to deprive AEC of its normal fmancing advantages in 
connection with the power it would obtain from the Farley plant. These tax 
and other fmancing advantages were accorded the cooperatives by the 
Congress as a matter of governmental policy.252 Absent a showing that 
these advantages serve to operate in derogation of the antitrust laws and the 
policies underlying them, we know of no sound reason why we should act to 
keep AEC from enjoying them.253 

Generally, the antitrust laws seek to prevent the unreasonable use of 
market power to gain additional market power.154 In this case, it can be 
expected that the addition of Farley to the applicant's generating capacity 
will over the years increase applicant's existing market dominance. Thus, a 
key consideration here is the action we must take to forestall that 
expectation from becoming reality. We fmd that, of the types of arrange
ments for access to generating capacity generally found in the electric 
industry, ownership access is likely to be the most effective way of 
accomplishing this result, because this arrangement will enable AEC to 
compete more effectively. As a part-owner, AEC will be able to take 
advantage of the lower interest and tax benefits available to it for fmancing 
its share of the plant which will, in tum, translate to lower costs for its share 
of the output from Farley. In the words of one witness, "there is a very 
substantial and meaningful difference between Alabama Power Company's 
costs and AEC's costs on an ownership basis, no matter whose figures you 
use."m And this observation should hold relatively true even if all parties' 
costs increase with time.156 

We thus render explicit that which implicitly follows from the consider
ations we have just outlined: No less than a proportionate sharing of the 
ownership of the Farley plant by the applicant and AEC will suffice to 
accommodate the objectives of strengthening free competition in private 

mSNRCat 1497. 
2SlMidJand, supra, 6 NRC at 1019. 
~3We note in passing that the applicant enjoys special privileges accorded by other 
governmental entities, and is protected against competition from REA cooperatives in much if 
not most of its service territory. 
I54See, e.g., United Statesv. Griffith, 334 U.S. 100, 107-08 (1948). 
I.55Rogers, Tr. 27,461. 
l56lbid 
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enterprise and eliminating the concerns which arise from our adverse 
antitrust findings related to the applicant's past conduct.257 

3. Public Interest Considerations. In exercising our judgment in the 
foregoing respect, we have not overlooked the public interest factors witll 
which the Licensing Board found the antitrust values must be harmonized 
We agree with that Board's finding of the need for power2.58 and the 
concomitant decision not to withhold the issuance of a license to the 
applicant for the construction and operation of the plant. But as regards the 
other public interest factors considered by the Licensing Board, we do n01 
fmd cause to follow its lead. 

One of these public interest considerations related, in the words of the 
Licensing Board, to the "grandfathered" nature of the antitrust review.2.59 
The Licensing Board noted that the applicant had flIed its original 
application for a construction permit on October 10, 1969, and all 

amendment for authority to construct a second unit on June 26, 1970, botlJ 
prior to the December 1970 amendments to Section IOSc. Notice of the 
antitrust hearing was not issued by the Commission until June 28, 1972, 
The Licensing Board found equities flowing to the applicant from thi! 
sequence of events. 

We fail to find in the "grandfathered" situation any justification fOl 
striving to achieve in any less than full, measure the antitrust goal! 
embedded in the Atomic Energy Act. Even though the license applicatioru 
were flIed prior to the enactment in 1970 of the current antitrust revie\\ 
provisions found in Section 10Sc, applicant must be presumed to have 
known that the antitrust laws would apply to their fullest to any license 
issued by the Commission. Section 105a of the Act, which was unaffected 
by the 1970 amendments, made this clear. Indeed, concern with the 
competitive aspects of licensing in the nuclear area went back to the 
original atomic energy legislation enacted in 1946.260 In these circum 

mOf course, these same reasons cause us to reject out-of·hand applicant's argument that the 
remedy need only be the sale of wholesale power. 
2585 NRC at 1500. 
1$95 NRC at 1498. 
260Section 7(c) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 formerly provided that: 

Where activities under any license might serve to maintain or to foster the growth 01 
monopoly, restraint of trade, unlawful competition. or other trade position inimical to the 
entry of new, freely competitive enterprises in the field, the Commission is authorized ane 
directed to refuse to issue such license or to establish such conditions to prevent these 
results as the Commission. in consultation with the Attorney General, may determine 
The Commission shall report promptly to the Attorney General any information it mal 
have with respect to any utilization of fissionable material or atomic energy whict 
appears to have these results. 
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stances, we discount this "grandfather" situation as a mitigating factor in 
our decision. 

We also depart from the Licensing Board's consideration of the "alleged 
cessation of anticompetitive conduct as a mitigating factor.''261 According 
to the Board, "[t]here is no evidence that established conduct inconsistent 
with the antitrust laws beyond early 1972."262 This observation is not 
altogether true. In at least one instance, the applicant's anticompetitive 
behavior extended until 1976, when it finally agreed to remove Section 4.2 
from its contract with SEPA.263 That provision, which in essence required 
SEP A's preference customers to purchase all of their supplemental power 
needs from the applicant, had been held by the Board to be anticompeti
tive.264 

But an even more fundamental reason exists for our position. The fact 
that a transgressor has ceased its anticompetitive activity, especially when 
such cessation occurs after the onset of legal action,26S in and of itself 
provides no justification for dispensing with otherwise appropriate remedial 
requirements. As the Supreme Court admonished in United States v. Oregon 
State Medical Society: 

It is the duty of the courts to beware of efforts to defeat injunctive 
relief by protestations of repentance and reform, especially when 
abandonment seems timed to anticipate suit, and there is probability of 
resumption. 

343 U.S. 326, 333 (1952). 
4. Basis for Allocation. Our decision calling for a proportionate 

ownership of Farley by AEC brings up the matter of how its share should 
be determined. The Licensing Board had devised an allocation formula, 
albeit in terms of unit power shares, "based on a ratio of (a) the aggregate 
coincident demand of all wholesale-for-resale members of AEC in Alabama 
during the hour of peak demand on the electric system of [the applicant] in 
1976 to (b) the sum of such coincident demands of AEC and the territorial 
peak-hour demands of [the applicant] (excluding therefrom the peak-hour 
demands imposed by members of AEC upon the electric system of [the 
applicant], during the hour of peak demand on [the applicant's] electric system 
in 1976." (Emphasis added.)266 

16I5NRCat 1500-1501. 
WId. at 1501. 
wStipulation by parties, Tr. 28,317-19. 
2645 NRC at 933-37. 
265As noted above, the notice of hearing was issued in mid-I972; the trial co=enced in 
December 1974. 
2665 NRC at 1507. 
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AEC accepts that "participation should be on the basis of the proportiOI 
of AEC's on- and off-system wholesale loads in central and southen 
Alabama to the total loads of both parties in such area.''267 However, i 
points out that the peak demands for each of AEC's on-system and oa 
system members and for applicant do not occur simultaneously.268 Thl 
result of the Licensing Board's allocation formula, says AEC, enables thl 
applicant to retain a disproportionate share of the facility.269 AEC suggestJ 
instead that the ratio should be pegged to the load of AEC's on-system ane 
off-system members and of the applicant at the time of their respective pea~ 
loads. 

We agree with this position of AEC. Basing the allocation formula on the 
time of applicant's peak demand skews the result in its favor. A more 
equitable division of ownership would result if the shares were to be 
detennined by the respective peak demands of AEC and the applican' 
occurring during 1976. The license condition we impose is based according· 
ly. 

5. Access to Transmission Senices. This brings us to the second of the 
license conditions we have determined are necessary in the circumstance~ 
of this case. It is evident that AEC needs access to the applicant'~ 
transmission system to make effective use of its share of the output fron 
Farley.270 It needs these services to transmit the power both to AEC's on· 
system and off-system members. Because AEC's on-system members arc 
not interconnected directly to the off-system members, AEC also need.! 
transmission services from its on-system members to its off-systen 
members. But the need by AEC for transmission services is not limited tc 
the power from Farley. To enable AEC to plan for and use in the mosl 
efficient manner all of the power to which it may have access - whether b) 
self-generation or by purchase - it needs the tranSmission services of the 
applicant.27J Without access to these transmission services, AEC's systen 
would be an island to itself, isolated from other power sources or systems. 
Indeed, because it is not interconnected with all of its members, AEC il 
even now dependent on the applicant to bring power to AEC's off-systen 
members. 

AEC must have access to other sources of wholesale power as well ru 
markets for any excess power it may have. The applicant enjoys such accesl 
through its interconnections with the Southern pool and, through that poo~ 
with other nearby utilities. Through this access, the applicant is in B 

267 AEe Brief, 69. 
268lbid 
Wllbid 
2'1IJRogers, Tr. 27,357. 
271lbid 
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position to coordinate the various factors of production to produce, buy or 
;ell reliable finn wholesale power under optimum conditions. Without 
equivalent access AEC would be unable to utilize fully its share of the 
power from Farley, hindering its ability to compete effectively against the 
Ilpplicant. Such a situation is unlikely to lead to a significant attenuation of 
the applicant's dominant position in central and southern Alabama, let 
Illone strengthen free competition in private enterprise. 

6. MEUA's Remedy. Our dissatisfaction with some of the Licensing 
Board's fmdings relating to MEUA perforce required us to reexamine the 
decision below to deny MEUA any remedy in this proceeding. As 
mentioned earlier, that decision was based on a fmding that "there is no 
significant actual or prospective competition between [MEUA and appli
cant] at the retail distribution level,''272 a fmding we cannot accept. (See pp. 
1060-1066, supra). Our disagreement with the decision below also presents 
us with an apparent due process problem: because the Licensing Board 
determined that MEUA was not entitled to any remedy, it excluded MEUA 
from offering evidence at the Phase II remedy hearing.273 

In the circumstances, we could remand the case to the Licensing Board 
to allow MEUA an opportunity to present evidence on the subject of 
remedy. We do not, however, believe such a course is either necessary or 
desirable. In the first place, our views on remedy are shaped largely by our 
rmdings concerning the "situation inconsistent." Defining that situation 
was the purpose of the Phase I hearing, a phase in which MEUA 
participated actively. Second, MEUA was allowed t<? and did make an offer 
of proof at the Phase II hearing. We have carefully reviewed the offer274 and 
find nothing therein which would, if developed more fully, cause us to 
change our opinion on remedy. 

As we have said, our choice of remedy is dependent on the situation 
inconsistent with the antitrust laws. We think it important to place that 
situation as it affects MEUA in its proper perspective. We have found that 
MEUA and applicant compete at retail. We have found that applicant, by 
virtue of its dominant control of generation and transmission facilities in 
central and southern Alabama, has monopoly power in the retail market. 
And we have found that applicant has placed anticompetitive restrictions 
on MEUA's right to pursue other bulk power supply options. 

On the other hand, we have found many of MEUA's allegations 
unsubstantiated by the evidence. In particular, we believe MEUA's role in 
the wholesale market is that of a buyer, and not in any real sense of a 

%725 NRC at 961. 
rn'fr. 27,189; 27,204. 
274"fr. 27,437 - 27,445. 
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potential seller. We do not believe anticompetitive contractual restrictioru 
have played a large part in MEUA's failure to develop other bulk poweJ 
supply alternatives; we think MEUA would have continued as a wholesale 
customer of applicant regardless of the restrictions. Finally, we see no 
evidence that MEUA has been harmed in its retail role by any anticompeti. 
tive behavior on the part of applicant or that applicant has wrongfully 
attempted to limit MEUA'S retail business. The evidence shows thaI 
applicant has monopolized the wholesale market; it does not show that the 
applicant has unlawfully monopolized the retail market or sought to do so. 

In sum, our analysis of the situation relative to MEUA fmds it limited to 
the restrictions placed on MEUA's ability to look elsewhere than to the 
applicant for sources of bulk power. MEUA is plainly entitled to a remedy 
that eliminates these restrictions. This includes both the removal of any 
offensive contractual provisions still in force between applicant and any 
member of MEUA and the use of applicant's transmission facilities (where 
available and with appropriate compensation) to enable MEUA to deal 
with other suppliers of bulk power. 

In terms of access to the Farley nuclear facilities, we do not believe 
ownership access is warranted in the case of MEUA. MEUA has been able 
to compete effectively in the retail market in the past; we see no indication 
that an ownership interest is necessary to pry open the market. Nor is 
ownership access necessary to remedy the contractual limitations placed on 
MEUA's right to look for alternative suppliers. The municipals have 
purchased all their power requirements for decades; assuming power from 
Farley is fairly included in applicant's wholesale power mix, we fail to see 
how the nuclear facility will change in any way the situation at retail 
between applicant and MEUA. MEUA is entitled to enjoy any benefits of 
lower-cost nuclear power, but should be able to do so (and remain 
competitive) through the purchase of wholesale power from the appli
cant.275 

Nothing in this decision, of course, prevents applicant from selling unit 
power or a portion of the Farley facilities to MEUA if the two parties so 
desire. We merely hold today that, in the circumstances of this case, where 
the two parties have fairly competed at retail for many years and where the 
Farley facilities will not impede MEUA's ability to continue doing so, the 
elimination of the situation in the retail market that is inconsistent with the 
antitrust laws can be accomplished without awarding the municipals the 
right to purchase a share of the Farley plant. 

275See excerpts from the legishtive history of Section lOSe at 5 NRC at 1491·96. 
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CONCLUSION 

The conditions appended to this decision shall be incorporated in the 
applicant's licenses in lieu of the present antitrust conditions; all exceptions 
not addressed herein have either been denied or found immaterial to our 
decision; the Licensing Board's decision is modified in accordance with the 
foregoing opinion and is affirmed as modified 

It is so ORDERED. 

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD 

c. Jean Bishop 
Secretary to the 
Appeal Board 
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APPENDIX 

Ucense Conditions Approved by the Appeal Board 

The following license conditions are made a part of any licenses issued to 
the applicant for the Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2: 

1. Licensee shall recognize and accord to Alabama Electric Cooperative 
the status of a competing electric utility in central and southern Alabama. 

2. Licensee shall offer to sell to AEC an undivided ownership interest in 
Units 1 and 2 of the Farley Nuclear Plant. The percentage of ownership 
interest to be so offered shall be an amount based on the relative sizes of the 
respective peak loads of AEC and the Licensee (excluding from the 
Licensee's peak load that amount imposed by members of AEC upon the 
electric system of the Licensee) occurring in 1976. The price to be paid by 
AEC for its proportionate share of Units 1 and 2, determined in accordance 
with the foregoing formula, will be established by the parties through good 
faith negotiations. The price shall be sufficient to fairly reimburse Licensee 
for the proportionate share of its total costs related to the Units I and 2 
including, but not limited to, all costs of construction, installation, 
ownership and licensing, as of a date, to be agreed to by the two parties, 
which fairly accommodates both their respective interests. The offer by 
Licensee to sell an undivided ownership interest in Units I and 2 may be 
conditioned, at Licensee's option, on the agreement by AEC to waive any 
right of partition of the Farley plant and to avoid interference in the day-to
day operation of the plant. 

3. Licensee will provide, under contractual arrangements between 
Licensee and AEC, transmission services via its electric system (a) from 
AEC's electric system to AECS off-system members; and (b) to AECS 
electric system from electric systems other than Licensee's, and from AECS 
electric system to electric systems other than Licensee's. The contractual 
arrangements covering such transmission services shall embrace rates and 
charges reflecting conventional accounting and ratemaking concepts 
followed by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (or its successor in 
function) in testing the reasonableness of rates and charges for transmission 
services. Such contractual arrangements shall contain provisions protecting 
Licensee against economic detriment resulting from transmission line or 
transmission losses associated therewith. 

4. Licensee shall furnish such other bulk power supply services as are 
reasonably available from its system. 

5. Licensee shall enter into appropriate contractual arrangements 
amending the 1972 Interconnection Agreement as last amended to provide 
for a reserve sharing arrangement between Licensee and AEC under which 
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the Licensee will provide reserve generating capacity in accordance with 
practices applicable to its responsibility to the operating companies of the 
Southern Company System. AEC shall maintain a minimum level expressed 
as a percentage of coincident peak one-hour kilowatt load equal to the 
percent reserve level similarly expressed for Licensee as determined by the 
Southern Company System under its minimum reserve criterion then in 
effect. Licensee shall provide to AEC such data as needed from time to time 
to demonstrate the basis for the need for such minimum reserve level. 

6. Licensee shall refrain from taking any steps, including but not limited 
to the adoption of restrictive provisions in rate filings or negotiated 
contracts for the sale of wholesale power, that serve to prevent any entity or 
group of entities engaged in the retail sale of flrm electric power from 
fulfilling all or part of their bulk power requirements through self
generation or through purchases from some source other than licensee. 
Licensee shall further, upon request and subject to reasonable terms and 
conditions, sell partial requirements power to any such entity. Nothing in 
this paragraph shall be construed as preventing applicant from taking 
reasonable steps, in accord with general practice in the industry, to ensure 
that the reliability of its system is not endangered by any action called for 
herein. 

7. Licensee shall engage in wheeling for and at the request of any 
municipally-owned distribution system: 

(1) of electric energy from delivery points of licensee to said distribution 
system(s); and 

(2) of power generated by or available to a distribution system as a 
result of its ownership or entitlement" in generating facilities, to 
delivery points of licensee designated by the distribution system. 

Such wheeling services shall be available with respect to any unused 
capacity on the transmission lines of licensee, the use of which will not 
jeopardize licensee's system. The contractual arrangements covering such 
wheeling services shall be determined in accordance with the principles set 
forth in Condition (3) herein. 

The Licensee shall make reasonable provisions for disclosed transmis
sion requirements of any distribution system(s) in planning future transmis
sion. By "disclosed" is meant the giving ofreasonable advance notifIcation 
of future requirements by said distribution system(s) utilizing wheeling 
services to be made available by Licensee. 

·"Entitlement" includes but is not limited to power made available to an entity pursuant to an 
exchange agreement. 
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8. The foregoing conditions shall be implemented in a manner 
consistent with the provisions of the Federal Power Act and the Alabama 
Public Utility laws and regulations thereunder and all rates, charges, 
services or practices in connection therewith are to be subject to the 
approval of regulatory agencies having jurisdiction over them. 
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Cite as 13 NRC 1115 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

LBP-81-16 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

Before Administrative Judges: 

Marshall E. Miller, Chairman 
Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke 

Dr. Oscar H. Paris 

In the MaHer of 

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT 
COMPANY 

(Turkey Point Nuclear 
Generating Station, Units 3 
and 4) 

Docket Nos. SG-2SO-SP 
SG-2S1-5P 

(Proposed Amendments to Facility 
Operating License to Permit 

Steam Generator Repairs) 

June 19, 1981 

Upon consideration of detailed information submitted by the parties 
concerning the handling, storage, transportation or other disposition to be 
tn:ade of low level solid waste that might be generated by the licensee's 
proposed steam generator repairs, the Licensing Board concludes that the 
impact of a hurricane or tornado on the low level waste produced and 
stored temporarily on site in connection with those repairs will not pose a 
significant radiological hazard to the public. The Board also reaff1IlIlS its 
previous grant of summary disposition of all contentions involving the 
proposed repairs and authorizes the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regula
tion to issue the appropriate license amendments. 

FINAL ORDER 

In the Board's May 28, 1981 Memorandum and Order granting 
summary disposition of all contentions, the parties were directed to address 
the facts regarding the handling, storage, transportation or other disposition 
of low-level solid waste to be generated by the proposed steam generator 
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repairs. The parties were also asked to state their positions on whether the 
Board can or should take any action regarding this matter, including the 
imposition oflicense amendment conditions (pp. 42-43). 

The Staff replied on June 12, 1981, taking the position that the Board 
possesses the authority to impose appropriate license conditions, but that 
the onsite storage of repair - generated low-level solid waste does not pose 
an undue risk to public health and safety, even in the event of a hurricane 
or tornado. The affidavit of the project manager, Marshall Grotenhuis, was 
fIled in support of this conclusion. 

The Licensee, Florida Power and Light Company (FPL), fIled an 
affidavit by Alan J. Gould, employed by it as a Power Resources Radwaste 
and Radiochemistry Specialist. Detailed facts and commitments concerning 
the handling, storage, transportation and disposition of low-level solid 
wastes were set forth, supporting the conclusion that even if all the drums in 
which such waste was stored were breached by a hurricane or tornado, the 
resultant doses would be below 10 CFR Part 20 limits. 

The Intervenor took the positions that FPL should be required to submit 
an application under 10 CFR § 20.302 for its proposed disposal procedures, 
with opportunity for comment. The Staff should be required to prepare an 
FES on generic low level waste disposal, with the repairs delayed, the EPA 
appointed as the lead agency, and comments solicited from interested 
agencies. The Staff should be directed to contact appropriate State of 
Florida agencies concerning the completion of certain low level waste 
disposal studies. The repairs should be prohibited because there is no legal 
manner in which to dispose of such low-level wastes. Discovery should be 
reopened on this issue. 

The Licensee has modified its low-level radioactive waste (LL W) 
management in view of the recent restrictions placed on storage at several 
burial sites, such as Barnwell, South Carolina.1 Priority of offsite shipment 
is to be given to materials with higher specific radioactivity, while materials 
retained at sit~ will contain relatively low concentrations of radioactivity. 
FPL may also obtain additional burial allocation from the "frrst come, fITSt 
serve" pool at Barnwell. It is expected that an additional allocation of 
between 700 cu-ft to over 1,000 cu-ft will be available to FPL each month. 
FPL is seeking a permit for shipment ofLLW to an alternate waste disposal 
facility. 

The solid low-level waste generated by the steam generator repairs will 
be handled by the same procedures as low-level waste which is generated 
from routine plant operation and maintenance. These provisions include 

IAffidavit of Alan J. Gould, dated June 12, 1981. 
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the compaction of dry radioactive compressible trash, such as rags, paper 
and clothing, using a highly efficient waste compacter in order to reduce the 
volume. Waste which contains a relatively high concentration of radioactiv
ity is kept inside the Turkey Point Radwaste Building during the brief 
period (2 to 3 months) it is on site pending preparations for shipment and 
transportation. All solid low-level waste located on site will be monitored 
by portable monitors and swipe tests following approved procedures. 
Shipments offsite will comply with approved plant procedures and 
applicable Department of Transportation (DOl) and NRC regulations. 

The low concentration LLW retained on site will be packaged as follows: 

(I) Compressible trash is compacted into wooden boxes known as LSA 
boxes. These meet the criteria of a strong, tight package under 49 
CFR Part 173. These boxes are lined with steel plates and plastic 
liners. The lids of filled boxes are nailed in place, and a steel lid 
cover is then nailed over the previous lid. The entire box is cross 
banded with five steel straps. A plastic cover is then placed over the 
entire box, and the box is rebanded with another five steel straps. 

(2) Noncompressible solid waste with low concentration of radioactivity 
would normally be packaged in steel drums meeting DOT specifica
tions for Type A packaging in accordance with 49 CFR Parts 173 
and 178. Drum lids are clamped into place and held securely by a 
bolting ring. 

LSA boxes with relatively low concentrations of radioactivity will be tied 
or banded together in blocks of four, providing a subassembly weighing 
approximately 16,000 lbs. They will stacked no more than two high. Plastic 
covers and/or tarps will be used to protect these containers from storms. 
Tie downs will be used for groups of these subassemblies to hold them in 
place in the event of hurricanes or tornadoes. 

Drums containing LL W will be palletized and tied or banded together in 
groups of four. They will be stacked no more than two high. When stacked, 
the top and bottom subassemblies will be tied or banded together, 
providing an assembly weighing approximately 4,000 Ibs. Tie downs will be 
used for these assemblies to hold them in place during storms. All of the 
drums which cannot be expeditiously shipped will be located within the 
Turkey Point 3 and 4 Radiation Controlled Area (RCA) at elevation 17.5 ft. 
ML Wand will be appropriately secured. 

The total estimated volume of LLW with low concentration of 
radioactivity that might be retained on site during the repairs, including the 
1,312 drums now on site, is approximately 45,600 cu-ft. This represents a 
total estimated quantity of radioactivity of about 23.2 Ci. This could be 
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reduced by additional Barnwell burial allocation or disposal at an alternate 
site. 

The protective measures noted above make it extremely unlikely that the 
packages would be breached during a hurricane or tornado. The Gould 
affidavit cites analyses of a hypothetical LLW container breach that show 
the radioactive disposal consequences to the public are insignificant 
because the concentrations are so low to begin with. 

The Staff provided an affidavit by Marshall Grotenhuis, dated June 9, 
1981, on low level waste management. The handling, storage, transporta
tion or other disposition of low-level solid waste from the stearn generator 
repair will be the same as the processing of such waste during normal 
operation. With the unit under repair not producing waste from normal 
operation, the total waste from the plant (two units) is approximately the 
same during repairs as during normal two unit operation (FES, § 4. 1.2. I.). 

Reference was made to the Staffs accident analysis in FES, Sections 4.4 
and 8.6.5, which considered a range of accidents and enumerated only the 
limiting cases. The hypothetical dispersal of LLW wastes was compared to 
the analysis of radioactive exposure consequences resulting from a stearn 
generator lower assembly (SGLA) drop accident with the welded cover 
breaking loose. Dispersal of radioactivity into the atmosphere and by water 
pathway was considered. 

The Staff estimated that a site boundary dose of 1.5 InTern could result 
from an accident which released into the atmosphere all of the radioactivity 
in the LL W from the repair of one unit. While there is no specific regulation 
governing a release of this type, we note that a release to the atmosphere 
giving a dose of 1.5 InTern is well within the limits set forth in 10 CFR Part 
50, Appendix I, governing the design objectives for yearly doses produced 
by the normal operation of light-water-cooled power reactors.2 The Staff 
also estimated the concentration of radionuclides which would result if all 
the LLW were washed into the cooling canals. The estimate of 1.4 x 1(}-' 
uCi/cmJ is within the limits set forth in 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, for 
releases to uncontrolled areas, as the Staff observed. 

Based upon the foregoing considerations, the Board concluded that the 
impact of a hurricane or tornado on the LL W produced by the stearn 
generator repairs and stored temporarily on site at Turkey Point will not 
pose a significant radiological hazard to the public. 

lThe Staff suggested that the 1.5 mrem release to the atmosphere was acceptable because it was 
"clearly bounded by the SGLA breach accident, the limiting accident for purposes of 
evaluation" (Grotenhuis affidavit at 3). However, the SGLA drop accident was judged to be 
acceptable on the basis of a risk analysis, not on the basis of consequences alone (SER. Section 
3.4.2; FES, Section 4.4). It is therefore deemed to be inappropriate and unacceptable for the 
Staff to attempt to compare the consequences of one accident with the risk analysis of another. 
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The Board has reviewed the 12 statements of position fIled by the 
Intervenor, and considers that they are inapposite for the following reasons: 

Position I. This Board was constituted to rule on the application for 
amendments to FPL's OL. We are not authorized to require FPL to 
apply for a license pursuant to 10 CFR 20.302 

Position n. Irrelevant, considering Position I. 

Position m. This is not a major federal action, and we have no 
jurisdiction over the EPA. 

Position IV. Solid waste issue was addressed in the FES, Section 
4.1.2.2. 

Position V. Irrelevant considering Position IV. 

Position VI. Irrelevant considering Position IV. 

Position YD. The Board has no jurisdiction over disposition of low
level wastes not generated by the repair itself, nor of matters within the 
sole purview of the State of Florida. 

Position VDI. Part 61B is in Rulemaking Status, and not cognizable in 
this proceeding. 10 CFR 40.11 and 70.11 are not relevant to power 
stations. 10 CFR 30.11 does not require this license to "reveal" whether 
it intends to apply for an exception. 

Position IV. The shipment of waste from this site is governed by the 
appropriate regulations. The matter is not covered by the application 
for license amendments which is before this Board. 

Position X. Licensee has not proposed that it become a waste storage 
facility. FPL has indicated that it has initiated plans to obtain 
additional burial allocation at Barnwell, on a "first come, first serve" 
basis. 

Position XI. The question of LL W disposal for the life of the plant is 
beyond the scope of this proceeding. . 

Position XU. The Intervenor has had ample opportunity for discovery 
within the time frame of all issues including LL W and his failure to 
utilize it in a timely fashion cannot now be asserted for purposes of 
delay. 
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The Board has previously granted motions for summary disposition of 
all contentions, and therefore canceled the evidentiary hearing. Such action 
is reamrmed fo.: the reasons set forth in our Memorandum and Order 
entered May 28, 1981. The parties were therein also directed to me detailed 
information concerning the handling, storage, transportation of other 
disposition to be made of low level solid waste that might be generated by 
the proposed repairs. All of the parties have now submitted such 
information. For reasons discussed above, the Board has concluded that the 
impact of a hurricane or tornado on LLW to be stored at Turkey Point 
during the proposed repairs would not endanger the health and safety of the 
public. 

ORDER 

For all the foregoing reasons and based upon a consideration of the 
entire record in this matter, it is this 19th day of June, 1981 

Ordered 
That the evidentiary hearing previously scheduled concerning the 

Proposed Amendment to Facility Operating Licenses Nos. DPR-31 and 
DPR-41 to Permit Steam Generator Repairs, is permanently canceled, and 
the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is authorized to issue 
appropriate license amendments to permit the proposed steam generator 
repairs of Turkey Point Nuclear Units 3 and 4, in accordance with the 
co1l1J!litments made by the Licensee in its application and further described 
in the Affidavit of Alan J. Gould, dated June 12, 1981. 

It is further Ordered, in accordance with 10 CFR 2.7(fJ, 2.762, 2.764, 
2.785 and 2.786, that this Final Order shall be effective immediately and 
shall constitute the fmal action of the Commission forty-five (45) days after 
the issuance thereof, subject to any review pursuant to the above-cited 
Rules of Practice. Exceptions to this Final Order may be med within ten 
(10) days after service of this Final Order. A brief in support of any such 
exceptions must be med within thirty (30) days thereafter (forty (40) days in 
the case of the NRC Stafl). Within thirty (30) days of the filing and service 
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of the brief of the Appellant (forty (40) days in the case of the NRC Stafl), 
any other party may me a brief in support of, or in opposition to, the 
exceptions. 

THE ATOMIC SAFElY AND 
LICENSING BOARD 

Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Dr. Oscar H. Paris 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Marshall E. Miller, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 
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Cite as 13 NRC 1122 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

LBP·81·17 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

Before Administrative Judges: 

John F. Wolf, Chairman 
Mr. Glenn O. Bright 

Dr. Jerry R. Kline 

In the MaHer of 

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear 
Power Plant, Unit Nos. 1 
and 2) 

Docket Nos. 50-275-0L 
50-323-0L 

(Low Power Test 
Proceeding) 

June 19, 1981 

The Licensing Board denies intervenors' motion to reopen the record for 
consideration of "Class 9" accidents at Diablo Canyon on the ground that 
no special circumstances exist to warrant such consideration. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER DENYING JOINT INTERVENORS 
MOTION TO REOPEN ENVIRONMENTAL RECORD FOR 

CONSIDERATION OF CLASS NINE ACCIDENT 

Following the occurrence of the Three Mile Island accident, Joint 
Intervenors filed on May 9, 1979 a motion with the Board to reopen the 
record for further consideration of "Class 9" accidents at Diablo Canyon. 
On May 24, 1979, the Staff proposed that the Board defer ruling on the 
motion pending completion of the Staff report on TMI and its specific 
implications to this case. On June 5, 1979, the Board agreed to the Staffs 
proposal. The Boards now finds that it has sufficient information to rule on 
the motion. 
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In November 1980, the Commission published NUREG-0737, "Clarifi
cation of TMI Action Plan Requirements," which sets forth those items of 
the total TMI-reIated actions contained in the Stairs TMI Action Plan, 
NUREG-0660, which have been approved by the Commission for imple
mentation by licensees of operating reactors and Applicants for operating 
licenses. The Board has also received guidance from the Commission laying 
out the procedures to be used in our application of NUREG-0737 in our 
licensing process (CLI-80-42, December 18, 1980, and CLI-81-5, dated 
April I, 1981). We have carefully reviewed these documents, and find that 
none of the requirements therein impact the Commission's interim policy 
on accident considerations. We therefore proceed with our analysis of the 
Diablo Canyon situation. 

On May 16, 1980, the Commission issued a statement of interim policy 
which provided guidance on consideration of Class 9 accident analysis with 
respect to plants for which Final Environmental Statements had been 
issued. This guidance stated that in these cases consideration of Class 9 
accidents need not be addressed absent a showing of special circumstances. 
The Commission noted that in the past the Staff has identified such special 
circumstances as falling within three categories: (1) high population 
density around the site; (2) a novel reactor design; or (3) a combination of a 
unique design and a unique siting mode. Diablo Canyon does not fall into 
any of these categories (cf. DD-80-22, II NRC 919 (1980». 

The Commission had earlier noted that in addition ot these three criteria 
that proximity of a plant to a "man-made or natural hazard" might also 
represent "the type of exceptional case that might warrant additional 
consideration" (Public Service Company of Oklahoma (Black Fox Station, 
Units I and 2), CLI-80-8, at 434-435 (March 21, 1980». In response to this 
guidance, the Board believed that the known seismicity of the State of 
California might constitute such a natural hazard. 

The Board conducted exhaustive hearings on the effects of seismic forces 
on the Diablo Canyon plants from December, 1978 through February, 
1979. In our Partial Initial Decision issued September 27, 1979, we found 
that 

" ... the evidence demonstrates that all structures, systems and compo
nents of the Diablo plant necessary for continued operation without 
undue risk to the health and safety of the public will remain functional 
and within applicable stress and deformation limits when subjected to 
the effects of the operating basis earthquake in combination with 
normal operating loads." 
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In June, 1980 the Atomic Licensing and Appeal Board reopened the 
record to receive new evidence not available to the Licensing Board at the 
time they issued their decision. After conducting a thorough in-depth 
review of both the new evidence and the evidence before the Licensing 
Board, the Appeal Board affrrmed the Licensing Board's fmdings (ALAB-
644, June 16, 1981). We must, therefore, conclude that even though Diablo 
Canyon is located in a region of known seismicity, the probability of it 
sustaining a "class nine" accident is no greater than for any other reactor. 
Thus no special circumstances exist, and the motion to reopen the record 
for consideration of class nine accidents is denied 

On the 19th day of June, 1981 it is 
ORDERED 

that the motion to reopen the record for consideration of class nine 
accidents is denied. 

Issued at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 19th day of June, 1981 

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFElY 
AND LICENSING BOARD 

John F. Wolf, Chairman 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 
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Cite as 13 NRC 1125 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

00-81-9 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

Harold R. Denton, Director 

In the MaHer of 

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING 
COMPANY 

(Shoreham Nuclear Power 
Station, Unit 1) 

Docket No. 50-322 
(10 C.F.R. 2.206) 

June 26, 1981 

The Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies a petition under 10 
C.F.R. 2.206 which requested suspension of facility construction pending 
determination of an application for extension of the construction permit. 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE Acr: TIMELY APPLICATION 
FOR RENEWAL 

Under the APA and Commission's regulations, a construction permit or 
other license generally remains effective until the Commission has fmally 
determined the application. 

ATOMIC ENERGY Acr: RESOLUllON OF SAFETY ISSUES 

Institution of proceedings prior to consideration of an operating license 
is not mandated even ifunresolved safety questions are raised after issuance 
of a construction permit. Continued construction does not itself pose any 
danger to public health and safety. 

ATOMIC ENERGY Acr: SAFElY STANDARDS 

An applicant will be required to take all actions necessary to ensure 
safety. Safety standards may not be compromised by consideration of the 
cost or difficulty associated with implementing measures required for 
safety. 
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RULES OF PRACTICE: PE1TI10NS UNDER to C.F.R. 2.206 

To the extent a petition under 10 C.P.R. 2.206 raises matters which 
require resolution in other proceedings, those matters will be addressed in 
those proceedings and not under 10 C.F.R. 2.206. 

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 2.206 

In filings dated December 31, 1980, and January 23, 1981, the Shoreham 
Opponents Coalition (SOC) requested pursuant to section 189 of the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and 10 c.P.R. 2.206 of the NRC's 
Rules of Practice that the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation institute 
a proceeding to determine whether good cause exists to extend the 
construction permit for the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1. SOC 
also requested "that, to protect public health and safety, the Shoreham 
construction permit be suspended pending the outcome of the hearing [on 
the constmction permit extension]." Petition at I (Jan. 23, 1981}. The Long 
Island Lighting Company (LILCO) had requested on November 26, 1980, 
an extension of Construction Permit No. CPPR-95 to March 31, 1983.1 By 
separate memorandum, the NRC staff has made recommendations to the 
Commission with respect to SOC's request for a hearing on the extension of 
the construction permit.2 The remainder of this decision is concerned with 
SOC's request that I suspend construction of the Shoreham facility pending 
the outcome of the proceeding on extension of the construction permit. 

SOC claims that suspension of the permit should be ordered "to protect 
public health and safety". At no point in the petition does SOC give reasons 
why public health and safety would be threatened imminently if permit 
suspension were not ordered. To be sure, SOC lists a number of matters 
which it believes should be considered in connection with the application 

'See Attachment A to Petition (Jan. 23,1981). The construction permit would have expired on 
December 31, 1980. Under 10 C.F.R. 2.109, which derives from, section 9(b) of the 
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.c. S58(c), the permit remains in effect until the 
application for its renewal has been fmaIly determined. 
2A copy of this memorandum has been served with this decision on SOC and LILCO. SOC's 
petition lists a number of items which SOC believes should be litigated in a hearing on the 
construction permit extension or should be imposed as conditions on any permit extension. 
Because SOC has requested that these matters be litigated in the permit extension proceeding. 
the Staff will respond t<> these matters in the proceeding on permit extension, not under 10 
c.F.R. 2.206. See Pacific Gas & Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 & 
2), CLI·81-6 (May 8, 1981). 
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for permit extension.3 These matters concern, however, primarily issues 
that go to the question of whether LILCO should be granted an operating 
license for the Shoreham plant. Whether or not these matters are litigable in 
a proceeding on permit extension, they do not reveal any threat to public 
health and safety that stems from the facility's construction. Rather, SOC 
has alleged only that operation of the facility would be unsafe or 
environmentally unsound, because of the facility's siting, the risk of severe 
accidents, and the need for additional safety systems and analyses. Thus, 
the petition does not raise allegations that might provide a basis for 
suspension, perhaps even immediate suspension, of construction: e.g., 
construction of the facility has been improper under existing requirements 
or implementation of the quality assurance assurance program has been 
inadequate.4 

The only nexus between any of the matters raised by SOC and its request 
for immediate suspension of the permit is SOC's request that suspension of 
the permit be ordered pending a determination of the feasibility of 
evacuation after a severe accident during operation of the facility.' SOC's 
citation to a recent Appeal Board decision is inapposite as a basis for SOC's 
request. Northern Indiana Public Service Co. (Bailly Generating Station, 
Nuclear 1), ALAB-619, 12 NRC 558, 569-70 (1980). The Bai/ley decision 
suggests only that it may be appropriate to consider site suitability 
contentions in a proceeding on construction permit extension, not that 
suspension of construction pending resolution of such issues in the permit 
extension proceeding is appropriate. The feasibility of evacuation, as it 
relates to emergency planning, is relevant to the assessment of whether the 
plant should operate. Although that issue must be resolved before operation 
of the facility, evacuation considerations pose no imminent threat to public 
health and safety that would warrant immediate suspension of construction. 

Suspension of construction is not mandated, therefore, by law or 
Commission policy. As noted above, a construction permit or any other 
Commission license generally remains effective under a timely application 
for renewal until the Commission has fmally determined the application.6 

The permittee pursues construction work under a construction permit at its 

3In part, the petition styles these matters as arguments for "revocation" of the construction 
permit. Petition at 4-20 (Jan. 23, 1981). However, SOC wants these matters litigated in the 
construction permit proceeding. If these matters are litigated in that proceeding and if SOC's 
views prevail, extension would be denied and thereby the permit would be terminated. 
4See Proposed General Statement of Policy and Procedure for Enforcement .4.ctions, § IV.e., 45 
Fed. Reg. 66,754, 66,757 (Oct. 7,1980). 
'Petition at 20 (Jan. 23,1981). 
610 CFR 2.109; 5 U.S.c. 558(c). 
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own risk pending approval of permit extension or of the application to 
operate the plant.' Even where unresolved safety questions are raised after 
issuance of the construction permit, institution of proceedings to suspend 
the permit is not required, because "permitting continued construction of 
the plant despite unresolved safety questions does not of itself pose any 
danger to the public health and safety"" Before LILCO may receive an 
operating license, it will be required to do anything necessary to ensure safe 
operation of the plant. The cost or difficulty associated with implementing 
needed actions to ensure safety are not relevant consideration to this 
agency. The safety standards which an applicant must meet to obtain an 
operating license are unconditional.9 To the extent that SOC has raised 
matters which require resolution before an extension of the construction 
permit is granted or before an operating license is issued, these matters will 
be given appropriate consideration in those proceedings. I do not fmd 
further consideration of these matters appropriate at this time under 10 
C.F.R.2.206.IO 

As SOCs petition does not provide an adequate basis for immediate 
suspension of construction, SOCs petition to suspend is denied. The 
remaining matters in the petition concerning SOCs request under section 
189 of the Atomic Energy Act for a hearing on permit extension are before 
the Commission for action. A copy of this decision will be flIed with the 
Secretary for the Commission's review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 
2.206(c). In accordance with 10 C.F.R. 2.206(c), this decision will constitute 
the fmal action of the Commission 25 days after the date ofissuance, unless 
the Commission on its own motion institutes review of this decision within 
that time. 

Dated in Bethesda, Maryland 
this 26th day of June, 1981 

Harold R. Denton, Director 

Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation 

'See Power Reactor Development Co. )'. International Union of Electrical, Radio & Machine 
Workers, 367 U.s. 396 (1961). 
·See Porter County Chapter of the Izaak Walton League, Inc. )'. NRC, 606 F.2d 1363, 1369 (D.c. 
Cir.1979). 
'Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station. Units 1 & 2), ALAB-623, 12 NRC 
670,677.78 (1980). 
IOSee Pacific Gas & Electric Co., (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 & 2), CLI·81-6 
(May 8, 1981), affirming 00-81·3, Pt. I (March 26, 1981); Commonwealth Edison Co., (Byron 
Station. Units 1 & 2),00-81·5, Slip Op. at 2-4 (May 7, 1981). 
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Cite as 13 NRC 1129 (1981) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT 

Victor Stello, Jr., Director 

DD-81·10 

In the MaHer of Docket Nos. 5TN 50-546 
5TN 50-547 

(10 CFR 2.206) 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF 
INDIANA, et al. 

(Marble Hili Nuclear 
Generating Station, Units 
1 & 2) June 26, 1981 

The Director of Inspection and Enforcement denies under 10 CFR 
2.206 a petition which requested that the Director withdraw his authoriza
tion to permit certain construction on the Marble Hill project. 

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206 

The Commission has referred a petition rued by Save the Valley on April 
14, 1981 to the Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement for 
consideration under 10 CFR 2.206. In its petition, Save the Valley requested 
that the Commission review the Director's March 27, 1981 authorization 
that permitted resumption of certain concrete construction work on the 
Public Service Company of Indiana (PSI) Marble Hill project.' Save the 
Valley contends that the Director's action constituted an abuse of 
discretion for the following reasons: 

ICounsel for Save the Valley styles the petition as a request for review under 10 CFR 2.206(c) 
of the Director's decision to permit resumed construction. The Director's authorization was 
not, however, an action pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206. The authorization did not involve a denial 
of a petition filed by Save the Valley and was made in accordance with the terms of the 
Director's Graduated R~cwion of Order Dated AugtUt15, 1979 (May IS, 1980) which outlined 
the terms of rescission of the original Order Confirming Su.rpension of Construction (August 1.1. 
1979). 
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(1) The independent engineering consultants to NRC have not issued a 
fmal written report on existing concrete at Marble Hill; 

(2) Contrary to an alleged commitment by Region III, Save the Valley 
has not had an opportunity to review and comment on the fmal 
version of the consultants' report before resumption of construction; 

(3) Sargent & Lundy's report for PSI does not meet the structural 
integrity criteria specified by the NRC; and 

(4) The Director permitted resumption of construction without briefmg 
the Commission in accordance with the Commission's Memoran
dum and Order of March 13, 1980 [CLI-80-IO, 11 NRC 438 (1980)]. 

Save the Valley's contentions are without merit, and I have therefore 
denied its petition requesting that I halt renewed construction on the basis 
of Save the Valley's contentions. 

Contrary to Save the Valley's impression, resumption of concrete 
placement and related construction activities was not dependent on the 
terms that Save the Valley suggests: i.e., on fmal, written fmdings and 
conclusions of NRC's independent consultants and receipt of Save the 
Valley's comments on the consultants' report.2 Resumption of construction 
at Marble Hill has been predicated on PSI's satisfactory completion of the 
steps outlined in the Graduated Rescission of Order Dated August 15, 1979, 
which I issued on May 15, 1980.3 . 

The Office of Inspection and Enforcement regards the work of its 
consultants as important to the overall confidence that can be attached to 
the quality of Marble Hill's construction. Accordingly, the consultants' 
interim reports and informally transmitted comments have been factored 
into the decision to permit resumption of concrete construction at Marble 
Hill. To suggest, as Save the Valley does, that receipt of the consultants' 
final conclusions was an absolute precondition to resumption of construc
tion goes far beyond the intent of the rescission program and would not be 
warranted under the circumstances. The NRC consultants have reported to 
the inspection staff that the concrete at Marble Hill is of acceptable quality 
and that the methodology used in Sargent & Lundy's report for PSI meets 
the required level of 95% reliability and 95% confidence. This information 
was conveyed to Dr. Cassaro, technical adviser to Save the Valley. 

lRegion III staff made no commitment to Save the Valley to provide them an opportunity to 
review and comment on the final version of the consultants' report before resumption of 
construction. 
'Mr. Dattilo, counsel to Save the Valley, received a copy of this letter and all other formal 
correspondence referred to in this decision. 
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A copy of the fmal report will be provided to Save the Valley and copies 
will be made available to other members of the public when the report is 
issued. In light of the consultant's preliminary fmdings and PSI's satisfacto
ry completion of the required steps under the rescission program, my 
decision to permit resumed construction was appropriate. If the consul
tants' fmal report differs for some reason from their preliminary conclu
sions or if PSI does not demonstrate that it is satisfactorily implementing its 
construction program, I shall take appropriate action in accordance with 
the rescission program and my enforcement authority under 10 CFR Part 2 
and the Commission's interim enforcement policy (45 FR 66754, October 7, 
1980). 

As its third basis for relief, Save the Valley contends that Sargent & 
Lundy's report for PSI regarding the integrity of concrete does not meet 
NRC structural integrity criteria of 95% reliability and 95% confidence. 
Save the Valley points to concerns raised by its technical advisor, Dr. 
Cassaro, in his letters to Region III dated September 26, 198Q, March 4, 
1981, and March 26, 1981. The concerns contained in Dr. Cassaro's 
September 26, 1980 and March 4, 19811etters were responded to in detail in 
a letter to him dated March 20, 1980, from James G. Keppler, Director of 
NRC Region III. The staff has also had informal conversations with Dr. 
Cassaro. With respect to Dr. Cassaro's March 26 letter, in which he took 
exception to points in Region Ill's March 20 letter, NRC invited Dr. 
Cassaro and his associate to travel to Region III, at NRC's expense, to 
further discuss the basis of NRC's decision regarding concrete quality at 
Marble Hill. Since Dr. Cassaro declined the offer, Region III will provide 
him with a further written response. In any event, all of the concerns 
addressed in Dr. Cassaro's letters have been reviewed and, for the reasons 
discussed in the March 20 letter to him, I have concluded that the Sargent 
& Lundy report meets NRC criteria. 

The Commission has informed Save the Valley that the fourth basis for 
relief, an alleged failure of the Director to brief the Commission, is without 
merit. In accordance with the Commission's Memorandum and Order of 
March 13, 1980, CLI-80-1O, 11 NRC 438 (1980), the Director briefed the 
Commission on May 7, 1980, with respect to the intended course of action 
in permitting resumed construction at Marble Hill. Mr. Dattilo, counsel for 
Save the Valley, attended that briefmg. 
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For the reasons stated in this decision, Save the Valley's petition is 
denied. A copy of this decision will be rued with the Secretary for the 
Commission's review in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206(c). As provided in 
10 CFR 2.206(c), this decision will become the fmal action of the agency 25 
days after issuance unless the Commission determines to institute a review 
of this decision within that time. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland 
this 26th day of June, 1981 

Victor Stello, Jr., Director 
Office of Inspection and 
Enforcement 
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Cite as 13 NRC 1133 (1981) D0-81-11 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

In the MaHer 0' 

TENNESSEE VALLEY 
AUTHORITY 

Harold R. Denton, Director 

(Browns Ferry Nuclear 
Plant, Units 1, 2, & 3) 

Docket Nos. 50-259 
50-260 
50-296 

(10 C.F.R. 2.206) 

June 26, 1981 

The Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies a request that the 
Director reconsider the issuance of amendments to the Browns Ferry 
licenses which permit limited storage of certain low-level radioactive wastes. 

TECHNICAL ISSUFS DISCUSSED: APPUCABLE STANDARDS 
FOR PROTECflON 01;, WASTE SYSTEMS 

Waste systems are judged against General Design Criteria 60 and 61 of 
Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 50. 

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 2.206 

In a letter dated October 28, 1980, Messrs. Thomas W. Paul, Stewart 
Hom and David Ely, on behalf of the Huntsville Chapter, Safe Energy 
Alliance of Alabama (SEAA), requested that NRC reconsider the issuance 
by the NRC of amendments Nos. 60, 55 and 32 to Facility Licenses Nos. 
DPR-33, DPR-52 and DPR-68 for the Browns 'Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit 
Nos. 1,2 and 3. These amendments were issued by the NRC on March 17, 
1980 and authorized TVA to temporarily store low-level radioactive waste 
(LLRW) in an existing covered pavilion on the Browns Ferry site. 

In their letter of October 28, 1980, the SEAA stated the reasons why we 
should reconsider the authorization and these are summarized below: 
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1. The area of northern Alabama where the BFNP is located is subject to 
frequent, destructive tornudo activity. 

2. On April 3-4, 1974, a series of tornadoes passed within 2 miles of the 
BFNP. Fifty-eight (58) 500 K V line transmission towers carrying power 
from BFNP were snapped. As a result of the loss of these power lines, 
one unit at BFNP was forced to shutdown since the plant was not able 
to distribute the total power capable of being generated by the plant. 

3. During the April 3-4, 1974 outbreak of tornadoes, the rotational wind 
speed at some locations was estimated to be between 200 and 250 mph. 

4. Despite this history of very recent serious tornado activity, TVA, in their 
application requesting authorization for temporary onsite storage of 
LLRW, had concluded - on a probabilistic basis - that design of the 
drum restraint and hold-down system for wind speeds of 95 mph was 
adequate, considering the relatively short period of time drums of 
LLRW might be stored in the building. Specifically, TVA concluded 
that the probability of a tornado with maximum wind speeds higher 
than the 95 miles per hour value striking the plant in anyone year is 7 x 
104. TVA considered this small enough to be neglected. 

5. Despite statements that temporary storage ofLLRW in the building will 
comply with all applicable Commission regulations, the building and 
drum restraint system were not designed in accordance with 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix A, Criterion 2 - Design bases for protection against natural 
phenomena. 

The NRC staff comments on the above points are summarized below: 
1. The NRC staff, in conjunction with other government agencies, keeps 

track of all reported tornadoes. Alabama, along with most other 
southern, mideastern and midwestern states, is prone to be subject to 
frequent, severe tornadoes. Regulatory Guide 1.76 describes a design 
basis tornado acceptable to the Regulatory stafffor each of three regions 
within the contiguous United States that structures, systems and 
components in a nuclear plant important to safety (emphasis added) 
should be designed to withstand. All of the United States east of the 
Rocky Mountains is classified as Region I. The recommended set of 
properties defining a design basis tornado in this Region I is the strictest 
for any region of the country. 

2. On April 3-4, 1974, there was an outbreak of 148 tornadoes within a 24 
hour period in 13 states and Canada. This is by far the largest number of 
tornadoes within a 24 hour period on record. At the height of activity, 15 
tornadoes were on the ground simultaneously. As SEAA pointed out, 
over 300 people were killed. The tornadoes ranged from Mississippi, 
Alabama and Georgia in the south to Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and 
Michigan in the north. There were two approximately parallel tornadoes 
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that swept a path that extended from Mississippi, through northern 
Alabama and into Tennessee, both of which crossed the Tennessee 
River to the east of the BFNP in the general area between Athens, 
Alabama and Huntsville, Alabama. The first tornado was named First 
Tanner and the second tornado was dubbed Second Tanner. First 
Tanner touched down at 1820 hours CST and lifted off about 61 
minutes later, traversing a path approximately 51 miles long, with a 
width of 118 to 114 mile on the average. Second Tanner touched down 
at 1930 hours, lasted for about 55 minutes and swept across a path 
approximately the same length and width as First Tanner. Tornadoes 
are generally rated on a scale of I to 5, based on windspeed, path length 
and path width, with a rating of "5" being the most severe. There was a 
short section in the overall path of the First Tanner tornado north of 
Wheeler Reservoir and east of the BFNP assigned a damage category 
"5". As pointed out by SEAA, this tornado knocked-out the 500 KVa 
transmission system, causing a shutdown of Unit I; Unit 2 was 
undergoing preoperational testing at the time and Unit 3 was still under 
construction. At no time did the loss of offsite transmission lines affect 
the capability to safely shutdown the reactor facility and maintain it in a 
safe shutdown condition. Browns Ferry Unit I resumed partial 
operation the next day when the 500 KVa West Point line was restored 
to service. 

3. There is no question that the Browns Ferry site is located in an area 
occasionally traversed by tornado storms. Wind speeds in excess of 40 
mph are occasionally reported but wind speeds in excess of 80 mph are 
rare. During the design of the Browns Ferry facility, we thoroughly 
evaluated the meteorological conditions at the site. We have rereviewed 
the straight-line winds and tornado winds that structures at the Browns 
Ferry site might possibly be subjected to. A determination of the wind 
hazard probability for a given site consists of separate estimates of 
windspeed as a function of recurrence interval (or probability per year) 
for straight-line winds and tornado winds. The two sets of data are not 
from the same statistical population and, thus, cannot be combined into 
a single data set. Two curves arise: (I) determination of the expected 
value of the fastest mile per hour wind using the windspeed data 
collected at a given site; this curve is generally accepted to be of the 
extreme value type I distribution; (2) determination of the expected 
value of windspeeds arising from tornadoes which involves tornado 
occurrence rates, path length and width, and some measure of the 
intensity (strength) of the individual tornadoes that comprise the data 
set for a given meteorologically and topographically homogeneous 
region. The two curves are not identical. For low probabilities « I X 
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IQ-4/yr), tornado windspeeds are greater than those projected from the 
straight-line wind data; for high probabilities, the straight-line winds are 
greater than tornadic winds for a given probability. For a site such as 
Browns Ferry, Alabama, the straight-line winds dominate the probabili
ties through about 100 mph corresponding to I X IQ-4/yr. For a 95 mph 
windspeed, the probability for this to be from straight-line winds is as 
above, but for it to be from tornadoes the probability decreases to 5 x 
IO-s/yr. Thus, the probability of seeing 95 mph from straight-line winds 
is higher than seeing 95 mph in a tornado in this area. This is explained, 
in part, by the fact that tornadoes must occur first in order for 95 mph 
winds to exist from them; and the tornado occurrence rate in this area is 
about I X IQ-4/yr. In other words, the probability that a tornado will 
strike the facility is about once every 10,000 years. The probability of a 
structure at the Browns Ferry site being subjected to a wind speed of a 
certain velocity can be approximated from the following: 

Mean Recurrence Expected Wmdspeed, Type of 
Interval Probability mph Wmd 

10 years 10-1 60 Straight 
wind 

100 years 10-2 70 Straight 
wind 

1000 years 10-3 85 Straight 
wind 

10,000 years IQ-4 100 Straight 
wind 

100,000 years IO-s ISO Tornado 
wind 

1,000,000 years I~ 210 Tornado 
wind 

10,000,000 years 10-' 260 Tornado 
wind 

4. General Design Criterion 2 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, requires, 
in part, that structures, systems and components in a nuclear plant 
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important to safety (emphasis added) be designed to withstand the effects 
of natural phenomena, such as tornadoes, without loss of capability to 
perform their safety function. For BFNP, and other nuclear plants, 
structures and equipment whose failure could cause significant release of 
radioactivity or which are vital to a safe shutdown of the facility and the 
removal of decay heat are classified as Class I structures. Class II 
structures and equipment are defmed as those which are necessary for 
station operation but are not essential to a safe shutdown. The 
classification of structures and equipment - and the basis therefore - is 
discussed in TVA's Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for the BFNP 
and in the Commission's Safety Evaluation Report dated June 26, 1972. 
We have concluded that the structures and equipment at BFNP are 
appropriately classified. Class I structures at BFNP are designed for 
normal dead and live loads, 100 mph wind, 300 mph tornado wind and 3 
psi pressure drop, operating and design basis earthquakes of O.lg and 
0.2g maximum ground accelerations, respectively. Soil, hydrostatic and 
missile loads have also been included. Facilities or structures that are 
used solely for the storage of LLRW are not classified as Class I 
structures and are not required to be designed to these loads. In light of 
the limited hazard involved with these wastes, see paragraph 6, we 
believe that the pavilion need not be designed for any particular loading. 

S. The applicable regulatory standards for protection of waste systems are 
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion (GDC) 60 and 
61, which provide: 

"The nuclear power unit design shall include means to control suitably 
the release of radioactive materials in gaseous and liquid effiuents and 
to handle radioactive solid wastes produced during normal reactor 
operation, including anticipated operational occurrences" and The ... 
radioactive waste and other systems which may contain radioactivity 
shall be designed to assure adequate safety under normal and 
postulated accident conditions. These systems shall be designed ... with 
suitable shielding for radiation protection and with appropriate 
containment, confmement and mtering systems. 

Your petition does not raise any issue with respect to normal opera
tions and for the reasons discussed in paragraph 6, below, we believe 
that the storage activity is adequately protected against postulated 
accidents, including those resulting from postulated tornados. 

6. The possible reoccurrence of a tornado at BFNP was considered in 
TVA's application and the NRC's safety evaluation related to the 
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amendments in question. Such consideration is reflected in the condi 
tions associated with the temporary storage of LLRW in the pavilion 

(a) Only dry, compacted or noncompacted trash may be stored in tht 
pavilion. Spent ion exchange resins or evaporator bottoms (whid 
might contain liquids and which are the only wastes that usua1l~ 
contain any significant amount of radioactivity) are not authorize( 
to be stored in the pavilion. 

(b) The amount of radioactivity in any drum of waste stored in tht 
pavilion is limited to 0.5 curies. The total amount of radioactivilJ 
that may be stored in the pavilion is limited to 1320 curies. Tht 
contact radiation dose rate at the surface of any drum must be les: 
than 0.7 Rlhour. 

(c) All containers of trash placed in the temporary storage facility are t( 
be held secure at all times by means of an installed restraint system 
This system has been designed to hold all containers secure durinl 
all severe environmental conditions up to and including the desigt 
basis event. The design basis event used by TVA was a basic wine 
velocity of 95 miles per hour with a 100 year recurrence frequency 

As a prudent measure, TVA has adopted very low limits on the amoun 
of radioactivity to be stored in each container and committed to installing I 
drum restraint system. The restraint system consists of heavy metal grate: 
placed over a section of drums, with· the grates anchored to the concrett 
slab. The restraint system would likely keep any drums from being carrie( 
offsite under all meteorological conditions except for the most seven 
postulated tornado. 

The NRC staff had considered the potential impact if a drum (or drums 
of LLRW stored temporarily in the pavilion were carried offsite by I 

tornado. 
In this unlikely event, the radiological consequences of such an event art 

not likely to exceed the 10 CFR Part 20 annual exposure limit of 500 mrem 
Even in the most conservative case with a member of the public in direc 
contact with the surface of a drum with the highest allowable dose rate 0 

700 mremlhr, it is unlikely the duration of the exposure in such clost 
contact would be sufficiently long to exceed the 500 mrem limit. In practice 
most drums to be placed in the storage facility will not have the maximun 
700 mremlhr dose rate on contact. In addition, containers of waste art 
required to be labelled as containing radioactive material and sud 
labelling, when seen by members of the public, is expected to cause I 

person to increase his (her) distance from the container. In the unlikel~ 
event a container or containers are carried off site by a tornado, efforts t( 
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recover the container(s) will be initiated as quickly as possible by utility and 
local and state officials, limiting the time any member of the public might 
be exposed to radiation from the container(s). 

If a container were to rupture, the possible exposure to a member of the 
public would likely be even less than the case where the container remained 
intact. The type of waste to be stored in the temporary facility is dry trash 
that is usually relatively uniformly contaminated with radioactive material. 
Thus, if the waste is scattered, the possible direct exposure from anyone 
piece or several pieces of the waste is likely to be smaller than from a full 
container. Inhalation doses from a ruptured container would be small 
because of the small fraction of respirable sized particles of radioactive 
material released from the container and the dilution in air that would 
occur between the point of container rupture and the breathing zone of a 
downwind individual. 

Based on the above, we have reevaluated the safety aspects of 
temporarily storing LLRW in the existing pavilion on the Browns Ferry site 
and particularly the effect on public health and safety from potential 
tornadoes striking the building. We have concluded that although the 
pavilion and drum restraint system are not designed to withstand the most 
severe potential tornadoes that might strike the temporary LLRW storage 
facility, the potential hazard to public health and safety from drums of 
waste being carried off site and/or their contents being dispersed would be 
small. As discussed above, the storage ofLLRW in the pavilion is intended 
to be a temporary measure until the waste can be shipped to a licensed 
disposal facility or stored onsite in NRC approved longer-term storage 
facilities. 

Considering that the probability of a tornado with wind speeds greater 
than 95 mph striking the Browns Ferry site is in the order of once every 
20,000 years, the restrictions on the type and activity levels of LLRW that 
can be stored in the pavilion, and our evaluation of the potential 
consequences to public health and safety if a tornado were to strike the 
temporary storage facility, I have concluded that the issuance of the 
amendments authorizing TVA to temporarily store LLRW in the onsite 
pavilion was a reasonable and safe action and that there are no safety 
reasons for modifying our previous determination. 

Based on the foregoing discussion, I have determined that there exists no 
basis for reconsidering the issuance of Amendment Nos. 60, 55 and 32 to 
Facility Licenses Nos. DPR-33, DPR-52 and DPR-68. The request of 
Messrs. Thomas W. Paul, Stewart Hom and David Ely, on behalf of the 
Huntsville Chapter, Safe Energy Alliance of Alabama, is hereby denied. 

A copy of this determination will be placed in the Commission's Public 
Document Room at 1717 H Street, NW., Washington, D.C. 20555, and at 
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the Local Public Document Room for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant 
located at the Athens Public Library, South and Forrest, Athens, Alabama 
35611. A copy of this document will also be rued with the Secretary of the 
Commission for its review in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206(c) of the 
Commission's regulations. 

In accordance with· 10 CFR 2.206(c) of the Commission's Rules of 
Practice, this decision will constitute the fmal action of the Commission 25 
days after the date of issuance, unless the Commission on its own motion 
institutes the review of this decision within that time. 

Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation 

... u. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1981 361-367/107 
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CASE NAME INDEX 

ALABAMA POWER COMPANY 
ANTITRUST PROCEEDING; DECISION; Dockets 50-348A. 50-364A; ALAB-646. \3 NRC 1027 

(1981) 
BOSTON EDISON COMPANY. et. at. 

CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; MEMORANDUM; Docket SO-471; ALAB-632. 13 NRC 91 (1981) 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION; Docket 50-471-CP; LBP.81·3. 13 

NRC 103 (1981) 
CINCINNATI GAS &: ELECTRIC COMPANY. el. al. 

OPERATING LICENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket 50-358 OL; ALAB-633. \3 
NRC 94 (1981) 

OPERATING LICENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket 50-358 OL; LBP·81·2. 13 
NRC 36 (1981) 

CITIZENS ADVISORY BOARD OF THE METROPOLITAN AREA PLANNING COUNCIL FOR 
OMAHA. NEBRASKA. AND COUNCIL BLUFFS. IOWA 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING; Docket PRM·2·10; 
DPRM·81·1. J3 NRC 429 (1981) 

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING. INC. 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Application No. XR·\37. Docket 

11002252; Application No. XSNM'()I7S3. Docket 1l0022S3; Application No. XSNM'()17S4. 
Docket 1l0022S4; CLI·81·2, 13 NRC 67 (1981) 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; Dockets S0-29S. SO-

304; DD·81·2. \3 NRC 283 (1981) 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; Dockets STN 50-

454. STN 50-45S (10 CFR 2.206); D0-81·5. J3 NRC 728 (1981) 
CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Dockets S0-247. S0-286; CLI·81·1. 
13 NRC I (1981) 

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK. INC. 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; Dockets 50-247. 50-

286. (10 CFR 2.206); DD·81-4. 13 NRC 725 (1981) 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; ORDER; Dockets .50-247. 50-286; CLI·81·7. 13 NRC 448 (1981) 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
OPERATING LICENSE AMENDMENT; DECISION; Docket .5O-ISS OLA (Spent Fuel Pool 

Expansion); ALAB-636. J3 NRC 312 (1981) 
OPERATING LICENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Dockets .50-329 OM. 50-330 OM • .50-

329 01., 50-330 Ot; LBP·81-4. J3 NRC 216 (1981) 
OPERATING LICENSE AMENDMENT; MEMORANDUM; Dockets 50-m OLA (Spent Fuel 

Pool Expansion); LBP·81·9. 13 NRC 377 (1981) 
,ORDER OF MODIFICATION OF LICENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Dockets 50-329 

OM &: 01., S0-330 OM &: OL; ALAB-634. J3 NRC 96 (1981) 
)AIRYLAND POWER COOPERATIVE 

OPERATING LICENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket 50-409 SFP; ALAB-638. \3 
NRC 374 (1981) 

SHOW CAUSE; PARTIAL INmAL DECISION; Docket 50-409·SC. Provo Op. Lic. DPR-45; 
LBP·SI·7. J3 NRC 2S7 (1981) 

>UKE POWER COMPANY 
OPERATING LICENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Dockets 50-369 01., 50-3700L; 

ALAB-626. 13 NRC 17 (1981) 
OPERATING LICENSE; SUPPLEMENTAL INITIAL DECISION; Dockets 50-369-01., S0-370-

OL; LBP;81·J3. 13 NRC 652 (1981) 
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CASE NAME INDEX 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; Dockets S0-413, SO-
414 (10 CFR 2.206); DD-81-I, \3 NRC 4S (1981) 

DUKE POWER CO .• NORTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC MEMBERSHIP CORP .• SALUDA RIVER 
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

ANTITRUST PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Dockets S0-4\3A, S0-414A; 
LBP-81-1. \3 NRC 27 (1981) 

ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS FOR NUCLEAR POWER 
OPERATIONS, 40 CFR 190 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; CLI-81-4. \3 NRC 298 (1981) 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIM OF GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORP .• et. al. 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; CLI-81-IO, \3 NRC 773 (1981) 
FIRE PROTECTION FOR OPERATING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS (10 CFR SO.48) 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; 4S Fed. Reg. 76602 (November 19, 
1980); CLI-81-II, 13 NRC 778 (1981) 

FLORIDA POWER'" LIGHT COMPANY 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket So.389 CP; CLI-81-12. \3 

NRC 838 (1981) 
FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Dockets So.2SO-SP. So.2SI-SP 
(Proposed Amendment to Facility Operating License to Permit Steam Generator Repairs); LBP-
81-14, 13 NRC 677 (1981) 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; FINAL ORDER; Dockets So.2SO-SP. So.2SI-SP (Proposed Amendments 
to Facility Operating License to Permit Steam Generator Repairs); LBP-81-16, 13 NRC IllS 
(1981) 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Application No. XR.I3S. Docket 

1l00107S; Application No. XSNM-OI662, Docket 11001076; CLI-81-2. \3 NRC 67 (1981) 
GULF STATES UTILITIES COMPANY 

CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION; Dockets STN So.SIO. STN So.SII; 
LBP-81-IO, 13 NRC 382 (1981) 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; Dockets S0-458, So. 
459 (10 CFR 2.206); DD-81-7, 13 NRC 756 (1981) . 

HOUSTON LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; DECISION; Docket 50-466; ALAB-629, 13 NRC 75 (1981) 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket 50-466; ALAB-630, IJ 

NRC 84 (1981) 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket 50-466; ALAB-63I, 13 

NRC 87 (1981) 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket 50-466; ALAB-625, \3 NRC 

13 (\981) 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket 50-466; ALAB-635, \3 NRC 

309 (1981) 
HOUSTON LIGHTING'" POWER COMPANY, et at 

OPERATING LICENSE; DECISION; Dockets S0-498 Ot, S0-499 OL; ALAB-639, 13 NRC 469 
(1981) 

OPERATING LICENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket Nos. 50-498 Ot, S0-499 OL; 
ALAB-637, 13 NRC 367 (1981) 

ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY, ct al. 
OPERATING LICENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Dockets S0-461 Ot, 50-462 OL; 

LBP·81-IS, 13 NRC 708 (1981) 
JERSEY CENTRAL POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 

OPERATING LICENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket SO-219; ALAB-645, 13 NRC 
1024 (1981) 

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; Docket So.322 

(10 CFR 2.206); D0-81-9, 13 NRC 1125 (1981) 
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY and NEW YORK STATE ELECTRIC'" GAS 
CORPORATION 

CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Dockets So.SI6, So.SI7; ALAB-
628, 13 NRC 24 (1981) 
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CASE NAME INDEX 

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, et al. 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DECISION; Docket ~320; ALAB-640, 13 NRC 487 (1981) 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; ORDER; Docket 50-289 (Restart); CLI·81·3, 13 NRC 291 (1981) 

NORTHERN INDIANA PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT AMENDMENT; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket 50-367 

CPA (Construction Pennit Extension); LBP·81·6, 13 NRC 253 (1981) 
PACIFIC GAS &. ELECTRIC COMPANY . 

OPERATING LICENSE; DECISION; Dockets 50-275 Ot, 50-323 OL (Seismic Proceeding); 
ALAB-644, 13 NRC 903 (1981) 

OPERATING LICENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER DENYING JOINT INTERVENORS 
MOTION TO REOPEN ENVIRONMENTAL RECORD FOR CONSIDERATION OF CLASS 
NINE ACCIDENT; Dockets ~275-Ot, 50-323-OL (Low Power Test Proceeding); LBP.81.17, 
13 NRC 1122 (1981) 

OPERATING LICENSE; ORDER; Dockets 50-275 01., 50-323 OL; CLI·81·5, 13 NRC 361 (1981) 
OPERATING LICENSE; PREHEARING CONFERENCE ORDER; Dockets ~275-Ot, ~323-

OL; LBP·81·5, 13 NRC 226 (1981) 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; Dockets 50-275, 50-

323; DD·81·3, 13 NRC 349 (1981) 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Dockets 50-275, 50-323 (Petition for 

Relief Under 10 CFR 2.206); CLI·81-6, 13 NRC 443 (1981) 
PENNSYLVANIA POWER &. LIGHT COMPANY and ALLEGHENY ELECTRIC 
COOPERA TIV£, INC. 

OPERATING LICENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Dockets 50-387 Ot, 50-388 OL; 
LBp·81·8. \3 NRC 335 (1981) 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Dockets 50-387, 50-388; ALAB-MI. 
Il NRC 550 (1981) 

PETITION OF SUNFLOWER COALITION 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; CLI·81·13. 13 NRC 847 (1981) 

PETITION TO SUSPEND ALL OPERATING LICENSES FOR PRESSURIZED WATER 
REACTORS 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; Emergency Core 

Cooling Systems; DD·81·8. 13 NRC 767 (1981) 
PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY. et al. 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DECISION; Dockets ~277, ~278; ALAB-640. 13 NRC 487 (1981) 
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; Docket ~344 (10 
CFR 2.206); DD·81-6. \3 NRC 748 (1981) 

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, et. at. 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket ~344 (Control Building); 

ALAB-627. 13 NRC 20 (1981) 
POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket ~286; CLI·81·I, 13 NRC 
I (1981) 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; ORDER; Dockets 50-247. 50-286; CLI·81-7, 13 NRC 448 (1981) 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; Dockets ~247, ~ 

286 (10 CFR 2.206); D0-81-4. 13 NRC 725 (1981) 
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF INDIANA, et. al. 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; Dockets STN ~ 
546. STN 50-547 (10 CFR 2.206); DD·81·10. 13 NRC 1129 (1981) 

PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DECISION; Dockets ~354. 50-355; ALAB-640. 13 NRC 487 (1981) 

SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; INITIAL DECISION; Docket 50-312 SP; LBp·81·12, 13 NRC 557 

(1981) 
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SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY, et. al. 
OPERATING LICENSE; DECISION; Docket SO-39S OL; ALAB-642, 13 NRC 881 (1981) 
OPERATING LICENSE; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Docket S0-39S OL; ALAB-643, 13 

NRC 898 (1981) 
OPERATING LICENSE; PARTIAL ORDER FOLLOWING PREHEARING CONFERENCE; 

Docket S0-39S; LBP·81·II, 13 NRC 420 (1981) 
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY and SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC 

SERVICE AUTHORITY 
. ANTITRUST; DECISION; Docket SO-39SA; CLI·81·14, 13 NRC 862 (1981) 
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; Dockets S0-2S9, SO-
260, S0-296 (10 CFR 2.206); 00·81·11, 13 NRC 1133 (1981) 

URANIUM MILL LICENSING REQUIREMENTS 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; 45 Fed. Reg. 65521·38 (October 3, 

1980); CLI·81·9, 13 NRC 460 (1981) 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Application No. XR·136, Docket 
11002058; Application No. XSNM~1719, Docket 11002175; CLI·81·2, 13 NRC 67 (1981) 
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LEGAL CITATIONS INDEX 

CASES 

A. O. Smith Corp. v. F.T.C .• S30 F.2d SIS. S27-28 (3d Cir. 1976) 
radiation monitoring program. cost of complying with reporting requirements not irreparable injury. 

uranium mill operators stay denied; CLI·81-4. 13 NRC 306 (1981) 
Aberdeen and Rockfish R.R. v. SCRAP. 422 U.S. 289. 322 (1915) 

NEPA inquiry. define "Federal action" required; ALAB-636. 13 NRC 323 (1981) 
Alabama Power Co. (JO!>Cph M. Farley Nuclear Plant. Units I and 2). ALAB·182. 7 AEC 210. 217 

(1974) 
summary disposition. contention. no gel uine issue of material fact. movant entitled to decision as 

mailer of law; LBP·81·8. 13 NRC 337 (1981) 
Alabama Power Co. v. Alabama Public Service Commission. 267 Ala. 474. 103 So. 2d. 14 (1958) 

municipality must offer to purchase existing electric power facilities before establishing its own; 
ALAB·646. 13 NRC 1062 (1981) 

Albertson v. FCC. 182 F.2d 397. 399 (D.C. Cir. 1950) 
NRC authority inherent to reconsider generic safety issues. station blackout; CLI·81·12. 13 NRC 

839 (l98\) 
American Farm Lines v. Blackball Freight. 397 U.S. S23. S40 (1979) 

finality not disturbed by NRC authority to reconsider generic safety issues; CLI·81·12. 13 NRC 839 
(1981) 

American Medicorp. Inc. v. Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Company or Chicago. 475 
F. Supp. S. 7 (D. III. 1977) 

radiation monitoring program. possibility of NRC policy change not irreparable injury. uranium mill 
operators .tay denied; CLI·81-4. 13 NRC 303 (l98\) 

American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781. 811 (1946) 
monopoly power defined as power to control prices or exclude competitors; ALAB·646. 13 NRC 

1073 (l98\) 
American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781. 812·14 (1946) 

conduct of dominant business enterprise wielding monopoly power is judged more harshly than less 
dominant business; ALAB-646. 13 NRC 1068 (1981) 

Andrus v. Sierra Club. 442 U.S. 347 (1979) 
EIS requirement would improperly "trivialize" NEPA; ALAB-636. 13 NRC 318 (1981) 

Andrus v. Sierra Club. 442 U.S. 349. 364-65 
EIS not required. appropriation requests. federal agencies. not "major Federal action"; ALAB-636. 

13 NRC 328 (1981) 
Arizona Public Service Co. (Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station. Units I. 2. and 3). et al .• DO· 

80-22. II NRC 919 (1980). 
2.206 petition to supplement environmental record. Class 9 accidents. failure on merits; CLI·81·6. 

13 NRC 44S (1981) 
Arlington Coalition on Transportation v. Volpe. 458 F.2d 1323. 1332 (4th Cir. 1972) 

pre·NEPA project. EIS required. modifications to mitigate environmental effecb ea.ily p<l'isible; 
ALAB-636. 13 NRC 328 (1981) 

Ashland Oil v. FTC. 409 F. Supp. 297. 307 (D.C.C. 1976). afTd. S48 F.2d 977 (D.C. Cir. 1976) 
compliance. radiation protection standards. uranium mill operators •• tay denied. irreparable injury 

absent; CLI·81-4. 13 NRC 301 (I98\) 
BPI v. Atomic Energy Commission. 502 F.2d 424. 429 (D.C. Cir. 1974) 

licen.e amendment. pleading requirements. intervention petitions sufficiently detailed to defend 
against or oppoo.e; LBP·81·14. 13 NRC 687 (1981) 

Bes.emer v. Birmingham Electric Co .• 248 Ala. 345. 27 So. 2d. 565 (1946) 
relevant markets ror antitrust review. perpetual franchise.. in Alabama not exclu.ive; ALAB·646. 13 

NRC 1062 (1981) 
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CASES 

I)o..ton Edi",n Co. (Pilgrim Station. Unit 2). ALAB·269. I NRC 411. 412 (1975) 
intcrlClCutllrY apreal of ~ummarily di,mi,"'" ,,,,ntention required to await "initial dcchion"; ALAB· 

633. \3 NRC 95 (19K\) 
"",ton Edi"10 Company (I'ilgrim Nuclear Generdting Power Station. Unit 2). ALAB·H8. 8 AEC 651> 

({)ctoher 22. 1974) 
eon,truetion permit. evidcntiary prClCeeding. non.timely intervention petition affirmed; LBP·81·3. 13 

NRC 110 (1981) 
D'l'oton Edi",n Company (Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station. Unit 2. ALAB-479. 7 NRC 774 (1978) 

C<ln'tructiorl permit. partial initial dcci,ion. limited work authori7J1tion. in,,,,mplete record. alternative 
.~it...,.; LDP·81·3. 13 NRC 195 (1981) 

Dowman Tran'portation v. Arkan~s·ne-t Freight Sy'tem. 419 U.s. 281. 294-91> (1974) 
...:i,mic reanaly,i ... standard. not met to reopen record a ~ond time; ALAD·644. \J NRC 995 

(19m 
nowman Tran'portation. Inc. v. Arkan.a.·D...,.t Freight System. Inc .• 419 U.S. 281. 2KI> (1974) 

reve~l. di-covery order to revC"dl informant,' names. di •. op .• LB'. path rea"1Oably di,,-crnihle; 
ALAB·639. \J NRC 484 (1981) 

...:i~mie reanaly.i ... hoard'~ path concerning structurdl ductility allowan,'C' rC"d",nably di~ernible; 
ALAB·644. \J NRC 988 (1981) 

nrennan v. Engineered Product ... Inc .. 506 F.2d 299. 303 (8th Cir. 1974) 
revcNlI. di.covery order to reveal informant,' namC'- di •. op .• information not obtainable el-ewhere; 

ALAn·639. \J NRC 481 (1981) 
Durbank Anti·Noi-e Group v. Gold-chmidt. 623 F.2d 115. 116-117 (9th Cir. 1980). cert. denied. 49 

U.S.L.W. 31>36 (U.S. Mar. 2. 198\) 
NEPA retroactivity. no change in environmental "alU' quo. no EIS; ALAB·1>31>. 13 NRC 327 

(1981) 
California Citizen, Bdnd A''ClCiation v. United Stat!!'l. 375 F.2d 43. SO-53 (9th Cir.). cert. denied. 389 

U.S. 844 (191)7) 
licen-e modilication by rule ba~ on generdl indu'try characteri,t;"s preferred to individual 

hC"dring'; CLI·81·1I. \J NRC 802 (1981) 
Califoroia Motor Tran.port Co. v. Trucking Unlimited. 404 U.S. 508 (1972) 

~ham attempt. to innuence official action not immune from antitru,t action.; ALAB·MI>. \J NRC 
1078 (1981) 

California Y. Bergland. 483 F. Supp. 465. 488 (E.D. Cal. 1980) 
NEPA 102(2)(E). con,ideration of alternativ!!'l when EIS not othe{Wi~ required; ALAD·1>36. IJ 

NRC 332 (198\) 
California v. FPC. 369 U.S. 482. 489 (1967) 

a regulatory ageney's formal approval of activiti...,. convey. no exemption from antitru,t law.; 
ALAB·MI>. IJ NRC 1041 (1981) 

California v. Simon. 504 F.2d 430. 438·39 (Temp. Emer. Ct. App.). cert. denied. 419 U.S. 1021 
(1974) 

stay of lire protection rule denied; retroactive modilications recognized 3.. rea.",nable under the 
circum'tan~; CLI·81·1I. IJ NRC 804 (l98\) 

Cantor v. Detroit Edi",n Co .• 428 U.S. 579. 591> n. 35 (1971» 
"ate and federal regulation. eleetric power utilitiC'- not a form of dispen.ation from antitrust laws; 

ALAB·M6. 13 NRC 1040-1041 (l98\) 
Carolina Environmental Study Group v. United Stat~. 510 F.2d 791>. 799 (D.C. Cir. 1975) 
pnl~ stC"dm generator repain. EIS need not consider remote and 'pcculative impact.; LBP·81· 

14. 13 NRC 688 (l98\) 
Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harri. Nuclear Power Plant. Unit. 1-4). CLI·79·10. 10 NRC 

675 (1979) 
2.206 petition. supplemental EIS. cia .. , 9 accident .. not mandated under NRC policy; 00·81·). 13 

NRC )51 (l98\) 
Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harri, Nuclear Power Plant. Unit. 1-4). ALAB·S21>. 9 NRC 

122. 124 (1979) 
non·timely intervention petition. newly acquired standing not good cause; LBP·81·1I. IJ NRC 423 

(I 98 \) 
Carolina Power and Light Company (Shearon Harris NuclC"dr Power Plant. Units I. 2. 3 and 4). CLI· 

79·5. 9 NRC 607 at 609 (1979) 
construction permit. foreca.ting power needs; LBP·81·3. IJ NRC 158 (1981) 
,,,,n.truction permit. technical qualilications functional t!!'lt; LBP·81·3. 13 NRC 122 (l98\) 
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Carolina Power and Lighl Company (Shearon Harri. Power Planl, Unils I, 2, 3, and 4), CLI·79·5, 9 
NRC tlJ7 (1979) 

Board jurio;diclion, show cau'l: proc:ccding; CLI·81-6, 13 NRC 444, 446 (1981) 
conlenlion alleging inaccurale CMI-benefil analysis denied, irrelevanl 10 operaling license proc:ccding; 

LOP·81·", 13 NRC 7" (l98\) 
Carolina Power and Lighl Comp:lny (Shearon Harri, Nuclear Power Plan I, Unils I, 2, 3 and 4) LOP. 

79·19; 10 NRC 37 al p. 41 (1979) 
~'On<lruclion permit, besl I~I of applicanl's lechnical qualificalion,; LOP·81·3, 13 NRC 128 (1981) 

Church of Scienlology v. Dcp:lrtmenl of Ju<tice, 612 F.2d 417 (91h Cir. 1979) 
review on certificalion and reversal, di.rovery order 10 reveal informanl<' names; ALAB-639, 13 

NRC 473 (198t) 
Cincinnali Ga. and Eleclric Co. (William H. Zimmer Nuclear Sialion), LOP·80-14" II NRC 570, 574 

(1980) 
unlimely inlerevenlion pelilion., corporale managemenl, emergency planning conlenlions, pexl.TMI 

requiremenl., good cauo;c; LOP-81·II, 13 NRC 423 (1981) 
Cili~ of Slal~ville v. AEC, 441 F.2d 962 (D.C. Cir., en bane, 1969) 

applicalion of anlitru<1 la~ 10 NRC licensing aclion,; ALAO-M6, 13 NRC 10H (1981) 
Cily of Mi<hawaka v. American Eleclric Power Co. (Mi.hawaka 11), 465 F. Supp. 1320, 1327·29 

(N.D. Ind. 1979), alrd in part and remanded on olher grounds, 616 F.2d 976 (71h Cir. 1980), cert. 
denied, 449 U.S. 1096, 66 LEd. 2d 824 (1981) 

relail markel for firm power a, a relevanl markel for anlilrusl review; ALAB-M6, 13 NRC 1061, 
1066, 1068, 1073·74 (1981) 

CilY of Mi\hawaka, Ind. v. Indiana & Michigan Eleclric Co. (Mishawaka I), 5tIJ F.2d, 1314, 1321 
(1977), cert. denied, 436 U.S. 922 (7th Cir. 1978) 
~tale and federal regulalion, eleclric power ulililies, not a form of di<penulion from anlitrusl laws; 

ALAO-M6, 13 NRC 1040, 1041 (198t) 
CilY of Mi\hawaka, Ind. v. Indiana & Michigan Eleclric Co. (Mi<hawaka I), 5tIJ F.2d 1325 (1977) 

belaled aid, regulalory bodies, inadequate antitrusl remedy; ALAO·M6, 13 ,NRC 1074 (1981) 
Cleveland Eleclric Illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Planl, Units I and 2), ALA0-443, 6 NRC 

741, 752·54 (1977) 
condilion, governing grant of summary dis"",ilion, safelY conlenlion, spenl fuel shipments; LOP·81· 

2, 13 NRC 41 (1981) 
motion for direcled certificalion, denial of partial summary di<posilion, denied, operalion of 

summary di<"",ilion rule; ALAB-MI, 13 NRC "4 (1981) 
summary di,,,,,,ilion movanl, burden of showing a~nce of genuine i'l..ue of material facl; LOP·81. 

8, 13 NRC 337 (198 t) 
Cohen v. Beneficial Loan Corporal ion, 337 U.S. 541, 546 (1949) 

interlocutory appeal, di<covery order 10 reveal confidenlial informanl,' names, collaleral order 
doclrine; ALAB·639, 13 NRC 472 (1981) 

Committee for AUlo R~pon<ibiliIY v. Solomon, tlJ3 F.2d 992, 1002 n.43, 1003 (D.C. Cir. 1979), cert. 
denied, 445 U.S. 915 (1980) 

lrivializalion of NEPA, nO change, environmenlal status quo, no EIS required; ALAB-636, 13 NRC 
326 (1981) 

Commonwealth Edi\On Co. (Byron Slat ion, Unils I & 2), 00-81·5, Slip Ope al 2-4 (May 7, 1981) 
matt en requiring rNllulion in other proceedings will nOI be considered under 2.206 pet ilion.; DO· 

81-9, 13 NRC 1128 (1981) 
Commonwealth Edi,"n Co. (Zion SIal ion, Unils I and 2), ALAB-116, 6 AEC 258 (1973) 

acceplance of referred ruling, discovery, NRC slarr; ALAO-634, 13 NRC 98 (1981) 
Commonwealth Edi,"n Co. (Zion Slation, Units I and 2), ALAB-616, 12 NRC 419, 426 (1980) 

modifiC'dlion of spenl fuel pool, scope of hearing, i"uC\ fairly rai\cd; ALAB·636, 13 NRC 324·25 
(I98t) 

Commonwealth Edison Comp:lny (Oyron Nuclear Power SIal ion, Unils I and 2) LBP-80-30, 12 NRC 
683 (1980) 

inlervention pelitions, rea,"nable specificily, not evidentiary fac", required for pleading; LOP-81·I5, 
13 NRC 711 (I98t) 

Commonwealth tdi\On Company (Byron Nuclear Power Station, Units I and 2). LOP·80-30, 12 NRC 
683, 691 (1980) 

conlenlion alleging inaccurale cosl·benefil analysis denied, irrelevanl 10 operating licen'l: proceeding; 
LBP-81·15. 13 NRC 715 (l98t) 

Commonwealth Edi,"n Company (La Salle. Unils I and 2). ALAB·153. 6 AEC 821 (1973) 
significanl unrC\Olved safely i"ue required 10 reopen licensing hearing; 00·81·1. 13 NRC 46 (l98\) 
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Commonwealth Edi..on Company (Zion Station. Unit. I and 2). LOP·80-7. II NRC 24S (1980) 
'pent fuel pool expan,ion. new EIS unnece--ary; LOP-81-9. J3 NRC 379 (1981) 

Concerned About Trident v_ Rum.feld. SSS F.2d 817. 828 (O.c. Cir. 1977) 
propo-ed generator repain. EIS need not con.ider remote and ,peculative impact'; LOP-81-14. 13 

NRC 688 (19SI) 
Con,olidated Edi,on Co. (Indian Point. Unit. 1-3). CLI-7S-8. 2 NRC 173. 177 (197S) 

2.206 petition denied. ",fety i"ue- con,idered at operating licen .. Mage; 00-81-S. 13 NRC 732 
(1981) 

2.206 petition improper vehicle for recon,ideration of previou.ly decided i"ue-;; 00-81-1. 13 NRC 
47 (1981) 

2.206 petition improper forum. facility not yet licen-.d; 00-81-3. 13 NRC 3S2 (1981) 
prevention of partie- from u,ing 2.206 procedures to avoid ui,ting forum,; CLI-81.6. 13 NRC 446 

(1981) 
Con",lidated Edi",n Co. of New York (Indian Point. Unit 3). CLI-74-28. 8 AEC 7. 8 (1974) 

LO prerogative to explore potential safety i".ue-; not placed in controveny; ALAO-64I. 13 NRC 
SSS (1981) 

Con\Olidated Edi\On Co. of New York (Indian Point. Unit, I. 2 & 3). ALAO-319. 3 NRC 188 (197/ 
sei.mic reanaly ... i .... de-;ign spectrum challenged. focu.ing and high stre" drop new safety h.ue-;; 

ALAO-644. \3 NRC 94S (1981) 
Con\Olidated Edi\On Co. of New York. Inc. (Indian POinl SIal ion. Unil 2). ALAB-202. 7 AEC 826 

(1974) 
con.lruclion permil. con.ideralion of sabol age inadmi"ible; LBP-81·3. \3 NRC \30 (1981) 

Con",lidated Edi",n Company of New York. Inc. (Indian Poinl, Unil\ I. 2 and 3) ALA0-4J6. 6 
NRC S47. 624 (1979) 
con.lruclion permit. sei.mic con.ideration" ground acceleration; LOP-81·3. J3 NRC ISS (1981) 

Con.umen Power Company (Midland Unit. I and 2). ALAB-452. 6 NRC 'ISO-57 (1'177) 
principle-; of electric power supply production and coordination generally applicable throughout 

electric utility indu.try; ALAO-646. 13 NRC 1037 (1981) 
Con,umen Power Co. (Dig Rock Poinl Nuclear Plant). ALAO-636. 13 NRC 322 (March 31. 1981). 

license amendment. ste"dm generator repain. scope of NEPA environmental review limited; LBP-81-
14. 13 NRC 68S. 6'17 (1981) 

Con.umen Power Co. (Dig Rock Point Nuclear Plant). CLI-74-33. 8 AEC 221 (1974) 
NRC environmental review. spent fuel stornge. con.iderntion of facton di.lingui.hing thi. planl 

from othm; ALAB-636. \3 NRC 330 (1'181) 
Con.umen Power Co. (Dig Rock Point Nuclear Plant). LBP-80-2S. 12 NRC 3SS (1980) 

... pent fuel pool e.pan.ion. referral of ruling accepted; ALAO-638. 13 NRC 37S (1981) 
Con,umen Power Co. (Midland Plant). ALAB-23S. 8 AEC 645. 646 (1974) 

mean •• other Ihan full lrial. of allevialing LB's safely concern.; ALAB-64I. \3 NRC SSS (19SI) 
Con.umen Power Co. (Midland Plant. Unil' I & 2). ALAB-282. 2 NRC 9 (197S) 

evidentiary hearing. sei.mic L'On.ideration •• standing 10 appeal; ALAB-644. 13 NRC 914 (1981) 
Con.umen Power Co. (Midland Plant. Unit. I & 2). ALAB-33. 4 AEC 701. 704. 706. 70S (1971) 

reve"",I. di'\Covery order 10 reveal informan'" nam .... di •. or .• pre-;iding officer ha. di'\Crelion 10 
compel; ALAB-639. J3 NRC 484 (1981) 

Con.umen Power Co. (Midland Plan I. Unit. I and 2). ALAB-I IS. 6 AEC 2S7 (1973) 
imrroper suprlemental argument; ALAB-636. 13 NRC 322 (I9SI) 

Con.umen Power Co. (Midland Planl. Uni" I and 2). ALAB-2SJ. 2 NRC II. IS. 17 (I97S). 
clarified on recon.ideration. ALAB-3IS. 3 NRC 101. 112 (1976) 

show cau .. proceeding. burden of rroof. safety mallen; LBP-81-7. 13 NRC 264-6S (1981) 
Con.umen Power Co. (Midland Plant. Units I and 2). ALAB-283. 2 NRC 11. 13-14 (I97S) 

reve ... I. di'\Covery order 10 reveal informan'" nam ... di •. or .. need to know. olher inv .. tigalion. 
inadequale; ALAB-639. 13 NRC 482 (1981, 

Con.umen Power Co. (Midland Plant. Unit. I and 2). ALAB-283. 2 NRC 11. 20 (197S) 
Board effort to thoroughly e.plore i .... u .. may include its own interrogation of witnes.~; ALAB-

642. \3 NRC 892 (1981) 
Con.umen Power Co. (Midland Plant. Units I and 2). ALAB-382. S NRC 603. 604 n.1 (1977) 

di\Cretionary interlocutory review via directed certification. under ALAB juri\diction; ALAB-637. 13 
NRC 369 (1981) 

Con.umen Power Co. (Midland Plant. Unit. 1 and 2). ALAB-438. I) NRC 638 (1977) 
operating licen ... di\COvery interlocutory. not appealable; acceptance of referrals; ALAB-634, 13 

NRC 98 (1981) 
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Con'ume .... Power Co. (Midland Plant. Unih I lind 2). AlAB-634. \3 NRC 96 (February 19. 198\) 
review of informer" privilege point with conditional cro-, appeal di,mi'\ed. want of juri\diction; 

AlAB-639. \3 NRC 479 (1981) 
Con,umen. Power Co. (Midl.md Plant. Unih I and 2). ClI-74-5. 7 AEC 19. 24 (1974) 

licen\e amendment. recon,ideration of need for power irrelevant; lBP-81-14. \3 NRC 698 (l98\) 
Con'ume .... Power Co. (MidlJnd Unit. I and 2). ALAB-452. 6 NRC 1008 fn. 447 (1977) 

applicant argu~ perva,ive r"gulJtion preclude<. monopoly power; AlAB-646. \3 NRC 1041 (1981) 
Con'ume .... Power Co. (Midland Unih I lind 2). AlAB-452. 6 NRC 1019. 10'l4-1100 (1977) 

NRC antitru,t review • ..cope of remedial authority; ALAB-646. \3 NRC 10'l8-1100. 1102. 1104 
(198\) 

Con,umen Power Co. (Midland Unih I and 2). ALAB-452. 6 NRC 892. 897 (1977). revening and 
remanding lBP-75-39. 2 NRC 29 (1975) 

NRC antitru,t review required of all nuclear power planh; ALAB-646. \3 NRC 1033-1034. 1035 
(1981) 

Con,umen. Power Co. (Midland Unit, I and 2). ALAB-452. 6 NRC 902-03. 933. 940. 949-79. 983-90 
(1977) 

electric power indu,try .-oordination ~ervice. con,idered relevant market for NRC antitru,t review; 
ALAB-646. \3 NRC 1047. 1050-51. 1053-54. 1057-68 (l98\) 

Con,umen. Power Co. (Midland Unit' I and 2). ALAB-452. 6 NRC 907-14. 926-27. 10\9. 1022-23 
(1977) 

NRC finding of antitru,t liability not re\tricted to actual violation,; ALAB-646. 13 NRC 1045-46. 
1075. 1085. 1103 (1981) 

COII,umcn Power Co. (Midland Units I and 2). ALAB-452. 6 NRC 9\3. 99()..97. 1009-11 (1977) 
NRC determine\ whether applicant ('O\\e\~ monopoly power in coordination ~rvice\ market; 

ALAB-646. \3 NRC 1068-69. 1071. 1076 (1981) 
Con'ume .... Power Co. (Pali\3de\ Nuclear Power Facility). AU-80-1. 12 NRC 117 (1980) 

di .... ,ovcry. NRC Marr. excecutive privilege; LDP-81-4' \3 NRC 234 (19gl) 
Con,umen. Power Co. (Pali\3de. facility). AU-SO-\' 12 NRC 117 (1980) 

operating licen\<. di\Covery. NRC starr. executive pri,ilege; ALAB-634. \3 NRC 223 (l9SI) 
Cnn,umen. Power Company (Midland Plant). ClI-74-27. 8 AEC 4. 6 (1974) 

operating licen.e. di\Covery. interlocutory review. delay in adjudication; ALAB-634. 13 NRC 99 
(1981) 

Crawford v. Dominic. 469 F. Supp. 260. 264 (E.O. Pa. 1979) 
reven.al. di\Covery order to reveal informanh' name\. di,. 01' .. no adve ..... "rreer. on future 

inve.tigatioll'; AlAB-6.l9. 13 NRC 484 (l98\) 
Credit Bureau Reports. Inc. v. Retail Credit Co .• 358 F_ Supp. 780 (S.D. Texa, 1971). alT'd. 476 F.2d 

989 (5th Cir. 1973) 
c\u,ter of ~rvice. deemed a relevant market for antitru,t review; AlAB-646. \3 NRC 1050 (1981) 

Oairyland Power Clx'rerative (La CrO\\e Boiling Water Reactor). ALAB-617. 12 NRC 4_10 (1980) 
IIffirming lB ded,ion on .u,titution at 11 NRC 44 at 77 (l9S0) 

con,truction rermit. need for power. replacement of fo-.iI-fuel plant,; lBP-81-3. \3 NRC 159 
(198\) 

Data I'roc .... ,ing Service v. Camp. 397 U.S. 150. 153 (1970) 
intervention a, a matter of right; LBP-81-1. 13 NRC 30 (l98\) 

Detroit Edi\On Company (Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant. Unit 2). LBP-78-13. 7 NRC 583 (197S). 
alT'd AlAB-475. 7 NRC 752. 756-58. fn.19 (1978) 

intervention L'On,traint •• antitru,t a'reet •• sale of part ownen.hip. nuclear power plant under 
con.truction; lBP-81-1. 13 NRC 30-31. 33-34 (1981) 

Detroit Edi\On Company (Enrico Fermi Unit 2). lBP-78-1I. 7 NRC 3S1 at 393 (1978) 
50.57(c) license. no further environmental impact Matem"nt; lBP-SI-5. 13 NRC 230 (19SI) 

Detroit Edison. et. 01. (Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant. Unit No.2). 7 NRC 583. 587-9. alT'd 
ALAB-475. 7 NRC 752. 755-56 n.7 (1978) 

no statutory antilru,t review conducled of new co-owner; ClI-81-14. 13 NRC 865-66 (l98\) 
Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Slalion. Units I & 2). 00-81-1 (Dockel No-. 50-413 & 50-414. 
Jan 9. 1981 & Addendum. Feb 6. 198 \) 

2.206 retilion. Class 9 accidenls. review for 'reeial circum.tance.; 00-81-3. 13 NRC 354 (1981) 
Duke Power Co. (Cherokee Nuclear Slalion. Unils I. 2 and 3). AlAB-440. 6 NRC 642. 644-45 
(1977) 

rxcu", of inadequate repr"",nlalion nol acceplable for unlimely filing of intervention relilion; 
AlAB-642. 13 NRC 887 (1981) 
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untimely intervention petition, o~rver's interest. inadequately rrotected by exi\ting J"Irtie.., not 
good cause; LOP.81·II, 13 NRC 423 (1981) 

Dulce Power Co. (o.:onee·McGuire), LOp·80-28, 12 NRC 4S9 (Oct. 31, 1980) 
rublic rarticiration in review of spent fuel shirment rlan\; LOP·81·I, 13 NRC 43 (1981) 

Duke Power Co. (Perkin\ Nuclear Station, Unit\ I, 2 and 3), ALAO·59I, II NRC 741 (1980) 
Licensing Board authority to consider some a\reet', \pent fuel shirments, in operating liL..,n-e 

rroceeding; LOP·81·2, 13 NRC 40 (1981) 
Duke Power Co. (Perkins Nuclear Station, Unit\ I, 2 and 3), Docket NO'I. STN 50-488, 50-489, and 

50-490. 
lead case in evidentiary hearing .. radon relea.e i .. \ue; ALAO·MO, 13 NRC 491 (1'181) 

Dulce Power Co. (William O. McGuire Nuclear Slat ion, Unils I and 2), ALAO·1l26, 13 NRC 19 
(January 6, 1981) 

construction permit rroceeding, rartial initial decision, consideration of warrant for Slay; ALAO·6J2, 
13 NRC 92 (1981) 

Duke Power ComJ"lny (Catawba Nuclear Slalion, Units I and 2), LOP·"·34, I NRC 626, 656-666 
(1975); ALAO·3SS, 4 NRC 397, 404-414 (1976) 

2.206 pelition 10 reopen safety hcodring denied; need for rower, slud boh. i"ues rreviou\ly exrlor,'II; 
00·81·1, \3 NRC 48, 52 (1981) 

Duke Power ComJ"lny (Calawba Slat ion, Units I and 2), ALAB-3SS, 4 NRC 397, 402-05 (1976) 
ALAB nol held 10 "clearly ermnrou," .Iandard in anlilru,1 review; ALAB·M6, \J NRC to", 

1077 (1981) 
Duke Power Comrany (o.:onee Nuclear Station, Unit\ I, 2 and 3). 00·79·6, 9 NRC 661 (197'1) 

facl\ con\liruring ba\i. of 2.206 petition to reoren record nol sreeified; 00·81·1, 13 NRC 47 
(1981) 

Dulce Power ComJ"lny (William O. McGuire Nuclcodr Slalion, Unil\ I and 2) ALAO·128, 6 AEC 399, 
401-404 (1973) 

2.206 petition to rropen safely hearing denied; Mud boh .. ice conden-er rres,ure \urrfe'\ion 
containment h.\ues rreviou\ly exrlored; 00·81·1, 13 NRC 52, 54 (1981) 

intervention relition., reasonable sreeificilY, not evidenliary facts, required for r"~dding: LBI'·81·15, 
13 NRC 711 (1981) 

Duke Power Comrany (William O. M.-ouire Nuclear SIal ion, Units I and 2), LOP·73·7, 6 AEC 92, 
106-108 (1973): 
2.206 relition 10 retlren safelY hearing denied: .Iud boh" ice ''Onden~r rressure surrres.\ion 

containment i\Sues rrevitlu\ly exrlored: 00·81·1, \3 NRC 52, 54 (1'181) 
Dulce Power Comrany (William O. McGuire Nuclear Slalion, Unit. I and 2), LOP·79·13, 9 NRC 489 
(1979) 

incorroralion by reference, rrorened O(1Cf'dling licen<e hearing, hydrogen generdlion and conln,l in 
ice-conden~r conlainment: LOP·81·13, 13 NRC 655 (1'181) . 

Duquesne Light Co. (Beaver Valley, Unit No. I), ALAO·IM, 6 AEC 242, 245 (1'173) 
liL'Cn~ amendmenl, rleading requirement', inlerventilln relition, sumciently detailed to defend 

again\t or orro-e: LOP.81·14, 13 NRC 687 (1'181) 
Duquesne Light ComJ"lny (Beaver Valley Pllwer Stalion, Unit I), LOP·78·lb. 7 NRC 811, 816 (1978) 

spent fuel rool uran,illn, new EIS unneces.ary: LOP·81·'l, 13 NRC 37'1 (1981) 
Duquesne Light Co. (lkaver Valley I), ALAO·IM, 6 AEC 243, 246 (1'173) 

summary di\f'O'itilln, failure of rn'ronent to establi,h genuine i ... \ue of material fact; LOP·81·8, 13 
NRC 337 (1981) 

[a\tern Railroad President\ Conference v. Nocrr Mlltor Freight, Inc., J65 U.S. 127 (1961) 
action. seeking to innuence legi\latures, Cllurts, governmental bodies. ahhough undertaken for 

anticomretitive rea",n .. are immune from antilru,t action,: ALAO·646, 13 NRC 1078 (1'181) 
NRC cau.ation finding related to signifi''llnt changes determinalion not rrevented by Ntlerr· 

Pennington doctrine; CLI·81·14, 13 NRC 874 (1'181) 
Ecology Action v. AEC, 4'12 F.2d 998, 1002 (2d Cir. 1'174) 

resolution, generic fire rrotectilln i ... ,ues, by rulemaking rreferable to reliligatilln in individual 
adjudicatllry rroce.'IIing': CLI·81·II, \3 NRC 802 (1981) 

Environmenlal Clln"'Quen'-e\ of the Uranium Fuel Cycle (Perkin, NuclC'dr Statilln, Unit. I, 2 and 3) 
LOP·78·25, 8 NRC 87 (1978) 
Clln\tructilln rermit, PWR, g''1leric radlln i"ue, "lead ca,","; LOP·81·3, \3 NRC 183 (1'181) 

Environmental Dcfcn-e Fund, Inc. v. Andru .. 619 F.2d 1368, 1375·77 (10th Cir. 1980) 
rn'ro-ed stcodm generalor reraif', FES "ontain, good faith con,ideralilln, conlentilln summarily 

di.mi ... .ro: LOP·81.14, 13 NRC 691 (1981) 
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Environmenlal Defen..: Fund v. Horrman. 566 F.2d 1060. 1067 (81h Cir. 1'177) 
pro('O'Cd r:ener~lor repair... EIS need nOI con,ider remOle and ~('<.'Culalivc impach: Lnp·HI·14. 13 

NRC 6RH (I'IHI) 
Elhyl Corp. v. EI'A. S41 F.2d I. 2H·29 &. n.58 (~.C. Cir.) (en hanc) cerl. denk-d. 420 U.S. '141 
(1'I7/J) 

agency ha, aUlhorilY 10 ..:lIle faclual i"u<.., wilh rulemaking: CLI·81·11. 13 NRC 801 (1'181) 
FOE v. NRC. ~Iip 01'. al l. 1\ EnvinlOmcnlal Rplr. (nNA) IOl5 (1'180). 

2.206 relilion 10 ~upplemenl environ menIal record. CIa" 9 nccidenh. di,mi,,<-d. ri,k of incon,I,lenl 
r<,\uh ... duplicalive errort ... unnecC\.\3ry e.rendllur< .... avoidance of e.i'ling forum<: ClI·81·/J. 13 
NRC 445 (1'181) . 

FTC v. Ilrigadier Indu,lriC'> Corp .• 613 F.2d 1110. 1117 (D.C. Cir. 1'17'1) 
agency d<'Ci-ion 10 u..: rulemaking or adjudicalion r~l< on nalure of d<'Ci-ion 10 he reach<-d: CLI· 

HI·II. 13 NRC 800-81 (1'181) 
Ft-dcral Trade Commi"ion v. Proclor & Gamhlc Co .• l83 U.S. 568 (19b7) 

NRC antitru,1 review. err<'C1 of comrelilion on merger-: ALAIl·b46. 13 NRC 108'1·'10 (I'IHI) 
Florida Power & Lighl Co. (SI Lucie NuclC'~r Power Planl. Unit 2). ALAIl·579. II NRC 22l. 22/J 

(I'IHO). id. OO·HO-ll. 12 NRC 598 (1'180) 
Board juri\diclion. 2.206 ~how <-au..: proceeding: CLI·81·6. 13 NRC 44b (1981) 

Florida I'ower & Lighl Co. (SI. Lucie Nuclear I'ower Planl. Unit 2). 00·80-l1. Oockel No. 50-38'1 
(Nov. 28. 1'180): 

2.206 relit ion. Cia" 'I a<'Cidenl<. review for ~rccial circum,lancC\: 00·81·l. 13 NRC 354 (1'181) 
FloridJ Power &. Lighl Co. (SI. Lucie Nuclear I'ower I'lanl. Unil No.2). ALAIl-420. 6 NRC 8. 13 

(1'177) 
aprellalc review of licen,ing board apphcalion. five·faclor IC\I of unlimely inlervenlion governed hy 

"ahu..: of di\Crelion" "andard: ALAn·642. \3 NRC 885 (1981) 
Florid~ Power and Lighl Co. (Turkey Poinl Unil< 3 and 4) 4 AEC 218 (I'Ib'l) 

con,lruclion rermit. con,ideralion of .nbolage inadmi"ible; LOI'·SI·l. Il NRC IlO (1'181) 
Friend, of Ihe Earth. el al. v. NRC. el al.. N.D. Cal. No. C·S0-0214-SW (fik-d January lO. 1980) 

reI ilion 10 ~upplemenl environmenlal record. Cla,< 'I accidenl" denied: CLI·81·6. \3 NRC 445 
(1'181) 

Fl. Pierce UlililiC\ AUlhorily v. Uniled Slale<. 606 F.2d '186. '1'16 (~.C. Cir.) (foolnole omilled). cerl. 
denied. 444 U.S. 842 (1'17'1) 

NRC ha< aUlhorilY 10 apply new slandard< 10 nuclear planl< already liccn<ed: CLI·81·1I. 13 NRC 
80S (1'181) 

General Telephone Co. v. Uniled Slal~. 44'1 F.2d 846. 863·114 (51h Cir. 1'171) 
NRC ha< aUlhorily 10 apply new slandard, 10 nuclear planls already liccn-oo: CLI·81·1I. \3 NRC 

H05 (1'181) 
Georgia Power Company (Alvin W. Voglle Nuclear Plan I. Unil. I and 2). 00·7'1-4. 'I NRC 5S2 

(April 13. 1'17'1) 
<ignificanl unrC'oOlved safely i\<ue required 10 reoren licen,ing hC'~ring: OO·SI·I. 13 NRC 47 '(1'181) 

Georgia Power Company (Voglle Unil< I &. 2). ALAO·2'11. 2 NRC 404 (1975) 
SO.S7(c) licen..:. no further environmenlal impacl slalemenl: LOP·81·5. 13 NRC 230 (1'181) 

Golden Grain Macaroni Co .• 78 FTC 63. 163 n.'1. ISO (1'171) 
n'tlOomic ~elling of eleclric power indu'lry supror" NRC monoroly rower finding: ALAn·b46. \3 

NRC 1072 (1'181) 
Gr<ocne Counly Planning Ooard v. Federal Power Commi"ion. 455 F.2d 412 (2d Cir.) cerro denied. 

40'1 U.S. 84'1 (1'172) 
pre.NEPA con~lruclion. rower planl: EIS required only on I""I.NEPA rower lines: ALAO·636. \3 

NRC l27 (1'181) 
Gulf Slales UlililiC'> Co. (River Bend SIal ion. Unih I and 2). ALAO-444. 6 NRC 775 (1'177) 

con,lruclion rermil. finding< of facl. generic safelY i"ue<. prediclive sali,f~clory limely ""luI ion: 
LIlp·81·3. 13 NRC 134 (1'181) 

Gulf Slale< Ulililies Co. (River Bend SIal ion. Unils I and 2). ALAO-444. 6 NRC 760 (1'177) 
individual Ikocn<ing proceeding<. Slarr evidence required for deferral of r~lulion. generic .nfely 

i"uC\: CLI·SI·12. \3 NRC 81'1 (1'181) 
prehearing conference. 1e<ling licen..:. participalion by inler~led slale. requiremenl. aCl.'eplable 

conlenlion<: LOI'·81·5. 13 NRC 247 (I'ISI) . 
Gulf Slale< Ulilili", Co. (RiVer Bend Slalion. Unit. I and 2). ALAB-444. 6 NRC 760. 774·75 (1977) 

2.206 relilion ciling affirmalive duly. NRC Slarr. 10 idenlify generic safely i"ue< and Iheir impacl': 
00·81·5. 13 NRC 740 (1'181) 
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Gulf State-. Utilitie-. Co. (River Bend Station. Unit, I &. 2). ALAB-444. 6 NRC 760 at 77S (1977) 
CUl"truction permit. rule-. for con\iderdtion of unre\Olved ",fety i"ue\; LBP-81-5. t3 NRC 2ll 

(198 \) 
Gulf State-. Utilitic'\ Company (River Bend Station. Unit, I and 2). ALAB-444. 6 NRC 760. 772 

(1'177) 
Regulatory Guide-. not innexihle legal requirement<; CLI-81-1 I. t3 NRC 782 (1981) 

Henry v. Federal I'ower Commi\\ion. S13 F.2d 19S (D.C. Cir. 1975) 
pre-NEPA proj<'Ct. EIS required. modification. to mitigate environmental errect, ea\ily ro',ible; 

ALAR-636. 13 NRC 328 (1'181) 
Hercule-.. Inc. v. EPA. S98 F.2d 91. 118 (D.C. Cir. 1978) 

agency U\C of rulemaking not improper even if ~tandard, arrect only one licen\«; CLI-81-1 I. IJ 
NRC 801 (I'I8\) 

HieLman v. Taylor. 329 U.S. 4'15. 501 (1'147) 
Supreme Coun'~ comment\ on role of pre-trial di\Covery; ALAB-M2. IJ NRC 889 (198\) 

Hom<'\take Mining Co. v. Mid-Continent Exploration Co .• 282 F.2d 787. 791 (10th Cir. 1960) 
adoption of radon emi\\ion value-.. reguldtory authority over uranium mining; ALAB-MO. IJ NRC 

SO.' (1'181) 
Hornhlower &. W<'Ch·Hemphilt Noye-. Inc .• v. C~ky. 427 F. Supp. 814 (S.D.N.Y. 1977) 

\tay of agency action. expen\e of admini\trative proceeding not irreparable injury; CLI·81·9. IJ 
NRC 4bl. 465 (1'181) 

Hou\ton lighting &. Power Co. (South Texa\ Project). ALAB·b37. 13 NRC 367 (April 16. 1981) 
interlocutory appe-dl hy NRC \tarr. ruling permitting intervenor to file late motion to compel; 

ALAR·b3'1. 13 NRC 473 (I'I8\) 
Hou\ton lighting &. Power Co. (South Texa, Unit. I and 2). 5 NRC 1303. IJ II (1977) 

fdctual ha\i\ requirL-d. alleged \ignifieant change-. antitru\t; licen\< jL'opardiled by applicant', fdl\< 
information; CLI·81-14. t3 NRC H73-74 (l9H\) 

Hou\ton lighting and Power Co. (Allen\ Creek Nuclear Generating Station. Unit I). ALAB-S90. I I 
NRC 542 (1980) 
e('"\truetion permit exten\ion. newly filed contention. \hort piling, i\\ue not abide operating licen.e 

\tage; LOP-HI-b. 13 NRC 255 (1981) 
intervention petition\. rea\onable ~pecificity. not evidentiary fact •• required for pleading; LBP-SI-IS. 

t3 NRC 711 (1981) 
Hou\ton lighting and Power Co. (Allen\ Creek Nuclear Generating Station. Unit \). ALAB-5S5. II 

NRC 4b9. 470 (1980) 
intervention petition not rejected in entirety; interlocutory appeal not permitted; ALAB-M2. IJ 

NRC H84 (1981) 
Hou\ton Lighting and Power Co. (Allen. Creek Station. Unit I). ALAD-535. 9 NRC 377. 400 (1979) 

revcf\3l. di\Covery order to reveal informant<' nam .... di\. op .• a"umption that protective order will 
he oh\ervcd; ALAO-b39. 13 NRC 485 (1981) 

\tanding \3ti\fdctnrily demon\trated in untimely petition to intervene; ALAD-M2. 13 NRC 884-85 
(1'181) 

Hou,ton Lighting and Power Co. (Allen\ Creek Station. Unit\ I and 2). ALAB-301. 2 NRC SS3. 854 
(1'175) 

con\truetion permit procL-eding. warrant for May not con\idered. limited work authorization 
appealable; ALAD·b32. t3 NRC 93 (1981) 

~pL'Cification of i\\uL .... hdrm to intervenor-. right to appeal panial initial deci\ion; ALAD-637. t3 
NRC 373 (1981) 

Hou\ton Lighting and Power Co. (South Texa\ Project. Unit. I and 2). ALAB-3SI. 5 NRC 582. 589 
(1971) 

health and ~fety i\\ue- beyond ~cope of antitru\t hearing; LBP-81-1. IJ NRC 32 (19SI) 
Hou\ton Lighting and I'ower Co. (South Texa\ Project. Unil\ I and 2). CLI-80-32. 12 NRC 281 

(1980) 
review on cenification and revef\3l. di\Covery order to reveal confidential informan'" name\; 

ALAO-639. 13 NRC 471 (1981) 
Hou\ton Lighting and Power Company (Allen\ Creek Nuclear Generating Station. Unit I). ALAB-

635. 13 NRC 309 (1981) 
denial of partial \ummary d"I""ition. \tandard for di\Cretionary interlocutory review not met; 

ALAD-MI. 13 NRC 552-553 (1981) 
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Hou,lon Lighling and Power Company. (Allen, Crook Nuclear Generaling SIal ion. Unil I). ALAB· 
590. II NRC 542. 547·51 (1980) 

licen .. amendmenl. propo-.d .Ieam gener~lor repain.. ,ummarily di,mi, .. d environ menIal altemaliv .. 
need nOI ~ rurther explored al evidenliary hearing: LBP·81·14. \3 NRC 704 (1981) 

licen .. amendmenl. "earn generalor repair. inlervenon. nol required 10 pkdd evidence. bUI 
~J'CCificiIY na.'eo.sary: LBP·81·14. \3 NRC 687 (1981) 

Hudg-on v. Chari .. Marlin In'(l<Clors or Pelroleum. Inc .• 459 F.2d 303. 307 (51h Cir. 1972) 
reven.al. di-covery order 10 reveal inrormanl~' names. di,. 01' .• inrormalion nol oblainable ehewhere: 

ALAB·639. 13 NRC 481 (1981) 
Hudg-on v. CharI .. Martin In'(l<Clor- or Pelroleum. Inc .• 459 F.2d al 306 (5th Cir. 1972) 

reven.al. di-covery order 10 reveal nam ... confidenlial inrormanl', rormer employ..-: ALAB.639. \3 
NRC 478 (l9SI) 

ICC v. Jer.ey Cily. 322 U.S. 503. 514 (1944) 
~i,mie reanaly,b. mol ion 10 reopen record a '"'-"Ond lime denied: ALAB·644. J3 NRC 995 (1981) 

lIIinoi. Power Company (Clinlon Power SIal ion. Unil, I and 2). 2 NRC 579 (1975): 3 NRC 135 
(1976): and 4 NRC 27 (1976) 

conlenlion alleging altemaliv .. denied. improper al operaling licen ... Iage: LBP·81·15. 13 NRC 716 
(1981) 

In re Franklin Nalional Bank Sec. Liligalion. 478 F. Supp. 210. 223 (E.D.N.Y. 1979) 
sehmic reanaly,is. u .. or ",h~II" in OBE reguldlion nOI conI rolling: ALAB·644. \3 NRC 990 

(l9SI) 
summary judgmenh alway. addr .. -.d 10 di-crelion or court: ALAB·MI. 13 NRC 554 (1981) 

In re Uniled Slales. 565 F.2d 22 (2nd Cir. 1977) 
review on certificalion and rever-al. di-covery order 10 reveal inrormanl" names. ba,i, ror 

inrormer', privilege: ALAB·639. \3 NRC 473-474 (1981) 
In re Uniled Sla' ... 565 F.2d 19. 21 C2nd Cir. 1977). certiorari denied ,ub nom. nell v. Sociali" 
Workers Parly. 436 U.S. 962 (1978) 

inlerlocuiory appeal. di-covery order 10 reveal L"Onfidenlial inrormanh' nam ... di,linclion rrom main 
proceeding: ALAB·639. 13 NRC 472 (1981) 

In re United Stales. 565 F.2d 23 (2nd Cir. 1977) 
burden 10 demon'lr~le need. confidenlial inrorman'" nam .. : ALAB·6)9. 13 NRC 475 (1981) 

Indiana and Michigan Eleclric Co. (Donald C. Cook Nucle-~r Plant. Unil, 1 and 2). ALAB·129. 6 
AEC 414, (1973) 

!oCope. con,lruelion permil exlen,ion proceeding: LBP·81·6. \3 NRC 254 (1981) 
Inlemalional T. & T Corp. v. General T. & E. Corp .• 518 F.2d 913. 935·36 (91h Cir. 1975) 

regulalion ror olher pul"J'O'<S cannOI allenuale anlitru,1 law,: ALAB·M6. 13 NRC 1041 (1981) 
Jicarilla Apache Tri~ or Indian. v. Morton. 471 F.2d 1275 (91h Cir. 1973) 

EIS required ror "rurlher major Federal aClion" on pml·NEPA. on·going projecl: ALAB·636. 13 
NRC J21 (19SI) 

Jones v. Lynn. 477 F.2d 8S5. 887. 890 (hI Cir. 1973) 
EIS required ror "rurther major Federal aclion" on pml.NEPA. on·going projecl: ALAB·6)6. J3 

NRC 323. 328. 330 (l9SI) 
Kan\3, Ga. & Eleclric Co .• el al. (Wolr Crook Generaling SIal ion. Unil I). ALAB-462. 7 NRC 320. 

338 (l97S) 
reopening reL"Ord. TMI acciden'·relaled i"ues. significanl new evidence nec .. ",ry: CLI·81·5. 13 

NRC 363 (1981) 
seismic reanaly,i ... slandard. nol mel 10 ra'pen record a =ond lime: ALAB·644. 13 NRC 995 

(1981) 
Kansas Gas and Eleclric Co. (Wolr Crook Generaling SIal ion. Unil No. I). ALAB·279. I NRC 559 
(1975) 

condilions delermining sufficiency or requ .. 1 ror NRC anlilru,t hearing: LBP·SI·I. 13 NRC 32 
(1981) 

Kansas Ga.. and Eleclric Co. (Wolr Crook Nuclear Generating Slalion. Unit No. I) ALAB·327. 3 
NRC 4OS. 413 (1976) 

di!oCovery. NRC slafT. inlerloculory appeal. public inler .. 1 implicalion,: LBP·81-4. 13 NRC 224 
(l9SI) 

discovery order to reve"dl confidenlial inrormanl,' names. interloculory appeal meriled: ALAB-639. 
\3 NRC 473. 479 (1981) 

Kansas Gas and Eleclric Co. (Wolr Crook Unit I). ALAB·279. I NRC 559. 569·70. 572·73 (1975) 
NRC assessmenl or anlilrusl implicalion or Iicen,ing aClion. requir .. review or Applicant', pa.1 

aclivities: ALAB-M6. 13 NRC 1043-44 (l9SI) 
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Kan",,, Ga, and Electric Co. e!. a!. (Wolr Creek Station Unit No. I). ALAB-279. I NRC 5'9. '67. 
'69-70. 572-73 (1975) 

'-Core or NRC antitru'l review. 8,,,,,-,ment or Applicant's pa,,1 a" well a" ruture activities; ALAS-
646. 13 NRC 1043-1045 (1981) 

Kan~' Ga, and Eleclric Company. el a!. (Wolr Creek Generaling SIal ion. Unit No. I). ALAB-462. 7 
NRC 320 (1978) 
con,lruelion rermil. roreca,ling rower need,; LBP·81-3. \3 NRC 1S8 (1981) 

Klepre v. Sierra Club. 427 U.S. 390. 399 (1976) 
NEPA. regional EIS not required where pro(lO\ed Federal aclion not regional in scope; ALAB-636. 

\3 NRC 329 (1981) 
Klepre v. Sierra Club. 427 U.S. 390. 399. 402. 410 (1976) 

"Ie-dm generator repaif'. EIS nOI required ror individual action" having only local effec"; LBP-81-
14. 13 NRC 686 (1981) 

L G. Balrour Co. v. F.T.C .• 442 F.2d I. II (71h Cir. 1971) 
crileria ror delermining relevant markel". NRC antitru"t review; ALAB-646. \3 NRC 1066 (1981) 

LiIlOn Sy,tem,. Inc. v. Soulhweslern Bell Tel. Co .• 539 F.2d 418. 422-24 (Slh Cir. 1976) 
a reguldtory agenc,),', formal approval or activilieo; conveys no exemplion rrom anlitru,,1 lawo;: 

ALAB-646. \3 NRC 1041 (1981) 
Long hland Lighling Co. (Jame\rort Nuclear Power Stalion. Unit" I and 2). ALAB-292. 2 NRC 631. 
650. rn. 25 (1975) 

unlimely inlervention ret it ion ... corrorate management. emergency planning conlention". no delay 
bec."uo;e or retition tardineo;s: LBP-81-1I. \3 NRC 425 (1981) 

Long hland Lighting Co. (Jamesrort Station. Units I and 2). ALAB-318. 3 NRC 186 (1976) 
oreraling lieen-e. di .... -overy. inlerloculory review. special circum"tanceo;: ALAB-634. \3 NRC 99 

(1981) 
Long hland Lighting Co. (Shoreham Slat ion) 6 AEC 831 (1973) 

con,truction rermit. con"ideration or sabotage inadmis,ible; LBP-81-3. \3 NRC 130 (1981) 
Loui"iana Power & Light Co. (Waterford Sleam Generating Slat ion. Unit 3). CLI-73-7. 6 AEC 48 

(1973) (Waterford I) . 
condilion" determining sufficiency or requeo;t ror NRC antitrust hearing: LBP-81·1. \3 NRC 32 

(1981) 
Loui"iana Power & Light Co. (Waterford Steam Generating Stalion. Unit 3). CLI-73-28. 6 AEC 619 
(1973) 

condilion" determining ,ufficiency of requeo;t for NRC anlitru,,1 hearing: LBP-81-1. \3 NRC 32 
(198 I) 

Loui"iana Power and Light Company (Waterford Steam Electric Generating Station. Unit 3). ALAB-
220. 8 AEC 93. 94 (1974) . 

denial or partial "ummary di""""ition. interloculory appeal proscribed. retition for dio;cretionary 
interlocutory review denied: ALAB-64I. \3 NRC 550. S51 (1981) 

Maine Yankee Atomic Power Co. (Maine Yankee Atomic Power Slation). ALAS-161. 6 AEC IDOl. 
1004-1010 (1973). remanded on other ground ... CLI-74-2. 7 AEC 2. 3-5 (1974) 
corrective mea,ure im(lO\ed on liceno;ee. demonstrable threat to public safety; LBP-81·1. \3 NRC 43 

(1981) . 
Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company (Maine Yankee Atomic Power Station) ALAS-161. 6 AEC 

1003 (1973): arrd sub nom .• Citizen, Power. Inc. v. NRC. 524 F.2d 1291 (D.C. Cir. 1975) 
50.57(c) liceno;e. low rower. no environmental impact statement; LBP-81-5. \3 NRC 229-30 (1981) 

Manygoat, v. Klepre. 558 F.2d 556. 560-6 I (9th Cir. 1977) 
proroo;ed o;leam generator repairs. FES contain" good faith con,ideration. contention summarily 

di"mi"o;ed: LBP-81-14. \3 NRC 691 (1981) 
Mclain v. Meier 612 F.2d 349. 356 (8th Cir. 1979) 

denial of summary judgment at dio;cretion of court; ALAB-64I. 13 NRC 554 (1981) 
Metrorolilan Edio;on Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station. Unit 2). ALAB-384. 5 NRC 612 (1977) 

board deci"ion. untimely intervention petition. may be c\oo;ely scrutinized in appellate review; 
ALAB-642. \3 NRC 885 (1981) 

Metropolitan Edio;on Company (Three Mile hland Nudear Station. Unit No. I) CLI-SO-I6. 11 NRC 
674-675 (1980) 

reorened oreraling licmo;e hearing. proper score or litigation. hydrogen generation mailers; LBP-81· 
\3. 13 NRC 657-659 (1981) 

Meyers v. Belhlehem Shipbuilding Corp .• 303 U.S. 41. 51 (1938) 
stay or agency aclion. exreno;e of administrative proceeding not irreparable injury; CLI.81-9. Il 

NRC 460. 465 (1981) 
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Minnl:'Ota Public Interc-;t Rc-;carch Group v. Butz. 498 F.2d 1314 (8th Cir. 1974) 
f!O'it.NEPA modification of pre.NEPA project'l. EIS nc-eded. major Federal action. 'pent ruel pool 

expan~ion; ALAB·636. 13 NRC 316. 318·20. 323·25 (1981) 
Minnl:'Ota v. NRC. 602 F.2d 412 (D.C. Cir. 1979) 

rulemaking particularly appropriate ror generic i'l-'ues; CLI·81·1l. \3 NRC 801 (l98\) 
Minnl:'Ota v. NRC. 602 F.2d 412. 416-17 (D.C. Cir. 1979) 

rc'IOlution. generic fire protection h.'Iues. by rulemaking prererable to relitigation in individual 
adjudicatory proceeding'l; CLI·81·1l. \3 NRC 802 (1981) 

Mis.'Ii ... ,il'pi Power & Light Co. (Grand Gulr Nuelear Station. Unit. I and 2). ALAII·130. 6 AEC 423. 
424-25 (1973) 

5ummary di'l~ition. failure of proponent to establi,h genuine i"ue of material fdct; LIlI'·SI·g. 1.1 
NRC 337 (1981) 

Mis.'Iis'lippi Power Dnd Light Co. (G .... tnd Gulr Nuclear Station. Uni" I and 2). ALAII·130. I> AEC 
423. 426 (1973) 

con,truction permit uten'lion. newly filed contention, short piling' i"uc nm abide uperating licen", 
~tagc: LBP·81·6, \3 NRC 255 (l98\) 

Mi\'li'l.'Iipl'i Power and Light Company (Grand Gulr Nuclear Station. Unit. I and 2). A LA II· 130. I> 
AEC 423 (1973) 

intervention petition., rea.'IOnable specificity. not evidentiary rdct'\, rC'quired ror pl",.ding; LllI'·KI·IS. 
\3 NRC 711 (1981) 

Mi'l.,i"ippi Power and Light Company (Grand Gulr Nuclcodr Station, Uni" I and 2), ALAII·130. I> 
AEC 423, 425·26 (1973) 

licen'le amendment, contention, alternatives to .team generator repair nut I'articulari1<"tI: LIII'·SI·14. 
13 NRC 687 (l98\) 

Mt. Hood Stagc-;, Inc. v. Greyhound Corp., 555 F.2d 687, 691·92 (9th Cir. 1977) 
regulation for other pUr('O'c-; cannot allenuate antitru't law,; ALAII·M6. \.l NRC 1041 (1981) 

NAACP v. FPC, 425 U.S. 662. 668 (1976) 
agency deci'lion to U\C rulemaking or adjudication i'l di\Cretiunary: CLI·HI·II, \3 NRC 800 (I<lSI) 

NLRB v. Bell AerO'll'ac"C Co., 416 U.S. 267. 294 (1974) 
ageny deci'lion to U\C rulemaking or adjudkation i. di'ICretionary; CLI·81·II, 13 NRC KOO (19K\) 

NRDC v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827. 837·8 (D.C. Cir. 1972). 
NEPA environmental review subject or rule or rea,on. remote and 'Ipeculative I""-,ibilitk ... not 

con'lidered; LBP·81·14, \3 NRC 688 (19811. 
National A ... ,'n of Government Employees v. Rum,Md, 418 F.Supp. 1302. 1305·1301> (E.D. I'a. I 971l) 

NEPA. social or economic impact' nol con,idered in abo.cnce or environmental impact; ALAII·636. 
\3 NRC 325 (1981) 

National Nutritional Food, A,,'n v. Weinberger. 512 F.2d 688. 701 (2d Cir.), .'Crt. denk"tl. 423 U.S. 
827 (1975) 

motion ror stay or fire protection rule. ad''quac)' or record. inrormal rulmaling. C\tabli,h."tI; CLI·81· 
11. \3 NRC 785 (l98\) 

NatuT'dl RNlurc-cs nefen'le Council Y. Morton. 458 F.2d 827. 837·38 (D.C. Cir. 1972) 
con'lideT'dtion or speculative alternate energy !\Ourcc-; not nC'CC'I\:lry in EIS; ALAII·629. IJ NRC 81 

(l98\) 
Natural R"",urcc-; nefen'll: Council. Inc. Y. Morton. 458 F.2d 827, 834. 837 (D.C. Cir. 1'172) 

NEPA interpretation. application. "rule or rea'lOn"; ALAII·636. \J NRC 325 (I'IKI) 
NatUT'dl R""'urc ...... neren"" Council, Inc. v. Morton. 458 F.2d 827, 836·7 (D.C. Cir. 1972) 

pro('O'cd steam generator repairs. con'lideration or ahernativ .... govcrnc"tl by rule of rca\lll\: LIlP·81· 
14. \3 NRC 692 (1981) 

New England Power Co. v. Federal Power Commi"ion. 349 F.2d 258. 2bO (1\1 Cir. 1965) 
elimination or middleman in whole""le power '13k ... not con,iderc"tl ant;'-ompetilivc; ALAII·MI>. IJ 

NRC 1089 (1981) 
New England Pnwer and Light Co. (NEP Unit'l I and 2). LIlP·78·18. 7 NRC 932. '13,\.934 (l97K) 

non·timely intervention petition. railure to read Fed. Reg. not good cau",: LDP·81·11. IJ NRC 423 
(1981) 

New York Telephone Co. v. FCC, 631 F.2d 1059. \068 (2d Cir. 1980) 
stay or fire prok'Ction rule denied; ractors determining rC'd\lmablenC'l' or retroactive rule outlin."tI; 

CLI·SI·Il, 13 NRC 804 (1981) 
Niagrd Mohawk Power Corporation (Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station. Unit 2) ALAD·2M, I NRC 

347, 3S7 (1975) 
L'(lntention alleging inaccuT'dte cll\t·bendit analy,i. denk"tl. irrelevant tn npeT'dting licen", pTnc .... "tIing: 

LDp·81·IS. 13 NRC 715 (1981) 
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Ni. \. Unil,'ll SIal' .... 572 F.ld 1)IJ~ (41h Or. I '17M) 
r~\i~w nn .:~rlilkalinn and r~wNII. di"'IW~ry Ilrd~r h' r~v.,.~1 infnrmanh' lI:lm, ... : AL"Il-b311. D 

NRC 473 (I'IXI) 
Nllrlh D.llnla \'. Andru,. 4~_' F.Sul'l'. 255. 21>0 (D. N. Oak. I'lXO) 

NEI'A .:onwrn,'lI \\ilh "r~:I\on:lhl~ for,"Ca'ling" nf indir,"C1 .:ff,"CI,: ALAIl-631>. D NRC -'15 (I!)~I) 
Norlhern Indialla I'uhlk Sef\iw Cn. (Ilailly G~n~raling Slalinll. Nud~ar I). A LA II-I> I 'I. 12 NRC 55~. 

5b!)-7n (I!)Xn) 
inapfK"ilc u, ixl,j, fur 2.206 pclitiul1 tn ,m,pcncJ l'un'tructinll rending c:xtCI1,inn arplicalinn 

r,,,,,lulinn: OO-KI-!). D NRC 1127 (I'l~I) 
Nnrlh~rn Illdialla I'uhli~ Sef\-ke Cn. (lI~iIIy G~n~ralillg Slalioll. Nud~ar I). ALAII-2N. K AEC 144. 

241>. r~hearillg d~nk'll. ALAIl-227. II AEC 417 (I'l74). revc",'lI ,ub n"m. I'llrl~r C"unly CharIer v. 
AEC. 515 F.2d 5D (71h Cir. r~vcf\l'll ,ummarily alld remandedsubnom. Nllrlhern Indialla I'uhlk 
Servkc Cn. v_ Wallnn Lcague. 423 U.S. 12 (1'175). affirm,'lI nil remalld. SH F.2d 101 I. (71h Cir.) • 
.:cninrari denic'll. 42'1 U.S. 'loiS (1'176) 
admilli,lrali\'c f~irn, ... ,. ",i,mie l'''lCL"Cding: ALAII-M4. D NRC '123 (ll)~1) 

Nnrlhern SIal, ... I'll\\er Cn. (Mnlllt.:~lIn Nud~ar G~n~ralillg l'lalll. Ullil I). ALA II-I> I I. 12 NRC -'01 
(ll)~n) 

.:nll,"""inll nf nreraling li~~I1'" fmm I'mvi,innal In full-I~rm r~malldcd In ul'l'rai", ullfL ... nlvL'lI 
gCllcrk \:tf~IY i"u, ... : ALAIl-M5. D NRC 102S (I'IKI) 

Nnrlh~rn SIal, ... I'nwer Cn. (Mnlllkdln 1'1~1I1. Uni! I). ALAII-tn. 4 AEC .l'lO 
r~\'C"al. di"'\I\cry nrd~r In rewal infnrm:III1,' 'I:lm' .... I'rolL"Clivc nrd~r in,uffidenl .:ure; ALAIl-b3'1. 

D NRC 4X5 (I'I~I) 

Nllrlhern SIal, ... I'n\\~r Cn. (Mnnlkdln I'lanl. Unil I). ALAIl-IO. 4 AEC -''In. -''14-3'15. 3'1'1 
hurdell 10 den\(\II'lral~ n''l-d • .:oniidellli:ll illform:lnh' n:lm, ... : ALAII-M'I ... ' NRC 475 (I!)~I) 

Nnrlhern SIal, ... I'nw~r Cn. (Monlkdln I'lanl. Unil I). ALAIl-II>. 4 AEC 435. 431>. affirm,-d hy Ihc 
Commi"inll. 4 AEC 440 (I!)70) 
al'l'h~alinn. infllrmcr', I'ri\'ik·ge. NRC l'''lC''L-dlllg'. hurden In demnll,lrale 1I''l'll. informanl,' nan,,"'; 

AI.AIl-I>.''I. D NRC 4n. 475 (I'IKI) 
Nnrlhern SIal, ... I'n"er Cn. (Mnnlkelln I'lanl. Unil I). ALAIl-II>. 4 AEC 435-437. arrd 4 AEC 4-U) 
(ll)70) 
rC\\~NlI. lli'-Cnvcry nn.h:r In fe\'.:al infnrman"· naml~. prClh.'"Ctivc: order in,uffic.'icill cure. in camera 

di-ch"urc a~':CI'I~hk; ALAIl-b-''1. D NRC 4~S (I!)~I) 
Nnrlhern SIal, ... I'nwer Cn. (I'r:tiri~ hldnd Generaling l'ldnl. Unil, I and 2). ALAIl-4SS. 7 NRC 41. 

41> 11.4 (I'I7~). rcmand,'lI nn nlhcr gmund, ,uh IInm. Minll, ... nla v. Nud~ar Rcguldlnry Cnmmi"h",. 
b01 F.2d 412 (D.C. Cir. 1'17'1) 

Iit..·cn....: amendment. major Fc..-dcral ucliun. duplicative envirnnml-ntal review, not fcquifl-d. Ulimitl"ll 
'l'nre" argumenl: ALAIl-b)!>. D NRC -'11>-17. -'II). ns (ll)~I) 

licen", am~lIdm~nl. 'I~am g~neralnr rel'ai". ~nJ'C nf NEI'A ellvirollmenlal review Iimil''lI; L1l1'-MI-
14. D NRC bK5. b'lK (I'IKI) 

Norlhern SIal, ... !'m\~r Cn. (I'rairie hldnd Nuclear Generaling I'I~nl. Unih I and 2). ALAIl-244. 8 
AEC 857. SM (11)74). r,"Cnn,id~ratinn denic'll. ALAIl-2S2. HAEC 1175. 1177 (11)75). affirm,'lI CLI-
75·1. I NRC I. 2 (11)75) 
"nn'lr"~linn rerlllil • .:rn" .... ,aminalinn harred. 'landing In al'l"'"~l; ALAIl-bJI. D NRC S~-'10 (1'181) 

Norlhern SIal, ... !'nwcr Cn. (I'rairie "land Nucl~ar Generaling I'lanl. Unil, I and 2). ALAII-4S5 7 
NRC 41. 55 (l1)7~) 

'renl fuel J'I,(\I c'I':I'I\inn. n,'L'tI fnr J'I,wer. I'arl III nf d~ci,i"n vacaled 011 mooln,"" grnund,; 
ALAIl-o-'~. D NRC .nl> (I'IMI) 

Nnrlhern SIal, ... 1',1\\er Cn. (I'rairie "I~nd Nuclear Generaling Slalinn. Uni!, lund 2). CLI·n·12. I> 
AEC 141. 242 (1'17.'). arrd ,uh. nnm. IlI'I v. AEC. S02 F.2d 424 (~.C. Cir. 1'174) 
,,,mmary di'J'I"ilion. failur~ of I'rnJ'l,"~1I1 III < ... Iabli,h g~nuine i"ue of m:tlerial facl; LIlI'·MI·M. D 

NRC J_n (\'I~I) 

Nl1rlh~rn SIJI, ... I'ower Cnml'any (I'rairie "I.tnd Nuclear Gcneraling I'lanl. Unil, I alld 2). L111'-77-
51. I> NRC 2b5. 20K (1'177). orrd. ALAIl-455. 7 NRC 41 (1'l7M). remand,'lI 011 'llher grnund,. ,uh 
IInlll. Slal~ of Minn",ola v. NRC. 602 F.2d 412 (D.C. Cir. 1'17'1 
'renl fuel J'I,ol c'l'.tn,ion. new EIS unnc.:",\:try; LIlI'-MI-'1. D NRC -'7'1-80 (\'181) 

NOrlh~rn SIal, ... I'''\\~r Coml'any (I'r~iri~ hl~nd Unil, I & 2). ALAR-455. 7 NRC 41 al 46 II. 4 
( 1117~) 

50.57(c) Ikell"'. II" furlher envirnnmelllal impacl ,lalcmclIl; L1l1'-HI·S. D NRC 2)0 (I'I~I) 
Nud~ar Engin,"Cring Cnmpany (Sheffield Wa,le Oi'J'I",,1 Sile). ALAIl-4n. 7 NRC 7.17 (May 3. 1'178) 

inlervcnlinn. alllilru,1 h~aring. a' a mailer of di,creli"n; LIlI'-MI-I. D NRC 34 (\'181) 
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Nuclear Fuel SCrvic ..... Inc. (W .... I Valley Rerroce<>,ing Plan I). ClI·75-4. I NRC 273. 275. 276 (1975) 
arrellale review Ilf licen,ing hoard al'l'licalion. Iive·fJCIOr le<>I of unlimely inlervenlion governed by 

"ah",e Ilf dio,crelilln" 'Iandard; ALAn·642. Jl NRC 885. 891 (1981) 
OIT,hllre I'llwer Sy'lcm (Flllaling Nuclear Power I'IJn"). ClI·79.9. 10 NRC 257. 261 (1979) 

2.206 relililln 10 r'~lren \afely hearing. cia" 9 accidenl •• denied; 00·81·1. Jl NRC 56 (1981) 
cll"linuL .... I'lanl oreralilln. EIS rL"Iuired a. a mailer of NRC policy; ALAn·636. 1l NRC 328 

(1981) 
NRC r"lky. clln,idemlion of CIa" 9 accidenl ... environmental review; 00·81·3. 1l NRC 352·53 

(198 I) 
Oller Tail I'Ilwer CIl. v. United Stal.-. 410 U.S. 366. 369·71 (1973). affirming in ran and remanding 

in rarl •. 13 I F. Surr. 54. 58·59. 61 (D. Minn. 1971) 
retail I'"wer di,lrihution 'y,tem, relevant markel for NRC anlilru,1 review; ALAn·646. Jl NRC 

1O~9·60. 1067·68 
Oller Tail I'llwer CIl. v. Uniled Slal.-. 410 U.S. 366. 93 S. Ct. 1022. 35 L Ed. 2d 359 

'late and f ..... eral regulalilln. ek'Clric power utilili.-. nol a form of di.pen .. lion from anlilru.1 law.; 
ALAll·646. 13 NRC 1040 (1981) 

Oller Tail I'llwer CIl. v. Uni .. 'tI Slal.-. 410 U.S. 368 
NRC anlilru,1 review. arrlica",', refu .. 1 10 wheel power demon.lrale<> it dominance; ALAn·646. 13 

NRC 1070 (I'l81) 
I'RDC v. Inlernalillnal Unilln or Ek'Clrical. Radio and Machine Workef'. 367 U.S. 396. 415 (1961) 

utilily', linancial inv.-Imenl. racilily clln'lruclion. nOI rrorer raclOr. con,ideralion or i"uancc or 
Ilrerating liccn,e; 00-81·5 .. Jl NRC 7.'1 (1981) 

I'acilic CIla,1 Eurorean Conreren • .., v. United State<>. 350 F.2d 197. 205-06 (91h Cir.). cen. denied. 382 
U.S. 'l~K (11/115) 
agency" rrevillu, U\C or cao,e.hy-cao,e ",lui ion, 10 generic i"u.- nol a har 10 rC\Olulion by 

rulemaking; ClI·KI.II. 13 NRC 802 (1981) 
I'acilic Ga, & Ek'C. Co. (Diahlll Canyon Nucl.,.Jr Power Planl •• Uni" I & 2). ALAn·SI9. 9 NRC 
42. 411 (1979) 

2.206 pelitilln. cnvironmental review. 'recial circum,lanc.-. 'recial characleri'liL .... Diahlo Canyon; 
DD·KI.3. 13 NRC lSS (1981) 

I'acilic Ga, & Ek'Clric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power I'lani. Unil' I & 2) el aJ.. 00·80-22. II 
NRC 919 (June 1980) 

2.206 rei ilion. CIa" 9 acciden". review ror 'recial circum,lanc.-; 00·81·3. 1l NRC 354 (1981) 
I'acilic Ga, & Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. Unil. I & 2). ClI·81.6 (May 8. 

1981). affirming 00·81·3. PI. I (March 26. 1981) 
maller\ requiring rL ... "lulion in other I'rocL'Cding' will not he con,idered under 2.206 petition'\; DO· 

KI·9. 13 NRC 1126. 1128 (1981) 
I'acilic Ga, & Ek'Clric Co. (Diahlo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. Unil. I and 2). ALAn·583. II 

NRC 411 (l9KO) 
di-qualilicalion or Commi"ioner rrom adjudicalory hearing; ClI·81·1. Jl NRC 2 (1981) 

I'acilic Ga, & Ek'Clric Co. (Stani,lau, Nuclear Projecl. Unil I). Lnp·77·26. 5 NRC 1017 (1977) 
cllndililln, determining ,ufficiency or requ.-I ror NRC anlilru,1 hearing; Lnl'·81·1. 1l NRC 32 

(I'lKI) 
Pacilic Ga, and Ek'Clric Co. (Diahlo CanYlln Planl. Unil, I and 2). ALAn·504. 8 NRC 406. 411 n.8 
(l97K) 

re\·er\al. dio,covcry order 10 reveal inrormanl,' nam.-. di,. or .. no rr.-uml'lion Ihal rrol.'Clive order 
will he di,"heYL'tI; ALAn·639. 13 NRC 485 (1981) 

I'acilie Ga, and Eleclric Co. (Diahlo Canyon Power Planl. Unit, I and 2). ALAn·583. II NRC 447. 
44K (1980) 

unlimely inlervenlion pelilio",. oh\erver', inler.-I, inadequalely rrolecl.'tI by .xi'ling pani.-. nOI 
gll"d cau,.; lIlt'·81·1I. Jl NRC 423 (1981) 

Pacilie Ga, and Ek'Clric Co. (Slani,lau, Nuclear I'rojecl. Unit I). LOp·78·20. 7 NRC 1038. 1040 
(l97K) 

role of rre·lrial dio,covcry; ALAn·642. Jl NRC 889 (1981) 
I'acilie GJ' and Ek'Clric Co. v. Siale Energy Rcwur.'C' Cono,ervalion and Develormenl Commi"ion. 

472 F.Sul'p. I'll (S.D. Ca. 1979) 
initial dL'Ci,illn. cllntinu ..... I'WR operation. controlled IilterL"" venling or conlainment building; LOP· 

KI·12. 13 NRC 639 (1981) 
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Pacific Ga, and Eleclric Company (Slani,lau, Nude-dr Projecl. Unil No. I). ALAo-400. 5 NRC 1175. 
1177 (\977) 
denial of partial ~ummary di',,",ilion. inlerloculory apreal pro..cribed. relilion for di",relionary. 

inlerloculory review denied; ALAo-MI. 13 NRC 550. 551 (\981) 
Pan Ameri"."n Pelroleum Corp. v. Fede ..... 1 Power Comm .• 322 F.2d 99. 1004 (D.C. Cir. 19(3) 

finalilY nOI di,wrbed by NRC aUlhorilY 10 rec-on,ider generic ~fely i"ue-; CLI-81-12. 13 NRC 839 
(1981) 

Parker v. Drown. 317 U.S. 341 (1943) 
aclion. laken pUr\uanl 10 slale regulalion immune 10 anlitru,1 law; CLI-81-14. \3 NRC 865-66 

(1981) 
Penn,ylvania Power &. Lighl Co. (Suo,quehanna Sial ion. Units I and 2). ALAB-613. 12 NRC 317. 321 
(1980) . 

di",overy order 10 reveal confidenlial informanl\' name.. inlerloculory review before end of ca\(; 
ALAo-b39. 13 NRC 472 (1981) 

oreraling licen\(. di\C'(wery. NRC Marr. ~pecial circum'lance-; ALAB-634. 13 NRC 97. 99 (1981) 
role of pre-I rial di\C-overy; ALAo-642. \3 NRC 888-89 (1981) 

Penn,ylvania Power &. Lighl Co. (SuMjuehanna Sleam Eleclric Sial ion. Unil\ I &. 2). LBP-79-29. 10 
NRC S8b. 589 (1979). . 

2.206 relilion. supplemenlal EIS. cla. .. , 9 accidenl'. nOI mandaled under NRC inlerim policy; 00-
SI-3. \J NRC 3S1 (1981) 

Pennsylvania Power &. Lighl Company. el al. (Suo,quehanna Sleam Eleclric Sial ion. Unil\ I and 2). 
LBP-79-6. 9 NRC 291. 315 (\971) 
conlenlion, relaling 10 orr-sile lran'portalion of fuel inadmi"ible. irrelevanl to orerdling licen\( 

proc-=ling; LOP-SI-IS. \J NRC 715 (l9SI) 
Pelilion for Emergenl"}, &. Remedial AClion. CLI-78-6. 7 NRC 400. 406 (1978) 

Regulalory Guides nol innexible legal requiremenh; CLI-SI-II. \3 NRC 782 (l9SI) 
Pelilion for Emergency and Remedial Action. CLI-80-21. II NRC 707 (1980) 

2.206 relition denied. NRC requiremenl" equipmenl qualificDlion. adequalely prolecl public heahh 
and ",fely; 00-81·5. 13 NRC 735 (\981) 

Pelitlon for Emergen""}, and Remedial Relief. II NRC 400. 42S. 707. 718-19 
deadline for implemenlalion. fire prolection plan. e-Iablhhed; approval of few. if any. exlen,ion, 

expecled; CLI·81·1I. 13 NRC 830 (1981) 
Pharmaceulical Manufaclurers A .. ,·n v. Weinberger. 401 F. Supp. 444. 449 (D.C. 1975) 

radialion moniloring program. "",,ibilily of NRC policy change nOI irreparable injury. uranium mill 
oreralOn slay denied; CLI·81-4. 13 NRC 303 (1981) 

slay of agency aclion. "",,ibilily of second hearing speculalive. irreparable injury claim' wilhoul 
meril; CLI-81·9. 13 NRC 4bS (1981) 

Philadelphia Eleclric Co. (Peach Bollom Alomic Power Sial ion. Unil\ 2 and 3). ALAB-2Ib. 8 AEC 
13. 20-21 (1974) 
inlervention relilions. reasonable specificily. nol evidenliary facis. required for pleading; LoP-81·IS. 

13 NRC 711 (1981) 
licen .. amendment. ple-dding requiremenls. inlervenlion relilion, sufficienlly delailed 10 defend 

again'l or oppo>e; LOP·81·14. 13 NRC 687 (1981) 
Philadelphia Eleclric Company (Peach Bollom Alomic Power Slation. Unit 3). ALAo·S32. 9 NRC 

279 (1979) 
EPA aulhorily. nucle-dr power planls cooling syslem.; CLI-81-7. \3 NRC 448. 449 (1981) 

Philadelphia Eleclric Company el al.. ALAB-480. 7 NRC 79b (1978) 
conslruction rermil; u .. of "lead ca .... in generic radon h,ue; LBP·81·3. 13 NRC 183 (1981) 

Philbrook v. Glodgell. 421 U.S. 707. 713 (1975) 
seismic reanalysis. piecemeal inlerprelalion of regulalions nol allowed; ALAo-644. 13 NRC 990 

(1981) 
Port of Astoria v. Hodel. 595 F.2d 467 (91h Cir. 1979) 

EIS required for "further major Federal aclion" on post.NEPA. on-going projecl; ALAo-636. 13 
NRC 323 (1981) 

Porter Counly Chapler of Ihe Izank Wahon League. Inc. v. NRC. 606 F.2d I3b3. 1369-70 (D.C. Cir. 
1979) 
conlinued conslruclion of planl not of it .. lf dangerou, 10 public heahh and ",fely; 00-81·9. 13 

NRC 1128 (1981) 
implemenlalion of safely siandards uncondilional; safely dec;'ion al ore ..... ling licen\( slage nOI 

biased by conlinued conslruclion; 00-81.5. 13 NRC 731 (1981) 
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Porler Counly Charier v. AEC. SH F.2d lOll. 101 b (71h Cir.). certiorari denied. 42'1 U.S. '145 
(1'176) 

",i,mic rroceedin!,!. deveJormenl of r.-('On'C 'reclrum. Regulalory Guid.- advi",ry mlher Ihan 
ohli!,!al<lry; ALAB-644. 13 NRC 'In (1'181) 

Portland C.menl A,,'n v. Rud.ehhau,. 48b F.2d 375. 3'13 (O.c. Cir. 1'173). c.rt. denied. 417 U.S. 
921 (1'174) 

mol ion for 'lay of lirc rroleclion rule: ha-.- of record. informal rulemaldng. oUllined: CLI-81·1I. 
13 NRC 785 (1981) 

Pori land General Eleclric Co. (Pebble Srring, Nuclear Plan I. Unih I and 2). CLI·7b-27. 4 NRC blO. 
613·14 (1'I7b) 

inlerv.nlion a' a mailer of di-crelion; LBP-81·1. 13 NRC 32·34 (1'181) 
inlerv.nlion a. a mailer of righl: LBP-81-1. \3 NRC 30 (1'181) 

Portland Gen .... .11 Eleclric Co. (Trojan Nuclear Plant) LBP·78-40. 8 NRC 717. al 744 (1978): alrd: 
ALAB-534. 'I NRC 287 (1'179) 

SO.S7(c) licen...:. no further envirnnm.nlal imraci slal.m.nl: LBp·81·S. 13 NRC 230 (1'181) 
Portland G.ne ... .11 Eleclric Co. (Trojan Nucl!!".1r Planl). ALAB-S31. 'I NRC 2b3 (1'17'1) 

lic.n .. amendmenl. major Fed .... .11 aclion. durlicaliv. environmenlal r.view, nol required. "Iimiled 
",ore" argumenl: ALAB·b36. 13 NRC 31b-17. 31'1. 328 (1'181) 

Portland Gene ... .11 Eleclric Co. (Trojan Nucl.ar Planl). ALAB-S31. 'I NRC 263. 267·8 (197'1) 
EIS nol required. ,1!!".1m general or rerairs. no nalional imrael: LBP·81·14. J3 NRC 686 (1'181) 

Portland General Eleclric Co. (Trojan Nuclear Planl). ALAB-S31. 'I NRC 263. 266. fn. 6 (197'1) 
licen'. amendmenl. \Ieam generalor rerairs. ahernaliv.- In cnnlinued rlanl oremlion nOI con\idered: 

LBP-81·14. 13 NRC 698 (1981) 
Pori land General Eleclric Co. (Trojan Nuclear Plan I). ALAB-S34. 9 NRC 287 (197'1) 

i"ue\ beyond "''Ore of hearing: ALAB-636. 13 NRC 325 (1981) 
Pori land General Eleclric Co. (Trojan Nuclear Planl). ALAB-534. 'I NRC 287. 289 (197'1) 

Iicen'C amendmenl. rreviou,ly exrlored need for ('Ower nol cognizable i"ue: LBp-81-14. 13 NRC 
6Q8 (19811 

P~lrtl.1nd General Eleclric Comrany (P.bble Srring\ Nuclear Planl. Unil. I and 2). CLI.7b-27. 4 
NRC 610 (1'176) 

'Iandin!,! 10 inl.rvene. lic.n,ing hearing': OPRM·81·1. 13 NRC 438-43'1 (1981) 
Portland Gen.ral Eleclric Comrany (Trojan Nuclear Plan I). ALAB-534. 9 NRC 287. 289' n. 6 (1979) 

inilial deci,ion. conlinued PWR ore ... .1lion. Board direcled 10 evalual. reliliono;. conduci arrrorriale 
evid.nliary h.aring wilhin juri\dielion delegaled by Commi"ion: LBp·81·12. 13 NRC 566 (1981) 

Portland Gen.ral Eleclric Comrany (Trojan Nucl.ar Planl). LBp·78-32. 8 NRC 413. 449·50 (1978). 
alrd. ALAB-S31. 9 NRC 263 (197'1) 
,'renl fuel JlOOI .xran\ion. new EIS unnece\ .. ry: LBp·81·9. 13 NRC 379 (1981) 

Polomac Eleclric Pow.r Co. (Dougl .. Poinl Nucl.ar G.n.raling Sial ion. Unit' I and 2). ALAB-277, 
I NRC 539. 544-47 (1975) 
arrlicanh nol required 10 dev.lor rlan. srenl fu.1 shipm.nl, far in fulure; LBp·81·I, 13 NRC 42 

(1981) 
POlomac Eleclric Pow.r Co. (Dougl", Poinl Sialion. Unit. I and 2), ALAB·218. 8 AEC 7'1 (1974) 

L'On,lruclion rermil. con,ide"'dlion of sabol age inadmi ... ,ibl.: LBp·81·3. Il NRC 130 (1981) 
Pow.r R.aclor Co. v. Eleclrician,. 3b7 U.S. 39b. 404-05 (l9bl) 

.erarale rermi" required al L'On'truclion and oreralion stagco;. .nuclear rower rlanl rrojecl: ALAB· 
644. \3 NRC '110 (1'1811 

Pow.r R.aclor Develorm.nl Co. v. Inl.rnalional Union of Eleclrical, Radio &. Machin. Work ..... 367 
U.S. 39b (1961) 

con,lruclion work rursued al rermit hold ... ' own ri.k rending arrroval of rermit .xl.n.ion; DO· 
81·'1. \3 NRC 1128 (1981) 

Projecl Manag.m.nl COr(>. (Clinch Riv.r Breeder Reaclor Plan!). ALAB·345, 4 NRC 212, 213 (1976) 
con,lruclion rermil. crO\Hxaminalion barred. standing to arreal: ALAB·631. 13 NRC 89 (1981) 

Projecl Managemenl COr(>. (Clinch Riv.r Breeder Reaclor Plan!), ALAB·3S4. 4 NRC 383, 389, 3'10 
(I 97b) 

arrellale r.view of licen.ing board arrlication. live·factor tcsl of unlimely inlervenlion governed by 
"abu...: of di\Cr.lion" slandard: ALAB-642, 13 NRC 885 (1981) 

Public Scrvice Co. of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear G.neraling Sialion, Units I &. 2), 00·79·21, 10 
NRC 717, 724 (1979) 

2.206 relilion. imrrorer forum, facililY not y.1 licensed; 00·81·3, 13 NRC 352 (1981) 
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Public Service Co. of Indiana. Inc. (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station. Unih I and 2). ALAD. 
405. S NRC 1190. 1192 (1977) 

denial of rartial ~ummary di<!'O'ition. interlocutory arreal rm<cribed ... andard for certification not 
met; ALAB-MI. IJ NRC 551 (1981) 

discovery. NRC staff. interlocutory arreal. rublic intere\t imrlication,; LDP-81-4. 13 NRC 224 
(1981) 

discretionary interlocutory review policy; ALAB-6JS. 13 NRC 310 (1981) 
Public Service Co. of Indiana. Inc. (Marble Hill Station. Unit~ I and 2). ALAB-JI6. 3 NRC 167 

(1976) 
antitru<t i .. <ue< beyond score of hearing; ALAB-6J6. 13 NRC 324 (1981) 
health and ufety i .. <ue< beyond score of antitru,t hearing; LBP-SI-I. 13 NRC 32 (1981) 

Public Service Co. of Indiana. Inc. (Marble Hill Station. Unih I and 2). ALAB-461. 7 NRC 3D. 31 
(1978) 

inbriefed bia. claim< rejected. seismic rroceeding; ALAB·644. 13 NRC 914 (1981) 
Public Service Co. of Indiana. Inc. (Marble Hill Station. Units I and 2). ALAB-405. 5 NRC 1190-'13 

(1977) 
o]'!Crating licen<e. di'lCOvery interlocutory. not arrealable. n~'Certance of referroll,; ALAB-634. 13 

NRC 98-'1'1 (1981) 
Public Service Co. of Indiana. Inc. (Marble Hill Station. Unit, I and 2). ALAn-459. 7 NRC t79. IS 

(1978) 
postponemenl of scheduled QA/QC hearing. interlocutory arreal di,mi ...... 'tI; ALAB-6n. 13 NRC 

371 (1981) 
Public Service Co. of New Hamr-hire (Seabrook Station. Unit. I &. 2). 00-80-6. II NRC 371 (Feb. 

1980) 
2.206 ]'!Ctition. CIa .. , 9 a<'Cident\, review for srecial circum,tance<; 00-81-3. 13 NRC .154 (I'ISI) 

Public Service Co. of New Hamr-hire (Seabrook Station. Units I and 2). ALAB-271. I NRC 478. 
482-86 (1975) 

con,truclion permit. crO'l.,-exumination barred. review of ruling under directed certifi.-oltion authnrity; 
ALAB-631. 13 NRC 89 (1981) 

inlerlocutory arreal Ireated a' relilion for direcled certificalion; ALAB-fl25. 13 NRC 15 (1981) 
orerating licen\(. di\Covery. interlocutory review. special circum,tance-; ALAB-634. 13 NRC 99 

(1981) 
recon,ideration of ruling. in L'On,truction rermit rroceeding ~ught via directed certification; ALAB-

630. IJ NRC 85 (1981) 
rejection. contention. NRC staff rropo<e surrlement. Final EIS. on CIa .. , 9 accident,; ALAB·6lS. 

IJ NRC 310 (1981) 
Public Service Co. of New Hamp-hire (Se-Jbrook Station. Unit, I and 2). ALAB-295. 2 NRC 668. 

669-670 (1975) 
I""tponement of scheduled QA/QC hearing. interlocutory arreal di,mi,\(d; ALAD-637. D NRC 

371 (1981) 
Public Service Co. of New Hamr-hire (Seabnxlk Station. Unih 1 and 2). AlAB-422. 6 NRC 33. 63 

(1977). reversed on other ground,. CLI·80-3l. IJ NRC 295 (1980) 
sci,mic reanaly,i." challenge 10 ba,ic d~ign speclrum. U'le of effeclive accelerollion; ALAB-644. 13 

NRC 941 (1981) 
Public Service Co. of New Hamr-hire (Se-.1brook Slation. Unit, I and 2). CLI-78-I. 7 NRC I al r. 

18 (1978) 
con,truclion rermit. re"olsonable a .. ,uroln<'C of fund,; LDP-81-l. 13 NRC 127 (1981) 

Public Service Co. of New Hamp-hire (Se-.1brook Station. Unit. I and 2). LDP-74-3il. 7 AEC 877. 879 
(1974) 

re-pon\(. summary di'ro-ition motion. record Dnd affidavit, revk'Wed in light m,,,t f.1vorable to 
orro-ing rarty; LDP-81-8. 13 NRC 3J7 (1981) 

,urn mary di'l""ition. safety of 'rent fuel ,hirment'. <'Ontention read in lighl mO\t fav<lTable 10 

rromnent; lDP-81-2. 13 NRC 41 (1981) 
Public Service Co. of Okla. (Black Fox Station. Uni" I &. 2). Cll·80-8. 11 NRC 433-435 (l9RO) 

2.206 pelition to reopen ufety hearing. cia .. , 9 accident .. denied; 00-81-1. IJ NRC 57-58 (1981) 
nalural hazard. known !>Chmicily. mighl ferr~nl excertional circum,lance< 10 fl,(lpen rl'Cord; LUP-

81-17. 13 NRC 1123 (1981) 
rulcmaking rnlCeeding'. CIa ... , 9 a~'Cidcnl'. excerlional cao,c. rlolnl rroximity 10 man-made or natural 

hazard,; 00-81-3. 13 NRC 3Sl-S4 (1981) 
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Puhlic Servicc Cu. of O~lahuma (lIIack Fox Statiun. Uni" I anti 2, ALAIl·370. 5 NRC 131 (1977' 
interlocutory appeal. denial of frloc tran...:ril't untler pnlCl .... ural a"i,tance program harn .... : ALAIl· 

625. 13 NRC 15 (l9MII 
Puhlic Service Co. of OklJhoma (lIIaek Fux StJtion. Uni" I anti 2, ALAIl·5n. 10 NRC 17S. M05 
(1979) 

...:i,mic rcanaly,i ... unf.lCu\l .... uhjl'Ctiun, to damping facll'r: ALAIl·f>44. 13 NRC 9MO (19811 
Puhlic Scrvice Co. of OUJhuma (lIIac~ Fux Statiun. Uni" I anti 2). ALAIl·5n. 10 NRC 175. 781>-87 
(1979) 

unhricfc .... hi .. claim' rejected. ,ei,mic proceeding: ALAB·f>44. 13 NRC 914 (1981) 
I'uhlic Service Cu. uf Oklahoma (lIIack Fox Unit, I anti 2). ALAIl·397. 5 NRC 1143 (1917) 
affirming in part LIlI'·17·I7. 5 NRC 657 (1917) 

factor- govcrning grant uf intervention a, a matter of di...:retion: LIlI'·MI·I. 13 NRC 33 (1981) 
Puhlic Service Company of Indiana (Marhle 1Ii11 Nuclear Generating Station. Unit, I & 2). 00·79·21. 

J() NRC 717. no (1979) 
2.206 petition denic ..... no extraordinary circum,tance. ",fety i"uC\ properly con,iden .... at operating 

licen...: 'tage: 00·81·5. 13 NRC 732 (l9MII . 
I'uhlic Service Cuml'any of Intliana (Marhle 1Ii11 Nuclear Generating Station. Uni" I and 2). CLI·80· 

Hl. II NRC 438. 439 (19MO) 
hearing di...:retionary when 'tantling not .hown: OPRM·81·1. 13 NRC 438·39 (1981) 

Puhlic Service Company of Intliana. Inc. (Marhle Hill Nuclear Generating Station. Unit, I and 2). 
ALAIl-459. 7 NRC 17'1 at 186 (1978) 
cu,,,tructinn permit. need fnr I"'wer. replJcement of f.",il·fuel plant': L11P·81·3. 13 NRC 159 

(1'181) 
Puhlic Service Cnmpany uf New Haml',hire (Seahrll(l~ Statinn. Unit, I and 2). CLI·78·1. 7 NRC 
(1978) 

EPA authority. nuclear power plant, cooling ,y,tem,; CLI·KI.7. 13 NRC 44K. 449 (1981) 
Puhlic Service Company of New Haml',hire (Seahrook Stat inn. Unit, I and 2). CLI·17·8. 5 NRC 503 
(1977) 

cnn'tructinn permit. alternative ,itC\ rl'quirement. of NEPA: LOp·81·3. 13 NRC 195 (19811 
guidance. TMI accident·related i"uC\. NRC ,upervi\llry authnrity over pending adjudicatinn': CLI· 

81·5. 13 NRC 362 (l9MI) 
I'uhlic Service Cnml'any uf New HamJ"hire. et. al. (Seahronk Stat inn. Unit, I and 2). ALAD·623. 12 

NRC 670. 677·78 (Ol'C. 'I. 1980) 
c."t nf implementing ",fety act inn, nnt relevant cnn,ideratinn: 00·81·5. 13 NRC 731 (19811: DO· 

81.'1. 13 NRC 1128 (1'181) 
2.206 rl'qul"t tn halt con,tructinn. ",fety violation •• nn proper fnrum fnr con,idering licen\CC', 

exc<",ive c,,,t,: 00·81·7. 13 NRC 760 (1'181) 
I'uhlic Service Company of New Haml'hire. et al. (Seabrook Station. Uni" I and 2). ALAD-422. 6 

NRC 33 at 'Xl et M.'q (1917) 
cml,tructinn permit. PWR. need fnr I"'wer. replacement of f""il·fuel plan": LOP·RI·3. 13 NRC 

159 (1981) 
Puhlic Service Cnml'any nf OklJhnma (Black Fox Station. Uni" I and 2). CLI·8o.31. 12 NRC 264 

(I'IMO) 
contention relating tn Inw·level radiatinn relea'" from reactnf' admi"ihlc; LIlP·81.15. 13 NRC 715 

(1'1811 
Puhlic Service Ek'C. & Ga, Cn. (Salem Nuclear Generating Statinn. Unit 2). 00·8o.l7. II NRC 5'1b. 

615 n. 21 (April 19RO). 
interim policy .tatement. CIa" 'I accident ... 'pecial circum,tancC\. high I"'l'ulatinn den,ity: 00·81·3. 

13 NRC 354 (1981) 
Puhlie Service Ek'Ctrie and Ga. Co. (Salem Statinn. Unit II. ALAIl·588. II NRC 533. 536 (1980) 

interl.lCutnry al'J'C'JI. f'I"tl"'nement of !>Cheduled hearing. 'recificatinn of QA/QC i"uC\. excel'tinnal 
circum,tancC\ nnt ,hnwn: ALAD·637. 13 NRC 370. 372 (1981) 

Puhlic Service Elcctric and Ga, Company (llope Creek Genemting Statinn. Uni" I and 2). ALAD· 
51M. 'I NRC 14. 38 (lQ1'1) 

c.m,idemtion of 'reculative alternate energy ,,'urcC\ not necC\\3ry in EIS: ALAD·629. 13 NRC 81 
(19811 

I'rI'f'I"< .... generator rel"lir-. EIS need not con,ider remote and 'peculative iml'ac": LOP·81·14. 13 
NRC 68M (I'IRII 
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Public Service ComJl:lny of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station. Unit, I and 2). ALAB-
316. 3 NRC 167. 170 (1976) 

initial deci,ion. continued PWR oreration. Board directed to evaluate retition~. conduct appropriate 
evidentiary hearing within juri'odiction delegated by Commi\.,ion; LBP·81·12. 13 NRC 566 (1981) 

Puget Sound Power &. Light Co. (Skagit Nuclear Power Project. Units I and 2). ALAB-SS9. 10 NRC 
162. 172·173 (1979). V3L'lIted a. moot CLI·80-34. 12 NRC 407 (October 9. 1980) 
untimely intervention retition. obo.erver·s interest. inadequately protected by existing JI:Irties. not 

good cau-.e; LBP·81·1I. 13 NRC 423 (1981) 
Puget Sound Power and Light Co. (Skagit Nuclear Power Project. Unit. I and 2). ALAB·SS6. 10 

NRC 30. 32·33 (1979) 
con,truction rermit. cro.Hxamination barred. standing to apreal; ALAB-631. IJ NRC 89 (1981) 

Puget Sound Power and Light ComJl:lny (Skagit Nuclear Power Project. Units I and 2). ALAB·572. 
10 f'RC 693. 695 n. 5 (1979) 
denial of JI:Irtial summary di'po.ition. interlocutory apreal proo;cribed. ~tandard for certification not 

met; ALAB·MI. IJ NRC 5S!·SS2 (1981) 
Robert, v. Browning. 610 F.2d 528 (8th Cir. 1979) . 

denial of summary judgment at di...:retion of court; ALAB·MI. IJ NRC SS4 (1981) 
Rocheo.ter Ga, and Electric Corp. (Sterling Power Project. Nuclear Unit No. I). ALAB·596. II NRC 

867 (June 17. 1980) 
L"tln",lidaled evidenliary hearing. radon relea~ i"ue; ALAB·MO. Il NRC 492 (1981) 

Rocheo.ter Ga, and Electric Corp. (Slerling Power Project. Unit I). ALAB·507. 8 NRC 5S!. SS4 
(1978). affirmed sub nom. Ecology Action of ()o;wego v. NRC. No. 78·1885 (D.C. Cir. Mar. 12. 
1980) 
adoption of radon emi'l,ion value.. regulatory authority over uranium mining; ALAB·MO. Il NRC 

503 (1981) 
Rocheo.ler Ga. and Electric Corp. (Slerling Project. Unit I). ALAB·S02. 8 NRC 383. 393 fn. 21 
(1978). affirmed. CLI·80-23. II NRC 731 (1980) 

evidentiary hearing. sei,mic con,iderations. standing to appe-.d; ALAB·644. IJ NRC 914 (1981) 
Rocheo.ler Ga, and Electric Corp. (Sterling Project. Unit I). ALAB·596. II NRC 867. 869 (1980) 

cnn,truction rermit proceeding terminated a. moot; ALAB·628. IJ NRC 25 (1981) 
Roviaro v. United Slate.. 353 U.S. 53. 59·61 (1979) 

review on Locrtification and rever'lDl. di..:overy order to reveal privileged mailer. informer's privilege; 
ALAB·639. IJ NRC 469. 470. 473-474. 478 (1981) 

Roviaro v. United Stales. 353 U.S. 53. 62 (1951) 
rever'lDl. di-covery order to'reveal informants' names. dis. op .• intervenor's burden of need for 

di...:IOOiure sati,fied; ALAB·639. IJ NRC 482-483 (1981) 
Rucker v. Waba,h R. Co .. 418 F.2d 146. 149 (7th Cir. 1969) 

sei~mic reanalysis. piecemeal interpretation of regulation. not allowed; ALAB·644. IJ NRC 990 
(1981) 

SEC v. Chenery Corp .• 332 U.S. 194. 201·03 (1947) 
agency deci,ion to use rulemaking or adjudication i, discretionary; CLI·81·1I. IJ NRC 800 (1981) 

Sacrdmento MuniciJI:I1 Utility Di,trict (Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station), CLI·79·7. 9 NRC 
680 (1979). motion to stay denied. Friends of the Earth. Inc. v. U.S .• 600 F.2d 7S3.(9th Cir. 1979) 

reo.umed oreration of nuclear plant not stayed by rendency of other proceeding'; LBP·81·12. IJ 
NRC 562 (1981) 

San Franci...:o Tomorrow v. Romney. 472 F.2d 1021. 1025 (9th Cir. 1973) 
NEPA retroactivity. no change in environmental statu. quo. no EIS; ALAB·636. IJ NRC 327 

(1981) 
Sargent.Welch Scientific Co. v. Vent ron Corp .• 567 F.2d 701. 710 (7th Cir. 1977). cert. denied. 439 

U.S. 822 (1978) 
criteria for determining relevant market •• NRC antitru,t review; ALAB-M6. 13 NRC 1066 (1981) 

Scenic Hud.an Preservation Conference v. FPC. 354 F.2d 608. 620 (2nd Cir. 1965) 
LB prerogative to explore potential safety i"ues not placed in controversy; ALAB-MI. IJ NRC 

SS4 (1981) 
Schenley InduMries. Inc. v. New Je~y Wine and Spirit Wholesalers A,,·n .• 272 F. Supp. 872. 886 

(D.NJ. 1967) . 
Noerr.Pennington doctrine interpreted a. allowing admi'l,ion. evidence of immunized transactions to 

shed light on nonimmunized t ran'l3ct ion,; ALAB·M6. IJ NRC 1079 (1981) 
Sholly v. NRC. No. 80-1691. U.S. Court of Appeal, (D.C. Cir .• Nov. 19. 1980) 

public particiJl:ltion. NRC regulatory prOL'e'l'. budgetary limitation,; DPRM·81·1. IJ NRC 438 
(1981) 
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Siegd v. AEC. 400 F.2d 778 (D.C. Cir. 1968) 
agency', previou. u'e of ca-e·by-ca-e Mllution. to generic i,sue. not a bar to reo.olution by 

rulemaking;, CLI·81·1I. 13 NRC 802 (1981) 
con,truction permit. con.ideration of !o3botage inadmi\sible; LBP·81·3. 13 NRC 130 (1981) 

Sierra Club v. Hodel. 544 F.2d 1036 (9th Cir. 1976) 
EIS. required for "further major Federal action" on J'O't.NEPA. on.going project; ALAB·636. \3 

NRC 323 (1981) 
Sierra Club v. Hodel. 544 F.2d 1036. 1039 (9th Cir. 1976) 

propo"ed generator repair.. EIS need not con,ider remote and speculative impact.; LBP·81·14. 13 
NRC 688 (1981) 

Sierra Club v. Morton. 405 U.S. 727 (1972) 
nntitru,t hearing. intervention a. a matter of right; LBP·81·1. 13 NRC 30 (1981) 

Sierra Club v. Morton. 510 F.2d 813. 820 (D,C. Cir. 1975) 
propo"ed steam generator repairs. EIS lanugage. terminological balance to inform public. alert 

specialht •• no glO\\Dry required; LBP·81·14. 13 NRC 689 (1981) 
Silva v. Lynn. 482 F.2d 1282. 1284·85 (ht Cir. 1973) 

proJ'O\ed "earn generator repairs. EIS language. terminological balance to inform public. alert 
'peciali,". no glo.'i3ry required; LBP·81·14. 13 NRC 689 (1981) 

Southern California Edi",n Co. (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station. Unit, 2 and 3). ALAB·248. 
8 AEC 957. 975·77 (1974) 

NRC authority. a<;certain health effect ... chlorine relea.~. included in CO'<llbenefit balance; LBP·81· 
8. \3 NRC 341 (1981) 

Southern Methodi\t Univ. A.,·n v. Wynne &. Jaffe. 599 F.2d 707. 711·12 (51h Cir. 1979) 
interlocutory appeal. dio,covery order to reveal confidential informants' name.. di\tinction from main 

proceeding; ALAB·639. \3 NRC 472 (1981) 
Southern Terminal Corp. v. EPA. 504 F.2d 646. 661 &. n.13 (hi Cir. 1974) 

agency U-e of rulemaking not improper even if standard. afTect only one liceno;ec; CLI·81.11. \3 
NRC 801 (1981) 

Suarez v. United State.. 582 F.2d 1007. 1012 (5th Cir. 1978) 
. rever\Dl. dio,covery order to reveal informant\' name\, di,. 01' .• information not oblainable elo;ewhere; 

ALAB·639. 13 NRC 481 (1981) 
TennC\\« Ga\ Pipeline Co. v. FERC. 606 F.2d 1094. 1116 n.77 (D.C. Cir. 1979). cert. denied. 445 

U.S. 920 (1980) 
stay of fire protection rule denied; factor. determining rea.anablene..\ of retroactive rule outlined; 

CLI·81·1I. 13 NRC 804 (1981) \ 
Tenne.\« Valley Authority (Brown. Ferry Planl. Unit. I. 2 and 3). LBP·73·29. 6 AEC 682. 688 

(1973) 
motion for direcled certification. denial of partial summary di'J'O'ition. denied. operation of 

summary di'J'O'ition rule; ALAB·64I. 13 NRC 554 (1981) 
TennC\\CC Valley Authority (Hartwille Nuclear Plant. Units IA. 2A. lB. and 2B). ALAB-463. 7 NRC 

341. 347-48 (1978) 
contenlion. marine bioma ... , farm as alternate energy source summarily dismi,\ed as speculalive; 

ALAB·629. 13 NRC 82 (1981) 
TennC\\CC Valley Authority (Watt. Bar Nuclear Plant. Units I &. 2). ALAB-413. 5 NRC 1418. 1422 

(1977) 
factor. governing grant of intervention. antitru,t hearing •• , a matter of di<;cretion; LBP·81·1. \3 

NRC 33 (1981) 
Tex.\ Utilitie. Generating Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station. Units I and 2). ALAB·599. 12 

NRC I. 2 (1980) 
reque.1 for review. 'pecificalion of i"ucs. petition nol dispo"ed of in entirely; ALAB·637. Il NRC 

372 (1981) 
Toledo Edi\On Co. (Davi,·8C\.\C Nuclear Power Stalion). ALAB·157. 6 AEC 858. 859 (1973) 

con\truction permit. croo;.,-cxamination barred. slanding 10 appeal. concrete injury to personal 
interest\; ALAB·631. 13 NRC 89 (1981) 

evidentiary hearing. sei\mic con\ideration .. slanding 10 appeal; ALAB-644. Il NRC 914 (1981) 
Toledo Edi.an Co. (Davi,·8C\.\C Nuclear Power Station. Unit I). ALAB·314. 3 NRC 98. 99 (1976) 

scope of petition. directed certification. con\trudion proceeding ruling.; ALAB-630. Il NRC 86 
(1981) 

Toledo Edi.an Co. (Davi.·8C\.\C Station). ALAB-300. 2 NRC 752. 759 (1975) 
di'iCovery order to reveal confidential informants' name.. review on certification merited; ALAB-639. 

Il NRC 470. 473. 479 (1981) 
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Toledo Edi..on Co. (Davi\-IJe.;!oe Station), ALAB-300, 2 NRC 752, 758 (1975) 
con\truction rermit proceeding, warrant for stay not con\idered, limited work authorization 

aprealable; ALAB-632, 13 NRC 93 (1981) 
~ummary di\l'O'ition of \ingle alternate energy ~urce contention allow\ finality to apreal; ALAB-

629, 13 NRC 77 (1981) 
Toledo Edi..on Co. (Davi\-Be--e Station), ALAB-300, 2 NRC 752, 768-69 (1975). 

orerdting licen-e, di\Covery ruling interlocutory, not appe'dlable; ALAB-634, 13 NRC 98, 99 (1981) 
Toledo Edi..on Co. (Davi\-IJe.;-e Station), ALAB-300, 2 NRC 758 (1975) 

orerating licen-e, interlocutory apreal.; ALAB-634, 13 NRC 99 (1981) 
Toledo Edi..on Co. (Davi\-Be.-e Unit \), ALAB-323, 3 NRC 331, 337-40 (1976) 

application of antitru\t law, to NRC ticen\ing action. required; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1035 (1981) 
Toledo Edi-.on Co. (Davi\-Be\-e Units I, 2 and 3), ALAB-560 10 NRC 323-27 (\979) 

electric company may not avoid comretition through anticomretitive mean'; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 
1081 (l98\) 

Toledo Edi..on Co. (Davi\-Be\-e Unit. I, 2 and 3), ALAB-560, 10 NRC 265 (\979), affirming a. 
modified LBP-77-I, 5 NRC 133 (\977) 

NRC antitru!>t review required of all nuclear power plan .. ; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1033-1034 (1981) 
Toledo Edi.on Co. (Ddvi\-Beo..-e Units I, 2 and 3), ALAB-560, 10 NRC 282-86 (1979) . 

applican .. claim of rerva\ive regulation !>imply another factor to be a\-e\\ed in NRC antitru.t 
review; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1042 (1981) 

Toledo Edi..on Co. (Davi.-Besse Units I, 2 and 3), ALAB-560, 10 NRC 282-94 (1979) 
NRC antitru\t review, score of remedial authority; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1098, 1103 (1981) 

Toledo Edi..on Co. (Davi\-Be\-e Unih I, 2 and 3), ALAB-560, 10 NRC 287, 301-02 (1979) 
coordination of electric power !oervice\ generdlly applicable through entire indu\try; ALAB-646, 13 

NRC 1052 (l98\) 
Toledo Edi\on Co., (Davh-Be!>se Units I, 2 and 3), ALAB-560, 10 NRC 274 (1979) 

com ret it inn for individual power U\e~ mak~ retail market relevant for NRC antitru\t review; 
ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1061 (1981) 

Trinity Epi\Copal School Corp. v. Romney, 523 F,2d 88, 93 (2d Cir. 1975) on remand 'Trinity 
Epi\Copal School Corp. v, Hams, 445 F. Supp. 204 (S.D.N.Y. 1978), rev'd and remanded sub' 
nom. Karlen v. Ham ... 59() F.2d 39 (2d Cir. 1978). rev'd sub nom. Strycker', Bay Neighborhood 
Council, Inc. v. Karlen, 444 U.S. 223 (1980) 

NEPA 102(2)(1'.), con\ideralion of alternativ~ when EIS not otherwi\e required; ALAB-636, 13 
NRC 332 (1981) 

Trout Unlimited v. Morton, 509 F.2d 1276 at 1283 (9th Cir. 1974) 
propo\ed generdtor repairs, EIS need not con!>ider remote and speculdtive impac .. ; LBP-81-14, 13 

NRC 688 (l98\) 
Trujillo v. Generdl Electric Company, 621, F.2d 1084, 1086 (10th Cir. 1980) 

NRC authority inherent to re<.-on!>ider generic safety i'i.\u~, station blackout; ClI-81-12, 13 NRC 
839 (l98\) 

U.S. Steel Corp. v. Fortner Enterprhes, 429 U.S. 610, 612 fn. 1 (\977) 
conduct of dominant bu\in ... enterpri-e wielding monopoly power is judged more haf\hly than It" 

dominant bu~ine\.\; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1068 (1981) 
Union Electric Company (Callaway Plant, Unit, I and 2), ALAB-527, 9 NRC 126, 144 (1979) 

initial dechion, ~-ontinued PWR oreration, Board directed 10 evaluate relition., conducl appropriate 
evidentiary hearing within juri\diction delegated by Commi"ion; LBP-SI-12. 13 NRC 566 (1981) 

Union Electric Company (Callaway Plant, Unit. I and 2), ALAB-527, 9 NRC 126, 134 (1979) 
need for and proteclion of informanl", nuclear safely-relaled problems; ALAB-639, \3 NRC 475 

(I9S\) 
Union of Concerned Scientists v. AEC, 499 F.2d 1069, 1090 (D.C. Cir. 1974) 

hydrogen generation following LOCA, choice of credible aL'Cident l>equences not con!>trained; LBP
SI-13, Il NRC 65S (1981) 

United Mine Workers of America v. Pennington, 381 U.S. 657, 670 n.3 (1965) 
actions seeking 10 influence legi.latures, court .. governmental bodi.-, although undertaken for 

antk-omretitive rea.ens, are immune from antitru\t action.; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1078 (1981) 
United Mine Workers v. Pennington, 381 U.S. 657 (1965) 

NRC cau'I3tion finding related 10 significant changes determinalion not prevented by Noerr
Pennington doctrine; ClI-SI-14, 13 NRC 874 (1981) 
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United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, 148 F.2d 416 (2nd Cir. 1945) 
conduct of dominant business enterprise wielding monopoly power is judged more har;hly than Ie'>' 

dominant business; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1068 (1981) 
United States v. Aluminum Company of America, 148 F.2d 416, 436-438 (2d Cir. 1945) 

NRC antitrust review, price squeeze in retail power purchases; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1095 (1981) 
United States v. Connecticut National Bank, 418 U.S. 656 (1974) 

cluster of services deemed a relevant market for antitrust review; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1050 (1981) 
United States v. D'Amato, 493 F.2d 359, 366 (2nd Cir.), certiorari denied, 419 U.S. 826 (1974) 

burden to obtain names, conlidential informant5, not mel by speculation; ALAB-639, 13 NRC 476 
(1981) 

United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours .t Co., 351 U.S. 391 (1956) 
monopoly power deli ned as Power to control prices or exclude competitors; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 

1073 (1981) 
United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours .t Co., 351 U.S. 377 (1956) (the cellophane case) 

services in a cluster deemed so diverse they cannot be considered a relevant market for antitru,t 
review; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1049-1050 (1981) 

United States v. EI Paso Natural Gas Co., 376 U.S. 651, 658-61 (1964) 
NRC antitrust review, effect of competition on mergers; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1089-91 (1981) 

United States v. Empire Gas Corp., 537 F.2d 296, 299 (8th Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 1122 
(1977) 

NRC antitrust review, evidence must be viewed as a whole; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1076 (1981) 
United States v. Falstaff Brewing Corp. 410 U.S. 526, 533-34 (1973) 

NRC antitrust review, effect of competition on mergers; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1089-90 (1981) 
United States v. Florida Ea.t Coa..t Railway, 410 U.S. 224, 245 (1973) 

agency decision to use rulemaking or adjudication rests on nature of deci,ion to be reached; CLI-
81·11, 13 NRC 800 (1981) . 

United States v. Greater Buffalo Pres., 402 U.S. 549, 553 (1971) 
division of relevant market into submarkets not basis for disregard of antitru,t activities in broader 

market; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1068 (1981) 
United States v. Griffith, 334 U.S. 100, 107'()8 (1948) 

NRC antitrust review unreasonable use of market power to gain additional market power 
prohibited; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1105 (1981) 

United States v. Grinnell Corporation, 384 U.S. 563, 566-67, 571·76 (1966) 
cluster of services deemed a relevant market for antitrust review; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1048·1050, 

1053, 1073 (1981) 
United States v. Heirs of Boisdore, 49 U.S. (8 How.) 113, 122 (1849) 

seismic reanalysis. piecemeal interpretation of regulations not allowed; ALAB-644, 13 NRC 990 
(1981) 

United States v. ICC, 396 U.S. 491, 521 (1970) 
sei,mic reanalysis. motion to reopen record a second time denied; ALAB-644, 13 NRC 995 (1981) 

United States v. Marine Bancorporation, Inc., 418 U.S. 602 (1974) 
cluster of services deemed a relevant market for antitru.t review; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1050, 1089-

90 (1981) 
United States v. Mun,ingwear, 340 U.S. 36 (1950) 

spent fuel pool expansion, need for power, Part III of decision vacated on mootn .... grounds; 
ALAB-638, 13 NRC 376 (1981) 

United States v. Oregon State Medical Society, 343 U.S. 326, 333 (1952) 
cessation of anticompetitive activity after onset of legal action not cause for dispen,ing with remedy; 

ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1107 (1981) 
United States v. Penn-Olin Chemical Co. 378 U.S. 158, 173·76 (1964) 

NRC antitrust review, effect of competition on mergers; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1089-91 (1981) 
United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, 374 U.S. 321, 326 n.5, J56-58 (1963) 

cluster of services deemed a relevant market for antitru.t review; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1048· 1050, 
1053, 1058 (1981) 

United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, 374 U.S. at 350-52 (1963) 
a regulatory agency's formal approval of activities conveys no exemption from antitru,t law,; 

ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1041 (1981) 
United States v. Phillil"burg National Bank, 399 U.S. 350, 360 (1970) 

cluster of services deemed a relevant market for antitru';t review; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1050, 1053, 
1068 (1981) 
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United State. v. Prueitt. '40 F.2d 99'. IOO3.()4 (9th Cir. 1976). ceniorari denied sub nom. Temple v. 
United State'\, 429 U.S. 1063 (1977) 

burden to obtain names, confidential informants. not met by speculation; ALAB-639. 13 NRC 476 
(1981) 

United Stat~ v. Reeb. 433 F.2d 381. 383 (9th Cir. 1970) ceniorari denied. 402 U.S. 912 (1971) 
sei<mic reanalysi,., u~ of "shall" In ODE regulation not controlling; ALAB-644. 13 NRC 990 

(1981) 
United State. v. Swift & Co .• 286 U.S. 106. 116 (1932) 

scope of NRC antitrust review should include ra,1 abuses; ALAB-646. 13 NRC 1044 (1981) 
United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp .• 110 F. Supp. 29' (D. Ma .. '!. 1953). alrd per curiam. 
347 U.S. m (19'4) 

c1u'lter of servi~ deemed a relevant market for antitrust review; ALAB-646 13 NRC 1050 (1981) 
United Stat" v. United Shoe Machinery Corp .• 110 F. Supp. 342-46 (D. Ma ..... 19'3) 

conduct of dominant busina, enterprise judged more harshly than la. dominant bu<ine'l'; ALAB-
646. 13 NRC 1072 (1981) 

U.ery v. Local 720. Laborers' Int'l. 547 F.2d '25. 528 (10th Cir.). cen. denied. 431 U.S. 938 (1977) 
revenal. di~very order to reveal informants' names, dis. 01'. information not obtainable elsewhere: 

ALAD-639. 13 NRC 481 (1981) 
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station). ALAB-24'. 8 AEC 

873. S75 (1974) 
licen~ amendment proceeding limited to issues directly ari,ing from propo<ed change; LDP-81-14. 

13 NRC 697 (1981) 
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station). ALAB-124. 6 

AEC 358 (1973) 
significant unresolved safety i .. ,ue required to reopen licensing hearing; 00-81-1. 13 NRC 46 (1981) 

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC. 435 U.S. 519. 525-27 (1978) 
separate permits required at construction and operation stages, nuclear power plant project; ALAD-

644. 13 NRC 910 (1981) 
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRoc, 4H U.S. "9. "I-54 (1978) 

NEPA environmental review subject to rule of reason. remote and speculative JIO<.,ibilitie. not 
con.idered; LDP-81-14. 13 NRC 688. 692 (1981) 

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Resources Defense Council. 4H U.S. 519. ,,, 
(1978) 

c:on.ideration of speculative alternative energy sources not nece5Sllry in EIS; ALAB-629. 13 NRC 81 
(1981) 

EIS wonhwhile if NEPA concept of alternatives is feasible; ALAD-636. 13 NRC 329 (1981) 
Virginia Electric & Power Co. (Nonh Anna Nuclear Station. Units I & 2) ALAD-491. 8 NRC 24'. 

248 (197B) 
operating licen~. rules for con,ideration of unresolved safety i .. <ues; LDP-BI-5. 13 NRC 233 (1981) 

Virginia Electric Power Co. (Surry Nuclear Power Station. Units I and 2). CLI-S0-4. II NRC 405 
(19BO) 

EIS prepared. steam generator repairs; LDP-SI-14. 13 NRC 680 (1981) 
Virginia Electric Power Company (Nonh Anna Nuclear Power Station. Unit II. ALAD-491. S NRC 

245. 247-'0 (1978) 
2.206 petition denied. StafT conclusions, unresolved generic: issues, operating license issuance; DD-SI

'. 13 NRC 740 (1981) 
Virginia Electric & Power Co. (Nonh Anna Nuclear Power Station. Units I and 2). ALAB-"I. 9 

NRC 704. 708-00 (1979) 
Board juri<diction. 2.206 show cause proceeding; CLI-SI-6. 13 NRC 446 (19SI) 

Virginia Electric Power Company (Nonh Anna Nuclear Power Station. Units I and 2). ALAB-522. 9 
NRC '4 (1979) 
operating licen~ proceeding. criteria for standing to intervene met; LDP-SI-". 13 NRC 710 (l9BI) 

Virginia Electric and Power Co. (Nonh Anna Nuclear Power Station. Units I and 2). ALAD-5S4. II 
NRC 451. 453 (1980) 

summary di,position response to alternale energy source conlention must conlain statement of 
material facts; ALAD-629. 13 NRC 78 (1981) 

Virginia Electric and Power Co. (Nonh Anna Station. Units I and 2). ALAB-289. 2 NRC 39'. 399 
(1975) 

means for unsucces.fu\ intervenor to cnter proceeding without being afTorded pany status; ALAB-
642. 13 NRC S97 (19SI) 
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Virginia Electric and Power Co. (Noreh Anna Station. Units I and 2). ALAB-584. II NRC 451. 456-
459 (1980) petition for review pending sub nom. Potomac Alliance v. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commi5.\ion (No. 80.1862. D.C. Cir .• filed July 28. 1980) 

factual ba,is nece5.\8ry to determine unresolved connicts, alternative uses of available resources; 
ALAB-636. IJ NRC 332 (1981) 

Virginia Electric and Power Co. (Noreh Anna Station. Units I and 2). CLI-74-16. 7 AEC 31J (1974) 
di!lCOvery. NRC starr. exceplional circumstances, to expedite proceeding; LBP-SI-4. IJ NRC 101. 

223 (1981) 
operating license. discovery. interlocutory review. "first-hand contact" of licensing board; ALAB-634. 

IJ NRC 99 (1981) 
revef\8l. discovery order to reveal informants' names, dis. op .• reliance on LB discretion essential; 

ALAB-639. IJ NRC 484 (19SI) 
Virginia Electric and Power Company (Nore'l Anna Nuclear Power Stalion. Units I and 2). ALA8-

584. II NRC 451 (1980) 
license amendment. proposed steam generator repairs. .11 contentions summarily dismissed. 

evidentiary hearing terminated; LBP-81-14. IJ NRC 703-704 (1981) 
licen\e amendment. steam generator repairs. scope of NEPA environmental review limited; LBP-SI-

14. IJ NRC 685 (1981) 
opponent to summary disposition motion must demonstrate genuine issue of material fact; LBP-SI-

14. IJ NRC 687 (1981) 
Virginia Electric and Power Company (Noreh Anna Power Station. Units I and 2). ALA8-363. 4 

NRC 631. 632 (1976) 
antitrust hearing. intervention as a mailer of right; LBP-SI-I. IJ NRC 30 (l9SI) 
antitru\t hearing. intervention as a mailer of discretion; LBP-SI-I. IJ NRC 33 (l9SI) 

Virginia Electric and Power Company (Surry Nuclear Power Station. Units I and 2). 00-79-19. 10 
NRC 625. 639-42 (1979) 

EIS not required. steam generator repairs. no national impact; LBP-SI-14. Il NRC 686 (1981) 
Virginia Petroleum Jobbers Ass'n v. FPC, 259 F.ld 921. 925 (D.c. Clr. 1955) 

four criteria applied to request for stay; ALAB-643. IJ NRC 899 (l9SI) 
four factors considered in stay request. fire protection rules, motion denied; CLI-SI-II. Il NRC 

784 (1981) 
stay denied. 3 of 4 factors failed. compliance. radiation protection standards, by uranium mill 

operators; CLI-SI-4. IJ NRC 301 (l9SI) 
Slay of agency action. consideration of four factors; CLI-81-9. IJ NRC 460. 463 (1981) 

Virginians for Dulles v. Volpe. 541 F.2d 442. 445. 446 (4th Cir. 1976) 
NEPA. vastly expanded use of facility. EIS required; ALAB-636. 13 NRC 326-2S (l9SI) 

WBEN. Inc. v. United States. 396 F.2d 601. 61S (D.C. Cir.). cere. denied. 393 U.S. 914 (1968) 
licen\e modification by rule based on general industry characteristics preferred to individual 

hearing'; CLI·SI-II. 13 NRC 802 (l9SI) 
Wa\hington Metropolitan Area Transit Commission v. Holiday Tours. Inc .• 559 F.2d 841. 843 (D.C. 

Cir. 1977) 
four factors considered in stay request. fire protection rules; motion denied; CLI-SI-II. 13 NRC 

784 (1981) 
Slay denied. 3 of 4 factors failed. compliance. radiation protection standards by uranium mill 

operators; CLI·SI-4. IJ NRC 301 (l9SI) 
stay of agency action. applicability of four·fold test; CLI-SI-9. Il NRC 463 (1981) 

Weber v. Wynne. 431 F. Supp. 1048. 1054-56 (D.NJ. 1977) 
economic selling of electric power industry suppores NRC monopoly power finding; ALAB-646. 13 

NRC 1072 (l9SI) 
Westinghouse Electric Company (Expores to the Philippines). CLI-8o.I4. II NRC 631 (1980); CLI-So. 

15. II NRC 672 (1980); CLI-So.30. 12 NRC 253 (1980) 
expore license. intervention. site suitability. population density. generic safety issues not relevant; 

CLI-SI-2. 13 NRC 71 (1981) 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. (Expore to South Korea). CLI-8o.30. 12 NRC 253 (1980) 

ex pore license. intervention. petitioner not entitled to hearing as a mailer of right; CLI-SI-2. 13 
NRC 70 (l9SI) 

Westinghouse Electric Corp. v. City of Burlington. Vermont. 351 F.2d 762. 771 (D.C. Cir. 1965) 
reversal. discovery order to reveal informants' names, dis. op .• no guarantee of anonymity; ALA8-

639. 13 NRC 486 (1981) 
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Westside Property Owners v. Schlesinger. 597 F.2d 1214 (9th Cir. 1979) 
NEPA not retroactive. no EIS required; ALAB-636. 13 NRC 326 (1981) 

Wirtz v. B.A.C. Steel Products. Inc .• 312 F.2d 14 (4th Cir. 1962) 
reversal. discovery order to reveal names. confidential informants, former and present employees 

equally protected; ALAB-639. 13 NRC 479 (1981) 
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10 CFR 2 
amendments, Rules of Practice, petition denied; DPRM·81·1. 13 NRC 434 (1981) 
application of provisions to adjudicatory proceeding on long.term safety issues; CLI·81·1. 13 NRC S 

(1981) 
enforcement authority. Inspection and Enforcement Director. to withdraw authority permitting 

concrete construction. denied; D0-81·10. 13 NRC 1131 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.4(n) 

early site review. PWR, uncontested proceeding; LBP·81·10. 13 NRC 38S (1981) 
10 CFR 2. Subpart A 

licensing requirements. basis for denial. 2.206 petition. supplemental EIS. Class 9 accidents; DD·81· 
3. 13 NRC 3S2 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.10I(a·l) 
early site review. PWR, partial initial decision elTective S yean on timely submitted supporting 

information; LBP·81·10. 13 NRC 417 (1981) 
early site review. PWR, proposed findings submitted, ultimate site development; LBP·81·IO, 13 

NRC 387·88 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.10I(a·IXI) 

early site review. PWR, review of candidate sites; LBP·81·IO, 13 NRC 410 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.IOS 

amendment. mandatory informal hearing in all operating license cases, petition denied; DPRM·81·1. 
13 NRC 434 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.109 
construction permit effective until application for renewal determined; DD·81·9. 13 NRC 1126-27 

(1981) 
10 CFR 2.202 

2.206 petition, show cause proceeding, to suspend construction permits pending resolution of safety 
issues, denied; DD·81·S. 13 NRC 730 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.202(c) 
no response warranted to Licensee's conditional hearing request; LBP·81·7. 13 NRC 261 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.204 
motion for stay. fire protection rule, denied; plant.by.plant adjudicative hearings not required; CLI· 

81·11. 13 NRC 784. 802 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.206 

affirmation of denial of petition to supplement environmental record, Class 9 accidents; CLI·81-6. 
13 NRC 443-446 (1981) 

Commission review. suspension of work. electrical cable installation confirmed; DD·81·S. 13 NRC 
740 (1981) 

construction permit extension proceeding, remedy. newly filed contentions; LBP·81-6. 13 NRC 2S4 
(1981) 

four criteria applied, supplemental EIS. Class 9 accidents; DO·81·3. 13 NRC 3S4 (1981) 
licensing actions, NRC informal hearings and 'lncetings, public requests for actions; OPRM·81·1. 13 

NRC 438 (1981) 
NRR Director denies petition. show cause proceeding, suspension. construction permits, resolution of 

safety issues; DO·81·S. 13 NRC 728·747 (1981) 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation Oirector denies petition to reconsider license amendment permitting 

limited storage LLRW; DO.BI·II. 13 NRC 1133~ (1981) 
petition for Inspection and Enforcement Director to withdraw authorization permitting concrete 

construction, denied; 00·81·10, 13 NRC 1129·1132 (1981) 
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petition requesting suspension of facility construction pending detennination of construction 
extension application denied; 00-81·9, 13 NRC 1125·28 (1981) 

petition to require supplemental EIS, class 9 accidents, denied, improper forum. facility not licensed; 
00-81·3, \3 NRC 3SM2, 356-57 (1981) 

petition to suspend operating licenses, all PWRs, ..rety evaluations alleged invalid, denied; 00-81·8, 
\3 NRC 767·771 

petition to tenninate Colorado Agreement State Program, alleged violation, UMTRCA, denied; CLI· 
81·13, 13 NRC 849 (1981) 

petition, suspension of license amendment pending EIS, high.bumup fuel, spent fuel storage pools; 
00-81·2, 13 NRC 288 (1981) 

request for immediate suspension of operations, noncompliance, emergency planning rule, denied by 
Director of Inspection and Enforcement; 00-81-4, 13 NRC 725 (1981) 

request to halt construction, dangerous practices arising from accelerated schedule alleged, denied; 
00-81·7, 13 NRC 756-766 (1981) 

request to reopen ..rety phases of licensing proceeding denied; 00-81.1, \3 NRC 45-49 (1981) 
shutdown request citing electrical problems denied; Staff inspections, licensee corrections adequate; 

00-81-6, 13 NRC 748 (1981) 
use of show-cause order to question compliance, spent fuel shipment ..rety plan; LBP·81·I, \3 

NRC 43 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.206(.) 

petition to NRR Director to halt construction pending resolution, ..rety issues, denied; 00-81·5, 13 
NRC 730 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.206(c) 
consideration of Class 9 accidents, no "special circumstance", petition denied; 00-81·3, \3 NRC 

359 (1981) 
criteria reviewed in petition to reopen ..rety phase, licensing hearing; 00-81·1, \3 NRC 46 (1981) 
denial by Director of Inspection and Enforcement, request for suspension of operations, 

noncompliance, emergency planning rule, final action filed for review; 00-81-4, \3 NRC 727 
(1981) 

petition to supplement environmental record, review time pennitted to expire; CLI·81-6, 13 NRC 
445 (1981) 

suspension, license amendment, higb·bumup fuel, spent fuel storage pools, petition denied; 00-81·2, 
13 NRC 299·300 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.603 
early site review, 2 PWRs, proposed findings submitted, ultimate site development; LBP.81·IO, \3 

NRC 388 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.704(c) 

construction permit proceeding, interlocutory appeal, disqualification of entire board asked; ALAS-
630, 13 NRC 86 (1981) 

disqualification of entire licensing board, denial referred; LBP·81·7, 13 NRC 261 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.708, 2.709, 2.710, 2.73O(c). 

spent fuel pool expansion, untimely response, not in proper pleading form, opposing motion to 
strike supplemental material; ALAB-636, 13 NRC 322 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.711 
NRC policy statement, scheduling licensing proceedings, sood cause, extension of time; CLI·81·8, \3 

NRC 454 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.713(c)(3) 

reversal,. discovery order to reveal informants' names, dis. op., sanction, attorneys violating 
protective order; ALAB-639, \3 NRC 485 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.714 
5O.S7(c) motion, acceptance of new contention; LBP·81·5, 13 NRC 231·33 (1981) 
admission, late-filed petition challenging sufficiency, NRC ..rety regulations; CLI·81·S, \3 NRC 364 

(1981) 
amendment, bearing request filed by nonintervenor, petition denied; DPRM.81·I, 13 NRC 434 

(1981) 
contention listing generic issues fails to meet specificity requirements; LBP·81·IS, \3 NRC 716 

(1981) 
contention questioning bealth and ..rety, radioactive releases during transport, fuel and waste to 

and from facility and during fuel cycle inadmissible, 1aclcing specificity; LBP.81·IS, \3 NRC 715 
(1981) 
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contentions relating to systems interactions, social. economic and psychological effects of plant 
operation. radiation monitoring system. denied for lack of specificity; LBP-81-1'. 13 NRC 714 
(1981) 

intervention petition. aspect requirements met; Staff suaaestion to explain formal deficiencies in 
proposed contentions approved; LBP-81-1'. 13 NRC 711 (1981) 

no intervenon admitted. hearing. TMI-related short-term actions, long-term modifications required. 
continued PWR operation; LBP-81-1l, 13 NRC '66 (1981) 

NRC guidance.. Revised Policy Statement, intervention. TMI-related evidence, violations. NRC safety 
regulation; CLI-81-'. 13 NRC 363 (1981) 

specificity required on intervention petitions relating to proposed steam generator repain; LBP-81-14. 
Il NRC 679 (1981) 

specificity requirements not met, MCIass 9" accident, contentions; LBP-81-U, 13 NRC 713 (1981) 
standing to intervene. licensing hearings; DPRM-81-I, 13 NRC 438 (1981) 
timely supplement to intervention petition. all proposed contentions fail specificity requirements; 

LBP-81-1'. Il NRC 710 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.714(a) 

constraints governing intervention. antitrust aspects, sale of part ownenhip. nuclear power plant 
under construction; LBP-81-1. 13 NRC 29, 30, 33 (1981) 

five-factor test applied to untimely intervention petition; ALAB-64l, Il NRC 88' (1981) 
new subject matter not necessary to broaden issues in untimely intervention petition; ALAB-642. 13 

NRC 882 (1981) 
radioactive emissions cooling towers, late-filed contentions lack showing; LBP-81-8, 13 NRC 346 

(1981) 
standing satisfactorily demonstrated in untimely petition to intervene; ALAB-642. Il NRC 884 

(1981) 
untimely intervention petition. contentions divided in two parts. five-factor test applied; LBP-81-1I. 

13 NRC 422 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.714(aXI) 

five-factor test applied. non timely intervention petition allowed. license amendment to allow steam 
generator repain; LBP-81-14. 13 NRC 680. 698 (1981) 

intervenon granted opportunity to revise contentions; revised contentions not untimely; LBP-81-1'. 
13 NRC 712 (1981) , 

testing license applications. prohibition, TMI-related contentions; LBP-81-'. 13 NRC 231 (1981) 
untimely intervention petition. delay factor. corporate management emeflency planning issues not 

broadened; LBP-81-II, Il NRC 424 (1981) 
untimely intervention petition. five-factor test applied; LBP-SI-II, 13 NRC 422 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.714(aXI}{i-v) 
early site review, PWR, untimely petition to intervene denied. interest or standing not demonstrated; 

LBP-81-10. 13 NRC 386 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.714(a). (d) 

amendment. Rules of Practice, request for formal hearing by non-intervenor, petition denied; 
DPRM-81-1. 13 NRC 439 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.714(b) 
license amendment. steam generator repairs, contentions citing inadequacies of EIS fail specificity 

requirements; LBP-SI-14. Il NRC 686. 688. 69().91. 693 (1981) 
prehearing conference testing license, participation by interested state. requirements. acceptable 

contention.; LBP-81-'. Il NRC 247 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.714(c) 

proposed steam senerator repairs, unauthorized reply to answen to proposed amendment to 
contention; LBP-SI-14. Il NRC 694 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.714a 
admission of untimely intervention petition appealed by NRC Staff and Applicants; ALAB-642, 13 

NRC 844 (1981) 
request for review. specification of issues, petition not disposed of in entirety; ALAB-637. Il NRC 

373 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.71' 

amendment. notice of hearings. service of papen to all penon 10 requesting. petition denied; 
DPR"'-81-1. 13 NRC 434, 440 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.71'(a) 
amendment scheduling all adjudicatory hearings. non-business hours, petition denied; DPRM-81-1. 

Il NRC 442 (1981) 
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early site review. PWR. limited appearance statement; LOP·SI.IO. \l NRC 386 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.7IS(b) 

service. notices of hearing; OPRM·81·1. 13 NRC ~I (1981) 
10 CFR 2.7IS(c) 

early site review. PWR. participation by interested State granted; LOP·81·10. 13 NRC 385, 386. 
387 (1981) 

participation by California 115 an interested state; LOP·81·12. 13 NRC S64 (1981) 
participation by state of Oregon to modify license condition dealing with control building 

modification; ALAB-627. 13 NRC 21 (1981) 
participation of South Carolina 115 "interested State" in operating license proceeding; ALAB-642. 13 

NRC 883 (1981) 
participation of interested government bodies, reopened hearing. hydrogen generation and control. 

ice-condenser containment; LBP·81·13. 13 NRC 6S6 (1981) 
request of State of Illinois to participate. operating license hearing. granted; LOP·81·IS. 13 NRC 

709·710, 716 
testing license application. participation by interested state. intervenon issues only; LOP·81·S. 13 

NRC 232. 246 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.7IS(d) 

spent fuel pool expansion. failure to move for leave to file brief. acceptance 115 non·party 
participant; ALAB-636, 13 NRC 320 (198\) 

10 CFR 2.71Sa 
NRC policy statement. licensing proceedings. consolidation of intervenon; CLI·81·8. 13 NRC 4SS 

(1981) 
10 CFR 2.717(b) 

authority of Licensing Board to consider safety of spent fuel shipments; LOP·81·2. 13 NRC 40 
(1981) 

10 CFR 2.718(g) 
Board efTort to thoroughly explore issues may include its own interrogation of witnesses; ALAO· 

642. 13 NRC 892 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.718(g). 2.72I(d). SI.S2(d) 

spent fuel pool expansion. stafT EIS. vehicle for contesting deficiencies; ALAB-636. 13 NRC 331 
(1981) 

10 CFR 2.718(i) 
construction permit, cross..,xamination barred. review of ruling under directed certification authority; 

ALAB-611. 11 NRC 89 (1981) 
denial of partial summary disposition. interlocutory appeal proscribed. exercise of jurisdiction under 

certification authority; ALAO·64I. 13 NRC SSI (1981) 
directed certification. contention. NRC stafT prepare Class 9 accident supplement. Final EIS; ALAB· 

63S. 13 NRC 310 (1981) 
discretionary interlocutory review via directed certification. ALAO jurisdiction. postponement of 

scheduled hearing. specification of issues. denied; ALAB·637. 13 NRC 369·70 (1981) 
motion for directed certification granted. discovery order to reveal informants' names vacated; 

ALAB-639. 13 NRC 479 (1981) 
operating license. discovery. interlocutory appeals. review on "certification"; ALAB-634. 13 NRC 99 

(1981) 
reconsideration of rulings in construction proceeding sought via directed certification; ALAB·630. 13 

NRC 8S (1981) 
rejection, contention. NRC stafT prepare supplement. Final EIS. on Class 9 accidents; ALAB-635. 

13 NRC 310 (1981) 
treatment of interlocutory appeal. denial of free transcript under procedural 115sistance program. 115 

directed certification petition; ALAB-62S. 13 NRC IS (1981) 
10 CFR 2.720 

sufficient showing. discovery. NRC stafT. 2.206 petition; 00·81·3. 13 NRC 3S6 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.72O(h)(1) and (2) 

operating license. deposition. NRC stafT member. special circumstances, direct penonal knowledge of 
material fact; ALAB-634. 13 NRC 98 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.72O(h)(2) 
discovery. depositions. NRC stafT. exceptional circumstances; LBP·81-4. 13 NRC 217·18. 227. 228. 

229 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.72O(h)(2)(ii) 

operating license. discovery. NRC stafT. interlocutory review; ALAB-634. 13 NRC 99. 101 (1981) 
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, CFR 2.721(d) 
depositions, NRC stafT, availability of Board memben to resolve dispute, responses by telephone; 

LBP·81-4, 13 NRC 220 (1981) 
, CFR 2.730(1) 
denial of partial summary disposition, interlocutory appeal proscribed, discretionary interlocutory 

review denied; ALAB-64I, 13 NRC SSO, SSI (1981) 
depositions, NRC stafT, interlocutory appeal, public interest implications; LBP·81-4, 13 NRC 23S 

(1981) 
interlocutory appeal, denial of free transcript under procedural assistance program, barred; ALAB-

62S, 13 NRC IS (1981) 
interlocutory review, discovery order to reveal confidential informants' names; ALAB-639, 13 NRC 

470, 472, 479 (1981) 
motions appealing interlocutory orden, TMI accident·related issues, denied; CLI·81·S, 13 NRC 362 

(1981) 
NRC policy disfavoring interlocutory review, basic structure of proceeding not afTected; ALAB-63S, 

13 NRC 310-11 (1981) 
operating license, discovery ruling referred, public interest implications; ALAB-634, 13 NRC 98 

(1981) 
participation, interlocutory appeal, environmental review, spent fuel pool expansion; ALAB-636, 13 

NRC 31S (1981) 
postponement of scheduled hearing, specification of issues, interlocutory appeals, prohibited; ALAB-

637, 13 NRC 370 (1981) 
referral of ruling rejecting intervenor's contention, NRC stafT prepare Class 9 accident supplement, 

Final EIS; ALAB·63S, 13 NRC 310 (1981) 
spent fuel pool expansion, need for power, referral of ruling dismissed on mootness grounds; 

ALAB·638, 13 NRC 37S (1981) 
summary disposition of single alternate energy source contention permits appeal; ALAB-629, 13 

NRC 77 (1981) 
) CFR 2.732 
proponents, show cause order, burden of proof; LBP·81·7, 13 NRC 264 (1981) 

) CFR 2.740 
operating license, discovery, NRC stafT, admissible evidence; ALAB-634, 13 NRC 100 (1981) 

) CFR 2.74O(c) 
revenal, discovery order to reveal informants' names, dis. op., disclosure subject to protective order; 

ALAB-639, 13 NRC 484 (1981) 
) CFR 2.74O(e)(3) 
operating license proceeding, responses to discovery requests ordered to be supplemented as 

information becomes available; LBP·81·IS, 13 NRC 716 (1981) 
) CFR 2.740-2.743 
revenal, discovery order to reveal informants' names, dis. op., limitations on informer's privilege; 

ALAB·639, 13 NRC 48S (1981) 
) CFR 2.744 
disclosure of information, limitations on pledge of confidentiality to informants; ALAB·639, 13 

NRC 483, 484-48S (1981) 
I CFR 2.744(d) 
burden to demonstrate need, confidential informants' names; ALAB·639, 13 NRC 47S (1981) 
discovery, privileged matter, application, informer's privilege, NRC proceedings; ALAB·639, 13 NRC 

470, 473-474 (1981) 
revenal, discovery order to reveal informants' names, dis. op., information not obtainable elsewhere; 

ALAB·639, 13 NRC 481 (1981) 
I CFR 2.744(e) 
operating license, discovery, NRC stafT, interlocutory review; ALAB·634, 13 NRC 99 (1981) 
revenal, discovery order to reveal informants' names, dis. op., presiding officer has discretion to 

compel; ALAB·639, 13 NRC 484 (1981) 
I CFR 2.744(h) 
revenal, discovery order to reveal informants' names, dis. op., disclosure subject to protective order; 

ALAB·639, 13 NRC 484 (1981) 
I CFR 2.749 
conditions governing grant of summary disposition, safety contention, spent fuel shipment; LBP·81·2, 

13 NRC 40 (1981) 
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denial of partial summary disposition, petition for directed certification denied, additional concumn 
views, operation of summary disposition rule; ALAB-64I, 13 NRC 554 (1981) 

summary disposition of contentions, no genuine issue of material fact, chlorine discharge, radioacth 
emissions from cooling tower; LBP.81·8, 13 NRC 337 (1981) 

summary disposition motions, opponent must demonstrate genuine issue of material fact; LBP·81·1~ 
13 NRC 687 (1981) 

summary disposition sought, lack of specificity, amendment to contention, noncompliance of FES 
with NEPA, steam generator repairs; LBP·81·14, 13 NRC 683 (1981) 

summary !iisposition of alternate energy source contention, requirements for accompanying 
statement; ALAB·629, 13 NRC 77 (1981) 

use of summary disposition procedures to avoid unnecessary and time-consuming hearings; LBp·81· 
14, 13 NRC 703 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.749(a) 
properly, supported motion for summary disposition, answered by statement of material facts, 

affidavits; ALAB·629, 13 NRC 78 (1981) 
summary disposition motion, material facts statement admitted unless controverted by opposition; 

LBP·81·8, 13 NRC 337 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.749(b) 

alternate energy sources, statement of material facts, summary disposition response, need for 
specificity; ALAB·629, 13 NRC 78 (1981) 

summary disposition motion supported by affidavit, answer must set forth specific facts; LBP·81·8, 
13 NRC 337 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.749(d) 
conditions governing grant of summary disposition, safety contention, spent fuel shipment; LBP·81.: 

13 NRC 40 (1981) 
summary disposition of cont.ntions, no genuine issue of mat.rial fact, movant entitled to decision I 

matt.r of law; LBP·81·8, 13 NRC 337 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.7SO(c) 

procedural assistance program precluded by statute; int.rvenor d.nied froe transcript; ALAB·625, 
NRC 14 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.751 
amendment concerning location, scheduling, informal hearings and moetings, petition denied; 

DPRM·81·I, 13 NRC 434 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.751a 

NRC policy statement, licensing proceedings, settlement conference; CLI·81·8, 13 NRC 456 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.752 

NRC policy statement, licensing procreding, settlement conference; CLI·81·8, 13 NRC 456 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.7S8 

initial decision, continued PWR operation, improper forum for considering adequacy of NRC 
requirements for operator testing; LBP·81·12, 13 NRC 621 (1981) 

public safety, challenges of sufficiency of regulations, prima facie showing; CLI·81·S, 13 NRC 364 
(1981) 

reopened operating license hearing, hydrogen generation provisions not waived; LBP·81·I3, 13 NRC 
659 (1981) 

reopened operating license hearing, prima facie showing, excessive hydrogen generation; LBP·81·13, 
13 NRC 6S8 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.758(a) 
evidentiary hearing, adoption of radon r.lease values, tailings disposal deficiency accepted for 

litigation; ALAB-MO, 13 NRC 519 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.760 and 2.762 

operating license, summary disposition, contention, interlocutory appeal, required to await "intitial 
decision"; ALAB-633, 13 NRC 94 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.7603 
conditions governing grant of summary disposition, safety contention, spent fuel shipment; LBP·81.: 

13 NRC 41 (1981) 
LB prerogative to explore potential safety issues not placed in controversy; ALAB-64I, 13 NRC 

555 (1981) 
licensing board responsibility, reopened operating license hearing, hydrogen generation and control I 

ice-condenser containment; LBP·81·13, 13 NRC 674 (1981) 
licensing hearing to embrace Board's sua sponte questions; ALAB-642, 13 NRC 884, 895 (1981) 
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motion for directed certification of construction proceeding ruling devoid of precise record 
references; ALAB-630, \3 NRC 8S (1981) 

10 CFR 2.763 
request by untimely intervenor for oral argument rejected unanimously; ALAB-642, 13 NRC 884 

(1981) 
10 CFR 2.764 

initial decision directing amendment of construction permit, operating license. effective immediately; 
ALAB-626, \3 NRC 18 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.78S(bXI) 
discretionary interlocutory review via directed certification, ALAB jurisdiction, postponement of 

scheduled hearing, specification of issues, denied; ALAB-637, 13 NRC 369-70 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.78S(d) 

notice of appeal, motion for directed certification, discovery order to reveal confidential informants' 
names; ALAB-639, 13 NRC 472 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.786(a) 
NRC authority to reconsider generic safety issues, station blackout, challenged; CLI-81-12, 13 NRC 

839 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.788 

four factors considered in stay request, fire protection rules; motion denied; CLI-81-II, 13 NRC 
784, 802 (1981) 

stay of effectiveness of reversal, Board order granting untimely petition, sought; ALAB-643, 13 
NRC 899 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.788(e) 
factors influencing grant of stay of effectiveness, licensing action; ALAB-626, 13 NRC 18 (1981) 
four criteria applied to request for stay of effectiveness, reversal of Board order granting untimely 

intervention; ALAB-643, 13 NRC 899 (1981) 
prehearing conference, motion for stay denied, lack of showing; LBP-81-S, 13 NRC 229 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.788(0 
stay application filed before appeal board rather than Commission; ALAB-643, \3 NRC 900 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.790 
disclosure of information, limitations on pledge of confidentiality to informants; ALAB-639, \3 

NRC 483 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.79O(a) 

reversal, discovery order to reveal informants' names, dis. op., statements of charges, show cause 
orders, routinely made publiC; ALAB-639, 13 NRC 482 (1981) 

10 CFR 2.79O(aX7) 
discovery, privileged matter, application, informer's privilege, NRC proceedings; ALAB-639, 13 NRC 

470, 473-474 (1981) 
10 CFR 2.802 

petition for rulemaking, preparation, generic EIS, nationwide use, high-bumup fuel; 00-81-2, 13 
NRC 289 (1981) 

10 CFR 2, App. A 
NRC policy statement. licensing proceedings. combining rebuttal and surrebuttal; CLI-81-8, 13 NRC 

4S7 (1981) 
10 CFR 2, App. A. IV 

depositions. NRC staff, "fishing expedition" barred; LBP-81-4, 13 NRC 221 (1981) 
10 CFR 2, App. A, V(bX4) 

LB prerogative to explore potential safety issues not placed in controversy; ALAB-64I, 13 NRC 
SSS (1981) 

10 CFR 2. App. A, VIII(b) 
reopened operating license hearing, Board will make findings on matters in controversy; LBP-81-13, 

13 NRC 6S7 (1981) 
10 CFR 2. App. A. IX(e) 

request by untimely intervenor for oral argument rejected unanimously; ALAB-642, \3 NRC 884 
(1981) 

10 CFR 2, App. B 
Director, ONRR, upon making requisite findings. empowered to issue full-term, full-power license; 

LBP-81-13. 13 NRC 673 (1981) 
construction permit, PWR. issues reviewed, no serious, close questions; LBP-81-3, 13 NRC 21S 

(1981) 
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Ihow caU5e proceeding, temporary suspension or 2.764(a) and (b) not applicable; LOP-81-7, 13 NRC 
290 (1981) 

10 CFR 20 
construction pennit, PWR. radiological exposures to public: LOP-81-3, \3 NRC 200 (1981) 
contention relating to occupational doses or low-level radiation inadmissible; LOP-81-IS, \3 NRC 

71S (1981) 
license amendment, steam generator repain. authorized; doses, breach or containment, low-level 

wastes, not excessive; LOP-81-16, \3 NRC 1116 (1981) 
NRC proposed amendments, late comments filed by uranium mill operaton; CLI-81-4, 13 NRC 300 

(1981) 
proposed Iteam generator repain. radioactive releases not excessive during postulated wont-ase 

accident; LOP-81-14, \3 NRC 694, 699, 702 (1981) 
radiological consequences or tornado on temporary LLR W Itorage activities not likely to exceed 

exposure limits; 2.206 petition denied; 00-81-11, \3 NRC 1138 (1981) 
uranium mills, control or radioactive cmuents, as low as reasonably achievable; CLI-81-4, \3 NRC 

302 (1981) 
10 CFR 20, App. B 

early site review, PWR. hydrological aspects, postulated accidental spill; LOP-81-10. 13 NRC 39S 
(1981) 

license amendment, steam generator repain authorized; postulated accidental release, low-level 
wastes, to uncontrolled areas, within acceptable limits; LBP-81-16, \3 NRC 1118 (1981) 

10 CFR 20.1 
operating license proceeding, contention relating to radiation levels as-Iow-as-reasonably-achievable 

accepted ror litigation; LBP-81-IS, 13 NRC 722 (1981) 
10 CFR 20.I(c) 

construction pennit, PWR. radioactive emissions, as low as reasonably achievable; LOP-81-3, \3 
NRC m (1981) 

10 CFR 20.302 
intervenor contends licensee required to submit application, disposal procedures, low·level wastes 

rrom steam generator repain; LBP-81-16, \3 NRC 1116, 1119 (1981) 
10 CFR 20.4OS 

uranium mill operaton. contentions, proposed reporting requirements, radiation protection standards; 
CLI-81-4, \3 NRC 300, 306 (1981) 

10 CFR 21 
encouragement or inronnants on nuclear safety-related problems; ALAB-639. \3 NRC 473 (1981) 

10 CFR 21.2 
limitations on !nronner's privilege; ALAB-639. \3 NRC 483 (1981) 
protection or identity or inronnants, nuclear safery-related problems; ALAB-639. \3 NRC 473 

(1981) 
review on certification and reversal or discovery order. inronner's privilege; ALAB-639. \3 NRC 

470, 471 (1981) 
10 CFR 40. App. A 

uranium mills, radiation protection standards, monitoring program. consistent with UMTRCA 
regulations; CLI-81-4. \3 NRC lOS (1981) 

10 CFR SO 
construction pennit, PWR. compliance, common derense and security criteria; LOP-81-3. \3 NRC 

130 (1981) 
construction pennit. PWR. technical qualifications, knowledge or Federal Regulations; LOP-81-3. \3 

NRC 123 (1981) 
early site review. PWR. safeguarding restricted data; LOP-81-10. \3 NRC 400 (1981) 
initial decision. continued PWR operation, senior operator testing; LOP-81-12. \3 NRC 621 (1981) 
operating license coverage not extended to sarety aspects or spent ruel shipments; LOP-81-2. \3 

NRC 40 (1981) 
proposed steam generator repain. contention, radioactive releases resulting rrom tornado or 

hurricane; LOP-81-14. 13 NRC 699 (1981) 
10 CFR SO.IO(e) (I). (2) 

construction pennit proceeding. limited work authorization. findings required; ALAB-632. \3 NRC 
92 (1981) 

10 CFR SO.12 
licensee's petition ror exemption rrom schedule requirements, fire protection rules, denied; CLI-81-1I. 

13 NRC 781. 828 (1981) 
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construction permit. PWR, consideration or sabotage inadmissible; LBP·81·3. 13 NRC 130 (1981) 
10 CFR 50.33(1) 

construction pennit. PWR. financial qualifications, Mreasonable assurance"; LBP·81·3. 13 NRC 127 
(1981) 

operating license proceeding. contention alleging noncompliance. financial qualifications, accepted ror 
litigation; LBP·81·.,. J3 NRC 720 (1981) 

10- CFR SO.34(a) 
construction period. PWR, individual exposure limits. unrestricted area; LBP·81·3. 13 NRC 143' 

(1981) 
10 CFR SO.34(aXI) 

construction pennit. PWR, site suitability. geology. seismology; LBP·81·3. 13 NRC 1S3 (1981) 
10 CFR SO.34(aX4) 

construction Jlennit. PWR, emergency core cooling. evaluation model; LBp·81·3. 13 NRC 117 
(1981) 

10 CFR SO.34(b) 
operating license proceeding. contention questioning management and technical qualifications 

accepted ror litigation; LBP·81·U. J3 NRC 719 (1981) 
10 CFR SO.34(c) 

Licensing Board authority to consider some aspects, spent ruel shipments, in operating license 
proceeding; LBP·81·2. 13 NRC 40 (1981) 

10 CFR SO.34a 
construction pennit. PWR. design criteria, radwaste; LBP·81·3. J3 NRC 121 (1981) 

10 CFR SO.35(a) 
construction permit. PWR. compliance, health and safely criteria, described; LBP·81·3. 13 NRC 

liS. 116-121 (1981) 
construction pennit. PWR. provision complied with; LBP·81·3. 13 NRC 213 (1981) 

10 CFR SO.4O and 50.57 
spent ruel shipment. sabotage. training or populace ror accident. contention dismissed; LBP·81·2. J3 

NRC 42. 43 (1981) 
10 CFR SO.4O(b) 

construction permit. PWR. applicant's technical qualifications; LBP·81·3. 13 NRC 122 (1981) 
initial decision. continued PWR operation. competence or racility management; LBP·81·12. 13 NRC 

624 (1981) 
10 CFR SO.44 

excessive hydrogen generation issue rejected in 2.206 petition to reopen sarety hearing; 00-81·1. J3 
NRC 54 (1981) 

premature tennination or ECCS. emergency procedures sufficient to prevent hydrogen generation 
exceeding design basis; LBP·81·13. 13 NRC 667. 674 (1981) 

reopened operating license hearing. contention. control or hydrogen generation during LOCA. 
reasonable assurance or sarety round; LBP·81·13. 13 NRC 656. 674 (1981) 

reopened operating license hearing. Commission declines to waive hydrogen generation provisions; 
LBP·81·13. J3 NRC 658-659 (1981) 

10 CFR 50.44(d)1 
initial decision. continued PWR operation. hydrogen contro'; LBP·81·12. 13 NRC 635 (1981) 

10 CFR SO.44(g) 
initial decision. continued PWR operation. hydrogen recombiner not required; LBP·81·12. 13 NRC 

635-636 (1981) 
10 CFR SO.45(bXI) and (3) 

TMI. cladding specifications exceeded; LBP·81·'. J3 NRC 241 (1981) 
10 CFR 50.46 

2.206 petition. operating license suspension. all PWRs, safety evaluations, ECCS. alleged invalid. 
denied; 00·81·8. 13 NRC 767·771 

initial decision. continued PWR operation. operator actions. small·break LOCAs; LBP·81·12. 13 
NRC 593·594 (1981) 

operating license proceeding. contention alleging unproven capability or core spray accepted ror 
litigation; LBP·81·IS. 13 NRC 722 (1981) 

operating license proceeding. contention alleging ECCS noncompliance accepted ror litigation; LBP· 
81·15. 13 NRC 722 (1981) 

prehearing conrerence. testing license, LOCA, inadequate protection. contention denied; LBP·81·S. 13 
NRC 241-42 (1981) 
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construction pennit, PWR, emergency core cooling, evaluation model; LBP·81·3, 13 NRC 117 
(1981) 

10 CFR 50.46(b) 
2.206 petition, operating license suspension, all PWRs, excessive ruel cladding temperatures, TMI.2, 

render sarety evaluation invalid, denied; ·0D-81·8, 13 NRC 768 (1981) 
10 CFR 50.48 

motion ror stay, fire protection rule; events leading to promulgation outlined; CLI·81·II, 13 NRC 
781 (1981) 

10 CFR SO.48(b) 
NRC fire protection rule applicable retroactively; CLI·81·II, 13 NRC 815 (1981) 

10 CFR SO.48(c)(S) 
NRC approval required ror planned modifications to fire protection rule; CLI·81·II, \3 NRC 81S· 

16 (1981) 
10 CFR SO.48(c)(6) 

alternatives to, and exemptions rrom, fire protection rules provided; CLI.81·II, \l NRC 784, 793, 
80S, 806, 828 (1981) 

10 CFR SO.S4(i·l) 
initial decision, continued PWR operation, operator requalification; LBP·81·12, 13 NRC 610 (1981) 

10 CFR SO.54(k) 
control room staffing challenge, NRC Revised Policy Statement, insufficient protection or public 

despite compliance; CLl·81·S, 13 NRC 363 (1981) 
10 CFR SO.SS(a) 

construction pennit, PWR, design conronnance, steam generator tubes; LBP·81·3, 13 NRC 136 
(1981) 

10 CFR SO.SS(a)(h) 
prehearing conference, testing license, completion, protection system action contention denied; LBP· 

8\·S, \3 NRC 242 (1981) 
prehearing conference, testing license, no direct measurement, water levels, ruel assemblies, 

contention accepted; LBP·81·S, 13 NRC 241 (1981) 
prehearing conference, testing license, reactor coolant pump controls inadequate, contention denied; 

LBP·81·S, 13 NRC 239 (1981) 
10 CFR SO.S5a 

seismic reanalysis, applicant's testing program, Intervenors' exception to use of actual rather than 
code material strengths not well taleen; ALAB-644, \3 NRC 986 (1981) 

10 CFR SO.S7 
operating license may not issue until an adequate basis for each requisite dttennination has been 

established; ALAB·642, Il NRC 89S·96 (1981) 
responsibility of Director, ONRR, authorization of full·power Iicen~ LBP·81·I3, \3 NRC 674 

(1981) 
10 CFR SO.S7(c) 

fuel loading, low.power testing, NRC guidance, TMI accident·related issues; CLI·81·5, Il NRC 362 
(1981) 

prehearing conference, testing license, supplemental operator training, reduction of foreign oil 
dependence, subjects denied; LBP·81·5, \3 NRC 260 (1981) 

testing license application, contested proceeding, relevant contentions; LBP·81·5, 13 NRC 228, 230, 
232·233, 248 (1981) 

10 CFR SO.S9 
initial decision, continued PWR operation, second level safety evaluation not provided aner negative 

first·level review; LBP·81·12, 13 NRC 626 (1981) 
reporting of changes to authorized plan, control building modification; ALAB-627, Il NRC 21·22 

(1981) 
10 CFR SO.I09(a) 

motion for stay, fire protection rules; challenge to agency decision to baclefit 3 systems without 
merit; CLl·81·II, 13 NRC 784, 803 (1981) 

10 CFR SO, App. A 
2.206 petition denied, NRC requirements for equipment qualification adequate; 00·81·5, 13 NRC 

735 (1981) 
construction pennit, PWR, design criteria, power grid connection; LBP·81·l, \3 NRC 118 (1981) 
construction penn it, PWR, design criteria, station service, fire protection; LBP.81·3, 13 NRC 120-

121 (1981) 
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construction permit, PWR, steam generator tubing criteria; LBP·81·3, 13 NRC \3S (1981) 
contentions alleging new information, changed conditions, relating to General Design Criteria, 

admitted for litigation; LBP·81·IS, \3 NRC 714 (1981) 
initial decision, continued PWR operation, applicable containment building design criteria met; LBP· 

81.12, 13 NRC 643 (19SI) 
initial decision, continued PWR operation, controlled filtered venting of containment building; LBP· 

81·12, 13 NRC 640, 642 (l9SI) 
initial decision, continued PWR operation, pressurizer design criterion; LBP·SI·12, \3 NRC SS3 

(19SI) 
intervenor contends temporary storage system, LLRW, not designed in accordance with criteria; 

NRR Director denies 2.206 petition to reconsider license amendment, tornado protection 
adequate; 00·81·11, 13 NRC 1134, 1136-37 (19SI) 

operating license proceeding, contention alleging noncompliance of nuclear system with General 
Design Criteria accepted for litigation; LBP·81·IS, 13 NRC 721 (19SI) 

operating license proceeding, contention alleging noncompliance regarding detection of reactor 
coolant pressure boundary leaks accepted for litigation; LBP·81·IS, \3 NRC 722 (19SI) 

quality assurance, prehearing conference, testing license, contention denied; LBP·81·S, 13 NRC 239 
(l9SI) 

10 CFR SO, App. B 
2.206 petition to haIt construction denied, QA program functioning properly; DD·SI.7, 13 NRC 

764 (l9SI) 
construction permit PWR, quality assurance criteria; LBP.SI·3, 13 NRC 122 (19SI) 
construction permit, PWR, inspection requirements; LBP·81·3, 13 NRC 140 (l9SI) 
contention, compliance not demonstrated regarding QA; LBP·SI·S, \3 NRC 237 (19SI) 
operating license proceeding, contention questioning management and technical qualifications 

accepted for litigation; LBP·81.IS, \3 NRC 719 (l9SI) 
10 CFR SO, App. C 

construction permit, PWR, financial qualifications, "reasonable assurance"; LBP·81·3, \3 NRC 127 
(l9SI) 

operating license proceeding, contention alleging noncompliance, financial qualifications, accepted for 
litigation; LBP·81·IS, \3 NRC 720 (19SI) 

10 CFR SO, App. 0 
2.206 petition to reopen safety hearing, c:Iass 9 accidents, denied; DO-SI·I, 13 NRC S6 (19SI) 
2.206 petition denied, annex withdrawn, Staff reviewing potential accident issue; DO-SI·S, 13 NRC 

736-737 (1981) 
construction permit, PWR, amendment, accidents, environment, radiological effects; LBP·81·3, 13 

NRC 199 (19SI) 
construction permit, compliance, environmental mallen; LBP·81·3, 13 NRC IS7 (19SI) 
NRC policy, supplemental EIS, Class 9 accident; 00·81·3, 13 NRC 3SI·S2 (1981) 

10 CFR SO, App. E 
operating license proceeding, contention alleging insufficent emergency plan accepted for litigation; 

LBP·81·IS, \3 NRC 718·719 (19SI) 
10 CFR SO. App. I 

construction permit, PWR, contention, legality of Sec.II.D; LBP·81·3, 13 NRC I II (l9SI) 
construction permit, PWR, compliance, numeric:aI guidelines, radwaste system; LBP·81·3, 13 NRC 

121, 141·144, 207 (19SI) 
construction permit, PWR, routine emission doses; LBP·SI·3, 13 NRC 178, lSI (1981) 
early site review, PWR, dose design objectives of effiuents, compliance considered at construction 

permit stage; LBP·81·IO, \3 NRC 402 (19SI) 
license amendment, steam generator repain authorized; site boundary dose, postulated accidental 

release, low·level wastes, within acceptable limits; LBP·SI·16, \3 NRC illS (l9SI) 
10 CFR SO, App. I, 11.0 

construction hearing, contention relating to legality of Sec:. II.D; LBP·SI.3, 13 NRC II I (19SI) 
construction period, PWR, radwaste system, compliance man·rem values; LBP·81·3, 13 NRC 141· 

142, 181, 207 (19SI) 
10 CFR SO, App. K 

construction permit, PWR, emergency core cooling, evaluation model; LBP·81.3, 13 NRC 117 
(1981) 

initial decision, continued PWR operation, smaIl·break, loss-of-c:oolant accidents; LBP·81·12, 13 
NRC S93 (1981) 
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operating license proceeding, contention alleging ECCS noncompliance accepted for litigation; LBP. 
81·1', \3 NRC 722 (1981) 

operating license proceeding, contention questioning aa:uracy of ECCS performance models accepted 
to litigation; LBP.81·1',I13 NRC 722 (1981) 

10 CFR ~, App. K. I.CI. 
2.206 petition, operating license suspension, all PWRs. ECCS safety evaluations alleged invalid, 

denied; 00-81·8, 13 NRC 768·769 (1981) 
10 CFR ~, App. R 

motion for stay, lire protection rule; events leading to promulgation of rule outlined; CLI·81·1I, 13 
NRC 781 (1981) 

10 CFR ~ and 70 
2.206 petition to reopen safety hearing denied, measures taken to prepare for serious accident; DO-

81·1, \3 NRC 61 (1981) 
10 CFR 'I 

construction permit, PWR, environmental matten, provision complied with; LBP·81·3, 13 NRC I", 
. 213 (1981) 
contention relating to low·level radiation released from reacton admissible, not a challenge to Table 
. 5-3; LBP·BI·I', 13 NRC 71' (1981) 
continued plant operation, ElS required as a matter of NRC policy; ALAB-636, 13 NRC 328 

(1981) 
early site review, PWR, environmental report adequate; LBP·81·10, \3 NRC 400, 417 (1981) 
license amendment to repair steam generaton, EIA rather than EIS adequate; LBP·81·14, \3 NRC 

680, 68' (1981) 
spent fuel pool expansion, EIS not required; ALAB-636, \3 NRC 318 (1981) . 
spent fuel pool expansion, indirect environmental effects; ALAB-636, 13 NRC 324 (1981) 
spent fuel shipments, contention involves safety rather than environmental impacts; LBP·81·2, 13 

NRC 40 (1981) 
substantive requirements of CEQ not binding on NRC; LBP·81·14, \3 NRC 684 (1981) 

10 CFR 51.5 
contention, EIS required, license amendment to repair steam generaton; LBP·81·14, 13 NRC 680, 

69' (1981) 
spent fuel pool expansion, continued plant operation, environmental impact statement; LBP·81·9, \3 

NRC 379 (1981) 
to CFR 51.5(b)(3) 

operating license, less than full power, environmental impact statement; LBP·81·5, 13 NRC 229·30 
(1981) . 

10 CFR 51.5(c)(l) 
operating license, less than full power, environmental impact statement not required; LBP·81·', 13 

NRC 229 (1981) 
10 CFR 51.7 

operating license, less than full power, environmental impact statement; LBP.81.5, 13 NRC 229 
(1981) 

spent fuel pool expansion, continued plant operation, environmental impact appraisal; LBp·81·9, 13 
NRC 379 (1981) 

10 CFR 51.7(b) 
spent fuel pool ClIpansion, use of staff environmental analysis as record support; ALAB-636, tJ 

NRC 331 (1981) 
10 CFR 51.20(a) and (d) 

prehearing conference, testing license, no designed protection "Class 9 accidents," contention 
deferred; LBP·81·5, 13 NRC 244 (1981) 

10 CFR 51.2O(e) 
construction permit, PWR, c:ost-benelit analysis, impact. uranium fuel cycle; LBP-SI·3, 13 NRC 202 

(1981) 
10 CFR 51.2O(e) and (g) 

construction permit, PWR, uranium fuel cycle, environmental effects; LBP.81·3, \3 NRC 183 (1981) 
10 CFR 51.20(g) 

construction permit, PWR, c:ost-benelit analysis, environmental effects, transportation, nuclear 
material; LOP·81·3, 13 NRC 202 (1981) 

construction permit, PWR, environmental impact, transportation of nuclear fuel; LBP.81·l, 13 NRC 
182 (1981) 
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construction pennit, PWR. environmental impact, transportation of nuclear fuel; LBP·81·3, 13 NRC 
182 (1981) 

10 CFR 51, Table S-3 
adoption of radon release values. cost-benefit analyses; ALAB-640, 13 NRC 490 (1981) 
discrepancies in radon release values. evidentiary hearing to adopt new values; ALAB-640, 13 NRC 

509 (1981) 
radon release values. cost-benefit analyses. annual fuel requirement (AFR); ALAB-640, 13 NRC 498 

(1981) 
10 CFR 51, Table S-4 

early site review, PWR. EIA, transportation of radioactive materials; LBP·81·IO, 13 NRC 408 
(1981) 

10 CFR 51.23(c) 
adoption of radon release values. cost·benefit analyses; ALAB-640, 13 NRC 490 (1981) 

10 CFR 51.52(b)(1) 
evidentiary hearing cancelled, proposed steam generator repairs. FES to be offered into evidence 

only if hearing is held; LBP·81·14, 13 NRC 704 (1981) 
10 CFR 51.52(c)(3) 

costJbenelit findings required for limited work authorization; ALAB-632. 13 NRC 92 (1981) 
10 CFR 55 .. 

hydrogen generation issues. operator training program in c:ompliance; LBP·81·13. 13 NRC 663 
(1981) 

initial decision, continued PWR operation, personnel understanding of nuclear technology, facility 
operation; LBP·81·12, 13 NRC 617 (1981) 

10 CFR 55.3 
initial decision, continued PWR operation. adequacy of operator testing; LBP·81·11. 13 NRC 621 

(1981) 
10 CFR 55.4{e) 

initial decision, continued PWR operation, operator testing; LBP·81·12, 13 NRC 621 (1981) 
10 CFR 55.9(b) 

Initial decision, continued PWR operation, response of unlicensed operaton to feedwater transients; 
LBP·81·Il. 13 NRC 622 (1981) 

10 CFR 55.11 
initial decision. continued PWR operation, operator training requirements; LBP·81·2, 13 NRC 610 

(1981) 
10 CFR 55.20 

initial decision, continued PWR operation, function of operator examination; LBP·81·12, 13 NRC 
617 (1981) 

10 CFR 55.2G-55.23 
Initial decision, continued PWR operation, operator testing; LBP.81·12, 13 NRC 610 (1981) 

10 CFR 55.32 . 
initial decision. continued PWR operation, duration of operator license; LBP·81·12, 13 NRC 610 

(19SI) 
10 CFR 55.33 

initial decision. continued PWR operation, operator license renewal; LBP·81·12, 13 NRC 610 (1981) 
10 CFR 55, App. A 

initial decision, continued PWR operation, operator requalification; LBP·SI·12, 13 NRC 610 (1981) 
10 CFR 55, App. A. paragraph 3 

initial decision, continued PWR operation, operator requalification, control manipulations; LBP·SI. 
12, 13 NRC 610 (1981) 

10 CFR 71 
construction pennit, PWR, nuclear materials shipments, packaging standards; LBp·81·3, 13 NRC 

182 (1981) . 
spent fuel shipment. container design requirements not automatically subject to litigation in 

operating license proceeding; LBP·81·2, 13 NRC 37, 40, 43 (1981) 
10 CFR 73 

contention, physical protection, nuclear plants, materials, prehearing conference, testing license, 
action deferred; LBP·81·5, 13 NRC 236 (1981) • 

spent fuel shipment, container design requirements not automatically subject to litigation in 
operating license proceeding; LBP·81·2, 13 NRC 40, 41, 43 (1981) 
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licensees required to prepare plan for physical protection, spent fuel shipments; LBP·SI·2, J3 NRC 
41-43 (19SI) 

10 CFR 73.37(bXI) 
submission or plan to NRC, physical protection, spent ruel shipment; LBP·SI·2, 13 NRC 41 (19SI) 

10 CFR 73.37(b)(4) 
advance review, plans for escort training, licensee's communication center, spent ruel shipments; 

LBP·SI·2. J3 NRC 43 (19SI) 
10 CFR 73.~S 

construction permit. PWR. sabotage. prior rulings at variance; LBP.SI·3, J3 NRC 130 (19SI) 
construction permit. PWR. theft and industrial sabotage, physical protection objectives; LBP·SI·3, J3 

NRC 131 (19SI) 
operating license proceeding, contention alleging inadequate security plan accepted ror litigation; 

LBP.SI·IS. J3 NRC 720 (19SI) 
10 CFR 73.72 

submission or plan to NRC, physical protection, spent ruel shipment; LBP·81·2, J3 NRC 41, 43 
(19SI) 

10 CFR 100 
2.206 petition to reopen sarety hearing, Class 9 accidents, denied; OO·SI·I. J3 NRC 61 (19SI) 
construction permit, PWR. site criteria; LBP·SI·3. J3 NRC lIS (19SI) 
construction permit, PWR. conrormance, offsite radiological consequences, design basis accidents; 

LBP·81.), 13 NRC 121 (1981) 
construction permit, PWR. rulfillment or physical protection objectives; LBP·SI·3. J3 NRC 131 

(1981) 
construction permit, PWR, site suitability, radiological doses, design basis accidents; LBP.SI·3, 13 

NRC 14S, 147. 149 (1981) 
early site review, PWR. meteorological dispersion requirements; LBP·81·IO, J3 NRC 393 (1981) 
early site review, PWR. population center distance satisractory; LBP·SI·IO. J3 NRC 390 (1981) 
early site review. PWR. site round acceptable, exclusion area wholly owned by Applicant; LBP·SI· 

10, 13 NRC 389 (1981) 
population distribution 'not a special circumstance requiring EIS, Class 9 accidents; 00·81·3, J3 

NRC 3SS (1981) 
reopened operating license hearing, contention, ice..:ondenser containment capability not sufficiently 

demonstrated; LBP·III·tl, tl NRC 6S6 (1981) 
reopened operating license hearing, hydrogen generation control litigable. TMI.type accident not 

credible; LBP·SI·13, J3 NRC M8·660, 674 (19111) 
10 CFR 100.3(b) 

early site review. PWR, low population tone acceptable; LBP·81·10. J3 NRC 390 (1981) 
10 CFR 100.lO(cXI) 

construction permit. PWR. site suitability. geology. seismology; LBP·81·3, J3 NRC IS2 (1981) 
10 CFR 100. 11 (a) 

construction permit, PWR, site suitability, low population zone; LBP·SI·3, J3 NRC 146 (1981) 
hydrogen generation rollowing LOCA. choice or credible accident sequences not constrained; LBP· 

SI·13, 13 NRC 6S8 (1981) 
10 CFR 100, App. A 

construction permit. PWR. site suitability. geology. seismology; LBP·SI·3, J3 NRC 1S3, ISS (19SI) 
contention. seismic sarety. prehearing conrerence, testing license, action dererred until initial decision; 

LBP.III·S. 13 NRC 236 (19SI) 
early site review. PWR. tectonic province approach. sare shutdown earthquake. conservative; LBP· 

SI·IO, J3 NRC 396 (19SI) 
seismic reanalysis, challenge to basic design spectrum, use of effective acceleration; ALAB·644, J3 

NRC 941 (19SI) 
seismic reanalysis. design spectrum challenge rejected as misconstruction or regulations; ALAB·644, 

J3 NRC 9S2 (19SI) 
10 CFR 100. App. A. II 

seismic reanalysis, alternative method or establishing OBE value; ALAIJ.644, 13 NRC 992 (1981) 
10 CFR 100, App. A. 1I(~3) 

seismic reanalysis, piecemeal interpretation or OBE criteria; ALAIJ.644, I) NRC 990 (19SI) 
10 CFR 100, App. A. lII{c) 

seismic reanalysis, Sare Shutdown Earthquake, Hosgri Fault; ALAB·644, J3 NRC 911 (19SI) 
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evidentiary hearing, operating basis earthquake, Hosgri Fault; ALAB-644, 13 NRC 911 (1981) 
seismic reanalysis, Operating Basis Earthquake criteria; ALAB-644, t3 NRC 989 (1981) 
seismic reanalysis, factors considered in alternative method of establishing OBE value; ALAB-644, 

t3 NRC 992 (1981) 
10 CFR 100, App. A, lII(g) 

seismic proceeding, capability of Hosgri Fault; ALAB-644, 13 NRC 914 (1981) 
10 CFR 100, App. A, IV 

seismic proceeding, factors determining capability of Hosgri Fault; ALAB-644, 13 NRC 914 (1981) 
10 CFR 100, App. A, V(aX2) 

seismic reanalysis, interpretation of OBE criteria; ALAB-644, 13 NRC 990-991 (1981) 
10 CFR 100, App. A, VI(a) 

evidentiary hearing, seismic reanalysis, development of response spectra, Hosgri Fault; ALAB-644, 
J3 NRC 924, 941 (1981) 

seismic reanalysis, applicant's testing program, intervenors' exception to structural ductility 
allowances not well taken; ALAB-644, 13 NRC 987 (1981) 

JO CFR I JO.44{aX2) 
export licenses issued, no material changed circumstances; CLI-81-2, t3 NRC 72 (1981) 

10 CFR 110.84(a) 
export license, discretionary hearing not in public interest; CLI-81-2, 13 NRC 71 (1981) 

40 CFR 190 
implementation and enforcement, radiation protection standards, uranium mill operators stay motion 

denied; CLI-81 ... , t3 NRC 301·307 (1981) 
uranium mills, petition to reconsider and revise radiation protection standards; CLI·81"', t3 NRC 

299·300 (1981) 
40 CFR 1501.7 

public participation in EIS scoping, steam generator repairs, amendment to contention not a 
cognizable pleading; LBP·81·14, J3 NRC 683-684 (1981) 

40 CFR 1502.I6(a) and (b) 
spent fuel pool expansion, EIS should include direct and indirect effects; ALAB-636, 13 NRC 325 

(1981) 
40 CFR 1505.2 

amendment to contention, preparation of public record of agency decision, steam generator repairs, 
not applicable; LBP·81·14, t3 NRC 683·685 (1981) 

40 CFR 1508.8(a) and (b) 
spent fuel pool expansion, direct and indirect effects; ALAB-636, 13 NRC 324, 326 (1981) 

40 CFR 1508.8(b) 
spent fuel pool expansion, indirect effect; ALAB-636, t3 NRC 324, 326 (1981) 

49 CFR 170-179 
construction permit, PWR, conformance, nuclear materials shipments; LBP.81-3, t3 NRC 182 

(1981) 
49 CFR 173 

license amendment, steam generator repairs; resultant low·level wastes, in form of. compressible 
trash, compacted into LSA boxes; LBP-81·16, J3 NRC 1117 (1981) 

49 CFR 178 
license amendment, steam generator repairs authorized: resultant noncompressible low-level wastes 

packaged in stecl drums; LBP-81·16, t3 NRC 1117 (1981) 
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Administrative Procedure Act, 5 USC 556(d) 
proponents, show cause order; LBP.81·7, 13 NRC 264 (1981) 

Administrative Procedure Act, Section 9(b), 5 U.s.c. 558(c) 
construction permit dTective until application for renewal dctennined; 00-81.9, 13 NRC 1126-27 

(1981) 
Alabama Constitution of 1901, § 220 

relevant markets for antitrust review, utilities prohibited from serving within municipal corporate . 
limits without permission of municipal government; ALAIJ.646, 13 NRC 1061 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act lOSe 
Applicant contends that broad inquiry into past activities for findings of antitrust liability are 

forbidden; ALAIJ.646, 13 NRC 1039, 1042-44 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act lOSe (5) and (6) 

NRC antitrust review, factors dctermining adequacy of a particular remedy; ALAIJ.646, 13 NRC 
1097·1103 

Atomic Energy Act 126a.(2)(b) 
export licenses, nuclear non·proliferation, no material changed circumstances; CLI·81·2, 13 NRC 68, 

72 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act 127, 128 

export licenses, detennination of material changed circumstances; CLI·81·2, 13 NRC 68, 72 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act 189 

standing to intervene, liceming hearings; OPRM·81·I, 13 NRC -438 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act 189a 

licensing requirements, basis for denial, 2.206 petition, supplemental EIS, Class 9 accidents; 00-81· 
3. 13 NRC 352 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act Section 105(c) 
NRC must consider antitrust ramifications of its licensing actions; ALAIJ.646. 13 NRC 1027, 1035. 

1039 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act of 1946, Section 7c 

.NRC antitrust review, public interest considerations in applying remedies; ALAIJ.646, 13 NRC 1106 
(1981) 

Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended, 189(a) 
export license, intervenor not entitled to hearing as a matter of right; CLI·81·2, 13 NRC 70 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act of 195-4 as amended. Section 189 
proceeding requested to detennine if good cause exists to extend construction permit; 00-81.9. 13 

NRC 1126 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act of 195-4. lOSe, -42 USC 2135(cX5) 

antitrust concerns, advice from Attorney General; LBP·81·1. 13 NRC 29 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act of 195-4. 42 U.S.c. §§ 2011 et seq. 

separate permits required at construction and operation stages, nuclear power plant project; ALAB-
644. 13 NRC 910 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act of 195-4. Section 189. -42 USC § 2239 
motion for stay. fire protection rule denied; plant·by.plant adjudicative hearing not required; CLI· 

81·11. 13 NRC 78-4. 802 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act of 195-4. Section 274 

NRC uranium mill licensing requirements, adoption of minimum national standards by Agreement 
States; CLI·81.9. 13 NRC 461 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act of 195-4. Section 274.0 
uranium mill regulations, no state duplication of NRC proceedings; CLI·81·9. 13 NRC 464 (1981) 
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Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Section 274.0.(3) 
public participation, rulemaldng. uranium mill regulations; CLI-81-9, 13 NRC 464 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Section 275.b(1) 
EPA authority to issue health and safety standards, uranium mill tailings, active sites; CLI-81-9. 13 

NRC 461. 465 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Section 275.b. 

NRC uranium mill licensing requirements, delay of promulgation pending EPA's issuance of general 
standards; CLI-SI-9. 13 NRC 465 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Section 27S.d 
NRC and Agreement States' implementation and enforcement. EPA uranium milling standards; 

CLI-81-9. 13 NRC 466 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 Section 275.0.(2) 

uranium mill licensing requirements. Operators' petition for stay, delay of Agreement States' 
issuance of equivalent standards; CLI-81-9 13 NRC 466 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended. 105c, 42 U.S.C_ § 2135(c)(5) 
financial advisability. transfer of ownership interests, nuclear power plant. outside scope of antitrust 

hearing; LBP-81-1. 13 NRC 29. 31-32 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended. 105c(2). 42 U.S.C. § 2135(c)(2) 

petition for affirmative significant changes determination denied; NRC antitrust review precluded; 
CLI-81-14. 13 NRC 864 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Section 275.c.(1) 
NRC promulgation. uranium milling regulations. adverse efTects on operators' participation in EPA 

proceeding; CLI-SI-9. 13 NRC 464 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act 186(a). 42 USC § 2236 

NRC has authority to apply new standards to nuclear plants already licensed; CLI-81-II, 13 NRC 
804 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act 187. 42 USC § 2237 
stay of fire protection rule denied; license modification by rule permitted; CLI-81-II, 13 NRC 802 

(1981) 
Atomic Energy Act as amended. 189a. 42 U.S.C. 2239(a) 

operating license level. hearing only required in response to successful intervention petition; ALAB-
642. 13 NRC 896 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act. 42 U.S.c. 202Ij(2). Pub. L 96-295. Section 25. 94 Stat 787 
NRC authority. temporary suspension. State Agreement. uranium mills and mill tailiings control. 

with notice and hearing; CLI-81-13. 13 NRC 850. 859 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act. 42 U_S.c. 2014(c) 

uranium mill tailings defined as byproduct material; CLI-81-13. 13 NRC 850 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act, Pub. L 95-604. Section 204(e)(I); 92 Stat_ 3037; 42 U_S.C. 2021(0)(2). Section 

2740 
stringency. state licensing and regulatory standards, uranium mills and mill tailings; CLI-81-\3. 13 

NRC 851 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act. Section I. 42 U.S.c. § 2011 

NRC antitrust review policy of free competition in private enterprise to be considered in applying 
appropriate remedial conditions to license; ALAB-646. \3 NRC 1102 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act. Section 105(c) 
NRC standard for finding of antitrust liability not restricted to actual violations; ALAB-646, \3 

NRC 1044-46. 1085. 1097-1102 
Atomic Energy Act. Section 105c 

Applicant appeals finding of antitrust liability. argues license conditions too drastic; ALAB-646, 13 
NRC 1032. 1096 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act. Section 161(b) 
2.206 petition denied. NRC requirements, protection of public health and safety adequate regarding 

equipment qualification; DD-81-5, 13 NRC 735 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act, Section 186a 

factual basis required. alleged signirlcant changes requiring antitrust review; license jeopardized by 
false information; CLI-81-14. \3 NRC 873 (1981) 

Atomic Energy Act. Section 274 
statutory basis. Agreement State Program. uranium mills and mill tailings discussed; CLI-81-13. \3 

NRC 849 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act. Section 274. 42 U.S.c. § 2021 

adoption of radon release values. covered mill tailings piles, NRC agreements with States for 
equivalent stabilization requirements; ALAB-640. 13 NRC 519 (1981) 
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Atomic Energy Act, Section 274j, 42 U.S.C. 2021j 
NRC has authority to terminate or suspend Agreement State program; CLI·81·Il, Il NRC 8S0, 

8S9 (1981) 
Atomic Energy Act, Section 2740(3) 

public hearings. written environmental analyses required on all licensing actions, uranium mills, mill 
tailings; CLI·81·I3, 13 NRC 8S1 (1981) 

Booth Act, Title 48, Alabama Code §§ 342·347 
municipality must ofTer to purchase existing electric power facilities before establishing its own; 

ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1062 '(1981) 
Clayton Act, IS U.S.c. §§ 12·27, 44; 18 U.S.C. § 402; 29 U.S.C. §§ S2·S3 

NRC antitrust review linds applicant engaged in proscribed activities; ALAB-646, J) NRC 1039 
(1981) 

Clayton Act, Section 7 
NRC antitrust review, efTect of potential competition on mergers; ALAB-646, J) NRC 1089 (1981) 

Clean Water Act SII(cX2), 33 USC 1371(cX2) 
EPA authority, nuclear power plants cooling systems, operating license modified to allow open 

cycle.; CLI·81·7, J) NRC 448, 449 (1981) 
Energy Reorganization Act 201, 42 U.S.c. § S841 

Commissioner absent; action determined by majority vote, members present; CLI·81·3, 13 NRC 
297 (1981); CLI·81-4, 13 NRC 307 (1981) I 

Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, § 210, 42 U.S.c. § S8S1 (1980) 
protection, confidential informants. nuclear safety·related problems; ALAB·639, 13 NRC 474 (1981) 

Energy and Water Development Appropriation Act of 1981, S02, Pub. L No. 96-367, 94 Stat. 1331, 
134S 
procedural assistance program dealing with intervenors' right to free tran>eript precluded; ALAB-

62S, 13 NRC 14 (1981) 
Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.c. § 2671 et seq. 

administrative claim by TMI·2 owners against NRC denied; statutory responsibilities of NRC 
described; CLI.81·IO, 13 NRC 773 (\981) 

Federal Trade Commission Act, I' U.S.c. § 41-49 
NRC antitrust review finds applicant engaged in proscribed activities; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1039 

(1981) 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act 301, 306, 307 

construction permit, PWR. proposed coolant discharge, certification, state division of Water 
Poltution Control; LBP·81·3, 13 NRC 201 (1981) 

Federal Water Poltution Control Act, 401(aXI) and (2), 402 
early site review, PWR, standards setting for emuent discharges; LBP.81.IO, 13 NRC 407 (1981) 

Freedom of Information Act, S U.S.c. SS2(bX7)(D) 
review on certification and reversal. discovery order to reveal informants' names; ALAB-639, 13 

NRC 469, 473 (1981) 
NRC Authorization Act (Pub. L No. 96-29'), Section 110 

Systematic Evaluation Program mandated for all currently operating plants; ALAB-64S, 13 NRC 
1026 (1981) 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 102(2XC), 42 U.S.C. 4332(2XC) 
reactor licensed prior to enactment, license amendment to expand spent fuel pool requires EIS; 

ALAB-636, 13 NRC 314, 317, 328, 332 (1981) 
National Environmental Policy Act 102(2XC), 42 USC 4332(2XC) 

EIS, spent fuel pool expansion, prc-NEPA licensed facility; LBP·81·9, J) NRC 377, 379 (1981) 
National Environmental Policy Act 102(2XE), 42 USC 4332(2XE) 

contention, environmental costs exceed benefits. proposed spent fuel pool expansion; ALAB-636, \3 
NRC 317 (1981) . 

spent fuel pool expansion, consideration of alternatives when no EIS required; ALAB-636, 13 NRC 
317·21, 331·32 (1981) 

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) 102(2XC) 
construction permit, PWR, major federal action, environmental matters. provisions complied with; 

LBp·81·3, 13 NRC 151, 19S, 213 (1981) 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), 42 USC 4321 et seq. 

motion to supplement environmental record, CJass 9 accidents, denial affirmed; CLI.81-6, J) NRC 
444 (1981) 

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 102(2XA), (C) and (E) 
early site review, PWR. applicable requirements complied with; LBP·81·IO, 13 NRC 417 (1981) 
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National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Pub. L No. 91-190, 8l Stat 8'2 as amended by Pub. L 
94-8l, 89 Stat 424, Section 102(2)(c), 42 U.S.c. § 4ll2(2)(c) 

contention, EIS required. license amendment to repair steam generaton; LBP-81-14, Il NRC 680, 
69' (1981) 

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act, 2(b), 22 USC l201(b) 
export license. discretionary hearing denied, inconsistent with US image of reliable supplier of 

nuclear materials; CLI-81-2, Il NRC 72 (1981) 
Power Plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978, P.L 9~20, 92 Stat. 3289 

construction permit. PWR, replacement of fossil-fuel plants unable to meet pollution control 
requirements; LBP-SI-l, Il NRC "9 (1981) 

Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA), Pub. L No. 9'-617, 92 Stat. lll7 
.applicant's claim that statute bears on monopoly linding not supported by Board; ALAB-646, Il 

NRC 1042 (1981) 
Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1970, 84 Stat. 2086, 42 U.s.C.A. 4121 note 

transfer of AEC authority to EPA to establish radiation protection standards; CLI-81 .... , Il NRC 
300 (1981) 

Rural Electrilication Act of 1936, 7 U.S.c. §§ 901 et seq. 
ability of cooperative to obtain low-interest capital considered in NRC antitrust remedy; ALAB-646, 

Il NRC 1104 (1981) 
Sherman Act, " U.S.c. §§ 1-7 

NRC antitrust review linds applicant engaged in proscribed activities; ALAB-646, Il NRC 1039 
(1981) 

Sherman Act, Section 2 
applicant precluded from using monopoly power against its competiton; ALAB-646, Il NRC 108' 

(1981) 
for purposes of antitrust review, cluster of services considered a monopoly; ALAB-646, Il NRC 

1048 (1981) 
NRC standard for linding of antitrust liability not restricted to actual violations; ALAB-646, Il 

NRC 1046 (1981) 
Taiwan Relations Act of 1979, 22 USC 3301 

export license. petitioner raises issues of nuclear non-proliferation, diplomatic relations; CLI-81-2, Il 
NRC 71 (1981) 

Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978, Section 204(h)(l) as amended, 93 Stat. 799-800 
(November 9, 1979) 
effective date, Agreement States. modilication of regulations to include minimum national standards; 

CLI-81-9, Il NRC 462 (1981) 
Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act, Pub. L 9'-604, Sections 204(e)(h), 92 Stat. 3034-38 
(November 8, 1978) 

Agreement State regulation, uranium milling, compliance with health and safety standards; CLI-81-
9, Il NRC 464 (1981) 

Uranuim Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978, P.L 9'-604, 92 Stat. 3021-3043 (November 8, 
1978) . 
petition to ltay NRC licensing requirements punuant to, denied; CLI-81-9, 13 NRC 461 (1981) 

Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 
consistency of regulations with 10 CFR 40 composed monitoring requirements; CLI-81 .... , Il NRC 

300, 30' (1981) 
Uranium Mill Tailings and Radiation Control Act of 1978 (UMTRCA) Pub. L No. 9S-604, 92 Stat. 

3021, 42 U.S.c. §§7901 et seq. (November 8, 1978) as amended by Section 22 of the Surface 
Transportation Assistance Act of 1978, Pub. L No. 96-106, 9l Stat. 799 (November 9, 1979) 

evidentiary hearing to adopt new radon release values. regulatory authority, protected mill tailings; 
ALAB-640, Il NRC S20-S21 (1981) 

Uranium Mill Tailings and Radiation Control Act of 1978, Section 204(e)(l) 
evidentiary hearin8 to adopt new radon release values. uniformity of standards; ALAB-640, Il NRC 

S20 (1981) 
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I K. Davis' Administrative Law Treatise. §§ 6:4. 6:10, 6:13 (2d ed 1978) 
motion for stay of fire protection rule; basis of record. informal rulemaking, outlined; CLI·81·11. 13 

NRC 785 (1981) 
2 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise § 7:23. at 109 (2d ed. 1978) 

stay of fire protection rule denied; retroactive modifications recognized as reasonable under the 
circumstances; CLI·81·1I. 13 NRC S04 (1981) 

30A Mass. Ann. Laws §14(3) 
construction permit, PWR, compliance. water pollution control legislation; LBP·SI·3. 13 NRC 202 

(1981) 
4 Moore's Federal Practice (1979 ed.) 1126.56[4) 

operating license. discovery, deponent as testimonial witness; ALAB-634. 13 NRC 100 (1981) 
Administrative Law Treatise, K. Davis, 2nd Ed., 19S0, § 17.16 

ALAB not held to "clearly erroneous" standard in antitrust review; ALAB-646. 13 NRC 1075 
(1981) 

Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure 16 and 17 
distinction made between records for formal and informal rulernakings; CLI·SI·ll. 13 NRC 785 

(1981) 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 56 

motion for directed certification of denial of partial summary disposition denied, concurring views. 
operation of summary disposition rule; ALAB-64I. 13 NRC 554 (1981) 

seismic reanalysis, use of "shall" in regulations; ALAB-644. 13 NRC 990 (1981) 
summary disposition. dismissal. contentions. no genuine issue of material fact. movant entitled to 

decision as matter of law; LBP·81·S. 13 NRC 337 (19S1) 
Fire Protection Handbook. 14th Ed .• National Fire Protection Association. 6-37 (1976) 

substitutions for 3 hr fire barrier permitted under NRC Fire Protection Rule; CLI·81.1I. 13 NRC 
787. 791 (1981) 
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ACCIDENTS 
Class 9. affirmation of denial of 2.206 petition to supplement environmental record; CLI-81-6. 13 

NRC 443 (1981) 
Class 9. intervenon' motion to reopen record denied for lack of special circumstances; LBP-81-17. 

13 NRC 1122 (l9SI) 
Class 9. special consideration. 2.206 petition denied. improper forum. facility not licensed; 00-81-3. 

13 NRC 349 (1981) 
loss of coolant; TMI·2 ownen' administrative claim of negligent regulatory review denied; CLI-SI-

10. 13 NRC 773 (1981) 
ADJUDICATION 

safety. shutdown. population density. interim operation; CLI-81-1. 13 NRC I (1980) 
ADJUDICATORY BOARDS 

close examination. accident sequence not inhibited by pendency of NRC safety plan; CLI·81-12. 13 
NRC 838 (1981) 

ADJUDICATORY PROCEEDINGS 
role of hearing boards in examination of witnesses; ALAB-642. 13 NRC 881 (1981) 

AGREEMENT STATE PROGRAM 
with Colorado. termination sought ror alleged violation. UMTRCA; CLI.81·13. 13 NRC 847 (1981) 

ALTERNATE ENERGY SOURCE 
summary disposition. contention. marine biomass farm; ALAB-629. 13 NRC 75 (1981) 

ANTITRUST 
appeal by utility brings opponents more favorable result; conditions or ownenhip access. 

transmission system access attached to license; ALAB-646. 13 NRC 1027 (1981) 
request for hearing. sale or part ownenhip. intervention. discretionary. standing; LBP-81-1. 13 NRC 

27 (1980) 
See also NRC Antitrust Review 

APPEALS 
interlocutory. construction permit. standing. concrete injury to penonal interests. directed 

certification denied; ALAB-631. 13 NRC 87 (1981) 
interlocutory. of denial of partial summary disposition. chlorine discharge contention; ALAB-64I. 13 

NRC 550 (1981) 
interlocutory. operating license. summary disposition of contention. dismissed for want of 

jurisdiction; ALAB-633. 13 NRC 94 (19SI) 
interlocutory. postponement. scheduled hearing date, denied; ALAB-637. 13 NRC 367 (1981) 
interlocutory. procedural assistance program. illegality of free transcript; ALAB-625. 13 NRC 13 

(1981) 
interlocutory. simultaneous seeking of directed certification and appellate review. board as "day.to

day" monitor of "numerous determinations"; ALAB-630. 13 NRC 84 (1981) 
interlocutory. review on certification and reversal of discovery order to reveal confidential 

informants' names; ALAB-639. 13 NRC 469 (\981) 
APPELLATE REVIEW 

ruling rejecting need for Final EIS supplement. Class 9 accidents. directed certification denied; 
ALAB-635. 13 NRC 309 (1981) 

ATOMIC SAFETY &: LICENSING BOARD 
licensing action. stay. amendment of Part 2; ALAB-626. 13 NRC 17 (1981) 

AUTHORITY, REMEDIAL 
NRC antitrust review. no actual statute violation; conditions on licenses; cessation of anticompetitive 

activity with onset of legal action; ALAB-646. 13 NRC 1027 (1981) 
AUXILIARY FEEOWATER SYSTEM 

initial decision. TMI-related short-term actions, long-term modifications, adequate for continued 
PWR operation; LBP-81-12. 13 NRC 557 (1981) 
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BIAS CLAIMS 
seismic proceeding. not briefed. rejected; ALAB-644. 13 NRC 903 (1981) 

BURDEN OF PROOF 
show cause proceeding. seismic considerations. continued reactor operation. no site dewatering 

system; LBP-81-7. 13 NRC 2S7 (1981) 
CALIFORNIA 

participation as interested state. initial decision. TMI-related short-term actions. long-term 
modifications adequate for continued PWR operation; LBP-81-12. 13 NRC "7 (1981) 

participation of Governor on appeal. as amicus curiae. reopened seismic proceeding. Hosgri Fault; 
ALAB-644. 13 NRC 903 (1981) 

CHLORINE 
discharge contention. directed certification of partial summary disposition denied; ALAB-MI. 13 

NRC "0 (1981) 
summary disposition. contentions. health effects. discharges to Susquehanna River. motion partially 

granted; LBP-81-8. 13 NRC 3H (1981) 
COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL 

radon releases, prematurity of health effects issue; ALAB-640. 13 NRC 487 (1981) 
COWRADO 

t.rmination of Agreement State Program to regulat. uranium mills and mill tailings sought; CLI-81-
13. 13 NRC 847 (1981) 

CONSTRUCTION 
concrete. Inspection and Enforcement Director denies 2_206 petition for withdrawal of permit 

authorization; 00-81-10. 13 NRC 1129 (1981) 
denial of 2_206 request to halt. alleging dangerous practices arising from accelerated schedule; ~O-

81-7. 13 NRC 770 (1981) 
CONSTRUCflON PERMIT 

2_206 petition for suspension pending determination of extension application. denied; 00-81-9. 13 
NRC 1m (1981) 

evidentiary proceeding. radiological health and safety mallen, site suitability. environmental mallen. 
contentions. partial initial decision; LBP-81-3. 13 NRC 103 (1981) 

extension proceeding. admissibility of contention. short pilings issue. denied; LBP-81-6. 13 NRC 2'3 
(1981) 

interlocutory appeal. directed certification and allied relief denied; ALAB-630. 13 NRC 84 (1981) 
proceeding. warrant for stay. limited work authorization; ALAB-6J2. 13 NRC 91 (1981) 
terminated as moot. applicant's decision not to construct; ALAB-628. 13 NRC 24 (1981) 

CONTAINMENT 
ice-condenser. hydrogen generation and control. reopened hearing. reasonable assurance of safety 

found; LBP-81-13. 13 NRC M2 (1981) 
CONTENTIONS 

admissibility. short pilings issue. construction permit extension proceeding; LBP-81-6. 13 NRC 2'3 
(1981) 

construction permit. evidentiary proceeding. radiological health and safety mallen. site suitability. 
environmental mallen, contentions. partial initial decision; LBP-81-3. 13 NRC 103 (1981) 

summary disposition partially granted. chlorine discharges; radioactive discharges from cooling 
tower; LBP-81-8. 13 NRC 3H (1981) 

untimely filed. divided into two parts. five-factor test applied; LBP-81-1I. 13 NRC 420 (1981) 
COOLING SYSTEMS 

nuclear power plants. operating license modified to allow open cycle. EPA authority; CLI-81-7. 13 
NRC 448 (1981) 

COOLING TOWERS 
contention. radioactive discharges. summary disposition granted. no genuine issue of material fact; 

LBP-81-8. 13 NRC 33' (1981) , , 
CORPORATE MANAGEMENT 

contention. untimely intervention petition granted; LBP-81-11. 13 NRC 420 (1981) 
CROSS EXAMINATION 

by board. construction permit. "discernible interest" requirement; ALAB-631. 13 NRC 87 (1981) 
DECISION, INmAL 

licensing proceedings. scheduling Board assignments. NRC policy statement on; CLI-81-8. 13 NRC 
4S2 (1981) 
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DELAY 
untimely Intervention petitions, corporate management. emergency planning contentions, not due to 

petition tardiness; LBP·81·1I. 13 NRC 420 (1981) 
DEMOGRAPHY 

regional early site review. PWR. exclusion area, low population zone. population center distance; 
LBP·81·10. 13 NRC 382 (1981) 

DEPOSmONS 
discovery. NRC staff. special circumstances; ALAB-634. 13 NRC 96 (1981) 
3 NRC staff compelled. exceptional circumstances. direct personal knowledge. material facts; LBp· 

81-4. 13 NRC 216 (1981) 
DESIGN BASIS EVENTS (DBEl 

use of threshold probabilities in Standard Review Plans as guidelines for determining; designation of 
station blackout as; CLI·81·12. 13 NRC 838 (1981) 

DlRECl'ED CERTIFICATION 
construction permit. cross examination barred. standing to appeal. concrete injury to personal 

interests, board's disinclination to invoke discretionary authority. denied; ALAB-631. 13 NRC 87 
(1981) 

construction permits, interlocutory appeal. need for precise record reference, denied; ALAB-630. 13 
NRC 84 (l98\) 

denial of partial summary disposition. chlorine discharge contention; ALAB·64I. 13 NRC 550 
(1981) 

interlocutory ruling rejecting need for supplement to Final EIS on Class 9 accidents, denied; 
ALAB-635. 13 NRC 309 (1981) 

DIRECTOR OF INSPECflON AND ENFORCEMENT 
denial of 2.206 request to suspend operations. noncompliance. emergency planning rule; 00·81-4. 13 

NRC 725 (1981) 
DISCOVERV 

confidential informants' names, review on certification and reversal of order; ALAB-6J9. 13 NRC 
469 (1981) 

deposition. 3 NRC staff. compelled. exceptional circumstances. direct personal knOWledge. material 
facts; LBP·81-4. 13 NRC 216 (1981) 

last NRC staff. deposition. interlocutory appeals. referral declined; ALAB-634. 13 NRC 96 (1981) 
licen\ing proceedings, NRC policy statement on Board management of; CLI·81·8. 13 NRC 462 

(1981) 
DISQUALIFICATION 

construction permit. entire licensing board. friction between board and intervenon' attorneys. denied; 
ALAB·630. 13 NRC 84 (1981) 

EARLY SITE REVIEW 
PWR. uncontested construction permit proceeding. partial initial decision. site suitability. safety; 

LBp·81·10. 13 NRC 382 (1981) 
ELECTRIC POWER unUTIES 

application of antitrust laws; ALAB-646. \3 NRC 1027 (1981) 
ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS 

2.206 request for shutdown denied. Staff inspections. licensee corrections adequate; 00·81-6. 13 
NRC 748 (1981) 

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM 
initial decision. TMI·related short·term actions. long.term modifications. adequate for continued 

PWR operation; LBP·81·12. 13 NRC 557 (1981) 
operating license proceeding. contention alleging noncompliance accepted for litigation; LBp·81·15. 

13 NRC 708 (1981) 
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS 

safety evaluations alleged invalid. 2.206 petition to suspend operating licenses. all PWRs. denied; 
DD·81·g. 13 NRC 767 (19gl) 

EMERGENCY PLANS 
2.206 request for suspension of operations, alleged noncompliance. denied by Director of Inspection 

and Enforcement; 00·81-4. IJ NRC 725 (1981) 
contention. untimely intervention petition. granted; LBP·81·11. 13 NRC 420 (1981) 
operating license proceeding. contention pleading insufficiencies accepted for litigation; LBP·81·1S. 13 

NRC 708 (1981) 
ENFORCEMENT 

NRC responsibility. environmental radiation protection standards; CLI·81-4. 13 NRC 298 (1981) 
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by NRC. health and environmental standards. uranium mill tailings; CLI-SI-9. 13 NRC 460 (l9SI) 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

construction permit. PWR. evidentiary proceeding; LBP-SI-3. 13 NRC 103 (l9SI) 
export license. impact on global commons. intervention petition. hearing denied; CLI-81-2. 13 NRC 

67 (1981) 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT APPRAISAL 

not required. limited operating license; LBP-81-5. 13 NRC 226 (1981) 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (EIS) 

appellate review. ruling rejecting need for supplement. Class 9 accidents; ALAB-635. 13 NRC 309 
(1981) 

early site review. PWR; LBP-81-10. 13 NRC 382 (I981) 
high-burning nuclear fuel. suspension. license amendments; 00-SI-2. 13 NRC 283 (1981) 
license amendment. spent fuel pool expansion. pre-NEPA licensed facility; ALAB-636. 13 NRC 312 

(1981) 
NEPA programmatic. not required. steam generator repain have only local effects; LBP-81-14. 13 

NRC 677 (1981) 
spent fuel pool expansion. pre-NEPA facility. reassessing NRC staff of lack of prejudgment; LBP

SI-9. 13 NRC 377 (1981) 
summary disposition. contention. marine biomass farm. consideration of alternatives; ALAB-629. 13 

NRC 75 (1981) 
supplemental. Class 9 accidents. 2.206 petition denied; 00-SI-3. \3 NRC 349 (19SI) 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA) 
authority. nuclear plant cooling systems; CLI-SI-7. 13 NRC 448 (1981) 
uranium milling standards. petition to stay NRC licensing requirements. denied; CLI-81-9. 13 NRC 

460 (l9SI) 
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 

2.206 petition regarding safety issues denied. within scope of operating license review; 00-81-5. 13 
NRC 728 (1981) 

NEPA. limited scope. subject to rule of reason. license amendment to allow steam generator repair; 
LBP-81-14. \3 NRC 677 (19SI) 

EXCEPTIONS 
NRC staff. spent fuel pool expansion. need for power. dismissed on mootness grounds; ALAB-638. 

13 NRC 374 (1981) 
EXPORT LICENSES 

petition to intervene denied. hearing denied. nuclear nonproliferation; environmental impact on 
global commons; CLI-SI-2. 13 NRC 67 (1981) 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIM 
by TMI ownen denied; statutory responsibilities of NRC described; CLI-81-10. 13 NRC 773 (1981) 

FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS 
TMI-I. expedite hearing schedule. not to be litigated prior to restart; CLI-81-3. 13 NRC 291 (19SI) 

FINDINGS OF FACT 
construction permit. evidentiary proceeding. radiological health and safety matten, site suitability. 

environmental matt en; LBP-SI-3. 13 NRC 103 (I981) 
FIRE PROTECTION RULES 

for operating nuclear power plants. licensees' motion. stay of effectiveness, denied; CLI-81-1I. 13 
NRC 778 (I981) 

FIRES 
occurring from 6nS to 6/S1 at operating nuclear power plants. and signilicants fires prior to 7 ns 

described in table; CLI-81-1I. 13 NRC 778 (19SI) 
FUEL 

loading and low power testing. motions. partial initial decisions. NRC guidance. TMI accident
related issues; CLI-81-5. 13 NRC 361 (I9SI) 

transportation; contention. training of populace for shipment accident. summary disposition granted; 
LBP-SI-2. 13 NRC 36 (I9SI) 

See also Reactor Fuels; Spenl Pool; Spent Fuels 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 

2.206 request 10 halt construction denied. no merit found in allegations; 00-SI-7. 13 NRC 770 
(1981) 

NRC enforcement. standards. uranium mill tailings; CLI-SI-9. 13 NRC 460 (19SI) 
construction permit. pressurized water reactor. evidentiary proceeding; LBP-SI-3. 13 NRC 103 

(l9SI) 
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reopened, operating license, hydrogen generation and control in ice-condenser containment, 
reasonable assurance of safety found; LBP.81.13, 13 NRC 6S2 (1981) 

HEARING BOARDS 
role of, in adjudicatory proceedings in examination of witnesses; ALAB-642, 13 NRC 881 (1981) 

HEARINGS, INFORMAL 
amendments to Rules of Practice, location, scheduling; OPRM·81·1, 13 NRC 429 (1981) 
safety hearings. petition to reopen, 2.206 petition denied; 00·81·1, 13 NRC 4S (1981) 
scheduling of, interlocutory appeal, postponement denied; ALAB·637, 13 NRC 367 (1981) 

HURRICANES 
impact on low·level waste from steam generator repairs not hazardous to public; license amendment 

authorized; LBP·81·16, 13 NRC IllS (1981) 
HYDROGEN 

generation and control in ice-condenser containment, reopened operating license hearing, reasonable 
assurance of safety found; LBP·81·13, 13 NRC 652 (1981) 

HYDROWGY 
early site review, PWR, Texas Water Plan, probable maximum flood, probable maximum 

precipitation; LBP·81·JO, 13 NRC 382 (1981) 
ILLINOIS 

request to participate in operating license hearing as interested state granted; LBP·81·IS, 13 NRC 
708 (1981) 

INFORMANTS 
confidential, review on certification and reversal of discovery order to reveal names of; burden to 

obtain names of; ALAB-639, 13 NRC 469 (1981) 
INSPECJ10N AND ENFORCEMENT DIRECTOR 

denies 2_206 petition for Director to withdraw authorization for concrete construction; 00·81·10, 13 
NRC 1129 (1981) 

INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEM 
initial decision, TMI·related short·term actions. long-term modifications, adequate for PWR 

operation; LBP-81·12, 13 NRC SS7 (1981) 
INTERVENORS 

consolidation of, licensing proceedings, NRC policy statement on; CLI-81·8, 13 NRC 4S2 (1981) 
INTERVENTION 

amendments, Rules of Practice, standing, discretionary, petition denied; OPRM-81·I, 13 NRC 429 
(1981) 

antitrust review, sale of part ownership; LBP·81·I, 13 NRC 27 (1981) 
export licenses, nuclear non·proliferation, environmental impact on global commons, petition denied; 

CLI·81·2, 13 NRC 67 (1981) 
license amendment to allow steam generator repairs, petitions lack specificity; LBP·81·14, 13 NRC 

677 (1981) 
petitions. reasonable specificity, not evidentiary facts. required for pleading; LBP·81·IS, 13 NRC 708 

(1981) 
stay of effectiveness of reversal, Board order granting untimely petition, denied; ALAB-643, 13 

NRC 898 (1981) 
untimely petitions. application and appellate review of S·factor test; close scrutiny of LB's ultimate 

conclusion; broadening issues factor; ALAB·642, 13 NRC 881 (1981) 
untimely petitions. emergency planning, corporate management contentions admitted; LBP·81·II, 13 

NRC 420 (1981) 
ISSUES 

quality assurance/quality control, specification of,; ALAB-637, 13 NRC 367 (1981) 
LICENSES 

amendment, spent fuel pool expansion, facility licensed prior to NEPA, ruling requiring EIS, 
consideration of continued plant operation, reversed; ALAB-636, 13 NRC 312 (1981) 

suspension request, amendment permitting reracking and compaction, spent fuel pools, denied; DO· 
81·2, 13 NRC 283 (1981) 

TMI·I, amendment, transfer, authority to possess. deferred; CLI·81·3, 13 NRC 291 (1981) 
See also Export Licenses; Operating License(s) 

LICENSING BOARDS (LB) 
Staff evidence required for deferral of resolution, generic safety issues; CLI·81·12, 13 NRC 838 

(1981) 
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responsibility in operating license proceedings; LBP·81·13, 13 NRC 6S2 (1981) 
LICENSING PROCEEDINGS 

NRC Policy Statement on reduced time to conduct; CLI·81·8, 13 NRC 4S2 (1981) 
See also Operating Licensing Procedures 

LIMITED WORK AUTHORIZATION 
construction permit proceeding, cost·benefit analysis required; ALAB-632, 13 NRC 91 (1981) 

MARINE BIOMASS FARM 
summary disposition, contention, alternate energy source; ALAB-629, 13 NRC 7S (1981) 

MEETINGS 
See also Hearings. Inrormal 

METEOROLOGY 
early site review, PWR, design basis tornado, atmospheric dispenal or emuents; LBp·81·IO, \3 

NRC 382 (1981) 
MONOPOLY 

NRC antitrust review: conduct or dominant business judged under hanher light; willrul use or 
power precluded; ALAB-646, 13 NRC 1027 (1981) 

NEGLIGENCE 
. by NRC; administrative claim by TMI·2 owners denied; statutory responsibilities or NRC described; 

CLI.81.IO, 13 NRC 773 (1981) 
NEGOTIATIONS 

between parties, licensing proceedings. NRC policy statement on; CLI·81·8, \3 NRC 4S2 (1981) 
NEW MEXICO 

petition to stay NRC licensing requirements, uranium mills, denied; CLI·81·9, \3 NRC 460 (1981) 
NOERR·PENNINGrON DOcrRINE 

NRC antitrust review, immunity or anticompetitive actions; use or evidence or protected activity to 
show purpose or other evidence; ALAB-646, \3 NRC 1027 (1981) 

NRC A!'Io'TITRUST REVIEW 
petition ror significant changes determination under AEA IOSc(2) denied, review precluded; CLI·81· 

14, \3 NRC 862 (1981) 
scope, remedial authority, relevant markets, monopoly power, Noerr·Pennington Doctrine; ALAB-

646, \3 NRC 1027 (1981) 
NRC REGULATIONS 

sarety violations, TMI·related issues, reopening record, significant new evidence, NRC guidance; 
CLI·81·S, \3 NRC 361 (1981) 

NRC REVISED STATEMENT OF POLICY 
challenges under, insufficient protection or public despite compliance with regulations; CLI·81·S, \3 

NRC 361 (1981) 
See also Policy Statement 

NUCLEAR NON·PROLIFERATION 
export license, petition to intervene, hearing denied; CLI·81·2, \3 NRC 67 (1981) 

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
EPA authority, cooling systems, operating license modified, open-cycle cooling allowed; CLI·81·7, \3 

NRC 448 (1981) 
NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION DIRECTOR 

2.206, petition, show-cause proceeding to suspend or revoke construction permits pending resolution 
or sarety issues, denied; DD·81·S, \3 NRC 728 (1981) 

denies 2.206 petition ror suspension or construction pending determination or extension application; 
00-81·9, 13 NRC I12S (1981) 

denies 2.206 petition to reconsider amendments permitting limited storage, low·level wastes; 00·81· 
11,.\3 NRC 1133 (1981) 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC) 
TMI·2 ownen' claim or negligence in performance or regulatory duties; NRC statutory 

responsibilities described; CLI·81·IO, \3 NRC 773 (1981) 
antitrust authority, conditioning, withdrawal or license; CLI·81·14, \3 NRC 862 (1981) 
authority over, and to terminate State Agreement concerning, uranium mill tailings; CLI·81·\3, 13 

NRC 847 (1981) 
authority to reconsider generic issues regarding loss or all AC power as long as it retains 

jurisdiction; CLI·81·12, \3 NRC 838 (1981) 
decision to use rulemaking or adjudication discretionary, fire protection; CLI·81·Il, \3 NRC 778 

(1981) 
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enforcement, environmental radiation protection standards, uranium mills; CLI·81-4, \3 NRC 298 
(1981) 

enforcement, health and environmental standards. uranium mill tailings; CLI·81.9, 13 NRC 460 
(\981) 

supervisory authority, adjudications; CLI·81·S, 13 NRC 361 (\981) 
OPERATING LICENSE 

amendment permitting steam generator repairs authorized; impact of hurricane or tornado on 
resulting low·level wastes deemed not hazardous to public; LBP·81·16, 13 NRC IllS (\981) 

antitrust review, conditions of ownership access, transmission system access, attached to license; 
ALAB-646, \3 NRC 1027 (1981) 

limited, 50.S7(c) motion, prehearing conference order; LBP·81·S, 13 NRC 226 (1981) 
proceeding, interlocutory appeal, summary disposition, contention, dismissed for want of jurisdiction; 

ALAB-633, \J NRC 94 (\981) 
proceedings, health and safety issues, mandatory informal hearings, petition denied; DPRM·81·I, J3 

NRC 429 (1981) 
provisional to full· term, order terminating proceeding affirmed, generic safety questions resolved; 

ALAB·64S, \J NRC 1024 (\981) 
reopened hearing, hydrogen generation and control in ice-condenser containment, reasonable 

assurance of safety found; LBP·81·13. 13 NRC 6S2 (1981) 
scope of environmental review. issuance in spite of unresolved generic safety issues; DD·81·S, \3 

NRC 728 (\981) 
OPERATING LICENSES 

2.206 petition to suspend, all PWRs. safety evaluations invalid, denied; 00·81·8, \J NRC 767 
(\981) 

condition, modification of control building; ALAB-627, \3 NRC 20 (1981) 
modified to allow continued use of open<ycle cooling; CLI·81·7, 13 NRC 448 (1981) 
proceeding, intervenor and interested state admitted, 12 contentions accepted (or litigation, hearing 

ordered; LBP·81·IS, 13 NRC 708 (\981) 
OPERATING LICENSING PROCEDURES 

responsibility of NRC StafT to make requisite health and safely findings; ALAB·642, IJ NRC 881 
(\981) 

POLICY STATEMENT 
NRC. reduced time for conduct of Licensing Proceedings; CLI.81.8, 13 NRC 4S2 (1981) 
See also NRC Revised Statement of Policy 

POPULATION DENSITY 
shutdown. adjudicatory hearing, interim operation; CLI·81·1. \3 NRC 1 (\981) 

PREHEARING CONFERENCE 
order. SO.S7(c) motion. interested state participation, environmental review reopening proceedings; 

LBp·81·S. \3 NRC 26 (\981) 
PRIVILEGED INFORMATION . 

review on certification and reversal of discovery order to reveal informants' names; ALAB·639. \3 
NRC 469 (1981) 

QUALITY ASSURANCE 
claim not addressed. Commission review. 2.206 petition. QA/QC system found basically sound; DO· 

81·S. \3 NRC 728 (1981) 
program functioning properly. 2.206 request alleging dangerous practices. accelerated construction 

schedule. denied; 00·81·7. 13 NRC 770 (1981) 
RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS 

uranium mills. stay of implementation and enforcement denied; CLI.81-4, tJ NRC 298 (1981) 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE 

solid, from proposed steam generator repairs, Board retains jurisdiction, parties directed to furnish 
information, recommendations; LBp·81·14, 13 NRC 677 (\981) 

See also Waste 
RADON 

adoption of values. releases from uranium mining and milling for nuclear reactor fuel, to be 
factored into cost·benefit analyses; ALAB-640, \3 NRC 487 (1981) 

REACfOR 
pressurized water, TMI·related actions, modifications. auxiliary feedwater system, integrated control 

system, emergency core cooling system, adequate for continued operation; LBP·81·12, \3 NRC 
SS7 (\981) 
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REACTOR FUELS 
from uranium mining and milling. adoption of radon release values for cost-benefit analyses; ALAB-

640. J3 NRC 487 (198 I) 
REACTORS 

pressurized water. denial of 2.206 petition to suspend all operating licenses. safety evaluations 
invalid; 00-81-8. 13 NRC 767 (1981) 

pressurized water. construction permit. evidentiary proceeding; LBP-SI-3. 13 NRC 103 (l9SI) 
RECORD 

environmental. affirmation of denial of 2.206 petition to supplement. class 9 accidents; CLI-SI-6. J3 
NRC 443 (1981) 

basis of. in informal rulemaldng. fire protection; CLI-SI-II. 13 NRC 77S (1981) 
motion to reopen denied. consideration of class 9 accidents, in spite of known seismicity. no special 

circumstances exist; LBP-SI-17. 13 NRC 1122 (1981) 
reopen. stipUlation. modilication of control building; ALAB-627. \3 NRC 20 (1981) 
reopening. TMI-related issues. significant new evidence. NRC guidance; CLI-81-S. 13 NRC 361 

(1981) 
REFERRAL OF RULING 

spent fuel pool expansion. continued need for power. dismissed on mootness grounds; ALAB-63S. 
13 NRC 374 (1981) 

REGULATIONS 
seismic reanalysis. design spectrum challenge rejected as misinterpretation; ALAB-644. 13 NRC 903 

(1981) 
validity. radiation protection standards; CLI-81-4. 13 NRC 298 (1981) 
See also NRC Regulations 

REGULATORY GUIDES 
2.206 petition. safety issues. denied. conformance not prerequisite. license issuance; 00-81-S. 13 

NRC 728 (1981) 
lire protection. not innexible legal requirements; CLI-SI-II. 13 NRC 778 (1981) 
licensee commitment not required; OD-SI-7. 13 NRC 770 (19SI) 
seismic proceeding. development of response spectrum. Hosgri Fault. advisory rather than Obligatory; 

ALAB-644. 13 NRC 903 (l9SI) 
REVIEW 

Appeal Board not held to "clearly erroneous" standard; ALAS-646. 13 NRC 1027 (l9SI) 
NRC. to clarify status of license conditions requiring termination of once-through cooling; CLI-81-7. 

13 NRC 448 (19SI) 
discretionary interlocutory. of denial of partial summary disposition. chlorine discharge contention; 

ALAB-MI. 13 NRC SSO (l9SI) 
discretionary. interlocutory; ALAS-637. 13 NRC 367 (1981) 
See also Appellate Review; Early Site Review; Environmental Review; NRC Antitrust Review 

RULEMAKING 
amendments. Rules of Practice. informal hearings and meetings. standing to intervene. notice of 

hearings. service of papers. petition denied; OPRM-81-1. 13 NRC 429 (1981) 
RULEMAKING. INFORMAL 

motion. stay of effectiveness. lire protection rules. basis of the record; CLI-SI-II. 13 NRC 778 
(1981) 

RULES OF PRACTICE 
2.206 petition to consider safety issues denied. within scope of operating license review; 00-81-S. 

J3 NRC 728 (1981) 
2.206 petitions. improper forum. facility not licensed; 00-81-3. 13 NRC 349 (1981) 
admissibility of contention. eonstruction permit extension proceeding; LBP-81-6. 13 NRC 2M (1981) 
amendments standing to intervene. discretionary intervention. right to participate. notice of hearings. 

service of papers. financial assistance to participants. petition denied; OPRM-81-1. 13 NRC 429 
(1981) 

collateral estoppel. radon release issue. prematurity of health effects issue; ALAS-64O. 13 NRC 4S7 
(l9SI) 

construction permit proceeding. warrant for stay; ALAB-632. 13 NRC 91 (1981) 
construction permit. standing to appeal. concrete injury to personal interests. discretionary directed 

certification authority; ALAB-631. 13 NRC 87 (1981) 
criteria for granting stay pending appeal; ALAB-M3. 13 NRC 898 (1981) 
denial of partial summary disposition. chlorine discharge contention. interlocutory appeal proscribed. 

discretionary authority standard not met; ALAS-MI. J3 NRC SSO (1981) 
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discovery against NRC statT. exceptional circumstance; LBP·81-4. 13 NRC 216 (1981) 
discovery against NRC statT. special circumstances, discretionary interlocutory review. referral of 

rulings; ALAB·634. 13 NRC 96 (1981) 
discretionary interlocutory review. policy disfavoring; ALAB·63S. 13 NRC 309 (1981) 
factors determining grant of stay request pending judicial review. agency action. fire protection; 

CLI·81·1I. 13 NRC 778 (198\) 
interlocutory appeal. discovery. privileged mailer; ALAB·639. J3 NRC 469 (1981) 
interlocutory appeals. discretionary interlocutory review. scheduling of hearings. appellate review; 

ALAB·637. J3 NRC 367 (1981) 
license amendment. spent fuel pool expansion. improper supplemental argument; ALAB·636. J3 

NRC 312 (1981) 
limited operating license. reopening of proceedings. interested state participation; LBP·81·S. 13 NRC 

226 (1981) 
matters requiring resolution in other proceedings will not be considered under 2.206 petitions; 00· 

81·9. \3 NRC I12S (1981) 
operating license. interlocutory appeal required to await initial decision; ALAB·633. \3 NRC 94 

(1981) 
pleading requirements for intervention petitions, license amendment to allow steam generator repair. 

contentions lack specificity; LBP·81·14. 13 NRC 677 (1981) 
pleading requirements for intervention petitions; LBp·81·1 S. \3 NRC 708 (1981) 
show cause proceeding. burden of proof; LBP·81·7. 13 NRC 2S7 (1981) 
show cause proceeding. use of 2.206 petition to avoid existing forum; CLI·81·6. 13 NRC 443 

(1981) 
simultaneous seeking of interlocutory rulings and appellate review. disqualification; ALAB·630. \3 

NRC 84 (l98\) 
standing to appeal; waiver of unbriefed bias claims; ALAS-644. \3 NRC 903 (1981) 
stay of Agency action denied. expense of administrative proceeding not irreparable injury; CLI·81·9. 

13 NRC 460 (1981) 
stay of agency action. uranium mill operators. radiation protection standards; CLI·81-4. \3 NRC 

298 (1981) 
summary disposition motion. and response. contention. alternate energy source. affidavits, statement 

material facts; ALAB·629. 13 NRC 7S (1981) 
summary disposition. contentions. statement of material facts. response reviewed in light most 

favorable to opposing party. no significant unresolved questions; LBP·81·8. J3 NRC 33S (1981) 
untimely intervention petitions. discovery; ALAB·642. 13 NRC 881 (1981) 
untimely interventions petitions granted; LBP·81·11. 13 NRC 420 (198\) 

SAFETY 
2.206 petition to suspend construction denied; construction. of itself. not a danger to public health 

and safety; 00·81·9. \3 NRC 112S (1981) 
LB's prerogative to explore potential issues not placed in controversy; ALAS-64I. 13 NRC SSO 

(1981) 
early site review. PWR. ACRS Review. common defense and security; LBp·81·10. 13 NRC 382 

(1981) 
resolution of issues under Atomic Energy Act; 00·81·S. 13 NRC 728 (1981) 
statT evidence required for deferral of resolution. generic issues; CLI·81·12. 13 NRC 838 (1981) 
unresolved generic issues within scope of Systematic Evaluation Program. order terminating 

proceeding. conversion. provisional to full·term operating licenses. affirmed; ALAS-64S. 13 NRC 
1024 (1981) 

See also Health and Safety 
SAFETY STANDARDS 

associated costs in implementing not considered a factor in operating license issuance; DO·81·S. 13 
NRC 728 (1981) 

cost or difficulty of implementation not considered; 00·81·9. \3 NRC 112S (1981) 
See also Radiation Protection Standards 

SANCTIONS 
failure of participant to meet obligations. NRC policy statement on; CLI·81·8. 13 NRC 4S2 (1981) 

SCHEDULES OF PROCEEDINGS 
NRC policy statement on selling and adhering to; CLI·81·8. \3 NRC 4S2 (1981) 

SEISMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
early site review. PWR. tectonic province. safe shutdown earthquake. operating basis earthquake. 

design response spectra. design criteria. soil liquefaction; LBP·81·10. 13 NRC 382 (1981) 
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evidentiary hearing, Hasgri Fault, vibratory ground motion, criteria for determining plant 
survivability, structural responses; ALAB-644, \3 NRC 903 (1981) 

show cause proceeding, no site dewatering system; LBP.81.', 13 NRC 2S7 (1981) 
SERVICE OF PAPERS 

amendments. Rules of Practic:c, petition denied; DPRM·81·I, 13 NRC 429 (1981) 
SHORT PruNGS ISSUE 

admissibility of contention, construction permit extension proceeding; LBP.81-6, 13 NRC 2S3 (1981) 
SHOW CAUSE PROCEEDING 

NRR Director denies 2.206 petition to consider safety issues, within scope of operating license 
review; D0-81·S, 13 NRC 728 (1981) 

partial initial decision permitting continued reactor operation without site dewatering system; LBp. 
81·7, 13 NRC 2S7 (1981) 

use of 2.206 petition to avoid existing forum; CLI·81-6, 13 NRC 443 (1981) 
SHtrrDOWN 

2.206 request citing electrical problems denied, StalT inspections. license corrections adequate; DO-
81-6, 13 NRC 748 (1981) 

SlGNIFlCANT CHANGES DETERMINATION 
under AEA IOSc:(2); oc:c:urrcnce of changes, licensee's causal relationship, significance, factual basis 

determined; petition denied; CLI·81·14, 13 NRC -862 (1981) 
SITE SUlTABIUlY 

construction permit, PWR, evidentiary proceeding; LBP·81·3, 13 NRC 103 (1981) 
early site review, PWR, regional demography, meteorology, hydrology, seismology, geology; LBP·81· 

10, 13 NRC 382 (1981) 
SPENT FUEL POOL 

directors decision under 2.206, suspension, license amendment to permit reracking and compaction, 
request denied; 00-81·2, \3 NRC 283 (1981) 

expansion, continued need for power, referral of ruling dismissed on mootness grounds; ALAB-638, 
13 NRC 374 (1981) 

expansion, pre-NEPA licensed facility, lack of prejudgment of environmental assessment; LBP.81.9, 
\3 NRC 377 (1981) 

license amendment to expand, ruling requiring EIS consideration of continued plant operation 
revencd; ALAB-636, 13 NRC 312 (1981) 

SPENT FUELS 
transportation, contention, training of populace for shipment accident, summary disposition granted; 

LBP·81·2, 13 NRC 36 (1981) 
STAFF 

adjudicatory hearing, interim operation, population density; CLI·81·I, \3 NRC I (1981) 
NRC, responsibility in operating license proceedings; LBP·81·13, \3 NRC 6S2 (1981) 

STANDARD REVIEW PLAN 
use of threshold probabilities as guidelines for determining DOE; CLI·81·12, 13 NRC 838 (1981) 

STANDING 
to appeal, seismic reanalysis. only by aggrieved party; ALAB-644, 13 NRC 903 (1981) 

STATE REGULATION 
activities conducted pursuant to state statutory regulatory requirements not violations. antitrust law; 

CLI·81·14, 13 NRC 862 (1981) 
STATION BLACXOUT 

designation as design basis event; CLI·81·12, \3 NRC 838 (1981) 
STAY 

implementation, enforcement, radiation protec:tion standards. uranium mill operators' petition denied; 
CLI.81-4, 13 NRC 298 (1981) 

licensing action, stay, amendment of Part 2; ALAB-626, 13 NRC 17 (1981) 
of elTec:tiveness of Fire Protection Rules, operating nuclear power plants. denied; CLI·81·II, \3 

NRC 778 (1981) 
of elTec:tiveness of decision reversing Board order granting untimely intervention petition, denied; 

ALAB-643, 13 NRC 898 (1981) 
prehearing conference, limited operating license, pending environmental review, motion denied; LBP· 

81·S, \3 NRC 226 (1981) 
uranium mills licensing requirements. petition denied; CLI·81·9, \3 NRC 460 (1981) 

STEAM GENERATOR TUBES 
2.206 petition questioning integrity denied, no new, unpursued concerns raised; D0-81·S, 13 NRC 

728 (1981) 
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STEAMGENERATORS . 
license amendment permitting repain authorized; impact of hurricane or tornado on resulting low. 

level waste deemed not hazardous to pUblic; LBP·81·16. J3 NRC illS (1981) 
license amendment to allow repain, all contentions summarily dismissed. lack of specificity; LBP·81· 

14. 13 NRC 677 (1981) 
SUMMARY DlSPOSmON _ 

licensing proceedings, NRC policy statement on; CLI·81·8. J3 NRC 4S2 (1981) 
contention. alternate energy source. statement of material facts; ALAB-629. 13 NRC 7S (1981) 
contention. training populace for spent fuel shipment accident; LBP·81·2. 13 NRC 36 (1981) 
contentions. chlorine discharges, radioactive cooling tower discharges; LBp·81·8. J3 NRC 33S (1981) 
intervenon' contentions related to steam generator repair. stairs motions granted. evidentiary 

hearing cancelled. genuine issue of material fact not demonstrated; LBP·81·14. 13 NRC 677 
(1981) 

partial. chlorine discharge contention. directed certification denied; rule. operation of; ALAB·64I. J3 
NRC SSO (1981) 

SUSPENSION OF OPERATIONS 
noncompliance. emergency planning rule. 2.206 request denied by Director of Inspection and 

Enforcement; 00-81-4. 13 NRC 72S (1981) 
SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM 

unresolved generic safety issues within scope of; ALAS-64S. J3 NRC 1024 (1981) 
SYSTEMS INTERACTION 

2.206 petition concerned with inadequate consideration denied; DD·81·S. 13 NRC 728 (1981) 
operating license proceeding. contention addressing equipment failures not allowed. lacking 

specificity; LBP·81·IS. 13 NRC 708 (1981) 
TESTIMONY 

combining rebuttal and surrebuttal. licensing proceedings, NRC policy statement on; CLI·81·8. 13 
NRC 4S2 (1981) 

TESTING 
TMI·I. hot functional. non·nuclear authorized; CLI-81·3. J3 NRC 291 (1981) 
low.power. motions, partial initial decisions, NRC guidance. TMI accident·related issues; CLI·81·S. 

13 NRC 361 (1981) 
TIlREE MILE ISLAND (fM1l 

accident demonstrated invalidity. safety evaluations, ECCS. 2.206 petition to suspend operating 
licenses. all PWRs, denied; 00·81·8. 13 NRC 767 (1981) 

accident·related issues, licensing proceedings, NRC guidance. fuel loading. low·power testing. 
reopening records, inadequate protection to public despite compliance; CLI·81·S. 13 NRC 361 
(1981) 

impact. limited operating license. reopening of record; LBP·81·S. 13 NRC 226 (1981) 
ownen' federal tort claim to recover accident damages denied; CLI·81·10. 13 NRC 773 (1981) 
related short-term actions, long-term modifications, adequate for continued reactor operation; LBP· 

81·12. 13 NRC SS7 (1981) 
Unit I. restart denied; license amendment. transfer of authority to possess; hot functional. non· 

nuclear testing authorized; deferral. implementation dates, TMI·2 accident·related matten, 
financial qualifications; CLI·81·3. 13 NRC 291 (1980) 

TIlRESHOLD PROBABILmES 
use in Standard Review Plans as Buidelines for determininB DBE; CLI·81·12. 13 NRC 838 (1981) 

TORNADOES 
as basis of 2.206 petition to reconsider amendments permitting limited storage. denied by Nuclear 

Reactor Regulation Director; 00-81·11. 13 NRC 1133 (1981) 
impact on low. level waste from steam generator repain not hazardous to publiC; license amendment 

authorized; LBP·81·16. 13 NRC 111S (1981) 
TRANSCRIPT 

procedural assistance program. illegality of free transcript. interlocutory appeal; ALAB-62S. 13 NRC 
13 (1981) 

URANIUM 
radioactive releases from mining and milling. nuclear reactor fuel. adoption of values for cost·benefit 

analyses; ALAB-640. 13 NRC 487 (1981) 
mills. radiation protection standards, stay of implementation and enforcement denied; CLI·81-4. 13 

NRC 298 (1981) 
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URANIUM MILL TAILINGS 
intervenor seeks termination of Colorado Agreement State program regulation; CLI-81-13, \3 NRC 

847 (1981) 
URANIUM MILLS 

operators' petition to stay licensin8 requirements denied; CLI-81-9, 13 NRC 460 (1981) 
WASTE ' 

low-level, steam generator repairs deemed not hazardous to public in event of hurricane or tornado; 
license amendment authorized; LBP-81-16, \3 NRC IllS (1981) 

low-level, 2.206 petition to reconsider amendments permitting limited storage denied; DD-81-II, \3 
NRC 1133 (1981) 

See also Radioactive Waste 
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ALLENS CREEK NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION, Unit No. I; Docket SQ.466 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; January S, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB·62S, 13 

NRC 13 (1980) 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; February 2, 1981; DECISION; ALAB·629, 13 NRC 7S (1981) 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; February 3, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB·630, \3 

NRC 84 (1981) . 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; February 4, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB-63I, 13 

NRC 87 (1981) 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; March 10, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB·63S, 13 

NRC 309 (1981) 
BAILLY GENERATING STATION, NUCLEAR I; Docket S0-367 CPA, Construction Permit 

Extension 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT AMENDMENT; February 20, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND 

ORDER; LBP·81·6, J3 NRC 2SJ (1981) 
BIG ROCK POINT NUCLEAR PLANT; Docket SO-ISS OLA, Spent Fuel Pool Expansion 

OPERATING LICENSE AMENDMENT; March 31, 1981; DECISION; ALAB·636, 13 NRC 312 
(1981) .if.' 

OPERATING LICENSE AMENDMENT; April 22, 1981; MEMORANDUM; LBP·81·9, 13 NRC !.!!) 
377 (1981) iJ 

BLUE HILLS STATION, Units I and 2; Dockets STN SO-S10, STN SO-SII ':I 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; April 28, 1981; PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION; LBP·8t.10, 13 ~ 

NRC 382 (1981) ~ 
BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, Units I, 2, &. 3; Dockets S0-259, S0-26O, 50-296, 10 CFR :§ 
2.206 .... 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; June 26, 1981; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; .~ 
DD·81·II, 13 NRC 1133 (1981 ,!;. 

BYRON STATION, Units I and 2; Dockets STN SQ.4S4, STN SQ.4SS, 10 CFR 2.206 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May 7, 1981; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; DD· 

81·5, 13 NRC 728 (1981) 
CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION, Units I and 2; Dockets 5Q.413, 5Q.414, 10 CFR 2.206 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; January 9, 1981; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; 
DD·81·I, 13 NRC 4S (1981) 

CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION, Units I and 2 • ANTITRUST; Dockets SQ.413A, SQ.414A 
ANTITRUST PROCEEDING; January 13, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; LBP·81·I, 13 

NRC 27 (1981) 
CLINTON POWER STATION, Units I and 2; Dockets SQ.461 01., 5Q.462 OL 

OPERATING LICENSE; May 29, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; LBP·81·IS, 13 NRC 
708 (1981) 

DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, Unit Nos. I and 2; Dockets S0-27S.QL, S0-323· 
01., Low Power Test Proceeding 

OPERATING LICENSE; June 19, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER DENYING JOINT 
INTERVENORS' MOTION TO REOPEN ENVIRONMENTAL RECORD FOR 
CONSIDERATION OF CLASS NINE ACCIDENT; LBP.81·17, \3 NRC 1122 (1981) 

DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, Units I &. 2; Dockets 50-27S·01., S0-323-0L 
OPERATING LICENSE; February 13, 1981; PREHEARING CONFERENCE ORDER; LBP-81·5, 

13 NRC 226 (1981) 
OPERATING LICENSE; April I, 1981; ORDER; CLI-81·', \3 NRC 361 (1981) 

DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, Units I and 2; Dockets 50-275, 50-323 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; March 26, 1981; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; 

DD-81·3, 13 NRC 349 (1981) 
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DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, Units I and 2; Dockets S0-27S, S0-323, Petition 
for relief under 10 CFR 2.206 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May 8, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; CLI·81·6, 13 NRC 
443 (1981) 

DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, Units I and 2; Dockets S0-27S OL, S0-323 OL, 
Seismic Proceeding 

OPERATING LICENSE; June 16.1981; DECISION; ALAB-644, 13 NRC 903 (1981) 
HOPE CREEK GENERATING STATION, Units I and 2; Dockets SO-3S4, S0-3SS 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May 13, 1981; DECISION; ALAB-640, 13 NRC 487 (1981) 
·INDIAN POINT NO.3 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT; Dockets S0-247, S0-286 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May 12, 1981; ORDER; CLI·81·7, J3 NRC 448 (1981) 
INDIAN POINT Unit No.2; Dockets S0-247, S0-286, 10 CFR 2.206 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May 14, 1981; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; 
DD·81-4, J3 NRC 72S (1981) 

INDIAN POINT Unit No.3; Dockets S0-241, S0-286, 10 CFR 2.206 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May 14, 1981; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; 

D0-81-4, 13 NRC 72S (1981) 
INDIAN POINT, Unit No.2; Dockets S0-247, S0-286 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; January 8, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; CLI·81·1, J3 NRC 
I (1981) 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May 12, 1981; ORDER; CLI·81·7, J3 NRC 448 1981 
INDIAN POINT, Unit No.3; Docket S0-286 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; January 8, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; CLI·81·1, 13 NRC 
I (1981) 

JAMESPORT NUCLEAR POWER STATION, Units I and 2; Dockets SO-SI6, SO-SI7 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; January IS, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB-628, 13 

NRC 24 (1981) 
JOSEPH M. FARLEY NUCLEAR PLANT, Units I and 2; Dockets SO-348A, S0-364A 

ANTITRUST PROCEEDING; June 30, 1981; DECISION; ALAB-646, J3 NRC 1027 (1981) 
LA CROSSE BOILING WATER REACTOR, SHOW-CAUSE PROCEEDING; Docket S()..4Q9·Sc, 

Provo Op. Uc. DPR-4S 
SHOW CAUSE; February 24, 1981; PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION; LBP·81·7, 13 NRC 2S7 

(1981) 
LA CROSSE BOILING WATER REACTOR; Docket SO-409 SFP 

OPERATING LICENSE; April 27, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB-638, J3 NRC 
374 (1981) 

MARBLE HILL NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION, Units I & 2; Dockets STN SO-S46, STN 
SO-S47, 10 CFR 2.206 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; June 26, 1981; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; 
DD·81.10, J3 NRC 1129 (1981) 

MIDLAND PLANT, Units I and 2; Dockets S0-329 OM & OL, SO-330 OM & OL 
ORDER OF MODIFICATION OF LICENSE; February 19, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND 

ORDER; ALAB-634, 13 NRC 96 (1981) 
OPERATING LICENSE; February 12, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; LBP·81-4, J3 

NRC 216 (1981) 
OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION; Docket SO-219 

OPERATING LICENSE; June 22, 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB-64S, 13 NRC 
1024 (1981) 

PEACH BOTTOM ATOMIC POWER STATION, Units 2 and 3; Dockets S0-277, S0-278 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May 13, 1981; DECISION; ALAB-640, 13 NRC 487 (1981) 

PILGRIM NUCLEAR POWER STATION, Unit 2; Docket S()..471 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; February S, 1981; MEMORANDUM; ALAB-632, 13 NRC 91 (1981, 

PILGRIM NUCLEAR POWER STATION, Unit 2; Docket SO-471 CP 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; February 2, 1981; PARTIAL INmAL DECISION; LBP·81·3, 13 

NRC 103 (1981) 
RANCHO SECO NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION; Docket S0-312 SP 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May IS, 1981; INITIAL DECISION; LBP·81·12, 13 NRC SS7 (1981) 
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RIVER BEND STATION. Units I and 2; Dockets. 50-458. 50-459. 10 CFR 2.206 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May 26. 1981; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; 

D0-81-7. \J NRC 756 (1981) 
SHOREHAM NUCLEAR POWER STATION. Unit I; Docket 50-322. 10 CFR 2.206 

CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; June 26. 1981; DlRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; 
DD-81-9. 13 NRC 1125 (1981) 

SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT. Units I and 2; Dockets 50-498 01., 50-499 OL 
OPERATING LICENSE; April 16. 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB-637. 13 NRC 

367 (1981) 
OPERATING LICENSE; May 8. 1981; DECISION; ALAB-639. 13 NRC 469 (1981) 

ST. LUCIE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT. Unit No.2; Docket 50-389 CP 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT; June 15. 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; CLI-81-12. 13 

NRC 838 (1981) 
SUSQUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION. Units I and 2; Dockets 50-387 01., 50-388 OL 

OPERATING LICENSE; March 16. 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; LBP-81-8. 13 NRC 
335 (1981) 

SUSQUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION. Units I and 2; Dockets 50-387. 50-388 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May 15. 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB-Ml. 13 NRC 

5SO (1981) 
THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION. Unit 2; Docket 50-320 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May 13. 1981; DECISION; ALAB-MO. 13 NRC 487 (1981) 
THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION. Unit I; Docket 50-289. Restart 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; March 23. 1981; ORDER; CLI-81-3. 13 NRC 291 (1981) 
TROJAN NUCLEAR PLANT; Docket 50-344. (Control Building) 

SPECIAL PROCEEDING; January 6. 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB-627. 13 
NRC 20 (1981) 

TROJAN NUCLEAR PLANT Unit I; Docket 50-344. 10 CFR 2.206 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May 21. 1981; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; 

D0-81-6. 13 NRC 748 (1981) 
TURKEY POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING. Units 3 and 4; Dockets 50-250-SP. 5O-251-SP. 

Proposed Amendment to Facility Operating License to Permit Steam Generator Repairs 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; May 28. 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; LBP-81-14. 13 NRC 

6n (1981) 
SPECIAL PROCEEDINGS; June 19. 1981; FINAL ORDER; LBP-81-16. 13 NRC 1115 (1981) 

VIRGIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION. Unit No. I; Docket 50-395A 
ANTITRUST; June 26. 1981; DECISION; CLI-81-14. 13 NRC 862 (1981) 

VIRGIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION. Unit I; Docket 50-395 
OPERATING LICENSE; April 30. 1981; PARTIAL ORDER FOLLOWING PREHEARING 

CONFERENCE; LBP-81-1I. 13 NRC 420 (1981) 
VIRGIL c. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION. Unit I; Docket 50-395 OL 

OPERATING LICENSE; June I. 1981; DECISION; ALAB-642. 13 NRC 881 (1981) 
OPERATING LICENSE; June 15. 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB-643. 13 NRC 

898 (1981) 
WILLIAM B. MCGUIRE NUCLEAR STATION. Units I and 2; Dockets 50-369 01., 50-370 OL 

OPERATING LICENSE; January 6. 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB-626. 13 NRC 
17 (1981) 

WILLIAM B. MCGUIRE NUCLEAR STATION. UNITS Units I and 2 - Reopened Operating 
License Proceeding; Dockets 5O-369'()1., 50-370-0L 
OPERATING LICENSE; May 26. 1981; SUPPLEMENTAL INITIAL DECISION; LBP-81-13. 13 

NRC 652 (1981) 
WILLIAM H. ZIMMER STATION; Docket 50-358 OL 

OPERATING LICENSE; January 23. 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; LBP-81-2. 13 NRC 
36 (1981) 

OPERATING LICENSE; February 9. 1981; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB-633. 13 
NRC 94 (1981) 

ZION STATION. Units 1 and 2; Dockets 50-295. 50-304 
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; February 18. 1981; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206; 

D0-81-2. \J NRC 283 (1981) 
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